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WAi-LACE_ASKS CONTINUED EFFORT
Minneapolis Symphony Will

Perform In Concert Series

Student Seats To Be Held
Until Monday. To
Be Released Then

Harrison To Play

Dr. Frank L. Harrison of the

Queen's Music Department will

plav .-;fh tlie Hart House String
Quartette October 19 in Grant Hall.

The Hart House Quartette is the

first of the University Concert Ser-
ies to be presented this year.

The Minneapolis Symphony Or-
che>*ra. under the direction of Di-
mitri MitropouloB, will appear in

February. Tlie organization, now
in Its 39th season, is comprised of
90 musicians. In its 39 years of
existence there have been only four
permanent' conductors. The o'rdies-

tra made its first tour in 1906 and
since then has performed in all parts
nf the United States as well

Canada and Cuba.

Freshman Reception

The annual freshmen re-

ception will be held iu the

grym next Wednesday eve-

ning, October 4. Bill Cor-

nett, Meds '46, A.M.S. presi-

dent, informed the Journal
that last springes plans

whereby no seniors would
be admitted had fallen

through. The A.M.S. to be
held tonight will discuss

this question.

Bill Henderson, Meds '48,

will convene the reception

and urges all women stu-

dents to attend.

Berry House

To Celebrate

McGill Institutes

New Course In

Medical Faculty

Will Study Clinical Work
In British Guiana
After Graduation

I

The orchestra is heard frequently
on national radio networks and is

one of the noted orchestras making
records each year for the Columbia
Recording Company.

. Mr. Mitropoulos made his debut
the United States in 1936 as

[Uest conductor of the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra. The past two
seasons he has served also as guest
conductor of the New York Phil
harmonic Symphony Orchestra for
periods of four weeks each year
pe was also chosen to conduct the
W.B.C. Symphony Orchestra in the
two opening concerts of their 1941-
42 winter season. He became per-
manent conductor of the Minnea-
polis orchestra in I93S.

Portia White, coloured contralto
from Halifax, will be presented in

January. Brailowsky, a young Rus-
sian pianist, who played recently
with the New York i'hilhannonic
Orchestra on its Sunday broadcast,
will give a concert in November.

Students wishing to take advan-
tage of the speciol oflFer, whereby
they are given first choice of seats

at special rates, should apply at the
University Post Oocice before Mon-
day, after which day sales will bei
open to the public at regular prices.

I

Berry House, a member ifSci-
ence '44 Co-Operative, is celebrat-

ing its first birthday on the campus
with a party at the Cataraqui Golf

and Country Club this evening.

Berry House is the newest mem-
ber of the Co-operative movement
at Queen's. This is a plan in which

a group of students combine in

renting their own house and paying

all their own expenses. The mem
bers do as much of their own work

as possible. They have redecorated

and refurnished Berry House and

bought a new radio. They elect their

own administrators who buy sup-

plies and assign duties,

BERRY HOUSE
(Continued on page 2)

McGill University has recently

inaugurated a new course in

tropica] medicine which is unique
in that it combines study at tht-

university with clinical work iu

the tropics.

Dr. F. Cyril James, principal

and vice-chancelfor, in describing
the new course, stated: "For the

first time in the history of medi-
cine, a diploma in tropical medi-
cine has been instituted which
requires clinical training on the
spot."

Three medical officers of the

Canadian Navy left recently for

British Guiana where they will

take clinical and pathological

training' under tropical' conditions

in, -pan of the paat-pr.tduit.:"

course in tropical medicine.

DR. H. c. WAUUtCE
Principal of Queen's, who again
welcomes students to the UniverBity

Declares Universities Faced

With Acute Postwar Problems
Also Announces Military Training Syllabus
Has Been Greatly Shortened For
Third- and Fourth-Year Students

Students Perforin
On StationCKWS
Members of the Queen's Radio

Workshop were heard on the air

onWednesday night over station

CKWS, Kingston. The skit, A
IViirsc for Every Purse, written by

Rita and Robert Greer Allen and

directed by Dr. Wm. Angus, was
the third in a series to publicize the

local Community Chest drive. The
work of the Victorian Order of

STUDENTS ON CKWS
(Continued from page 1)

Compulsory War Service Will
Begin Soon For Women Students

The Queen's women's war ser-

vices this year will begin almost

immediately. All undergraduate

students will be required to regis-

ter for war services on Saturday.

September 30, at 1.30 p.m. in Grant
Hall. Attendance for this and all

other lectures to be given this term
is compulsory for women students

in all years.

Lectures on community problems

will be illustrated with films from
the National Film Board. They
will be presented in Convocation

Hall from October 14 to November
1 1 inclusive.

During the second term, a course

in St. John Ambulance will be

given, compulsory for all first year

women, and optional for other stu-

dents who desire it for vouchers,

on St. John awards.
|

Aluminum Company
Co-operates

The three Canadian armed
forces are showing a keen inter-

est in this new department at

McGill. In addition the Navy,
the Army and the Air Force have

sent some of their doctors to

start the course at Macdonald
College, prior to further training

under tropical condition^ with

doctors attached to the Demerara
Bauite Coni])any, a subsidiary of

the Aluminum Company of Can-

ada, Limited.

"The idea is entirely new in

the world and the present

achievement has been made po;

sible through the co-operation of

the Aluminum Company of Can-

ada, Limited, with McGill Uni-

versity."

The post-war period is likely to

see a great development in trade,

cultural and social relations be-

tween Canada and the British

West Indies, while countless

thousands will certainly call

there, if only for short periods,

when using the tremendously en-

larged air transportation facili-

ties to be established at the end

of hostilities. Because of all

these expected activities, the pos-

sibility of tropical diseases be-

coming more important has

greatly increased, witp malaria

considered the greatest menace

Advance in Medicine

"McGill University," Principal

James said, "had been hoping to

establish such clinical facilities as

are now available, but mostly as

a post-war project because of

wartime difficulties in carrying it

through at present, This is a big

step ahead in medicine, It must

be remembered that despite the

NEW McGILL COURSE
(Continued on page 6)

Drama Guild

Casts Today

Seeks New Talent Among
Students For Plays

S.C.M. Outlines

Season's Plans

Tryoufs for pla\s (o be put on
this term by the Queens Drama
Guild will be held in Convocation

Hall, Old Arts Building, this after-

noon and tomorrow afternoon from

1.30 on, and on Monday afternoon

and evening. Casts will be selected

for one full-length and three one-

act plays, and applications for post

tions on production staffs will also

be received. The executive of the

Guild has urged that all students

who are interested in any branch

nf dramatics, whether they have any

experience or not, attend these try-

outs.

A general meeting of the Drama
Guild will be held early next week,,

featuring a program of entertain-

ment, with dancing and refresh-

ments. A fifteen-minute produc-

tion, illustrating the preparing of

a radio play, will be staged. The

time of this meeting will he an-

nounced in Tuesd3\'"s Journal.

Definite plans are now being

made for a series of radio plays

which will be produced during the

coming year. It is hoped that stu-

dent-written scripts will be submit-

ted and made ready for perform-

ance.

The Guild also hopes to arrange

for the showing of movies at

Queen's from time to time; though

DRAMA GUILD
(Continued on page 6)

Four Deans Address Gathering

Canadian universities must put forward a great effort to meet
the acute problems of the postwar period, declared Dr. R. C. Wallace,
principal of Queen's University, addressing the student body in
Grant Hall, Wednesday night.

Principal AVallace also outlined the new compulsory military
training syllabus, which will go into effect immediately. "All
physically fit male students are required to take training this year."
he disclosed, announcing that the number of hours for third- and
fourth-year men had been greatly reduced.

"Looking toward the postwar
period." he stated, "we must bear
in mind that more will be ex-

pected from university-trained

people in peacetime than was
demanded during the war period.

Further, the struggle in Europe
is still bitter and the war in the

Pacific theatre is not expected to

end m less than one-and a-half

years. Therefore, the part which
we in the universities are playing

today is greater than ever before."

Turning to student activities,"

Dr. Wallace stated that the only

black spot on the record of stu-

dent government was the atti-

tude toward freshman initiation.

He invited student recommen-
dations on proposed changes in

the curriculum. "The student

should know what best meets his

needs," he said.

Queen's Journal
Needs Reporters

The Journal will be glad to

receive as members of its staff

students who are interested in

any branch of newspaper work.

Freshmen and freshettes, with or

without experience, are particu-

larly welcome.

Ail those interested are asked

to come to the Journal office in

the basement of the Students'

Union Sunday evening at 7:30.

The Student Christian Move-
ment will begin its program for

TOV iS 'ythaFitesidefetrhe home
of Dr. Wallace on Sunday evening.

The S.C.M. is an interdenomina-

tional organization for the purpose

of bringing students together. Tliis

year the S.C.M. plans to hold Fire-

sides every two weeks. There will

be week-end camps and social

events. Study and discussion
groups will he carried on through-

out the year.

Four discussion groups have been

planned. Dr. Oiipman of the Phy-

sics department will lead a study

group on "Understanding Our-

selves." This group will be con-

cerned with understanding our re-

lations with other people and our

place in the life of the community.

Capt. Stanley Best of the R.C.A

M.C. will lead a group discussing

medical topics. Two pamphlets

published by political factions will

be used by the group under Dr.

Shortliffc of the French di!p;irt-

mcrit, which will use as its topic

"\\'hich Way. Canada?" Dr. Kent,

principal of the Theological Col-

lege, will lead a group discussing

"The Meaning of the Chri.slian

Faith," dealing with the function of

the Christian faith and its effect

on us to-da\'. Folders on these

groups will be available at the Post

S.C.M. PLANS

(Continued on page 2)

Military Training '

Clarifying the situation as re-

gards military training, the prin-

cipal announced the decisions of

a special meeting of university

representatives with high officers

from the Army, Navy and Air

Force. .Ml physically fit men are

to take training this winter. First

and second year men are required

to take 1 10 hours, third and

fourth year men must take 60

hours. All men must attend

camp for the prescribed two
weeks. The liaval detachment

will continue to function as it did

last year and the "ships" offices

are located in the Old Arts

Bnilding. The Air Force is to

WAILACE SPEECH
(Continued on page 4)

Netv U. ofK B. President Has
Distinguished Soldier's Record

Brig. Milton F. Gregg, M.C. and

bar, has been appointed president

of the University of New Bruns-

wick, it was announced recently.

Brigadier Gregg succeeds Dr. N.

A. N. McKcnzie, who resigned

prior to becoming president of the

University of British Columbia.

Born in Nova Scotia, the 52-

year-old scholar-soldier was wound-

ed on three separate occasions dur-

ing the Great War, and has served

overseas in the present conflict. He
has relinquished his peace-time post

of Sergeant-at-Arms in the House

of Commons.

He enlisted as a private in 1914,

returned with the rank of major,

re-enlisted with the same rank in

1939, and subsequently rose to the

U. OF N.B. PRESIDENT

(Continued on page 2)
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A Sombre Welcome
The Journal is pleased to extend a hearty welcome to new

and returning students, as Queen's enters its fifth session of war-
time classes The 1944-45 season starts at a most encouraging
time, when the international scene has assumed a more pleasant

picture than at any time during the present struggle.

Canadian students, more fortunate than their English brothers

and American cousins, may now anticipate the time when National

Selective Service regulations, which have inhibited college life and
enshrouded campuses with a pall of unprecedented seriousness,

will be removed, at least in part. With Churchill's promise of an

end to the Western war "much sooner than is generally expected,"

the lifting of N.S.S. rulings may well be effected before another
college year begins.

Yet it would be folly for Queen's students to lay aside their

texts and assume a devil-may-care attitude, in the belief these reg\i-

lations will be rescinded in the immediate future. The war is not

yet over—the Arnhem contretemps has indisputably proved that.

The government has imposed its stringent collegiate regulations

to ensure that only those students with the highest abilities will

be allowed to pursue their studies, believng—and rather wisely, we
think—trained minds are just as essential to the country's welfare

during its greatest crisis as in the time of peace. It is not, there-

fore, likely to remove its regulations before a Western armistice

has been concluded, and the Eastern battle is well on its way to a

victorious finish. The regidations will undoubtedly continue for

some while; therefore, extra-hard efforts on the part of university

students must continue.

Moreover, as Dr. R. C. Wallace observed in his welcome
address here Wednesday evening, college students will be called

upon to play an even greater role in the postwar era. A, Treat deal

will be expected, and even demanded, of us in the transition period.

We must prove to the gcst of tlie world that our government was
not merely being slothful in allowing us to pursue our studies; it

is up to lis to show tangibly that the Canadian policy was the wiser

one. Whatever may have been the situation in pre-war days, we
who are fortunate enough to be here now are not doing so merely

to fill in time. We have just as definite, and in some ways just as

important, a job to fulfill as have the front-line sohiiur ami the

munitions worker.

It is not our intention, however, to try to goad or frighten

Queen's students into working. That we leave to their own
discretion. We merely want to extend a hearty welcome to all

Queen's men and women, and wish them the best of luck with

their new studies. It is our firm conviction that anyone who has

the intelligence required to enter the university, will be able to

complete bis course, provided he works constantly and assiduously.

First Open House
Set For Saturday

The first open house will be

held a week from tomorrow in

Grant Hall.

Explaining the purpose of the

open house. Bill Cornett, Meds
46, A.M.S. president, declared

:

"The open house is an old

Queen's custom, inaugurated

several years ago as a method of

introducing the students to each

other." Music is provided over

a P.-'V. system.

There will be no year dance

the preceding Friday,

U. of N.B. President

(Continued from page 1)

title of brigadier. He was awarded

the Military Cro«s for gallantry at

the Vimy Battle, received the Bar

to this decoration for action dur-

ing the Arras batlle, and was award-

ed the I'.mpirt-S highest decoration,

the Victoria Cros^, for his "gallant

displav of courage" at Cambrai in

1918.

Prior to accepting his new posi-

tion. Brigadier Gregg was camp
commandant at rhe Infantry Train-

ing .School at Vernon, BC. .

Former Professor

Aids Gen, Crerar

Dr. Eric Harrison, former pro-

fessor of historv' at Queen's, and

now on leave to the Canadian Army,
has just been appointed special ad-

visor to Lieut,-Gen. Crerar in

France, according to a letter re-

ceived by E. C. Kyte, Librarian.

I'ntii recently. Dr. Harrison serv-

ed a? a major with the First Cana-

dian Corps in Itah-, writing a his-

tory of developments tliere. He ha'

from time to time sent documcnLs

from the Italian front to Douglas

Library, some of which are now
on display in the Reading Room.

In his new post, Dr. Harrison

will write despatches for General

Crerar. and also act as his personal

advisor.

Students on CKWS

(Continued from page 1)

Nurses, one of the organizations

which will receive funds from the

Comimmity Chest, was dramatized.

Tlifjse taking part were: Mar
garet ShorllifTir, Gladys Smith,

Merle Shaver, Marian Davis, James
Angus, Donald Holly, Mihon Bell,

Vernon Ready, Moe Polowin. and
Don Shepherd.

Baseball Heckling

Astounds English

LONDON. — (UP). — British

spectators are learning all about

the game of baseball, including

the art of heckling, from watch-

ing contests that are played

almost daily in an open grassy

spot in Hyde Park that used to

be devoted to cricket.

The games are taking the play

away from the soapbox orators,

and crowds of British onlookers

line the edges of the diamond.

Veterans of a few sessions

appreciate the fast action of hit

ting and handling the ball and

slowly begin to master the fine

points of the game. But the ex

change of rude remarks between

spectators and players remain;

forever slightly beyond their ken

Nothing like that ever happened

at a cricket match.

In a recent contest between

Americans and Canadians, three

Canadian naval officers who had

obviously had a few "mild and

bitters," gave the other British

onlookers a superb lesson in

heckling, a la Brooklyn.

When one GI missed a fast

curve by a mile, the Canadians

roared in raucous voices, "He
must be from Alabama. He's too

lazy to take a good swing at the

bali."

And then to reassure the Cana-

dian pitcher, "Don't worry about

liini. He swings like a rusty

gate."

Not very original, but effec-

tive, because the GI struck out.

Then the Canadians cried, "Come
on over here."

The Yank walked on over and

the Canadians jumped up and

pumped his hand. "You're not

mad at us, are you?" they asked-

"Naw, I'm not mad," the

American replied.

The Canadian team came up to

bat and the naval officers began
sticking their verbal barbs in the

American pitcher. The heckling

became more violent and vehe-

ment.

Finally the pitcher shouted,

"Y'got any gum, chum?"
,

This surprised the Canadians,

who replied that they hadn't any.

The pitcher walked over and

gave them each a stick of gnni.

"O.K., now," he said, "you've

got something to keep your

mouth filled, so keep it shut."

The English watched this by-

play in amazement. They couldn't

believe it was just part of the

game. "Don't they ever get mad
at each other?" one little English

woman asked.—The Ubyssey.

S.C.M. Plans

STRAITON.

Aw, lay off, soph, the "Princ" says No.

Berry House

Ktcnan Wynn, son of the famous

comedian, Ed \V)nn, recently en-

acted a role in a motion picture

called "Somewhere I'll Find you,"

ill which he had to Oj>eraLe a 1918

ni.Khi:;^-gun which liad been blown
frnni it- tripod. The gun had such

.1 ti-Trilic kick-tiMck that, after

W'vnii lired il once, he liad to have

his shoulder stropped for two
weeks. Several weeks later, young
'\V>'nn went to the Capitol Theatre

in New York to see the finished

picture. In front of him sat two
soldiers. When the machine-gun

scene was shown, one soldier said.

"Aw, that's a fake. You can't fire

a machine-gun from that position."

Wynn tapped him firmly on the

shoulder and said, "You certainly

can, brother. I did it."

The city of Los Angeles com-
prises acreage of some 80 square
miles. Natives of that city will ap-

preciate the humor of a sign found
in the very middle of the darkest

wastes of the Libyan desert. "City

Limits of Los Angeles," it read.

(Continued from page 1)

The success of this idea is evi-

denced by its rapid growth at

Queen's during the past tliree years.

To-night's party will be held at

the Cataraqui Golf Club with music

recorded by all the leading bands.

The party begins at 8.30 and tickets

may be obtained from any resident

of Berry House.

Pilot, just after tailspin: "I'll

bet 50 percent of the people down
there thought we were going to

be killed that time."

Student Pilot: "Yes, sir! And
50 percent of the people up here

thought so too."

—Pocket Book.

Who is the smart alecky young
flier in Australia who wrote

home to his girl: "These Jap
Zero planes are just like a pair of

step-ins. It takes only one Yank
to bring them down"?

—Pocket Book.

On the Vox Pop radio pro-

gramme the other night, an actor

named Warren Hull interviewed

a merchant marine sailor who
was plenty quick on the come-
back, "Were you ever a sea

hero?" he asked.

"Sure," came back the reply.

"I saved the whole crew of the

Tuscaloosa once."

"You did?" asked Hull, all sus-

pense. "How?"
"1 shot the cook," modestly re-

plied the seaman.

—Pocket Book.

College Papers
To Be Displayed

The Journal is trying to arrange

a college newspai^er shelf in the

Douglas Library Reading Room,

where copies of each edition of Ca-

nadian Universit)' Press member
papers would he collected. The pur-

pose of the shelf will be to provide

Queen's students with a more ac-

cessible insight into activities on

other campuses throughout the

Dominion. It is esp&tfed to open

within ten days.

A gent named Allen Gordon sent

tlie following report on what a lip-

service patriot considers an ade-

quate contribution to national de-

fense :

He reduces the use of his sun

[amp from five minutes a day to

three mintes — to conserve elec-

tricity.

He no longer pulls his Charvet

or Sulka ties into hard knots — in

order to conserve silk.

He helps morale by looking grav-

er when posing for photographers.

He refuses to shop any longer at

a Jap Market; now he orders by
telephone.

He now uses the same pack of

cards for twelve games of gin rum-
my instead of ten.

He no longer escorts his girl

home in a taxicab, but lets her go
alone in the subway; he is saving
rubber.

He recently gave a pint of blood
to the Red Cross — his chauffeur's,'

(Continued from page 1)

Office Saturday morning.

This Sunday's Fireside will he-

ghi at 8.30 with a short talk by the

Principal. The leaders of the vari-

ous groups will then outline their

purposes and there will be recrea-

tion and refreshments. All mem-

bers of the faculty and student body

are welcome, particularly freshmen

anil frcshettes.

Antiquated Kibitzer: "Yes, sir,

1 was in the Navy myself when
1 was a youngster."

Trim Young Ensign : "And
what was your official capacity,

sir?"

A.K. : "Four or five quarts a

day,"

New York has had a look at

several fine yofing officers of the

British Merchant Marine in recent

weeks while their ships have Ijeen

in the process of unloading and

loading vital supplies. Unfortun-

ately, there are very few funds

available to provide them with

pocket money while they are on

shore there, annd those that are not

fortunate enough to find hospitable

friends must count the pennies very

closely indeed. It is told that one

of these young English onicers put

up at a famous Park A\'enue hotel

and negelected to inquire the daily

room rate when he registered. On
the morning of his departure, he

was presented with his bill. He
gazed at it a moment and ; ,i

sought the cashier. "Am I correct,"

he asked, "in assuming that sug-

gestions from your patrons arc

welcome?"

They certainly are," said the

cashier. "Hasn't everything been

satisfactory?"

"Everything has been firle,"

agreed the officer, "but I have no-

ticed that you have a sign posted

in all your rooms which reads,

'Have you left anything?' May I

suggest a slight alteration in the

phraseology? Change the sign to,

read. 'Have you anything left?'
"

—Pocket Book,

The newly commissioned lieuten-

ant entered the Pullman painfidly

conscious of bis shiny god bars.

With the prospect of a fat tip in

view, the porter proceeded to ef-

fect a liaison,

"Mo'nin', captain." And a few

niinulcs later: "Find it too warm
in here, majah?" In a short time

he volunteered, "We's a speck late

today, kunnel." Then as the lieu-

tenant made ready to leave: "Brusli

yo' coat off for yo', general?"

Three minues afterward he was
inspecting the ten-cent tip. With a

bellow that could be heard through-

nut the station, he shouted at the

disappearing officer : "Goodbye,

corporal
!"

They say that the Coast Guard
has a new rifle which fires so

rapidly that it shoots eight times

before you didn't know it was
loaded.

A lovelorn sailor in Honohilu

decided to celebrate pay day by
sending a wireless to his girl

back home in Duluth. After

chewing on his pencil for several

minutes, he finally turned in a

cable that read: "I love you, T

love you, I love you. John."

The clerk in the cable office

read it over and said. "You're

allowed to add a tenth word at

the same price."

The sailor pondered for several

minutes and then added his tenth

word. It was "Regards."

Pocket Book.

/ ' MEDI
PLAYER'S NAVY

UM OR MILD
CUT CIGARETTES
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Saturday - Monday - Tuesday

He Joins the Navy and Becomes a Sea "Wolf"!

GEORGE FORMBY
.

In a New Wave of Laughter

"BELL= BOTTOM GEORGE"

Wednesday - Thursday - Friday

The Most Exciting Detective Story Ever Filmed

"THE MALTESE FALCON"
Starring

HUMPHREY BOGART
PETER LORRE SIDNEY CREENSTREET

ADDED

"CALLING ALL HUSBANDS"

The

ODEON

A romance . . . tender . . . glorious . . . heroic

. . . most magnificent triumph of M-G-M,
maker of "Mrs, Miniver" and "Random
Harvest."

The White Cliffs

of Dover
starring IRENE DUNNE

and with ALAN MARSHAL
RODDY McDOWALL - FRANK MORGAN
VAN JOHNSON C. AUBREY SMITH
DAME MAY WHITTY - GLADYS COOPER

SEE IT

TODAY

NOW SHOWING
CAROLE LANDIS - MARTHA RAYE

BETTY GRABLE - CARMEN MIRANDA
KAY FRANCIS
GUEST STARS

"FOUR JILLS IN A JEEP"
also ROY ROGERS in "KING OF THE COWBOYS"

MON. - TUES. - WED. - OCT. 2-3-4
ERROL FLYNN - ANN SHERIDAN in

"EDGE OF DARKNESS"
ANDREWS SISTERS in "HOW'S ABOUT IT

THURS- - FRI. SAT. - OCT. 5-6-7
BETTY HUTTON • EDDIE BRACKEN

'MIRACLE OF MORGAN'S CREEK'
TIM HOLT in "BANDIT RANGER"

MATINEE EVENING
Orchestra — 24c. Orchestra 30c.

Smoking Loge _ ^ 30c. Smoking Loge 36c.

CONT. SHOW
DAILY FROM 1 P.M.BILTMORE
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LIBERALS TO HEAR
PROFESSOR CORRY

Prof. J. A. Carry of Queen _

L'nivcrsity will address a joint

meeting of the Norman Rogers
Young Liberal Chib and the King
ston Young Liberal Chib at 8 o'

clock Monday in the Liberal Hall

There will be dancing following the

meeting, and all Queen's students

are invited. The Norman Rogers
Club will be reorganized on the

campus soon.

THE COMMON ENEMY

Tlie unmistakable tang of French
irony echoes through this story

told in the BBC's broadcasts

iLurope:

—

A young man, weary, depressed

and having lost heart even in re

nction. decided to put an end to his

existence, but his religious convic

tious prevented him from commit
ting suicide. He therefore chose

another metliod of ending his life

luickly.

Coming uix>n two German sol

diers. he cried: "Death to the Nazis
Dcatli to ?Iit!er!'" The two merely

replied: 'Yes, yes. Out with

theni
!"

Soinewhat astonished, the des-

pairing man next assailed two Ger-

man officers. With great vehe

mencc he hurled the words at them
"Death to Hitler! Death to the

Nazis! Dtath to Goebbels!" "Yes
Down with them" came the answer.

Thoroughly exasperated, the per

sisfent fellow entered the building

of the Commandant annd in full

voice, shouted: "Death to Hitler

and the Nazis. Death to Goebbel

to Himmler, and Goering, and all

ihe lot."

The officials rushed upon hi

and hemmed him in. Then one o

Hiem. in a whisper, said: "Hush
hush, not so loud! The militia are

close by."—BBC London Letter

Air Raid Warden: "For incen^

diary bombs you should have two
buckets of sand and a long-handed
shovel."

Neighbor: "But what if it hap
pens to be a high explosive bomb?'
Warden: "Then you won't need

the sand."

Private Doaks wanted to slip

out of the barracks, unofficially

to see his girl. He went to the

sentry to state his case.

"Well." said the sentry. "I'll

be off duty when you come back

so you ought to have the pass

word for tonight. It is "Idio

syncrasy'."

"Idio what?"

"Idiosyncrasy."

"I'll stay in the barracks."

From a soldier's letter to his

young bride: "Come down next

Sunday, if you possibly can^—^and

I am short of cash, so please

bring me $10.00. P.S.—If you

can't come, send me $12.00."

—Pocket Book,

First Rookie : "Well, Jack

looks to me like the war is going

to be over soon."

Second Rookie: "Holy smoke,

[ hope it doesn't finish before I

get my furlough."

—Pocket Book.

Two M.P.s finished their ninth

round of drinks, breathed alco-

holic farewells to their friends,

climbed into their jeep, and began

!ite -lO-nule drive back to camp.

.\fter a considerable period one

of them observed. "We're getting

cliiser to camp."

"Zal so? What gives you that

iilea?" asked t!ie other belliger-

ently.

"Well," reasoned the first one,

"we're hittln' more soldiers."

—Pocket Book.

ADVERTISEMENT

ALIKE—YET DIFFERENT

Life insurance companies are
much alike as to policy and rates,
but actual long-term results vary
widely. In the year 1868. just
one year after Confederation, Mr.
James McQueen, a scholar and
graduate of Glasgow University,
was town clerk of Fergus, On-
tario, and principal of the school,
He conceived the idea of starting
a life insurance company that
would be owned by the policy-
holders, a company without any
private capital, one tliat would
turn back to the policyholders all

the profits made, to secure for
them and coming generations life

insurance at cost. The legisla-
ture agreed that if 500 policy-
holders could be secured, tbey
would grant a charter to start
such a Company, This was done
and from this small beginning
has developed one of the'largest
financial institutions in the Do-
minion of Canada. The company
is known as the Mutual Life
of Canada, and now has over
$700,000,000 insurance in force on
the lives of Canadians. The story
of the Company has run parallel
with that of the nation. It has
been a romance of business co-
operation. The aim of the foun-
ders of the Company has been
fully justified, that of providing
life insurance at low cost to its

policyholders. The Company in-

vites prospective buyers to com-
pare their record with that of any
other company. Attractive plans
of life insurance are available for

students. We wilt be pleased to

quote rates.

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Branch Manager, Kingston

One of the sillier reactions of

the American public during the

last war was to ban such words
as "sauerkraut" from restaurant

menus, and to rigorously exclude

all German music from concert

programmes.

A distinguished conductor in

Boston was explaining to his

audience the reason why last-

minute changes had been made
in the announced programme.

"We will play no more Germa
music," he cried. '"Instead, we
will show our defiance to the

Boches by all rising and joining

in a rendition of our beautiful

National Anthem."

At this point the first violinist

leaned over to the man next to

him on the platform: "Was bat

er gesagt?" he inquired patiently.

—Pocket Book.

EstabUshed 1847

= CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS FOR 97 YEARS =

I LIVINGSTON'S |
1 WELCOME QUEEN'S STUDENTS 1
M ond FACULTY M
^ to look over their clothing needs in our store. We S
= believe that now is the time to buy. You will undoubtedly S
^ save money by doing so. Don't say we did not warn you. S

SUITS— $29.50 to $45.00

TOPCOATS— $25.00 to $45.00

OVERCOATS— $29.50 to $65.00

I LIVINGSTON'S I
= 75 - 79 BROCK STREET DIAL 83S4 =

Two fellows met on Broad-

way, One said to the other, "Do
you know how you can duck the

draft?"

"How?"

"Well," explained the first.

"When you're called down for

your exam, get a bowl of chop

suey and pour tt over your licad.

I did it—and they classified me
4-F."

The ccond fellow followed m-
ilructions, but the next time he

met Ids friend, he looked very

glum. "I did just what you told

me," he moaned, "and they put

me in 1-A,"

OooQoh," said the first fellow,

'I guess I forgot to tell you. .

Witli that, you've got to have

leart trouble!"

—Pocket Book

The applicant for enlistment

ippeared at Ihe recruiting office

id was asked for his spccia

ualifications. "Well," he boasted.

I'm descended from Henry Clay

niy father's side, and from

Peter Stuyvesanl on my mother's

ide, and my aunt was a Vander-

bilt . .
."

"That's very good," interrupted

the recruiting sergeant, "but we

want you for fighting, not

breeding 1"

—Packet Book.

A. R. XI/nOXHY
PHOTOCRAf>HeR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups

OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

FOR A PLEASING GIFT

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

BELDEAN'S LADIES* WEAR
SMART STYLES
REASONABLI PRICED !

282 Princess Street Phone 6733 I

KINGSTON'S SMARTEST

MEN'S SHOP

Agents for Dock's Shoes

103 Princess St. Phone 6381
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Wallace Speech

(Contiiuicd from page 1)

be known as tlie Uiiu-crsitj' Air
Squatlroii and the U.A.S. orderly

room is located^ in the basement
of Miller Hali.

'

C.O.T.C. orJers

will be posted later in the week.

In introducing the deans of tbc

various faculties Principal Wal-
lace called for a great Queen's
spirit and less of faculty isolation.

Dr. A. V. Douglas, Dean of

Women, was the first to speak.

Dean Douglas stressed the im-

portance of women's influence on
the campus and in the world.

She felt that women have the

great responsibility to use that

influence for the cause of right

in the world. Women as lovers

of peace should become dynamic
pacifists, active in promoting
peace for the world. Women
mu.st extend their influence from
the home and the classroom to

internatioiKil activities. To do
this they must be well informed
on national and international

politics. Dean Douglas asserted

that the sphere of women's work
is as broad as the world's need
for it.

Deans Attack Initiations

Dr. R. O. Earl, Dean off Arts,

extended the welcome of

members of Ihe ^.taff to all .Arts

,-Iuili-nt-. IUm.i E-.,r\ .strL-s?La tln-

>- ( an ArU lr:nniii-

jud lilt- (;ii.aL |i;irl the .\rls men
are playing in world affairs. I !c

also made a plea for new fresh-

men rc>i;n),iiiM(|., which would be
i.ii I'M.-iiKr \ In new students.

Hr. i.arl lal.clk-d many of the old

initiations as bordering on the

sadi>tic. The desire on the p[[rt

of the members of the faculty lor

closer contact with the .-itmleiil^

waa also cni])hasized. Staling

"We must gel back to the Arts
Faculty motto, 'Floreat Acade-
mia'." Dean Earl closed his

address.

Further emphasis on the need
fnr ^aiier freshmen regulations

made by Dr. D. S. Ellis.

I Ml Science. Dr. Ellis said,

"'i he idea of making a fool of a

man is a very poor thing." He
also suggesteil that ;dl science

laliorati iries he ujicncd for gcn-
ernl -hiitinl iii-.jn.i.iion, so that

tlK^ ini-hl ii.ivc ri l„-||,_.r idea of

wiiat ii
_
taking pkne on the

campus.

The danger of developing a

s|.irii of detachment and self-

Miff iciuncy within the Medical
Facuily wah pointed out by Dr.
li. S. iMclvin. Dean of Medicine.
BecaiiM- ini.-dii.;il ,-iiulL-nlb are in

a |iL-i uliar j.^^iiinn on the campus
tluT,: is ahva>', tile, danger of

iIm III isi dating themselves from
tliL' rest of t!ie campus. Dr.

iMeiviLi said that he felt the medi-
cal student should a.:(|iiainl him-
self with ail phax- . .1 uiiiM r-.ilv

study and life, 'l lm^ lu; wmild
broaden his outlook uii iili,- .nui

ici rive a better npprci i.iiiixi of

uahMiial ciiid international affairs.

In .Insiii!; Dr. Mclvin said,
" 1 hi^. is not a mere formal occa-

siun. ljut the expression of a sin-

cere interest in the student iiud\

taken from years of experience."

'Thev make me^rlectee

fi-hi.-

Draft Board Officer: "Maybe
not, hut they can taki- you where
the fightiiLg i.s and you can iise

your own judgment."

I lave v., II heard ahoni

v.lin int a hnie i,i ||„. ,

eause he wanted In

-how? And laUr he se'

Ihe.hap

arpel In-

ilie fln.jr

veil it up

hecatise he didn'

hole show.

ant to see the

And it came to />ass in the city

of Oueenz that the warriors were
gathered once more from strange

places and distant lands, and lo.

there were many gatherings at

the sign of the Two Nations and
beneath the Wagon Wheel as the

mii^hl} men of Scienz rejoiced at

safe homecoming and wept a

silent tear for those who had
fallen to the Fac, for verdy the

loll was heavy.

And it came to the note of the

warriors that barely had they

fared forth from within the walls

of the city in the moon of .-Xprilis

that the evil forces of ration had
made serious onslaught on the

precious source of the brew that

heals, and even now the value of

the iiook is a scant half of ihat

which it hai! been. But lo. all

hope is not extingui.shed, for glad

tidings come that the evil powers
are lo be forced back and verily

in the moons that intervene the

caves of cheer throughout the

land remain, tonger at the dis-

pti-al of ihe warriors.

And lo, the scribes retired to

the inner recesses of the cave,

and there snught the preb^euce of

Alaid Marion, the oracle of the

men of Scienz, and many were
the words of wisdom which she

spL)kc concerning conditions

within the hounds of the land.

-And it has come to pass that the

Fac has taken the Fuzzy Ones

under maternal care and verily

have they issued stern edicts

against the customs of Maid
Marion's men. And concerning

this the Maid said: "Let the

name of no warrior who con-

tinues the hardy traditions of the

men of Scienz fall into the hands
of the Fac, for vcrdy will he he

stoned from the city by the ruling

hand." And to these new entrants
into the tribe, the Maid spoke,

saying

:

"Truly art thou welcome as
men of Scienz, but verily every
warrior must prove his mettle
ere his name is inscribed on the

limestone walls of the cave of the

scribes, anil it befits every Fuzzy
One to respect the elders of the

tribe that his days in the land mav
be long." {.And healthy!)

And verily the numbers of

tho;5e that dwell in (he Hall of

the Flickering Lights have been
augmented by a motley crew
drawn fnun in.my places, and lo

these will he einsely appraised by
the warriors, and those that arc

lacking ca.st aside. But let the

men of Scieiiz judge not too

critically, for they are all there

is on hand.

But the sands run out and the

hour of seven apjiroachcs. and
thai which was stilled is now
running and the scribes must
retire for, verily, M-ielding the
chisel is dry work.

"I hear you have a little sister."

"Yes," answered the small boy.

"Do you like her?"

"I wish it was a boy, 'cause

then f could play marbles, and
baseball, and other games with

her."

"Then why don't you exchange
her for a brother?"

"Can't," was the answer, "it

too late now ; we've used her

four days."

"Sarge," said Bill, the rookie,

the night patrol came in, "are the
rest of the men back

"Yes," said the Sarge.
"All seven of them?"
"Ves, all here and all safe."

"Then," said Bill, the rookie,

'I've shot a German!"

Then there is the one about the
bu.sincss man who was dying. His
partner was at the iiedsidc and the

dying man said: "I've got a con-
fession lo make. Two years ago I

faked the books and robbed the
firm of $10,000.00."

"That's all right," his partner
said. "I jjoisoned you."

ADVERTISEMENT

MEN'S CLOTHIERS

\ very baffled looking private

of the A.E.F. approached his ser-

geant one morning while his

company was in rest quarters in

a tiny French hainlet several

hundred miles back of- the front

lines.

"Sarge," said the private, "I am
in a jam with a French lady down
the road. I just bought some
eggs from her and I think I got

gyp])ed when she made change
for me. I have been -trying to

explain what I meant to her. but

she keeps answering me with a

jabber in French, and I don't

know whafin heck she is talking

at)ont. Do you know how to talk

French ?"

"Sure I do." said the sergeant.

"\Vell, then," said the private,

"if it i.-n't too much trouble for

\ou. won't you come and help

siraighlen this out for me?"
The sergeant, flattered by the

private's confidence, lumbered to

liis feel and occom])anied him lo

the I- reiiclnvoman's farm.

"Al.nlaine." he began impres-
si\ely. "|pnrkv vous Francais?"

"Oui, oui," said the l-rencii-

\vonian.

ik,iy." said the sergeant.
' riieii why the hell don't you,
give my buddy his right change?"

—Pocket Book.

Patronize merchants

Journal advertisements.

who

BUSINESS
FOR YOUR

HEALTH
m
ARD^^HILTOI

DRUGS If
£!Hited

GOOD
(ML) MYA-Z (A

The late Heywood Broun found
a huge crowd of Parisians galb
ered one evening in 1918 in the
Esplanade des Invalides. Invcs
ligation disclosed the fact that

ihey were watching two scrub
teams of American doughboys
engaged in a game of baseball.

Wrole Broun

:

"N'ow and again the crowd
would e-ive grnuiul to make way
for an .Xniniean soldier running
at lo|. -|ii e,l. ' hie of them stood
with iii, had,- lunied to the tomb
of Napnh'on ,nid he was kuMcking
out flics in the direction of the
Seine. It was a new experience
for -Napoleon. He has heard rifles

and machine guns and other loud
reports in the streets of Paris, but
fi>r Ihe first time there came to

his ears the loud shar], crack of
-1 bat swung against a l.:iseball.

"One of the men walciiing tliu

batlmg jiractice was a French
nldier hcade<[ back to the front.

At any rate he had his steel

helmet on and his equipment was
on his back. His stripes showed
that he had been in the war three
yen--, and he had the Croix de
i.uerro with Iwo palms and the
Medaillif iMiHtairc, His interest

in liic game grew so high at last

that he put down his i)ack and his

helmet and joined the outfielders,

The second or third bail hit came
in his direction. He ran about in

a short circle under the descend-
ing ball and at the last moment
tiirust both han<Ls in front of his

face. q^he ball came between
them and hit him in the nose.

knoil.i)ii,^ liirii .Inwn,

"lli- n- ua. a lillE- bloody,

but he was u|i in an instant,

grinning. He left lh<.- lidd to

pick u|j his iriMich hat and his

e(jui|.nient. The Americans
^iicjuted lo him to come back. He
understood the drift r>f their in-

vitation, but he shiHik hi::; head.

'C'esl .lan.L,'ereanx,' he said, and
slartcd for the sl[ili..n to catch
Ilia train for the front."

—Pocket Book.

As one of the oldest advertisers

ill the Journal. Livingston's again

wish to extend a cordial invita-

tion to Queen's students to visit

their store, where they will find

a complete selection of ready-

made clothing, custom tailoring

department and men's furnish-

ings department.

We would particularly draw
your attention to our custom
tailoring department, where we
have been making clothes for

discriminating customers since

1847. We have our own cutter

and designer, which assures you
of perfect workmanship and
guaranteed fit.

We specialize in officers' uni-

forms, both military and air force,

also greatcoats, for active service

or home service, which will be
made in the usual Livingston
standard of workmanship. Mate-
rials and stjdes will of course
conform with official regulations.

'In our ready-made department
our stock is most complete, show-
ing overcoats, suits, dress suits

and tuxedos at prices to fit your
pocketbook.

We also have an exclusive
range of the latest in men's fur-

nishings, including dress acces-
sories, sweaters, ties, shirts, etc.

We will enjoy meeting old
friends and making new ones,
ami invite the student body to

make Livingston's their head-
quarters when down town

WELCOME STUDENTS!
Once again Ceo. Freed's Men's Shop bids you

welcome. Here's hoping your term will be a

pleosant one and successful, too. And here's

hoping you think of us when you think of good

clorhes and furnishings.

GEO. FREED'S
MEN'S SHOP

214 PRINCESS STREET

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

• Whether you examine ttiem for
beauty, for line writing perfonnnnce,
for ink capQcity, or all round excel-
lence. Parlcer Pens will always pasa
with honors.

The Parker Pencil to match make*
a writing set that you'll be proud to
have both in school and in later life.

Get the follis to see them at any good
pen counter. Pen prices from $3.SO
lo $15.50, Pencils to match $1.50 to
$7.00.

Quinfi
Use Qurn*-
coniaini £olv-x

pen iu iiuiiin.

arKer
Penj mnrfccd with the blue Dinmond are
eunioolctd lor lift oEoimt everyihing cii»pt

lull orlnlentionol doninBo tubjcctonly lo nchorgo
o! 3S( for poitoge, Ensutnnce ond hnndlln«,
ptovided compleic pfn Ii rtiumed for icrvicp.

Have a "Coke' =You're back among friends

, , .or a way to put service men at ease

Home is hospitality headquaners wilh Welcome so often summed
up in three words. Have a "Coke". That's your fighting jnao's

way of saying You're my pal. Around the globe, Coca-Cola is

spreadiog the-custom of Ihe pause lhat rejreshes,-~ha& become
a.«yinbol of friendly refreahment to folks at home and at war.

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Limited, Kingston
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ADVERTISEMENT

Tweddell's Store Has Fine

Record of Service

Since 1876 Tweddell's have
Ijeen attending to the clothing- of

Kingston's most discriminating

men and students attending
Queen's University. This store

lias progressed with the year;

and today occupies a much larger

store, having added a large stock

of cjuality furnishings to the large

selection of clotliing. Tweddell's

store is proud of its accomplish-

ments atid its close business
associations with Queen's Uni-
versity, and therefore takes this

opportunity to bid a hearty wel-
come to the faculty and students

of Queen's.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Two ladies in the Pennsylvania

Dutch country met in front of a

local store, "This war iss some-
sing awful, ain't it?" said one. "Do
you dink if dose Nazis come over

to dis country <ley vill bomb Read-
ing yet?"

"Vi, no, Mrs. Schnitzle," replied

the other placidly. "Dat dumb dose
Nazis ain't. Dey know der battle-

field is at Gettysburg."

—Pocket Book.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-
We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

fall

TENNIS TOURNEY
TO START FRIDAY

Intramural Director Bill Lem-
non announced last night that
tentative dates have been posted
HI the gymnasium for all 'men
intramural sports on the
programme.

Men's singles tennis will open
the new season, as the racquet-
wielders are slated to get under
way on October 6. Entries will
be accepted in the gymnasium
locker room until October 1.

AH first-round matches will be
best two out of three games, and
should be completed by October
15. No postponements will be
granted after that date, and scores
of all games must be posted on
the draw sheets or both players
will be disqualified.

The tournament was not com-
pleted last year due to adverse
weather conditions, the large
entry, and the limited plaving
time, but it is expected that" the
earlier start this season will
permit an early completion of the
tournament this year.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp, Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 4S50

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS
SIMMONS

Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

The crews of American heavy
bombers now stationed in the
British Isles have fraternized, of
course, with the personnel of
R.A.F. It was a case of love ac
first sight—but both sides experi-
enced a little difficulty at first in
savvying each other's ilngo. One
American aviator, for instance,
cited this example of the R.A.F.'s
version of the King's English:

"Three ropey types, all sprogs,
pranged a cheeseye on bnmps
and circuits. One bought it: the
other two sent or a burton. The
station-master took a dim view
and tore theiji off a strip. They'd
taken along shagbat wofficer,

w^o-wa* bjowned off. The queen
bee was hopping mad."

It took some time for the
American to translate 'this cryp
tic report. Roughly, this is what
it meant:

"Three unpopular individuals,

all brand new pilot officers,

crashed a workout airplane while
practicing circuits and landings.

One was killed ; the other two
were reprimanded severely. The
station commander disapproved

strongly and roundly berated

them. They had taken along with
them a somewhat plain WAAF
officer, who was bored. The sta-

tion's WAAF commander was

ATHLETIC STICKS
TO MEET TONIGHT

Al Moore, Meds '46. Doug Gray
Arts '45, and Bill Doberts. Sc. '45.

wlio were elected Faculty Athletic

Sticks during the spring faculty

elections, will hold their first month-
ly meeting with the lutramural

Director at 7.30 tonight at 34 Wel-
lington street, to confirm the play-

ing dates for the fall programme.
Mr. Roberts will assist with the

Intramural programme this term
and wilt coach the Track and Field

teof.

Jack Harvey. Sc. '45, will again
be in charge of the g>'mnasium pool

as Swimming Instructor, and will

take charge of the Interfaculty

Swimming Meet, to be held in Feb-
ruary.

A wealthy Baltnnore dowager
was driving home from her first-

aid course in her shiny Cadillac

when she suddenly spied a man
lying flat on his face in the middle
of th» street. "Stop the car.

Charles," she cried to her chauf-

feur. "Here's my chance to prac-

tice what I learned in class today."

She piled out of the car, landed

her full 180 pounds astride the

prone figure, and began pumping
the man's arms violently up and
down. The surprised victim finally

managed to find his voice. "For
the luvva Mike, lady." he entreated,

"leave me be, willya? I don't know
what you're after but ['tn trying to

locate a leak in this sewer."

—Pocket Book.

very angry.

—Pocket Book.

A General with a rare sense of

humor was discussing tactics with

his staff one day. "Now for God's

sake, gentlemen," he remarked,

"don't all say yes until I finish talk-

ing."—Pocket Book.

An extremely dignified gentle-

man presented himself one morning
at the office of one of the busiest

generals in the nation's capital. The
general's secretarj- assured the

gentleman that she would usher him
ihto'the^^generat's" presence "at the

earliest possible moment, but the

weary minutes dragged b\' and the

gentleman grew obviously more

and more impatient. Finally he

stamped over to the secretary's desk

and barked at her: "Kindly tell

General so and so that the Cover

nor of the Virgin Islands will wait

here just five minutes more. And
that, by heaven, is final!"

The secretary, very much flus-

tered, rushed in to the general and

ii\terrupted his conference. "There

is a gentleman outside." she whis-

pered hurriedly, "who says he is

the Virgin of Governors Island,

and that he has to see you inside

of five minutes, or else."

"For goodness sake," said the

General, "I didn't know they had

any more over there. Send him in

imniediatelv."~Pocket Book.

GLEE CLUB WILL
MEET MONDAY

The opening meeting of the Uni-
versity Glee Club will be held al

7.30 p.m. Monday in the Music
Studio on the third floor of the
Old Arts Building. Membership
is ojien to students of any faculty.

Tentative plans for the session

include performances of "The Mi-
kado" by Gilbert and Sullivan, and
Brahms' "Requiem." Auditions for
the principal parts in the opera will

be held at this meeting.

A LETTER HOME

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserv| your patronage.

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, Rm. 6414, GreenhouMt 3241

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St

STRAITOM

Back to the old grind

Dere Mable:

I havnt rote for some time I

had such sore feet lately. When
they broke up our regiment and
sent me over to the artillery I

thought I %vas goin to quit usin
my feet. That was just another
roomer.

Thanks for the box of stuff

you sent me. I guess the brake-
man must have used it for a chair
all the way. It was pretty well
baled but that dont matter. And
thanks for the fudge too. That
was fudge wasnt it. Mable f And
the SOX. They dont fit but I can
use them for somethin. A good
soldier never throws nothin away.
An thank your mother for the
half pair of gloves she sent me.
I put them away. Maybe some-
time shell get a chance to nit the

other half. Or if I ever get all

my fingers shot off theyll come
in very handy.

The artilierys a little different

from the infantry. They make
us work harder. At least there':

more work on the skedule.

know now what they mean when
they say that the "artillerj'

active on the western front."

They got a drill over her called

the standin gun drill. The names
misleadin. I guess it was
vented by a troop of Jap akro-

bats . They make you get up and
sit on the gun. Before you can

get settled comfortable they

make you get down again. It

looks like they didn't know just

what they did want you to do.

I dont like the sargent. I dont

like any sargent but this one par-

ticular. The first day out he kept

sayiii "Prepare to mount" and

then "^^ount." Finally I went

up to him and told him that as

far as I was concerned he could

cut that stuff for I was always

prepared to do what I was told

even though it was the middle, of

the night. He said, Fine, then I

was probably prepared to scrub

pans all day Sunday.

I dont care much for horses.

I think they feels the same way
about me. Most of them are so

big the only thing there good

for is the view of the camp you

get when you climb up. They

are what they call hors de combat

in French. My horse died the

other day. I guess it wasn't

much effort for him. If it had

been he wouldnt have done it.

They got a book they call Drill

Regulations Field and Light.

Thats about as censible as it is

all the way through. For in-

stance they say that when the

command for action is given one

man jumps for the wheel and

another springs for the trail and

another leaps for the muzzle. I

guess the fellow that rote the

regulations thought we was a

hunch of grasshoppers.

Well I got to quit now an rite

a bunch of other girls. Thanks

again for the box although it was

io busted that it wasnt much

good but that dont matter.

Yours till you here otherwise.

BILL.

—Pocket Book.
I

TRACK EQUIPMENT

In anticipation of a large entry
in the annual track armd field meet
next month, only a limited amount
of equipment will be available for

participants.

Shoes, sweat shirts, and pants
may be procured from Bill Ro-
berts, Sc. '45, in the Intramural
Director's office in the g>'mnasium
next Friday at 5 p.m.

One of the big magazines — we
thmk it was £j^iiire—recently ran
a cartoon tliat showed two patients
in a dentist's waiting room thumb-
ing through dog-eared copies of

magazines on the table. "Judpng
by wliat I read here," one of the

prospective patients remarked, "I'd

say they've finally got the Kaiser
definitely on the run."

This, of course, is just another

twist to Joe E. Lewis' story of the
first night that he spent in a room
at one of those bam-like Victorian

hotels in Saratoga Springs, New-
York. Lewis claims that he was
awakened about S a.m. by a faint

noise that he traced to a clothes

closet in the corner of the room.
He pulled open the door and out

stumbled a Confederate soldier,

who seized his arm and eagerly in-

quired, "Who's winning?"

WELCOME!
STUDENTS and FACULTY of

QUEEN'S
We are indeed pleased to extend our heartiest welcome to

you the students of Queen's ... to those who are coming
to Queen's and Kingston for the first time ... to those
who arc returning to finish their courses . . . and to every
member of the faculty.

QUALITY

CLOTHES
for the

COLLEGE
MAN

Since 1870 —- Tweddell's

have been the choice of

college men for Clothing

and furnishings that are

certain to make your col-

lege life a big success.

SUITS and

Topcoats
Our large selection of suits and topcoats made by SOCIETY
BRAND and other leading manufacturers of the finest, hard-

wearing imported English materials—with an eye to style,

wear and value fur the men of Queen's. Come in, let us out-

fit you in the best clothes ... at moderate prices.

SUITS

TOPCOATS-

527.50 to $50.00

.„ $24.50 to $45.00

SMARTER HATS

The largest stock of hats in

the city to choose from . . .

quality fur felts by STET-

SON in the newest shapes

and colors.

Stetson Medalist.... 7.50

Brock 6.00

Kensington 5.00

La Salle 3.95

SNAPPIER FURNISHINGS
Bright, snappy furnishings to give your college wardrobe

a "lift"—shirts, ties, gloves, socks, sweaters, etc. All are

Tweddell's regular better quality at moderate prices.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
Store Open until 9 p.m. on Saturdays

137-139 Princess St. Dial 6595
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We carry a complete ronge in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnl Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge's

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

GGUfiDIERS
rues

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries
Barrie and Princess Sts,

Welcome, Freshettes

First paragraph to be devoted
to welcoming the freshettes. We
were vaguely puzzling how to

put it when the C.U.P. editor

suggested brightly, "Hi, kids."

That might cover it. We gi\e
you our heartiest best wishes and
any help we can. individually and
collectively. From what we've
seen of it. Levana 'AS looks like

a very attractive year. Hi, kids!

Hope you'll join the campus
clubs and get a big kick out of

college life.

Levana War Work

The Dean of Women has a

very important announcement to

make. It seems the information
should have been handed out with
tlie other papers on registration

days but it has been overiooked.

Elsewhere in the Journal there is

;!n article on Levana War Work
for tlic _j-ear, which will give you
the data in detail. Here we shall,

only say. that on Saturday, Sep-
tember 30 (and that's tomorrow)
all women undergraduates will

be required to appear in Grant
Hall at I :30 p.m. to register for

war services. This regulation
affects women in every year.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug store

100 PRINCESS STRBBT

Eating Facilities Limited

Dr. Douglas also announced
that she greatly regretted that

the accommodation in Ban Righ
for upper year, boarders had had
to be limited to provide for the

unexpectedly large group of new
students. The difficulty of find-

ing sufficient staff to cater for
students, both men and women,
has been so great that kitchens
are understaffed at the present
time. Dr. Douglas said that it

was therefore impo.ssible to
accept all applicants for board in

Ban Righ. About 25 student
have been turned away. How
ever. Dr. Douglas gives her as

surance that should conditions

improve later in the term every
effort will be made to bring in

those students who at present
must try to get their meals ir

the overcrowded restaurants o
the city. (Anybody know where
a cook and five maids can be
found? - S.O.S. I've only had
toast and a cup of coffee today.)

Levana Enrolment Increased

This year there is an enrol-
ment of 130 out-of-town fresh-

ettes alone. Figures of Kingston
freshette enrollment are not yet
available. However, it seems
evident that the numbers of
Levana are increasing each year.

A new annex has been opened
this year to take care of some of
the extra freshettes; this is

Matheson House, so named in
honour of the lale Dean of Arts.

Too Bad!

An interesting piece of infor-

m.ation was picked up on the
sideline—a sort of peep behind
the scenes—in addition to the 130
freshettes who did turn up there
were 50 more who planned to
come, but didn't get here. (Too
bad, men, too bad

!)

And there were more women
enrolled in Medicine and Science.
Five new first-year Medettes and
two new ones in second year.
This, in addition to the four

women Medicine already boasts
at Queen's, makes a fair begin-
ning. Science claims only two
more women this year, one in

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1944,

A well-meaning old maid in-

vited a captain at a nearby train-

ing camp to bring a group of his

men over for an afternoon cock

tail party. Captain Jones and ;

party of 20 showed up very

l>rompt!y, but were dismayed to

find that, instead of being served

cocktails, they were handed one
glass each of very pale lemonade
and platter after platter of home-
made cookies. The cookies tasted

fine, but after about ten to the

man, their attraction started to

pall. Finally, there was just one
cookie left on the big china

platter.

"My, my," cried the little old

maid in a rosy haze of excite-

ment, "there is just one cookie
left. What are we going to do
with it?"

The captain's brusque voice

broke an embarrassing silence.

I want to warn everybody pres

ent," he cried, "that the first man
who answers that question will

court-martialled."

—-Pocket Book.

f Continued from page 1)

arrangements for these have not

yet been completed.

Tlie Queen's Drama Guild is an
all-.student organization, carried on
apart from academic work by stu-

dents of all faculties, and designed

to give enjoyment and dramatic ex-

perience to all those who are in-

terested. Faculty Adviser to the

Guild is Dr. William Ajigus of the

Department of English; the stu-

dent President is Henry Knepler.

With its broadened field of activ-

ity this year, the Guild hopes for

an increased membership, and hopes
at the same time to appeal to the

interests of a greater number of
students. Freshmen and freshettes

will be especially welcome at the

tryouts and the coming general
meeting.

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

FOOD SHIP'S 75,000 MILES

The Ambriz, a Portuguese ship

of less than 1000 tons, has sailed

on her 50th voyage from Lisbon

to Marseilles carrying Red Cro;

supplies to prisoners of war. The
Ambriz has covered at least 75,000
miles" and carried safely 3.120,000
Red Cross food parcels.—The Can
adian Prisoners of War Relatives

Association News Sheet.

See our advertisers when
require quality merchandise.

first year and one in third.

Dorothy Heartz, the third-year
engineer, has already two years
in New Brunswick to her credit.

And this brings Queen's total of
women prospective engineers to
four.

Summer Jobs

Summer jobs held by Levan-
ites this year, said Dr. Douglas,
cover a wide range. Members
of Levana have been active this

summer in a variety of activities

such as civil ser\ice. National
Research Council, farm work,
supervision of school girls in

farm service, medical social wel-
fare in New York, clinic tech-
nician work in Halifax, industrial
factory research labs, religious

education on the prairies, V.A.D.
nurses' aide work, the Fisheries
Research at I^ke Opinicon, ento-
mological and chemical labs, fac-

tories, offices. Queen's labs and
summer school, married life—and
there were even some Levanites

New McGill Course

(Continued from page I)

obvious importance of this clin-

ical training it has not previously
been a required part of any
course leading to a diploma in

tropical medicine. Moreover, at
the present time, no university in

the British Commonwealth or in

the United States is known to be
offering a course of precisely this
kind."

Welcome to Queens

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

THE MARRISCN STUCie
(graJiuattnn piyntograptyy

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—78H

30 Years in Business

Two young soldiers on leave
turned their night off into a pro
longed rendezvous with John
Barleycorn. When one of them
finally regained consciousness,
the sun was shining brightly and
he was lying in a hospital bed
completely swathed in bandages.
His bleary-eyed friend was sit-

ting, by the bedside regarding
him dolefully.

What happened to me, Tom?"
mumbled the stricken one
through swollen Hps.

We were sitting there

peaceful - like." explained

friend, "when suddenly
jumped to the ledge of a

dow on the sixth floor and cried.

Here's where I fly down Broad-
way'."

Why didn't you stop me?"
said the bandagee indignantly.

'Stop you," was the reply. "I

thought you could do it."

—Pocket Book.

very

his

you

win-

There must be some mistake
my examination marking,"

said the candidate for a commis-
sion in the Air Force. "I don't

think I deserved an absolute
zero."

Neither do I," agreed Captain
who stayed at home and cooked White, "but it is the lowest mark
for their families. |i am allowed to give you."

Welcome . . .

to Queen's and to Kingston

To all members of the student body and staff—both

old friends and newcomers—we extend a hearty wel-

come, and an invitation to make Laidlaw's—the "House

of Quality"—^your shopping headquarters.

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Reody-to-Wear - Dry Goods
170 PRINCESS STREET

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPPL.IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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All Years Will Be Admitted

To Frosh Reception In Gym

KINGSTON, ONTARIO, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1944

The Principal's View

All Freshmen To Attend
Others Admitted
After First Hour

'Best Bands'

All students will be admitted to

tlie Freshman Kcccption being held

in the gynasium tomorrow night.

Il hnd previously heen intended

to hold the afFair for freshmen aud
all coeds only, because of lack of

space in Grant Hall, but since the

gymnasium floor is no longer occu-

pied by the R.C.A.F., and is con-
sidered sufficiently large to accom-
modate all students, npperclassmeu

will be admitted at 9.30. Freshmen
and coeds, however, will start danc-

ing at 8.30.

The frosh will meet in separate

places at times designated by their

sophomores. Tanls will not be
worn. Name tags in faculty colors

will be distributed tn the freshmen
and to all girU hv their head vigi-

lantes. It is sui^gcsted that all have
pencils handy to fill in these cards.

The coeds will gather in their

dressing room in the gym via their

own door. The freshmen will as-

semble in *he boys' locker room via

the back door. No one will be ad-
mitted by the main door at thi>

time.

Promptly at 8.30 all students will

be herded into the lobby of the

gym from their dressing rooms in

single file. Here they will pair oft

for ihe first dance, and the couples

will proceed to the<knce floor—no
stags will be admitted to the floor.

Upperclassmen will be admitted
after 0.30 at the main door, but

will be charged twenty-five cents

admission.

A committee of twenty has been

formed to care for any timid souls,

and all those assisting in this ftmc-

,
FROSH RECEPTION
(Continued on page 2)

S.C.M. Hears
Dr. R. Wallace

At the first meeting of the S. C.
M. Sunday night. Dr. R. C. Wal-
lace welcomed the students to the

S.C.M. group and gave a brief out-
line of the history of the organiza-
tion. He told the students that the
main aim of the group was to fol-

low Christ and to place more em-
phasis on personal religion. Dr.
Wallace pointed out that the S. C.

M. also satisfied an intellectual as

well as a religious interest at

Queen's.

Ross Eabion, president, outlined

the objects and courses of the dif-

ferent study groups and told of the

S.C.M.. which is a world-wide or-

gani;;ation.

Pamphlets containing more de-

tailed information on the aims and
purposes of the Students' Christian

Movement and its separate project

groups were distributed.

Meds Regulations

Will Start Today

Are Much
Than Ever

Less Stringent
Before

Arts Frosh

Attendance will be com-
pulsory at a meeting of all

Arts freshmen and fresh-

ettes to be held tonight at

7:30 in Convocation Hall.

The purpose of this meeting
is to organize the year and
elect an executive.

A determined elTort has been

made by members of the facnitv

to do away with initiations and
consequently this year's regulations

have been cut down to a minimum.
The resulting freshman regula-

tions for the Medical Faculty have

been approved by the Dean of Medi-

cinie and the .'Xesculapian execu-

tive and will go into effect today.

As tbev stand thev are:

Dr. Wallace Decries 'Ludicroui' Rules
Of Initiation, RequestsWiser Methods
The Editor of the Journal has asked me to deal somewhat more

fully with student initiation practices than I had the opportunity
to do at the student meeting lasi Wednesday evening. I welcome
the invitation. The method of introducing new students to Queen's
needs revision, not by the sophomores only, but by the faculty
societies and the Alma Mater executive." It is a weak spot in student
administration—weak because it has been left in the hands of
sophomores who have not been conspicuous for their wisdom or
foresightedness. I am not referring to the evening receptions,
which are good, nor to the new procedure adopted last year in the
Faculty of Applied Science, which was excellent. These functions
showed wisdom and good taste because .older students were in
control in the planning. What I am referring to is the use of
devices to make the students appear ludicrous by modes of dress
and behaviour. These are inexcusable. No single second-year
student would ask a single first-year student to submit to such
puerilities. May I suggest that it is an indication of mass cowardice
on the part of the second year that what is not 'possible as between
man and man can only be imposed when the individual is submerged
in the group.

The time is overdue when a new conception of the responsibility
of welcoming freshmen students should be adopted by student
administration. The practices to which I refer, even although
they do not involve physical indignities, are relics of a bygone age
which responsible universities have out^own. It is fit and proper
at Queen's that new students should wear tarns with the faculty
colour. It may be fitting that there are certain restrictions to social
functions which should be observed. It is in no sense fitting, and
It is unworthy of the staiiding of Queen's, that they should be the
butt of ridicule by passersby. The hoary argument that all this is

helpful in developing the Queen's spirit seems scarcely worthy of
coramdnt. If that kind' of practice is necessary for the growth of
Queen's spirit, there is something "skdly wrong with the spirit. But
we know better. Queens loyalty is based on a much deeper
more enduring foundation than the wish to humiliate freshmen.
Queen's people know that this statement is true.

There is the

No. 2

COTC May Be Renamed
__^yniv^^ Corps'

William Mulock
Dies Suddenly

To Be in Effect All Year

1. Regulation tarns wirh blue tas

sels must be worn.

2. A blue lapcl ribbon, eight

inches by one inch must be worn.

3. No insignia from former

schools or colleges may be worn.

4. No freshman may enter the

anatomy room or any of the other

senior buildings.

5. Freshmen must help at all

.'\esculapian Society functions. This

does not apply to individual 3'ear

functions.

MEDS REGULATIONS
(Continued on page 4)

opportunity now to think constructively on the
whole matter of introducing our new students to Queen^s. That
thinking will come most effectively from responsible Queen's
students, hut the administrative officers ' will wilUnglv assist. At
a time when wise statesmanship is needed in the world around us,
let us show real statesmanship in this matter that lies so closely
to our own doorstep. There is no lack of wisdom in student circles.

Here is a pressing need to exercise it.

I have written frankly. That is what the Editor wanted me
to do. I have written with what I know to be the best interests
of Queen's University in mind. I am grateful for the invitation

ROBERT C. WALLACE. Principal.

Drama Guild Sponsors Radio
Forum; Dr, Angus, Phin Heads

The Queen's Radio Workshop, a

special division of the Queen's
Drama Guild, is now beginning its.

first winter session. Under the

direction of Dr. William .-^ngus.

students in this branch of drama-

tic work will act in and produce

several complete radio shows. In-

struction will be given in script-

Writing, acting, radio diction and
various phases of studio work.

Dr. Angus, together with Ken
fbin. Meds '48. who will lead the

Workshop, has expressed the hope

lhat the new group, which is open
|

Soldiers to Get
Special Tickets

Owing to numerous requests

from the armed forces, the com-

mittee in charge of the Queen's

University Concert Series has de-

cided to permit non-commissioned

ranks to purchase seats for the

series at special rates. Due to this

heavy demand, students are urged

to buy their tickets before Thurs-

day, as there are only a limited

number left.

Arts '47 Elects

Bruce President

to students and co-eds in all years

and all faculties, will attract a great

number of new members to the

Drama Guild, Valuable experience,

Dr. Angus believes, can be gained

througli tiie Workshop by students

interested in radio dramatics as a

liohby.

In coimeclion with the work of

a similar group attending the

Queen '.s Sunimep School, three stu-

dent-written scripts have been read

over CK WS, Kingston, The

DRAMA GUILD

(Continued on page 3)

Students of Arts '47 unanimous-

ly elected Geoff Bruce as presi-

dent of their year at their initial

meeting in the New Arts Building

last Thursday.

(jeotT Bruce was last year's trea-

surer. He replaces Sgt. "Bud"

Shave of the Canadian University

Course who was president in the

1943-44 term.

Alison Armstrong and Jean Gra-

ham were re-elected to the posts of

ARTS '47

(Continued on page 5)

Guild Will Offer
Student's Work

My Light Is Spent, an original

LS-minute radio play written last

summer by a student member of

the Queen's Drama Guild and per-

formed recently over CKWS. King-

ston, will he staged in a ,mock

broadcast Thursday night in Convo-

catitm Hall at the Guild's opening

meeting. The cechnicjue of directing

and timing radio plays will be ex-

plained and illustrated. Sound and

musical effects will be "dubbed in"

from a control center specially

mounted on the stage.

Thursday night's Drama Guild

meeting will begin at 7:50. Fresh-

men and freshettes, and other

newcomers to the club are in-

vited. According to Faculty Ad-

viser Dr. William Angus, about

50 new students will be needed

to fill all positions which will be

open in casts and staffs of this

year's stage and radio productions.

Also at the meeting the Drama

Guild's choice of a fulMength play

for performance next month will

be announced. Casting for this play

and for three one-act plays which

will be put on this term will begin

within the week.

Sir William Mulock, knoivn as

Canada's "grand old man," and
chancellor of Toronto Universitv,

died early Sunday morning, Octo-
ber 1, in his sleep. He was lOL He
bad borne a part in Canada's growth
from a colony to a nation, and had
held numerous posts of provincial

and national importance. He was
the sole survivor of Sir Wilfred

Laurier's cabinet.

A grandson, .\lfred, now serving

with the R.C.A.F., was an Arts

student here in the 1942-43 season.

Sir William was born at Bond-
head, Simcoe count)', Ontario, the

eldest of the family. When his fa-

ther died, he helped his mother to

support the household, and man
;iged trj secure a good education as

well. He graduated in 1863 from
Lnivcrsity College, where he in-

stituted what later became "K"
company. Queen's Own Rifles. In

this company he himself served in

the Fenian Raid. La,ler he gradti-

ited from Oseioode Hall, and be-

?an to practise law.

In 1S73 he was elected to the

senate of the University of Toron-

to, and in 1S8I became a vice-chan-

cellor of that university, a post

which he held for ahnost 20 year;

In lt^2 he was elected Membe
of Parliament for North York, and
in 1S96 appointed Postmaster-Gen-

eral of Canada, During his stav

in the latter office he introduced the

penny postage system, He became

Canada's first Minister of Labour,

having as his deputy minister his

SIR WILLIAM
( Continued on page 4")

UATC Now 'University
Air Squadron';
•UNTD- Kept

Changes Uncertain

This year's military training on
the Queen's campus will see many
changes and innovations, such as
changes in name and syllabus, ac-

cording to reports from officials

representing the three armed forces

on the campus. While confirma-

tion of the new changes lias been
hard to obtain, it is very clear that

these changes will affect all stu-

dent training.

The main changes will be that of

the name of the C.O.T.C., and tliat

of the U.A.T.C, to the University

Air Squadron. The changes in the

U.N.T.D. will be restricted to the

syllabus.

The oldest service on the campus,
the C.O.T.C., will change its name,
and may be called the University

Training Corps. This change was
made necessar)' by clianges in the

army regulations widi reference to

the status of officer candidates.

The U.A.T.C. has officially

changed its name to the University

.-\ir Squadron. This will not in any
way alter the status of the Queen's
squadron as regards tlie syllabus or

COTC RENAMED ^
(Continued on page 3)

Campus Club Column

The Journal proposes to

print a campus club column

in the ne.Kt Tuesday issue,

listing the names, functions,

and dates of regular meet-

ings of all Queen's clubs.

Club secretaries are re-

quested to turn this data in

to the Jvuriial, c/o Douglas

Library Post Office, not

later than Friday evening.

Medical Formal

On October 27

Octnber 27 has been announced

as the dale of the Annual Meds
At Home, to be held this year in

(J1u^;IJ'^ Gym, which the Medi-
al r;ii.ull> will transform into a

:^i,i,';ituiL night club. As yet, the

name of the band has not been re-

leased.

In keeping with the night club

theme, table resen'ations will be

made by each ccuple and party on
purchase of tickets. By presenting

the formal in the Gym. Meds are

taking advantage of the floor space

released by the withdrawal of the

AxT Force units previously station-

ed there.

Lists will be posted in the Un-
ion. Douglas Librarj' and Tech
Supplies for Science and .Arts men
who wish to make reservations.

Dr iJ. /. Cody Advises Students

To Prepare For Postwar Era

Dr. H, J. Cody, president of the

University of Toronto, in his speecli

Wednesday -afternoon to the fresh-

men urged 'that the sttidents de-

velop their self-reliance and intelli-

gence in order to provide for the

future. He stated that education

will play a major part in post-war

reconstruction and that they should

equip themselves now. He added

that the University in order to pro-

vide for this was plaiming to found

a Department of Social Welfare

and Diplomatic Representation as

well as several other new branches.

The Faculty of Applied Science is

also to be enlarged.

The President, expressing the

views of Dr. R. C. Wallace in liis

welcoming speech Wednesday
night hoped that ttie new students

would regard the professors on the

staff as their friends as they were

to help them in all things.

In closing, Dr. Cody advised the

student body to begin working so

that when csaminations arrived

they ^vould be preijared.
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This Is Queen's

New Journal Policy

In previous years much unfavourable criticism has been
levelled at the Journal. api>arently prompted by a widespread
feeling- that the paper has been "cliquish", and refuses to accept
new ideas, new blood, and so forth. Those who wielded such
adverse comment as a leverage against the Journal maintained that

it was run by a group of snobbish, dogmatic individuals, who
would rather have had a stale paper with its own ideas than an
appealing one with others' ideas.

It is not our intention at this time to revive this perennial

discussion, or to take issue with those who have opposed the
Journal. Perhaps the Journal was "cliquish": we leave that to the
opinion of last year's readers. However, it is our sincere desire

to ensure that this year there will be no basis for any similar

comment The editorial board fully appreciates the responsibility

of this, and of all college newspapers: to provide an outlet for

students' news and views, to provide a medium of intra-cainpus
discussion, to provide a comprehensive news coverage of this and
other campuses, and to provide a starting-point for would-be
journalists.

It is, then, with complete confidence that we ask the students
of Queen's for their co-operation, which is more necessary now
than ever before. Stripped of write-ups on inter-collegiate sports
for the duration, Canadian college publications have found it'

difficult to present interesting news. To offset this, some—notably
the University of Saskatchewan's 5'/tea/—have replaced this source
of news with more features and more contributions from readers.
The Journal last year presented more features, in an effort to hold
its subscribers' interest. While successful in part, it nevertheless
failed on the whole. Consequently, this year we shall offer more
features and, student co-operation forthcoming, shall accept more
contributions.

In other words..it is our intention and desire to print articles
turned in by students who are not necessarily affiliated with the
Journal; it is our firm conviction that, for the Journal to be
successful, our readers' interest in their paper must be more
tangible than ever before. Contributions should be addressed to
The Editor. The Jourml; should be left at the Douglas Library
Post Office; and must be signed by the author (whose name will
atcompany the printed article, unless otherwise requested). All
copy must go under the news editor's pencil (although no meanings
will be altered), and the board reserves the right to reject any
contribution on grounds of indecency, illiteracy, and so forth.

If our theory, is sound, Queen's University students, who in

the pasl have decried the Journal as a retrogressive, indifferent
publicatiuii, can this year ha\-e one of the best college papers in the
Dominion. We hope this theory will be tested.

The Whigr-Standard Again
It has long been a poHcy of the Kingston IVhig-Slaudard to

attack the students of Queen's University at almost every oppor-
tunity. For some iindivulged reason it seems to bear a grudge
against them, and delights in attacking them, either subtley or
sarcastically, whenever the pretext presents itself.

That paper's latest tirade—which is of the subtler variety-
appears in Saturday's edition where, in a perennial editorial, it

vehemently assails fresjimen initiation. While not mentioning
Queen's by name, it nevertheless proceeds to cudgel all such
I'ro, edures. referring to them as "brutal university initiation riles."
IJi.wever, we should like to point out that, since Queen's is the
only university with which the Whig-Standard has any direct
association, it may safely be assumed that it is referring to that
university.

Purporting to laud Principal Wallace, who last Wednesday
evening allegedly referred to initiation procedures as "puerile,
foolish and sadi'>tic", it declares, "his description will
general admiration." It continues: ".

arovree

He deserves hearty

1 disgraceful feature
commendation for drawing attention to
(italics added) of Canadian University life.'

"Canadian youth," it avows, "should not be /;xposed to
physical indignities and the risk of bodily injury simply because
It seeks a university education Initiation Htes . . . have aroused
in many youtiis a hearty dislike of college life which has marred
what should have been a happy period of their lives." And. it

suggests, "there may be a few who would like to (call initiations)
'barbaric, childish, and moronic'.''

It is not our intention—although we believe the majority of
Queen's men and women, including those who do not favour
stringent regulations, would scoff at these remarks—to reprove
the IVhig-Siandard for its standpoint in this instance. We harbour
no antipathies toward that publication. However, we should like

BY JOAN CONNOR

THE A.M.S.

The A. M.S., as the student

government on this campus, tries

to be truly representative of stu-

dent opinions, It is the only

organization of communication
between the students and gov-
erning bodies of the university.

It seeks also to carry out in a

true democratic manner the

wishes of its student citizens. In
order to achieve its aims it must
be kept in close toucli with its

constituents and it must depend
on an active and constant student

interest in its proceedings. It

hopes that this year it will find

such an interest.

Many students know very little

about the Alma Mater Society.

It is the official student govern-
ment at Queen's and manages all

the extra-curricular activities. It

is made up of 13 members—the

four faculty societies propose two
members each, a senior (graduate

or post-graduate) and a junior.

The presidents of the four so-

cieties and the president of the

ology are also members. Charles
Hicks, the permanent secretary-

treasurer and adviser, makes up
the 13th. The president is elected

each spring for the next year
from the incoming senior mem
bers by a committee made up of

retiring and incoming executive.

This year the president is Bill

Cornett of Medicine.

The three campus publications,

the JuurnaL Tricolor and Who's
Where, come under the jurisdic-

tion of the A.M.S. Bookings for

dances must be made through the

-\.M.S. office; these dances are

policed by students selected b*-

tlie A.M.S. This governing body
subsidizes the Queen's Pipe Band,
administrates student athletics

and has strong influence in the

Athletic ^Board of Control. The
A.M.S. court is responsible for

the punishments of offences by
the students of the university

except those involving academic
standing.

The executive meets regularly

every two weeks in the board
room in the gymnasium. These
meetings are open to all students
who wish to attend and they are
announced in the Journal. There
is a general meeting in March
when changes proposed in the
constitution during the year are

brought before the student body.

These are the results of the

elections held in the spring

:

President,
J. W. Cornett, Meds

'46; vice-president, Murray Sut-

ton, Arts '45 (army); F. Lee,

president, Engineering Society

;

John Harvey, senior rep. ; Jim
Provan, junoir rep. ; Glen Clarke,

president of Arts ; senior and
junior reps, unfilled; Aesculapian

pre.'iident, J. W. D. Cornett;

Doug Wickware, junior rep.

;

Dorothy Mills, president of Le-

vana; Joyce Watson, senior rep.;

Muffy Hibbert, junior rep.; and

Frank Whiteley, president of

Theology.

FROSH RECEPTION^

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Help win the war ii

in Victory.

Letters to the Editor will be wel

comed, and. insofar as contents and

space- permit, will be printed as

soon as possible after being receiv

ed. However, certain rules should

be followed, if they are to be con-

sidered for publication:

Letters should be ivrittcn ncallv,

or preferably typcuvilten. Double-

spacing should be left between the

lilies, and only one side of the page

should be written on.

All tellers iniisl be signed zvith

the author's signature, faculty, and

year. These will be withheld on
request.

All letters are subjcrt to rejec-

tion at the discrfHoii nj llic editorial

board, and to revision by the iinfs

desk. Hozi'czrr, letters will not be

rejected capricioitsly, nor will anv
vicaninos he altered.

MANITOBA GRAD DEAN
AT UNITED COLLEGE

Winnipeg—(C.U.P.) Miss Do-
roihie A. Neil, former student at

the University of Manitoba, has

been appointed^ the new Dean of

Women at United ColIef;e. Born
in Saskatoon, she was educated at

Kelvin High School, Winnipeg, and
tiie University', where she received

her B,Sc. in Home Economics in

1942. While attending untversitv

she was a member of the staff of

the Manitoban. and, Social Chair-

man of her faculty. After her gra-

duation she was appointed head
dietitian and nutritionist at Van-
couver General Hospital, where she

served for one and a half years,

before her appointment at United
College.

Debating Union

There will be a meeting of

Queen's Debating Union Tues-
day, October 3, 7:30 p.m., in the

biology lecture room. Old Arts
building. All interested in de-

bating and public speaking are

urged to attend. A new execu-

tive for the year is to he elected.

tu ask why, instead of supporting, at least occasionally, the pupils
of Queen's—a renowned institution, which has graduated some of
the most successful men and women in the world—the Whig-
Standard continually berates them, holding them up to public
ridicule; it never applauds them . Newspapers in other college
cities, iiotaldy iIiom- in iMuiiireal and Toronto, take pride in their
universities. ^iipporLiiig theiu—in general— with admirable fervour.
It seems a pity that Queen's does not receive similar co-operation.

Here, here, you are at last

;

You've met each worthy prof..

You've walked about the campus

And seen the surly Soph.

You should know the "Hall" boys

Tliere's Gordon and the rest;

And you'll realize by Christmas

That Queen's is just the best.

To start the season off right,

A dance we give for \'0u ;

So he about that night, frosh.

For you're the blinkin' crew.

And when I speak of bands,

You'll know they are the best 1

With Goodman, Herman, Sammy
Kaye,

Both Dorseys and the rest.

Eight-thirty is the hour,

The gym the proper place;

Tomorrow is the night, gang.

So gather "Master Race."

—Lemay.

Frosh Reception

(Continued from page 1)

tinn will meet in the main lobby

of the gym at 8.00 p.m.

Cokes will be available in the

lobby downstairs, but those attend-

ing the reception are requested not

to smoke or take drink> onto the

dance floor.

Reba: "Now. before we start

for this ride, I want to tell you
that I don't smoke, drink or flirt,

f visit no wayside inns and I

expect to be home by ten o'clock."

Charlie: "You're mistaken."

Reba : "You mean that I do
any of those things?"

Charlie: "No, I mean about

starting for this ride."

"Daddy, what are pieces-6f artil-

lery?"

Answer—"Must be what the little

girl next door plays on the piano."

—Pocket Book.

"When run down keep a note

on your pulse beats," advises the

writers of a health column.

Also the number of the car.

—Bnmskickan.

Orchestra

The orchestra will meet

Thursday evening at 7:30 in

Dr. Harrison's studio, top

floor. Old Arts Buidling.

Please bring instruments

and stands. Freshmen are

urged to attend.

Strange Fruit, by Lillian Smith.

Revnal and Hitchcock, New
York. $3.

Strange Fruit, hailed bj- critics

on this continent as a second Uncle

Tom, and banned by the United

States mail, deals with the racial

question in the southern states. In

a broader sense it deals with the

racial issues facing most nations.

It is the problem of the majority

that must adjust itself to live peace-

fully with a minorit)' different in

ff ligion, colour, language, and men-

tality.

Members of any minority, as the

author observes, find themselves

overwhelmed by an insurmountable

wall of intolerance, hatred, ignor-

ance, and injustice that can, and

often does, make life nothing more

than a bare existence. The Negroes

in the book, in spite of a college

education, a SLcure livelihood, and

honest parents, suffer from an in-

evitable inferiority complex. The
whites, in spite of no education, and

an insecure livelihood, suffer from

the equally inevitable superiority

com]ilex. While the Negroes ad-

dress them as "Sir," they address

the Negroes by their first names,

and regard their women as prosti-

tutes, at best good enough to bo

maids for their children or the men
to he porters im iheir lr:iins. What
is more inevitable in this atmo-

sphere than organized lynching by

the whites and murder by the Ne-
groes to save their womenfolk?

The bnok succeeds in showing

that ihe Na?.i> are nut alone in bru-

talit.v and racial intolerance. Thus
Lillian .Sniiih, at an opj)Ortune mo-
ment ill I he niidst of the war, shows
the general [uihlic that tlie enemies

of an tnlij^btcned humanity are

found not only in Europe, but iu

our own backyard. The book
should he read for this reason alone.

The Inve story is incidental, and,

ai>]iarenii> lo make the book more
aliractive to money-hungry publish-

ers and a sex-starved public, it is

unnecessarily earthy. This fact

earned it the adverse notoriety it

received in Boston and the other

^tmn^dinlils of conservatism. Its

\\ i;ikiii.'-- ill this respect, however,

is outweighted by its social signi-

ficance.

Your purchase of Seventh Vic-

tory Loan Bonds will help bring

the boys over there back here.
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ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarfer

^ SWEATERS
187 Princess St

Phone 50S6

WELCOME!
STUDENTS and FACULTY of

QUEEN'S
VVe are indeed pleased to extend our heartiest welcome to
you [he students of Queen's ... to tliose who are coming
to Queen's and Kingston for the first time ... to those
Who.sre returning to finish their courses ... and to every
member of the faculty.

QUALITY

CLOTHES
for the

COLLEGE
MAN

Since 1870— Tweddell's

have been the choice of

college men for Clothing

and furnishings that are

certain to make your col-

lege life a big success.

SUITS and

Topcoats
Our large selection of suits and topcoats made by SOCIETY
BRAND and other leading manufacturers of tlie finest, hard-

wearing imported English materials—with an eye to style,

wear and value for the men of Queen's. Come in, let lis out-

fit you in the best clothes ... at moderate prices.

S.UITS--.-_ - _ _ $27.50 to $50.00
'

TOPCOATS $24.50 to $45.00

SMARTER HATS
The largest stock of lials in

the city to choose from . . .

quality fur felts by STET-
SON in the newest shapes

and colors.

Stetson Medalist.... 7.50

Brock 6.00

Kensington 5.00

La Salle 3.95

SNAPPIER FURNISHINGS
Bright, snappy furnishings to give your college wardrobe

a "lift"—shirts, ties, gloves, socks, sweaters, etc. are

Tweddell's regular better quality at moderate prices.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
..Store Open until 9 p.m. on Saturdays

137-139 Princess St. Dial 6595

Toronto Resounds
To Frosh's Yelps

Toronto—(GUI').—Once agai
the campus is echoing to the
hoarse yells and high squeals
outraged first -year student,

whose dignity is in the process of
heing sadly ruffled, and this

one of the surest signs that col

lege life is here again.

Initiations, however, do no
end with merely wearing coels

back-to~front. as the St. Mike
freshies found out last night. 1

the dead of night they were
wakened hy sophs and put
through a routine of eating cold

wet oalineal, macaroni worm
and other gruesome delicacies

A fornuil initiation will be held

later at St. Joseph's, followed by
a formal welcome,

Victoria men and women had
their traditional "Freshman and
Freshie Weekend" where they
became familiar with some
[lects of college life. The men
will have a formal initiation late

also, perhaps in the Bloor Stree

horse-trough as in previous years

but until that time they hav
been given a gold tie and Vic
blessing, and have been let loose

among hordes of hungry school

men.

To the Vic freshies the whol

lime waf wonderful and thrilling

One co-ed of .'\ddison House
looking over her "weekend" pro

gramme crammed full of events

said that it had been exciting

from the lime that she met he

sen lur. "There were so many
people, and I didn't know quite

what was happening. The seniors

tnok us through Hart House

and all over the University, ant

finally through the mill on Mon
day." Victoria sophs are even

now thinking up new and drastic

treatment for the incoming

freshies.

Trinity women are Deing sub

jected to wearing little golden

halos, vital statistics placards, and

red-and-black streamers, while

black-tied Trinity freshmen are

muttering dire threats about

kicking the sophs around "when
the time comes."

As far as outraged feelings go.

however, the Occupational Ther

apy girls and the prospective

Uental Nurses are having the

worst time. O.T. girls are strug-

gling to look glamorous in nurses'

veils of jiillow slips, and faces

made up only on one side with a

dividing line down the middle,

(ilamour is losing out. i

The Dental Nurses have a com-

pletely morale-shattering garb,

tilack stocking caps, braided,

hang down their backs ; their

skirts are pulled up above the

knee ; they wear super vital

statistics cards bearing telephone

nLunber. height and weight, in

addition to the information

usually required; and in addition

to having one leg encased in a

black stocking and tht other in

,1 white one, they have been made

to wear ;i grey galosh on the

white foot and a huaracha on the

black foot. As one victim

moaned, "Life is cruel

And it came to pass in the citv

of Queens that again the daze of

Yeer f-'artee arc in the land, for

the mighty warriors of Four Five

do plan revels on the coming eve
of Thor, and verily will the long

accumulated stocks be spent. And
many other gatherings are impend-

ing throughout the city, for on the

eve of Wed the warriors will

gather, togelber with the lesser

tribesmen of Eart and Mud, to

winnow the ranks of the Lemons,
and verily will they separate the

sheep from the goat, and carefully

segregate the ewe iambs, no matter

how few there be, from llrtjse of

the olhc-r tribes. But verily if they

who are new in the Hall of the

Flickering Lights have in the form
and fealure that which they lack

in brain, tiicy will be a pleasing

assembly, for many are the tales

told of the Lrre'.-n ones; she who
entered ili.' Studenznnimi

in search ai -vctunance, and thev
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invaded the sacred precincts

of the warriors in the Cave of Gy
seeking a place to disrobe, and many
olhers.

And word has coTue to the scribes

that Royal Peter of Four-Six ha

fallen beneath the charm of a fai

citizen of the city of the Hat in the

land of Alta.. and verily is he pa)

ing large toll of the men of tli

Bell, merely to hear the soft voice

of she of his choice. And there

are those among the returning war
riors who fast in pursuit of fair

ones were suddenly engul fed Iiy

tlie wiles of the female and are now
retired from the chase, merely to

ivafch their comrades at the king

of sjiorts in the upper reaches of

the Cave of Grant, for lo. the Can-
dy l/jyd and Ncis the Sunny One
and others liave fallen by tlie way.

Rut the lights grow dim in the

cave of the scribes, and the chisel

falls from failing hands and night

has come.

Official Notices

Tl](ii]kstiivinii Diiy

Monday, October 9, is Thanks-

giving Day and a public hoiiday.

No classes will be held at the

University on that day.

Faatlly of .iris

It has been agreed to call

classes on Saturday morning.

October 7, under the arrangement

between the Faculty of Arts and

the Arts Society which permits

one holiday in each term, the;

dates to be selected by the

students.

Classes will meet as usual

Tuesday, October 10.

'nily minor changes. The program
ffilliiwed by the second year men
will be of a more advaiiced nature,

and will include courses iu navi-

gation and pilotage. Those begin-

ning their training this year will

be rec|uired to undergo the basic

traim'ng and foot-drill.

The new regulations on the num-
bers of hours required for third

and fiiunh-Ncar men will affect all

tl)r> e ices. L'nolTicial reports

iiitiinale that special exams will have

to be passed in order to qualify fur

this reduction in hours of training.

Life insurance companies are

much alike as to policy and rates,

but actual long-term results vary
widely, [n the year 1868, just

one year after Confederation, Mr.

James McQueen, a scholar am!
graduate of Glasgow University,

was town clerk of Fergus,, On-
tario, and principal of the sthool.

He conceived the idea of starting

a life insurance company that

would be owned by the policy-

holders, a company without any
private capital, one that would
turn back to the policyholders all

the profits made, to secure for

them and coming generations life

insurance at cost. The legisla-

ture agreed that if 500 policy-

holders could be secured, they

would grant a charter to start

such a Company. This was done

and from this small beginning

has developed one of the largest

financial institutions in the Do'

million of Canada. The company
i-s known as the Mutual Life

of Canada, and now has over

$700,000,000 insurance in force on

the lives of Canadians, The story

of the Company has run parallel

with that of the nation. It has

been a romance of business co-

operation. The aim of the foun-

ders of the Company has been

fully justified, that of providing

life insurance at low cost to its

pill icy holders. The Company in-

vites prospective buyers to com-

pare their record with that of an)

other company, .'\ttractivc plan^

of life insurance are available for

students. We will be pleased to

piole rates.

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, CL.U.

Branch Monoger, Kingston

lAOVEiSriSEMIiMI

Payuifiil of Fci'n

All fees should he paid on regis-

ration. Any students who have not

paid their fees are reminded that

they must immediately make settle-

ment with the Treasurer if they ex

pect to he regarded as students of

the University.

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR I

SMART STYLES !

282 Princess Street
REASONABLI PRICED

Phone 6733 I

Plivsical Exiiniitiatintis

All students al the University for

the first lime must have a physical

examination. Appointments for

men are made at the Registrar's

Office. 'Women students should

consult Miss Marion Ross.

Lai in

A class in elementary Latin,

ading to the Afiddte School exam-

ination, has been formed for the

sake of those who lack lan-

uagc requirement of Matricula-

Any students who wish to

register hi this course should ar-

range to do so at once. Informa-

tion may he liati from the Depart-

ment of Classics, Kooin 416, New

Arts Building.

103 Princess St.

Civil and Military Tailors

Agents far Dock's Shoes

— Phone 6381 —

COTC Renamed

Drama Guild

(Continued from page I)

Queen's Workshop hopes to con-

linue this series.

One of the scripts. My Lighl Is

Spciil. written for summer produc-

tion hy Ken Phin, will be "aired"

in a mock broadcast at the Drama

Guild's opening meeting in Convo-

ation Hall Thursday night at

:50. Students interested iu

joining the Queen's Radio Work-
hop are invited to attend this

meeting.

(Continued from page 1)

its connection with the R.C..'\.F.

The course of study followed by

the U.A.S. is that provided for the

initial Training Schools in the K.

C.A.F. Only those considered elig-

ible for air crew, and a limited num-

ber whose courses lit them for tech-

nical positions in the Air Force,

will be accepted. Upon enlistment,

each man is given the rank of air-

craftman second class, but dierc are

a limited number of non-commis-

sioned men in the squadron.

The ship's offices of the U.N.T.

D. opened yesterday. This is the

one ser\'ice that will incorporate
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You can always tell a senior

By liis opinions sound;
You can always tell a junior

By the way lie struts around

;

You can always tell a fresliie,

By his verdant look and sucli

;

You can always tell a sopho-

more

—

But you cannot tell liini mucli.

—Sheaf.

but-Diner: "Waiter, there

ton in niy soup."

Waiter (ex-journalife) : "Typo-
graphical error, sir, it should he
mutton."

^7
STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
optometrist and Optician

THAT W/U p.

yOUVOWN ^nG^^^

• For smoother,

faster work from

points that never

break, try these

three college
favorites:

IMIRADO
i

WRITING PENCIL

f COLORED PENCIL

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCIL

8t/y/iu 3
FROM YOUR

[school SUPPLY DEALER

Meds Regulations

(Continued from page 1)

6. No musiaches may be worn.

7. Attendance is compulsory at

Soph-Frnsli dance.

To be in effect till Christmas

1. Freshmen must walk, not run,

lij and from the Students' ITnion

2. No fussing will he permitted

and no dates except at University

functions,

3. Freshmen must observe a 10

p.m, curfew on weeks days except-

ing Saturday when it will he 10.,10

p.m. and excepting nights of at-

tendance at University functions.

4. No loud clothes or plaid shirts

may be worn until after Christmas.

5. No ^irk in first year Meds

may date any but Medsmcn,

6. No pipes or cigarette.s may he

smoked. Cigarettes may be confis-

c;itcd by seniors.

To be in effect for one or two
weeks

1. A blue bnw tie, two inches

high and eight inches wide will be

worn. (Both men and women,)

2. Men will wear two placards

of cardboard 15 inches by two feet.

These will he worn sandwich style.

TIk- front placard will have "Feds
'50" and an ad for the formal,

printed on it in letter.^ three inches

hitjh. The back placard will have

lirinted on it the freshman's name,

age, and hnmetinvn in letters three

inches higli.

3. Women will wear similar pla-

cards.

4. Men and women will carry a

ruk-r and pencil at all times.

All regulations will l.>e in ert'cci

every day except Sunday. Tarn and

ribbon only will he worn off the

campus.

"And is your husl>and a steady

Irinker?"

"i\o. poor dear. His hand shakes

too much."—Brunswickan.

"What brought you here?"

"Two policemen."

"Drvmk, I suppose."

"Yes, both of them."

A danea

A data

Perchanca

Outa lata

A classa

A qinzza

No passa

At-as-a

!

-Brunswickan.

Merchant: Give me an example
of rigid economy,

Wally: A dead Scotchman.

The war still isn't over — invest

in War Savings Certificates.

Established 1847

= CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILORS FOR 97 YEARS =

I LIVINGSTON'S I
= WELCOME QUEEN'S STUDENTS

1 and FACULTY

= to look over their clothing needs in our store. We
= believe that now is the time to buy. You will undoubtedly

^ save money by doing so. Don't say we did not warn you.

1 SUITS— $29.50 to $45.00

I TOPCOATS— $25.00 to $45.00

§ OVERCOATS— $29.50 to $65.00

I LIVINGSTON'S I
= 75-79 BROCK STREET

1
DIAL 8354 =
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This is the time of year when,

by traditiiiTi, everybody who is

anybody cun^idcf^ it his bonndei

duly to address a few words of

well-seasoned wisdom to the

freshmen. In fact, wc have some
>nv]K-,icd lli.il the hardest

part i>l being a freshman is not

so much conforming to regtila

tions or working all night at

Formal decorations, as it is trying

to look interestcci and impressed

while people "advise" him.

However, be that as it may,
t!ic urge (n orate Is slrnng upon
II--, ami the i ililnr i- rryiiiL.' for

i-upj aiiyliinv, .-II ive are moved
to ad. I ovir bit to the mass. This
we have aptly titled

:

Advice to the Careworn

or

Do You Taste Your Cigarettes

Lately ?

The first thing for all new
arrivals to keep in mind is that,

appearances to the contrary not-

withsfaTuling, cvcVyhoily really

hives you {liiis is especially true

of fresbettes). The sophs love

you because now that you're here

they have—at last—an excuse for

existence ; the seniors love you
because your presence proves

thai they've come (|iiite a long

vay after all, and the prufcssor-

ove yon because if you'iiidn't

come every year, they wouldn't

eat—or anyhow, not so often.

So. in tlie last analysis, you're

pretty important peojile and, if

you don't believe it. just wait and
see liow much attention you're

going to get in the next couple,

of weeks. Even the U'liif/Slaiiddnl

notices you every fall in its edi-

torial columns, which must mean,
something.

Remember in the second p/ace

and important though you be, to

watch your words- and manner,

especially with persons you don't

know. This is based not only on

everybody's well-known desire to

be like Dale Carnegie, hut a!

on sound common sense. An
incautious slip of the Up ha

brought many a promising career

to a sticky end, as any veteran

sup-writer will tell you. The
homely little character you
trampled on in the bus yesterday

may turn out to be a prominent

member of the Alumni Associa

tion, and the bearded lad whose
full beer-bottle you swiped in a

moment of weakness is, in all

probability a full professor with

an uncanny memory for faces.

.N'owliere is that old adage about

the paths of virtue leading to

something or other more true

than at luiiversity.

Last, but certainly not least,

beware of all games of chance,

especially if you have any money.

I f you haven't, of course, the

worst you can do i.s to mortgage

your career and/or the family

plate, but to enter into such jiar--

times when yon are well-heeled

to court disaster. Fortunately

for all concerned, the practice of

gaming has virtually died out,

and there is certainly no danger

to i\fcdical men, but it has been

whispered tliat checkers at a

tenth of a cent a game still

flourishes in certain Engineering

circles. In any case, if you should

cncumiter any such pursuits, at

least confine yourself to the sport

f the thing until you understand

the rules. Yon may have heard

the sad tale of the lad who went
through $27.35 before he dis-

covered it was all right to roll

sevens. In the very near future

I hope to devote an entire column

to this problem.

A man wandered into a tennis

tournament the other day and sat

down on a bench near at hand,

"Whose game?" he asked.

A bright young freshette sitting

next to him looked up hopefully

and said; ^

"I am."

—McGill Daily.

French Professor: "Translate

—

Ici vient I'Anglais avec son sang-

froid."

Stude : "Here comes tlie English-

man with his bloody cold."

"I wish I were a river so I

could follow my course- and still

lie in bed."

MEN WANTED .

.

for STAGE and BADIO
Actors, Technicians, Costume Designers, Bill-Posters,

Ventriloquists and Pertorming Seals—or what have you?

Sir William

(Continued from page 1)

friend and protege, Mr. Mackenzie
King.

In lOO.S he was elevated to the
bench, and in 1923 became Chief

Ju'^tiee of Ontario. From 1924 to

r"M4 he was Chancellor of the Uni-
ver.Hl\ i,f I'oroniri, While serving
in Ibis capacity be revived medi-
nnc as a leaching faculty of the

university,

Als., in the iiilc-rcsts of medicine.

Sir Wiliiam founded the Banting
lii.-iiime of Medical Research, in

in.,i-y of the late Sir Frederick

iM)ig. It was on Mulock's sng-
L;cslioi) that the project of laying

a cable from Canada to Australia

was carried out.

= It could only happen at

.= C.O.T.C. camp. Awakened by

= the Pipe Band a half-hour earlier

= ''>an usual one morning, a cadet= Inrned indignantly to a tenl-

= mate moaning. "What's the big

= idea; why arc they getting up so

th ing

"The D.O.C. is eM,ninn [<,r his

annual ins|)ectii(ii today, you= dope!" ex]ilained . his just-as-— weary cnmpanii)n.= Replied the disgrniilled cadet,

= \'ery brilliantly, "Hut he's not

= coming at six o'clock in the

= morning, is be?"

The businessmen advertising in

Ibis ]iu|ier are progressive and
tle^er\i- vuiir patronage.

SOME CLASS

"You in the back of the room,

what was the date of the signing

of the Margna Charta?"

"I dunno."

"Well, then, can you tell me
what the Tennis Court Oath
was?"

"I dunno,"

"You don't? I assigned this

stuff last Friday. What were you
duin^ last night!'"

"i was out drinking beer with

some friends."

"You were! What audacity to

stand there and tell me a thing

like tlial. How do you ever ex-

pect ti> pass this course?"

"Well, I don't mister. You see,

I just came in to fix the radiator.

I'm the janitor."

I-rarryi'"Is the boss in?"

Phil: "No, he went out for

lunch."

Harry: "Will he be in after

lunch?''

Phil
: "No, that's what he went

out after." —The Gateway.

For beauty I am not a star.

There are others more handsome
by far;

Uy my face 1 don't mind it.

For I am behind it.

It's the peojile in front that 1 jar.

Frosh: "llowsit for a date,

sister?"

Senior: "My dear fellow, I

won't go out with a baby."

Frosh
: "I 'm sorry, I didn't

know."

SEE a RADIO PLAY "Broadcast"

Thursday, Oct. 5th 7.50p.m.

CONVOCATION HALL

Drama Guild Meeting
Entertainment Refreshments Dancing

FROSH WELCOME

.WOMEN, TOO!

WARD & HAMILTON
division st.

Phone 7100

I.D. A.
DRUG
STORES

albert st.

Phone 7300'

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE; 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

presents

THE CARDIGAN SUIT

THE MANNISH TAILORED SUIT

Soft Suits . . . Tailored Suits. . . . Both are favorites this

coming Fall. They are here at jackson-Metivier's!

SEE THEM NOW!

English Tweed, English Imported Worsted and

Hair-Line Stripes

Other dressmaker styles in junior and misses' sizes

A. R. XI/nOXHY
RHOXOCRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups

ISl OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8524

356 PI

1^
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Arts '47

(Continued from page 1)

vice-president and secretary respec-

tively.

An innovation was made this

year when it was decided to ap-
point a social convener for both
girls and boys. Shirley Robinson
and Murray Jost were elected to

fill these posts. Roger Fiynn and
H\-a Plnnkett are the new boys'

athletic stick and girls' athletic stick

respectively. As chief vigilante, the
year elected Wilfred Gardnew. The
girls' vigilante. Nancy Lewis, had
been preeviously appointed hy Le-
vana. Treasurer is Hank Wight-
man.

Holding the post of honorary
president is Dr. H. L. Tracy, pro-
fessor of classics.

Plans for the freshman and
freshette regulations were discuss-
ed. AH sophomores will act as
vigilantes this year with powers to
enforce regulations. The decision
was reached by the meeting because
of the depleted numbers of men in
Arts '47.

The war still isn't over — invest
in War Savings Certificates.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize

Trade and Technical Books
Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

^
171 WeUington St. Dial 4352

DarUng'sBarber Shop*"
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Op p. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 4850

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Ek-Iin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747
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FOUR RUGBY TEAMS
IN CITY BALL LEAGUE

The Kingston Football League
schedule, released at the end of
last week, shows four teams com-
peting in the loop, with Queen's
playing tliree regular games.

The teams entered are Radar,
Vimy, Ordnance, and Queen's. The
first league game will be held Sat-
urdaj- bttwgen I^adar and \'1niy,

while Queen's will play Ordnance
the following weelc. Queen's will

be at home to Vimy October 21.

and will play its final game Octo-
ber 28 versus Radar.

The complete schedule is as fol-

lows: (All games start at 2.30 p.m..
except the I o'cloctc double-header

October 21);

Oct. 7—Radar vs Ordnance
Oct. 14—Queen's vs Ordnance
Oct. 21—Vimy vs Queen's

Radar vs Ordnance
Oct. 28—Queen's vs Radar
Nov. 4—Vimy vs Ordnance

TENNIS DRAW SHEET
TO BE POSTED SOON

Entries for the men's singles

intramural tennis tournament
closed yesterday. The draw-
sheet will be posted on the gym-
nasium bulletin board by the end
of the week.

Regulations will be as outlined

in the Handbook of Intramural

.\thletics. A copy of these regu-

lations is printed below:

1. All games must be played and
finished as scheduled, and the results
posted not later than the date set on
(he <iraw-slicet for the completion of
each round, or both players will
default. If, however, one player is

ready to play and his opponent will
not meet him. the latter loses bv
default.

2. At the discretion of the Intra-
mural Director, extra days will he

.^il^i^Sa, for J:he^ completion of the
matches due fo'iTicIement weather.

3. .All matches will he best-of-thrp

e

sets; the finals will be best-of-five sets.

4. The winner of each round will
print neatly on the draw-sheet both
his name and the scores of his match.
If thii latter is not done, he will not
be credited with having competed in
ihe tournament, but his win will go
as a defaulted win. The year cannot
score points for participation unless a
ijiaich is acluallj' played.

The system of point scoring for

the tennis tournament will be

outlined in Friday's Joiin'inl.

NEW SOCCER CLUB
TO MEET THURSDAY

A newcomer to Queen's, the

Soccer Club will hold its initial

meeting on Thursday at 7 p.m.
to elect officers and decide on
the number of teams. Place of

meeting will be found on notice

boards later in the week.

Soccer has never been played
to any great extent at Queen's,
but as a number of Science '46

men have displayed considerable

interest in a revival on a larger

scale, the Engineering Society

has decided to support the new
club. It is hoped that all facul-

ties and all years will participate

and establish an intramural

league.

In this matter, Queen's seems
to be behind the time, for both

McGill and Varsity have pro-

duced college teams. As soon as

the war is over and intercollegiate

sport resumed. Queen's may be

able to put their strength to the

test.

To build up a respectable team

to represent Queen's and also to

make intramural games possible,

every player will be needed. All

soccer players, stars or not, are

therefore invited to turn out on

Thursday,

Bands to Practise

MEN'S POOL HOURS
ARE NOW ARRANGED

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, Res. 6414. GreenhouMe 3241

The Queen's poof, which is

said to be one of the finest indoor

swimming pools in Canada, is

now open to all students, A
tentative schedule for m*en has

been drawn up. Monday to Fri-

day- the pool will be- open from

4:30 until 6 p.m., and ort Satur-

day from 4 to 5 p.m.

Arrangements are being made
lo have a beghuiers' class one

evening a week. The day will be

published in a later Journal.

The Queen's Pipe Band and the

C.O.T.C. Band will report for the

first practice of the session on

Thursday night in the Mechanical

Laboratory.

Reg. Hanna is to be Chief Tn-

itrnctor again this year.

Those desiring to join the band

siiould report then .for an inter-

view, parade bovir beuig 1900 hours.

Tt is believed that diere are vac-

ancies in the civilian band and in

the C.O.T.C. hand. Bolh men and

women are eligible for the civilian

band.

According to officers of the C.

O.T.C. hand, a substantial scholar-

ship is given each year for profic-

iency in piping, and details of this

will be announced shortly.

Your purchase of Seventh Vic-

tory Loan Bonds will help bring

the bovs over there back here.

Adizon And Staele—Again

Frustrated Pundits Report from Afar,
Advising Frosh to Tackle Your Type'

Arts Society

.*V general meeting of the

Arts Society- will be held

tomorrow afternoon at 3

o'clock in room 201 in the

New Arts Building to con-

duct nominations for the

Arts Society Concnrsits,

Alma Mater Society repre-

sentatives and assistant

treasurer of the Arts So-

ciety.

Dr. Ernests. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St Dial 4346

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

In a series of articles last

spring, the "cognoscenti" of Arts
'44 advised the women of Queen's
in that now immortal phrase,

"be fair, be frequent (with dates),

be frank," and above all, "above
board," with Queen's men. It

will be remembered that in tliese

epic articles, the two eminent
critics, "Adizon and Staele," told

Levana exactly what they
thought of them. The knife

struck home!! But Levana were
not to take the affront without
stinging reprisals being made.
Tempers were frayed, many fear-

ful accusations made, and vigour
ous, spirited replies (from Le
vana) reached the desk of the

editor, who saw fit to expend one
of his mighty editorials (plug) in

an attempt to soothe their

wounded pride. The pundits were
thus assured that there was a

kernel of truth in their "corn'

Now that six months and som
4,000 miles separate Adizon and
Staele from their "Bacchanalian
haunts", they feel that they must
modify (somewhat?) their form
stand. Queen's co-eds, especially

Levana '47, are not the "Salome
they made them out to be—we
love you all, girls.

From our world-wide experi

ences we must admit that the

Levanites are pretty solid, how-
ever, as in any social circle you
will always fijid a few "gash

hands"\ At this point we wish
to state that we do not intend to

retreat from all former accusa-

tions, but we will admit that we
were a little rash in certain in-

stances.

We feel that what we have to

say can best be expressed in a

few words of friendly advice to

the new Queen's men (take it

from us, we know from experi-

ence, bitter and sweet [arf and

arf] ). So, here it is

:

Hints to the Freshmen:

I. Associate with the women of

your disposition ! ! ! Remember
that at Queen's you have a per-

' feet cross-section whose tastes

range from milk, warm and weak,

to alcohol, ethyl 9Sfc. We leave

it to you to find where the major-

ity lies. Fur instance

—

(a) Don't take the young, in-

nocent t>'pe (usually Yankees)

to Science '46 year parties; (b)

then it you prefer the cultured

type, beware the nortliera gats

(viscious, aren't we?); and (c) if

you like the warm, homey type

of girl, be careful of the Kingston

co-eds—remember G. C. Berry

and "Screen Door."

Motto: "Tackle your type."

2. Get in there and punch from

the opening gong (freshmen

mixer). It will be hard on your

shins, but it will be well worth

the effort. If you are not en-

trenched the first minute, the

;

sophs will set you adritt.

3. "Remember the ratio." This

battle-cry of '44 still holds good.

Each girl owes you one date in

five—it's up to you to claim it,

4. "Beware of the date-dodging

technique employed at Ban Righ.

On this point the "pundits" re-

fuse to flinch. It has been the

practice for many decades for a

Ban Righ blimp to stall off a

rospective date while she awaits

the call of the more handsome

members of her allotted quota.

This brings many a frosh to

grief the night before his long-

awaited date. If she stalls you

off, smarten up and realize

"you've had your time"".

5. Spread your talents. If Ban
Righ should prove disappointing,

remember that a goodly number
of "short-termed" Levanites now
reside at K.G.H. (plug). Then,
too, there is the Cwac barracks

(Hi. Harkcr).

Whether you find this advice

useful or not, treasure those in-

timate associations with our de-

voted friends, Levana. They
will mean much to you as time

goes by.

We wish to express our sincere

gartitude to Theda A. (alias

Cooch) for providing us with

numerous blind dates (the only

dates we could get). To the

Journal Jerks we wish another

successful year in the "Fifth

Estate"—not to mention Inter.

Nickel and their six-page spread.

In conclusion, it might be well

to tell our former readers that

we are enjoying England and

still have in oar possession those

"returned Woolworth diamonds"
and memories of "jilted love-

affairs." If time and space per-

mit, we will send back at a future

date a brief account of love and

romance in present-day England.

(Wow! Such women!!)

It has been rumoured tliat the

Board of Trustees, realizing how
much the learned pundits have

contributed to the success of

Queen's, have decided to present

a picture, painted by the well-

known Canadian artist, Larchi-

SCIENCE
NOTES

The Engineering Society E.\ecu-

live met on October 1 in the Stu-

dents' Union, and it was decided

that Science '47 and '48 year elec-

tions were to be held yesterday.

The Society has subscribed to

various periodicals and papers

which will be placed in the Science

clubroonis. Reading room facilities

are open to all members of the

Science faculty from 9 a.m, to 6

p.m. from Mondays to Fridays and

from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturdays.

The Freshman Reception cere-

mony will be held Wednesday, Oc-

tober U.

bald Barnz, so that it may take

its well-earned place among the

portraits of those who have

rendered distinguished service to

Queen's. Dr. McSqueal has gen-

erously consented to pay for this

work. This magnificent master-

piece shall be suspended in Grant

Hall to give new strength to

faltering students during their

April exams.

ADIZON AND STAELE.
Signed

:

R. H. Barnsley, Arts '44.

Tag Christie, Arts '44.

Alias Adizon and Staele.

Co-Pundit, G. C. Berry,

(signed at point of gun).

'A blimey phrase used to desig-

nate any extra or unwanted per-

son or article.

^'Naval parlance, meaning you

are all washed up, you're through

!

Welcome

Queen's

Students

Again "Dover's Ltd." take pleasure in

welcoming the students bock to Queen's,

and the new students we welcome to

Kingston and to Queen's. You are

invited to visit our store ond see the

large assortment of Suits, Topcoats

and Overcoats in our new fall display.

PHONE 3030

123 PRINCESS STREET
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178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We corry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & dTsterre
* JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. 0pp. Kresge's

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—^patronize them.

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

GOiURDIEfiS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BSOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS
Shop Qt

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STREET

With the Frosh Reception
scheduled for tomorrow night
and a hint of year parties and
open houses in the wind, the fall

session is getting well under
way. To all appearances college

may have started with the arrival

of trunks and taxis, but it really

begins with the Frosh Reception.

Hints for Freshettes

1. Wear your oldest shoes—we
mean it ! The importance of this

cannot be overestimated.

2. Have on hand and laid out
ready for use in your room the
following articles; one basin for

hot water, two jars soothing
cream, one or two bottles of

iodine and a few rolls of sterile

bandaging gauze, four aspirins

and (measure of precaution only)

one pair crutches. Some fresh-

ettes may have additional equip-

ment to use, hut the essentials

are here.

3. Tadc your long locks firmly

to your scalp—people have been
known to snatch a handful in

squeezing by on the dance floor

4- Leave your glasses at home
5. Watch out for sophs (esp

Science sophs). Ask what year
he's in first. (The importance
o! this also cannot be over-

estimated. N.B., etc.)

6. Wear something bright so

you can be recognized in the

mob. That is if you want to be

recognized. And think tJiat over
first.

7. Get somebody brawny to

escort you home—he may have
to carry you.

In addition Dorothy Mills {who
is president of Levana) reminds
everhody to be on hand in Ban
Righ at 7:45 before the reception.

Note the time—7:45 sharp on the

nose—or you'll be left.

.Ml freshettes who still have
no senior and all sophs wlio still

have no freshette please get in

loucli with Joan Copeland, whose
phone number is 4704.

And, freshettes, remember that

your first year meeting—a really

important event—is tonight at

7:30 in Convocation Hall. Yuvi'll

elect your officers and be given
copies of the Levana constitu-

tion. This is the beginning of

your functioning as a year
—

'48.

Twn more outstanding new
additions to Levana '48: there's

anulhijr Medette and anothe;

Sciencewoman in first year, who
have come in on Province of

' ii)l,-irio scholarships. Congratu-
lations !

Volunteer War Work

The Dean of Women an-

nounces that there have been
about 250 names signed on the

volunteer war-work lists left in

Grant l l.ill .ifter llie meeting on
.Satiir>!.i \

,
1.

1 iuvL-iiers have been
a]>i.MiiiiL-,l In look after the vari-

ous deijartments : Red Cross
\\'orkroonis, Marg Young; Chil-

dren's Aid, Mary Black; Eliz;.^

bethan Inn work, Edith Kent;
and Military Hospital Visiting,

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 3, 1944.

Jo;in Melton.

Lists of times for the individual

volunteers will be posted at the
eml of the week in Ban Righ and
the New Arts Building.

Military Hospital Visiting

proved the most popular of the

voluntary services—with 78 girls

registered in it. There were
about 30 registered in each of the

Red Cross activities — the

C.R.C.C. and the workroom. The

I am a misogj'nist. Not just for

today but for all tomorrow; nor

did I start just today but many
yesterdays ago. Eminent psycho-

logists state that every person has

an individual personality. Women
are included in this but I don't be-

lieve it. The only individuality the

feminine of the species shows is the

slightly different way she puts on

her makeup.

There are many reasons for

males being misogi'nists but I run

the grmiut from "A." I've been

jilted and hurt, down to "Z," I just

don't like femininity.

To have a woman as just a friend

is a feat of inestimable tact and

diplomacy. It is just not to be.

Show a slight liking for M'mslle

and she immediately visions wed-

ding hells, a small cotttage (or a

large maiisiun) in the country, a

meal tickets, baby fingerprints on

the wall paper.

The feminine of the species is

predatory. Diana the Huntress is

her patroness goddess. Like the

Indian who is hap|)y collecting

scalps she is only hajipy when she

i^ crillectin^' hearts, uniformed or

otlu.Tui-e. XntliinL; sht- .Ine- though

is wrong for, is she not a woman
and a queen, and a queen can do
no wrong?

.She'll marry you for love (:).

for money, for social position, to

reform you when you're just get-

ting to like yourself as you are,

for children if she is the mother
t}-pc. or for some idea tliat. if the

grils are doing it so should she. But
—will it be a 50-50 proposition?

Surel)', I'll admit tliey'rc neces

sary. You've got to ha\e ^nmeone
to dance with and Ci invention and
Emily Post sa>>s it must be some-
one of the opposite se.\. God made
a pretty fair thing of the tree, why
did He quit when He came to

women ?
'

A female has a veneer of femin-

inity, but actually the word is ob-

solete. R.C.:M.r. is a good name
for her for fhc always gets her

man. Her ;-uiles are legion. She
never ,s what she means or

means w-hnt _slic says. She is com-
parable to the manipulator in the

]M\]'p(-x -.bow and we are the pup-
pets. As best we are always on the

string. Every woman is a poten-
tial actress of Sarah Bernhardt
standing. She can turn on at a

moment's notice, baby stare, inno-

cence, coy glance, tears, come-
hither look, soulful glance, and if

she has been a wee bit too en-

couraging and you bite, turn on
you with the fury of a casjed tiger

giving you at the same time a
glare of injured innocence. Be
nice, they say you're rather slow,

and if you're anything else they
won't go out with you. We can't

win.

If you are going to marry one
of them, and it seems most fel-

low.- a little word of advice

nii^'lil bi' acceptable here. First

of :ill show your mastery. Tliis

may be done by placing the

wench over your knee once a

week. Secondly, show your
affection. Those after-marriage

pecks that go under the name of

(Ed. Note: \Vc reprint lu-rc

the major Queen's song and
yell, ill the hope that freshmen
and fresheftcs will be interest-

ed etiough to learn them, and
tlwl iippcrclass slttdenis will

brush up on them.)

QUEEN-S COLLEGE
COLOURS

Tune—John Brown's Body

Queen's College Colours we are

wearing once again.

Soiled as they are by the battle

and the rain.

Yet another victory to wipe away
the stain

!

So boys, go in and win!

CHORUS
Oil-thigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban-

rig-hinn gu brath

!

Oil-thigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban-
rig-hinn gu brath

!

Oil-thigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban-
rig-hinn gu brath

I

Cha-gheil! Cha-gheiU Cha-ghcil

!

McGill has met defeat before,

they've heard the same old

tale,

Of Queen's College Colours, boys.

the ones that seldom fail

!

Remember Captain Curtis and

thf conquerors of Yale,

So boys, go in and win

!

There may be other colours to

the breezes oft unfurled.

And many another college yell

by siudtnt \ oices hurled,

Queen's College Colours are the

dearest in the world.

So boys, go in and win !

CROWN DAIRY (

1

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

rest of the volunteers will he
doing work in the canteens,

Blood Donors' Clinic, hospital as

nurses' aids, Children's Aid
Home, churches supervising chil-

dren, and organizing girls' clubs,

War Services Bureau, classes in

'kiiir;. tyjiing and shorthand at

K.C,\",I., and Youth Leadership.

Notices about tennis, baseball

and other sports will be posted

sometime this week. Keep watch-

ing for them.

OIL-THIGH

Queen's! Queen's! Queen's!
Oil-thigh na Banrighinn gu-brath
Cha gheil ! Cha gheil! Cha gheil

!

Oil-thigh na Banrighinn gu-brath

Cha gheil! Cha gheil! Cha gheil!

do angels have"Maiiia

wings ?"

"Yes. dear," replied mother.

"And can angels fly, mama?"
"Yes, dear."

"Daddy said nurse was an
angel last night. When will she

fly?"

"Tomorrow," replied mother.

kisses are out. Kiss her as if she
were Myrna Loy. You thought
she was better than Myrna-before
you were married (if you didn't

think so, why did you marry
her?), and even if you are dis-

illusioned the old torrid lover

stuff covers a multitude of for-

gotten anniversaries and other

sins. Lastly, sliow your inde[H-n-

dence. This may be actnnipliihed

by
,
playing solitaire all night ot

the first marriage night. If you're

then, you never will be.

misogynist. I guess

Welcome . . .

to Queen's and to Kingston

To all members of the student body and staff—both

old friends and newcomers—we extend a hearty wel-

come, and an invitation to make Laidlaw's—the "House

of Quality"—your shopping headquarters.

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Reody-to-Weor - Dry Goods
170 PRINCESS STREE'T

not bo.

But I'm a

I will be, until some lovely thing
sweeps me off my feet. I have
my dream girl "in mind. What
male hasn't? But he never ex-

pects to find her. She'll be a

blonde, jiretty, vivacious, ready
to spend an cveniiig at home
listening to the radio or ready at

a moment's notice to go out

dancing into the wee sma' hours
of the morning, love me for what
I am and not for what I have,

compatible, etc., etc., etc. There
is no use going on, for I cannot

describe her as she is. But she's

on the campus ,-ind 1 think she's

tops and she has everj lbiug.

Then why am I a mi-ogjnist?

Well, maybe she doesn't share

iny viewpoint, and on top of that

I've been talking myself out of

going for her for two years and
I can't get out of the habit, But
there'll come a ilav.

Welcome to Queens . .

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES — FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

THE MARRISCN STUDIC
Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—78H

30 Years in Business

Hanson & Cdgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

Phone -1114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments, Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

^TECHNICAL. SIJPPL.ICS
KINGSTON Queen's IJnivcisity Grounds ONTARIO
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Public-Speaking

Course to Start

Thursday Night

Many Scholarships Offered
In 40-Hour Course;
Is Under Dr. Angus

The organization meeting of tlie

public-'pcaking class will be held
Thursday night at 7.30 p.m. Dr.
William Angus will meet all those
interested in public speaking to dis-

cuss plans for^the winter meetings
and to discuss awards available

through the Adrian McCulloch
Scholarship,

rt has been decided to' continue
public-speaking at Queen's this
winter as a non-credit course. Ex
cept for three competitions, the
open competition iij public-speak-

ing, the open reading competition,
and ill actiiig, candidates for
awards are requested to attend Dr.
Angus' class in public-speaking.

The class will be held for two hours
a week for about 20 weeks, the
exact time and place of these meet-
ings to be decided Thursday night.

The course will have two main
aspects, training in public-reading
and training in public-speaking,
both in delivery and in composition.
For those who have attended the

PUBLIC SPEAKING
(Continued on page 2)

Journal Wednesdoy

Since Monday has been
declared a holiday, and the

printing firm of Hanson and
Edgar. Limited, will be
closed, the next issue of the

Journal will appear on Wed-
nesday instead of Tuesday.
Deadline for all outside
copy will be Monday night
at the nsual time, 9;30.

Service Casualty
Figures Released

Figures recently released by
the AVartime Information Board
reveal that total casualties in the
tliree Canadian armed services
stood at 51.038 by the end of
July- This includes killed,
wounded, missing and captured
soldiers, sailors and airmen.
The number of

McGill Honours
Founders Birth

Journal Staff

Holds Meeting

Paper Has Great Need Of
Staff Members

No. 3

rolled in th

persons en-
e services was 769,000

—including 34,000 women—as
i^ompared with 10,200 in prewar
days. The army was the largest
division, containing 475.000, an
increase of more than 470,000
since the start uf the war. Next
came the RCAF with 204,000'
members, as compared with 4.000
"1 1939. followed by the navy.

SERVICE CASUALTIES
(Continued on page 6)

|

BV DIANA GILL

Montreal. — (CUP). — Cere-
monies are being held in Mont-
real today to commemorate the
two hundredth anniversary of the
birth of James McGill, fomider of
the renowned university which
hears his name.

This week from all over the
Dominion hundreds" of graduates
are planning to gather on the
McGill campus to pay homage to

its originator. The university
was at one time a 46-acre estate

on a bleak mountainside which
belonged to a rich Scottish immi-
grant who had made his fortune
in fur trading. On his death
James McGill left his estate and
ten thousand pounds to establish

a centre of learning which,
through his interest and through
the vigilant and unselfish service

rendered by its chancellors, even-
tually became the distinguished

university that it is today.

Outstanding Chancellors

Among the names of the Mc-
Gill chancellors are to be found
such outstanding ones as Mr.
Justice Dewey Day 1884-89, the

Right Honourable Lord Strath-

coua 1SS9-1913. Sir William
Macdonald 1914-18, Sir Robert
Borden 1919-20, and Sir Edward
Beatty 1921-43, whose place is

now being filled by Norris Wil-
son. It -Was Lord Strathcona who
rebuilt the medical building in

1907 after it had been destroyed
by fire, and who constructed the

Royal Victoria College for Wom-
en as he was interested in the

education of women. Both these

McGILL HONOURS
(Continued on page 4)

Almost 25 students turned out
at the initial meeting of the new
Jourmtl staff earlier in the week.
It is believed several would-be re-

porters, who were unable to come
at the first meeting, plan volunteer-

ing next press night (Monday),
and it is hoped the number will

reach the 30 mark.

Among the new journalists are

several experienced writers, but
most have had little or no experi-

ence. One person is at present

employed on the local paper, while

another free-lanced for two. Tor-
onto papers and Canadian Press

before enlisting in the armed
forces, and a third was sports edi-

tor of the University of Toronto
Torottloiieiisis and wrote sport?

news stories for the Toronto Var-
sity. For the most part, however,
the new staff members have had
little or no practice.

High Posts Vacant

Many leading positions on the

staff remain to be filled, and re-

porters will be appointed l:o them at

an early date. Among these posts

are: AMS beat, military beat, fea-

ture editor, assistant news editor.-

assistant make-up editor, assistant

sports editor, radio editor, and
others.

In keeping with the JourmVs
new policy attempting to provide

work for all volunteers, the repor-

torial staff has been divided into

two Sections, one to work Sundavs,
and the other Wednesdays. Fol-

lowing is the list of reporters:

Sunday Nights

H. David Paavila. Terry de

Hueck, Hugh S. Jackson, Maureen'

Arm.sVong, Elizabeth Findlay.

Edith B. Kent, Janet Craig. Shir-

ley A. Brown, and Bette Wolfe

JOURNAL STAFF
(Continued on page 3)

DR. AUSTIN E. SMITH

former Queen's professor, who will
address Medsmen Tuesday.

Dr. Austin Smith

To Address Meds

Former Queen's Teacher
Returns To Lecture

Dr. Austin E. Smith, Secretary
of the Council of Pharmacy and
Chemistry of the American Metii

cal Association and former Queen';
proffssor, will be the guest speaker
at the first meeting of the Aesrula
pian Society to be held next Tues
day night, in the Richardson am-
phitheatre at 7 p.m.. He will speak
on the subject "Drug Therapy
Past and Future."

Dr. Smith received the degrees
of M.D., CM., and M. Sc. from
Queen's, after which he was a

member of the Queen s University

Department of Pharmacology'. He
has been with the American Medi-

cal Association for the past four

ytars. and is, in addition, a member

DR. AUSTIN SMITH
(Continued on page 4)

Successful Frosh Reception Held
In Crowded Gym Wednesday Last

A.M.S. Probing
Cafeteria Meals

Moved by complaints from many
men students that the meals served

in the Students' Union are too

small, and prices charged are

cessive, a sub-committee of the

AMS. composed of the faculty

presidents and the AMS president,

will meet with Dr. J. H. Orr, pre

sident of the Union house, commit
tee, in an effort to re-adjust tlie

situation.

Adverse comment has been level

k'd for some time at the rates

charged, and the sub-committee

acting as representatives of the

students, has decided to seek a

re-adjustment with Union officials.

^R^ time for the proposed meeting

has been atuiounted.

Freshmen And Freshettes
Greeted At Dance

Floor Crowded

Patterson Elected

Science '48 Head

Announce Freshman Regulations
For Arts and Science Faculties

Arts
Arts freshmen regulations for

ihc present session were announced
at the initial meeting of Arts '48,

held in Convocation Hall Tuesday
evening. Glenn Gark, president of
Ihe Arts Society, presided at the
meeting and outlined the structure
nf Queen's student government. He
urged freshmen to lake a lively in-

terest i[i campus politics.

Dean R. O. Earl then addressed
the gJithering. and stated that none
of this year's regulations, which
are mainly of a constructive nature,

should cause discomfort to the,

ARTSJtEGULATIONS
j

(Conltnned on page 4) '

Science

Regulations for Science fresh

men went into effect at noon
Tuesday. Following Principal

R. C. Wallace's suggestion in his

address to the student 'body, the

regulations are the most lenient

that have been released in the

history of the' Science Faculty,

'and, from reports received, are

more lenient than those in effect

in other universities.

Two Weeks
1. Frosh nuist not smoke tailor-

made cigarettes.

SCIENCE REGULATIONS
,

(Continued on page 4) '

No Open House

The first open house,

originally schedule.d for to-

morrow night, has been

postponed indefinitely. The
change in plan has been

necessitated because it is

felt many students will be

out of town, due to the long

Thanksgiving week-end.

Science '47 Elects

Bowes President

Emer Bowes was elected presi

dent of Science '47 at the year

meeting held'Monday afternoon

Other officers were chosen as

follows: Engineering Society rep-

resentatives, W. Wegenest, M.
Clark ;

constable, W. Crowe

;

vice-president. R. Glass; secretary,

G. Sovereign : treasurer, K. La-

chance ; social convener, J. Hart;

Court crier, S. Ellis : athletic

slicks, D. Endleman, T. Ooster-

hoff. VV. Morgan.

Elections for the year execu-

tive of Science '48 were held

Monday. Frank Lee. president

of the Engineering Society, pre-

sided. Following the voting, Mr.

Lee announced that all Science

freshmen must attend all Engi-

neering Society meetings. The
date for the freshman initiation

ceremony was set for October IL
at 6:30 p.m.

Final results tallied by the vote

were as follows: D. Patterson,

president; J. L. Armstrong. Engi-

neering Society representative

J, Smythe. Engineering Society

representative; J. C. Lemon,

constable; A. C. Henry, vice-

president ; C. M. Blake, secre-

tary : J. D. Nosbet. treasurer;

J. Ci., Steel, social convener; G.

V'ansickle. chief athletic stick

;

S. Murphy, athletic stick ; A.

Clifford, athletic slick; G. Henry,

athletic stick.

The Engineering Society was

outlined by Mr. F. Lee as being

intended to "give the student an

idea of what an engineer will

have tc face in actual practice."

Mr. Lee also informed the fresh-

man gathering that arrangements

had been made -whereby several

successful engineers would ad-

SCIENCE '48

(Continued on page 4)

COTC Unaware

Of Name Change

Lieut.-Col. G. S. Melvin, Officer

Commanding the Queen's L'niver-

sity Contingent, COTC. Wednes-
day' morning denied the report in

Tuesday's /otirtial the COTC
would be shortly renamed. In an

interview with the Journal, Colonel

Melvin declared there was. "as far

-as I know, no foundation for any

uch statement."

However, he added, the advis-

ability of changing the COTC's
name had been discussed at a

special meeting between O.C's of

all the COTC contingents and Na-
tional Selective Service lieadquarc-.

:rs in Ottawa, held September 7,

The COTC representatives had

isked NSS not to rename the

corps for tlie duration. Nothing

indicating this request has been

received at the COTC orderly

room here.

(It had been reported that "the

COTC will change its name. and.

may he called the Uni\'ersity

Training Corps. This change was

made necessary by changes in the

army regulations with reference te

the status of officer candidates."

COTC UNAWARE
(Continued on p^gc 4)

One of the most successful

freshmen receptions in recent
years was held Wednesday eve-
ning in the Gymnasium. All
freshmen, and most members of

senior years, took advantage of

this opportunity of meeting the

new women students on the
campus and renewing old ac-

quaintances.

The reception was tl^^ first

function to be held in the Gym
since the RCAF took up residence

there two years ago. The added
floor space was abgplutely neces-

sary in view of the large attend-

ance.

Much credit is due to Bill Hen-
derson and bis committee for the

organization of the reception.

The most striking evidence of

this was the^ system of pairing off

couples for the first dance. This
obviated the usual necessity of

forming large groups of men and
women at opposite ends of the

floor. A committee of men and
women was on hand to give un-

FROSH RECEPTION
(Continued on page 4)

Arts Society Will
HoldNew Elections

At a meeting in Kingston Hall

Wednesday, Artsmeu made nomi-

natinns for representatives to the

.Wnvd Mater Society and officers ot

the .Arts Society. This was neces-

sary since Murray Sutton and Ron
Clark, senior and junior AMS
representatives of last year did not

return to Queen's this year.

The nominations were as fol-

lows ;

J.unior AMS representative, Jim

^^cQuarrie, Ken Euckiugliam;

senior .-\MS representative, Dan
ICeeley, Norm Brown, Irv Collins;

the .Arts Concursus, senior judge.

Irv Collins; junior judge. John

Hall. Toni Domielly ; senior pro-

secuting attorney. Bolton Slack,

ARTS ELECTIONS

( Continued on page 6)

Neiv Concert Series To Surpass

Previous Series Held At Queens

This year's University Concerts

promise to surpass by far any of

tlie previous series. The best out-

w-ard sign for this, is the fact that

ductor Diniitri Mitropmilos. Such

a series is an astonishing achieve-

ment for Queen's and the City of

Kingston. Behind it lies a great

the concerts will no longer take deal of quiet work -by the Concert

Committee, which was appointed

by the .Senate (juite some while

ago. It consists of Principal Wal-

lace. Dr. W. E. McNeill, Dr. A. V.

Douglas. Dr. C. G. Frost, Dr. C. F.

Gummer. Dr. F. L. Harrison, Dr.

S. D. Ush and Dr. H. L. Tracy,

with Mrs. F. L. Harrison acting

as secretary as in previous years.

This committee was 'soon c-ipaiided

through the addition of Mayor

CONCERT SERIES

(Continued on page 4)

place in Convocation Hall, but in

Grant Hall. The four concerts

planned by tlie committee for this

season fully Justify this move. The

series will start off with the Hart

House Quartet, October 19, to be

followed by a concert given by the

brilliant Russian pianist Alexander

Brailo\^^k^ .
Ai'ur Christmas there

will In.- .1 n li\ the noted con-

tralto Portia W liiic. and finally one

by the Minneapolis Symphony Or-

chesira under its permanent con-
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Pot Luck
(Ed. note—The folhu-hig t's the

oriffhio! })iaiiusrri/>! of zi-!ial is bc-

iici'cd to have hecu llic first radio

broadcast in the history of the tvorld.

It -tvas recently sakvc/cd by a noted

Queen's archaeolocjisi from the

mills of Pompeii.)

Public Speaking

(Continued from page 1)

course in pubiic-speaking, awards
of S.'^O. $35. atid $25 will be offered

for a speech of seven minutes pre-

pared by the contestant and a
speech of three minutes on a topic

selected by the judges, for which
ten minutes will be allowed for prc-

parafion.

HERMAN W.\1.TF.R, 6JSj
LSSUE PROOFREADERS POI.LV SHEPPARD. M.U-REEN ..\RMSTHONG

Return Of Inter-Collegiate Sports

One thought in particular seems to be constantly pushing
-itself to the fore in the minds of university students, taking- second
place only to the progress of the war. That question is, of course.
When wilUnter-collegiate sports be resumed? For while students
have always been "understanding of the exigencies which caused
their curtailment—ostensibly the limitation of travel facilities—

.the tenor news coming from the lighting and diplomatic fronts
fosters the not-so-latent hope that the government will soon
rescind its anti-sport restrictions.

pupils at Queen's are keenly anticipating the time when
Big Four football, as well as other athletics, will be continued.
Presumably the same situation exists on the campuses of the others
of the Big Four—Toronto, Western and McGill. Throughout the
Dominion, we venture to say, an overwhelming majoritv of students
await the sound of the first whistle which will niark'the resump-
tion of collegiate football—or any other sport. And who can
blame them? One has only to read an account of almost any
prewar collegiate footbal! tussle to appreciate the thrills that
accompanied ihe^c conle-ts. The description of the Queen's-
Toronto title tilt in VM?

. as written up in a contemporary Jourmh
will serve as an appetizer for the sports-starved student body' of
Queen's. Headed by the thrilling: "Queen's Collegiate Champa.
Tricolor Recaptures Yates Trophy in Thrill-Packed, Overtime
Struggle with Rare Display of Fighting Spirit," the story began:

History was made and a new champion placed on the
Tnter-co!!egiate football throne as the battling Tricolors from
Queen's outdazzled the Blue Beavers from' Varsity to the
overtime score of 7-6. It was a game packed wiih thrills
and scares, featuring razzle-dazzle forwards, wide laterals,
straight, hard ploughing plunges, and superb kicking. For
the spectacular and dramatic finale, the 1937 play-off will
live long in the memories of an estimated crowd of 12,000
spectators.

Unfortunately, no definite word can be obtained as to the
ex-act date of the revival of inter-collegiate sports. However.
Dilnrmation gleaned from the highest authorities on the campus'
1' lis to believe there is a good possibility that another rugby-
K-.^ fall will not go by in this country. More encouraging, still,
are the lepnrl^ that a Big Four hockey or basketball circuit, while
faced with inau>- hardships, could be introduced this year.

These are not predictions, Indeed, they mav even contain a
little wishlnl-thinking. But it is to be hoped that, if there is anv
possibility .-.f e>t:,blishing a hockey or basketball league this year
or of offering a football loop next fall, the proper student" and
university anthoritie. will exploit that possibility to the utmost
It IS tu be hoped the Western war will have been ended within
a year, ;md with it many wartime restrictions. Now is the time
iot athletic preparations.

And now,

sponsor's a

Congratulations, McGill!

Today marks the t\vo hundredth anniversary of the birth of

James McGill, a wealthy Scotch fnr-lrader who settled in Montre.il
and founded, on his death, the university which was to become
one of the most renowned institution? of learning and culture in
the world. Containing one of the finest schools of medicine in
the world. McGiH^'niversity is today a source of pride to Canada
and to all British peoples, and deserves to be applauded by all

Canadian university students.
,

While small in enrolment when compared to equal-ranking
American unixcr^itic^-^if which there are very few—McGill is

nonetheless great in achievement. It houses one "of the finest
libraries in the Dominion, has graduated some of the most

1 ^ptd;, lists in the world, and is staffed by some of the
im-iii-licd professors on the coiitineijt—among them

Dr. Wilder I'cnfield, of the Montreal Neurological Institute, and
the late Stephen Leacock.

At this glorious point in the history of McGill University, we
feel that the friendly animosities which are such an integral part
of college spirit should momentarily be discarded, in order that
gueen's may join other colleges the world over in sending best

wishes to its co-university. On behalf of the Queen's Universtiy
student body, we should like to congratulate McGill University,

and wish it continued success in the next two hundred-year period.

renow

most

Aunt Patricia's Putrid Pana-
ceas present: Life Can Be Hor-
rible, or Does Your Cigarette
Taste Different Lately? This is

the story of a woman's trials and
trails in a cold, cruel, coy world.
But first—a word from our sj'on-

-or.

Ladies

—

That's all, bub.

speech from our

nouncer.

Ladies
: Do you feel run down

when you've been hit by a car?
Do you get stitches when you
sew? Do you look like the back
of a hack? Do you see black
when 3'ou close your eyes? If

you gain another ten pounds, will

you have to wear license plates

,

We don't want to worry you
but all these are signs of that
fatal scourge, Etaoin Shrdlu.
Don't let Etaoin Shrdlu bother
you! Use Aunt Patricia's Putrid
Panaceas prevention pills. Use
them regularly—Sunday, Mon-
day, and always. Remember, yon
could be better than 3-ou are. So
try some, today. Even if you
aren't bothered with Etaoin
Shrdlu now—it may strike you
tomorrow rand then you wouldn't
have to write exams). Remem-
ber our sponsor's slogan: "Etaoin
Shrdlu is good for you."

And now—back to our story.

You will recall that our hero,

Willie Lumplump, was stricken
by the news that'hls first cousin
by his brother's

. wife's side.

Egbert Jones, had run away with
the maid because tormented bv
the thought he might be drafted
by the army. Willie, in love with
his girl friend's girl friend, but
afraid to tell liis girl friend's gir!

friend for fear she might teil her
gir! fric-nd. who was siipposedl)*

girl friend, decided to act.

So he obtained a job with the:

Drama Guild, where he worked
[
to

from the bottom up—playing, o'flth

coiir.^c, the ladder scene in Ronuo'
and Juliet (written some cen-

Uiries aili;r this; we're pres^ii;nt ).

Whi-ii wc la>t left Life Can Ei.-

Horrible—we didn't leave it far

enough behind. As we [;eck in

on today's scene, we find Willie

shyly addressing his girl friend's

girl friend, who is addressing an
envelope. Shall we listen? (Don't
answer.)

Duh, hullo.

Hello. Say, Will-yum,
Honolulu?

Hugh? Why, uh . . .

That's right. Gee,
erudite.

Don't swear at me

!

Oil, Will-yum, you're

sihie.

I yam not. I'm Willit

himp. , , .

And so we take our departure
from Life Can Be Horrible. And
rememjjer. ladies, if this dashing
dialogue has left you disillu-

sioned, depressed, or downright
dopey, YOU may have Etaoin
ShrdUi. Better make sure, and
take Aunt Patricia's Putrid Pana-
ceas. Ask for them by name (if

you can pronounce it). And
remember: whoever you are,

whatever yon do, wherever you
may be, when you think of Etaoin
Shrdlu. think of .Aunt Patricia's

Putrid Panaceas ; they're good
for you

!

There will also be a reading

competition for those who have
attended classes in which the con-

testant will read a prepared pas-

sage of prose- or .poetry and also

one passage not previously pre-

pared. 'The prizes for this will be

?25, $15.

In the open competition in pub-

lic-speaking each competitor will

make a speech of five minutes on
a topic selected by the judges. Ten
minutes will be allowed for prepar-

ation and the awards will be $20,

$1.1. $5. In the open reading com-
pitition; j)assages of prose and
verse will be read under the same
re.irulntiuic; st.itcd above. Awards
^^ ill I.c S:0, Sin, ?5. Other awards
will tie gi\eii in debating and act-

ing.

In all competitions, competitors

will be reduced to five or six

linliniinary contests before the

final round. Competitions will be

judged by a jury of at least twelve

pc-rsnns of whom one-third will be

fri.ni the st.'iff. one-third from the

student body and one-third from
the general public.

Mimeographed copies of the an-

iKumcr-ments of- the various con-

test^ and the awards available hiav

be obtained at the Queen's Post
Office.

This Is Queen's!

CROC

where'

you re

impos-

Lunip-

McGill Freshmen
^Demolish' City

Montreal.—(CUP).—Stirred to

unbelievable heights by their first

taste of the old "fight, fight

I'irit," the exuberant frosh set

out on their annual Madcap
March.

Eedecke.l with fashionable

Parish chapeaux and leg art of

reeiiish hue, they ventured
down Mcftil! College to St. Cath-
erine :lruct. Drawn like moths

the Ini-liLr-i sput in Jown,

y in\adcd the Ga\'ety with the

cry, "We want Peaches," leaving

in their wake a trail of broken
iriilk-y lines and stranded trams.

Having been forced to with-
draw (hit to reasons beyond their

control, they retired with souve-

nirs of their escapade and pro-

ceeded west along St. Catherine

to the El Morocco. At this point

they showed signs of weakening
but promptly reorganized to raise

the new battle-cry, 'On to Koyai
\'ictoria College." Paying due
respect to the Union's glorious

natiie, they bo\yeri reverently and
V'ontiiuied on their wav.

The portals of "Spinsters'

Paradise" being barred, our weary
band soulfiilly serenaded the in-

habitants with melodious ballads

of ancient vintage (Roll Your
Leg Over, etc.). With weary
hearts and failing voices our

newly -initiatejJ frosh rendered

the heart-wanning "Goml N'lglii

Ladies" and returned once again

to the business at hand.

From latest reports t!ie hos-

l)itality of ihe Danceland success-

fully CMii. indL--l the e\'ening's

events with tr.idiliuiial McGill
songs. From tliis point on scat-

tered remnants uf our noble band
proceeded on their own but the

great majortiy, their thirst for

adventure well-satisfied, retired

to their hoines.

SY MARY SLACK

This is the fifth year that the

University W^omen's Training De-
tachment - of - the Canadian Red
Cross Corps has been in operation

at Queenls, Each year, the ftmc-

tions of the Corps have been chang-

ed to suit the times, and accordingly

the emphasis this year is to be on
services which can be rendered im-

mediately rather than on trahiing

for future service.

The plans for the year include

—

for recruits, basic training ; for

second-year girls, work in the hos-

I'ital as assistants to the nurses,

labor.itory and clerical work at the

nil K" I Donors' Clinic, and work
with the Yiiutli Council. Stricth

off the record—there may be pos-

sibilities for assistance at the new
military hospital in the physio-

therapy and occupational therapy

departments. However nothing

definite has been settled concerning

this.

There will he drill for everyone
in the cit|is TIiurMlay evenings at

7:15 in the- (iyiii (without the as-

sistance of the Air Force this year,

sorry !) Possibilities are in the

w ind for the forming of a precision

squa<I,

To open the new season. Miss
Ruby Johns, dietician of Kingston
General Hospital, will offer, a

course in out-Uoor cookery (guar-

anteed to make you popular lat

weiner roasts). The first class will

be held next week.

The amount and the tvi)e of

»vork that can be done is in exact

ratio to the number in the corps.

So, come oil. gals, it's up to you. A
lot of people seem to think that the

war is lA-on. but the demand for

volunteer workers still far exceeds
the supph-. This is not the time to

slacken down on your war effort.

Second-year students and up-
wards are cii;,Mble for recruits, and
we'll be looking for a mob of you
nWt Thursday, at 7:15, in the Gym.

Medical Society

Will Meet Here

Physiological Conference
Open To Students

Students have been invited to

attend the* Saturday morning and
afternoon sessions of the eighth

annual meeting of the Canadian

Physiological Society, being lield

at the university October 13 and

U.

The session will be opened with

a dinner in Grant Hall, Friday at

8 p.m. The business will hi gin

Q :30 Saturday morning, when
paiJers and communicalions will be

read. A luncheon will be held

in Grant Hall at 1 p.m., following

which the meeting will be resumed
in the Medical Laboratories build-

ing. Various authorities will lec-

ture on medical topics.

The ses^iuii will adjourn follow-

in;; a Inisinr.s nirc-tin- at 4:45 p.m.

U. I.. '^iiKl.iii-: -.i-i. i-(.-tary, has ex-

tended an invitation to Queen's .stu-

dents to attend Saturday's meet-

ings.

\ PSALM OF THE LAB

strong

The lal) is my jeopard,

I cannot breathe.

It maketh nie lo lie down with

naii-sea.

It eatctli my clothes with

acid, I

It destroyeth' my soles.

It leadeth me in the paths of sci-

ence for its name sake,

Yea^ though I walk through the

welter of stinks and smells,

I will fear no chemical.

For it ir ill me,

It ijro\ iili.-iii a bunch for me in the

\>i-< -i.iiLc nf phosgene,

It |m,l(1, !1i my diiy with toil.

.M\- hcakc rnnineih over.

Surel)- bad taste and odors shall

full>>\v me all the days of my
life,

And I shall smel! in the house of

Science forever.

—From Chemical and

Engineermg News.
W.-strni l.azettc-.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
BY A FRERSHMANj

I'^redericton— (,Ci^'l')
—

\\ hi.ii 1 went "lip the hill" for the

fir-t time I was but a mild-natured,

aniial le youngster, who believed

th.it all men were brothers, and

were created equal. However, I

had not been on the campus for five-

minutes when my childish philos-

ophy-received a sickening jolt. The
jolt wa.s administered by a grim-

loiikiny I'c-ipectacled man who
screamed in a terrible voice:

"FRESHMEN! LINE UP!"
As soon as we were in line, a

horde of splendid physical speci-

mens confronted us, glaring dis-

dainfully into our innocent faces

an{l remarking that we ^vere a

"Stupi<l green gang of dini-wils."

Later I found out tliat these super-

men were called softomorcs.

,

After classes all the freshmen

\\-ere horded into the gj'ni where

three or fouF handsome appleos

addressed us. .All of them told us

that although we were hopelessly

inferior to the "lordly softomores,"

yet if we struggled to emerj,'e from

our lowly place of iijl(.-lli;.;cnci.' -omc

day we might po-sibly become

softomores.

One of these guiding stars,

knowing no doubt lli.u oui- t;i~te in

clothes were yer\ niiii^ial, ^in;-

gested that our aiiirc- .iiuiild be

changed. This was done, no dought,

for our own benefit.

, Gradually I began to reahze how
lowh' I was, and how concerned

thc^e kind and unilerslanding llias-

ti r iiiiiiiK ufi'.' ili.ii w'v. should con-

([uer iiur stnpidity and greeimess.

They were fairly splitting their

britches to help us out of the dark. 1

As I thoughtfully strolled home
to dinner after the first day of my
college cLn-i r ended, I humlily re-

solved tn inijirove, taking; .is my
model of jierfectiun. God's gift to

thi' Frcshinan, the "dear lordly

sollomore."

More mermen smoke Picobac

than any other Pipe Tobacco

in Canada
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Official Notices

Tbanksg'whig Day

Monday, October 9, is Thanks-
giving Day and a public holiday.

No classes will be held at the

University on that day.

Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE _ DEPENDABLEDIAL STORE: 5414

I'trtWUABLE

.
DIAL RES.: S34I

All for Fun .

And Fun for All

FRANK
SINATRA
ADOLPH

MENJOU

GEORGE

MURPHY
GLORIA

DeHAVEN

STEP
LIVELY

NOW
SHOWING

SUNDAY MIDNIGHT - MONDAY AND TUESDAY
OCTOBER 8-9-10

WILD KIDS ON THE LOOSE

*UNDER AGE'
NAN GREY - TOM NEAL

ALAN BAXTER

'Crime School'
HUMPHREY BOGART
DEAD END KIDS

COMING WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
OCTOBER 11 - 12

"IN OLD CHICAGO"
Alice Faye - Done Ameche - Tyrone Power - Brian Donlcvy

"BANJO ON MY KNEE" -

Barbara Stanwyck - Joel McCrea Walter Brennan
MATINEE:

Orch, 24c

Smoking
Loge 30c

BILTMORE
EVENING:

Orcb. 30c

Smoking
Loge 36c

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Now on the Screen

PAUL LUKAS - K T. STEVENS

Address Unknown^*
Added: "FATHER IS A PRINCE"

SUNDAY MIDNIGHT
MON. - TUES. . WED.

Their Happiest Hit Yet!

DONALD O'CONNOR - PEGGY RYAN
JACK OAKIE

it

The Merry Mqnahans*^

The

ODEON

* FaaiUy of Arts

has been agreed to call

m Saturday morning,
October 7. under the arrangement
between the Faculty of Arts and
the Arts Society which permits
one holiday in each term, the
dates to be selected by the

students.

Classes will meet as usual

Tuesday, October 10.
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Payment of Fees

All fees should be paid on regis-

tration, Any students who have not

paid their fees are reminded that

they must immediately make settle-

ment with the Treasurer if they ex-

pect to be regarded as students of

the University,

Physical ExaminaCwns

All students at the University for

the iirst time iriust have a pliysical

examination. Appointments for

men are made at the Registrar's

OITice. Women students should

consult Miss Marion Ross.

ALIKE-YET DIFFERENT

Life insurance companies are
much alike as to policy and rates,
Init actual loiig-lerm results vary
widely. Ill the year 1868, just
one year after Confederation, Mr.
James McQueen, a scholar and
graduate of Glasgow University,
was town clerk of Fergus, On-
tario, and principal of the school.
He conceived the idea of startiiig

a life insurance

would b

holders,

Latin A
A class in elementary Latin

leading to the Middle School exam
ination, has been formed for th

sake of those who lack Ian

gnage requiremcEit of Matricula

lion. Any students who wisi

register in this course should

range to do so at once. Infornia

tiou may he had from the Depart

ment of Classics, Room 416, New
Arts Building.

Vacciitation

Vaccinations for freshmen and
freshettes will be held Wednesday
afternoon in the students' office of

ifie Kingston General Hospital

Freshmen requiring vaccinations

re to report between 1 :30 and 3

'clock, while freshettes sliould re-

port from 3 tn 4:30 o'clock.

Journal Staff

(Contlmied from page 1)

Wednesday Nights

Fred D. "Ted" White. H. R.

eitman. Herbert L. Klioiis, John

Hill, Marie Calp, James B. S.

Souther, Diana Gill, Leo A. Ra-

telle. Norma Jean Hamilton, She-

lagh Fisher, Robert E.
,
Milks,

Marian E. Davis, and Joan Jacobs.

Sunday reporters are reminded

le next press night will be Mon-
lay at 7.30 rather than Sunday,

ecause the printers will be closed

riianksgiving.

IF I SHOULD MEET MYSELF

company that
e owned by the policy-

a company without any
private capital, one that would
turn hack to the policyholders all

the profits made, to secure for
them and coming generations life

insurance at cost. The legisla-

ture agreed that if 500 policy-
holders could be secured, they
would grant a charter to start

such a Company. This was done
and from this small beginning-
has developed one of the largest

financial institutions in the Do
minion of Canada. The company
is known as the Mutual Life
of Canada, and now has over
$700.000,(X)0 insurance in force on
the lives of Canadians. The sturv
of the -Company has run parallel

with that of the nation. It has
been a romance of business co-

operation. Tlie aim of the foun-

ders of the Company has been
fully justified, that of providing
life insurance at low cost to its

policyholders. The Company in-

vites prospective buyers to com-
pare their record with that of any

other company. Attractive plans

of life insurance are available for

students. We will be pleased to

quote rates.

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.LU.
Branch Manager, Kingston

THE QUALITY SHOP =
CIVIL AND MILITARY OUTFITTERS =

LIVINGSTON'S I
1847 - 1944 1

UNIFORMS AND
I

ACCESSORIES |
for ^

ARMY - NAVY
|

AIRFORCE I
OFFICERS 1

I LIVINGSTON'S I
= 75 - 79 BROCK STREET DIAL 8354 =

ll

BELDEAN S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES

282 Princess Street
REASONABLE PRICED

Phone 6733

SCIENCE RECEPTION

The Science freshman reception

ceremony will lake place Wednes-
day, and will mark the fonnal ad-

mission of the freshmen to tlic

Science Faculty.

Freshmen are to be at Convoca-

ion Hall in their assigned groups

at 6:30 p.m. They will be under

the supervision of their executive,

assisted by the sophomore executive.

Frosli nuist not wear sweaters or

laid shirts, but must be dressed

I suits, lies, ribbons, and tams.

After the ceremony the fresiiincn

will be conducted on a tour of the

science laboratories. This will be

followed by refreshments and a

singsong.

FOR A PLEASING GIFT

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624

PHOTOCRAPHCR
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

Wr: SUPPLY EVERYTHING
Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups

OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment D/AL 7037

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

MATHS, PHYSICS CLUB

103 Princess St.

KINGSTON'S STUDENT STYLE CENTRE

Agents for Dock's Shoes

— Phone 6381 ~

If I should meet myself

Ten years or twenty from today

Would I still know myself

Or turn, unrecognized, away?

Would I still like myself.

Or would myself not then like

me?
Little enough I care

For the self that tlien will be.

Little enough I'll care

In twenty years from now, or ten

For the distant, dusty tlioiights

Of a self not living then.

—The Brnnsvvickan

You're Welcome

Kibbentrop claims that tlie ter-

rible air raids serve only to bolster

German morale. If this is true, the

hcrrenvolk will reach an all-time

peak of enthusiasm before the win-

ter is over.—The New Yorker.

Frcsimicn and those interested ii

iths and physics arc urged to at-

tend an election meeting of the

Maths and Physics Club to be held

in room 209, New Arts building.

Tuesday, Octoi)cr 10, at 1 p.m.

Last year interesting topics were

presented by members of staff,

senior students and outside speak-

ers. Lectures were given on ap

proxiniation competitions, theories

of stellar energy, amateur telescope

construction, and theory of the Polar

front.

It is hoped that dn's year will

proviile an expansion of last year's

program to include some social

activities.

our Glasses have

Slie : Did you see that lovely Rus-

sian count?

He: Is that an accomplishment

for a grown man?

—Cornell Widow.

"Gone Modern'^too!
But in this case it is not only a matter

of style but also a matter of improved,

clearer, more comfortable vision.

If you can' t be up front, atj!

least your blood can—enrol witi

the Blood Donor Clinic today.

You'll thank science for its progressive achievements,

once you enjoy the undistorted clear

VISION-IN-EVERY-PART-OF-THE-LENS

. which "CORECTAL" provides

K. A. MacASKILL, R. 0.

328 Princess Street Phone 9461
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McGill Honours

(Continued from page 1)

gestures contributed much
further the academic facilities of

McGill.

Has Grown Considerably

Since 1833, when the first can
didate was presented with
medical degree, the number of

graduates has increased six hun
dredfold. Also proof that the

university has grown to such an
extent is the increase of books
which fill the libraries. In 1835

the only books were a few jour
nals devoted to English and His
tory. Now. over three hundred
and fifty thousand vohiraes

housed in the Redpath library

and its annexes. There are also

special departmental libraries

filled with books dealing with
arts, chemistry, biology, physic

and engineering which, togethei

are invaluable and irreplaceable

More than twenty thousand
graduates of McGill have occu

pied important positions in the

government, including Prime
Minister Sir Wilfred Laurier, and
many famous personages have
received honourary degrees,

Among these. Prime Minister

Churchill and Premier Roosevelt

have been the more recently hon
oured when, at the second Que
bee conference, the registrar of

McGill conferred on each of the

two men an honourary degree of

the Doctor of Law.

The graduates of the univer-

sity, of whom there are about
sixteen thousand living, have in

augurated what is known as the
^ McGill University Society. This

group has built the Sir Arthur
Currie Memorial Gymnasium,
which was its greatest achieve-

ment, and many of its members

y are in the armed forces overseas.

Many hope to attend the glorious

celebration in Montreal today.

First Motorij.t : "I love the

beauties of the countryside."

Second Motorist: "So do I.

Sometimes I even give them a

lift."

fHAT W/U

• For smoother,

faster work from

points that never

break, try these

three college
favorites:

[MIRADO
I

WRITING PENCIL

~ilf V COLORED PENCIL

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCIL
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ALCOHOL

The substance which is known
technically as ethyl alcohol, is

colloquially referred" to as moon-
shine, hooch, homebrew, etc.

Although it is usually taken raw,
it has the curious property of

making the consumer stewed.
Must commonly, alcohol comes
in bottles, but, regardless of the

container, all samples have the

property of causing the user to

become canned, and not infre-

quently, jugged. To illustrate

its deplorable consequences, the

following authentic case is

quoted

:
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Arts Regrulations

Now. Clarence dear, steer clear

of beer.

Of women, wine and song,

And when at school, don't play
the fool

;

Your course is hard and long."

Though duly warned, her words
he scorned,

He was a silly sap

;

That hard-boiled lad went to the

bad.

And lost much dough at crap.

He spent long hours in the bev-

erage room.

And wasted that whole fall;

He had no inkling of his doom,
But the writing was on the

wall.

One day a crowd of sophs came in

As lie was going out.

And as he headed for the door,

They turned hini round about

My gosh. I'm caught!" the

man sighed,

And sidled to the side;

The sophs closed in like a nsmg
tide

And fo the bar did stride

eve they

BUVAU 3
FROM YOUR

[SCHOOL SUPPLY DEALI

And all that autumn
quaffed.

Their flagons lifted high.

We'll drink that beer-keg dry,"

they laughed,

"And top it off with rye."

The cowering frosh did stand and
stare,

He did not dare to flee.

For fear that he should lose his

hair,

(There were tonsorial artists

there)

He shivered visibly.

Well, boys, it's time to close

the inn."

Said mine host in an oily tone.

The words he spoke caused the

sophs to grin.

But they made the freshman
groan.

he sophs did clear mine host's

dark frown

By nonchalantly saying,

For all the drinks we've guzzled
down.

This kindly frosh is paying."

They swaggered out, they stag-

gered out,

Tliey crawled out on all fours.

Mine host then with an angry
shout

Against the door leaned his fig-

ure stout.

And kept the frosh indoors.

He pleaded long; his cause was
strong,

But heartless was the wretch.
Who deemed that he had suffered

wrong.

And soon the Law did fetch.

He sighed and sang the Pris-

oner's song

Within the sombre jail;

(Continued from page 1)

freslimen. He also stressed the

importance of organized athletics

in developing a fully-educated uni-

versity person.

The freshmen joined a group
from the Queen's Glee Club in giv-

in.^' songs and yells, before electing

their temporary executive, which is

as follows

:

President. Bob Bowman ; vice-

president. Jean Scott
; secretary,

Barbara Birmingham
;

treasurer,

Tc'l WhiiL-; athletic sticks, Ann
Trai-y (girls)

; Andy Kniewasser

(boys) ; social convenors, Ann
Parkhill (girls) ; Will Kennedy
(boys).

The regulations are as follows:

Whole Year

1. Regulation .^rts tam and a red

bow ins._ X ins. with ex-

tended 6 in. red ribbon on the left

lapel shaft be worn,

2. No freshman shall wear any
insignia or sweater pertaining to

any former school.

3. Freshmen shall show the pro-

per respect for upper-classmen and

sophomores at all times.

4. Freshmen shall know Arts

Yell and Queen's songs at all times

5. Frosh must attend all Arts

Society and Arts '48 meetings

Tliey shall each do at least two

hours" work on Arts functions dur-

ing the course of the year.

Until Christmas

1. Identificalion card to be worn
on left lapel with name and home
lown lyj^ed or neatly printed.

2. Must use main back entrance

of New Arts bulding and the back

entrance of the Old Arts building.

3. Must use side door of Union.

4. Tliere will be no fussing ex-

cept at University functions. After

two week period freshmen may
fuss on Sundays.

Two Weeks
1. A ribbon shall be worn as a

bow tie. The ribbon shall be at

least 2 ins. wide and shall be tied

in a bow 4 ins. wide with knot
J/j

inch. This tie shall have ^a card-

hoard backing.

2. No pipes or cigars to be smok
ed. All cigarette smokers must use

a cigarette holder. If caught with

out holder freshmen must give a

cigarette to all sophomores present.

3. A freshman shall carry a six

inch ruler.

4. Must be clean shaven below

level of top of ear witli no side-

burns and no moustache.

5. Odd stockings must be worn

—

a direct contrast.

6. There will be a ten o'clock

curfew.

7. Must carry matches at all

times for use of sophomores,

8. Must carry a copy of regula-

tions at all times.

9. Must give "Yeah Arts!" yell

before entering New or Old Arts
building and, give Arts or Queen's
Yell upon request.

1 0. Freshmen must be neady
dressed at all times. Pants must
be pressed and shoes well shined.

11. \\'hen addressing a sopho-
more, freshmen must address him
by using name to be found on card

on left lapel. Sophomore should

return this courtesy.

Science Regrulations

(Continued from page 1)

2. Frosh must walk in, single-

file on sidewalks and roads to and
from all classes.

3. Shirt collars must be but-

toned and worn inside suit-coats.

Suit-coats must be worn,, and no

ties are allowed.

Till Christmas

1. Maximum length of hair

half inch,

2. No fussing.

3. Frosh must observe a 10

o'clock curfew.

4. Name tabs will be worn,

5. Frosh must be clean-

shaven (no moustaches).

6. Frosh must use the side door

to the Union.

7. Freshmen are not allowed in

taverns.

In Effect All Year

FROSH MUST—
1. Wear tarns and ribbons as

per the AMS constitution.

2. Give yells and songs at the

request of senior classmen on the

campus.

3. Respect senior classmen.

4. Attend all Engineering So-

ciety meefings-

5. Help at the Science Formal.

6. Stay off lawns.

7. Carry a copy of regulations,

FROSH MUST NOT—
S. Wear insignias or sweaters

from former schools or frater-

nities.

9. Gather on the steps of build-

ings, and must enter and leave

buildings in single file.

Frosh Reception

(Continued from page 1)

attached people the necessary

push.

As usual, the various groups of

freshmen were assembled before-

hand and paraded about the cam-
pus, arriving quickly at the

women's residences. Meds frosh

succeeded in extracting the Meds
freshettes from the depths of Ban
Righ after their sophomores had
tried and failed. The freshettes

were then coerced into leading

the parade of freshmen to the

Gym.

The committee had little work
in persuading the men to dance

although there was some excess

of girls until the voracious upper-

classmen were admitted at 9:30

The consensus of masculine

opinion was entirely favourable,

typified by queries as to where
the beautiful dancing girls had
been hiding themselves. Fresh-

men will be happy to learn that

open houses, to be held through-
out the year, are refined cou'

tinuations of Wednesday's re-

ception.

Dr. Austin Smith

Science '48

core Unaware

Stinky: "Lend me your mug
to shave?"

Eric: "Shave your own mug."

Invest in Victory — buy a Sev
enth Victory Loan Bond.

His friends without worked hard

and long

Ere they could raise the bail.

Full many a spigot will be turned

And many a cork will pop,

But, if his lesson is well-learned,

He will not touch a drop.

(Continued from page 1)

The story came from a reliable

source in the COTC orderly room

;

but official confirmation could not

be obtained by press time.)

Clarifying the situation concern-

ing the reduced training syllabus

for third- and fourth-year students.

Colonel Melviii stressed that only

those with two year's academic

military training, plus two camp
seasons, to their credit, would be

permitted to train on the 60-hour

schedule. All others, he slated,

must complete the official 110-

hour course, including third- and
fourth-year students who have not

completed their two-week camp
periods, no matter what the reason.

Bachelor: A man who can havi

a girl on his knees without having

her on his hands.

Your purchase of Seventh Vic-

tory Loan Bonds will help bring

the boys over there back here.

(Continued from page 1)

dress the Engineering Society

meetings. No definite date was
set for the first meeting/

As a result of the enormous
success of the freshman initiation

ceremony held last year for the

first time, it has been decided to

conduct this ceremony again this

year. This initiation is a very
dignified proceeding, certain to

leave, a lasting memory of

Queen's. The ceremony is a

formal welcome to the Engineer-
ing Society, and is a prelude to

the "Iron Ring Ceremony" held

for the graduating Science year.

(Continued from page 1)

of the teaching and research staff

of the University of Chicago De-

partment of Pharmacology.

The speaker is also the author of

numerous articles on drugs, ther-

apeutics, research, etc.. for medical

and other sizi^ntific and popular

journals. He has been a frequent

contributor to radio programs and

is editor of New and Non-Offictal

Remedies, a book on drugs and

other therapeutic agents. Dr.

Smith is a Fellow of the American

Association for the Advancement

of Science, and the American Med-

ical Association.

The meeting will be held in the

Richardson amphitheatre at 7

p.m. Freshmen attendance is

compulsory.

Concert Series

(Continued from page 1)

Boyd of Kingston, General C. F.

Constantine, Mrs. M. N. Hay, and

Mr, B. G. Robertson.

No concert series in Kingston

has ever had as large a membership

as this one. Student membership

which has doubled every year so

far, has exceeded all expectations,

and a great advertising campaign

planned for this week has become

unnecessary. The few remaining

tickets will be sold to soldiers at a

reduced price. The committee is

pleased with the great response to

its plans. Queen's and Kingston

can well be pleased with the com-

mittee's achievement.

Prof, (lecturing) : "From where

I'm standing here I can tell what

each one of you is thinking."

Dave (from back of room)

:

"Well, why don't you go there?"

Don't let it be "Too little, too

late"—study now!

WARD & HAMILTON
DIVtSlON ST.

Phone 7100

I.D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

ALBERT ST.

Phone 7300

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to
remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of- Queen's University Gowns Qiwen's Official Blazen
WAKREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial &448

Have a"Coke"=Welcotne Home

* . , a way to revive old times
He's delighted to find his own room unchanged—evcrytbtagjust as
he left it. He's pleased, too, to discover other familiar things;
such as, the pause that refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Colo- Yes;
for friendly refreshment nothing takes the place of Coca-Cola;
Have a "Coke" is the universal invitation to relax aod be yourself.
For around the world Coca-Cola stands for thepause that rejreshes
—has become the familiar greeting of friendly folks. JBM "Coke"= Coca-Cola

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Limited, Kingston (Mi T?.f.Vhr'?pu L^''S^!^t
oilltd "Colic," 682
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^RTSMEN WEARING
LAPEL NAME-TAGS

McHiy Artsmen are now wearingr
small name tags in metal holders
on tlieir lagels. Each tag worn by
an upperclassman hears his name
and year, and will be worn for two
weeks.

The purpose of these tags is to
acquaint Artsmen witli one another,
despite the great variety of courses
offered in the Arts faculty.

. The freshman's lag carries his
name and liomc-town, and is tn be
worn until Christmas. AH mem-
bers of the Arts Society who have
not already done so are urged to
procure tag holders, being sold at
cost, from their year executive
tnenibers at once, and to tj^pe their
names on the tags if possible..

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL
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THE €/i/HD|j§ SDCI^rLIGtiT
ey GORD MACK

If a soldier tries to kiss a woman
and gets away with it, he's a man;
if he tries and doesn't get away
with it. he's a brute; if be doesn't
try to kiss her but would get away
with it if he tried, he's a coward
and if he doesn't try to kiss and
wouldn't get away with it if he did—he's a wise man.

Help win the war in '4-1 Tr

in Victory.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books
Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

Kent an

' Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Speciol Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St, Dial 4352

Oil Thigh and A' That

Another faU has roUed around, with the perennial crowds of freshmendevelopmg their pharangeal muscles on the Oil Thigh yell, which probablymeans as much to them up to now as a Bach fugue does to an Engineer*.
Ihis week a so brings to the post a new card oE starters for the BewB Trophy
Handicap. Last year the muscle-men of Meds '48 were first under the wire
with Science '45 m the place position, and Science '46 trailing. Changes can
be expected this year, however. The Meds '48 class spirit is going to be

I ."^'"^ ^'""^ hunting and burning the mid-
night Mazda for mid-year final exams. The new sophomore class can he
expected to make a belter showing this year, with the benefits of organization
and expemnce. Science "47 especially must be considered an outstanding
threat because of their high percentage of Pipe Band members at COTCcamp, who underwent tlie most gruelling of conditioning courses at ConnaughtKanges (plug).

IndicaHve. perhaps, of the trend to be expected all winter, is the wide-
open competition which is expected from the tennis tourney beginning today
Of the SIX survivors from last fall's tournament, who were unable to crown
a champion, only Don Helleur, Science 45, has returned this fall. An even
more hopeful sign is the relatively sniaU entry as compared with last year.A survey last fall revealed that 27.381% of the first-round matches were
decided by a skilful, Tiiden-like toss of a Canadian five-ccnt piece. _ That
was not good. The Bews Trophy was originally designed for competition
by the mediocre athlete, and a sincere interest in the sport was all that was
required.

Last winter, several years in a bitter final-stretch sprint for The Trophy
gamed 5,000 bonus points for a complete class entry in different events
Hats off to their class spirit—and especially those gallant innocents who
were cajoled into the boxing and wrestling assault—but the period for such
demonstrations of "la fraternity" has passed at the imminent threat of
plungmg our athletic set-up into chaos.

92 MEN ENTERING
TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Sc. '46

Darling's-Barber Shop
Where AI] Students Go

The most up-to-date J-chair shop in

tlic city

Beouty Porlor in Connection

0pp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 4850

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Kari Ekiiii, F'rop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787
Kingston, Ontario

Pigskin Patter

After the first week of rugby practice, Coach Bob Elliot is still trying
to sort out a bewildering blur of new faces and unfamiliar names. Of last
year's undefeated team, only four regulars have returned in the bulky
personages of Jack MUliken. Don Moreton. Archie CampbeU and Sonny
Nelson. Big gaping holes are left where Leo Bandiera, Bob Irwin, Owen
Switzer and Al Sharpe carried the .Tricolour mail last fall. On the credit
side has been the return of Earl Cronk. Cy Morrow and Herb Lawler
Many new recruits have shown considerable promise. One of these Ken
MacDonald, played a few games with the Ottawa Combines last year
before startmg classes. Teamed up with the veteran George Fraser at
ipside, Ken packs a lot of drive on the line and looks capable of helping
Jack MiUiken out on the punting end. if the need arises.

As is always the case with college rugby coaches. Bob ElUot is handi-
capped by a late start, and untried material. This year there is the added
problem created by the lengthened noon.hour. Many of the players have
labs and lectures until 5:30 several times a week, and progress in learning
new plays is delayed while the previous day's absentees are brought up to
date. A lot of polish has yet to be added to their plays, but by next Saturday
when tiie team kicks off to Ordnance, they should still be favourites to cop
their third consecutive league title.

far out-distanced the

other years in the number of entries

posted in the Men's Intramural
Ttnnis Touniameiit. as no less than
-19 of its members signified their in-

tent 10 participate in Alfie Pearce's

favourite sport.

A total of 92 aspiranls to the title

left vacant by L. Corriveau of Sc
'45 incuding- last year's semi-final-

ists Don Laniont and Don Heileiir.

both of Sc. '4.=!. are prejiaring to do
battle with the rat<iuets.

The Science frosh came up with a

surprisingly strong entry ,of 21.

while Sc. '45—6; Meds '49—I;

Arts '46—3; Arts '47—3; Sc. '47

—2; Meds '50—1; Arts '45—1

completed the listing.

The draw has been posted in the

gymnasium locker-room, and unless

inclement weather delays play, the

first round must be completed and

posled with scores by October 14.

First Round Draw: G. Cote vs

D. Carothers; A. Bader vs S. Stan-

dil; C. Flereher vs G. Bi.rd-; B."

lioltzman vs A. Cahn ; M. H. Dean
vs U. Bennett; T. Lee vs G. Pet-

rocco; R. Yule vs J. F. Snnythe; L,

Hernian vs D. Ramsay; L. Cook vs

F, Harrison; J. Boyd vs M.

Dear Mom:

Decided not to go home for Thanksgiving.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and

SANDWICHES
Corner University and William

Memo

Somewhere in those empty pages of your Esquire date book between
the Kingston and home-town sections' don't forget the final entry dates for
the fall sports, which happen to be:

Touch football (athletic sticks please notej October 13
Golf ^ October 18
Track and field ^ October 21

Translation in the Who's Where.

INTRAMURAL SCORING

TAILS ^=
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

ESIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Stora 6084, Res. 6414, GreenhouM. 3241

A return to the 4,000-point

scale in the iutrainurai scoring-

system was unanimously ap'

proved by faculty athletic sticks

Al. Moore, Doug Gray and Bill

Roberts at the first luterfaculty

Athletic Committee meeting held

with Bill Lemmou, intramural

director, last Friday night. The
--rale points had been raised to

.\000' last year.

All fall sports dates, as drawn
up by the intramural director,

were approved by the coniniiftee,

although it was suggested that

further efforts be made to obtain

more suitable green tiutes for the

intrannu'al golf tournament.

ROBERTS TO COACH
TRACK, FIELD ENTRIES

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

•59 Wellington St. Dial 4346

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

Qualifying times and -distances

ill again featui-e the track and

eld meet for scale points and

the privilege of representing the

year in the annual interfaculty

track and field meet. A similar

system will be worked out with

regard to the luterfaculty swim-
ming meet in February. The
usual 30-minute time limit will

be set on the antuial- intramural

cross-country run.

It was felt that because of the

limited playing time, the unpre-

dictable fall weather and the

overburdened October sports, pro-

gramme that the Softball sched-

ule should be again played in the

Track and field practice will

commence on Monday afternoon

at 4:30 p.m. when the newly-
appointed student coach, Bill

Koberts. will meet all frosh and
other students, who are inter-

ested ill competing, at the Rich-

ardson Stadium.

Utitil forced to the sidelines

by a rugby injury, Roberts was
a star field man with the Kitch-
ener Collegiate. He was West-
ern Ontario senior broad-jump
champ in 1939 and attended the

training school at Camp Couchi-
chingj for outstanding Ontario

collegiate track and field men.
Bill returned- to the cinders this

summer and was a member of the

local Vimy track team which
easily won the local district meet
for the army.

Qualifying times^ distances and
heights for the scale points and
track meet entry times, distances

R
r:ilini; G- Mack vs D. Dymond; M.
Wehl) vs J. F. Pattfrsou; F. Egan

R. Menard; J. Kane vs D. La-

moiit; D. Stonehouse (bye); J.

Xfills vs L. A. Dean; L. Kliiik vs

G. Engel; p. Knapp vs R. Best;

B. Sutherland \*5 D. Gray; H. L.

Harris vs J. Simon; R. Carrol! vs

K. C. Dean ; F. Spencer vs C.

Blake ; and J. Rowley vs T. Heale.

A. Pertulla vs D. Smart: P. D.

Schnier vs W. Major; J. Ellis

(bj e) ; D. C. Smith vs B. O'Grady

J. E. Wilson vs S. Moro; P. Her-

isch .vs W. Roy; J. Wiite vs D
Heik-nr; D. Coleman vs F. B. Lee;

T. Eansevin vs J- Muira; W. C.

Smith vs J. Cratwortliy ; E. Gordon

vs R. Noonan; G. Hector vs K
Staples; A. Clarke D. Dakiel;

J.

Gibbons vs J. Smyth; J. O. Prit-

chard vs H. Kassidy ; T. Davie?

(byel; N. Modcsta V5 M. Affler;

D. Massiah vs J. Henry: G. N.

White vs D. CreaKhan ; K. Franz v?

M. Greatrix
; J. \'tncent vs R. Mag-

encr: D. Earle vs J. ilorrow; C,

Ev.-ui,- \'s S, .Miirrill; L. Fraser vs

G. Harrison; M. Garvin (bye).

Glee Club

Grace Miller was elected 'pres

dent of the Glee Club at its- initial

meeting ori Monday. The otiier

officers were elected as follows

:

vice-president, Murray Gill; secre-

tary- treasun^. Marg Neilson; lib-

rarians, Edith Kent, Berine Cougli-

lin ; siicial committee. Gord Robert-

son. Doug Gray. Ewart Prince.

Marg Holden. Daphne Spratt, Mar-

kie Lawson; publicity, Bill New-

lands.

The next meeting of the Glee Club

will be held W'ednesday, October

9, at 7:30 p.m.

If j-ou can' t be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol with

the Blood Donor Clinic todav.

gymnasium, now that the facili-

ties are available. A suddeii-death

tournament was completed on
the lower campus last year.

The scale points for each year

were not available for the meet-

ing but will be published in the

Journal as soon as the registra-

tion of each year is released by
the registrar's office.

and heights will be published in

the next issue of the /oiintal so

that the aspirants may start train-

ing in earnest for their favourite

events.

It should be noted that even

though Sadie Hawkins week is

more than a month away, it is

never too early to start training

as a sure way to evade them

creatures commonly called wom-
en. Anyway, don't blame us if

you get catehed, you unfortunate

persons, fer ^ve warned yo'.

Campus Clubs Need
Good Publicity Men

Campus club executives are re-

quested to afjpoint their press re-

presentatives with consideration. It

has been pointed out that journalism

demands a certain technique of

writing; and it would be advisable

to name only experienced reporters

to fill the post of publicity agent.

The Journal will be glad to supply

a regular reporter if there is none
available within the club.

Arts '46 Elections

Herb Lawler was elected president
of Arts '-16 at a meeting held Mon-
day afternoon. Marj Rice was re-

elected vice-president.

The other officers chosen were:
secretary, Doreeu Demyes

; treas-

urer. Don ilathiesoii
; athletic

sticks. Norm Shaffrau, Shirley

Gordon re-elected; social convenor,

Harvey Bradley (acclamation)

;

and Jo Sutherland.

Don't let it be "Too little,

late"—study now!
too

TWEDDEL18
Since 1870

CLOTHING HEADQUARTERS
FOR QUEEN'S MEN!

SUITS -

TOPCOATS
OVERCOATS

Better Quality

SUITS

TOPCOATS
and

OVERCOATS
Our long experience in

dressing up the meti of

Queen's gives us a thor-

ough knov/Iedge of what

the college man wants . .

.

as to pattern, colour,

material and style. Again

this year we have the

largest stock in the city

o! better quality clothes

for the men of Queen's

. . . tailored by SOCIETY
BRAND and other lead-

ing manufacturers at

MODERATE PRICES

$28.50 to $50.00

$24.50 to $45.00

$24.50 to $50.00

HATS and FURNISHINGS
The largest selection cit hats by Stetson in the city . . ,

alsM the best collection of furnishings such as shirts,

ties, scarves, gloves, socks, sweaters, etc., for street or

campus wear. Moderately priced.

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
137

OPEN SATURDAY TILL

139 Princess St. Dial 6595
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Waterman's and
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Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service
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Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Dr. Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

ILLENTYNE

Two Queen*s Staff Members
Pass Away During Summer

GOIURDIERS
PLCS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop Gt

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STREET

Frightfully hard trying to

write intelligibly when you've

just staggered over to the good

ole Journal office from the frosh

reception. Mind you, we've lots

of company—typewriters clank-

ing out copy—the place is a hive

of activity. (Another peep be-

hind the scenes) . This'll come
out Friday when it's all a thing

the far past. . . . But just now
ho-hum. . . .

With the dust of the frosh re-

ception still on our feet, we'll

begin on the freshettes. There
are still a lot of things left to

happen to you, Levana '48, be-

fore you're completely initiated.

There's your bonfire on Tuesday,

October 10, with five soph cheer

leaders to teach you Queen's

songs and yells—all this plus re-

freshments, too. The commit-

tee didn't- state what sort of re-

freshments, but we've pleasant

memories of our freshette bon-

fire, so your hopes shoidd be jus-

tified. '

Candle-Light Ceremony

Then there's the candle-light-

ing ceremony coming up two

days later on October 12. We'll

just mention this now and tell

you more about it in the next

Journal issue. The candle-lighting

ceremony will he your formal

—

and very lovely—initiation into

Levana and Queen's life.

Speaking of initiations , . . just

another hint . . . the sophs are

kiuking grim and mysterious

when yon mention the matter.

The only statement we coukl get

from them was that hiitiation

processes are to begin a week
from this Monday—and they will

last five days. (Never mind,

freshettes; Sadie Hawkins week
will come along soon and you
can claim your own back by beat-

ing tlie sophs to inviting out their

pet men) , . , and we hope that

won't backfire and hit the juniors

and seniors too.

For sophs we have an an-

nouncement loo. (Sorry!) All

women undergraduate students

in their second year are rcc|uired

to put in two hours of PT a

week and have their attendance

checked at the gym. These two
hours may be put in in gym
classes or in doing any of the

campus sports—baseball, swim-

ming, archery, badminton, etc

Be sure to get your attendance

checked after putting in the time

though. People have been knowr
to be "flunked" in P.T.

Another note of interest for the

sophs is that this year they will

he allowed to enroll in the

CRCC (Canadian Ked Cross

Corps). The C.R.C.C. is always
interested in new recruits, and
seniors as well as sophs ai;e urged

to join. The new and interesting

programme the corps has for the

year is outlined elsewhere in the

Journal.

Dr. Cullis

Tonight at 8:15 in Convocatioir

Hall Dr. Winifred Cullis of Lon-

don University will speak. Dr.

Cuhii i? one of the founders of

the International Federation of

University Women and a past

president of that fedel-atlon. She

has travelled broadly in Great

Britain, and, for the past four

years, in China: and has made
many visits to the United States

where she has lectured on war
work in Britain, particularly

women's war work. In addition

to tliis, Dr. Cuilis has done exten

DR. LEO GOODWIN

Dr. Leo Frank Goodwin, 62.

head of the industrial 'chemistry

and chemical engineering depart-

ment at Queen's ,died suddenly

on August 15, of a heart attack.

Dr. Goodwin had been profes-

sor of industrial chemistry and

chemical engineering since 1913

and was head of the department

since 1922. A member of the

University Research Council

since 1917, he was born in Lon-

don, England, and received his

education at London University,

Leipzig and Heidelberg, where
he obtained his Ph.D. degree in

1913.

He was demonstrator in chem-
istry at University College, Lon-

don, from 1903 to 1905. and was
tutor in chemistry at the College

of the City of New York from

1906 to 1909, when he joined the

staff of Queen's as assistant pro-

fessor of physics and industrial

chemistry.

During World War I he served

as a major with the CEF over-

seas. He was a fellow of the

Canadian Institute of Chemistry,

a member of the London Chem-
ical Society, Institute of Chem-
istry for Great Britain and Ire-

land, British Association, mem-
ber of the Society of Chemical

Industry. Institute of Chemical

Engineering and the Engineering

Institute of Canada.

McGILL TO HOLD
FALL CONVOCATION

The annual fall convocation of

McGill University will be held to-

morrow afternoon at 4:30 in the

Sir .Artliur Currie .Memorial gym-
nasium when 66 degrees wiil be

awarded.

Dr. F. Cyril James, principal and

vice-chancellor of the Universitj-,

will be the convocation speaker.

Gen. A. G. L.^ McNaughton, a

former member of the staff of the

University, will attend the convo-

cation and will also be present at

the cc-rui?icinie> commemorating the

200th anniversary of tlic birth of

James McCill, founder of the Uni-
versity,

The war isn't over yet — buy

Seventh Victory Loan Bond now.

P/O RONALD SMITH

P/O Ronald W. Smith, Wolfe-

ville, N.S., the first known mem-
ber of the Queen's University

staff to die in action, was killed

.in action, September 11.

P/O Smith, a well-known orni-

thologist and mammalogist, was
in charge of the Queen's bio-

logical museum for two years

from the fall of 1939 until Decem-
ber 1941, when he enlisted in the

air force as an AC2. He trained

in Canada as a member of air

crew, graduated as a sergeant

and won his commission over-

seas.

P/O, Smith was born in Halifax.

N.S., and received his Master ol

Arts degree from the University

of California, In 1939 he took

ovjcr the museum and began mod-
ernizing it.

Before coming to Queen's.

P/O Smith, as a naturalist, accom-

panied an expedition to Hudson
Bay and the Vanderbilt e.'cpedi-

tion to the South Seas.

Arts Elections

(Continued from page 1)

Don Mathieson ; junior prosecuting

attorney. Bill Breckenridge, Ever-

ett Harrison; clerk, Jaques Lange-

vin, Xorm Lavange ; chief of police,

Doug Gray, Tom Booking; crier,

Gord Robertson, Hank Wightman.

Stan .-\belson; class constables, '45,

Jack Thexton. Mike LaFratta,

Garnet iJcCreary; '46. Harvey

Bradey. Stan Berry, Don Cam-
eron; "47, John Rowley, Frank

Hoffer, Rog Flyun; '48. John Ful-

ler. Charles Tyndall, Don Good,

Marvin Levine.

Service Casualties

(Continued from page 1)

which had expanded over 45

times from its prewar standinq-

of 1,700,

Army casualties stood at 33.239.

with the largest number—over

18,000—in the wounded category.

Air force casualties, 15.961, in-

cluded 9,848 de5d, while total

navy casualties, 1,838, included

l.iat dead.

sive research in problems of

physiology and especially fatigue

among factory workers. Students

are urged to attend the meeting.

There have been some hitches

in the war work programmes.

A delay is reported in getting the

Kingston Nutrition Canvass un-

der way, and therefore students

registered for this activity will

not be neede<l at once. Similarly

the 15 students who wanted to

assist in the laboratories at the

Blood Donors' Clinic have been

told that they are not needed at

present. Any of these students

who wish to register in some
other service are advised to see

the Dean of Women.
Also it is suggested that the

four girls who have partly com-

pleted their training as nurses'

aides offer their services at the

Hotel Dieu because K.G.H, can

only supervise them in the-morn-

ing hours. The Military hos-
pital, too, regrets that it cannot

accept any nurses' aides, except

probationers for enlistment.

At long last a telephone has

been installed in the new annex.

Matheson House. The number

is 20123.

Pat Monahan. scout for the St.

Louis Cards, tellf; about a young
prospect who applied for a job on

a nu'nor league team.

"I'm a terrific hitter," said the

applicant, "and besides I'm 4F and

draft proof."

"What position do you play ?"

asked the manager .

"I can pitch, catch, play infield

or outfield, I can maii:ii;e or roach

your te:im, take tickets, and act a.S

trainer."

"Vuu're nuts."

"Sure, I'm nuts." said the appli-

cant, "that's why I'm in 4F."

•-Western Gazette.

While filling out an application

for depiend ants' aid, a coloured sul-

dier answered "jkj" to the question

as to whether he had any depend-

ants,

"You're married, aren't you?" an

officer asked,

"Yessir," the soldier replied, "but

she ain't dependable."

—Cannoecrs Post.

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

' PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Welcome ...

to Queen's and to Kingston

To all members of the student body and staff—both

old friends and newcomers—we extend a hearty wel-

come, and an invitation to make Laidlaw's—the "House

of Quality"—your shopping headquarters.

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Ready-to-Weor - Dry Goods

170 PRINCESS STREET

Welcome to Queens

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

"One man in New York dies,

every minlite."

"Yeah, I'd like to see him."

—Temple Owl.

THE HACCISON STLDIC
(SraJiuation J^IiDtngrapfjy

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St, Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Years in Business

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes
y

Constitutions ,

Phcne 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every
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NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal,

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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1,435 STUDENTS REGISTER THIS YEAR
Students Disagree With Dr. Wallace

According To Varsity Student Poll

Frosh Like Soph Hazing;
Spirit Of Freshies
Shown By Initiation

Students Interviewed

Toronto — (CUP) — Toront^o

students disagree sharply with the

view of Dr. R. C. Wallace, Prin-

cipal of Queen's University, that

hazings are "puerile, foolish, and
sadistic," according to The Varsity's

most recfnt campus poll,

Bernard 2arnett, an S.P.S. Soph,

said "Initiations are good things to

have because they bring out the

spirit of brotherhood in students,

3n<l anyway they are a lot of fun.

"Seriously," he continued, "I

think the frosh enjoy hazing more

than the sophs do. Most of them

come here looking forward to it."

According to G. Johns, Chemical

Engineering, hazing gives a fresh-

man a chance to meet other stu-

dents of his class in a jovial and

friendly manner. "Moreover," he

said, "hazings should he -niort on

the intellectual than the bodily side.

Sometimes they do go too far and

should be toned down."

Margot Inglish, Trinity House-

hold Economics freshie, said "Haz-
ings are lots of fun and not as bad

as many people think. I wouldn't

abolish them because they help the

freshies get together with their

classmates. Besides, much as I en-

joy being hazed, I think I shall

derive more pleasure next year in

hazing and meeting the new fresh-

ies."
,

Gerald Berman said, "Carried to

extremes, hazings do become very

puerile, but I am all for them in a

milder form. They add zest to col-

lege life, and start the term off with

a bang for both freshman and
sophomores,"

According to Charlotte Samuels,

hazings teach the new students that

they are actually in a place of higher

learning and tliat academic work
is not sufficient to make a good

scholar. "No broken bones, mind
yon," she added. "Just the odd

VARSITY POLL
(Continued on page 3)

Medical Students

The Medical Editor will

be pleased to receive volun-

teers and/or suggestions for

the Medical issue, which
will be put out October 27.

4,000 Pay Tribute

To William Mulock

Last Rites Held For Great
Canadian Citizen

Toronto—(CUP)—Four thous-

and mourners paid their last re-

spects to the late Sir William Mu-
lock at a service conducted by
Canon F. H. Wilkinson, and the

Rev. Dr. H. J. Cody, in St. Paul's

Anglican Church. Toronto. Dr.

Cody praised Sir William's great

part in the development of this

coniitj-y. As a student and later as

Ciiancellor of the University, he

sout'ht to diminish strife among the

various sects. As a statesman, he

played his part in many spheres

of our national developmcut. His
life covered the years of Cana<Ia's

growth from a colony to an inde-

pendent nation in the British Com-
monwealth. In later years he was
Poslmaster-General and Chief Jus-

SIR WILLIAM MULOCK
(Continued on page 3)

Science Ceremony

Welcomes Frosh

Freshmain Reception To
Be Held Tonight

Opening Musicale

Being Held Sunday

The first musicale of the sea

son will t.ike place in Ban Rigl-

Common Room, Sunday at 8:30

p.m. Among others, Dr. F. LI.

Harrison will be heard at the

piano, and Florence Nightingale,

soprano, will sing. Dr. G. B.

Harrison, head of the English

Department, and recognized

authority on Shakespeare, will

read selections of poetry.

MUSICALE SUNDAY
( Coiiiidued on page 3)

The Science freshman reception

ceremony, to be held to-night in

Convocation Hall at 7 o'clock marks
the formal acceptance of all mem-
bers of Science '48 into the Engi-

neering Society.

This ceremony was inaugurated

last year with a view to impress-

ing on those entering the Science

faculty that they are students pre-

paring to enter an exacting pro-

fession and that as such, they should

fully realize their responsibilities.

It is intended that this ceremony

should be a fitting prelude to uni-

versity life and the Iron Ring cere-

mony, in which all engineering gra-

duates are received into their pro-

fession.

Following the ceremony in Con-

vocation Hail, the freshmen will

be escorted by members of the

sophomore year through the engi-

neering laboratories,, where some

of the staff and final year students

will be present to carry out experi-

ments and to explain the func-

tioning of the various pieces of

apparatus for the freshmen.

SCIENCE FROSH
(Continued on page l^

Journal Deadline

It should be noted that

the deadline for all Journal

copy, outside of that handed

in by staff members, is 9:30

p.m. Wednesdays and Fri-

days. Deadline for Journal

members' copy is II p.m.

No material will be accepted

after these limes.

New COTC System
Suggested At UNB

Toronto— (CUP)— Commenting
on a recent proposal of Brigadier

Milton F. Gregg, V.C., M.C., presi-

dent of the University of New
Brunswick, that one day out of

twelve be devoted to military train-

ing instead of having drill after

lectures, Lieut-Col. H. H. Madell,

Commanding Oft'icer of the Uni-
versity of Toronto Contingent CO
TC. stated that although this system

might be effective in a smaller uni-

versity, he was doubtful whether it

would work in a larger one- It

would be necessary for professors

to adjust their schedules, and lab-

oratory periods in the afternoon

would nteeri to be rearranged.

Moreover, the COTC officers, many
of whom are business nien, would
find it impossible to be absent from
the office for a whole day.

Col. Madell also pointed out that

the syllabus with its three day train-

.

ing arrangement after lectures, of

fers more variety than would be

possible under the other plan.

Equipment for the various phases

of training, under the present ar-

rangement, can be used by differ-

ent units on various days. Alsu.

when the training is broken up intti

three days, the topics are probablj'

more interesting for the trainee

than the>- would he were they stu-

died in one dose. He added that

any possible change of training

periods would depend entirely on

the academic authorities.

Co-ed Enrolment Greater,

But Other Faculties Decrease

Reporters Needed
For New Tricolor

Girls To Hold Candle-Light Ritual

The freshettes of Queen's will

he received into the Levana
Society tomorrow night in Grant
Hall at the annual candle-lighting

ceremony. Tapers will light the

hall as the seniors and freshettes

form two concentric circles, each

freshette kneeling before her

senior who is we;iriHg her aca-

demic gown.

Below is printed the ceremonial

speech of the Levana president:

We, the girls of Queen's, are

here assembled to witness the

solemn vows of you who are

newly added to us. Now are you
grown to womanhood and having

come to years of understanding

you are gathered here to seek the

light of Knowledge. Within these

time-honoured walls she dwells

and showers manifold blessings

upon those who diligently pursue

her. I charge you now to swear

to uphold the tradition of

Queen's, to cherish the Queen's

spirit in your hearts and dearly

to love your Alma Mater as long

as yon shall live beneath her

sheltering roof, even so long as

you have life.

Raise your right hand and say

CANDLE LIGHT

(Continued on page 2)

Once again the Queen's Uni-

versity year book, the Tricolor

is being prepared for' publication

Last year the Tricolor departed

from the usual procedure of pre

senting a stereotyped record of

graduating students and execu

live year pictures by ehlarging

the campus news section. This

was done in an attempt to make

the book a comprehensive record

of personalities attending Queen's

during the 1943-44 session and a

worthwhile souvenir of the year's

activities. Although the book

was not circulated on the campus

until the beginning of the 1944-

45 session it is generally felt that

a worthwhile change has been

made.

Reporters already are busy

with notebooks at every Queen's

function, recording the highlights

of student life in order that the

1945 edition may even top last

year's book in its portrayal of

TRICOLOR REPORTERS
(Continued on page 3)

Over 70 Enroll

In Drama Guild

ISSGoal Is Set
At$l Per Student

Toronto~(CUP).—It has been

decided that a contribution of one

dollar will be asked from each

student of Canadian universities

during the Canadian Committee
of International Student Service

drive to make a total of $30,000.

ISS, a student relief organi-

zation, is a branch of the World
Student Relief whose headquar

ters are in Geneva, Switzerland,

Funds sent to Europe are handled

by the European Student Relief

Fund and provide parcels, books

and equipment for prisoners of

war; refugees and internees.

Funds for China are handled

by the National Student Relief

Committee, and supplement the

assistance given by the Chioese

ISS GOAL

(Continued on .page 2)

1939 Enrolment Of 1,819
Drops To 1.435

In War Session

War Responsible

McGill To Have

New Arts Course

Montreal.—(CUP).—Principal

James of McGi.ll University an-

nounced last week that a course

in Municipal Government is being

instituted at that university with

Mr. Carl N, Goldenburg as spe-

L-ial lecturer. The course is open

Enrolment at the University con-

tinued in its downward path this

year, with a total of 1,435 students

registering — 171 fewer than last

year. Re.gistration figures, which

have been dropping ever>' year

since the outbreak of war. now
stand at the lowest point in many
seasons. Enroknent in 1939 was
1,819.

While co-ed enrolment has jump-

ed by 50 over last year, there are

221 fewer men. Accounting for

this decrease are the stringent NSS
regulations, whicli resulted in the

expulsion of a number of Arts stu-

dents last year, and the abolition

of the No. 2 Canadian Army Uni-

versity Course, under which almost

125 army men attended Queen's

lectures.

Levana and Science have noted

an increase in the number of stu-

REGISTRATION

(Continued on page 2)

Meds '46 Dance
Coming Saturday

Over 70 students enrolled in

the Queen's Drama Guild at its

opening meeting in Convocation

Hall last Thursday evening

This, according to Henry Knep-

ler. president, is the largest en-

rolment the Guild has had for

several seasons.

The program of Thursday

night's meeting began with the

"broadcast" of My Lii/lit Is Spent.

a 15-mhmte radio play i'y Ken

Phin, secretary of the Dnnna
CfUild and student leader of the

newly-formed Queen's Radio

Workshop. The play, which was

performed recently over CKWS,
Kingston, was read through a

public address system from a

microphone in the "studio" on

the stage. Sound and musical

fleets were put in and co-ordi-

ated through a control panel.

After the play. Dr. William

\ngus explained some of the

tricks of directing and timing in

Iramatic broadcasting.

In a welcoming address. Mr.

Knepler outlined plans for the

Drama Guild's stage productions

of this year, and announced the

formation of the Radio Worf:-

.'^hop and the new moving-picture

division as branches of the Guild.

DRAMA GUILD

(Continued on page 2)

to undergraduates in the third
|

and fourth years and to municipal
|

^
'j.; uTJri/;i;at"t*|,e

officers who wish to take it as i,„ „„ c..,„„i.,.,

partial students, but its size will

be restricted in order to permit

adequate semuiar discussion. Dr,

James stated that the large steps

in postwar work and reconstruc-

tiun are only possible if Canada

has strong municipal and local

government organizations. In the

past we have paid too little atten-

tion to problems of local govern-

ment, not recognizing that it is

the basic foundation of economic

McGILL COURSE

(Continued on p.ii?; 2)

Another Queen's social seasun

will open in Grant Hall on Satur-

day night, when Meds '46 presents

ti) (lie campus, its final year dance.

Tlie committee asks all students in

party will

be on Saturday and not Friday as

usual.

It is not possible at the present

time, to reveal the name of the

hand which will supply the music,

Convener Barry Woods told die

Journal today, but terpsichoreans

will find the musical standard well

up to that of a long series of Bone-

setters' Balls.

Dancing will be from S.30 t"

midnigiit. and tickets may be ob-

tained from the Convener, any

member of final year Meds or at

the door. Admission will be $1.25.

Reflections On Frosh Regulations

BV EDITH KENT

rile first couple of weeks of the

fall term is always an interesting

time — somewhat humiliating for

poor unsuspecting fresliman, but

soul-satisfying for the soph who

had to go through the same sort

of procedure the year before. This

year's frosh, however, .should he

profoundly grateful to Dr. Wallace

and other members of the faculty

instrumental in getting the regula-

tions eased off a little.

The process has not died out en-

tirely, though, not by any means.

We still have the proverbial tarns i

and ribbons, practically a permaTi-|

enC custom now, and the placards,

though we tio wonder why the sen-

ior's name is so prominent on the

girls' placards — after all, we're

interested in the freshettes, too.

The serenades of "Yeah, ^Arts!"

and "Queen's College Colours" un-

der our (classroom) windows are

quite effective — some of these

chaps really ought to join the Glee

Cub (plug). This Arts regulation

about odd socks is very handy for

those who bate darning holes. Why
don't they think up things like that

for girls? I've got about >is hnlf-

REFLECTIONS

(Continued on page 4)
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The War And College Registration
Registration figures, released by the registrar, Miss Jean I.

Royce. at the end of last week, show an appalling decrease in the

number of students attending the University this year. The war
has brought about a tremendous decline in university enrolment
throughout the nation ; and this year's figures have proven beyond
doubt that those who believed the advanced war situation would
be accompanied by an immediate commencement of a return to

normal were sadly mistaken.

Enrolment in September 1939 was not visibly affected by the
new world struggle, 1,819 students attending Queen's that season.

By next year, however, the situation had been greatly changed,
and there were 128 fewer students at the university than during
the preceding year. And now, following the ominous downward
trend .of recent years, there are only 1,435 men and women
attending the university.

It is inevitable, of course, that such should be the case. It

can hardly be expected that, after five years of the world's greatest
battle, university enrolments would continue unaffected. Scores
of former Queen's students are now serving in the Empire's armed
forces, carrying on the heroic struggle against Hun tyranny and
dogmatic ideologies. With many Queen's men now fighting in

almost ail theatres of war, the did saying, "You meet Queen's
men wherever you go," is truer than ever.

Yet, when compared with universities in other parts of the
Allied world—notably those in the United Kingdom and the
United States—Canadians are indeed fortunate. Our government
has seen fit to permit qualified pupils, to pursue their studies to

their academic completion, and no one who has shown the required
diligence has been denied an education. Rigid NSS regulations
notwithstanding, university liie has tetoained- virtually untouched.

It is to be hoped that college living will return to its prewar
standing in the near future. Intercollegiate sports, interfaculty

squabbles, gay social events—all these are at present conspicuous
by their absence, and their necessary but temporary curtailment
has been mourned even by the most indifferent. Yet it would
hardly be fitting to those students whose ways of life are even
now being championed by the blood of their former fellow-

students—to say nothing of the millions of other soldiers, sailors

and airmen—to grumble about present restricted conditions. It
is up to us, who are able to continue our lives immolested by the
constant threat of robombs, torpedoes, shrapnel and bullets, to
show th.-it we can do our part—just as important, in its own right,

as the soldiers'—as well as our co-students are doing theirs on
the fighting-fronts the world over.

Drama Guild

(Continued from page 1)

Moe Polowin, director of the

moving-picture division and for-

mer president of the Drama
Guild, announced tentative plans

for bringing to Queen's films

which would be of value and of

interest to students interested in

dramatie technique.

After the conclusion of the

business of the meeting, mem-
bers adjourned to the Players'

Lounge for refreshments and
dancing.

This year's executive of the
Drama Guild is as follows: presi-

dent. Henry Knepler, Arts '45;

vice-president, Joyce Davies,

ISS Goal

(Continued fruui page 1)

government to evacuated stu-

dents. Due to the movement of

some 30.000 Chinese students to

escape Japanese bombings and
occupation, there is a pressing
need for additional funds.

The funds collected by the

Canadian I.S.S. are normally
divided thus: 55 per cent to

Europe, 32 per cent to China,
10 ])er cent for refugees in Can-
ada .and 3 per cent for operating
expenses.

Levana '46; secretary. Ken Phin,
Meds '49; treasurer, J. Bolton
Slack, Arts P.G. ; social convener,
Mary Black, Le\ana '45.

Official Notices

NolicP re Arrangements for X-rays

All first 3'ear and final year stu-

dents in Arts, Applied Science and
Medicine should note the arrange-

ments for X-ravs on October 17

and 18.

Place — Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat Examining Room, Kingston

General Hospital. Use Richardson
Laboratory Stuart street entrance

— go down one flight of stairs —
follow corridor to fourth door on
right.

Time — The exact time of ap-

pointment for each student has

been put on the bulletin boards

throughout the University.

One minute is required for each

X-ray and a little extra time is

needed for preparation. Students
misl present llicmsehes at least ten

luuiiiirs before the e.vaci time of
afpoitihnen!. Those whose ap-

liniiitments fail during class hours
must leave the classroom in time

to get to the hospital. They will

return to their classes after the X-
ray has been taken.

Registration

Autumn Convocation

--\utumii Convocation will be held

in Grant Hall on October 21 at

11 a.m. Classes will clo.se at 10.45

a.m. and students should proceed

w ithout delay to Grant Hall. They
must be in their plac-es before 11

o'clock.

(Continued from page 1)

dents registered, but more than off

setting this are the greatly-reduced

Arts and Meds figures.

There are altogether 359 women
Arff; students now here, 30 more
than during the 1943-44 season.

Total of freslu-ttes registered is 156,

compared with 131 last season.

Number of Artsmen this year is

276, which is over 100 fewer than

last year.

Science enrolment has increased

considerably. There are 635 men
and wonieu in that faculty, which
is 62 more than last year. Regis-

tration in Medicine lias dropped by
40 students, with 267 students, in-

cluding 12 co-eds, enrolled. How-
eyer, last I'ear's co-ed enrolment in

Medicine was only one-tliird that

of this season.

LIFE INSURANCE

McGill Course

Noi'cmber Examimlions
The attention of sUidents in Arts

is called to the midyear examina-
tions scheduled for the first week
nf Noveuiber.

Candle Lig-ht

(Continued from page 1)

"I will."

Arise and stand ready to re-

ceive the robe of wisdom and
knowledge, symbol of the truth

that you have come to seek.

And now as singly you draw
near in silence to this light, know
that here Levana's spirit reigns,

shedding a soft radiance of kind-

liness upon you. By this pure
light she dispels the shadows
round about and shines bravely
through the gloom.

If you would be one of Levana,
a true girl of Queen's, ready to

hold in your heart this high light

of kindness, which alone makes
possible deep sympathy and wide
understanding, come near, re

ceive your unlit candle, light it

from this central flame and pass
around the circle back to your
place ,with the light in hand.

Guard well your light.

And now this circle of small
glowing flames brings here to

Qiieen's new hopes and ambi-
tions. And as you blow your
candle out, may each one resolve
to let its light shine in her heart.

May it chase the darkness away
and brighten your days at

Queen's.

And now every loyal and true

girl of Queen's extends to you
the hand of fellowship. Turn and
take your places with the rest

and join us as we sing "Queen's
College Colours."

(Continued from page I)

and social welfare throughout the

Dominion.

The new lecturer graduated
from McGill in 1932 as a Gold
Medalist in Law and started his

practice in Montreal. The fol-

lowing j'ears tie was lecturer in

the Department of Economics
and Political Science. He has
had varied experience since then

,

in industrial relations and as an
adviser to the Rowell-Sirois Com-
mission, and has been working
on government war organization

since September, 1940.

The new course will consist of

a consideration of the munici-

pality in relation to other units

of the government, a study of

municipal institutions in Canada,
of municipal functions and ex-

penditures and of postwar muni-
cipal problems.

Queen's was the first univer-

sity in Canada to set up an Insti-

tute of Local Government. Last
July, K. G. Crawford was ap-

pointed head of a department at

Queen's to deal with the prob-

lems of municipal councils,

county councils, school boards,

co-operative societies and simi-

larly elected bodies. It is to

arrange for conferences of offi-

cials to serve as a research or-

ganization for study and clearing

up municipal problems, and to

publish bulletins embodying the

findings of such research.

When a person is considering

the purchase of life insurance, the

matter should have careful con-

sideration. A life insurance policy

is a long range proposition, and
one should consider not only their

present requirements for insur-

ance but their possible future

needs as well.

One may expect to get from a

life insurance policy not only pro-

tection in event of death, but a

form of savings. Some policies

stress the protection angle most,

others the savings; and on the

other hand there are policies

which might be said to take the

middle course stressing fairly

evenly protection and savings.

If one has a fairly good know-
ledge of the background of life

insurance, he or she is in a much
better position to buy wisely.

How is it possible to get this

information? I believe the best

way is by thoroughly discussing

the matter with a well qualified

life insurance man. A mark of

qualification is the C.L.U. degree.

This degree is Chartered Life

Underwriter. It is obtained by
taking a three year course given

through the Extension Depart-

ment of the University of Tor-
onto, for the Life Underwriters

Association of Canada. It requires

the passing of three yearly sets of

examinations on life insurance.

As I am a Queen's graduate, I

will be particularly pleased to

discuss life insurance with any

Queen's student.

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Branch Manager

The Mutual Life of Canada

Office Phone: 3485
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Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 60S4, Res. 6414, Greenhouses 3241

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St Dial 4346

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
REASONABL'l PRICED

Phone 6733

THE MARRISCN STUDIC
Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Eveninos by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Years in Business

Science Frosh

(Continued from page 1)

At the conclusion^ of the tour of

the laboratories refreshments will

be served in Miller Hall Draught-
ing ^ooiii for Science '4S and all

the staff and students taking part

in the evening's proceedings.

As this ceremony is a dTi^nified

function the freshmen are expected

to wear suits, ordinary ties (not

yellow freshman ties), Science rib-

bons and tarns. Attendance is com-
pulsory for all members of Science

'48, both men and women. First

year students are to be in Convo-
cation Hall by 6.30.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ment^: in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal,

TECHNICAL. suppl.ie:s
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

RHOnrOORAPHER
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
Make your appointmenls now for Portraits and Groups

IS! OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

103 Princess St.

KINGSTON'S STUDENT STYLE CENTRE

Agents For Dock's Shoes

— Phone 6381 —

MEDS '46 presents
FIRST YEAR DANCE of FALL SEASON

SATURDAY, October 14th - Grant Hall
DANCING 8.30-12 ADMISSION $1.25
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TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

[

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

1382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

SPORTS

THE C^HPUS SPCCfLIGHT

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Weliineton St. Dial 43SZ

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

Tlie most up-lo-date J-chatr shop' in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection
Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 4850

McGALL'S
SHQE REPAIfiS

Karl Ekiin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787
Kingston, Ontario

Yankee Doodling?

A significant experiment is being attempted in Montreal this fall which
IB likely to have an important effect on postwar Gray Cup finals, and inter-
collegiate rugby in particular. After being bureaucratically confined to the
wide open spaces of the pr^rie provinces for years. American rugby has at
tast mvaded the east in a Montreal high school loop. As all students of
Biology 16 would understand, this is a perfectly logical step in the evolution
oi rugby. Back in the mousUche-cup days before the turn of the century
only the most rugged and reckless of the nation's manhood ventured to
play the "game". This was the period of "flying wedges" and six-inan
scrimmages mstead of a snap. Progress has always been in a direction
tending to remove plays from the line, and the adoption of Amercian rules
would be a further step in this direction.

The most outstanding differences between the two games are the four
downs, unUmited interference and four-man backfield of the American game.
The touchdown is to rugby what the home-run is to baseball-Le. box office
Ihe combination of unlimited interference and that four-man backfield isone which naturally produces touchdowns by the pass route. It is infinitely
more simple to combine blocking and going down the field as a pass,
receiver, than blocking and an end-run or plunge through centre. Deceptive
plays across the border are less frequent than at a public school practice
over here because there aren't the men to waste. The result
Monday's publication of week-end American football scores

University Day

Dr. R. C. Wallace will

address the student body on
"The History and Ideals of

the University" at its 103rd

anniversary to be held in

Grant Hall, Monday at 11

a.m. Classes will be called

at that time and attendance

of freshmen and freshettcs

is compulsory. Seniors who
are interested are urged to

attend.

Sir William Mulock

in every

which usually

IS more ac«ii-
rnlc bccuuse
VERITHIN
kolds a fine point for over
4,000 check marke before
it needs reebarpcmiig.

VERITHIN
is n revolu-
tion. All 28
colors ^hiirp-
en to Qcvdlc
points for
fino detail.

are perma-
nent when
ivrittcn irith
VERITHIN.
Won't smear
«r run under
moist linnds,
rain or water.

I0(! EACK-^Lfii Sn Qu<waHI.

feature about half the games deep in the double-figure brackets
From the players' viewpoint, a change in the rules would have a good

chance of fmdmg favour. The greatest change would be on the hne With
the abolition of the five-yard interference law. linesmen would have to be
capable of carrymg their blocking much farther up field, and the "S by S"
tanks which get smuggled on to some local lines would become obsolete
While a good Canadian backfielder would have no great difficulty incontmumg as a star under American rules, many linesmen would be given
an opportunity to show their ability down-field, instead of remaining an
obscure stumbling block to the majority of fans in the stands.

Keep the Ball Rolling
Mighty oaks from little acoms spring—which doesn't have anything

to do with a Botany lesson, but refers to the newly-formed Queen's Soccer
Association. Although this group is at present almost entirely composed
of Sciencemen, they are trying to introduce the great Old Country game
to the entu-e university. Once intercollegiate sport is resumed, Varsity will
be out to retain its intercollegiate crown which it won for the duration backm 39. There's no reason that the Tricolour can't give them the same quality
competition m this field as they have in all the others. Tonight there wiU be
a practice on the- lower campus at 4:30, and aU those interested, including
athletic sticks who are aiming for that coveted Biws Trophy, should be on
hand to get their kicks in.

Fore

Overheard on the campus the other day from one of our buddmg
Byron Nelsons was the suggestion that Uie top four players in the golf
tourney (entries close October 18) stage an IS-hole sudden-death game tiiefoUowmg day under match play conditions. This plan would help to ensure
that the uUe was won by the best golfer, and not decided by a single bad

If the plan is practical to the local golf club officials, perhaps a vote

(Continued from page 1)

tice of the Supreme Court.

During the last years of his life.

Sir William gained strength from

the scriptures for his daily work.

Tn his old age. he retained the eu-

erg>' and ability of j'outh. He gain-

ed the respect and love of thous-

ands of people throughout the

country.

Tiie public service followed a

private ser\'ice held in Sir Wil-

liam's home. The procession prn-

ceed'ed from St. Paul's to New-
market where Sir William was
buried. Present at the funeral were
Prime Minister Mackenzie King,

the Hon. Louis St. Laurent, Minis-

ter of Justice, D. L. McCarthy. K.C.,

an<l Hon. George Drew. Premier
of Ontario. Seveu grandsons and

seven great grandsons of Sir Wil-

liam took part in the service.

ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter -

SWEATERS
187 Princess St.

Phono 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414
33,^

WARD & HAMILTON
DIVISION ST.

Phone 7100

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

albert st.

Phone 7300

could be taken of those concerned at th
the event.

same time as they register for

L. Gramoli Wins

Science '45 Cup

The presentation of the Science
'45 Trophy was the highlight of a

gala party held last Thursday
night at the Cataraqui Golf and
Country Club by Science '45,

Mr. Louie Gramoli was the proud
recipient and in his acceptan

speech of the "throne" he made
tlie following- sagacious remark:
"I have been expecting this for

a long time."

Mr. Gramoli was picked Irom a

large crowd of potential winners,

chiefly for his notable conduct

Your

''Gone

Glasses

Modern

have

" too!
But in this case it is not only a matter

of style but also a matter of improved,

clearer, more comfortable vision.

You'll thank science for its progressive achievements,

once you enjoy the imdistorted clear

VISION-IN-EVERY-PART-OF-THE-LENS

which "CORECTAL" provides

K. A. MacASKILL, R. 0.

328 Princess Street Phone 9461

while at COTC camp this fall. It

was remarked that such memor-
able actions could not g-o un-

rewarded.

Many will recall that the trophy
is awarded biaiinually to the man
from Science '45 who, in the

opiin'ou of the committee, most
deserves it. Of brief historical

interest is the fact that it was
originally presented to the man
wlio had the fine qualities and
worthy attributes best summar-
ized by the use of a well-known

four-letter word. However, of

iate the presentation of the trophy

has gained a somewhat more

honourable (or dishonourable

—

depending how you look at it)

reputation, and many in the year

are desirous of acquiring the

fame which is accorded to the

winner, (And in the opinion of

the committee there are an awful

slew that deserve it.)

Consequently Mr. Gramoli has

now proudly taken possession of

the trophy and in due course his

name will be inscribed upon it

aloug with the other notables

wlio liave received it in the past.j

These were: Doug \'an Patter,

Fred the Nite and the dapper Mr.

Cote, known to his associates in

the past as Krap Kap Kote.
.

It is expected that at the forth-

coming Science '45 year dance

the final presentation of the

tropliy will be made and this

presentation will be accompanied

by a suitably impressive cere-

inonv.

Varsity Poll

(Continued from page 1)

black and bluj mark is plenty, don't

you think?"

"It is part of the fun of Univer-

sity life." said Jeali Morrison. "I

see nothing wrong with hazing

when j-ou have to put on a few rib^

bons or wear your liai^ in pigtails,

l)Ut I am against hodily liarm. In

moderation, hazing makes you feel

that you have entered college, and

provides fun for freshies and sophs

alike."

Walking in on a session of the

Department of Diabolical Ideas at

"7^." tlie reporter was greeted with

groans. "Don't talk to us about,

haziugs." snarled an anonymous
|

committeeman, "Every vcar it L:et;

worse. They come here prepared

for evtrythine. What on earth can

do to these frosii tins \'ear ?"

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Tricolor Reporters

(Continued from page 11

undergraduate activities. But so

far this year the Tricolor is under-

staffed. Photographers, a news

editor, assistant news editor and

reporters are needed. .All those

who are interested in Tricolor

work are asked to get in touch

witli Charles Hicks at the A.B.

of C. office in the Queen's gym-

nasium or with the editor. Garth

Gunter, phone 3029.

It has been announced that all

graduate photos and executive

pictures must be submitted to the

editor before December 15 to

ensure publication of the 1945

edition before tite .'Vpril e.sramiiia-

tions.

OFFICERS'

Uniforms and Greatcoats

ALL WOOL BARATHEA

UNIFORMS

CROMBiE MELTON
MILITARY

GREATCOATS

<l»35
EACH

These officers' Uniforms and Greotcoats ore oil superbly

tailored by Canada's most famous makers, from the very finest

all wool materials. Regularly $65 and $55 oil over Canada. You'll

be very wise to purchase yours now while the size range is complete.

ALL SIZES—36 to 44.

RECUURS—TALLS—SHORTS—HALF—STOUTS

"A DOVER GARMENT ALWAYS SATISFIES"

Musicale Sunday

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

(Continued fron> page 1>

As in the past two years, the

musicales will feature university

soloists and chamber music

groups. The object of these eve-

nings is to encourage the enjoy-

ment of music on the campus.

Students and staff are invited.

Freshmen regulations regarding

Ban Righ do not apply on this

occasion.

PHONE 3030

123 - 125 PRINCESS STREET
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178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry o complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

GOUfiDIERS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STREET
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NCTCX
BY MARY VALUENTYNE

Headline news in this column is

that the freshettes' hour of doom
approaches. The sophs have de-

liberated in their den; they have

reached weighty decisions — and

the seal of approval has been placed

on the list of freshette regxiiations.

They will appear in Friday's Jour-

nal . . . Will all sophs and seniors

kindly clear the hall in Ban Righ

at 12.00 noon on Friday when the

freshettes storm in* to get their

Joiirnah' This request is made in

your own interest (bumps, bruises,

contusions) — as well as theirs.

The only other item of import-

ance this week is the Candlelighting

Ceremony tomorrow night, of which

we promised to tell you more this

issue. Everyone will be in Grant
Hall at 7.30 before the ceremony in

order to get rid of coats and into

gowns, and line up for die proces-

sion. We emphasize the import-

ance of being there early or at least

on time— last year we were among
(he last arrivals who had to wait

and wait and Wait while a couple

of hundred black-gowns iiled in

ahead of us. Slowly. So Be On
Time — this is one instance in

which it really f>ays.

Formal Occasion

For freshettes whose seniors have

overlooked mentioning it — and
who may have been wondering the

very familiar wonder, What To
Wear — we warn you that this is

a strictly formal occasion. High
heels and your best. There are only

two Levana occasions as formal as

the Candlelighting Ceremony — the

Soph-Frosh tea and. of course, the

Levajia At Home. And neither of

these is as solemn.

Which brings us around to tell-

ing you about the ceremony itself.

No point in describing it to you.
for you'll see it and be part of it all

tomorrow night. I;istcad we'll tcl!

you about the tradition coimected
with the candles — a legend which
we suppose has been told each year
at this time for several years.

(Somebody should take a sur^'cv

EXLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
355 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

^3Pi
STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
optometrist and Optician

AMS Meeting

The next regular meeting

of the AMS executive, origi-

nally planned for Monday
night, will be held Friday at

7 p.m. instead. The meet-

ing will be held in the Senate

room of the gymnasium.

and see how often the candles are

right.) When each girl moves

around in the procession to receive

her candle, chance brings her to

one of three candles — a red, a

blue, or a yellow. The tradition

we mentioned holds that the girl

who gets a red candle will marry

an Arts man, the girl who gets the

blue a Meds man and the girl who

gets the yellow ' candle a Science

man. Then, the tradition goes on,

the night before her wedding she

burns the candle before she goes to

bed so that happiness will prevail

throughout her future life. There

may be some fact in' fancy, who
knows? — in any case it's a rather

pretty idea. — And there's always

a stir of excitement when every-

body gets the candle they wanted —
or didn't want.

Initiations

Back to initiations again before

we leave. A letter from a freshette

at Western University describes

what she has been subjected to

there.

"Tuesday ! What a horrible day !

Our initiation began. We have to

wear our hair in rags, odd socks

with high heels, the usual \\'"e-:tern

;

caps and dog-tags (viz.: W's with

our names and epithets on them

—

mine is ' 'Smoocher"). and we
have to carry umbrellas up when
we are out between 8 a.m. and 6

p.m. In school we carry them clos-

ed, and have to slope arms and give

the weather report when asked. .Xs

a matter of fact, they have now
changed the umbrella idea. From
tomorrow on we have to carry Eng-
lish dictionaries covered with news-

paper, and look up any word a

senior might wish to know. The
kids that have broken the frosh

rules have to give free shoe-shines

each day in the lower hall.

"On Tuesday ni^dit there was an

initiation part>. We donned slacks

and collected near the stadium to

await our fate. They took us over

the assault course on the run, and
then trekked us miles and miles. As
usual I got with the lost battalion

that had to go twice as far as any-

body else, because, obviously, we
got lost. Finally we reached the

river. There the boys blindfolded

us and started leading us by the

hand. Some bright soul had put

boulders along the path — not just

stones — real live boulders. Stum-
ble — trip — swear. And the darn
boys were absolutely no help, as you
might imagine. Then we came to a

horrible obstacle — a pontoon
i>rif]ge. We had to cross it to get

to the fund, -o we tore along at full

speed f-lill liliiulfolded). The sen-

iors, with devilish glee, swung the

bridge like mad and dropped stones

in the water to make us believe

thrit some poor soul had gone head

first." — However, we dont' reprint

this with any intention of scaring

the freshettes here.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

FEHDIE WATERS

Levanites, let's go active! No,

we don't mean wear a GS badge,

but we do mean that we are

recruiting for enlistment for

active service in our athletic pro-

gramme. This is conscription

for sophs to the tune of two

hours weekly, but is voluntary

for all other years. Basic training

for fit physical form is offered in

a choice of various activities

guaranteed to fit your timetable

and your taste.

This schedule includes softball

on Mondays. Wednesdays and

Fridays from 1:15 to 2:15; tennis

from dawn to dusk
;

archery.

Monday through Friday from 1

to 3 p.m.
;
swimming daily from

2 to 3 p.m.; skating 1:30 to 2:30

every day except Wednesday, be-

ginning now, will give you an

edge on other try-outs for the

yearly carnival. Tentative date

for the track meet is October 16

and three practices are necessary

to qualify you as a participant in

the meet. These practices may
be enjoyed Monday from 1 to 2

p.m., and Tuesday and Ttiursday

from 3 to 4 p.m.

We note that the freshette crop

has shaped up bigger and better

than ever before. We want more

of your talent displayed in the

athletic field, so support your

year and make your form the best

on the campus.

Reflections

(Continued from page 1)

pairs in a decidedly airy condition,

Thai's a neat touch the Meds
sophs put in their regulations: No
girls in first year Meds may date

any but Medsmen. And the usual

rule about no fussing — one fresh-

man (bright paddy green) was

heard to inquire naively "What's

fussing?"

!

Other snatches of conversation

:

"Fm lucky, they haven't caught me
with my cigarettes yet." . . . "Dam-
mit, where did I put my ruler?" . . .

Science frosh : "I feel like one of

those French traitoresses" . . . ".-\nd

1 did love my mustache" . . . Meds
freshettes : "Just as soon as I get

the front card down, the back one

blows up again" . . . "How do yon

manipulate these cigarette holders?"

. . , Arts soph to ditto frosh : "Now
let's have a look at the other sock."

MEDICINE '46
GRANT HALL

Satur DAY, Oct. i4th

1—Femole (Co-ed or otherwise).

1—Mole.

Spiritus Frumenti: ad 26 ounces.

Sig: Mix well. Apply liberally at

GRANT HALL, SAT, OCT. Mth

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK' S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excdclnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp, Kresge'a

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Sernce

PHONE 6669

Welcome to Queens . .

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

presents

THE CARDIGAN SUIT

THE MANNISH TAILORED SUIT

Soft Suits . . . Tailored Suits. . . . Both ore favorites this

coming Fall. They are here ot Jockson-Metivier's!

SEE THEM NOW!

English Tweed, English Imported Worsted and

Hair-Line Stripes

Other dressmaker styles in junior ond misses' sizes

For Appointments

PHONE

BOB WATSON
From Oct. 16 Phone No. 6042

7:00-10:00

ASHLEY & CRIPPEN
After Oct. 16, temporary studio will be opened in Portsmouth to photograph

Graduating Classes.

Sittings available Day Time and Evenings.
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General A. G. L. McNaughton
Will Speak At Convocation
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Two Honorary Degrees
To Be Bestowed
On October 21

In Grant Hall

U, S. Receives

Postwar Plans

Engineers Set

Competition For

Student Papers

Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton, for-

mer commander of the Canadian
Army overseas, will be the guest
speaker at the Fall Convocation
October 12. Honorary dregrees of

LL.D. will be presented to Dr.
Robert Chambers of the Washing-
ton Square Division of the New,
York- University and to Dean C. J,
McKennie, acting head of the Na-
tional 'Research Council of Canada.

The ceremony will commence at

2.30 p.m. in Grant Hall. Qiancellor
the Right Honourable C. J. Dun-
ning, Principal and Vice-Chancel-
lor Dr. R. C. Wallace and Vice-
Principal Dr. E. W. McNeill will

be present with other officials of

the University.

In addition to the major speech
by General McNaughton there will

he addresses by the Chancellor and
the Principal after which Dr. Mc-
Neill will present the scholarship

winners to the Chancellor of the

University. Finally, Dr. Wallace
will confer the honorary degrees

and after donning their new gowns
Ihe recipients will make short

speeches in acceptance of their new
honours.

The honorary degrees w

CONVOCATION
(Continued on page 4)

ill be

The government of the United
States has just received the ten

tative proposals set forth by the
representatives of the four prin-

cipal powers of the United Na-
tions—the United Kingdom, Rus-
sia, America and China.

Urged in the conversations-held

at Washington August 21 to

October 7 was the formation of

an U-member "Security Coun-
cil." with seats for the four

principals and "in due course"
for France. This council would
determine when peace was being

menaced and what methods to

employ against the transgressors.

Its methods of voting have not

yet been decided.
^

The remaining proposals an-

nounced by the official repoct are

as follows : 1. A "general as-

sembly" composed of all "peace-

loving" nations, each with one

vote, whose function would be
to advise the council. 2. An "eco-

nomic and social council" with

PEACE PROPOSALS
(Continued on page 3)

Contest Will End
Early December;
Prizes Offered

In

Who's Where

Galley proofs for Who's
H'hcre, containing names of

Arts and Medical students,

are now hanging on the

bulletin board ii} the Stu-

dents' Union, Levana proofs

are on the Ban Righ bulletin

board. All students in these

faculties who registered

late, who handed in cor-

rected Hallo's Where cards,

or who filled in lists hang-

ing in the Library, are re-

quested not to alter these

proofs. All others may cor-

rect the proofs, wherever
necessary.

General Elections

Held By Artsmen

Irv Collins, '45, was elected

senior AMS representative at the

Arts Society elections Wednes-
day morning. He succeeds Frank

Rutherford, '44, Jim McQuarrie

is the junior representative and

Don Fraser the assistant treas-

urer.

The junior judge of the Arts

Concursus is Tom Donnelly, '47.

His 'clerk and crier are Norm
Laberge. '47, and Hank Wight-

man, "47, respectively. Doug
Gray, '45, will enforce the Arts

law as chief of police, assisted by
constables Jack Thexton and

Mike Lafratta, the president of

'45
; Stan Berry and Harvey

Bradley of '46; Frank Hoffer and

Roger Flynn, '47; and John

Fuller and Don Good, '48.

The second student papers com-
petition, open to all member? of

the Engineering Society, will be

held December 6. Students are in-

vited to submit short papers of

general engineering interest. Prizes

are to be awarded as follows: Is?

prize: $15 in hooks, selected by the

winner and inscribed by the Insti-

tute.

2nd prize: $10 in books, selected

by the winner and inscribed by the

Institute,

Those chosen to read papers at

the meeting will receive a one-year

student membership to the Engi-

neering Institute and subscription

to the Engineering Joitrml.

Papers must be submitted to the

judges on or before November 22.

The best paper submitted will be

read by the authors at the open
meeting. Subjects are to be of

genera! engineering interest, and
the papers are limited to fifteen

!

minutes reading time. Slides may]
be used. Papers prepared for Uie-

ses or other purposes may be sub-

mttled and need not necessarily be

ENGINEERING COMPETITION
(Continued on page 4)

Science Frosh

Officially Enter

Engineer Ranks

Reception Ceremony Held
Wednesday Evening
In Convocation Hall

Maths - Physics

Elects Officers

Professor Robertson
Honorary President

Is

Freshette Tribulations Foreseen
InAmwuncement ofRegulations

Garnet McCreary, Arts "45, was

elected president at the organiza-

tion meeting of the Math and Phy-

sics Club Tuesday. Professor J. K.

Robertson was chosen honorary

president.

Other officers were elected as

follows : vice-president. Bob Stew-t

art; secretary-treasurer. Joyce Da-

vies ; press reporter, Tom Donnel-

ly; and social convener, D. Van
Patter.

It was decided to hold meetings

every second Wednesday at 7 p.m.

.Ml those interested in mathematics

and ph\'sics. espedally freshmen,

are cordially invited to attend. An-
nouncements will be made of exact

dates of meetings.

All freshettes must comply with

the regulations wluch were an-

nounced yesterday. Every sopho-

more will see that these are strictly

enforced. The following are in ef-

fect on the campus only, from S

a.m. to 5 p.m.

A. FRESHETTES
MUST WEAR:

1, Hair tucked in Arts tarns on

campus ; tams removed after enter-

ing classes and replaced before

leaving classes. No combs or bob-

by pins allowed. If tams have not

arrived by October 16, hair is to

be drawn back behind ears and tied

with Queen's ribbons — 1 yard of

each red, yellow and blue.

2. Queen's ribbons — 1 yd, of

each — tied in a bow or bows

around the left wrist,

3. No make-up of any kind.

4. White placard, 15 ins. by 2

feet, to be worn in the back with

freshette's name printed in block

letter* 3 ins, high in black; also

home town, the same size.

5. No jewelry except watches.

6. Unmatched coloured bobby

,

socks.

B. FRESHETTES MUST
1. Not speak to men students on

FRESHETTE REGULATIONS
(Continued on page 31

Kingston Liberals

To Meet Monday

All students interested in the

political life of the country are

invited to attend a meeting of the

Kingston Young Liberal Club

Monday at 8 p,m. in the Liberal

Hall. There will be (lancing

after the meeting.

Organization of the Norman
Rogers Club for the coming year

will be discussed by Queen's either

before or after the Kingston

meeting.

Archie Foley, Meds '48, is

president of the Kingston group

and Wilf Gardiner, Arts '47, is

vice-president.

BY HERMAN WALTER

The Science Freshman Reception

ceremony was held in Convocation

Hall Wedneseday evening and the

Science freshmen officially became

members of the Engineering So-

ciety After this, they were con-

ducted on a tour of inspection of

the laboratories in Carruthers Hall.

Hydraulic Laboratory. Miller Hall,

Nicol Hall, Gordon Hall. Fleming

Hall, the machine shop, and in the

steam heating plant. They were

guided on this tour by tlie ever-

watchful sophomores while science

'45 conducted experiments in the

various laboratories and answered

questions.

It was with difficulty that the

frosh were torn from Carruthers

Hall. Seeing various specimens of

wood, concrete, and steel loaded to

destruction was a fascinating spec-

tacle.

In Miller Hall the sophomores

had difficulty keeping track of their

charger in the museum but all

managed to see the mineralograpliic

and petrographic microscopes, the

latter making use of polarized light

to determine - the minerals in a

sample.

Waterflow, pumps and hydraulic

equipment were in operation in the

basement of the Hydraulics labora-

tory. Lfpstairs. the wind tunnel and

equipment used to measure air flow-

around airfoils surprised many,

Nicol Hall presented an amazing

array of furnaces, crushers, and

flotation cells. The mining and

metallurgy department offered a

complete fire-assaying process, con-

sisting of crushing, sampling, fus-

ion and cupellation.

The tower, still, filters and other

equipment on display in Gordon

Hall were new even to some of

the juniors and seniors.

Freshmen found the machine

Aesculapian Society Hears

Dr. Austin Smith Tuesday

Feoture Page Coming

We regret to announce that

space limitations have pre-

vented us from presenting

our Feature Page as yet. It

has been prepared, however,

and should appear in Tues-

day's Journal.

Richardson Ampitheatre Is
Scene of First
General Meeting

Large Turnout

Co-eds Begin

War Training

The War Training programme
begins tomorrow afternoon in Con-

vocation Hall. All Arts and Sci-

ence women undergraduates will

attend. Lists assigning set num-
ber for each of the girls are posted

in the Library, the New Arts build-

ing and Ban Righ Hall,

Tite girls are expected to be in

their seats by 1.30 tomorrow after-

noon and each succeeding Satur-

day, A fine programme of speak-

ers has been Ihied up and should

be greeted with entlnisiasm by all

the girls. National Film Board

films will be presented weekly,

LEVANA WAR WORK
(Continued on page 2)

Publication Stops
In Sydney, NSW

Dr. Austin Smith, secretary of

the Council of Pharmacy and
Chemistry of the American
Medical Association, a Queen's

graduate and former professor,

was the guest speaker at the first

general meeting of the Aescu-
lapian Society held in the Rich-

ardson amphitheatre Tuesday
evening. A large turnout of stu-

dents and staff welcomed Dr.

Smith back to Queen's.

Dr, Ford Connell introduced

the guest speaker, whose topic

was "Drug Therapy, Past and
Future." "There are eight bodies

in the United States specially

formed to control the * drug

trade," Dr, Smith said, "and

drugs must be passed as safe for

use before they are put before the

public," Only one such body

functions in Canada, but the

future years will, no doubt, see

a more extensive system for the

administration of therapeutics.

He illustrated the need of drug

AESCULAPIAN MEETING
(Continued on page 3)

SCIENCE FROSH
(Continued on page 4)

Western Reveals
Fall Enrolment

LONDON — (CUP) — The

University of Western Ontario has

revealed its registration figures for

this year. The total number of

students registered is 667,

Freshmen comprise 274, of which

are men and 115 are women.

Authorities said that this is the

largest freshmen registration in the

L^niversity's history.

In the upper classes r^stration

is down apparently because of the

draft regulations. Registered at

present are 393. This total includes

212 men and 181 women.

Registrations at St. Peter's, Hu-

ron, and Waterloo Colleges are re-

ported to be about the same. That

at Ursuline is larger than before.

.\ssumption College is the only one

with reduced attendance. These

figures are not complete as yet.

The final totals, however, should

be readv within four weeks.

According to a Canadian Press

dispatch, Sydney, Australia's larg-

est city, aJid the rest of the state of

New South Wales were virtually

without newspapers because of la-

bour difficulties.

A disagreement which arose

among employees of the Sydney

Evening Siiu was responsible. Pro-

prietors of morning and evening

papers in Sydney decided to sup-

port the Sun. forming a composite

newspaper and suspending publica-

tion of individual papers.

Journalists and staff decided not

to support the cosmopolite paper,

but only work on their individual

publications. Transport workers

refused shipment of the newspapers

and news vendors declined to sell it.

Meds Presenting

Annual At Home

Modernaires
On October

WiU
27

Play

The Aesculapian Society will pre-

sent its 1944 edition of the Meds

At Home Friday, October 27. In

addition lo being the first At Home
of the season, it will also be the

first to be lield in the Queen's Gym-
nasium since 1942. Departure of

the RCAF has permitted the use of

the Gym, and decorations will be

on a scale impossible to achieve in

Grant Hall.

The Modernaires, the popular

band which has been playing stead-

ily for the past several years at

the Toronto dance spot, the Casa

MEDS AT HOME
(Continued on page 2)

General McNaughton Speaks

To Fall ConvocationA t McGill

MONTREAL — (CUP) — At

McGill University, October 10,

Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton, who,

it was announced Wednesday night,

will address the fall convocation at

Queen's, October 21. lauded the

graduates of McGill who are now

serving in the armed forces.

Everywhere, in every depart-

ment, McGill men have risen to high

authority in the ser\nce of the Army

and the State, said General Mc-

Naughton when interviewed by

Russ Taylor of the McGill Daily.

General McNaughton reviewed

the war record of ihe men of Mc-

Gill, and commented on the num-

ber of graduates now filling high

posts. He stated tliat he had never

visited an overseas unit where there

were no McGill men.

He paid high tribute to the air

force, which fought a single-hand-

ed batde after Dunkirk, wliile the

new armies were being forged for

the June assault.

He looked fonvard to seeing, Mc-

Gill men carrying the same tradition

into battle in the sea, the land, aiid

in the air. He looked further aliead

to times of peace, "In between wars

the men of McGill University can

turn lo the arts of peace, back from

the army, navy, and air force."
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World Peace Plans

Hie results of the combined four-way peace conferences
among England, Russia, the United States, and China, have jii-t

been released. For some time the exact outline of postwar policieb
has been hotly disputed in all Allied countries ; and it was feared
at first it would be many months before the final draft would be
cniii]ileted.. Conflicting interests among the Big |Four, it was
a->cTiL-d, would preclude the possibility of any immediate and
satisfactory blueprint for a world at peace.

First indications the Big Four could and would agree, in

general terms, came from the halls of majestic Dumbarton Oaks.
Washington, where the first plans were concluded in an incredibly
short while. There British, Russian and United States delegates
drew up the general peace proposals and, what was more important,
concurred on the approximate methods of enforcing them on hostile
and indifferent states. Chinese officials were later consulted,
and. to the intense delight of all concerned, .approved the measures
submitted to them by the others of the Big Four. Union had been
obtained.

Highlight of this agreement is the proposal (nothing is yet
definite, as the treaties have been effected by delegates and have
not been ratified by governments) that an U-member "Security
Council" be established, which would virtually dictate world policy
when peace was again menaced (provided, of course, its members
could' agree). Sitting on this council would be representatives
from Great Britain, Russia, the United States and China, and,
eventually., from France. While the method this council would
employ in enforcing its decisions has not yet been divulged (and,
we believe, has possibly not yet been determined), the mere fact
the major countries intend to rule the world once they have conquered
it on the battlefields, in the manner they see fit, and to prevent
any bellicose states interrupting the peace, is a most encouraging
sign. Perhaps the mistakes of 1918 will not be repeated, after all.

Another significant Roint is that which calls for air force units
and "other means of force to be on call" to ensure the carrying out
of the Security Councirs decisions. A League of Nations without
the use of armed force would be (and was) like a wolf without
teeth

:
completely harmless. Given armed forces adequate to effect

the Council's wishes, however, it could be decisive in securing
world peace for decades to come. Here, too, is an encouraging sign":
that the delegates to the four leading powers are willing to
'commit" themselves to supplying troops in any contingency
mdicates nations have become far more realistic and far-sighted
than in 191S.

It should be pointed out, however, that plans for the postwar
world are not definitive. Much has yet to be ironed out; and,
more important, there is always the possibility of disagreement
within the Big Four. That they have divergent interests cannot
be denied; that they would be willing to compromise on leading
coiflicting points appearS very . doubtful. And, as Walter
Lippmann, the celebrated columnist, has warned, we should
never again make Wilson's error of insisting on a code of
principles before we have ensured continuing consultation." For
any one of the four powers to drop out, or become adamant on a
major bone of contention, would possibly herald the collapse ,of

the Security Council.

Another danger, of course, is that the United States Congress
m^iy not sanction the blueprints handed to it by American delegates
That happened in 1918, and could just as easily happen again. The
."\mericaii system of government, unlike our own, permits the
Chief Executive to follow one course and the rest of Congress to
follow another. If, after these plans have been so nearly completed,
the U.S. Senate or House of Representatives were to quash
them, the future would be most uncertain.

, Indeed, an American
radio commentator stated Wednesday evening that a Republican
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senator had publicly announced the plans could not be termed
final because Congress had not seen them.

These and other contingencies notwithstanding, however, it

appears probable the 1945 Western peace will be much more
realistic and satisfactory than that of 1918. The Big Four have
probably learned b\; now it would be better to yield among them-
selves peacefully than to settle matters with the blood of their
best sons; and the U.S. Congress probably realizes more clearly
than ever before how different the course of world events would
have been had it ratified, instead of rejected. President Wilson's
plans for an international organization.

These peace plans, added to recent encouraging war news,
indicate there may be a bright new world waiting "beyond the
blue horizon."

Meds At Home

McGill Receptions Last Two Weeks

BY ALAN D. GRAY

Queen's isn't the only college to

have a frosh reception. Across the

nation, from the Atlantic to the

I'acific, other universities also cele-

lir,iti_- "opening week" with similar

uncial functions.

At WcGill University, in Can-
ada's metropolis, freshmen recep-

tions are held throughout the first

t^wo weeks of the fall term. Spon-
sored not by the students' councils,

as at Queen's, but rather by vari-

ous campus ciuhs, the affairs take

place almost every night, att^ided

each time hy hundreds of students.

Ail the receptions — most of

which are dances — are held in

ilie Students' Union, to the music

nf a small band. Attendance is us-

ually restricted to co-ed-; and fresh-

men, with a few upperclassmen

managing to effect a belated ent-

rance through the fire-escape. Oc-
casionally, however, the doors are

thrown open to all McGill students,

\'isiEing Montreal for the week-
end, I attended one of these affairs

Friday night — along with almost

a thousand others. Rejected as

first by several McGill blazer-clad

officials on the grounds that being

a visiting, Queen's man was' insuf-

ficient, I finally obtained permis-

sion to enter as a guest of the Mc-
Gill Daily.

Climbing two flights of stairs,

the length of which would knock
the breath out of almost any Com-
mando, — McGill. too, has no stu-

dents' elevators. — I entered a hall

about twice the size of the Ban
Digh Common Room, where were
gathered about SOO girls and boys.

The scene greatly resembled
that of the Queen's reception:

in the middle of the floor were
scores of couples, gayly danc-

ing to the strains of too-fast

music ; along the sides were
many boy-less co-eds, talking

sullenly, and stealing covert

glances around the room; while
between the dancers and the

row of girls stood countless

freshmen who, although eager
to ask someone to dance, were
obviously unable to summon
the "dash" to do so.

The atmosphere was hot and
cloying, large, open windows being

unable tu cool off the packed,

smoke-filled dance hall. In the mid-
dle of the floor an unusually "hap-

py" student (probably an Engi-

neer) weavttd back and forth, dis-

turbing first one couple and then

another, finally to be removed bv

several refined "bouncers." Lend-

ing colour to the scene were the

freshmep who, adhering^ to regula-

tions, were dancing with; one trou-

ser le| rolled well above the knee.

On the flesh thus expiised was
smeared a most repulsive shade of

green' paint. The freshettes. on the

other hand, were content (o wear
tiny green bows-

At one point sporadic high school

cheering broke out, to be quelled

by the ominous announcement that

"from now on you are to give only

McGill j'ells and songs." McGill
cheering, however, proved rather

weak, definitely inferior to that

given at the Queen's reception.

Highlight of the evening came
during the intermission when a

dozen members of the McGill Radio

Workshop offered a Ru[>ert Caplan

Dimedy script, burlesquing the most

popular forms of radio entertain-

ment. One section was supposedly

a German version of tlie Canadian

"soap-box opera," entitled "AgainSt

the Storm-Trooper," another was
an "Outer Closet" mystery, while a

third purported to be an "H. V.
Kaltenschlook" news commentary.

IVCF Meeting

Tonight at 7.30, the Inter-Var-

sity Christian Fellowship will meet

in the Theological Common Room,
located on the second floor of the

Old Arts building. All interested

students are urged to attend.

(Continued from page 1)

Loma, will provide the music.

Tables will be placed around the

floor in the manner of a night-club,

a completely novel idea for such a

dance. Tliese will be reserved for

every couple, or party, throughout

the ():nice rather than at intermis-

sion ;iluiie. This provides the ut-

most in comfort and also complete-

ly eliminates the cunfusiun so often

associated with the serving of sup-

per. These reservations will be

made at the time of purchase of

tickets and can be made for parties

nf an\

Supj)tr is being pr6vided by an

outstanding Toronto caterer and

will be served in a novel niamier.

Tickets will be available this

week from members of the formal

committee, which includes the- con-

vener, Jack Koakes, Orm Murphy.
ML-rrill. Jack Fetterly, Bill

HiiKitr-i in, Dutch Van Biaricum,

Glcii Ankenman and Eve Forrest.

Lists will appear today on which

Sciencemen and .^rtsmen may sign

for reservations. These are posted

in the Library, Union and Tech

Sup!>lies, and should be signed as

soon as possible as ticket sales will

necessarily be restricted.

Levana War Work

(Continued from page 1)

The programme for tomorrow
and succeeding Saturdays is as fol-

lows :

Tomorrow; Dr. V. N. MacDon-
nell, president of the Canadian

Federation of University Women,
will speak on Unrra. The film will

he entitled World of Puenty.

October 21 : Dr. G. H. Eninger-

will relate some of the contributinns

of the Queen's University Labora-

tories to the problems of research

<iuring the war.

Octdl)er 28: Miss Johns, King-
ston General Hospital dietitian,

will speak on Food Problems of
Europe.

November 4: Dr. R. "C. Wallace
will sjM^ak on recommendations to

the govLTUment from the Advisory
Committee on Reconstruction.

November 11: Dr. C. H. Mc-
Cuaig wUl deliver an address on
the adjustments of returned service

men and wonie,n.

Thomas Partis Dies

The sudden death of Thomas
fToinmy) W. Partis occurred on

September 26, while he w^s at work
at the Richardson Stadium. Mr.

Partis had been associated with tlie

Athletic Board of Queen's for the

past twenty >*ears. He worked at

Richardson Stadium and Jock Har-

ty Arena. Born in Canterbury,

England, Mr. Partis came to Can-

ada in 1912.

Tlie war still isn't over — invest

in War Savings Certificates.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPER.A.TORS

356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

MEDICINE '46
grant hall

Saturday, Oct. i4th

Equal parts.

B
Music Hot

Music Sweet

Shoke well.

Sig: Apply to feet

—

GRANT HALL, SAT. OCT. 14th

A. R. XI/nOXHV
PHOTOCRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups

ISl OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DJAL 7037

Have a Coca-Cola =Bear a hand

When shipmates relax in a destroyer's wardroom, the hearty

Have a "Coke" of a buddy is an invitation to get together. Al
sea or oa shore, this friendly phrase strikes the spark of com-
radeship. From home ports to the Seven Seas, Coca-Cola stands for

the pause that refreshes—has become the high-sigo of friendliaess

the world over.

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Limited. Kingston

MEDS '46 presents

FIRST YEAR DANCE of FALL SEASON
SATURDAY, October 14th

DANCING 8.30- 12

Grant Hall
ADMISSION $1.25
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ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS
187 Princess St.

Phone 5056

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

Phone 7T0O

I.D.A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

ALBERT ST,

Phone 73O0

NOW SHOWING
Ann Miller in "JAM SESSION"

Roy Rogers in "SUNSET SERENADE"
MON., TUES., WED. - OCTOBER 16 17 18
DON AMECHE - CENE TIERNEY - LAIRD CRECAR

"HEAVEN CAN WAIT"
In, Technicolor

George Sanders in "ACTION IN ARABIA"
THURsTfRL, sat. - OCTOBER 19 20 21

'

ABBOTT ond COSTELLO - William Bendix
in

"WHO DONE IT"
SECOND HIT-FIRST KINGSTON SHOWING
"WEST OF THE CIMMARRON"

MATINEES: . T A 11 H EVENINGS:

STARTING SATURDAY

MAD adventure!

WILD excitement!

RECKLESS danger!

MARIA MONTEZ

JON HALL

PETER COE

in

"GYPSY WILDCAT"
In Technicolor

The

ODEON

O.K., JAPS, c'mon out and fight

It's pay-off in the Pacific!

iiWING and a

PRAYER"
Don

AMECHE

Charles Bickford

Dana William

ANDREWS EYTHE

jBBpjfji

Sir Cedric Hardwicke

SHOWING
TODAY

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Aesculapian Meeting

(Continued from page 1)
control by revealing tliat danger-
ous and useless products were
put on the market for consump-
tion by a gullible public. Last
year's vitamin craze in the United
States yielded ¥179,000,000 to the
manufacturers, of which only 20
per cent was called for by pre-
scriptions.

"Advances in therapeutics,"
the speaker continued, "will de-
pend upon adequate teaching and
research work to be carried out
at the universities and hospitals,
with constant vigilance whenever
drugs are employed in treat-

ment." A plan whereby medical
students would receive better
training in pharmacology in .the

future included orientation lec-

tures in recent therapeutic dis-

coveries, and the various applica-
tions of the new products. Dr.
Smith mentioned the new Peni-
cillin "X". whose properties place
it one slep ahead of the recently

discovered penicillin. Informa
tion about this new drug is secret,

as it has been tried in only 100 or
so cases in the States, with com
parative success

Poor control of drugs in the
past has led to deaths and acci

dents that could have been pre

vented. Present Jaws prevent
this, and any drugs placed before

the public, from any source, are

always investigated by the Medi
cal Association.

Evidence of the keen interest in

Dr. Smith's subject was the num
ber of questions addressed to

the speaker when the meeting
was thrown open for discussion

Al Moore, on behalf of the

Aesculapian Society, thanked D
Smith for his informative talk.

Page 3

LIFE INSURANCE

Freshette Regulations

(Continued from page 1)

camfius.

2. Give own name and home
town before speaking to any senior

Senior will reply with her name
and home town.

3. Have Levana Constitution

booklets on hand, and be able to

repeat important clauses if asked.

4. ICnow all names and positions

of each University building on the

campus.

5. Wear Arts regulation tarns

until Christmas.

6. Not "jitterbug" in Common
Room until Christmas.

II. TO BE IN EFFECT
ALL YEAR:

1. Courtesy at' all times to upper

year students.

2. Freshettes must open all doors

for seniors,

3. Freshettes must remain off all

conches and soft chairs in resi-

dence.

4. Freshettes must line up be-

hind seniors at meal times

5. Freshettes must pour water,

serve food, and stack dishes at

meals.

6. Freshettes must attend all

Levana meetings,

7. Freshettes must help willi all

Ban Righ dances and tlie Levana

Formal.

8. Freshettes must leam

Queen's yells.

When a person is considering
the purchase of life insurance, the
matter should have careful con-
sideration. A life insurance policy
is a long range proposition, and
one siioukl consider not only their

present requirements for insur-

ance but their possible future
needs as well.

One may expect to get from a

life insurance policy not only pro-

tection in event of death, but a
form of savings. Some policies

stress the protection angle nios^
others the savings; and on the

other hand ther^ are policies

which might be said to take the

middle course stressing fairly

evenly protection and savings.

If one has a fairly good know-
ledge of the background of life

insurance, he or she is in a much
better position to buy wisely.

How is it possible to get this

information? I believe the best

way is by thbroughly discussing

the matter with a well qualified

life insurance man. A mark of

qualification is the C.L.U. degree.

This degree is Chartered Life

UndeKvriter. It is obtained by
taking a three year course given

through the Extension Depart-

ment of the University of Tor-

onto, for the Life Underwriters

Association of Canada. It requires

the passing of three yearly sets of

examinations on life insurance.

As I am a Queen's graduate, I

will be particularly pleased to

discuss life insurance with any

Queen's student.

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U

Bronch Manager

The Mutual Life of Canada

Office Phone: 3485
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AN UNBROKEN RECORD

FAMOUS TAILORS

1847 to 1944

Peace Proposals

(Continued from page 1)

18 non-permanent members to

propose and carry out sugges-

tions for human welfare. 3, An
international court. 4. A perma-

nent secretariat-general. 5. A
military staff committee" com-

posed of the chiefs-of-staff of the

permanent members of the secut-

ty council to make vital deci-

sions on the force to be used foi

keeping the peace. 6. Air force

units, "immediately available," 'to

be used if peaceful methods of

blocking aggression fail ; and

other means of force to be

call."

If you can't be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol with

the Biood Donor Clinic today.

alt

McGALL'S
SHOE BEPAIHS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Patronize Our Advertisers

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

FOUND!

A Gabardine Raincoat after the

Drama Guild Meeting, Thursday,

October S. Owner will please pay

for this advertisement.

LOST!

Red Shorts, with Arts '47 Crest,

on Cedar Island on Saturday. Fiud-

please briii,!; In Ban Righ Ha!!.

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelctnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Krcsge's

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Dial 434«

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

g TWEEDS AND WORSTEDS 1
^ FEATURED FOR FALL S
= In Livingston's Tailored-to-Measure Shop ^
^ LIVINGSTON'S youH find a pleasing selection =
S of tweeds and worsteds, all in clean-cut patterns =
=S and attractive Fall colours, Esperienced craftsmen =
= will make them up to fit YOU individually, to =
— retain their shape and give satisfaction in both ~~
—

—

appearance and wear. ~—

= Wise to order your Fall Suit now—so you'll S
= hove it in time for the first cooler days =

I LIVINGSTON'S IS 75-79 BROCK STREET DIAL 8354 =

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
REASONABL1 PRICED

Phone 6733

THE MAI^I^ISCN §TIJDIC
Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups-

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—781

30 Years in Business

Phone 664J 109 Alfred Street
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Science Frosh

(Continued from page 1)

shop exceptionally interesting and

had difficult)' adlu'riii;^ In ihc time

liniit while they watched lathes,

shapers, and witling machines turn

and shape metal. Fleming Hall,

the haven of the electrical depart-

ment, ogered a maze of equipment

tor inspection. Competent instruc-

tors endeavoured to explain the

basic principles of each. The physi-

cists had variqits types of cathode-

ray etinipnient in operaliim. Those

ray equipment in operation. These

included equipment for superimpos-

ing wave forms and seeing the

wave form produced hy one's voice.

The Mechanical Untfineers' "sec-

ond home" at i1k- ^team heating

plant amazed many who iiad never

visited this outpost of the Science

Faculty. Here the frosh were able

to see exi>erinients on measure-

ment of steam flow, tests on dif-

ferent types of ^team en,i,Hnes, gaso-

line em,'ine';, <lic^cl uiiLniics. air com-

pressors, and refrigerating equip-

ment.
,

Tlie four of inspection was ex-

tremely well organized. No con-

gestion occurred at any point and

everyone managed to see all the

laboratories. Refreshments and a

singsong pro\'ided an enjoyable af-

termath to an educational and en-

tertaining evening.

Engineers' Competition

(Continued from page 1)

prepared especially for this compe-
tition.

Awards will be made on the basis

of subject material, organization,

presenlalion, etc., and will be elig-

II lie for publication in the Eng'tneer-

I'ui Jauniiil. These papers are also

eligible for Provincial District

prizes.

If you can't be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol with
the Blood Donor Clinic today.

PRINCESS CAFE LTD.
109 Princess Street

WANTED— PART-TIME HELP

WAITRESSES, COUNTER BOYS

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

(Continued from page 1)

conferred for outstanding work or

service to society. Dean C, J. Mc-

Kenzie lias performed an outstand-

ing service as acting head of the

Canadian Research Coumiil. Dr.

Robert Chambers has conducted

very valuable research in the field

of Biology.

Convocation, one of the year's

most impressive functions, will be

opened by an academic procession

down the centre of Grant Hall to

the platform where the various dig-

nitaries will be assembled. The

ceremony will be opened with the

singing of a hymn led by Dr. H. A.

Kent, principal of the Theological

College, who will then lead the

audience in prayer.

Invest in Victory — buy a Sev-

enth Victory Loan Bond.

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St, Dial 4352

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

Ttie most up-lo-date 3-chair shop in

llie city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

0pp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 4850

A posBible justification for strlBgent freshette regulations-

the Sophomore Slump.

Convocation AMS Meeting Tonight

The presidents of all years

are requested to attend the

AMS meeting to be Iftld to-

night at 7 p.m. in the g>'mnas-

ium.

MEDICINE '46

grant hall
Saturday. Oct. i4th

—Autumn leaves

—Best girl

—Thermos (L.C.B.O.)

—Queen's football gome

—Meds '46 Year Dance

Mix in that order.

Sig: To be taken in afternoon

and evening.

B. V. D.

Shirts

Pojai^as

CREAN
Water- Bloc

Hots

TOOKE
Shirts

Pajamas

CROYDON
Rainwear

DURABLE
Sportswear

PARIS
Suspenders

BALLANTYNE

Knitted Wear

GEO. FREED
MEN'S SHOP

THE STORE

OF FAMOUS
LABELS

Branded goods for your protection

—

and behind every lobel years and years

of experience in providing you with the

best that money can buy.

You'll find shopping at Ceo. Freed's

pleasant, sofe and economical.

COHAMA
Neckwear

UNIQUE
Gloves

PARKLEY
Clothes

CORNWALL
Sports Slacks

TOWNE HALL

Clothes

INTERKNIT

Wool Hose

II iiiiiiii iiiiii

Are You in the Know?

Are thate Undy Hoppara italng'o

A Boo8l«

A Shorty Csorg*

a Tip

"Know how" is what miikeB Ihc dilference

bctwecD a emoolh rug-cutler and a dud t So

Indy, be hep to this "shine" step. It'a a Tip

— Qnd here's another: Stay in the fua re-

gardleas of >vhal time of the month it in!

It's simple. Kotcx sonilary napkina ore

more comfortable—that special safety centre

keeps yan protected—poise-perfect.

This Halr>do'i for you— If

Q Your fata ii long

D HBorl-Shopod

Hound

Newest lotka have ftal-topped look. They're

shorter, sleek, often cenlre-paried. Vory
tlii9 hair style lo Buil your face-type. If your
face is long, lake the sliort hair-do shown
here— flat crowned, and fluffed a bit at tbo

sides. The "flul" look's a gtoominB com-
mandmcnl when "cerlain" outlines threaten

a sleek costume. Thai's when you thank

Kotex for those flat preascd ends. Because

ihcy're not slubhy, no one will giiess your

acGiet,

DfilVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones

:

6684-3232

How wsuld yw Inlraduca lh«m 1

n "Copt. Smllh, this ti lleut. Brown"

Q "Mlu Brown, moy I prtieni

Copr. Smllh"

Q "Ll«ut. Brown, Copt. Smith"

When introducing army officers, mention the

one with the higher rank first—even if the

other is a woman. "Captain Smith, this is

Lieutenant Brown" is correct. Know your

ermy etiquette these days—and on "difficult

days" foi teal "social acciuily" just depend

on the comfort Kolcx gives, for Kotcx stays

soft while wearing. You'H Icam that eoipforl,

confidence and Kotex go together I

Girls in the know
choose KOTEX'

Yet, more girls choose KOTEX than

all other brands of pads put together.

l^T.t^. Rrg. Cod. Pot. OO.

"THAT DAY IS HERE AGAIN"
Important new booklet full of facta aboutFRFFI

I the do's and don'ls of problem days.

Cuiiadiuii Ccllucollon Products Co, Ltd.,

330 Uiiiversily Avi-., Di-pl. Toronto, Onl.

Please send nic n free copy of your booklet, "Thai Day

is Here Again" . . . which will reach me in a plain envelope.

Name...

' "y -
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TRICOLOUR IN ACTION"TOMORROW
To Tangle With Ordnance

On George Richardson Field

The skirl of the Queen's Pipe Band, in traditional intercol-
Icgriate fashion, will open the fifth wartime Tricolour rugbv season
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30. Instead of the McGill Redmen
Western Mustangs, or Varsity Blues, the powerful Barriefield
Ordnance twelve are supplying the opposition. Featuring a
talented prewar lineup and boasting two impressive showings
agauist the Ottawa Trojans and undefeated Navv teams the
Barnefield squad threatens to topple the Tricolour record of two
tindefeated seasons.

Many former Canadian stars will be seen in action with the
Army. Ex-Queen's backfielder Capt. Ken Preston. Bus Moore-
house, and Nick Kruk. 225-pound ifiside. are all Winnipeg Blue
Bomber veterans. Since their game three weeks ago in the
Capital City. Barriefield has further strengthened its lineup with
the addition of Lt. Bill Miller, a former Balmy Beachcr and
"Red" Perner. who performed for the Ottawa Combines a couple
of seasons ago. Teamed on the other end from Mcorehouse is
Owen Sw.tzer, who patrolled that spot for Queen's last autumn

The Tricolour line will be giving a slight weight edge to the
Ordnance front rank, but this should be offset by their superior
punting. Ordnance, on its first two appearances, has yet to
produce a kicker to competp with Milliken. A keen passing battle
between Preston and Sonny Nelson is anticipated as both men
have fast, sure receivers.

SPORTS

THE CAHDUS SPCRFLieHT
iV GQRD MACK

The Queen's lineup f&r tomorrow's game is:

MilRken

Harbic

Nelson

Moro
Sinclair .„

Pritchard

Campbell

Morgan „
Cronk

King .

Kniewasser

Spittle

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

MacDonald
Southey

Morton

VanSickle

Bigham
Cole

Gauvin

Delahaye

Wilson

Hooper

Sutherland' _

Lawlor

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

Tennis Tournament

The closing date in the first

round of the Men's Intramural

Tennis tounianieiit has been

postponed until October 15,

due to inclement weather.

Intramural Golf

An official entry fur the annual
Men's intramural golf cbampion-
"liip was posted in tlie g>'mnasiuni

"L-ker-room on Tlinrsday. Entries

will be accepted up until Oct. 21,

6 p,m.

Participants are asked to group
'l";mselves in threes on the entry

"licet if certain players wish to piay

>und together. Unattached play

; will be grouped by the Intra-

"mral Director.

Soccer Practice

A soccer practice will be

held on the lower campus
tomorrow afternoon from

12:30 to 2 p.m. AU those

interested in soccer turn out

to the practice or contact

the following; Bruce Wil-

son, Sc. '48; Grant Norton,

Sc. '47
;

Sydney Shapiro,

Sc. '47; Peter Herrisch, Sc.

'46; or Don Craig, Sc. '45.

FIRST MEETING
OF FENCING CLUB

Debating Union

A meeting of the Queen's

Debating Union will be

held Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.

in the Biology lecture room,

Old Arts building. All

those interested in debating

and public speaking are

Urged to attend. An execu-

tive will be elected to lead

the year's activities.

The Fencing Club, inaugurated

at Queen's University last year

about to be revived. For all those

hiterested in this once chivalrous

pastime, a meeting will be held

Tuesday evening at 8 p.tji. in the

fjalk-ry of the g)'m.

Some of tlie 1943 organizers

have left the campus and a sliort

business session will be necessary.

After that, however, "the fight is

on"—don't forget your gym shoes.

FoUowine in the wake of Generalissimo Gray's last Friday's editorial
on mtercoUeEiate sport, the SporUight Department is beginning a weekly
aenes of articles on Queen's participation in intercollegiate sports entitled

Vignettes of History — Part 1. Rugby
The first game of CIRFU rugby was played on October 8. 1898. and,

unfortunately for the records, Queen's was edged 3-2 by the McGiU team.
In those gay and care-free days, it was only worth four points to lug the
ball through centre for a touchdown, and the fellow who originated the
convert was still reading Nick Carter thrillers. Another variation from the
modem game was a six-man scrimmage for possession of the ball, instead
of a snap, much similar to the scrimmage in English rugger. The most
noteworthy event of the 1899 season was that the first Queen's touchdown of
the season was carried across by flying wing Dr. Teddy Etherington, who
eventually almost equalled Uiis feat by becoming Dean of Medicine (until
his retirement two years ago). Queen's won their first of twelve cham-
pionships in 1900, but from then until 1921 were the "years of the locusts."

In 1921 a freshman named "Pep" Leadley first appeared in the Tricolor
lineup, and this event marked the start of Queen's greatest gridiron period.
Sometime when you're waiting half an hour for the Uttle lady, just mention
"Pep" Leadley and Harry Batstone to the "father-in-law" and watch the
time flit by. The backfield duo. as a two-man combination, has never
been surpassed in Canadian rugby. In 1922 the team first won the CIRFU
title with a sudden-death victory over Varsity. Toronto Argos were the
next victims when a fourth-quarter field goal by "Pep" Leadley gave the
Tricolour a 12-11 edge. Out of the west came the Edmonton Eskimos and
after the snow had been shovelled on December 2 that year. Queen's engaged
as Dominion champions with a 13-1 triumph by virtue of touches by "Chick"
MundeU and Dave Harding (recent RCAF OC at St. Thomas). The next
year the Galloping Gaels rolled over intercollegiate competition to another
undefeated crown. They then humbled the Hamilton Tigers in the Eastern
Canada finals by 13-5, and went on to their second Domniion title by over-
whelming the Regina Roughriders 54-0 in the most one-sided Gray Cup final

of modem times. By completing another iindefeated intercollegiate season
m 1924, the Tricolour again qualified for the Eastern Canada play-downs.
First Hamilton Tigers (11-1) and then Balmy Beach (11-3) were overcome,
and when the west failed to send a team east. Queen's was declared Dominion
champion for the third consecutive year. Many great players were the Red.
Gold and Blue in those days. Back in the early twenties, even the lads who
go in the library more than three weeks before the exams knew the family
tree of the third-string water-boy for McGill, let alone his own team. Led
by "Pep" Leadley and Harry Batstone, the team in those days included
"Red" McKelvey. Tiny Adams, Unc Muirhead, Carl Voss (who later attained

hockey stardom with the defunct Montreal Maroons), Curly Lewis, Bubs
Britton. Liz Walker and Bud Thomas.

The break-up of this great machine was not sudden. In 1925 they
captured their third undefeated CIRFU crown, but. after triumphing over

Balmy Beach in the eastern semi-finals, the team suffered its first defeat

in three years to Otawa Roughriders by an 11-2 decision.

This was one of the greatest periods of intercollegiate rugby. Influenced
perhaps by the Golden Age of sport existing south of the border and
exemplified by Babe Ruth, Bill Tilden, Bobby Jones and Red Grange,
Canadian universities went all out for sports. Special trains from Kingston
carried 4,000 rabid Tricolour tans to crucial conflicts agamst Varsity, record
crowds of over 10,000 thronged the Richardson Stadium, and 20,000 once
swelled the Varsity Rugby Bowl at an important game. Shortly after this

brief period, the depression "bleached" the colour from intercollegiate sports,

and its recovery in the iate titirties was halted by the war.

In 1927 Queen's chased the Varsity "T's" to an intercollegiate title, but
returned to form in 1928 to again represent the Intercollegiate Union in the

Dominion play-offs against the Hamilton Tigers. Led by the former

Tricolour star. "Pep" Leadley. Hamilton polished off the collegians 21-6,

and repeated again in 1929 with "Pep" Leadley accounting for 11 of the

Tigers' 14 points in their 14-3 victory. In 1930 Queen's won another inter-

collegiate tide, but bowed out to Western University the following year.

In 1933 Gnr. Teddy Reeve. "The Old Moaner." came to Queen's to begin

his colourful career as coach. Under him the Tricolour collected three

titles, their last being in 1937, when the team included Art StoUery, Beraie
Thornton, and George Sprague.

The last year of intercollegiate competition was 1939, and in that year

the Westem Mustangs had a character named Joe Krol roving their back-

field, which was a one-man machine which couldn't be stopped.

Tomorrow's gridiron classic will probably start the last rugby season

barren of intercollegiate rivalry. Next year at this time newspapers across

the continent will carry streamers proclaiming the result of every Tricolour

game, the stands will be thronged with enthusiastic rah-rah boys and crowds
of comely co-eds sporting their college ribbons, the Varsity brass band
and Queen's P^ie Band v/ill compete for pre-game attention, while dazzling

cheer-leaders will exhort their colleagues to greater efforts.

Tomorrow will be an opportunity to at least temporarily recapture the

old college spirit, and get a little practice for next year.

Referees Needed

If you can't be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol with

the Blood Donor Clinic today.

Any student wishing to re-

feree touch football should

phone the intramural director

at 8258.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lendui^ Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

TWEDDELL'S
Since 1870

CLOTHING HEADQUARTERS
FOR OUEEN*S MEN!

• SUITS

• TOPCOATS
• OVERCOATS

Better Quality

SUITS

TOPCOATS
and

OVERCOATS
Our long experience in

dressing up the men of

Queen's gives us a thor-

ough knowledge of what

the college man wants . .

.

as to pattern, colour,

material and style. Again

this year we have the

largest stock in the city

of better quality clothes

tor the men of Queen's

. . . tailored by SOCIETY

BRAND and other lead-

ing manufacturers at

MODERATE PRICES

$28.50 to $50.00

$24.50 to $45.00

$24.50 to $50.00

HATS and FURNISHINGS
The largest selection of hats by Stetson in the city . . .

also the best collection of furnishings such as shirts,

ties, scarves, gloves, socks, sweaters, etc., for street or

campus wear. Moderately priced.

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
OPEN SATURDAY TILL 9 P,M.

137 - 139 Princess St. Dial 6595

Welcome ...

to Queen s and to Kingston

To all members of the student body and staff—both

/ old friends and newcomers—we extend a hearty wel-

come, and an invitation to make Laidlaw's—the "House

of Quality"—your shopping headquarters.

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Reody-to-Wear - Dry Goods

170 PRINCESS STREET

Announcing - - -

©Ij^ Mthxmi At Inm^
featuring THE MODERNAIRES

F'RIDAY, OCT. 27 Dancing lO- 3 $5.00 per couple
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178 WELLINGTON STREET

; Phone 9756

We carry a complete ronge in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

]68 Princess Street

GOURDIERS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STRBST

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

N€TE/
BY MARY VALLENTYNE

You've read the Freshette Regu
lations. (N.B. please note: we
aren't smug enough to kid our

selves into thinking you'd turn to

the back page first, ha — .) Now
read iVIiat the Sophs Think Of It

All or Dolorous Lament by Le
vana '47,

Last year's Who's Where wjtsn't

mucli help to us in locating sophs

—so if you've been missed, aad you

have an opinion you want in print,

write it on a slip of paper and leave

it in an envelope in the "V " letter

box in Ban Righ and we'll use it

in next week's column. Along with

it we'll print a resume of freshette

and senior opinion regarding tlie

initiations this year. Tlien you can

compare notes on the polls of soph,

freshette and senior opinion. And
we'H see where regeulations stand

with Levana.

Soph Opinion

"Freshette regulations should be

severer and last for a shorter time.

Tlie freshettes are getting away
with too much. The idea is to break

their dignity down."

"They're a lot easier than they

were last year. In fact they're fair-

ly reasonable. But it's a heck of a

lot of fun; I think they should be

harder like last year. Nothing dras-

tic, of course. But other Universi-

ties seem to have better ones than

ours, and we don't compare favour-

ably."

"I don't think they're particularly

easy — just about right."

"I think they're getting awfully

easy. I mean, gosh. It seems to

me that most colleges do more than

we do. It's ail part of getting ac-

quainted. You look forward to it."

"They're awful ! But the meet-

ing we had about them was just

pathetic — our hands were abso-

lutely tied. The ruling said that we
couldn't do anything to make fresh-

ettes look 'ridiculous.' That word
was worn out in one meeting ; a lot

of good suggestions were overruled

by it. The regulations that did get

through make the sophs look silly

—

it looks as if we had no good ideas

and no initiative. We certainly tried.

(Long list of troubles at this point.)

It was really quite bad. Everybody
felt sorry for us,"

'"Another thing — I think the

freshettes are going to be disap-

pointed,"

"I think it's ghastly — the regu-

lations. They're not half stiff

enough. The kids are getting away
with murder . . . And don't tell

'em who said this, I gotta gradu-

ate."

"Not strong enough. Not long

enough."

"I think they should be strict or

not at all."

Just to give the freshettes an

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

Official Notides

Intcrjacnlty Track and Field Meet

The annual Interfaculty Track

and Field Meet will be held on

Wednesday, October 25th. Classes

will he called at 3.45 o'clock that

afternoon.

Ban Righ Hall

October 15—8.30 p,ni.

Berceuse Chopin

Prelude SCRIABIN

Dr. F^ LI. Harrison, Piano

0 for the Wings of a

Dove Mendelssohn

Thiie, You Old Gypsy

Man Besley

The Lord's Prayer Malotte

Florence Nightingale, Soprano

Dr. F. LI. Harrison, Piano

Selections of Poetry,

read by Dr. G. B. Harrison

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1944

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FEflDlfe'WATERS

Three Traditional Welsh Songs

Prayer Perfeet Spensek

Bruce Attridge, Tenor

Students and Staff invited.

idea of the regulations they missed

we've consulted the sophs who told

us three:

1. Make-up to be worn on one-

half of the face and not on the

other,

2. Hair tied back with a ribbon

wound around again to be tied in a

bow and the forehead — pseudo

Greek style.

3. Pyjamas to be worn with a

slip showing below the top and

worn over the pants, which were

to be tied at the ankles witli

Queen's ribbon and fluffed out,

{Sophs are optimists.)

Announcements

The freshette bonfire, scheduled

for last Tuesday and called off ow-
ing to the Kingston chmate. will

take place instead on Monday at

7.30. All freshettes will meet at

Ban Righ, rain or shine this time.

The committee says, "Wear slacks

and heavy sweaters." — It might

snow.

There will be a music group in

Ban Righ common room on Sun-
day at 8.30 p.m. All those interest-

ed are urged to attend. On former

occasions these musical evenings

have proved most entertaining and
enjoyable.

And on Monday or Tuesday (the

day is yet to be announced) there

will be an exhibition in Ban Righ
of ail athletic crests.

Candlelighting Ceremony

The reception line at the candle-

lighting ceremony was made up of

Dorothy Mills, president of Leva-

na; Dr. .'\. V. Douglas, dean of

women ; Mrs. R. C. Wallace a,nd

Dr. H. Laird, Also officiating at

t lie ceremony were Bonnie Mc-
Closkey and Joyce Woodside.

The war still isn't over — invest

in War Savings Certificates.

If Bess wants a beau.

Her ways she must mend

;

She has to aspire.

She need not offend , .
.*

the LAB of C' by lack of en-

thusiasm in Levana sports. For

the benefit of the non-erudite,

the Levana Athletic Board of

Control, composed of one repre-

sentative for each sport, is or-

ganized to give each and every

one of you the opportunity to

take part in the sport which

appeals to you most. Special

interest is given to those who do

not profess to be potential Cana-

dian champions and who, so far,

have shown little or no interest

in Softball, archery, track, swim-

ming, skating, or tennis.

Each year the LAB of C trophy

is awarded to the year which is

most active in sports. This is

determined by giving a number
nf points for each member of an

interyear team and for each indi-

vidual entry in tournaments and

meets. In this way, skill is sub-

ordinate to enthusiasm and inter-

est. You can earn points for

your year by merely entering the

events. In other words, you
don't have to be a star—you and

your heavenly body.

Lists are up in Ban Righ for

the track and field meet. Your
year needs your support, so sign

up and chalk up the points. A
trophy will be awarded to the

year with the winning relay

team. Interyear Softball games
vfiW start next week. The first

round of the tennis tourney, both

in singles and doubles,, must be
completed this week. Freshettes

are wanted for their softbail

team, the archery contest, and
the track meet.

Monday will be Sweater Day
for Levana (more than usual).

Seniors will wear Queen's
sweaters showing the crests they
have won. An "A" represents

membership on a winning inter-

year team or an individual winner
in one particular sport.

Freshettes will need all the

strength they can get to mar the

hard-gained reputations of upper
years, especially '45, which has
held the trophy for the past two
years.

* With apologies to Lifebuoy,

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store SOU, Rm.H14, Qreenbouse* 3241

i"
"

r'-'"t

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Welcome to Queen's . .

'

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 4114

U7 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to
renund diem that as lonnerljr the prestige of yean stands belund

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Offidsl Blazen
WARREN L COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coatt

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE ~ DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE; 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624

For Appointments

PHONE

BOB WATSON
Phone 6042 after Oct. 15

Between 7:00 to 10 p. m.

ASHLEY & CRIPPEN
After Oct. 16, temporary studio will be opened in Portsmouth to photograph

Graduating Classes.

Sittings available Day Time and Evenings.
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UNION LUNCH COSTS CUT 5 CENTS,
QUANTITIES REMAIN UNCHANGED

Principal Wallace Addresses

103rd Anniversary Gath* ring

Postwar Years To
Difficult Ones For
Students, He Says

Be

New Science Hall

BY JOHN HILL

"The life-blood of Queen's Uiii

versity has been struggling against

adversity," said Dr. Wallace,

his University address to first year

students. Queeen's was established

103 years ago yesterday, by a

charter granted by yueen Victoria.

From an original enrolment of
11 students, the university has
grown to maturit>- ; but always un-

der adverse conditions — particu-

larly financial difficulty. This per-

petual struggle against opposition

may well prove uie trulli tlie

university motto — Doctrina et

Sapientia, Siabilitis.

The independent spirit that per-

meates tlie University is carried

through to the individual student.

"The general student at Queen's is

not wealthy, but he is proud to

learn to stand upon his own feet.

You must learn tu think for your-

self, give your own judgment," Dr

PRINCIPAL'S TALK
(Continued on page 4)

BILL CORNETT
AMS president, who headed the
students at the Council meeting.

3 One-Act Plays
For Drama Guild

The Drama Guild activities for

the first term are getting under way
this week. The three one-act plays

have been chosen and the casts are

currently being selected. The three

plays are, Miss Marloiu at Play,

The Giant's Slatr, and Rich Man,
Poor Man. All in all, seven men
and thirteen women will be in the

casts apart from three student di-

rectors and the production staff.

Tlie stage crew has elected Frank

Reed, Science '45, as its manager,

and he and Ken Phin. Meds '49,

DRAMA GUILD
(Continued on page 3)

'

Series To Start

This Thursday

Dr. Harrison To Play With
Hart House Quartet

The tfrst concert of this year's

University Concert Series will take

place in (irant Hall Tlnirsday, at

S.30 p.m. The Hart House String

Quartet will give a recital of cham-

ber music. This group which has

its permanent seat in Toronto, is

just returning from an extensive

tour of the Maritime provinces.

In its ten years of existence— it

was founded in 1934 by the Hon.

Vincent and Mrs. Massey — the

quartet has established an enviable

reputation for itself. It is well-

known to niusic-Iovers far beyond

tlie borders of Canada and has made
tours of the United States, Eng-

land, and the Continent. Its per-

formances have had a wide range

CONCERT SERIES

(Continued on page 4)

Front-Page Editorial

Union House Council's Decisions

Tile announcement at the end of last week that Union cafeteria
lunch rates are to be reduced by five cents starting tomorrow will

be welcomed by the estimated 250 students who eat their noon
meals there, and indeed, by everyone who eats at the cafeteria

during the day. The Union House Council meeting, called after

student complaints that cafeteria prices were too high and amounts
served too meagre had grown more articulate than ever, has
resulted in at least a partial granting of student demands.

The new ruling restricting luncheon accommodations to 275
will probably not cause much discomfort, since only 250 lunches
have been served on a normal day this year. But the main student

demand, which calls for increased portions both at lunch and at

supper, remains unanswered. For while the reduced rates will

undoubtedly be greeted with much gratitude, the students would
muioubtedly prefer to leave prices unchanged in favour of greater

quantities. Fully cognizant .that wartime prices are bound to

rise, in spite of rigid governmental controls, they have complained
about the rates only because of the amounts received.

Tangible proof that quantity, and not price, is the main
concern of the students may be had from the remarks passed

daily by the many students who have abandoned the Cafeteria

and now eat in downtown restaurants. They maintain that,

for the same price or even a little more, they can get a much larger

meal in commercial establishments. It is apparently, not the

Union rates that annoy the students, but the size of the portions

received for them. That diminished prices but nol-increased

quantities will satisfy the majority remains to be seen; but such

appears doubtful.
*

Not wishing, at this point, to overlook either side of the

question in favour of the other, we hasten to point out the main
Council contention—that the tense labour situation precludes the

possibility of increasing portions at this time—is extremely valid.

Almost everyone is aware of the difficulty today in obtaining and

keeping workers; and this situation is as true at the Union as

elsewhere. That is the reason, according to the Council, why
luncheon accommodations are to be restricted to 275 students.

Nevertlieless. in order to determine student reaction to the

new and apparently final rulings, and to ascertain what the

opinion.s concerning cafeteria meals arc in general, the Journal

will conduct a person-to-person survey at the cafeteria tomorrow

noon. The result will provide definite grounds, one way or the

other, for future Journal stands, and should aid the House Council

in determining to its own satisfaction exactly how students feel.

The results w^Jl be published in Friday's Journal.

Cafeteria Services Limited

To 275 For Noonday Meal
Meeting Of Students And Staff Members Unable
To Meet All Demands Of Students
For Improvements In Cafeteria Lunches

Meeting Held Late Last Week

Students' Memorial Union cafeteria lunch rates will be cut by
five cents starting tomorrow, but accommodations at this meal vrill

be rigidly limited to 275 students, it was armounced following
a closed Union House Council meeting late last week. Prices
charged for the evening meal will be unchanged, while the quantities

served both at lunch and supper will not be increased.

The meeting was called by a sub-committee of the AMS, when
it was felt continued student demands (or decreased prices and
increased quantities could no longer pass unheeded.

Luncheon rates, which hereto-

fore have been 35 cents and 40

cents, will tomorrow revert to

those of last year—30 and 35

cents— it was disclosed. Supper

rates of 45 and 50 cents, which

show an iiwrf^ke&'W^ ^lye cents

over last season, wiil be main-

tained. '

"

New regulations restricting the

number of students to be accom-

modated at the midday meal to

275 will also go into effect to-

morrow. However, this new

LUNCH COSTS CUT
(Continued un page 41

DR. J. H. ORR

who presided at the House Council

meeting last week.

Arts '45 Offering

RCAF Orchestra

Journal Student Opinion Poll

Shows Frosh Enjoy Neiv Life

Union House Council's Rulings

Explained By AMS President

Registrar Issues

X-Ray Timetable

The results of a casual campus
survey reveal that Frosh are rapid-

ly setlling into university life. The
few tliat were interviewed all ex-

pressed one sentiment — tliat

Queen's is tops and that there is

never a dull moment on the campus.

Will Kennedy, Arts '48, of To-

ronto, is favourably impressed with

the layout of the campus. He finds

the university picturesque, com-

pact, and graced with many beau-

tiful buildings. He considers stu-

dent self-government an excellent
|

'idi;a and agrees fully with the prin-

ciples of the -Alma Mater Society.

Will thinks the freshmen regula-

tions are "most infantile" and

would prefer to see a more con-

centrated bang-up initiation, last-

ing for a few days. He also says

the Frosh should he introduced

more rapidly to the rest of the uni-

versity, with the reception being

held on one of (he first nights. Al-

though slow in developing, his in-

JOURNAL POLL
{Continued on page 4)

(Ed. Note; .-IMS president

Bill Cornell, Meds '46, official-

ly sets forth in the following

article the decisions reached at

the Union House Council meet-

ing, and the reasons why the

Council felt it zvould be impos-

sible to accede to the student

demand far increased food par-

lions.)

For some time now reports have

reached me via tlie Faculty execu-

tives regarding the Union meals,

and as such widespread dissatisfac-

tion seemed apparent, a sub-commit-

tee of the Alma Mater Society

executive studied the problem and

brought it before the Union Coun-

cil.

Most of the criticism seems to

have been aimed at the noon meal,

the majority of students feeling

that they were receiving too little

food for the price they were asked

to pay. The matter was discussed

fully by ihe Council, and in the

course of discussion many factors

were brought to our attention whicii

had to be carefully considered be-

fore any change could safely be

made.

Perhaps most important amongst

these was the fact that if the price

were lowered more students would

take advantage of the Cafeteria

facilities at noon, and the present

staff simply cannot accommodate

any increase in numbers. At pres-

ent it is impossible to obtain more

help, to relieve this situation. It

also must be remembered that with-

out any doubt the cost of hood has

increased even over last Spring,

and that in order to keep the Union

going this year without actua'l fin-

ancial loss, some increase in price

of meals had to be made.

However, after much discussion,

it was decided by the Council that

the cost of the noon meal would be

lowered from 35c and 40c to 30c

and 35c. with the restriction thai

RULINGS EXPLAINED
(Continued on page 3)

First and fiiial-year .^rts. Sci-

ence and Medical students are to

he X-rayed today and tomorrow

at Richardson Laboratory, King-

ston General Hospital, according

to information released by the

registrar's office Exact times

of individual appointments are

posted on campus notice boards.

X-RAY TIMETABLE

(Conthiued on page 4)

This Friday evening Arts "45 pre-

sents its last year dance, "Sweet-

hearts Serenade," in the gj'ronas-

ium, featuring the l5-piece Tren-

ton RCAF No. 6 Repair Depot

Band.

It was necessary to procure spe-

cial permission to get the services

of this band hut in an effort to

make their last dance a big success

the necessary pennission was ob-

tained. In expectation of a large

crowd and to be certain that there

will be enough floor space, the

dance committee managed to secure

ARTS '45 DANCE
(Continued on page 4)

103rd Anniversary Of Queens

CelebratedBy College Yesterday

On Monday morning students of

Queen's gathered in Grant Hall to

celebrate the university's I03rd an-

niversary. They were addressed by

Principal Wallace, who related the

hisiory of the university, the oldest

digree-giving institution in Canada.

Queen's University was founded

by the Synod of the Presbyterian

Church and granted a Royal Giar-

ter bv Queen Victoria in October,

1S41. The first session began in

March, 1S42. The first principal

was the Rev. Thomas Liddell, who

brought the charter with hiu) from

England.

.After an experimental session

the faculty of medicine was offi-

cially organized in ISS4. For sis

years after 1S66 it was conducted

as the Royal College of Physicians

and Surgeons, reverting in 1S92 to

its status as a faculty of the uni-

versity.

The faailty of Applied Science

fimctioned first as an independent

QUEEN'S ANNIVERSARY

(Continued on page 4)
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Journal's Feature Page
Today marks a turningr-point in the history of the Queen's

Journal. For the first time since its inception in 1873. it is offering

a planned feature page. While this page is still in the experimental
stage, it is nevertheless a worthwhile effort, and should assume
major proportions before long.

In an editorial on October 3, we promised our readers: "This
year we shall offer more features and, student co-operation forth-

coming, shall accept more contributions. ... If our theory is

sound. Queen's University students ... can this year have one
of the best college papers in the Dominion. We hope this theory
will be tested." This t(ieory is now in the process of being tested.

The feature page is an actuality, and, "student co-operation forth-
coming," will be a permanent Journal highlight.

The same editorial said :
".

. . It is our intention and desire
to print articles turned in by students who are not necessarily
affiliated with the Journal; it is our firm conviction that, for the
Journal to be successful, our readers' interest in their paper must
be more tangible than ever before." On the basis of this, it should
be pointed out that the number of times the feature page will
appear is up to our readers, not us. We have the personnel which
is willing to put out such a page as often as possible; but if

sufficient material to warrant its continuance is not received, the
page will perforce be omitted. If students contribute enough
feature copy for a weekly page, then a weekly page will be pro-
duced

;
if they contribute enough for a bi-weekly page, then a

bi-weekly page will be produced; but if they do not produce any
copy, the page will have to be discontinued.

Cntici^Tns and suggestions regarding the pa^e—as well as
those regarding any other part of the paper—wiF be welcortied.
These, and .'^igned contributions on any -topic whatever (names to -

\>c withheld on request), should be addressed to The Editor. The
Journal, and left at Douglas Library Post Office or in the ma'ilbox
on the Journal office door.

The editorial board wishes to thank the new feature editor,
Terry de Hueck, Arts '4S, whose untiring work made formation
of the page possible, and Marian Davis, Arts '47, whose able
assistance greatly eased Mr. de Hueck's burden. The two have
been largely instrumental in preparing the Journal's first feature
page which, wc hope, will prove to be the first in a long,
attractive series.

BV GORO PETERS

With the buzz of the land-

lady's vacuum in our ears we
start our first column. This
column, we might explain, was
not our idea but was forced on us
by a tyrannical but beautiful

news editor. They thought to

get us out of the Journal office

by threatening us with work but
we fooled them and here is the

first of what we hope will be a

full series. By the way, this

isn't the editorial "we" that we
are using. There are two of us.

We spent some time searching
for a title and finally decided on
It's Jimium. This we chose be
cause we intend talking about
students and we really don't want
any doubt to creep in. Students,

Queen's students—wine, women
and song; yeh—chocolate milk,

Levanites (bless their little

souls) and boogie woogie a la

Spike Jones.

Oswiecim — Camp Of Death

Huns Murder 1,800,000 Jews
Inside 4 Years at Torture Camp

BY TERRY DE HUECK
Everyday, as the Allied armies sweep through occupied Europe,

the discovery of a new torture chamber, slave mart, or concentration
camp, established and operated by the Na.is. is announced. Unsatiated

What'cha ma
Column

The following is from Prof. E,

R, Udite's book Putis upon a tiinc_

Fashicn Fads • • •

On your toes, girls, we're going

feminine! Time was when we
wouldn't think of scuffing up the

hill in anything higher than half

inch heels, but occasionally now
higher heels are being worn, and,

"Theirs not to reason why, theirs

but to do or die," so teeter, tot.

Bare legs — but carefully groomed
girls—have been the mode, but it

is getting a little later, and a little

colder—so, draw your own conclu-

sions,
'

Suits and Sweaters

Perhaps it is because sweaters

are rather scarce, perhaps it is a

turn in the fashion, but light-weight

suits and blouses (both tailored and
more fancy) or dickies are being

worn more than has been the cus-

tom during other semesters. It is

presumed these will be worn all

winler under coats. The jackets

are coming up a little in length.

There's a broad but natural shoul-

der, with the jacket as a whole more
loosely draped, and a sleeker skirt.

Some girls prefer a check, with
which is worn neutral colours in the
blouse or sweter, while others

choo.sc a monotone and contrast it

with a more vivid shade. Sweaters
—when obtainable—will always be

an o.k. with the co-cd, for they are
so e.isy to pull on and so warm,
but dickies, don't seem to be as

much a "must" this year as last.

However, blouses have definitely

taken on more personality, and are

no longer nuTe supplementary col-

lars underneath, but have distinct

fashion identity.

Dresses

\\'oollen dresses are to the fore

again and are predicted to be worn
more to classes. Dresses are softer.

The classic shirtwaist loses char-

acter when compared with a dress

that is softened, yet clean cut and
uncluttered. Simplicity and adapt-

ability are essential for the fall and
winter dress. But the colours, girls

—behold a dominating vibrant gold,

a real American Beauty red. inky

bhic-purples, keliy or moss greens,

browns, rusts, henna shades, ^and

black
! Incidentally, with the fuel

shortage, woollen dresses are worn
just about everywhere. Crepe
dresses arrive in about the same
shades, are simple — but trimmed
with just about anything from a

peplum to even an occasional small

hustle.

Coats

Coats seem to be definitely the

casual or "topper" style—but may
be fitted or loose. The Chesttrfield

seems to he playing the favourite.

Sleeves have loose, deep-cut arm-
holes and shoulders are broad with-

FASHION FADS

(Continued, on page 6)

Speaking of chocolate milk
(we think that's the way Walter
Winchell does it), the Drama
Guild always dispenses enough
of it to float the proverbial battle-

ship. We were at their opening
meeting the other night and we
wonder what their president

meant Vhen he said, "We're
saving the sordid part of the

meeting for after the radio skit."

After the skit he introduced Dr.

Bangus.

Then there was the brilliant

comment on one of the freshettes,

"My. but she looks intelligent!"

and the disgruntled snort. "Oh,
hell, she's only mj'opic."

IT'S HUMAN
(Continued on page 3)

by mere wanton destruction of property and belongings, the lustful
military machine of the Third Reich has dared to indulge in a sadistic
orgy of mass murder and terrifying tortures.

Tliis is the story of "Oswiecim — Camp of Death." According to
mformation from the Polish Underground, 94,000 persons were
executed i n Oswiecim up to July 1942. The death toll rose to 667 IGl
for the penod between September 1942 and August 1943. According
to a report by Rev. Paul Vogt. head of the Swiss refugee organi7ation
the FhKhtbmishilfe, the executions of Jews in Oswiecim, amounted
to 1.175,000 during the two years ended April 15. 19+4, as reported in
the Nczv York Times, July 6, 1944

The Nazi war machine—the in-

Intrcducins

BY JIM SOUTHEy

BILL CORNETT
Ptc.-. Bill Cornett, RCAMC, is as

full of Queen's as Richardson Sta-

dium during a Varsity game. The
president of the AMS was born in

Stratford, Ontario, attended public

school in Owen Sound and colle-

giate in Smiths Falls. His mother,

father, brother and sister, as well

as three uncles and an aunt, at-

tended Queen's, the latter having
retired last year as Dean of Women
at the University of Manitoba.

Bill is a member of Meds '46.

and has taken an active part in col-

lege affairs throughout his entire

student career. In his first year,

he was captain of the juvenile bas-

ketball team, and has served as ath-

letic stick for his year; medical

editor of the Tricolor; and junior

.^MS representative of the Aescu-
lapian Society. He was elected to

hi> present position last March and
although he expects to go to Ham-
ilton to intern in February, he will

continue in office until the new
president is elected. Bill has been
interning at the Ontario Hospital,

Rockwood, and when he has com-
pleted his medical training, he hopes
to take a spe'cial course in Toronto
and serve in the Army as a psychia-

trist for the duration, carrying on
the same work in civilian life after-

wards.

Mr. Cornett is quiet and neat,

dresses conservatively, and speaks

INTRODUCING
(Continued on page 4)

vasion of Poland—the fated harm-
less Jews — the occujiation — the

purge. That was a partial blueprint

of tlie self-vaunted master race. And
the beginning of a persecution un
paralleled in the pages of history

The place was \A'arsaw ; the time

an August morning in 1940; the

scene, a city street whose tranquil

ity was ruffled only by the passing

of people with the troubles of the

world upon their shoulders. Sud-
denly, the rumbling of military

vehicles could be heard, then the

screech of brakes and the clattering

of heavy boots on pavement. A
prelude to impending danger.

For here followed what was to

become a common sight on the

streets of occupied Europe: the

round-up of all civilians in sight.

They were rapidly loaded into the

waiting lorries and taken to a large

warehouse where, after being lined

up in orderly fashion, the officer

on dut)' exarniiK-d identity papers
and indi>criiiii[iatel) condemned
his fellow-inen to the slavery await-

ing the unfortunate, Whim rather

than age, occupation, or physical

appearance seemed to be the decid

ing factor.

A night and a day spent on the

cement floor without food or water
was merely an infinitesimal portion

of an iiitrtiduction to misery and
untold horror. After this experi-

ence they were once again loaded

into the trucks and this time taken

to a railroad siding.

Here, the living who were so

soon to wish that they were dead,

found themselves rapidly herded

into cattle-cars that were imme-
diately sealed. Then all knew their

TORTURE CAMP
(Continued on page 3)

'Hurrali for Arts '48!'

There never will be another society

Like Arts "48 — the pride of the

Faculty.

For we are the lads who'll achieve

notoriety

—

Hurrah for Arts '48!

Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
Hurrah for Arts '48!

Yeah! Yeah! Yeah!

We're the lads who never are

late-

Say! Say! Say!

Hurrah for Arts '48!

Let it never be jaid that there's

anyone better

Than an Arts '48 for he's a go-
getter

(He'll call her by phone and then
he'll go get 'er).

Hurrah for .Arts '48!

Of the Medical fellows we've heard
quite a lot

And we've come to conclude it's a
whole lot of rot

;

For they are the guys who will

swipe all you've got-^

Hurrah for Arts '48!

Now the fellows in Science have
their brains in their feet.

They'll be digging the ditches and
cleaning the street;

But we are the ones who will never

be beat—

'

Hurrah for Arts '48!

We rush home for dinner like a
miniature maelstroin,^

We're sleeping in lectures or taking

the girls home.

Whatever may happen we'll never

get lonesome—

^

Hurrah for Arts '4S!

1 It should be "beaten" but who cares?
^ It doesn't make much sense, but it

Bounds good anyway.
' Dear sophs: Please don't ask for

my poetic licence here.

—By Norman Crowder,

Girl Sea Captain
Changes Course

BY DIANA GILL

Captain Eve Forrest, born in

New Westminster, B.C., has for-

saken the coast and the towing
business to study medicine at

Queen's. »

Her father, who was formerly

a captain on the Great Lakes, made
his way to the Pacific Coast whe
he skippered a tugboat up and down
the Fraser r<iver system.

Six }ears ago, when Captain

Forrest died, it was necessary for

Eve and her brother to continue

the business on their own. Togeth-

er they cared for the engine, did

deck chores and under her brother's

guidance. Eve learned to wield the

tug. With the addition of another

boat, each operated one and to-

gether they formed the Pitt Lake
Towing Company. At present there

are three boats manned by seven

men while Miss Forrest manages
the business.

Eve attended the University of

British Columbia for two years,

finding it difficult to study and con-

trol the affairs of the company at

the same time. Now, however, the

company is on a firm basis, and her

work has become simplified. As a

result, it enabled her to pursue hen
interest in the field of medicine

here at Queen's.

For this, we have to thank Dr.

Buchanan, Dean of Arts and Sci-

ence at UBC, a former associate

professor of mathemalics at this

university, who assisted in plan-

ning her stuflies.

Eve lives with her brother, his

wife and their crew on a floating

liouse anchored near Port Coquit-

1am on the Pitt river and although

she is not certain' of her future

plans she hopes to become a doctor.

So many of my deer students

(deer in the sense that they have
lots of doe) have asked me to pub-
lish a book on that wonderful ar(

of unnecessary verbosity—pun-
ning.

How well I recall the day when
petite Dinah Saurus (no relation

to the singer) came to me and ask-

ed: "Docteur, how do you make a

pun?", and I replied: "Dariing,

puns, like heroes, are not made,
but borne. Borne, riiind you, but
not boon'." And that is the first

point — your puns must be sharp

and lively. They must not put the

listener to sleep — else how can he
be wide-awake enough to slap i'ou

down ?

* * *

Now let us get down to some
elementary facts. How and when
did the first pun originate? After
liaving spent half a Life-Time ([

was working on the Luce) on this

problem, I am able at last to shock

the world with this startling infor-

mation. All our troubles today are

due to a pun
!J

You don't believe

me? Then, listen carefully.

Remember when Adam was the

sole being on this earth? Well, one

day he jokingly asked God for some
other mortal to talk to. And Goil

said, "Do you realjy mean it?", and
Adam, doubling over in mirth, re-

plied. "Can't you take a rib?".

Which is exactly what God did,

and Adam got Eve, and God got

even. However, all this happened

lung, lung ago. >

Now, the best way to learn how
to pun is by reading the works of i

great punsters. Here is a story by
|

that, wonderful pun peer, Shakes:
'

Waitress; Hawaii, mister? You
must be Hungary?

j

Gent: Yes, Siam. And I can't

Rumania long either. Venice lunch

ready ?

W: ril Russia table. What'll

you Havre, Aix?

G: Whatever "s ready. But can't

Jamaica cook step on the gas?

W: 'Odessa laugh! But Alaska.

G : Don't do.me favours. Just put

a Cuba sugar in my Java.

W: Don't you he Sicily, big boy.

Sweden it yourself. I'm only here

to Serbia,

G: Denmark my check annd call

the Bosphorus. I hope he'll Kenya.

1 don't fioiivia know who I am.

W: Canada noise! I don't Car-

ribean. You're sure Arrat!

G : Samoa your wisecracks ?

Wliat's got India^ D'you think

this ,irL.'niii!,' Alps business? Be
Nice

!
.\l:,UL*r of fact, 1 gotta Smo-

lensk fur ya

!

W: Attn! Don't Kiev me that

Boulogne) Alamein do! Spain in

the neck. Pay your check and
scram. Abyssinia.

Finnish

Had enough? Give up? Oh yes

—one more imiwrtant question has

popped up—why pun? This is a

very good question, but one that

I have never been able to answer.

IE you're really that interested try

reading that famous book on slanr

guage, Handel's L'Argot, ; ;
'
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PRINCESS CAFE LTD.
109 Princess Street

WANTED— PART-TIME HELP

WAITRESSES, COUNTER BOYS

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

STUDENTS!
At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

It's Human

(Cunliiiucd frnin page 2)

Wl- wonder who lliat brilliant

yoiinjr reporter was who madi
the slii. on the COTC story
Kiiiiioxir has it lh;it he wasn't
even a soph hut a senior. You'd
hettcr he careful Gray—in choos
ing yr.ur reporters.

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

347 Princess St.Dial 8097

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

Walts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, Ree. 6414, GreehfaouEes 3241

livery fall the campus becomes
the scene of the turbulent and
at times the childish pranks
played on freshmen. ' A good
deal lias already been said by the
hcadb of the university and our
tic\:er-failing friend the If'/iiV/-

Shindard, hut we would like tc

offer a constructive suggestion
We think- that the donning of the
tani should be made the centre
of an impressive ceremony. The
freshmen should by a dignified

procedure be made aware that
llic tarn is part of a very old

li-adilion here at Queen's and
that it is a privilege to wear that
tam.

At limes the comments of the

newcomers to the campus can be
and are, very penet/aliiig. There
1^^. for mstancc, the story of the
liiiif fresliette who was telling

licr friends about the prof in —2.
"You know," she said, "I'm com
pictc-ly convinced that man ie

crazy." So help us, that's exactly
what she said.

* * +

Like Walter Winchell, we
would like to tell of any "little

hundles of joy" that may be on
the way. So let us know first.

Just address your mail to us, care

of.the Joiinial. That's all. We're
also running an "advice to the

love-lorn" section. Don't be shy;
tell us what yo«r .problems are.

We sometimes wonder how
sentiincntal tripe like '"The White
Cliffs of Dover" can leave anv
effect on so-called intelligent

people, even co-eds. Leave it to

the Hollywood elephant to crush

and semblance of delicacy of feel-

ing into noisy tear-jerking and
unbearable flag-waving.

Torture Camp

THE MACCISCN STUDIO
Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Years in Business

WANTED
10 copies of Tracey & Law Latin Prose Composition

TECHNICAL*
KINGSTON Qucen'.i University Grounds ONTARIO

{Continued from page 2)
dtstination. "Oswiecim. the camji

from which no one returns alive."

The cars jerked and started to

move, leaving behind the homes,
possessions and loved ones of those

inside, taking them to a hell-hole

worse than hell itself.

"Run! . . , Run!" shouted the

guards.

"f iv'mnnstics for the new arriv

aK. liiL' ( i^wiecim receiving officer

had curtly ordered on arrival. They
were broken up into groups, each
forming a big circle. Then told to

run, smartly and in formation.

The first lap^felt good. It warm-
ed I heir bare feet—they had made
them remove their shoes. But on

the second lap the hard gravel be-

gan to burn their soles. The third

time around the circle it seemed as

if they were running on soft, green

grass, hut that was just the numb-
ness that soon turned to sharp pain.

Gravel, they learned, could scorch

like fire.

"Run . . . run!" A hundred and
fifty steps a minute on thousands

of sharp needles that stabbed and
jabbed. Some of the men began

to waver. By slapping and beat-

ing, the guards kept them going.

Gradually the brown gravel took

on the colour of human blood—first

a pale pink, then red. then purple

. . . stones^ that already had been
dyed with many coats of human
pigment. So began life at Oswie-
cim.

Daylight

The barracks looked out upon
a huge sign "Work Brings Free-

dom" and a tall red chimney of

what was known as "The Factory"

or, more politely, the crematory.

That was their freedom. Over fifty

per cent went in to create the chief

product of Oswiecim—smoke from

the tall red chimney.

Oswiecim had an economic pro-

gramme based upon a maxinnmi
"turnover of labour." For tiiey

had lo start early to avoid the pen

allies for lateness. Tliey jumped
from their pallets—rushed to la

trines that were always occupied,

splashed in the same bowl of water

used by hundreds of others. If

lucky, they managed to grab

mnuthfiil of food. One bowl had

to serve three prisoners. A gntp

of acorn coffee and it was rime for

roll call.

LIFE INSURANCE

When a person is considering
the purchase of life insurance, the
matter should have careful con-
sideration. A life insurance policy
is a long range proposition, and
one should consider not only theii

present retjuirements for insur-

ance but their possible future
needs as well.

One may expect to get from a
life insurance policy not only pro-
tection in event of death, but a
form of savings. Some policies

stress the protection angle most,
others the savings; and on the
other hand there are policies

which might be said to take the

middle course stressing fairly

evenly protection and savings.

If one haa a fairly good know-
ledge of the background of life

insurance, he or she is in a much
better position to buy wisely.

How is it possible to get this

information? I believe the best

way is by thoroughly discussing

the matter with a well qualified

life insurance man. A mark of

qualification is the C.L.U. degree.

This degree is Chartered Life

Underwriter. It is obtained by
taking a three year course given
through the Extension Depart-

ment of the University of Tor-
onto, for the Life Underwriters

Association of Canada. It requires

the passing of three yearly sets of

examinations on life insurance.

As I am a Queen's graduate, I

will be particularly pleased to

discuss life insurance with any

Queen's student.

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Branch Manager
The Mutual Life of Canada

Office Phone; 3485

Ruling's Explained

ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS
Phone 5056187 Princess St.

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS 1 1. D« A*

DIVISION ST. 1 DRUG
Phone 7100 1 STORES

1 PRINCESS
1

*^

1 ALBERT ST.

1 Phone 7300

Then work! A production line

of wheelbarrows with an overseer

continuously stepping up the pace.

In the middle of the camp was an
uneven rise of ground. The men
were detailed to cart dirt from

sunie distance away and level off

Ihe top of the plateau.

Stooped bodies soon became
rramped with fatigue. Hands be-

.•aiiie stiff and slipped from the

liaiidles. The vehis of their arms

swelled until it seemed they would

hu rst.

"Quicker . . . quicker," cried the

overseer, striding along the line

with his whip wliich he used at

random.

Wheelbarrows overturned, men
cnllapsed and the Germans looked

pleased. The workers had earned

Iheir freedom.

(To be continued)

(Continued from page I)

only 275 meals would be served in

any one noon hour. Since the Un-
ion opened this session the number

of lunches served daily have run

between ZCfi and 270. so that this

restriclion is simply lo assure the

already overworked slaff that there

will he no great increase in the

number of noon meals to be served.

Regarding the butter situation

nothing can he done. The Union's

ration is six pounds a day, and ap-

parently all of that is used up at

breakfast, leaving none for the

other meals. The Ration Coiilrol-

tcr was approached by a committee

from the L'niversily seeking an in-

crease in butter ration for the Un-

ion, but tills was impossible to ob-

tain.

1 hope the new arrangements

will be found more satisfactory by

the majority of the students eating

at tlie Liriioii. They are to take

effect tomorrow.

WILL THE
person who was seen removing the

brown top-coat from Douglas Lib-

rary on Friday evening, please re-

turn same to 349 Brock or leave on

liook in the Library.

Drama Guild

(Continued from page I)

will beghi work on the radio pro-

ductions this week.

Next week the first meeting of

the newly formed play reading

group will take place. Further de-

its about this group as well as the

choice of the major production for

tliis term will he announced in the

ncM isMie of ill.' J<uo-iuiI.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK' S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excclelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kccsge's

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat,"

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

t

Dance Time Again

MEDS FORMAL

OCTOBER 27th

Reserve Your
Full Dress Rental

Early

*

GEO. FREED'S
MEN'S SHOP

214 PRINCESS STREET

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

presents

THE CARDIGAN SUIT

THE MANNISH TAILORED SUIT

Soft Suits . . . Tailored Suits. . . . Both ore fovorites this

coming Fall. They are here at |ackson-Metivier's!

SEE THEM NOW!

English Tweed, English Imported Worsted and

Hair-Line Stripes

Other dressmaker styles in junior and misses' sizes
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Introducing

(Continued from page 2)
in a definite, precise manner. A!
though kept very busy with his

course and AMS dntics, he likes to

slip away on a sunny afternoon for

a game of golf at liie fOcal club.

His room is kept very tidy and is

graced with a pin-up girl, who is in

excellent taste.

He has made it his goal tliis year
to try and acquaint the freslmicn

and lower classmen more fully with
the significance and operation of

the AMS, and to give them a bet-

ter idea of the function of student

government. Accordingly, consti-

tutions were distributed to all fresh-

len, and the facuhy club presidents

/ere instructed to give addresses,

llie matter. Mr. Cornett feels

^ilial mucli follt-rje si.iirit and enthus
iaMii WLTc lo.M Willi ihc cessation of
mlvr-L-oll,;;>i;,iL' ,'illilctics, and to tr\'

and revive tliis, he asked D:
AN'allacc to speak Monday on
the history and ideals of the Uni
versity.

Some settlement is going to be
worked out as to how the students
can roiilribute to ihe financing of
Ilie new Union to be built after
the war. In reply to the complaint
llial few men can skate on after-
noons during the week, arrange-
menls are under way to secure the
rnik for students on Sunday after-
noons. Ii ],lanned to have a
Colour N[-hi. more in accordance
with forinL-r tradilioii, with a din-
ner at whicli ijihh-fic presentations
will be made, followed by the AMS
F'-.nnal. Tliis year another Ice Car-
"i^;d will he held, with profits go-
nj- toward the new Union. The
MKuiey raised ll,roii,t;h war aid will
l>e sunk into Vitfury Bonds which
will later form part of the Union
funds.

The president was reluctant to
an opinion on the pertinent

question of freshmen hazing, but
stated that it is unlikely that the
AMS will change its constitution
on this subject. He landed the vol-
untary improvements made, espec-
ially hy the I'ngincering Society,
anrl he expects that this process
will continue, in realization by the
sophomores that it is better for all

concerned.
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Tlie war still isn't over — invest
in War Savings Certificates.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-
We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books
Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

Tlie mosl up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Porlor in Connection

Opi>. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 4850

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

s

Journal Poll

m Walk Alone.

Medical Society

Meets At Queen's

Queen's Men Give Papers
At Meetings Here

Four Queen's research workers
formed mepibers of the Ca

dian Phjsiolog-ical Society of the

results of their experiments dur-

the eighth annual meeting of

the society held over the week-
end at the university.

Dr. G. H. Ettinger and Dr.

Margaret Sawyer, of the depart-

ment of physiology, told of the

effects upon the pituitary-kidney

relationship of administering pos-

terior pituitary extract repeatedly

to dogs. They found that pro-

onged administration over two
to four years had not suppressed

the production of water-balance

hormone and on post-mortem ex-

amination the post pituitary

bodies showed normal pituicytes.

J. A. Stewart Dorrance, Meds
'47, speaking of work done by
Dr. Eldon M. Boyd and himself,

reported that they found that the

concentration of sulfonamides in

respiratory tract fluid is directly

proportional to that in the blood.

This fact may be utilized in (ur-

their investigations on its thera-

peutic value.

Sessions of the society were
held in the morning and after-

ioon on Saturday, with luncheon

in Grant Hall the same day, when
Dr. Frederick Etherington, for-

mer Dean of Medicine, listed

some of the great men who had
passed from Queen's University

and some who had had an influ-

ence on its affairs while they had
resided in Kingston,

Friday, evening marked the an-

nual dinner of the society in

Grant Hall. This event has been
jioslponed since 1942 because of

war exigencies. Chairman of the

Saturday morning session was
Dr. E. V. Henderson, while the

president-elect. Dr. B, P. Bahkin
officiated in the afternoon. Dr
R .G. Sinclair, head of the de-

partment of biochemistry, was
chosen secretary of the nominat-
ing committee.

Arts '45 Dance

(Continued from page 1)

the use of the gymnasium.
This will be the only year dance

for two weeks and so it is expected

that tlif dance will be a complete

sell-out. Tickets may be procured
from Doug Mcfntosh, Irv Collins,

Vern Ready and Tom Eocking,

H you can't be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol with

the Blood Donor Clinic today.

Official Notices

Pall Convocation

- Fall Convocation will be held

in Grant Hall on October 21 at

II a.m. Classes will close at 10.45

a.m. and students should proceed
without delay to Grant Hall. Thej
must be in their places before 11

o'clock.

hiterfacitlty Track and Field Mcel
Tiie annual Interfaculty Track

and Field Meet will be held on
Wednesday, October 25. Classes

will be called at 3.45 o'clock that

afternoon.

November Examimiions

The attention of students in Arts
is called to the midyear examina-

tions scheduled for the first week
November.

Principars Talk

(Continued from page 1)

Wallace pointed out, "You must

use the curriculum as a tool for

your own thought." Because every-

one (professor, students or man-
in-the-street ) speaks with a certain

bias. Dr. Wallace declared that the

student musi learn to get the facts

for himself if he is to be of any
use as an "intelligent thinker."

Queen's University has always sent

out self-reliant men, there can be no
better ideal for a university.

Queen's will never solicit large

immbers of students. A compact,

restricted student body of no more
than 2.000 members will be most

profitable to the individual. A grant

of $300,000 for a new building in

the Faculty of Applied Science has

been received. Olher buildings—

a

new chemistry wing, a separate ad-

ministration building, a theatre on

the grounds, a student union for

tnen and \\'omen — are badly need-

ed, particularly the latter. "Build-

ings are only outward symbols; the

great thing is what is going on in-

side them." The first five postwar

years will be difficult ones and

much depends on the manner in

which the younger generation ex-

presses itself. Queen's will give

the undergraduate insight into those

deep values in life to which every-

one adheres. Queen's history has

beeen a struggle — gaining an edu-

cation is hard work and not easily

done.

(Continued from page I)

terest in Queen's is now increasing

in leaps and bounds.

"The weather is lousy," were
the first words of Ann Parkhill,

Levana '48, of Winnipeg, on be-

ing interviewed. She finds lots

doing around the campus and hopes

that lier will power will stick with

her through the long wirUor months.

However, she's still waiting to

meet some fascinating men. Tlie

number is 2-00S4 (plug—Good-
win). She was deeply impressed,

with [he Candle-Lighting ceremony
and wonders why she rated the

white candle — foj purity? Al-

though a big city girl, she finds the

shopping satisfactory in Kingston

but is perplexed by the way co-eds

must live on minimum subsistence

rations.

The Science frosh we tackled

was more interested in the aesthe-

tic aspect of college. Hugh Jack-
son, Science '4S, of Simcoe, On-
tario, refused to say more than that

the limestone buildings and blonde

co-eds are very stimulating.

Tlie Meds 'SO student, Gerald
Thomas of Ottawa, is strictly a

spirit man. He thoroughly en-

dorses the excluding of fraternities,

and considers this responsiljle for

unsurpassed tricolor spirit. He is

finding the social life a little dull

comparison with that of Ottaw;

but feels confident of rapid in

provement.

Concert Series

(Continued from page 1)

of audiences, from the Coronation
festivities in London in 1936 to

recitals for the troops in the pres-

ent war. The Spring Festival of

Chamber Music, whi%;li t,-iki-< ]ilri,-.

in Toronto each May, i-. an .--Ldi

lishcd feature in the mu^]L lif,- i,

that city.

Only one of the original mem
bers, Boris Hamlmr!;, \ellr>, sii!)

plays with Ihr (|ii;iria. lames

formerly- of llic Loiulini Siring

Quartet, plays iir>t violin. The
other mcniljcrs arc H.Trold Mil!it;an,

second violin, and Cyril t^ily.ii, \i-

ola. Thursd;i\''s program \\\W mn-
sist of Ihc Beelhnvcn |n,M-tH in B
flat, opus 1.^, -n,np, ol vari:.-d short

pieces, and ISrahnis' ( iiiiiitct for

pianoforte and siriiiL;> in I'' niiimr.

Dr, V. LI. Harrison, |inifis-;nr i.if

music at Queen's; will play the

piano part in the latter work, at

the re(|uest of (he Hart House
Quartet, with whom he lias per-

formed before.

Lunch Costs Cut

Arts '47 Year Fees

X-Ray Timetable

LOST
Tan leather wallet. Arts build

ing. Saturday morning. Finder

please return to Diana Blake, 144

Albert street.

McGALL'S
SHOE HEPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

(Continued from page 1)

Following is the general time-

table:

Today

9 to 12, women registered for

the first time, women who have

been transferred from other in-

stitutions and those registered

extramurally, women on the filial

year of honours courses; 2 to 3,

women on the final year of a pass

course; 3 to 4:30, first and final-

year Medical men; 4:30 to 5,

first-year Science men (sections

9 to 12).

Tomorrow

9 to 11, final-year Science men
and Science men who have trans-

ferred from other universities

;

II to 12, first-year Science men
(sections 13 to 20); 2 to 4:50,

first and final-year Arts men
including Commerce, men who
have transferred from other uni

versities and those registeret

extramurally; 4:50 to 6:15, first

year Science men (.sections 1-8

and 21-24).

Queen's Anniversary

(Continued from page I)

school of mining and architecturec,

founded in 1893, and in 1916 he-

came a faculty.

The School of Commerce and

Administration originated in 1914

with the establishment of courses

in Banking. Commerce and Busi-

ness courses were added lo those of

the Arts faculty in 1919, and in

1937 the school was given its pre-

sent name and the Industrial Rela-

tions Section was established.

Queen's was originally an insti-

tution for training ministers, close-

ly connected with the Presbyterian

Guirch, One of the original facul-

ties was that of Theology.-which be-

came the independent Queen's Tlie-

ological College in 1912, when the

university eventually separated from

the Church.

The summer school was inaugur-

ated in 1855 with a session in medi-

cine. A science course was added in

1894, and in 1910 the school took

its present form.

Students of Arts '^7 are re-

quested to pay their year fees im-
mediately to treasurer Hank
Wightman. Members of the year
in Levana will pay their fees to

Alison Armstrong, vice-president.

COST

On campus nn Friday or Satur-

day, l.mksl.-iu , liangc purse with

initials M.I'.S.; contains large sum
Canadian currencj'. Will finder

phone 4741,

(Continued from page 1)

ruling is not expected to cause

any inconvenience, since the

Jniirnnl has learned that thus far

only 250 students have been eat-

ing lunch at the cafeteria on an
average day. A total of 750

meals are served for breakfast,

lunch and supper.

No solution was found for the

most insistent of the students"

demands — that the quantity

served at noon and night he con-

Mderably enlarge.!. The bulk of

-uhK'iiI opinion seems to concur

ill ihe belief llie amounts served

at these meals are inadequate;

but, it was stated, a tense labour

situation iirobibits any increase

in the ^i/e of the ])ortions.

Present at the closed meeting

were representatives of both the

students and the staff. The for-

mer Int-liuk-il: Bill (_ ornelt, Meds
'46, AMS president; Frank Lee,

M.-i, Ivugineering Society presi-

kiit; Glenn Clark. '45. Arts So-

ciety president
; Ian Shaw, '45,

Medical Socict)' president ; and
Alden Gourley, Sc. '45, Union
I louse Committee chairman.

Staff in

Dr. J. H
Coumil cli

ton, acting

rubers present were

:

Orr, Union House
liriiian ; H. A. Hamil-

-crri'tarv; D. S. Ellis,

Dean of Science; Dr. G. S. Mel-

viii, Dean of Medicine; Prof. S.

N. Graham, of the mining de-

partment
; J. M. Farrell; and

Miss M, Rappolt, cafeteria diet-

ician, who sat in as special

adviser.

^Remember me? Fm the

gay in the Dover suit!

Yes, Sir! That's whot

you'll say when you

weor a DOVER suit

. . . when you buy your

next suit be sure it's

DOVER,. Tweeds,

worsteds and gobar-

dines—'dozens of pat-

terns and colours from

which to choose. Smart

single-breasted three-

button models for the

student, and the more

conservative models for

the mon.

"The

Students'

Store"

PHONE 3030

123- 125 PRINCESS STREET
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GAELSJJ^CTjEARS TO WIN OPENER
TOUCH RUGBY GAMES
SOON TO START

Touch football will again ap-

pear as a substitute for rugby foot-

ball on the iiiter-faculty sports cal-

endar as only the Arts faculty has

the necessary equipment available

to play the tackle game.

The champion Science team will

open the schedule against Arts

Monday while the Meds will play

its initial contest on Wednesday
afternoon against Arts,

Contrary to popular belief, the

game of touch football has been on
tlie sports horizon for mafiy sea-

sons — in fact the first inter-colle-

giate game was played in the Unit-

ed States in 1869 and has been

associated with the regular game
since rugby football's inception.

However, only recently were the

rules standardized and for the ben-

efit of those players and officials

who are not too familiar with the

official intramural rules, a brief

outline of those rules which differ

from the regular football rules are

given below

:

Equipment

Regular football equipment is uot

necessary but it is deemed advis-

You too

will purr.

The silky strokes you
get from MIRADO'S
smoodi lead wilt make
you purr like a con-
icnicd cat. You won't
be irritated by broken
points. MIRADO will

be off your mind and on
the job—always. It's

more than a pleasure, its

a real economy.

Sc each—laii )n quonlitisi

Certified with a money-back
guarantee.

MIRADO
W j»RE GUARANTEED
' STRONGER, SWOOrHER
lONGER WEARING
OR YOUR

able to wear football, basketball or
soccer shoes.

Game

All games must be played at the

Richardson Stadium on the date
and at the time scheduled.

The game will be played in four
twelve minute jjeriods with five

minutes rest between halves.

Timeouts for substitutions, out of
bounds balls, after a score and at

the referee's discretion, will be
taken during the last three minutes
of each period and in all overtime

play.

In the case of a tie game, the

first two periods of overtime will

be five minutes and will commence
w ith a kick-off as at the beginning

of the first and second halves. If

further overtime is necessary, each
team will be given three downs on
the same 20 jard line; the team
advancing the ball farthest in the

three downs shall be declared the

winner by one point in the final

scoring.

Players and Substitutes

A team shall consist of nine re-

gulars and six substitutes. If one
team is not able to field a regular

team, ten minutes after the schedule

starting time the game will be for-

feited to the other team. A list of

players must be handed to the re-

it-ree before the game.

Any number of substitutes may
lie made during the game but sub-

stitutes must report t^ the referee

'If umjiire before entering the game.

Regulations for Play

The player is downed and the

lialt dead when an opponent touches

liim with two hands simultaiieously.

-Mi players are eligible to receive

iir intercept a forward pass.

Only one foi;ward pass is allowed

in one dovvn and it may be thrown
irom anywhere beliind the line of

-(.rimniage of the attacking team.

Fouls and Penalties

SPORTS

TtiE CAMPUS SPCPTLIGliT
BY OORD MACK

MONEV BACK

Tackling, pushing, holding, trip-

[nng, using the bands, and flying

l)iocks are illegal. Penalty—loss of

15 yards by the offending team.

Roughing is illegal. Penalty

loss of 20 yards by the offending

team and banislunent from the

game of the offending player or

players.

Officials

A referee shall be in charge of

the game and his decisions are final.

He shall report the score with line-

ups to the Intramural Director af-

ter each game.

An umpire shall be in cliarge of

measuring distances and shall re-

port offsides, and interference along

ihe line of scrimmage and on pass-

ing plays.

The referee and umpire shall be

chosen by the Intramural Director

.md receive their fees from the fac-

ulties participating.

A timekeeper and yardstickman

shall be obtained by each of the

participating teams.

-All other rules shall be carried

out as prescribed in the Canadian

Rugbv Uiiion rulcbook. I

Are You In The Know?*

If a gorgeous co-ed fell into Lake Ontario at the foot of University
Avenue, which would you do (check your answer, and no promptiDg)—

( ) Get 3 fire extinguisher?

( ) Ask "Cuddles" for a late-leave pass?

( ) Swim out and rescue her?

If you are in the know, you would naturally <Uve in and with an
improved Weisemuller-style crawl tow back the pulchritudinous heiress and
live happily ever after. Oa the assumption, however, that there are many
at Queen's who are not in the know, a swimming club is being organized
with a special section devoted to the instruction of the begmner and non-
swimmer.

Team sports such as rugby, hockey, baseball and basketball all have
their important function in the average feUow's athletic life, but swimimng
has two important advantages over all of them. The firet ol these Is the
very practical use which can be made of swimming in perhaps some day
preventing your evolutionary retrogression to a marine animal Often in
canoeing, or slipping off a dock, the ability to swim just a few yards means
the difference between another sixty years and six feet. A second important
difference is that swimming is a sport which you can enjoy until that ripe
old age when you have so big a corporation you can't hold up your swimming
trunks without a pair of police suspenders. Once you graduate as engineers,
doctors, and leaders in education, commerce and theology, it's difficult to
entice twenty-three Joe Joneses away from their plush-lined offices to
bruise their shins and bark their elbows at a comer-lot game of rugby.

The section for beginners is to have its first meeting Wednesday at

7 p.nu There will be a mixed swimnung class held then under the experi-
enced instruction of Mhora Howson (Levana '47). Jack Harvey and Bill
Roberts (both Science '45). All three instructors have had extensive training
in swimming instruction and no one will be allowed to dampen their big
toe before they are properly coached in the fundamental principles. For those
who are unable to swim, this is an invaluable opportunity to make up their
loss with a group equally improficient.

From 8 to 9 p.m. the swimming club will be devoted to the 'Bdvanec
swimmer (Levana or otherwise). Instruction will be provided in ornamental
swimming, diving, and stroke correction. Tentative plans for a swim meet
with Service personnel after Christmas are in the making.

An Apology
To the Intramural Athletic Committee and those whom it has concerned,

tor the delayed publication of the touch rugby schedule and time-table for
track qualifying times. This was due to an early-season short circuit in the

Journal office, which we believe has been repaired for the remainder of the

seasoa

Queen's Line, Milliken Star

In Thrillmg^l-lO Victory
From the moment Alfie Pierce shoved the new rugl^y ball intoCy Moros stomach to officially open the 1944 Tricolour season,untd he last-mmute thrill-packed touchdown which preservedyueen s two-year undefeated record, the 1,500 dr

Richardson Stadium Saturday were treated
gridiron classics of recent years.

rizzle-chilled fans at

to one of the closest

Upsetting expert opinion andovercommg hand-caps of weight and experience, the GallopingC^^^^ responded with a story-book 11-10 triumph over BarriefieldOrdnance to make them top-heavy favourites to capture the.r third
consecutive unblemished league championship.

The first Queen
TIMES ANNOUNCED
FOR TRACK MEET

^With apologies to our advertisers.

TOUCH FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE POSTED

Arts and Science will tangle in

the first Interfaculty Toucii Foot-

ball game next iVIonday at the Sta-

dium, commencing 12.15 p.m.

Due to tite lack of a playing field

and the limited playing time after

late classes it was found necessarj'

to schedule two half games on

consecutive days during the noon

hour.

In the half games only players

who comi)cte in the first two per-

iods will be allowed to play in the

second two periods of the particular

game. All scores will be carried

over from the first half of that

game.

The team finishing first in tlie

final standing in the schedule will

be declared inter-faculty cham-

pions. In case of a tie the title will

be decided by a sudden death game.

Complete schedule

:

Oct. 16—.Arts vs Science

12.1.5 p.m. (first half)

Oct. 17—Arts vs Science

12.15 p.m. (second half)

Oct. 1ft—Meds vs Arts

3.30 p.m. (full game)

Oct. 23—Science vs Meds
12.15 p.m. (first'balf)

Oct, 24—Science vs Meds
12.15 p.m. (second half)

Sports Notes

Preliminaries for the inter-

faculty track and field meet will

be run off from Tuesday to Fri-

day this week. Competitors will

score year scale points by attain-

ing the lower standards in one
event, and can qualify to compete
in the interfaculty meet, ten-

tatively scheduled for October 25,

by also passing the higher stan-

dard in the event, or events, in

which they enter.

The scale point and meet quali-

fying standards are based on the

experimental standards intro-

duced last year. With the excep-
tion of the 440. shotput, discus,

high jump and pole vault, the

standards are unchanged. The
two hurdle events have been re-

placed by the hop, step and jump
event.

The second round o the men's

intramiu^ tennis singles tourna-

ment must be completed by this

Friday. October 20th.

A soccer game between the C
team Sc. '46 (M. Elliott, caj^tain)

and Sc. '47 (G. Norton and S.

Shapiro) is scheduled "for the

lower campus tonight at 4:30.

.-\nother game will be played to-

morrow from 12:40 to 1:15 be-

tween Sc. '46 B team (D. Dy-

niond, captain) and Sc. '45 (D,

Craig).

A correction lu Friday's Joiirml:

The final day for entries in the

intramural golf tournament will

by 6 o'clock tomorrow night.

Oct. 26—Science vs Arts

12.15 p.m. (first half)

Oct, 27—Science vs .Arts

12.15 p.m. (second half)

Oct. 30—Meds vs Science

12.15 p.m. (first half)

Oct; 31—Meds vs Science

12.15 p.m. (second half)

Nov. 1—Arts vs Meds

3.30 p.m. (full game)

Officials

:

Oct. 16-17—Referee. H. Law-

ler; Umpire, S. Moro.

Oct. 18—Referee, J. Milliken;

Umpire, H. Lawer.

Coach Bill Roberts will be on
hand from 12:30 to 1:15 and at

4:30 to supervise workouts and
qualifying events. The schedule

for all preliminary events will be
a; follows:

Tuesday: 12:30 p.m.—discus,

100; 4:30 p.m.—high Jump, shot-

pnt, 880.

Wednesday: 12:30 p.ni,—220,

javelin; 4:30 p.m.—broad jump,
hop. step and jump. 440.

Thursday: 12:30 p.m.—high
jump, sliotput; 4:30 p.m.—discus,

100. S80.

Friday: 12:30 p.ra.—broad

jump, hop, step and jump; 4:30

p.m.—javelin, 220, 440.

There will be no preliminary

contests in the pole vault, one-

or three-mile events. Entries will

be accepted in these events until

the time of the event at the meet.

Following are the meet stan-

dards and scale standards, respec

lively, for events:

100 yards—n. 5 sec. 12.5 sec.

220 yards—25.5 sec. 27 sec.

440 yards—62 sec, 67 sec.

880 yards—2.25 niin., 2.50 min.

1 mile—6 min. 30 sec. (scale)

3 miles—20 min. (scale).

Broad jump~17.6 ft., 15 ft.

Hop, step and jump—33 ft.,

28 ft.

High jump—4 ft. 8 in., 4 ft. 4 in.

Pole vault—7 ft. 6 in. (scale).

Discus throw—75 ft.. 60 ft.

Shotput—28 ft., 24 ft.

Javelin throw— 110 ft., 75 ft.

score came
shortly after the opening whistle.

Bucks by Dennis Harbric and
several Milliken-Lawlor end-runs
moved the ball deep into Barrie-
field territory, and after an ex-

change of kicks in which Milli-

ken bested "Boots" Bucheski by
20 yards, Cy Moro rifled a pass
to Jack Milliken deep in the cor-

ner, and Jack came down after

his one-handed catch in Bear
touchdown territory. The con-
vert went wide.

Barriefield power rapidly as-

serted itself, as their backficld of

Perrier, Preston and Bucheski
repeatedly tore into the Tricolour

line and rolled up four consecu-

tive first downs to advance the

ball to the Tricolour 10 as the

quarter ended. On the second

play after they changed ends,

Bucheski, the ex-Argo star,

crashed through the center of the

collegian line to tie the score.

His drop-kick convert sailed wide.

Play turned to the air as Nel-

son and Preston vied for aerial

supremacy. A potential tie-

breaking marker by Queen's was
set up when "Sonny" Nelson

intercepted a forward and gal-

loped 42 yards with it, but Moore-

house's quick return of Milliken's

boot from behind the line averted

a score as the half ended.

A costly fumble by Adam
Brown (ex-Red Wing star) paved

the way for Milliken's tie-break-

ing single a few minutes after

play was resumed. The rest of

the quarter saw play centered

aroimd the S5-yard stripe.

The crucial last quarter began

with the Bears moving the sticks

twice up to the Queen's 29. Nel-

son recovered an Army fumble to

give the team a temporary

breather, but the snap to Milliken

on a kick formation was high,

and "Bus" Moorehouse fell on

the loose ball to give Barriefield

a 10-6 margin. Perrier's convert

was blocked.

Fighting back, the Gaels took

advantage of an .'\rniy fumble to

get possession on the Ordnance

15. Milliken took the ball around

end to the one-yard stripe, but

two consecutive bucks were held

by the stone-wall Army line. A
surprise Nelson-Cole pass was

attempted and just missed com-

pletion to give Barriefield the

ball at their 25. Play again alter-

(Continued on page 6)

Arts '43 Presents: "Sweetheart Serenade
FEATUfiING THE 15 PIECE TBENTON R.C.A.F. BAND
GYMNASIUM, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1944

1.25 PER COUPLE DANCING 9 - 1
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178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry o complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

slso

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kionear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

GOUfiDIERS
PLCS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drugstore
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This week we're spotlighting

the first Ban Righ dance of the

year—the tea dance to be pre-

sented by the LAB of C Satu
day. Saturday is the convocation
dance, too—so you can make a

day of it by inviting your date to

the Ban Righ dance first. (Then
if you can still make church the

next morning you're in A-I con-

dition—apply to the CRCC.)
Which reminds us: the proceeds
from the tea dance will go to the

CRCC. Jerry Barclay, convenor
of the tea dance, announces that

the dance will last frorii 4:30 to

7:30, and tickets will be on sale

shortly in Ban Righ,

Initiations

Next, we have the results of

the poll of senior and freshette

Levana opinion re the initiations.

Senior opinion was pretty well

Slimmed up in one senior's com-
ment about the regulations

—

'Dull as ditch-water!" Eighty-
eight per cent of the junior and
senior years considered the regu-

lations far too inane this year and
thought they should be made con-
siderably stiffer. Some of the 88
per cent stipulated that unless

the regulations were allowed to

be stiifer. they should be done
^way with entirely. One remark:
"I think it's the sophomores' dig-

nity that's spoiled." And a few
suggestions were offered that in

making the regulations much
stiffer, the length of time they
last should be shortened to a day
or two. The remaining part of

senior opinion was divided ; 10
per cent considered that the regu-

lations were satisfactory as they
were, and two per cent wanted
regulations completely abolished.

The freshettes were more
equally divided on the question.

Fifty-one per cent said the regu-

lations were "all right by them",
42 per cent were frankly dis-

appointed and thought they could
be a good deal stiffer, and seven
per cent wanted no initiations at

all.

Levana Meeting

Tomorrow at 7 :30 p.m. the

first monthly meeting of the
Levana Society will be held in

Ban Righ common room. Speaker
the evening is Miss Edna

Candle-Lighting Ceremony

Jatques, an authoress, whose sub-
ject is "Poetry for the Common
Day." Refreshments after tjie

meeting as usual, and FAC
(freshette attendance compul-
sory).

Dorothy Mills, Levana's presi-

dent, reminds all those expecting
(hoping?) to graduate that ap-
pointments with Ashley and
Crippen should be made right
away. Phone Bob Watson, 6042.
The photographs will be taken
October 17 and 18 in Ban Righ
reception room.

And there is an announcement

from the Dean of Women that

BY JEAN CRAIO
Last Thursday in Grant Hall,

to the music of Tschaikowsky's

Atidanfc Caniabilc, tlie freshettes

joined the long procession of

Levanites, when they performed

the traditional rites of the candle

lighting ceremony. This cere-

mony is one of the most solemn

occasions of the college year.

The freshettes were brought to

Grant Hall by their seniors and
were received at the entrance of

the hall by Dorothy Mills, presi-

dent of Levana ; Mrs. R. C. Wal-
lace ; Dr. H. Laird; and Dr. A. V.

Douglas. Dean of Women.
After the girls had filed into

place, forming a circle about the

hall, Dorothy Mills, Joyce Wood-
side and Bonnie McCloskey took

their places at the head table.

The .:fECshettes knelt, took the

oath of Levana and the seniors

bestowed upon them their aca-

demic gowns.

Then the candle-lighting took

place. Each freshette was given

a candle which was lit at the

central flame at the head table

The girls moved about the hall

forming an impressive array of

candle-lit figures. After they

had returned to their places they

shook hands with their seniors.

The Levanites, both old and new,
sang Queen's College Colours.

At the end of the ceremony
refreshments were served and the

freshettes displayed their red,

yellow or blue candles, discussing

the tradition lying behind them.

They will probably be a topic of

conversation for some time to

come. At least they will he

cherished by all.

"^^his ceremony served to

change the average freshette's

idea that their introduction to

first-year college would be all

initiation. Now they are mem-
bers of Levana and are regarded

as women of Queen's.

Fashion Fads
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Ban Righ has now enough addi-

tional staff that they can accept

a few more boarders. Anyone
who has not already made satis-

factory boarding arrangements is

advised to leave her name with

Mrs. Cantello at once, because

the number of boarders is still

limited. The new boarders will

begin dining in Ban Righ on
Monday, October 29.

A new war service has been

added to the list. There are some
of the canteen volunteers working
now in the Hostess Hut at Barrie-

field under the supervision of one
of the professors' wives.

Convenors for last night's

freshette bonfire were Nancy
Lewis, Ferd Waters, Jerry Barc-

lay and Maureen Armstrong.

Levana swimming hours are

on Wednesdays—swimming in-

structions for beginners from 7

to 8 and mixed swimming from
8 to 9.

Members of the CRCC will

drill on Thursday evening in the

gymnasium at 7:15.

And one freshette's comment
about the regulations: "I liked

that one about the pyjamas."

(Continued from page 2)

out being footballish. The more

decorative type of coat appears to

have gently drifted out. Tweeds
and gabardines are still popular, but

the coat of one shade is drawing up
to be among the first on the Hit

Parade.

And girls; in your hair—in gen-

eral longer than it was, down or up
—you can wear anything—flowers,

bows, bars, ribbons, combs (curlers

are taboo !) but not too much.

For dress occasions, hats are be-

coming a more important part of

the ensemble. Always fairly *iiniple,

hats are neat, distinct and small.

Coming in with the winter wind,

are hats with a deep-back look,

turbans, beret variations from

double brims to wide side sweeps,

Accessories are colourful, neat

and definitely ingenious. Here there

is scope for personality and individ-

uality and everyone is striving for

something a little different. The
old school-tie is uplifting itself and
you simply must have something

red and black to give the old college

spirit an impetus. So put a UNB
tag on yourself somehow?

But, girls, remember we arc all

distinct personalities, and a certain

article isn't stylish just because

the people are wearing it. unless it

is becoming to us ourselves.

—^The Brunswickan.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Senior Rugby

(Continued from page 5)

nated around mid-field while the

relentless clock worked against

the Tricolour chances. The break

of the game came when Brown
fumbled Milliken's long punt on
his own 35. and Queen's took

over the play. After Andy
Kniewasser's plunge, "Sonny"
Nelson uncorked a picture 40-

yard heave to Jack Milliken far

down the field, who crossed into

gold-dust territory standing up.

Ken Preston began a desperate

aerial counter-attack, but danger
was avoided when Link Bingham
intercepted the first pass, and
gave Queen's possession for the

remaining seconds.

Just before the game, Jack
Milliken was appointed season

captain, and he responded in

brilliant fashion by accounting

for all the Tricolour scores. At
quarter Cy Moro and "Sonny"
Nelson divided their time be-

tween directing traffic and heav-

ing the two touchdown passes.

The surprise stars of the day,

though, were to be foimd on the

collegian line. Outweighed 191

to 170, they took a terrific pound-
ing from the hard-charging Army
backfield, but fought back to hold .

the Bears to only three first-

downs in the second half. The
play of Don Delahaye, Pete King,
Merv Pritchard, Ken MacDonald
and Jim Southey more than made
up for Coach Bob Elliott's sleep-

less night Friday.

If you can't be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol wifh
the Blood Donor Clinic today.

Welcome to Queens

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

A. R. XI/nOXHV
PHonrocRARtfeve

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups
ISIOWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES

282 Princess Street
REASONABLi PRICED

Phone 6733

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624

For Appointments

PHONE

BOB WATSON
Phone 6042 after Oct. 15

Between 7:00 and 10 p. m.

ASHLEY & CRIPPEN

Temporary Studio Opened in Portimouth to Photograph Graduating Classes. | ^[ caJ

Sittings available Day Time and Evenings.
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STUDENTS DISAPPROVE UNION MEALS
Plans Revea led For Postwar Building

Four New Buildings Planned

Including Men's Residence

Propose To House
In Union Building;
Location Indefinite

Men

=5 I Theatre Planned

Pians for an extensive postwar

programme have been tentatively

drawn up, with proposals for a new
union, a men's residence, an admin-
istrative building, a theatre, and an
additional wing for Ban Righ.

The new union rates first place

on the list of building projects.

Women may be admitted, accord-

ing to Dr. W. E. McNeill, who
stated that there will be common
recreation rooms. It will undoubt-

edly be several )-ears after the war's

«jrid before construction will start,

owing to the scarcity of materials

a;id to unsettled conditions. It is

hoped tliat in keeping with its plan

to further postwar projects of pub-
lic value, the Government will sup-

ply the required labour; in this way
about tifty per cent of the'cost may
he met.

Unsettled Location i

The design of the new Union
will depend chiefly on its location,

which has not yet been settled. A
definite decision, according to Dr
McNeill, may be made at a meeting
of the Board of Trustees tomor-
row. Plans regarding its construc-

tion on the bite of the old Union
liave beeen rejected, because it

might be used to house the depart-

ment of Commerce, which is now
cramped for .space.

According to Dr. McNeill, Uni-
versit)' avenue is central and a Un-
ion situated there would be within

reach of the Library and other Uni-
versity buildings. The avenue would
then really be "University avenue"
with the college's most imposing

buildings situated there. Leonard
Field as a probable site is doubtful

liecause of its position.

POSTWAR BUILDINGS
(Continued on page 3)

ISS Begins Work
For New Session

Student War Victims To
Be Aided By Funds

Student Opinion: An Editorial

The helping of war-stricken stu-

dents, the aiding of destitute stu-

dents in peace time, and the fos-

tering of co-operative international

feeling among students, were out-

lined recently as the three principal

aims of the International Students'

Association by Dr. A. j. Coleman,

of the mathematics department.

\\ hile not officially tnnni--cted

with" the Queen's ISS, Dr. Cole-

man ^dias been associated with the

Canadian branch for some time, as

well as with several other similar

organizations. In a special inter-

view with the Journal, he discussed

the aims of the ISS, and revealed

that plans for this year's Queen's

campaign were already being forni-

nlated.

"In the time of peace," said Dr.

Coleman, "the chief functions of

the ISS are to encourage good re-

ISS BEGINS

(Continued on page 4)

Alumni Dance

Tomorrow Night

Under the auspices of the Clen-

cral Alunmae Association the Con-

vocation dance, held for the last

twenty years, will take place Satur-

day at 9.00 in Grant Hall.

The music will be provided hy

Nick Hamlet, who plax'ed durinj;

last summer at Lake Ontario Park.

Tickets costing $1.00 per couple

can be bought before Convocation

at the library or can be obtained

at the door. The proceeds of these

dances help towards the upkeep of

Grant Hall.

The Journal Poll And The Union
Indisputable proof of the existing dissatisfaction with Union

cafeteria meals was furnished Wednesday noon when a Journal
student opinion survey on that question was held in the cafeteria.

To the question: "Are you satisfied with the meals served in the
Students' Memorial Union cafeteria?" 86% of the 200 students
who returned forms said No, 10i^% said Yes. and 3}/% were
undecided.

If the senior members of the Union House Council desired
tangible proof of the prevalent discontent, they have now obtained
It. While it had been bluntly pointed out to them that students
were becoming more and more irate over the situation, and that
continued neglect to take definite steps to ameliorate the matter,
might result in disastrous consequences, they persisted virtually

unmoved in their policy of skeptical indifference. That they will

now continue to du so, in the face of the unfavourable light shed
on the smouldering situation by the JoiirmVs poll, seems highly
doubtful. The matter has now become crystal-clear: there is

"not enough to eat."

The declaration made in the last issue's front-page editorial,

that students found "cafeteria prices were too high and amounts
served too meagre", has been substantiated. The largest number
of complaints, which totalled 34 per cent, asserted that there was
not enough served, while the second largest. 28 per cent, stated

that prices were too high for the quantities received. Typical of

the pungent comments penned at the bottom of the forms are:

"Never before have so few served so little to so many"; "Hell!

Ghandi has nothing on us—we have been fasting for the last two
years": "Insubstantial"; "Five-cent reduction (is) not important.

Portions should be bigger even at added cost"; and so forth.

Further indicative of the widespread discontent are the not-

infrequent suggestions that students organize a boycott of the

cafeteria. In this way, it is suggested. Union officials wc/idd be
realistically apprized of student feelings, and the situation would
soon be rectified. We hope, however, that such action on the

part of Queen's men will now be obviated—such an occurrence

would give the university a bad reputation across the Dominion

;

and. more important, it is to be hoped that, the matter having

been fully exposed, the House Council will, in the immediate

future, remove the causes of the friction.

It is true, as officials have declared, the labour problem is

acute. Yet, as manj"- of these polled remarked, if commercial

nrganizatinns can get by, there is no reason why the Union cannot.

AVe hope that full redress will be effected, to the satisfaction of a

great majority of the students, as soon as possible. Members
of the Council have been provided with incontrovertible evidence

of present feelings; action rests in their hands.

Widespread Dissatisfaction

Revealed By Journal Survey

AMS To Award

$25 Essay Prizes

'The History of Queen's'

To Be The Subject

Twenty-five dollars in prize-

money will be awarded for the best

essay on the subject, "The History

of Queen's," it was decided at the

meeting of the Alma Mater So-

ciety Friday night.

This is an expansion of the idea

sponsored by the Arts Society last

year to make students more fam-

iliar with the history of the uni-

\'ersity. The contest is open to first

year students only.

The essays are not to e.tceed

1,000 words nor to be shorter than

300 words. Entries must be neatly

written or tj'ped on one side of the

paper only. Essay size paper is to

be used.

The contest will close I^ovember

IS. Entries may be mailed through

the L'niver:^ity Post Office address-

ed to: Giairman, Orientation Com-
mittee.

86 Percent Not Satisfied

By Quantity Served
For Price Charged

200 Queried

Dr. Frost Lectures

Chemical Institute

Gen. A. G. L, McNaughton
To Address Convocation

Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton, for-

nier commander of the Canadian
Anny^ overseas, will be the guest

speaker at the Fall Convocation

ceremonies tomorrow. Honorary
degrees of LL.D. will be presented

In Dr. Robert Chambers of the

Washington Square Division of

Uie New York University and to

Otan C. J. McKenzie. acting head

of the National Research Council

of Canada, who recently replaced

General McNaughton.

The ceremonies will commence
at 14 ajn. in Grant HalK ChAntiel-

lor the Right Honourable C. J.

Dunning, Principal and Vicc-Chan-

cellor Dr. R. C. Wallace and Vice-

Principal Dr, W. E. McNeill will

be present with other officials of

the university.

After Gen, McNaughton 's speech,

there will be addresses by the Chan-

cellor and Principal, after which

Dr. McNeill will present the schol-

arship wiimers to the. Chancellor

of the University. The honorary

degrees will then be conferred and

GEN, McNaughton
(Continned'on page 4)

Guest Editorial By Bill Cornett

Discusses Union Meal Question
BV BILL CORNETT

It is with considerable enthu-

siasm that I have accepted Mr.

("ray's invitation to write a guest

editorial on the question of Union

meals. Both the honour and duty

of representing student opinion

fell on me, and the widespread

feeling on this matter at the pres

ent time seems to necessitate im-

mediate action on your behalf.

At the recent Union Council

meeting we were unable to

achieve any change other than a

five-cent reduction in the cost of

lunches. This was certainly not

enough, if the results of the re-

cent Jaiirjial poll can be relied

upon—and I know they can, In-

((uiries from 200 regular cus-

tomers at the Union, after the

above mentioned change had

been instituted, show that 86 per

cent are still nbt satisfied wifhi

existing conditions, 10.5 per cent

are satisfied, and 3.5 per cent are

undecided. Surely with a major-

ity of 86 per cent still showing

discontent, some further change

is called for by the Council

!

The one major complaint is the

small quantity of food served,

while some teel that, the quantity

being so small, certainly a lower-

ing of price is in order. Discon-

tent is so rife that it would almost

seem better to close the cafeteria

altogether than to remain open

under present conditions. In-

deed an organized walk-out has

beeft mentioned to me on more

than one occasion!

But at the same time, students

must consider the position of the

Union Council. Their chief

CORNETT EDITORIAL

^iCoiitinued on page 4)

Dr. G- B. Frost addressed the

Queen's Student Branch of the Ca-

nadian Institute of Chemistry on

r^onday afternoon in Gordon Hail

on the topic. "The Engineer and

Scientist in Society."

The speaker stressed that a sci-

entific or ejigineering education

no other education, fits a man to

become successful iii diverse fields;

tliat it teaches one to analyze a prac-

tical situation in terms of principles

and to draw rational inferences, to

organize thought and to (relate ideas

logically. Dr. Frost added that

broadening of the education and

outlook of the engineer is vitally

necessary in order that he may take

a more active part in guiding the

affairs of the nation.

Over S6% of the 200 men polled

in a recent Journal survey of stu-

dent opinion voiced dissatisfaction

with the meals served at the Stu-

dents' Union. In reply to the ques-

tion "Are you satisfied with the

food served in tlie Students' mem-
orial Cafeteria?", 86% answered

No, 10.570 Yes, and 3.5% were

undecided. The poll was held to

establish concrete evidence of the

many complaints heard around the

campus, and to put real backing

behind the students' recently re-

fused demands. All men dining at

the Union on Wednesday at noon

were handed slips of paper bearing

the above question, and were asked

to mark "yes" or "no," and to state

briefly the reasons for theiT- ans-

wer.

Chief Complaint

The chief complaint was tliat

not enough food was being served

in the portions and 34% stated this

in their remarks; 12% said the

prices were too high ; and 28% con-

sidered they were being charged

too nnich for the amount they re-

ceived. Eonr per cent asked where

all the money went if the cafeteria

is run on a non-profit basis, while

5% stated that they could get bet-

ter value in Kingston restaurants.

Three and a half per cent declared

that they were willing to pay more

for food.

The substance of other remarks

and the percentage that voiced them

are: not enough butter. 20%; too

little variety, 8%, not enough vege-

tables, 5.5%; food not well cooked,

3%; quality of food good, 2%;
quality of food poor, 5%.

Two of the actual remarks were
—"Quantities and menus prepos-

terous," and "Okay for a Levana

freshette." "Still hungry" was the

cry of one student.

International Affairs Club
Holding Elections Tonight

Bt PAULINE JEWETT

The youth of today, particularly

those of us at college, have a good

idea of what is going on in the

world, on both national and inter-

national fronts, but it is only

through informal bull-sessions and

in the lecture room that we give

any expression to our ideas, and

even then it is not very concrete

expression. When we begin to ana-

lyze our opinions and ideas seri-

ously, we find ourselves rather lack-

in any real understanding of

niternational plans and problems

and of domestic policies in so far

as they touch upon world ail'airs.

For example, how far would we

get in a discussion of the Dum-
barton Oaks proposals for interna-

tional organization? Canada's fu-

ture Commonwealth and interna-

tional ties?, the case for an inter-

national bank ? We must admit

lliat wc wouldn't get very far in

such discussion — yet we are the

people who will be called upon to

provide leadership in the days to

come.

IRC LECTURES

( Continued .on .page 3)

I
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Concert Series

Last night a near capacity audience filled Grant Hall for the

concert by the Hart House String Quartet which opened this year's

concert series. The concert itself fully came up to expectations

and Queen's may well be proud of Dr. F. LI. Harrison, head of

our music department, who played with the world-famed quartet.

The university concert series has made a great stride forward

this year, which marks the most ambitious undertaking since the

series was initiated two years ago. At that time, about 375 persons,

including 75 students, bought tickets for the series of concerts

which was held in Convocation Hall. Last year the concerts

continued to be held in Convocation Hatl and student membership
was doubled.

When plans were made last winter to book the Minneapolis

Symphony orchestra to highlight this year's concert season, it

was decided to move the series into Grant Hall, which has a

seating capacity of 1,100. The audience last night numbered over

1,000, including some 335 students. Queen's is the only university

in Ontario sponsoring such a concert series for the campus and
community. As students, we are especially fortunate in heing

able to purchase tickets at a greatly reduced rate. For financial

reasons, however, m future years it will be necessary to keep
student tickets below 400.

Students attending university in a town the size of Kingston
do not have the cultiu-al advantages of a large city in which the

best lectures, plays and concerts are constantly being presented.

Much credit is due the concert committee, especially Dr. and
Mrs. F. LI. Harrison, for their efforts in partially remedying the

situation here. This is an important work, not only for the
advancement of the musical education of students at Queen's
but for the advancement of adult education in this communitv.

—M.A.R.

Phin To Address
Press Gathering

Ken Phin, former editor-inT

chief of the Journal, will address

the organization meeting of the

Press Club in the Journal office,

Sunday evening at 7.45, on the sub-

j'ect "The Teaching of News Writ-

ing." All those interested in news-

paper work are invited to attend.

The Press Club will be organ-

ized, in which any student who has

submitted at least one article to the

Jourml in each term of the acade-

mic > ear shall be considered a mem-
ber. Tlie object of the club shall

be to encourage and co-ordinate in-

terest in journalism on the campus.

P.A. Elects Officers

Len Gertler was elected presi-

dent of the Tublic Affairs Club at

its initial meeting Monday. Other
officers were elected as follows:

vice-president Helen Ewers; sec-

retary. Tom Lee; and treasurer,

Tanet Dworkin.

cobac
The Pick of Tobacco

Gen. McNaughton

Speaking Sunday

Gen?* A. G. L. McNaughton,
the principal speaker at .the

autumn convocation, will be the

guest speaker at the opening
meeting of the Newman Club.

After mass at St. Mary's Cathe-

dral at 9:30 a.m., General Mc-
Naughton will give his address

at the communion breakfast, to

be held at St. Joseph's Hall,

Hotel Dieu Hospital, Sunday.

The executive for the year is

as follows : president, Archie

Foley. Meds '48; vice-president

Jacqueline Cote, Levana, '46;

secretary-treasurer, Vince Bea
mish, Science '45

;
study group

convenor, Don Cameron, Arts
'46

: social convenor, Roger
Flynn. Arts '47; Levana repre

sentative, Anne Paynter, '47;

.^rts rep., Wm. Newlands, '47

Meds rep., John Phillips, '49

Science rep., Herman Walter
'45

; Nurses' rep., Mary McDon-
ald, '45

; and chaplain. Rev. J. G
Hanlev, B.A.

Identification Picture

Students who have not yet had
their identification pictures taken

for the L^niversity records are re-

f]ULSted to get in touch witli Mr. E.

Harris, top floor of the Physics

building, next to the Douglas Lib-

rary, as soon as possible. Pictures

may be taken any day from 9 to 1

1

a.m. and from 2 to 4 p.m.

As soon as a complete file of the

students has been established it

will he necessary in succeeding

years to take only those registering

for the first time. The pictures will

be available to faculty, student, and
alumni organizations for a host of

identification purposes.

BOOKS
which will benefit

the student

Cleor, complete ond outhoritotive

outlines of philosophy, psychology,

physiology and geology

THE BASIC TEACHINGS OF
THE GREAT PHILOSOPHERS
by Frost (BrooUyn C.)

THE STORY OF MAN'S MIND
by Humphrey (Queen's)

THE BASIC TEACHINGS OF
THE GREAT PSYCHOLOGISTS
by Sargent (Columbia)

FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSI-
OLOGY by Tokay (Vassar)

THIS PUZZLING PLANET (An
introduction to geology) by Brewster

Regular full-sized volumes

cloth-bound

98c each

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
382 Princess Street

0pp. Odeon Theatre

First Meeting Held

By Debate Group

At the organization*fSeeting of

Queen's Debating Union held

Tuesday night, Ross Babion,

postgraduate in history, was re^

elected president by acclamation

Two others, Eleanor Webb and
Jim McQuarrie, were returned to

office as vice-president and secre-

tary-treasurer respectively. There
are five new membes on this

year's executive, including Leslie

McNaughton as publicity agent.

Faculty representatives are as

follows: Arts, Ernest Poser;

Science, Ted Barwick
: Medicine,

Bob Walsh ; and Levana, Shirley

Gordon.

The president informed the

gathering that Queen's will be

host this year to representatives

from McMaster, Western, To-
ronto, Loyola, University of

Ottawa, and Bishop's College at

the annual executive meeting of

the Inter-Lhiiversitj' Debating

League to be held Saturday. Nov.
25. The president of Queen's
Debating Union will also be

president of the 1 LDL.
In the discussion on policy

which followed, preference was
shown for round-table discussion

rallier than formal debates. Thn^e
present urged that the (Queen's

representative at the lUDL con-

ference continue to support his

contention at least year's meeting
that inter-university debating be
co-educational rather than be re-

stricted to male participants only.

Lost

Will the person who took ray

drafting set from the coat rack in

the Students' Union oji Monday
morning please mail the set to

me at 30 Aberdeen avenue or

leave it at the canteen in the

Union for me. John Mills.

TAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, Sm. S414, GmnfaouM* 3Z4l

Darling's Barkwr Shop
Where AU Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-c!iair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred SL Phone 4850

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Ekiin, Prop,

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

IVCF Meets Tonight

The regular weekly Bible

study ivill be held tonight at

7 :30 in the Theologs' com-
mon room in the Old Arts
building. All those interested

are invited to attend.

Soft light, best music—g^-nma-

-iiim tonight.

Dance Time Again

MEDS FORMAL

OCTOBER 27th

Reserve Your
Full Dress Rental

Early

*

GEO. FREED'S
MEN'S SHOP

214 PRINCESS STREET

-

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and b«ff to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of yean stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Haken of Queen's University Gonms Queen's Offkial Bluen
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS'

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

Have a "Coke"=Thumbs up

or how to he at ease in Lancashire
Among the British you hear a friendly greeting when the
going is rough. It's Thumbs up. The Canadians have iotfO'

duced another just as cordial: Have a "Coke." It means
Lei's be Jrient/s to both CWAC and WREN. From Ottawa
to the Seven Seas, Coca-Cola stands for ibepause that refreshes

—is the gracious iairoduction between kindly-minded folks.

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Limited, Kmgston

'Coke"= Coca-Cola
nitural for papuUr ntraa to

cquirc friendl; ibbieviiiioo].
rhii'i »hs you hrji Co<3-Coli

Announcing - - -

*mral At Bomf
featuring THE MODERNAIRES

FRIDAY, OCT. 27 Dancing lO- 3 $5.00 per couple
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ATKINS ^f^^
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS
187 Princess St. Phone S056

WARD & HAMILTON
oivisroN ST.

Phone 71oo

1. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

albert st.

Phone 7300

NOW SHOWING
ABBOTT & COSTELLO in "WHO DONE IT"

3MESQUITEERS in "WEST OF THE CIMARRON"

MON. - TUES. - WED.
Oct. 23 - 24 - 25

DENNIS MORGAN
IDA LUPINO
JOAN LESLIE
JACK CARSON

"The Hard Way"
' — ALSO—

"CALS INCORfORATED"
Leon ErroU - Harriet HUUard

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
Oct. 26 - -27 - 28

GEORGE FORMBY

"South American

George"

— SECOND HIT-
ROY ROGERS

"Ridin' Down the Conyon"

BILTMORE
TODAY - SATURDAY - MONDAY

Laughs! Gorgeous Girls! New Songs!

CARMEN MIRANDA DON AMECHE
WILLIAM BENDIX VIVIAN BUINE

GREENWICH VILLAGE
in Technicolor

STARTING TUESDAY

SPENCER TRACY

"THE SEVENTH

CROSS"

m

Bipiliij

SATURDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY

George Linda

SANDERS DARNELL
in Anton Chekov's

Summer Storm "

STARTING WEDNESDAY

George Murphy - Lucille Ball

''A GIRL, A GUY AND A GOB'*
ALSO

"THE GAY SISTERS"
Barbara Stanwyck - George Brent.

The

ODEON

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Postwar Buildings

(Continued from page I)

Tentative Proposals

In the original plan, the men's

residence was to be built above the

Union proper, with accommodation

for all freshmen and a restricted

number of seniors. The ground
floor was to have a bowling alley,

quarters for the university army,

air force, and naval detachments,

staff rooms, committee rooms, and

a cafeteria. Women were to be

allowed only in the cafeteria and
certain club rooms. On the main
floor would be a dining room
(eating capacity for 650), library,

common rooms and offices for so-

cieties such as AMS.
However, if registration reached

the proposed figure of 2,0(X), it is

felt that some centrally located stu

dent meeting-place should be had

wliich would serve to bind the stu-

dent body together in a compact

mass. Though the majority of the

plans are tentative, Dr. McNeill

has said that a positive decision has

been reached regarding common re-

creation rooms where men and wo
men might mingle, and that the

Union and men's residence will be

separate buildings. There would be,

however, common rooms for men
alone, as it will continue to be pri

marily a Men's Union.

Opinion differs as to common
dining facilities. Maintenance of

one large dining-room is considered

more economical than maintenance

of two separate ones. Cafeteria

service is being considered to alle

viate the morning and noon rush,

Owing to the expansion of the

Library, the space occupied by the

administration offices is needed,

When the library was built in 1920,

the housing of the administration

offices was considered only a tern

porary arrangement and the need

has now risen for a separate admin

istrative building

Ban High Wing

Increased enrolment of women
students has necessitated the addi-

tion of a new wing to Ban Righ

If the administration building, new

union, and men's residences are

built on University avenue, the

present annexes will have to be

torn down and accommodation

found for those in Ban Righ Hall

The new wing will probably be

joined to the present common room

and stretch to Stuart street. If the

facilities for both men and women

are provided in tlie new union, the

present dining-room will be con

verted into sleeping quarters. A
Slim of $140,000 has been accumu-

lated for this project.

The response to the concert ser-

ies has shown that there is a public

of at least 1 500 eager for good

entertainment. As there is no build-

ing on the campus or in Kin

htiilt and etpiipped for music and

the drama and able to hold an audi-

ence of 1,500, a proposal has beei

made regarding the erection of such.

The present theatre in Convocation

Hall, provided with too small

stage and rudimentary equipment,

seats only 350, The proposed the-

atre would be equipped with full-

sized cinema apparatus, rooms for

rehearsals, storage of costumes and

scenery, and furnished club rooms

and a kitchen. It would be used

for performances of the Drama

Guild, Glee Club, Faculty Players,

and various dramatic and musical

societies not belonging to the uni-

versity.

Official Notices

[titcrfactiHy Track and Field Meet
The annual Interfaculty Tra^ik

and Field Meet will be held on
Wednesday, October 25. Qasses
will be called at 3,45 o'clock that

afternoon.

Chopel Service

,Qiapel services are held

every lecture day except Mon-

days from 8.45 to 9 a.m. in the

Morgan Memorial Chapel, Old

Arts building. All students are

welcome.

Scholarsliil>s of the Canadian

Federation of University Women
A Travelling Scholarship of the

value of $1,250 is open to any wo-
man holding a degree from a Cana-
dian University who is not more
than 35 ye.irs of age at the time of

award and whose domicile is in

Canada although she may be study-

ing elsewhere at the date of applic-

ation. The award is based on evi-

dence of character, intellect nal

achievement and promise. Prefer-

ence will be given to candidates

who have coiyipleted one or more
years of graduate study and have a

definite course of study or research

in view. As far as possible the

principle will be observed of grant-

ing the scholarship alternately to

students engaged in scientific re-

searcli, and those engaged in liter-

ary, historical, economic or philo-

sophical studies.

The Junior Scholarship of the

value of $850 is open to any wo-

man holding a degree from a Cana-

dian University who is not more

than 25 years of age at the time of

award and whose domicile is in

Canada although she may be study-

ing elsewhere at the time of applic-

ation. The proposed place and plan

of study must be approved by tlie

Scholarship Conmiittee. The award

will be based on evideiKe of charac-

ter, intellectual achievement and
promise. Preference will be given

to students who have studied in

only one university and who desire

to continue tlieir studies in another.

Applications for the Scholarships

must be sent in not later than Feb-

ruary I to Dr. Cecilia Krieger,

University of Toronto, Toronto 5,

Ontario.

IRC Lectures

(Continued from page 1)

It is felt that what is needed to

fill this gap and to help us crystal-

lize our opinions on these funda-

mental matters is a seminar group

composed of interested students,

willing to prepare reports at inter-

vals, and able to contribute to and

profit by discussion. Actually this

seminar is a revamped International

Relations Oub, or rather, a return

to the IRC of the old days—a small,

active club that followed a consist-

ent line of endeavour in its reports,

discussions, and e.\change of ideas

throughout the year.

All who are interested in the

IRC and the setting up of such a

seminar this year, come to the Sen-

ate Room in the Old Arts building

at 7.30 this evening for a half hour

or so to talk it all over. Remem-

ber, you don't have, to be an e.xpert

a final year History major, to

come

!
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I LIVINGSTON'S |

I THE STORE FOR MEN |
^ It's Open Season =
= For Smart Topcoats ^— You won't need a pointer to hunt out your =S topcoat, for the Store for Men label points =
^ straight to garments of finer tailoring, finer S
== fabrics and finer style. =
S Whether it's a topcoat for everyday busi- ^= "ess wear or a dress coat for best, you'll find =~ a topnotch selection in the Topooat Shop at == Livingston's. == Peppy donegals. broad herringbones and == overchecks. smooth saxony finishes, finely =
= textured velours and polo cloths in all the == rich Autumn shades. Sizes from 36 to 46 == for all builds. Each ?25 to $39.50. =

I LIVINGSTON'S I= 75- 79 BROCK STREET DIAL 8354 M
1 Since 1847 =
= CLOTHING HEADQUARTERS 1
m FOR QUEEN'S MEN! 1
^IIIIIIIIIIIItlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH

Soft light, best music—gymna
sium tonight.

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St,

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Exccleint Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Krosge'a

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 W«llington St Diol 4346

Welcome . .

.

to Queen's and to Kingston

To all members of the student body and staff—both

old friends and newcomers—we cttend a hearty wel-

come, and an invitation to make Laidlaw's—the "House

of Quality"—your shopping headquarters.

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Reody-to-Wear - Dry Goods

170 PRINCESS STREET

103 Princess St.

KINGSTON'S STUDENT STYLE CENTRE

Agents for Dock's Shoes

— Phone 6381 -

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Your Glasses have

"Gone Modern" too!

But in this case it is not only a matter

of style but also a matter of improved,

clearer, more comfortable vision.

You'll thank science for its progressive achievements,

once you enjoy the undistorted clear

VISION-IN-EVERY-PART-OF-THE-LENS

which "CORECTAL" provides

K. A. MacASKILL, R. 0.

328 Princess Street Phone 9461
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Arts '45 To Hold
Dance Tonight

Tonight, in the Gymnasium,
Arts '45 will hold its final year

dance, "Sweethearts Serenade,"

featuring the Trenton RCAF No.

6 Depot band witli 15 pieces.

The ligliting situation will be
tlie only dull feature of the dance

' as it has been arranged to have very
soft lights in the Gjoiinasium. The
decorations will be different and
music at intermission will be sup-

plied by a newcomer who in the

minds of many is the best player

of popular piano at Queen's.

According to the dance committee,

tickets have been going at a fast

rate and it is feit that tlie Gym-
nasium will be well filled. A cor-

dial invitation is extended to all

Queen's students, especially frosh,

to come and enjoy dancing to the

RCAF band in a large, well-lighted

hall. Remember — no year dance
nett week.

Comett Editorial

(Continued from page 1)

stumbling block is the labour
shortage. With more help in the

kitchen, more food could be
served in the cafeteria ; but only
with more help. This seems im-
possible to obtain.

Of course, one solution to the
whole problem would be through
the use of students as kitchen-

helpers for short periods before
and after the noon meal. I have
been informed that student aid

has been solicited before with no
results whatsoever, but if the

cafeteria is to remain open on a
satisfactory basis, such help may
be indispensable.

In the meantime, the students
may be sure that we are doing
everj'thing possible to remedy a
situation which seems so intoler-

able to such a number.

ISS Begins

(Continued from page 1)
Jations between students of dif-

ferent states, and to provide re-

lief for less fortunate students the

world over. Since the war began,
however, these have been super-

ceded by the desire to aid pupils in

war-torn countries.''

Turning to this season's pro-

gramme of the Quern's ISS, he
stated that, while nothing defin-

ite had been resolved, preparations

were being effected to have a "big-

ger and better" campaign. "We
hope to hold our drive during the

first term," he said, "and to go
well 'over the top'." While declin-

ing to state what the campus quota
would be, he intimated it would
conform to tlie Dominion-wide goal

of $1 per student, which would
set Queen's objective at approxi-
mately ?1,450.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 37A7

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232
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Rev. Hutchinson
Addresses SCM

"The bonds between Christian

students of enemy nations have
not been broken by the war." said

Rev. Gerald M. Hutchinson, gen-

eral secretary of the SCM of Can-
ada, at a general meeting of the

SCM on Wednesday night. "In

the universities of some 40 na-

tions, students of all faculties

have learned that faith in God
through following Jesus Christ is

the true basis of all learning: and
living. These students, through
local Student Christian Move-
ments, are a part of the national

SCM, which is a member of the

World's Student Christian Fed-
eration. Many SCM's have suf-

fered seriously in wartime, but
contacts have been maintained
with students in each country.

For example, the organizations

in Germany. France, and Holland
have been disbanded but the work
continues. Chinese and Japanese
students have kept in touch with

each oilier during the entire war.

New movements have been

started throughout Africa, South
America, and Mexico during the

war."

Mr. Hutchinson has been on

the campus all week. He has

interviewed faculty members and
the city clergy. Several meetings

have been arranged with students.

SAUL LIEFF

Saul LiefF, Arts '46, of

Westmount, P.Q., died Wed-
nesday morning, after a week's

illness, in the Kingston General

Hospital.

Educated in Ottawa, Saul

was quiet and clever, well liked

by all who knew him. At
Queen's he majored in chem-

istry ; he took an active part in

Hillel, tlie Queen's Jewish

students' organization.

Saul's mother and two
friends accompanied the body

to Montreal. Burial took place

yesterday in llic Montreal Jew-
ish Ccmeterv.

Gen. McNaugliton

(Continued from page 1)

the recipients will make short

speeches of acceptance.

Honorary degerees will te con-

ferred for distinguished service to

Dean C. J. McKenzie and Dr. Ro-

bert Chambers who has conducted

valuable research in biology.

An academic procession down the

centre of the hall to the platform

will precede the addresses.

Science Students

Order your Science pins now.

Order lists are in Carruthcrs and

Miller Halls.

Civils Elect Executive

The Civils Club held its first

social evening last Thursday.

The new executive is: presi-

dent, B. Carthew; vice-president,

C. Runge
; secretary-tresurer, J.

Wilson.

Professor R. A. Low, again

elected honorary president, spoke
on postwar porblems.

Kent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the nukeri

Special Rate to Students

Underwooa ElUett Fither
LIMITED

171 WeUington St. Dial 4352

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA. LIMITED. 25' KING STREET WEST. TORONTO
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(QAoose with an
eye to the

future

CHOOSE TWEDOELL'S CLOTHES

Our well-selected stock for Fall 1944

is the finest you've ever seen

SUITS
TOPCOATS

AND

OVERCOATS
All At Moderate Prices

Our HATS are the finest in the

city— the largest stock to choose

from— all are STETSON products!

We have a complete range of

FURNISHINGS for Fall!

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

You*U Enjoy Shopping at

TWEDDELL'S
OPEN SATURDAY TILL 9 P.M.

137 - 139 Princess St. Dial 6595

WANTED
10 copies of Tracey & Law Latin Prose Composition

TECHNICAL. SliPPI^IEIS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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SPORTS

THE CAMDtlS SPCI^rLIGtiT
BY GORD MACK

What with (1) the track meet coming up next Wednesday, and (2) our
promise to make this a weekly feature, we present:

Vignettes of History — Part II — Track and Field

To begin with. Queen's did not set the world on fire at track and field;
in fact there were years in which they couldn't even start a spark in a
gunpowder factory. In the some four-odd decades in which the eastern
universities competed for the Tait McKenzie Trophy, only the cinder
scorchers from McGiU and Varstiy ever paid the freight home on the bauble.

Three intercollegiate track marks are down in the record books next
to Queen's name. The first fo these, and one of the most mellowed records
in the files, was compiled by Stan Trenouth one fall day at the Varsity Bowl
in 1926. This modem Pheidippides circles the Toronto oval an even doien
times, and at the end of the three miles the stop-watch indicated IS minutes,
12.6 seconds.

In the late 19308, two Tricolour-garbed champions made a habit of
hitting the sport headlines from the New York Times to the local Whig-
Standard. Bill Frit! first gained Canadian recognition when he just missed
the Olympic's Lob Angeles' Special by finishing fourth in the Oljrmpic trials.

The following year at Queen's he posted 22 l/IO seconds for the 220, which
still stands as the intercollegiate record although tied by Varsity's Larry
O'Connor in 1937. In 1936 Fritz was a member of the Canadian Olympic
squad, and in the 220 he placed the Maple Leaf in fifth place against the
best runners in the world. Two years later he was again supplied ocean
passage to represent Canada at the British Empire games in Sydney,
Australia, where he succeeded in placing first in a photo finish.

The third member of the Tricolour Tepee of Fame is Jimmy Courtright
Jim was AMS president at Queen's in '41, his graduating year in Civil

Engineering. A product of Glebe Collegiate, Jim obtained a reputation of

tossing the javelin farther than anyone else in the Dominion. At Molson
Stadium in Montreal, he attained lasting fame and (oops, he was an
amateur) a "Q" by heaving the javelin 200 feet inches. The same year,
1936, Courtright accompanied Fritz to Berlin, and in the post-Olympic games,
held in London, heaved the javelin for his own personal record of 217 feet;

16 inches to top all competitors.

In the late pre-war years, the intercollegiate competition was changed
from team to individual competition. The original intercollegiate ruling
demanded a track team of 19 in order for the university to compete in the
meet. This ruling was eventually changed in the thirties, so that a smaller
university like Queen's need only send men of intercolle^ate calibre to the

meets. Contemporaneous records reveal that Queen's victories in proportion
to her entries compared favourably with the perennial meet victories from
McGill and Varsity.

Undefeated Queen's, Vimy,

To Clash For League Lead

Sports Notes

On Tuesday, Oct. 24, at 7:30

p.m.. a meeting will be iielJ of

the Boxing and Wrestling Club.

Membership is open to all univer-

sity students wisiiing to learn.

Queen's senior hockey practice

will be held on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 12:15 to 1:15

imtil further notice. It is neces-

sary that those turning out bring

their own equipment for the iirst

practices.

Third round of games in the

men's intramural tennis matches
initst be completed by Oct. 25.

Entries for the Men's Intra

mural Indoor Softball League will

be received until Oct. 27 by the

intramural director (8258). Each
year will be limited to one team
entry.

An entry list for the annual

men's intramural cross-country

run. oil Nov. 2, will be posted in

the gymnasium tomorrow. En-
tries will be received for this

event until Oct. 28.

The interafculty touch football

game between Arts and Rfeds.

originally scheduled tor Oct. 18,

will be played Oct. 25 at 2:45.

Schedule; Oct. 23-4—Meds vs.

Science, 12:15 p.m. (referee. S.

Moro : umpire, J. Mil liken),

Oct. 25—Meds vs. Arts, 2:45 p.m.

(referee, H. Lawlor; umpire, J.

MLlliken).

In the first interfaculty touch

rugby game Monday, Science de-

feated Arts 7-6.

THE MAREISCN STUDIC
Makp Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7an

30 Years in Business

And it came to pass in the city

of (Jueenz that the Fuzzy Frosh

did march fortli by night, and ver-

ily they invade the caves of the

Lemons and strike .terror into the

hearts of the inhabitants, letting

no obstacle deter them from the

purpose of their visitation. Lo, they

scaled the higiiest walls and pene-

trated even unto the inner recesses

uf the caves, voicing tlie cry of the

ivarriors of Scienz. \'erily the war-

riors were wroth over the affair of

those new in the cave of Flickering

Lights, who on the eve of Mou did

hold bon fire and did invade the

cave of Studenzunioii, attacking

those they found within, even des-

cending to the lower reaches and

giving ciicer within the sacred pre-

cincts of the tribesmen, (tliose girl

will go anywhere) and lo, into ten

score and more minds at once

sprang the plan, and it has come

to pass.
~

Ant! on the even of Tiu the

mighty men of M and M gathered

in the cave of Cliibroom and made

Inlk about worthy deeds in the lands

of Stid and Timin, and discuss on

matters of mnckstick and flotation.

And as ever with the warriors of

Scienz. talk is dry work and there

was on hand such as is needed to

alleviate the parch and the warriors

drank deeply of the healing brew,

and Bert the Burrel aped the camel

and sought to store up for future

use that not needed for immediate

aid, and verily did he acquire a

noble glow ; and Sam the Patar

and Rob McQueer and the Pritches

and others did retire to the cave of

Racetrack and there gaze longingly

upon the fair maids of the land of

Kin, but in vain, for the eves was

far gone and only tliose of stern

demeanor remained imatlaclied.

And it came to pass that the day

of the birth of Ogle did arrive and

the warriors did celebrate, bearing

him to the ground and divesting

him of apparel (oh those legs) and

Verily did they bear, his garnieutf

to the heights of the cave of Dong

and mocked as he sought to re-

trieve them. And Des the Bow was

similarly treated by the men of

Four Six,, and verily was he the

object of many eyes and tlie long-

ing glances from those of Lephan-

ta who viewed his manly form.

And the sands run out, and even

now these words are being inscrih-

t'd on the limestone walls of the

cave of tiie scribes.

Golf Drow Posted

Dr. Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

The golf tournamenr will tee

off at 9:30 Sunday morning at

the Cataraqui Golf Club. Each

competitor must supply his own
balls and clubs, and further rules

will be found posted at the club'

house and on the gj-m notice

board. The following is the draw

and times. All games must begin

at the time indicated.

9:30—Doug Van Patter, Sc. '45;

R. Hughes. Sc. '45: Paul

Cote. Sc. '45.

9:35—Bill Cornett, Meds '46;

McLeon. Meds '46; Berk-

ley. Meds "415.

9 :40—Kinsmen, Meds '46
; D.

F. Craig, Sc. '45; Bert

Liudenhas, Sc. '45.

9:45—Norm LaBerge. Arts '47

Al Shisko. Arts '46; R. A
McGuire. Sc, '45.

9:50—Stuart Jenness, Sc. '4S;

Scott Dalziel. Sc. '48;

John Ellis. Sc^ "48.

9:55_p. King, Sc; '46; W. R.

McGregor. Sc. '46; E. W.
Nelson, Sc. '45.

10:00—J. Millikeu, Meds H7; G.

Erickson, Meds "49; N.

Alech, Meds '49,

10:10—Kirkpatrick. Arts '46; E.

Orlando, Arts '47; S.

Morrill, Meds '49.

10:15—R. Arnett, Sc. '46; C. G.

Doubleheader at 1:30 p.m.;

Queen's In First Game

BY WILL KrNNEDY

Boasting an unblemished rec-

ord of two seasons' standing, the

Galloping Gaels defend their title

against Vimy this Saturday after-

noon at 1:30 p.m.

Led by a star backfield quintet

of Milliken, Sonny Nelson, C.

Moro, Herb Lawlor, and Denny
Harbic, Queen's is expected to

fight to their second straight win
of the season.

The team has a full week of

signal practice behind them and
their offence should be clicking

with perfection. The plays were
a little rough during the last

game but. when the timing was
right, they couldn't be stopped.

In Milliken and Nelson, Queen's
has a punter and passer yet to be
equalled in the league. The line,

paced by Ken MacDonald, Don
Delahaye, Jim Southey and Merv
Pritcliard, played hard against

superior weight on Saturday and
they are capable of giving a
repeat performance tomorrow.

Bob Elliott, the Silent One.
praised the fight and spirit the

hoys displayed last Saturday.

Bob has given the team a ver-

satile attack sprinkled with spec-

tacular end runs and passing

plays that make Queen's the

league's best drawing card.

Vimy is not to be under-rated,

as is the tendency among the stu-

dents and players in general-

Outweighing the Tricolour by 15

pounds and led by several former

senior stars, including ex-

Beacher Jack Manson, tiiey arc

capable of producing a strong

running and passing attack that

will keep the Collegians on guard.

They have an ll-O shutout over

Radar to their credit already and

are determined that they will give

Queen's a[i unexpected setback.

In spite of this opposition.

Queen's should prove to be the

better team and romp to a vic-

tory by a clean 10 points.

Bird. Sc. '46: Jack Both

am, Sc. "46,

10:20—H. Hamilton, Meds '49;

B. Collins. Meds *49; P,

Jarrett, Meds '49.

10:25—Stew Brown, Sc. '46;

Indor Davies. Sc. '46;

George Elliott, Sc. '46.

10:30— B. Cockburn. Meds '49;

J. A'incent, Meds "49; W.
Roy, Meds '49.

10:35—M. J. Sauvin, Sc. '46;

John Hood, Sc. '46; Pete

King. Sc. '46.

10:40—P. Peters. Meds '49: A.

Ross. Meds '49; D. Boyes.

Meds '49.

10:45—George Lord, Sc. '46; Bob
Newell. Sc. '46; Wm.
Smith. Sc. '46.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Soft Lights R.C.A.F. Band

GYMNASIUM
"Sweethearts

- Ample Dancing Space

TONIGHT
Serenade
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Store

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALLENTYNE

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We corry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

siso

Queen's Rings

and Pins
' •

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

GOURDIERS
PURS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug store

100 PRINCESS STREBT

The first huo-ihirds of this

week's column hazing been

censored by High Powers in

the Lcz-ana Society, jve presciit

the remaining sorry one-third.

Soph Court scheduled for
Thursday, October 26. Keep your
tarns on, freshettes!

Another Levana lecture on
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. Dr. Et-
linger will speak on "Contribu-
tions of Queen's Labs to the
Solution of War Problems."
And there u-iin)c four films from
the Xatiuna! Fihii Board. A re-

minder tliHt ail women under-
grads must attend.

In mentioning the committee
which looked after the freshette
bonfire we omitted Margie
Matheson. Margie did a lot of
work on it.

The Red Cross Work Room is

now open only on Thursdays and
Fridays from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.]
Volunteer workers take note.

All conveners of war work who
wish announcements in thi^ cr>l-

nmn are asked to phone S77\ on
Wednesdays or Sundays before
6 p.m.

And the Levana Council an-
nounces that, beginning on Mon-
day, gowns must be worn to all

classes in the New Arts building.

-\ fine is imposed on those who
overlook this ruling.

The Levana Council has now
been appointed by the Levana
e.vecutive as follows: postgrad
reps., Pauline Jewett, Helen L.
Martin

; senior reps., Mary Hol-
den, Marion McLeod

; junior
reps., Janet McGiimis, Lucette
Hansen

: soph reps,, Grace Miller
and Avonne Sprague.

They'll all be checking gowns,
so watch out for them.

ARTS STUDENTS

Year fees now due are to
be paid to year treasurers.

Freshmen must pay $3 and
all others §1. frea.surers
are: Ward English, '45: Don
IMaihieson, '46; Hank Wight-
man, -47: and Ted White, '48,

For Sale

Suit nieir> tails, size 36-38, in
IHTk-ct cuiidition. Phone 2177S
after 6 p.m.

Will the
persons who removed the pulleys
from the badminton nets in the
's'.vm please return Ihem as soon as
IJns^ible.

College Shelf Made

The shelf of college

papers has been placed at

the left of the desk at the
reserve book shelf in the
reading room of the Douglas
Library.

Meeting Held By
AMS Executive

Tlie second meeting of the AMS
executive was held Friday evening

in the Gymnasium, with the presi-

dent, J. W. D. Cornell, Meds '46,

in the chair. Professor J. K. Ro-
bertson, F.R.S.C., was appointed

honorary-president. Mr. R. Babion

w^s appointed chief justice of the

AMS court.

A special feature of this meeting

was the attendance of all year pre-

sidents. They were given a brief

outline of the institution, purpose,

and work of the A.M.S.

Garth Gunter. Arts '46, editor-

in-cTiief of the Tricolor, was also

present, and on his recommenda-

tion, Jean Craig. Arts '48, was ap-

pointed business manager of the

Tricolor. Tliis is the first time that

a member of Levana has held thi^

position. It was also decided that

the subscription price of the Tri-

color would be $4.50 this year.

Muffy Hibbcri was appointed

convener of the ice carnival com
mittee. The carnival is to be held

this year again, in view of the suc-

cess of last year's carnival. No de-

finite date was set. Dorothy Mills,

-Xrts '45, and Ian Collins, Arts '45,

were appointed to the Color-Night

committee; Doug Wickware, Meds
'47, was chosen, AMS representa-

tive for the Queen's Pipe Band
committee; Jim McQuarrie, Arts
'46, was elected Arts Society jun-

ior representative; Henry Knepier,

Arts '45, and Mary Black, Arts '46.

were appointed to the University

Concert Committee.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY rERDIE WATERS

Found

Two Waterman pens at the

stadium, one on Tuesday and
one about a week ago. Apply to

Miss Ross at the gymnasium.
Sum of money in front of Old

Arts building, Wednesday after-

noon. Edith Hamilton. Good-
win House, 20092.

Convocation

Principal R. C. Wallace
has announced students will

be we!ci.'me at this evening's

address on Electronics, to

be given at 10 o'clock in

Grant Hall by J. C. Mac-
farhiiie, \ ice-])resident of the

Canadian General Electric

Company. Limited. Stu-

dents are requested to sit in

the gallery.

Dr. Wallace has also re-

(]iiested that students take

Iheir seats in Grant Hail
before 11 a.m. tomorrow, for

the Convocation exercises.

Classes will be called at

10:45.

Frosh, you can

hearts' Serenade,

toniirht.

fnss at "Swcel-

Gvmnasinm

The wind lazily rustle^ the

fallen leaves, the birds flung their

song to the immeasurable atmos-

phere, the sun shone—so we held

the track meet.

This bit of parchment might

well be devoted to the freshettes

who turned out in fine form and

manipulated same in a way that

created sensation and feeling

throughout the campus.

Winner of the meet was Betty

Ganlon, '45, with 125 points. Tlie

runner-up was Ethel Moncrief of

'48 with 110 points, followed by
Ruth Kinsella of '46.

Results of events ran as fol-

lows—100-yard dash; I, Ethel

Moncrief
; 2, Ruth Kinsella ; 3.

Barb Sawyer. Shotput : 1, Betty

Ganton
; 2, Audrey Brown

; 3,

Lllicl Moncrief. Broad jump: 1,

Ethel Moncrief; 2. Beth MacDon^
aid

; 3, Joan Lankin. Softball

throw : 1, Audrey Brown
; 2, Joan

Lankin; 3, Marg Davis. High
jump: 1, Ruth Kinsella; 2, Betty

Ganton 3, Joan Lankin and Jovce
Woodside. Hurdles: 1, Beltv

Ganton
;
2, Ruth Kinsella ; 3, Joan

Lankin.

The trophy for the relay will

be presented to '48. Points for

entries in an event were graded

from 100 for each senior to 20 for

each freshette. Although the

freshies figured in more events

than any other year, '45 is off to

the best start with 1,035 points;

the freshettes have 875. If Anne
Tracy continues to get snch a

fine representation of the fresh-

ettes. they will soon overtake '45.

Third round of the tennis

tourney must be completed this

week. It will be appreciated if

you play your rounds as fast as

possible so that the finals may be

completed while the fine weather
lasts.

Don't forget to rake up a man
so you can reap the fun at the

Harvest Hop in the common
room on Saturday atfernoon. You
keep screaming "women's rates

or war," so the charge is merely
65 cents, including refreshments.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

Student EIC Papers

The .Student Papers Competi-
iuii, iTiL-iitianed in a previous

isiie iji the Journal, is being spon-

sored by the Kingston branch of

the E.I.C.

A particular invitation is ex-

tended to those of the final year

to become members of the E.I.C.

Th.e constitution of the Engineer-

ing Society provides that the

society will pay half the mini-

mum membership fee. Further

information may be obtained

from C. E. Leon, who is a mem-
ber of the local membership
committee.

Music for dancing, room for

dancing, lights for dancing—'
"Sweethearts' Serenade," gym
nasinm tonight.

Welcome to Queens . .

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

Hanson & Edgar
Dance RRINVERS Printing of

Programmes Phone 4114 Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St. Description

A. R. XI/nOXHY
PHOXOCRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups
131 OWELLINGTON ST, Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

1
BELDEAN S LADIES' WEAR

SMART STYLES
{ REASONABLl PRICED

1
282 Princess Street Phone 6733

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.: S341

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624

For Appointments

PHONE

BOB WATSON
Phone 6042

Between 7:00 and 10 p. m.

ASHLEY & CRIPPEN

Temporary Studio Opened in Portsmouth to Photograph Graduating Classes.

Limited Sittings Available
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Gen. McNaughton Interviewed;

Speaks To Newman Meeting

Says Army Needs Support
At This Time More
Than Ever Before

At Newman Club

BY DIANA GILL

Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton, in

an address on Sunday morning,
urged inembers of the Queen's
Newman Club to remember that

the only justification for attend-

ing college is to gain qualities of

leadership needed in the postwar
world. He said that we are now
old enpugh to understand the

problems confronting the world.

The more opportunities we argii

given the greater are our respon-

sibilities,

"The forces of Germany are ni

a perilous condition; they are

backed up against a wall but are

still not subdued," continued

Genera] McNaughton. "How-
ever, I have faith in the ultimate

triumph of good over evil. Our
soldiers need reinforcements and
support, so now is not the time

to neglect our duty."

To the pjEople of Canada events

in England seem far away, but

NEWMAN CLUB SPEECHH
(Continued on page 3)

Warns Against Premature
Reconversion Of
War Production

Journal Interview

Woman To Edit

Toronto Varsity

Toronto—(CUP)—For the first

lime in history, a Canadian college

daily has a woman editor. She is

Betsy Mosbough, 21-year-old phil-

osophy student from Huntsville,

Ontario, and she has taken over U.
of T.'s daily paper, the Varsity.

Though there have been other

part-term editors for college papers

before. Miss Mosbough is the first

one to be appointed to that posi-

tion for a full term. Slie hopes to

embark on a career of writing after

getting her Master's degree in

Journalism from the University of

New York.

Both the editor and her assistant,

Bob Grosskurth, who is in elec-

trical engineering, are campaigning

for a course in journalism at U.

of T. or some otlVer Canadian Uni-

versitv.

In a special interview on Satur-

day evening. Gen. A. G. L. Mc-
Naughton urged the continuance of

concerted effort in wartime produc-
tion. He cautioned against preva-

lent talk in Canada concerning the

reconversion to peace-time indus-

try, since tlie Dominion is one of

the greatest suppliers of munitions

to the United Nations, and any

slackening will postpone the day
of victory.

The former commander-in-chief

of the Canadian Army Overseas

expressed satisfaction with the in-

vasion of the Continent; he declar-

ed that despite temporary set-backs,

eacli day sees the ring around Ger-

many growing tighter and tighter.

The securing of harbour facilities

means that now artillery pieces of

the heaviest calibre may be landed

so that our armies can proceed

with caution, blasting out the en-

emy. This can be done, however,

.only if increased supplies of ammu-
nition are sent from this country.

General McNaughton highly
commended "our American
friends," who, he said, are doing

a magnificent job in the Pacific.

They are handling the Japs in the

right manner, blasting them with

bombs and shellfire first, then mov-

ing in for the kill, wiping them out

like vermin. Tliey have been ex-

ploiting their superior production to

the utmost, and are turning out

larger and larger quantities of

ships, tanks, planes, annd g\ins.

In a special message to ex-ser-

vicemen attending Queen's, he hail-

ed them as the vanguard of a host

JOURNAL INTERVIEV/

(Continued on page 6)

GEN. McNaughton
who warned against too-hasty

conversion to peace

New COTC Plan

Successful At UNB

Other Universities Do Not
Alter Timetables

Fredericton— (CUP)—The new
University of New Erunsivick CO
TC training plan, whereby COTC
members train one whole day ev-

ery 12 days instead of two hours

three times weekly, has proved suc-

cessful, according to a report in

the Bnniswickan.

(No comment on the UNB plan

has been obtained from Queen''

COTC officials. The plan in ef

feet here is similar to those in use

at other universities: cadets train

I Yi hours two daj's a week and

three hours on Saturdays.)

Canadian Writer

Addresses First

Levana Meeting

Edna Jacques Reads Poems
At Gathering Held
Wednesday Evening

Join Students,

Veterans Plan

Medical Issue

The next issue of the

/oitnial will be the Medical

issue. Jack Houck. Meds
'49, will be editor-in-chief.

Deadline is at the usual

time. 9.30 p.m. Wednesday.

Moving -Picture Talent Scouts

Will Vieiv Drama Guild Plays

At a meeting of ex-service men

at CJueen's, it was decided that any

form of segregation from the stu-

dent body was not in keeping with

their return to a postwar world.

It was further resolved that full

participation in student activities

insofar as the student body would

permit, was the kejuote of a com-

mon future to be shared by civilian

and veteran alike.

An address by Miss Edna Jacques,

noted Canadian poet and author,

highlighted the first meeting of the

Levana Society held Wednesday
evening in the Ban Righ Common
Room, Miss Jacques read five

poems : To My Daughter, My Kit-

chen Window, Above the Timber
Line, To a Great-Grandfather, and

Canada.

Opening the meeting with a wel-

come to the freshettes, Doric Mills,

president of Levana, advised: "You
receive from your university train-

ing exactly what you put into it."

The Levanites learned that Soph

Court is to be held on Thursday,

Oct. 26th. Sadie Hawkins week-

end will be Nov. 16. 17, and IS;

the Levana Formals, Jan. 25 and
26.

After the reading of the min-

utes, the president introduced the

1944-45 executive to the girls: vice-

president, Bonnie McCloskey; sec-

retary, Alison Armstrong; treasur-

er. -Anne Bonhom; senior rep.. Jo

Sutherland : junior rep.. Laura

Miller; soph, rep., Nancy Lewis;

senior AMS rep., Jovte Watson;

junior AMS rep., Muffy Hibbert:

president of the LAB of C, Fran

Goodspeed ; president of the Le-

vana Council, Joyce Woodside;

president of the Debating Society.

Eleanor Webb; senior curator, Di-

ana Blake ; and social convener,

Gienyce Ferguson.

The next meeting of the Levana

Societv will be held November 15.

Asks Education, Tolerance

To Meet World Problems

General A. G. L. McNaughton Is Speaker At
Fall Convocation

; Honorary Degrees
Conferred

; Principal Wallace Speaks

Scholarship Winners Presented

BY EDITH KENT
Tolerance and the importance of education in the postwar period

were the points stressed by Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton, Speaker at

Queen's Autumn Convocation Saturday morning.
,

At the ceremony, held in Grant Hall, Robert Chambers, of the

Department of Biolog)-. Washington Square division .of New York
University, and Dean C. J. Mackenzie, president of the National Research

Council, were given die honorary degree of Doctor of Laws.

Sixty-three winners of scholar-

Dr. Wallace

Principal Wallace touched on the

The Twentieth Century - Fox
Film Corporation, in a recent letter

sent by Mr. Joseph Pincus. eastern

talent representative of the corpora-

lion, has expressed a desire to have

one of its talent scouts attend pro-

ductions staged here by the Queen's

Drama Guild. The letter was re-

ceived by Dr, William Angus, fac-

ulty adviser of the Drama Guild,

last week.

"Our purpose," said Mr. Pincus,

".
. . would be to try to find in the

presentation of these plays students

who might have the qualifications,

as well as the desire, for an acting
|

career in motion pictures with our

company."

Dr. Angfus expressed great satis-

faction that the Queeii's dramatic

group had "attracted this welcome

and pleasing attention from a well-

known film concern"; and he added

that he would invite Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox to send a representative

to the three-act play which the

Drama Guild will produce next

month.

Casting and preliminary reliear-

sals for this play, as well as for

MOVIE SCOUTS
(Continued on page 5)

Montreal—(CUP) — The Mc-

Giil Daity reports that a club for

ex-service men is being formed on

the McGill campus.

The purpose of the club, the

committee responsible for its found-

ation has announced, is to aid vet-

erans of the present war who "are

being seen in ever-increasing num-

bers on the McGill campus."

"Their problems are unique,"

states the committee, "and there

has been a growing desire to get

together for mutual benefit. It is

felt that with the prospect of the

return of other ex-servicemen to the

university, a group already ac-

quainted with Ihcir problems will

he of assistance to them."

Maths-Physics

Dr. J. K. Robertson will

be the speaker at the meet-

ing of Maths and Physics

Club, to be held at 7 o'clock

Wednesday evening in room

201, Douglas Library. He
has chosen as his topic "Off

the Beaten Path."

Ex-members and all those

interested are urged to at-

tend. Refreshments will be

served at the conclusion of

the meeting.

IhextonTo Head
Commerce Club

Ex-Servicemen

Tack Tliexton, .^rts '45, was

elecied president of the Commerce

CUtb at the organization meeting

last weeek.

Other officers elected were : Bar-

bara Green, vice-president ; John

Hall, secretary: Larry Pollock,

treasurer; Norm Brown, final-year

rep. ; Ken Buckingham, third-year

rep. ; and Don Mathieson. press rep.

The Science and second-year Com-

merce representatives have yet to

be chosen.

Arrangements for speakers are

at present indefinite, but the Club

hopes to enjoy an active year on

ships were presented to the chan-

cellor, the Hon. C. A. Dunning, by

Dr. W. E. McNeill. Dr. R. C. Wal-

lace, principal and vice-chancellor

of the university, gave a short ad-

dress.

General McNaughton, who ad-

dressed himself particularly to the

undergraduates in the audience, said

that after the war tolerance will

need to be c-sercised in considering

various solutions of inevitable new

problems. On those features of the

solutions which contmend them-

selves to ail. we shoiUd take action
;

on those which do not, we should

agree to disagree. "Compulsion is

ruled out," he said; "we procefd

by agreement, or for a time we rest

content to not proceed at all,"

Education Important

The former commander of the

Canadian Army overseas maintain-

ed that education holds a great

and fimdamental importance in

postwar reconstruction. Many men

and women have broken up their

studies to enlist in the armed forces.

Provision is being made, largely

through the efforts of the Cana-

dian Legion to give to anyone de-

siring it an opportunity to study in

his spare time: this procedure will

be developed and expanded to meet

the needs of returned ser\-icemen

ai\d women.

General McNaughton was wel-

comed by Dr. Wallace, who recalled

the conferring of an honorary de-

gree upon him tliree years ago. Dr.

Wallace went on to pay tribute to

,

the late Dr. L. F. Goodwiu of the

Department of Chemical Engineer-

ing, and to Professor Manly Baker

of the Department, of Geology,

whose resignation has recently been

accejited.

educational responsibilities that
Queen's owes to her returned stu-

dents, and on her national obliga-

tions, fulfilled at least in part by the

Industrial Relations Section, the

lustitute of Local Government, and

the Summer School of English for

French-Canadian teachers. He men-

tioned also the cultural activities

of the School of Fine Arts, the

universitj' concerts, and the Uni-

versity of Art Foundation, and tlie

work done in the field of natural

research at the Biological Station

at Lake Opinicon.

In closingi Dr. -Wallace express-

ed his gratitude to the friends of

Queen's and the prominent indus-

CONVOCATION
(Continued on page 4)

Meds To Have

Casaloma Band

The Modernaires, regular or-

chestra at the Casa Loma In

Toronto, will play at the Medical

,\t-Home in the gymnasium on

Friday.

.-\cciirding to Jack Nnakes, con-

venor of the At-Home, plans for

dinner, decorations, and dancing

have been completed. The dec-

orations will simulate the interior

of a streamlined, modern night-

club.

Table reserv-ations will be avail-

able at the Technical Supplies to-

morrow. Remaining tickets, of

which there are now about 40.

will als'i lie sold there; or they

CASA LOMA BAND
( Continued on page 40

Hart House Quartet Is Featured

In First Of Neiv Concert Series

There will be an ex-serviceman's

meeting in the biology lecture room

of the Old Arts building, Thurs-
]

the campu.s. The executive is now

day, at 7i30 p.m. making plans for fall activities.

BY HCNRV KNEPLER

A recital by the Hart House

Quartette formed the first of this

year's University concerts in Grrant

Halt. It was an evening of great

artistry and musical enjoyment,

heightened by a very happy choice

of programme.

The success of diamber music

depends largely on an equality of

effort in all the players, and this

is often difficult to achieve. The

Hart Ho^se Quartette has met

these requirements with great suc-

cess, even though it shows a rather

marked reliance on its first violinist,

James Lc\'e>'. Mr, Levey Is an ac-

complished artist with an unerring

sense of interpretation. He makes

the impression of being a soloist at

times, yet he never loses touch with

the other members of the quartette,

and never transcends the hounds of

chamber music.

Henry Mulligan, second violin,

gave an even, unobtrusive, and

exact performance, which is very

necessary in this part. Cyril Clyde,

viola, gave a spirited performance,

living up to the high standards set

by the first violin. Of Boris Ham-

CONCERT SERIES

(Continued on page 3)
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The New Queen's

Queen's University students Iiave always taken extraordinary

pride in their Alma Mater. Wliether they have attended the

university for one ye.ir, or three years, or eight, they invariably

point to it as tuy nniversity. and cherish none but the fondest

recollections of the time spent there. What prompts such deep-

rooted affection it is difficult to ascertain; it is probably the

scores of intangible things which, when added up. spell Queen's

University in Red. Blue, and Gold capital letters. Saturday Niffht

summed up the matter with its usual adeptness this summer, when,
in a front-page editorial, it affirmed

:

Men of Queen's University may not be a race apart as
the men of Harvard seem to be, but they move in an identical

aura. That is to say, they have a respect for their bountiful

mother not far this side of idolatry. It is a feeling completely
romantic, such as scarcely is tq be found among graduates of

other colleges in Canada, and flowers in frequent urges "to do
something for mother."

This glowing tribute was written in 1944; how much truer

will it be in 1950, when the New Queen's will have arrived!
Queen's men now feel their campus is a thing of beauty, which it

would be difficult to surpass; how nuich more beautiful will it be
when it is graced with a new union. niL-n'f residence, adniini--tration

building, theatre, and adiHlions to the girls' residences! When
these new structures have been completed, the bonds which unite

the university, the staff, the students, and the graduates together
will have been drawn even tighter than they are today.

Wc close with a note of ecstatic sorrow: What a pity it is

that we shall not be here to enjuy the New Queen's!
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It's Human

Words Of Wisdom
General McNaughton's trip to Queen's has proved that, while

he is no longer actively connected with the army, he has never-
theless retained an uncanny grasp of world affairs. Small in

stature and retiring in nature, he nonetheless views the inter-

national scene with a perspicacity equalled by few.

Delivering the main address at convocition exercises, his

warning that since "we cannot follow a!! ways at once, we must

school ourselves to tolerance with opinions lield by others" in

planning for the postwar world, was indeed timely. Eminent
statesmen representing the Big Four prtwers—the United Kingdom,
Russia, the United Stales, and China—have now reached satis-

factory agreements concerning the principles which must be

followed in the postwar era. Thes^ agreements, however, have

not been concluded without considerable tolerance and sacrifices

on the parts of all the nations represented; one doesn't have to be

a student of political science to realise that the desires of no two
nations are alike, and that consequently those of all the leading

world powers will inevitably converge with terrific impact. How-
ever, since the leaders of the Big Four are fully cognizant of this

immutable fact, and are evidently prepared to make certain

concessions in the interests of world peace, the chief worry lies

not with them, but with the peoples they represent. As General

McNaughton indicated, nationals the world over must be made
to realize—and soon—that, if the next peace is to be more than

an extended armistice, they will have to yield some of their

"patriotic" ambitionss in favour of a more flexible and realistic

world-wide understanding.

General McNaughton's remarks to the Journal were equally

timely. That "the talk prevalent in Canada of beginning the

reconversion to peacetime industry now can have disastrous

effects" is undeniable. The blatant cries from many so-called

"authoritative" sources, which call for a slackening off of the war
effort in order to jump the gun on the other United Nations in the

race for postwar markets, are obnoxious and deleterious. Pointing
out that the European war will henceforth be much more dependent
on the widespread use of artillery, he deprecated such talk which,

he stated, could "shove back farther and farther" the day of final

victory, if given much popular credence. Underlining General
McNaughton's remarks at this very moment is the intensive

Seventh Victory Loan campaign; if this were the time to begin

the reconversion, and if we didn't need more munitions than ever
before, why would our government be sponsoring the largest

Victory Loan in the country's history?

BV QORD PETERS

Student Democracy

"Democracy, it's like a cancer
!"

That's what the Fascists and
Na^is think of what we believe.

Perhaps they are in part right.

We tend to think so, but with

healthier connotations.

Once democracy gains a foot-

hold, it is very hard to deny. We
know of no "cure"' for it. We
aren't exactly sure of how it

grows and spreads. We do know
it only shows its true strength in

time of crisis.

Queen's students have been

granted a great deal of democ
racy, apjiarently a great deal

more tlian the students of most
Tiniversities. This has grown
until the students of Queen's fee!

this is a right bounded only by

good judgment. They recognize

in the heads of the university

sources of sonnd and mature wis-

dom. They are ready to follow

these authorities but do not ex-

pect to do so blindfolded.

Can this be a sign of unhealthi-

ness, of impertinence? Are

IT'S HUMAN
(Continued on page 3)

Veterans Return

35,000 Veterans Will Choose
University After Demobilization

BY DIANA GILL

Editor's Note: This is the

first of a series of articles to pre-

sent Queen's students with the

problems faced by universities

in the postwar era. when 35,000

ex-hervicement and women re-

turn and resume their education.

This Is Queen's

Athletic

Univer-

twenty-

BV ANN PARKHILL

THE AB OF C

The AB of C is the

Board o£ Control of the

sity. Now entering its

fourth year, the chief object of this

board is to promote and further

athletics on and about the campus.

Prior to the last great war, in-

terest in athletics in the Univer-

sity was on a very small scale; and

witli the war, sports of all kinds

were discontinued for the duration.

As is easily seen or imagined, sports

and athletics were on the down
grade and Queen's was near the

bottom in its athletic achievements.

In 1920, a self appointed com-

mittee felt it their duty to rescue

Queen's from this pitfall. This

committee composed largely of for-

mer graduates realized the disas-

trous situatioii existing on the cam-

pus and resolved to offer aid. The
committee also saw the urgent need

of providing a new stadium, a skat-

ing arena, tennis courts, and a gym-

nasium, a skating arena, tennis

courts, and a gymnasium complete

with a swimming pool, as well as

other minor necessary athletic

equipment.

The first meeting of the new
AB of C was held on Tuesday,

March 30, 1920. Professor W. L.

THIS IS QUEEN'S

(Continued on page 3)

WesternU Co-eds
In Beauty Contest

What have the Western Univer-

sity girls got that Queen's girls

haven't? Well a beauty contest for

one thing. And a trip to New York
as the grand prize

!

Eighteen beauteous co-eds of the

London college will compete in this

contest, and the most gorgeous gal

shall be I'liosen next March.

Bill Barrett. Ij^ndon authority

on photogiraphic beauty and spon-

sor of the competition, claim.s that

WESTERN U. CO-EDS

(Continued on p^e 6)

The Department of Pensions and
National Health has predicted that

35,000 ex-servicemen and women
will attend university upon demo-
bilization. Today Queen's has 26
returned men-on the campus. Next
year it may be 200. And it is im-

[xjssihle to predict what the total

may eventually be, in view of the

many dependent factors to be con-

sidered.

This and every other university

throughout Canada is facing the

problem of how to supply these

veterans with what they want, an

education. With this in mind Ca-
nadian universities, in the early

years of the war formed a com-

mittee to study how this could be

best accomplished. Tlie first prob-

lem was to di^termine how many
ex-service men and wonjen plan-

ned tu attend university and, if so,

in wliat faculties. This was done

by conducting a number of sample

polls.

Among the 35.000 who so signi-

fied their intention, business ad-

ministration came first, followed

by Engineering, Arts, annd medi

cine respectively. The women of

all services rated a B.A. course

first. After that came teaching,

social service, and journalism. With

the influx of new students, major

problems arose, such as the lack of

buildings, instructors, and equip-

ment, together with their financial

implications and the problem of

awarding academic credits to the

returned men and women.

Finance

The fees of a Canadian univer-

sity student pay about 40 percent

of the total cost of his college edu-

cation, and a large increase in en-

rolment will perforce raise the net

cost of running our universities,

The committee therefore suggested

that these funds should be provided

hy the government.

Wartime trixalion has largely ex-

exhausted the wells of private gen-

erosity, and a greater liberality in

tax exemptions to corporations for

educational gifts might alleviate the

situation. But government assist-

ance would still be necessary.

Physical Problems

Where can these returned men
and women stud)- ? Where can they

REHABILITATION
(Continued on page 4)

The University

World

Notre Dame *Hot'

For Its Freshettes

Amazed passers-by. iincluding a

number of spell-bound airmen,

witnessed a sophomore driven pro-

cession of 30 blushing freshettes

sweeping potatoes along a major
Ottawa thoroughfare.

The hapless freshettes. garbed in

tall fool's caps were later seen ser-

enading in the middle of the Plaza

with "When Irish Eyes Are Smil-

ing." After that they drew sur-

prised residents to their windows

by brandishintr taltereit nnibrcllas

at a clear sk\- to the tune of "It

Ain't Gnin' to Kain No More."

Before their ordeal wound np
with some badly needed refresh-

ments, the hard-tried freshettes

were made to beg for a series of

out-of-the-way articles ranging

from hotel menus to 1944 pennies,

in a scavenger hunt.

For the next few days further

humilities including the wearing of

tarns over the forehead and lip-

-stick applied to only one side of

the mouth, as well as a taboo on
hairpins will be enforced. After

this they will be considered tried

and true members of the college.

Oswiecim - Part II

BY TERRY DE HUecK

Oswiecim — Camp of Death,

where men gave up their lives

with a sigh of relief while their

German taskmaster immediately

commenced to look over the new
crop for a suitable replacement.

The very thought of Oswiecim
caused scourged Poland to shud-

der as it slowly emerges from its

sewers, basements and under-

ground hiding places.

Their fir^it night, how they

OSWIECIM
(Continued on page 4)

GuUible's Travels

As Gullible was carried along

with the throng of eager, bright-

eyed students up the golden stairs

of the Ho-Meck mission, she Hsten-

ed with amazement to the cross-

fire of commentary assailing her on

every side. "You must join the

Apple Apie's my deah, it's the most

sordid (pahdon me, I mean solid)

sorority on the campus. You'l!

simply he a social ostrich — I mean
really ostracized — I mean really-,

you'd hardly believe this, but all

liie other hororities , .
." "No kid-

din', I wa^, out with a man last

night. Of course, he was only 15,

but j'ou'd never have guessed, he

looked so virile . .
." "Are you a

Freshie too? Isn't it awful? Aren't

the time-tables ghoulish? Don't the

instructors look grim? Aren't there

any males on tli campus? . .
."

"Did you get your invitation to the

Tri-Lite tea? No? To the Epsom
Phizz fracas? No? To the Pie-Eye

jive? No? To the Signia-Dogma

GULLIBLE'S TRAVELS
(Continued on page 4)

A. J. COLEMAN

Why is the university important ?

What are the responsibilities of its

members — undergraduate, gradu-

ate or faculty?

These two queestions will be the

focal point about which most of the

thought of this column will revolve,

I hope it will stimulate discussion

over lunch in the Union, at the

counters of downtown restaurants

and wherever students or staff get

together.

My immediate motivation in writ-

ing is a sense that we at Queen's

have faileed utterly to understand

the real significance of International

Student Service. We all know that

each year a campaign has been held

under the initials ISS to relieve

student suffering. But few, either

of staff or students, share my con-

viction that ISS symboHzes the

very meaning of the university in

t!ie world today; and that our atti-

tude to International Student Ser-

vice is the surest index of whether

we are dead or alive as a university.

The significance of our life at

THE UNIVERSITY WORLD
(Continued on page 4)

Intrcducina
BV DIANA GILL

DORIE MILS
Doric Mills, hardworking presi-

dent of the Levana Society, has

answered so many questions fired

at her by eager freshettes that she

won't he surprised if asked to ex-

plain how a diesel engine operates.

She was born in Ottawa twenty

)-ears ago, attended Muchmore
Public School and Hopewell Inter-

mediate and finally Ottawa Ladies'

College. At OLC, she became vice-

president of the Student Council

and house captain, also winning

athletic honours by becoming

school tennis champion.

Upon graduation, she came to

Queen's. In her first year, she was

a member of the Debating Society

and for the last three 'years has

been an enthusiastic player , and

star on the senior basketball team.

She was tennis champion two years

ago, Prcsiklent uf t!ie Levana Ath-

Ktic Board of Control for 1943-44

and is also convener of all social

functions,
'

Doric's father's family original-

ly came from Kingston and he and

other members of the family at-

tended Queen's. Mr. Mills was

president of the Engineering So-

ciety during the years 1910-11.

INTRODUCING
(Continued on page 6)

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT CIGARETTES
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Varsity Issue Cut
Because Of Loss

Torrmlo--(CUPj—The yarsily
has been reduced on two days
eacii week to a two-page issue.
T his rlianjie was neiressitated by
llie inabilily of the Students' Ad-
iiiinislraiivc Council at Varsity
lo meet the printing expenses.

Tlie increased costs wliich
accumulated at the University
Press during the 1943-44 session
caused them to print the l''arsity

at a loss last year,

rt is estimated that with the
single-sheet "issues On Mondays
and Tuesdays, the Council will
be able to meet the expenses dur-
ing this session,

ARTS AND COMMERCE
STUDENTS

Order your Arts and Com-
nicrce pins now. Order lists are
in Library and Kingston Hall
(KVw Arts building).

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

So this is Queen's! as surveyed by Science Erosh.

This Is Queen's

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

nd
SANDWICHES

Corner University and William

from the ^
Drafting Room *

• It's getting so a
draftsman doesn't
dare turn his back
GO his TURQUOISE

|

Drawing Pencil.

The secretary, the
office boy, the book'
keeper and the boss
have al! discovered
that TURQUOISE is

more than just the
world's fine Stdrawing
pencil. It's also the

finest writing pencil

ever naade.

SUGGESTION TO
DRAFTSMEN:

Tell 'em to buy tlieir

own TURQUOISE.
They're only XOc.

PENCILS

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Prinoeas St. - Phone 4524

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK' S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge'a

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

(Continued from page 2)

Malcolm was the presiding chair

man.

The membership of this board
today is very similar to that which
ii was twenty-four years ago.

consists of the following members
The principal of the University, one

representative of Trustees, one

presentative of the Senate, fou

graduates elected by Alumni, two
members of staff elected by stu

dents, four stndents representing

faculties, one student from each

faculty, the president of the AMS
the student AMS athletic stick, tw
graduate residents of Kingsto

appointed by the board, and two
graduates appointed by the board

The total number of members on
the executive is 21.

Since the inception into the ui

versity the board has obtained:

new stadium {1921); eleven con

Crete tennis courts (1922)'; a skat

ing arena with artificial ice (1924)

and in 1930 a new gymnasium
complete with a swimming pool

Since the establishment of the

AB of ,C, Queen's has experienced

renown in the world of sports,

19 years Queen's has won the I

ter-Collegiate Football Champion
ship ten times ; the Dominion Sen

ior Football title three times, the

Inler-Coilegiate Championships in

basketball, boxing, and wrestling

twice and has participated regi;

larly in the following senior ath-

letic activities: football, basketball

hockey, boxing, wrestling, track and

field, swimming and water polo.

The LAB of C or the Levana

Athletic Board of Control is the

women's organization. It consists

of a small similar executive to that

of the AB of C with the senior ath

Iclic slick as its head. It deals entire-

ly with local ladies' athletics. The
LAB of C organizes its own sched

ules and keeps its own records. In

the jvist years they have competed

agaiiist McGill. Western and To
ronto for the basketball and hockey

championships.

The aimual meeting is held dur

ing the summer months. At this*

meeting the program for the forth

comhigj'ear is organized and drawn

up. By this time the various re-

pnsenlatives have been appointed

o the board.

The AB of C has many plans for

the future of Queen's University.

As has happened almost every-

here, all major sporting activity

has been suspended for the dura-

ion. But we are assured that at

the conclusion of the war die Tnter-

Varsity Competitions will be re-

Concert Series

(Continued from page 1)

bonrg, violoncello, it suffices to say
that some of the moments of pur-

est musical enjoyment during the

evening were due to his playing.

The concert opened with the

Quartette m B flat major. Of. IS,

by Beethoven, and the Hart House
Quartette did full justice to the

variety of Beethoven's genius. The
rendering of the two adagio's was
particularly striking. The second
one, La Malincoiiia. was performed
in a really dramatic way, if this

word can be applied to a musical

performance, largely due to Mr.
Hambourg.

The Quartette then played a se

lection of short pieces, in which it

showed its versatility. The selec-

tions ranged from a miivcment from

Haydn's Emperor Quarlctic, to ;

lively arrangement i>f Mtpfly otf th<

Slion; which concluded the first

half of the concert. After inter-

mission. Dr. F. LI. Harrison joined

the Quartette for a performance of

Brahms' Quiiilcltc in P Minor. Of.
34. Dr. Harrison resisted the temp-

tation, very natural in quintettes

for piano and strings, to let the

piano take die lead and leave the

strings as a mere accompaniment.

On the contrary, Dr. Harrison

blended his playing ideally with (he

rest of the Quartette. The Sclier:o.

which was repeated as an encore,

was one of the best performances

one could hear anywhere.

Page 3

Official Notices

I nterjaculty Track and Field Meet
Tlie afternoon of Wednesday,

October 25th, is the date set for

-be .Annual Interfaculty Track and
Field Meet. Classes will be called

at 3,30 o'clock on that afternoon.

It's Human

(Continued from page 2)

thoughts and ideas of this nature

treasonous? We do not think so.

This is the very basis upon which
our ideals of freedom are based.

With the growth oi .student

democracy there must, of course,

be an equal growth in student

respoTisibility. Our leader.s in

the AMS are fully cognizant of

this fact.

There are still some people on
the campus who either deny that

the students have the capacity lo

understand such matters as the

current issue over the Students'

Union, or who havt no faith in

student democracy. We &ay to

them
: our leaders have proved

themselves in the past and will

do so again whenever they are

called upon;

There are some who think that

the editorials of the last issue of

the Journal were personal af-

fronts. This is not the case. The
work of the staff of the Union
has been fully recognized and

appreciated by the student body

The full and detailed explana

lions of "what's what" in thi

Union have never been presented

to the student committee to ex-

plain the present situation in the

Union. There is prevalent the

connnon feeling among the stu-

dents thai any funds which are

being built up at the expense of

their eating should he abandoned.

Maybe onr whole idea about this

affair is wrong; we are ready to

admit that. Give our studeiK

representatives the complete de-

tails and we will follow their

advice.

A flourishing student democ-

racj-, and the student duties and

responsibilities that come with

them, stand as the greatest of

Queen's traditions. We stand by I

our duties and onr democracy.
|

ARE YOU
Receiving the benefits of

LOW-COST life insurance?

IMPORTANT to every life insurance buyer
Jiisl 75 years .igo the first Mutnal Life of Cahada
reprfseiilative began assisting his neighbours to gain
the benefiis of low-cost life insurance protection
afforded by his Company. Since then The Mutual
Life has grown steadily and surely, and today is
protecting over 180.000 Canadian families.

ALIKE ... yet different
^

Life insurance companies are much alike as to policies
and rates, but aitiir[| I..iic:-ierm results vary widely.
We invite yon to ,

,
iik],,,,-. TIk' .Mutual Life of'Canada's

record with that .mv ..Hut comijany. Evidence of
the satisfaction of Muuuii Life policyholders is fur-
nished by Che fact that whole f.Tniilies'and snccco.iiug
generations have entrusted their life insurance pro-
grammes exclusively to The Mutual Life, and each
year about 35% of the new business conies from our
policyholders.

Have a Mutual Life representative explain the special
features of this Company . . . and let hiui help you
select a policy adapted to your particular circum-
stances.

Moke this YOUR Compony
by becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL II
I I^^^S^OF CANADAOF CANADA I

Established 1869

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO. ONT.
1869— 75th Anniversory Year— 1944

Kingston Bronch Office - - Princess and Montreol Sts.

Branch Manoger - - D. R. Houghton, C.t.U.

Representatives:

W. |. Stoness, C.L.U., K. C. Kennedy, E. Leodbeoter

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.

ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS

187 Princess St. Phone 5056

Newman Club Speech

(Continued from page I)

onr armies more than ever need

our full support. With winter

approachinjj, the bombing mis-

ions mn.st be considerably re-

duced so that the full ferocity of

battle falls upon the artillery. For
this reason our factories have
been asked to increase their out-

put, even though they are now
working in 24-hour shifts.

In closing, General McNangh-
ton urged the students to take

their education seriously, so that

IS adults helping to form public

pillion, they would be able to

so wisely.

sumed. Tlirough correspondence

and personal interviews it is felt activities too. When they are re-

Iliat the other universities have plans sumed let us continue to keep

to carry on again with their former) Queen's on the top!

Flowers • • •

/or the

Girl of Your Dreams "II
Collejjt life would indued

. . . if il were all Iccnircs-

: niOit iiKiuotonous

id sludien; but for*

(unalcly dicrc are sporting fvcnts . . . and, most

iiiiportant, social gal Ikrings—year dances, and

fornials. These "gel-logcthcrs" can t>e just as

dull as college life without these "ihings" lo the

"GIRL of your DREAM," if you haven't been

thoughtful enough lo SEND HER FLOWERS
for tlic more importanl formals.

MEDS FORMAL OCTOBER 27

Order that CORS.AGE, delightfully different as

designed by Weller's—for "her"' NOW! Each

order will be filled in Ihe order received and,

as orchids and gardenias arc in short supply, you

should order without delay.

334 Princess StREET DrAL 6604
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(Continued from page 1)
nay be bought from members of
be committee

: Jack Noakes,
3rm Murphy. Dutch Van Biari-

||"-tim, Bill Henderson. Jack Fet-
erly. Mac Merrill, Gord Ericson
ind Eve Forrest.

The committee has decided
hat there will be no corsages
ir favours sold at the dance.

Found
Pen and pencil set. in the gy

lasium Friday uighl. See Doug
Mcintosh, 21316.

STUDENTS!
At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY. R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
JtorB6084. Res. 6414, Grecnhouaei 3241

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

"lie most up-to-dale 3-cliair shop in
the city

Beauty Porlor in Connection

0pp. Collegiate

IS Alfred St. Phone 4850

.And it came to pass in the city

of Queenz that the mighty Softs

do hold Yeer partee in the Cave of

Can You Club this eve, and verilj

has there been a vast accumulation

of juices for the event, which aug

urs well for the eve. And fortunate

will be the lemons who attend [or

the warriors of Four Seven do look

with pleasure upon the forms of the

maids of Kin and have laid aside

a sufficient supply to last the eve.

And it came to pass that the men
of liart did hold danz, with apart-

ments provided [or the art of cooch,

and though these were small and
exposed to the common eye, thehe

were tlin^i- who avaiSed themselves

of the n|i])orlLniity presented, and
Mad Mort the Slo was among
these for he was observed leaving

the cave of Gym, his visage smear-

ed with the brand of the lip, and
Fitter Patter was seen by many
hovering about the entrance many
times during the eve. And verily

did Bill the Bob exude charm for

the entertainment of his maid, for

he conducted her on a personal

tour of the cave of Studenzunion,

pointing out the places of great

repute.

And it came to pass that on the

eve of Saturn several gatherings

were held throughout the land.

Many warriors gathered at the

place of Doug the Brown one (in

absence of land lady) and made
merry far into the morn with girl

and goof and other necessities of a

successful eve; the Mare III, Hal

the Kriss, and Able Ram were

there, and the Offering Dug did not

retire till the sun was rising over

the land. And the Lemons of Lower
Alfred did hold social even and
verily were the halls of the cave

thick with warriors of Scienz, and

even Dcs the Bow, hermit [or many
moons, was there and did quote the

even as pleasant fun, as did all

present.

And it comes to pass that the

lemons dwelling in the cave of Gord

must be in hard way, for verily did

they cause to be erected without the

residence, a sign announcing

"Wanted. Men Only, Apply ^Vith-

in.", and when questioned they did

reveal that truly the need was great.

But it was ever thus with those of

Leplianta for lo, are they not lem-

ons one and all? And further are

the tribesmen annoyed by the re-

strictions of the cuddly dragon and

the lack of lateleave which they ever

plead.

But the sands run out and the

draught runs low and the scribes

must off to other caves.

Gord Erickson

Recrowned King

Gord Erickson of Meds '49 re-

tained his intramural golf title

last Sunday at the local Cata-

raqui Club, by combining a 40-43

score for an 83 total, Kirkpatrick

of Arts '46. with 85, and Jack

Milliken, of Meds '47, with 89,

clinched the runner-up and third

spots.

In the net play competition,

two Science men tied for first.

John Hood, of '46, who [inished

fourth in the medal competition

with 91, handed in a net card of

71. Paul Cote, of '45, obtained

ibe same net score with his 55-4t.i

rounds less a 30 handicap. Erick-

son. with a 10 handicap, and Kirk-

patrick, with a 12, tied for third

position at 73, while Science

Frosh Jennis and Medical Sopho-

more Dave Boyes were grouped

together in fifth place with 74s.

The tournament was played

under very unfavourable condi-

tions, with a strong wind deflect-

ing the players' drives. The
leading players in the two classes

were

:

Medal play : Gord Erickson

(83). K. Kirkpatrick (85), J.

Milliken (89), J. Hood (91), J.-

Elliot (96), D. Van Patter (100).

N. Atack aUO).

Net play : J. Hood (71), P. Cole

(71), G. Erickson (73). K. Kirk-

patrick (73). D. Boyes (74). Jen-

nis (74), Hughes (75).

,

Jr. Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

05 Princess St. Phone 3146

BENNETT'S
lED AND WHITE STORE
We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

f>hone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Rent an

/ Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

71 Wellington St. Dial 4352

rAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
\

ClotKesShop

79 Princess St.

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl EkJiu, Prop.

92 Princess St. Dial 9787
Kingston. Ontario

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
56 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

Reh^ilitation

(Continued from page 2)

live and get recreation? This is a

serious question, as even today

universities are filled to capacity. It

has been suggested that present

wartime buildings bq utilized for

this purpose. In Kingston, for ex-

ample, it might be possible to use

the present CWAC barracks. Such
a system would end when the peak-

load was passed. It appears prefer-

able to the alternative of the "double

shifts" or an "evening college."

Equipment

When peace comes, universities

will be short both in quality and

quantity. In tlie past, replacements

and even repairs of our prewar

equipment have been difficult, and

much of it has been worn out in

war services.
,

To solve this diiTiculty, it will no
doubt be possible to utilize a con-

siderable portion of. the equipment

in use in the services, in munitions

factories, and in government de-

partments. Assurance has been giv-

en that universities will be able to

deal directly with the Crown As-
sets Allocation Committee of the

War Assets Corporation. To ac-

complish tliis satisfactorily, full

and early information will be need-

ed, minimum prices and some inter-

university co-operation.

Staff

Universities are at present under-

staffed, and are employing a great

nimilier of over-age instructors who
will .i^enerally wish to retire when
the war is over. The percentage in-

fftase in staff needed to meet post-

war nbligalions will actually be

greater than the increase in student

regist ration.

Moreover, this urgent demand for

university instructors will be in

competition with equally urgent de-

maiiiis from adult educational com-
mittees, technical schools, and pos-

sibly junior colleges; and the ser-

vices will require hundreds of

teachers for their pre-demobiliza-

tion courses. To meet this need,

there will have to be inter-univer-

sity co-operation.

Oswiecim

(Continued from page 2)

longed for sleep! How little

they got! Two or more to a
mattress; a pallet of straw
threshed a thousand times over
by former tenants, now gone to

their "Freedom"; one paper-thin

blanket to cover bodies gripped
with cold and trembling with

fatigue.

But thank God [or that blanket
of darkness in whicli pain, nos-

talgia, and [ear blended together
and lost their identity. It was
not quiet. The stillness was shat-

tered by shrieks and moans, by
the scuf[ling of heavy boots and
the padding of bare (eet. But it

was night!

The Post

"They put your' arms above
your head, and then chain your
wrists to hooks driven into the

posts. You are hooked up to a

height so that your feet just miss
the floor. Your arms strain and
stretch under the weight o[ your
body until it seems as if they are

pulled loose [rom their sockets.

At [irst you twist ana squirm to

relieve the pressure on your
wrists and shoulders, but every
motion is agony. Each effort to

rest your [eet on the floor pulls

you to pieces.

"Posting took place every Sun-
day. The idea of holding it in

weekly installments of an hour
eacii instead of continuously fol-

lowed out the Oswiecim principle

of torturing a prisoner already

condemned to death for monthn
after sentence had been secretly

passed."

A description of all the activ-

ities that took place has no place

here. The 500 who died by poison

gas, in the Purgatory Chamber;
the dogs that would jump at your
throat with bared fangs, only to

be called back a split second be-

fore they sank their teeth into

your flesh ; the Ghost Battalion.

All these will be told again and
again as they have been told

before. Let me just add the

Convocation

(Continued from page 1)

trialtsts who have supported the

university with funds, and voiced

the hope tliat tlic request for the

three miUion dollars still needed

for postwar plans would be as gen-

erously responded to, so that

"Queen's may go forward to still

further service to our young men

and women and that wc may con-

tribute in still larger measure to the

welfare of our country."

After the presentation of the

scholarship winners to the chan-

cellor, Dr. Wallace introduced the

recipients of honorary degrees.

"Robert Chambers," he said, "has

brought distinction to his Alma
Mater and himself in his penetrat-

ing researches into the structure

and function of the living cell."

Dr. Wallace lauded also Dean

Mackenzie, "engineer, scientist, ad-

ministrator, who has performed a

great national service in directing

the scientific forces of our country

to the needs of war."

Tribute was paid to the Wo men
hy General McNaughton also. He
mentioned Dr. Chambers' great con-

tribution to science in his studies

on cancer and his work on blood

"capillaries, which led to new and

better treatment of wounds. He
called attention also to the . work

done by Dean Mackenzie in guid-

ing the National Research Council

through the war. Under him the

Council has produced new inven-

tions and devices to serve the needs

of war, and Dr. Mackenzie him-

self has designed the new form the

Council should take to best serve

Canada after the war.

words of Elmer Davies, Director,

United States Office of War In-

formation :

"The record written' in blood

at Oswiecim and institutions like

it in the Nazi-dominated coun-

tries should be preserved to docu-

ment the diabolical methods of

Nazi suppression and warn the

free men of the future against the

tyranny which we allowed to rise

and blight our time."

ENGINEERS!

The recent plan for Sci-

ence students to provide
rooming accommodations for

a group of rural students

over the Christmas holidays

has been cancelled. To those

who have already made
their arrangements, I extend

my thanks for their co-

operation.

FRANK LEE.
Engineering Society Pres.

Gullible's Travels

(Continued from page 2)

dinner? No? Why, darling, what-

ever happcTied? Oh, you wrote that

article about sororities in The Bani-

toman! Of course, in that case

. .
." All this was as a foreign lan-

guage to poor'little Gullible. "What
cooks?" she murmured to herself,

and she fell down three flights of

stairs into her locker.

Will Gullible become Iiep to the

jibe, or will she be the Forgotten

Face on the Locker-Room Floor?

Or the Freshie Queen? Anything

can happen in this colunm.

—By LORNA JliAN TOKGESON

—Manitoban.

Newman Dance

The Newmart Club will hold its

first dance on Tuesday at 8.30 p.m..

in St. Joseph's Hall. Hotel Dieu.

Members will be admitted free. The
charge for non-members is 25

cents. Refreshments will be served.

Cody Emphasizes
Students' Future

President H. J. Cody, in his

last speech before the announce-

ment of his resignation as presi-

dent of flic University of Toronto,

praised (he university as "a firm

foundation for Canada's future."

He went on to tell the students

that they, as coming citizens of

Canada, wen- responsible for her

future welfare.

\lv nri;cd ihc students, on their

leaving university, to enter if

possible tlie service of the state.

The University World

(Continued from page 2)
Queen's is only seen if we realize

that we arc part of an internal com-

munity — //))' uiih'crsity worltl. If

wc could not draw on the intellec-

tual resources of Oxford, of the

Sorbonne in Paris, of the Univer-

sity of Gottingen, of MIT, or

"Cal. Tech.", teaching at Queen's

woukl be immeasurably poorer. We
are dependent on those great cen-

tres of learning. To some extent

they are dependent on us. Any
greatness Queen's may have is hers

only in virtue of her mcnibership

in that great body of students and

professors — the university com-

munity throughout the world. Wc
must then realize with St. Pan! that

"when one member sufl'ers all the

members of the body suffer with

it."

For discussion I set you this

problem, "Analyze the ways m
which tile universities of the world

are interdependent!"

The war still isn't over — invest Our advertisers want YOUR
in War Savings Certificates. business—patronize them.

103 Princess St.

Get Ready for the Formal

Agents for Dack's Shoes

— Phone 6381 —

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

I I, D* A.
DIVISION ST. I DRUG
PHONE 7100 I STORES

albert st.

Phone 7300

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

presents

THE CARDIGAN SUIT

THE MANNISH TAILORED SUIT

Soft Suits . . . Tailored Suits. . . . Both are favorites this

coming Fall. They ore here ot Jackson- Metivier's!

SEE THEM NOW!

English Tweed, English Imported Worsted and

Hair-Line Stripes

Other dressmaker styles in junior and misses' sizes
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'Remember me? I'm the

guy in the Dover suit!''

Yes, Sir! Thafs what

you'll soy when you

wear a DOVER suit

. . . when you buy your

next suit be sure it's

o DOVER. Tweeds,

worsteds and gobar-

dines—tlozens of pat-

terns and colours from

which to choose. Smart

single-breasted three-

button models For the

student, and the more

conservative models for

the fuon.

Sizes 34 to 46.

25.00

45.00

PHONE 3030

123 - 125 PRINCESS STREET

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments, Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
RKASONABLI PRICED

Phone 6733
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SPORTS

THE CAMELS Si:>€l^rLISIiT
lY OORD MACK

Smoke Rings

After taking in one of the better third-round tennis matches Sunday
afternoon, we returned to our little closet <half way up in the next block),
filled our faithful corncob with a plug of Dried Cafeteria Succotash, and
waited for the Muses to pulverize us vrith an inspiration. Sunday afternoon
was one of our nicer Ute faU days, sunny and refreslunBly gusty—but
Sunday was no day to be playing tennis; in fact, there wlil be very few
more days left whcih are suitable for playing tennis. Then we argued in
our approved So^ratic method, "Why is the tennis being played so bte?"
And an intelligent littie cockroach, fleeing from the landlady's Idlchen,
piped up with, "Because it takes at least three rounds to eUminate some
SO^dd feUows who never played tennis before." This is unfortunately a
correct conclusion, and, because of this, those feUows who enjoy their tennis
(including beginners and those with a couple of years' layofO must spend
their time chipiang hoar frost off their tennis balls when they should be
strapping on their bob-skates for the local shinny season.

In comparison is the well-organized track meet which Bill Roberts and
Bill Lemmon are staging tomorrow afternoon. By a carefully calculated
scale of qualifying times and distances, any feUow who failed to show enough
interest in track to properly condition himself was unobtrusively chucked
in the discard. (I knowl A committee made up of my insurance agent,
a representative of the SPCA, and a cast of thousands stopped me at the
390 mark in the 440 try-out)

With due deference to the athletic' prowess of the T-Square Tarzans
in Science '46, we (editorially) doubt that the year possessed over SO tennis
players. Unfortunately, early in the season, Science '« must be used as an
example; but, to be fair, most years, except Science •45, have been equally
guilty at one time or another. In those events in which a surplus of entries
will put a strain on facilities or inconvenience sincere entrants, some limit,
such as a maximum of 10 percent of the year being awarded entry points,
should be effected to ensure a fair arrangement for those actually interested
in the sport.

Miscellaneous

Last Saturday's gridiron battle furnished one for the books when Ken
MacDonald. Tricolour inside, after blocking Milliken's first boot and almost
graduating to the Anatomy lab, reversed the procedure in the third quarter
by stopping one of Vimy Bob Manson's boots. . , . Signals' Billings (No. 20),
who gave Queen's trouble throughout the 60 minutes, played on the Smiths
Palls Canadian intermediate championship team a few years back. . . .

Leo Bandiera, one of last year's stars, is performing this season in the
Q.R.F.U. for the Verdun Grads. . . . Ex-Gael rugby captain. F/0 Art
Stollery, has been posted overseas, to end his quarter-backing comeback
with the Hagersville Fishing Tigers. . . . And to close—this item from our
mail box: "Sports Ed: Where, oh where in heaven's name did Queen's get
those gawdoful sweaters? The one distmctlve colour we have is GOLD
and to look at those shoulder bands! They haunt me. Bilious orange—oof!

Arts "32."

Pages

79 Qualify For Track Meet;
Classes Called At 3:30 p.m.

Only about eight members o

last year's interfaculty track and

field champions will carry the

banner of Sc. '45 into tlie annua!

meet tomorrow (Wednesdaj^)

afternoon.

A total of 79 entries cpiahfied

for the meet during the trials last

week while 77 others also scored

scale points by attaining the scale

point standards.

Strong teams have been entered

by Sc. '47, Si. '46, and Meds '49,

and track and field coach, Bill

Roberts, is looking for a new
intramural record in at least one

event.

Classes have been called for

this event, assuring a record

lurnout. Rules are posted in the

gym.

Time of Events .

.

J:50...p.m.—High jump, I mile.

4:00 p.m.—100-yard dash (heats),

javelin throw.

4:05 p.m.—MO yards (final).

4:10 p.m.—440-yard freshman re-

lay.

4:15 p.m.—220-yard dash (final),:

broad jump.

4:20 p.m.—Three-mile run, dis-

cus throw.

4:50 p.m.—100 yards (final).

hop, step, and jump.

4 ;55—880-yard run (final).

5 :00—8S0-yard rela>=, shot put,

pole vault.

Pole Vault

Open (7 ft., 6 in. scale).

Freshman Relay

Each year limited to three

teams.

100-Yard Dash

First heat : Boyes, Meds '49

;

Lawler, Arts '46; Atack, Meds
'49; Morill, Meds '49; G. Elliot,

Sc. '46.

Second heat: Hamilton, Meds

'49; iMiUiken. Meds •47; Hall

burton. Sc. '47; Thompson, Meds
'49: R. Smiley, Meds '46.

220-Yard Dash (Final)

G. Elliot, Sc. '46; MilHken.

Meds '47
; Boyes, Meds '49

;

Lawler, Arts "46; Smylie, Meds
'46.

440-Yard Final

J. Hawley. Meds '50 ; B.

Smylie, Meds "46 ; D. Moreton,

Sc. -45.

880-Yard Final

Carr, Arts '48; D. Craig, Sc.

'45; D. Moreton. Sc. '45; J. Boyd.

Sc. '48; A. Bird, Sc. '46; C. Fini,

Arts '48; A. Dean. Sc. '46.

One Mile, Open

(6 min., 30 sec, scale.)

Three Miles Open

(20 min., scale.)

High Jump
Fini, Arts '48; Zuckerman, Arts

'47;
J. Scott, Sc. '45; G. Whyte,

Sc. '46: Stojan, Meds '50; Hamil-

ton, Meds '49; Loncks, Sc. '47;

Holly. Meds '50: Catchpole,

46
; Goddard, Sc. '46.

Queen's Smothers Vimy 20 -3

To Assume Undisputed Lead
Five minutes after the tartmg whistle in last Saturday's game

Mdliken settled the verdict by reaping in Sonny Nelson'
givmg Queen's all

'

Sc.

Broad Jump
Loucks, Sc. '47; Roberts, Sc.

'45; Kassidy, Sc. '46; Leach, Sc.

'48; Cole, Sc. '45; G. Elliot. Sc.

'46; Stone, Meds '49; Bigham,

Sc. '46; Manard, Sc. '48.

Hop, Step, and Jump
Smylie. Meds '46; Loucks, Sc.

'47; Norton, Sc. '47; Leach, Sc.

'48; Zuckerman. Arts '47; Kas-

sidy, Sc. '46; Bowen, Sc. '47;

Menard. Sc. '48: Hayhurst, Sc.

"46: Amberg, Arts '46; Goddard,

Sc. '46; Burks, Sc. '46.

Shot Put

Stojan, Meds '50; Zuckerman.

Arts '47
; Abelson, Arts '47

;

Rowley. Arts "47; Smiley, Meds

'46; Fr'anz. Sc. '46; Harvey, Sc.

'45; Nelson, Sc. '45; Bealtie,

Meds '49; Endelman, Sc. '47;

An entry list for the annual

men's intramural cross-country

run, on November 2, has been

posted in the gym locker-room.

Entries will close on October 28

at 6 p.m.

Entries for the Men's Indoor

Intramural Softball League wil!

lie received by the intramural

director (phone 825S) until Oc-
tober 27. The league will start

play on November 6.

All fourth-round matches in

the men's intramural tennis tour-

nament must be completed by

Wednesday, October 25. Fifth-

round matches must be completed

by October 30.

The InUamural Bowling League
will commence on November 15.

Team entries can be handed to

Bill Roberts or phoned in to 8258

up until November 5.

In a Wednesday and Thursday

iioon-honr soccer game. Sc. '45

defeated Sc. '46, 8-0. A tentative

game with the R.'\F station at

Collins Bay has been arranged

for tins or next week.

The Swimming Club held its

second meeting in the pool to-

morrow night. Beginners' class

will begin at 7 p.m. and the ad

vanced swimmers will assemble

at 8 p.m. (Levana included).

We apologize that due to cir

cumstances beyond our control

the first meeting of the Fencing

Club could not take place as

announced. Circumstances now
being under control, members

and others interested will defi-

nitely meet next Wednesday,

October 25, at 7:30 p.m.. on the

gallery of the gym.

Tonight at 7:30 o'clock the

Boxing and Wrestling Club will

hold its first meeting in the gym.

Membership is open to all uni-

versity students.

pass and
the margin they needed to hand Vimy their

first defeat and leave the Tricolour alone at the top of the heap
Queen's, although below their previous week's performance, were
never seriously tested throughout the game.

The break for the first touch-
down camp when Pete King fell

rm a Vimy fumble to give the

Tricolour possession at the Vimy
40-yard stripe. Using the same
script which worked against Ord-
nance, Nelson passed to Milliken

deep down the right side of the
field and Milliken, remembering
his lines from last week, went
across for the first major score.

The convert by Milliken brought
the total to 6-0. With the wind
behind them. Queen's were kick-

ing on first or second down, and
twice before the quarter ended
Milliken boomed across singles

to add the count up to 84).

A 45-yard run by Viray's Bill-

ings featured the second quarter'

and set up the play for the

Army's only count. After Sig-

nals recovered a Queen's fumble

on the Tricolour 20. Harry Woot-
ton split the uprights with a

three-point placement.

The only tally in t(ie third

quarter was Cy Moro's attempted

placement which sailed wide for

a single. As the game went into

the last quarter Vimy fumbled on
their own 13. A Nelson-lo-King

pass moved the sticks, and Nel-

son ploughed through centre to

make the score 14-3.

Milli'tcen hoisted a 65-yard pnnl

after the Vimy kick-off, to put

the hall deep in .-\rmy territory

again. Another Nelson pass,

with Jack Spittle receiving, ad-

vanced the ball a couple of plays

later to the Vimy 15, from where
Milliken carlcd the ball around

lett end in track meet fashion for

his second touch of the afternoon.

Milhken's convert finished the

day's scoring at 20-3. The game's

most sensational run was in the

closing minutes when Harry

Wootion tucked away Don More-

ton's kick and ran it back 6.)

yards before being brought down
bj' the Queen's last line of de-

fence.

For Queen's the line agani

turned in a strong performance,

with Ken MacDonald and Pets

King featured. Bruce Cronk and

Bob Cole worked well on the

Male students who are not able ^"'l^- '"^'""'^ ^g^'" Milliken turned

to take an active part in the intra- ^"^ ^"""^^ ^'^^''^^^ e-^"'^

mural sports programme will be ^^'^^ col ecting another 14

llowed to score scale points for '^'^ ^"^^^l

their years again this term by

acting as officials. Intramural

Director Bill Lemmon stated last

night.

A scheme was introduced last

year whereby students who have

obtained a medical certificate

may be eligible to act m official

apacity before or during certain

intramural events throughout tiie

season and be credited with hav

ing competed in these events.

Entries from these students for

the interfaculty track megt will

be received by Track Coach Bill

Roberts this afternoon at 4:30

at the stadium.

TRACK OFFICIALS

TO GET POINTS

Seppala. Sc. '48; TUiot, Sc.

Harbec, Sc. '47.

Discus Throw
Kocela, Sc. '48;

Sc. '45
;
Franz, Sc.

Sc. '47; Elliot, .Sc.

Sc. '45.

Javelin Throw
Moro. Sc. '45 ; Nelson

Burreil. Sc. '46.

46;

D. Moreton.

'46; Harbec,

'46; Nelson,

Sc. '45;

Movie Scouts
* r-,

(Continued from page 1)

three one-act plays which will be

staged within a few weeks, liave

now bt^n; however, there remain

few vacancies in casts. Produc-

tion staffs will soon be organized.

The names of plays to be produc-

ed, together with descriptions of

them and hsts of the casts, will be

released soon.

AMS Essay Contest

Topic: "The History of

Queen's." Length: Between

300 and 1,000 words. Prizes:

First, $15: second, $10, Elig-

ible: All first-year students

(men and women). Closing

date : November 15. Ad-

dress entries: Chairpian,

Freshman Orientation Com-

mittee. -
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178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

GOURDIERS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop ot

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STREET
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LEVANA
NOTES

BY MART VALLENTYNE

The only date we have circled

on the Levana calendar this week
is Thursday, October 26. Re-
member? . . . Uh-huh, Soph Court
—the great day of reckoning on
which the sophomores heap their

final sum total of abuse on the

heads of wayward freshettes.

This is their last chance. They'll

likely make the most of it; so

juniors and seniors be on hand
for the fun too. You can knit the

heel of a sock while you watch
the massacre.

Prosecuting attorney (and they

say she's pretty grim) is Ferd
(we gotcha now !) Waters. At-
torney Waters has been consult-

ing with last year's capable prose-

cuting attorney, who gave her tiie

wealth of two years' experience

browbeating defendants. The
combination should be pretty

formidable. In a statement

issued to the press, Miss Waters,

grinding her teeth and leering

over the top of her spectacles,

said
: "We'll grind 'em under the

axe, we'll make mincemeat oui

of those freshettes. Justice for

a!! (sophs) !"

Defence ?

Slated to defend the accused-

(plural) is Defence Council Eva
l-'hinkctt. Thursday is a bad day
for Council Plunkett to defend

anyone after hobblmg home fron-

a geology field trip:

But don't let this throw you,

freshettes. Vou can always de-

fend yourself with your own bril-

liant oratory. (N.B. : This we
strongly advise.) And anyway
there's always the chance you
won't be called up—about that

you know best.

The clerk of court (she's the

gal who drags you into court by
the scruff of your neck—and
don't think we're foolmglj is

Janet McGinnis. And the un-

biased officers who decide your
fate are Judge Gwen Toms and a
jury cuinpoaed of the Levana ex-

ecutive. Thii is in strict confor-

mation with the Magna Carta,

habeas corpus writ, BNA Act,

Bill of Rights, etc., and guaran-
tees liie defendants a fair, square,

just, and impartial trial.

Gowns

Are you remembering to wear
your gown to lectures? There's

another court (Levana) in the

spring to take care of such of-

fences and omissions.

R.I.P.

The Dean of Women calls to

the attention of all co-eds the lec-

tures which' are being delivered

to the Theological Conference.

These lectures are open to stu-

dents as well as members of the

conference, and the Dean feels

that many students will be par
ticularly interested in the lecture

Wednesday night on "Religious

Thought in Russia."

And Red Cross workroom
hours, we remind you, are 3 :30

Introducing

(Continued from page 2)

Doric herself is specializing in

phychology but is interested in

personnel work. After graduating,

she intends to work for at least a

year but would like to take a

Columbia University Personnel

Course.

"When asked about the freshette

regulations Miss Mills hesitated a

few minutes before stating that she

thought they should be definitely

more strict, without becoming

ludicrous. "I think that the fresh-

ettes this year are disappointed in

their initiation." In her freshette

year, Doric was hauled up in Soph

Court for soph-soaping the soplis

(by batting her eyelashes at them.)

She defended herself but forgot

and started batting them at the

judge. So remember, freshettes,

don't wink at Her Honour. Doric

cooks, sews, has a sense of humor

and persoliality plus — what more

could you ask?

With regard to the Levana plans

for this year, meetings are being

scheduled and interesting lectures

are being arranged. The topic of

the year is "Different Careers

Chosen by Girls." Mr. Child,

Comptroller of Canadian Packers,

is going to speak on the advantages

and disadvantages of a business

career. Miss Elizabeth Monk, a

lawyer, will speak on her profes-

sion and it is hoped to secure a

woman doctor in the near future.

These Levanna meetings are held

monthly and should be of interest

to any girls planning similar car-

eers.

Levana constitutions were distri-

buted to all freshettes upon regis-

tration, and it is hoped that thev

all know the aim of the societv^

and realize the hard work and

thought e.\ercised by the executive

with a view to making your first

year a success.

CO-ED
SPOBTSBEEL

BY TERDIE WATERS

Journal Interview

(Continued from page 1)

of men and women coming to

university after the war is over. He
said they have all been fortunate

in being able to preserve the con-

tinuity of their studies while in the

armed forces: particular thanks, he

pointed out. is due Principal Wal-
lace and J. B. Bicherstelh, Warden
of Hart House, who have been in-

stnimental in planning and execut-

ing the educational system.

Symphony Orchestra

There will be an organiza-

tion meeting and rehearsal of

the symphony orchestra,

Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. on
the top floor of the Old Arts
buiidinff.

to 5:30 p.m. on Thursday and
Fridays.

Last, but not least important

—

the Ban Righ Hallowe'en dance
this Saturday night. We'il give

ynu details in Friday's Journal.

But don't wait till then to get

your date—grab him now.

Athlete's foot is an infection of

the feet but the athletic fete

effected on the softball diamond

Friday was the defeat of the

freshettes by '47 with the striking

score of 12-5. Extra special de-

livery was made throughout the

game by pitcher Kay Justus of

'47, whci also kept the outfielders

out when she stepped up to bat.

Marion AVhitmore. pitcher for the

freshettes, kept the sophs swing-

ing because umpire Don Beckett

knew what to call everything

above the knee.

Again

!

The lower campus was occu-

pied Thursday with the opening

game between '-16 and '45.

Eleanor Smith of '46 took both

the batting and pitching honours,

but '45 again earned its way to

victory, handing a 15-14 defeat to

the juniors. The winners' excel-

lent team work w.is led by Fran

Goodspeed and Muffy Hib'bert.

The finals in softball will be

played on Wednesday at 4 :30

between indomitable '45 and last

year's champions, '47. If mem-
ories of last year's game between

'45 and '47 mean anything, the

clash on Wednesday should be

worth seeing.

If you couldn't take advantage

of the only nightly swimming
time last week we'll expect you
out this Wednesday at 7:30 or

8:30.

CRCC
Tuesday, 16:30 hours (4:30)—

lecture for new recruits in room
204, Xew Arts building.

Thursday. 19:15 hours (7:15)—
drill for all members at the gym-
nasium. AH those who volun-

teered to work at the hospital will

begin this week.

Western U. Co-eds

(Continued from page 2)

Western has more beautiful girls

than any other campus in Canada.

As proof he offers Dorothy Dale,

Arts '42, who was a Life cover

girl a few years back.

Basis of selection will be on pho-

togenic qualities and photographs

will appear in the We'stern Gazctfc.

During her stay in New York,

the lucky winner will be introduced

to the cover-girl glamourizer, John
Robert Powers. She will also visit

the night-clubs, see the new musi-

cals, the Rockettes and the Statue

of Liberty. She may even see

Mayor LaGuardia at some three-

alarm fire! All New York will

be hers.

However, if the contest were

extended to include all the univer-

sities Queen's girls would walk
away with ail the prizes. What do

ynu think? Comments will be wel-

comed and they will also be treated

with the strictest confidence.

CROWN DAIRY

•
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AESCULAPIAN AT HOME TONIGHT
Mthxmi iitrrnr
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NEW COURSE INSTITUTED IN MEDICINE
Tickets Sold, Gym Decorated;

Modern Night Club Is Theme
Modernaires Will Provide

Music; Refreshments
To Be Served

Dress Optional

All tickets are sold, and decora-

tions are completed, for the an-

nual Medical At Home, to be
held in the g:>-mnasium tonig-ht.

This will mark the first time in

everal years that it has been
possible to hold an At Home in

e gym, and Convenor Jack
Noakes and his committee state

that they have made the most of

Ihe increased space provided.

Music will be provided by the

Modernaires, who come to

gueen's from Toronto's famous
Casa Loma. The entiri: .decora-

ive schenje has been constructed
on the lines of a huge night-club,

with tables for all the guests.

Catering will be by a well-known
Toronto firm.

The convener wishes to an-
nounce again that dress will be
optional, and that no corsages or
favours will be on sale at the

dance. Those wishing corsages
must purchase their own from
he local florists. Dancing will,

e from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m.

JACK NOAKES
Convener of tonight's Aesculapian

At Home

TB Sanatorium

To Be Erected

Medical Students Will Take
Classes At New Institute

CAMSI Report
Asks Health Plan

BY TREVOR THOMPSON
The Canadian Association of

Medical Students and Internes has
recently embarked on a project of
ital national importance: a repre-

entative group of 465 students and
ternes is compiling a brief on
ational health planning, to be pre-

nted shortly to the Canadian
^ oulh Commission. The report in

s present form was drafted by
lack Wiggin and Clare Robinson

CAMSI REPORT
(( 'ontinncd on page 4)

Plans are well advanced for the

construction of a new tuberculosis

sanatorium in or near the city of

Kingston, Dr. Bruce Hopkins, pro-

minent chest specialist aud mem-
ber of the Medical Faculty, told

the Journal this week. The sana-

torium will be complete with sur-

gical unit and facilities for teach-

ing, and it is proposed diat students

in the final two years will take

classes; there.

The City of Kingston and the

Counties of Leeds and Grenville,

Lenno.'c and Addington. Fronteuac,

f-Iastings and Prince Edward have

formed an Association, to be called

the East Central Counties Tuber-

culosis Association. Dr. Hopkins

has been elected' President. The
Association has applied for a char

ter and is in the process of raising

funds to build the new Institution.

TB SANATORIUM
(Continued on page 4)

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Ever since the fmtnd'mg of Ihe Faculty of .\fi-ditnii' <il ,-„'.!

in }&'j4. the highlight of ihc social season fi.r inrnihrrs of ih^-

lapian Society has been the Medical At Home, li'e have come a long
way ill these ninety years, and with our growth has come a unilv and
a comradeship which men ever\<zvhere fuive come to call "Queen's
spirii." '

Those of us who are graduating this year toill fake with us a great
many happy and poig'nant memories. The "speed-up" course, with its

shortened holidays and longer hours, has kepi us at a faster pace than
usual; but we have nonetheless found time to make many jriends among
professors and students alike, friends -.^•hani we zcil! not soon forget.
The University has groxai. true, but she has un; y r.;u-hed beyond that
personal relationship which choractcri.zed her cdrlic.';! days.

As zve come to another Medical At Home, zve arc pleased and
proud 10 welcome many old friends and—we hope—many nczv ones.

Especially are we glad to entertain representatives from our sister

Universities, and those of our ozvn alumni who can escape from their

duties for long enough to share this earning xvilh us.

To our con7-cner. Jack Noakes. and liis cosniuiflce, :Jio ha:-e

worked long and hard for our enlerlaiiuiirii! . tiv n;.',' a yinr. z'otc of
thanks. Their ingenuity and resourcefulness Itave conquOid a great
many obstacles, and will, we know, make this year's . It Home a memor-
able one. •

IAN M. SHAW,
President of the Aesculapian Society.

Will Include Five Class Years,

One Clinical, To Obtain Degree

HONORARY PRESIDENT

Left liand Ccrner

Kingston, Ont„ Oct. 27— (CL P)

—Medical authorities the world

ver were set agog recently by the

luctant revelation by the vice-

rincipal of Queen's University of

n unexplained pulsating distension

the junction of the npix-r and

nver left quadrants of the floor

f Grant Hall, right near tlie first

i'ost. This disorder was first dis-

overed by a medical freshman who
ad failed to find his way out of

e hall after last Saturday's dance

:

the course of his wanderings he

ubbed . bis toe on this protusion

;

whereiipdrt : fffi/tfitg "jtSff Sharply

and was subsequently discovered,

suffering from an extensive peri-

nichia. b)' George Brisket, building

caretaker.
^

Hastily summoned, Dr. R. T. F.

Void made a dramatic entrance to

Grant Hall by swarming up a rope

to one of the lower windows, hat

on head and bag in hand. Imme-

diately recognizing the pulsating

enlargement as a i*are ichopathic

clinical entity, Dr. Void called for

a consultation.

First consultant to arrive was

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 6)

Queen's To Hold

Postgrad Course

A three-day post-graduate course

will he ])resented by the Medical

Faculty of Queen's University, on

Monday, Tuesday and Wetlnesday

of ne.xt week. This' is the first

course of its kind to be held at the

(."University for several years, but it

is hoped that it will be an annual

?vent from now on.

Lectures and clinics will be pre-

sented at the Kingston General and

Hotel Dieu Hospitals by members

of the University staff and a num-

ber of prominent guests. The ses-

sions on Wednesday afternoon have

been combined with the District

Meeting of the Ontario i^'Iedical

Association, and the closing h;tn-

qnet on Wednesday night will In-

addressed by the Hon. Dr. R. !'.

Vi\'ian, Minister of Health fur

Ontario, and by Dr. C. J. Devins.

president-elect of the Ontario

Medical Association.

The course is intended primarily

for medical practitioners in East-

ern Ontario, although the senior

undergraduate years in medicine

are also invited to .ittend. Among
the guest lecturers will be: Dr. hr

Fallis. Henry Ford Plospital,

Delroii ; Dr. Foster Kennedj, Pro-

fessor of Clinical Neurology, Cor-

nell University Medical College,

New York, N.Y.; Dr. Dean Mac-

POSTGRAD COURSE
f Continued on page 3)

THE PRESIDENT

Freshman Class Following
New System; Go To

Hospital In 1949

No Premeds Asked

DR. J. H. ORR
Honorary President of the

Aesculapian Society

General Hospital

Plans Additions

Clinical. Teaching Space To
Be Enlarged

IAN SHAW
President of the Aesculapian Society

Health Service

Now Improved

'Who's Where'

Complete page proofs of

(/ 'ho's ll'hcrc, OQntaining

phone numbers and ad-

dresse."; of all students and

staff members, have been

posted on bulletin boards in

the Students' Union 3nd in

Ban Risli.

Tins year Queen's is expanding

and improving its^ plan of health

insurance, by u-hich it provides

regular preventive and therapeu-

tic medical aid for students from

a .special $4 health lee paid on

registration. The program is ad-

ministered l)y special arrange-

ment with the Alma Mater So-

ciety.

Chest X-ray examinations for

tuberculosis are now given to all

students in first and final years.

Medical officers hope to have

tuberculin tests administered to

all who react negatively to first

e.\amination, in order that an

early check may be placed upon

any who contract the disease be-

tween examinations.

HEALTH SERVICE

(Continued on page 4)

The Kingston General Hospital

will undertake an extensive build-

ing and renovating programme in

the very near future, with a view

to improving and enlarging pres

ent facilities for care and for teach-

ing, Mr. K. Fraser Armstrong,

Hospital Superintendent, said yes-

terday.

Mr. Armstrong indicated that

urescnt plans call for an outlay of

?I.2.=;0.000, of winch abuut §372,-

XX) are available at present- It is

Imped that the rest of ihe money

;m lie obtained by Hospital and

L iiLversity authoriiies working to-

getlier.

Among thfe additions proposed

are four-storey additions to the

Douglas and Empire Wings and a

new building on the west side of

GENERAL HOSPITAL

(Cuniinued on page 6)

Five intramural years and one

i-!inical year will lead to a degree

in Medicine under the plan of train-

ing whidi is now in effect in the

present freshman class. In tlie new
course, all prc-cligical work will

he completed in the first three years.

Organic chemistry is shifted

from tlie second to the first year,

thus making it possible to take bio-

chemistry in the second year and
pharmacology in the third. The
plans lor all years except the first

are still tentative; but it is hoped

that under tliis scheme all labora-

Tory work will be completed by the

end of the third year, so that more

lime will be available for clinical

subjects in the fourth and fifth

years.

Tn his final year the student will

work, under supervision, in one of

three hospitals. The Kingston

General will be one of these but the

names of the others are not yet

available. In each institution there

will be an adequate number of ap-

poinlments to the Cniversitj' teach-

ing staff, in order that training may
be as complete as possible. Stu-

dents will write the examinations

of tlie Jfedical Council of Canada

at the end of this clinical year.

Tt has not yet been decided de-

finitely whether the entire final year

will be spent in one hospital, or

whether students will rotate, spend-

ing about four months in each.

Tliere are certain advantages and

disadvantages to eacli scheme, it is

explained : if all three hospitals

were visited, the student would re-

ceive a greater variety of experi-

ence and teaching; on tlie other

NEW COURSE

(Continued on page 3)

Recent Queens Grad Explains

Proposed National Health Bill

eV CLJtRE ROBINSON

(Ed. Note: Dr. Robinson, a

recent Queen's graduate, is now

doing research work at the

Kingston General Hospital.. He

Jias been particularly inter-

ested in schemes for health

insiirance. and we are in-

debted to him for this article.)

Although increasing approval

for a Canadian health insurance

plan has been developing during

the past few years, Canada still

lacks any Act which would pro-

vide this, .'\ bill has been drafted

by the advisory committee on

health insurance at Ottawa, and

[jresented in comtnittee. but it

may not be introduced into the

House of Commons for some

time.

Nevertheless, even the proposed

federal legislation will not enforce

health insurance in Canada;

under the B.N.A. Act health mat-

ters were placed under provincial

jurisdiction. This means that at

present federal legislation can be

enabling in nature only. Conse-

NATIONAL HEALTH
(Continued on page 4)

I

i
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Wave of the Future?

This issue of the Jottrnal—the first of the so-called "faculty"

editions of the current year—has been planned witli one primary

aim in view—the presentation to the university and to our friends

everywhere, of the ideals, the interests, the activities, and the

aspirations of the Medical students of Queen's University. "We

submit it with neither apologj- nor boast, but only with the hope

that our friends may not find us too reticent, nor our foe^ too

verbose.

We did not set out here to outline any one idea or set of

ideas; and yet we now realize that, without conscious intention,

much of the matter in these six pages is concerned in some way
with the shape of things to come here at Queen's. New buildings,

changes in the course of study, fellowships, graduate study,

improvements in teaching facilities—all this and more will be

seen even before many of us now here will have graduated.

Yet, for all this, there are many questions in our minds as

we approach what is called "the shining postwar world." That

is not to say that we are either cynical or afraid of the future; it is

simply that the clear, dispassionate assessment of facts, which the

study of science is supposed to teach, leaves us many things to

wonder about.

We wonder, for one thing, wliat place we are expected to

fill in the communities many of lis will serve. Are we te be onij'

highly-trained mechanics with more work than we can ever get

done properly; or will the future provide us with the means and

leisure to be real participants in community life, in government,

in what are commonly called "cultural activities"? And, if we
do have a chance to tIo these things, is our training broad enough

to let us do them reasonably well, or ^lould our scientific education

be founded on a broader base of English and philosophy and

independent thought?

We wonder, too, whether the six or eight or ten gruelling

years that we put in will seem worthwhile in view of the returns

we may expect to receive. We wonder where the trend to greater

and greater specialization will end, and what is going to happen

to the patient in the meantime. And we wonder whether the;

profession which is perhaps least amenable to political interference

will ultimately come beneath the none-too-tender hand of the

politician.

Finally, to come closer to hand, we wonder about our system

of training. Is it too tough or not tough enough? Do we carry

our "lame ducks" too far, and—to put it bluntly—having gotten

them through the course, are they competent to accept the respon-

sibilities of practice or even of interneship?

All of this is by no means a wail of despair; on the contrary,

it is an expression of hope. We are uncertain about these things,

true; but we arc not thereby afraid to face them; nor, if we can, to

help correct them.

The coming of peace will not solve these problems. On the

contrary, it will intensify and broaden them. We need thought
and discussion and argument and honest disagreement. But
we must begin now, and not on the day after Armistice.
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Official Notices

The Alexander MacLacMan
Peace Prise

The Alexander ^TacLachlan

Peace Prize has been established

by the MacLachlan family in mem-
ory of Ale.-vander MacLachlan, for-

mer President of International Col-

lege, Smyrna, who througliout his

life worked for a better under-

standing among nations.

Value ?30. Ordinarily awarded

annually for the best essay of 3,000

wordi on some phase of the subject

Promotion oj World Peace. Dur-

ing the -cssion l'>44-4ii there will

be two separate essay competitions.

The subjtct of the first essay is

Ediinitio)! as a» Agency for the

Prnnioiion of ]\'orld Peace. The
<:~y.\\ must be handfd in by No-
vember I. The subject of the sec-

ond essay, which is due March 1,

is The Atlantic Charier as a Basis

for World Peace. The competition

is open to all undergraduates of

Queen's University, both intra-

mural and extramural.

The essays must he clearly writ-

ten or typewritten and must be sSht

Press Club Elects

Officers For Years

Phyllis "Ferdie" Waters, Arts

'47, was elected president of the

Press Club at its organization meet-

ing Sunday night. Jim Southey,

Arts '48. was elected vice-president

and Herman Walter, Sc. '45, sec-

retary-treasurer.

Ken Phin, Meds '49. who was
editor of the Journal last year, ad-

dressed the club on the technique of

news writing,

Alan Gray, Arts '44, honorary

president, explained the duties and
privileges of the members of the

Press Club.

The war isn't over yet — buy

Seventh Victory Loan Bond now.

in to the Registrar's Office by the

above dales accompanied by a

statement sigutd by the candidate

that the essay is t!ie result of his

own reading, thinking and discus-

sion, and that he has not been as-

sisted by other students in writing.

TRICOLOR PICTURES

All graduate and execu-

tive pictures should be in

the hands of the Tricolor

editor by Dec. 1, to ensure

publication before April ex-

aminations. Students are

warned .to arrange sittings

immediately.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

Blood Donors

DR. C. S. MELViN
The Medical Editor regrets that, because of the Dean's
absence from the campus, it is impossible to present
the traditional Dean's Message. Dr. Melvin has been
attending the convention of the Association of American
Medical Colleges at Detroit.

Principal Depicts

Campus of Future

Changes Will Be Made In

Curricula

A designer's plan for the

Queen's campus of the future,

shown to the Journal recently by
Principal Wallace, shows the

Union and men> residence a$
the most prominent and the larg-

est of the new buildings.

The cafeteria, which will be
built as one wing of the main
residence building, will be made
to accommodate both men and
women students. The building
will be on University avenue,
opposite Ontario Hall ; and a load-
way will be carried across the
lower campus, in front of Flem-
ing Jlall, across University ave-
nue, past the new Union, and on
to the Stadium on Alfred street.

On the other side of the roadway
—that is, on the south side—ap-

proximately opposite Grant Ha!!,

will be an administration build-

ing, housing university offices.

Another uf the main features

of the new layout will be Mc-
Laughlin Hall, the new building
for Mechanical Engineering.
Funds are now available for tlie

construction of this hall; how-
ever, tiie location is not yet defi-

nitely plaimed.

Gordon Hall, the Chemistry
building, is to have a new wing,
extending southward over the

ground now occupied by the ten-

nis courts behind the Douglas
Library. Other extensions will

be added to various Engineering
buildings.

Money is also on nand for the

addition of a new wing to Ban
liigh; this will probably extend
to, the south, replacing Macdnn-
nell House. No expansion of

Ban Righ kitchen facilities is

anticipated, because the accom-
modations of the iifw L'nion cafe-

teria will be enough to take care

of the larger number of women
in residence.

Asked whether there would be

any marked e-xpansion of Medical

facilities. Dr. Wallace replied

that there would be considerable

increase in the space available

fore clinical laboratory work and

for teaching in clinical subjects.

Most of this space, the Principal

added, would be located within

the nt\\ Tuberculosis Sanatorium
and the new parts of the King-
ston General Hospital. In the

immediate future, there is not

likely to be a marked increase in

the actual number of Medical stu-

dents training at Queen's, for, it

is felt, expansion beyond the rea-

sonable :;ci.)pe of clinical material

and teaching facilities is most un-
wise.

Changes in the curricula of all

faculties are proposed, though in

no branch of studies have they
been definitely outlined. Dr.

Wallace predicted, however, that

one of the directions in which the

Medical curriculum is most likely

to change is toward the putting

of more emphasis on preventive

medicine
;
this, he felt, was to be

the general trend in medicine in

the years immediately before us. i

Commenting on the new five-

year course, Dr. Wallace ex-

pressed approval of the plan of

devoting the final year entirely

to clinical study. Queen's, he

said, hopes to connect itself with

three large hospitals—the King-
ston General Hospital, and pos-

sibly one in Hamilton and one in

Queen's University students

have gi\-en slight!)- mnrt than

1.800 blood donations since the

beginning of the campus blood
donor campaign in December,
1942. This is equivalent to a

little over one donation per stu-

dent.

Dr. Eldon Boyd, who has been
in charge of the university blood
drive, told the Journal this week
that students have not given many
donations this fall, largely be-

cause, without a campus direc-

tory, it has not been possible to

contact year presidents. He
urges that all year presidents

should immediately get in touch
with Mr. Roy Brooks at the

Blood Donor Clinic, and arrange
hours at which their years can
donate. Those who are absent
from classes for this purpose will

he granted their attendance, on
presentation of their donor cards

to the instructor -concerned,

A breakdown of the figures up
to the present indicates that

Medicine has given the greatest

number of donations, with an
average of 2.2 per man. Science

has given 1.2, Arts 1.05, and
Levana .4(5. per person,

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library-

382 Princess St. - Phone 45Z4

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge'a

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084. Re«. 6414, GreenliouMa 3241

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and
deserve your patronage.

Ottawa—in order tliat final-year

men may have the best of clinical

teaching, "it is important," the

Principal- said, "that clinics and
teaching facilities should go hand
in hand."

He also pointed out that the

faculty committees which are

ow considering the problems of

postwar curricular changes would
be most interested in hearing the

opinions and points of view of

senior students, in order that the

needs and desires of the students

themselves might be learned

first-hand; with this knowledge,

the university might be able to

make even greater improvements

in its programme.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where AH Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connectian

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 48S0

Dr. Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Specie! Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

TAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

Have a Coca-Cola =Tell us all about it

,or a friendly way to greet an acepilot
There's many a thrill cooaected with showing a trophy from a

Nazi plane. And along with renewal of borne ties comes the

welcome revival of aa old custom. "Have a Coke", says the proud
&ttier, and the family reunion is complete over frosty Coca-Cola
from the family icebox. From the fighting fronts to the home
fireside, Coca-Cola stands for thepause that re/reshai—the pleasant

symbol that helps bring folks closer togeiher.

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Limited, Kingstop
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ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS
187 Princess St. Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414

Page 3

DIAL RES.; 5341

LAST TIMES TODAY

SPENCER TRACY
in

THE SEVENTH CROSS
I

SATURDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY^
'

MARGARET O'BRIEN

CHARLES LAUGHTON

ROBERT YOUNG

"The Cantervillc Ghost"
Adapted from the Novel by Oscar Wilde

p.«i.ni.ii^lAj|.i^|»]

Buy Books of

Theatre Tickets

DRAMA SUSPENSE BEAUTY

"THE CLIMAX"
IN TECHNICOLOR

with

SUSANNA FOSTER

TURHAN BEY

BORIS KARLOFF

STARTING SATURDAY
The

ODEON

NOW SHOWING
George Formby in "South American George'

ROY ROGERS in "RIDIN' DOWN THE CANYON"

MON. - TUES. - WED.
Oct. 3a - 31 - Nov. 1

GARY COOPER
GEORGE RAFT

"SOULS AT SEA"
— SECOND HIT—

Robert Young

"CLAUDIA"

THURS. - FRI. - SAT,

Nov. 2-3-4
MARY MARTIN

FRANCHOT TONE
DICK POWELL

"TRUE TO LIFE"
— SECOND HIT—
"FALSE COLOURS"

HOPALONG CASSIDY

BILTMORE
CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

"This is an era of specialization

in medicine as everywhere else.

More and more are doctors find-

ing it necessary to do graduate

work, field work and research, in

order to make their way in the

world,"—J.A.M.A.

Inasmuch as every itruggling

undergraduate is faced with the

thorny problem of choosing a

specialty, we feci it is our duty

to point out to the undecided the

existence of a new, but growing,

field of practice, which we are

assured will soon rival the old

established studies in importance

We refer to the science of adia-

tries which Stedman defines as

"the treatment of those com
plaints arising from the exposure

of the individual to the bacilli ad

verlandi or popular advertisement.'

The complaints arising from
this cause are numerous and con-

stantly increasing in both num
ber and severity. Indeed, the

trend is rising so fast as to cause

considerable concern to authori

ties in the field of public health

These men foresee the rise of a

new generation of infants whose
first words will not be the time

honoured "mama" or "Can I have

the car tonight, pop?" but rather

"Does B.C. hamper you socially?'

and "Try Jones's Little Thyroid
Pills."

This group of diseases is char-

acterized by the universal ruth-

lessness with which it attacks all

ages and groups of society, and
by its involvement of every sys-

tem of the body. Among those

areas locally attacked are the

mouth, the axilla, the scalp, and

the foot. There are, in addition,

the B.O. syndrome, the vitamin

syndrome, and the liver syn-

drome, which are more general-

ized in their manifestation.

The most common feature of

these syndromes is a progressive
|

mental deterioration leading ulti-

mately to an obsessive state of

mind. Where the mouth is the

focal point the individual is wont
to spend hours in examining the

tooth-brush for various tints of

pink and murmuring to himself

"Ipana for the Smile of Beauty."

Often accompanying this is a re-

lated state in which the person

may be observed to wander about

sniffing the air and his fellows

with a glazed expression in the

eyes ,3nd gargling every five or

ten minutes with you-know-what.

One of the great problems with

these cases is that, in time, the

poor unfortunate will come upon
somebody who hasn't got hali-

tosis, and he then begins to ex-

press the delusional idea that his

sense of smell has atrophied, that

he hasn't got any nose, that the

other person really doesn't exist,

etc. These cases are virtually

incurable.

Where the axilla is involved, a

different picture may be seen.

This type of upset is confined

almost entirely to women, but

may in some cases be extremely

acute. Where the physician en-

ters the patient's room and finds

the dressing table literally groan-

ing under a load of jars bearing

such titles as "Arrid", "Odorono",

etc, the diagnosis is never in

doubt. In their efforts to check

the flow of perspiration and its

accompanying effects, such pa-

tients have been known to go to

unbelievable lengths. The most

extreme case recorded in the

literature is that of a young wom-
an who attempted to use fuming

nitric acid for this purpose. Al-

though it worked, the treatment

should never be attempted except

under the close supervision of a

physician.

In my next article, I shall deal

with some of the more general

ized syndromes.
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YOU'RE ON I
DISPLAY

I
p Look Your Best from Dawn to Dark ^

in a g

LIVINGSTON SUIT I
SHETLANDS, TWEEDS,

COVETS, WORSTEDS.

FINE CROUP AT
=^35 I

I LIVINGSTON'S I= 75 - 79 BROCK STREET DIAL 8354 =
= CIVIL AND MILITARY OUTFITTERS =

New Course

(Continued from page 1)

land, there would be some diffi-

culty in becoming re-oriented in a

new hospital after such a short

period.

For the present the Medical Fac-

ulty has no intention of setting up

requirements for pre-Medical Uni-

versity work. It is pointed out that

do so would be tantamount (un-

der new standards proposed for

the Faculty of Arts) to demanding

seven years from senior matricula-

tion for the completion of a de-

gree. Furthermore, a few Arts de-

partments, such as biology and

hemistry, would become badly I

overcrowded ; and the student would

)

ha\'e to take two years of work

without any assurance that at the

end of that time he would be able

lo enter Medicine.

Postgrad Course

(Continued from page 1)

Donald, St. Catharines, Out.; Dr.

N. W. Philpott. Acting Obstetric-

ian and Gynaecologist-in-Chicf.

Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal,

Principal Wallace will also address

the group at luncheon on Tuesday.

Notice

Will the student who borrowed

an undergraduate gown from the

office of Professor George Hum-
phrey for Convocation last Satur-

day kindly return it to him?

DESTROYS HUN PLANES

STRIKE FOR LOCKERS

Recently more than 300 students

of the Lhiiversity of Montreal, in-

cluding many freshmen, paraded in

protest against a lack of lockers at

ihe university. They went in a

ody from the university to see the

wartime priorities registrar about

obtaining steel for the lockers.

Placards were carried bearing the

Ijrotcst: "200 lockers. 3000 stu-

dents." Some girl students also

paraded.

Toronto—(CUP) —F/O. Dave

Mcintosh, one-t ime sports editor

of the Varsity, was the navigator

of a mosquito bomber whicli de-

stroyed eight German planes and

damaged five more on a recent mis-

sion to the German Baltic coast.

These aircraft were destroyed on

the ground at airfields near Star-

grad and Lai berg.

F/O. Mcintosh graduated from

Victoria College, University of To-

ronto, in 1942.

A general with a rare sense of

humour was discussing tactics with

his staff one day. "Now for God's

sake, gentlemen." he remarked,

"don't all say yes until 1 finish

talking,"

ARE YOU
Receiving the benefits of

LOW-COST life insurance?

IMPORTANT to every life insurance buyer

just 75 years ago the first Mutual Life of Canada

representative began assisting his neighbours to gain

the benefits of low-cost life insurance protection

afforded by his Company. Since then The Mutual

Life has grown steadily and siirt-Iy, and today is

protecting over 180,000 Canadian families.

ALIKE ... yet different

Life insurance companies are much alike as to policies

and rates, but actual long-term results vary widely.

Wo invite you to compare The Mutual Life of Canada's

record uil'h that nf anv olhcr company. Evidence of

the satisfaciinn of Mu'tiial l.ifc policyholders is fur-

nished iiy the fact that ^vll^>lL families and succeeding

generations have entrusted llieir lifp insurance pro-

gFammes exclusively to The Mutual Lite, and each

year about 35% of the new business conies Cfoiu our

policyholders.

Have a Mutual Life representative explain the special

features of this Company . . . and let him help you

select a policy adapted to your particular circum-

stances.

Make this YOUR Company

by becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL jlFE
l^kniMOF CANADA IhII^M

Established \U\9

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONT.

1869— 75th Anniversary Yeot— 1944

Kingston Branch Office - - Princess and Montreal Sts.

Bronch Manoger - - D. R. Roughton, C.LU.

Represen to fives:

W. |. Stoness, C.L.U., K. C. Kennedy, E. Leodbeoter

103 Princess St.

See Our TWEED TROUSERS
We Hove the Best Stock in Kingston

Agents for Dack's Shoes

— Phone 6381 —

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

^TECHNICAL. SUPPUICS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
REA30NABL.1 PRICED

15^

Phone 6733
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Society Celebrates
TenthAnniversary

BY W. s. KSNNXDV

MONTREAL — (CUP) — The
Montreal Neiiroloirlcal Institute, a
Rockefeller Foundation, lias com-
pleted a decade of medical service.

McGili and the Rojal Victoria
Hospital have handled the in^titulc,
while the care of public patients liai
been looked after by the city of
Montreal and the province of Que-
bec.

The institute has advanced rapid
ly in the world of medical science
and has published a great quantity
of literature on scientific subjects.
Graduate students from universities
throughout (he world have com
pleted research work liere.

Research work has been directed
toward vitally important military
medicine. Due to the lack of younsj
doctors, upon which the work is de-
pendent, the advance in the field
of medicine has been impeded.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Health Service

(Continued from page 1)

A course of vaccination was in
'fstituted this year to cover stu-
dents who have been vaccinated

i
ten years or longer ago ; thus it is

-hoped to afford more complete
protection against smallpox. A
cording to a recent report, 50 per
-cent of tliDse who required this

re-vaccination have already taken
advantage of the opportunity,
and it is hoped that others will

l^.do so during the year.

iPii Blood Wasserman tests for the
.

;detection of syphilis have beei
given to freshman classes in Arts
Medicine ;ind Levana. Science
freshmen are to he tested shortly
md possibly even the remaining
students of the university will bt
examined.

1
According to the medical of-

'icer for the university, the gen-
eral health of the students has
Ueen better since the military
raining programjue has been ex-
panded; apparently the training

)Uts the students into better
londition,

.5R. SIDNEY SMITH
TO HEAD U. OF T.

TORONTO-(CUP) — It was
nnounced by the Senate of the
University of Toronto that Dr. Sid-
ley Smith, former president of the

Jniversity of Manitoba, will suc-

eed Dr. H. J. Cody, president,

pon the latter's resignation effec-

ive June 30, 1945. Dr. Smith will

ontinue his duties as president of
Jniversity College and assistant to

)r. Cody until his new appointment
as become effective.

Dr. Cod)''s resignation was ac-

^pted by the Senate following cur-
;nt reports that he would submit

.
He has been president since 1932.

Previous to confirming Sir Wil-
-m Mulock in liis office for an-
:her four years, it was arranged
lat in the event of his death. Dr.
ody would take on the duties of
hancellor until a successor was
jpointed.

Biology Club

The Biology Club will hold its

gular meeting at 8 p.m. on Mon-
ly, at the home of Dr. R. O. Earl,

!3 King Street West. Three sound
ms entided Nimroils in Duckhiid,
'here Troul Abound, and West
'iiid, will be sliown.

Those eligible for inembership in

is club are urged to come to

?ttings farly in tlie term.

CAMS! Report

(Continued from page 1)
of Queen's and Jean Gosselin of
Laval University.

Containing 13 points and repre-
senling a composite of nine briefs

prepared by different medical fac-
ulties throughout Canada, the pre-
scnl reix.rl will be read and dis-
cu-.>L*ii at a iiirtiicoming meeting of
lliL- Aesculapiaii Society. It is also
being distributed to all medical
students on this campus.

One point of the report recom-
mends government grants to all

who are preparing for careers in

medicine and allied fields. A mini-
mum inlerne's salary of one hun-
dred dollars a month is also sug-
gested.

Tlie brief asks for Dominion le-

gislation including all persons in

Canada in a comprehensive health
insurance scheme. Such a scheme
would be organized on a provincial
basis, with a centra] co-ordinating
l)ody at Ottawa. Money would be
obtained from payments made by
surcd persons and from federal

and provincial grants. Under this
plan, a fair and graded salary would
be paid to doctors; compulsion in
personal choice of doctors and pa
lieiits would be avoided. Licensing
bodies included in the plan would
prevent unfair practices, being em-
)owered to take disciplinary mea-
ures. In conclusion, it is recom-

niended that national health plan-
ning be integrated with all other
social welfare measures.

National Health

TB Sanatorium

(Continued from page 1) ,

Xlie Government has already
granted $125,000 to Uie project,
and the electors of Kingston will be
asked to approve a by-law to auth-
orize the granting of an additional
$100,000 from the city. The task
f providing the' rest of the money
ill be divided among the counties.

(Continued from page 1)
quenlly, several months and pos-

sibly several years may elapse

before the corresponding provin-

cial bills will be enacted.

Health insurance, socialized

medicine, and state medicine are

three terms whcih are often used
interchangeably. In genera
health insurance means prepay-

ment of medical services. Social

ized medicine, on the other hand
is a popular term which iniplie

planning health services on a pro
vincial or national scale. State

medicine is a hackneyed phrase
which connotes a comprthenaive
health plan under government
control.

Although various local schemes
of health insurance have been
tried in some parts of Canada, for

example in the Glace Bay di-s-

trict of Nova Scotia, none of

them are considered adequate,
because they cover certain income
groups only, and provide only a

limited number of health serv-

ices.

The Heagerty Bill provides all

services—medical, surgical, obstet-

trical. nursing, hospital, dental,

and pharmaceutical. In addition,

it aims to integrate preventive
and curative medicine for the
first time in Canada's history.

The more contentious portions

of the bill ai-e the amount and
method of payment of the con-
tributions, whether lay or pro-
fessional members will be in the
majority on the provincial and
federal health insurance commis-
sions, whether all persons or only
those below a certain income ceil-

ing will be included in the plan.

The schedule and manner of

remuneration of the doctors, den-
tists, nurses; etc., who provide
the health services remains to be
arranged by each province which
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Hillei Foundation

Dr. Glen Shortliffe will

address the Hillel Founda-
tion on "France Today and
Tomorrow" Sunday at 8
p.m. in the Community Hall,

H% Queen street.

WOULD LET UBC
HAVE MED SCHOOL

U Of Montreal
Concert Schedule

Montreal— (CUP) —The Uni-
versity of Montreal has announced
its second annual subscription ser-

of concerts reserved entirely for

students.

This series will include Hertha
GIaz, contralto of the Metro-
politan Opera Association

; Joseph
Szigeti, concert violinist; Raoul
Jobin, tenor of the Metropolitan
Opera Association

: Alexander
Braiiowsky, Russian pianist; and
the Lener string quartet.

VANCOUVER—(CUP)—Fur-
ther support for the founding of

a medical faculty at the Univer-
ity of British Columbia has
come from Dr. Harris McPhed-
ran, president of the Canadian
Medical Association. Speaking at
the annual convention of the
British Columbia Medical Asso-
ciation, he stressed the need for

the establishment of a medical
faculty at UBC, as British Co-
lumbia is one of the few provinces
without a medical faculty. Dr.
McPhedran also stated that he
understood that Saskatcllewan is

planning one for its university.

FOR SALE
Underwood Portable

TYPEWRITER
in excellent condition

Call

GEO. FREED
214 Princess St. Phone 5863

Thomas a Becket.led a dissipated

life. Three knights killed him.

If j'ou can't be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol with
the Blood Donor Clinic today.

avails itself of federal health
funds.

The Canadian Medical Asso-
ciation has the distinction of

being the first medical organiza-

tion to assist in framing a na-
tional health insurance, bill. In
1942, at a special meeting of its

General Council, the principle of

health insurance was endorsed
unanimously by 73 delegates rep-

resenting all parts of Canada.
Since then other professional

organizations, such as the Cana-
dian Dental Association, the
Canadian Nurses' Association,
the Canadian Hospital Council,

th^Cana<Han Association ofMed-
ical Students and Internes, have
followed this example.

A grass widow is the wife of a

dead vegetarian.

DfilVE IN AN
INSUBED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

86 Brock

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

Dial 8624

A. R. TlinOXHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointmentB now for Portraits and Groups
IS! OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointmont DIAL 7037

WARD & HAMILTON
PRtNCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

Phone 7ioa

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

albert st.

Phone 7300

AreYou

In writing your soldUr, do you—

l~] Ravs aboul your daloi

D TbM him your troubloi

'Tolk" to h[m oi you olwavi did

What li ih* doing f

Ployino with dolli

Studylne Faihlon Design

Learning puppetry

"Talk" to him gaily . , . about ihe

talks, walks, dances yOushored. You'll
be glad you didn't break those dales,

when your calendar said "atay tome".
You dida'l—for you'd learned Kolex
19 more comforlable because it stays

soft uihile uxaring.

Got a knock ivilb the iieedle¥ Good style

sense? Fashion design ofTers a rosy
future! Fashion, you know, inspired the

flat, pteflaed ends of Kotex. Ends that

don'l shoitf because they're not slubby.

Should you try thb It you or*—

Shy

On Hie prowl

A five by flye

The war still isn't over — invest

i War Savings Certificates.

Each answer is right, and here's why.

Any active sport unshells ihc timid soul

'...pares down excess poundage. And
for date bait, il's wizard! So, play up

—

even on "Irying days". With Kolei

sanitary mpkina you can say goodbye to

worries. For Koiex has the special

safely centre that g^ves you worry-proof

prelection.

Girls In the know choose KOTEX*
Yes; more girls choose KOTEX than all olher

brands of pads put logether

•TJJ. Res. Cu. PbL Ofl.

"THAT DAY 15 HERB AGAIN"
Important new booklet full of fuels aboul
ihe do'a and don'te of problem days.

Canadian CcUucoiiort Products Co, Lid.,

330 University Ave., Dept. Toronto, Ont.

Please send me a free copy of your booklet, "That Day
is Hero Again" . . . which will reach me in a plain envelope.

Address_

City
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A young-, boy came home with

a very iinsatisfadtory report card

jn January.

"Oh, dear," said his mother,
"what ik the trouble?"

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

"There isn't any trouble," said

the youngster. "You know how
things are always marked down
after the holidays."

—The Gateway.

^
Clothing - Wise

INVESTMENTS
^'our clothing represents you—choose it carefully at Twed-
dcll's . . . and be assured of

Appearance, Comfort, Quality
and Style at Moderate Prices.

Suits
0

Topcoats

Overcoats

Definitely the finest selection

of clothing for tlie college man
you've ever laid your eyes on.

They're expertly tailored by
Society Brand and other lead-

ing Canadian manufacturers of

the finest imported fabrics—in

all the latest styles and colours.

Make Tweddell's your clothing

headquarters!

Moderate Prices

FURNISHINGS
We're also mighty proud of the grand collection of

furnishings we've assembled for your choosing. Every-
thing you need from the bottom of your toes to the top

of your head . . . socks to fine fur-felt hats by Stetsonj

AW are moderately pricedl

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
OPEN SATURDAY TILL 9 P.M.

137- 139 Princess St. Dial 6595

/ your Glasses have

"Gone Modern" too!

But in this case it is not only a matter

of style but also a matter of improved,

clearer, more comfortable vision.

You'll thank science for its progressive achievements,

once you enjoy the undistorted clear

VISION-IN-EVERY-PART-OF-THE-LENS

which "CORECTAL" provides

K. A. MacASKILL, R. 0.

Pages

SPORTS

THE CAMPUS SE^CI^rLIGliT
BV OORD MACK

328 Princess Street Phone 9461

Oh. Michael, What You Said!

Michael J. Rodden's "Sports Highways" got detoured into strange
territory last Monday. His original observation was that because of the
rugby schedule, all interest in the league race ceased with the first gama
between Ordnance and Queen's. The remedy suggested was that "the
league heads decide to stage a championship play-off sudden-death game
between Queen's and the Bears." Where, with all his experience, can
Mr. Rodden show a precedent for this brainstorm? The original schedule
was approved by all teams. IE anything, it was unfavourable toward
Queen's, who were forced to play their most formidable rivals with only
two pre-game practices. That the team did not protest, played the game
and won, is the important fact—not the margin of victory.

The only sportsmanlike attitude possible was expressed by Lt. Bus
Moorehouse of the Ordnance team when contacted by the Journal: "We
would Uke to play Queen's again, but the idea of staging a post-schedule
play-off to deprive Queen's of their title sounds very unfair."

. . and now Mr. Hyde Mack slips the cover over "Brenda". his

faithful typewriter, and fUls his hypodermic needle vrith ink in the <

role of Dr. Jekyll Mack of the Medical Pacul^. -

Medical Musings

A prevalent misconception of medical students is that their entire

muscular exercise is derived from hacking limbs off former Engineers who
succumbed at the annual Sadie Hawk'ms. Thb is not true, Firsly, as

freshmen they take a rigorous physical development course juggling the

At-Home bandstand to the top floor of the Craine building. Secondly, in

the middle years of their course, their track possibilities are probed by
dismissing them at noon-hour half-way down to the lake-front while the

athletically-inferior Sciencemen are given a handicap in the Union Derby
by starting from Miller Hall. Thirdly, as upper-year men and internes, any
tendency to corpulence is rigidly prevented by paying the internes in

Chinese yen, sufficient to keep a 95-pound coolie from starvation. The
results of ttiis programme are encouraging.

On the near-champion rugby team, tfiree embryo M.D.'s are to be

found. In the backfield, Jack Milliken, as captain of the team, is one of

the outstanding players in the East. Another Meds '47 is Bruce Cronk at

end, while on the line the play of Frosh Don Delahaye has been stellar. . . .

At golf, both championships—the medal and the net—were captured by

sophomore Aesculapians, Cordic Erickson and Dave Boyes, respectively.

These victories gave Meds '49 an early lead in the Hews Trophy race which

was won last year by Meds '48, ... In another few short weeks the hockey

schedule will begin. Last year in the intramural competition, an all-star,

power-packed Meds aggregation starring Harry Hamilton, Bud Clow, Gib

Mcllveen, and Blair Cockbum captured the laurels. . . . Then, just near

the end of the college athletic year, the blood-'n-thuiider men in Meds '48

entered the boxing and wrestling meet en masse, and, skillfully wearing

out their opponents by throwing in new victims, added another champion-

ship to the long list of Medical honours.

^New Fields of Research!

(Editor's Note: One of the

most prolific — not to say

unique—writers that tlie Medi-

cal Faculty has had in recent

years was Dr. H. J. Pickup.

We reprint herewith one of his

more abstruse efforts. To Dr.

Pickup, wherever he may be,

our thanks and veneration.)

(This is the first in a series

of articles dealing: with the more

crbscure aspects of Nutrition.)

I. Mastication

(a) Topographical Anatomy

1. Exterior. The orifice which

designates the beginning of thi

system is located in the midline

iif the facies.. or pnss. (This

latter part is situated on tlie

anterior aspect of the caput, or

bean. If any doubt exists as to

which is the anterior aspect, it

can be quickly dispelled by a

t'lance at the toes. These usually

point forward.)

The distance "and direction of

this hiatus, or hole, from the tip

of the chin varies from four

inches above and two inches be

hind in the domineering and ag

gressive type, to one quarter

inch above and two inches before

in the typical freshman.

Superiorly and interiorly the

buccal orifice, or kisser, is bound-

fd by two large, flabby, meaty

labia, or lips. One interesting

function of these organs was de-

scribed in a late issue of this

column by my friend and former

colleague, J. B. Roberts. Mr.

Roberts failed, however, to men-

tion that the chief importance of

these structures is to adapt the

size and shape of the buccal

cavity, or food grinder, to fit per-

fectly a small object like the neck

of a bottle, or a large object like

a glass. To some lesser degree

and primarily among nieni^ers

of the engineering faculty, these

overworked organs are employed

in a rendition of the common or

garden variety of Bronx cheer

known as tiie raspberry.

II. Interior

Displacing the labia upwards

and downwards, the glance i;

permitted to penetrate the cavity.

U (the glance) is immediately

arrested by two columns of hard,

light - coloured objects, called

dentes. These project into the

hole like stalactites and stalag-

mites. There are two main

types—the natural, and the ac

quired, or snappers, which are

the kind found in a glass in the

morning.

Next in prominence is a large,

slightly pointed, quivering mass

fastened to the floor. This is the

lingua or soup-sluicer. It

characterized by a solid coating

of greyish matter which is in

strumental in producing the bird-

cage bottom effect.

(b) Physiological Functions

All food taken into the body,

except in cases of more severe

hospital procedure, must pass this

portal. Here a piece of steak is

chopped into smaller pieces by

thq snappers and mixed with

mashed potatoes and green peas.

In the case of boarding-house

steaks, if and when, the former

is merely bent aroimd the latter.

The whole is conveyed to the

back of the face by tilting the

chill upwards, whence it drops

down the oesophagus, or food

chule. The next phase will be

dealt with in article two of this

series.

Outstanding Athlete, Student,

Milliken Graduatfs Next Year

Sc/45 Captures

Cmder Laurels

Moreton, Craig, Roberts

Are Leaders

Richardson Stadium last Wed-
nesday afternoon was the scene of

Science ^S's third consecutive tri-

umph in the Annual Track and
Field Meet. Led by Don Moreton.

Don Craig, and Bill Roberts the

Engineers amassed a year total of

51 points, as compared with the

second place total of 28 compiled

by Science '46.

Individual honours were distri-

buted between Bob 1-oucks of Sc.

'47 and Jack Milliken. who each

collected their' entire- year's total

with 14 and 13 points respectively.

The times and distances for the

meet were:

High Jump: Loflcks, Sc "47;

Slojan. Scott — 5 ft. 3 iu. One
.Mile: Bruce, Arts '47; Amott, Ma-
jor. Louden — S min. 7 sees. 100

yds.: Milliken. Meds '47; Loucks.

Liuvlor. Smiley — 10,6 sees. Jave-

!i[i: Nelson, Sc. '45: More, Burrcl!

— 142 ft. 5 in. 440 yd.; Moreton,

Sc. '45
:
Milliken, Hawley—56 sees.

220 yd.: Milliken. Meds "47;

Loucks^mylie. Boyes — 23.8 sees.

Broad Jump : Roberts, Sc. "45

;

Loucks. Kassidy — 20 ft. 3 in.

Three Mile: Arnott. Sc. "46; Hec-

tor. Carfer. Catdipole — 19 mins.

9 sees. Discus: Moreton. Sc. '45;

Harbic. Sc. '47; Nelson. Sc. '45

—

104 ft. 2 ins. Hop. Step ajul Jump:

Kassidy. Sc. '46; Roberts. Zucker-

roaii—39 ft..3 ins._8SQ yd.: Craig,

Sc. '45; Carr, Dean — 2 mins.

3.4 sees. Shot Put: Nelson, Sc. '45
;

Rlliott, Beattie — 32 ft. 6 ins. Pole

Vault: Moro, Sc. '45; Pritchard,

Leach — 10 ft.

Sports Notes

Co-eds! All girls wishing to

earn silver or bronze medals or

first-class instructors' certificates

in life-saving, sign list in gym.

The- date of the cross-country

race has been postponed until

.\^ov. 7. Entries will be received

until Oct. 31.

The fourtli round of the tennis

tournament must be played by

lodav. and the fifth by Novem-

ber 1.

Entries lor the indoor intra-

mural Softball will be received

until Oct. 27. (Phone 8258—

intramural director.)

The Boxing and WrestlUig

Club will hold its first meetings

in the gym on Monday (4:30 to

6 p.m.). Tuesday and Thursday

(7 to 9 p.m.).

There will be a try-out pnctice

to determine the players for the

Queen's soccer team to oppose

R.A.F. Collins Bay on Saturday

on Friday at 12:30.

Correction: The final golf tour-

nament results issued by the

intramural department disclose

that Dave Boyes is the wimier of

llie net score section with a score

of 100. less a 32 handicap. J.

Hood and P. Cote tied for second

with 71.

May Play For Ordnance
In Service League

Exhibitions

BY NED ATACK

At any discussion of Queen's

athletics, it is as difficult to omit

the name of jack Milliken, as those

illustrious heroes of the past like

Bill Fritz, Pep Leadley, Jim Court-

right or Harry Batstone. Not only

is Jack Tricolor captain and a re-

cognized star in the -local league,

but he is rated as one of the best

halfbacks in die Dominion. Ru-
mours emitting from Earnefield in-

dicate that the Ordnance team is

attempting to arrange an e.xliibttion

game with the winners of the ser-

vice leagues in Quebec and Tor-

onto District, in which case an in-

vitation will be sent to Pte. Jack

Milliken, RCAMC, to don a Bear

jersey.

Milliken's athletic abilities are

not confined to the gridiron, as is

evidenced by his track perform-

ance. In last Wednesday's track

meet, Jack was runner-up for tlie

individual scoring honours, placing

first in the 100 and 220 yard dashes,

and chasing Don Moreton closely

to the tape in the 440. Milliken's

13 points represented his year's

total and was sufficient to place

them fourth in tlie intramural stand-

ing.

In the recent golf tournament,

Jack who has already earned

enough M's to make a bed-spread,

almost succeeded in capturing an-

other when he finished four strokes

behind fellow-Med Gord Erickson.

with an 87 medal score.

Lhilike some athletes. Jack has

evenlj' balanced sports with liis

studies. During his years at

Queen's, he has turned in an en-

viable scholastic record and has

several times made strong bids for

his class leadership.

Tack doesn't metamorphose into

Dr. Milliken until December 1945.

which means he has one more sea-

son with the Gaels (to Boh Elliott's

infinite relief). If intercollegiate

athletics return next fall, his real

worth will be evaluated as he turns

the full effectiveness of his speed

and shiftiness on McGill. Western

and Varsitv tacklers.

We have on record a reliable

report that during one of the

Anatomy department's after-din-

Toronto Stadium
Houses Airplane

Toronto—(CL'P) — The space

under the bleachers at Varsity Sta-

dium has been converted into an

airplane hangar. Through the ef-

forts of Prof. Loudon, head of

the new Aeronautical Engineering

course, a Faircy Battle Bomber has

been placed in this location. Pri-

marily it is to be used by Navy

Engineers. In the future, students

of the .-Veronautical course will

slnd\ its structure.

When first designed in 1933. the

Fairey Battle was considered to be

an outstanding success. It has now

become antiquated as far as the

Air Force is concerned. However,

since it has been designed along

modern lines, Professor Loudon

stated that it would he useful for

study of hydraulic design, the oper-

ation of flaps and controls, and the

installation. Two diffeyint types

of aero engines will also be placed

at the disposal of the students.

ner magic-lantern sessions last

week, one well-known Meds

sophomore jumped suddenly from

his seat and rushed out of the

room, screaming madly. It

seems he was having a night-

mare.
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Store

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALLENTYNE

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We corry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Freshette Parade

A freshette parade from Convo-
cation Hall to the stadium is slated

for tomorrow's rugby game. Be-
cause of the compulsory lecture

from 1.30 to 3.30 p.m., the parade
will arrive only in time for tlie last

half of the game, but "C'est

guerre!", we guess. The parade will

be led, as was last year's freshette

parade, by those freshettes found
guilty at Soph Court and condemn
ed to expiate their crimes publicly

Seniors and sophs will fall in at tbe

rear of the parade. Muffy Hibbert
who is doing the organizing, warns

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Left Hand Comer

(Continued from page 1)

the immaculate Dr. O, B. G. Bob-
hertson, who rushed in, screaming

"Rule out the bladder. Rule out

the bladder."

GOUfiDIEfiS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie ^nd Princess Sts.

McGALLS
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Ekiin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS'
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug store

100 PRINCESS STREET

everybody to be sure to tu

with tarn, ribbons, and 25 cents for

a ticket (the right change so there'll

be no delays).

Hallowe'en Dance
The Ban Righ House Council's

Halloween Dance will be held to-

morrow night. Convener Joan Mel-
ton and assistant-convener Mau-
reen Arni'strong promise "good
music, fun, and food." Tickets are

on sale, at 05 cents per couple, be-

tween sittings in Ban Righ. The
conveners urge you to get them to-

day so that they won't have too

many rush sales at the door. "And
dress," Maureen warns, "is strictly.

Ban Righ style—dresses and high

heds." (Not Ban Righ as we
knew it.)

November 1 Date
For PA Magazine

PA, a magazine first published
last year by the Public Affairs

Club as "a journal representing

the opinions of all sections of the

student body," will appear again
this year. The date of the first

issue will be November 1 ; con-
tributions may be submitted
through the Queen's post office

before October 27.

PA solicits articles on .ill topics

of current interest from any stu-

dent, regardless of age, faculty,

academic standing, or political

colour. This year the subject

matter will be classified under
the following headings : student
affairs, Canadian affairs, world
politics, arts and literature, and
science.

General Hospital

(Continued from page 1)

the hospital for laboratory work
and teaching facilities. It is hoped
further that the Doran Wing can
be entirely faulted, renovated and
adde<! to, to form a new children 'is

hospital, and that the out-patient

and X-rayfdepartments can be en-

larged. The greater demand for

nursing service will also call for

enlargement of the Nurses' Resi-

dence. All e.xtensions, the Super-
iiilendenl reve.iled. will be built to-

wards Kiny St.

SCM Fireside

The SCM will hold a Fireside
at the home of Dr. H. L. Tracy,
.^32 University Ave., on Sunday.
Pauline Jeu ett and Vernon Ready
will report on the work they did

at the Institute of World Affairs

which they attended during the

summer,

Engineering Society

The Engineering Society will

hold a fjeneral meeting in Convo-
catiun Hall today at 4:30 p.m.
There will be a speaker from the

local branch of the E.I.C.

At this point, merfical experts

from all parts of the district began

to arrive en masse. Just when the

ensuing hubbub was at its height

the we]]-known Dr. Bopp, who was

taking a short-cut through the hall

to the Blood Qinic, paused to make

the following statement : "I —ah

may be —ah —ah— mistaken, but

—ah— this —ah—ah— appeahs to

be —ah— some sawt of —ah— of

—ah— latent —ah— congenital

anomaly ..." Before he could

enlarge upon his diagnosis. Dr.

Bopp was quietly carried away
j

by

members of the Pipe Band, who
had reserved the spot on which he

was standing for a Coca-Cola con-

cession.

From one comer of the floor,

where the surgeons had congregat-

ed, came an excited buzz of con-

versation. This was suddenly brok-

en b)' an unidentified authority, who
tore the flower from his button-

hole and dashed it upon the floor,

crying in a broken voice "Laparo-

tomy ! Laparotomy !", to the ac-

companiment of cries of "Hear,

hear!" from Ins colleagues.

On bearing this vigorous expres-

sion of the surgeons' opinion, the

consultants in clinical medicine im-

mediately began booing loudly, in-

dicating theij disagreement. Their

spokesman explained : "Now, boys

the cHnical symptoms —d'y'see?—

do not warrant surgical interfer-

ence —d'y'see?— at the present

time —d'y'see?"

,

During this altercation a dark-

robed figure was seen to sidle in

iiolding a tuberculin syringe in his

hand. Quickly he swabbed the floor

with an alcohol sponge and admin
istered an intradermal test; then he

sidled out, muttering "Tragic, tra-

gic !"

Arriving late on the scene, Dr.

C. Homer Psyche sur\-eyed the

situation and immediately conclud-

ed: "Purely a hysterical reaction.

Hmirely functional." Prof. Gum-
phrey later concurred in this opin-

ion, atidin.i; that the disorder could

probably be traced io cliildliood

fears about not having bells in tln.-

tower.

At the height of the discussion,

(he pulsations in the bump increas-

ed; then, suddenly, with a rending

crash, it erupted. There, with head

and shoulder? exposed to view,

holding a mole in his hand, stood

Dr. R. G. Winkler, who exclaimed

"Eureka! I got him!" In a state-

ment to the press. Dr. Winkler ex-

plained that he was just catching

moles for his new research work
on the phospliolipoid content of the

.-itrophied eye of the mole.

Debating Union

There will be a discussion

on the Dumbarton Oaks
proposals for international

organization at a meeting
of the Queen's Debating

Union in the "Theology

Common Room, Old Arts

building, Tuesday at 7:30

o'clock.

Books Required

Second-hand copies of Mc-
Dougall's Abnormal Psychoh(iy are

required by the Library. These
must be in good condition. Please

communicate at once with tht-

Library,

Your purchase, of Seventh Vic-

tory Loan
,
Bonds will help bring

the boys over there back here.

Radio Workshop

There will be a brief

meeting of the Queen's

Radio Workshop in the

Players' Lounge, Old Arts

building, tomorrow at 5 p.m.

All who are interested are

urged to attend.

Music Now Used
To Help Wounded

Music has such power over the

emotions that many centuries ago
it was thought to he the product of

inspiration. The belief is seen in

the origin of our word "music,"

for it comes from a Greek word
which means "the art of the Mus-

the mythological goddesses of

mspiration.

Music can inspire feelings of

ove. hate, grief, joy, etc. Musico-

therapy is achieving much in our

hospitals today. The bojs who
come back from the present thea-

tres with shattered nerves are

much benefited by tbe soothing

effects of carefully selected music.

The boys in England and Italy who
return to their bases from missions

over Germany are said to be res-

tored more quickly to a normal

state of being by the aid of music.

Music has not only the power to

soothe us, but to arouse us. Rev-
olution may even be contained in a

musical composition as in the

case of the tone poem "Finlandia"

by Siebelius. At the close of the

last century this musical composi-

tion aroused the Finns to such de-

monstrations that the police for-

bade its performance in public.

"Finlandia" is said to have inspired

the contribution of more than a

thousand pamphlets to the cause

of Finnish liberation.

In the days of Luther the desire

of congregations to join in singing

praise^ to Cod may have had much
to da w'nh the bringing about of

the "Reformation."

In the study of folk music we
find that of Russia not onlv beau-

tiful but very melancholic and tra-

gic, TschaiVowsky's Sixth Sympho-
ny is a masterpiece of tragic emo-
tion';, especially the last movement
which opens like a pathetic sigh

for hopes and joys, and leads to a
climax of despair which dies awav
into darkness. At the other ex-

treme we have music of the pay
and joyous type which helps us to

forget the despairing and tragic

things of life and leaves us re-

freshed.—McGill Daily.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

»

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE $TUDI€
Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—ysi-l

30 Years

Theological Conference

The S2nd conference of the

Queen's Theological alumni be-

gan last Monday in Convocation
Hall, and has continued thniugh-
onr thi^ week. In addition to

many Theological alumni, there

has been a large attendance of

Kingstonians and students.

The programme has been built

aroiuid the annual Chancellor's

Lectureship. The lecturer this

year has been.' Professor H. L,

Stewart of Dalhousie University,

Halifax, whose voice is familiar

t,o radio listeners throughout

Canada from his participation in

the CEC "Week-end Review"
series.

Dr. Stewart has sjioken on the

general to])ic "The Church Amid
Disordered Public Affairs." In

addition lo these lectures, there

have been a number cff other

addresses by members of the

Queen's staff and graduates.

Welcome to Queens . .

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND GENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

Hanson & Eldgzir
Dance ; RRIM^TCRS Printing of

Programmes Phone 4114 Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St. Description

Welcome . . .

to Queen's and to Kingston

To all members of the student body and staff—both

old friends and newcomers—we extend a hearty wel-

come, and an invitation to make Laidlaw's—the "House

of Quality"—your shopping headquarters.

JOHN LAIDLAW 6? SON
LIMITED

Reody-to-Weor • - Dry Goods
170 PRINCESS STREET

Wo welcome Queen's

retnind thei:^ that as

Univenity StudentB to Kingston, and b«g to

formerly the prestige of years stands twhind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official BUxcn
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448
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6MI-S_END3rd UNBEATEN YEAR
Levana Court Holds Sway;
Inexorable Justice Dispensed

Freshettes Arraigned
Terrible Charges;
Costumes Queer

Hilarity Reigns

On

BY MARY SMELLIE

Fourteen freshettes were
charged with various offences

aganist the comfort and safety

of seniors in Soph Court Thurs-
day. That day marked the climax
of the abuse the freshettes have
endured at the hands of the

sophs.

The fun started at 5:45 p.m.

when the freshettes appeared in

the common room at Ban Righ to

line up for dinner. Instead of

iiairing; off to dance, they stood
in grou])s laughing at the scene

before them—and no wonder !

Once more the sophs had 'tri-

umphed in marring the good(?l
looks of the freshettes! These
long-suffering individuals were
wearing unmatched pyjamas tied

at the knees {like plus-fours)

LEVANA COURT
(Continued on page 4)

Ottawa Calling
A CUP FEATURE

Bv NEIL MacDONALD

Daily Is Chosen
New CUP Head
The McGil! Daily has been chos

n to succeed the Journal as nation-

il president of the Canadian Uni.

ersity Press, according to electio'ns

fid recently across the countrv.

lowevcr, as at,'reed at ,the national

CUP conference in Toronto last

December, the Journal will remain
CL'P secretary, for the time being
at least.

Tlie Brunswickan, the Varsity,

and the Ubyssi-y were elected re-

'^oml vice-president for the Mari-
imes. Ontario-Quebec, and West-
c-rn Canada, respectively.

The Journal has held the presi-

lency in the 1943-44 season, while
le Vorsily held that' position dur-

ng the two preceding years. Exact
ime and place of the nationwide

onference, held during the Chnst-
:ias vacation, has not as vet been

(Ed. Notk: Neil MacDon-
ald graduated in 2943 from
Victoria College. Universily of
Toronto, and is now in Ihc

Personnel Division oj the War-
time Prices and Trade Board
in Olla^va. He became Art,

Music, and Drama Editor of

The Varsity in 1940, and serv-

ed in that capacity until Ms
graduation. In his final year he

was editor of Acta Victoriana,

the monthly of Victoria Col-

lege, and of Torontonensis, the

Ihiiversily year-book.)

POLITICAL FUTURES
An analysis of current election

possibilities would seem to indicate

that in regard to the complexion of

our next- gov«mment anyone's guess

is as good as the next fellow's. As
far as indications- now available

show, it's still anybody's fight.

There will certainly be a decrease

in the present Liberal majority

—

and estimates run anywhere from

thirty to one hundred seats less.

Probably the Liberals will end up
with the largest block of seats in

the House of Commons, although

even that is not dehnite.

Tlie Liberals are in a difficult

sitfiation, even forgetting the really

"controversial" issues, chiefly man-

power : they are the government

which has prosecuted this war, and

they are reaping the resentment

which has always been built up

against any war government. To
state, as one may quite honestly do,

that the present government ha5

proceeded as well as its opponents

might have under similar condi-

tions, is to sidestep the issue. Eith-

er t\o\Y, or after the war. the gov-

ernment which ran the war is go'ms

to be replaced, chiefly- because the

vbtcrs will \^ant a change.

The other parties of importance,

Progressive-Conservative and Co-

Journal Deadline

Beginning with Wednes-
day's press night, all staff

copy must be turned in to

the news desk by 10:30, and
outside copy by 9:30. Late
copy will definitely not be
accepted.

OTTAWA CALLING
(CoiUiiniud on page 3)

Dr. G. B. Harrison

To Visit Toronto

Will Figure In Exchange
Next February

Dr. G. B. Harrison, head of the

English department here, will visit

Toronto University for one week
at the end of February, and in ex

change.- Dr. E. J. Pratt of the To^

ronto English department will come
to Queen's,

^

Dr. Pratt is said to be one of

the foremost contemporary Cana-

dian poets, A fortnight ago, his

new hook ,The Collected Poems of

E. /, Pratt, was published. He
has twice won the fio-i«nToriGen

eral's annual literary Award for

Poetry, and in 1940 was awarded

the Lorne Pierce Medal hy the

Royal Soc iety o f Canada. Last

summer at the choral festival of the

Queen's department of Fine Arts,

Dr. Pratt was present and read his

poem Dunkirk,

Dr. Harrison is an outstanding

authority on Elizabethan drama.

He caine to Queen's in 1943 from

ihe University of London. This ex-

change, proposed hy Dr. Harrison,

will .give the professors a chance

to see something of another uni-

versity, and will acquaint the stu-

dents with the methods and points

of view nf another professor.

Math-Physics Hear

Prof. J. Robertson

Club Elects Doreen Denyes
New Treasurer

Swamp Radar By 49-0 Score

In Last Game Of City Series

The use of scientific phenomena
in building up non-technical stories

and poems was the topic of a lec-

ture given by Professor J. K. Ro-
bertson at a meeting of the Maths
and Physics Club, Wednesdav.

Professor Robertson pointed out

and illustrated with quotations how
some authors of detective stories

knew scientific principles and used

them correctly in a plot. Other
authors of detective stories, whidi
he named, were entirely ignorant of

scientific facts, yet tried to use them
in stories.

Poets, Professor Robertson
found, were well aware of findings

in the field of science. Such well-

known poets as Lucretius and Shel-

ley put this knowledge into mag-
nificent verse. Many novelists also

used scientific facts around which

to build suspense,

'-^Doreen Denyes was elected trea-

surer of the society. It was an-

nounced that a membership fee of

50 cents would be charged. All

members and prospective members
are invited to Professor Robert-

son's home for tea on Sunday,

November 5. at 4.30 p.m.

Dumbarton Oaks
To Be Discussed

Toronto Is Host
At Conference

Services Will See

Drama Guild Plays

3 One-Acters In Rehearsal

For Queen's Showing

A discussion ba the Dumbarton
Oaks proposals for international

organization will be held at a meet-

ing of the Queen's Debating Union
tonight at 7.30 in the Theology

common room. Old Arts building.

The British-Russian-American-Gii-

nese prof*bsals for a permanent

"United Nations" to enforce the

peace are as follows

:

C 1 ) An eleven-member Securi^

Council with permanent seats for

the Big Four and "in due course'

for France. The Council would
decide when peace is menaced and

what force to use against aggres-

sors. Its voting procedure is un-

decided.

(2) A "General Assembly" of all

peace-loving nations, with one vote

each, primarilv to advise the coun-

cil.

(3 ) An "economic and social

council" with eighteen non-per-

manml members to make and rarry

DUMBARTON OAKS
(Continued on page 4)

Radar Holds Score Down
During First Quarter,

Then Folds

Levana Parades

OYC Delegate
To Address PAC

BV WILL KENNEDY

In Richardson Stadium last

Saturday afternoon Queen's Uni-
versity annexed (heir third

straight Kingston League title.

Boasting a record of three con-

secutive seasons of undefeated

football, the Tricolour left no
doubt as to their superiority

when they ran roughshod ovei'

Radar to the tune of 49-0..

The game. started off slowly

with Radar showing a short burst

of power. However, a Radar
fumble on a quick snap, recovered

by Queen's on the Radar 20-yard

line, turned the tide and Moreton

booted a single to the deadline.

At the 12-minute mark a Moro-
to-Grcatrix pass set the stage for

field goal by Miliikcn. From
here in. Queen's left no doubt as

to the verdict. Jack Milliken took

a Radar punt on hi-s own 40 and

almost ran through the whole

GAELS UNBEATEN
(Coritiiuicd on page 5)

Left Mand Ccrner

Being a freshman, I didn't hear

bout this Kingston housing

hortage until I got here ; and I

lad rather a bad time of it, find-

iig somewhere to live. Finally,

ran across a lady who said she'd

et me live in her hen-house for

99 a week (Rental Control Board
rate), provided that 1 cleaned the

en-house out nigtit and morning.

The place is only 1 5 minutes'

wall^ the other side of the outer

i'tation
; so, with the regular bus

ervice from the station, I'm nof| whole effect

<oo badly off. The hens ha

1 felt a little self-conscious the

first few times, I had to ride on

the bus with all my freshman

tams and ribbons and placards

and all that; hut by and by I got

used to it.

It was a bit of a jolt, though,

just when I was used to the fresh-

man garb, to have to begin wear-

ing a COTQ uniform. I'm not

used to trying to look like a

soldier, and COTC tailoring is

apt to be approximate ; so the

s a shade bizarre.

LHC
>een pretty decent, too. (Continued on page 3)

Toronto—(CCP)—The 45th an-

nual conference of the American

universities ti>ok place this year at

the University of Toronto on Octo-

ber 19, 20, and 21. Representatives

present were the presidents and

deans of graduate studies of 32

.\mencan universities, as well as of

the universities of McGill and To-

ronto.

The function of the association

is to study the work done hy gradu-

ate studciil^, and to assist deserving

siriciitisls with funds supplied from

pri.valc corUributions and sfalc bur,-

saries. The I'niversity of Wiscon-

sin held tlie president's chair, and

the I'niversity of Pennsylvania that

of vice-president.

lliursday, r>eaii>C. J. MacKen-
zic, acting president of the National

Research Council, who was recently

conferred with the degree of Doctor

of Laws at this university, address-

ed the group. He gave an idea of

the part the National Research

Council will play in the future. He
stated that 1.200 gifts bad already

been made to 700 deserving indi-

viduals.

Three one-act plays are now be-

intr rehearsed by the Queen's Drama
Guild for public perfonnance in

Convocation Hall on Thursday,

November 9. Mter production at

Queen's, these plays will go on a

tour of army and air force camps

in this district.

Under the direction of Moe Polo-

win, Miss Mtirlato at Play, n com-

edy by A, A. Milne, will >t,ir M.uy

Black. Aurea Kelly, Enhrm Slack,

and Morgan Kenny.

The second play. The Ciant's

Stair, is an intense drama written

by Wilbur Daniel Steele. Joan

Connor is directing the Drama

Guild's production of it; the cast

includes Jo Sutherland, Thelma

Gordon and Frank Hoffer.

Rich Man, Poor Man, hy Bertha

Burrill. is another comedy, dealing

with the unfortunate adventures

of a young man who strays into a

second-hand clothing shop and

loses most of his clothes in a series

of hilarious transactions. Moe Po-

lowin is directing the cast, which

inclu<les Shirley Erown, Betty Car-

ty, Betty Brody, Inez Davis. Jenny

Federkow, "

Leslie McNanghton.

Mary Kliniak, Jean Brownlow,

Merle Shaver, Bill Ni.Kon, Jack

Palerson and Henry Wiseman.

Dr. Clare Robinson, cn-cllaimiaii

of the Health division of the On-

tario Youth Commission, will e.v:-

plain the work of the Canadian

\'outh Commission to the Public

.-\fi'airs Club, Thursday evening at

6 o'clock, at 131 King st. east,

apartment ihreee.

The Commission is a private, in-

dependent, and widely rejiresenta-

tive body composed of men and

women from all parts of the coun-

try. Its personnel contains a samp-

ling of major religious, social and

political p-jinls of view in Canada.

Its purpose is'to plan for ti>e post-

war welfare of young people of

15-24 years of age, who comprise

about one-sixth o£ our population.

As such, it shoiilti prove of major

interest to universitv students.

Arts ^46 To Hold

Dance This Friday

Will Have New Orchestra;

Many Surprises

In keeping with their tradition,

another novelty dance, the I'ump-

kin Jamboree, is planned for this

Friday night in Grant Hall by Arts

'-I6. when they will present for tlie

first time the new streamlined Fort

T-'rontenac or^rhestra.

I'sing Hallowe'en as the central

theme, Arts 'A6 revealed tliat they

e.\pect to again bring something

new in ^le way of dances to

Queen's. During the intermission

there will he a draw for a ticket to

ARTS '46 DANCE

( Continued on page 41

Photographs By Students WW Be

One OfSix Art Exhibitions Planned

A series of Art Exhibitions will

be held throughout the year in the

Senate room in the Old .Arts build-

ing, according to a statement made

hy .-Xiidre Bieler. resident artist of

the university. Tliese exhibitions

will he open week days except

Tuesday and Saturday afternoons.

The e.\hibitions are not for the ex-

pert but for the development of

the appreciation of art in the ordi-

nary person. It is hoped that this

display will contribute to the growth

of an art-conscious Kingston.

From October 23 to November

6. Look at Your Ncigltbourhood,

pictures illustrating principles of

neighiiourhood planning, des

bv Rudolph Mock, architect, with

the advice of Clarence Stein, one

of the foremost planning experts

hi our country, will be on exhibi-

tion.

Pictures for Children

Pictures for children between

the ages of five and twelve will

be on exhibit November 15-29. The

prizewmnmg exhibits were chosen

ARTS EXHIBITS

(Continued on page 6)
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Intercollegiate Sports

Taking up the lead established by the Journal in its October 6

issue, the Toronto Varsity and the McGill Daily have, within the

last week, begun editorial cainpaigriis designed to stimulate student

interest in the reveal of intercollegiate football. We are pleased

to note that our colleagues have seen fit to adopt an attitude

similar to ours; and we hope that this display of enthusiasm will

bring nearer the day of the next meeting of the Canadian Inter-

collegiate Athletic Union Board of Reference. For with this Board

of Reference (an inner executive of the CIAU, composed of

Queen's, Toronto, and McGill, the senior members) lie. the final

rulings in regard to when intercollegiate sports will be resumed.

Authoritative sports personalities on the Queen's campus
have told us that a meeting of the Board of Reference has been

mooted for some time in the near future. We hope that the

meeting is held shortly; for, as we observed earlier, "now is the

time for athletic preparations." If students are to have the

privilege of once more cheering their rugby squads on to victory

next fall (assuming, of course, that the war in Europe will have

been ended by that time), the time for action is now.

Moreover, as the Varsity pointed out, "A short month ago the

Universities of Sasl«itche^van and Alberta, scrapped their com-

parable agreement and are at present in the midst of a series for

the intercollegiate championship of
, Western Canada. Smaller

universities have*[also] done it while we remain immobile." The

same situation exists itt the Maritimes, and has. in fact, been in

effect there throughout the entire war. Intercollegiate rugby has

been maintained in the East, while the Queen's-Varsit^'-McGill-

Western loop—the most celebrated of all Canadian football

leagues—has been compelled to abandon its activities. It is not,

of course, our contention that we should resume our schedule no

matter what the situation in Europe ; but our leaders have promised

the war will be over by next fall, and, taking their word for it, we
firmly believe we should begin preparations now. The re-formed

league could always be scrapped at the eleventh hour, if the

situation so warranted, whereas new one could not be formed

without montiis of intensive preparation beforehand.

It is with considerable alarm that we noted the ignorance

of the Queen's rugby situation which obviously exists at MirGiU,

The Daily complained that, "owing to the continued unwilling-

ness of Toronto and Queen's authorities," the return of inter-

collegiate football has-been delayed. From where they obtained

their information, we do not know; but we strongly suspect it was

from an unofficial source. Our own authorities^have assured us

that their statement was erroneous, and that we were prepared

to discuss the situation whenever both McGitl and Toronto were

so inclined. If the Daily \vi\\ recall, it was Western and Queen's

who were opposed to the intercollegiate sports curtailments when

they were first introduced; McGill took the middle path, while

Toronto favoured them. The Varsity. on the other hand, has sized up

the situation correctly, stating: "Queen's and Varsity alone carried

on with the agreement not to play regular intercollegiate rugby."

However, this is not the time to start any feuds among the

universities. If the request for the return of rugby next year,

which is at present being manifest on the campuses at Western,

Toronto, McGill, and Queen's, is to be articulate and effective, we

must stick together. Let us hope that next year will see the old

intercollegiate rivalry burgeon forth anew ; we are sure that any

advances along these lines by the other, members of the Big Four

would be welcomed by the Queen's student body and Queen's

athletic officials.
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PRESENTING

It's Human
BV GORD PETERS

IN PROTEST
or

OH, LADY, DEM NAILS 1

Women are a necessity. In
fact, there are times when we
men don't even mind having
them about. However, women
are inherently weak, mentally
and physically, and it is up to us,

the males of the species, to see

that they do thin^p right. For
the most part women are com-
pletely engrossed in the smaller

things of life, such as gossip,

clothes, and trapping husbands.
Being the broad-minded and tol-

erant males that we are, we allow

them to pursue these minor af-

fairs without any interferences,

except when they go to too grtat

extremes. I am afraid that the

time has come for the male to

step in and save the- woman from
herself.

We were utterly amazed and
somewhat nauseated by the sight

of what may become a new
fashion—silver, black, and green

nail polishes. It is. top much to

expect a man to go out with a girl

who looks as though she has been

playing with paint and forgot to

wash her hands. It is hard

enough for a man to sit opposite

a woman whose fingers look as

though they have been dipped in

blood, aiul to realize that it is

symbolic of woman's desire to

subjugate all mankind.

*ien, this is a clarion call

IT'S HUMAN
(Continued on page 6)

Veterans Return

Universities Seeking For Solution
To Veteran Academic Difficulties

(Editor's Note: This is one
of a series of articles presenting

Queen's students with the prob-
lems Canadian universities are

facing in connection with the

return of a possible 35,000 vet-

erans intent on resuming their

education.)

What*cha ma
Column

BY HI

A MONTREAL BOOK SHOP
Last Week-end, while in Mont-

real, I chanced to drop into a small

second-hand book store on St. Ca-
therine street. It was a dreary,

rainy afternoon and tiie shop look-

ed warm and inviting. A bell tin-

gled as I opened the door, and I

could hear soft music emanating

ti-om somewhere in tlie rear.

There were two others persons

in the store, an airman and the

owner, who looked like Felix Bres-

sart of the movies — even com-
plete with accent. I asked hhn fur

some English books, and he gave

me a short ladder with which to

reach the top row of shelves.

From that vantagc-])oint I could

look down over the shop, I could

see the dust on the books which
were arranged haphazardly. Some
Pockrlbooks were sandwiched in

between The Razor's Edge and a

chick book on sculpture. On the

shelf above the door-way were two
piles of Modern Library Giants.

'J"he radio was now playing excerpts

from Mignon, and the owner was
whistling softly. There was a feel-

ing of well-being and contenled-

ntfis about the place. It was nearer

to being a philosopher's sanctum

than a store.

I chose some hooks and climbed

down to pa\' tlie proprietor. Some-
how we fell to talking and he re-

marked that Christopher Morley

had been in his shop the previous

week. Surprised. I said, "So you're

ihe one he mentioned in liis article

in the SRL* !" He nodded, "But

I didn't know it was he until I was

WHAT'CHA MA COLUMN
(Continued on page 5)

Last week's article dealt with

the problems facing Canadian
universities at the conclusion of

the war. Today's article will dis-

cuss the questions that directly

involve the servicemen's return to

academic life.

If a soldier is discharged dur-
iri.g; the session, is it fair to ask
him to wait until the following

September before resuming his

studies? Again, it is possible

that a soldier might lack one or

two subjects which would ordi-

narily cause a year's delay before

he would become eligible to enter

university. Questions such as
these have resulted in considera-

tion of a three-term university

year as well as refresher courses

and tutorial classes of all types.

Refresher courses will "prob-

abl3'"1)c required by most profes-

sional men now in the armed
forces, especially those who en-

listed immediately on completion

of iht'ir studies, i.e. doctors, engi-

neers, etc. Tutorial classes will

be indispensable and might even
assume the proportions of sep-

arate courses.

While refresher courses and
tutorial periods are feasible, it

doubtful if any university will be

able to undertake the vast amount
of reorganization required to

alter its schedules. No really

concrete suggestion has been
made to solve the difficulties of

a man discharged in mid-term

So far the existing summer
courses would appear to be the

only solution in this respect.

One point seems certain-^-aca-

demic standards must be pre-

served. To offer an education

of lower quality, as a favour to

REHABILITATION
(Continued on page 5)

This Is Queen s

EDUCATION NEEDS
OUTSIDE ASSISTANCE

LEVANA WAR WORK
HELPS WAR EFFORT

BV DAVID D. HENRY

(In the Michigan Education

Journal, as quoted in "li-'hat

Uie Colleges Are Doing," pub-

lished by Ginn and Co., Bos-
Ion. Mass.)

Kdiication. like every other insti-

tution, has learned a good many
le^^son.';- in the wartime conversion

to wartime service. We have learn-

ed hnvv to make a fuller utilization

of our plant; wf have had to meet
the demand for accelerated pace of

s.tudy
; we have had to adapt our

curriculum to include wartime in-

formation
; we have struggled with

the philosophical implications of

war chan-es; we ha\e nhserved the

military anlh[.ricic-.' < fYi-ctive use of

visual aids in tducatinii. streamlined

prr.graiimics. extensive testing, and
concentrated adaptation of mater-

ials. From these many wartime les-

sons we fetl that education after

the war will be more efficient and
more effective.

Not all of the war experiences

EDUCATION
(Continued on page 3)

Here And There

jAidge: "Were you in charge of

the car?"

Accused : "No, my wife was be-

hind me."

I'rof,
: "'What is the feminine of

bachelor?"

Frosh: "Lady-in-waiting."

She; ""Why does the man in the

moon [Kver get married?"

He: "He only gets a quarter a

week and needs that to get full on."

Tact is what a girl uses' to make
a slow man think he's a fast worker.

Rugby Conditioning

Early to bed.

Early to rise.

And your girl goes out

With other guys.—"Dowie."

Queen's women are in there

pitching! The boys might have

their COTC but Levana has its

war work. This year they have
surpassed themselves by tackling

ten different types of work di-

rectly related to the war effort.

Li>;tei] to this

!

1. Lectures and films—

a

series of five Saturday-after-

aoon lectures on various war-

time problems—are attended

by Levana in full strength.

2. St. John Ambulance
Courses—All freshettes arc re-

quired to take a course in

either First Aid or Home Nurs-

ing.

3. Red Cross Work—In tlu-

Biology Lab of ,,the Old Arts

building is a Red Cross work-

room 'where the girls make,

quills, afghans. and clothing

for British bomb victims.

4. Military Hospital Visiting

—Any afternoon the girls may
visit the patients and chat or

]»iay cards.

5. CRCC—The University

Detachment of the Canadian

Red Cross Corps, commanded
by .\1 i.~s MnriMU Ross. First-

yL-:ir tr;iiiiing is composed of

army drill and later of. helping

in the hospital or at the Blood

Bank.

6. Community Welfare —
Those who intend to go on to

a career of social service have

an opportunity to gain experi-

ence here.' One group takes

care of small children on Sun-

day mornings while their par-

ents attend church. Another

organizes girls' clubs in the

club rooms of Chalmers United

Church.

7. Children's Aid — These

girls go to the Snnnyside Or-

phanage and teach the children

how to play games.

8. Blood Clinic—Those who
have had previous experience

help in the clinic with haemo-

LEVANA WAR WORK
(Continued on page &)

BY JOHN HILL.

QUEEN'S IN UNIFORM
According to the latest dat

there are 2526 former Queen
students ser\ing their country

the armed forces. They are almo>,

every conceivable branch of th

services, scattered throughout th

four corners of the globe. The n\nn

her of high-ranking officers, heroe

and medallists is so great that spac

will not permit individual mention

but a general idea -of the situatin

may be gained from the figures

mentioned below.

There are 1607 persons servmi^

in the army; 593 iu the RCAF. and

326 in the Navy. There are ah
many Queen's women in the ser

Wees ; altogether there are 24

the RCAF (WD). 10 with the

WREN and 15 with the CWAC,
In the^service of the United State

there are 82 former students.

Queen's again has her share of

proud heroes who laid down thei

lives that others might live. A

I

read>- 74 men have made the su

preine sacrifice; 11 are still of-

ficially listed as missing. Some 20

Queen's men have been taken pri

soners of war and only one, Maj

Reginald R. Laird, MD, CM, '37

of the CAMC, has been repatriated

General A. .G. L. McNaughtoii

LL.D., '41, is Queen's highest rank

ing officer. In the Army we havi

four brigadiers, eight colonels and

53 lieutenant-colonels; in the Nav
four commanders, and in the Air

Force five group capliiins and 21

wing commanders.

Queen's men have already

ceived many decorations for val-

our. The George Cross (secoiitl

only to the Victoria Cross) ha^

been awarded to Capt. J. M. S

Patton, Sc. '39. The George Medal

has been awarded to Maj. D. W
Cunningham. Sc. '38. and Flt.-Lt

THIS IS QUEEN'S
(Continued on page 4)

HurrahForScience^48

\\ k come from the Fast,

Wi' come from the West,

We come to Queen's to do our Ik'sI

Hurrah for Science"^.

Now the tenderfept of the Faculty

Arts

Haven't any chance of taking part

When it comes to winning a cute

girl's heart

For Science is in there from tlic

start.

The fellows in Arts have become

obsolete.

Their lines are so Victorian you caii

hear them creak.

But the fellows in Science are up

on the jive,

They make a girl feel she's really

alive

!

We men of Scitiice are not si>

slow,

W!ien it comes to amusement we

kimw where to go,

We call her by phone, then visit her

home.

(I leave you to imagine when we'ro

together alone!)

Science '48 has got what k takes;

We'll sing when we enter those

pearly gates.

Or just in case we don't do so wel'.

We'll end up roasting corn roun'l

the fires of Hell.

—Bv Larry H. Slv.

En, Notk: Printed under frotcsl

by an Arts editor.
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LHC

(Continued from page 1)

I^ven at that. I was rather hurt
one day when a farmer stopped
me and offered me 50 cents an
hour to come and stand in his

corn-field.

What I was going to tell you
about was a little conversation I

had one day when I was wearing
my uniform on the bus going
lionie. I was sitting in my seat
as the bus began to fill up, think-

ing over the joys of going to col-
lege, when I heard a great grunt-
"ig and oofing and wheezing that
compelled me to look up. Lower
ing himselt with .some difficulty

nito the scat beside me was a fine

specimen of a 2S0.pounder. com
plete with cane and walrus mous
tache—I was sure that if I had
looked around behind him I

would have seen a little tugboat
warping him in.

Apparently the stranger was
feeling talkative, for as soon as
he had got himself organized and
settled (which involved very
nearly flattening me against the
window), he opened fire on me
"Well, soldier . . ." he began

This took a minute to sink in

because it had never occurred to

me that anyone might have mis
taken me for a soldier; but my
companion was looking straight

at me. so I thought I might as
well play along with him.

"Well?" I replied, gnnnmg
foolishly,

"And how long have you been
in uniform?" he asked, with that

nasty sort of pat-on-the-head note
in his voice.

"A week." I was damned if

i was going to call hun "sir".

"Oh, a grewihorn, eh?" He
seemed to think that was funny,

so we both laughed for a little

while. Then he came at me
[igain: "What's your unit?"

"The COTC." Perhaps the

poor chap couldn't read.

Weil, I was in the last one
myself . .

." Apparently he was
going to reminisce, so I began
casting my eye about for Helpful

Hints by the Canadian Street-car

Advertising Company. I noticed

that the bus was filling up

;

people were standiug in the aisl

and more were coming on at eaci

slop. One sharp-nosed spinste

ith a shopping basket was
standing next to the seat which I

bared with Big Boy, glaring

lown ' at me with the obvious

ntention of having me offer her

ny seat; though^ how she ex

)ected me to get out of it, I could

lot tell. 1 glared back at her.

".
. . Of course, they pay you

iictter now than thej- did when
I was in, don't they?" my pal was
s; lying.

That took a bit of thinking.

A hundred and ten hours, count-

ing one day for every six hours,

is about 18 days. Five dollars for

IS days makes about 28 cents a

day. I made no reply.

"Better pay," the Large One
concluded to" his satisfaction. "I

guess they feed you better, too,"

I bad had lunch at the Union.

"Bully beef," he said. "That's

w'hat they used to give us, day in

Official Notices

Marly Memorial Scholarship

This Scholarship in memory of

Dr. Aletta Marty, vahied at not

less than $750. is offered by tjie

Queen's Ahimnae Association. Any
woman graduate of Queen's Uni-
versity with a master's degree may
hold this Scholarship, which will

be awarded for a year of post-gradu-

ate work. A committee cliosen by
the Alumnae As-sociation will make
the award. The Scholarship may
he awarded to (he same woman for

more tlian one year.

Applications sliould reach the

Rcjfistrar not later than January 1

Further information may be ob-

tained from the Degistrar's Office

The Alexander MacLachlan

Peace Prise

The Alexander MacLachlan
Peace Prize has been established

by the MacLachlan family in mem-
ory of Alexander MacLachlan, for-

mer President of International Col-

lege, Smyrna, who throughout his

life worked for a better under-

standing among nations.

Value 530. Ordinarily awarded
annually for tlie best essay of 3,000

words on some phase of the subject

Promodon oj World Peace. Dur-
ing the session 1944-4.S there will

be two separate essay competitions.

The subject of the first essay is

Education as an Af/ency for the

Promotion of World Peace. The
essay must he banded in by No-
vember 1. The subject of the sec-

ond essay, wiiicb is due March 1,

is The Atlantic Charier as a Basis

for World Peace. The competition

is open to all undergraduates of

Queen's University, both intra-

mural and extramural.

The essays must be clearly writ-

ten or typewritten and must be sent

in to the Registrar's C)iTice by the

above dates accompanied by a

temcnt signed by the candidate

th.1t the essay is the result of bis

own reading, thinking and discus-

sion, and that he has not been as-

sisted by other "students in writing.
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Ottawa Calling

(Continued from page I)

operative Commonwealth Federa-

tion
, lack the colour ful appeal

which would make the victory of

the one or the other assured. The
former is also up against the taunt

"reactionary" and the latter labours

under the epithet "socialistic."

Tliosc who are supporting these

two minority groups, however, are

extremely active, and are idealistic,

definitely out for reform. Their
strength and their appeal should

not be underestimated.

Although it is anybody's show,

one may. with great risks, and sub-

ject tq many possible errors, divide

the next parliament as follows:

Liberal 80-110

Prog.-Cons 80-lt)0

Co-operative Common-
wtaltli Federation . . 25-40

The balance will he distributed

among "one-province" parties and
small groups.

Not the least interestinf; of tliesc

small groups will be that from
Quebec, which, report has it. may
be a thoroughly reactionary, divis-

ive movement, led by ex-Mayor
Houde of Montreal. Reports have
it that he is carefully laying the

network, around the old Bloc Popu-

laire and elsewhere, for a "French

Canada
^ for French Canadians"

party which will out-bloc the Bloc

Popnlaire.

We're still far enough away from
victory in Europe that anything

may happen to alter the above pre-

dictions before the election is called.

It's still anyone's guess.

Education

and day out, bully beef." This

was funny, too; so we laughed

some more.

'Well," he said by and by,

"this is niy stop." He began
lieaving himself slowly up from

beside me, throwing back as a

parting shot; "Nothing—oof!

—

like the army—ugh!—to make a

man o£ you— uh !— I always

say , .
."

As he got up, an agile little

urchin nabbed his seat, beating

out the sharp-nosed spinster by a

hair's breadth. I kept glaring.

Going to njake a man of me, I

thought. . . . The obvious infer-

ence, of course, was that my
recent companion was the man
who had been made of just such

some stripling as myself." I made
a mental note.

When the bus shivered to its

last stop, the hatchet-faced spin-

ster was still standing and still

glaring. Made daring by the

anonymity of the uniform, I stuck

out my tongue at her. Then I

got off and trudged toward my
hen-houac barracks. I

(Continued from page 2)

know that there is a curricular un-

halance in favour of the technical

and vocaiiunal. We know that we
cannot exercise the important func-

tion of helping young ]»ople to

grow spiritually, mentally, and per-

sonally unless we introduce them

to more than vocational training.

They must not only know how to

work hut also how to live, liow to

think, how to feel. They must be

introduced to the importance of in-

tellectual nourishment; they must

have an appreciation of the basic

importance of human relations.

In fulfdling the objective herein

outlined, education needs the sm-
pathetic assistance of civic leaders,

particularly our business leaders.

They must help us stand by the

concept that important as special

ized training may be, education for

the life and for citizenship is a.

a. part of our job.

Dr. Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
'We carry a full line of eveiTthing

goqd to eat"

'Phone 6641 ' 109 Alfred Street

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

ond
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

ATKINS 11- '^.^

Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS
187 Princess St. Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 3414 DIAL RES.: 5341

A. R. TI/nOXHV
RHOTOCRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointmenta now for Portraits and Groups
181 OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

ARE YOU
Receiving the benefits of

LOW-COST life insurance?

IMPORTANT to every life insurance buyer
Just 75 years ago the first Mutual Life of Canada
representative began assisting hi,-, neighbours to gain
the benefits of low-cost life iiisnrancc protection

afforded by bis Company. Since then The Mutual
Life has grown steadily and surely, and today is

protecting over 180,000 Canadian families,

ALIKE ... yet different

Life insurance companies are much alike as to policies

and rates, but actual long-term results vary widely.

We invite you to compare The iMutua! Life of Canada's
record with tl)^ of any other company. Evidence of

the satisfaction of Mutual Life policyholders is fur-

nished by the fact that whole families and succeeding

generations ha\c entrusted their life insurance pro-

grammes exclusively to The Mutual Life, and each

year about ,35% of the new business comes from our
policyholders.

Have a Mutual Life representative explain the special

features of this Company . . , and let him help you
select a policy adapted to your particular circum-

stances.

Make this YOUR Compony

by becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL
CANADA I

Est:iblished 1S69

HEAL) OFFICE: WATERLOO. ONT,
1869— 75th Anniversory Yeor~l944

Kingston Branch Office - - Princess and Montreal Sts,

Branch Manager - - D, R. Roughton, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.L.U., K. C. Kennedy, E. Leodbeoter

103 Princess St,

FOR

YOUR WINTER OVERCOAT
Agents for Dock's Shoes

— Phone 6381 —

The Dance You've Been Waiting For - I

ARTS '46 ''PUMPKIN JAMBOREE"
MUSIC BY THE FORT FRONTENAC ORCHESTRA

Grant Hall FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 3rd. 9 P.M $1.25 Per Couple
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Levana Court

(Continued from page 1)

with their slips hanging out over
the pyjamas.

Hair was tied with rags or
string in 24 bunches. To com
plete the pcture. they wore heavy
make-up on half the face only,

with a dividing line of lipstick

from forehead to chin. The effect

was reason enough for the hilarity

which rocked the common room
and spread to the dining room,
where freshettes were obliged to

sit straddhiig their chairs, feeding
each other a square meal with
spoons. It was a slow process
but not unmarked by comic relief.

Toward the end of the meal, when
someone glimpsed a man in the
hall, the laughter changed to a

horrified shriek. The Tricolor

photographer, clutching his cam-
era, braved the howling mob and
then escaped.

Court

At 7:30 the voice of the cierk

of court, Janet McGinnis, was
herd: "Hear ye! Hear ye! The
Soph Court is now in session."

The bewigged judge, Gwen
Toms, preceded Prosecuting At-
torney Ferdie Waters, Defence
Council Eva Plunkett and the

Levana executive, which served
as a jury, into the room. Out-
side in the reception room, 14

freshettes, who had been sum-
moned to appear in court, sat

wondering what lay ahead. Each
protesting victim was dragged to

a large cardboard box which
served as the witness stand. This
proved to be not too steady and
the jury was called upon several

times to pick up both the stand
and the defendant.

The star of the evening was
undoubtedly Mary Klimack. She
was charged with "showing no
control over emotions on receiv-

ing an Arts candle and kissing

the first Arts man In sight."

Under questioning she revealed

that the man was none other than
the treasurer of Arts '47. Prose-
cutor's connnent : "Mercenary,
isn't she?" Mary's best defence
was that she had been in a con-
vent for four years, "and when
you get to Queen's, well . .

."

Her spirited retorts drew a

penalty for contempt of court
The room rocked with laughter

as Mary kissed the posts of the

common room—passionately! She
was found guilty as charged and
condemned to wear a sign

—

"Kisses for Artsmen only"—to

classes for three days and in the

freshette parade held Saturday
from Canvocation Hall to the
football game.
Red—WeU!
Another freshette. Peg Mc-

Cuaig, fought well for her rights

when charged with "deliberately

buying a red evening dress for

the Meds-At-Home when she
knew that red brings out the

emotions.'' But she subsided in

the gale of laughter which
greeted the prosecutor's quip:
"You didn't know that red brings

out the emotions? Well, that

red streak down the front of your
face is certainly doing things to

me !"

The other freshettes sum-
moned to Court were Marion
Wiutmore. Lois Ouderkirk, Sheila

Finlayson, Marion Gilbert, Betty
Watt, Jean Scott, Ursula Cole,

Mardie Holdcroft, Claire Brad-
ley, Doreen McCaffrey, Barbara
Ullett, and Mary Walker.

QXmEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Dumbarton Oaks

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store W&4. Res. 6414, GreeohooM* SHi

(Continued from page 1)

out recommendations for human
welfare.

(4) An international court.

(5) A permanent secretariat

-

general.

(6) A "Military Staff Commit-
tee" composed of the Chiefs-of-

Staff of permanent members of the

"Security Council" to make stra-

tegic decisions on force used to

keep peace.

(7) Air Force contingents "im-
mediately available" for use if

peaceful means of blocking aggres-
sion fail, and other quotas of force

on "call."

For further information please

consult the daily papers of October

5, where this security scene is out-

lined, elaborated and compared with

the League of Nations.

These proposals are outlined

more fully and compared with the

League of Nations in the daily

papers of Oct. 5.

Peter, Peter, pumpkin eater,

made a date for Friday night.

How about you ?

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in
the city

Beauey Porlor in ConnecHon
Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 4850

UAS Pictures

The pictures of the UAS
airmen taken at the summer
camp. May 1944, at No. 9
S.F.T.S., Centralia, are now
available at the orderly

room for those who paid for

them.

First Soloist : "Did you notice

how my voice filled the hall to-

night ?"

Second Soloist: "I noticed sev-

eral people leaving to make room
for it, dear."

—The Gateway.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31. 1944

Arts '46 Dance

(Continued from page 1)

the Arts Formal as well as many
novel surprises. \

With the Sadie Hawkins' dance
coming up the 17th of November,
an especially large crowd is ex-

pected. With this in mind, the

dance committee is planning to

make more dancing space available.

Tickets will be sold on the cam-
pus by members of Arts '46 and at

the door. Freshmen are extended
a special invitation. This is a uni-

versity function and no regulations

will apply.

Come and see Queenie Pump-
kin next Friday night.

This Is Queen'8

(Continued from page 2)
John E. Lindsay, Med. '28. Four
Military Crosses and 10 DFC's with
bar have been awarded to date.

Nine fornier students have been
mentioned in dispatches; two have
had the dislfinction of being award-
ed the Soviet Gallantry Medal.

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wallimton $|. Qlal 4)4«

BERT SMITH
Dial 8097

HOP
347 Princus St.

They had endubed poverty in Scotland.

Many had died of typhus during long

tveeks at sea. All through the winter at

Churchill on Hudson Bay they Buffered

from cold and hunger. In April they

trudged 150 miles across the enow to York

Factory'—thence up the Nelson Kiver,

Lake Winnipeg and the Ked River to the

Selkirk Settlement where Winnipeg now
stands.

It
_
waa a whole year's journey for this

little band of Selkirk Settlers— a year of

constant hardships. But these hardy

pioneers were willing to undergo any
hardships to reach a land where their

Victory Bonds are the means by which

each Canadian can share in the war
effort of his own free will. That is

why CanadiaoB have given their

wholehearted support to each

Victory Loan. That is why we
will sapport the Seventh Victory

Loan to the limit of our ahili^.

Invest in

Victory BUY VICTORY BONDS
THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 King Street West, TORONTO
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Students, It's

"Dovcrcoat" Time
Winter will soon be here—now
IS the time to invest in a new

"Dovercoat." Mony styles from

which to choose. You will

ochieve that handsome, confi-

dent oppeoronce always found

in an overcoat from Dover's.

Tweeds, Meltons, Friezes and

Crombie Curls. Select your

coot now while our stock is

complete.

27.50
TO

0055

^EEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

SPORTS

TfiC CAHF^US §I)€CrLIGHT
BY MOE POLOWIN

Army Officers'

Uniforms

and

Greatcoats

eoch $35.00

123

PHONE 3030

125 PRINCESS STREET

Wdl. the Gallopme Gaels did it again, and althoueh it did not come
exactly as a eurpnse. the annexing ot the third city championship in a row
IS nonetheless welcome. _ It was a parade o£ points, with most of the
rcffidars warmmg the bench whUe the second string had a field day.

Coach Elliott kept MUUfcen under wraps except for about 15 minutes
bnt a httle thine li!<e that didn't faze "Cracky'', and he went on to score
<!0 pomts. Don Moreton showed a lot of improvement, and was going very
well until he was injured. It is really not much use picking stars on the
yueens team because the opposition wasn't strong enough to make any of
the players look bad. As a matter ,fo fact, even Alfie would have looked
good out there.

Oddly enough, the Radar team was not as weak potentially as the score
would mdicate. What they lacked most was defensive coaching. Offensively
they weren't too bad. but their defense was so poor that they rarely got
the ball. Plans as to future games are shrouded in mystery, but we would
like to see the boys in action against outside teams.

Was talking to Mike Rodden of the Whig-Standard Saturday, and
found him a bit peeved at Gord Mack-the regular Sponlighter-and
incidentally discovered that he is an old Queen's man. That proves some-
body was here before me. I might add that Mike turned in a good game
as head-lmesman in place of the man who faUed to turn up.

Met Gus Marker of NHL fame last Sunday whUe visiting mutual friends.
Gus has been in business in Portsmouth for the bst four years. We got a
little inquisitive and found that Gus played in the NHL for ten years. He
said his biggest thrill came when the Maroons defeated Toronto in three
straight games for the Stanley Cup. Gus played on the Maroon line with
Bob Gracie and Herb Cain.

Bouquets . . .

To Coach Bob Elliott for the way he whipped the football team into
shape and masterminded it to another championship.

To Pete Herisch for starting the Soccer Club in the face of
many difficulties.
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Cross -Country Run
Off Until Nov. 17

The annual cross-country run has
been postponed until November 7.

Entries should be handed in by,

November to Bill Roberts. Each
year will be allowed five teams
(five men to a team), _and ihe team
with the lowest score for five.nien

finishing will be declared winners.

Men who are physically unfit as

contestants may gain points for

their year by acting as markers.
.\ll interested should report to Bill

Roberts for Thursday.

Rehabilitation

great

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

Phone 7100

I. D. A.
DRUG

STORES
ALBERT ST.

Phone 7300

The Intramural Department, headed by "Hooker"' Lemmon. has been
howling for more space, which they probably deserve, but rfhere the space
is to come from they fail to say. Still the whole intramural setup, and the
Eews Trophy competition, rests on the shoulders of "Hooker". Bill Roberts,
and Jack Harvey, and they get too little credit for the great amount of
work they do.

Gaels Unbeaten

Hanson St Cdgar
Dance l>RINTERS Printing of

Programmes Phone 4114 Every
Constitutions 117 Brock St. Description

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Your Glasses haye

^'Gone Modern'' too!
But in this case it is not only a matter

of style but also a matter of improved,

clearer, more comfortable vision.

You'll thank science for its progressive achievements,

once you enjoy the ^undistorted clear

VISION-IN-EVERY-PART-OF-THE-LENS

which "CORECTAL" provides

K. A. MacASKILL, R. 0.

328 Princess Street Phone 9461

(Continued from page 1)

Radar team only to be stopped at

the IS. The first-quarter score

was 4-0 in favour of Queen's, i

Second Quarter

-Aftcr-^r-pa-tg -hy Mu ra^f'aijBd to-

click, Milliken ran the end for a

touchdown which he converted,

Greatrix, playing his first game
of the season, showed his woEth
by ripping throngh the Radar lyie

ior 40 yards to bring play to

centrefield, Milliken promptly

booted a 50-yard punt, and after

a Kadar fumble Sonny Nelson

threw a touchdown pass to M'illi-

ken. who also converted it. Radar

kicked off and, starting at their

own 25, the Tricolour, sparked

by Nelson, Van Sickle, Moreton.

and Greatrix, ran and passed the

length of the field. A Nelson-to-

Moreton touchdown pass cli-

maxed the march as the Gallop-

ing Gaels raitifd their margin to

21 points.

Ken MacUouald, playing his

usual stellar game at inside, re-

covered Moreton 's kickoff for

Queen's. Ditkofski intercepted a

Qneen's forward, only to have

MacDonald crash through and

block the Radar kick a few plays

kitcr, After an exchange of kick

\'an Sickle ^ind Atoreton broug-ht

play to the Radar five and Van
Sickle plunged over for a touch-

down. Mjlliken again converted.

Moro took the kickoff on the il5-

yard line, and passed the width of

the field to Milliken, who gal-

loped 55 yards to bring play back

into the Army zone, Milliken

kicked a single point. Radar at-

tempted a passing attack, only to

have Milliken intercept and run

the ball to their 33-yard line.

\'an Sickle ripped through the

Radar line for 23 yards, from

where Milliken kicked another

fitld goal, A few plays later

Kniewasser intercepted another

liadar pass and sprinted 40 yards

for his first score of the season.

Moro dropkicked for the convert.

The score was rounded out with

touchdowns by Nelson and Big-

ham, Nelson kicking the convert..

The game ended with Radar

Sports Notes

Entries for the intramural soft-

bail league have been received from

all Science and Arts years and

from M'edS**49. ^schcdukr for

the week of November 6-13 will

he printed in the next'Iounial.

\\\ fifth round matches in the

men's intranuiral tennis tonrnament

must be completed and posted by

November 1. The player entering

the semi-final round with the low-

est score against him in the pre-

vious round will be given a bye

into the final round.

finally uideashing a desperate

passing attack which brought

play to the Queen's five-yard lint

as tile final whistle blew.

Coach Bob Elliott kept the

stars on the bench for most of

the game and let the second

string pick up some needed ex-

perience. Milliken, one of the

greatest halfbacks in Canada to-

day, according to Mike Rodden

of the Whig-Standard, tnrned in

his nsual brilliant performance as

he racked up 20 points in less

than 20 minutes.

Van Sickle. Kniewasser, Dela-

haye and Southey— freshmen

with the team this year—played

a major part in the team's cham-

pionship drive.

The fans were entertained at

the beginning of the game and at

half-time by the Pipe Band and

mainly by Che colourful Levana

parade which snake-danced *rom

Convocation Hal! to the stadium,

and around the stadium track.

Soccer Squad

Bows To RAF
Last Saturday on the lower cam-

pus. Queen's new soccer team went
down fighting before an experi-

enced RAF team by the score of

3-0. The Englishmen dominated
dominated the play with fast, ac-

curate combination passing, and
'>nly the stellar defence work by
Hanna, Darling. Shapiro and the

superior goal tending by Briske-
vitch kept the score down. The
Queen's team showed lack of ex-

perience, having been organized
and coached within onlv two weeks.
Their ability to keep the RAF to

a three goal margin might well re-

present a moral \'ictory.

On the offensive for Qneen's Mi-
ura was out.standing and Shapiro
missed a score when he scraped the

top bar on a penalty shot.

Positions on the team have not
been finally set. and all interested

are nrged to turn out to practices.

BOXING-WRESTLING
CLUB ORGANIZES

At the meeting' of the Boxing
and Wrestling Club, held in the

Gymnasium, Tuesday evening. Bv-
ron Bengeman. Science '46, was
elected president ; Karl Franz.

Science '46. vice-president, and
Lawrence Yanofsky, Arts '46, sec-

retary and Journal representalive.

.'\l Moore. Mods '46. the retirini;

president, outlined the activities of

the club and expressed confidence

in its future success. Since the

Air Force has left the campus there

will be more space available in the

Gymnasium,

AW those interested are invited

to join the club.

(Coiitiuued from page 2)

servicemen, would not be a kmd-
ness, 'and might even tend to

cheapen university degrees on the
whole. Allowance, however,
could be made for courses taken
m the services, provided such
courses had relevant academic
content.

Whether segregation, in the
form of separate classes, would
tend to aid servicemen who are
bound to have fallen behind in

their academic studies, or wliether
they should be allowed to mix
with tl?e regular students and be
given similar opportunities is a
very pertinent question, which
can only, be solved by experiment.

Each man must he considered
as a separate case. It is hoped
that an advisory committee of

specially-trained personnel, under
the supervision of the Dominion
government, may be formed in

each university to advise and
guide the returning servicemen in

their studies. The basis for their

advice will be the results of the

short refresher and summer
courses designed to reveal the

abilities of the students.

What'cha ma Column

"Nancy," asked the judge, "can

you giv^e me a good reason for

thinking your brother is insane?"

"Well." Nancy answered slowly,

"I really said he is crazy. Ynu
see. when be gets letters from

his girl he makes me stuff my
ears while I read them to him."

Aesculapian Society

Dr. J. H. Orr. honorary

president, will address a

mee'ting of the Aesculapian

Society in the Richardson

Amphitheatre Thursday at

7 p.m.

(Continued from page 2)

shown the magazine." He went on
to tell me of the meeting, and also

of the time time Sholem Asch came
in to see him. And of the diplo-

mats of foreign countries, of actors,

and other celebrities and of ordi-

nary book-collectors. The music

and the rain and his French ac-

cent all blended together and [

would have remained there for

hours had not some other customer

wanted him.

I write of this incident not be-

catise I am awed by tales of fam-

ous people, and not because I tliink

that you are, I write of the book-

shop and its owner because here

was a place that neither wars nor

time could change. Because here,

for everyone, were kept the true

weapons of democracy—the power-

ful books which the Germans were

quick to bum. For here, in a tiny

store liidden in the heart of Can-

ada's metropolis, was •iomething

bigger than the city itself.

III!

Saturday Reviezo of Litera-

: September ?<0. 1944.

Lost

BrouTi. zippered leather note-

book in front of New Arts build-

ing, Wednesday noon. Return to

Jim Ross, c/o Douglas Library

post office.

with

Plea:

^r identification bracelet

Lily Berlin engraved,

return to Ban Righ.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnl Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge'a

The mother regretted taking

her young son to the movie in

which the Christians were thrown

to the lions, for the boy was vis-

ibly distressed.

"It's just a picture," she com-

forted him,

"But if that little lion in the

back doesn't hurry, he won't get

any." said sonny, sobbing.

—The Gateway,

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TEICHMICAU SLIPPI^ICS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
RBASONASL-I PRICED

Phone 6733
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREH"

\ Phone 9756

We corry a complete ronge in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

GOURDIERS
fLRS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Kar! Eklir, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS
Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STRBBT
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LEVANA
NOTES

BY MART VALLENTVNE

November tests this week may
affect only a relatively small pro-

portion of the campus—but Levana

surely makes "up a large part of

that. small proportion. "They" say

November tests are designed for

frosh exclusivel)' — we wish

"they'd" say it to the profs. .

The Freshette Parade last Satur-

day and the Hallowe'en Dance at

night both went off with a bang.

There was a record attendance at

the dance—with the overflow danc-

ing in the dining-room. Congratu-

lations are due the conveners ! .\nd

a big hand for Muffy Hibbert and

lier co-cheerleaders, Joyce Waison

and Dorie Mills, who yelled them-

selves and the crowd hoarse at Sat-

urday's rugby game!

Hospital Visiting

The convalescent soldiers at

the Military Hospital, the Deaii

of Women announces, have ex-

pressed their, tremendous appre-

ciation of the cheer and courage

the student visits have given tlieni.

They're coming back from over-

seas now, so keep up the good work.

Remember in November your reso-

lution of September.

Inoculations

Dr. Hay is slroncjly advising all

j-^ viVrfi/ \-liulciil.i to hm-e a scarlet

!•:) \.':ni Icsl. If you're a resident

-i^ii ilic list in the Dean of Wo-
men's off'ice. Tlie offer is open to

non-residents too," and they are

urged to take advantage of it. Con-

sult Dr. Douglas or look up Dr.

Hay at the Ricbardson Lab. He's

in liis lah, on the second floor about

4.30 on most afternoons.

And, while you're at it there are

a couple of other Jabs you could

take, too. Anyone with a ne,oative

,TB test. Dr. Hay sa^s. should be

re-te.sted each year until she be-

comes positive, {.^nd this holds

whether >'ou've just been X-rayed

or not.

If you signed the Blood Donors'

cards and haven't donated yet, have

Dr. Hay give you a blood count

too. ^Then make yourself an ap-

pointment at the clinic. Levana's

percentage of donors is regrettably

low and should he pulled up. You
can do it.

Tail-Piece

Appropos of Soph Court held

last week—we heard of an ex-pro-

secutiiig-atlorney (still extant on

the campus) who was hauled up in

her day for wearing a Gangbuster's

pin in church. They had another

charge but it wasn't printable,
'

Famed UofT Dean
Dies In Toronto

Toronto—(CUP)—Prof, G. S.

Brett. PRCS, dean of the School

of Graduate Studies here, died

Friday following an e.\tended

illness. He was in his 66th year.

Born in South Wales. Profes-

'Or Brett was a modern philoso-

pher. Receiving his master of

arts degree from Oxford Univer-

sity, he had lectured at London,
Oxford, and Punjab Universities,

before joining the Toronto staff

in 1911..

He had been a member of the

editorial board of international

journal ethics and of the Cana-
dian Journal of Religious

Thought, and was chairman of

the publications committee of the

Society of Historical Science in

^Vashington. He wrote several

volumes on phjiosophy and psy-

chology, among them being

Co-:'' rnment of Man, published

suon after joining the U. of T.

It's Human

(Continued from page 2)

action. Everything has its limit,

and we must impose such a limit

on the primitive instincts of the

weaker sex. Do not under-

estimate the danger. They may
be weak and on the whole not

over-intelligent : but, wiiile we
are engrossed in the great prob-

lems of the world, they are con-

ducting an insidious campaign to

undermine our position. Up to

now they have never come out

into the open with their plans,

but have given ample evidence of

their intentions by a symbolism

of which even they are not

conscious'. One instance of this

we have pointed out already in

reference to the horrible crimson

that they paint their fingernails.

The other, which I am about to

reveal, is even more ominous.

Whenever a woman prepares to

go out with a man, like the Red-

Indian before he goes into battle,

she paints her face. Both the

woman and the Indian do this to

awe tlieir enemy into surrender;

a surrender which results not in

the peace that is promised but, in

the case of the Indian, the

hatchet, and, in the case of the

woman, the rolling-pin^.*

In order to protect ourselves

in this emergency, this column

brings forth a list of rules which

will have to be imposed on all

Queen's co-eds for the protection

of mankind.

(a) They must only ^vcar nail

polish which doe^ honour to our

university. That is. they are to

wear a combination of red, blue,

and gold jjolish.

(b) If they put any of that

war-paint on, they must- wear a

little tag with the sign, "It ain't

really me—it washes off."

(c) If they happen to
,

think

their date rather desirable, they

should wear a sign, "Beware! I

am on the hunt; my traps are

out."

There are many more rules

which we have devised. For your

copy, just bring your birth cer-

tificate to the Journal office, to

prove that you are a male, and

we shall give it you free of

charge.

If you happen to read this,

Mabel, I'm only joking, dear.

'Used with permission of Freud

and Dr. Dumphrey.

^Prerevolutionary vintage.

V\ personal warning to you.

Jack Mc.

Levana War Work

(Continued from page 2)

globin tests.

9. Making Posters—Budding
artists may offer-their services

to the Kingston War Services

by making posters advertising

Red Cross meetings or demon-
strations.

10. Canteen Work — Both
Victory Canteen and Eliza-

bethan Inn come under this

heading. The girls' Job is to

help entertain the serviceman

by organizing .sing-songs or

,

playing games or cards.

By helping in so many places

and in so many different ways,

we think that Levana's contribu-

tion towards the war effori is

really something to be proud of.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

3B2 Princess St. - Phone 4524

CO-ED
SPOHTSREEL

BY FERDtE WATERS

Do you fintl that the floor is be-

neath you ? Do you find that a door

is an open-and-shut proposition ?

Do you find that the ceiling is over

your head ? If so, then get out

where the sky is the limit. Get out

to archery so that you can make a

hit on Sadie Hawkins' day, get

over for a swim and you'll find

there's no pool like an old pool.

^'lnl might even try your hand at

Softball and learn to bat something

besides your eyelashes. If you have

anything on the hail, try tennis-

It will net yuu plenty ; or make

tracks for the Jock Harty Arena

and make your impression on the ice.

H your torso is a little nuire-so

than you think it should be. take

advantage of the above suggestions.

If you are not completely satisfied

with the results, if you still have

not obtained a daisy chassis, send

a stamped, self-addressed envelope

and we will submit; to your our lat-

est booklet, entitled. No JVaist in

This IVar.

The foregoing rantings are due

to a dearth of news, but we can

tell you that the singles and doubles

in the tennis tournament are in the

semi-finals. The contestants in the

singles are Muffy Hibbert vs Mar-

ion Whitmore and Dorie ilills vs

Fran Goodspeed. In the doubles

are Alice Madlener and Betty Watt

vs Beryl Kelly 'and Betty Carty.

Marion Whitmore and Joy Coyles

vs Muffy Hibbert and Fran Good-

speed.

We'll try again for the baseball

final on Wednesday at 4.30 p.m.

and hope that this time the weather

will co-operate.

You may not be able to earn the

Purple Heart but you can get a

bronze or silver medal by signing

the list in the gym to take life-

saving. First class instructor certi-

ficates are also attainable.

CRCC
Lecture for recruits on Tuesday,

16.30 hours, in Room '208. Arts

building. Drill on Thursday, 10.15

hours in the Gym.

Basketball will get under way
with an organization practice

Tliursdav at 2 o'clock.

Arts Exhibits

(Continued from page 1)

by adults from selections made by

a child Jury. Duplicates of the

prints may be parcliased at the

show.

On exhibition December 4-20 will

be a series of twenty silk screen

prints designed by artists in Can-

ada as decorations for the (juartcr.s

of the Canadian armed forces.

li'lial is Modern Painting will be

tliL- theme nf the exhibition to be

held Peh^llar^ 4-2x This i)resents

to the layman nr student aspects nf

modern painting which may have

long baffled and disturbed him.

Camera Club

Pictures taken by Oiieen's

dents, always a popular (j.\hii)iiion

on the campus, will be shown Feb-

ruary 26-28.

Some of the finest photographs of

mmlcrn Miiilplurc ,ni' included in

An /iilroiliirlion l<i Modi'rn Sculp-

ture to be on display March 4-7.

.These are groujwd to show the de-

velopment of various schools of

thought down through the cen-

turies.

The drawings and paintings by

children and adults attending the

studio will be shown March 19.

Anyone desiring information

about the Kingston Art Association

art classes or the exhil>ition may
get in touch with Miss .'\nnie Gib-

son, Old Arts building, telephone

73 .U.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

N HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE MAEI^ISCN STUDIC
Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Years in Business

Welcome to Queens . .

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIOCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8524

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

presents

THE CARDIGAN SUIT

THE MANNISH TAILORED SUIT

Soft Suits . . . Tailored Suits. . . . Both ore favorites this

coming Foil. They ore here at jackson-Metivier's!

SEE THEM NOW!

English Tweed, English Imported Worsted ond

Hair-line Stripes

Other dressmaker styles In junior and misses' sizes
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GAELS WILL PLAY OTTAWA TROJANS
Co-eds To Compete In Beauty Contest

One Winner From Each Yfar

Will Go To Toronto To Model

Tricolor Promoting Plan

;

Toronto Firm Is

Backer

First Of Kind

Four of the most beautiful and
photogenic Queen's co-eds, one
from each class year, will 'be select-

ed to model professionally for the

Robert Simpson Company, Ltd.,

advertisements which will appear

in the 1944-45 Tricolor.

The plan, whereby the girls will

travel expense-free to Toronto at

some future date — probably at the

beginning- of February—was orig-

inated by A. Garth Gunter, Tricolor

editor. The trip to Toronto will

last two days, and while there the

co-eds will undergo professional

beauty treatment in Simpson's stu-

dios, will pose for four full-page

advertisements which will be car-

ried in this year's Tricolor. The
arrangements, unique on the Cana-

BEAUTY CONTEST
(Continued on page 3)

Newman Clubs

Hold Convention

Biologists Elect
1944-45 Officers

Walter Kelly. Arts '45, was
elected president of the Biology

Club at its opening meeting on
Monday evening. Dr. G. Krotkov
of the Biology rlepartment, was ap-

pointed honorary president. The
following were also elected: vice-

president, Shirley Geiger ; secre-

tary-treasurer, W. Henson; and
Journal representative, H. Lawlor,

The program presented consisted

of films entitled Ah'iiiroJs in Duck
Land. [I'licrc Trouf Ahoitiul. and

Canadian Landscapes, depicting tlie

work of A. Y. Jaclcson, famed
Canadian landscape artist.

Archie Foley, Meds '48, presi

dent of Queen's Newman Club
was re-elected president of the

Canadian Federation of Newman
Clubs at their annual convention

in Toronto last weekend. It is

the first time that any student

has held thfs office for more than
one year.

The other elective officers on
the federation executive also

went to Queen's delegates; Miss

Helen Ireland. B.A., is secretary-

treasurer of the federation for

the coming year, and Rev. J. G.

Hanley, B.A., chaplain of

Queen's Newman Club, is chap-

lain of the federation. Miss Ire-

land is honorary vice-president

of Queen's Club.

Saint Laurent

The highlight of the weekend
convention was the address by

Hon. S, L. Saint Laurent, Min-

ister of Justice for Canada, at the

banquet in the King Edward
Hotel Saturday evening, Mr.

Saint Laurent' stressed the im-

portance of the work which all

students in universities are doing

at the present time, fitting them

selves for the responsibilities

which they must face in .the post-

war years. "What ymi are doing

in your respective colleges and

universities during these years of

war is quite as important in its

possible and pmhahle conse-

quences t8 the Canadian nation

as that which is being done by

your older brnthers or your older

NEWMAN CLUB
(Continued on page 4)

Open House

The first open house will

be held tomorrow night in

Grant Hall at 8:30. A spe-

cial invitation is extended

to freshmen.

Colleges Organize

Radio Workshops

Queen's Group Will Begin
Broadcasting Soon

The Queen's Radio Workshop,

begun this year as a special divi-

sion of the Drama Guild, expects to

open a series of dramatic broad-

casts over CICWS, Kingston, this

month. According to Drama Guild

officials, it is hoped that the Work-

shop will be able to go on the air

every Sunday night from 11.30 to

midnight.

Kadio dramatics at Quctn'<, in

its present stage, is an extracur-

ricular activity, in wbiph students

of all faculties take part as a hobbj'.

Script-writing, acting and control-

room operating are within the field

of activities of the Radio Work-
shop,

,

Dr. B. K. Sandwell

Rector of Queen's^

A MS Announces

Annual Lecture Will

Given By Canon
H. J. Cody

Be

Antigonish, N.S.—(CUP) ~ A
hew course for students interested

in the technique and meUiods of

modern broailcasting has been add-

ed to the curriculum of the St.

Francis Xavier University. It is

called Radio 'Work Shop, and has

been organized in collaboration witli

RADIO WORKSHOP
(Contiiiuei! on page 6)

Dr. B. K. Sandwell, LL,D.. was

named Rector of Queen's Univer-

sity at the AMS executive meeting

held Monday night. Dr. Sandwell

succeeds His Excellency the Rt-

Hon. Earl of Athlone, whose term

of office expires this year. Dr.

Sandwell, who is at present mann-
ing editor of Saturday l^iglvl, is

well known in journalistic circles.

After receiving his education at Up-

per Canada College and Toronto

University (B.A.), he was a mem
her of the editorial staff of the

Toronto Nczvs; associate and dra-

matic editor of the Montreal Her-

ald (1905-191 1 ) ; and associate

editor of the Montreal Financial

Times (1911-1918).

In addition to his journalistic

work, Dr. Sandwell has been con-

nected with various educational in-

stitutions. He served as assistant

professor of economics at McGill

University (1919-1923), and was

head of the English department of

Queen's from 1923 to 1925. An
honorary de.p-ce of Doctor of Laws

was conferred on him by Queen's

in 1940. He is a Fellow of the

Roval Society of Canada.

cial Game With ORFU Team
Set For Week From Tomorrow

Debaters Probe

Dumbarton Oaks

One -Act Plays

Coming Thursday

Drama Guild Will See Previeivs;

Forming Reading Group Tuesday

A preview of a selected one-act

play will be presented at a genera!

meeting of die Drama Guild in Con-

vocation Hall, Tuesday at S p.m.

The play will be one of the bill of

three one-acts to be presented pub-

licly Thursday, Nov. 9. At the

present time there are four plays

in rehearsal.

Production crews for the major

play and the bill of one-acts will be

Selected at the meeting. All those

interested in back stage work are

urged to turn out.

As a new feature of this year's

expanded Drama Guild program of

avtivities, a play-reading group will

organized at Thursday's meet-

ing. In diis group members inter-

ested in various types of drama

will be able to read and to study

several plays; parts will be given

out, and the plays will be read in-

formally and in private, without

stage or properties. The aim of the

play-reading group will be to im-

prove and develop their interest in

plays without laying out the time

and effort necessary for a full-scale

production.

Drama Guild membership tickets'

will' be available at the meeting.

Bolton Slack, treasurer, urges that

members pay their 25-cent annual

GUILD PREVIEWS
(Continued on page 4}

Miss Marloiv at Play, a light,

fast-moving comedy, by A. A.

ililne. will head the bill of three

one-act plays being presented in

Convocation Hall Thursday night

by the Queen's Drama Guild. In

this play, the pompous Mr. Amb-

rose Wallingtoii ( Bolton Slack

)

Is lured into a "compromising"

situation by the actress. Miss Mar-

low (Mary Black) ; a secretary dis-

creetly leaves ; a hushand arrives

;

Mr. Wallington's woes multiply

and are legion, until finally a sur-

prise ending is reached.

The second play on the bill is

The Giant's Stair, by Wilbur Dan-

iel Steele. In contrast with the

opening comedy. The Giant's Stair

will add to the programme a flav-

our of high ilrama; according to

Joan Connor, who is directing this

play, it is of a kind with Granite.

the four-act drama staged here last

spring.

Third on the programme is Rich

ONE-ACT PLAYS

(Continued on page 6)

The AMS is contributing Sl.^^O

to the Levana Red Cross from its

war aid fund. Support was also

pledgcil to the ISS, A smoker is to

he held for all returned men re-

Etstered on the campus. In addi-

tion to the servicemen, (there are

about 2S registered in all faculties)

the president of the AMS. all fac-

ulty presidents and all year presi-

dents will attend this smoker.

Ralston Resions

OnDraftee Issue

BY EDITH KENT

The Dumbarton Oaks proposal

for world security was the subject

under discussion at a meeting of

the Queen's Debating Union in

the Theology common room Tues-

day evening. The speakers of the

evening were Sidney Kom, Len

Gertler, and Ross Babion. Vernon

Ready was guest chairman.

The chairman opened the meet

ing by explaining die reason for

the 'calling of the conference at

Dumbarton Oaks, and die purpose

behind it. He dien called upon each

of the speakers in turn to enlarge

upon the points of the proposal.

Sid Kom dealt with the first two

considerations: the security council

and the general assembly. The

council will have II members; five

permanent scats to he filled by Rus-

sia. China, the United Stales, Bri-

tain, ami, later, France; the other

six will be occupied by delegates

from other Allied countries, elected

by the general assembly for a per-

iod of two years. The chief func-

tion of the'council will be to decide

what action should be taken against

any aggressor nation. There must

be a majority vote for any action,

and as the situation now stands,

any country may veto such a vote,

even though it may be the aggre

sor. This would of necessity ii

DUMBARTON OAKS

(Continued on page 4)

Trojans Expected To Prove
Stiff Opposition For'*"

Unbeaten Gaels

Acid Test

BY GORD MACK

Final arrangements were made
late Wednesday night by long-

distance telephone to bring the

Ottawa Trojans to Kingston for

an exhibition game a week from

tomorrow with the undefeated

Queen's team. Since the com-
pletion of the regular league

schedule, Charlie Hicks of the

.AB of C has been angling for an

outside team to visit the Rich-

ardson Stadium, and his success

in obtaining the Ottawa team

will provide the campus with its

greatest gridiron thrill since

intercollegiate sports.

For the first time since No-
vember 30, 1941, when the Ham-
ilton Canadians, Eastern Canada

junior champions, were downed
lS-0 by the Tricolour junior

stjuad, a ^est team will provide

the opposition. The entire per-

sonnel of that Queen's team has

GAELS-TROJANS

(Continued on page 5)

Anglican Students

The frieudsliip group will

welcome all Anglican stu-

dent's in St. George's Hall,

after the Sunday evening

service. .\ sing-song will

be held and refreshments

serve<l.

Arts '46 Brings

'Queenie Pumpkin'

"A whispering campaign has been

running like wild-fire across the

campus, and it must be stopi«(l,"

stated Dr. F. i-. Fackir in an inter-

view with the Journal. Upon in-

vestigation it was discovered that

the e.vcitenient was started by the

question, "Who is Oueenie Pump-

kin?"

After a report was issued by ti\e

.'\rts '46 dance committee that some

lucky male at the Pumpkin Jam-

QUEENIE PUMPKIN
(Continued on page 4)

In one of the most dramatic

moves to come out of Ottawa since

the beginnig of the war, Hon. J. L.

Ra'son yesterday resiered as min-

ister of nationa] defence, and was

immediately succeeded by Gen. A.

G. L. McNaughton, who recently

retired as commander-in-chief of the

Canadian army in tjic United King-

dom, Colonel Ralston's move is

thought to be the outcome of his

recent visit wilh Canadian troops

overseas, where he was investigating

charges that Canadian reinforcements

are poorly trained. The cabinet had

been meeting for the past week dis-

cussing the general lopic of Cana-

dian reserves; and, according to a

Canadian Press despatch late yes-

terday. Colonel Ralston "is t>elieved

to have quit on grounds the home

defence draftees should be pressed

into active aer«ce overseas."

Glee Club To Present ^'Requiem'

In First Performance of Season

Queen's Glee Club will make

its first puhlic appearance of the

year early in December when it

will present Brahms' Requiem.

The performance of this choral

work will be assisted by the

Queen's Orchestral Society and

will be in honour of those of ciur

country who have made the

supreme sacrifice in this war.

The solo parts will be sung by

Florence Nightingale, soprano,

and Gord Robertson, baritone.

The main production of the

year. Gilbert and Sullivan's

Mikado, will be prese?nted some

lime in February. The leads will

be taken by Ewart Prince, Doug

(Iray, Gord Robertson, Murray

Gill, Don .-\tkinson, Jean Gra-

ham, Margaret Cream, Grace

Miller, Daphne Spratt, Mary

Holdeu, Joy Coyles, and MariMU

Cowie. The production will be

ill the hands of Mrs. F. LI. Hari;i-

son and Robert Ashcroft. Stage

manager will be Bill Newlands.

This year there is a very great

deficiency of numbers in the male

chorus and all male students,

regardless of faculty, who have

any voice at all, are urged to

come to rehearsals, which are

held every Monday night at 7:15

the club room on the top floor

of the Old Arts building.
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Curriculum Chang:es

Ed. Note; Kenneth G. Plihi, Journal cdilor-in-chief from
1942-1944, discusses here the proposed changes '.t'liich arc ex-

pected to be effected in the Umvcrsity curricuh in the poslivar

era. Proposed maieria! additions to the campus hare already

received widespread attention: and the editorial board, believ-

ing that the time has now arrived when senior students should

begin drz-oting serious thought to the rez'ised educational pro-

grammes, has asked Mr. Phiii. w/io received his Honours B.A.

here this fall and is now in Medicine, to write an editorial on
this pertinent subject.

War, pernicious evil that it is, serves inevitably some good
purpose. Pressed on by its necessities, the sciences make great

and speedy advances ; racked by its strain, social customs and
institutions fail and break where they are weak. And people
themselves, goaded and spurred by war, remain active—ready for

movement and change—when peace comes. So, like the family
car, many of the things we own and many of the ways in which
we do things will be changed after this war, instead of just being
patched up for another year.

Education, if it is to be of any value, must accommodate itself

quickly to such radical changes. Technical curricula, of course,
must expand to include new scientific knowledge; liberal education
must be just as sensitive to less tangible shiftings of human
thought and attitude. The universities, as centres of the highest
education, must be the centres also of the greatest educational
change.

That Queen's plans postwar expansions is common' knowledge

;

the university building program has been publicized widely, and
some parts of it are ready even now to be carried out. Less
common, perhaps, is knowledge of the changes which Queen's
win make in its educational programme

; though some of these,
such as the alteration of the medical schedule, are now as definite
as the building plans.

For the most part, actually^, postwar curricular revisions have
not been definitely outlined. There is, for instance, a good deal
of vagueness in the talk of putting more general cultural work into
the technical courses; there is still some uncertainty about raising
Arts entrance requirements to the level of full senior matriculation'^
Faculty committees are now considering these and many other
similar problems.

Principal Wallace, in speaking of this aspect of the university's
postwar i)lans, has i^^sued an invitation which should awaken a
widespread student response

; he has said, both in a public address
at the begining of term and in a recent interview with the writer,
that Queen's would welcome the considered opinion of senior
students concerning changes of curriculum in their own fields of
study. Students, the principal believes, should play a part in the
direction of their own educational programme. Those who are
coming to the end of their course of studies, and have gained
enough maturity to be reasonably objective, can very probably
supply a point of view which would be of great value to university
authorities in laying plans.

Here, surely, is an opportunity for faculty societies ; their
executives could investigate and compile student opinions and
relay those opinions to the university committees. Any such
opinions would certainly be received quite cordially.

Queen's students will appreciate the consideration which has
been shown them in this request for their opinions. It is to be
hoped that their response will be forthright, and that the opinions
which they bring forth will be of value to the university.

—K.G.P.

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

November 1.

Sir :—Bouquets of fragrant

stinkweed to the present writer
of the Left Hand Corner.

What a difference when one
compares it with the efforts of

the writer's predecessors ! It is

characterized by a pronounced
lack of imagination, overpower-
ing dullness and trite triviality.

What has happned to the bright

humour and subtle caricatures so
typical of it before?

Without a doubt, the Journal

quite often in the past has re-

volved around the Left Hand
Corner as far as interest is con
cerned. Many readers, after ;

cursory glance at the blaring

headh'nes, would turn next to this

feature which rarely failed to

arouse chuckles. And now, with
this bright beacon of humour
almost extinguished, will the

Journal revert to the undignified

status of a dull fact-finding ma-
chine, a sort of glorified rah

!

rah! high-school newspaper?
If the present writer of this

erstwhile main feature is not
capable of injecting some life into

his column, then, by all means,
he would do well to transfer his

efforts to another feature, a forte

entitled perhaps. The Latest
Stirrings in the City Morgue.
The fact that the writer is a

self-confessed freshman could add
volumes on the subject. Not that

I have anything against fresh-

men! But I do not feel that a

freshman is capable of absorbing
enough of the Left Hand Corner
tradition to do full justice to a

feature so fine in the past and so
representative of Queen's.

YoTirs truly,

H. REUBEN LEITMAN.

Arfsmen

There will be a special

meeting of all '47 Artsmen
in room 201, New Arts
building, at 12:45 p.m.

today.

1,000,000 VETERANS
TO ENTER US COLLEGES

The recently enacted "GI Bill of

Rights" released in Washington,

D.C., will allow nearly 1,000,000

veterans of World War II to at-

tend school or college. Under the

act, veterans may obtain educa-

tional benefits and a disability pen-

sion simultaneously.

An}' person who has beeen in the

forces for at least 3 months be-

tween September 16, 19-fO, and the

end of the war will be eligible for

these benefits. Persons who have

been honourably discharged after

less than 90 days active service will

also be included. The veterans must
enter school not more than two
years after the end of the war.

Fn. Note: Jl'e are sure Mr.
Lcitman will be glad to learn

that the creator of this year's

Left Hand Corner is the same
person who has been writing

it for the past three years. We
are sorry Mr. Leitman finds

that the author's style retro-

gresses as his studying pro-

gresses.

Dear Sir: October 29.

I understand that the Journal

is the students' paper. I wonder
why, then, that a report on a

campus club must be cut to such
a degree that it loses entirely its

original import, when so much
space is devoted to jokes and
meaningless nonsense. I am
referring to the write-up on the

initial meeting of the Glee Club
as was printed in your issue of

October 6. All that reached the

columns of the Journal was a very
condensed report of the elections

plus the incorrect date of the next
meeting.

I know for a fact that included

in the original submission was a

very brief note on the plans of

the club for the year and a re-

quest for social members. Both

Small Patsy had just returned

from a birthday party and was
complaining to her mother about
the treatment she had received

from the other little guests.

"Well," said her mother, "if

you found you could not play

happily with the others, why
didn't you excuse yourself

politely and come home?"
Came the sophisticated reply:

"Times have changed. Mother. I

just slapped them and stayed.'

—The Gatewa}'.

of these items were of fair im-

portance, the former to everyone

interested in choral work of any
kind and the latter to the club

itself.

There seems to be a certain

amount of prejudice, if not
against the Glee Club at least

for the Drama Guild, in the ranks

of the Journal staff. This was
the most decided case last year

as well as this. I wonder why?
Does not the Glee Club attract

as great if not greater numbe/s
to its perforimances? Could the

Drama Guild's presentation of

Yoit Can't Take It with You, good
as it was, have filled KCVI audi-

torium with children for one night

and adults for three successive

nights to the extent that it \va>

filled by the Glee Club's Gondo-

liers? This fact alone makes the

omission of the Glee Club's future

plans unwarranted.

Once again I ask, wny must the

report on ANY campus club be so

condensed as to lose its original

importance ?

W. J. Newlands.

Ed. Note: The incorrect dale

appeared through an error, for
which the Journal apologizes. We
should like to suggest, however, the

reason why the Drama Guild re-

ceives better publicity than the Glee

Club is because it has an experi-

enced reporter handling its public-

ity.

$25
1st prize
SI 5.GO

2nd prize
S10.00

ESSAY CONTEST
NOT MORE THAN 1000 WORDS

NOT LESS THAN 300

1st YEAR STUDENTS ONLY
ADDRESS ENTRIES TO ''CHAIRMAN ESSAY CONTEST" THROUGH UNIVERSITY POST OFFICE

ENTRIES MUST BE LEGIBLY WRITTEN ON ESSAY PAPER OR TYPED ON PAPER OF SIMILAR SIZE

Hzinson & Edgar
Dance PRIMTEIRS Printing of

Programmes Phcne 4114 Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St. Description

CLOSING
DATE

NOV- 15
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ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS
187 Princess $t

Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE _ DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

TO-DAY

'^The Eve of St. Mark

ANNE BAXTER

MICHAEL O'SHEA

STARTS SATURDAY

Joyce Reynolds

Robert Hutton

Edward Arnold

Ann Harding
IN

^

"JANIE"

CorifBl
MI,l'l>ll^l,UI.MIH||yU.

Buy Books of

Theatre Tickets-

NOW SHOWING
FRANCHOT TONEMARY MARTIN - FRANCHOT TONE - DICK POWELL

"TRUE TO LIFE'
HOPALONC CASSIDY in "FALSE COLOURS"

MON. . TUES. . WED.
NOV. e . 7 - 8
CHARLES BOYEH

MARGARET SULLIVAN

"APPOINTMENT
FOR LOVE"

' ALSO
TOM CONWAY
"FALCON

AND THE COEDS"

THUR5. - FRI. . SAT.
NOV. 9 . 10 . 11

JOEL McCREA
MAUREEN OHARA

"BUFFALO BILL"
in Technicolor

2ND HIT

'TWO LATINS FROM
MANHATTAN"
JOAN DAVIS

JINX FALKENBERC

BILTMORE
CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

Starting

WEDNESDAY

THE DISTINGUISHED

MOTION PICTURE ...

"SINCE YOU
WENT AWAY"

The

ODEON

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
JOSEPH GOTTEN
MONTEY WOOLLEY
JENNIFER JONES
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
LIONEL BARRYMORE
ROBERT WALKER

jUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

F. C. James Joins
Board of Advisers

Montreal—(CUP)— It was an-
nounced this week by the Hon.
Humpiircy Mitcliel!, Minister of
Uhoiir, that Dr. F. Cyril James,
prindi>;il ;jn,i vi<.(.--ciirin.cllor of

MHiill ("Mlv,.r.it^, has l,een ap-
I,, iliL' l uiv^THiy Advisory

Board. Dr. James suc^reeds Dr. H.
.1. Cody on this Ixjard. of which
Dr. R, C. Wallace is also a mem-
ber.

The Board was created in De-
cemlicr of 1043 to advise the La-
bour Mhiisler on matters affecting

the students and staff of Canadian
I'riiversities in wartime and on
niobilizatinn mailers.

Beauty Contest

(Continncd from page 1)

dian campus scene, has been effected

through the co-operation of Simp-
son's and the magazine.

The contest opens at noon Mon-
day. Any undergraduate co-cd may
be entered, the winners to be picked
on the basis of appearance, photo-

geneity, and personality. Tlie pho
tographs may be submitted liy any
one, and should be addressed to

A. Garth Gunter. The Tricolor,

c/o Douglas Library Post Office.

They should be unsigned; bul on
the back must be written the con
testant's name. year. Kingston ad
dress and phone number, and ap
proximate weight and height.

The board of judges will be com
posed of students, and has been
temporarily chosen to consist of
representative from each of the
AM.?, the Camera Club, and the

Drama Guild ; Mr. Gunter, and
Alan Gray. Journal editor-in-chief.

Special photogi-aphs'of tlie winners
will be published in a future issue

of the Journal, and may appear in

a full iiage advertisement in a To-
ronto daily paper.

The plan had been under con-
sideration for some time. Details

were completed at the bcginin'ng of

the week, when Mr. Gunter travel-

led to Toronto to confer with
Simpson Company officials. The
general outline of the agreement
lias been concluded, and details

lia\ L- Ijcen left in [he bands of Mr.
GDiiter, who is in charge of the

conlesl iin ihe campus.
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Official Notices

ApjjUcd Science Scltotarsliips

The Faculty of Applied Science

has announced that Scholarships

will he distributed as follows this

year

:

Susan Near Scholarships, third

year—one to Cliemistry ami Chem-
ical Engineering, one to Mining,

Geology and Mineralogy. Metal-

lurgy, one to Mechanical Engineer-

ing, one to Electrical Engineering,

one to Civil and Physics.

Stcond-year University Scholar-

ships including the Wilgar and
Macphail Scholarships—two to the

ABCDM Group, four to the EFG
Group.

Students in Applied Science

should note that they are eligible

for Scholarships only if they are

taking the regular work of the year

in which they are registered.

OFFER SCHOLARSHIPS
TO WOMEN GRADS

Robert Bruce Scholarships

The Tiobert Bruce Matriculation

Scliolnrshi[>s. each worth $25, were
not awarded this summer, since no

matriculation candidates were dig
ible. Therefore, applications are

TKiw invited fnr these Scholarship

from first year students of Scottish

extraction in the Faculties of Arl^,

-Applied Science and Medicine. The
Scholarships will be awarded on

the basis of the candidates' stand-

ing on the Christmas examinations

There will be one Scholarship ir

each Faculty.

.Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by Decem-
ber 1st. Applicants must give evi-

dence of Scottish extraction.

Toronto—(CUP)—The British

Council has decided to offer, for

(lie year 1945^, four scholar

ships, tenable for 12 months, to

selected women graduates of nni

versities. medical schools, or aca

<lemic institutions of similar nnk
in Canada and the other Domin-
ions ftir research in the United

Kingdom. Sinicoe Hall an-

nounced to the Varsity recently.

These scholarships are in-

tended to enable specially quali-

fied women to visit ihe United

Kingdom in order to study war-

time conditions in some depart-

ment within their particular field.

Applications from students of

good academic qualifications and

some practical experience in their

chosen spheres are preferred.

The administration of the

scheme will rest with the Stu-

dents' Committee of the British

Council, including the supervision

of the scholars' work during their

year in the United Kingdom.

The value of each scholarship

will be approximately $1,500.

A candidate to be eligible must:

(a) Be a British subject;

(b) Have passed her 23rd'

birthday on March I. 1945;
;

(c) Have graduated at a rec-'

OHA ScUolarship

Applications are invited from

students now enrolled in the Uni-

versity for the Ontario Hockey As-

sociation Scholarship for 1944. The
cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-
triculalionj. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded

this session to some student within

the University on the basis of his

academic qualifications and on his

rating as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when
he Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of inalriculation, but the

regular cash payment of $80 is

made lo the wiimer.

. Ippliriiliaiis should he in the

luinds «j Ihc Rcijislnir by Decem-

ber 1. .-I
l>
plicaHis sliuiihf gh'c e^-i-

dcucc of having played in the OH, I

or NOH.-I scries.

|IIIIIIillllllllllillllll||l

I LIVINGSTON'S |

I ALL STAB LINE-UP |

I OVERCOATS - $35

1

1 -K g
i WINTER WISE INVESTMENTS 1
^ Your Winter Overcoot represents you. Choose M
^ it carefully. A quality Overcoat has quolity S
= moterial. See these Overcoats at M

I LIVINGSTON'S |= 75 - 79 BROCK STREET DIAL 8354 ^
S QUALITY STORE FOR MEN SINCE 1847 M

iiiiiiiiiiinj=

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S—
YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

og:nizcd Dominion acadL'mic

stitution; and

(d) Produce evidence that her

qualifications arc such as to en-

able her to undertake studies or

research work of value in the par-

ticular subject which she submits

for apjiroval.

Arts Jackets

Orders for, Aris jackets

are now being taken by Dan

Keeley. Arts '45. The jack-

ets are maroon in colour,

with "(Queen's" on the back,

the class year on one sleeve,

and "Arts" on the other, all

lettering done in yellow.

The cuffs have blue stripes,

and the cost is $675. Those

wishing to order blazers

should sec Mr. Kecley next

week in the Arts clubroom

from 10 lo II a.in. Monday,

Wednesday, and Friday,

and from 9 to 10 a.m. Tues-

d,'iy. Thursday, and Satur-

day.

A. R. XI/nOXHVPHOTOGRAPHER
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVHIU'THIMG
Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups

OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

ARE YOU
Receiving the benefits of

LOW-COST life insurance?

IMPORTANT to every life insurance buyer

lu.-^t 75 years ago the first Mutual Life nf Canada

representative began assisting his neighbours to gain

the benefits of low-cost life insurance protection

afforded by his Company. Since then The Mutual

Life has grown steadilv and surely, and today is

protecting over 18t).000 Canadian families.

ALIKE ... yet different

Life insurance companies are much alike as to policies

and rate-, but :ii.tual ions-!erm results vary widely.

\\ r ill! lie ^ 'in In ciim|iaii.- Tlic Mutual Life of Canada's

ri^-.T'i uiih ih.il ill aii\ r.Un.r ..iimpany. Evidence of

the s^iii-l.Minu <'i Mu'im:i! ) ii"'/ pollc vholders is fur-

nished bv the l.u I ili.H uh-h i.iniih.-. and succeeding

generations haxu uiini^lr.l ilinr lilr insurance pro-

grammes exclusiveiv' to Tiic xMutuai Life, and each

vear about iSfo of the new business comes from our

policyholders.

Have a Mutual Life representative explain the special

features of this Company . . . and let him help you

select a policy adapted lo your particular circum-

stances.

Moke this YOUR Componj-

by becoming o Policyholder

MUTUAL
Eslablislied 1S6'>

HEAD OFFICE: W.\TFRLO0. ONT.

1869— 75th Anniversary Yeor— 1944

Kingston Branch Office - - Princess and Montreal Sts.

Bronch Manoger - - D. R. Roughton, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ). Stoness, C.L.U., K, C. Kennedy, E. Leodbeater
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PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

Wc Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK*S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Exceleint Service

133 Princess St. 0pp. Kresge's

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
UMITCD

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-<!ate 3-ciiair shop in
the city

Beauty Porlor in Connection

0pp. Collegiate
US Alfred St. Phone 48S0

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, Res. 6414, Greenhouse* 3241

(Continued from page 1)

friends, or your fathers an
theirs, in the Navy, in the Arni>
^nrl ill the Air Force'. You young
ladies and young men, and many
hundreds of other bright Cana
dians iike you, are being provided
during these war years with the

best educational and trainin

facilities at the disposal of the

Canadian people." He went on
to stress the responsibility which
all present-day students must
face as leaders in the days
peace. He concluded with
appeal to all our better-educated

young people to become sincere

apostles of unity in Canada
Delegates

Some 60 delegates attended
from other colleges; University

of New Brunswick, McGill, Mc
Gill Alumni, Queen's, Western
O.A.C., and the University

Manitoba were represented. The
delegates from Queen's, besides

those already mentioned, were
Jacqueline Cote, Vincent B
mish, Roger Flynn, Jack Phil

lips, Ann Payntcr, Mary M
Donald, Bill Major, Lorraine
Millan. Carmen Millan, Nello

Modesto, Stan Morrill, Peter
Herisch, and Don Cameron
feature of the programme was
tile presentation of the Honou
Key of the John Henry Newman
Honour Society in Washington
to six Canadians who had earned
the distinction by outstanding
work for Newmanism. One of

these was "Jim" Courtright, for

iiier president of Queen's New^
man Club, who was well known
a-i an athlete during his years at

Queen's and was also president

t!ie AMS for one year. He
attended the Olympics in Berlin

n 1936. Jim's wife, the former
Mary Roche, was presented for

this honour by McGill at the same
ime that Jim was presented by
)ueen's.

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

Queenie Pumpkin

(Continued from page 1)

boree would be given complete and
sole custody of that tasty dish,

ueenie Pumpkin, bedlam reigned.

The wliispering campaign then be-

gan and everj'body wanted to know
'ho Queenie Pumpkin was.

In an exclusive interview with
the Journal the dance committee
revealed that some lucky man will

je crowned King Pumpkin and 'he

will be chosen by a secret compc-
liiion. As an added attraction a

draw will be held for a free ticket

to the Arts-At-Home.

Music will be supplied by a new
orchestra from Fort Frontenac.

Tickets may be obtained from any
member of Arts '46.

Guild Previews

(Continued from page 1)

fee nt the coming meeting; for there

are certain privileges to be extended

to members this year, and it will

be necessary for the executive to

com]>lete its membership list soon.

Refreshments will be served in

Ihe Players' Lounge after the meet-

ing.
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And it came to pass in the city

of Queenz that the mighty softs

did hold Yeer Partee in the cave
of Can You Club, and vast quan-
tities of beverage were consumed,

and spirits were high and inhi-

bitions low, and even though the

eve was frosty many couples

wandered beneath the trees 'mid

girlish screams and coarse laugh-

ter. The name of Dim Dale wa
inscribed upon the Booze trophy

for consummation in the year of

grad, and the Agricultural one

was presented with shovel, for

verily his jaw muscles are taking

great strain. Lo Jack the Don-
aid did escort strange babe home,
losing date in shuffle, and End
Man AI and others did early take

Lemons to the cave of Flickering

Lights, due to conditions of late-

leave, and then return to the

scene of the partee, for verily all

were merry.

And it comes to pass on^ the

eve of Saturn that the mighty
warriors of Four Six do hold

Ycer Partee, cunningly abiding

their time till the moon has

changed and the situation of

ration is eased. Verily a mighty
throng has made preparations for

the coming event and, lo, only

warriors of the year are to be

admitted.

And it came lo pass that Snap-
per of Four Six did sell auto and
many mourn the passing of the

"Mayflower", for, lo, legion are

the maids that came across in the

vehicle, and verily is such a con-

veyance of assistance in attend-

ing parteez without the bounds
of the land of Kin, even unto th^

cave of the Gilten Sandal, where,

on the eve of Saturn, the Cess-

pool Hoff, Dumbo, and the Pre-

grad Curvin Joe did disport

themselves. And on this same
eve the Lemons did hold danz in

the cave of Flickering Lights, and
verily were large numbers of th

Fuzzy Ones present, and' others

new to the parteez in that cave
and lo, it was down to its usual

standard. But other affairs were
in progress and the tribesmen of

Collin did have gathering in their

cave, and Dan the Irish One of

Four Five did eschew the couch
whereon he was surprised half a

moon before in wrestling bout
with maid, for still the warriors

serenade him with song and
music concerning the affair.

But ,even now the shades of

night are falling fast and AI the

Ghourl is sounding the cry of the

wolf without the cave of Muir
and the scribes must off to other

halls.

STYLE
BEGINS AT

GEO. FREED'S

Dumbarton Oaks

(Continued from page 1)

olve complete agreement among
the members of tlie council.

The duties of the general assem-

bly are mainly advisory. In addi-

tion, it will elect the six non-per-

manent members of the Council.

International Court

The second speaker, Len Gertler,

explained the functions of the eco-

nomic and social council, the inter-

national court, and the permanent

secretariat-general. The council

ould have 18 non-permanent mem-
bers, and would carry out various

proposals for economic and social

welfare. An example of such a pro-

posal already in action is the United

Nations Relief and Rehabilitation

Administration. The international

court would provide the machinery

for the settlement of disputes and
for the enforcement of world peace.

The questions of a military staff

committee and available air force

contingents were discussed by Ross
Babion. The idea of the Committee

was originally British: that these

should be an extension of the pres-

ent Anglo-American Jiigh com-
mand. The American delegation

preferred that there should be

spheres of influence, in each of

which one of the countries repre-

sented in the security council should

be in control. In these spheres of

influence, an air force would be

more effective than a military force.

!
in that it is more speedy, and not

so comple-x asian army.

In closing, Mr. Babion pointed

out, "No organization is any better

than the people in it, nor more ef-

ficient than its leaders wish it to

be." Therefore, he said, the type

of leader is all-important, as is the

nature of the proposals to be car-

ried out.

A suit is more than a suit at Geo. Freed's, It is a

reflection of your good taste and character. You
will find this service available here at no extra cost.

Ready-to-wear or tailored-to-measure.

GEO. FREED
THE STORE FOR MEN

214 PRINCESS ST.

Buy an Extra Bond today

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Limited, Kingston

The Dance You've Been Waiting For -

ARTS '46 "PUMPKIN JAMBOREE''
MUSIC BY THE FORT FRONTENAC ORCHESTRA

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd, 9 P.M. $1.25 Per CoupleGrant Hall
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A REPUTATION FOR
Quality Clothing

SINCE 1870

SUITS

AND

OVERCOATS
of

^ HIGH STYLE

BETTER QUALITY

at

MODERATE PRICES

Our reputation is your assur-

ance of better clothing satis-

faction. Come in, clioose that

new Suit and Overcoat now
—from the largest and finest

selection in the city. All are

expertly tailored by Society

Brand and other leading

Canadian manufacturers of

the finest quality imported

English and Scotch fabrics.

Furnishings
Everything for the well dressed man of Queen's—snappy
furnishings for all occasions—the largest stock of hats by
Stetson in the city.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
OPEN SATURDAY TILL 9 P.M.

137- 139 Princess St. Dial 659S

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Streel^

SMART STYLES
REASONABLl PRICED

Phone 6733

103 Princess St.

FOR

YOUR WINTER OVERCOAT
Agenh for Dock's Shoes

— Phone 6381 —

SPORTS

THE €AMr>U§ §[)€l2rLIGfriT
B-t SORD MACK

On the Campus
After several weeks of pounding the fluff of the last of this year's tennis

balls, the local tennis talent has been reduced to a weary qmntet stiU
competine for the university crown. The only one of last year's uncompleted
tournament's survivors competing, Don HeUcur of Science '45, has defaulted
into one of the three semi-final slots. The other foursome is made up of
Malcolm Dean, Meds 'SO; Al Dean, Science '46; Jim Gibbons, another
Medical frosb: and Don Creaghan. Arts '46. The draw has the two Dean
brothers wagwg civil war in one match, whUe Gibbons and Creaghan will
exchange dnves in the other. Special mention is due the strong showing
of these two Medical freshmen, who represent their entire year's entry.

The local interfaculty touch-rugby schedule is down to its last game,
with the winless Meds on the sidelines, and the Engineers defending their
unbeaten record and last year's championship against the surprising Arts
team. In the only game played between Science and Arts, the Engineers
had a 7-6 edge to take the verdict. The return game between these two
teams has been postponed to 4 o'clock Monday afternoon with Cy Moro
and Herbie Lawlor taidng care of the officiating.

Off the Campus
With the announcement of the coming visit of the Ottawa Trojans, all

plans, joumaliBtic or official, for a return game between Ordnance and
Queen's become impossible. Under these conditions, our short-Uved dis-
agreement with the Whig-Standard has now become profitless.

Groupings, Schedule and Rules
For Indoor Softball League

46, Sc. '48, Arts

'45, Arts

Arts '47 vs. Sc.

Sc. '47 vs. Arts

Seetion A : Sc

"45. Arts '47.

Section B : Sc. '47, Sc
46. Arts '48, Meds '49.

Nov. 7: Sc. '46 vs. Arts '45,

7-8 p.m.; Sc. '45 vs. Arts '48,

8-9 p.m.

Nov.

7-8 p.m

8-9 p.m.

Nov. 10: Meds '49 vs. Sc. '45

7-8 p.m.

Nov. 13; Arts '46 vs. Sc.

7-8 p.m.

Nov. 14: Meds '49 vs. Sc.

6-7 p.m.; Sc. '46 vs. Sc.

7-8 p.m. ; Arts '46 vs. Arts

8-9 p.m.

Nov. 15: Arts '45 vs. Arts

7-8 p.m. ; Sc. '45' vs. Sc.

8-9 p.m.

Nov. 16

7-8 p.m.

;

8-9 p.m.

Nov. 20; Meds '49 vs. Arts '46,

7-S p.m.; Sc. '47 vs. Arts '48,

8-9 p.m.

First two teams in each section

jilay a sudden-death game. Sec-

tion finalists play a two-game,

lotal-run series for tlie champion-

sliip.

'45,

'47,

'48.

'48,

'47,

'47,

Arts '48 vs. Meds '49.

Arts '45 vs. Sc. '48,

The first-named team will be

held responsible for securing the

umpire-in-chief who is suitable to

both teams.

Tile second-named team
be held responsible for securing a

base umpire and a scorer.

.-\11 league games will consist

of not more than seven innings

and not less than tliree. All

games will finish at the complete

inning nearest the- end of the

hour. The umpire will have

power to award the game to a

team whose opponent delays tlie

game.

Any team which does not field

at least seven men before ten

minutes after the scheduled hour

will forfeit that game.

No team shall play more than

15 men in one game, nor more

than nine at one time.

The catcher does not have to

catch the third strike, and all foul

tips, if caught, are out. Any hit

may be played off the walls,

rafters, etc., for an out.

No runner may advance when
a ball is lodged in tlie stall bars.

Fair hits into the gallery are

considered home runs.
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Bob Elliott Coaches Basketball,

Rugby, Champs In Third Year

Introducing College Rugby
Mentor. Balmy Beach

Veteran

Despite /oiirual headlines to the

contrary, the intramural cross

cotmtry run will be held on Nov.

7 at 5 p.m. Competitors will find

a list of their starting numbers
posted in the gym locker-room

tomorrow afternoon.

The player with the lowest

score against him will be given

a bye into the final round of the

intramural tennis tournament.

The quarter-final round must be

completed by Nov. 4 and the

semi-final round by Nov. S.

Intramural bowling entries will

be received in the near future.

Consult your athletic stick if you

wish to be included on the team.

Standing^ Scoring
For Bews Trophy

The standings in the Bews
Trophy race up until last Friday,

d including the first round ot

the tennis, but not the track

meet, are: Sc. '46, 1,803; Meds '49

1,755; Sc. '48. 752; Sc. '45, 5i6

Meds '50, 208; Meds '47, 139;

Sc. '47, 88; Meds '46 -120.

The Sc. '46 total was amassed

mostly by their 51 entries in the

tennis tournament, which gar-

nered them 1,785 points. Meds
'49 retaliated with 12 entries in

the golf tournament which, com-

bined with the medal and net

championships won by Cord

llrickson and Dave Boyes respec-

tively, totalled up to 1,315 points.

Sc. '-[8, like Sc. '46, acquired most

of their points (663) from

strong entry in the tennis.

The scale points for the Bews
Trophy in Science and Meds
were released by Intramural

Director Bill Lemmon last Wed-
nesday. Until a complete regis-

tration for Arts is handed in,

their scale points cannot be de-

termined. The first tigure is the

registration for the year of elig-

ible men, and the second figure

is the standard scale point which

will be awarded for entry in

SWIMMING CLUB
SPLASHES AGAIN

The Quen's Swinuning Club

splashed its way through another

Wednesday evening this week.

Levana was not, perhaps, so well

represented mmierically as for-

merly, but perhaps some idle talk

111 November tests might bear a

relation to the reduced numbers.'

If just a few more of the poten

tial swimming and diving stars

still lurking in the darker corners

of the Douglas Library come out

next Wednesday (7 p.m. for be-

ginners, 8 o'clock for those hardy

souls to whom water is no more

than just another beverage),

underwater traffic lights will'

have to be installed to restore

some slight semblance of order.]

In the diving department, great

progress is being made; perse-

veringly coached by Bob Ban-

nard and Jack Harvey, numerous

neophytes were exhibiting well-

nigh professional dives, and some

of the one-and-a-!iairs, back flips,

and gainors seen would do credit

to ^ny diving show.

BAN RIGH BLIMPS
APPROACH DEBACLE

The carillon in Grant Hall

tower is being tuned in prepara-

tion for sounding the knell of the

notorious Ban Righ Blimps.

Rumours from the training camp
of the illustrious Journal Jerks

hint that a new high in astro-

nomical Softball scores will he

piled up at the grimly approach-

ing slaughter. The scorekeeper

is sitting in on lectures in Maths

lOa&b, aud the umpire has been

fitted with opaque bifocals. D
to the present situation in the

Pacific, the supply of hara-kiri

swords is limited, but despondent

Blimps may consglt Padd

Doolan about the latest in up-to-

date poisons.

Gaels-Trojans

various events

:

Sc. '48, 176 (23): Sc. '47, 136

(29); Sc. '46. 135 (30); Sc. '45,

112 (36): Meds '50. 45 (89),

Meds "49, 42 (95)); Meds '47,

45 (89) ; and Meds '46. 40 (100).

(Continued from page 1)

changed in the inter\'ening three

years, with the exception of Jack

Milliken.

That year, in true intercolle

giate fashion, a pep rally, sane

tioned by the AMS, was held at

Leonard Field on the Frid.

night before the game. At the

rally an effigj' of the Hamilton

team was burned amid enthusi-

astic Oil Thighs.

In next Saturday's contest the

Gaels will face their toughest

opposition this season. In an

early fail fixture, the mighty

Trojans humbled the local Bar-

riefield Bears 18-2. More re-

cently yet, last Saturday Ottawa

displayed their top form by up-

setting the undefeated Balmy

Beach twelve 14-9.

Sparked by such nationally-

recognized stars as Arnie Mc-

Watters, Tom Daley, Leo Seguin,

and George Fraser, the Trojan

test will provide an excellent

means of comparison among the

three major eastern college

teams—Queen's, Western, and

McGill. In a preschedule game.

BY TREVOR THOMPSON

Perhaps a few of the new
arrivals at Queen's have not yet
heard of the popular Tricolour
rugby and basketball coach,

Robert F. Elliott, so this article

is written as an introduction to

him.

Born in Kingston, Bob attended
KCI, where he showed early evi-

dence of becoming an outstand-
ing athlete. In football, Bob
Elliott has been winning laurels

most of his life. After starring

on the KCI squad, he graduated
in 1929 to the Queen's junior

team and the following season to

the senior team. Following his
college career in Arts and Com-
merce. Bob played with the

Balmy Beach twelve, adding all

the time to his store of football

knowledge. During the past
three years, good use has been
made of that knowledge, for in

Bob's three seasons as coach the

Tricolour has never gone down to

defeat on the gridiron. Bob mod-
estly gives the credit for such an
enviable record to the fine spirit

of co-operation which the team
has always exhibited. He espe-

cially praises those fellows who
loyally turn out for practices, yet
seldom get an opportunity- to

play, for he says that without
their help scrimmage practice

would be impossible. At the

present time Bob is employed by
the Aluminum Company of Can-
ada, and it is only by special ar-

rangement with the company that

he is able to coach the team.

For the last two seasons. Bob
has been Queen's basketball

coach as well, and it attests to

his ability and perseverance that

only one game has been lost in

that time. Bob gained his basket-

ball experience while playing for-

ward on some very successful

intercollegiate teams.

.'Vdding to a v aried record. Bob
Elliott is a better-than-average

baseball player. He played some
sultbal! while at Queen's but

more recently he has played with

the Smiths Falls squad, of which

he was captain fur two vears.

Besides being a powerful hitter.

Bob can substitute in any posi-

tion on the diamond and play a
creditable game. This past year

he played for the Ahnninum
Company in the local hardball

league. Another example of

Bob's versatility is that he is

today one of Kingston's leading

curlers: but enough has been said

to make it evident that he is an
outstanding all-round athlete.

Bob Elliott is very quiet and
unassuming, and will probably

protest that he has never done

anything unusual in sports. His
success is due to the fact that

he puts himself whole-heartedly

into any game he is playing and

arouses the same enthusiasm in

his players.

Lost

Eight brown zippered billfold

containing registration card and

papers. Finder please notify

Herb Lawlor by phoning 8537.

the Trojans overwhelmed the

Verdun Grads of the QRFU 3fr6.

wliile last Saturday this same

\'erdun team, lacking two regu-

lar backfielders, were edged 7-0

by the McGill Redmen.
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

158 Princess Street

GOUfiDIERS
rues

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STREET

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALLENTYNC

Gel yoitr bo-oj^ and your arrows
IVc ain't hvntin' sparrows.

—Old Proverb.

November now and Sadie
Hawkins and the Dogpatch Drag
looming up. Already Sadie is

beginning to feature in Ban Rig]

thoiigiit and talk—and many
l)eople are beginning to have
speculative glints in their eyes.

. . . "Will I?— Won't I? . . .

Oh, gee. u-ltichr . . . The Union
i>n't obiivioiis of Sadie's approacii

(or approaches!) either. Some-
body told us the "We-Didn't-
Want-To-Go-.Anyway Club" was
going to be reopened for member-
ship.

When is it ?— November 16,

17, and 18. But you've probably
been counting the days and hour
already. , . . There's a rule some-
where in the books about not
making dates before the last

week.

The Drag is just two weeks
off to a day though, so keep
thinking.

Wallace Lecture

Dr. Wallace will give this Sat-

urday's lecture in Convocation
Hall. He will speak on "Recom-
mendations to the Government
from the Advisory Committee for

Postwar Reconstruction/' Fol-

lowing the lecture will be the

usual films—this week on con-
servation of natural resource?,

town planning, and problems in

onstructing rural schools in Can-
ada. The lecture is at 1:30 and
attendance will be marked as

usual.

There will be an Intervarsity

Christian Fellowship tea in Ban
Righ common room this after-

noon from 4 to 5. The speaker
will be Miss Lucille iMunro, B.A.,

who is the representative of the

fellowship for Eastern Canada.

And the dean of women an-

nounces that Colonel L. F. Grant
would a])preciate it if any stu-

dents would fill ditty bags, to he
picked up at the naval office in

the Old Arts building. The Red
Cross unit of Queen'? has already
filled 15 of these dittv bags at a

cost of approximately $50, which
was subscribed by the Queen's
Summer School last August.
Each bag contains a printed list

of articles needed.

Tail-Piece

Did you go and have your
blood count taken by Dr. Hay ?

Levana's blood donor record jtiiL

looks pretty sick beside the men's
i.core. Are women the weaker
sex? And are you one of the

malingerers? There are lists for

appointnn.'uts up un the bulletin

board in B'.in i<\'^h.

The nurses ilown at the clinic

say that sometimes a man faints,

but rarelv a wini.m.
I
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Radio Workshop

(Continued from page 1)

radio station CJFX. The course

is under the direction of Rev. G. L.

Kane, professor of English at the

university.

Students interested in radio work
will be able to gain practical ex-

perience as well as learning the

fundamental rules of broadcasting,

as many of the classes will be held

in the studio during actual broad-

casts, Snme dramatic ability and

a certain fluency of speech are re-

quirements for students planning on

taking the course.

A short course in radio script

writing is also being offered. The
enrolment in the course is largely

made up of people outside the uni-

versity itself.

Montreal — (CUP) — The Mc-
Gill University Radio Workshop
made its first recording recently at

the CBC studios. Montreal. Tlie

pla}' chosen was The Second Battle

of iVarsazu by the American radio

writer, Irvin Ravetch.

Two other plays are now in re-

hearsal. These are My Mother
Nr.Yf Weep by William KoskeNs-

ko and Blood Stciry by Arch Obo-
ler.

In accordance with the Work-
shop's plans, a new play will be

begun at the conclusion of each

recording.

One-Act Plays

(Continued from page 1)

Man. Poor Man, a hectic farce bv
Bertha Burrill. Moe Polowin is

directing the cast.

Joyce Davies, producer, has an-

nounced that all tickets will be sold

at the door: the price will be 25

cents per person.

IVCF TO MEET

CO-ED
SPORTSHEEL

A meeting of the IVCF will be

held tonight at 8 o'clock in the

Sunday School room of St. James"
Anglican Church. Miss Lucille

Munro, B.A., staff member for

Eastern Canada, will be the guest

speaker. Everyone^ is invited to

attend this social gathering.

M AND M SMOKER

The Mining and Metal Inrgj

Society held its annual smoker
October 17, at which Dr. E. L.

Bruce, Miller Memorial research

professor in Geology, was elected

honorary president.

Dr. Bruce gave an informal

talk on the relation of collective

bargaining to the engineer.

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIBS

Karl Eklin, Prop,
'

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

What is the rush? The rush

is the better part of the marsh
plant, th'e bulrush ; the rush Is

what you'll see going on come
Sadie Hawkins; the rush is what
'47 gave '45 on the softball dia-

mond Wednesday, from 4:45 to

6:20, when they made the gradu-

ating year feel the effects of their

sedentary living in a 35-16 vic-

tory. This gave the sophs vic-

tory lor the second year in suc-

cession.

Basketball made its debut this

year with an organization meet-

ing yesterday, and the news that

two new teams have entered the

City League was disclosed.

Games will start in two weeks.

New talent is wanted on the

teams, so T\'atch this column for

the times of practices.

Organized, practices for the

skating carnival will begin

shortly, so all the gay blades are

asked to start warming up any

day now from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.

If you don't skate, start now and

you'll be in fine form for the

carnival; it is not only for our

])n'le>sioTials, hut, as Uncle Sam
would say, "We want you." (If

you find the blades are a little too

narrow to maintain your sense

of equilibrium, you may bring

your roommate along for mortal

support—providing she is nar-

rower than you and will not be

seen supporting you, from the

rear.)

Tennis Finalists

The finalists in the singles

tennis tournament are Doric

Mills and Marion Whitmore.

Who will win—senior or fresh-

ette ? Which will dominate

—

senility or freshness?

Jerry Barclay took the honours

in the telegraphic archery meet

held this week ; how Queen's

stood with the other universities

is yet to be determined.

The lineups for the final soft-

ball game were: Levana '47—M.
Davis. N. Lewis, F. Waters. R.

Lucas. S, Robinson. E. Plunkett,

I-C. Justus, Y. Sprague, and B,

Davis. Levana '45—M, Flolden,

D. Mills'. B. Kelly. M. Davis, F,

Goodspeed, M. Hibbert, I. Carrs,

I. Davis, B, Carty. and J. Watson.

"Tiiere must be some mistake in

my examination marking," said the

candidate for a commission in the

Air Force, "I don't think I deserv-

ed an absolute zero,"

"Neither do I," agreed Captain

White, "but it is the lowest mark I

am allowed to give you."

CROWN DAIRY

Jersey milk

homogenized milk

pasteurized milk

chocolate dairy drink

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE MAI^I^ISCN STUDIC
®raJ»uatton ^I^ntograplis

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING i

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Years in Business

Welcome to Queens

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES- FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPEJIATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Public Speaking

The non-credit course in

public speaking will meet

Monday at 7 p.m. 'in the

Biolog)' lecture room.

FOR A PLEASING GIFT'
OH

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
CbME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624

We welcome Queen's Univerwty Studfllts to Kingeton, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestLge of years stands bohind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Ou»«»'» University Gowns Queen's Official Blaaen

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

QUEEN'S DRAMA GUILD PRESENTS THREE ONE - ACT
MISS MARLOW AT PLAYPLAYS BY A. A. MILNE

THE GIANT'S STAIR
BY W. D. STEELE

RICH MAN, POOR MAN
BY BERTHA BURRILL

CONVOCATION HALL, THURSDAY, 8.15 p.m.
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Guild Will Stage Three Plays

As Year's First Performance

Comedy, Drama, Farce Will
Make Up Programme

h Thursday

Students Direct

Three one-act plays will be given

Tliursdaj' ntght as the first public

performance this fall by the

Queen's Drania Guild. The cur-

tain will rise in Convocation Hall

at 8:15.

Comedy, drama, and farce will

be mixed in this three-play bill

Miss Marlow at Play is a light

comedy by A. A. Milne; Tlie

Giant's Stair is a tense drama ; Rich

Man. Poor Man, by Bertha Burrill,

is a fast-moving farce.

Under the direction of Moe Pol

owin and Joan Connor, casts are

now in the final stage of rehearsing

dress rehearsals will be tomorrow
night. A preview of one of the

comedies will be shown at tonight's

general meeting of the Drama
Guild.

New Costume Division

The producer of these plays

Joj-ce Davies. I'nder her siiperv

sion, crews are now completing

'stage settings, and properties are

being assembled. The new cos-

tumes division of the Drama Guild

is to design and make the costumes

for the plays: Clodagh Dunne is in

charge of this work.

Commenting on the choice of

plays for this bill. Henry Knepler.

president of the Drama Guild, re-

marked "W'e have chosen three

widely different plays in order that

our programme will appeal to all

tastes; we know our audience will

find these plays richly entertain-

ing."

Will Tour Camps

These three plays will be shown
for One night only at Queen's;
however, it is expected that they

will betal<en on a tour of army and
air-force camps throughout the dis-

trict. The extent of the tour, and
Its dates, have not yet been decided.

Tickets will be sold at the door
Thursday night; there will be no
reserved seats. The admission

price will be 2,^ cents per person.
[

Dean Outlines

Postwar Plans

BV EDITH KENT '

Dr. A. V. Douglas, dean of

women, in an interview with the

Journal Sunday, outlined the

plans drawn up by the sub-

committee on postwar problems
of women, of which she is a

member.

The report given by the com-
mittee was based on the assump-
tion that "postwar problems of

women cannot be considered

apart from the postwar problems

of society in general" and "in the

work and sacrifice of the war
years, women have played their

full part as responsible citizen:

and expect to be treated con

sistently as such in the coming
years. Their hope is to be full

members of a free community."

In June, 1939. there were

600,000 women employed in in-

dustry; in November, 1943, there

were 1 ,200,000. These women

'dean outlines
(Continued on page 4)

Only 23 Students

Attend Blood Clinic

Few blood donations have been

made by Queen's students for the

montli nf October, according to Dr.

Eldon M. Boyd, who is in charge

of the campaign for blood donors

on the campus. The donations

were: staff, eight; Science, seven:

Arts, seven; Meds, six; and Le-

vana, three.

Dr. Boyd explained that this

was largely because local telephone

numbers of volunteers were not

available and also the system of

donating by years bad not been or-

ganized.

A student who donates during

lecture periods will be given his

attendance if, at the next lecture,

he presents a clinic card to the

professor.

Victory Bond Safes

In an effort to increase

the sale of Seventh Victony

Loan Bonds oiij the campus,

the Kingston division' c^f the

War Finances Committee
has set up a booth in the

Douglas Library reading

room. A salesman will be
on hand during library hours

this week to take student

orders.

STOP PRESS

Left tiand Ccrner

The Students' Memorial Union
cafeteria, hitherto run on a non-

profit basis by campus officials,

has been taken over by Canadian

Industrial Poods, a commercial
firm, according to a bulletin isBued

to the Journal by Dr. J. H. Orr,

chairman of the Union House
Council, immediately before press

time yesterday.

A formal meeting of the House
Council was scheduled to have

been held last night, to draft final

clauses of the new arrangement.

Nothing official could be learned

before that time, beyond the fact

prices would not be altered.

While Dr. Orr was "not in a

position to elaborate" at that time,

he did say that the sudden change

had been necessitaied by "several

complicating factors," and told the

Journal further information would
probably be forthcoming at a

later date.

Miss M. Rappolt, dietician, sub-

mitted her resignation to the

Council som^ time ago, it was
revealed, and will leave at the

middle of the month.

It was learned that officials of

Canadian Industrial Foods had

visited Kingston last week, to

meet with Queen's authorities and

prepare the new arrangements.

They assumed control yesterday

morning. (CIF is the controlling

organization of several Dominion-

wide restaurant chains, including

Honey Dew.)

Further information is expected

to be available for Friday's

Journal.

No. 12;

Dr. Orr Lectures

Medical Society

Thursday Night

Discusses Place Of Doctor
In Everyday Life

At Meeting

Arts Grads To Meet

Kingston, Nov. 7— (CUP)
Shouting frenziedly and madly
waving banners inscribed "Wei
come to our new Jerk!" a dense

hroiig of Journal personnel as-

sembled last night at the entrance

f the Students' Union to welcome
H. K. ("Twinkles") Rreitman,

Mew writer of the celebrated Lejt

Hand Corner, upon his first offi-

cial appearance at the press office.

Mt. Breitnian was hired last week,

at a fabulous salary, to replace

Etaoin
J., McShrdlu. former colum-

nist; according to Journal officials,

McSbrdlu was dismissed because

his recent work has been "charac-,

tfrized by a pronounced lack of'

imagination, overpowering dull-

ness and trite triviality."

Borne into the office on . the

shoulders of the hysterical mob,

Mr. Breitnian was welcomed h\

Tatile-Tale D. Gray. Editor and

Head Jerk. Dandling the Editorial

Secretary on his knee Mr. Gray

made the following statement

:

"Whoopie! Now we won't have to

revert to the undignified status of a

dull fact-finding machine, a sort of

glorified rflh ! rah ! high school

newspaper!" He then burst into

tears.

In bis inaugural address. Mr.

Breitnian e.NcIaimed in booming

tones : "I will transform the

Beacon into a journal of humour!

. .
." Hoarse cheering made the

rest of his address inaudible.

Mr. Breitnian was attired for the

occasion in top-hat and tail-coat;

and in his lapel he wore a large

LHC
(Continued on page 6)

A meeting of all 1945 Arts

graduates will be held Thursday

in room 201. New Arts building.

A permanent executive will be

elected. As the permanent execu-

tive will play an important part

in their future connections with

Queen's, graduating students are

strongly ur^ed to attend.

Dr. J. H, Orr, honorary presi

dent of the Aesculapian Society

and secretary of the medical facul-

ty, was guest speaker at an Aescu-

lapian meeting last Thursdy even-

ing in the Richrdson Amphitheatre

He was introduced by Tan Shaw
the president.

Dr. Orr's subject was Medical

Ethics. "Medical ethics," he said

'are based upon the 2,000-year-old

Hippochatic oath ; this is the core

'adhered to by all members of the

medical profession." In stressing

the highhgbts of this oath, Dr
Orr discussed the behaviour of a

doctor in every-day life, and his

responsibilities to patients and fel-

low medicals.

The brief compiled by the Cana-

dian Association of Medical Stu-

dents and Internes, on national

health planning, was discussed by

Dr. Clare Robinson, preparatory to

its presentation to the Aesculapian

.^ocifity for adoption or rejoction.

He stated that the brief originated

at CAMSTs seventh national con-

ference held in Toronto last

November. At this conference a

resolution was passed which pledg-

ed the support of CAMSI's more

than ,^000 members to the Canadian

Commission, a widely representa-

tive body which is laying po,st war

plans for youth ia employment,

education, health, recreation, fam-

ily life, citizenship, aiid religion.

Dr. Robinson added, "This resolu-

tion afforded C.-MMSI's section on

physical and mental health an op-

portunity of making a positive .con-

tribution to Canada's future, and

of developing medical citizenship

among its ranks."

The brief contains 13 points and

represents a composite of nine

briefs prepared by the mericai

schools across Canada. Each point

was presented for discussion, and

a vote was taken. The 13 prin-

ciples of the brief were adopted by

the Society after a few amend-

ments were added.

CAMSI will hold its eighth na-

tional confenice next week in

Montreal. Bob Simpson, cliair-

man for final year Meds. mil re-

present Queen's.

Pre-game Parade And Rally

Planned This Friday Night

Jud^e Hekzebiah

Tells On Sadie

Girls may not make their Sadie

Hawkins dates before Monday,
November 13, accordmg lo the

regulations issued by Doric Mills,

president of Levana, who is act-

ing as Judge Hekzebiah Hawkins
at Queen's this year. Officially,

Sadie Hawkins week will begin

at 12 midnight Sunday. The
other rules are as follows:

2. There is to be no "standing

up" by a member of Levana.-

3. No girl is required to take

her boy home.

4. The girl must pay for every-

thing,

5. The girls do all exchanging,

cutting in. etc.

6. The girl must walk on the

outside when with a boy.

7. Girl must help the boy on

with his coat, etc.

8. It is not necessary for the

girl to give her name when
phoning.

9. The girl should call for the

hoy at his residence.

Scienz Warriorz

Throw^RugbyBair

And it came to pass in the city

of Queenz that the warriors of

Four Five do present the revel of

Rugby Ball and at last upon the

campus doth the social whirl

begin, for verity 'tis the first of

the dances of Scienz. So with

this contribution, inform tlw

"Scribes," Science '45 introduces

Sandy Runciman, former formal

band, at the final dance of Science

'45 and the first Science dance of

the season, the Rugby Ball.

Many will recall the unique

dances of Lager Rhythm and the

Hallow Huddle which established,

the reputation of Science '45 year

SCIEN2 WABRIORZ
(Continued on page 4)

]

Freshmen Must Turn Out;
Seniors Also Uurged

To Attend

Prewar Spirit

BV SORDON MACK

Reminiscent of the colour

which attended intercollegiate

rugby weekends will be the pep-
rally, pyjama snake dance, burn-

ing of an effigj', and all-univer-

sity parade to the game planned

for this coming Friday and Satur-

day. A committee has been
formed to arrange the pro-

gramme, consisting of the four

faculty vigilantes, and represent-

atives of the AMS, the Journal,

and the Pipe Baud.

The entire student body will

assemble Friday night at 7

o'clock at the old gym. The first-

year students wilt be assembled

by their vigilantes. Medical

frosh wilt gather in front of the

Anatomy building, the Science

freshmen behind Gordon Hall,

the Arts frosh in front of the Old

Arts building, and the Levana
fresliettes at Ban Righ. All

freshmen wilt attend in pyjamas

and tarns, while Levana will

dress informally in slacks, plaid

shirts and tams. After the vari-

ous groups have been organized,

they will be marched to the Old

Gymnasium, where si.K cheer-

leaders will lead the crowd in the

Queen's rugby yells.

Snake Dance

From there the Queen's Pipe

Band, in highland dress, will lead

a snake dance lo Leonard Field,

where the Science freshmen will

have built a scaffold and effigy

of the Ottawa team. At the

height of the Oil Thighs, the

eftig)' wit! be ignited, and then

the crowd will be dispersed in

time to attend the year dance.

It has been arranged for tickets

to be sold on the campus during

the week for 25 cents. An authori-

tative source reports that COTC
PEP RALLY

(Continued on page 5)

Queen'sToObserve
Remembrance Day

A short service in memory of the

men from the University who have

given their lives in the service of

their country will be held in Grant

Hall at 10 :,i3 a.m. Satnrday.

Classes will close «t 10:45 and will

resume at 11 :15 o'clock.

Last year Grant Halt was filled

at this service; and the principal

has asked that "sttidents show their

n spect to the memory of those

who have made the great sacrifice

by proceeding to Grant Hall with-

out delay after classes close, and by
j

taking part in this service as a cor-

porate student body-" I

AMS To Hold
Smoker For Vets

A discussion forum for 25 ex-

servicemen attending the uni-

versity will be sponsored by the

AMS tonight at S o'clock in the

Players' Lounge. Old Arts building.

Dr. Melvin, dean of the Faculty

of Medicine, will be the guest

speaker. .Following his address,

an open discussion will be held

on the problem? likely to face ex-

servicemen during their stay at

the university.

At the conclusion of this dis-

cussion, refreshments will be

served. -All returned men at

Queen's are urged to attend.

WDWTGAC Of Frustratees

Plans Perennial Programe

At an organization meeting o

the permanent executive of the

We-Didn't-Want-To-Go-Anyway-

But- Dammit- Vou- Might -Have-

Asked Club held on Sunday in

the basement of the Students'

Union, a tentative programme for

this year's activities was drawn

up.

The regular annua! meeting

will be held in the Union com-

mon room at 8:58 o'clock on

That Night, Friday. November

17. This star's meeting will fea-

ture a talk by Dr. Dumphrey on

"The Desires of a Frustrated

Adulescentis," and a rendition of

Brahm's Requiem by the male and

neuter chorus of the Glee Club

(phig).

The executive decided to

charge a slight membership fee

to cover the cost of handkerchiefs,

and all members must obtain

ration books before the Sadie

Stag Party. If any member has

his own handkerchief he will not

be charged a fee.

ApiJtication for membership

may be made in the common

room Friday evening. The books

will he open until S:59 p.m. to

accommodate last-minute entries.

In an interview with the

Journal, the president stated; "In

view of the unprecedented spirit

anifested by Levana this year

(if you know what 1 mean), it is

. FRUSTRATEES' CLUB
[Continued on page 3)
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Cabinet Crisis

News that Hon. James I^yton Ralston, KC. CMG, DSO,
minister of national defence, had suddenly resigned from the
cabinet, apparently in protest against the government's policy
coifcerning the 70,000 home defence draftees, reverberated through-
out the entire Dominion last week, and continues to be a topic of
widespread and vehement controversy. Colonel Ralston's action
was certainly unexpected: and, coming when it did, aroused to
fever pitch the current discussion of what to do with Canada's
"lost army,"

Colonel Ralston, who was sworn in as minister of national
defence on July 5, 1^, had returned about two weeks ago from
an exhaustive inspection of Canadian servicemen overseas, where
he was investigating numerous recent charges that Canadian
reinforcements were poorly-trained and inadequate in number.
The cabinet had been meeting almost daily since his return to
Ottawa, pondering over his findings; and, shortly before his
dramatic resignation, the press had carried reports that the 'discus-
sion had reached a virtual impasse. Then the storm broke.

No official comment concerning this development has yet
been made, nor is it likely to be forthcoming for some time ; but
speculation has been mushrooming, and most sections of the press,
and other "well-informed" sources, 'have concurred in the belief
that Colonel Ralston found himself honour-bound to quit after
Prime iMinister Mackenzie King had rejected his empirical opinion
that Canadian zombies must be sent overseas.

'

The minister did not stand alone in his view. For weeks
before, charges had been made—thought at first to be based on
political motives—that our reserves were weak; and the day after
the announcement of his resignation, a brigadier who had recently
returned after five years' service overseas asserted that the army
was "scraping the bottom of the pot to provide enough reinforce-
ments for the infantry. In many cases, the reinforcements sent
from Canada are not of an age or category fit for ser^'ice in a
theatre of operations" (this according to a Canadian Press
despatch). Colonel Ralston had seen for himself the situation as
it exists overseas and had made his report; but the prime minister,
who was released in the 1942 plebiscite from a previous election
promise not to send conscriptees outside the western hemisphere,
preferred to pursue his obsequious policy.

"Whether Mr. King will b^ able to continue this policy much
longer remains to be seen; but so far his efficient cabinet has, on
the whole, supported him to the hilt, and his present position
seems rather secure. But Mr. King has not yet refuted—nor.
apparently, is he able to refute—the prevalent charges that our
gallant Canucks are receiving inadequate reinforcements. It is

not comforting for a mother whose son is at the front to hear
charges that he Is getting only "Victory Bond backing", and then
to receive, instead of an indignant government denial, a tacit
acknowledgment that such is the case. Mr. King has side-stepped
the issue in his typically adroit manner; but he has not solved it.

Rebirth of Queen's Spirit

The announcement that tlic Athletic Board of Control has
arranged an exhibition rugby game between the famed Tricolour
and the powerful Ottawa Trojans has been greeted with much
elation in all quarters of the campus. The current lacTc of outside
competition for the invincible Gaels has been deprecated ever since
the ban was imposed on Big Four collegiate football in 1939. The
last time Queen's played any outside team was over three years ago.

Queen's men have been thirsting for something more than
intracity rugby ever since the ^tart of the war. Queen's spirit,
they have maintained—and rightfully so—has been sagging to a
new low during the war years. They have realized that wartime
restrictions were established for the benefit of all concerned, but
they have nevertheless been able—or perhaps a little unwilling—
to suppress their desire to see the Gaels in action against outside
S(|uad=, and, in particular, against the others of the Big Four.

Tlie Trojan match will not completely satisfy this desire.
Queen's students would rather play the Western Mustangs, the
Toronto Beavers, or the McGill Redmen than any other team in
the Dominion; and an exhibition game will fall a trifle short of
meeting this wish. There is no doubt, however, that Saturday's
game will serve to resuscitate Tricolour spirit in a degree never
before witnessed by the great majority of students now at the
university. With the help of various campus organizations, the
Jountal is endeavouring to organize a monster pep rally—the first

since 1941—for Friday night, and what we hope will prove to
be a triumph-heralding procession to the game of the entire Queen's
body. Rain or shine, students will be able to display, to the fullest
extent, a Tricolour spirit truly redolent of prewar days, This may
not be a Queen's-Toronto game; but. after three years without
any outside tussles whatsoever, Saturday's contest should be met
with almost as much spirit as will the first intercollegiate game
next fall.

We are confident the students are deeply grateful fo the
AB of C, and especially to Charles Hicks, for planning the
exhibition

;
we are equally confident they will manifest their

appreciation by attending it en masse.

It*s Human
BY GORD

The Clean-Up

In a dramatic move to clean up
the campus, Tom Dewey McSqueal.
set ace G-nian, G for Gherry,

Pathieson, on the trail of certain

ruffians who dare to play on the

Lower Campus.

In an exclusive interview, Tohi
the Gang-Buster McSqueal, said,

"We must stop it. if it doesn't cost

too much."

But the little gangsters driven

from the lower campus by the in-

domitable Panty Pathieson hid

out on the upper campus and play-

ed football all over the place. Our
Tom McSqueal staged a surprise

raid and carried off the ball.

Head held high he triumphantly

started back to his office happily

figuring out how much Harry the

Fence would give him for the ball.

But in a last desperate move,

ragamuffins stole up behind him
and with curdling screams they

suddenly tackled. Taken by surprise

the brave D.S.. D. for Don't and
S for Spend, fell to the ground,.

The desperadoes grabbed the ball

and ran.

At last report it was learned that

the fight is not over and the G-man
G for Groundsman, is still on duty
waiting for the criminals to return
to the scene of the crime, hut this

time he is waiting witli. reinforce-

ments. You can see these brave
men on duty any time in the after-

noon. Just walk down to the lower
campus.

Exam Week

The Approach To Examinations!
New Guide To Self -Classification

What'cha ma
Column

BY HI

Reading on Ceiling

Those inventor fellows have
discovered another method for

using up our leisure time. This
time someone has done something
f.or those people who lay in bed
staring at the ceiling. Now they
can read their books or funnies

from off the ceiling!
'

Eugene B. Power of Ann
Arbor, Mich., is the inventor and
his method is called book-projec-
tion. Through experiments car-

ried on at tlie Percy Jones Vet-
erans' Hospital in Michigan,
Power has been able to perfect

his film-book idea,

He has contrived a projector to

place the image of the book pages
on the ceiling above the patient's

bed so that he can read at leisure.

By working an arm, foot, or his

chin, the patient can operate the

special mechanism that turns the

pages of the volume at will.

Microfilmed copies of current

popular literature are being pro-

vided by Projected Books, Inc.,

afid the present list offers more
than 600 titles. Books covering
all subjects are being chosen by
the New- York Public Library,

and are converted into film-books

daily. These are now being used
by wounded soldiers, but the gen-
eral public will shortly be able

to purchase both the machine and
the films. '

And there are benefits to col-

lege students. Now we shall be

able to rest and study at the same
time. And when someone says,

"I slept through my English," he

won't be kidding. But it's going
to be difficult making notes on
T:he page, unless another inventor

devises a sliding ceiling.

There are three schools of
thought on an approach to exam
week. They are the BTMO's,
the SBEW's, and the DGAD's,
and since exam-week on the uni-

versity campus is on us it might be
well to consider the best methods
as expounded by the above-men-
tioned^ schools of thought.

BTMO's

First we will take the BTMO's,
or the Burn-The-Midnight-Oil
group. They bewail or boast, as

the case may be, the fact that

they have 'not "cracked" a book
all quarter. Then about two
nights before exams they start

cramming. With a cup of black

coffee, a package of cigarettes,

somebody else's notes and a stack

of books, they get down to busi-

ness. Early the next morning,
like the Star Spangled Banner,

what we saw at the twilight's last^

gleaming, may be seen by the

dawn's early light, only now the

student has black circles beneath

his eyes, the ashtrays are filled

with cigarette butts and the floor

is littered with matches and

ashes, the remaining coffee is

cold; and at last he gets around

to about two hours' sleep before

the big test.

This stay-up-all-night sect has

been known to go so far as to

take drugs that stimulate or pre-

vent sleep; however, the majority

of them depend upon their

harassed determination to absorb

a little, information before morn-

ing to kep them awake.

rip-roaring time becoming inebri

ated.

These happy characters are the

type most likely to show up for

an examination well-armed with
little notes that can be stuck
under the edge of an exam paper,

or dates written in ink on coat

cuffs or wrists, or even the entire

history of a country taped with
adhesive on the leg just above
tlie knee, as one young lady did

One good thing about this group
is that their life is never dull

because nobody knows what
they'll think of to do next.

—By Mildred Long,

In The Kentucky Colonel.

HERE ANDTHERE

SBEW's

Next is the SBEW school.

They firmly believe it wise to

Study Before Exam Week and

then it won't be necessary to re-

sort to such drastic measures as

staying up all night. Reasoning
that reading one chapter of a

book a night for two months is

simpler than skimming through

the whole book in one night, they

try to study at least an hour or

two every evening. Then before

a difficult test they review their

notes, check up on anything that

is not definite in their minds
study an hour or so, take a hot

shower and get a good night's

rest.

The next day thej- can go to

the classroom with the feeling

that if they don't know the ques

tions, the chances are they

wouldn't have learned them in

night's cramming anyway, and
determination to do the best they

can. Although this is obviously

the easiest and simplest approach

to our problem, sad to relate, the

majority of students do not be-

long in this classification.
,

DGAD's

Lastly we come to the

DGAD's — the Don't-Give-a-

Damn, or What-the-Aitch group.

They come to college to pick up
any incidental knowledge they

happen to accidentally come in

contact with along with their

social life, and aren't inclined to

worry if they stay a freshman for

two or three years. The best

examples of DGAD pupils may
be found in local hot spots the

night before an exam having a

Fine, bring

Chaplain : My man. I'll allow you
five minutes of grace before the

electrocution.

Convicted Man

:

her in.

. , * * *

Mother: Have a good time at

the dance and be a good girl.

Co-ed: Make up your mind,

mother.

* * *

Soph: You're yot living at the

same boarding house anymore, are

you?

Frosh: No. I stayed five weeks
and then found out they, had no
bath-tub.

Prof: It gives me great pleasure

to give you a grade of 92 on your
test.

Stude: Make -it 100 and really

have fun,

* *

"Do, you love me alone?"

"Yes. dear."

"Will you always be true . to

me ?"

"Yes. dear,"

"Then let's elope tonight."

"I can't, dear—I gotta date."

* * *

Prof: Didn't you have a sister

ill 'this course last year?

Stude : No sir, it was I, I'm tak-

ing it over again.

Prof: Etxraordinary resemblance

though, extraordinary.

* * *

The seven ages of woman—the

infant, the little girl, the miss, the

young woman, the young woman,
the young woman, the young wo-
man,

* * *

Frosh ; I guess you've gone out

with worse-looking fellows than I

am. haven't you?
(No answer.)

Frosh : I say, I guess that you've

gone out with worse looking fel-

lows than I am.

Co-ed : I heard you the first time.

I'm trying to think.

—HI B.

A. J. COLKMAN

It took me only a short time

discover one very encouraging and

enjoyable thing about Queen's. Moi
of the students whom I come
contact are here with the primd

purpose and earriest desire to study]

Yet I sometimes gain the ini|

pression that to be caught in tin

act of studying, especially in SciJ

ence and Medicine, ranks highesj
on the list of student crimes,

"scab" is the lowest form of anl^

mal life. To ask a professor

legitimate question is "browniiig.'l

Surely the prevalence of the

tude which these words suggesH

"seriously inhibits students froir

making natural and helpful apj

proaches to faculty members.

Some students complain that die

faculty remains too aloof. Ther^
may be considerable truth in thii

and I know that all members of the

faculty would like to see a discusJ

sion in the columns of the Jourmi
on the relation of faculty members
to students.

However, if students want real]

contact with faculty members the

nnist gi\'e up the attitude suggested

above, for no progress can be made
n this direction until all students

accept the desire to get to knovA
their "profs." as natural and good,|

Editor's Notk : Members of

the student body are ini'tted to

discuss this question in this

^column.

Summer Vacation

Pleasantness prevails

A hot and dusty breeze

Half-heartedly slaps across

The stretches of sand.

The beach is stinking

And stagnant

And the strong odor

Of sweaty people

Is here.

They lie languidly

Body upon body on
The baking beach. '

And each, his nails

Worn with a year's labor

Is spiritually

Sharpening the axe

He uses all year

To sink in his fellow's back.

" —P. A. JENKINS,
(in the Manitobanl

Boarding House Lady: "I saw
the milkman kiss you this morn-
ing, Jane. I'll take the milk in

myself after this."

Jane: "It won't do you no good.

He promised to be true to nie."

—The Western Gazette.

One Siamese twin to another

—

You must have had a swell time

last night. I look a wreck today.

—^The Brunswickan. UoHie(/n'»

One of the graduates of No. 2

Army course was stationed at .i

camp in Eastern Ontario. He
had a tough sergeant. Witness
this

:

Otie morning on parade tlie
|

sergeant said: "Have any of

youse guys had any university

education?"

There was silence, while a few,

signified.

"All right, you can start to

work, picking up all the cigar]

butts on the ' parade grounds-

f^nd," he continued, "have any
|

of the rest of youse guys had any!

high school education?"

Again silence, while a few more|

signified.

"All right. You can start to I

work, picking up all the cigarette]

butts on the parade grounds."

Everything would have been I

all right if the sarge hadn't gon^

on to say : "Now the rest of youse

guys, who ain't had no education

at all, you just watch these

others, and see if you can't lear"
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STUDENTS!

|At the first sign of Eye Trouble
Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
optometrist and Optician

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Boobs

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
. BARBER SHOP
|MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON

Exceleint Service

|I33 Princess St 0pp. Kreago's

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Speciol Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
I,,, LIMITED
liTMVellington St. Dial 4352

FAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES
University and William

|)r. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

!

05 Princess St. Phone 3146

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
I

We carry a full line of everything
good to eat,"

iPhone 6641 109 Alfred Street

|9r. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

1 59 Wellington St. Dial 4346
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many
were

And it camp to pass in the city
of Qiieenz that the warriors of
I'our Six did agahi hold jubilant
year parlee. And out of gr^at un-
certainty and chaos didst come
order and tranquihty and Jinally all

were gathered in the club of Can
Vou (Yes, but I won't) for merry
celebration. And more mellow
partee has not been seen for
a moon, for verily none
drnnk and none were sober.

Allhungb tlicre zwi-c signs of be-
fuddle when the Brown Jean of the
HoMse of Mac was presented with
underthings of flaniinj- red {Le-
vana Note—red arouses the emo-
fiijns). And too, when Brew the
Caftre didst in turn win article of
faintest rose-bud pink. Verily
'twas niixu[>—or maybe those two
we:ir them things!

And round about tlie city of
Qucenz comes from all corners the
whispered question of the day
"Are yon in the Know?" And
verily, all who are not do ask Big
Sisier who doth refer them to Maid
Marion.

And Maid Marion doth arise

amid hissing of steam and banging
f sliovelnffs arid doth proclaim,
Tis the beginning of the season of

social delights for verily the Men
f Four Five do at last present
car danz and now it shall be
liown to all lucky maids froin far-

off lands how year danz should be
cid. And men of Mndd and clods
f Eartz shall hang their beads in

shame at sight of this scintillating

pectacie."

And on the eve of Fria shall all

work cease among the inhabitants

the

by will the Revel of Rugby begi

And in the twilight will all

fuzzy frosb convene, clad in attire

of night (yea ye old men of Scicuz
let your bloodshot eyes be optned
and your old blood run lukewarm
for it is rumored that even the Utile

lasses of Lcphanta will be atti

in risque ' raiment of past^ hue
And atcompanied by all the peopi
nf Queenz, a mighty rally wi

held in the field of Leu and
]>icked men of Qucenz will be ex-

horted to do their utmost in the

long-awaited battle with the Tro
jans—mighty warriors of Ott

And after war cries have been
screamed many will continue

to Cave of Grant (clad in same
atlire) and there, unique and start

Hyg variations of end run, tackl

pass, aild huddle will be introduced
And afler this year danz by

men of Four Five all will reel hap
pily homeward to dream of great

battle the morrow.

And on the day of Saturn (may
it dawn bright and clear) the pick

ed warriors of Queenz headed by
Milkin' the mighty man of Mudd
will go out to do great battle and
the field of Richardzon will

sound with the cheers of maids and
men.

And then come victory or defeat,

on the eve of Saturn whilst fuzzy

frosh and mighty Softs do hold

innocent revel in the Cave of Grant
'tis rumored that the men of Fou
Five and of Four Six will congre

gate under the sign of Two Na
tions and in the cave of Wagon
Wheel U) toast past victories and

of Queenz and as in days long gone long- forgotten revel

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

|)iai 8097 347 Princess St

DarUng's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

'he most up-lo-d.ite 3-cliair sliop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

0pp. Collegiate
|15 Alfred St. Phone 4850

UofT Plans Huge
Building Project

iVatts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Itore 6081, Res. 6414, Greenbouaes 3241

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

Toronto— (CUP)— The Uni-
versity of Toronto plans a seven-

million-dollar postwar building

project. In a brochure entitled

"The University of Toronto, Its

Functions and Its Needs," the

board of governors has outlined

the university's plans and has

appealed to the alumni and bene
factors for assistance in the pro

gramme. A minimum of five

million of the seven million dol

lars must be raised by subscrip-

tion.

The programme includes a

?500,000 'Women's Hart House,"

a chemical engineering building,

a men's residence for University

College, a million-dollar heating

plant to replace the jiresent in-

adequate one. and a $950,000 ad-

dition to the Central Library, as

well as further "laboratory space"

for students of the humanities.

Besides its building pro-

gramme, the university also plans

an expansion of courses. This
year a course in aeronautical

engineering was inaugurated in

I he Faculty of Applied Science

,irul Engineering and plans have

been made for it to be followed

in the near future by the initiation

of departments of social welfare

and diplomatic representation,

and of new refiearch branches in

polilical science and economics.

Dr. Jones Talks
To Queen's CIC

Ur. R. N. Jones of the Depart

meut of Chemistry addressed th

Queen's student branch of the

CIC last Monday. His subjec

was "Ultraviolet Adsorption

Spectra.",

The use of adsorption spectra

as a means of chemicaP analysis

is becoming more and more com
nion in chemistrj'. Its atlvan

tages arc numerous;, like other

analyses based on physical prop

erties, small amounts of materia

can be used, the unknown is not

changed by the analysis, and one

can get a continuous picture of a

reaction as it proceeds, not sev'

eral hours- later.

Dr. Jones discussed at length

the theoretical aspect of the sub-

ject. He concluded by saymg
that analyses by use of adsorp-

tion spectra have at last come
into their own along side of spec-

troscopy, polarography, and the

use of the electron microscope.

Much remains to be done in the

field; only a minute number of

possible ajiplications of adsorp-

tion spectra have been investi-

gated. Nevertheless it is now I

an accepted part of chemical

analysis.
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Dean Outlines

(Continued from page 1)

filled one out of every three posi-

tions in industry. In addition
there are some 44,500 women in

the services. It is realized that
many will not wish to continue
working after the war, biit ap-
proximately 180,000 will remain
in employment. Possible solu-

tions for this problem lie in farm
work, government services, dis-

tributive trades, new industries,

and household work.

To Train Domestic Service

The committee. Dr. Douglas
said, urges that the stigma at-

tached to household v/ork be re-

moved, and that the government
plan for training domestic work-
ers be given full support. Train-
ing will be provided in other
fields also:

In the postwar period there

will be a great need for women
in university positions, school
teaching, nursing, library work,
personnel work, social work, and
work in physiotherapy, psy-
chiatry, and occupational therapy.

Dean Douglas emphasized the

need for the recognition of the

rights of the married woman to

work at whatever employment
she chooses. There is a great in

consistena'y in public attitude

she stated; this right has been
'conceded to women of the lower
economic ranks, but not to better-

paid women.

Farm Women's Problems
The problems of the farm

woman include instalation of elec-

tricity, water supply, housing,

health service, and education of

both children and adults. In ad-

dition, small businesses, such as

poultry-raising, canning, or grow-
ing vegetables for dehydration,

should be encouraged in order to

provide the farm woman with a

iltle money of her own.

The committee,. Dr. Douglas
said, was unanimously iu favour

of children's allowances, a meas-
ure which has been passed since

the meeting of the committee,

and the establishment of nursery

schools, which it felt should be

ncorporated into the school sys-

tem. It also encouraged the ex-

tension of unemployment insur-

ance to cover those women, espe-

cially household workers, who
are not already included in its

program.

s

sans

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

presents

THE CARDIGAN SUIT

THE MANNISH TAILORED SUIT

Soft Suits . . . Tailored Suits. . . . Both are favorites this

coming Foil. They are here at Jockson-Metivier's!

SEE THEM NOW!

English Tweed, English Imported Worsted and

Hair-Line Stripes

Other dressmaker styles in junior ond misses' sizes

Scienz Warriors

How to dstinguish between a

fm^h and a soph

:

If I he prof comfs into the room
md says, "Good morning" and the

students reply, they are frosh, But
if they write it down, they are

sophs.

ARTS FROSH

A compulsory meeting of all

.\rts frosh will be held today at

12:45 p.m. in room'2i31. New Arts

building. Attendance will be

taken. All '47 Arts men are

jequested to be preseifl.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

(Continued from page 1)

ances on the campus, and the

onimittee promises that this

year the Rugby Ball will excel all

former successes. The theme has

been chosen (against the pacifist

isbes of the convenor, who
oesn't know a rugby ball from

dangling participle) to tie in

ith the pep rally and the big

game on Saturday. All this in an

ttcmpt to present to the wartime

tudents of Queen's an old-

fashioned rugby weekend.

It is expected that everyone

ill want to turn out for the pep

rally early Friday evening and.

nee many of these will attend

the dance, dress' has been ruled

strictly informal, (Tlie frosh can

even come in their pyjamas.)

And incidentally, just as a little

reminder, there is the little epi-

sode next weekend of the "bag

Sade." So score on Friday night

for the big game ne.xt week by

taking the Kid to the Rugby Ball.

A- R. XI/nOXHY
PHOXOCRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE 5UPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups

181 OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DJAX 7037

ELLIOTTS
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747
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SPANISH CLUB

An organization meeting the

Spanish Club will be held in room
201. New Arts Iniilcling. Wcdnes-
ilav at 1 p.m.

A chaplain in the South Seas
was invited, with some of his

boys, to visit a village inhabited

by head-hunters. Knowing that
the natives would expect enter-

tainment, the chaplain got to-

gether an impromptu glee club.

After the soldiers entered the vil-

lage, the natives seated them-
selves around them in a circle,

expectantly. The chief nodded
to the chaplain to start the enter-

tainment.

The biSys, being new in the

area, were a bit uneasy—and they

did not take kindly to the term

"head-hunters." However, they
rendered the "Star Spangled
Banner," the "Army Air. Corps"
and a few others. Tlie head-
hunters listened respectfully,

without a change of expression.

Finally the chiet gave a sign

that the Americans were through
with their' part of the song-fest.

The natives took over, sitting

cross-legged and beating on tom-
toms. The Americans relaxed,

awaiting weird, eerie music. But
they sat upright as one man when
the natives" started to sing in

shrill, high voices, "She'll Be
Cnmin" Round the Mountain,
\\'hen She Comes."

—The Gateway.

Tjmoflrtc^. . .what

VERITHIN
COLORED
PENCILS

can doforyou!

iH more accu-
rate hecausc
VERITHiN
holds a fine poiol: for over
4,000 check murks before
it Deeds rcshorpcning.

are perma-
nent when
wrillea M'ith
VERITHIN.
Won't smear
or run under
moist bands,
rain or water.

VERITHIN
is n revela

-

•tion. All 28
colors shnrp-
CD to uoocllo
points for

I detail.

10^ EACH— Lau to Ouonffrla* ||

Official Notices

Applied Science Scholarships

The Faculty of Applied Science

has announced that Scholarships

will he distributed as follows this

j'ear:

Susan Near Scholarships, third

year—one to Chemistry and Chem-
ical linginecring, one to Mining,

GenlDfjv and Mineralogy, Metal-

lurgy', one tn Mcclianical Kngineer-

ing, one to Rlectrical Engineering,

one to Civil and Physics.

Second-year University Scholar-

sliips including the Wilgar and

Macphail Scholarships—two to the

ABCDM Gronp, four to the EFG
Group.

Students in Applied Science

should note that they are eligible

for Scholarships only if (hey are

taking the regular work nf the year

in which they are registered.

Robert Bruce Scliolarships

The Robert Bruce Matriculation

Scholarships, each worth $25, were

not awarded this summer, since no

matriculation candidates were elig-

ible. Tlierefore, applications arc

now invited for these Scholarships

from first year students of Scottish

extraction in the Faculties of Arts.

Applied Science and Medicine. The
Scholarships will be awarded on

the basis of the candidates' stand-

ing on the Cliristnias examinations.

There will be one Scholarship in

eadi Faculty.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by Decem-
ber 1st. Applicants must give evi-

dence of Scottish extraction.

OHA Scholarship

Applications are invited from

students now enrolled in^ the Uni-

versity for the Ontario Hockey As-

sociation Schnlarship for 1944. The
tash value is $S0.

'

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-
triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded

this session to some student within

the University on the basis of his

academic qualifications and on his

rating as. a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is ^ven for fees when
the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of $80 is

made to the winner.

/!pplicalions should be hi the

haiitis of flic Reijislrar by Decem-
ber 1. Applicants should give evi-

dence oj having played in the OHA
or NOMA series.

Have you applied for member
ship in the "We Didn't Want To
(}u Anyhow—But, Dammit, You
Might Have Asked" CUib?
November 17.

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

November 5.

Sir: Pheugh! and pish! to the

present writer of the Letters to

the Editor. They are character-

is^ed liy a spinelcssness and a

\vis!iy-\\ ciNhy tonclessness
; they

are flat, dull, stale, .insipid, feeble;

besides, they are bad. I don't

like them, WKat has happened
to (he outspoken rudeness, the

flaring abuse, the blatant ill

manners of their prcdecesors?

Bah

!

Without a Letter to the "Editor,

the doubt quite often in the

Journal has revolved around the

interest as far as the past, is con-

cerned. Why, in the good old

days, many readers, after a cur-,

sory glance at the anemic head-,

lines, would turn quickly to the

Letters to the Editor to get in

on a good fight.

If this palooka can't do better,

you'd better set him to writing

the Left Hand Corner.

So there!

Yours truly,

E. J. McSHRDLU.

Ed. Note—If Mr. McShrdlu

doesn't like the Letters to the

Editor, he can 'write litem him-

self.

November 1.

Sir : Like many other (Queen's

students I frequeut Grant Hall

dances; like most other students I

eiij'iy ihem greatly but unlike very

few others I strongly feel that a

timely supply of food would further

add to the enjoyment of the occa-

sion.

As our friends of the medical

faculty would confirm, danriug is

n pastime which draws heavily on

the energy stored in the body. The
average student eats three meals a

day approximately at intervals of

four hours. The recent Journal

poll would indicale that even that

rate of intake has proved insuffic-

ient; yet we consider it a relaxation

lo Sliced our metabolism -for four

lours on end by violent contortions

in Grant Hall, without any gastric

reinforcement whatsoever.

^Kingston restaurants being situ-

ated away from college, makes it

highly inconVenient to journey there

ill search of fuod after 11 p.m. At
the same time one must not pre-

suppose in one's partner the intes-

tinal fortitude lacking in oneself

by sending her home with that

"empty feeling."
-

Admittedly Coca Cola is a great

old drink, bnt by itself it is hardly

adequate. An added sandwich or

two, such as a number of local cat-

erers (or possibly our noble fresh-

eltes) would ea[;erly snpply, could

alleviate matters. These might be

sold at cost or at a 5 cent profit,

for the benefit of some students'

DYING TOO SOON-
LIVING TOO LONG

Some people die comparatively

early in life—others live to a very

old age. Either situation
,
can,

and usually does, create a finan-

cial problem. If a man dies young,

it is probably too soon for him to

have created an estate adequate

to take care of the needs of his

dependents. If he lives to an

old age his accumulated savings

may not be large enough lo pro-

vide for him. One can make jilans

to guard against these sitnations,

and the mo-^t ]'ractical sobuinn is

through life insurance; Llie very

policy (hat. is bnuglU to protect

against early death may at retire-

ment be used to provide a

monthly income for the lifetime

of tlic policyholder.

There are many different plans

of life insurance available. It is

important that yon get the right

one. Mutual Cife of Canada rep-

resentatives, with a thorough

knowledge of the life insuraiice

business. can help you choose

wisely.

Fnunded 75, years ago, the

Mutual Life is owned entirely liy

the policyholders, who receive

their life insurance at low net

cost.

Kingston Representatives:

D. R, Roughton, B.Sc., C.L.U.

W. |. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leadbeoter

Frustratees' Glub

(Continued (roni page 1)

hoped that this year's attendance

will not be up to last year's. But

jioor me, alas . .
." Here he'

brok'e down completely, and de-

parted to make his nightly tour of

the streets around the residences,

mnttering the WDWTGABDV
Mn.\ Club Slogan

—
"Don't give

up hope until the last lemon is

satiated."

The minister had just preached

his farewell sermon to a congre-

gation with whom he had had

much trouble,

"How beautiful," a visitor re-

marked to one of the deacons.

".And how appropriate for a fare-

well sermon.

"Yes, indeed. What better text

could he find than "In my Fath-

er's house are many mansions

;

J go to prepare a place for you.'

. . . By the way, where is he

going?"

"He becomes chaplain of the

penitentiary," retorted the deacon.

—The Gateway.

cause. Either would be huniani

tarian ; both would effectively stamp

out the evil of night-starvation,

—Signature withheld on request.
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I iAEOiUNi orMILD

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT CIGARETTES

ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS
187 Princess St. Phone '5056

IWishThatlWereMe

The old folks all want to be

young
The children wish for age;

Wise men seek advice from fools;

While foots long to be sage.

The middleman strives for the

top.

The ptjor just long for ease;

The farmer talks o£ city life,

While townsfolk think of trees.

The sad ones wish that they were

gay.

While clowns just want to sleep.

While busy factory workers

dream

Of grass that's cool and deep.

The housewife sometimes cries

at night,

The children jar her nerves;

A waitress dreams of married

bliss,

And envies those she serves.

The business girl hates her career.

She longs to settle dovvu';

A woman married several years

Just wants to "do the town."

Eacli someone wants so very much

much

Eeh! It's Frankie!

He Dood It Again
i

A crowd estimated at 25,<

j'oung people recently stormed thl

Paramount Tlieatre, Times Squar{

N.Y.. where Frank Sinatra ma<^

a guest appearance on the stagj

according to an Associated Prea

despatch. In the early mornir

there were several outbreaks whic

necessitated the stationing of moij

than 200 poHcemen in the area.

By 7 a.m., a brigade o£ 2,1

girls in the usual costume of swcrl

er, bobby socks and saddle shoe!

and boys in polka-dotted ties, ha

presented themselves at the theatrl

At eleven o'clock, the crowds we^

estimated to be about 5,000 insic

the theatre and about 25,000 outsiij

tiie theatre.

If at first you don't ^uccceed, trj

try, again, but not the same girl.

A someone else to be;

But happiness may be yours

With this philosophy:

Just say it every morning, aj

Then hum it, and you'll see;

Keep saying, over and over agal

"I wish that I were me."

—Mona Adilman,

McGill Dail

4(

SCIENCE '45 THROWS THE

RUGBY BALL"
WnH SANDY RUNCIMAN AND HIS NINE-PIECE BAND

COME AND PRACTICE YOUR PLAYS FOR THE GAME
WITH SADIE HAWKINS NEXT WEEK

PASSES TACKLES ENDRUNS HUDDLES
Grant Hall Stadium „ , . „ i> n ii

Dress

Kick Off 9.00p.m. Fellow thC CfOWd from the Pep - fially strictly informal^
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Students, It's

"Dovcrcoat" Time
Winter will soon be here—now

is the time to invest in a new

"Dovercoot." Many styles from

which to choose. You will

achieve that handsome, confi-

dent oppeoronce always found

in an overcoot from Dover's.

Tweeds, Meltons, Friezes and

Crombie Curls. Select your

coat now while our stock is

complete.

27.50
TO

55.00
Army Officers'

Uniforms

and

Greatcoots

each $35.00

PHONE 3030

125 PRINCESS STREET

DIAL STORE;

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

Hanson & Cdgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRIMXCRS
Phcne 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-
ments in Text Boojts for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions,

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

*rECHMICAU
KINGSTON Queen'a University Grounds ONTARIO

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
RKASONABLl PRICED

Phone 6733

103 Princess St.

FOR

YOUR WINTER OVERCOAT
Agents for Dack'i Shoes

— Phone 6381 —
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SPORTS

THE CAM[)L§ SPCI^rLIGfriT
BY BILL LCMMON

Editor's Note: Today's Sportlight is by Intramural Director BiU
Lemmon, who eovcred the sports Once Over Lightly for the Journal
from 1941 to 1943. For the last two years he has been the organizing
force behind the interfaculty and intramural sports programme, and the
large entries and interest evidenced by the campus is proof of the
A-1 job he's doing.

Cross -Country Race To-day;
No Velocipedes Permitted

The intramural department has been bombarded with so many questions
on the BcwB Trophy competitjon of late thA I have accepted the regular
Sportcttster's kind offer of this additional space (are you listenin', Moe?)
to clear up a few of the more pertinent questions and to announce the
reorganization of the present scoring system.

Although it is likely that intramural sports flourished on the campus
even before Alfie Pearce started hoisting up his diapere. the Bews Trophy
did not appear in the gymnasium showcase untfl the fall of 1939. At that
time the trophy was presented to the university by the various branches
of the Queen's alumni in honour of James B. Bews, the former physical
director. At the same time the intramural programme was reorganized by
the newly-appointed physical director, J. F. Edwards,

The year after the new programme was introduced, intercollegiate sports
were abandoned. The student body soon found that the aetting-up exercise
that they had been giving their Adam's apples up in the stands wasn't
sufficiently recompensed by the pre-election "Battles of the Tomato, Kybo
and Phone Booth," As a result the stock in trade of participation in intra-
mural sports rose almost 200 percent in the 1942-43 season alone.

Up to that time the scale point system had changed only slightly and
the programme was altered only when the R.C.A.F. pitched their teepees
in the gym. Johnny Edwards was given leave of absence to join the Navy
and Bob Seright and I were appointed temporarily on a yearly basis. Since
then Bob received a commission in the Air Force and Bill Roberts and
Jack Harvey have been added to the department. So much for history.

At the first meeting of the faculty sticks and myself this year, the
question of a change in the scoring system was raised and the following
criticisms were put forward:

Science—In recent years, under the present system, a year which has
few athletes, but which is well organized, can win the Bews Trophy. No
recognition is given in the Bews Trophy scoring to the years which sacrifice

valuable players to the school teams.

Meds—Although a small year is given scale points for entering a
tournament, the possibility of a member of that year advancing further in

the tournament is only proportional to the number of good men in a larger

year; but no provision is made for an equal proportioning of points for

advancing into a higher bracket than the first round.

Arts—There is a tendency of appljring skullduggery to open events such
as tennis or table tennis to secure points by a roll of the Mississippi marbles
or a toss of the coin.

With these criticisms in mind, the inramural department has set up a
new scoring system which has been approved by all faculty athletic sticks.

For the purpose of scoring, the sports programme has been divided

into three sections, namely: (a) team, (b) tournament, (c) scale.

In team sports, heretofore, each team was given the same number of

points for participating and foe winning the event Under the new system,

taking into consideration that a year with 176 members should have four

times a amuch chance of winning an event as a year with only 44 members,
if the team which has only 44 members wins a game it will receive the same
number of points for participating, but four times as many points for winning

as the team with 176 members. The same ratio is applied for the winning

of a championship, or runner-up.

In tournament play such as tennis, table tennis, bowling, and boxing

and wrestling, the entry will be limited in the following proportion: tennis

and table tennis, 10 percent; bowling, 50 percent; boxing and wrestling,

33'/3 percent.

The scale points will be given for entering and competing in the first

round as at present. But by advancing into a higher bracket the competitor

in the year with 44 members will receive four times as many points as a

member of the year with 176 members. Points will be alloted in the same
proportion for both teams and individual winners in each tournament

In the scale sports where a certain standard has to be attained before

scale points can be scored, the same system will be followed as is now in

operation in cross-country, track and field, and swimming. In addition

golf (120 strokes including handicap) and skiing (to be annoimced at a

later date) have been added to this group. The ratio of points for vrin,

place, and show in these events will correspond to the other tv/o groups.

In faculty sports, such as football, hockey, and basketball, each year in

the winning faculty received 50 points in the previous system. Under the

new system, Science years, with 568 members in the faculty, will receive

50 points; Meds years, with 215 members, will receive 142 points; and Arts

years, with 276 members, will receive 103 points.

For each member of a year who plays two or more games for a school

team in basketball, football, or hockey, his year will receive one unit of his

year's scale points for each sport in which he participates.

* *

In reorganizing the system it was not the purpose of the department to

defeat the original object of the Bews Trophy. That is to say, the depart-

ment still wishes to further the general participation of all students in

athletics and does not wish to stress the winning of championships and

titles as a prime factor in the winning of the Bews Trophy, Rather, it

wishes to serve the wishes of the student body to promote a spirit of

sportsmanship among the students which has been a tradition among
Queen's men.

The indoor softball game
scheduled for Nov. 7 between
Sc. '46 and Arts *45 has been post-

poned to Nov. 13 from 8 to 9 p.m.

The games which were hsted in

the last" Journal for Nov. 16 will

be plaj'ed Nov. 17.

Entries for tXid men's intra-

mural bowling tournament will

be received in the men's locker-

room or by BiU Roberts until

Nov. IS at 6 p.m. Under tlie

new scoring system each year is

allowed 50 percent participation

in this event in the following

ratio of teams: Sc. "48, 12; Sc.

'47, 9: Sc. '46, 9; Sc. '45, 7; each
Meds year, 3; Arts '4S, 7; Arts
"47, 2; Arts '46, 2; Arts "45, 2.

Each team will be allowed seven

men.

There will be a meeting of the

Boxing and Wrestling Club,

Thursday night at 7 o'clock.

Work-outs will be held as usual,

Monday (4:30 to 6 p.m.) and
Tuesday (7 to 9 p.m.).

All track equipment still on

loan should be returned to Bill

Roberts in the gj-mnasium after

today's cross-country run.

Jerks -Blimps

Clash Friday

The annua! Journal Jerks^Ban
Righ Softball game has been sched-

uled for 4:30 this Friday afternoon

on the lower campus. Reports

emanating from the Blimp training

camp, reveal that "Racey" Tracey

has combined the baseball practices

with the extensive Sadie Hawkins
training programme, and has pro-

mised to have her team "fighting

fit."

The experienced members of the

Journal Jerks have elected the

Journal Blonde Bomber, "Mickey"

Pliin, captain of the team, Mr.

Pliin graciously accepted the ap-

pointment upon the condition he

.^Iso be appointed umpire, promis-

ing "split-second, unprejudi(;ed de-

cisions." The near-professional

Jerk lineup includes such talent as

"Tattle-Tale" Gray. "Ripper" Ross.

"Muscles" Mack. "Throat-Easy"

Buckingham, and 'Power-House"

Polowiii, who may only be present

to slug out a few early homers in

the first few innings.

Today the zero hour is 5 o'clock

for 320 assorted athletes, gath-
ered together by their untiring

athletic sticks, to start the 1944
version of the annual cross-

country run. Each entrant has
been assigned a number which is

posted in the gymnasium, and
between 4:45 and 5 p.m. today,

they will be distributed at the

Stadium, Special arrangements
are planned in starting the year
teams to prevent them being
handicapped or lost in the "thun-
dering herd."

The course will be the same as

in other years, and is appro-xi-

mately two and a half miles

(13,200 feet), list year Don
Moreton of Science '45 was
chased by year-mate Don Craiff

to a new record of 14 minutes,

17 seconds. The Science '45 team
captured the team championship,

with Science '46 and Arts '47

occupying the second and third

positions.

This year Don Moreton is a
doubtful starter because of a
shoulder injury suffered in the

Radar rugby game, leaving the

individual crown a duel between
Don Craig and Ross Arnett, uni-

versity three-mile champion. The
team championship is being

sought by five teams from

Science '46, three teams^ from

Science '45, and a single Arts

team led by Jeff Bruce. With
the loss of Don Moreton, the

favourite for the team champion-

ship will be Ross Arnctt's Science

'46 quintet.

A bulletin issued by Intra-

mural Sports Director Bill Lem-
mon, on the eve of the event,

warned that the use of an}''

velocipede (including skis or

roller-skates) will be severely

penalized by the Bews Trophy
committee.

FENCING RESUMES

Pep Rally

(Continued from page 1)

and CRCC parades will be can

celled for the afternoon, permit

ting all the students to attend

the game, Saturday, the entire

university (freshman attendance

compulsory) will assemble on the

lower campus half an hour before

the game, and will be paraded to

the Stadium by the Pipe Band.

RECIPE OF THE WEEK
Has anyone heard of tlie new,

delicious CarbfFee? It can be made

tionchalanlly and unobtrusively with

a little practice, A cup of ordinary

coffee should be ordered, and a

cigarette, lighted.

After stirring the beverage, place

Tickefs For Game
Charles Hicks, of the AB of C,

has urged that all students pur-

chase their tickets for Saturday's

game on the campus before Satur-

day, Tickets will be on sale at

several convenient places to be

announced later, at half pria

25 cents.

the spoon in the saucer, and, as

there never is an ashtray, put all

ashes into the spoon. By the time

the cigarette is smoked, the ordin-

ary coffee will need re-stirring. Do

so AT ONCE—with the carbon-

laden spoon. Carbffee is the result,

and if a running conversation is

kept up. no one wilt notice what is

happening until the ambulance ar-

rives.

The activities of the Queen's

Fencing Club have been resumed

this fall. At the first meeting,

held on October 25. Ernest Poser

was elected president, and Leslie

McNaughton was re-elected as

secretary-treasurer.

Steps have been taken to pro-

cure the services of an c.spert

instRictor. Meanwhile, members

with previous experience are

coaching beginners in the ele-

ments of foil-fencing.

Although the ckib is short of

irreplaceable equipment, new

members are still welcome. The

ne.xt meeting will be held

Wednesday, November 8, at 7:15

p.m. in the gymnasium.

Meds freshies these recent days

have been trailing little bones on

strings down the streets belund

them, a practice which we hope

does not foreshadow similarly cav-

alier future treament of people's

inside.

Dragging these osseous bits of

stuff along the pavement, they are

fit targets for the stares of passers-

by. the hoots of Engineers, and the

concern of kindly old ladies who
^vonder if tlie\- know tliat some-

tliing is dragging.

But there are worse hazards than

any of these. One winsome bone-

trailer »vas unhappy, evidence the

other day, skipping and kicking in

fierce hand-to-tooth encounter witli

a hungry spaniel,—Varsity.

Second cross-coimtry ran, No-

vember 17. Route: to the near-

est hiding-place.

They gave William IV a lovely

funeral. It took si.x men to carry

the beer.

—Le Quartier Latin.

Came June and all good for-

esters found themselves up in the

bush, or reasonably close to it.

Five of them found themselves

working in a Dominion entomo-

logical laboratory near Sanlt Ste.

Marie.

Came July and three local high

school students started working

in the same lab. Two of them,

only 15 and. 16 years old, spent

much of their time cleaning jelly

jars which had been lived in by

bugs of all sizes and shapes.

Then came the pay-off. I n

cleaning up some matters with

the Selective Service, the lad*

visited the red-tapers and found

that they were officially em-

ployed as laboratory Wcltnicians.

An e-Kcerpt from an address on

evolution ". . . and the supreme

moment came when man conquered

the plants and rye ran forty gal-

lons to the acre."
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry o complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

alio

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VAt.I.ENTVNC

GOURDIEfiS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Kar! Eklin, Prop,

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STRSBT

Pappy, gel me a gun and buy vie

o jug;

.-^t the Dogpaich Drag J'U bag

Ih-at bug!

~*Hill Tradition.

Hear ye ! Hear yee The lame

duck and Drag-dating season opens

officially at 12:05 a.m. on Novem-
ber 13. No licenses are required

this year, but any amount of license

js permitted. Hunters are allowed

to use either guns or traps, depend-

ing upon their own evolved tech-

nique and Hniitations. The only re-

strictions imposed are as follows:

1. No hair snatching—the male

of the species has a proneness to

baldness anyway.

2, No dunking in horse troughs

to make a victim surrender. Kick

him. ciaw him, cry on his shoulder

—any of the old accepted methods.

No dunking.

Open Season

There is some contention in of-

ficial quarters about the opening

dale and time of the season. Is a
"13" unluckiest for L'il Abner or

Daisy Maes? Nobody can remem-
ber from the last season opening on

a 13th. There is a question raised,

too, about phone calls in Ban Righ

at 12:05 a.m. Does the a.m. put

them nut of the "No telephone calls

after 11 :00 at night" class? This

debate can be arbitrated by the

night warden nf Ban Righ. You
might try a 12 :05 call and see,

somebody.

In ca.'ie you have any bright ideas

—12:05 a.m. is definitely Eastern

Daylighl Tinir; Canadian vintage,

too.

Ban Righ Dance

There is always a dance in Ban
Righ tlie night after the Dogpatch
Drag, which is Saturday, Novem-
ber IS. The convener for this year's

Saturday dance is Marj. Rice; her

committee includes Laura Master,

Marion MacRae. and Margie

Matheson. The Saturday dance

brhigs you back to normal again

after the Drag.

There is plenty of time to crowd
all the wolves you want to snare

into the three Sadie Hawkins days.

For suggestions we give you coke

dates after afternoon classes and
labs, breakfast parties (especially

the morning after the Drag—if you
can stand the pace yourself), a

theatre parly Thursday, and dinner

before Saturday's dance. These in

addilion to the main two events—
the Drag and the Ban Righ dance.

Custom demands a corsage for the

Drag in keeping with the Dogpatch
attire of the evening. And, if he

smokes, you might remember to

take along a package of his pet

brand.

Soph-Frosh Tea

The 'soph-frosh Ban Righ lua.

—

usually held in 'the fall—is hein

posponed this year till after Chriat-

mas. The Levana executive just

couldn't find room to tuck it in until

then.

Play To Be Read

At Guild Meeting

Drama Group Will Gather

Tonight

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BV rCRDIE WATERS

Excerpts from Granite, ihe in-

tense four-act drama by Clemence

Dane which the Queen's Drasna

Guild produced here last ,wintcr,

will be read by a selected cast at a

general meeting of the Drama

Guild in Convocation Hall tonight

at 8 oclock'. The reading of

Granite will be given to illustrate

the kind of work done by a play-

reading group such as the Guild

hopes to form this j'ear.

Another entertainment feature

of the meeting will be a preview of

one of the three-act plays which are

to be performed publicly Thursday

night. A comedy, either Miss Mar-

low at Play or Rich Man, Poor

Man, will probably be selected.

Drama Guild membership tickets

for 1944-45 will be available to-

night also, at 25 cents, J. Bolton

Slack, treasurer , will dispense

them; he urges that students inter-

ested in drama join the Guild to-

night, in order to avail themselves

as soon as possible of membership

privileges

According to Henry Knepler,

Drama Guild president, about a

hundred students, representing all

faculties and almost every year on

the campus, have so far shown in-

terest in some phase of the Guild's

activities. The largest group is

that ' which concerns itself with

stage plays, including such behind-

scene departments as lighting,

stage design, costumes and make-

up. The next largest group is the

Radio Workshop, a new division of

the Guild, which is now laying

plans for a series of broadcasts to

begin shortly. It is hoped that the

play-reading group will attract the

interest of still other members.

Mr. Knepler says there are still

vacancies in the Drama Guild

:

Radio Workshop needs men ; the

staging and technical departments

are looking for new personnel, par-

ticularly men in the three lower

years of Science; however, nearly

a quarter of the membership is

drawn from Science, and there are

a few Medsmen. New members

from any faculty are welcome.

A superior time was had by all,"

Where? Did you say the Superior?

Well, indirectly, maybe, because the

Superior is a restaurant, a restau-

rant means food, food means re-

action, reaction makes you aware,

a ware is what you sell, a cell is an

organism, an organism is a nuisical

nstrument. music means harmony,

harmony is what you have with

your roommate, a roommate is

what takes your things without

even saying "T'anks", and tank is

where the superior time was had.

It could happen to you'—why not

try it?

Polish has been added to the

ennis cup analogues by the shining

finish put on the tournament last

week by the finalists, Doris Mills

and Marion Wlntmore, with the

latter carrying off the laurels.

Basketball teams will be chosen

by Wednesday of this week. Time,

Beryl Kell\' and Miss Ross wait for

no one who doesn't come out to

practice. For this week, times are

:

Monday and Tuesday, 1 :30-2 :30

;

Wednesday and Friday, 2 :30-3 :30.

Fast decision is necessary for fast

precision in the games which begin

in two weeks.

Birds, nets, and Joyce Stack-

house are ready to start badminton

this week on Monday and Tuesday.

2:30-3:30; Wednesday and Friday,

1 :30-2:30; and on Tliursday, 1 :30-

3:30.

Lecture for recruits will he held

WORSHIP SERVICE

All students are invited to

attend the chapel service spon

sored by the SCM Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the Morgan Memo-
rial Chapel, Old Arts building

Worship will be led by Bert

McAvoy.

SUMMER ACTIVITIES

Martin Luther was arrested for

selling indulgences in the streets

of Kome without a license.

—Le Quartier Latin.

-Whatcha doin?

Jis siitin.

Nothin to do?

Plenty to do.

Thinkin whatcha

Gonna do?

No. Thinkin could

Lead to doin.

So I'm

Jis sittin.

—The Manitoban.

MUSICALE

The second musicale of the

season will be held in Ban Righ

Hall next Sunday evening at 8:30

o'clock. The programme will in-

clude renditions by flelen Stev-

ens, pianist; Dwight Dilts, tenor;

and Carl Amberg and 'Bruce Att-

ridge, cellist apd pianist. Dr.

Tracy's string quartette will play.

Tuesday at 4 :30, in room

the Arts building.

Drill, Thursday at 7:15

of

the

LHC

(Continued from page 1)

bouloniere of fragrant stinkwecd

(This is the rare exotic stiitkolu'

stinkola. imported from Mr. Breit-

man's native island).

Conspicuous by his absence was

McShrdlu, Mr. Breitman's prede-

cessor: it is believed that the ex-

col,uninist was unable to bear pub-

licly the disgrace of his dismissal.

An interesting comment on his be-

ing away was made by Miss

Jwerty Uiop, office typist, who
said "Aw gee!"

It is expected that Mr, Breit

man's first work will appear it

print shortly, as soon as the neces

sary copyright procedures can be

gone through.

The businessmen advertising in

this -paper are progressive and

dcser\'e your patronage.

STOP PRESS—According to

an official report Just received the

body of Etaoin McShrdlu, forme

writer of Lc\( Hand Corner, wa
discovered early this morning at

the bottom of the Calaraqui River

directly beneath (he La Salle

Causeway. McShrdlu was bound

and gagged; a sack was tied about

his head; his feet were sunk in ;

50-pouiul block of concrete. Deny
ing rumors linking Mr. Breitman

with the death, police have given

assurance that it is "a plain case of

suicide."

Tlie Papal Bull was really a cow

that was kept at the Vatican to

supply milk for the Pope's children.

—Le Quartier Latin.

DoTi't wait till them bells in

(jrant Hall Tower begin ringing

November 17—start running now.

COMMERCE CLUB

Mr. J. R. M. Wilson, of the

firm of Clarkson, Gordon, Dil-

worth and Nash, chartered ac-

countants, will address the first

general meeting of the Commerce

Club Tuesday, November 14, on

the topic "The Effects of War-

time Taxation on Canadian Busi-

ness,"

Mr. Wilson received his ele-

mentary education in Kingston,

and is an honours graduate in

economics from the University of

Toronto. He is an executive

member of the Canadian Political

Science Association,

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

THE MACKISCN STIJDIC
(irabwattnn J^lyntosrajJiju

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Years in Business

Welcome to Queens

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

Rasslin' (Skunk Hollow style)

—lessons for winimin conducted

by Joan L. Sullivan from now till

November 17.

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIOCOOO'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624

SEE THE THREE ONE - ACT PLAYS
WHICH WILL BE PRESENTED BY THE QUEEN'S DRAMA GUILD

CONVOCATION HALL, THURSDAY, 8.15 p.m. - 25 cents
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RALLY TONIGHT - GAME TOMORROW
Whole Student Body To Hold

Pre -game Pep Rally Tonight

Effigy Of Ottawa Team Will

Be Burned Following
Snake Dance

Frosh Must Attend

Plans for tonight's monster pep-

rally have been gaining impetus

since the idea was originally con-

ceived by the Journal a week ago.

Under the direction of Mo Polo-

win, the committee composed of

representatives of the Journal,

AMS, Pipe Band and the four

faculty vigilantes, has prepared a

programme of pre-war propor-

tions.

Wednesday night it was revealed

lhat the four faculty presidents,

and Bill Cornett, AMS president,

will address the crowd tonight

at Leonard Field for a few min-

utes, and then proceed to light the

effigy with four tapers.

Tlie evening's events commence

at 7 o'clock. The first year stu-

dents of all faculties will be as-

sembled at previously specified loca-

lions on the campus, and the en-

tire student hody will congregate

PEP RALLY
(Continued on page 6)

ISS Is Preparing

Year's Campaign

Members of the International

-Students' Service met Monday
night in Ban Righ Hall to discuss

ihe appointing of a couimittee and

to answer queries made by repr-c-

sentalives of the student body who
had been invited. It was felt that

although the students arc willing

til co-operate whole-heartedly, they

are not clear as to tlie purpose of

the ISS or the work it is doing.

The ISS is an nrgatii;'.ation that

cullects funds in order to send text-

l>ooks, writing material, and study

matter to students in different parts

ISS

(Continued on page 6)

Cafeteria Manager

Says Union Meals

Will Be Improved

Supervisor Of Commercial
Organization Pledges

Many Changes

Industrial Food Services, Limit-

ed, which has taken ovei; operation

of the Students' Memorial Union

cafeteria will make a sincere at-

tempt to improve "to a consider

able degree" meals served at tlie

Union, and to inaugurate several

new ideas which will be welcomed

by the entire student body. Fred

G. Dinsmore, Queen's branch man

ager. told the Joiirml in a special

interview Tuesday. "The meals

will speak for themselves," he pro

mised.

"We hojie to institute many far-

reaching changes which will satisfy

every student," he stated. "It is our

desire to serve meals which wil

be approved by one and all, aiK.

which will consequently induce as

many Queen's men as possible to

take advantage of LTnion facilitie

which are so near-at-hand to all

campus buildings."

Mr. Dinsmore told the Joiiinn!

that IFS plans to establish man

catering convenieuces around th

campus, such as regular "coffee

periods" in the L^iion during the

da)', at which coffee, doughnuts

and possibly pie would he served

anfl a s>'stem whereby food could

he sold at all Friday night dances.

"We have many other idea,

which we should like to see put

into operation," he said. "How
ever, we are not sure as yet what

alterations e.xisting facilities wi

permit, since we just arrived and

have not had the opportunity to

make a thorough inspection. Mean-

while, prices of regular meal.s will

CAFETERrA
(Continued on page 4)

Three's A Family* Is Chosen
As Guild^s Main Fall Effort

Three's a Family, a three-act

cninedy hy Pboebe and Henry Eph-

nin. has been chosen by the Queen's

Orama Guild as its major produc-

lion of this term. The play, which

is now running on Broadway, will

be presented here Tuesday, Wed-
nesday and Thursday, November

31. 22 and 23.

The cast, headed hy Polly Shep-

pard, Doug Dale, Marion Fergu-

son and Mary Vallentyne, is under

Hie direction of Dr. William An-

gus; the production staff is led by

Pliil Nash, with Frank Creed as

stage manager.

Tlie scene of Three's a Fam'tlv is

laid in the home of Sam and Fran-

ces Whittaker. a small modern

apartment in New York; here Sam
is the housekeeper, Fraiices the

breadwiimer, and sister-in-law Ir-

ma a permanent guest. Into the

family circle a domestic stjuabble

precipitates daughter Kitty with

her very new baby. The complica-

tions arising out of this new arrival

are added lo maid trouble, and or-

dinary troubles, to produce the

broad comedy of the play.

All three acts are now in re-

hearsal : according to Dr. Angus,

they are "progressing satisfactor-

ily." Early preparations for staging

are also being ma<le.

Tomorrow's Lineups

TRICOLOUR
30 Andy Kniewasser Flying Wing
20 Jack Milliken Half

34 Bob Fuller Half

35 George Van Sickle Half

22 Sonny Nelson Quarter

33 Jim Soutliey Snap

39 Don Delahaye Inside

32 Ken Macdonald Inside

21 Archie Campbell Middle

24 Don Sinclair Middle

29 Pete King End

27 Bruce Cronk End

' Alternates
23 Cy Moro ,

Quarter

43 Herbie Lawlor Half

36 Link Bigham Half

31 Jack Spittle Half

nn Murray Greatrex Line

42 Jolin Sutherland Line

40 Wilson
J

Line

25 Merv Pritchard Line

41 Dave Hooper Line

26 Mike Kushner Line

3S Marly Gauvin Line

.

28 John Fletcher End

37 Bob Cole .... - Etid

nn Ken Rose End

nn Doc Morgan End

nn Moe Chochniov End

nn—No number assigned at time of going to press,

(Trojan line-up on page 4)

Meds To Attend

CAMSI Conference

To Discuss Health Insurance Former U Of T Head Will

At Montreal Session Speak In January

Annual Meeting

To Hear Dr. Cody

Queen's will send three delegates

lo the annual convention of the

Canadian Association of Medical

Students and Internes which is to

be held at the University of Mont-

real today, tomorrow and Sunday.

The Queen's representatives will be

Bob Simpson. Meds '46, Ed

Holmes, Meds '48, and Bill Wed-

lock, Meds '49.

The chief item on the conven-

t iim 's agenda is discussion of a

brief drawn up by the CAMSI
executive on national health insur-

ance. This brief has already un-

lier^^one preliminary discussion by

the students at each medical school.

The attitude of the Queen's .\escu-

lapiari Society concerning it has not

as yet been finally determined,

CAMSI '

(Continued on page 6)

Veterans Opposed
To Separate Club

Veterans and meuibers of the

^MS executive gathered together in

an informal smoker Tuesday niglu

n the Players' Lounge and laid

the foundations for future veteran-

student relationships.

The two main points around

which deliberations centered were

VETERANS
(Conlinued on page 3)

The annual Alma Mater Society

lecture this year will be given by

Dr. H. J. Cody, retiring president

of the University of Toronto. It

is expected that Dr. Cqdy will

sfjeak sometime during the middle

of January.

Dr. Cody, president of the Uni-

versity of Toronto since 1932.

handed in his resignation early in

the term. Prior to this he had been

chairman of the Board of Gover-

nors of the University of Toronto

since 1923. He has been prominent

in educational circles in Canada.

He was Minister of the National

Conference of Canadian Univer-

sities. Dr. Cody also has an honor-

ary degree of Doctor of Divinity

from Queen's.

The Alma Mater Society lectures

were started four years ago, and

are financed by a special fund set

up by the AMS for bringing promi-

nent lecturers to the university. The

lectureship is administered entirely

by the AMS.
The first lecturer in this series

was Dr. Sidney Smith, recently ap-

pointed Dr. Cody's successor as

President of the University of To-

ronto. Other lecturers have been

Dr. Watsoi) Kirkconnell of Mc-

Master University, authority on lan-

guages and customs of central

European (leoples, and Mr. Percy

J. Philip, Ottawa correspondent of

the A'tTC York Tmes.

Both Teams Ready For Clash

As Stiff Training Schedules End

Former US Envoy

Will Speak Here

On November 15

John R. Mott Visiting

Kingston For Inter-

Church Session

Dr. John R, Molt, noted traveller

and Christian leader, will speak to

the students of Queen's University

on Wednesday in Convocation Hall

at 5 p.m. Dr. Mott is coming to

Kingston to address an inter-church

missionary conference, and asked

to speak to the students who are

here. The subject of his address is

not yet known.

I^Jow 79 years of age. Dr. Mott

has spent a great deal of his life

in public ser\'ice. The projects

whidi he has undertaken include

a world federation of students,

diplomatic missions to Me.vico and

Russia." and the organization of

war sen-ices and relief during the

vears 1914-18.

J. R. MOTT
(Continued on page 4)

'Rugby Ball' For

So '45 Final Fling

The Rugby Ball" will be the

final "fling" of the niighly men of

Sc. '45 on the campus and, as has

been the custom, is strictly inform-

al. The "Scribes" aduKinish one

and all to "Drag the bag to the pep

rallv and Rugby Ball and frustrate

those evil men seeking members I'or

their notorious club, WDWTGAC" \

Sc. '45"s Rngby Eatl promises tu

eclipse even their famous Lager

Rhythm and Hallow Huddle of pre-

vious years. Music will be pro-

vided by Sandy Runciman. It

should be remembered that the path

from the Pep Rally leads directly

lo Grant Hall and a revelatorious

evening.

Gaels To Field Almost Full

Squad; Trojans Hold

Four Practices

COTC Cancelled

After two weeks of rigorous

training. Bob Elliott's undefeated

Gaels face their toughest test against

the Ottawa Trojans tomorrow af-

ternoon at 2.30 o'clock.

With the exception of Don More-

ton who was injured in the Radar

game. October 28, and big Denny

Harhic, who is a doubtful starter,

Queen's will be at full strength.

Tlie Ottawa team has held four

practices this week in preparation

for tomorrow's contest. "Jake"

Dunlap, who is scheduled to play

for the Ottawa Commandos hockey

team tomorrow night, is the only

Trojan expected to be absent.

Weather conditions will exert an

important influence on the ganie.

with the lighter, fast Queen's st[uad

hoping for a dry day on which they

can make the best use of their ex-

tension plays and aerial attack.

In an interview with the Journal

Wednesday, it was revealed that

COTC training would be cancelled

for the afternoon although that

training must be made up next ses-

sion. M time of press, no author-

ity of the UNTD or UAS could

be contacted.

The entire student body is ex-

pected to assemble on the lower

caiupus at 2 o'clock ; freshman and

freshette attendance will be com-

pulsory. From the lower campus,

the tbrnng. which is e,xpected to

lumiher almost 1,000 students, will

parade tu the Stadium led by the

Pipe Band, for the most thrillin.^

exhibition of Queen's spirit to !»-

fecn here in over three years.

Tickets will be on sale on the

campus for 25 cents and students

are urged by Charles Hicks. Sec-

retary of the AB of C, to purchii^c

them before ihc g.nme.

The Postwar World Explored

By IRC Peace Terms Study

Queen's International Relations

Cluh came back into the campus

spotlight last Tuesday, when, UTider

the cliairmansbip of V'crii Ready.

...J memhers. Fred Gibson and

Ross Babion. presented pajwrs lo

their fellow-members and visitors.

Tlie discussion centered around

the effects of the Dumbarton Oaks

conference and its implications. It

was felt that to fully appreciate the

questions involved, the salient fea-

tures of both the Versailles Treaty

and Dumbarton Oaks would have

to be compared.

With this in view, two very com-

prehensive appreciation of the silua-

lion were made by the guest speak-

, ers. Mr. Gibson explored the re-

sultant effects of Che Versailles

Peace Conference while Mr. Bab-

ion •lenlt with Dumbarton Oaks in

considerable delail and in a way

thai lent itself very effectively to

the discussion which followed.

The purpose of the International

Relations Ouh.—to provide a med-

ium by which students can discuss

and evaluate current happenings of

national and international import-

ance—evinced itself, in this discus-

sion.

It was concluded that the essen-

tial machinery set up as a result of

IRC

(Continued on page 3)
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Veterans— Integrated Or Segregated?

iiow attending

Stage Greets New Stars Appearing\^t

In Three One - Apt Productions

The problem of whetlier discharged servicemen

universities should form into veterans' clubs, or should refrain

from such action in an attempt to become that much more quickly

readjusted to civilian life, has been widely discussed by both the

veterans and their co-students for some time. Both sides of the

question have their m/;rits and their shortcomings; but from the

overall viewpoint, the'evidence presented in favoiTr of noi forming

special groups seems to greatly outbalance the other aspect of the

question.

We were greatly relieved, then, to learn that at an AMS
smoker Tuesday night, ex-servicemen at Queen's bad voted over-

whelmingly against any such group. After thoroughly discussing

the matter among themselves, and receiving most cordially the

Standpoints offered by various student leaders, they decided that

such a move would be most imprudent and inexpedient. The

arguments propounded were terse and telling: those favouring

a veterans' club maintained that it would aid discharged personnel

if they could meet periodically and discuss individual problems,

thereby pioneering the road for hundreds of veterans who are

expected to register at the university within the next two or three

years; those deprecating a club argued that it would ineluctably

retard their transition from military to civilian life, would create

embarrassing problems, and would cause friction between civilians

and returned men.

The two arguments are indeed cogent, and tend to leave one

nonplussed. Both sides appear correct—when given a cursory

glance. However, upon mo;"e careful analysis, the specious con-

tention that such a club is vital shrinks into oblivion. True, the

serviceman who has been overseas for anywhere up to five years,

who perforce has been away from his studies that length of time,

who perforce must readjust himself to the new and completely

different way of living in which he now finds himself, faces many

grave crises—crises which could, in all probability, be better

solved collectively than individually. He needs the comradeship

of those who have been through the same hell he has, and who

are undergoing the same agonies he is in endeavouring to adapt

himself to civilian and university life. ,

But, this notwithstanding, nothing could be more harmful,

to the serviceman, to the university, and to the country, than for

the retired soldiers, sailors, and airmen to band together and

assume an air of fraternal interdependence. It is not a case of

civilian students adapting themselves to the military way; it is one

of ex-servicemen adapting themselves once more to the civilian

way. They must not join hands; of necessity', such an act would

perpetuate among themselves the very thing they wish to forget:

militarism. Such a move would merely keep it alive—and they

themselves have expressed an intense desire to forget their imme-

diate past. A veterans' club would stimulate memories which

they are trying to forget; it would immeasurably retard their

transition—which is a great problem ^nyway, according to

psychologists—so that, by the time they had completed their

studies, tliey would be entering a civilian world not as civilians,

but rather as old soldiers, within whom the spirit of the past wants

to die, but is kept alive by an outmoded clique.

Queen's University, renowned throughout ,the Dominion as

possessing the most liberal form of student government, has always

pioneered the way. By its recent deedj our newest body of

colleagues has shown itself ready and eager to share in this

heritage. Veterans at other major universities—^Toronto, McGill.

and British Columbia, for example—have taken the obvious but

specious step, and are now bound together in a "veterans' union",

the only outcome of which can be the continuation of military

ways for an extended period, the consummation of civilian-veteran

friction, and the outright creation of novel and unnecessary prob-

lems. Our boys, on the other hand, have given the matter much
more profound thought, and have suggested that their "repre-

sentation" consist of only one advisor in each faculty society, to

act as intermediary between the faculties and the discharged men
in the minor problems which are bound to occur from time to time.

Our cx-servicenien have thus stepped into the Queen's way
nobly and willingly. To them we say: "Thanks for a swell job,

and good luck."

BV SAM GOLICK

Introducing many new faces to

the Queen's footlights, the Drama

Guild opened its new season with

the presentation of three one-act

plajs in Convocation Hall last

night.

The new drama season was open-

ed with a more or less successful

evening of one-act plays that ran

the gamut of farce, grim drama

and light comedy. When the short

reliearsal periods and the inexperi-

ence of both the actors and direc-

tors are taken into consideration,

the evening was a fairly successful

one.

The best play of the evening was

the farce. Rich Man, Poor Man.

This rather well-written little play,

was enhanced by the lucky choice

of Miss Shirley Brown, a fresh-

ette, for the leading role. W'liile

this was Miss Brown's first stage

experience, she shows considerable

natural talent and carried out her

part very well. We look forward

to seeing her doing bigger and bet-

ter roles in future Drama Guild

productions. Miss Brown was giv-

en good support by the rest of the

cast, with its smattering of New
York's east side's Irish. Scottish

and Swedish accents.

Suspense drama was provided by

the well-constructed The Gianf's

Sfair. of Wilbur Daniel Steele. A
hill-billy "melerdramy" with a sur-

prise ending,—the sheriff done it,—

it is a very difficult play to pre-

sent, and last nights performance

failed to realize its full dramatic

possibilities.

' The comedy was A. A. Milne's

Miss Marloiv At Play, M^ry Black

playing the role of Miss Marlow.

Miss Clack's job was a rather dif-

ficult one. and under the circum-

stances she gave a creditable per-

formance.

All tlie iplays lacked the change

of pace which is so important to

Ihe success of a play, and the lack

of rehearsal was also painfully ap-

parent at times.

Special mention goes to Mo Polo-

win who directed two of the plays,

and did a very creditable job. The

Giant's Stair was directed by Joan

Connor.

The casts were as follows:

Rich Man Poor Man: Shirley

Brown. Leslie McNaughton, Betty

Brodie. Mary Klimack, Inez Davis,

lean Brownlow, Betty Carty, Merle

Shaver, Jenny Federkow, Bill Nix-

on. Jack Paterson, and Henry

Wiseman.

The Giant's 'Slair: Jo Suther-

land, Tlielma Gordon, Frank Hof-

fer, .and Frank Creed.

Miss Marloiv At Play: Mary

Black, Oria Kelly, Morgan Kenney.

and Bolton Slack.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-cliair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

IIS Alfred St. Phone «S0

Rent an

Underwood Typei^riter

from the makers

Speclol Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 43S2

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge's

i Victory Bonds Come First \

1 _ B

Then ... a warm, smartly styled o'coat |

to keep you comfortable throughout |

cofd winter months i

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

New Cafeteria Management
The announcement that the Students' Memorial Union

cafeteria had been taken over by Canadian Industrial Food
Services, Limited, a commercial concern, was met with no little

surprise and bewilderment by students, who were unaware that

the change was being planned. The bewilderment soon evanesced,

however, when it became apparent that the changeover had not

been effected in answer to their overt demands for improved meals.

In an interview with the Journal, Fred Dinsmore, manager of

the Queen's IFS branch, declared quite simply that it was his

intention to "satisfy every student." It would be to the advantage

both of the students and the firiTi,'he believed, if more persons

could be induced "to take advantage of Union (cafeteria) facilities"

by more satisfactory servings. His sincerity in the matter seemed

obvious, and has already been tangibly borne out by increased

portions.

It is to be hoped that students will not remain skeptical of

the new setup. Their apprehension, of course, is understandable

—

but it is not substantiated by the facts. They have maintained

that, since IFS is a profit-seeking, and the previously-controlling

Council was a non-profit, organization, IFS would either have

to raise prices and/or reduce quantities. This argument mijv'

seem valid to a student of textbook logic ; but it quickly disapp&ars

when confronted with reality. The situation is sinij^le: the Council

was a small organization, and had to depend on itself and current

vagaries for subsistence ; it had to make the b^t of a trying and

uncertain situation. IFS, on the other hand, is a Dominion-wide

concern with vast present-day experience, and is consequently

able to make larger and cheaper purchases. The Council was a

diminutive body tossed about in an inexorable storm, led by men

who, while doing their utmost, were ill-equipped to conquer the

situation ; IFS is a tremendous concern, able to control, to a certain

extent, various food trends, and run by men whose business it is

to deal with food in all its various aspects.

The time for denouncing the Union Council has passed. The

"immediate redress," which was so sincerely urged in previous

Journals, has been obtained : the Council has displayed much

acumen and good sense in calliiig in a professional food concern,

and has thereby proved inconirovertibly that it wishes to please

the students whenever possible. After learning the results of our

student opinion survey on the question of cafeteria meals {October

20 issue), we requested, firmly and vigorously, that the students'

demands should be satisfied. The Council realized the gravity of

the situation, and, with admirable foresight, sought professional

help. All causes of complauit seem to have been eradicated; and

we see no reason why the new system should not be welcome by all.

It should be^noted that the Council was not compelled to take

this action because of any mismanagement. On the contrary, 'it

did an excellent job—-a^ far as it was able. Students are not

cognizant—nor can they be—of the immense difficulties which

enmesh a private concern when it endeavours to run a large

cafeteria in these days of rigid wartime controls. Under the

circumstances, every member of the cafeteria staff and the Council

did his (or her) thankless task well. But with the advantages

which accrue ipsa facto to a professional firm, the Council's move

in calling upon IFS was its most brilliant one.

OFFERED AT $22.^^ AND HIGHER
|

GEO. FREED'S
\

THE STORE FOR MEN i

214 PRINCESS ST.
|

]!ivnw[j!i«Qin«naEaiHii!n^iHimiiii:K«'^

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES

Phone 6733
REASONABLl PRICED

282 Princess Street

Hanson & Edgar
PRIMTCRS Printing ofDance

Programmes

Constitutions

Phcne 4114

117 Brock St.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Foiintain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

XCCHMICAL. SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

103 Princess St.

FOR

YOUR WINTER OVERCOAT
Agents for Dock's Shoes

— Phone 6381 —
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ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS
187 Princess St,

BAN RIGM HALL
Sunday. November 12—8.30 p.m.

Students and Staff cordially

invited.

Helen Stevens, Piano

Phone 5056

2.11 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE; S4J4 DIAL RES.: S341

"SINCE

YOU
WENT
AWAY"

77ie

ODEON
NOW

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
JOSEPH GOTTEN
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
MONTY WOOLLEY
JENNIFER JONES
LIONEL BARRYMORE
ROBERT WALKER

-=CAPITOL THEATRE
CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

NOT SINCE "THE GOOD EARTH"
. . . A PICTURE SUCH AS THIS!

A thrilling" love story told in one of the truly fine

motion pictures of our time! The glorious romance

of o girl with o fighting heart- and the man who

fought by her side! Mighty drama! Cost of thousands!

THE IMMORTAL PRODUCTION
of Pearl Buck's Famed Novel . . .

DRAGON
SEED

KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER HUSTON

1 STARTING SATURDAY I

NOW SHOWING
JOEL McCREA - MAUREEN O'HARA

"BUFFALO BILL" in Technicolor
Second Hit — "TWO LATINS FROM MANHATTAN'

MON. - TUES.
NOV. 13 - 14

GINGER ROGERS
GEORGE MURPHY

'TOM, DtCK AND HARRY"

* AI^O *

GEORGE MONTGOMERY
"BOMBER'S MOON"

WED. - THURS.
NOV. 15 - 15

BING CROSBY
MARY MARTIN

"BIRTH OF THE BLUES"

* ALSO *

JACKIE COOPER
"WHERE ARE YOUR

CHILDREN"

BILTMORE
CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

Sonata in G major . . B. Marcello

3 Dances from Suite in

A major , , . . C. dc Hervclois

Song P. Judd

Carl Amberg. 'cello

Bruce Attridge, piano

Where'er You Walk . G. F. Handel

A Swan E. Grieg

Homing Del Riego

Dwight Dilts, tenor

Bruce Attridge, piano

Quartet for Strings . L. Boccherini

Margaret Davis

Shirley Geiger

.Dr. H. L. Tracy

Carl Amberg

IRC

(Continued from page 1)

the two peace conferences was sitf

ficiently similar to suggest that, in

cold fact, tile responsibility lay with

the operators of tins machinery

rather than with the mechanics. If

the Great Powers did not resolve

their own conflicts of interest any

international effort was doomed to

failure. In this respect, it was re

cognized tliat the smaller nations

would tend to seperate into group

and, as such, follow the lead of one

of the Great Powers, This

have to be taken into consideration

when analysing the effects of Duni

barton Oaks.

It was further recognized that

determination of the amount of co-

ojieration undertaken by the signa-

Inry powers up to now, and the

limits of further co-operation would

have to be explored at a future

meeting, as well as an attempt to

appreciate the full implications of

the economic questions faced by the

Great Powers.

LETTER
TO THE EDITOR

Sir: With the satisfaction of

time well-spent I have just finished

reading the November 7 edition nf

the Journal from "cover to coyer."

In my llirce years at Queen's 1

caTi't recall, a more all-inclusive

representation of campus - wide

interests.

A glance at the front page re-

vealed sports, campus clubs and

articles of particular interest to all

faculties. That girl of current uni

versa! interest. Sadie Hawkins, re-

ceived understanding treatment in

the front page columns and even

LHC c-NLCclled itself (probably he-

cause of the superhuman efforts of

its "new" author). The feature

page carried no filler and the filler

itself was worth printing on its own

merits. Rashly. I am ever prepared

to say (and with no twinge of cons-

cience) that the Steam Shovel made

such a play on words it must have

been read with interest by members

of all faculties although miicli of

its real meaning was still obscured

to all but the "mighty men of

Scienz" who are in the kit(nv.

To those who accuse the Journal

of discrimination I make this offer:

A copy of Tricolor '45 for a copy

of a Canadian university news-

paper which is more truly repre-

sentative of all campus interests,

displays more prominently valuable

feature and clever humour, and

conforms more rigidly to strict

journalistic standards tlian^our own

publication.

Here are fragrant bouquets of

anything but slinkweed to those

who have contributed so much to

making the Journal "tops" among

Canadian miiversity publications

;

bouquets from one who has contri-

buted very little but who wishes

the Journal continued success and

wants to see more editions like

November 7.

Yours very truly,

Nome withheld on request.

|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiit^^
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I
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I
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Veterans

( Continued from page 1

)

the Formation of a Veterans' Club

at Queen's, and some medium of

veteran representation.

The first [Mint involved a definite

segregation between student and

veteran. As such, despite the ad-

vantageous points in its favour, it

was turned down as the disadvan-

tages of segregation seemed to far

outweigh any other consideration.

Tlie AMS executive was joined

by a majority of the veterans in

deciding against any, form of vet-

eran organization on the campus,

when an informal vote on the sub-

ject was taken.

However, the \'etcrans feci lhat

sonic sort of medium should be de-

vised by which they could assist the

AMS executive in determining

matters pertaining to student- uni-

versity- veteran relationships, and

In whom the student government

iriuld turn for advice when con-

fronted with any matter concern-

ing \eterans. To this projmsal there

was unanimous agreement amongsl

those present. And as a result, ii

was proposed that the .^MS execu-

tive appoint an Advisory Commit-

tee on Veterans' .'\ffairs consisting

of one person from each faculty,

fro'ii nominees suggested by the re-

turned men. This matter will he

taken up at the next AMS meeting.

Lost

Business end of brown-ringed

Parker pen. Reward. Phone

7903.

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S-

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW 8? SON
LIMITED

— Quality Drygoods —
Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
3toi« 60&4, Ru. 6414, GreenhooMi 3241

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

Dr. Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

tOS Princess St. Phone 3146

Wo welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that aa formerly the prestige of yeara stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers ot Queen's Univereity Gowns Queen's Official Blaaen

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street , Dial 8448

THE MACCIS€N STUDIC
Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—781'

30 Years in Busmess

Have a Coca-Cola =Come on over

Keeping young folks happy at home is mostly a matter of baviog a

house in which they and their friends feel welcome. A radio, or a

phonograph and some records; a place to dance, a little food nnd

they're happy. And don't forget Cocs-Cohi ; ; : it's always a big

attraction for the youog crowd. Ic says better than words, Come

on over. . . if're g/^d lo see you. Be sure there's "Coke" in your

icebox. In aU the world there's no more cordial iavitadoo, nor one

more refreshing, than die three simple words . . . Haii " •Cfli.."

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Limited. Kingston

It's oarutal fot popolir oitnei t

Thiii"s ^v^y son hnr CoQ.Co!»
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TROJANS

(Continued from page 1)

Powell 20
MdWatters 21
Graziano 22
Mowatt .'.

. 23
Hutt 25
Ciillen 28
Linegar "29

Hubbard 30
Lefebvre 31

S. Daley 32
Hai^li 33
Clupper 34
Leach 35
Conyers 35
Edward 37
Pilon 38

Donaldson 39
T. Daley 44
Uhrig 4(5

Fulton 50
Frascr 51

Goodman 52

Official Notices

core
COTC paVades for Saturday, 11

November, are cancelled.

Commencing Tuesday, 14 No-
vember, greatcoats and melton,, caps

will be worn on all parades.

G. S. Melvin, Lieut.-Col.,

Officer Commanding,
Queen's University Cont., COTC.

Armistice Day
Classes will be called at 10.45

o'clock tomorrow morning. In order
that all students may attend the

University's Remembrance Day
ceremony in Grant Hall, which
starts at 10,53 o'clock. Classes will

resume at 11.15 o'clock.

J. R. Mott

(Continued from page 1)

The speaker received his educa-
tion at "upper Iowa ond Cornell

Universities; while at Cornell he
became interested in the YMCA
of the U.S. and Canada. In a few
years he became known as the fore-

most leader of youth on the North
American continent.

Dr. Mott took an active part in

forming the World's Student Chris-
tian Federation in 1895. AVhile do-
ing this work he travelled exten-
sively in Europe and Asia. Kecog-
nizing the universal confidence he
inspired, the U.S. offered him the

l>ost of minister to China in 1913.

In 1914-18. the speaker under-
took to organize war relief for
troops and refugees. For his ser-

vices in this work, the United States

conferred upon him the Distin-

guished Service Medal. His diplo-

malic missions included trips to

Mexico and Russia in 1916-17. Fol-
lowing the war, he plunged into

student work.

Lost

Grey striped Shaetfcr's foun-
tain pen. Finder please call 8881
evenings.

And it came to pass in the city

of Queenz that on the aft of Tuc
the tribesmen of the city g'alh-

ered at the field of the Son of

Rich for .nmna! race and lo aft^r

the clu'crs nl the nuiUitude had

subsided and the inert forms of

the exhausted men of Eart had

been borne from the field, Don
ofi Craig and Ross the Arm,
mighty warriors of Scienz, were

declared victors in the struggle.

And verily, it well befits the

men of Scienz to be fleet of foot

and sure of wind, for even now
the Lemons of Lcphanta are lay-

ing deep plans for the approach-

ing event of the Bag Saile. and

llicy do plot darkly to lay low

ihe warriors of Scienz with evil

machinations. For verily do

fates more horrible than death

await the slow ones, for forget

not that for each of the Lemons
of fair mien, there are a score

or more of displeasing appear-

ance waiting to pounce upon the

unwary.

And in trcjiidation the scribes

sought out Marion, ^'eeking ad-

vice, but lo the Maid said: "Many
are the plans put forward to

avoid those of Lephanta but

verily their hearts arc filled with

cunning, and to those insuffi-

ciently fleet to avoid them there

remains but to make the best of

them. Spend with abandon her

shekels; insist upon tobaccos of

your choice, discarding that

which she has. provided; and

drink deeply of the draughts she

has procured." (Levana, note).

And it comes to pass this eve

that the warriors of Four Five do

hold yeardanz and so a mighty

throng has purchased pasteboards

for the affair, for verily shall it

exceed even the liallowhuddle and

Lagei Rhythm of other years.

And ere the festivities commence,

all the populace of Queenz shall

gather on the field of Len to toast

the coming battle with the war-

riors of Ott, and the cheers of

the throng shall reach even unto

that faroff land, striking terror

into the hearts of those of that

place and causing them to ni-

quire: "What manner of men arc

these with whom we do combat?"

;\n(l on thcaft of Saturn shall

the answer be given and while

the warrior^ of Queenz do battle,

the mighty men of Scienz, view-

ing the fraj-, shall absorb vast

quantities of leopard juice and

other exotic substances that

their throats may be in fine form

and their yells come loud and

clear.

But even now the sands run

out, and the sun sinks lowljehind

the inn of Duffy in the land of

Porta, and the scribes must off.

Zero hour — 12:05 Sunday-

start a-rmming—Nov, 17.

For Sale

Man's dark grey overcoat,

36-38 ; green-striped suit,

36-38 ; one blue and one

green fedora; and other

items. Phone 3265. 200 Ade-

laide street, in the evenings.

Cafeteria

(Continued from page 1)

remain the same, the only changes

being an increase in the size of the

portions," .

(As reported in the last Jountal,

IPS assumed control Monday morn-

ing, after officials had met with

Queen's authorities to prepare final

arrangemenls. The move was ap-

parently designed lo assuage pre-

valent disco|iteiit with meals ; in

a recent Joitrml student opinion

survey, over 86 percent of the 200

persons queried registered dissatis-

faction with current conditions.

(With its head offices in Tor-

onto, IFS is the parent organiza-

tion of several Domiuion-wide res-,

laurant chains, including Honey

Dew. This is the first time it has

catered to a university.)

Tlie cafeteria will still be under

the super\'ision of the Union Coun-

cil, which is a composite of various

faculty members, the presidents

of the Arts, Science, and Medical

Societies, and the AMS president.

Liaison with the students will be

effected through the deputy warden

of the House Committee.

Under the new system, Mrs.

Mary MacLean will be food super-

visor, replacing Miss M. Rappolt,

who submitted her resignation some

time ago and will complete her du-

ties within the next few days. J. J.

Granery, a supervisor for IFS main

office, will assist Mr. Dinsmore. It

is hoped that, with the addition of

one or two more workers, the pres-

ent cafeteria staff will remain un-

changed.

It is not as yet known whether

ihc past deputy-warden, Mrs. E. P.

Macdonald, who has been sick for

several months, will be able to as-

sume that post again. Miss Rap-

polt had been acting-deputy-warden

since the beginning of the term.

If she ketches yo', yo're her'n.

Beware Nov. 17.

Lost

Black lunch pail, from Douglas

Library. Please return to library

caretaker.

'Tis stated that no girl can be

a straight shooter when she is full

of curves.—The Sheaf.

CIC Meeting

Dr. R. G. Sinclair will address

the student branch of ihe CIC on

"The Chemistry of Muscular

Contraction" at a meeting to he

held Monday at 4:30 p.m. in

Giirdon Mall.

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCE5S

AT
division st.

Phone 71 OO

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

ALBERT ST.

Phone 7300

A. R. XI/nOXHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now for Portr^ts and Groups

181 OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

Are You in the Know?

Music Lover-—A man who,
upon hearing a soprano in the
hathroom, puts his ear to the
keyhole.—The Hillel Scroll.

"Did you start growing that
heard when you were a boy?"
"Nope. Then I was just a little

shaver."—The Sheaf.

A modest girl never pursues a

man. Nor does a mousetrap pur-
sue a mouse.—The Hillel Scroll.

Do you think iho U haddad for —
Q "Heart" trouble

j7j A high dais quota

Q Complexion bluoi

Snnetis at ibo hamburger hangout are

fun! But too many "fries'' and double

desserts may bring complexion bluea.

Go easy on rich foods. With aenaible

diet, daily scrubbing, your face can,

defy the keenest ogling. You can

challenge costuine closeup3, too, on

"those" days. Kotex snnitary nnpldna

outwit tcUtale lines—for those patented

Kotex ends are pressed Jhl—they don't

show. Tiioy're scientificaDy deaigncd to

keep Eot«x snug-fittiDg . . . emootherl

Whieh Is moit llksly lo gel Ihft [obT

Ttie fllfl on Ihe left

On the right

C3 Tn the centra

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Welh'ngton St. Dio) 4346

Wont lo launch your life career, or land an

afl*r-school jobP Bo ulcrt. brief, frank.

Sbow tho boss you mean business, and

look it—like the girl on the right. Then,

stick to your job, esery^'^rking day. You
can, with the help of Kotex. Kotex ia

more oDmfortable—has enduring eohoess,

BO (HfTercnt from pads that just "feel"

soft at first touch. No bunching, no

roping, as Dimsy napkins do. You'll

fmd Kotex holds its eliape . . . aclually

slays soft wJiite wear'mgl

Sha'* tn the R.&A.F. {W.O.]l I* the—

Q Selling magailna lubicrlplloni

Q Checking Imtfumenti

Q Gelling a releaie ilgned

If you were in the Air Force you'd know
that she's gcll.uig a release signed. But,

being an Air Force gal, she knows she

never has to osk for o release for herself.

She flics through her daily duties with

cooCdenco on calendar days—when she

chooses Kotex, because that special 'l-ply

safety-centre gives exlra protection where

it's needed most. And Kotex has no wrong

»de to confuse you ond cause ombairoBS*

ing acddcnlsl

Girls in the know
choose KOTEX*

Yes, more girls choose KOTEX than

all other brands of pods put together.

*T.M. RcK, Can. Pol. on.

I EDEEI "^^^^ ^^^^ AGAIN"
I FP I bnporlanl new booklet full of facts about

j I ImllLv 'b" ""'1 don'ls of problum days.
^

I
.Canadian CcUucotlon Products Co. Ltd., W^/i

j
330 University Ave., Dept. Toronto, Ont,

j Please send mc a free copy of your booklet. "Thai Day

j
is Hote Again" . . . which will reach me in a pinin envelope.

I

I

j
Name

j Address

City PrrJB..
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Science Trounces Artsmen

Deceived By Clever Passing

Morgan, Soden Are Stars
As Engineers Score

15-2 Win

BY- JACK LUSH

Plunging through to an unde-

feated season, Science again cap-

tured the Inter-faculty Touch Rug-
by championship with a 15-2 tri-

umph over Arts, last Monday.

The game featured plenty of

passing and deceptiveness, but most
of the lot fell on tlie shoulders of

the Beersmen. They outfought and
outplayed their rivals who made a
gallant bid to triumph to little avail.

Bill Morgan and John' Soden
were the sparkplugs of the Science

attack, with their great passing

cnmhinalion. It came into elTect in

the openini; minute of play when
Soden took Morgan's initial pass

into touchdown territory. The con-

vert went wide. Science continued
1o apply the pressure but were un-
able to make with the scoring col-

umn until the fading minutes of
-the quarter, when Morgan and So-
den again combined their talents to

make the count read 10-0.

In the middle of the third quarter

Morgan intercepted an Arts pass on
tlieir ^0 aiid ran it to the 15. Two
players brought the ball to ' the

three, where Roberts went over or

a plunge.

The (juarter ended with Arts in

tercepting a pass and bringing the

pigskin down to the Science

Here they attempted a fcfrw^rd,

which Roberts intercepted and ran

to his 5 as tlie whistle sounded.

However, a bad snap enabled Urn

briago to break through and tag

the carrier for a rouge, thus saving

Arts from the proverbial goose-

egg. Remainder of play found both

teams taking to the air.

Line-ups

:

Arts: Cray. FIvuti. Rowley, Um
briago. Carr, Fuller, Kennedy.

Krau^;, Alielson, Woods, White
Goldman, Nixon, Badavia.

Science ; Roberts, Morgan, So-

den, Binbegan, Franz, Endelman

Hanua, Richardson, Davies, Dia-

mond, Patteran, Pritchard, Dins-

dale.

OVERCOATS
of QUALITY and VALUE at

MODERATE PRICES
The largest selection of over-
coats to choose from in the
city . . . and NONE but the
best. They fit with made-to-
order precision. They're soft
in hand, their imported British
fabrics are durable. Smart
styles design(_-d by SOCIETY
BRAND and other

,
leading

Canadian manufacturers. . . .

Choose yours now!

MODERATELY

PRICED

at

24.1
50
p

SEE

OUR

SPECIAL

WINDOW

DISPLAYS

Here are suits that

keep their good
looks indefinitely.

Tailored o f finest

quality fabrics. All

the newest styles,

patterns and colors

. . . and. of course,

at Tweddell's usual

moderate prices.

Smart Furnishings
Tweddell's large selection, including hats by Stetson

. . . is your guarantee of the newest and best in

furnishings—and assured good appearance. All are

MODERATELY PRICED

TWEDDELL'S

SPORTS

THE CAMPUS SPCKFLIGHT
BY GORD MACK

After a secret session with our Ouija Board, and a last-minute cursory

glance at Milliken's cardiograph, we have crawled out on a morning glory

vine, burnt our trellisses behind us, and called the Tricolour to end up on
top in tomorrow's tussle by five points.

We don't honestly expect the team to continue its progressive improve-

ment offensively and defensively as it has been doing all seasop and trounce

the Trojans by 55-0; but we are banking heavily on the combination of a

fighting line, a fast backfield, and that "old college try" to cross the Trojan
end-line at least once more than Amie McWatters' cohorts.

That Ottawa line is going to be tougher lo pass than a surprise exam,
with veterans like Fraser,.Seguin, and Chipper adding a few new tricks to

the Leonard Field assault course—but the Trojan line is lighter than

Barriefield's (which featured recognized stars like Nick Kruk of Winnipeg
and Bill Miller of Beaches), and the Tricolour line starred against them.

The fact that Ottawa lacks Bus Moorehouse's deadly tackling at end means
it's weaker than Ordnance, and gives more opportunity for the fugitives

from the track team hiding out in Bob Elliott's backfield to pick up yardage
around the ends and on the kick run-backs. In the punting and passing

department, there is little to choose on past performances, with Nelson and
Moro capable of matching the best flinging that Ottawa can offer, while

Arnie McWatters will have to be at his best to out-dbtance Milliken's long

hoists.

Yesterday we received a very informative letter from Dave Sprague in

answer to a request for Trojan data. ..He mentions that Ted Edwards
coached the Queen's Juniors in '37 while playing in exhibition games for

the Seniors, and is a brother of Johnny Edwards, who preceded Bob Elliott

as Tricolour coach. Arnie McWatters and George Eraser are co-captains

of the team, both being rated on several all-star Big Four teams. George
Eraser this year led the ORFU linesmen in scoring, mounting up his total

by consistent placement and convert kicks. After supplying us with the

Ottawa results for the season, Dave Sprague went on to say: "As you will

see by the above, we ended third in the ORFU with three wins against three

losses, but had the satisfaction of beating Balmy Beach (previously un-

defeated leaders) in Toronto, 14-9, to finish our season. We played only one

bad game and that against the same Balmy Beach team earlier in the season,

and either one of our games with Hamilton could have gone either way.

In the first game, when we were beaten 6-1, we had the ball on their one

yard with a minute left to play but a fumble killed our chances. Again the

following week in Hamilton we led 7-6 with seven' minutes left to play in

the last quarter when Mr. Krol got away just once to take the ball game
12-7. Hamilton were defending Canadian champions, so we were not

disgraced by any means,"

Since the last issue got used up to shine COTC boots, the Science faculty

has won honours in two fields. Don Craig' led a Science '4S harrier team

to 3 new course record of 13 minutes, 37.4 seconds. In the interfaculty

touch rugby. Science finished off the schedule by overwhelming Arts 15-3.

The final standings were:

,W L F A
Science — 4 0 24 8

Arts - 2 2 4t 22

Meds 0 4 0 36

60 Years With Queen's Teams
Alfie was Curtis' Mascot

ALFIE PIERCE
TRAINER EMERITU3l

Don Craig Sets New Record;

Sc '45|Repeats Team Victory

VISITING CAPTAIN

OPEN SATURDAY TILL 9 P.M.

137 - 139 Princess St. Dial 6595

i.

|74 1
ARNIE MCWATTERS

Ottawa Co-captain, and star punter,

passer and quarter-back who is a

Queen's guest at the stadium
tomorrow.

Harrier Field Numbering
239 Completes Course

Tuesday

Sports Notes

The intramural softball game

between Meds '49 and Sc. '45,

scheduled for tonight, has been

postponed until November 21,

7-8 p.m.

Entries fur the men's intra-

mural bowling tournament will

be received in the men's locker-

room or by Bill Roberts until

November 15 at 6 p.m. Under

the new scoring system, eacli year

is allowed 50 percent participa-

0(1 in thie event in the following

ratio of teams: Sc. '48, 12 ; Sc. '47,

9 ; Sc. '46, 9 : Sc. '45, 7 ; each Meds

year, 3: Arts '48, 7; Arts '47, 2;

Arts '46. 2; Arts '45, 2. Each

team will be allowed seven men.

Track equipment should be

retnrned to the intramural direc-

BY WU.L KENNEDY

To the accompanii|ient of the

last echoes of Jack Harvey's

trusty six-shooter, a motley stani-

|)ede of 296 marathoners thun-

dered down Albert street last

Tuesday afternoon, with hopes

of furthering the respective

causes of their years in the Bews

Trophy competition.

Don Craig led a determined

team of Sc. '45 vcierans to the

year's fourth annual win of the

cross-country contest. The win-

ning team, with Don Craig run-

ning first, Bill Roberts in sixth

position, and Jack Hanna. Merv

Pritchard. and Jimmy Scott, re-

spectively. lOch. !2ch. and 34th,

was given a close race by the

Sc. "46 team of Ross Arnett,

])lacing second. Hector, Catcb-

])oic. Major, and Carter.

Interesting sidelights on the

race were the hardihood of three

Sciencettes and the Arts man

who was observed searching for

the finish line with the aid of a

flashlight.

For the third consecutive year

the course record was broken,

this time by Don Craig's 13

minutes, 37.4 seconds.

Only three starters failed to

complete the course. Rumours

from Sadie Hawkins campaign

headquarters reveal that they

have been awarded handicaps in

the marathon beginning this

Sunday midnight.

tor's office ^in the gym on Mon-

day from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Brains, Braivn,

Beauty vs. Blimps

Overshadowing the rest of the

Queen's sports weekend, the first

sports highlight of the year will

be the ignominious defeat of the

mediocre Ban Righ Blimps by

those illustrious and awe-inspir-

ing Journal Jerks. For those wiio

are not in the krioiv. the .obscure

Ban Kitih Blimps are the hefty-

muscled, but defective, freshctte

of Arts '4S baseball team. These

two teams will clash ni a knock'

do'wn, drag-out baseball game on

the lower campus this aftenionn

at 4:30 o'clock.

The Jerks expect to surpass, or

at least emulate, the amazing

feat of last year's Jerks, who gave

the scarcely passable Blimps

phenomenal drubbings in every

field of sport, including hockey,

baseball, ping-pong, rugby and

tiddley-winks. Starring for the

Jerks will be the former Chief

Jerk, Kenneth G. Phin, who is

expected to turn in his usual

stellar performance as nmpire-m-

cliief. Assisting him will be

"Muscles". Mack as base umpire.

"Slugger" Slack, the senior

wrangler, will devote his time to

diverting tlic allentions of Che

Blimps- 'l'..\M-rliou>L'" Polowiu

will spark the Luam home in any

old position, cheered and heart-

ened by the Luscious Jerk mas-

cots, Glamour Gill and Ouija

Wilson.

.\ccording to spies and spot-

ters, the Blimps have been prac-

tising regularly and are expected

to turn in a brave, though futile,

performance. "Tattle-Tale" Gray,

[he leader of the Jerks, says that

only if the game comes lo blows

is there any danger of the Jerks

winning by less than a lOO-point

margin. Should this unfortunate

occurrence come to pass, no one

knows what might happen, since

the Blimps outweigh the Jerks by

a 25-pound average. Our sym-

pathies rest with the pitiful

Blimps as they trudge the last

weary mile to the lower campus

battlefield, adipose biceps and

rhomboids flapping limply.

BY TREVOR THOMPSON

Tomorrow's game will recapture

much of the old "Oil Thigh" spirit

of tlie intercollegiate contests, and

one of the most important details

not been overlooked. The Tri-

colour will advance onto the field

of hatUe with a tremendous psy-

chological advantage over the Tro-

jans, for Queen's official and per-

manent mascot will be cheering the

hoys on to victory.

Alfie Pierce, the perennial cheer-

leader, mascot, trainer, historian,

and enthusiast of all Queen's rugby

teams, has shaken the mothballs

out of his historic suit of tradi-

tional blue, gold and red, polished

up his famous brass-headed stick,

and is preparing for a gala day.

AW Queen's students have seen

Alfic around the stadium, and if

their fathers went to Queen's, they

will remember him too. for when

it comes to a long term in office,

Alfie makes President Roosevelt

look like a raw beginner. He has

been associated with sports on the

campus for over sixty years for he

was adopted as mascot in his early

teens by the legendary Guj' Curtis,

who led tlie famous team of IS8S

to victory over Yafe.

Alfie was horn in Kingston and

acquired his three R's at Gordon

Street School, which stood on the

present site of Ban Righ Halt. As
a young man Alfie became care-

taker of the old gym, and tlien later

of the stadium and of the old and

new arena. Now past the three-

quarter of a century mark, he is stiU

a member of the staff.

Until the war cancelled intercol-

legiate sports. .Mfie travelled to all

the out-of-town rugby games with

the team, and has probably attended

more games than anyone in the foot-

ball world, and yet he shows no

sign of losing enthusiasm, for he

is still to be seen at all the prac-

tices, leaning on his bronze-headed

cane.

.A.II the famous men of Queen's

gridiron live on in Alfie's memory,

and on questioning, he relates in-

numerable anecdotes about all of

them. He spealis with reverence

of Guy Curtis, of Billy Nickle,

George Richardson, Jock Hatty,

and of scores more too numerous

to mention, of men perhaps unfa-

tniliar to present-day students, but

who were the stars of their era and

contributed to the great tradition o£

their Alma Mater.

SOFTBALL STARTS

Notice

Legal action can be avoided if

the man suspected will return the

fawn trench coat taken from the

basement cloakroom of the

librarv on Wednesday night.

In the opening game of the

indoor softball season last Tues-

dav. the first in two years. Science

'45 took an early league lead by

overcoming Arts '4S by 8-2. Cy
Moro pitched winning hall for the

Engineers, with Sara Pataran

(13 for 3). Don Beckett and

.Archie Campbell supplying the

offensive punch. Berman and

Fuller were effective for Arts.

On Wednesday the Science

sophomores trounced Arts '46 to

the tune of 12-2. and the Science

frosli earned on the Engineering

tradition by defeating Arts '47

bv the score of 4-0.

TENNIS TOURNEY

In the tennis semi-finals, Jimmy

Gibbons of Meds '50, who defeated

Don Creahan of Arts '46, 6-3, 6-3.

will play off against Al. Dean, Sc.

'46, who won out against his bro-

ther,* Malcolm, Meds '50, in two

sets out of three, 2-6, 6-2, 6-3. Gib-

bons is favoured to edge out his

opponent, and then to play Don

Helleur. Sc. '45. in the final best

ihree out of five sets.
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Kingston's Oldest

Estoblsihed Shoe Store

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALLENTYNE

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Pep Rally

GOURDIERS
78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

ZAKOS BBOTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Ekiin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STREET

There was a young man in the

Union

Who complained about Levanite

womanion

;

But now he can't brag

He won't be at the Drag,

So he's cussin' and fussin' and

fnm ion.

Sade Approaches

Monday morning at 12:05

o'clock, the sound of the gun will

release a wolfish horde of jaded

Sades or Sadie jades, or what you

will, on Ihi; campus. Excitement

runs high. Rumour has it that

the "We Didn't Want To Go

Anyway But Dammit You Might

Have Asked" Club is laying in a

heavy supply of liquid refresh-

ments, ropes, pistols, arsenic, etc.

In fact the president of the

WDWTGABDYMHA Club is

reported to have consulted a top-

ranking Navy official about how

to lie knots (with special refer-

ence to hangman's knots). Any
generous-minded freshette inter

ested in saving a life might leave

him a bid to the Drag c/o the

Journal office (plug). . . . Well,

Monday's the day and Friday's

the Drag. Happy hunting, Sades.

Pep Rally

Tonight is the night of the

pL'p rally, first one Queen's has

had for three years. It's another

big occasion in red ink and

capitals. The freshettes hne up

for their parade at 7 p.m. sharp

in front of Ban Righ. Somebody

told us to mention that freshette

attendance was compulsory—but

this is one time we won't need to

stress that. Seniors and sophs

turn up at Ban Righ at 7 o'clock

loo—and fall in behind the fresh

ettes. Most important warning-

bring a good set of lungs. You'll

need 'em to ont-yell the Science

men who will likely have oiled

theirs for the occasion.

The Saturday lecture will last

only until 2:15 to allow Levana

to take part in the pyjama parade

al(jng with the boys. Wear your

ribbons and bring your tickets,

and leave your knitting at home
this time.

(Continued from page 1)

in front of the Old Gym. Cheer-

leaders will lead the crowd in a few

Queen's rugby yells and then the

Pipe Band will lead a snake parade

to Leonard Field.

The speeches of the facultyvpre-

sidents will be brief and will stress

the all imiver^ity theme. as opposed

to the narrower faculty concepts.

The gathering will then give each

of the faculty )ells in turn, and

with the Oil Thigh yell, the presi-

dents will ignite ihe bonfire setting

fire to the efFig\-.

Freshman dress will be pajamas

and tams. and freshettes will dress

informally in slacks, plaid shirts

and tams.

Cheerleaders for tonight and for

tomorrow's game will be Mnffy

Hibhert. Joyce Watson an.i Dnrn-

thy Mills of Levana, with Jack

Hanna. Bill Newlands and "Dutch"

Van Blaricom completing the sex-

tet.

The route of the snake dance

from the Old Gym will be to Union

Street, down .'Vrch to the Princi-

pal's residence, along to University,

up to Union again, across to Albert,

and then to Leonard Field.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FEROIE WATERS

Once again we

paper to continue

CAMSI

ISS

Saturday Address

The address this Saturday will

he dehvered by Captain C. R.

Chaike, army psychiatrist for

M D-3. Captain Chaike will speak

on readjustment of service men
and women in their return to

civilian life and e.spL-cially to uni-

versity life. Dv. McCuaig, who
was scheduled lo give this week's

lecture, was suddenly called to

New York, and Captain Chaike

is taking his place.

This week's war films will be

shown at 1 :30 on Saturday,

November 18, instead of tomor-

ruw. There will be two of them:

Thi' War for Mat's M'mds, and

Psycli'mlry in .iclion.

Tile I k-cture tomorrow begins,

as usual, at 1 :30 p.m. sharp.

(Continued Irom page 1)

of the world, who, because of the

war or some other reason, are with

out the means to pursue their edu

catioii. It also supplies food and

clothing where it is necessary. Tliis

applies also to university students

in concentration or internment

camps, and in some places, it has

even been possible to estabfish

small camp universities.

Many doubtful points were clear-

ed up by Dr. A. J. Coleman. One

question involved the distribution

of the money raised by the stu-

dents on the campus. It was found

that the total cost of administra-

tion amounts to I .S% of the fund^;

raised. One-third is sent to China

to aid students there whose univer-

sity life has been shattered by the

war. and tlie remainder is sent to

Gtueva where it is distributed by a

well-informed ])ennanent staff, A
large proportion of the administra-

tive cost enables secretaries to tra-

vel around the country organizing

campus cam]>aigns.

As yet. it has not been decided

what entertainment will be provided

at Queen's to raise these funds but

it is Relieved a lecture, carnival,

or dance will be presented some

lime before Christmas.

The cunnnittee agreed that the

ISS in tiiL'se times should be the

foremost concern of alt students re-

gardless of race, creed, or nation-

ality.

put pen to

this serial

—

speaking of cereal, you won't

need Kellogg's Pep to give you

zest and enthusiasm at the rally

tonight if you have been regular

at Levana sports.

For bedtime reading before

the game on Saturday, we advise

Rtigby Chapd. If you still feel you

will not be able to follow the

biggest plays and the best passes

made during the game, consult

Dorothy Dix's latest article on

"A 45-yard 'Line' which will gel

yon in the game." Incidentally,

if you ar^ a blonde it doesn't

mean that you have to sit in the

bleachers. Also remarks such as

"Hit him hard," "Kick, yon fool,"

and "Get that guy" are not neces-

sarily directed at you. Reminds

me of the 'girl who liked the

200-pound rugby player who fell

on the pigskin because he had

plenty on the ball.

Life-Saving

We are pooling efforts to ob-

tain a candidate for a first class

instructor's certificate, so the life-

saving classes may start. It will

be time well spent and ability

well lent if you can take on this

job. Please see Mhora Howson

when you are ready to take the

plunge.

There will be a meeting of all

those interested in taking part in

the ice carnival in the "reception

room at Ban Righ after first

sitting lunch today.

(Continued from page 1)

Among items on the agenda are dis-

cussions of arrrangement of in-

terne's services and university stu-

dent health plans.

CAMSI was formed in 1936 and

the national chairman is Jacques

Lussier of the University of Mont-

real. All nine Canadian medical stu-

dent organizations are members,

Queen's joined last year and the

CAMSI con vention

next year at Queen

' will be held

Newman Dance

The Newman Club will hold

its next dance on Tuesday. No-

vember 14, at 8:30 p.m. in St.

Joseph's Hall, Hotel Dieu Hos-

pital. Members free; others, 25c.

TAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop

79 Princess St

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

Toronto U Offering

Postwar Era Talks

Toronto—(CUP)—Pcofe Mak-

ing and IVorld Ordlr is the title

of a series of public lectures con-

cerning international and post-war

plans which are to be given by the

department r>f Modern History of

Toronto University. The purpose

of these lectures is to indicate to

the public the common grouild be-

tween the different nations concern-

ed with the problem, of securing

peace.

Among the speakers will be Pro-

I

fcssor Mclnnis of the department

of Plistory. Harold Butler of tlie

British Embassy in Washington,

Prof. David Owen of Harvard Uni-

versity. Prof. Bartlet Brebner of

Columbia Univor;ity, and Prof. F.

C. A\M of the- dupartnicnt of Law.

All out to

and Saturdav

Friday's pep rally

s \'ictorv march.

Membership in the WDWTG
ABDYMHA Club opens mid-

night imtil Nov. 17.

In a city hit by the housing

sKortage. a man implored a land

lord for a room. "Have you any

children?" the landlord asked.

"No," answered the would-be

tenant.

"Any dogs?"

"No."

"Any other pets—a canary or

parrot perhaps?"

"No," said the man, "but I've

got a fountain pen that scratches

a little."

See our advertisers when

require quality merchandise.

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

DON'T MISS

L'ii Abner phyzyques

Are wdiat Sadie zyqiies.

—Nov. 17.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

ELLIOTTS
Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Welcome to Queens

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE

JOHN R. MOTT
CONVOCATrON HALL

World Citizen
5p.m. NOVEMBER 15
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SEN. BOUCHARD TO SPEAK HERE
Ottawa Trojans Down Gaels

By 12-5 Score On Saturday

Exhibition Game Concludes
Queen's Football

Season

Kniewasser Stars

BY GORD MACK
Despite the combination of a

rnammotli pregame pep-rally,

Alfie's inspiring presence, and

the energetic efforts of six cheer-

leaders, the Gaels were out-

galloped last Saturday afternoon

1 2-5 by the Trojan Horse im-

ported from Ottawa. The loss

marked the first Queen's defeat

in three years.

The Tricolour twelve assumed

the lead in the opening quarter,

using the "conventional" Nelson-

Miltiken routine, but Ottawa
equalled that touchdown before

the end of the quarter, and con-

tinued to make small additions to

their total throughout the game.

The most thrilling moments of

;hc game were midway through

liie last quarter, when yueen's.

trailing 10-5, staged a field-length

parade of 84 yards in six downs
to carry the ball to the Ottawa
one-yard stripe. At this point.

George Fraser rallied his line,

and they stubbornly held through

two downs, to give Ottawa pos-

^ession and the opportunity to

kick out of danger.

Tricolour Scores First.

The stage for the first score

was set when Archie Campbell

recovered an Ottawa fumble on

the Tricolour 50. Sonny Nelson

fired a short pass to Andy Knie-

wasser to advance the ball to the

Trojan 42, whi^vc he was downed
by a former Gael, Ted Edwards.

A picture extension play carried

Milhken far to the right, where

he was run out of bounds at the

eight-yard mark. On the first

play Nelson tossed the ball to

Miliiken in the clear behind the

Ottawa line. The convert was
iilocked.

OTTAWA TROJANS
(Continued on page 6)

Draftee Problem

To Be Discussed

The executive of the Debating

Union has decided upon the fol

lowing resolution for the next de

bate, on Tuesday. November 28:

resolved: that the Canadian Gov

ernment should immediately iniple

ment Bill 80 to send draftees over

seas as reinforcements for the Ca

nadian Army.

Debating Union officials fee! that

this controversial and timely ques

tion merits the serious considera

tion of Queen's students. There

will be two members on each de

bating team, and speakers will be

allowed 1 5 minutes in which to

present ihtir arg^imcnts. To date,

the "Debating Union has secured

the services of one debater who i

prepared to lake either side of tlie

resolution.

DEBATE
(Continued oir page 3)

Commerce Club

Members of the Arts Con-

curjus will linx'c tlieir photo

for tlie Tiicohn taken tonight

at 7 o'clock at the Marrison

Studios.

'Three's a Family* Tickets

Will Go On Sale Tomorrow
With rehearsals now in their

fourth week, and with stage pre-

parations begim. Three's a Fatnily

is being polished for presenta-

tion in Convocation Hall Tuesday,

H'ednesday and Thursday as the

Queen's Drama Guild's major pro-

duction of the fall lerm. A!! seats

will be reserved ; tickt::ts at 50 cents,

\vtU he put on sale tomorrow at

'he Queen's Post Office and at Rike-

ly & V'ince, tobacconists, corner of

and Bagot streets.rv

This year the Drama Guild is

fiillowing its usual policy of stag-

ing a comedy, chosen from among
ifcent Broadway successes, in the

fall term, and a serious drama in

the winter. Comedies recently stag-

ed have been Charley's Aunt, Ar-

si'iiu iiiid Old Ldi-f and You Caii'l

Take ll With You.

Radio Workshop

The Queen's Radio Workshop, a

division of the Drama Guild, is

planning to bold its first broadcast

soon. The Key, a half-hour drama,

is ready for production, and will

he read as soon as broadcasting

arrangements can be completed with

CKWS, the Kingston radio slation.

All schedules of ihc Kadio Work-

shop will be carried in the Jonrml.

Students To Hear

AddressTomorrow

By Dr. J. R. Mott

Religious Leader To Speak
In Convocation Hall

At 5 p.m.

Dr. John R, Mott, a world tra-

veller, missionary, statesman, and

religious leader, who is attending

tlie Inter-church Conference on

Work! Missions, will speak tomor-

row at 5 p.m. in Convocation Hall

Widely known in the religious

world. Dr. Mott is chairman of the

International Missionary Council

and die North American vice-pre-

sident of the World Council of

Churches.

During his career he founded and

headed tor 33 years t!ie World Stu-

dent Christian Federation. He was

chairman of the Student Volunteer

Movement for the first 30 years of

its existence. Twelve different

countries have bestowed decora

lions on him and his world ministry

has included 60 different countries

Dr. Mott has written hooks on

religious, ethical, and educational

problems, but for the past years

he has been devoting himself to

the furthering of certain large un-

dertakings in the realm of interna-

tional, inter-racial and inter-de

noniinational co-operation.

Special Courses

To Start atMcGill

Service Men To Enrol In

January

AInnti-eal — (CUP) — McGill

l.'niversiiv announced last Frida*'

that in Jruiuaiy special courses will

he started for the diousands of ser-

vice men who will be returning to

dieir .studies under the govern

ment's rehabilitation plans. The an-

nouncement coincides with the dis-

charge last week of an estimated

15.000 men from the RCAF in

Canada. Those affected were gra-

duates awaiting posting overseas

or those who would finish their

McGILL COURSES

( Continued on page 4)

UBC Preparing
Marriage Course

The University of British Co-

lumbia is now preparing a course

nn Marriage and Family Life at

tile request of the B.C. Parent-

Teachers Federation which is ex-

pected to help many Canadian fam-

ilies solve wartime problems and

living in the postwar era.

Believed to lie ihe first course qf

its kind in Canada, this course is

being organized by a group of lead-

ng Canadian and American psy-

chiatrists and social workers, and

will emphasize the importance of

family life in any progressive na-

tion.

Principal's Lecture

Freshmen and freshettes

are requested to attend the

next Principal's lecture, at

10 o'clock Friday morning

in Grant Hall. The address

will last one hour.

Sadie H. Plans

Harrowing Session

Screaming Males Captured
For Friday Drag,
Saturday Dregs

With tlie clanging of bells —
Grant Hall and the telephone

and the screaming of sirens — fire

engine and feminine the seventh

annua! Sadie Hawkins week-long

marathon began yesterday at 12.05

a,m. Running die gamut of break

fast dates, lunch dates, theatre date

and just plain dates, the drag will

he climaxed as in former years

with the infamous Dogpatdr Drag

Friday evening, and its sequel, for

the survivors, Saturday night at

Ban Righ, labelled the "Dregs of

the Drag."

The Friday fracas is sponsored

by the popular Queeh's Pipe Band

and will feature the Fort Frontenac

Orchestra. All entrants to die Drag

must produce an entry certificate

available from Doric Mills, Joan

Coi^eland, Betty Carty, Kay Justus

and Maureen Armstrong.

A special feature of this year's

Drag -will be a contest to determine

SADIE HAWKINS
(Continued on page 0)

Principal Wallace
Speaks at Service

Addressing the students in a Re

memhrance Day service in Grant

Hal! on Saturday. Dr. R. C. Wal

lace stated. "The scars of a quarter

of a century ago had not herded

when they were re-opened and new

wounds were made, and so, today,

in this hour of remembrance, we

think not only of the heroes of

vesteryear held in memory across

the years, but of diose who. so

short a time ago, trod these halls

with light hearts and went Out iiUu

the unknown as heroes.

"We are here to pay our respects

to the memory of those who fell in

the first Great War and in the

present conflict, the fathers and

brothers of your generation.

There are many in Canadian

homes sorrowful on this day. May
they be given reason to feel assured

that those young lives have not

been given in vain, That is our

responsibility: we cannot avoid it.

It is the fitting moment for us to

resolve, individually and collective-

y. that we bend all our energies

and all our knowledge and wisdom

to seeing that, with God's help,

a world of justice and liberty and

righteousness shall prevail when

victor\' is won."

Will Address PublicAffairs Club

Monday Evening in Grant Hall

SENATOR T. D. BOUCHARD

A. Brailoivsky

To Play Here

BY HENRV KNEPLER

The Russian pianist, Alexander

Erailowsky will play in the second

Cni\'ers!tv concert of this season.

Mr, [Iraiiiuv <ky, who was boni in

Kiev hi 18'Ji). and studied in Vien-

na under Tlieodor Lesclietitzky.

was one of the best-known pianists

in Europe before this war. He has

made no less than ten tours in

Europe, apart from six in South

America, and several others in

North America and even Africa.

.-\lex-andcr Erailowsky is particu-

larly noted as an interpreter of

Chopin. In 193S lie gave a series

of six recitals, devoted to the music

of this composer, in Town Hall,

\cw York, |.ila\in;,' livi ^vo^ki. a

fe.it whicii he had already accomp-

lished in Paris, Brussels, and Bue-

nos Aires.

The program of Mr. Brailow-

sky's concert in Grant Hall on

Thursday encompasses almost three

centuries of musical development.

Its first part coniains a concert by

\'iv:i!>Ji. PoihTdlr ii'ul CofrUrio by

Scarlatti and ihc Somiln in F iiiinor

CONCERT SERIES

(Continued on page 5)

French Canada, National
Unity' To Be Discussed

At Open Meeting

On Nationwide Tour

Sen. T. D. Boucliard, former

chairman of the Quebec Hydro

Commission and the present mayor

of St. Hvacinthe, Quebec, will

speak on Frewh Canada and Na-
lioml Unity under the auspices of

the Public Affairs Club Monday

at 8 p.m. in Grant Hall.

In his maiden speech to the Ca-

nadian Senate last June, Senator

Bouchard focused nation-wide at-

tention on what he called "The un-

derground dictatorship" of Quebec

— the powerful secret order of

Jacques Cartier whicli, be stated,

has as its ultimate aim the com-

plete disruption of Canadian unity.

Since then, in the press and on

the public platform he has warned

the nation against the machinations

of Quebec's- ^separatists, among

whom are to be found a small,

powerful group of the clergy, who

would set up a Fascist-inclined,

Gmrch-dominated state along the

pattern of Spain and Portugal. As
a remedy he has constandy urged

that "all Canadians of good-will

should unite to create a national

mind that would prevent the disin-

tegration of Confederation."

Senator Bouchard will speak to

the I.'niversily as part of a trans-

Canada speaking tour. He will be

introduced by Principal R. C. Wal-

lace,

Arts Photos

J. R. M. Wilson will ad-

dress the Commerce Club at

8 o'clock tonight in the Sen-

ate room of the Old Arts

building. His topic will be

"The Effects of Wartime

Taxation on Canadian Busi-

ness." Admission will be

free to members of the club,

ten cents to all others.

Li7 Ahner Sends Warnin*;

Wimminfolks Is On Warpath
BY L. ABNCR VOKUM

Do^atch. Ky.—(CUP)—Ab ha.s

been reseevin reports diat the fe-

male wimmin up aroun' yourn way

bav conspired to hav a Sadie Haw-

kins Day this week and as ah bit-

terly reahlizes bow we menfolk

must stick together in an e-iner-

juncy like this'n, and as ab feels

ah should give all yo' menfolks all

the chanct ah kin. ab hav paid mah

fee of one ten cent piece to Avail-

ile Jones and sent this mule ex-

press to yourn town.

.As yo' must know, this here day

was orijinated by Sadie Hawkins'

pa who was Mayor of Dogpatch.

His dotter was so homely thet even

them Skonk Hollow injineers

wusn't intrusted, so her pappy

(that's her parent on her pa's side)

proklamed a race with the rool that

any man which Sadie wuz able to

ketch would he her'n. Wal, since

even Sadie wuz suksessfnll ketcb-

ing a niaiifnik, all utiier gaU wldib

is intrujied in same, wiiich iticiud-.'s

all other fjals, have begun the same

idea. This is very unfortunate for

you menfolk up there at Kweeu's

now that them coliidge gals have

started it, becuz there ain't nuthin

LI'L ABNER
(Continued on page 4)
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It*s Human

Faculty Courts

At this time tlie faculty courts of the three major faculties

begin to function, and perennial criticism, both mild and rabid,

has been and will be heard for the next few weeks. The methods
of the courts, the substance of the charges, and even their justi-

fication, are all questioned. Some of those opposed to the courts

brand them "juvenile, puerile", and even "sadistic". Whether this

criticism is just or unjust is not for us to decide. Still, there must
be some factor prompting these individuals to decry the courts,

Certainly the courts have not always had so many opponents, or

they would never have been formed; nor would they have lived

past their infancy.

According to members of Queen's alumni of some years ago,

the discipline of the student body was carried out almost completely

by student representatives. Their disciplinary scope was wide,

their control scarcely limited, and responsibility rested with the

faculty courts, subordinate, of course, to the AMS court. Student

conduct on and off the campus during the session was equally

regulated. The AMS had the final word as to the fate of any
student who digressed from the accepted path of conduct while

out' of classes. Cases are cited of students being punished for

disorderly conduct in Kingston which might have marred the

reputation of the student body at large, and even of two students
being expelled on the authority of the AMS for a serious offense

against their fellows, that of stealing texts. Rowdyism and
puerility were not associated with student government in any of

its branches in the past.

Why, then, one asks, has any sort of stigma fallen on this

agent of student government? Some reasons have been offered,

the chief of which is possibly a result rather than a cause. Queen's
has always been noted for the major part which students played
in the administration of their own affairs. Some would suspect
that the questionable behaviour of the present day comes from a

lessening of respect for the student government. It would seem
that an inconspicuous movement has been going on for some time
to relegate student government to a minor role. We believe that

vulgarity in this very important means of enforcing student
administration will only serve to provide those who would lessen
the power of the students with a tangible excuse.

We still have a more active government than that in almost
any other Canadian university ; but we compare unfavourably with
the past. We have power and organization but we do not make
full use of them. Vulgarity, injustice, or infringement on the
valuable possessions of Queen's students. Tiie inevitable result

. will be to weaken self-government in all respects. We would
suggest that the faculty courts study their field of action, and then
carry out their functions to as full a degree as possible. Any
movement to remove or lessen the authority and scope of the
disciplinary bodies of the students will serve only to confine them
to insignificant actions and tend to accentuate so-called puerile
actions. Let us not tie down the courts, but urge them to carry
out their function to as full a degree as possible.

—A.E.R.

Y aOHD PETKRS

BAN RIGH DIARY

Dear Diary:

Oh, goodness, whom shall I take

to the Sadie Hawkins Dance ? Per-

haps that cute little freshman who

sits beside me in English? He's

such a le'wd fellow—always snick-

ering over those nasty remarks our

professor makes. That might be

fun . . . Then, of course, there's

that absolutely wonderful sopho-

more—the way he smokes his big

gurgling pipe . . . Mmmm. He even

looks a little like Frankie, if Frankie

wore glasses.

Or maybe that too. too rugged

senior — I met him at the Fresh

reception, and he was such a big

bully. I asked him if he liked hold-

ing hands, and he grunted. "Naw,

it's too sticky." Oh, golly, diary,

who'll it be?

Or Maybe Platinum?

Ah, those Union meals Under

New Management ! Food, food,

oodles and oodles of good food!

Cooked potatiies. butter at every

meal—all this and soup at supper,

too. Now the skeptics are begin-

ning to use their untailing logic.

"The Union was a non-profit or-

ganization. The food was skimpy

»nd poor. Now the Union is a

profit organization. The food
'
is

plentiful and good. But what we

want to know is this: WHO got

the diamonds?"

Sadie Hawkins Day-How to Act

MEN
Have the wench call for you at

nine o'clock and arrange to have

your landlady meet her at the door.

Your landlady will explain that

you are upstairs dressing and will

be down very soon now. At nine-

thirty you can yell down and say

that you will be ready in a minute,

and then come down very slowly

at fen, saying you are very sorry

that you kept her waiting. Now
go into a long-winded discussion

with the landlady about what -to

say if Doris, Hazel. Bertha, or

Dawne calls while you are gone.

As soon as you are a block or two

from home, remember you forgot

your tie-clip and would be simply

lost without it. While she waits

in the car, take your time about

getting it. The idea is not to ap-

pear to be in a hurry.

On your way to the dance ask

her to turn on the radio in the car.

If )'ou are in luck she won't have

one and you can say, "Gee, I sure

miss a radio. F^uline, the girl I

kick around with, has a radio in

her car and we sit in the park and

look out over the water and the city

lights and listen to romantic music

;by the hour." All this, fellows,

helps to have the lady in a good

mood when you reach the dance.

After you check your coats and

things, leave her standing in the

What'cha ma
Column

doorway while you go to the men's

washroom ; smoke a couple of cigar-

ettes and kill about twenty minutes

before coming back. Don't hurry.

Now ask to sit down before you

start to dance, and as soon as she

finds a seat you can howl long and

lustily that it's loo far from the

door; it's too close to the corner;

it's behind a pillar; ana you just

can't stand the guy that sits at the

next table. This brings added en-

joyment in a night club with husky

waiters trotting about. Now pause

a minute and exclaim, "Gosh, what

a lousy orchestra." If she asks if

you are having a good time just

grunt, "Oh, yes."

About two hours before anyone

else would think of leaving, say

that you have been out every night

for the last two weeks and are

dead tired and would like to

home. Just to prove this point, go

to sleep on the way, and when she

wakes you up, spring out of the

car before she has time to turn

off the motor, drolling these im-

mortal words. "Thanks for a lovely

time. Good night, and see you again

some time." Then run, don't walk

to your front door.

Carry this out to the letter, and

if you live through it you are a

very lucky man.

The University

World

WOMEN

—Davis

And while determined Lemons suffer already from much dialing,

e'en now the cowering men of Eart and Mudd and, yea, even of

Scienz. are seeking refuge in shady haunts.

BY HI

Terse Tales

1

A j'oung lad)' dreamed one night

that she was walking along a

strange country lane. It led her up

a wooded hill whose summit was

cr'owned with tlie lovelies little

white frame house and garden she

had ever seen. Unable lo conceal

her delight, she knocked loudly on

the door of the house, and finally

it was opened by .in old, old man

with a long white beard. Just

she started to talk to him, she woke

up. Every detail of this dream was

so vivid in her memory that she

carried it about in her head for

days.

Then, on three successive nights,

she had precisely the same dream

again. Always she awakened at the

point where her conversation with

the old man was &bout to begin.

A few weeks later, the young

ady was motoring to Ottawa for a

week-end party, when she suddenly

tugged at the driver's sleeve and

begged him to stop. There, at the

right, of the concrete highway, was

the country lane of her dream.

"Wait for me a few minutes," she

pleaded, and, her heart beating

wildly, set out on the lane. She

was no longer surprised when it

wound to the top of the wooded

hill and the house whose every fea-

ture was now so familiar to her.

Sure enough the old bearded man
responded to her impatient sum-

monses. "Tel! me," she began, "is

this little house for sale."

"That it is," said the man, "but

I would scarcely advise you to buy

it. You sec. young lady, this house

is haunted."

"Haunted." echoed the girl. "For

heaven's sake, by whom?"
"By you," said the old man, and

softly closed the door.

Printed by kind permission of

Bennett A. Ccrf.

Arrange to call for your men at

9 o'clock — specifically stating "on

the dot." At 25 past, stroll casual-

ly up to the door and ask if that

dull jerk, Sam Macsadiedate, lives

there. If so, walk in. cheerfully

appropriating a handful of the

landlady's cigarettes. Pick up last

week's Journal and when Sam

comes bounding down the stairs,

ask htm to wait while you finish

the' editorial. Then precede him

out the door and launch into a

lung-winded explanation of how

last night's ride to Gananoque with

Art was too much on your gas

couix)ns. Hand him your compact,

comb, lipstick, kerchief, toothbrush,

kkencx. and spare barrel for your

Bren gun ( courtesy of COTC)

,

maintaining a stony silence all the

wav to the dance.

While he is checking his coat,

rush in, throw yours on a peg,

fly to the coke stand and gossip

with your friends about what a

lousy date you have, and why you

ever asked that dim bulb, you'll

never know. He discovers you

there, draining the dregs of your

second coke, You smile sweetly

and rush onto the floor. Hail every

desirable man. making sure none

of the exchanges will yield him a

blonde beauty but you'll get a

prince. (How to manage that is

up to you.)

During intermission, attach your-

self to some gawd-awful bags and

a couple oE Apollos and confine

your remarks to the latter, greeting

any attempted conversation on

Sam's part with a frigid "Yes,"

"No," or "It's too deep for you."

An hour before the end of the

dance, remember a tentative mid-

night date you made last week. At

lop speed, conduct him on a sight-

seeing tour of all the restaurants

that you are positive closed at

eleven and finally part comjany at

the corner of University and Union,

explaining you won't have time to

go any farther as you have to keep

I our midnight date.

BY QR. A. J. COLEMAN

Today a column with the above

title can have only one subject: to-

morrow's visitor to the campus

—

Dr. John R. Mott.

No living individual has so great-

ly affected the university world

for good. His achievements have

been the inevitable consequence of

his extraordinary ability and ener-

gy guided by his decision in 188ti,

at the age of twenty-one, to make

every decision in tlie light of the

whole world and its needs.

He saw early in his life that the

University was the key area in

which to work ; so gave himself un-

sparingly to the development of in-

ternational ties among the univer-

sities of the world and was largely

instrumental in founding and de-

veloping the World's Student Chris-

tian Federation which is the strong-

est international student organiza-

tion. At a conservative estimate it

is said that he 1ms travelled 1.700,-

000 miles in the fulfillment of

this task.

When President Wilson wrote

to him, "I have set my heart on

you to accept the ainbassadorsliip

from the United States to China

... I am eager to unite what you

represent with what this govern-

ment means to represent," Dr. Mott

refused after grave deliberation be-

cause his task of calling university

men and women to a real sense oE

their true responsibilities seemed

to him to take priority over even

so crucial an appointment.

Two years ago when I heard him,

his delivery was still clear, tren-

chant and powerful. It will be a

privilege — and possibly our last

opportunity—for all of us to hear

him tomorrow.

HERE AND THERE

For Your Remembrance
k

Since I but walk with you a little

way,

And then, one day. again you walk

alone,

I gather all the things we both have

known;

They fill my heart; they hold me

by the hand.

I cannot ease the grief your heart

will know
In other years, when we arc far

apart.

But time will flow through you like

melody.

And life will meet your lips like

bitter wine.

And what are tears, when wine is

in your throat?

And what is pain? A poor bewil-

dered ghost;

For you will find, as all who love

must find

—

The things you love the best will

hurt you mo-st.

laugh behind1 give you joy

your eyes,

And all my love, lo take it where

you will

;

When, weary, you have ceased your

wandering.

And other arms protect you from

the night,

I leave my love, one warmly glow-

ing spark

For comfort, if again you face the

dark.

—Daily.

Coed (to boy friend who was

driving wildly down the road)

:

For heavens sake, use both hands.

B.F.: Can't. Need one hand

steer with.

—The Argosy.

* * «

First Draftee : "What did the lit-

tle rabbit say as he ran out of tht-

forest fire?"

Second Draftee: "Hurray. I've

been defurred."

—The Argosy.

* * *

"Senator, you promised me a

job."

"But there are no jobs open."

"Well, you said you'd give ni'-'

one."

"Tell you what I'll do. I'll ap-

point a commission to investigate

why there are no jobs, and you can

work on that."

* * *

First Little Girl: "I have two

brothers and one sister."

Second Little Girl: "I have two

si«ter5 and one brother."

Third Little Girl: "I have

brothers and no sisters, but 1 haV

two paiKLS by my first mama anii

three mamas by my second papa

* * *

. We all make footprints in tiw

sands of time. But some leave the

imprint of a great soul — others

just the marks of a heel.

—Summerside Journal

» * *

Referee—Have you discovered

their centre's weakness?

Halfback—Sure; she's the blonde

in the third row.
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STUDENTS!
At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084. Res. 6414, Greenhouses 3241

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge'a

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-cUair sliop .

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate
lis Alfred St. Phone 48;

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Dial 434€

And it (inlh cfJiiie to pass in

Llie city of (Jiieenz that Ogle the

Scribe of Four Six doth fall vic-

tim fo the rigours of revel and

scrilie of olde doth take up tiam-

mcr and chisel to transcribe this

sheet.

And verily on the eve of Sun
many warriors of Scienz did at

last awake and with faint sigh

and furrowed brow did attempt

to reconstruct the happenings

of the immediate past. And then

through the last traces of the

vanishing alcoholic mists came
the recollections of Peprally and

the Rugby Ball on the Eve of

Fria. And at that time great

celebrations did take place and

all the men and maids of Queenz
did revel in an orgy of delirium,

in shouts and screams and mad
capcrings about the streets of

Kin and Studentzunion and

residence of Women{?). And too

many were the happenings to

record them all, but long will

they linger in the minds of the

men.

And on the day of Saturn the

picked warriors of Queenz did

battle with the mighty men of

Ott but fortune was against the

and in spite of great effort they

did go proudly down to defeat.

And even while fight did wage on

the field, situilarly was battle

fuught ill the bleachers. And
even as the warriors on the field

were defeated so indeed were

some in the stands. For verily

Danny the Mad Irishman, and

l.'on the Fahn, and Bertie of

\'ouv Five (liii all succUEub to the

injudicial! application of tile fiery

fluid. And as spectacular were

the cxliibitioiis of Despicable

Dc'i and the Hopeless One, who
required many hands to with-

hold them from vociferous exhor-

tations. But the sun did sink at

last and few indeed were the

casn;iltie3 compared to those that

might have been.

And on into the.Eve of Saturn

did the revels continue,, but by

this tinjc they did begin to abate,

for verily the rigours of ration

do not allow for extended revels

ns in days of olde. And quiet

pririy ill Civc oE Can You was
tin i.Kr iif the lowly men of Earl

and indtcil its only saving grace

was the presence of many war-

riors of Scicnz.

But in the Cave of Grant the

fuzzy frush were regaled by the

mighty softs and 'tis said fine

frulies were presented. And the

warriors of Four Seven do show
indications of ingenuity in (heir

|)ause at iiilermish. And mayhap
ill the days that come the war-

riors led by the Heart of Four

Seven may even present displays

to approach the high standard of

e.scellcticc shown by the men of

Four Five,

But then, as the warriors did

arouse themselves and become
fully cognizant of the sade state

of tlieir affairs, verily was heard

much weeping and wailing, for

indeed the arrival of the hag Sade

doth engender feelings of fear

and trepi<!ation. And the black-

est future doth present itself to

the warriors who in over-eager-

ness did deplete their stocks of

the precious fluid. And sad in-

deed is the fate of those - who
cannot submit themselves to the

orgy on the eve of Fria, comforted

by the peaceful oblivion of the

precious pancea. And those who
do risk an eve of sobriety in the

company of a Lemon of Lcphanta

would do well to hearken to the

words of Maid Marion: "Oh, ye

unfortunate warriors, avail your-

selves of the modern conveui-

ences of train and plane and ab-

sent yourselves from this accursed

place for the duration of the stay

of the bag Sade."

And with these words still loud

in t'lcir ears, many warriors of

Scienz do make liasty plans for

rapid exodus from the formerly

pleasant city of Queenz.

Notice

The Ban Righ Blimps want their

public to understand that, contrary

to current rumour, the score of

Friday's baseball game stood at

Blimps 1-f — Jerks 13 when the

storekeeper was ignontiniously car-

ried off the field by a mob of Jerk

hoodlums. The Journal Jerks, un-

able to bear defeat at the hands of

Levana, have since tried to hush

this all up. But trutli will out.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FERDIE WATERS

There is usually a tie between

fatHer and sou—and the son

always wears it. The knot we

are trying to tie is in the string

of prospective basketball teams

which are to participate in the

City League. As things now
stand, there will be a team en-

tered by each of the following:

Aluminum Plant, Mcild Brothers,

Grads, and KCVL Whether the

CWAC has mustered a team is

not yet known.

Basketball and badminton

hours are the same as last week.

The tennis doubles are at the

final stage; those surviving are

Marion Whitniore and Joy Coyles

vs. Betty Watt anrl Alice Mad-

lener. Points for the tennis

tournament show '45 again in the

lead. Added to the totals for

this year, '45 is placed ahead by

a very wide margip. The vari

ous years' achievements in tennis

run as follows: '45
,
2,170; '48,

1,140; '46, 780; and '47, 325.

The LAB of C picture will be

taken mi Wednesday at 5:30 at

the Marrison Studios.

CRCC •

Lecture for recruits iii room

200 of the Arts building at 4:30

Tuesday.

Attestation ceremony in the

gym, 7:15 p.m. Thursday.

Frosh—Well, honey, I must be

going now. I hope I haven't bored

you too much.

Girl—Not at all. I was an un

dertaker's assistant once and I'm

used to sitting up with the dead

!

The busiriessmen advertising in

this paper" are progressive and

dtserve your patronage.

GRADUATE PHOTOS
MUST BE SUBMITTED TO:

THE EDITOR, TRICOLOR '45,

c/o QUEEN'S POST OFFICE

Before December 1st

Graduates wishing to hove their photo oppeor in the Tricolor

next spring must adhere to the above deadline and should arrange

sittings with a locol photographer IMMEDIATELY if this has

not already been done.

To defray the cost of expensive engravings necessary tor printing

graduate photos, each graduate who submits a picture is required

to make a deposit (MS Constitution; Article I, Section 2). This

deposit ($2.00) will be collected by the Faculty Representatives

but may be sent with the photo directly to the Editor.

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES;

LEVANA _.. JO SUTHERLAND SCIENCE BILL MEREDITH

ARTS HANK WICHTMAN MEDS AL MENZIES

Those wishing to submit photos after the deadline must contact Faculty

Representatives before December 1st

OR PHOTOS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED

ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS
187 Princess St. Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
division st.

Phone 7100

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

ALBERT ST.

PHonc 7300

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

presents

THE CARDIGAN SUIT

THE MANNISH TAILORED SUIT

Soft Suits . . . Tailored Suits. . . . Both are favorites this

coming Fall. They ore here at lockson-Metivier's!

SEE THEM NOW!

English Tweed, English Imported Worsted and

Hair-Line Stripes

Other dressmaker styles in junior and misses' sizes

$25
1st prize
S15.00

2nd prize
S10.00

ESSAY CONTEST
NOT MORE THAN 1000 WORDS

NOT LESS THAN 300

CLOSING
DATE

NOV. 15
1st YEAR STUDENTS ONLY

ADDRESS ENTRIES TO "CHAIRMAN ESSAY CONTEST" THROUGH UNIVERSITY POST OFFICE

ENTRIES MUST BE LEGIBLY WRITTEN ON ESSAY PAPER OR TYPED ON PAPER OF SIMILAR SIZE
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McGill Courses

(Continued from pjtge 1)

courses between now and January,

Principal F. Cyril James stated

that under the new plan, many
more students will have to be ac-

coiTunodated in tlie existing uni-

versity buildings. It is to be ex-

pected, however, that more build-

ings will ultimately be needed. Lec-

tures will open at 8 a.m. instead

of 9 a.m. as formerly; lectures and

(tutorial sections will be enlarged;

and laboratory periods will be ex-

tended to morning hours.

Professor David A. Keys was

appointed the director of these spe-

cial courses. He will assume re-

sponsibility for the institution of

additional courses, summer ses-

sions, and the appointment of ad-

ditional teaching personnel. He will

be assisted by an executive commit-

tee of the assistant dean of the

Faculty of Arts and Science, a

member from the Faculty of En-
gineering, and the dean of the

School of Commerce, as well as

a sub-committee.

Li'I Abner

(Continued from page 1)

worse on a male man than a col-

Hdge gal out a-huntin for same.

Enny manfolk wot gets himself

hitched fer this Dodpatch Drag cum
Friday, may compete in a contest to

see wich one looks most like me,

and the gal wich ketches him is

to be giv'n sum prize.

This here Drag o' yourn ah hears

is lo be held in Grant Hall and the

wimmin wich ketches the menfolk

must pay one-dollar and twenty-

five centscs to get in. Youse col-

lidge men are lucky 'cos yo don't

have to marry-up with the wimmin
like we uns have to (Ed. Note

—

.The college authorities, in fact,

ifrown on tliis action.), but ah thinks

'thet is only fairer to the mcnfolks

after all and they need all the help

they kin git.

I

You too

will purr,

sir • •

»

PA CLUB MEETING

The problem of postwar employ-

ment will be discussed at the meet-

ing of the PA Qub, tonight at 8

o'clock in the Theological common
room of the Old Arts building. The
meeting will take the form of a

discussion group. There will be no

guest speaker, but introductory

talks on the subject will be given

by T. Lee. D. Rodden, and M. Men-

delson, after which the whole meet-

ing will be Jnvited to join in the

discussion. Everybody is welcome.

There will be no charge for non-

members.

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

FORMER INSTRUCTOR
WOUNDED IN FRANCE

Capt. M. A. Dolan, a former in-

structor at Queen's, has been

wounded in action while serving

with the Canadian army on the

Western Front.

Capt. Dolan graduated from

Queen's in mechanical engineering

in 1937, and joined the faculty here

the following year. He has been

overseas for two and a half years,

after spending the first two years

of the war with the inspection board

of the army,

BERT SMITH
iBARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St

Arts '47 Meeting

All members of Arts "47 are

asked to attend the general meet-

ing to be held tonight at 5 o'clock

in room 201, New Arts building.

Plans for a year party will be

discussed.

Debate

(Continued from page 1)

Anyone who wishes to be a mem-
ber of either the affirmative or neg-

ative team may contact Ross Ba-

hion at the reserve desk, Douglas

Library, or phone 7544, or contact

one of the following faculty re-

presentatives: Arts—Ernest Poser,

5262; Levana — Shirley Gordon,

5771 ; Science—Ted Barwick, 4298;

Medicine—Bob Walshe, 3280.

Queen^s Purchases

$500,000 In Bonds

Queen's University stood sec-

ond in the purchase of Victory

Bonds, buying $500,000 worth of

bonds on the final day of the

campaign to give the special

names section a tremendous

boost. Although the university

was the largest purchaser in the

last loan with $1,000,000, it was

surpassed this time by the Em-
pire Life Insurance Company

with a total of $600,000. The

third largest purchase was made

by the Canadian Locomotive

Company with $379,000.

Patronize merchants who use

Journal advertisements.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Bent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St Dial 4352

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Tcctinical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

teoicd cat. You wtfo't

be irritated by broken
loints. MIRADO will

le oS your miod and on
the |ob—always. It's

more ihan a pleasure, its

a real economy,

5c each—less in quanlilies

Certified with a nwney-bitck
guarantee.

1IRAD
PENCIls
GUARANTEED

STRONGER, SMOOTHER
lONGER WEARING
OR YOUR

-
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Here's our

Anti-freeze Solution
If it's a good buy in overcoats you're seeling, 'then, Students,

keep on reading. Last week we unpacked our winter line of

coats, and they're certainly fine values. Please drop in soon

and look them over. We feel confident that we can furnish

you with just what you are looking for.

SIZES AND MODELS FOR ALL TYPES

Raceview Fleece

Barrymore Elysian

Meltons

Genuine
Scotch Tweeds

Crombie Curls

Crombie Elysian

Crombie Seal-Skin

SPORTS

THE CAMfL$ $t)€C¥LieHT
BY aORO MACK

For Sale: One Slightly Used Ouija Board

Oh, well, last week 21,000,000 Republicans guessed wrong; and what

campus publication was it that predicted a smashing victory for the Journal

Jerks over the battered Blimps?

Saturday's game was one to remember. Unfortunately it was the team's

worst performance, and while it is not intended to take away any credit

from the Trojan triumph, a few breaks the other way could eauly have

swayed the verdict.

It took the Trojans about four plays to read through the top half of

the programme and check any trpographical errors in their own lineup

before they learned Milliken's number, but after that they bad him shadowed

for the rest of the game. Only once tn the entire 60 nunutes after the

touchdown was MilUken able to show his ability, but that single run-back

of McWatters' kick from behind the line in the third quarter was the out.

standing individual play of the afternoon.

After the game in the Queen's locker-room, shower gossip centred

around the great play of George Fraser on the Ottawa line. The fellows

were practically arguing about who had been knocked farthest or fooled

most completely by the Trojan veteran. In the Ottawa dressing-room,

there was a lot of praise circulating about the Queen's team, with ready

admissions that it was a dose game which might easily have gone either way.

The play of several of the freshmen Saturday should be encouragmg

to Bob Elliott. Andy Kniewasser, the big Arts frosh, looks like a potent

threat to Western, Varsity, and McGill for the next few seasons on Saturday's

performance. He was outstanding defensively on the secondary, and

offensively came in on Moro and Nebon's passes as though he had a new

secret Radar weapon. Jim Southey (Arts), Don Delahaye <Meds), and

George Van Sickle (Science) were other performers showing a lot of

promise.

On the debit side of the ledger are the eight graduating players from

the team—seven from Science '45. The Engineers come May-time arc

Merv Pritchard, Don Sinclair, Archie Campbell, and Bob Cole up front, and

Cy Moro, Sonny Nelson, and the injured Don Moreton in the backfield,

A lone Artsman completes the octet in the person of Herhie Lawlor, These

men leave eight big sets of cleats to be filled on next fall's squad when

perhaps intercollegiate athletics may be resumed.

Now that the Tricolour rugby season is concluded for another year,

it is interesting to see how the team compared to the other two universities

which fielded gridiron teams.

Western has been gaining considerable publicity playing exhibition

matches with local service teams. One of their early victories was over

HMCS Donnaconna of the QRFU, who have twice taken McGill to town,

16-6 and 27-5, and who may play the Barriefield Bears this Saturday in our

own Richardson Stadium. Another victory was registered over Toronto

Navy, who defeated Ordnance here on Thanksgiving, with the Mustangs

edging the Sailors Z0-I4. It may be noted that last year HMCS York was

in the same league as the then Ottawa Combines, and finished the schedule

fighting an ignominious battle with the Oakwood Indians for last place.

The Navy team last year, like Ottawa, had approximately the same personnel

as this season, with Annis Stukus. Royal Copeland, and Tommy Walden

carrying the mail, and last year their line was further strengthened by

--Stwe Lwands. -Xba^nlyJWr«rpm ,|Ffeat^was 29.1S-tQ^the. RCAF Hagers-

ville team, which won the Service League schedule.

Jubilant Jerks

Batter Blimps

The famous Journal Jerk base-

ball squad completed tlieir third

undefeated season last Friday by

overwhelmingly defeating the be-

lated Ban Rigli Blimps by the score

of 140 to 1. Sources favouring the

Blimps are trying to welch on bets

by protesting that the score was

actually 14 to 10. This misplace-

ment of zeros cannot possibly be a

typographical error, and the un-

generous attitude of the poor losers

is thoroughly deprecated by prom-

inent Queen's sports officials; and

it is hoped that these diehards will

he suitably squelched.

Ex-Chief-Jerk Pbin turned in an

exceptionally unprejudiced perfor-

mance as umpire and in consequence

is in disrepute in leading local jour

naiistic circles. His outfield assist

ant showed no such unsportsman

like altitude and his efforts were

forcefully brought to the attention

of both teams.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRIMTEIRS
Phone 4114

U7 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

CHRISTMAS CARDS

TECH SUPPLIES

Meds '49 In Lead

For Bews Trophy

Gain In Track And Field;

Science '46 Second

Intramural Athletic Director

Bill Lemmon released the latest

Bews Trophy standings, correct

up until last Friday night, on

Stniday. The Medical sopho-

more year is still leading the

fieid, with a 700-point margin

over Science H6. The Aescu-

lapiaiis made their big gain in the

track and field competition,

where they collected 3,310 points

to the 1,845 earned by the Sc. '46

team. Sc. '45, with the team

championship, gained 2,055.

In the cross-country, Sc. '46

recovered some lost ground by

compiling a total of 3,895, fol-

lowed by Meds '49 with 3,333;

Sc. '47. 2.905; Sc. '45. 1,040; Sc,

48. 431; and Meds '50, S9.

Meds "49 8.443

Sc. '46

Sc. '45 ....

Sc. '47 -..

Sc. '4S

Meds '47

Meds '50

Meds '46

7,713

3.806

3,548

1.517

857

437

66

Postmortem

No. of kicks ,

Aver. Length ——

—

{line scrimmage)

Passes attempted

Passes completed

Passes intercepted —
First downs —
Yards gamed nishing.-.

Yards gained passing-

Kicks blocked

Penalties ~—

O
14

33

4

I

2

10

153

25

4

25

Bowling Tourney

Rules Released

Entries Close November 15

Year Teams Limited

Concert Series

Natatorial Lessons
Will Lessen Risks

(Continued from page 1)

{"Appassionato") by Beethoven.

The second portion of the program

is devoted lo Chopin entirely, and

includes the Waltz in E flat and

the Nocluntc in F sharp major

among otlier pieces. Except for

Liszt's Hunyarian Rhapsody No.

6. the third part of the concert is

given to modern composers and in-

cludes works by Rachmaninoff and

de Falla,

Folk-lore has it that witches

can't cross water, which is a

chance for all those fellows who
feel Sadie's hot breath down their

necks to acquire temporary im-

munity next Wednesday evening

at 7 o'clock.

At 7;30 Jack Harvey aijd Bob

Bannard will provide expert

diving instruction. Later the

varied routines to be presented

in next spring's Water Follies

will be practised.

Last week, due to Mhora How-
son's vigorous campaigning at

Ban Righ, a large number of girls

gleefully ruined their makeup and

their permanents for the greater

glory of their Alma Mater. Con-

sequently, although desiring the

continued support of our sub-

mersible young ladies, this appeal

is directed primarily to the less

feminine of the JournoVs vast

reading audience. More male

talent is essential for the success

,
of the show. Come out for a tot

of tun, while improving your style

so that Queen's will really be able

to put on a display worth

watching.

FOR RENT—Pistols, rifles of

all types, also swords and hunting

knives to members of the WDWT
GAEDYMHA Club. Dial 7514 af-

ter 8,50 p.m. Friday.

1. Entries will close for the

intramural five-pin bowling tour-

nament on November 15 and the

draw sheet will be posted in the

gymnasium locker-room on No-

vember 18.

2. Under the new scoring sys-

tem each year will be allowed 50

percent participation in the fol-

lowing ratio of teams: Sc. '48. 12;

Sc. "47, 9; Sc. '46, 9; Sc. '45, 7;

each Meds year. 3; Arts '4S, 7;

other Arts years, 2.

3. Team? will consist of seven

men. five of whom will bowl in

any one match. All seven may

bowl in a match, but only five

may bowl in any one string.

4. A round will consist of three

consecutive strings with total

pins for the three strings to count.

The final round will consist of a

two-match total-pin contest.

5. Opposing team captains will

arrange the matches at a time

suitable to each team. There

will be absolutely no postpone-

ments of the date of completion

of a round.

6. If the opposing captains

cannot come to an agreement as

to the date of a round, each team

will be allowed to bowl at dif-

ferent times within the time limit.

Each team will then provide a

scorer to score the opposing

team's uiatch.

7. The Kingston Bowladrome

bowling alleys will be used for

all matches and each man will

pay for his own strings.

8. There will be no changes

allowed in the personnel of the

teams, unless a man withdraws

from school or is forbidden by

the university physician to take

part, in which case a replace

ment may be made from amonj

the members of the year which

iiave not been assigned to a team

in the tournament.

10. If neither team bowls in a

round, both teams will be barred.

11. AH small score sheets will

be left with the attendant at the

Bowladrome.

Queen's Pucksters

Open Schedule

Last night Senator Powell's

1944_45 edition of the Queen's

hockey team opened' their season

against their traditional rivals.

Locos. The second game fea-

tured RCAF vs. Headquarters.

Last year the Tricolour squad

defeated Locos 10-6 in tbe City

Hockey League playoffs, and last

night's game was a resumption

of that series.. . .

From last year's squad. Rey-

nolds in goal, Bob Elliot oa

defence, and Bill Pardy from the

first line have graduated, but

capable replacements have ap-

peared to strengthen the Tri-

colour chances of retaining the

title.

WANTED
pistols, poison

Ropes, guns, rifles,

knives, stiletti and

swords. Highest prices paid by the

WDWTGABDVMHA Gub. Dial

S617 anv time.

THE HACCISCN STUDIC

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

92 Princess St.

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Years in Business

A. R. XI/nOXHVPHOTOGRAPHER
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHIN'G
Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups

ISl OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by AppQlntment DJAL 7037

103 Princess St.

YOUR WINTER OVERCOAT
Agents for Dock's Shoes

— Phone 6381 —

BELDEAN S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
REASONAMLI PRICKD

Phone 6733
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Store

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALUENTYNE

Ottawa Trojans

178 WELLINGTON STREET

\. Phone 9756

We carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also—
Queen's Rings

and Pins
• '

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

GOURDIERS
fUCS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

McGALL

S

SHOE REPAIRS
Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STREET

I'm not jussy now—any old hag—
So long as it's a date for the Dog-

patch Drag.

—Union O'Pinion.

Reports of the Sadie Hawkins

casualties are already beginning to

drift in . , . caught in the door of

"second phone" in Ban Righ Mon-

day morning, tine unlucky fresheUe

changed shapes . . . Three others, it

is reported, a senior among them,

were trampled in the pre-breaWfast

rush on tlie phones . . . The door

of one booth jammed at one point,

leaving three and a half co-eds ges-

ticulating wildly behind the glass.

Confusion still reigns. Unless the

fitiialion can be straightened out

in the next few days, phone tails

may be put on a strictly rationed

basis.

The telephone company is reput-

ed to be doing such a roaring busi-

ness in Ban Righ that it is con-

sidering installing three more phones

and raising the price of calls . . .

All foregoing copy is, however,

hearsay. And we daresay hearsa\'

isn't all it's cracked up to be.

Tickets

In the rush for dates though,

fellas, don't forget to get your

tickets, too. And don't forget to

take them witli you to the Drag

when once you have them. (They've

been left at home before.) Tickets

for tlie Drag will he on sale in Ban

Righ and in the nurses' residence,

Joan Copeland, who is taking charge

of ticket sales for non-resident co-

eds, will be available Available in

the Red room Wednesday and

Frida)- between lecture periods,

and at noon any day,

Doric Mills announces that there

will be a Levana meeting this Wed-
nesday at 7.30 p.m. The speaker

for the evening will be A, J. £.

Child, assistant treasurer of Can-

ada Packers—and his topic, ''Busi-

ness Careers for Girls." Dorie says

this will' be a particularly good

speaker and urges everyone to at-

tend. F.-VC, of course, too. A fine

of 25 cents for all freshettes not

there.

P.S, : In talking about tickets we
plugged the Drag so much we for-

got to remind yuu all to get j-our

tickets for the Saturday night Ban

Righ dance when you buy your

Drag ticket. They'll both be on

sale hi Ban Righ, so you can do

your splurging all at once. Marj

Rice is convening the Ban Righ

ilante and she says they are calling

it tlie Last Chance Dance. (This

might be significant, y" can't tell.)

So don't miss it. Tickets 75c.

(Continued from page 1)

The Ottawa team began rolling

after that count, and the ball was
conlined to the Queen's end of

the field. Twice in three at-

tempts, Milliken was smothered

by the charging Trojan line as

he tried to get away kicks, and

the second time AI Leach tell on

the ball behind the posts to tie

the score. George Fraser, who
converted nine of eleven Ottawa

touches during the ORFU sched-

ule, put the Trojans ahead 6-5, by

converting Leach's major.

The lone completed Ottawa

pass placed the ball in position

for the next count by the Capital

City team. After recovermg a

Queen's fumble on the Queen's

50. Arnie McWatters unleashed

a pass to Graziano to carry the

ball to the 40. With the stroTig

wind behind him, MtWatters

lofted a high spiral on which

Milliken was rouged, to bring

the score to 7-5.

Chapel Services

For the balance of this academic

year chapel services will be held

under the joim auspices of the SCM
and the IVCF in the Morgan Me-
morial Chapel, Old .^rls building

on Wednesdays at 1 p.m. Tlic

worship service this Wednesday

will be led by Hugh Wilson.

Trojans Carry Play

Again Ottawa pressed, led by

a 25-yard gain through centre by

Ace Powell. From 17 yards out,

near the right side of the field,

Fraser attempted a placement

which went wide and was run

out by Bob Fuller. The half

ended with Queen's making yards

twice. The score stood 7-5.

Shortly after the start of the

second half, McWatters recov-

ered a short kick to give Ottawa

possession on the Queen's 38.

Two plunges by Daley for 15

yards were nullified by an illegal

interference penalty, McW^atters

made the totals S-5 by again

rouging Fuller behind his line

The third quarter ended *witli

McWatters twice lofting punts

behind the Tricolour end-line, but

once Milliken ran the ball out on

a trick cut-back, dodging four

potential tacklers, and the second

time the play was called back for

"no yards."

Gaels Press in Last Quarter

An Ottawa safety touch started

the fourth quarter and mounted

the score to 10-5. At this point,

starting from the 25—yard line,

Queen's began its S4-yard march,

Milliken broke away from his

shadowers temporarily to gain 25

yards off right end. Cy Moro
rifled a pass to Andy Kniewasser

to move the sticks again. On a

pass iorniation, Moro found all

his receivers covered, and gained

another IS by scampering up the

unprotected field. An Ottawa

penalty of 15 yards advanced the

ball to the Trojan 20. The ad

vance was temporarily halted

when the first buck was thrown

for a five-yard loss, but yard?

were again made when Moro
completed another pass to Knie-

wasser. Milliken carried the

bail to the one-yard stripe, and

there it stayed for two attempts.

The final score was made in

the closing minutes when a

Queen's backfield fumble rolled

SV HENRY KNEPLER

Rhe second niusicale in Ban Righ

on Sunday night made a very en-

joyable evening. Dwight Diltz, ac-

companied by Bruce Attridge, sang

three songs by Handel, Grieg, and

del Riego, and showed a pleasant

md promising voice. Next Carl

\niberg gave a very good and bal-

anced performance of the Sonala

D major by Marcello, three

pieces from a suite by Hervclois,

uid a song by Percy Judd, trans-

cribed by Bruce Attridge, who also

acted throughout as a discreet ac-

companist.

The second portion of the even-

ing was given to Dr, Tracy's String

Quartet,—Margaret Davis, Shirley

Geiger, Dr. Tracy, and Car! Ani-

berg — which played an arrange-

ment of John Conic Kiss Me Nozv,

and gave a spirited performance of

parts of the third quartet by Buc-

cerini. Apart from proving again

the value of tlie musicaies, this

evening showed that Chamber Mu-
sic is not dead at Queen's, hot is

carried on with great success.

Sadie Hawkins

(Continued from page 1)

which Levanite drags the specimen

of Queen's manhood most nearly

resembling Lil' Abner. As Lil' Ab-

ner's place in modern American

cartoon classics is maintained equal-

ly by his "as any fool can plainly

see" intellect as much as his Tarzan

physique, "Lonesome Polecat" Mer-

edith of the dance committee has

announced that "Available Jones"

Phin, distinguished graduate of the

University Psychology Course, will

hold an IQ test of the contestants

at intermission to determine which

most nearly approximates the score

obtained by L. Abner Yokum —
rumoured at .23. The lucky gal

who captured this specimen will

then he awarded a suitable prize.

TAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 PrinceSB St.

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

from the 47-yard line to behind

the posts to give Ottawa a second

safety touch and conclude the

scoring at 12-5.

For Ottawa, the work oi

George Fraser and Tom Daley

was outstanding. The entire

Trojan line was the driving force

of their ground-gaining machine.

McWatters' kicking was below

his average, but his quartering

and plunging gave evidence of

why he was chosen on former

Big Four all-star teams.

For Queen's, the team as a

unit was far below form. Many
of Bob Elliott's plays lacked the

precision which they need for

effectiveness. The individual

star rating belongs to Andy Knie-

wasser, who turned in an out-

standing game both offensively

and defensively. On the ends

Pete King and Bruce Cronk split

every play that came their way,

and at quarter both Sonny Nel-

son and Cy Moro turned in stea-

ling games for their curtain ap-

pearances with the Tricolour,

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - 'Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts. .

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Welcome to Queens . .

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8524

THE QUEEN'S DRAMA GUILD INVITES YOU TO SEE

THE HILARIOUS BROADWAY COMEDY

THREE'S A FAMILY
CONVOCATION HALL NEXT TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

GET YOUR RESERVATIONS TOMORROW, 50 CENTS
QUEEN'S POST OFFICE, (Douglas Library) RIKELY & VINCE, (Cor. Princes, and Bagot Sts.
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ISS Campaign Plans Include

Raffle^ Carnival, Other Features

SADIE MOVES INTO GYM TONIGHT

Queen's Objective Will Be
$1 per Student in

Coming Drive

Starts r^ext Week

The organizing committee of

the campus campaign (or Inter-

national Student Service, under

the chairmanship of Bob Stewart,

Sc. '45, recently drafted its plans

for this year's activities.

Following the lead of other

Canadian universities, which set

iheir objecptive on a per capita

basis of $1, the total to be attained

at Queen's this year will amount

10 $1,442. To do this, a series

of events, ranging from a raffle

sale to a carnival night, will be

organized. A concert, plays, a

"cosmopolitan tea." and possibly

some sports activities, are further

items of entertainment contem

jilated for the campaign.

The drive this year, to be

spread over both terms, is due to

^tart with a sale of raffle tickets

some time next week. Male win

ners of the lottery will dine at

Ban Righ Hall, while their co-ed

counterparts will enjoy a similar

privilege at the Union or some

similar eating-place.

Under the guidance of Dr. W.
E. McNeill, honorary treasurer

the funds collected here will be

sent to Canadian ISS headquar

ler^ at Hart House, University of

Toronto. From there distribu-

tion is to be made to Europe

China, and other localities where

ihe need for student relief is con

sidered urgent. The actual ad

ministration of the money is

liandled by responsible agencies

in the countries concerned.

Recent reports from general

headquarters in Geneva, Switzer-

land, stress the increased need

for relief, notably among vast

numbers of prisoners - of - war,

Voluntary contributions of stu-

dents in tile few remaining conn-

trie^i able to participate, furnishes

ihc only source of financial back

ini,' ;L\ailab!c to International

.''huleiit Service.

Queen's students are asked to

i;ive their full aid in support of

the ISS drive which will be held

I in the campus throughout the

PAC Bringing

Bouchard Here

Senator T. D. Bouchard, who is

scheduled to speak to the Univer-

sity under the auspiceii of the Pub-

lic Affairs Club, Monday, at 8 p.m.,

in Grant Hall, is expected to arrive

in Kingston Sunday evening.

The Senator's current speeches

throughout the province, as report-

ed in the press, have been marked

by that characteristic vigour and

frankness which have made him

so mucli a public figure since his

speech in the Canadian Senate last

June. It was on that occasion that

he exposed the alleged secret Order

of Jacques Cartier and revealed its

uhimate aim of destroying Confed

eration.
'

Senator Bouchard's speech on

Monday evening will be unique in

that it will be the first time he has

addressed a body of university

students since taking his stand a

few months ago. It is with this in

mind that his secretary, Maurice

d'Hant, has written : "I assure you

that we are looking forward to

this visit with great interest."

In a letter to the Journal editor

in-chief, D. M. Halliday, picture

editor of the Globe and Mail (To-

ronto), has expressed a desire to

obtain pictures of "a representative

group of Queen's girls to present

iheni in print . .
."

Keason for the request is tiie

rivalry which has sprung up be-

tween the Gametic (University of

Western Ontario), and the Varsity

(University of Toronto), each of

which has recently claimed its re-

spective co-eds were the most beau-

tiful in the Dominion. The Glahr

luid Mail published an account of

the feud in its Novembr 14 issue,

.-iccompanied by pictures of four

Toronto and four Western girls.

(The feud arose several weeks ago,

when the Gaccltc inaugurated a

plan to publish weekly pictures of

the most attractive Wesleni j^irls.

GLOBE' WANTS
(Continued on page 6)

Left Mand Corner
Kingston. Nov. 17— (CUP) —

The student body was set agog

yesterday, following an extraord-

inary secret session of tne Senate,

hy the startling announcement that

the professors, associate professors,

assistant professors, lecturers and

building superintendents could le-

tially hold a "Dogpatch Drag."

This capitulation has followed a

long bitterly-waged uphill fight for

professorial rights equalling those

of students. Loud scruanis of re-

joicing, intermingled with the click-

ing of billiard balls, echoed from

the Faculty Recreation Room. It is

rumoured that a female staff mem-

ber won the rush for the telephone

booth at the meagre expense of a

large hlanket pin.

Bill Trumpet, president of the

AMS, voiced undergraduate uneasi-

ness before a hastily convened meet-

ing of the student body. "They

are moving in," said Trumpet,

"This is the thin edge of the sledge

—this is the first probe by the

profs."

No information was available at

press time as to the identity of the

convener, hut the enormous time-

lock that has been installed on

LHC
(Continued on page 6)

Beauty Contest

Calls For Photos

Four Queen's girls will be mod-

elling for Simpson's advertisement

in the Tricolor next spring. Sub-

mit photos or snapshots now to

:

Tricolor Editor, c/o Queen's Post

Office, for consideration by the

student board of judges. Winners

will be selected in December, date

to be announced later.

Efitries should be unsigned, but

entrant's name, graduating year,

Kingston address, and approximate

height and weight, should be listed

on back of photo.

McGill Men Ask

Remove Jap Ban

Hold Policy to Be One of

Racial Discrimination

Montreal — (CUP) — Urging

that the University Senate^ lift

its recently-imposed ban' which

excluded eligible Canadian-born

Japanese students from the uni

versity, 250 McGill students gatli

ered Tuesday, resol ving that f

copy of *heir supporting resolu

tion be "respectfully forwarded

to the Senate."

The meeting was held as a

result of considerable discussion

on the McGill campus regarding

racial discrimination. A com

mittee on racial discrimination

was set up at the same time.

The matter came to a head

when a meeting was called last

Thursday by the Student

Executive Council. The council

decided at that lime that since

the exclusion of these Japanese

had caused so much adverse com

McGlLL BAN
(Conlinued on page 3)

AMS Rejects Idea

Of Veterans' Club

After a complete discussion of

the various proposals discussed

at the smoker recently for re-

turned servicemen, the AMS ex-

ecutive unanimously decided that

no club or committee of any kind

be formed on the campus which

would cause any differentiation

lie I ween cx-servicemen and stu-

dents. It was felt that an)' such

action would be detrimental to

student unity and might cause a

deterioration of Queen's spirit

and >tudeiit self-government.

Any problems peculiar to ex-

servicemen can be handled most

efficiently through the Canadian

Legion.

However, the AMS executive

is making definite plans to assist

those veterans who are cuming

next year, to assimilate Queen's

spirit and become true Queen's

men. In doing so, the executive

expects to call on the assistance

of some of the veterans of the uni-

versity this year and their co-

AMS REJECTS >

(Continued on page 3)

Radio Workshop

Will Broadcast

For First Time

To Present Half-hour Play
Over CKWS Sunday

Evening at 11 :30

The first broadcast of the Queen's

Radio Workshop will be heard over

CKWS, Kingston, Sunday night

at 11 :30 o'clock, when a half-hour

play entitled The Key will be of-

fered. According to present plans,

this will he the first of a regular

series of Sunday night programmes

which the Workshop will continue

throughout the winter term. Ser^

ial plays will not be produced;

complete drama will be broadcast

in each programme.

Tlic Key is a tense character

study, built around the reclaiming

of an insane girl's mind througii

the sympathetic understanding of

nurse. The play was originally

written and broadcast by a radio

workshop in Chicago.

The Queen's Radio Worksiiop.

formed as a division of the Drama

WORKSHOP BROADCAST
(Continued on page 4)

Speaker Deplores

War Tax System

"Wartime taxation has created a

moneyed aristocracy in Canada antl

has prevented anyone from enter-

ing it." said J. R. M. Wilson, char-

tered accountant, of Toronto, ad-

dressing the Commerce Club on

Tuesday evening. "The poor are

kept poor by heavy personal in-

come ta.>ies and the rich slowly get

richer."

According to Mr. Wilson, busi-

ness grows only by "plowing back"

profits into it. If we continue the

present system of corporate taxa-

tion after the war, small business,

and with it the community, will

be stiHed.

Simplicity and high taxratcs are

WAR TAX SYSTEM

(Continued on page 3)

Toronto Veterans

Not to Organize

Toronto—(CUP)—The estab-

lishment of a veterans' associa-

tion on the Toronto campus was

not favoured by the veterans of

the Arts Faculty. This decision

was determined at a luncheon

held in Hart House this week for

e.K-servicemen registered at Uni-

versity College. Present at the

meeting besides 13 ex-servicemen

were Dr. H. J. Cody, former

pn-sident of the university, and

Dr. Sydney Smith, his successor.

The meeting felt that integra-

tion of the veterans into the stu-

dent body a'nd into the various

mpus organizations was more

desirable than having a separate

veteran.s' organization.

TORONTO VETS

(Continued on page 2)

Students Hear

Dr. I R. Mott

BY SHIDLEV BROWN

"In my judgment Christ has

never been better lived or preached

than in the countries now under

aggression," emphasized Dr. John

R. Mott, world traveller, mission-

ary statesman, and religious leader,

in an address to the student body

in Convocation Hall, Wednesday

afternoon.

Returning for his sLxth visit to

Queen's, part of his lifetime tour

of 3,000 colleges in 85 countries,

he expressed liis pleasure at seeing

the very evident signs of progress,

a progress which is going yn all

over the world.
,

Dr. Mott stated that his heart

is more full of hope today than

ever before, "Discerning men and

women all over die world are alarm-

ed, and this alarm shows that peo-

ple are awake and alert and ready

to follow the gleam whenever they

find it." According to Dr Mott

Christ is still alive today, and whole

countries are under his sway.

Good Samaritan

Today in England we see our

King and Queen perfonning deeds

of mercy and so aboHshing class

distinction, one of the things which

Christ strived for. There is a

spread of the spirit of the Good

Samaritan. Help is being sent to

China and to Russia, and wounded

men and prisoners-of-war are be-

ing aided in all possible ways.

Emphasis must be laid on the

help to the prisoner-of-war because

he will come home after having

lived a tragedy. Libraries are be-

ing set up for them; they are be-

ing taught trades and especially

music This latter affords a med-

ium of self-expression for men

who cannot speak or write dieir

thoughts. As far as religion is

concerned, means of worship are

afforded to the prisoner according

to his faidi. Thus their slavery ma\

be changed to the nia.-viiuuTn uf lib-

erty possible.

Every day more voices are heard

crying for the good will and co-

operation of nations. .American

money is being sent for relief, as

DR. MOTT
(Continued on page 4)

Lemons of Levana Planning

'Last Chance Dance' as

Last Dance Chance

IQ Tests for Males

Queen's Gymnasium will be the

scene of tonight's Dogpatch Drag,

contrary to the original announce-

meiit that it would be held in Grant

Hall. The Athletic Board of Con-

trol made this announcement Wed-

nesday.

The Dogpatch Drag is an annual

dance sponsored by the Queen's

Band under the sponsorship of the

AMS. Net profits of the dance are

invested in government Victory

Bonds with the ultimate objective

of equipping a combined Brass and

Pipe Band after the war to repre-

sent tlie University at Intercolle-

giate athletic events.

Dancing to the Fort Frontenac

orchestra will begin at 9 o'clock,

and continue until one o'clock. Sev-

eral important novelties will be

featured at the dance. The main

attraction will be to determine

which "Sadie" has "dragged" the

most handsome male judged by

"Daisy Mae" standards. In addi-

tion to the physical requisites,

"Available Jones" Phin has devis-

SADIE HAWKINS
(Continued on page 4)

CAMSI Conference

Held in Montreal

The eighth national conference

of the Canadian Association of

Medical Students and Internes

was held last weekend at the

University of Montreal. The

chairman of the conference was

facques Lussier, the national

l)rcsident. Three representatives

from each of the nine Canadian

rnedica! schools, and a immber of

i[ircres(ed observers were pres-

ent. Bob Simpson. '46, chairman

of Queen's CAMSI coiumittee,

Hi!) Wedlock and Ed Holmes

froni Meds '49 and' '48, repre-

sented Queen's.

The chief item on the agenda

was a discussion of the CAMSI
hnci on national health planning.

Each university reported the

CAMSI

(Continued on page 4)

Actors in ISext Wreck's Production

Will Compete For Prize -Money

The two best actors in Tlirec's

a Family, the diree-act comedy

which will be produced here next

week as the major fall production

of the Queen's Drama Guild, will

receive cash prizes from the An-

drina McCulloch Scholarships fund.

Judgment of merit will be based

partly on audience votes. Similar

awards will be made to two mem-

bers of the cast of the Drama

Guild's major winter production.

This announcement was made re-

cently by Dr. William .\ngus, fac-

ulty adviser to the Drama Guild,

who is directing Three's a Family.

This is the first time such Univer-

sitv prizes have been available to

Drama Guild members, Tlie

aninunts ul the prizes, and the dates

upon which final annomiccments of

them will be made, have not yet

been disclosed.

To obtain audience votes, bal-

lots will be distributed with the

programmes at all public perform-

ances. Instructions for filling in

the ballots will be given by an-

nouncement.

Three's -a Family will be shown

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs-

day evenings. Reservations are

naw available at (he Queen's Post

Office and at Rikely & Vince, to-

bacconists. Princess a|id Bagot

streets.
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International Student Service

Once agani the Queen's branch of the International Student

Service has drafted final plans fur its yearly programme, and will

swing into action next week. ISS is not new to this campus; it

has been functioning here for some years, in co-operation with

other universities bnth in Canada and in other major countries

throughout the world.

The aims of the ISS are straightforward and admirable
;
they

are, according to Dr. A. J. Coleman of the Mathematics Depart-

ment, "The helping of war-stricken students, the aiding of destitute

students in peacetime, and the fostering of co-operative inter-

national feeling among students." In prewar days, funds raised

by ISS were devoted almost entirely to helping clothe, feed, and
supply refugee students in Europe and Asia

;
now, however, they

are devoted to the urgent cause of aiding scholars in prisoner-oE-

war camps and recently-liberated territories.

Queen's showing in last year's Canadian drive .was not a

worthy one. Our objective of over $1,000 reached only slightly

above the 50 percent mark, and our contribution ranked only tenth

among the 20 Dominion universities supporting the campaign.

There is only one reason for this poor display: student apathy.

Citizens of this country have fortunately been spared the destruc-

tion of the bomb, and the desolation of the oppressor's heel ; it is

only natural, therefore, that they should be comparatively unfeeling

toward the stricken nations. But this is not so applicable to

Canadian students, who are supposedly much more intelligent than

the average person, and who consequently should be more appre-

ciative of the European's and the Asiatic's plight. Ignorance is no

excuse; and it would be a disgraceful blot on Queen's tradition

if last year's weakness were to be repeated this year.

The need is great. Chinese students have felt the discomforts

of war since August 1937, Austrian since March 1938, Czecho-

slovakian since March 1939, Norwegian since April 1940, and- so

forth. The passing years have seen their situation grow more
critical, not less severe. Now the day of liberation is at hand;
indeed, it has already arrived at some places. Yet the need has

not diminished—for even the freed countries are not independent,

but look largely to the New World for assistance of all sorts.

Their own lands, robbed and ruined by the Nazi perverts, are

unable to support them. If the new era is to prove to be a lasting

one of security and democracy, the over-ridden nations must be

aided. They depend, for their resuscitation, on the younger
minds—today's students; and these students, in turn, depend on

help—now—from us. '

As the late Wendell Willkie wrote, this is "one world". The
barriers of isolationism have been torn down forever. Europe's

plight is ours, too. Let us give generously to aid our less-fortunate

brethren across the seas.

It*s Human
BY OORD PETERS

Friday morning and still no

date for the big "Dog Patch

Drag" tonight. Boy, are we blue

!

We hasten to add that this is the

first time in three years that the

Drag won't be enhanced by our

presence, and we ain't kidding,

either.

The following with apologies

to Sliakespeare

:

What must a man do now? Must
he submit?

This man would do it: must he

propose?

This man should be contented

:

must he lose

The name of man? O' God's

name let it go.

I'd give her jewels or ' a string

of pearls.

My gorgeous diggings for a Ban
Righ room,

My gay apparel for the maid's

smock,

My dark green bottles for a dish

of milk_.

My freedom for a chain and
collar.

My li'l red book for her smile.

And my noble self for one Httlc

invitation

To a small, little dance, an
obscure dance;

The Sadie Hawkins dance.

By the way, girls, it isn't too

late, we'll be standing by the

Journal phone until 8:55 tonight

but after that we will have to

refuse—after all, there is suth

a thing as pride. Oh, yes, be sure

you ask for Gord Peters, and
accept no substitutes. These
Journal Jerks would do anything

for a date—even steal mine.

There is to be an especially

lively session of the We Didn't

Want to Go Anyway Club, but
we can't go because we are never

going to drink again. Are you
listening, Mabel?

Toronto Vets

Democracy at Work
Faced with the possibility of having "eligible" Canadian-born

Japanese excluded from their university by an apparently auto-

cratic Senate, students at McGill University recently afforded a

very good example of how the healthy, vigorous-minded democracy

works. Learning that their Senate proposed to prohibit deserving

Canadian citizens from entering their college—for what reasons,

we are not sure—they organized a general student meeting to

protest the exclusion, and to forward "a copy of this Students'

Society resolution" to the Senate.

Indicative af the widespread interest provoked by the issue

was the large number of students who attended the meeting

—

over 250—and who voiced unanimous approval of the Student

Executive Council's resolution, drawn up some days before, which

virtually demanded the Senate rescind its peremptory order.

McGill students have shown a real interest in democratic principles,

(Continued from page 1)

The first problem encountered

by the ex-servicemen is that of

convincing the government Voca-
tional Guidance Board that the

course he wishes to enter will

establish him financially in civ-

'lian life. Men desiring to enter

\rts courses have faced consider-

able difficulties. Plans are under
way. however, to ask the govern-

ment for a definite statement con-

cerning available courses.

Dr. Smith said that he would
endeavour to have ah advisory

hoard set up tn provide vocational

guidance for veterans.

This happened to a couple of

UNTD's this summer. At sea

they were, and on lookout.

"Say." cried 6ne. "what is that

thing wriggling on the horizon '

After careful examination, the

other stated, "Well, it must be a

nervous wreck."—The Sheaf.

Cloogo Exposes

Nazi Atrocities

BY ANN PARKHILL

In a little wooded glen about

25 miles southwest of Tallin,

Estonia, some 2.800 men, women
and children have been shot and

then burned to death—both the

living and the dead—by the

fleeing Nazis on September 19.

There have been many German

atrocities seen in Russia. But it

would take the combined talents

of Edgar Allen Poe and Boris

Karloff to picture the horrors of

the little woods near the neat

and peaceful village of Clooga.

British and American corre-

spondents taken to the scene by

Soviet authorities agreed that it

was almost impossible to con-

ceive of human beings perpetrat-

ing such crimes.

They were shown the roasted

remains of about 2800 bodies and

about 70 others which the Ger-

mans did not have time to burn.

Standing to the side were about

85 survivors of the massacre.

At one site in the Clooga camp

there lay hundreds of bodies

burned to a black cinder. At an-

other point stood three great

pyres upon which the Germans

had burned many of the bodies,

some of which were still atro-

phied in convulsive horror and

some handless arms still lifted to

the sky in supplication.

The Clooga camp was one of 19

operated in Estonia by the Todt

labor organization and policed by

the Gestapo.

Most prisoners in the camps

were remnants of the Jewish

ghettos in Wilno and other east-

ern European cities.

The road leading to Clooga

camp lies through rich farmlands

with fine, gabled houses of stone

or wood. The countryside i

pleasant and the road run

parallel to the coast not far from

the Gulf of Finland.

The Clooga camp was a group

of stone buildings, surrounded

T>y barbed wire.

Upon approaching the main

building at the front entrance

there could be seen two long

rows of bodies lying dead upon

the ground. There were about 50

in all, including one infant. All

had been killed with heavy calibre

ammunition and some must have

been shot with a muzzle to their

skulls as many of the heads had

been shattered.

Inside the building there were

more bodies sprawled near the

door, evidently shot as they tried

to escape. In the rooms were

tiers of bunks where men and

women lay in their own dried

blood.

Survivors said that German

tommy-gunners went from room

to room, shooting down the pris-

oners at point-blank range.

Evidently all the prisoners

were drawn up for inspection at

ARGOSY

A comely coloured lass had just

been baptized in the river. As she

came to the surface, she cried:

"Bless me Lawd, I'se saved. Last

night I was in the ahms of de Deb-

bil, but tonight I'm in de alims of

de Lawd."

"Sistah," came a baritone voice

from the short. "How is you all

fixed u for tomorra ebening?"

—Brunswickan.

the customary hour of 5:30 in the

morning. They sensed something

unusual in the air because they

were surrounded by Gestapo

guards and previously had been

told they were to be evacuated

to Germany.

About 300 of the strongest

prisoners were sent into the for-

est to haul up logs. About 7:30

the prisoners saw a line of closed

trucks arrive at the camp. Some
800 Russian war prisoners, and

700 Estonians who had been

brought from Tallin, were un-

loaded.

The new prisoners were moved
into the woods while the old pris-

oners (largely Jews) were served

their midday meal, which con-

sisted of thin, colourless soup.

About 2:30 in the afternoon the

prisoners heard shots in the

woods. Here is what happened:

Groups of about 100 prisoners

were led into a two-storey house.

When one of the rooms was filled

the Germans tommy-gunned the

prisoners, then brought another

group into a second room, and so

forth. When the house was filled

with the dead, the Germans

poured gasoline on it and set it

afire. One boy and two girl

leaped from a window and

escaped.

DR. SINCUIR SPEAKS
TO CIC MEMBERS

Dr. R. G. Sinclair, head of the

Department of Biochemistry, ad-

dressed the members of the CiC

on the "Chemistry of Muscli;

Contraction" at a regular meeting

held Monday afternoon.

Dr. Sinclair gave a brief oullinv

of the anatomy and histology o[

a simple skeletal muscle and

stated that the energy for musclp

contractions is derived from the

breakdown of glycogen inte-

grated with a cycle of phosph<ir;i^

compounds. Dr. Sinclair ahu

stressed that there is still much

to be learned about intermediate

reactions and energy transfer-

ences.

BIOLOGY CLUB HEARS
PROFESSOR WEST

Dr. West of the Bacteriology

Department and former professor

of forest entomology at the Uni-

versity of . New Brunswick, spoke

on forest insects and the balance

in nature at the regular meeting-

of the Biology Club, which was

held at the home of Dr. Krotkov.

The speaker showed how insect

epidemics, which produce a loss

in forest trees, are caused by a

tremendous increase in the in-

sects' birth rate. Such an epi-

demic is followed by a period of

many years in which there is a

balance in nature. That is a

period in which tree growth is

equal to insect growth.

"The government," Dr. West

said, "is carrying out methods of

forest management and tret-

planting which are designed to

conserve our forest lands."

icobac
The Pick of Tobacco

which have apparently been threatened by the university authori-

ties. Moreover, they have displayed a sincere belief in the Atlantic

Charter, which supposedly guarantees the rights of alt men.

However, to compare this issue with anything connected with

the charter is entirely irrelevant ; for it must be noted that the

Japanese affected by this order are Canadian citizens in every

sense of the world, and not enemy aliens, Their rights are,

theoretically at least, just as inalienable as those of Canadians of

English, Russian, French, etc., descent; and the mere fact that

the pigmefTt of their skin Js different from that of "English''

Canadians is certainly insufficient grounds for depriving them

of their rights.

An interesting sidelight to this problem is the conflict which

inevitably arises between student self-government and Senate

absolute government. The McGill Senate has decreed no Cana-

dians of Japanese extraction shall be permitted the use of the

university; the student body has urged this order be lifted. An
interesting test of the influence of studeiit, government on

university affairs should develop.

CHRISTMAS CARDS

TECH SUPPLIES

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
REASONABUl PRICBO

Phone 6733

A. R. XI/nOXHY
PtfOTOGRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now for Portraits and Croups

ISt OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DXAL 7037
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Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS
187 Princess St. Phone 5056
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DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

FIRST KINGSTON SHOWING
STARTING MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20

A Filmization of the Heroic Deeds of the

Merchant Marine

"SAN DEMETRIO
-LONDON"

BILTMORE
Cont. Show Daily from 1 p.m.

with

WALTER FITZGERALD

ROBERT BEATTY

MERVYN lONES

RALPH MICHAEL

—-CAPITOL THEATRE
TODAY - SATURDAY - MONDAY

IF YOU'RE IN LOVE — YOU'LL LOVE

PAULETTE GODDARD
BARRY FITZGERALD

SONNY TUFTS

"I LOVE A SOLDIER"
STARTING MONDAY

FRED MACMURRAY
STARTING TUESDAY

EDWARD G. ROBINSON

'DOUBLE INDEMNITY
Continuous Daily from 1 to 11:15

STARTING SATURDAY

Rodio's Top Fun Stor in Her Funniest Hit!

'KANSAS CITY KITTY"
BOB CROSBY ^ )ANE FRAZEE

AODID

Willicm Boyd in 'THE FORTY THIEVES"

STARTING WEDNESDAY
MICHAEL REDGRAVE

*THUNDER ROCK'
ADDED

"Twilight on the Prairie"

ith Leon Errol, Vivian Austin, Connie Haines,

Jock Teogorden
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I LIVINGSTON'S I
THE VITAMIN SYNDROME The doctor's task in caring for

In our last symposium mention f'^se cases is enormously light-

\v;is"made in passr<ig ot a particu-

l;irly virnlent type of upset com-

monly referred to as the Vitamin

Syndrome. It is the purpose of

this thesis to discuss further

some of the problems associated

with this type of case.

It may be said at the outset

that the consumption of vitamins

in capsule, liquid, pill, intra-

venous, predigested, or any other

form in which substances are

Irodticed to the human body has

become more than a mere medi-

cal technique—much more. It

lias become a social pastime rank-

ing with technology, miniature

golf, and the reading of a certain

Toronto morning newspaper in

importance. Vitamin deficiency

is no longer a nutritional disease

—it is a definite social stigma.

The importance of tills great

national pastime has been in-

creasingly enhanced, as persons

of every social class have dis-

covered not only its conversa-

tional value, but the prestige

which a mild deficiency accords

them in the eyes of their friends.

They no longer speak in hushed

tones of "my operation," but

rather of "my 6, 7-dimethyl-9-d

r-ribitylisoalloxazine deficiency."

This provides all the distinction

ot a serions illness without the

accompanying possibility of an

early extinction.

cued by the care and considera-

tion with which vitamin products

are produced commercially. At

practically no profit to them-

selves other than the odd three

or four million dollars, various

commercial concerns undertake

to produce vitamin preparations

for every conceivable type of

case from endocarditis to foot-

and-mouth disease. These are

generally produced to include

every biochemical need and put

up in six delightful colours to suit

the mood of the consumer and

match the bathroom colour-

scheme. Even now one enter-

prising concern is said to be con-

sidering the manufacture of a

vitamin belt on the style of the

sportsman's carriage belt, so that

the patient need never be witliout

these life-giving pellets.

It is interesting and instruc-

tive for the physician to note

that the Vitamin Syndrome is

most frequent among the white

collar group of the population,

including university students and

professors. This seems to he

largely due to the fact that the

sedentary life of such individuals

tEd. Note—This does not include

the Jerks' ball team) predisposes

to that tired, run-tlown feeling

which invariably accompanies

such cases (Ed. Note — This

does!).

FALL LINE-UP

OF

MEN'S SUITS AND TOPCOATS

1 $29.^''to*55 I
First look ot the appeorance. After all, thot's

whot everybody else judges by. Come and try on

some suits and topcoats. Our New Foil Suits

ond Topcoats ore lined up for inspection now.

I LIVINGSTON'S I
= 35-79 BROCK STREET DIAL 8354' =

CIVIL AND MILITARY OUTFITTERS

McGill Ban

(Continued from page 1)

ment, the Senate would be re-

quested to reconsider its action.

Students Oppose Action

The resolution forwarded to

the Senate stated that the

"Students' Society Is entirely

opposed tu any form of racial dis-

crimination" and since Canadian-

l)orn Japnncse arc accepted into

the armed forces, the Canadian

army overseas, and into other

Canadian universities," it was

fully resolved that "the Students'

Society fully supports the motion

of the Students' Executive Coun-

cil." It was likewise resolved to

fiirward a copy of the resolution,

wbicli had been sent to the

l>rincipal, Mr. Cyril F. James,

November 10, to the Senate.

In order to ensure the complete

abolition of racial discrimination

which has been used formerly, it

was resolved to set up a commit-

tee "to watch and study such

possible discriminations." Should

such discrimination be found, "it

shall be brought to the attention

of tlic Students' K.Kccutive Coun-

cil." which will "attempt to rectify

such discrimination." It was

also decided that representatives

from all campus clubs should be

contacted to initiate the move-

ment.

AMS Rejects

(Continued from page 1)

operation would be most appre-

liiilet!. It was felt that ex-

servicenien could best contribute

iheir-talents towards the good of

Queen's as a whole by taking an

active part in student extra-

curricular activities, particularly

activities concerning their year

and faculty.

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

War Tax System

(Continued from page 1)

not compatible, and simplicity is

more important llian equitable

taxes. 'When taxes rise beyond a

certain point, absenteeism incrcase>

and production suffers. Mr. Wil-

son ]>ijinlcd out that workers in

l'J42 were nol slow to perceive that

the government would benehl more

[Iian they if they worked overtime,

so they slowed down production

until the tax rulings, llien prevail-

ing, were remedied. The people

are now tax-conscious, and many

order their lives to jnininnze laxcs,

Mr. Wilson expressed the opin-

ion that the e.Kcess profits taxes

should not he a permanent part of

governmental policy. It is valuable

in taking the profits out of war,

but once the patriotic motive for

production is removed, such taxes

will o[dy discourage effort. Also,

we must pay individuals rather than

penalize them for taking risks, for

such risks lead to exjiansion in in-

dustry— expansion which Canada

must have in ihe postwar world.

MANITOBA UNIVERSITY
ATTENDANCE RISES

Winnipeg (CUP) - Total

registration this year in the Uni-

versitv' of Manitoba is 2632, show-

ing an increase of 150 students over

lasl year. The highest enrolments

are in Arts an<l Science. Medicine,

Home Economics, and Engineering.

Of the 49 veterans who have en-

tered the university this fall, some

arc in faculties of engineering, pre-

medical and pre-dcntal and others

are completing courses started be-

fore the war.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S—

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

Wo welcome Queen's Univeraty Students to Kingston, and beg to

reimnd them that as formerly the prestige of years stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blaien

WARREN L, COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street ^ial 8448

WARD & HAMILTON

DIVISION ST.

Phone 7IOO

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

ALBERT ST.

Phone 7300

Hanson & Cdgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINXEIRS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

IJescription

!03 Princess St.

FOR

YOUR WINTER OVERCOAT
Agents for Dock's Shoes

— Phone 6381 —

THE MACCISCN STLDIC

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—781'!

30 Years in Business
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For 75yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE

to

Canadians

inall

walks of life

Moke this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

Official Notices

MUTUAL
Established 1869

Head Office WdteHoo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U,

Representatives:

W. J.
Stoness, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leod beater

Faculty of Arts

Midyear ExaminaHons

The attention of students is call-

ed to the first draft of the time-

table for midyear examinations.

Errors or omissions should be re-

ported to the Registrar at once.

FacuUy of Arts

Final Examinations in Half Courses

of the First Term

Tbe attention of students is call-

ed to the time-table of final exam-

inations in half courses of the first

term. Errors or omissions should

be reported to ihe Registrar at once.

Breathes there the bag with soul so dead

Who never to the Drag hath led

A epecimen called "homo sap"? . . .

If such there breathes— she just ain't hooniin'I

Faculty of Arts

Classroom work of the first term

ends Saturday. December 16tb, at

12 o'clock noon. Midyear exam-

nations begin Monday. December

18th, at 8 a.m.

AMERICAN MAGAZINE
SEEKS McGILL CO-ED

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St Opp. Kresge'a

Mademoiselle, the fashion and

newS magazine, has offered a Mc-
Gill co-ed with a flair for writing,

photography, and illustration an op-

portunity to spend a month in New
York as one of the guest editors

of their annual college issue next

August.

Victory Bonds and stamps are

the rewards for tli^ most colourful

and interesting articles on college

activities—new courses, social life,

and original trends.

CAMSI

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate
lis AUred St. Phone 4850

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084. Res. 6414, GteenhousM 3241

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a £uU line of everything

good to eat"

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from tbe makers

Speciol Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 43S2

(Continued from page 1)

views of the students and in-

ternes with respect to the brief.

Some schools suggested amend-

ments and minor changes, but as

a whole the majority of delegates

were in favour of some form of

national health plan. In the near

future a questionnaire will be dis

Iribnlfd to solicit opinion of stu

deiil bodies regarding changes in

the health plan brief.

Other business taken up at

conference was a discussion of

the projects undertaken by each

university. Universities of Al-

berta and Manitoba are making
a survey of student health serv-

ices and facilities for interning

across Canada, while the possible

improvement of courses of study

is being investigated by CAMSI
at Toronto and Dalhousie.

Brig.-Gen. Meakins addressed

a conference dinner in the

Windsor hotel Saturday evening,

taking as his topic "Postwar

Business and the Readjustment

of the Civilian and the Medical

Man."

The eighth national conference

was deemed a total success as it

exemplified CAMSI's three broad

aims

:

(1) The exchange of ideas;

(2) The pursuit of common ob-

jectives on a national basis; and

(3 ) The preparation of its

members for medical citizenship.

POLITICS IN PAPER
VETOED BY SOLDIERS

It has been decided by the ser

vice men themselves that politics

have no place in an army news-

paper.

The Maple Leaf, which recently

published articles dealing with po-

litical events in Canada, received

letters from soldiers overseas stat-

ing that, ahhough timely discussions

are welcomed, troop newspapers

should contain stories of home and

the battlefront and some entertain

ment.

The main issue at hand is to win

the war; politics will have to wait

An editorial supporting this theme

was written by Lt.-Col. Richard S

Malone, editor-in-chief of the Maplt

Leaf and head of the Canadian

Army Public Relations Unit

the western front.

Workshop Broadcast

(Continued from page 1)

the expression of an unselfish spirit.

There is one fear, however, that

men are just talking and they will

fail when the day of victory comes.

New Generation

Dr. Mott stated that his

foremost foundation for hope

was in the new generation.

The soldiers of today are

inspired with the ideas of the last

war—"to end the war, to make the

world safe for democracy and to

have an institution to safeguard the

world.", and they are determined

that their fathers shall not have died

vain. "They apart from us shall

not be made perfect unless we fol-

ow this war with something they

failed to do in the last war."

Robert Bruce Scholarships

The Robert Bruce Matriculation

Scholarships, each worth $25, were

not awarded this summer, since no

matriculation candidates were elig

ible. Therefore, applications are

now invited for these Scholarship;

from first year students of Scottish

extraction in the Faculties of Arts,

Applied Science and Medicine. The

Scholarships will be awarded

the basis of the candidates' stand-

ing on the Christmas examinations.

There will be one Scholarship

each Faculty.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by Decem-

ber 1st. Applicants must give evi-

dence of Scottish extraction.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

BERT SMITH

Dial 8097

BARBER SHOP
347 Princess St

Sadie Hawkins

(Continued from page 1)

ed a suitable revision to the Stan-

ford-Binet I.Q. test suitable for

intelligences ranging from the low

moron down to the superior engi-

neer type. There will also be a spot

dance, and the Queen's Band will

enterlain with a "wee skirl" on the

pipes. Decorations are being super-

vised by "Dutch" Vgn Blaricom

and will feature an AI Capp theme

The gruelling week will be cli-

m;t,\ed tomorrow night by the last

Chance Dance to be held at Ban

Righ.

(Continued from page 1)

Guild, is Ihe first group of its kind

to function among winter students

at Queen's, During its past session;

the dramatic department of the

Queen's Summer School of Fine

Art produced a series of three stu

dent-written plays over CKWS
however, this work was done dir

ectly in connection with university

courses, whereas that of the pres

ent Radio Workshop is entirely

extra-curricular,

50 Members
Led by Ken Phin, secretary of

tbe Drama Guild, the Radio Work
shop now has over 50 student mem-

bers, from whom will be drawn

the casts, sound-effect men, pro-

duction staffs, and even control-

room operators for all broadcasts.

Casts will be directed by Dr. Wil-

ham Angus, faculty adviser to the

Drama Guid, assisted by Mr. Phin

and Henry Knepler, president of

the Guild.

Last summer Dr. Angus spent

several weeks in New York, mak-

ing a special stucly of the art of

dramatic broadcasting. According

to him, Queen's is showing a de-

finite interest in this field of dra-

matics, and it is hoped that increas-

ing activity in it will be seen here

in the immediate future.

No student-written scripts have

yet been accepted for broadcast by

the Queen's Radio Workshop,

ilioiigh members are encouraged to

try original writing and help will

be given to any who do. Mr. Phin

has expressed the hope that at least

one student script will be broadcast

in this year's series.

Radio Workshop programmes are

at present not sponsored, but are

being carried as "sustainers" by

arrangement with Jack Davidson

of CKWS.

OHA Scholarship

Applications are invited from

students now enrolled in the Uni

versity for the Ontario Hockey As'

sociation Scholarship for 1944. The

cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma
triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer

the Scholarship will be awarded

this session to some student within

the University on the basis of his

academic qualifications and on his

rating as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when

the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of $80

made to the winner.

Applicalions should be in the

hands of the Registrar by Decern

ber 1. Applicants should give evi-

dence of having played in Ihe OHA
or NOHA series.

Dr. Mott
Public Speaking

The non-credit public

speaking class will meet

Monday at 7 p.m. in the

Biology lecture room.

Found

Pair men's gloves, in Jackson

and Metevier store; also one pair

gloves in registrar's office. Apply

at the registrar's office for both

pairs.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts,

WHO'S THE BOSS

IN CANADA?
Is it Big Business?

Is it a Bloated Bureaucracy?

Is it a Party Machine?

It should be YOU and it's up to YOUI

If you believe your democratic rights are

worth safeguarding

—

Learo what you can do to help yourself.

SEND FOR THIS FREE BOOKLET

Bill in and mail ihe coupon below for your £fee copy of tbe

booklet, "Wbai Price Security?" Your request does not

obligate you ia any way.

BRACKEN CLUBS OF CANADA,
63 Sparks St., Ottawa, Ootario.

Please send me a free copy of your booklet,

Security?"

Have a Coca-Cola=The family welcomes you

, . , or greeting new and old friends

Unexpected visitors can be expected in wartime. Sons bring

home their wives. Soldiers on furlough drop in without

notice. And you can play host on a moment's notice when

you have Coca-Cola on hand in your refrigerator. Have a

"Coke" says Welcome . . . makes new and old friends feel at

home with you and yours.
^

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Limited. Kingston
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THE ANSWER
to Cold Wintry Blasts .

.

A Good Looking

Quality

OfCOAT
by

TWEDDELL'S

Step out in style cind

comfort this winter by-

choosing your overcoat

from the BEST SE-

LECTION in the city.

A Tweddell's overcoat

is the best you can buy

in every respect . . .

style, quality, and
value. Come in, choose

Yours now I

$24.
50
UP

Young Men's SUITS . . .

We've the suit you need. Equally smart on the

campus or street. Smart styles so much in demand

by college men, ih the finest imported fabrics.

Moderately priced.

Smart Furnishings
Furnishings for every occasion—including famous

Stetson hats. All at moderate prices.

SEE OUR STYLE WINDOWS

TWEDDELL'S
OPEN SATURDAY TILL 9 P.M.

137 - 139 Princess St.
6595

SPORTS

THE CAMDDS SE^ei^rLieiiT
BY GORD MACK

Vignettes of History—Part III—Hockey

When the oldtimers start talking about the good old days of Canadian
hockey, the conversation must inevitably end up with Queen's because in

the first game of organized hockey played in Canada, Queen's emerged a 1-0

winner over the Rqyal Military College. This historic gamt was played in

1865 on the ice of Kingston harbour, with a bandstand ^tuated in the middle
of the improvised rink. The first puck ever used was a lacrosse ball which
was whittled down to a hexagonal disc—probably by some early engineer

(S. '86?). This crude puck, along with one of the early "up-swept blade"

hockey sticks, is still on display in the athletic showcase in the gymnasium.

In 1903 Queen's donated the Queen's University Trophy tor competition

by the Canadian Intercollegiate Hockey Union. McGill won the trophy

that first year, but Queen's carried it home in 1904, '09, '10, and '14. In 1909

the team became the second to win the newly-donated Allan Cup, the first

of only three times a university team has accomplished this feat. In 1936

the ori^al league consisting of McGill, Varsity, University of Montreal and

Queen's, was enlarged to the International Intercollegiate Ice Hockey
League and included Yale, Princeton, Dartmouth, and Harvard. Recent

indications are that the four American universities will not compete in

Canada after the war, but it is expected that in the postwar league the

University of Montreal will return, to complete the original four-team

grouping.

Several Tricolour stars have continued their hockey into professional

ranks. Carl Voss, who played for Queen's in 1924, and later played for the

New York Rangers, Detroit Red Wings, Ottawa Senators. New York
Americans, Montreal Maroons, and Chicago Black Hawks during his long

carreer, is probably the best remembered of the modem stars.

It was a tradition of the teams to stage a Christmas- holiday tour of the

Northern States, in which games were played in New York and Chicago,

among other places. One interesting ^delight was a trip two players made
in 1932 to Zurich, Switzerland, to play and coach the Akademischer Eishockey

Club at the local university. Return fare and room and board for the

university session were provided.

Last Monday night Queen's opened another hockey season at the Jock

Harty Arena by ts^ng Locos 1-1. The goalie and entire first line of last

year's championship team have graduated. In goal this year is "Mac"
Wallace of Science '47, with Sharpe, an engineering frosh, standing by

for emergencies. On defence is the engineering duo of George Elliot and

Sam Pataran, with Frank Stojem, the muscular medical, alternating. The
first line has Dan Kelly at centre, flanked by Johnnie Hood and Morrow,

while the alternates are centred by Paul Cote (who sank the lone Queen's

goal last Monday), with Hughes and that fuzzy flash of a Science frosh.

Gene Petrocco, on the wings. Pete King, of rugby fame and Sc. '46, is a

general utility man capable of handling either forward or defence assignments.

This Monday the team is scheduled against Victorias, who last Saturday

defeated the highly-rated Toronto Victory Aircraft team 7-1. There's a lot

of class in the league this year, with such ex-NHL stars as Syd Abel for

RCAF and Adam Brown for Ordnance (both former Red Wings) supplying

the opposition. The game starts about 9 o'clock, only lasts an hour, and

costs a mere two-bits to get in—which is intended as a suggestion to take

part of Monday evening off to give the Senator's shinny stars some vocal

support. -. ,

Gaels Tie Locos in Ice Debut;

Cote Notches Tricolour Tally

ScienceTeamsLead

Indoor Ball League

Rules, Results, Standings to

Wednesday Night

Sports Notes

Intramural bowling team cap-

tains are advised lo consult the

locker room bulletin board on

Monday when the results of the

draw will be posted. The first,

round must be completed by

December 15.

Intramural athletic sticks are

advised to round up potential

basketball and hockey players.

Although neither league will

begin until after the new year,

entries must be phoned to Bill

Lemmon at 8258 before Decem-

ber 15.

Members of school teams in

football, hockey, and basketball

who have played two or more

games will receive one unit of

scale points for each sport in

which they participate. Soccer

players who have played two

games for the Queen's soccer

team will be allowed half scale

points.

The soccer team has arranged

a tentative game with R..^.F.

(Collins Bay) at 2:45 tomorrow

on the lower campus.

Club] Volunteers

To Join Pipe Band

At a late hour Wednesday night,

tlie president of the WDWTGAB
DYMHA Club staggered into the

Journal office carryhig a heavy

suitcase and submitted to an inter-

view by cub reporters. Applica-

tiinis for mcEnbership have exceed-

ed all expectations, and fear is be-

ing expressed that the Union Com-

mon room will Hot prove large

enough. All members are unani-

mous in expressing the hope that

Levana will remedy the situation.

A significailt revelation was made

yesterday by the manager of the

Pipe Band, who stated tliat 12

members of the Club had made ap-

plication for membership in this or-

ganization. "Them fellows will try

anvtliing," he stated. One promin-

ent Jerk was heard to comment:

"So that's where they get them

from."

It was - also revealed that Dr.

Dumphrey would be unable to speak

to the Club, due to a simultaneous

engagement to attend the Dogpatch

Drag.

The President of WDWTGAB
DYMHA. with tears in his eyes,

denied reports that the Club was

Tennis Tournament

Jimmy Gibbons, hard-driving

Medical freshman, earned the

right to advance to the tennis

finals against Don Helleur of

Science '45 by defeating Al Dean

Science '46. 7-5, 6-1, last Saturday

afternoon.

The Intramural Softball League

has been progressing through its

schedule, with Sc. '48 and Sc. '45

as early leaders in their respective

groups.

On Monday, Arts '46 defaulted

a 1-0 game to Sc. '45 in the first

scheduled game, and Sc. '45 blasted

17-5 verdict over Arts '45.

The dinner-hour game Tuesday

saw Sc. '47 defeat Meds '49 8-3,

and in the other ganve of the double-

header, Sc. '48 handed the Sc. '46

nine their first loss, 6-3.

Wednesday's opening game be-

tween Sc. '47 and Sc. '45 was the

closest of the new season. A last

inning two run rally by Sc. '45

edged the Engineering sophomores

7-6. Archie Campbell again led

the '45 attack, while Sibbick's 3

for 3 was best for the losers. Arts

'47 captured the second tilt 7-3

over Arts '45.

The league standings, including

Wednesdays' games, are:

Petrocco, Kelly, Pataran.

And Wallace Star

For Gaels

Next Game Monday

Sc. '48 .

Sc. '46
.

Arts '45

Arts '47

Section A
W

. . . 2

... 1

... 0

... 1

Section, B
' W
... 3

... 2

... 0

... 0

. . . 0 13

THE ALLIES' SEPARATE
WAYS

In its broadcast service to

Europe the BBC told its listeners

that the efforts of German propa-

ganda to deal with recent dis-

asters is summed up In this latest

war joke of the English press:

A German commentator on the

radio declares: "There is a grow-

ing disunity among our enemies;

while the Anglo-Saxons are push-

ing east, the Russians insist on

driving to the west. -BBC.

seeking members. 'I wouldn't wish

a membership card on a dog," he

said sorrowfully. ,

.A^ he turned to leave, one re-

porter enquired about his suitcase.

"Oh, that, he said blushingly, "it's

a walkie-talkie to keep me in touch

with my rooming-house. Just in

case—" Then he turned and

hnltetl.

Sc. '45 . . .

Sc. '47
. . ,

Meds '49
. .

Arts '48
. .

Arts '46
. .

The first two teams in each sec-

tion at the end of the schedule will

play a seven inning sudden-death

game for the section championship.

If two or more teams are tied for

second position in the final stand-

ing, the team with the best for and

against average will advance into

the playoff.

The section finalists will meet in

a two-game seven-inning total-run

series for the intramural champion-

ship. Sudden-death Interfaculty

playoffs will follow the Intramural

playoffs.

Last Monday night at the Jock

Harty Arena, the Queen's hockey

club made its inaugural appear-

ance in the local City League,

tying Locos I-l in the first game
of the doubleheader.

The first period was even as

far as the shots on goal were con-

cerned, but the Tricolour had

three chances by Morrow, Kelly,

and Hughes on which there was

only the goalie to beat. Both for-

ward Hues checked closely and

plays fur both teams were diffi-

cult to get organized.

Locos began the second period

with a power attack, and for the

first few minutes held the puck

in the Tricolour end. Suddenly

the Petrocco-Hughes-Cote line

broke away ; Gene Petrocco took

the puck up the right boards,

flicked it over to Cote, and the

score stood at 1-0. With 30 sec-

onds to go in the period, Sammy
Pataran was handed a two-minute

slashing penalty.

Pressing their one-man advan-

tage, Locos fought for the tying

score in the opening minutes of

the last period, but Elliot and

Stojern were effective in killing

the seconds. When Pataran re-

turned to the ice, the score was

still 1-0. Using five-man at-

tacks, Locos carried the play to

tile Gaels until, at 5:30 of the

third period, the puck was shoved

past Mac Wallace with two men
standing over him. Neither team

was very successful in tlie closing

minutes, and the game ended a

tie.

The play of Gene Petrocco,

Sammy Pataran, and Dan Kelly

was best for the Gaels, with the

team as a unit, like Locos, show-

ing the usual early-season lack of

co-ordination. Play around the

nets by both teams was ragged

at times.

STUDENTS ADDRESS
MATHS PHYSICS CLUB

Two student speakers ad

dressed the meeting of the Maths-

Physics Club, held Wednesday

in the Old Arts building. H. R.

Blyth spoke on the "Mathematics

of the Calendar," and evolved

formula by means of which the

day of the week may be com-

puted if the date is given.

Bob Stewart, Sc. '45, addressed

the club on the subject of "High

Frequency Discharge." and out-

lined the investigation which has

been carried on in this field at

Queen's,

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
WILL HOLD SMOKER

The annual amuker and ban-

quet of the Chemical Engineers'

Club will be held Tuesday in

Poitsmouth, it was decided at the

meeting last Tuesday, Time and

place have not been announced

as yet.

John P. Beaudry. Sc. '45, dis-

cussed "Modern Methods of Gas-

oline Production," outlining the

various processes now used in

obtaining high-quality gasoline in

large quantities. In response to

war demands, Mr. Beaudry said,

the petroleum industry has cre-

ated faster and more efficient

methods of obtaining gasoline

from catalytic cracking of higher

hvdrocarbon s.

XO - DAY'S BIC SPORX EVENT
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALI-ENTYNE

We corry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

sito —

—

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

GOURDIEfiS
rues

Sandwell Praises

Queen's Students

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston. Ontario

Patronize merchants who use

Journal advertisements.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STREET

"Nozv's the day and noiu's the hour

Sadcs the halls of Union scour"

—adapted from D. Burning's

Sades IVha Hoc on Shch'ies Ben

The great day and the zero

hour, and heaven help the male

halt of the campus tpnightJ —
Who, us? Oh no, we're just

kidding.

Ban Righ and Levana have

been far too busy hunting nickels

for telephone calls to have much
else on their minds this week.

As, one frantic co-ed, trying to

stave off an ill-timed parental

visit, was heard to remark: "But,

mother, you can't—this is our

Big Weekend !"

Our own personal comment
good thing it's not more than

weekend. Wiio said it was

man's world? . . . We're skeptical.

"S^our Manners
Tickets for both the Drag and

the "Dregs of the Drag" (Last

Chance Dance) have been selling

like hot cakes in Ban Righ. A
reminder again—stick your ticket

in your coat pocket right now.

and leave it there. You'll feel

awfully silly if you have to escort

your catch back from Qrant Hall

home again while you get that

ticket you forgot. And don't

overlook opening doors, picking

up the gloves he drops, and walk

ing on the outside, etc.

Most Important instruction of

all (and we don't see why this

has been hitherto overlooked)

—

wh^n you go to call for him, by

all means take a flashlight. Nope,

that's not the reason why, al-

though you can use it for that

too. . . . Why? Weil, if you don't

you'll have to start off half an

hour early and ring doorbells

until you find what number on

what street is where. You think

we're kidding? . . .

A map of Kingston comes in

handy, too. Some of flic streets

have peculiar vagaries.

Fur those few of you who still

might not* have dates, -call some-

body now. Remember the Union
philosophj': "It's never too late

to make a date".—and phone the

Union or the co-ops, as a last

resort.

Last Chance Dance

The Last Chance Dance is

Sadie's final curtain-call. Marj

Rice, convener, announces that

there will be records and a PA
system instead of the usual juke

box. More records, more variety.

Writing on the Front Page of

the latest Saturday Night, Dr. B.

K. Sandwell, newly-appointed

rector of Queen's, pays tribute to

the Queen's student body, de-

claring: "It [Dr. Sandwell's ap-

pointment) is, we feel, among the

highest honours ever paid to this

journal. . . ." The entire article,

entitled "The Voice of Youth",

reads

:

"The editor of Saturday Night

was last week invited by the

Alma Mater Society of Queen's

University to assume for a time

the functions of rector of that

university. This is a purely

honorary post corresponding to

the office of the same name in

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen,

and other Scottish universities

from which Queen's derives its

traditions ; and it imports, we

believe, no duties other than that

of delivering the rectorial address

at some time during incumbency.

"It is, we feel, among the high-

est honours ever paid to this

journal, because it proceeds from

a body of students, that is of

serious young men and young

women from all over Canada,

who have the dignity and pres-

tige of their university very much
at heart. The confidence of such

Canadians is something which we
have worked very hard and long

to attain, and which we pro-

foundly appreciate."

'Globe* Wants

(Continued from page 1)

Since then the I'arsity has periodic-

ally denotuiced the Gazette's claims

as misrepresenting the facts, as-

serting its co-eds were the most

beautiful.

The Toronto newspaper has now
expressed its desire to include

Queen's girls in the competition,

and has written the Journal in an

effort to secure suitable pictures to

prove Tricolour girls are "worthy

rivals in loveliness."

(No reply has as yet been made

to the Globe and Mail; but it has

been pointed out the proposals

would be in keeping with* the Tri-

color contest, whereby four of the

"most beautiful" Queen's girls will

be selected to model professionally

for the Robert Simpson Company,

Ltd., advertisements which will

appear in the Tricolor this ye.ir.

It is believed several Tricolor pho-

tographs will he chosen for the

Toronto paper.)

LIBERAL ARTS HELD
TO BE MORE VITAL

Dr. Douglas Speaks
To Montreal Club

Montreal — (CUP) — "Only if

we fight apathy and struggle to

improve social conditions will the

postwar world be better," stated

Dr. A. V. Douglas, Dean of Wo-
men, in an

,
address this week to

the Montreal West Women's Club.

Dr. Douglas praised the results

of the Dumbarton Oaks conference

and said that in postwar planning,

rer.lism was a much needed key-

note.

As long as capital e.-<penditure

is maintained after the war, unem-

ployment should not occur. Dr.

Douglas said. She suggested that

this could he accomplished by a

series of peace loans. These loans

would help keep employment at the

necessary Ipvel by going jnto ex-

panding public utilities.

Archie: "My love cannot be

expressed in words."

Sally: "Tell me about it."

Frosh : "Why do rabbits have

shiny noses?"

Biologist (wisely) ; "Because

their powder puffs are on the

other end."—The Sheaf.

TAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princeu St

Club Lun^h
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Corner University and WiUUm

Got your ticket?

But before the Last Chance

Dance comes the last war lecture

in Convocation Hall at 1 :30 p.m.

Only no lecture this time—just

movies. Attendance taken, as

usii;il. The films : Psychiatry in

. !rf(on and The War for Men's

MiiHls.

LHC

(Continued from page 1)

the door of Grant Hall would seem

to indicate that Dean Flurl was

at least a member of the committee.

When interviewed, Dr. Coy made

the following statement to the

press, "Harumph — quite, quite —
harumph — yes, quite." and im-

mediately left for down town.

Current activity around the Stu-

dents' Union lends credence to the

rumour that disgruntled staff mem-
bers will attempt to crash the an-

nual mteting of the WDWTGAB
DYMHA club. This move to be-

come club neophytes will in all

probability not go unopposed.

President Don Tommely was

heard to mutter in his imion soup
—"We'll scrag da bums." Future

reports will be published at the

earliest possible date. Feeling

running high among the discordant

factions, and AMS Constable Leon

Cliff has enlisted the aid of the

OTC who will "he on 24-hour "dut\'

while (his emergency situation ex-

ists. The UAS has briefed the

squadron of Spitfires which arc

lined up on the lower campus. As

an ace in the hole, it is rumoured

that at the outbreak of hostilities,

constable L'eon Chff will signal the

Pipe Band to strike up, "God Save

the King."

Toronto— CUP) — "Graduates

of the liberal arts courses are

more essential to the development

of our civilization than graduates

in practical science" was upheld

in the debate held recently at

Trinity College, University of

Toronto. The decision was

carried by a large majority.

It was stated that the art.^

have existed longer than science

and that the latter was dependent

on the former.

"Art is stagnant," was ex-

pressed in opposition to this, and

"art theories are only useful as

functions of science."

The re-education of Germany

from a bloodthirsty, ruthless

nation to a peace-loving one will

be the test of the liberal arts

which develop man's free will and

initiative.

It was admitted that engineers

are essential but not so essential

as arts men. Despite various

arguments, the liberal arts men
won by an overwhelmmg major-

ity. It i* expected that this topic

will be debated at Queen's.

Old Lady : "Why, you bad boy
;

throw that cigarette away."

Little Boy: "Lady, are you in

the habit of speaking to strange

men?"

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Tlie war still isn't over — invest

War Savings Certificates.

Due to the manpower shortage

a prominent cafe downtown is

offering a banana for iO cents,

and a sliced banana for 30 cents^:

—The Sheaf.

If you can't be at^the front

—

at least your blood can. Enrol at

the Blood Clinic today.

DBIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

Welcome to Queen's . .

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND GENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624

DID YOU KNOW THAT

THREE'S A FAMILY
Come and Laugh for Yourself

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY - - 8.15 m'

TICKETS 50 cts. - - QUEEN'S POST OFFICE - - RIKELY & VINCE
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BOUCHARD LAUDS FRENCH LOYALTY
SUNDAY BROADCASTS BANNED
Radio Workshop's Activities

May Be Stopped Indefinitely

Principal

Late
and Dean of Women Raise Objections

Hour of Broadcasts and to Presentation

Of Sunday Dramatics by Students

to

No New Schedule Arranged

The Drama Guild Radio Workshop's iirst broadcast, scheduled for

11.30 p.m. Sunday over Station CKWS, was cancelled by Principal R

C. Wallace Thursday on grounds that "the University does not permit

dramatics on Sunday." It was further maintained that the time was

too late" f(Jr the several freshettes involved who live in residence (no

late-leaves are granted freshettes Sunday evenings after 11.30).

It is feared the Workshop may now have to be set aside indetinitely,

since no other regular time can be obtained on CKWS. The first half-

drama

Douglas Library

Soon To Receive

New Manuscripts

First Editions and Letters

Of Bliss Carmen Will

Complete Collection

hour programme, a

entitled The Key, \vi

this Saturday at 5

henceforth this time '

tense

be presented

\0 p.m. ; but

'ill be devoted

to opera broadcasts, No other time

is immediately available for the

Workshop.

In a statement to the Journal,

Ken Phin, Meds '49, student head

iif the Workshop and former Jour-

ml editor-in-chief, deplored- the

University's "blue-Sunday ruling,"

which, he said, might force the

Workshop project to he abandoned

entirely,

(The complete text of Mr. Phin's

statement will be found further

ikiwn.)

The trouble arose when a Guild

official asked Dr. A. V. Douglas,

Dean of Women, permission for

liie several freshettes participating

in the broadcast to remain out un-

lil immediately after the broadcast.

Brailowsky Gives

'Forcible' Recital

-*arnmg that Principal Wallace

had not been informed the pro-

gramme was to have been held Sun-

day, Dean Douglas took the matter

lo him, whereupon he inimiediately

SUNDAY BROADCASTS
(Continued on page 3)

SCM-Hillel Hold

Interfaith Meeting

8Y RON STEVENSON

"Three common fundamentals

of Jewish and Christian religious

heritages are: the idea of God as

a being of moral will, the idea

that God is working out his pur-

pose through us, and the fact of

a common body of ethical tradi-

lion," declared Dr. S. M. Gilmour.

professor of religious knowledge.

:ipeaking at a joint interfaith

meeting of Hillel, Queen's Jewish

student organization, and the

Queen's branch of the Student

Christian Movement, Sunday eve

ning at the Jewish Synagogue.

Speaking on the topic "What

Jews and Christians Have in

Common," Dr. Gilmour expressed

Concern over the separation be-

tween different classes and sects

INTERFAITH MEETING
(Continued on page 3)

Principal Speaks

To New Students

On Ture Sciences'

Stresses Contributions of All

Sciences to Modern
Industry

Asks Greater Understanding

Between French and Englisli

Senator Praises Reforms in Education in One
Series of Talks Throughout Canada on

French Question

of

BY HENRY KNEPLER

It has been said of the late Sergei

Rachmaninoff that whatever music

he played, whetlier it was Beetho-

ven or Chopin or Debpssy, it al-

ways turned Rachmaninoff. With

almost any other musician such a

statement would have a rather dis-

paraging flavour; but Rachmanin-

off had such a great musical sense

and genius, apart from his bril-

liant technique, that he could afford

to let his individuality shine through

the works of other composers more

than another musician would nor-

mally dare.

Alexander Brailowsky, who play-

ed in Grant Hall last Thursday,

has been impressing lus own stamp

more and more upon the music he

plaj'S. To say that he follows Rach-

maninoff would be an injusti'ce to

both, because M. Brailowsky's in-

terpretations are as individualistic

as those of Rachmaninoff. Brai-

lowsky is one of the greatest pian-

ists of today; his perception of

liie pieces he piays, his sense ot

mouJs, his variety of touch sur-

prise again and again even those

who have heard him several lim:.'s

before.

M. Brailowsky plays a concerto

by Vivaldi and turns its strict,

straight lines into a range of varie-

ties such as very few artists can

achieve with Vivaldi. Tlie first

movement, perhaps slightly roman-

ticised, makes a powerful introduc-

tion, and the work is carried

through all possible moods to a

brilliant finale. Scarlatti's Pastor-

ale and Cat>riccio. in contrast, show-

ed a lightness of touch and a tech-

nique which is particularly striking

because it seems so casual. Bee-

thoven's Sonata in F Minor, which

M. Brailowsky played next, was no

less forcible than the earlier pieces.

M. Brailowsky's rendering of

Chopin is really an adventure. He

cliose ralher well-known pieces for

his programme and thus showed his

RECITAL

(Continued on page 4)

Douglas Librarj' is soon to re-

ceive a new collection of books by

the Canadian author. Bliss Carman.

These will complete the Dr. Lome

Pierce collection of Camdiana now

in the library. A catalogue of this

collection is being prepared, to be

ready about the end of May, 1945.

The collection consists of orig-

inal manuscripts, first editions, and

3000 or 4000 letters to and from

Bliss Carman, including some of

the correspondence between tlie

famous Canadian poet and Louise

Guiney. An interesting part of the

collection is coinposed of notebooks

covered with scribbling of the au-

NEW MANUSCRIPTS

(Continued on page 4)

^Globe' To Print

Winners' Photos

A. Garth Gunter, Tricolor editor-

in-chief, has announced winning

photos selected in the Tricolor

beauty contest will be published in

The Globe and Mail (Toronto).

The contest is being sponsored

by Robert Simpson Company, Ltd.,

of Toronto. Under the Simpson-

Trkolor agreement, four of the

"most beautiful" Queen's co-eds

will be chosen to model for that

company's advertisements which

will appear in this year's Tricolor.

They will travel expense-free to

Toronto, where they will be photo-

graphed by professional photogra-

pliers.

Pictures should be left at the

Douglas Library Post Office, c/o

The Editor, The Tricolor. It i;

hoped students will enter photo

graphs of their friends.

BY SHIRLEY* JOHNSON

"It is the slow, silent processes

of nature that cause the great

changes of the world," declared

Dr. R. C. Wallace, in an address

to freshmen and freshettes in

Grant Hall on the occasion of

International Students' Day last

Friday.

In the second of a series of four

talks to the new students of

Queen's, Principal Wallace chose

as his subject "The Sciences."

The purpose of this and the forth-

coming talks is to acquaint the

students with "the realm of

knowledge in all its aspects." He

stated that the greatest defect

of a university education is "the

lack of width of understanding''

by students. "The reason for

this," he said, "is because they

take only certain subjects and

therefore acquire a narrow out-

look of life. Because executive

positions require a broader out-

look, graduate students are sel-

dom qualified to fill them."

Non-living Sciences

Turning to the classification of

the sciences, Principal Wallace

spoke first about those which are

non-living. He explained the

meaning of physics and chemistry

as well as the close relationship

of one to the other. Likewise, in

emphasizing the contributions of

these sciences to industry, he

declared, "Chemists and physi-

cists are moulding nature to our

needs."

Discussing next the living

sciences. Dr. Wallace stated,

PRINCIPAL SPEAKS

(Continued on page 5)

Meeting in Grant Hall

"English-speaking men and women should understand that the

French-Canadians as a class are loyal, law-abiding citizens who willingly

accept the present constitution," said Senator Boucliard, speaking at an

open meeting sponsored by the Public Affairs Qub last night, m

Grant Hall.

"The majority of my Quebec compatriots are against their isolation

as a separate state on this continent." All Canadians should realize what

is going on in Quebec and what movement, the leaders of which are

protected by terrorism, is spreading rapidly among the uneducated.

Educational Reform

The French people, who were

at first traditionalists, gradually

changed and accepted new theories.

With regard to education, many

important reforms have been in-

augurated. Government grants,

which at first were small, were in-

creased, beginning in 1910 under

the pressure of public opinion.

A compulsory education bill was

passed two years ago. Also gener-

ous grants were voted to establish

institutions for higher education in

such fields as commercial, political,

and technical subjects. The bdl

which brought in free schooling

also granted free, uniform text

books. The uniformity of these

manuals will enable everyone to

leani what is being taught in the

school and inevitably people will

cliallenge the material. Indeed they

have done so already.

Public Health Services

There has been great improve-

ment in public health in Quebec in

the last 20 years by grants from the

provincial government. Venereal

diseases, which a few years ago

\^ere Tiot publicized, are now being

combatted effectively, due to radio

and press publicity, and those who

SENATOR BOUCHARD

'Show Boat' Sails

This Friday Night

Friday night amid all the fan-

fare of a "maiden voyage,"

Science '46 will launch the "Show

Boat" from Grant Hall at 9

o'clock. Long weeks of planning

and preparation have gone into

the dance, and it shows every

promise of being a social high

light of the season.

The "mighty warriors" are in

troducing a new baud to the

campus, a recently-formed 16-

SHOW BOAT*

(Continued on page 3)

Guild Presents Gay Comedy
Tonight at 8:1S the curtain in

Convocation Hall will rise on the

Queen's Drama Guild's major

production of this term, Three's a

Family. The play, .a three-act

comedy by Phoebe and Henry

Ephron, last summer finished a

run of 500 successful perform-

ances on Broadway.

The Drama Guild cast of the

play is under the direction of Dr.

William Angus, faculty adviser

to the Guild.

Leading the cast are Polly

Sheppard as Irma, the spinster

aunt; Doug Dale as Sam Whit-

aker, the husband ; and Marion

Ferguson as Frances, Sam's wife

antj the breadwinner of the Whit-

aker family. The junior leads

are Mary Vallentyne as Kitty,

who with her baby comes home

to father after a squabble, and

Silvio Narizzano as Gene, her

husband. The baby is played by

a doll. The supporting cast in-

cludes Ross Woodward (the

ancient and decrepit doctor),

Maureen Armstrong, Lucette

Hansen, Alden Gourley, Moe

Polowin (the diaper man), Bonnie

McCloskey, Henry Wiseman, Bill

Black, and Dorothy Wilson.

The story of Three's a Family

centres around the tribulations of

Kitty and the burden of woe

which her arrival thrusts upon

the grudging shoulders of Aunt

Irma. The comedy of the situ-

ation is brought out through the

playwright's adept handling of

snappy comebacks and gag-tines.

Phil Nash, producer of the

play, has announced that all

backstage preparations have been

completed. Stage Manager Frank

Creed, with his crew, has finished

transforming the stage of Con-

vocation Hall into the living-

room of the Whitaker apartment.

Costumes and properties have

been assembled.

GUILD COMEDY
(Continued on page 4)

do not submit themselves to medical

aid are jailed. Orphanages, asylums

and poor houses are now being

more efficiently run.

Agriculture

Agriculture has strode forward

and there, are now agriculture ex-

perts in every district to aid the

farmer.

The most important social

changes in the last two decades are

the improvements in industry and

labour. The population of Quebec

lias shifted in the last 50 years and

todav it is more urban than rural

with' two-thirds of the people living

in the cities.

Personal Interview

In a short personal interview.

Senator Bouchard, when questioned

on what the English-speaking stu-

dents could do to understand and

strengthen unity between themsel-

ves and French-Canada, said, "Stu-

dents should study our history as

it is when the books conform to

truths and interpret the facts pro-

BOUCHARD ADDRESS

(Continued on page 6)
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Sunday at Queen's
The university's decision to prohibit the Drama Guild Radio

"Workshop from broadcasting on Sundays will be met with no

little incredulity by most Queen's students, and in particular by

freshmen and freshettes, who had, until this matter was raised,

little opportunity of becoming acquainted with the university's

stand on Sunday functions. This university has always observed

the Sabbath with a pious and sincere devotion: and the ban on

Sunday broadcasting is merely another , manifestation of this

attitude.

Frankly, however, we are puzzled by this latest move.

Although we arc not necessarily sympathetic to it, we can at

least understand the university's viewpoint in prohibiting Sunday

sports and simitar affairs; but we are entirely at a loss to see what

objection could be raised to Sunday broadcasting. There is

nothing irreligious about it; some of the mogt popular North

American radio programmes, from comedy and swing, to sym-

phonic and religious, are held on Sundays; and we cannot recall

any of them ever having been criticized unfavourably as being

incompatible with religion.

Nevertheless, it is not our intention to come to verbal blows

with the university officials over their standpoint on Sunday broad-

castmg. Religion is a matter sacred to almost alt men; and far

be it from us to denounce anyone because his views on the manner
in which religion should be observed differ from our own. More-

over, Principal Wallace, who is responsible for the ban, is a most
liberal-minded person. He always has the interests of the student

body in mind, and is most eager to satisfy them whenever
possible; and. conversely, no other Canadian university principal

is more popular with his students than is Dr. Wallace.

However, the main contention of Ken Phin, student head of

the Workshop, must not be overlooked. It would be an entirely

different matter if Dr. Wallace's order merely meant the

programme would have to be held at a different time. If such

were the case, there would have been little, if any, controversy

in the matter. But as it now stands, the Workshop will be forced

to cancel its schedule entirely, since no other time is available

on Kingston's only radio station. The ^yorkshQp had been

organized this term, with the object of providing an outlet for

the talents of Queen's students who have a penchant for radio

work; and it had been hoped a sponsor could be found for the

show after one or two trial broadcasts. It seems a pity this worth-

while project will have to be abandoned at the eleventh hour.

PRESENTIMO

It's Human

The Varsity' on Beauty
The Varsity (University of Toronto) has long been regarded,

among Canadian University Press circles, as one of the most
progressive CUP member papers. We were justified, then, in

gazing somewhat askance on an editorial entitled "Beauty Contest"

which appeared in the November 16 issue of that paper.

The Varsity and the Gazcltc (University of Western Ontario)

had for several weeks been engaging in an amicable fend, each
claiming its co-eds were the most beautiful in the country. It

had started some time ago, when the Gazette published a glamorous
picture of one of its co-eds, who, it categorically maintained, are

the most attractive. The Varsity indignantly picked up the glove,

asserting its girls topped those of Western and of all other Cana-
dian colleges. Since then the fight has raged on, stimulated

greatly by the prominence given it recently in several Toronto
newspapers. {.The Globe and Mail, wishing to add more fuel to

the fire, recently asked the Journal for pictures of "a representative

group of Queen's girls to present them in print. . . .")

Now, however, The Varsity announces its intention of with-

drawing from the fight, giving two reasons—at least one of which
is not very cogent. It asserts; "We have not seen fit . . . to make
the Universitj' of Toronto the centre of a Canadian university

glamour gag. . . . [We] had no intention of making an issue of

the topic when there are far more serious problems at hand."

Then it continues; "We are printing The Varsity under increasingly

difficult conditions. . . , We do not plan to manufacture such a
feature as a university beauty contest to gain attention,"

That the paper is labouring under "increasingly difficult con-

ditions" is undeniable; it appears to have been harder hit by
current conditions than most other CUP papers, and has perforce

reduced its size to two pages—one sheet—on Mondays and
Tuesdays. But that such a feud would make the university "the

centre of a Canadian university gag" is open to dispute. We can

see no harm arising from a biangular or triangular collegiate

contest as to the relative merits of various co-eds; in fact, we
believe it could do much good. As we wrote in an earlier editorial,

the lack of intercollegiate sports has inevitably deprived Big Four
newspapers of much interesting material; and this feud has, to a

small degree, helped compensate for this lack.

Concluding, The Varsity exclaims: "As a university news-
paper, it is not the function of The Varsity to run competition with

pictorial magazines or to carry on controversy with other papers

unless the topic warrants it." As we have already said, we can

see no damage resulting from such a controversy, but, rather,

much interest and amusement. We hope our co-paper does not

wish, after all thtse years of prominence within the CUP, to

become a staid news-sheet; we hope even more fervidly it docs

not consider itself above such "'puerile" indulgences.

BY aOKD PETERS

The Effects of the Dogpatch Drag

On Life and Love at Queen's

In an exclusive interview with

the Journal, L. Joe Btfsptk, who

was dragged, stated: "Oooooh, my
head! The Drag? I had a great

time—I think; at least I remember

a band blatting and thumping. By

the way, what was that unfortunate

chap trying to say over the PA
system all niglit . . . I'm awfully

tired of soup."

Miss Sadie Mimsie, freshette

:

"A year ago I'd have been shocked

. , . It was so dark, and so crowded,

and so noisy. So we sat in the bal-

cony (Sigh !)."

To quote Lonesome P. Jones,

member WDWFGABDYMHA
Club: "Daawhyawh.. . . Aw that."

From these astute observations

it can easily be seen that the Sadie

Hawkins Dance has profoundly

shaken campus life. One of the

most heart-rending repercussions of

this ignominious affair has been the

rupture of so many beautiful friend-

ships. Ah, loud have been the cries

of "Traitor, traitor !" uttered .by

CUib members against their late

comrades, who were inveigled by

Sadie into turning in their mem-
bership cards

We can but hope that these lapses

will shortly be forgiven, and that

life within the Students' Union will

soon resume its tranquil course. It

is only fitting that we close this

treatise with the Prayer of the

WDW etc. Club:—

"O Bacchus, swiftly inay the day

approach when Ban Righ is packed

unto the eaves, and the Unionite

need no longer gnash his teeth above

sa\ty steins of tear-diluted beer."

What'cha ma
Column

'y.ow. So© Gaft la* a Toet
BY MATTHEW POTHEX

Ed. Note:-—This is the sixth

in a series of specially-conducted

journalistic tours of the realms

of poetry.

Following the scheme laid down
m our previous articles, we now
approach the consideration of the

Modern School of Poetry. As any

school child knows, the forerunner

of the Modernists was Housman.

As usual we shall scan a few select-

ed and typical verses to demonstrate

the simplicity, povter, and beauty

of his most famous work "A Shrop-

shire Lad."

Oh! Oh! — We find that the

maid is sitting in the living room,

smoking our cigarettes, and appar-

ently deeply engrossed in the afore-

mentioned volume — so rather than

precipitate a domestic crisis ( in

these serrrrrious times) we will

quietly pass on to the followers of

this new method in literature.

Some authorities argue, and no

doubt justifiably so, that there is an

even more distant predecessor of

this school, in the person of Omar
Kha}'>'am, the Tent-maker. Edward

Fitzgerald in his translation of The

Rubiayat has fully captured the

exotic, oriental, Kismetic atmo-

sphere of Omar's era.

It has just been brought to our

attention (by the maid) that our

sole remaining copy of The Rubia-

yat has been loaned to the local

milkman (by the maid).

However, to present all facets of

the genesis of tlie modern style, we

must bite the observations of Dr.

Abdullah Fatima, noted Egyptolo-

gist and man of leters. Dr. Fatima

states that the translation of the

hierogl> phics on the Rosetta Stone

leaves little doubt as to the origin

of the basic tenets of the modem
school. The opinion of Dr. Fatima,

who has been humorously referred

to as "a chip off the old block,"

carries great weight in present-day

archaeological circles.

Space does not permit a more

full description, so in our next col-

umn we will immediately go on to

a comparative evaluation of the

representatives of the modern
school.

(Ed. Note:—The final article in

this series will appear in the Journal

on Tuesday. November 21,)

The University

World

HERE AND THERE

BV Ht

Recipe for a Best-Seller

Take one beautiful authoress,

with pictures of her in Life; add a

$20,000 advance publicity campaign,

and a "voluntary" banning in Bos-

ton
;
sprinkle with controveries and

comparisons to Goiu- with the

Wind; garnish liberally with the

mazuma paid for film rights by

large movie company; stir well and
put them all together into a 971

page book about the bewildering,

bawdy Restoration period; call the

concoction Forever Amber, and
you''ll have a Number One best-

seller. It took Strange Fruit nine

weeks to reach the top, but Amber
has done it in a snappy three.

It took Katlileen Winsor five

years to pound out the licentious

life-story of the walloping trollop

called Amber St. Clare. Gorgeous

Amber is brought to gay London
at the age of 16. and in due time

she (1) becomes mistress to some

half-dozen men; (2) gets thrown

in jail; (3) becomes an actress;

(4) is married four or five times;

(5) becomes a Countess' and (6)

falls passionately in love with none

other than — you've guessed it

good, old Charles 11, who makes

her, a Duchess. Amber now settles

down to a quiet life, and does only

normal everyday things lijce being

painted in the nude, and bathing

in asses' milk, etc., etc.

This is Aiuber. And this is the

book that "all America is reading."

WHAT'CHA MA COLUMN
(Continued on page 4)

The landlady brought in a

plateful of extremely thin slices

of bread and butter, which rather

dismayed her hungry student

boarders. '

"Did you cut these, Mrs.

Brown?" asked one. ?

"Yes—I cut them," came the

stern reply."

"Oh," went on the boarder.

"All right—I'll shuffle and deal."

* *

Coed (preparing for exam) —
Tell me, does your history give

you any trouble.

Room-mate (absently) — No, I

don't think anyone around here

has found out about it.

* *

One Sunday morning, just before

service, a note was handed up to

the Rev. Henry Ward Eeecher.

Opening it. the famous clergyman

discovered that it contained the

single word: "Fool."

Mr. Beecher arose, described the

communication to his congregation,

and added with becoming serious-

ness, "I have known many an in-

stance of a man writing a letter and

forgetting to sign his name, but this

is the only instance I have ever

known of a man signing his name
and forgetting to write the letter."

Two negro teamsters were ar-

guing as to how long crap shooting

had been popular pastime in cer-

tain circles. "Ah tell yuh it was in

vented in de Spanish-American

Wah," insisted Moses.

"Niggah, yo ig-rance am shock-

ing." declared Dastus. "A man

wrote a book called 'Pair o' Dice

Lost' hefo' Gawge Washin'ton was

bawne"
* * *

When the woman motorist was

called upon to stop, she asked in-

dignantly, "What do you want with

me?"

"You were travelling at forty-

miles an hour," answered the police

officer.

"Forty miles an hour? Why I

haven't been out an hour," said the

woman.

"Go ahead,"

despair.

aid the officer, in

. long letter!"

sixteen pages — from

the

"What

"Yes -

Lucy."
,

"What does she say?"

"That she will tell me

news when she sees me."

To a Bright Star

Ed. Note: This poem was dedicated to P/0. Lionel

Morris of IVeshnotint, Quebec, former Queen's Commerce

'student, who gave up his studies in the winter of 1942, and his

life in the summer of 1944, to fight for King and country. It

ivas ivrittcn by Miss Mona Adilman, a contributor to the

McGill Daily, and appeared in the Montreal Daily Star.

A bright star fell, and all the heavens glowed with radiance,

Reflecting its brave beauty, and morrowing its strength.

A bright star fell, and with it sobSed a myriad

Of broken hearts, while dew rained down like tears.

A bright star fell, and Nature wept to see its dying flicker;

A shining streak flowed through the sky, then plunged into the darkness.

A star had fallen, hut the planets would not forget.

Nor the moon, nor all those aerial creatures, nor He Himself,

That for one brief moment, eternity was lit up.

And death withdrew his cruel scythe, for God had spoken
;

So great a faith, such courage, cannot yield to death.

A bright star fell ; the earth wept bitter tears but heaven smiled,

For one more candle had been added to the eternal flame.

—Mona E. Adilman.

BY DR. A. J. aOLEMAN

Reconstruction is a job which

requires more thought and effon

than fighting the war. Reconstruc.

tion of university life is the job of

staff and students. To shirk thi,

responsibiUty is to lose our part of

the peace.

At a conference called by ISS in

Geneva in July of this year which

was attended by 100 students re-

presenting 22 nationalities it was

agreed that we must first be clear

as to the true basis of the univer-

sity. Their effort to formulate that

basis centres on three points

:

(a) Tiie university must pursue

a disinterested search for truth by

promoting a deliberately critical

curiosity and by resisting all ex-

ternal pressure to subvert this pur-

pose.

(b) It must train men and wo-

men with a wide and coherent view

of human culture and a sense of

their responsibility towards society,

(c) The university should be a

community in which no one is at a

disadvantage due to social, racial

economic, religious or other dii

tinctions, and which is doiuinatei

by a spirit of cordiality toward;

and dependence upon the- univer

sities of all countries.

We in Canada must begin now

to consider our responsibititii.':

within and tor the university world

Hozu does this university mea-

sure up to the above standards: 1

hope that you will discdsS' this at

lunch today.

This Is Queen's

8V ANN PARKHILL

THE DOUGLAS LIBRARY

Douglas Library is regarded

as one of the gems possessed by

the imiversity. Next only to

those of McGill and Toronto Un

versities in size, it is one of the

most finished buildings on the

campus. In the interior, opposite

the main entrance, is the Memo
rial Hall, where a bronze tablet

records the names of Queen

men who fell in, the last Great

War. Another one will be addc

at the conclusion of the present

war.

It was not until 1924 that the

building now known as the Doug

las Library was erected. At this

time it was designed to accom

modate a growth of 50 years

but within 20 years it has far

surpassed the original limitation

imposed upon it. Included among

the postwar plans are drafts for

larger and more complete library

facilities. It has been plannc

that the administrative personns

will move into new quarters, thu

giving the library room for ex-

pansion.

The library is divided into

seven individual department--

all of which are located in th'

main building except for the

biology library, which is in the

medical building. To keep th'

library functioning, a staff of H
is employed, with Mr. E. C. Kyte

as head librarian.

It contains 200,000 volumes

plus an endless number of cur-

rent publications, and receives on

THIS IS QUEEN'S

(Continued on page 4)
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'Show Boat'

(Coiitimied from page 1)

icce combinHtion under the

direction of Dick Nickolson,

^^hicll is said to combine some of

ilie better talent from several of

the smaller groups in the city.

The dance committee hafe an-

nounced that something strictly

new in entertainment will be

featured dnring the evening,

Ictails of which have not as y^t

been released.

Interfaith Meeting

iTUpENTS

Official Notices

« No TURQUOISE
Pencil is safe since

folks began discover-

ing that your favour-

ite drawing pencil is

also the world's
finest tvrititig pencil.

SUGGEST/ON TO
STUDENTS:

Try a padlock.

SliGGEST/ON TO
OTHERS:

Why not buy your

own? TURQUOISE
is only 10c and you

can find ic 'most

anywhere.

(Continued from page I)

in Canada, particularly between

Jew and Ciiristian. He stressed

the importance of finding unify-

ing forces.

Dr. Gilmour went on to trace

the development of the- Scrip-

tural conception of God from a

naive and primitive one, of a

tribal god who was to be feared

and watched, to one oE greater

richness and depth.

Perhaps even today there

exists ill many minds the idea

of obeying the letter of religion

only in order to propitiate God,

and that also there still exists, as

in licrmany, the idea of a limited

national God whcse sole interest

is in one people.

In conclusion. Dr. Gllniour said

that in a world only too ready

lo disregard religion, those who
take their religious heritage seri-

ously have a common message to

give the world. Jews and Chris-

tians should find increasing areas

of co-operatinn in Canadian life.

Dr. Gilmour was introduced by

Alfred Bader, Science '45, presi-

dent of Queen's Hillcl, and

thanked by Harvey Kugelmass,

Arts '47, secretary. Present also

was Dr. Clare Robinson, of the

Canadian Youth Commission,

who gave an account of the com-

missioil's activities.

Faculty of Arts

Midyear Examimt'wns.

The attention of students is call-

ed to the first draft of the time-

table for midyear examinations.

Errors or omissions should be re-

ported to the Registrar at once.

Sunday Broadcasts

Faculty of Arts

Final Exaiiiiiiatioiis iit Half Courses

of !he First Term

The attention of students is call-

ed to the time-table of final exam-

inations in half courses of the first

term. Errors or omissions should

he reported lo the Registrar at once.

Faculty of Arts

Classroom work of the first term

ends Saturday, December \6th, at

12 o'clock noon. Midyear exam

illations begin Monday, December

18th, at 8 a.m.

mm
i

PENCILS

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

Scholarships Given
By British Council

Montreal—(CUP)—The Brit-

ish Council, in a letter received

at McGill University, has

nounced the offering of four

scholarships of £300 each, open

to women graduates of Dominion

unii'crsities. for the purpose of

uulying wartime conditions in

llit-ir particular fields.

Tlic letter slater: "To be cli]

iM<.', a (.aiididate must be a British

-iiiijccl, have passed her 23rd

birthday on March 1, 1944, have

graduated from a recognized

Dominion institution, and pro-

duce evidence that her qualifica-

tions are .sncb as to enable her to

undertake studies or research

work of value in the particular

subject which she submits for

approval."

; Applications for these scholar-

shiiis niiisi reach (he Registrar

of McliiU University by Decem-

ber 11, 1944.

The council also announces

that Dominion scholarships, for-

merly open to both men and

women, are now open only to

wmncn, for the remainder of the

war neriod.

Robert Britcc Scholarships

The Robert Bruce Matriculation

Scholarships, each worth $25, were

not awarded this summer, since no

matriculation candidates .were elig

ibie. Therefore, applications are

now invited for diese Scholarships

from first year students of Scottish

extraction in llie Faculties o£ Arts,

Applied Science and Medicine. The

Scholarships will be awarded on

the basis of the candidates' stand-

ing in the Christmas examinations.

There will be one Scholarship in

each Faculty.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Re^^istrar by Decem-

ber 1st. Applicants must give evi-

dence of Scottish extraction.

OHJ Scholarship

(Continued from page 1)

ssued orders prohibiting the Sun-

day affairs.

Wallace Statement

Tn a statement to the Journal,

Principal Wallace said it was "not

our intention tn force the Radio

Workshop to close down. \ hope

soiue other arrangements, more sat-

isfactory to all concerned, can be

concluded. However, I would ra-

ther not have it at all, than at that

time."

Dean Douglas declined to ans-

wer directly the question put to

her by the Journal if the matter of

latc-lcavcs alone would have been

sufficient to ban Sunday's hroad-

ca.st. She impli'.d, however, such

would not have been the case, stat-

ing: "Whether we would allow

fresliettes to- remain out late would

depend on the merit of the indi-

vidual girl concerned. We cannot

make a general ruling for ^11 the

girls."

Henry Knepler. .\rts '45, Drama

Guild president, stat d: "It is un-

forlunate that this contingency has

arisen. While T understand Dr.

Wallace's point of View, 1 sincerely

hope we siian"t have to give op the

VVnrksho]!, which is in its infancy

and sei-ni^ to have a bright future."

Dr. William Angus of the De-

partment of English, staff advisor

lo the Guild, said: 'HVe shall take

the I'niversity's decision iu our

stride."

Sunday's broadcast was to have

been the first in a series of weekly

half-hour programmes, which were

lo have been produced and acted

bv ynecn's students. While it was

lo have been a "sustainer" at first,

it was hoped a sponsor could ulti-

malelv have been found.

f MEDIUM orMILD

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT CIGARETTES

from

^7
STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

BLOOD DONOR LIST

ISSUED BY RED CROSS

F. K. Brooks, .secretary of the

Voluntary Blood Donor Service yf

the Canadian Red Cross Society,

iias announced a list of blood do-

nors from Queens' University dur-

ing the last month.

Those who have given ten or

more donations are Dr. S. M. Gil-

mour. 10; Dr. M, Keith, U; L.

Lubarsky, 10; J. L. McDoiigall,

le, F. D. Newell. 14; W. O'Hara,

15; L, Resnikoff, 10; R. Sampson,

Id; and Dr. Sinclair, 14.

Otfier donors are E. Abraham,

R. Babion. G. Bcamer, R. Beck, M.

Davis, .1. Edgar, R. H. Hay, F.

Hoffcr. W. Johnston. W. D. Kelly,

R. Kjx.ei(. F. A. Knox, Miss A.

Kring. Miss McWhiimic. Mrs. B.

Munro, J. W. Pearce, M. Kiback,

Prof. J. Roy, J."
Sibley, Miss J.

Stackhouse, M. Walfish, M. Wal-

lace, W. Wegenast, N. A. Williams

W. J. Wilson, H. Wiseman, L.

Yanofsky.

Applications are invited

students now enrolled in the Uni-

versity for the Ontario Hockey As-

sociation Scholarship for 1944, The

cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-

triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded

(his session to some student within

the University on the basis of his

academic qualifications and on his

rating as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when

the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of $80 is

made to the winner.

Afililicalioiis should be m the

hands of the Registrar by Decem-

ber 1. AppHcaiils should give evi-

dence of having played in the OhlA

or NOMA scries-

ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS

187 Princess St. Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: S-tH DIAL RES.: S341

Marly Memorial Scholars'liip

This Sclmlarship in memory of

Dr. Aletta Marty, valued at not

less than ?750, is offered by the

Queen's .Ahimnae Association. Any

woman graduate of Queen's Uni-

versity with a master's degree may

hold Ibis Scholarship, which will

be awarded for :\
year of post-gradu-

ate work. A committee chosen by

the Ahnnnae Association will make

[he award. The Sriiolarship may

be awarded to the same woman for

more than one year.

Applications sliould reach the

Registrar not later than January 1.

Further information may be ob-

tained from the Registrar's Office.

Yesterday morning Meds '49 at-

tended the clinic in a body. It is

urged that other years follow the

example of the Meds sophomores,

as the need for donors is very press-

ing and cannot he stressed too

strongly. Individual donations are

also requested.

Mr. Phin's Statement

The text of Mr. Phin's statement

on the I'nivcrsity's proscription of

Sunday hroadcasiiiif; follows:

The banning of Sunday broad-

casting places the Queen's Radio

Workshop under a rather severe

handicap; as it is very difficult to

find week-day times convenient at

once for CKWS and for us.

We have been very fortunate in

securing a time next Saturday for

our first production. Tliis time

will be available only for one week;

there seems lo be very little pros-

pect of our heiug able to broadcast

again this term.

We have decided, however, not

to disband the Radio Workshop, at

least for the present; rather, we

shall wait to see whether there is

any possibility of our being able

to continue with a new scliedule.

Naturally, we have no choice but

to obey the dictum of the Univer-

sitv administration. Though I —
and T thiuK^most of die members

of the Workshop — disagree very

emphalieally wSth btue Sunday

laws, T do not feel that anydiuig

could be gained through protest.

This present University ruling

came lo us as something of a sur-

prise. Had the possibility of it oc-

curred to us, we should not have

tjonc ahead with plans for a Sunday

schedule.

On the whole, the Radio Work-

shop, as a new and promising stu-

dent activity, has not received as

much encouragement from the ad-

ministration as was originally hoped

for; in fact, tfie University's atti-

tude seems to have been one of

grudging concession rather llian of

active interest.

Prof. : "Gentlemen, I am dis-

missing you ten minutes early

today. Please go quietly so as

not to wake the other classes."

Patronize merchants who use

Journal advertisements.

CHRISTMAS CARDS

TECH SUPPLIES

A. R. TIMOTHYPHOTOGRAPHER
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTH1.\'G

Make your appomtments now for Portraits and Groups

181 OWELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appoinlment DIAl

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

PHONE 7100

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

ALBERT ST.

PHONE 7300

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINXERS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

103 Princess St.

FOR

PLAID SHIRTS
IN STOCK

Agents for Dock's Shoes

— Phone 6381 —

THE MACCISCN STUCIC
- Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. .Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051-7811

30 Years in Business
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For 75yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE

to

Canadians

in all

walks of life

Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming o Policyholder

MUTUAL IIFE
l*^H^^MOP CANADA ^HM^H

Established 1869

Head Office Woterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representotives:

W. ). Stoness, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leodbeater

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
I DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK' S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Sendee

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge'a

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Oiol 4346

And it came to pass in the City

of Queenz that a partee was held

in the Cave of Gym. and many
were the warriors of Scienz

dragged thither by the tearing

Lemons of Lephanta. but even

now remembrance of the affair

dissolves in alcoholic vapours and

seems to fade and flicker down
the long halls of time. Verily,

such an eve has not been wit-

nessed in the land of Kin for

many ages, and stories oF the

event shall be passed down from

generation to generation of the

tribesmen of Queenz.

Ln. many preparations were

made as (he warriors steeled

themselves for the ordeal in the'

Cave of the Wagon Wheel and
under the sign of the Two
Nations ; and in the Cave of

Royal a meeting of the LCBO
(Little Chubby Boys' Organiza-

tion) was convened, and among
the charter members were Jim
Hurray, Bud McLell, Don the

Stinky One, and John the Cape,

he who did stagger home declar-

ing' to the passersby on tlic Trail

of Princess, "Tonight I have to

serve," but when the sun sank

on the land, of the score who
started only a trio remained

annihilating that which was set

before them.

And then Pandora's Box was
opened and the Sadistic Sades
swept from the Cave of the Flick-

ering Lights, seeking out the

warriors in their lair's and humili-

ating them with corsages of car-

rot and onion, leading them to

the Fray with ropes about their

necks and behind horse-drawn

vehicles. Verily there were
almost 50 score present and of

these only a handful could step

the straight and true. The
mighty warriors of Four Five

and Four Six' were in usual form.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where AH Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

lis AUred St. Phone 4850

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, Res. 6414, Greenhou&M 3241

the Offering Doug did attract

crowd by antics with babe in

lobby, and the Krafty One did

also make display of emotion

;

Hal the Stace and the Jacksmyth

ditl investigate plumbing in the

inner sanctums of women; the

Harry Kass did attend lectures

on the morn of Saturn straight

from the den of dale, his visage

smeared with crimson wounds,

and Des the Diamond, lloff, and

Don the Cold Man, and many
others did get higher than kite,

but verily Ogle of Ott did remain

vertical throughout the eve

(plug). Lo the halls of the cave

were carpeted with recumbent

forms, and the grass before the

portals was well rolled, and verily

a corking good time was had by

many in the gallery.

But even now other plans are

in progress and the mighty war-

riors of Four Si.K do launch Show
Boat on the eve of Fria, and it

befits all to attend this gala affair

for those in the year do plot to

augment the reputation which

tiiey do justly hold for affairs

social. Verily, sweet tunes will

be rendered by a large group of

strolling players never before

lieard in the City of Queenz, and

special plans do go forward for

intermish. the like of which has

never been seen for many ages.

Lo, the moon of Novemb has

strictly punished the rations of

the warriors, but overlook not the

virtues of goof, a mixture potent

in the affairs of the heart, and for

those studious in the subjects 'of

Chem, the juice of the apple,

seeded with the product of

Fleisch and set aside, makes for

gay times. But even now the

bells ring out calling the faithful,

and it seems well, after what has

transpired, that the Scribes seek

forgiveness and adopt penitent

attitude in Holy Places.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eaL"

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Dean R. S. Seeley
Will Go to Trinity

The Very Rev. R. S. K. Seeley,

DD, Rector of St. George's Ca-

thedral and Dean of Ontario since

.'Vpril 1943, has been appointed

Provost and Vice-chancellor of

Trinity College, Toronto. He will

replace Rev. Dr. F. H. Cosgrave.

DD, in office in June of next year.

Church officials state that Dean
Seeley has been extremely success-

ful in improving the financial con-

dilion cjf the Cathedral. In addition

lij his rc'utorial duties, he has been

assisting in the Philosophy Depart-

ment of Queen's University.

The new ])rovost graduated from

the L'niversity of Cambridge in

1930 \vilh the degree of PA, and

received a Masters' degree in 1933.

In 1934 he became Chaplain of St.

Chapel Service

Chapel service, under the joint

auspices of the IVCF and the

SCM, will be held this Wednes-
day. November 22, at 1 p.m. in

the i\'Iorgan Memorial Chapel,

Old Arts building. Worship will

be led by Frank Whiteley.

What'cha Ma Column

(Continued from page 2)

A war-weary people has found an

escape in a glorified, pornographic

pulp novel, and likes it. Literary

value is of no importance when sex

is, and sex is all-im[K)rtant in this

tome.

Somewhere in the book a foppish

dude {given to alliteration) ex-

claims: "Gad, sir, what a voluptd-

ous, vivacious, and vulgar wencli
!"

Quite true, quite true—in fact, both

.Vmber and her book are sexsa-

tional! It'll sell by the thousands!

Forti'er /J mfrcr—Kathleen Win-

sor—Macmillan Company—-$4.00.

This Is Queen*8

(Ciinlinucd from page 2)

an average 7.000 additions per

year.

The library attempts to keep

the relative number of books well

balanced between the different

faculties. All the books have

been carefully selected with a

view to potential value.

"With such surroundifigs it is

not surprising that the library is

more and more becoming what it

ought to be—a 'happy hunting

ground'."

Recital

(Continued from page 1)

superiority of interpretation even

better. The marvellous ease with

which he played ll'altc iti E Flat.

the power which he produced in the

Polofiaisf. the subdued charm of the

Nocturne showed his unerring mus-

ical sense. M. Brailowsky goes to

the limits in freedom of interpre-

tation sometimes, but he always

knows how far he can go.

The second part of the concert

was made up of a prelude by Rach-

maninolY and an impromptu by

Faure, both rather subdued pieces,

which stood in contrast to the bril-

liant RHml Dance of Fire by de

Falla. and the Hungarian Rhal>-

sndy No. C by Liszt, where the

quick variety of moods that char-

acterizes gypsy music gave the art-

ist yet another opportunity to dis-

play his great versatility and tedi-

nique.

New Manuscripts

(Continued from page 1)

thor.

Mr. E. C. Kyte, librarian of the

Douglas Library, was in Toronto

last week, interviewing Dr. Lome
Pier/ce and ' making arrangements

concerning the collection. Accord-

ing to Mr. Kyte, Dr. Pierce had

kept the Carman works hi his pos-

session, insteiid of sending them

with the other contributions to the

Library, because he had been a

personal friend of the poet and did

not wish to part with them.
'

About 12 packing cases of books

are expected to arrive at the Lib-

rary in the near future, probably

next week.

By moving some old books into

the sidelines, and by adding 60 feet

Enrolment Drops
In COTC, UNTD

Both the COTC and the UNTD
show a dctrciSL- in enrolment this

year. Tlie t.'<.iTC has a total of

.=ilO men, the UNTD 85 men, and

the UAS 171 men. Last year llic

COTC had tjOO men; the UNTD
and L'AS liad 100 and 180 men r<^-

spectively.

There are 240 new enlistments

in the COTC, 34 in the UNTD,
and 50 in the UAS. Of the 240

new cidistments in. the COTC, aboui

20 to 25 are men discharged from

the LiAS this summer at catnp.

of shelving, space is being made iu

the Lome Pierce colteclion for tliis

new contribution.

All those wishing to submit photos of

Permanent Executive

Campus Clubs

are reminded that sittings should be arranged

IMMEDIATELY so that prints will be in the

hands of the Tricolor editor not later than

DECEMBER 20

DEADLINE FOR GRADUATE PHOTOS
DECEMBER 1

Each applicant for a degree who submits a photo

to the year book is required to make a deposit of

$2.00 for his copy of the Tricolor. This deposit is

payable to the Faculty Representatives.

Levono Jo Sutherland

Arts Hank Wightmori

Science - Bill Meredith

Meds Al Menzies

Those wishing to submit photos after deadline

dates should contact Faculty Representatives before

December 1

OR PHOTOS WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED

Guild Comedy

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

John's College, Cambridge. In 1938

he was appointed professor of Exe-

gelical Tlicology ut St. Jolm's Col-

lege, Winnipeg, and Canon of St.

John's Cathedral. In 1940 he be-

came priest-in -charge of All Saitils'

Church in Winnipeg, and the fol-

lowing year Warden of St. John's

College. From this college he re-

ceived the degree of DD in 1943.

(Continued from page 1)

To obtain an audience vote

upoti the best actor and actress in

the cast of Three's a Family, bal-

lots will be given out at the door

before each performance. With
the confirmation of a special

committee, the winners of great-

est acclaim will receive awards

from 'the Andrina McCuUoch
Scholarships fund.

Three's a Family will run in

Convocation Hall for three

nights : tonight, tomorrow and

Thursday. Tickets are stil! on

sale at the Queen's post office

and at Rikely & Vince, tobacco-

nists. Princess and Bagot streets.

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

SALUTE TO WINTER

WITH A BRILLIANT COLLECTION OF

FUR TRIMMED UN-TRIMMED

COATS
DRESSES

featuring

DE)A FROCKS

ANN LOUISE FROCKS

HOUSE COATS
Bunny Suede Flannel - Corduroy

Floral Bengaline

Silk Crepes

Don't Miss the Launching of the

SC '46 SHOWBOAT
GRANT WHARF
SAILS AT 9.30

PASSAGE 1.25

DRESS INFORMAL
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NEWMANITES ATTEND
MASS AT ST. MARY'S

Sunday morning- Queen's New-
man Club heard mass in St.

Mary's Chapel, after which a
breakfast was held in St.

Joseph's Hall.

An account of the activities of

recent Newman Ciub conven-
tion, held in Toronto, was given

the

by Miss G. Ireland and V. Bea-

mish. Father Hanley then pre-

sented a number of resolutions

which were approved by the club

and which are to be submitted

to the Canadian Youth Commis-
sion. Entertainment was pro-

vided by Austin Paynter.

Our advertisers want YOUR
I business—patronize them.

'its Dovcrcoat Time"

"In the Students Store"

When you see our line of

Overcoats
and their values — they

will speak far more elo-

quently for themselves

than we can ever do.

They're all tailored to

the DOVER standard —
every overcoat carries a

DOVER label and the

guarantee of full satis-

faction. Tweeds^ Ely-

sians. Meltons and the

famous Crombie Curls

woven in Scotland.

Sizes 34 to 46.

25.00 to 55.

PHONE 3030

123- 125 PRINCESS STREET

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
HKASONABUl PItlCKD

SPORTS

THE CAMDLS SPCCFLIGHT
BY aORD MACK

Fleet Air Arm Sinks Gaels 2-0

In Saturday's Soccer Fixture

Come Out Fighting

The other nigrht we wandered in to take a look at the B and W Club,

There were a few fellows seriously plugging away at boxmg; on this

particular night there were no wrestlers; but the entire group numbered
about one-twentieth of the mob of potential pugs who will be throwing

round-houses at each other in the spring fistic festivaL Those who saw

last year's bouts probably still wake up screaming. Boxing and wrestling

are two of the best sports, but they cease to be that when half of the

participants use their jaw exclusively for blocking right crosses.

Every Monday aftembn from 4:30 to 6, and from 7 to 9 on Tuesdays

and Thursdays, Lawrence Yanofsky and Byron Bingeman give lessons in

leather-pushing, and Karl Franz teaches the techniques of the grunt 'n' groan

sport.

Borrowing an idea from Dr. Angus' public speaking course, we would

suggest that all entrants in next spring's assault be compelled to attend a

specified niunber of classes (about six), in the event in which they wish to

enter. Tlus ruling has been enforced at other universities and has several

points in its favour.

Next fall there is a fair possibility that intercollegiate sport will be

revived. Unfortunately the aim of intercollegiate athletics is to produce

winners, while the present Bews Trophy setup is to encourage mass partici-

pation. Any reconciliation between the two attitudes which could be effected

this year would improve the calibre of Tricolour athletic entries next year.

On top of the annual decimation of the student body bj; NSS, further

casualties at the assault should be avoided. It is a recognized fact (to PhiL 2

students anyway) that the learning curve rises fastest at the beginning of

learning, where improvement is most marked and rapid. With the benefit

of half a dozen lessons, besides the possibility of awakening an interest in

boxing or wrestling, the majority of the entrants would absorb enough

defensive tactics to at least preserve the semblance of a Science student

the morning after the Dogpatch Drag (le., remotely human).

For this suggestion to be adopted, in full or part, it must be sponsored

and passed by the year athletic sticks. Any letters, pro or con, are invited

(this only applies to those who vmte).

Intercollegiate "Sport"?

From all reports. Harry Sonshine of Balmy Beach and former Gael

star, should have felt at home in Varsity Stadium last Saturday afternoon.

The Blues' Bloor Street Bowl was tastefully decorated in red, gold, and blue,

with "Queen's" inscribed across the scoreboard, the pressbox and the concrete

below. The goal posts were also striped in .the famous Tricolour combina-

tion, but these were changed before the game. And still Balmy Beach lost!

Bews Trophy

Hriskevitch, Lawrence, Muir
And Shapiro Are Stars

In Strong Showing

The latest Bews Trophy stand-

ings, including all events up to

Friday night, show Meds '49 still

leading the pack, but with their

margin over Sc. '46 reduced from

730 to 64S. The present standing

does not include the half scale

points which will be awarded

each man who played two games

on the Queen's team against out

side competition. The points

gained in the softball to date are:

Sc. '45 (270), Sc. '47 (246). Sc. 48

(150), Sc. '46 (132), and Meds '49

(50). A feature of this year's

race has been the complete ab-

sence of athletic activity of Meds
'48, who were last year's Bews

Trophy winners.

M.eds '49'

Sc. '46

Sc. '45

Sc. '47

Sc. '48

All-Science Team

Principal Speaks

Phone 6733

(Continued from page 1

)

"The amazing thing about life is

its universality." Giving illus-

trations of this statement, he

remarked on the niarvelous way

in which life modifies itself to

meet conditions and in which it

perpetuates itself. Stressing this

point, the speaker said, "If there

is no designing force to maintain

life, there is a plan acting in order

to perpetuate itself."

In conclusion Principal Wal-

lace explained the probable

origin of our earth as well as of

the various forms of life, includ-

ing mankind. At the same time

the speaker, who emphasized the

tremendous length of time which

the development of man has

taken, advised that we should

learn to be patient and to realize

that "nature is working for us."

The subject of Dr. Wallace's

[lext lecture will be "Social

Sciences."

Sports Notes

Meds '47

Meds '50

Meds '46

8.493

7,&45

4.076

3.794

1,667

857

437

60

McGillToConstruct
250 - ton Cyclotron

ny wiLf HOY

The second and final soccer

game of the season was played

Saturday afternoon on the lower

campus. A hard-fighting Queen's

team ended up on the short side

of a 2-1 score against a more ex-

perienced Fleet Air Arm team

from Collins Bay. The students

gave a better account of them-

selves than they did in their first

game three weeks ago against the

RAF eleven.

Midway through the first half,

Coleshitl drove a clean, hard shot

past Mike Hriskevitch to tally

the first marker for the visitors.

The second goal was scored by

Murry, shortly after the second

half began. The bell-bottomed

boys had a slight edge on terri-

torial play, but the Queen's de-

fensive work effectively held the

score down. lu the dying min-

utes of the game. Bob Loucks

broke away from his check, but

with only the goalie to beat,

skinimed the bar with his shot

The Queen's team was made

up entirely of Sciencemen, who
proved to be faster and heavier,

but less skilled than their oppo-

nents. Dr. Lawrence, who hails

from the west, and is now with

the Physics Department, was one

of the main sparkplugs on the

Varsity Announces
Extension Pla'^s

Toronto—(CUP)—Dr. Dunlop,

head of the Department of Ex-

tension at the University of To-

ronto, has announced that 4,752

men and women of the forces are

taking' correspondence courses to

prepare for admission to the uni-

versity. These courses are pro-

vided by the department for mem-

bers of the services who wish to

continue their education alo.ng

the same lines as before the war.

Among the courses to be

offered in the postwar period is

a pass course for teachers leading

to a BA degree. Courses already

under way include business,

salesnianship, and prospecting

courses,^ and various courses

taken by prisoners of war in

Germany. Dr. Dunlop stated

that new courses will be estab-

lished as the need for them be-

comes evident.

The gym has beeu reserved

tonight Cor interfaculty indoor

softball teams to practise. The

hours are : Arts, 6-7 p.m. ; Science,

7-8 p.m. ;
Meds, 8-9 p.m.

Future Softball

Games Scheduled

Nov. 22: Arts '46 vs. Arts '48.

7-8 p.m.; Sc. '45 vs. Meds '49.

8-9 p.m.

Nov. 24: Arts '48 vs. Meds '49,

7-8 p.m.; -A.rts '45 vs. Sc. '48,

8-9 p.m.

Nov. 27: Section A playoffs.

6:45 p.m.

Nov. 28: Section B playoffs,

6:45 p.m.

Nov. 29: First game of finals.

6:45 p.m-

Dec- 1 : Last game of finals.

6:45 p.m.

Dec. 4: Arts vs. Meds (inter-

faculty), 6:45 p.m..

Dec. 6: Science vs. winner,

6:45 p.m.

The Swimming Club will hold

its weekly meeting tomorrow

night, with the class for begin-

ners at 7 o'clock, and for the

more advanced natators at 8

o'clock.

McGill Lrniversity has been au

thorized to start construction im

mediately on a 250-ton cyclotron

whicli will be one of the most pow

erful in the worid. Some idea of

the power of the colossal instru- Queen's team, with John Muir
" who twisted his ankle early in

Bowling Begins

The draw for the Intramural

Bowling League was posted yes-

terday in the .gy"*- '-'"'-^

and Sc. '47 (.nine entries each),

Meds '49 (three teams), and Arts

'46 and Arts '47 (two entries

each) have maximum entries in

the tournament. The remainder

of the 41 teams were recruited

from Sc. '45 (six). Sc. '48 (three),

Arts '45 (one), Arts '4S (four),

and Meds '50 (two). Last year's

championship teani was from

Sc. '45.

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

ment may be obtained from tlie

fact that it will utilize voltages up

to 25,000,000.

Tlie cyclotron itself was invented

as a purely scientific instrument by

Prof. Ernest Lawrence of the Uni-

versity of California in 1932. Its

function is to probe the constitu-

tion and structure of matter. Up

to the outbreak of war there were

only a score of these instruments in

operation in the world.

The value of the cyclotron as an

instrument of research in nuclear

physics is now widely reco^ized.

It is possible with it to learn a great

deal more about the atomic struc-

ture of matter. With this instru-

ment it is possible to break up

atom s and change minute quan-

tities of one element to another

at the same time making it radio-

active. The radiation from a mod-

ern atom-smasher is comparable to

more than twice the world's supply

of radium

Dr. I. S. Foster, a professor of

ph\sics at McGill. will direct the

building of this huge cyclotron. The

cost will be at least §150.000.

"ALCO" OFFICIAL
ADDRESSES EIC

Neely Dubose. vice-president of

the Aluminum Company of Can-

ada, spoke at an open meetmg of

the Kingston branch of the EIC

at Convocation Hall last Wed

nesday night. The topic of hi;

address was the "Shipshaw Hy-

draulic Power Development on

the Saguenay River."

Mr. Dubose outlined the grad-

ual development of this project

from the mere idea of a 1.000,000

horsepower plant to the present

plant with an actual total capa-

city of 1.200,000 - horsepower

Radical departures from con-

ventional hydraulic power engi

neering were used in practically

every stage, due both to the

rapidity of construction, and con-

ditions met in harnessing, this

the second half, and Syd Shapiro

also featuring the Tricolour

offensive.

James and Leitch, two for-

wards with the visitors, were

former members of a British

junior championship team, and

gave an excellent exhibition of

first-quality soccer.

Fleet Air Arm: Rodwell iCcap-

tain), Coleshill, Gaston, Briggs,

Buskey, Minns, Murrj", Smith,

James, Taplin. Leitch.

Queen's: Syd Shapiro (cap-

tain), Dr. Lawrence, Alf Bader,

John Muir, Don Endlemann,

Mike Hriskevitch, Grant Norton,

Jack Hanna, Don Beckett, ferry

Mantell, Roy Mathews, Bob

Kingston Children

To See Art Exhibit

"Pictures for Children," the

second in the series of exhibitions

presented by the Kingston Art

.Association and Queen's Univer-

sity, will be on display in the

Old Arts building from Novem-

ber 15 to November 29, every

weekday except Tuesday and

Saturday afternoons.

These pictures are from the

Museum of Modern Art in New

York, 20 prints chosen by a child

jury as ones which would appeal

to children between five and

tehvve. They are in silk screen,

and a photographic demonstra-

tion of the silk screen process is

included in the exhibition. Dupli-

cates of the prints may be ob-

tained at the display ; all proceeds

will go to the artists.

enormous -amount of power. This

plant, completed in two and a

half years, is one of the largest

on the continent, and with this

amount of power available,

should greatly aid the industrial

development of the Saguenay

distri<;t.
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

\ Phone 9756

We carry o complete ronge in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

alio—
Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALLENTYNE

GOURDIERS
PUCS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Patronize merchants who use

Jountal advertisements.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STREBT

All over the campus

A horrible rumpus

Well, gang, that's that for an-

other year — you can put away

your knives and your hatdiets

again. And talking about knives

reminds us that we really did spot

a couple of Levanites at the Drag

Friday hauling their cringing men

around at the end of a rope.

Some customs are reversed at

Queen's, so we'll have to let the

boys cover the gossip angle of the

Drag in their Steam Shovel. We
were always privately convinced

that gossip was the man's forte

anyway, (Sour grapes. We'd love

to do it. but they tell us Levana

Notes isn't to be used as a "sugar

and spice" column.) , . . The Drag

really merits a column all by itself,

too. So take it away. Steam Shovel.

. . . Ey the bye, how much of that

evening can you recall unaided, oh

Steam Shovel sage?

Congratulations

Congrats to the committees in

charge of both the Drag and Ban

Righ's Last Chance Dance. "We

thought the duplicated pink and

blue Drag programmes a particu-

larly brilliant touch. Orchids to

the guy who thought it up. Other

years we've politely let our date

keep the programme and then re-

gretted it. This year we could af-

ford to be polite and have a pro-

gramme for our record, too. . . ,

.\nd at the Last Chance Dance, the

music was a grand improvement.

Nothing on our official calendar

for this week—except the post-

Drag lull. 2S'o more Saturday war

lectures and no exam on the lec-

tures, the Dean of Women an-

nounces. And Ban Righ is still

vigorously discussing the weekend.

Levana Pins

Since there's no news (printable)

we've a suggestion to offer. On and

off almost everybody complains

about the Levana pins. Of course,

the guards are unobtainable now

—

but aside from that tlie pin doesn't

find much favour. The consensus

'of opinion seems to be that "It's

sorta insignificant." Someone has

suggested that instead of the LQ,

the Levana pin should sport a crest

and be made somewhat like the

present Levana executive pin

(That darn LQ has been mistaken

for an TQ—and with a year on that

doesn't help.) We rather like the

plain gold LQ. If the letters were

larger the effect would be quite

striking, and we feel that then it

could hold its own with any pin

on the campus (foreign frat pins

included). As it is now, however,

we're forced to agree that it's

"sorta insignificant."

Tailpiece

(It really happened.)

Co-ed, passing the Union after

dark and seeing somebody (mak-

ing a phone call, we gather) hang-

ing out the window

—

"Gee, the food in that place cer-

tainly must be bad, all right!"

November 19.

Sir:—I would appreciate an op-

portunitj' of using your columns

in order to clarify a recent edict

of the AMS published in last Fri-

day's issue of the Journal, in which

it was stated that the idea of a

veterans" club had been rejected by

them, as well as tlie formation of

a committee by the veterans to

study problems arising from an in-

flux of ex-service men and women

on to the campus.

May I quote from a previous

issue of the Journals "At a meet-

ing of ex-service men at Queen's,

it was decided that any form of

segregating from the student J)ody

was not in keeping with their return

to a postwar world."

At a joint meeting of veterans

and the AMS executive this point

was enlarged upon, and at the re-

quest of the latter a vote was taken

among the ex-service men which

definitely excluded the idea of a

club.

What then was left for the AMS
to reject? The majority of the

veterans did not desire a club. Why
then should they be told that they

cannot have a club?

With regard to the committee,

a detailed examination of the ques-

tion should be undertaken for

which there is no space here. But

briefly, the veterans felt that there

was no preparation under wa>'

from the student point of view for

the veterans arriving here next year

or later. Tliat this is a vital prob-

lem cannot be denied when jt is

realized that over 1,000 ex-service

men and women are expected to

attend this university, at one time

With this in mind, it was proposed

that a committee of ex-service men

be formed to investigate any future

questions of university - student

-

veteran relationships as well as any

that might arise during the present

session. However, all proposals

were with a view to the future

rather than the present. In order

that this committee might be of

a broad structure it was decided

that the ex-service men elect one

representative from each faculty,

the committee as a whole to act in

a purely advisory capacity to the

A.MS executive. " It was felt that

the reasonableness of veterans ad-

vising on matters pertaining to

veterans would not be questioned.

If Friday's press release is to be

interpreted correctly, then the AMS
have rejected that which has been

accepted by every major commun-

ity in Canada, a committee to

study waj's and means by which

the return to civil life of solider.

sailor and airman can be facilitated.

They do not propose to form one

amongst themselves, nor do they

propose to permit the veterans to

do so. What then do they have in

mind? '

' The veterans do not want to be
'

at university at this time. They

are here ahead of their fellows due

to the force of circumstances. But

the least the veterans of Queen's

felt they couRl do. was to prepare

the way for those who are still

fighting out there somewhere. Is

it the intention o£ the AMS to deny

them this opportunity?

—G. T. DE HUECK.

CO-ED
SPORTSHEEL

BY FERDie WATERS

In view of the fact that you

have had such an active weekend,

we feel the only sporting thing

to do is not to mention sports.

While in your "weekend" condi-

tion, as time and mentality lapse,

you might contemplate the un-

fathomable proposition expound-

ed by the philosopher, Pluto

:

"People who live in glass houses

should dress in the baseihent."

Of course, these bare facts have

nothing- to do with the subject,

but we are trying to dress up the

column. We would like to

"clothe" now but we, too, are

suffering from a shortage of

material. So, we'll add our com-

ment that the occupants should

also carry an umbrella, in case

drips live upstairs. To continue

this prattle in the words of the

Chinese philosopher, Confuseus

(and, believe me, he does)

:

"Where there is a will, there is

usually a relative." This seems

like a poor relation to the subject.

But does the subject matter ?

We don't think it does, so we
won't dwell with relatives any

longer. In fact, we'll terminate

these trite trivialities and turn to

the tangible topic of telling the

times of— Basketball : Monday.

Tuesday, and Wednesday from

1:30 to 2:30; Friday from 2:30

to 3 :30. Badminton : Monday
Tuesday, and Wednesday from

2 :30 to 3 :30 ; Thursday from 1 :30

to 3 :30 ; Friday from 1 ;30 to 2 :30.

Tentative date for the swimming

meet is November 30,

(P.S.—And to Marj. Rice 1

have just one thing to say: "Par-

don me, but you look just like

Marjie.")

CRCC
Lecture for recruits Tuesday,

4:30, room 200, New Arts build-

ing.

Drill, Thursday, 7:15, in the

gym.

Those who volunteered to

make TB seals will report at

160 Wellington street at 2 o'clock

on their appointed days.

Bouchard Address

(Continued from page 1)

perly with the right persepctive."

Persepctive is important as thoughts

and ideas which may have applied

to cases 100 years ago are of no

importance today.

A knowledge of both, languages

would be invaluable to understand

the average French-Canadian who
camiot speak English.

U. of T. Chancellor

Dr, H. J. Cody, president of

the University of Toronto, was
elected chancellor o£ the univer-

sity by a unanimous vote of its

senate. Dr. Cody, who retires

from the presidency next June,

will fill the office left vacant by

the recent death of Sir William

Mulock. The term of office lasts

until 1948.

Lost

Working end of black Water-

man's pen on Friday, November

17. between Old Arts building,

Ban Righ and library. Finder

please return to Mr. Matheson,

phone 9484.

TAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 PrinccBa St

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer Universty and Vmilam

Jack and Jill went for a thrill

A'drinking rum and porter.

They got so drunk they did

some things

They really hadn't orter.

See our advertisers when you

require quality merchandise.

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

.PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

DBIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

Welcome to Queens

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND GENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624

OPENS TONIGHT CONTINUES TOMORROW AND THURSDAY
The Drama Guild*s Uproarious Fall Production

THREE'S A FAMILY
THERE ABE STILL SOME TICKETS LEFT

!

GET SEATS NOW AT : QUEEN'S POST OFFICE AND BICKELY & VINCE
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Major E. Walker

Addresses CEC
Describes Life in England

And' Army Camps

Major E. A. Walker of the

English Department, speaking to

the Chemical Engineers' Club

Tuesday following the club's

annual banquet in Portsmouth,

discussed his experiences while

on a recent tour of inspection for

the RCOC of training camps in

the British Isles.

Describing in detail his jour

neys after leaving Canada, he

nientioned the extreme friendli

ness of the English people

and the brotherliness prevailing

among all members of the Cana-

dian atmed forces stationed

England.

English stores, contain a large

variety of goods, many still pre-

war and of excellent quality.

This is possible only because of

strict rationing. A number of

these goods are available to the

public but once or twice a year.

London

In speaking of London, Major

Walker described the beauty of

the city outlined against a bright

sky at night. Although consider-

able damage has been done to

London, there is absolutely no

evidence of debris. London is

spotless.

"The labor shortage in England

is acute," continued the speaker.

"Women, many working long

hours, have undertaken' an enor-

mous share of the work of ord-

nance supply depots."

The training centres provide a

variety of courses for members of

the armed forces, including ord-

nance, artillery, toughening up

and chef courses. In addition to

these, because of the illiteracy

of many service men, basic

courses in reading and writing

have been inaugurated. Conse-

quently ihe men are enabled to

write home and the subsequent

exchange of mail has raised

morale.

Major Walker was educated at

Toronto University and later at

Cambridge. From 1931 to 1941

he lectured at Appleby College

O.-ikvdle, Ontario, and this fall

became a member of the staff at

( >ueen's.

Union to Discuss

'Zombi' Question

Debaters Will Deal
Draftee Issues

with

Christmas Restrictions Removed

University Will Not Oust
FailingArtsmen-Registrar

Instead of a formal debate in par-

liamentary style on the resolution

—Resolved : The Canadian Govern-

ment should immediately implement

Bill 80 to send draftees overseas

as reinforcements, the Debating

Union executive has considered it

"more prudent and appropriate" to

deal with this question in an in-

formal discussion.

There will be two leaders of dis-

cussion, Frank Brodie, Arts '47,

and Terry de Hueck, Arts '48. Mr.

de Hueck will support the despatch

of draftees overseas and Mr. Bro-

die will endeavour to show why

the voluntary system should be re-

tained.

Since the purpose of the Debat-

mg Union is to encourage debate

and discussion on the part of all

Queen's students, who contribute

financially to the organization

through the AMS, it is hoped many

will attend and take part in the

general discussion.

The meeting will take place next

Tuesday, at 7.30 p.m. in the Senate

Room, Old Arts building.

Sc' 46 To Launch
'Showboat' Friday

Science '46 "Showboat" is ready

for a melody excursion tour with

Nick Nickolson and hi-s new

16-piece dance band tonight in

Grant Hall at 9 o'clock. This

band is said to be a combination

of all the better musical talent in

Kingston.

The programme ^ommittee

thus far has been silent about the

special intcrmision feature, but

piano tinkling and Sciencemen

carrying ballet slippers into the

Science chibroouis does not neces-

bariiy mean a non-credit course in

dancing.

After the Drag last week, it

was decided to make the Show-

boat a "suit" dance.

With Christmas exams getting

so close, this will undoubtedly' te

tiie lasl dance one can attend cun-

science-free. Tickets ii.ay be ob-

tained from any member uf Science

-Id or at the duor.

Arts students will not be requir-

ed to attain any specific standing

in Christmas examinations in order

to continue their studies next term.

Registrar Jean 1. Royce told the

Journal Wednesday. However,
those in non-essential courses who

do not come within the top half of

their classes in the final spring

exams will be subject to the same

National Seective Service regula-

tions as were introduced last Feb-

ruary.

In an exclusive interview with

a high Kingston NSS branch of-

ficial, the Journal learned it was

quite possible the NSS regulations

"might be altered before next

spring." Any changes, he said,

would be contingent "on two

things: the situation in the Euro-

pean war, and the need for army

reinforcements." Meanwhile, he

stated, the rulings had not been

modified.

Miss Royce revealed last year's

NSS rulings were still in effect,

and would apply to all university

students. These rulings, as reported

in the February 1944, issue of

the Journal, are:

Male students enrolled in : medi-

cine, dentistry, engineering and ap-

plied science, architecture, agricul-

COTC Releases

Data On Call-ups

Gives Informatno on Two
Types of Orders

Left liand Corner

Kingston—(CUP, Delayed) —
The entire Kingston police force

—all 12 of it—reinforced by vol-

unteers from the Centra! Ontario

Tank Corps, made a series of

flaring raids recently, to reveal

the "shocking conditions of vice"

which exist on Sundays.

According to L/Cpl. Etaoin

McShrdiu, chief-ot-police here,

the raids—which resulted in the

arrests of hundreds of "wanton

disturbers of the Sunday peace"

—were the outcome of three pro-

tests, which demanded that "uni-

versity students should be locked

up from Saturday midnight till

Sunday midnight."

For three days after the arrests

had been made, machine-guns

could be heard spluttering out

their lethal messages, as groups

of shame-faced offenders were

led to "their rightful end." Exact

number of dead has not as yet

been tabulated, due to the dire

shortage of manpower. A few

of the prisoners were let off with

life sentences, to he served in the

Kingston federal penitentiary

:

]>art of their punishment is to

hold their breaths from midnight

Saturdays til! midnight Sinidays.

In an exclusive CUP interview,

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 4)

ture, pharmacy, forestry, education,

commerce, veterinary science ; and

specialized courses in mathematics,

physics, chemistrj', biology, or geo-

logy, or courses leading to these;

will "be considered to be pursuing

a course contributing to the prose-

cution of the war or in the national

interest," and are required only to

pass their courses.

However, every male student not

included in this list must stand "in

the upper half of all the students

enrolled in the same academic year

of his course as determined by the

final examinations," it was decided.

Those not achieving this standing

must report to NSS, and will be

permitted to re-ent^r the University

only on presentation of an NSS
certificate to that effect.

(Students registered in arts

courses on a probationary basis

will be required to attain a specified

total percent at Christmas.

(Regulations in force last year

ruled first-year arts students "who

fail at the mid-year in five classes,

or in four classes making an aver-

age below 45 percent," and pre-

viously-registered students "who

fail in four or more subjects," must

present an NSS certificate before

being allowed to continue their

studies.)

ISS Campaign

Opens With Raffle

Men and Women to Dine at

Ban Righ. Co-op

Information has been issued by

COTC headquarters here, revealing

what procedures should be follow-

ed upon receipt of National Selec

tive Service call-ups.

Army call-ups from any division

except Toronto, the announcement

states, should first be brought to

the Registrar's office for a certifi-

cate of the student's standing. The
order and the certificate shquld

then be brought to the COTC Or-

derly Room for a similar voucher

;

and the three documents should be

mailed to the NSS divisional re-

gistrar.

Students receiving Order Medical

Examinations from Toronto must

undergo a regular check-up. How-
ever, such an examination may be

taken in Kingston instead of To-

ronto, if the OME is taken to the

Kingston registrar, 82 Princess

street, who will give permission to

have the check-up transferred. The

order must be submitted with the

request. The same procedure is

then followed as mentioned in the

preceding paragraph.

Radio Workshop's

First Broadcast

'The Key" WiU Be Heard

On Station CKWS

"The Key." a gripping study in

human character, will he broadcast

over CKWS. tomorrow afternoon

at 5.30 o'clock, as the first produc-

tion of the Queen's Radio Work-

shop. Tills is the bro.idcast orig-

inally scheduled for last Sunday

niglit.

According to Ken Phin, student

head of the Workshop, it is unlike-

ly tliat there will be any more dra-

n'lalic broadcasts this term. Mr.

Phin hopes, however, that it will

he possible for the Workshop to

put on a series next term.

"In recent conferences with Uni-

versity authorities," he told the

Journal Wednesday, "we have been

:,\Ae to explain fully our ambitions

and our needs. At the same time

we learned nnich ahout the long-

term plans of Queen's in radio

dramatics. Out of these confer-

ences has come the hope that we

shall have a great deal of encour-

agement ' and assistance from the

University, and that we in turn

shall he able to make some contri-

bution lo the life of Queen's."

CIVILS CLUB TO HEAR
TALK BY W. FULTON

W, Fulton, head of the surveys

branch, Department of VHgh-

ways Toronto, will speak on

aerial surveying at an open meet-

ing of the Civils Club to he held

in Convocation Hall, Monday at

S p.m.

Drama Guild Will

Hear Dr. Harrison

To Hold Meeting Thursday

In Convocation Hall

Dr. G. B, Harrison, head of tlie

Department of English, will speak

to the Drama Guild Thursday night

on his personal experiences with

the staging of Shakespeare, Thurs-

day's Guild meeting, the final one

of thi^ term, will be held in Con-

voi^ation Hall iil 8 p.m.

A graduate of Cambridge and

tlie University of London. Dr. Har-

rison is a specialist in Elizabethan

drama. He has written several

hooks on the drama of tliat era

nnil bail wide experience in

pr^. liiviii- ^li.ikespearian plays. He

canu- 10 C.-mada last year to take

up bis present position as head of

the Department of English

New Play

By t!ie time of tlie meeting, the

Drama Guild e.xecutive hopes to

have cliosen a play for production

here next term; and it is expected

that its choice will be announced

then to the members. Present plans

call for a play of literary quality,

preferably serious. A cast will be

chosen before Christmas, and re-

hearsals will begin immediaK-ly af-

ter the vacation.

New members will be admitted

to the Guild at ihe meeting: those

who have not joined and who wish

to do so may apply to J. Bolton

Slack, treasurer.

The membership fee is 25 cents

and entitles one to all Drama Guild

privileges.

Refreshments will be served in

the Players' Lounge after the meet-

Journal to Print

Christmas Issue

Tuesday, Deceml)er 12, will be

a red- (and green-) letter day

for The Journal. On that day

the First Christmas edition wil

be presented to the campus—

f

bumper six-page holiday issue.

As this wil! be the last issue of

the term, it is hoped that it will

be a truly representative one of

the university. Everyone is

asked to contribute, to send ir

anything they wish—jokes, lim-

ericks, poems, stories, news items

and other topics. Studi^nts should

not hesitate because "it's not

good enough"; let The Journal

decide.

Contributions should he sub

milted before \\'cdiii--(I;i\ , I >c

cember 6. to Tlie Foatur,.- lulu-r

The Journal, c/o Douglas Library

post office or The Journal office.

.Ml efforts will be appreciatcil as

the success of tliis rir>t Christmas

edition wil dtpeiui upon the co-

operation olTered.

The first event intended to

launch the ISS campaign towards

its $1,442 objective is the raffle

sale which begins today. Men
winners will have the opportu-

nity of dining at Ban Righ and

winners among the girls will be

invited to a meal at one of the

men's co-operattves.

Roy Patterson. Sc. '46, is

directing the raffle. Ann Paynter

is in charge of ticket selling for

Levana and Ross Babion for the

men students. All students are

urged to buy their tickets for the

"exchange dinner party" within

the next week. Tickets are 25

cents each.

Funds Distributed

Plans for this year's ISS cam-

paign, as announced last week,

leave little doubt that the organi-

zation means business. With the

liberal support expected from the

campus this year, there is no rea-

son why even that four figure

objective sliould not be reached.

1 1 may now be of interest to

know where the money will go.

Last year's financial statement

issued by the Canadian ISS head-

quarters in Toronto reveals this

information : Fifty-five percent of

all the money collected in Canada

was sent to Europe, mainly for

the benefit of prisoners-of-war.

Another 32 percent was directly

transmitted to China, while 10

percent was held in Canada,

mainly as a reserve. Only three

percent of all the funds collected

in this country were taken up by

tiie educational and operating

budgeL. This low figure for ad-

ministrative costs has only been

made po^silde by most ISS work-

ers, with the exception of a few

jiernianent secretaries, giving

tlieir services voluntarily.

Need Urgent

I ii i.iiled records are kept

w liLT^.'\ er ISS money is distrib-

uted. In addition there are two

periodicals published by general

headquarters in Geneva, report-

ISS CAMPAIGN
(Continued on page 3)

^Three's a Family' Reveals

^Unusually Competent Cast'

BY JACK HOUCK
"Marital bliss, plus'" might well

have be<?n the sub-liLic of the

Queen's Drama Guild three-act

production "Three's a Family,"

which opened on Tuesday night in

Convocation Hall. The play, a

broad farce dealing with the com-

plications of family life, represents

the Guild's annual major comedy

performance.

Although the play carried on in

the tradition of "Arsenic and Old

Lace." and "You Can't Take It

with You," it may be doubted whe-

ther it will ever attain the stature

an<l popularity achieved by these

smash hits. It seems to this reviewer

that this is largely the fault of the

plav it--elf and not of an unusually

c<impelent and well-balanced ctiNt,

In spite (if s.>Liif cxcL-lieni line-,

the pace is dflmitely lerUv ami,

particularly in cerlam >pnt-, faiU

to carrv tlie audience easily, a5

such an effort should.

Polly Sheppard. Douglas Dale.

Marion Ferguson and Mary Val-

lentyne carried the major portion

of the dialogue in a smooth and

very believable manner. Miss Shep-

pard's portrayal of the acid spin-

relative was entirely true to

"THREE'S A FAMILY"

tContinued on page 4)

sler
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The Engineer's Education

The question as to whether the engineer's university education

is adequate, or whether, being restricted as it is to textbook

studies, it is too limited, is one of perennial discussion. It goes

on continually in every sphere o£ campus life, from important

staff meetings to informal "bull sessions" in the Union common

room and faculty clubrooms.

To the contention tbat, his education is not broad enough,

the scienceman invariably rejpins that he is just as important, if

not more so, than the artsman and the medsman. This statement

may be true enough in itself; but instead of being an effective

answer to the charge, it is merely a dodge. No one denies that

the engineer is equally important in the professional world as the

doctor, the businessman, or the statesman ; and the engineer's

reply is a rather futile attempt, conscious or subconscious, to

sidestep the issue. His loyalty to his chosen profession is enviable;

yet, in the light of the facts, it is insufficient.

The engineer graduates into an artsman's world. The latter is

never confronted with the difficulty of determining how much

weight a given body will support, or how much resistance will

be required to cause light; yet every day the former meets problems

—such as what intelligent stand should be taken in a certain

political issue, or whether, in the light of historical research,

Germany should be given a harsh or a lenient peace—which can

be successfully dealt with only if one has the proper background.

It is not enough ,to argue that engineer's te^chni^ue, is vital

to the artsman's way of life; the engineer is at the tremendous

disadvantage of being compelled to know not only his own profes-

sion, but also that of the artsman. Granted this, the engineer's

plight is a serious one. But it is not by any means hopeless, even

in the broadest sense of the word.

shipped to Memphis, Tenn., and

again the lost atmosphere is

closing in. Will a Queen's man
turn up? I wouldn't doubt it.

Anyway, here's hoping.

JACK SILMAN, Arts '46.

Most of the so-called arts professions—manufacturing, buying,

selling, and writing, to mention only a few—do not require a

university education; and most of those engaged in such pursuits,

whether they have been successful or not, have not been fortunate

enough to attend college. But the exacting nature of his work

compels every engineer to take recognized university training.

In this respect, then, the professional eng'ineering body has a great

advantage over those in the less precise walks of life : every

engineer has had a recognized college course.

But in modern times, a recognized college course does not

begin and end with textbook training; it extends to the many

spheres of extracurricular activities, such as the International

Relations Club, Public Affairs Club, Drama Guild, Giee Club,

Press Club, and Debating Union. On the whole, the artsman

participates much more extensively in such activities than does

the engineer—and therein lies the weakness of the engineer's

education. The artsman's training consists of elaborate research

into studies which concern everyday life—psychology, philosophy,

economics, politics, English, and so forth, and his par-

ticipation in, say, the IRC. .expands the knowledge he

acquires in his academic work ; but the ehgineer's is

completely devoid of such work (except for one or two elementary

courses in English), and stays within the rigid bounds of his

prescribed work. There is little opportunity in the postcollege

world for him to e.xpand his knowledge; consequently, if it is

to be accomplished at all. it must be done while he is still at college.

Campus clubs offer excellent openings in this matter; and, while

such groups as the Drama Guild may rightly be termed "luxury"

groups, the exact opposite is true of the International Relations

Club, the Public Affairs Club, the Debating Union, and similar

organizations. These should be an essential collateral to the

engineer's programme; through them he is enabled to delve more

deeply into the complexities of contemporary problems—aft of

which are just as much his as the artsman's—than is possible

through a mere glance at newspaper headlines.

The possibility of broadening his education, and consequently

his entire outlook, is within easy reach of every Queen's student

engineer; it is to his own detriment—and that of the entire nation

—

that he doesn't seize upon the opportunity with more eagerness

than has been evinced up to the present.

Sir : Queen's men are every-

where. How true that is. It

happened thus:

I was taking my boot camp

training at Jacksonville, Florida,

in the US Naval Air Corps, and

what a boot camp! It was very

similar to the frosh initiation at

Queen's. Our hair was cut off

so short that a Science frosh

would look like Gravel Gertie.

We had 'about three blocks in

which to exercise (usually with

rifles). We had no leaves, no

love, and no nothin', in the truest

sense of the word. This went on

for seven weeks. I believe I saw

two—well, maybe three—Waves

in all that time, and from about

40 rods' distance. That was "no

fussing" a la mode. 1 could go

on telling you about it, like up at

5 a.m., lights-out at 9 p.m. : march

six hours per day ; but that isn't

what I intended to do when I

began.

I was' bound; beaten and be-

wildered. Here I was, thousands

of miles from home, and sur-

rounded by Rebels and Yankees

(fellow boots) who were still

fighting the American Civil War
My morale was very low—about

250 on the morale scale (is there

one?). And then it happened.

I went to church (compulsory

this certain Sunday), and noticed

some FAA officers in the congre

gation. It was to the eyes what

music is to the ears. I accosted

one of them and hoped that he

would be from Canada. It was

better than that—I drew a Var-

sity man. Even a Varsity man
was almost the most welcome

person in the world at that point.

We talked for a few minutes,

then I asked him to come over

to my barracks and bring any

other lads from Canada who hap-

pened to be ton the base.

Varsity wandered over that

evening accompanied by none

other than the venerable Art

Byshe from Ottawa, Sc. '46. That

was the most welcome thing that

could have happened. Long and

loud we talked. For three hours

we discussed Queen's, year

parties, dances, and the members
of the tribe of Lephanta (of

course). Now I had new hopes;

at least I wasn't the only "for-

eigner" (I was actually called

that on various occasions) in

Florida.

The Journals started to arrive

and we got together and dis-

cussed every issue thoroughly

and with much pleasure. Need-

less to say, they were more than

welcome. The long-overdue, de-

layed, waited-for—well, you kno\y

what I mean—Tricolor arrived.

It took three evenings to discuss

the contents of it. It took us

back to Queen's, the formals, year

dances (Farmhouse Formal—plug

Arts '46), COTC. and the UATC
(applause?). Truly it is a great

book.

Another Queen's man arrives

on the scene. This time it was
Gray Gadere from London, On-

tario. Long and loud were the

greetings and celebrations. Again

the Tricolor and the journals got

the once-over. The three of us

had quite a time. Palm trees,

warm sunshine, bathing beauties,

etc., etc., and so on. We had

certainly remembered the ways
of the Queen's man.

It ended all too soon.

Ed. Note : We are thankful to

Mr. Silman for his interest in his

Alma Mater. We trust that by

this time he has met more Queen's

men to bolster his threatened

morale, and that he does not

become involved in any North-

South outbreaks.

His address is: Silman, J. F.,

S2/C: ARM School, NATTC;
Bks 2. R-2I: Memphis 15, Ten-

nessee.

It is to be hoped more Queen's

men who are now in the services

will follow Mr. Silman's lead and

write to The Journal : their fellow-

students are eager to learn of their

doings.

Dislikes Co-ed Knitting

November 20.

Sir: I am writing to yon in the

hope that through the medium of

your paper, you will be able, in

some way. to relieve the suffering

of those who are attending "The

University Concerts" because

they enjoy listening to fine music

but are prevented from doing so

because of several ill-mannered

co-eds in the audience.

The programmes of the Hart

House String Quartet and of

Brailowsky were mined for me
and for a number of my friend;

because corcds, who were scat-

tered throughout the audience,

persisted in knitting during the

entire programme.

We realize the young ladies

are probably knitting "snuggles"

for the boys overseas, and that is

admirable. But, surely, they

could desist during the concerts,

out of courtesy to the artists and

to those who wish to hear the

artists.

There is nothing more distract-

ing than the incessant click, click,

clicking of knitting needles in

one's ear during the playing of

some of those delicate passages

of music.

Surely the girls do not realize

how inconsiderate they are when
they knit on these occasions, so

I beg you to draw it to their

attention in The Journal, so that

all who have paid to hear the'

concerts may do so.

Narne withheld on request

Night and Day

Your endeavours are greatly ap-

preciated. However, our rigid pol-

icy of not publishing unsigned con-

tributions precludes our printing it

;

but we should be glad to publish

it anonymously if it were first

signed,

if you

column.

Please contact the Edilor

wish to inaugurate your

bered long after the above have

faded from man's memory, be-

cause of their proof that east is

not east and west is not west.

If you talk to a frosh here,

and tell him to go west, he imme-
diately goes west. If you lell

another frosh in Australia to go

west, he also goes west, but in an

opposite direction. This shows

that there are two directions

west. Therefore we have insti-

tuted a new method of direction,

namely: north, south, east, west,

Mag and Mo. If a man goes west,

he touches the earth at only one

spot—i.e., the place from which

he started. Now if he followed

the circumference of the earth,

he would not be moving accord-

ling to an elementary principle of

the sciences, which is "a straight

line is the shortest distance be-

tween two points," and west is

supposed to be a direction, there-

fore a straight line.

Our conception of north, south,

etc., is a bunch of curved lines

which meet each other at each

and every point. In the old sys-

tem, as no one can tell where east

begins and west ends, your opin-

ion of this matter is as good as

the scientific brains of our age.

To overcome this difficulty, we
have arbitrarily chosen the north-

south line to pass through the

poles, the east-west line to pass

through the Greenwich meridian,

cutting the north-south line at

right angles, the Mag-Mo line at

right angles to the E-W and N-S
lines, all three intersecting at the

earth's centre.

To illustrate this new con-

cept, supposing we take a trip

from Mexico City to London

Eng., and we imagine a straight

line drawn through the earth

—

but as this is impracticable as yet,

we neglect it and tramp over the

surface. But not in a simple

direction as Ni 60* E. We go in

the more scientific direction of

E. 30^" N.—E. 45° Mag. To prove

this acquire sonie three-dimen-

sional graph paper, take a few

days off to plot this simple illus-

tration, and yon will be aston-

ished at your results. This is

more practically done by working

with some curved figure, and

again the results are, although

quite dissimilar from the pre-

ceding ones, eye-opening.

This being but the barest out-

line of what has been submitted

to the scientific world for de-

tailed discussion, anyone inter-

ested in delving deeper into this

expose of scientific fraud may
obtain further information by

writing to the scientific column

of the Journal. Further revolu-

tionarj" scientific exposes will be

discussed after our assistant

Einstein sharpens sti^me more

pencils and obtains a new ration

book.

With Apologries to

Ogden

No matter how well a co-ed dresses,

She's apt to do peculiar things with

her tresses
,

And all lip and down Common-

wealth avenue, ,

They greet each other with "my

dear, you've cut your hair —
or havenue?"

It's hard to tell just whafs been

done

Especially if the hair is bunched

up into a sort of a bun.

Some pile their locks on top of

their craniums

And top it off with a few red

geraniums

Some drape their foreheads with

fringes of bangs

And let the hair hang the way hair

ordinarily hangs.

The latest word seems to be: part

in the middle

.\nd curl it up on sides just a liddle.

The difficulty conies in recognizing

a friend

When her hair ends several inches

above where it used to end.

Girls will find it safer if duller

To leave their hair the orginal culler

For mystifying may be amusing

But male acquaintances find it

most confusing.

As in the case of Isadora Popinjay

Who changed a shade or two each

day

—

From blonde, to red, to brown, to

black

And when she finished her series-

right back.

But Isadora
,
wasn't satisfied with

the ordinary types

And one day her pompadour was ii

red-and-green stripes.

Her boy-friend found it disconcert-

ing

And unfortunately strangled in an

attempt to keep from blurting:

"Ye gods, Isadora, you look simply

hideous."

When she thought her hairdo was

by far the prideous.

For weeks she wondered why he

hadn't called.

And worry made Isadora complete-

ly bald.

Her final advice to glamour-coiffed

girls

Is "Alwa3's remember : curls will be

curls."

—Boston University News.

Socrates Jones

Please phone the Editor about

arranging for your column.

"What drove that spinster to

suicide?"

"The utter youthlessness of her

experience."

Theory of East

And West Exploded

After months of unflagging

effort and gruelling toil, only

sustained by the scientifically

balanced meals of the Union of

Queen's University, the follow-

ing revolutionary theory has been

evolved in the laboratories of

Mag and Mo.
Scientific men have without a

doubt heard of such famous men
as Archimedes, Newton, "Doc"

Hyland, Cuddles, and Galileo,

I

but Mag and Mo, eminent scien-

I was tists of the age, will be remem-

"Your son in college ordered

these photographs from me."

"Ah, yes. Well, well, they

certainly look very like him ; very

like. Has he paid for them?'

"No, sir, he has not."

"Hum-m-. Still more like

him."

" "Harry surprised nie by telling

me that we're going to take our

moneymoou ui France.

"How nice; and how did he

spring it on you?"

"He said as soon as we were

married, he would show me where

he was wounded in the war."

Gliding down at Arnhem with

the men whose deeds and endur-

ance there will long shed an after-

glow across the cold print of his-

tory was a soldier of the last war

(and with a son in this one),

Stanley Maxted. taking with him

into action a BBC portable record-

ng set and a typewriter.

He described in a broadcast after

he got back to London, not yet out

of his mud-caked uniform, how

what was left of that sky-carried

company filed out through the Ger

man lines at night, follow-my

leader fashion, each grasping the

tail of the coat he could not see of

the one in front of him, their boots

lagged with strips of blankets to

deaden the sound of their groping

steps. "All I knew was that for

the first time in my life T was grate

ful for the downpour of rain that

made a patter on leaves of the tree

and covered up any little noises Wf

were making." and, as Maxted said

that, the characteristic grin at last

broke through on his set. stilt

smoke-grey face. .

^

—BBC London Letter.

He: Isn't the floor delightful

She (ho has been stepped on al

nighf): How do you know?

Betty: "I hope everyone notice

my new hat."

Belinda: "Then you had better

lower your skirt about six

inches."
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ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS

187 Princess St Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

FIRST KINGSTON SHOWING
TODAY AND SATURDAY

A Filmizotion of the Heroic Deeds of the

Merchant Marine

"SAN DEMETRIO
-LONDON"

BILTMORE
Cont.- Show Daily from 1 p.m.

with

WALTER FITZGERALD
ROBERT BEATTY
MERVYN lONES
RALPH MICHAEL

Official Notices

Faculty of Arts

Midyear Exammaliofts

The attention of students is call-

ed to the first draft of the time-

table for midyear examinations.

Errors or omissions should be re-

ported to the Registrar at once.

DR. MILLER HOST
TO PIPE BAND

Faculty of Arts

Fiuai Examimlions^ in Half Courses

of the First Term

The attention of students is call-

ed to the time-table of Hnal exam-

inations in half courses of the first

term. Errors or omissions should

be reported to the Registrar at once

Last night in the music room,

Douglas Library. Dr. J. Miller,

of the Medical faculty and hon-

orary president of the Queen's

Pipe Band, entertained the band

with a selection of pipe music

recordings recently received from

overseas. The selections were

originally recorded by the BBC
and included a record of the

Allied mass bands entering

Tripoli,

Faculty of Arts

classroom work of the firjt term

ends Saturday, December I6th, at

12 o'clock noon. Midyear exam^

inations begin Monday, December

18th. at 8 a.m.

STARTING SATURDAY

' It's a love-laugh

riot that will keep

you chuckling for days

JEAN

ARTHUR

LEE

BOWMAN

^ The Impatient Years^

The

ODEON
CAPITOL THEATRE—
SATURDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY

'HEAVENLY DAYS"
FIBBER McGEE and MOLLY and BIG CAST

STARTING WEDNESDAY

RONALD COLMAN

"KISMET"
WITH

MARLENE DIETRICH

JAMES CRAIG
EDWARD ARNOLD

BUY BOOKS OF THEATRE TICKETS

if FOR CHRISTMAS

Robert Bruce Scholarships

The Robert Bruce Matriculation

Scholarships, each worth $25, were

not awarded this summer, since no

matriculati6n candidates were elig

ible. Therefore, applications are

now invited for these Scholarships

from first year students of Scottish

extraction in the Faculties of Arts

Applied Science and Medicine. The

Scholarships will be awarded on

the basis of the candidates' stand

iog in the Christmas examinations

There will be one Scholarship in

each Faculty.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by Decern

her 1st. Applicants must give evi

dence of Scottish extraction.

ISS Campaigm

ESTABLISHED 1847

I LIVINGSTON'S I

FALL LINE-UP

OF

MEN'S SUITS AND TOPCOATS

$29."" to ^55

OHA Scholarship

Applications are invited from

students now enrolled in the Uni

versity for the Ontario Hockey As

sociation Scholarship for 1944. The

cash value is $80.

The Scholarsliip has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-

triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded

this session to some student within

the University on the basis of his

academic qualifications and on his

rating as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when

the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of $80 is

made to the winner.

Applications should' be in the

hands of flic Registrar by Decem-

ber 1. Applicants should give evi-

dence of having played in the OHA
or NOMA series.

Marly Memorial Scholarship

Tbis Scholarship in memory of

Dr. Aletta Marty, valued at not

less than $?50, is offered by the

Queen's Alumnae Association. Any

woman graduate of Queen's Uni-

versity with a master's degree may

hold this Scholarship, which \vill

be awarded for a year of post-gradu-

ate work. A committee chosen by

the Alumnae Association will make

the award. The Scholarship may^

be awarded to the same woman for

more than one year.

Applications should reacli the

Registrar not later than January I.

Further information may be ob-

tained from the Registrar's Office.

(Continued from page I)

mg on the situation of students

war-stricken areas. These

pamphlets vividly describe the

plight and despair that has struck

students and entire university

communities in occupied terri-

tories and behind barbed wire.

The following is a typical excerpt

taken from a Norwegian com-

munique of July 1944:

".
. . One can very seldom

satisfy his hunger in a restaurant

and it is impossible to remedy

this by the meager bread ration.

The noon meal in a restaurant

consists -mainly of codfish, dried

and boiled fish of all kinds. Since

Christmas there has been only

one distribution of meat. As a

result of insufficient food, stu-

dents get thinner every semester.

Losses of weight of 10 to 22

pounds are not rare and this mal-

nutrition is the cause of many

diseases."

Similar and worse facts staring

at one from piles of informative

literature, in themselves consti-

tute ample justification for sup-

porting ISS. Even our most

ambitious campaign objective

could not do justice to the dire

need of our fellow students. Their

suffering and sacrifice is immense

and it may well be remembered

that, but for a whim of circum-

stances, their fate might have

been ours.

As one of the few remaining

universities in a free country,

comparatively remote from the

paralyzing blows of modern war-

fare, the eyes of our less fortu-

nate fellows are turncii toward

us. In the words of a European

observer: "The thing that g:ives

students confidence in the future,

in spile of all problems and diffi-

culties, is their capacity to face

those hardships with an assur-

ance of a great student soli-

darity."'

Let us show ourselves worthy

of their trust as members of a

world-wide student community,

by giving our wholehearted sup-

port to an organization truly

operated by the students, of the

students, and for the students,

—E.P.

First look at the oppearonce. After oH, that's

what everybody else judges by. Come ond try on

some suits ond topcoats. Our New Foil Suits

and Topcoots arc lined up for inspection now.

I LIVINGSTON'S I
= 75 -79 BROCK STREET DIAL '8354 =

CIVIL AND MILITARY OUTFITTERS

4-

Little Reggie Dowdell—Papa are

you growing taller all the time ?

Father—No, my child. Why do

you ask?

L.R.D.
—

'Cause the top of your

head is poking through your hair.

TOO BIG BY HALF?

The Canadian Mounties like

their men big. A resident of the

Fiji Islands had heard about this

requirement and decided to apply.

The Fiji Islander was a man of

good military hearing, for he had

been in the Australian Army for

four years. Admittedly, he would

have been a magnificent figure

as a Mountie, and there would

have been few people who would

have dared to give him any back

talk. Still, a man can be too big,

even for the Mounties, and this

one was. The RCMP regret-

fully turned him down—he stood

nine feet, ten inches tall.

("Home News from Canada"

read by Gerry Wilmot)

CHRISTMAS CARDS

TECH SUPPLIES

A. R. XlinOXHVPHOTOGRAPHER
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now for Portrdts and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by AppoLntment

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that aa formerly the prestige o£ years stands belnnd

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official BIaaer»

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Qneen'B Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street
Dial 6448

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVtSION ST.

PHONE 7IOO

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

ALBERT ST.

Phone 7300

Hanson & Cdgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

Phcne 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

We Have the Best Trouser Stock

IN Kingston

Flannels, Tweeds, Worsteds, Gabardines, etc.

AgenH for Duck's Shoes

THEMACCISCN iTLCIC
(gra&«£ttion Pl|ntngraiil]u

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Eveninss by Appointment Phones 4051-7814

30 Years in Business
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For 75yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE

to

Canadians

in ail

walks of life

Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I'^^^^^HOF CANADA^HHW

. Established 1S69

Head Office Waterloo, Ont,

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leodbeater

Left Hand Corner

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIS^

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Esceleint Service

133 PrincesB St 0pp. Kreage's

(Continued from page 1)

Twinkletoes Breitman, notorious

scribe muttered, "Those foolish,

puerile and sadistic fact- finders I

What do they know about art?

Here I was in the midst of my
greatest creation

—"How to Pre-

pare Bouquets of Fragrant Stmk-

weed"—when they, arrested me
for typin' on Sundays. Oh, for

goodneth thakelh !" Defiantly

waving his Bouquet over his

head, he fell under a hail of lead

as the elepliant-guns roared.

Coming to claim Twinkletoes"

riddled body. Field Marshal J.

Major Shortcake screamed : "Gad

!

They've slaughtered the major

part o£ our contingent. Dock

them an hour!"

One of the most flagrant viola-

tions was that of J. V. D. Mc-

Squood, who was discovered sit-

lirig in the bathtub, bombing a

model of a German U-boat with

flakes of soap. His only com-

ment was, "I sunk 'er! I sunk

'er! I beat 'em to it!"

Leader of one of the raiding

parties, demure, balding Cagey

Skin, was acclaimed as being "one

of the most offensive of our at-

tackers," and consequently won
the McShrdlu Toupee Award.

When last seen, he was inserting

a "Hats for Sale" ad in the local

paper.

In recognition of its gallant

and heroic services in apprehend

ing the violators of the Blue Sun

day Code—formulated in the j'ear

1494 A.D. ("It war good enough

fer oui' forefathers, it's good

enough fer us")—members of

the Central Ontario Tank Corps

were given 2 5/6 hours' credit,

minus minutes for not being

in breath while forming up.

Rumours flowing wildly iy

municipal halls here hint more

raids may be expected in the near

future.

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

'Gateway* Boasts

Halton Brothers

Edmonton—(CUP)~The Gate-

way (University of Alberta)

boasts two famous former asso-

ciates in Matthew Halton, noted

Canadian war correspondent, and

Capt. Seth Halton, editor of the

Maple Leaf in Belgium. Matt

Halton, regarded as one of the

outstanding men in Canadian

journalism today, was editor-in-

chief of The Gateway in 1927.

His brother, Seth Halton, a cap-

tain in the public relations sec-

tion of the Canadian Army Over-

seas, got his start on The Gate-

way 11 years ago.

Since graduating from the Uni-

versity of Alberta, with an Arts

degree, in. 1929, Matthew Halton

has acted as London correspon-

dent for the Lethbridge, Herald,

university correspondent of the

Edmonton Journal, and British

correspondent for the Toronto

Star. -In 1940 be was the Wash-

ington correspondent, and the

following year went to Libya and

then to Italy. He covered the

Spanish Civil War and the Russo-

Finnish War, and was among the

first to warn the world against

the growing Nazi menace.

His brother, Capt. Seth Halton.

graduated in Arts in 1940 and

was on the staff of the Toronto

Star before enlisting in the army

as a private. Captain Halton is

now publishing the new Belgium

edition of the Maple Leaf in the

offices of Le Soir, Brussels'

largest paper.

Lost

Black Eversharp .pencil, prcs'

sure lead feed, Friday noon

Phone 3472.

CANADA PRODUCES
WAR MATERIAL

From the outbreak of war until

the end of August 1944, Canada

had produced 13,437 aircraft, in-

cluding 4.006 service planes, 5,765

advanced trainers, and 3,686 ele-

mentary trainers. Production was

of 20 types of planes.

Figures quoted in the latest

issue of "Canada at War," com-

pared with those in "The Canada

Year Book, 1943-44," show that

almost 300 10,000-ton cargo ships

had been manufactured in this

country since September 1939,

and over 20 4,700-ton cargo ves-

sels. Almost 230 railway loco-

motives had come off Canadian

assembly lines, which, in addi-

tion to the 4,378 on hand in 1939,

indicated a total of 4.602 were

then in use (not counting those

discarded since 1939).

Almost 660,000 motor vehicles,

and 40,000 armoured vehicles of

all types, had been produced.

Four million rounds of small

arms ammuniiton had been made

at that time by Canadian war-

workers, while 100.000 units of

filled heavy ammunition had been

manufactured. Nearly 1.306,000

machine guns, rifles, and mortars

had been built for use for our

armed forces, and 1,374.526 tons

of chemical explosives had been

prepared.

College Debaters
Will Convene Here

Small Boy : Shine your shoes.

Mister?

Grouch : No

!

Small Boy: Shine your shoes

so you can see your face in them?

Grouch : No

!

Small Boy: Coward!

—The Gateway.

She: Why do-you keep-applaud-

ing such a poor play?

He: To keep awake.

Representatives of nine Cana-

dian university debating societies

will attend the annual executive

meeting of the Inter-University

Debating League, to be held in

Douglas Library today and to-

morrow. Purpose of the confer-

ence will be to select a resolution

for the annual debates, and to

arrange an lUDL timetable.

Ross Babion, president of

the organization, will represent

Queen's. Other universities to

send delegates will be: McMaster

(Hamilton), Western Ontario

(London), Victoria College of

University of Toronto, Ottawa,

^t. Patrick's College (Ottawa),

Loyola (Montreal), McGitl

(Montreal), and Bishop's College

(Lennoxville, Que.).

QUEEN'S GRADUATE
AWARDED MC

Lieut. George Alexander While

of Timmins, who studied mining

engineering at Queen's, has been

awarded the Military Cross for

gallantry in action.

Before enlisting in 1942 Lieut.

White was emplo^^ed on the engi-

neering staff of the Bollinger

Mines, He graduated from the

Officers' Training Centre at

Brockville and took advanced

training at Petawawa before

going overseas in March, 1943.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN
Dear Featrice Barefax:

Do you think I should get mar

ried? I've always wanted to

raise a family, but the man I love

simply can't bear children.

Genevieve.

Dear Genevieve:

You're expecting too much of

the man.

'Three's a Family"

(Continued from page 1)

life and very funny, while Miss

Ferguson as her super-efficient sis-

ter provided a neal "straight" por-

trayal. Doug Dale as the house-

wifely husband exerted a nice re-

strain in a part that might have

been badly overdone ;
Mary Val-

ieiitviic made a charming if rather

weepy daughter.

All of the suppDriing players gave

evidence of the painstaking atten-

tion and direction which always

characteri7.es the work of Dr. Wil-

liam Angus, the Guild director.

Joan Connor as the Western

L'nion messenger, and Ross Wood-

ward as Dr. liartell, were especially

pleasing in "bit" roles.

The full cast included, in addi-

tion lo those already nKntioned,

Maureen Armstrong, Alden Gour-

Icy, Lucette Hansen, Moc Polo-

win. Silvin Narizzano, Leonard

McNcish, Phil Nash, Henry Wise-

man. Bonnie McClosky, William

Black and Dorothy Wilson. Tlie

play was under the direction of

Dr. .\iigiis and was produced by

I'hil Nash.

IVCF Tonight

The regular weekly meeting of

the Inter-Varsity Christian Fel-

lowship will be held tonight at

7 :,^0 m the Theologs' common
room, Old Arts building. All

students are cordially invited.

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-!o-dalc 3-cliair shop in
the city

Beauty Porlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

tl5 Alfred St Phone 4850

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 60S4, Res. 6414, Greenhouse* 3241

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

Are You in the Know?

Are iheie Undr Hopper* dcInR-

P A Shorty George

ATlp

"Know hoyf" IB what makca the difference

between a smooth rug-cutter and a dudi So

lady, bo hep lo this "sbine" alep. It's a Tip

—and here's another: stay in the fun re-

gardless of what lime of the month it ial

It's simple. Kolo:c sanitary napkina are

more comfortable—that special safety centre

\i keeps you prolecled—poiBO-perfect.

ThU Halr-do't for you— If

Your fate li long

Hoart-Shopod

Round

Noweal locks Iiovi- a flal-topped look. They're

flhortcr, Bleclc. often ccnlrc-parled. Vary

this hair style to auii your focc-lypc. If your

face is longi lake iho aliorl liaii^do eUowa

here— flal crowned, and fluffed a bit al llic

side*. The "Hal" looli'a a groominn com-

mandment ivhcn "cerlnin" outlines threaten

a eleck coalunie. That's ivhen you lhank

Koiex for iboBo flal pressed ends. BecauBO

they're not Blubby, no one will guess your

eccrel.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

362 PrincesB St. - Phone 4524

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts,

How wautd you Introduce Ihemt

"Copt. Smith, lhl» it Lleul. Brown"

Q "Mill Brown, may I projont

Copt. Smith"

"lieul. Brown, Copt. Smllh"

When introducing army officers, roeniion ihe

one with tbe higher rank firal—evin if iho

other is a woman. "Captain Smith, this is

Liculennnl Brown-' iB correct. Know )oiir

army etiquette these days—and on "Jiffirull

days" for real "social security" just depend

on the comfort Kotcx gives, for Kotex stays

aoft while wearing. You'U learn that comfort,

confidence and Katex go together 1

Girls in the know
choose KOTEX*

Yes, mora girls choose KOTEX than

all other brands of pads put together.

« T.M. BIS. Con. pat. OB,

FREE!
'THAT DAY IS HERE AGAIN"
Important new booklet full of facts about

the do's and don'ts of problem days.

Canadian Cellucoiton Products Co. Ltd.,

330 University Ave, Dept. Toronto, Onl.

Please send me a free copy of your booklet, "That Day

is Here Again" . . . which will reach me in a plain envelope

JVame

—

City.
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THE ANSWER
to Cold Wintry Blasts .

.

A Good Looking

Quality

O'COAT
by

TWEDDELL'S

Step out in style and

comfort this winter by

choosing your overcoat

from the BEST SE-

LECTION in the city.

A Tweddell's overcoat

is the best you can buy

in every respect . . .

style, quality, and
value. Come in, choose

Yours now!

Young Men's SUITS . . .

We've the suit you need. Equally smart on the

campus or street. Smart styles so much in demand

by college men, in the finest imported fabrics.

Moderately priced.

Smart Furnishings
Furnishings for every occasion—including famous

Stetson hats. All at moderate prices.

SEE OUR STYLE WINDOWS

TWEDDELL'S
OPEN SATURDAY TILL 9 P.M.

137-139 Princess St. Dial 6595

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES

282 Princess Street

RCASONABLl PRICED
Phone 6733

Your Glasses have

"Gone Modern" too!

But in this case it is not only a matter

of style but also a matter of improved,

clearer, more comfortable vision,

You'll thank science for its progressive achievements,

once you enjoy the undistorted clear

VISION-IN-EVERY-PART-OF-THE-LENS

which "CORECTAL" provides

K. A. MacASKILL, R. 0.

328 Princess Street Phone 9451

SPORTS

TliE CAMPUS FLIGHT
BY GORD MACK

Improved Gaels Vanquish Vies

In Impressive Monday Showing

Doing the Rounds

To quote from predecessor Bill Gorr ell's Sportlight of a year ago
(November 23), "The finals of tlj^e men's intramural tennis tournament
have been indefinitely postponed."

This year the survivors have been reduced to two instead of six. with

Jimmy Gibbons of Meds '50 and Don Helleur of Sc. '45 being the finalists.

Inclement weather for the past week has prevented them from crowning a

champion, and prospects outdoors are not too prombing, with two-foot drifts

threatening to obscure the baselines (as of last Wednesday, anyway).
Intramural Athletic Director Bill Lemmon hopes to be able to make arrange-

ments to complete the tennis this year in the gym.
* *

On the hockey horizon, the gray-garbed Gaels turned in a much-improved
performance last Monday night to upset the hi^y-rated Kingston Vies 6-2.

In the first game of the night we caught a glimpse of Queen's opponents
for next week—RCAF. The transfer of Syd Abel from the Flyers' lineup

to Lachine has weakened their offense, and if Queen's can maintain their

Monday standard, they should still be undefeated this time next week.

Frank Stojem, the big medical frosh who has been relieving on the

Queen's defence, has left the university to join the RCAMC. Stojem's loss

leaves the team with only two defence stalwarts. Although lacking the

experience of Elliot and Pataran, Stojem had great possibilities as a rear-

guard, and, in the two games played, the opposition never got one past

Mac Wallace while "Stoje" was on the ice.

A new recruit for the team showed up with his bob-skates at last

Wednesday's practice, in the person of Bill MacKenzie, a Science frosh

who played for Toronto Marlboros last year before being injured, and

received an invitation this fall to attend the training camp of the Toronto

Maple Leafs.
* • *

An interesting report received via CUP is that the University of Toronto

which, throughout the five years of war, has led the old Intercollegiate Union

in athletic conservatism, has this year authorized the formation of a Varsity

hockey team which will only play home exhibition matches. -Even this

slight concession by the U of T officials augurs well for the revival of

intercollegiate competition next fall.

• * •

Tomorrow rings down the curtain on the indoor so ftball schedule,

and tosses five teams in the discard, while four others prepare for the

playoffs commencing on Monday. In Section A, Sc. '46 boasts of an

unbeaten record to date, with only a triumph over the winless Artsmen

of '45 tonight needed to keep their record intact. In second place arc the

Sc. '46 nine, who were downed 6-3 by the frosh two weeks ago, and Arts

'47, who can edge out Sc. '46 by taking tomorrow's game. In the section

playoffs, our assistant editor in charge of prognosticating intramural indoor

Softball games (commonly abbreviated to Ed ICOPIISG) has advised

us to favour Sc. '48 on the strength of their pitching. So far, John Futcher

has hurled the only shutout of the season, and allowed Sc. "46 only three

runs in their encounter.

In Section B, Sc. '45 finished the season with an undefeated record

last Wednesday, defeating the Medical sophomore team. 10-5. In second

place is Sc. '47. and the aforementioned Ed ICOPIISG has wagered his

landlord^ shirt on the ability of Syd Shapiro to reverse the decision against

Sc. *45 when they meet next Tuesday in their section playoffs.

Science Continues
I

Softball Leadership

The Intramural Softball League

winds up it? season this week, witli

onl)' two games left to be played.

Sc. '48 and Sc. '45 cnntinued their

dominatian of their respective sec-

tions.

Monday's game found Arts '46

ringing up their first triumph, by

downing Meds *49 6-2.

Thrills of the week were pro-

vided in Tuesday's contest, when

Sc. '47 nosed out Arts '48 4-2. It

came about with Science staging,

three run rally in their last time

at bat,

Wednesday's opener between

Arts '46 and '4S, ended with the

frosh easily coasj;ing to a 6-S tri-

umph. Tlie second game of tlie

evening gave Sc. '45 their fourth

straight triumph, with a 10-5 vic-

tory over Meds '49.

The league standing, Wednes-

day's game inclusive, is:

Section A m

Science '48

Science '46

Arts '47 ..

Arts "45 ..

Two Each for Hughes and
Morrow ; Patar£Ln and
Petrocco Share Others

Next Game Wednesday

Sports Notes

All track equipment uuist be

turned into the intramural ath-

letic director's office in the gym-

nasium tnnyarrow afternoon be-

tween 5:45 and 6:15 o'clock.

The indoor softball game be-

Iwceii Arts '47 and Sc. '46 has

been potsponed until 6 p.m. to-

morrow. The gyniiiasium will be

open until 7 o'clock.

Basketball and hockey entries

will be received by Intramural

.\tliletic Dfrcctor Bill Leninioii

(8258) until December 15,

CLUB FORMED BY
VETERANS AT UNB

The veterans of the University

of New Brunswick have formed a

club for the purpose of makin

rehabilitation easier for ex-

servicemen.

At present the association has

11 members. It plans to keep in

close connection with the Cana-

dian Legion and also to work

with al! campus organizations

and activities, in order to guard

against becoming an isolated and

exclusive society.

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St, Dial 4352

ELLIOTTS
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

U of T Gives LLD
To John R. Mott

w L F A
2 0 10 3

I I 20 11

1 1 7 7

0 2 8 24

Section B
W

Science '45 4

Science "47 3

.\rts '48 1

Arts '46 I

Meds '49 0

Toronto—CUP)—At a special

convocation at tlie University of

Toronto, Tuesday, tlie degree ot

Doctor of En^neering was confer

red on Dr. C. J. McKenzie. presi-

dent of the National Research

Council of Canada. Dr. McKenzie

received a Doctor of Laws degree

at Queen's recently.

The degree of Doctor of Laws

was conferred upon his excellency

the Honourable Ray Atherton. am-

bassador of the USA; Winnifred

C. Cullis. professor emeritus of tlie

L'niversity of London ; J. C. Fer-

guson, advisory to the executive

Yuan of the National Government

of China: John R. Mott, president

of the World's Alliance of the

YMCA; G. W. Pepper, lawyer and

author; and His Excellency tlie

Hon. Baron Robert Sitvercruys.

the ambassador of Belgium to Can-

ada.

CORRECTION

In the last Journal, the article

" 'Globe' to Print Winners'

Photos" stated erroneously that

"winning photos selected in the

Tricolor beauty contest will be

published in The Globe and Mail

(Toronto)." This should have

read that several photos from

among contest applicants wilt be

selected for print in The Globe

and Mail, in its attempt to stimu-

late interest in the current Cana-

dian universtiy feud over which

college has the "most beautiful"

co-eds.

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

JOURNAL SPONSORS
"CUPID" CONTEST ^

Time and again the opinion

voiced around the campus that

nine-tenths of the co-eds come to

university solely for the purpose

of securing a husband. The

Journal does not propose to

argue the truth or mistruth of

this statement, but feels that

there must be two sides to the

question.

To bring the other side to light

it has been decided to hold a two-

pronged contest, one lor male

students, the other for co-eds. To

the man who writes the best

letter on the subject "Why" I

want to get married," and to the

girl who best states "Why I don't

watit to get married," The Jour-

nal will award a free ticket to

one of the year dances and

enough "coke money", to make

an expense-free evening.

Letters may be submitted

through the Douglas Library

post office, addressed to "The

Editor, Queen's Jnurnal." or

deposited in the mailbox on the

door of The Journal office in the

basement of the Union. The

deadline for entries is Sunday,

December 3.

'.Pop, will I look like you when

I grow up, pop?"

"Everybody seems to think so,

son."

"Well, I won't grow up for a

long time, will I, pop."

y JACK LUSH

The Gliding C^aels continued

their winning ways Monday night,

by overpowering the Kingston Vic-

torias 6-2. Their speed, weight and

experience proved the deciding fac-

tors against the fighting but dis-

organized Victorias.

Vies fought their way into an

early 1-0 lead, when Bud Aitkerf

took Mulholland's comer pass to

poke it. home through a maze of

arms and legs. Then the Gaels took

over and peppered their opponents'

goal from every angle. This con-

tinued until Hughes deflected a

flying- puck past the bewildered

Dougali at the 13 minute mark.

Just after the middle stanza

opened." Cote sailed down the left

boards and wliipped a bouncing pass

to Petrocco. who notched the Tri-

color's second counter, Vies came

right back with an offensive that

ended by Bud Aitkens taking

Plumb's rebound and tying the

count. Play see-sawed back and

forth until the 14 minute mark,

when the Morrow, Hood. Kelly line

combined on what proved the win-

ning rally. 'At, the whistle, both

teams were beginning to rough ic

up. ^ .

Hughes opened the third period

scoring by finishing off his line-

mates set-up, at the one minute

mark. At this point Vies tried to

apply the pressure, only to have

Queen's take it away from tliem.

And in a very convincing way —
but whicli did not pay dividends

until the 10 |i minute mark, when.

Morrow angled Kelly's pass into

the lower corner. The Gaels con-

tinued to press, and three minutes

later notched the picture goal of

the evening. Morrow came down

centre, drew out the defence, and

then flipped a pass to Pataran in

the clear, who made no mistake.

The game ended with Queen's still

pressing and the bewildered Vies

trying to organize some kind of

scoring threat.

The Hughes, Petrocco, Cote trio

were tlie sparkplugs of the offense,

witli their fighting spirit and per-

sistent back-checking. Morrow took

the individual limelight with liis

deceptiveness.

Dougali stood out for the losers,

with his excellent performance in

the nets, while Bud Aitkens pro-

vided their scoring punch with two

counters.

Queen's — Goal, WaUace; de-

fence, Elliott and Pataran; centre,

Kelly
;
wings. Hood and Morrow

;

substitutes. Hughes. Cote, Petroc-

co and Stojau.

\'ics — Goal, Dougali; defence.

Plumb and Snider: centre, Potts;

left wing. Fowler; right wing,

Hawkins; substitutes. Londry.

"Bud " Aitkens. J.
Aitkens, Guren-

sey, Mulhoiland, Edwards. Graves

and Stewart.

"You referred to the Lord's

Prayer in your speech today.

Senator. I'll bet you $10 t^hat

you can't repeat the Lord's

Prayer."

"I'll take you—"Now I lay me

down to sleep . .
.'

"

"All right. Senator, here's your

$10. I didn't think you knew it."

First Period

Vies, B, Aitkens (Mulhoi-

land

Queen's. Hughes (Cote) . .

.

Second Period

Queen's, Petrocco (Hughes)

Vies. B. .^.itkens (Plumb)..

Queen's, Morrow (Hood)..

Third Period

Queens. Hughes (Cote, Pet-

rocco

Queen's, Morrow (Hood,

Kelly)

Oueen's. Pataran (Morrow) U.OO

4.30

13.00

1.50

3.50

13.50

0.30
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Kingston's Oldest

Estobtsihed Shoe Stor«

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARV VALLENTVNK

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

Nothing buzzing in Ban Rigli

circles again this week. The Dean

of Women and the president of

Levana are mutually agreed that

tl^ey have no announcements to

make. Dead silence on our other

fronts, too. So we'll ramble.

Clothes are an ace-high topic

among women . . , Paris is free

again; New York is still function-

ing; some undiscerning male made

the iisual stereotyped comments

about "women's hats" apropos of

a nifty little number we borrow

from our room-mate periodically

—

and "Mademoiselle" is still in

vogue. What's happening to tlie

co-ed ?

We corry a complete ronge in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also—
Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kionear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Weekly Praises

Ex -Journal Editor

Dr. Charlotte Whitton. Arts

'17, LL.D. '41, was the subject

of a^ "Name in the News" article

by Carolyn Cox in a recent issue

of Toronto Saturday Night.

Dr. Whitton was editor of The

Journal in 1917-18 and is now

occupied in putting social wel-

fare work on a scientific basis.

Miss Cox states that "Charlotte

Whitton is today something rare

—almost unique, in Canadian

public life—a woman with a real

flair for high old political shel-

lacking. Her wit is as quick and

sharp as an adder. . . . During the

past three years she has estab-

lished herself as one of the most

acceptable speakers, male or

female, -before U.S. audiences of

the widest variety and locale."

GOURDIERS
rues

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

McGALLS
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin. Prop.

292 Princess St.' Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and WUliam

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STRSBT

Frustrated Co-eds?

We think she's frustrated. Your

ordinary woman can tear loose on

hats, pill-boxes, toppers, turbans

and all the ten-odd other confections

and varieties of hat. But hats have

been out-dated on the campus long

ago. And now evening gowns are

practically non-existent . . . And

that leaves a co-ed without a safety

valve. No release for her pent-up

personality unless — we tliink we

have the solution! — she concen-

trates on acquiring new variations

of moccasins and plaid skirts.

This she has been vigorously do-

ing for some time now.

But there it is. You have a new

hat and no place to wear it. You
have some bilious red and yellow

paid slacks—and you're doomed to

confine them to your room and

ignominious isolation. Rules pre-

vent your wearing them to classes.

Rules prevent your wearing diem

to lunch. On days when you have

a field trip you either freeze on the

trip in a skirt, or go slacked and

starved without lunch. And you sit

in your cold basement class in the

Arts building and shiver. It's a

grim world.

If we aren't censored this week

we should be.

REV. DR. COSGROVE
RETIRES AT TRINITY

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FERDie WATERS

The head clerk in an office was

admonishing one of the girl typists.

"You are the last to come in

the morning," he said, "and the

first to go at night."

"Well," replied the typist, "you

wouldn't like me to be late twice

a day, would you?"

Toronto—(CUP)—The retire

ment of the provost, the Reverend

Dr. F. H. Cosgrave, was an-

noimced at the annual meeting

of the Corporation of Trinity

College held recently. The ap-

pointment of Very Reverend

Reginald Sidney Kingsley Seeley,

DD, rector of St. George's Cathe-

dral, Kingston, and Dean of the

Diocese of Ontario, as provost of

Trinity College from June, 1945.

was confirmed.

Dr. Cosgrave was appointed a

lecturer in Trinity College in

1907, after coming to Canada as a

graduate of the University of

Dublin. He has been provost

since 1926. The corporation ex

pressed its regret that this long

period of service was to terminate

in 1945. and placed on record

review of the progress of the

college under his leadership.

The biggest splash this week is

the swimming meet scheduled for

Wednesday next at 7.30 p.m. We
iiUve high' hopes that the meet will

he met by many entries from all

years—so get in the swim. Your

stroke may prove to be a stroke

of luck for your year. Whether

swimming is something which yo^

do only on the side, whether j'ou

merely try to keep abreast of the

other contestants, or if you're at the

stage where you have to crawl to

get anywhere, your year wants you.

Tliis is one task you don't have

to stand up to — just take it on the

horizontal, but please don't lie down

on the job because you are in a

position to get points for your

year. And for the backward ones

we give >'0u your own race — the

back-stroke — but don't take tliis

as a reflection on yourselves. You

should get a kick out of all the

events.

Diving

Diving is expected to

greater heights with new

THE TEN TYPES OF MEN

WOMEN ARE LIKE:

A book : Always bound to

please.

An auto: Needs choking every

so often.

A train: Often gets off the

main track.

party platform: Subject to

change without notice.

A stove : Often needs a new

lid.

A chair: It needs sitting on.
,

A callus: It takes hard work to

get one, it hurts when you have

it. but you sort of miss it when

it's gone.

Ore Diggers

When Caesar was a babe

diapers,

And chariots lacked windshield

wipers

;

Before Napoleon ever knew
That he would meet his Waterloo

;

When Cleo was a howling brat—

W'omen were yelling: "Buy me
,

that
!"

1. The Careful Man—Always
slick and shining. This specimen

may be counted on to clean his

nails during a conversation, and

to comb his hair in the lunch

room.

2. The Spendthrift—He pre-

fers extravagance to intellectual

achievement.

3. The Cheap Skate—He is

never loath to borrow a cigarette,

but never by any chance or acci

dent lends one. He spends noth-

ing more previous than time on

his friends.

4. The Possessive Man—He
never lets his girl friend out of

his sight; does not mix at a party

for fear he may lose her company

for a dance.

5. The Perennial Adolescent

—

He gropes his way, from IS to 5U,

from one sighing romance to an-

other. Legion are the women
who have worn his frat pin.

6. The Sissy—("There is noth-

ing of the uncouth in me.") May
alwyas he counted upon to hold

Grandma's wool.

7. The Egoist
—

"I am the man."

8. The Cave Man—He give*

allall the commands, takes none

:

coirsidcrs uuti(5ineiss masculine

and striking. (Page Joe Louis.)

9. The Stew—He never looks

attam

talent

from the freshettes. Neat form will

he displayed for the observers but

'tis more admirable to swim than

to sit. However, if j'ou are not the

type who lakes pleasure in immers-

ing yourself in the limpid pool come

out and see what you miss and use

your lungs in a different way to

the advantage of your year.

The events are: 50 yds. free

style, 100 yds. free style, 50 yds.

side, year relay (4), 50 yds. breast,

diving, plunge, style, 50 yds. back,

and stunts. Tlie relay wilt be 50

yds. each of side, back, breast, and

free style.

Lists are posted in the New Arts

building for you to sign your name

and year. You must have your

name on these lists. They will be

taken down this Monday,

Skating hours for Levana are

daily from 1.00-2.00, except Wed
nesday.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

happy unless he is tight. His

main object in life ^s to expose

his family name to cheap pub-

licity.

,10. The Rotten Sport—He is

jealous of any attention paid to

his girl friend ; sulks when the

girl nevt door gets better marks;

looks for a place to park her

when dancing with a girl he does

not care for.

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S—

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Lodies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

Patronize merchants who use

Journal advertisements.

DfilVE m AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

Welcome to Queens .

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND GENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE

TONIGHT
SC '46

GRANT'S WHARF
SHOWBOAT
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Aesculapian Society To Hear

Dr. Irvine H. Page Tonight

Queen's Medicals to Hear
Prominent Authority

On Hypertension

In Amphitheatre

Dr. Irvine H. Page, eminent

authority on hypertension and

director of the Lilly Laboratory

for Clinical Research at the

Indianapolis City Hospital, will

he the guest speaker at the regu-

lar meeting of the Aesculapian

Society to be held tonight at 8

o'clock in the Richardson Amphi-
llieatre.

Dr. Page received his MD de-

gree from Cornell University in

1926 and interned at the Presby-

terian Hospital in New York.

After that he studied for three

years at Municli in Germany. In

1931. he went to the Rockefeller

Institute and Hospital to become

director of the Cardiovascular

Renal Clinic, He was appointed

to his present position in 1937.

Flashes Placate

Indignant Cadets

Of McGill_COTC

Students Are No Longer

Mistaken for Living

Dead

DR. IRVINE H. PAGE

who will speak here tonight

Registrar Clarifies

Midterm Standings

Registrar Jean I. Rojte has

sued further clarification of the

statement in Friday's Journal that

"Arts students will not be required

to attain any specific standing in

Christmas examinations in order to

'niitiiiue their studies next term .
.'"

W'hiie tlicse students will not be

compelled to m^iintain any war-

lime requirements, such a? conn'ng

within the fir^t half of their aca-

demic year, they will nevertheless

be required to satisfy the Faculty

that they are progressing "well,"

Miss Royce stated.

"The implication given in last

Friday's Journal is that these stu-

dents will not have to bother with

any standings whatever—and that

i-> incorrect," Miss Roycc said.

"They will definitely have to fulfill

requirements set by the Facnlty of

Arts."

As reported in tlie last Journal,

K"in,vstou NSS has received no ftir-

Iher word from C'ltl.iwa cnnccrn-

iii;^' tile X^SS ui"tiver-ii> ru^ailniuns

W'hicli were issued la>l !-'Ll)ruar\.

Ten Queen smen

In US Directory

The names of ten Queen's stu-

deuts to be included in "Who's

Who Among Students in Ameri-

can Universities and Colleges"

were disclosed Saturday by Dr.

R. C. Wallace.

Chosen were: Jim Provan, Sc.

'46, and Ian Shaw, Meds '45. of

Kingston ; Ron Clarke. Arst '46,

Dong \\"ickware. Meds '47, and

Doi-olhy Mills, Arts '45, of

Ottawa: John Harvey, Sc. '45,

Saskatoon: Glenn Clark. Arts '45,

Napanee : Joyce Watson. Arts '45.

Belleville: Celeste Hibbert. Arts

'45, Toledo, Ohio : and Frank

Whiteley. Theology '46, Dryden.

The- students nominated last

vear, Fr;uik- Lee and Bill Cornetl,

who arc still attending university,

are automatically included.

This periodical, produced on a

non-profit basis, lists the most

distinguished students of 600 uni-

vcr-silies across the continent.

Jhc candidates are nominated on

the recommendation of the prin-

cipal. dean, or rc^n^trjr m a inii-

versitv on' the basis of character,

scholarship. leadership in extra-

curricular activities, and potential

TEN QUEEN'SMEN
iCoiitiiiiu-d on page 6)

Left liand Corner

BAFFINLAND. Day Before

Yesterday— (CUP) — Over 500

members of the "Central Ontario

Tank Corps, who recently volnn-

leered to go inactive after receiv-

ing ,T pica from (jen. Cktncy G. L.

< I'Nanghton, arrived iiere yester-

day.

With the mercury reading as

high as 50 degrees below zero,

the men were smartly clad in

their Jaunty summer fatigues, in

accordance with orders issued

immediately after leaving King-

ston. As the temperature dropped

Over 25 degrees dnritig the night,

the newly-arrived were issued

with neckties this morning, heated

remonslrations by RQMS Han-y

Twigg noiwiihslandiug.

As the men disembarked, led

by their doughty pipe band, they

were enthusiastically greeted by

the entire local population, which

comprises almost 20 people.

They marched directly to their

newly-erected barracks—modern,

air-conditioned, fireproof igloos.

L/Cpl. Zaek Jackeroff revealed

blankets were unobtainable,

blushingly admitted they had

been left in Kingston: however,

LHC
(Continued on page 6)

McGill Will Offer

Special Courses

To War Veterans

Maritimes Will Give Vets
Credit for One Year

On Entrance

(Special to The Joitrml)

Montreal, Nov. 27--Members of

the McGill University Contingent

of the COTC will shortly be issued

with distinctive white flashes-

because of one letter to the editor

of the McGill Daily.

The trouble developed at the be-

ginning of last week, when a CO
TC cadet complained, in a letter to

the Daily, that members of the

corps were being confused with

"Zombies." Several more letters

followed, each registering the same

complaint, until finally the Montreal

Daily Star took up the matter. In

an article entitled "COTC Hates

'Zombie' Label," it printed the

statement of a student who had al-

legedly declared, "I have been call-

ed a Zombie."

"It certainly is a shame," The

Star quoted him as saying, "tliat

tlie honoured uniform of the Mc-

Gill OTC should today be a souro*-

of embarrassment and humiliation

to the wearer for the simple reason

that there are no distinguishing

marks on that uniform. In war-

and zombie-conscious Canada, ev-

ery time we pass an Active Ser-

vice man, we get our arm X-rayed.

"Are college students, who are

certainly encouraged by the Gov-

ernment to continue tlieir studies,

not to be distinguished from men

who have been called to serve their

country, and refused?" the indig-

nant cadet asked.

The government ignored the pro-

tests; but COTC officials didn't,

.^nd so cadets will shortly be wear-

ing white shoulder flashes, content

the>' will no longer be labelled

Zombies.

Debating League Executive

Holds Annual Meeting Here

Items Are Needed
For Special Issue

The first Christmas edition of

Tlie Journal will be presented to

the campus on December 12. a sLk-

page issue with no advertising and

one brief editorial.

This novel contribution will fea-

ture the contributions of fam-

ous modern humourists, the contri-

butions, also, of modern humour-

ists. Fveryone. ancient or modern,

is asked to contribute anything—

jokes, limericks, poems, stories, or

news items. Particularly appreciat-

ed will be cuts reflecting interest

in white Christmases. bells (jing-

ling), nile logs, hooch, and other

seasonal traditions.

Contributions should be submit-

ted before Wednesday, December

6, to the Feature Editor, The Jour-

nal, c/o Douglas Library Post Of-

fice, or The Journal office. All

efforts will be appreciated, as tlie

success of the first Christmas edi-

tion will depend ujxin the co-opera-

tion offered.

Montreal — (CUP) — McGill

University's special course for

war veterans will be opened on

January 8, it was announced last

week by Dr. F. Cyril James,

principal. This' new course,

which is to continue through both

the winter and summer terms,

will permit those who commence

studies in January to join with

the regular courses next Octobei.

An additional endowment of

$40,000,000 will be needed, said

Principal James, if all the plans

suggested by the university com-

mittees are put into effect. The

government estimates that 40,000

members of the armed forces will

be seeking a university education.

Drama Guild

Education Requirements
Lowered

Halifax — (CUP) — This an

nouncement was simultaneous

with one from the Advisory Com-

mittee on Education of the Mari-

time Provinces and Newfoundland

which slated that entrance re-

quirements would be lowered to

accommodate returning service

men. It was decided that war

experience made the demobilized

men more mature, more recep

tive to lectures and better adapted

to university studies.

After the last war, active serv-

ice was counted as equivalent t

one year of university studies

:

this meant that the student

would have only three years U

graduate.

The advisory committee wa:

composed of the presidents of the

Maritime colegcs, and represent

ativcs ol the Maritime govern

meiUs anil departments ol edu

cation.

Exhibition Planned

By Camera Club

Tlli^wL*ck, from Tuesday to

l-ridriy, the Camera Club will hold

its first fail salon in the Senate

room of the Old Art< Iiulhlitig,

The pictures which will be ex-

hibited are the best pictures of

the last nine years, which have

been donated to the permanent

collection.

Tiiese pictures have ail bceti

shown at the annual sahms held

by the club. Most of them have

received prizts on those occa-

sions.

At the final meeting of

the Drama Guild for this

term. Dr. G. B. Harrison,

head of the English depart-

ment, will tell of his experi-

ences in staging Shake-

speare. The meeting will

be held in Convocation Hall,

Thursday at 8 p.m.

lUDL Decides Topic for

Contests to Be Held
After Christmas

To Discuss CCF

iSiorman Wilks

Dies In Toronto

Toronto — (CUP) — Norman

Wilks. principal of the Toronto

Conservatory oE Music, died

Monday night after an illness of

three weeks.

Mr. Wilks had been on the

staff of the conservatory since

192S. In 1936 he became execu-

tive officer, and in 1941 succeeded

Sir Ernest MacMilian as prin-

cipal. He was an eminent pianist,

and had played with the Queen's

Hall orchestra and the Royal

Phiiharnioriic and continental

orchestras in Belgium. Germany

and Holland. He also played fur

the Boston Symphony Orehestr,

and loured Australia, the We,-t

Indies, and Canada.

WILKS
(Continued on page 6)

Maths-Physics Club

Films on "Television", "Air

Waves". "The Unseen World"

(the electron microscope), and

other topics will be shown at the

meeting of the Math and Physics

Club, tomorrow at 7:15 p.m. in

the Arts lecture room. Old Arts

building. Refreshments will be

served.

Return of Japs

Favoured at UBC

Sixty percent of the student

body of the University of British

Columbia are in favour of allow-

ing Canadian-horn Japanese to

return Co the university after thf

war. In a rccc'ni ]-<M iMiidiu ii.d

hy The Uby.-^e\. ih: ompu-

newspaper. th\> majurily also ex-

pressed an opinion that Japanese

students shm.ld W allowed to

return to Jap;ni alter the war.

Thirlv-six pL-r.-eiU of ihc stndofit

body were .jppii^c<l to allowing

aiiv lajianese to enter the univer-

sitv. whether Caitadian-born or

otherwise.

Representatives of nine univer-

sity debating societies met in the

Douglas Library building Friday

night and Saturday to review the

activities of the past year, and to

make plans for the future. Uni-

versities represented were: Mc-

Gill. Victoria College of Univer-

sity of Toronto, Loyola. Ottawa,

St. Patrick's College, McMaster,

Western, Bishop';-, and Queen's.

Each university, except Vic-

toria College, which to date has

not entered the Inter-University

Debating Uniou, submitted three

resolutions as suggestions for

debate. The one finally selected

as the resolution to be debated at

both preliminary and final de-

bates was; Resolved: The salva-

tion of Canadian democracy de-

mands the implementation of the

CCF program. This resolution

was further defined as follows:

"Canadian democracy" is taken

to mean "Canadian Semocfacj^s"

it is practiced today"; "implemen-

tation" is taken to mean "a

gradu.il implementation,"

Favour Women Debaters

The preliminary debates will

he belli February 8, iind the final

debate Feliruary 22. The meet-

iitL; \\eni on recird as favouring

C.i-edue,itiona! debating. Al-

though the lUDL constitution

did not provide for women as

debaters, such action had become

a [viatter of cu-Uim. Last year

(Juecn's l.r.uitjlu llie i|Ueition for-

ward by u-m-.m.. iVmale
.
lei-, (let

after ha\iii£- reeeivcd the sanction

of each member of the league,

in order to avoid future mis-

iiMiler-Linding, the phrase "of

either -C-x" was added tO sub-

6. article 2 --'f the con-

h sets <iuL ilie regu-

n'nts arrangements

^.eci

>tilnLioii

passed stating

of the present
A ini-'iii-iu wa

that, in the opini

executive, the aliirmatixe teai

DEBATING EXECUTIVE

(
C'lntinuoii on i^age 5>

The 'Tricolor' Will Present

Several Additional Features

['lan^ fi'r "Tricolor '45" were

i-e\ealeil .it a rei.eiit 'general staff

tueetiug. The houk u ill be en-

tirely reorganized to eliminate

some of the least popular features

of the 1944 edition and several

new features will be added.

More attention will be given to

the presentation of graduate pi' -

lures, which will be larger than

last year and will appear along

with news features of particular

interest to their respective factd-

ties. Means of expanding the

most in)portant features of the

book were discussed at a special

meeting of the AM5. and official

approval of this years plans was

obtained.

An active news staff under the

head of ex-Jourual editor Ken

I'hin has been busy on the

campus since the first of the

term and already has a weli-

suarded file of exclusive pi^-ture^

fnr I'ublication. Among tlieir

scoops - The freshet le candle-

hghting ceremony (which lui>

never been photographed heinre i,

ce.mic shots of freshman niinn-

tions. flash photos ^if the pep

rally, football, the track meet, the

'TRICOLOR'

(Continued on page 6)
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The Engineer's Education— Reply

Ed; Note: Frank Lee. president of tlw Engineering So-

ciety, has uvittcn The Journal in mild protest against the

cdHorial entitled "The Enghiea-'s Education." which appeared

in the last issue. As Mr. Lee suggests, the editorial propounded

"the viewpoint of an Arts^iian"; and -due think it only fair to

print his rebuttal, giving the other side of the qitestiott, in

this column.

We sincerely hope the original editorial has not been con-

strued as an attack on any aspect of the engineer or his pro-

fession. Such was not our intention; indeed, we reiterate:

"No one denies that the engineering is equally important in

the professional world as the doctor, the businessman, or the

statesman; . .
."

November 25.

PRESENTING

It*s Human

Sir: The recent editorial in the Friday issup,o£ The Journal

re. "The Engineer's Education" is quite' thought-provoking. It

obviously gives the viewpoint of an Artsman. While I agree

with some points, my views differ considerably in many others.

The whole question revolves around the adequacy of present

engineering curricula to enable an engineer to meet the problems

of everyday life after graduation.

I am wholeheartedly in agreement with your contention that

the engineer should take greater advantage of extra-curricular

training such as active participation in the various campus clubs

and organizations. These are a definite "must" in an engineer's

training, but of course he must use judgment in selection and in

determining a balance between his classwork and his extra-

curricular activities. No one, regardless of whether he is a Science-

man, Medsman. or Artsman, can obtain the fullest advantage of

university training unless he takes some part in activities outside

of his immediate classroom studies. This helps to balance his

viewpoint

You maintain that an engineer's "education is not broad

enough" to enable him to cope with problems "in an Artsman's

world." I must disagree there. Firstly, it is no longer an Arts-

man's world. While it is true that formerly those people who

were educated in the liberal arts were in control, it is by no means

the case now. On the contrary, this is the .-^ge of Science and the

engineer and scientist are gradually assuming their rightful place

as leaders of this modern age.

Secondly, I maintain that an engineering education is the

best possible training ior any person, regardless of whatever

pursuits he may follow later. A scientific training enables a person

to think clearly, luf^lcally. and systematically. He must do so in

order to solve engineering problems, yet he does not confine this

method to technical problems only. He will apply this systematic

way of thinking to all problems in actual life and do a better job

of it than one who has not been trained iu this rigorous way.

Take for example the, political problem you mentioned

concerning "what intelligent stand should be taken in a certain

political issue." A scientifically-trained person can marshal facts

for and against this issue and examine these facts in the same

exacting and logical manner he would employ in an experiment

in the laboratory. He is guided by the weight of ^acts and evidence

just as in an experiment. Hence any conclusion he forms will

be based upon available evidence and will be backed by facts.

In this way, his opinion may be closer to the correct one than that

of a person whose only claim to a "proper background" is perhaps

a knowledge of Latin and Greek.

Present-day technical advances are at least 200 years ahead

o£ the social sciences. It has been well said that science creates

plenty, but^ man has not learned to use the fruits of this creation.

There is no reason to doubt that if the same kind of accurate,

scientific thinking were applied to the study and development

of the social sciences, there will be amazing progress, with

subsequent untold benefit to all mankind.

One point omitted in the editorial was that a person already

possesses the qualities of character, leadership, and ability before

coming to university, even though these qualities may be relatively

undeveloped. The main purpose of a university education is to

enable that person to develop the above-mentioned qualities and

also develop the ability to think. An engineering training,

emphasizing the ability to thi"k clearly and accurately, is of

greater potential benefit than a purely liberal arts training.

At the same time, however, there are some deficiencies in

the present science curriculum at Queen's, which need to be

remedied. Among these may be mentioned the following:

(1) The need of a formal course in public speaking. Engi-

neers, more than other groups, should be able to express their

viewpoints before a large audience if necessary, and this ability

(Continued on page 3)

BY GORD PETERS

Jazz!

In sardine-sized quarters in the

basement of The Students' Union,

a group of campus swing fans are

holding record sessions every Sat-

urday evening. If >'0U are willing

to suffer heat, sweat, and — tears

in the cause of jazz, you'll be wel-

comed at these gatherings.

Artistry

The camera never lies, so they

tell us, but Karsh of Ottawa cer-

tainly helps it dramatize the truth!

From the photograph, published in

The Journal, of Senator Bouchard

we liad formed the impression that

the Senator was a warlike pioneer-

ing giant. At his Monday address

we were amazed to find him a quiet-

spoken individual of much smaller

stature than we had been led to

expect. We are leaving for Ottawa

immediately in the hope that we

can arrange for sittings with Mr.

Karsh.

Hope Springs . . .

An emeritus Jerk and perennial

thesis writer was a week-end visitor

at Queen's, His purpose : to try

final exam. — culmination of years

of effort. Secretly we hope his ef-

forts will not l)e crowned with suc-

cess because we would miss his

worried face poring over volumes

of Aldous Huxley in the Hbrary.

'To Avoid Thinking*

Famous Canadian Author

Criticizes 'Reader s Digest'
BY BRUCE HUTCHISON

The New Yorker announces that

it will not allow anj' more of its

articles to be digested by The

Reader's Digest. It thinks digestion

in American journalistic has gone

far enough. It has gone, in fact,

to the point of serious indigestion.

According to tlie New Yorker,

the Reader's Digest buys up articles

all over the place, then farms them

out in various papers and then

digests them in its own pages, a

kind of literary cannibalism which

one finds revolting. One doesn't

kiiow whether there is any truth

in The New Yorker' suspicion that

The Reader's Digest is thus guid-

ing the high politicies of many

magazines, but assuredly it is con-

tributing heavily to the mental

collapse of our age.

The whole practice of digesting

ideas and regurgitating them in neat

pre-digested pellets linally destroys

ideas altogether. For real and use-

ful ideas are not easily digested,

they are tough, with hard rinds and

full of disagreeable seeds, and they

ha\-e a bitter taste. You cannot

digest them without long mastica

tion, patience and a strong mind.

of ideas, they swallow half a dozen

quick cocktails and have the sudden

illusion of learning, and reel home

intellectualy tight,

Tliroughout this country, as you

travel about it, you will find the

best thought and the somidest views

among the men least able to acquire

them. You will find poor farmers

with a profound understanding of

economics, dining ciir stewards who

understand politics; Pullnian por-

ters, members of a persecuted race,

with a solid background of ideas

on life. Tliey have come to their

conclusions the hard way, hy ex-

perience, by heavy reading, by lone-

ly thought, which is the only real

way.

In the same towns and the same

trains you will meet overstuffed

gentlemen of worldly success who
can talk glibly, witli all the modern

cliches, on every subject under the

sun, with every appearante of

thought, and under the illusion of

thinking, whereas they are merely

stufTed with literary pellets, bloated

with pre-digested slogans which

someone has secretly fed them.

The University

World

What'cha ma
Column

TERSE TALES

2

Some few years back, a large

country house was built near White

Plains and Scarsdale. New York.

1» due time the owner and his fam-

ily arrived, and then to the house

was added some of the strangest

furnishings the neighbouring dwel-

lers had ever seen.

A strong metal fence surrounded

the estate. Approaches to the house

were guarded by cle\'erly concealed

photo-electric cells — the "electric

eye." Sirens were .
installed to

shriek out the presence of prowling

strangers, and huge searchlights

were placed in positions to illumin-

ate the house and all'the grounds

Unwelcome visitors could never get

past such barriers.

When reporters from the "White

Plains Dispatch" called to inter-

view the new,strange squire, they

were given the swiftest bum's rush

they ever experienceil. Newspaper

men, it appeared, were included on

the unwanted, list.

However, some time later, tlie

owner did grant an interview to

several New York reporters, and

when asked the reasons for all the

prodigious precautions, he stated

simply

:

"A man has a right to some

privacy."

Tliis is the story, and I suppose

that you are wondering what is so

muisual about all this. Well, not

much really, except that the man

who had this protected, secluded

retreat built for him and who wants

absolute privacy, is the chief gos-

sip and greatest newsmonger in

America today—Walter Winchell.

TTie Reader's Digest and all its

irinitators try to make thought easy

and they reduce it to such a pallid

pill that it ceases to be thought

altogether and is a mere sedative,

like aspirin. Now aspirin is very

good in its own place, to cure a

headache, but there Is no nourish-

ment in it. You can't live on as-

pirin. Nor can a civilization live

ni\ the denatured ideas that emerge

from the digesti\'e processes of

these pocket magazines.

The digestive publications try to

present the problems of our civi-

lization in neat globules, each nicely

labelled, sugar-coated and prettily

wrapped. Are you interested in

world politics? The digests can

II you all about them in a reading

time of three minutes flat. And you

concerned about our economic sys-

tem? Swallow one of these liter-

ary capsules and you will be an

economist. Are you curious about

conditions in Russia? Pid; up the

Reader's Digest in the PiilhiirLn c.ir

and you will be a Russian CN]>cit

between Winnipeg and Brandon;

nay, in such a journey you will be

an expert on everything.

The whole effect of this process

is not to create thought but to imi

tate it. Most people want to think,

to understand, to know about orig-

inal sources, if they had to think

Illinois out for themselves, many of

them would do it. . But most of

tliem. on the way to the well of

truth, are stopped and beguiled by

a pretty magazine cover adorned

with flags and sex appeal, and in-

stead of drinking the pure waters

Tlie whole effect of making

thought easy and compressing great

ideas into hand headache powders

is to iniderstand the process of

thought in North America. Our

grandfathers didn't know as much

as we' do. They couldn't pick up

The Reader's Digest and make

themselves experts on everything in

an hour flat. But they could think

because they had to think to sur-

vive. They had to understand com-

pletely and master their environ-

ment or they would starve in the

wilderness ; whereas nowadays a

man can survive merely by pusliin

an electric button, can travel any-

where behind a gasoline motor of

which he knows nothing and, b\'

tuning in a radio, can hear the

massed voices of the world.

Mental ease is dangerous and

hahit-fnrming. like physical ease.

We athnit that we are softer phy-

sically than our grandfathers, but

wr like to think we are harder men-

tally. Actually, the feeding cnn-

stantly on he birdseed of the maga-

zines, by insisting that all difficult

ideas shall be presented as easy, by

refiAsing to read anything more

than a couple of thousand words

in length we are making our minds

as feoft as our bodies, and we are

thinking of all our great public

problems in mere slogans and talk

ing about them like parrots.

We are getting our civilization

nut of the digests, we are swal-

lowing drugs instead of chewing

hard bread, we are laying the foun-

dations of our society on an intel-

lectual cream puff,

—Winnipeg Free Press.

BY DR. A. J. COLEMAN

One of the tasks of the univer-

sity according to the ISS Confer-

ence in Geneva which we qunteil

last week is to encourage in tht

student a deliberately critical curio-

sity. It seems to me that this is the

most important mark which dis-

tinguishes the truly educated man.

Such a man does not go dashing

off wherever his emotions or his

prejudices drag him — like a boy

eagerly led by a rope to the Sadie

Hawkins dance.

Since most important words i\i

common use are charged with emo-

tional content and hide different

and often contradictory meanings,

the critical mind will attempt to go

behind mere words to their real

connotations. To decide any grave

issue of individual or community

life on the basis of passing emo-

tion or unexamined, entrenched pre-

judice is calamitous.

However, it is not good enough

to wait for things to happen and

then deliberate on them. The edu-

cated man must be curious—anx-

ious to learn more—and equally

important prepared to act on hii

mature convictions.

Today at lunch ask your neigh-

bour, What arc the various possible

vicanings of the terms "zombie."

"free enterprise." "so c ialisvi"?

Il'hal important distinctions arc us-

iiallv forgotten when they are used:'

Intrcducina

HERE AND THERE

Frosh: What is more beautiful to

behold than a pretty giriV

Soph : Such grammar—you mean

to be held.
,

>t- * «

Here is what could happen to

you

:

He (phoning) : "Do you have a

date tonight, .Mabel?"

She (a bit frigidly) : "Yes, I

have."

He: "Oh, congratulations."

I wish I were a kangaroo.

Dcspittr his funny stances;

I'd have a place to put the junk

My girl brnigs to dances.

Freshette: Don't !
^'nii

me now ! Mother i^ in

room.

Senior: Can't she wait

Ciiem. Prof: Wliat can you tell

nie about nitrates?

Frosh : Well — ah they're

i:heaper than day rates.

BY EDITH KENT

DR. J. A. GRAY

Dr. J. A. Gray, of the Physics

Department of Queen's, is a man

of great achievements in the world

of Science.

His most outstanding work was

in connection with the perfectin.y

of a sound-ranging device, Thi-

apparatus enables the operator to

ascertain the location of enemy gmi

through the differenct.- in the time

at which the guns arc heard in scv

eral places. As a result of thi

work, carried on while he was scrv

ing as a captain in the Royal En

gineers. Dr. Cray received the Or-

der of the British Empire.

In addition to his contribution

to scientific knowledge. Professor

Gray has written several papers on

radioactivity and X-rays for Xh<^

Royal Society, of which he is

member.

Dr. Gray was born in Austral

and received his early education at

University High School, Ormond

College, and the University of Mel

bourne, from whicli he gradtiate

with the degree of B.Sc. He thci

studied at the Imperial College o

Science and Tcchnicology in Lon

don, and at the University of Man

Chester, receiving from the lattc

institution the degree of D.Sc,

He was on the staff of McGi

University from 1012 to 1924, witi

can't kiss the exception of four years' over

tlie next seas service. In 1942, he was ap

pointed the Cho\ni Research Pro

fessor of Physics at Queen's.

In 1922, he was made a Fellow

of the Royal Society of Collegians

and in 1932 was admitted to tb^

Roval Society.
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The Engineer's Education— Reply

(Continued from page 2)

to address a large gathering is of the utmost importance. (2) A
course in psychology. An engineer, because of the nature of his

work, is necessarily ajeader of men. At the present time, however,
he must acquire this ability slowly and, in some cases, painfully,

by experience. (3) A course in business administration—because
engineers, in ever-increasing numbers, are filling executive posi-

tions in bigibusiness. ^'

Along with these. I would like to see 1)etter preparation in

high schools so that less time need be spent in reviewing old

ground in the first year, thus enabling more time to be devoted
to the above.. These courses would be most beneficial in the third

and final years.

The conclusion is that an engineering training based on the

present science curriculum and supplemented by a few subjects

from the Arts curriculum as I have outlined above, offers definite

advantages and, in my opinion, is the best and most realistic

preparation for meeting tht problems of the cold, hard world
after graduation. —

Yours sincerely,

FRANK B. LEE,
President, Engineering Society.

FacuUies of Arts aiid Applied

Science

Final Examinalions in Half Courses

of the First Term
The attention of students is call-

ed to the time-table of final exam-

inations in half courses of the first

term. Errors or omissions should

be reported to the Registrar at once.

MUTUAL
I^MMMIHOf CANAD

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leadbeater

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK' 5
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnf Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge'a

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTISt

159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

Tile most up-to-dale J-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Porlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

US Alfred St. Phone 4850

And il came lu pass in the City

of Queenz that the mighty warriors

of Four Six did hold .yeer danz

and a mighty throng did assemble

in the Cave of Grant for the af-

fair.
_
Verily the eve was as For

Mai. for lo, all were attired in the

tie and suit coat and on best be-

haviour, and of ration juice there

was the merest trickle, except for

that absorbed by Murry of Ham
who did acquire glazed look and

dazed manner as the eve wore on.

Even ilow the warriors are ac-

knowledging the huzzahs and bou-

quets of the mob for smooth partee

and vearily are they adept in every

sphere of things social.

And ere the sun set on tlie aft

of Eria, a further meeting of the

LCBO was bad in the Cave of

Koyal by tribesmen of Scienz and

Rhyming Bob the Hopeless one

had trouble witii digestion, but

John the CajTe and Bud McLell.

well trained in under table- tactics

and veterans of many a brawl, far-

ed better, and were in condition

to walk home.

And it comes lo pass that the

men of Eart, seeking to overcome

the preference of those of Lephan

ta for tribesmen of Scienz, do open

campaign to slur the name of the

miglity warriori; saying, as has ever

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6064, Res. 6414, Greenhoiuei 3241

been their practice, that the fol

lowers of Maid Marion are lacking

in knowledge of matters cultural

and citing as evidence the non

attendance of the warriors in the

many organizations which those of

Eart have created to amuse them

selves in idle moments, of which

they have many.

But verily must the tribesmen of

Scienz labour mightily, spending

both morn and aft within the walls

of the City of Queenz and using

the hours after the setting of the

sun to arrange that which they

have learnt and to prepare many

reports on lab and field trip; and

lo, they do not, as with the lowly

ones of Eart, have many hours o

freedom from the caves of lect

and lab in which to plot and plan

the future of the world and di:

cuss the intricacies of snark and

boajun. But verily, the cause

doomed, for it is well-known among

the maids, by sweet experience, that

the mighty men of Scienz are mas-

ters of the culture of social event

and do hold degrees in the art of

coocli and danz.

But even now the battle with the

fac looms large against the waning

light and verily must the T-square

be sharpened and the slipstick oiled

and so to work.

Banning of Workshou Broadcast

Declared 'Unreasonable' in Poll
BY DIANA GlLl, AND JIM SOUTHEY

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"Wc carry a full lino of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP—
We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts,

An overwhelming majority of

Queen's men and women consider

that the banning of last Sunday's

Radio Workshop on the grounds

that dramatics should not be held

on the Sabbath was completely un-

reasonable. This is the case if the

opinion.s of nine students inter-

viewed in a casual survey by Jour-

nal reporters on Sunday afternoon

arc to be taken as representative of

the feeling throughout the entire

student body.
*

Charlie Mcllveen. Meds '46. from

Bowmanville, considers the ban-

ning rather stupid in view of the

fact that such things as the golf

tournament are permitted. Certain-

ly the Drama Guild production is

more constructive than this, even if

the hour of broadcast was ridicu-

lous. He stated that he was in fav-

our of having a wide-open Sunday

everywhere so that workmen could

spend their only free day as they

please.

"Il was not sensible to ban the

programme," said Reg. Freeman,

Sc. '46. He regards the wliole at

litLide as childish, on the ground

that one's conduct on Sunday

regards play is entirely a personal

matter,

lane Macpherson, Lev. '45, and

Ruth Kinsella. Lev. '46. when ask

cd if they considered tlie faculty

stand reasonable, stated, "Empha

tically no!". McGill is allowed

have Sunday broadcasts; Ontario

"blue Sunday" laws make an

ception of radio programmes; cv

eryone listens to the radio on Sun

day; therefore why siiouldn't stu

dents be permitted to broadcast

dramatics. They are, however, com

pletely in accord witli regulation

suspending other University furic

tions over the Sabbath.

Art Ross. Meds "49. feels that

the Lfniversity was perhaps loo dog

inatic in their suspension of

broadcast, but agrees entirely with

the principle behind the ruling

Austin Payntcr, Arts '48,

sec no harm in dramatics on Sun

day. With the many radio play

Official Notices

Faculty of Arts

Classroom work of the first term

ends Saturday. December 16, at

12 o'clock noon. Midyear exam-

inations begin Monday. December

18, at 8 a.m.

Final e.Kaminations of the first

term begin January 3. Classes of

the second terra open on Monday.

January 8, at 8 a.m.

ATKINS
I

Hosiery and Lingerie i

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS

]87 Princess St. Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE; 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341^

OHA Scholarship

Applications are invited from

students now enrolled in the Uni-

versity for the Ontario Hockey As-

sociation Scholarship for 1944. The

cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-

triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded

this se-ssion to some student within

the University on the basis of bis

academic qualifications and on his

rating as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when

the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of $80 is

made to the winner.

Applications should be in the

hands oj the Registrar by Decent-

1. Applicants should give tr'i-

demc oj having played in the OHA
or NOMA series.

Marly Memorial Scholarship

This Scholarship in rpemory of

Dr. Aletta Marty, valued at not

less than $750, is offered by tlie

Queen's Alumnae Association. Any

woman graduate of Queen's Uni-

versity with a master's degree may

hold this Scholarship, which will

be awarded for a year of post-gradu-

ate work. A committee chosen by

the Alumnae Association will make

the award.'' The Scholarship may

be awarded to the same -woman for

more than one year.

Applications should reacli the

Registrar not later tbaii January 1.

Jackson-Metivier
114 Prindess Street

SALUTE TO WINTER

WITH A BRILLIANT COLLECTION OF

FUR TRIMMED UN-TRIMMED

COATS
DRESSES

featuring

DEJA FROCKS

ANN LOUISE FROCKS

HOUSE COATS
Bunny Suede - Flannel - Corduroy -

Floral Bengaline

Silk Crepes

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
SEASONABL1 PBICED

Phone 6733

broadcasted on Sunday over na-

tional networks, it is rather futile

to forbid student production. Were

not religious plays one of the lirst

forms of Euglisli drama? He sees

no necessity for organized sports

on ihc Sabbath with six other days

opcii for these activities.

A New Yorker, Lionel Resni-

kolV, Meds '48, finds the whole

Sunday set-up cramps his style,

since he comes from the free and

easy US. He laments the fact that

he's got nothing to do on Sunday

but sleep and go to Church.

"It is not a good policy to have

University functions on Sunday,

because of public opinion, but I can

see no harm in the presentation of

radio dramatics, whicli is such a

universal practice," said Stuart

Jenness, Sc. '48. The public feels

that the universities should respect

the Sabbath, and this view should

be considered.

In view of the fact that Saturday

has been ruined by military train-

ing, Boyd Valleau, Arts '48, favours

sports and other functions on the

only other day which students have

free. He takes the stand that since

most Frosh are only going to he

here for one year, they should be

allowed to cram as much as ix>ssible

into that year. He feels that if the

broadcast were to do any good, it

.would still serve its purpose on

Sunday.

A. R. XI/nOTHYPHOTOGRAPHER
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Defense of Engineer's Education

November 25.

Sir : "The question as to

whether the engineer's university

education is adequate is one of

perennial discussion"—true, very

true.

There are undoubtedly some

(and you must be one) who fee!

that the so-called liberal arts are

menaced by an ever-expanding

scieiuific school of thought. We
have no quarrel with liberal arts;

we believe that every profession

has its mile of compulsion which

must be mastered first. Having

first obtained a foundation, be

yond that lies the mile of volun

tary effort, where men strive for

special excellence, seek self

expression more material gain

and give that unrequited margin

of service to common good which

alone can invest work with

wide and enduring significance.

The best of lite, and most of its

durable satisfactions, lie in this

second mile, but one must trav

erse the first tnile before the

second. Therein lies the basic

difference between an Artsman

and a Scienceraan's education.

Education for the lawyer mean
more than training him to draw

contracts, or to draft wills and

trust agreements. It means also

a study of history and philosophy

of human relations and social in

stitutions out of which law has

grown as a deposit of age-long

experience of mankind. Simi

larly for an engineer, technical

training aims at skill in applying

mathematics -and physical sci

ences to concrete problems of

design, construction, and opera

tion ; but education looks beyond

into philosophic insights, into the

relations of mathematics and

science as modes of universal

human experience and to a com-

petent understanding oE the social

and economic forces set in mo-

tion by technological achieve-

ment. But it is wrong to put the

cart before the horse—the first

mile of compulsion must be trav-

ersed; and for most of us it is a

full-time job as evidenced by the

mortality rate in Science.

I challenge your statement that

an engineer graduates into an

Arlsman's world, and your infer-

ence that he is not as well-

equipped to meet the outside

problems, or to become as good a

citizen, His education has. in

spired independent work and

thought, and shows the world the

hcst-balanced and best-integrated

modern disciplines. He knows

well how to attack a problem or

analyze a statement; to sort out

the facts and weigh the evidence

therein; to arrive at an unbiased

and logical conclusion. In short,

his education leaves him well-

equipped to cast his vote and to

present more than "an intelligent

stand" on a certain political issue.

This is proven by numbers of

engineers who are today not prac-

tising engineering, but are suc-

cessful business men and able

executives.

Let us look ahead into the

future which engineers are to

share in shaping, not an Arts

men's world but a scientific

world. Engineers will find their

way into every field where

science needs to be practically

applied, cost counted, returns

predicted, and work organized

systematically. They will be

called upon to share the control

of disease with physicians, the

control of finance with bankers.

writers, the organization of dis-

tribution with merchants and

purchasing agents, the supply of

food with packers, the raising of

food with farmers, and the opera-

tion of the home with house-

wives. In few of these fields, if

will engineers be self-suffi-

cient ;
they will be teamworkers.

nd they are prepared to deal

with "men and their ways", no

less than "things and their

forces."

W. iaURRAY HANNA.
Sc. '44, Alberta.

November 26.

Cultural Supplements for

Science Courses

Sir: At the present time, the

professional associations and the

engineering faculties throughout

Canada are carrying on intensive

studies with the view of changing

the postwar engineering courses.

Although it is at present im-

possible to predict what direction

this planning will take, it can be

said with certainty that engineers

will be required to take a larger

number of so-called "cultural

courses." Great stress is being

laid at the present time on "edu-

cation for citizenship," and with

it the acquisition of a broader

knowledge o( the social and

political forces that shape the

nation's life.

It can therefore oe assumed

that college graduates of 1955

will go out equipped far differ-

ently from those students who

graduate in the next few years.

For many reasons it seems desir-

able that this change-over should

be a gradual one. Leaving post-

war planning aside for the mo-

ment, there arises the question of

what could be done in the imme-

diate future here at Queen's by

way of introducing, say, next

year's freshmen to some of the

"cultural subjects" that- will be

taught in postwar days.

At first sight, in view of the

rather crowded timetable, it ap-

pears that there is no room for

further expansion. However, it

should be possible for the Engi-

neering Society to run a

weekly, compulsory lecture series

throughout the year, in the

course of which at least outlines

of the various future courses

could be given. Thus, however

insuffciient these lectures might

be, three to five introductory lec-

tures each in, bay, industrial rela-

tions, industrial psychology, and

various aspect* of the social and

political sciences would be better

than none. These courses might

serve as a stimulus for self-study

and, provided the demand is

there, they might lead to study

groups throughout the four years

spent at college. In this way

a certain continuity between

present and future engineering

education would be provided. It

is up to the present Engineering

Society executive to study the

possibilities and report the

findinds.

K. G. SCHEYE.

Where's the Wabbit?

November 27.

Sir: Knowing the omniscience

and oninibenevolence of The Jour-

nal staff, we appeal to you to save

us miserable members of Levana

from this excruciating dilemma.

How could they do this to us?

With eager eyes we followed each

step in the enthralling tale. Duti-

fully we booed the villain, cheered

EDITOR'S MAILBOX
(Continued on page el

GOURDIERS
ruc§

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864
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Helleur Captures

Racquet Crown

Defeats Gibbons
Sets

in Four

Flashy Don Helleur, Sc. '45,

pounded his way to a 6-3, 6-4,

1-6, 6-3 triumph over Jim Gib-

bons, Meds '50, Saturday after-

noon, to capture the intramural

tennis championship, Heileur's

win concluded the first tennis

tournament to be completed in

two years.

A hard-hitting, offensive play

er, Helleur stormed his way
through the first two sets, weak-

ened in the third, and came back

to take the clincher. But it was
not as easy as all that. Gibbons

fought all the way, and it took

some of Heileur's best shots to

finish off many of their rallies

SPORTS

THE CAAiDUS SfCCrLIGHT
BY GORD MACK

Softball Concludes Season,

Scifnce Dominates League

DRAWING

BayALL 3
FROM YOUR

{SCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

Bews Trophy

Meds *49

Sc. '46

Sc. '45

Sc. '47

Sc. '48

Meds^ '47

^[eds '50

Meds '46 ,

8,693

7,977

4.666

3.926

1,792

857

687

60

Glee Club

Glee Club practices will be

held for "Brahms Requiem" in

Grant Hall, Thursday at 7:30

p.m. and Sunday at 3 p.m., with

full orchestra. All members are

requested to attend.

"The best laid plans of mice and men,

They often go astray."

A sensational sportUeht that we had planned (even that silver-haired

mother of mine would have laid down her knitting, and Sciencemen would

forget their suds) got detoured by the post office department en route.

Next year I'll vote CCF, and, in the meantime, here's a recap of local

sport highlights.

* * *

Saturday afternoon, the "indefinitely postponed" tennis tournament got

a revival through a lull in the weather. Don Helleur of Science '45 emerged

the victor over the Medical freshman, Jimmy Gibbons. 6-3, 6-4-, 1-6, and 6-3.

Don became the first champion to be crowned since 1942, when Luden
Corriveau (also Science '45) captured the title, _That year Don was edged

by Corriveau in the semi-finals, and last year he survived the early rounds,

to be one of the six "finalists" who were unable to finish the tournament.

This year's victory is a fitting climax to Don's local tennis career, and

young Gibbons' performance has established him as a potent threat to all

comers for the next few years.

* » •

Tomorrow night at 8 o'clock the undefeated Tricolour hockey teams

takes on the strong, but winless. RCAF Flyers. Air Force tied Head-

quarters 1-1 in their opener, but were swamp«d 6-1 by Vimy in their second

g'ame when they played without Syd Abel. A little support from the student

body might ensure the Gaels the margin they need to hold on to second

place in their pursuit of the powerful Barriefield Bears, whom they battle

next Monday.
* • *

At a meeting of the Athletic Board of Control a couple of days ago,

it was announced that arrangements had been made to reserve the arena

for intramural games on Thursday nights. This was the arrangement last

year and proved very satisfactory, as it did not interfere with military

training (except the Pipe Band's practices). The present plan is to stage

four games a night, starting at 7, 8, 9, and 10 o'clock, but a schedule cannot

be drawn up until all entries are in. The deadline for year entries is

December 15.
a • * ,

A meeting of the Eastern Ontario Basketball Association is being held

Thursday night, when plans for the 194S series will be made. Although

Queen's are entering a team, the enact personnel of the league is still not

definite. Bob Elliott is again Coach of the Tricolour team after getting

sufficient rest from the rugby season, but practices will not be held until

after the Christmas exams.

YOU'LL BE THANKFUL
for

WARM
PROTECTION

IN A SMART
NEW

OVERCOAT

$45
When the temperature

shivers its way down to

zero or below, you'll be

more thon thankful that

you invested in one of

our overcoats. Each coat

features the best in styl-

ing, tailoring and fab-

rics. Come in today and

see for yourself why we

recommend them so

highly*

PHONE 3030

123- 125 PRINCESS STREET

Hockey Wednesday

Queen's hockey team take on

the RCAF Flyers tomorrow night

at the arena in what promises to

be the best game of the evening.

Still undefeated, the improving

Gaels carry a slight edge with

the acquisition of Rill Mackenzie

Sc. '48. This man is a former

member of Toronto Marlboro?

and was slated for the big leagues,

but education won out, as well

as Queen's.

The case is just the opposiu

for the Flyers, who lost thei.

star, Syd Abel. His absence left

quite a gap in the lineup, but it is

rumoured that a capable replace

meat has filled in.

Game time is 8 o'clock.

Sc. '48 in Section A and
Sc. '45 in Section B

Undefeated

Playoffs Monday

Chapel Service

The regular weekly chapel

service under the joint auspices

of the IVCF and SCM will he

held tomorrow at 1 p.m. in the

Morgan Memorial Chapel. Old

Arts building. Worship will be

led by a member of the IVCF.

BY JACK LUSH

The Intramural Softball League

completed its schedule last week,

with three games, which did not

alter the standing in any way. Sc.

'48 and '45 finished up with unde-

feated slates and go into the play-

offs, slightly favoured.

Softball Standing (Final)

Section A
W

Science '46 .... 2

Science '48 .... 3

Arts '47 1

Arts '45 0

Section B
W

Basketball and hockey entries

will be received by Intramural

Athletic Director 'EiirT-emmori

(8258) until December 15.

The first round in the intra-

mural bowling tournament must

be completed by December 15.

A meeting of intramural ath-

letic committee, 7 o'clock Wed-

nesday night, at residence of Bill

Lenimon.

Arts' Concursus

The Arts Concursus is bein

held tonight at 7:30 in Convoca*

lion Mall. Oid Arts builduig.

EIC Contest

Students wishing to submit

papers of engineering interest for

the FIC students' paper competi

lion w ill note that the last day

for receiving entries is Decem

ber 1.

J. Calvin, local manager of the

Canada Steamship Lines, is to

be chairman of the board of

judges.

Newman Club Dance

The Newman Cliib will bold a

fiance tonight at 8:30 in St

Joseph's Hall, Hotel Dieu Hos-

pital. Members will be admitted

free; others will be charged 25

cents.

Debating Executive

Softball Plav-offs

Sc.

Finals

Monday: Sc. '48

6:45 p.m.

Tonight : Sc. '45 vs. Sc.

6 :45 p.m. —— .
'-

Wednesday : Section A vs. Sec-

tion B, 6 :45 p.m.

Friday: Section B vs. Section

.-V, 6:45 p.m.

HE KR. SR.

The girl was mad and called

him "Mr."

Because in fun he merely Kr.

So- just for spite.

That very night,

That nasty Mr. Kr. Sr.

She : Lips that touch

.-ihall never touch mine.

He: Touch your lips?

She: No, my liquor.

liquor

Lost

At the play "Three's a Family."

fawn gabardine trench coat

Phone 4766.

Science '45

Science '47

Arts '48 .

. 4

. 3

. 1

Arts '46 I

Meds '49

L F A
1 27 17

0 22 H'

2 13 14

3 16 36

L F A
0 26 13

1 30 14

3 5 14

3 12 20

3 12 24

The value of a college educa-

tion is n6t so much the book-

knowledge yon get: not so much

the athletics; not so much the

—

not so much—well, not so much'

Outside the doorway at the Uni-

versity Press something occurred

recently which assures us once and

for all that the male of the species

has gone soft, soft, while the mere

femahrhas' gone liaidT-hardr-

So this mere female, otherwise

known as a babe in this column,

walks out of the Press and, waiting

outside, is a male student, who says

:

"Hello!" ^ < ' i

Automatically, the babe smiles

back a similar hello, and walks on.

Suddenly she stops up, turns back,

and says. "Say. are you tr>'ing to

flirt >vith me? I don't know you."

The student grins back. "That's

right. You don't know me. But

how about going for a coffee and

getting to?"

Last we saw of them they were

locked arm-in-ami. wandering up

toward a well-known Harbord eat-

ery.

—The Varsitv.

Philosophy as It should be taught

If you are caught in hot water

be nondialant : takt- a bath.

ESTABLISHED 1847

LIVINGSTON'S I

1 FALL LINE-UP

= OF

1 MEN'S SUITS AND TOPCOATS

(Continued from page 1)

Western University in the final

debate with Loyola University =
last February had acted "contrary =
to file spirit of the IL'DL." An- ^
oilier motion, in coiisidcnition of =
the above, called upon Western,

last year's winner, to return the

cup immediately to Loyola. This

motion was carried, 3-2.

Queen's University was repre-

sented by Ross Babion, this year's

president of the lUDL. |^

First look ot the oppeorance. After oil, that's

whot everybody else judges by. Come and try on

some suits and topcoats. Our New Foil Suits

and Topcoats are lined up tor inspection now.

LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK STREET DIAL 8354

CIVIL AND MILITARY OUTFITTERS

Section A rang down the curiam

Friday night, with league leaders.

Sc. "48 massacring Arts '45, 12-S,

and Meds '49 eking out a 2-1 vic-

tory over Arts '48. Section B ended

its schedule Saturday, with Sc. '46

nosing out Arts '47, by a 7-6 count.

Friday's opening game found

Sc. '48 off to a flying start witli

an U nm splurge. Arts '45 fought

back with a count of eight runs in

the next two innings, but were

blanked the remainder while Sci-

ence added one more run, Menard,

Oatwortliy and Bialuk were the

main reasons for the '4S's triumph.

The- follonHing contest proved the

best of the evening, and ended with

Meds '49 squeezing out a Ma\ in-

ning victory over Arts '48. Arts

opened the scoring w^ith their single

run in the first and held the lead

until the third, when Meds tied it

up. Hamilton and Farrell drov e in

the clinclier in the fourth and final

stanza. ^

Saturday found those old rivals.

Sc. '46 and Arts '47, locking bonis

in the best game of the season. A
pilthers' duel, not indicated by the

5Core, found Proven of Science and

.Arts' Yanoffsky turning in superb

performances. Jumping into a 4-2

first inning lead, .Arts added two

more in the second and looked like

sure winners. But the fighting

Science men came back in the tliird

to tie. and the last frame ended

with Clarke crossing the plate with

the winner. Score, Sc. '46, seven;

.\rts '47, six.

Lineups

Sc. '48: FuKcher. Clatworthy,

Hialuk. Burnett. Ensjel, Huggard,

flaliiday. Auckland.

-Arts 4>: Sams. Clark, Collins,

Bn.niks. Kennedy, Gray, Bocking,

Lnfrattn.

=
i Sciuncc *46: McLeod, Proven,

= , Harrison, Davies. Bingcman, Howe,

=
1

Ramsay, Petrulla. Clarke.

=
1

Arts '47: Yanoffsky, Flynn.

= ' Rawley. Porter, Orlando, Cooper

= Harrison, Capalland, Kanderstin.

1, ELLIOTTS
^1 Hairdressing Parlor
=

1 EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
= 1 ? OPERATORS
= 1356 PRINCESS ST, DIAL 3W

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop

79 Princess St
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Store

LEVANA
NOTES
BV DIANA GILt.

178 WELLINGTON STRECT

Phone 9756

We carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

DfilVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

Pinch-hitting' for Va! this week

is really a problem, especially since

Dr.Douglas hasn't any announce-

ment or advice to give out. Satur-

day afternoon lectures are finished

for the year and with tlie Drag in

the dim background there's just

nothing.

This week's a blank as fat as

Levana's doin's are concerned. But

our formal is cyming up, we are

told, right after New Year's, and

this year it will be held in Grant

Hall. In other years Ban Righ

has been the stainpin' ground but

there a lot of difficulty arose. The

orchestra had to be small and a PA
system rigged up for the dining

room.

Also in former years fresheites

attended one nig^ht while sophs

and seniors attended the next.

Grant Hall will be a big improve

ment and the dance will only be

held one night.

As yet arrangements haven't

been made about tlie orchestra, de

corations, or food, or whether the

poor males (unsuspecting as they

are) will be forced into tails. Beryl

KelJy, convener, assures us it will

be bigger and better than ever.

.\n>'way make your dates early

—

there isn't much time after Christ-

mas.

Silence Hours

Silence hours are asked to be

specially enforced now that exams

are only nineteen days away 'and

even with "flunking out" n,ot being

the ultimate end for failing Aits

siudeius why not try to pass—even

if just for practice.

By the way, why don't some of

you enter The Journal contest on

Why 1 Don't Want to Get iMar-

ried," and squelch the vile rumours

going around about co-ed inten-

tions: Somebody should show

Ihem ! !

!

Propose National
Students' Council

Saskatoon — (CUP) — Univer-

sity of Saskatchewan has proposed

instituting a national council for

the handling of student affairs. This

council would guide and govern

student policies, and take concerted

action on points of controversy.

This question is being presented to

the Students' Representative Coun-

cil, with the hope that Saskatche-

wan can take the fore in the insti-

tuting of a national students' coun-

cil of Canadian Universities.

Wilks

(Continued from page 1)

In the first World War he

served with the 7th Division and

the "Buffs", and won the Mili-

tary Cross. He was also staff

lieutenant and liaison officer with

the French police. Since the

beginning of this war Mr, Wilks

had been chairman of the Citi

zens' Committee for the Troop:

in Training.

LHC

(Continued from page 1)

they are expected to arrive in

time for Ash Wednesday rites.

The men were elated when

they learned of the sanitary con

viences which are at their dis

posal, located within three miles

of the camp.' Officers are tem-

porarily unable to take baths,

since the

CO-ED
SPORTSHEEL

BV TERDIE WATERS

The unanswered question of the

week is, "Did the little rabbit es-

cape the claws of the nasty wood-

pecker?" There is one cottontail

that had an abrupt end. Reminds

me of the difference between a rab-

bit and a snake—the rabbit is a

multiplier and the snake is an adder.

You too, by the way, can add points

to your year's total by entering the

swim meet.

On the trail of news this week,

we find nothing but a vanishing

scent. Badminton can still take up

the afternoons in which you aren't

swimming or playing basketball.

Tlie list giving the days you are to

turn out for basketball is posted

in the g)'m. If your name is not

listed you may attend any and all

practices.

CRCC

Recruits are to write basic train-

ing exams on Tuesday at 4 :30 in

New Arts building.

Last drill of term on Thursday

at 7:15 p.m. in the gym.

Tricolor'

(Continued from page 1)

Medical Formal, the Dogpatch

Drag, and snaps of many other

social and club functions. "When
the camera clicks it means you'll

see it in the Tricolor," says Vivian

.A.ngus, assistant news editor,

who has been organizing a great

were forced to seek I
deal of the material to appear in

Editor's Mailbox

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Club L n ch
LIGHT LUNCHES

SANDWICHES
Comer University and William

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STRBBT

(Continued from page 4)

the hero, screamed with suspense!

, . . So what f ?

From the bottle to the tree 1

Ran the wabbit ... so did we

!

Up, up, up . . . and then the let

down. But that's the trouble-^was

he let down? Can a wabbit stay

in a tree indefinitely?

We are soft-hearted and sympa-

thetic souls—we love wabbits—we

can't sleep for thinking of wabbiis

—especially this one wittie wabbit.

To state briefly, sir, we wanna

know what happened to the wab-

bit! M
NAUGHTY & PLUK.

refuge in a glass hut overnight

after their igloo had been blown

down. (It is rumoured the guy-

ropes were too tight.

j

In a prepared press release,

Lt.-Col. Melton, G.I., stated:

"The behaviour of the 500 volun-

teers who were pressed into serv-

ice by an Order-in-Counsel-was

admirable despite their repeated

attempts to swim through shark-

infested waters to ])assing ice-

bergs. To ameliorate relations

between the troops and the

natives, Lt.-Col. Melton has

made several concessions to local

tradition ; in consideration of the

request of Vibratin' Rugless,

e^kimo priestess, radio communi-
cation in this theatre of operation

I

has been suspended on Sundays.

Spanish Club

The Spanish Club will meet in

the Players' Lounge. Old Arts

building. Thursday at 8 p.m. One
of the Latin American students,

Alice Madlener, will speak about

her country, the Argentine.

There will be Spanish songs and

refrcshmijnts. Students will be

taught Spanish and South Ameri-

can dances.

Ten Queen*smen

(Continued from page I)

usefulness for business or society

The ideal of the publication is to

supply an index of the best men
and women coming out of col-

lege, with due recognition of their

scholastic achievements, for the

business u'orld.

This volume is supplied to the

personnel directors of some 500

firms; it maintains a free service

for all business concerns in the

United States and Canada, where-

by information regarding pros-

])ective employees may be nb-

laincd on request.

ISS Calling

the 1945 edition. The policy of

cai)tioning each picture will be

continued but stories will be kept

to a minimum.

The unfortunate tardiness of

the 1944 edition was ruled out

when Garth Gunter, editor, an-

nounced that work on the publi-

cation .was already safely ahead

of schedule and ail arrangements

for photo-engraving, paper, and

printing have been completed,

final deadlines for the completion

of the several phases of produc-

tion have been set earlier this

year in order to guarantee that

the book will be distributed to

subscribers during the first of

.April.

A new post on the Tricolor was

created this year when Bill

Ogilvie, Science '46, was chosen

as circulation manager. Sales to

undergraduates will commence

early in the second term when
salesmen will be appomted for

each faculty and for Levana.

Graduates are at present making

$2 deposits with faculty repre-

sentatives to reserve their copies.

The present contest on -the

campus to select co-ed models

for Simpson's advertising in 'the

1945 Tricolor is just one of many
activities which promise to make

the present eilition siirp:i.ss all

previous.

IF ynu at Bati Righ wish to dine.

Or at the Co-op seek to shine

;

If it has long been your ambition

O'er the other sex to gain cog-

nition

—

Let the chance your longings

now arrange,

Buy raffles for the meal exchange.

Y^our purchase of Seventh Vic-

tory Loan Bonds will help bring

the boys Over there back here.

Before I heard the doctors tell

The dangers of a kiss

I had considered kissing you

The nearest thing to bliss.

But now I know Biology

_And sit and sigh and moan;

Six million mad bacteria

—

And I thoughl we were alone.

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 435

Patronize merchants who use

Journal advertisemeiits.

STUDENTS!
At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
optometrist and Optician

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MlUK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

TECH SUPPLIES

Welcome to Queens

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND GENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

OIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624
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Dr. Irvine H. Page Speaks

On ^Nature of Hypertension'

More Cafeteria Changes

Aesculapian Key Presented
To Retiring President,

Ian Shaw

At Regular Meeting

BV WILF ROY

Dr. Irvine H, Page, prominent

authority on hypertension and

director of the Lilly Laboratory

for Clinical Research at the In-

dianapolis City Hospital, was the

guest speaker at a regular meet-

ing of the Aesculapian Society

last Tuesday evening in the Rich-

ardson Amphitheatre. Dr. Page

was introduced by Dr. E. M.

Boyd of the university.

Dr. Page's subject was "The

Nature of Hypertension." and he

discussed the development of the

mechanics of hypertension and

the clinical applications. "High

blood pressure is a disease." he

slated, "and is not merely a

senescent process. It occurs

mainly in elderly people, but can

begin in early childhood. Today,

the cardiovascular renal diseases

stand first in the mortality rate,

and are responsible for more than

Inalf a million deaths annually.

After the age of 45, the death rate

due to cardiovascular renal dis-

eases is four times that of cancer,

and nearly twenty times tliat of

either tuberculosis or diabetes."

Research in Hypertension

Dr. Page pointed out that

numerous rejections from the

armed forces were due to hjgli

blood pressure, and therefore this

was an important problem for the

medical practitioner. "Hyper-

tension," he added, "is due to the

constant interplay of a large

number of physiological factors.

The ability- to reproduce hyper-

tension in experimental anima

lays the foundation for research

work in this field,"

"The causes of high blood prcs

sure are vague," Dr. Page con

tinued, "and, as yet, we do not

know a specific cure for it. We
do know that certahi kidiit-y ex

tracts lower the blood pressure.'

In concluding, Dr. Page pointed

out that ?.t the present tinte the

AESCULAPIAN SOCIETY

(Continued on page 4)

Models from Levana
Pose for Cameramen

A general meeting of the Queen's

Camera Club adjourned • to the

Players' Lounge in the Old Arts

building on Tuesday night where

seven student models were waiting

to "turn on the glan\our" for the

shutter-men. The Camera Club

has recently become very much in-

terested in portrait photography

and under the guidance of Doug

Beckett, club head, results have

been very gratifying.

Tiie current demand for co-ed

portraits supplied by the Tricolor

Simpson Modelling contest has

provided an incentive for the Cam
era Club to increase its efforts on

the campus. The seven attractive

Levanites who subjected themselves

to the floodlights underwent a com-

plete beauty transformation at the

hands of Bud Miller, Tricolor staff

artist, who applied professional

make-up.
^

Tuesda)' night was considered an

experimental night by the clubT

When the portraits are finished

they will be studied by the photo-

graphers and Mr. Miller to deter-

mine the most favourable combin-

ation of make-up tints and Ifght-

MODELS POSE

(Continued on page 4)

Union Prices Rearranged;
Coffee Period Is Instituted

Coffee periods will be instituted

Monday at the Union Cafeteria,

and will be held regularly Monday
through Friday from 2:30 to 3:30

p.m., Fred G. DinsmOre, told The

Journal yesterday. Mr. Dinsmore,

manager (rf the Queen's branch of

Industrial Food Services, Limited

also revealed that prices of die noon

and evening meals will be rear-

ranged.

,
The snack periods, at which sand-

wiches, pie. cake, milk, and coffee

will be served, will be held at mid-

afternoon for a trial period, Mr.

Dinsmore said. However, the exact

time may b^ changed at a later

date, if a more suitable hour is de

sired by students.

Suggestions concerning this and

other cafeteria matters will be wel-

come. Mr. Dinsmore stated. They

should be addressed to him, c/o The

journal, and left either at the Doug-

Glee Club To Offer

'Requiem' Heref

Brahms' "Requiem" will be per-

formed by the Queen's Glee Ghib

anil Orchestra in Grant Hall on

Monday, at 8:30 p.m The soloists

for this performance will be Flor

ence Nightingale, soprano, and Gor-

don M. Robertson, Arts '46, bari-

tone. Tlie orchestra will be aug-

mented by players from the cit\' of

Kingston, and by woodwind and

brass players from the band of 'the

Royal Canadian Corps of Signals.

The latter group of musicians will

take part in this performance hy

]iermission of Col. F. G. Malloch.

The "Requiem" will be cojiducted

BRAHMS' REyUIEM
(Coniinued un p;ige 4)

Anti - Conscription Parade
Staged By Montreal Youths

(Sprrlii! lo The Journal)

MO.\'rRI':AI-, Nov. 30.—Two
thousaiul youllis, said to repre-

sent "studojits and the young

Uianhood of Montreal," and to

include students of the Univer-

sity of Montreal, paraded through

the streets of Montreal recently

in protest against the Govern-

ment's order-in-council making

16,000 home defencemen liable

for overseas service. Some of

the marching youths carried

black and white banners reading

"Down with conscription" and

"Are we cannon fodder?"

This was Canada's largest

anti - conscrijition demonstration

since the Government passed the

urder-in-council. The profession

was orderly and quiet, reported

uniformed policemen and plain-

clothesmen, who kept a close

watch throughout the two-hour

disjilay. ^^'hen asked the purpose

of the march, mendiers are said

to have retorted: "We're off to

bury the British Empire" and

"Down with conscription."

The parade ended at Philips

Square where a 20-year-okl, bare-

headed student announced, "We
YOUTHS PARADE

(Continued on page 4)

Concerted Campaign Launched

To Obtain More Blood Donors

las Library Post Office or The

Journal office.

Beginning Monday, luncheon

prices will be 30 cents and 45

cents, and supper prices 35 cents

and 50 cents. "The change is be-

ing effected," Mr. Dinsmore told

The Journal, " so that those who

eat lunch, but not supper, at the

union, can get a Tnore expensive

meal if they so desire. However,

it should be noted that prices are

not being altered."

Lauding Queen's students—who

were, he said, "as nice a crowd as

I've met anywhere,"—he declared:

"We have certainly found them a

very decent bunch of fellows to deal

with. On the whole, I am ver>'

satisfied. Things have been comuig

along nicely, and the number of

cafeteria patrons is increasing slow

ly but steadily. However, tiiere is

room for many more."

Debaters Discuss

'Zombie' Question

Lively Meeting Listens to

Variety of Opinions

"If there is any question that

should be discussed without

bringing in party politics, the

present conscription issue is it.

Yet every party has been playing

party politics," said Frank Brodie.

arguing against the sending of

draftees overseas at an intorma!

discussion held by the Debating

Union Tuesday night.

The discussion was organized

so that Terry de Hueck, the first

speaker, led the supporters of the

innuediate sending of draftees

overseas as reinforcements, while

Frank Brodie led the oppositiun.

"Refusal to send draftees 'over-

seas wiR, necessarily result in a

reduction of our niilitarj' com-

mitments," argutd Mr. de Hueck.

"Would not tliis lessen the regard

in which Canada would be held in

the postwar world?"

Audience Challenges

A number of the audience chal-

lenged this statement, citing Aus-

tralia's example. The speaker

main tamed that Australia had

DEBATING UNION
{Continued on page 2)

ISS Welcomes
Faculty's Support

The campus organization for

ISS, looking forward to a"par-

licularly successful campaign this

year." is now officially backed by

members of the faculty. These

comprise Dr, A. V. Douglas. Dean

of Women, Dr. S. Melvin, Dean

f)f the .Medical Faculty, and Dr.

John Coleman of the Department

of Mathematics. Dr. W. F. Mc-

Neill will act as honorary treasurer

as was previously announced.

.Although some faculty members,

ISS

(Continued on page 6)

New Magazine

Coming Monday

PAC, IRC, QDU Combine

Efforts in Publication

A new magazine of student opin-

ion will appear on Queen's Campus

Monday. It will be the combined

project of three campus clubs,

namely tlie International Relations;

Ciuh, the Queen's Debating Uniou,

and the Public Affairs Club. The

name of the magazine has not been

deciiled upon.

The editorial board members are:

Editor, Len Gertler; Student Af-

fairs Editor. Bonnie McCloskey;

Canadian Affairs Editor, Ross Ea-

hiun; W^.rld Politics Editor, Vem
Kc;i<lv; .'\rt> and Stuilents Editor,

Dick Roddfii ; ami Technical As^iji-

ant, Terry de Hiieck. The i.iosi-

tions of Science Editor and Circu-

lation Mana.^er have yet to be filled.

Tiie mag:i?iiiL- will lake the |-i!ace|

of the "PA" v\hich wa.s published

last year by the TuMic Affairs Club.

The new form of its organi^atinn

^tbree clubs co-operating—how-

ever, is believed to be more con-

sistent with that magazine's ex-

pressed aim of representing all sec-

tions of student opinion.

NEW MAGAZINE

(Continued from page 4)

Bieler's Paintings

In Foreign Exhibit

BY RONALD STEVENSON

Andre Bieler, Queen's resident

artist, has t^vo paintings on exhibit

in die Mueseum Bellas Artes, Rio

de Janiero.

"The pictures , are included

among an extensive collection of

Canadian art " which the Canadian

government sent to Brazil on the

occasion of the opening of the new

Canadian embassy at Rio de Ja-

neiro, and as an exchange for a

Brazilian exhibition which was

shown in Canada a few years ago,'

said Mr, Bieler in a Journal in-

terview.

The two pictures by Mr. Bieler

are "Warunu- Market in Kingston'

which depicts the local market at

the time of tli^ Kingston potato

shortage, and "Gatineau Madonna."

which depicts a typical French-Ca-

nadian mother and her family, m
the Gatineau valley.

_

"The idea of the exhibition," Mr.

Bieler said, "is that of Mr. Desy.

the new Canadian ambassador to

Brazil, who is active in art circles.

All tendencies in Canadian art are

well represented with a em-

phasis on uiodern tyi>es. The new

emlwss)' is decorated with frescoes

hy painters from Montreal."

Class Presidents to Arrange
Special Clinics for

Queen's Students

Cronk Convenes

Commerce Club

Hears I. G. Needles

On Wednesday evening. L. G.

Needles, of the B, F. Goodrich Tire

anil Rubber Company, addressed

the Commerce Club in the Ban

Righ Common Room on "Present

Production of Synthetic Rubber."

He prefaced his remarks by say-

ing that tires for passenger cars

will still not be available for some

time. He outlined briefly the pro-

cess for producing synthetic rub-

ber and stated that at the present

time the protluclion on the Amer-

COMMERCE CLUB

(Continued from page 4)

Jerks Will Jump

ToMorrow Night

Jerks will jump tomorrow night

in Ban Righ Common Room to

music straight from "Your Make-

Believe Ball Room "

The dance is open to all members

of the Queen's Journal Press Club

(reporters who have contributed at

least one article each to Tlie Jour-

nal this term). Membership cards

must be presented, and these will

he on sale at the door for those who

bave noi yet procured them. A

lerk of either sex may ^escort a

non-Terk to the -'brawl." and fe-

male' Jerks are urged to thrust all

cov instincts aside, for this is Jour-

nal policy. Refreshments will be

served and admission will be 15

cents per couple.

A new and bigger drive for blood

donors will be launched on the

campus immediately to meet the

increased needs for blood plasma

at the fighting fronts, Bruce Cronk,

convener of the caqipaign, told The

Journal yesterday. The campaign

is under direct AMS sponsorship

and it is urged that every physically

fit student volunteer immediately.

Under the new system, students

will go in groups for special all-

Queen's clinics, arranged at times

which do not conflict with tlie do-

nors' other activities. Students will

give their names, telephone num-

bers, and number of previous dona-

tions to their class president, who

will then arrange hours for medical

examinations and donations.

Before giving any blood, every

volunteer will be examined by Dr.

Hay. pathologist at the Kingston

General Hospital, and by the hos-

pital intern staff. This will insure

that no student is harming himself

in any way by donating bjood, and

will facilitate rapid progress at the

Ciiiiic itself.

"We hope," Mr. Cronk conclud-

ed, "that this new system will

arouse every student who possibly

can, to give blood immediately. At

no time since the beginning of the

war has the need been so great

It is a demand that we at home

cannot, in all conscience fail to meet.

The Red Cros5 Clinic is at tlje

present time barely able to meet

immediate requirements from over-

seas, This is a most urgent need

and the need is now."

Captain's Plea

Editor's Note^Captain H. M.

Campbell, RCAMC, Meds '-I1, has

served at the front in Europe for

manv months and is now back in

Canada. At tlie request of the Blood

Donor Committee he has added to

1 n letter based on his own

nf the use of blood

;l on the battlefield,

is very diUicuk. as we read

BLOOD DONORS

(Continued on page 6)

us api

ob^crv

plasm;

It i.

'Thorn Apple Tree' Author

Writes 'The Higher HiU

Grace Camp hell, audior of

"Tliom-Apple Tree." and a gradu-

ate of Queen's, has just completed

another novel. -The Higher Hill."

Her books, wtiidi are essentially

Canadian, have all been best-sellers

and "Thorii-Aiiple Tree," which

won tlie Caniuiian Ryerson Press

Fiction A\vard in 1^42. is a story

of eariv pioneer liie centred around

Glengarry, Mr.s. Campbell's birth-

place.

A gold medaUist in English.

Grace Campbell graduated from

Queen's in 1915. She says she finds

writing easy and credits her suc-

cess to the teachings of Miss Wil-

E. Mc-

farm

Lov-

17S4.

hclmina Gordon and Dr. W.

Neill.

The author was born near Wil-

liamslown, (llenKniry, nn

granted to her Vm>v\ l--iu[i

alist great-grandfather

Mrs. Campbell, well-known as a

public speaker and writer of short

stories, is Uie wife of Rev. Harvey

Campbell, now minister of Emiiian-

uel Clmrth, Montreal. Her twin

sons. Grant and Roy. who were

serving with Uie RCAF, were re-

ported missing within a mouth of

oiie another.
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Artsmen Relax

The annoiiiKement that the university's wartime Christmas

examination requirements for arts students will not be enforced

this year, has been met with much immediate satisfaction by all

pupils concerned. Further cause for elatioii is derived from closer

scrutiny of the announcement, which implies all wartime

arts requirements may be lifted before the final exams next spring.

All artsmen (including co-eds. of course) were required last

year to attain a certain high standing—which surely could not

be considered too high—in the midterm tcj^ts. I-ailmg this, they

had to present an NSS permit to the university registrar before

being permitted to resume their studies at Queen's. These

restrictions, imposed by the Queen's Faculty of Arls. were local

and not federal. Most other Canadian universities did not adopt

this .system; and the 21 who were discharged from the university

last Christinas telt no little resentment because their frieiuU at

other colleges were not subjected to the same rigours.

But this justifiable complaint of inequality aside, there can

be no doubt the Queen's plan was a worthwhile oneJ The

Government had made it quite clear it did ntjt regard wartime

universities as a shelter for laggards or incompetents (this received

further substantiation in February, with the release of the NSS
universal plan for "weeding out" all incompetents from "non-

essential courses). What better way, then, to ensure satisfactorily

that only the capal.>le and "essential" continued at college, thafi

to compel all students in question to undergo midyear examina-

tions, the results of wliich could be unreservedly perused for this

purpose ?

Moreover, the idea of setting some standard requirements

in the midyear tests is not a bad one. for arts or any other group

of students; and it should be noted' that the regular faculty regu-

lations ("The faculty may, at any time, either during the term

or aft'ei- the close of Ihe tejm, reqljire any stu^nt to withdraw

from the university, whose conduct, attendance, work, or progress

is deejned unsatisfactory") are still in force. Periodical tests

themselves do much to prevent the average sttident—who is

frankly unconcerned—from falling too far behind in his work; and

to establish standards which must-be attained is only to ensure

he will devote adequate time in preparation. Arts students who
xs'cn- permitted to resume their courses last January without

special permits were content in the knowledge they were, in the

faculty's eyes, "well-qualified"; and those who weren't, knew"
incontrovertibly they either were incapable, or didn't deserve to

continue studying in a country geared for total war.

The Journal's special interview with an authoritative official

of the Kingston NSS branch revealed that the question of whether'

last year's federal ruHngs were to he maintained this year had

not as yet befin <lccided. but would be contingent on the war and

labour outlook at the beginning of next year. (These rulings

required all male students not in specified "essential" courses to

come within the top half of their academic year; those failing

to do so were subject to immediate army call-up.) Meanwhile,

nothing further having been issued about them since ' their

promulgation last Febrnary, they arc ipxo facto still in effect, It

would appear, therefore, that students will not learn of any changes

in NSS ex^iiniiiatii m requirements til! shortly before exam-time,

since even lliu highest Allied personages are compelled from week

to week to change ttieir forecasts as to the date of the war's end;

and only a I'iiiai United Nations victory, or a drastic change in

NSS policy (which could possibly' be forthcoming from the current

session of I'arliament), ccmld settle the issue definitely much
before April.

Faculties of Arts and Applied

Science

Filial Examimlioiis in Half Courses

of the First Term

The attention of students is call-

ed to the time-table of final exam-

inations in half courses of the first

term. Errors or omissions should

be reported to the Registrar at once.

Faculty of Arts

Classroom work of the first term

ends Saturday, December 1 6, at

12 o'clock noon. Midyear exam-

inations begin Monday, December

18, at 8 a.m..

Final examinations of the first

term begin January 3. Classes of

the second term open tan Monday.

January 8, at S a.m.

OHA Scholarship

Applications are invited from

students now enrolled in the Uni-

versity for the Ontario Hockey As-

sociation Scholarship for 1944. The

cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-

triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last summer,

the Scholarship will be awarded

this session to some student within

the University on the basis of his

academic qualifications and on his

rating as a clean, effective hockey

player.

No credit is given for fees when

the Scholarship is not awarded on

the basis of matriculation, but the

regular cash payment of §80 is

made to the winner.

Applications should he iu the

hands of the Registrar by Decem-

ber 1. Applicants should gi:r ezi-

deiice of hoz-ing phiyed in the OHA
or NOHA scries.

Arthur Byshe

for-Sub-Lieut. Arthur Byshe
merly of Sc. '46 at Queen's, was
killed in a flying accident at Jack-

sonville. Florida, while training

with the Fleet Air Army of the

Ruyal Navy.

Art came to Queen's from

Glebe Collegiate in Ott3^va and

stood high in his class year. He
left for England in the spring of

1943 to take elementary training,

and returneid to complete his

flying training at Grosse lie,

M ichigan, and Pensacola and

Jacksonville, Florida.

As a member of Sc. '46, ^rt

was well known and well liked,

and, in his going. Queen's has lost

a sportsman and a gentleman.

Debating Union

Marty Memorial Scholarship

This Scholarship in memory of

Dr. Aletta Marty, valued at not

less than §750, is offered by tlie

Queen's Alumnae Association. Any
woman graduate of Queen's Uni-

versity with a master's degree may

hold this Scholarship, which wil!

be awarded for a year of post-gradu-

ate work. A committee chosen by

(Continued from page I)

not trained men ready to go nV

Canada has and it was contrary

to the Canadian way of life to d.'

less than it was possibie for

to do.

Mr. Brodie's opposition to the

sending of draftees overseas was

based mainly on the long-run

results and repercussion th

action would have. "Will the

sending of a few thousands of

men overseas be worth the rift

caused in Canada?" he ques

Lioned. "It wilt probably meai

the loss of power in the Libera

parly ranks, the creation of :

hloc in Quebec, and the break

\o\vu of the two-party system.'

Blame for the' present crisi;

was thrown from one individual

or group to another, until the

chairman, Ross Babion. brought

discussion back directly to the

question under review.

tlie Alumnae Association will make

the award. The Scholarship may

be awarded to the same woman for

more than one year.

Applications should reach the

Registrar not later than January 1.

U More men s

The University in Wartime
DALHOUSIE GAZETTE

The continuation of universities in wartime has been encour-

aged by the Government, the armed services and by all practical-

minded individuals who look beyond the struggle of the present

day to the uncertainties of the future. The personnel benefiting

from these university studies is justifiably restricted to conscien-

tious students maintaining a high academic standard.

The accusation that university students, themselves, are

"unpatriotic" or "indifferent" to the conduct of the war, is an

unfair ;ind biased misconception of the truth. They are no less

patriotic than their fellow-Canadians on the fighting fronts. They

are lollMuing the dictates of conscience along what appears, under

existing circumstances, to be the wisest, most practical course

of action.

Those who would advocate the wholesale L-on,scription of

medically-fit collegians, are inclined to let emotion triumph over

reason. They underestimate the important contribution of a

young, progressive generation to the political, social, and economic

life of the nation. They tail to realize that, after this war, young

smoke Picobac

than any other Pipe Tobacco

in Canada

uien with high ideals, sincere motives, and a balanced perspective

of life, will be needed to reinforce the dwindling lifeblood of a war-

strained nation. '
.

It was a tired, disillusioned France which emerged from the

turmoil of the first world struggle—a France whose youth had

been sacrificed en masse to the altars of war. Consequent!,

throughout the,problematic years o£ the ensuing peace, the Ship

of State was run on the rocks by a conservative-minded, older

generation whose outlook was blinded to the movement for pro-

gressive reform. As a result, the foundations of government,

undermined from within and without, collapsed before the ruthless

onslaught of the Nazi war machine.

We must prevent a. similar turn of events here in the Dominion

of Canada—and that is where the universities come in. Just as

servicemen are undergoing intensive training preparatory In

combat on the fighting line, so, too, is the university student

undergoing a course which should enable him 'to play a vit.il rule

through the period pf unrest and instability in the postwar era.

Canada must be prepared to face the contingencies of the

future with every resource at her command. Canadians must

therefore face thej facts realistically. They jnu_st look to the

universities, not as a melting-pot for "drafl-dodgers", but as an

increasingly important factorlin the development and maintenance

of our national life.

FREED TAILORED i

OVERCOATS

FRIl

H

An Investment In

Warmth and Good Looks

Security against wintry winds, to keep you warm

—

ond well groomed. Rugged moterials masterfully

styled in the Freed manner — -

$22.50 AND HIGHER

Knitted Scarves . 2.50

Wool Gloves - - 1.25

Fur Felt Hots - - 4.50

Wool Pullovers _ 3.75

Eiderdown Robes _ 3.95

SELECT YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS NOW. A SMALL

DEPOSIT WILL HOLD ANY ITEM UNTIL WANTED.

i GEO. FREED'S
THE STORE FOR MEN

214 PRINCESS ST.

RiiiMiiniiiiiMaiiniiiiiiiBtiHitiBiiniiiiBniiHJiiniBiiiniiiiinQ^
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ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS

187 Princess St. Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE; S414 DIAL RES.: 5341

STARTING SATURDAY

Two Marines with but one objective . . . Girls!

WILLIAM BENDIX

DENNIS O'KEEFE

HELEN WALKER

''Abroad With

Two Yanks*'

Rule by All

November 30.

I was glad 'to notice the

GIVE A BOOK OF ODEON
CHRISTMAS TICKETS . . .

NOW ON SALE

The

ODEON

NOW SHOWING

Se^^cKS "STANDING ROOM ONLY"
Roy Rogers in "IDAHO"

MON. - TUES. - WED.
Dec. 4-5-6

A TRUE-TO-LIFE STORY

"THE SULLIVANS"
Thomas Mitchell

Anne Baxter
— ALSO —

"TWO SENORITAS
FROM CHICAGO"

JOAN DAVIS

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

Dec. 7-8-9
DONALD O'CONNOR

PEGGY RYAN
Count Basic and Orchestra

"TOP MAN"
ALSO —

GENE AUTRY
"STARDUST on the SAGE"

BILTMORE
CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

Sir

mteres^t sliown \n the subject of

The Engineer's Education," and

es]jecially to see tliat some con-

structive suggestions as to its

"broadening" had been made by

your readers. To further clarify,

or maybe only confuse, the issue,

1 nevertheless would like to make

my contribution to the discussion.

Both Mr. Hatina .and Mr. Lee

take the stand that our world is

an engineer's and a scientist's

world, while the Editor maintains,

that it is an artsman's world. Ac-

tually, however, it would seem that

the complexity of modern life

makes the world one in which sci-

enccmen, artsmcn, labourer, farm-

er, and other classes are all inter-

dependent, and in which no one

class "rules the roost" sufficiently

to call this its world.

Again, both Mr. Lee and Mr.

Hanna beleve that, on the basis o£

his science course, the engineer is

well equipped (possibly even better

equipped than the artsman) to solve

problems related to fields outside

of engineering. Granted, the engi

neer has .the ability to "marshal

facts," but has he the necessary

background and training in other

fields than engineering to properly

evaluate these facts? That is a

very important question, and I

think the answer is that he has not

—that is, to repeat, not merely be-

cause he has taken a course in en-

gineering.

The above. I believe, is the main

difficulty Mr. Gray wants to over-

come. And it is one that must be

overcome if the world is to have

the benefit of all its best minds.

(And what a need thete is for them

now!) It is certainly time that

formerly many of our most intel-

ligent men have made no direct

contribution to public life, being

completely taken up with their pro-

fessional and scientific work. In

the future these men nuist take

their full part in our national and

international life. To he fully equip-

ped for this part, they certainly

should have a broader training than

is now given in a science course,

and the best place to obtain such a

training is almost certainly at uni-

versity. Toward this end, I think,

as Mr. Scheye suggests, that the

Engineering Society should make a

serious, study of the situation and

suggest possible courses of action

to the university.

—DON Mackenzie.

SCM WiU Hold
Fireside Sunday

Recent findings ol the Canadian

Youtii Commission on "Religion in

the Life of Youth" will form ihe

basis of discussion at a Student

Cbri^-ti.'Jii Miivc-nient Firu-iide to be

belli at III.; \vnw of Dr. N. Miller.

28 Keusingliju street, Sunday, at

8:30 p.m.

Discussion will be led by Bert

McAvoy. general-secretary of the

SCM at Queen's.

Special musical numbers have

been arranged by Miss Florence

N ightingale.

Refreshments will be served at

the close of the discussion,

distinguish them from "Zombies."

The Zombies are probably pretty

happy, too.

Do your Christmas shopping ear-

ly. Remember the poor Germans,

who could have done it in Paris if

they had begun early enough.

—

Saturday Night.

"Draftees Make as Good Soldiers

as Others"—Saturday Night head

line.

They're ccrlainly^ fighluui o good

halllc OH llie home jroul.

S THE QUALITY SHOP ^

I WINTER OVERCOATS g

I
Get Set

I

I For Winter! |
1 with Clothes that Don't Spare Warmth g
^ or Spoil Smartness =
~ Priced at =

I *29.^" *35 *45 I

I LIVINGSTON'S I
^ 75-79 BROCK ST. KINGSTON ^= Civil and Military Outfuters Over 97 Years S
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

A. R. TI/nOTHVPnOXOCRAPHCR
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now (or Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appobtmeot DIAL 7037

" 'The Balkans Must Be For

Balkan Peoples' "—Saturday Night

headline.

Da vje hear anyone balkiit' al

Unit remark'

When a Midwestern rqrarter

turned in a story about a farmer's

loss of 2.025 'pigs by theft, ai

alert copyreadef thought the figivn

pretty high and phoned the fanner

to check. "Did you have 2,025

pigs stolen?" he asked.

The distraught farmer answered.

"Yeth."

The smart newsman tlianked

him, hung up the phone, and

changed the copy to make the loss

two sows and 25 pigs.—Coronet.

BELDEAN'S LADIES* WEAR
SMART STYLES

Phone 6733
REASONABLl PRICED

282 Princess Street

WARD & HAMILTON

division st.

Phone 7100

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

ALBERT ST.

Phone 7300

Hanson & Eldgar
PRINTERS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every

117 Brock St.

Dance

Programmes

Constitutions
Description

CAPITOL THEATRE-ni

SHOWING TODAY - SATURDAY - MONDAY

M.G.M's. Technicolor Triumph!

RONALD

COLMAN

HSMET
MARLENE DIETRICH

JAMES CRAIG - EDWARD ARNOLD

Sign in a downtown restaurant:

Banks do not serve meals ; we do

not ca^h cheques.

Ed. Nate: Conlribuiiom for litis

column ivill be welcome. Address

them lo The Editor, The Journal,

and leave them at the Doughis Lih-

rary Post Office or The Journal

office.

BUY BOOKS OF THEATRE TICKETS

FOR GIFTS THIS CHRISTMAS

Ed Note: We arc grateful to our

readers for the interest they h,ivc

shown in this tliscussion. Com-

ments on this or any other topic

will be welcomed-but they must be

accompanied by the author's signa-

ture and year ( which will be with-

held upon request).

Editorial Comment

"Philosophy Has Fackeiilicim'

SilhoTicltc headline.

Great Srotl! it jalal'

3^
103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

DRESSING GOWNS
( 150 to choose from)

Agents for Dock's Shoes

Have a Coca-Cola =Come on oyer

"Conservatory Loses Head'

McGill Daily headline.

il/i(.(f have bled, profusely.

Crack of the week:

Medsnian, upon receiving cheque

from home: "Ah! Now my land-

lady can eat
!"

We understand nienihers of the

McGill COTC are greatly relieved

thev will receive white flashes to

or keeping youth happy at home

KMpiog yoiog folks happy at home is mostly a matter of having a

bo.se io which they aod their Irieods fed welcome A rad.o or a

phonograph and son^o records; a place to daace a bttle food a„d

they-te bappy. And don't forget Coca-Cola -. ; u's always a h.g

ruction for the young crowd. It says better ^lan w-,^,, Cn.

onov^... '° ^« Be sure there's "Coke m

icebox. Ifl aU the world there's no more cordial inv.mt.oo, nor one

more refreshipg, thaa the three simple words . . . ^"^^^l^
The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Limited, Km^sto.
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Discuss Servicemen
At Board Meeting

Integration of seiricemen into

university life after demobiliza-

tion was the main topic of dis-

cussion at the regular University

Advisory Board meeting held in

Ottawa at the beginning of the

week. The Journal learned from

Dr. R. C. Wallace.

Dr. Wallace was Queen's rep-

resentative at the conference.

Results of the discussion, which

^vas one of a periodical series

have not as yet been made public

Aesculapian Society

BIOLOGY CLUB HEARS
LIEUT. A. LOCKLEY

Lieut. A. Lockley, of the Chem-
ical Warfare Research Depart-

ment, Queen's University, spoke

on "The Adaptations of Fishes"

at the regular meeting of the

Biology Club at the home of Dr.

Norman Miller.

The speaker showed how fish

throughout the world were espe-

cially adapted for the environ-

ment in which they lived. These
specialized adaptations were
graphically explained by the use

of slides.

(Continued from page 1)

research authorities were mainly

interested in finding a drug

which had therapeutic value in

the treatment of high blood pres

sure, and its functions thereof

;

then the analysis of the druj

would be undertaken.

A vote of thanks to Dr. Pagi

was expressed by Dr. Ford Con
neil. The society was grateful to

Dr. Page for taking a long trip

from Indianapolis to give a series

of lectures and clinics on this

important subject.

Aesculapian Key
The Aesculapian Key was pre-

sented to Ian Shaw, president of

the society, by Dr. J. H. Orr.

Dr. Orr congratulated Mr. Shaw
on the way he conducted the

Aesculapian meetings and busi-

ness during the past year.

Al Moore, faculty athletic

stick, gave a summary of the

part played by the medicals in

sports, pointing out that Meds '48

won the Bews Trophy last year

and that Meds '49 were leading

in the Bews Trophy race this

year.

Bruce Cronk, Meds '47, AMS
president for the Blood Donor
Bank at the university, made an
appeal to the members of the

society for blood donations to the

Red Cross. He added that the

need for blood plasma overseas

was very urgent, and that sup-

plies of plasma were necessary to

keep up the dwindling stock.

Brahms' Requiem

(Continued from page 1)

by Dr. F. U. Harrison, Assistant

Professor of Music at Queen's.

It is generally thought that

Brahms wrote his "Requiem" in

memory of Scliumann, Brahms'

fnend and mentor. The work was
begun in 1866 and finished, all but

the fifth number, in 1867. It was
first performed in Bremen in the

following 3'ear, and the aria and

chorus "Ye now are sorrowful"

were added to it soon after. The
text was selected from the Bible

by Brahms himself. The "Requiem"
has ever been considered one of

the most important choral work
of the nineteenth century, and laid

the foundation of Brahms' fame.

Models Pose

(Continued from page 1)

ing shades.

Several more Queen's co-eds wilt

be asked to model in the near fu-

ture and it is hoped the results

will compare favourably with pro

fessional glamour portraits. . All

photos obtained in this manner will

he submitted to the Tricolor- Simp
son contest with recommendations

as to the modelling abilities of the

girls concerned.

New Magazine

(Continued from page 1)

Presidents' Statement

In a combined statement to The

Journal the presidents of the three

clubs stated: "We feel that the op-

portunities for discussion which

this magazine will provide are of

great importance* at this time, when

all the world is groping for some

sound basis for a prosperous and

peaceful world. And it is with a

deep realization of our responsi-

bility to society, as a group which

in such times as these still enjoys

the privilege of a University edu-

cation, that we will endeavour to

conduct this magazine."

Commerce Gub

(Continued from page 1)

ican Continent of synthetic rubber

is greater than prewar production

of crude rubber. He said that syn

thetic rubber is now used in larger

proportions in rubber goods than

when it was first put into use and

that to maintain present skill in the

use of this substitute postwar rub-

ber products will contain a propor-

tion of synthetic rubber.

Mr. Needles conducted an ex-

periment for the group which pro

duced some of the crude synthetic

rubber, sampl«K of which were pass-

ed around to the group. He went

on to outline some of the uses to

which synthetic rubber products

will be put such as curtains which

will be more readily laundered and

men's hats which will not become

soggy in wet weather.

This was the last meeting of the

Commerce Club for this year. Plans

for a full spring programme have

already been made.

FOR RENT — Single room

room, $3.50 per week, 196 Uni-

versity avenue (corner of Earl

street). Phone 9256.

Discuss Aspects
Of Lasting Peace

Because of the trend of discus-

sion at a previous meeting wlien

the International Relations Qub
considered the Dumbarton Oaks

proposals for world security; the

group devoted Wednesday even-

ing to a consideration of the eco-

nomic conditions unde^-lying a last-

ing peace.

Tlie discussion was led by Len

Gertler and Morris Mendelson who

presented papers at the meeting.

Mr. Gertler undertook to set out

tlie economic conditions in which

a stable world organization could

function. He stressed the need for

the maintenance of high employ-

ment at home, and this led to a

search for markets abroad. The

speaker felt that such markets could

be found in the reconstruction of

devastated areas, in a Europe turn-

ing to peoples' governments which

would raise the standard of living

of the ]>eople and in the industrial-

ization of the colonial areas of

Asia,

Mr. Mendelson agreed with the

need for wider and freer world

markets, but he saw many hazards

in achieving these conditions. He

saw grave dangers in a system of

bilateral trade agreemeiUs; and he

doubted if there would be sufficient

capital for investment to develop

and industrialize such nations

China, in time to prevent a third

world war.

With this background, the group

as a whole considered various eco-

nomic problems which would com-

plicate the peace setdement. Be

cause of the importance of these

considerations the group felt that

it was essential that the United

Nations call a conference on Eco-

nomics and World Trade in the

near future.

New'Who'sWhere'
Is Now Available

'Who's Where at Queen's"

campus telephone directory and

handbook, is now available at the

Queen's post office. Year treas-

urers should purchase sufficient

copies for distribution to mem-
bers of their own years.

Anyone wishing extra copies

niay procure them for IS cents.

Youths Parade

(Continued from page 1)

are here to express our views

without noise or trouble." Al-

though his name was not for-

mally disclosed, he was unoffi-

cially reported to be a law stu-

dent at the University of Mont-

real. When questioned, leaders

of the band said there were no

names to be mentioned hut that

they represented "students and

the younger generation of the dis-

trict."

The demonstration, in obedi-

ence to instructions given by a

dozen leaders, marched nearly a

mile through main city streets in

near-silence, and then dispersed

from the Square after singing

"O Canada" in French. Members

of the three armed forces moved

through the crowd without in-

terference.

A group of young men wearing

army uniforms told a reporter

and a photographer that they

were not anxious for publicity.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK*S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kiesge'i

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date J-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Porlor in Connection

Opp. Collceriatc

115 Alfred St. Phone 4850

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, Res. 6414, Greenfaouset 3241

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 317 Princess St.

GOURDIERS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lendii^t Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

THE MACCI$€N STUDIC
flSrabuatinn ^lyntograptyu

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Years in Business

LOST—Tan trench coat. Grant
Hal!, Monday night. Phone 4044,

W. M, Campbell,

If you can't be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol with
the Blood Donor Clinic today.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST, DIAL 3747

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

Are You in the Know?

In wrhlng yaur foldlsri d» you—

Q Rgve aboul yout datei

n Toll him your Iroublei

Q "Tolk" lo him ai you olwayj did

What ti ih* doing T

PlaylfiB wl>h Jo"*

n studying Foihloo Doiign

Q Learning puppAlry

Talk" to him gaily . . . about ihe

talks, walks, dances youBharcd. You'll

be glad you didn't break those dates,

vhen your calendar said "stay home".

You didn't—for you'd learned Kolex

is more comfortable becsuge it slays

soft white wearing.

Got a knack vrilb the needle? Good atyic

Benso? Fnahion design offers a rosy

futurel FashioD, you know, inspired the

flat, pressed ends of Kotex. Ends that

don't show becausB they're not elubby.

Should you try thli If yoo or*—

Shy

On thB prowl

n A five by flye

Each answer is right, and hero's why.

Any active sport unshells the timid bouI

...pares down excess poundage. And

for date bait, it'e wizard I So. play up—
even on "trying days". With Kotex

Bauitary napkins you can say goodbye to

worries. For Kotox has the special

safety centre that givea you worry-proof

protection.

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

Girls In the know choose KOTEX'

Yet, more girls choosa KOTEX thon all other

brands of pads put logelhar

FREE!
"THAT DAY IS HERE AGAIN"
Important new booklet full of facte about
the do's and don'ts of problem days.

Conadian CcIlucotlon Products Co. Ltd.,

330 University Ave., Dept. Toronto, Onl.

Please send me a free copy of your booklet, "That Day

is Here Again" . . . which will reach me in a plain envelope.

Addreu_
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College Leaders'

Choice

. . . TWEDDELL S CLOTHES

OVERCOATS -

When ordering this winter's overcoats many months

ago—we chose a grand selection with an eyd to the

needs of Queen'smen. Come in and choose yours

froth our special selection of better quality, superbly

tailored overcoats—moderately priced from . . .

$0/150

SUITS-
Iti order that men of Queen's may maintain their

position as college leaders, they must be careful what

they buy. You Queen'amen must keep up your

appearance of distinction, trimness, and neatness.

In other words, you must buy our quality suits.

Moderately priced from . . .

$28 50
UP

FURNISHINGS
Shirts, ties, scarves, gloves, socks, etc.—and famous

Stetson hats are to De found at Tweddell's at

moderate prices. Yes, we offer you the largest and

most varied selection in the citr." " Come to Tweddell's

for your furnishings—and be sure of tlie best. All

our furnishings are bright and new . . . most suitable

for Christmas gifts. YOU'LL ENJOY CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING AT TWEDDELL'S.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
137-139 Princess St. Dial 6595

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S-

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories ~r

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

We welcome Queen's Univtsrsity Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige o£ years stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official BUier*

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

Dial S448

SPORTS

THE CAMPUS $D€I5FLIGHT
BY GORO MACK

Take Me Out to the Ball Game
The present Little World Series which is being staged in the gym has

only lacked the forrnality of "Little Flower" La Guardia tossing in the first

ball to assume the atmosphere, if not the appearance, of the famous fall

clasaic. Pandemonium is set loose with every base-hit or weird ricochet

off the rafters, but the real old college enthusiasm is reserved for the

"minutely" arguments with the umpire. The traditional Flatbush chant

of "moider de ump" loses its viciouaness somewhat, though, when whispered

from the upper gallery. Wonder if that's why Umpires Harvey and Roberts

take off their shirts to officiate (those shouldersi).

Sc. '46 seem willing to go to any lengths to spite the sports department.

After being^ but eliminated from the finals completely by the combination

of an adverse Journal prognostication and John Futcher's inspired flinging,

the men of forty-six put together four runs in their last inning to emerge

the wfinners, 5-3. Tuesday night's tray was even closer. Three two-inning

overtime periods were necessary for the Engineering sophomores to dispose

of the fighting forty-fives. The excitement cost Sc. '45 the game when, in

the ninth inning, after making up a five-run deficit, Don Lament chased

Bob Hope home with what should have been the winning run, only to be

waved back by Jack Harvey on interference on the play from players

crowding around the plate.

Tonight concludes the quest for the 1944 title vacated by Sc. '^4 laDt

spring. After taking m Wednesday night's battle, a repeat performance

deserves a full house (bring a bottle of digifonine—no LCBO permits

required).

It may be the examinations making us punchy, but once again we'll try

our hand at selecting and give the nod to Sc. '47 to capture tonight's tilt.

Last fall, Arts won the interfaculty softball title, and will be called upon

to defend their championship come next Monday. In the first round Arts

meet the Medical team, with the winner to play against an all-star Science

aggregation on Wednesday. With the benefit of having both top teams in

both sections. Science should be tough to upset, although, in the hockey

last winter, the Medical faculty team did upset a similar setup.

And the Hockey Monday Night

The Tricolour hockey team faces its stiffest test next Monday night

when it plays the powerful league-leading Barriefield Bears. The Ordnance

team has been the class of the league in its tiiree appearances and the soldiers

are undoubtedly eager to reverse that rugby decision of a month ago.

Th following is an unofficial standing of the local league, including

Wednesday's contests:

Sc '46 and Sc '47 Are Finalists

In Intramural Softball Series

Co-eds Sink Selves

As Pucksters Go Wild

Levana skated over Scifiu-i.' '\<<

with a score of 2S-0 in a liockc\

game played last Monday after-

noon. One member of Levana, ar-

riving late and put on tee as a sub.

was confused at seeing Levana

9.coTi these 25 goals against tlieir

own goalie. (This was strictly in

keeping witli the rides drawn up

fur the ga'ne. however.) Membprs
of tiie Science team took a bad

heating: but their condition is now

improving rapidly, according to

late'it bulletins from KGH. Levana

wilt give Science '46 a chance to

retrieve its honotirs in a game to be

scheduled for some time after

Christmas, The Journal was, in-

formed.

No record has been kept of who

scored the 25 goals.
'

Teams Tied in Two-Game,
Total-Runs-to-Count

Playoff

Final 6:45 Tonight

COTC Not To Get
Shoulder Flashes

Ordnance

Queen's

Locos . ^-

Vimy ——-

Headquarters

Vies

RCAF
Radar

p W L T F A Pts.

3 3 0 0 25 4 6

3 2 0 1 IS S 5

4 2'
1 1 13 15 5

3 2 1 0 9 10 4

3 1 1 1 g 8 3

4 I 3 0 14 15 2

3 0 2 1 4 11 1

3 0 •3 0 2 21 0

Good News!

The thany friends of BUr Lemmon On The campus wilt be glad to know

that he had his cast removed at KGH on Tuesday night. BiU was sports

editor of The Journal for two years, and was finishing his Arts^ course when

he was injured playing rugby two years ago. Since that time, Bill has

been confined to bed with a severe back injury, which has not impaired his

interest or activity in Queen's athletics, as evidenced by his position of

intramural athletic du-ector of the university.

Mayor F. H. Brown, adjtUant

of the Queen's University contin-

gent of the COTC, said Tuesday

tfiat he had received no word of

readoption for the GOTO of white

flashes on epaulets and on wedge

caps.

The flashes had been removed

because, with the system of com

pulsory military training, the

COTC ceased to be composed of

cadet-ofticers preparing for com-

missions in the army, iMajor

Brown said

The McGill University con-

tingent' "recently replaced the

flashes in order that its member;

and NRMA men might be dis-

tinguished.

213 Princess Street

Gaels Undefeated;

RCAF Downed 4 -2

Snrviving a disorganized second

p riod. the Queen's hockey team

continued its unbroken string Wed-

nesday night by defeating the

RCAF Flyers 4-2.

John ^fo^row opened the nights

scoring by slapping in Dan Kelly's

pass-out at the two minute mark

of the first period. Haiinebiir>', who

was a stand-out on the Flyers' at-

tack, notched the equalizer after 8

minutes by. carrying the puck be-

hind the net and sneaking it past

Wallace intn the corner. George

l-'lliut put lilt- (Saels back in the

It-ad with only a minute to go. when

he "ran" down the ice on a solo

effort and bulged the upper corner

of the net.

Shortly after the opening whistle

of the second period. Elhs centred

a' Pigeon tbree-man attack, that

again knotted the score. For Hie re-

mainder of the i>erincl ..Air Force

held the puck out of their end. but

lacked the polish to complete dieir

plavs around the Tricolour net.

Dan Kelly scored die goal which

provided the witming margin when

be converted George Elliot's p^^^

at fi minutes of the last period.

Sammy Pataran finished off the

scoring, after Pete King had fought

the puck down behind the Air

Force net.

For Queen's the play of George

Elliot, offensively and defensively,

sttile .the limelight. Johnny Hood

was one of the hardest working

players on the ice. although he

didn't appear in the scoring column.

Sports Notes

Queen's play Barriefield Bears

in the first game of Monday

night's hockey doubleheader,

commencing at 8 o'clock.

The schedule for the inter

faculty Softball title is: Monday

Dec. 4, Arts vs. Meds (6:45)

Wednesday, Dec. 6, Science vs

winner.

All intramural hockey and

basketball entries rmi-^t W in hy

Dec. 15, either at, the intraumral

athieiic director's office in the

gj-innasium, or to Bill Lemmou

at 82 5S.

The first round of the bowling

must be completed by Dec. 15

Vouns Wife: Now. Bill, I want

I,. iliL- minister about having the

bab> cla-iMciK-d.

Sbipvard Worker Husband: Di

ya mean you're gonna let someone

iiit that little thing over the \\ezd

with a bottle ?

The businessmen advertising

this paper are progressive and

deserve vour patronage.

Kelly and Elliot were the top point

getters with a goal and assist each.

Hill MacK'enzie made his first ap-

pearance with the Tricolour, tak-

ing a turn on the alternate line. He

gave evidence of being a strong

skater and capable puck-handler,

and should be an important factor

in the team's drive for the pennant.

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deser\'e your patronage.

For 75yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE

to

Canadians

inall

walks of life

Moke this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

^^^MHHOF CANADA

, Established 1869

Heod Office Woterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representotives;

W. \. Stoness, C.L.U.

K, C. Kennedy

E. Leodbeoter

After seven innings of closely-

fought Softball Wednesday night,

Sc, "47 and Sc. '45 were tied, leav-

ing the title at stake on the result

of tonight's 6:45 battle.

Two pitchers for each team com-

bined in holding the score down,

with Syd Shapiro and Austin Sib-

bick doing the Sophomore's hurl-

ing and Archie Parrish and Jim

Pro\^3n winging tliem across the

platter for Sc. '45.

Bob Loticks, besides a steady

me at first, had 3 for 3 at the

plate for the second >'ear nine, with

Herb McEeod duplicating the feat

for the Juniors.

Sc '47 : Beueteau, Shapiro,

Loucks, Sibbick. Morgan. Endle-

man. Bowes. Norton, Brown.

Sc. '46: McLeod. Parrish, R.

Harrison, Davies. Howe, C. Har-

rison. Ramsay, Petrilla. Sutherland,

Provan.

Semi-Finals

Staging a last minute rallv, Sc.

'46 ousted the favored Science

Freshmen, S-i. Monday night, in

the first game of the Intramural

Softball playoffs.

Setting a hot pace behind the

pitching of John Futcher. Science

'45 grabbed a 3-0 lead in tlie first

four innings. Uj) to diis point Fut-

cher had struck out ten of thu-

twelve mt-n U< face him. He weak-

ened U>T a moment in the fifth to

allow two hits and a run. Came

back to his strikeout style in the

^iNth and looked like he would keep

it up.

In the last innings, the Juniors

got the range, and :.Uer die iiuuk-;

had cleared, the scoresheet read.

Sc. -46 — 5, Sc. 48 — 3. Jim

Provan. the '46 pitcher, canie back

to strike out two of the last three

t<. faie him, and completed a nice

game, wliich was somewhat over-

shone in the opening imihigs by

his vaniLrcr rival.

-000 010 4—

D

-101 100 0—3

^c -l.->

III ^-ili-

l.ilhii-

n pl.iy-

is in the last

Line-ups

:

Sc. '46: McLeod. Provan, Har-

rison. S., Davies. Howe, Harrison.

(,., Ramsay. Petrulla. Garke.

Sc. '48: Menard, Futcher. Clat-

wonhv. Frair, Burnett, Jackson.

Bialuk. Halhdav ,
Smart,

Tlie "cluich" hinmu -f

:,nil the reliLt* iiili.lni'U -^i'-'

hick ot Sc. "46 vied f..r f|>

in Tue.Mlav

olT Sc'iriiig two runs

half of the ?vventh, Sc. '45 forced

the game into three two-Inning nver-

time periods, before succuinbin- I. -

12 after the Soiihr^niore'^ riN-nm

splurge in the twelfth.

With one man ont and tin.- win-

ning run on tliird ba^e U-v Sc. 4.i

in the eleventh, Sibhick took over

the pitvhing chore from Syd Sha-

piro and proceeded to strike out S

,,f the ^ men who fac<-d him m

the following two and two-thirds

iTuiinus. Previously Shapiro had

whiffed 15 men during the first ten

innings of the game.

Grant Norton paced the winner's

attack with 6 for 6. followed -by

Sibbick's .S for 7. For Sc.

SOFTBALL

(Continued on page 6)

'45.
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsthed Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

\ Phone 9756

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALLENTYNE

We carry a comptete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kionear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232
McGALL'S

SHOE BEPAIBS
Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

December 1—we're around to

the last page of our calendar

—

and there are 19 shopping days

left before Christmas

!

We discarded the idea of

stating how many more days of

classes before exams. Also how

many hours, minutes, seconds,

etc., of available scab time.' (Scab

as averse to solar, mean, stan-

dard, Vi'ar, gay, and any other

kind of time.) Especially averse

to gay. Does the WDWTGA
BDYMHA Club have any arsenic

left in its coffers? We're in the

market . . . and we know a lot

of other co-eds who might be, too.

Levana is wondering now

—

does it come under the No Arts-

men to ^ Be Flunked Out- at

Christmas ruling or not? If not

—what? Nope, we won't think

about the what.

No news from Dorie or Dr

Douglas again today. We assume

that Dorie is studying. No news

isn't good news, believe us!

Flash

Gift from . the gods ! In the

midst of our wailing we just got

a story from Marg Young, Red

Cross workroom convenor, who

blew in with the following tale

:

One house in every three in

England, she says, has been dam-

aged by the robot bombs. People

are homeless; and Christmas and

the cold months after it are close.

In connection with her Red

Cross work, Marg says that the

need for clothes for the homeless

babies is urgent. There is an

apalling shortage of "little

things." So all you "soft-hearted

and sympathetic" women of Le-

vana stop worrying about the

"wittle wabbit" and collect some

pink and blue wool at the Red

Cross room (over in the Old Arts

luiilding, and open from 3:30 to

5;30 this afternoon). Make it

your Ciiristmas gift to humanity.

They'll give you knitting instruc-

tions in case, you've* never

tackled bootees and soakers be-

fore.

Knitting—for Men?

As an appendix to ihat^ we

might add that similar contribu-

ISS

(Continued from page 1)

notably Dr. J. Coleman, have prev-

iously taken an active interest in

ISS, this is the first time at Queen's

that members of the staff have of-

ficially pledged their support. This

gesture on their part is heartily

welcomed by student workers for

the'ISS as another step in the di-

rection of close student-stafF rela-

tions on the campus. Moreover, it

is to be hoped that their connec-

tions and repute in university circles

will aid in furthering the aims of

ISS in this community.

Blood Donors

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug store

100 PRINCESS STREET

tions from the male half of the

campus will be appreciated, too

We're sure Marg would make no

differentiations. This occurs to

us as a result oi a statement made

the other night by a well-known

"man about the campus" (treas-

uurer of this year's Drama Guild,

ex-business manager of The Jour-

nal, and known in Jerk-Blimp

baseball circles as "Slugger").

Said gentleman announced that

he was convinced that men should

take up the art of knitting in self-

defence. He added point to his

assertion by proceeding to knit

through the Tuesday session of

the Debating Society. Levana

lauds this pioneer!

Thanks to Di Gill for a grand

job on the last Levana Notes.

She dreamed them up under the

difficulties of "no news," too.

(Continued from page 1)

the lines in this Journal, to fully

comprehend the significance in the

appeal for more blood. Unlike the

prime necessities of man)- war ma-

terials the demand for this priority

substance can be satisfied only by

the voluntary contribution froi«--the

individual. But a few moments of

reflection makes us realize that up

til now those brave Canadian sol-

diers, sailors and airmen who have

given their young lives or limbs,

have done so voluntarily. I have

seen these Canadian soldiers go

into battle in Ncimiandy and I have

seen them come back as casualties,

desperately wounded men. I have

seen their lives saved by the means

of fresh whole blood flown from

England and by plasma, yes. plasma

and serum from Canada. I wish

that everyone here at home could

have had the privilege and thrill

of experiencing the magnificent

spirit of the Canadian wounded as

they came back to our Casualty

Clearing Station from the forward

fighting areas in N6rmandy and

Belgium. Remember these casual-

ties were in peril of their lives be-

cause of blood loss, due to the ex-

tensive nature of their injuries.

There was no complaining or bit-

terness, but a^courage that was an

inspiration to those of us who

worked over them..

There is no question as to the

life-saving power of human blood.

Nowhere is it more dramatically

and realistically demonstrated than

in a group of battle casualties. If

you could see them respond to its

benefits there would be no need

for requests for blood. The evi-

dence would be so convincing that

I am sure donors would present

themselves without request. The

need for blood is great. You can

suppb' that need to the heroes who

fight in Holland and Germany—

the heroes that nearly every hour

are killed or wounded or missing

Believe me they are heroes and

they need blood no*.

, H. M. CAMPBELL, Capt.

RCAMC.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FERDIE WATERS

The Sportsreel points with pride!

We point with pride to Jerry Ear-

clay and the other members of the

archery team who placed Queen's

first in the telegraphic archery

meet. Results ran as follows

:

Queen's, 1550; Western, 1498; Mc-

GiM, 1257; Alberta, 66S. Last year.

Queen's was runner-up but another

chance has proved that their place

is first place. Individual high hon-

ours among the four universities

go to Queen's Jerry Barclay, who

is our archery representative and

who acliieved a score of 325.

The first interleague basketball

games will be played next week.

Miss Ross is training four teams

for competitive basketball this year,

and she needs all members of these

teams to come out at their specified

hours, in order to make effective

her plans and ideas.

Svnmming Meet

\Vednesday night, the annual in-

teryear swimming meet was held

and general comment on the even-

ing was that it was one of the most

successful swimming meets held in

the past ten years. This is un-

doubtedly due to the enthusiastic

turn-out from all years. If such

an active interest were shown in

all int^-year sports, the LAB of C
would indeed be happy.

Individual winner of the meet

was Mhora Howson of '47. It was

largely due to her repeated firsts

that '47 achieved tlie highest total

points. Results were as follows:

50 yds. Free Style: (1) Mhora

Howson, (2) Ferd Waters. (3)

Sybil Orr ; 50 yds. Breast Stroke

:

(1) Sandy Coon, (2) Nancy Lew-

is, (3) Hope Ross; Stunts: (1)

Mhora Howson, (2) Sybil Orr, (3)

Mary Sloan; 50 yds. Back Stroke:

(1) Miiora Howson, (2) ilufl'y

Hihbert, (3) M. J. Barclay; Long

Plunge: (1) Muffy Hihbert, (2)

E. Davidson. (3) No. Kendall; 50

yds. Side Stroke: (1) M. How-

son, (2) N. Walker. (3) I. Oirss;

Style Swimming: (1) E. Daviikon,

(2) M. Howson, (3) S. Orr; .M

ley Relay: (1) Arts '47:
J. Bar-

clay, N. . Lewis, M. Howson, F.

Waters; (2) Arts '48; (3) Arts

45; Diving: (1) M. Howson; (2)

E. Davidson, (3) A. Parkliill; 10

yds. Free Style:,(l) M. Howson,

(2) B. Kelly, (3) S. Orr.

Softball

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

(Continued from page 5)

except for that fatal eleventli, Cy

time out to twice knock ift the t\-ing

runs iii the overtime innings.

Sc. '47: Beneteau, Shapiro, Bib-

hick, Loucks, Morgan, Endleman,

Robinson, Norton, Bfown. -

Sc, '45—Payne, Hanna, Moro,

Smoke, Hoi>e. Lamont. Richardson.

Sc. '45
: Payne, Hanna^ ETA A

Campbell. Alexander.

Sc. '47—111 000 2 32 10 60—17

Sc. 45—101 010 2 05 01 11—12

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter -

from the makers

Special Kate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 WeUington St. Dial 4352

Rector's Address

B. K. Sandwell, editor of

Saturday Night, will deliver

the rectorial address, Friday,

December 8, at U p.m.

Fulton Discusses

Aerial Surveying

W. Fulton, director of surveys.

Department of Plighways, To-'

ronto, addressed the Civils 'Club

in Convocation Hall at the open

meeting last Monday.

Mr, Fulton outlined the meth-

ods of aerial surveying now used

hy the department and how it

facilitates road-building in North-

ern Ontario. He explained the

use of the stereoscope, which re-

veals not only topographical fea-

tures but gives a three-dimen-

sional effect to the photographs

taken.

The spealcer described how the

department supplied photographs

for surveying work. "It is inter-

esting to note," be said, "that

aerial surveying was a great fac-

tor in reducing the time used to

complete the Alaska highway, to

less than half the scheduled

timfe."

In conclusion he pointed out

the present advantage of aerial

work and the improvements

which the war will bring.

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Welcome to Queens .

COLLEGE SHOES
IN SMARTEST STYLES— FOR LADY AND CENT STUDENTS

TANS AND BLACK BROGUES

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

. A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624
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Sqdn.-Ldr. Stanley

Praises Courage

Of English People

Former Biology Professor

Returns on Leave
From England

8V ART ROSS

In ail interview with The

Journal, Sqtln.-Ldr, John Stanley

iliscussetl the V-1 "buz?,-bomb"

attacks in England, and ex-

jiressed highest praise for the

iMig'lish people.

Sqdn.-Ldr, Stanley, who was

;issociate professor of Biology

liere, returned last week from 15

nionths of service in England,

working on secret duties with the

RAF.

He described V-1 attacks as

nerve-wracking.- One hears "the

reverberating roar of the motor

and waits for it to go away." If

it
* does, ai! is well; but if the

noise should suddenly stop, tlie

bomb is ready to land. The V-1

bomb has a very damaging blast

c^ect, he stated.

Sqdn.-Ldr. Stanley praised the

amazing courage and fortitude of

the English people. The people

took the buzz-bomb threat, which

followed in the heels of the blitz,

completely in their stride. He
stated that while in England he

heard no chronic griping nor saw

any hysteria.

English Sane and Steady

He described the English as

curiously sane and steady. They

cannot be panicked, and have

lost their frivolity. Their atti-

tude seemed to be that they had

lo go through with it and were

f-'oing to stick it out quietly.

The English, he said, are ver}'

tiisy to get along with and the

K.\F are "super" to work with.

The people are so taciturn about

grumbling that it is considered

I'ad form to tell of being blown

up or bombed out.

In their views on the war, the

people arc very realistic They

will believe it Is over when they

^ee it, and are neither ovL-rjoyed

iiiir pes.iimistic about present de-

vi;li,ipiii(!nts. Rnmonrs are hard

start and there is no excite-

iiicnl nor rash predicting.

SQDN.-LDR. STANLEY
(Continued on ])aye 4)

Senate Awards

Rural Bursaries

To Three Students

Eve Porter, Gordon Foster,

And John Auckland
Receive Grants

Ottawa Calling
A CUP FEATURE

BY NEIL MACDONALO

SQDN.-LDR. JOHN STANLEY

formerly of the Queen's Biology

Department, who has returned from

overseas on. a 30-day leave.

Christmas Dinner

Plans Are Revealed

snu]

Annual Christmas dinner in the

Students' Memorial Union cafeteria

will be served at noon Sunday.

December 17, The Journal learned

yesterday.

According to Fred G. Dinsmore,

manager of Queen's branch of In-

dustrial Food Services. Limited,

which operates the cafeteria, "the

portions will be sufficient. We
hope the mtal will please all our

ctistomers."

The menu will cim^iit i

or tomato juice; roa-<t iiiilav, \viu>

dressing and cranberry -,uicc

:

mashed potatoes, peas, and carrnts

;

plum pudding with caramel sauce

;

and milk, tea, or' coffee. I^rlce will

be 50 cents.

"On behalf of the entire cafeteria

staff," Mr, Dinsmore told The

Journal, "I should like to wish

every Queen's student a merry

Christmas and a liapp\' New Year.

I shonkl also like to wish him much

success in the forthcoming exam-

inations . . . .W ovkiiiy at Queen's

lias been a most pleasant task; and

I sincerely hope we can continue

to please our patrons,"

Mr. Dinsmore was unable to give

the exact date when the eafcieria

will clusc for th^ hu!iila\s, or when

it will rL-iipeu next term.

The Senate of Queen's Univer-

sity awarded three J. S. McLean

Rural Bursaries at a recent meeting.

These were given some years ago

by J. S. McLean, president of Can-

ada Packers, to encourage students

from rural districts, especially sons

and daughters of farmers, to come

to the University.

Winners this year are John

Auckland. Talbotville, Ont., a for-

mer student of St. Tliomas Colle-

giate Institute, who is now register-

ed in first year applied science;

Evelyn Porter. Oxenden, Ont., a

former student of Wiarton High

School, now in first year medi-

cine; M. Gordon Foster, Picton,

registered in first year science.

The number of sons and daugh-

ters of farmers registered in first

years for this session is asi follows,

Applied Science, 17 ;
Arts, 26

;

Medicine, five. They
,

comprise

about 10 per cent of the total re-

gistration in all first .years.

Dr. B. K. Sandwell to Deliver

Address to Students Friday

New Magazine

Now on Campus

Left liand Ccrner

The "Queen's Commentator,

a new magazine of student opin-

i.iii, i- iniiking its initial appear-

,Lin I,- 1.11 ilii: campus today.

riibli^hed jointly by the Public

Affairs Club, the Queen's De-

bating Union, and the Inter-

national Relations Club, it aims

to provide an opportunity for tW

students of Qtieen's to express

their opinion on matters of gen-

eral interest. As such, its subject-

matter will "run the whole

gannit of topics from local stu-

dent interests to national and

world affairs," one official pointed

out.

Today's issue features^ articles

on the treatment of Germany in

the postwar era, on present-day

Mexico, and .Sen. T. D.- Bou-

chard's speeds.

Besides a book review, a short

story, s.ime i<uetry, and a pro-

vocative ess:iy cm freedom, there

will he a dash of humour and a

facts-and-figures feature, called

"D'l \ ou Know?"

GRIM SITUATION
It would be difficult to exagger-

ate the gravit} of tlie present situa-

tion in the Canadian House of

Commons. As this column is writ-

ten, on the eVening of November

30, the tension has eased somewhat

but it is extremely serious, and in-

evitably carries the most unpleas-

ant undertones for the future of

our country.

Opinion in the capital now con-

cedes that the present government

will most probably secure a vote of

confidence on the Prime Minister's

motion, calling for support of the

policy of sending a limited number

of draftees overseas to reinforce

our armies in Western Europe and

Italy. Just how long it will be he-

fore the vote is taken is uncertain,

but the government's support will

probably increase as time passes.

Two Real Issues

The more talking which is done

on the subject of reinforcements

and sending draftees overseas, the

more obscure the real issues in the

case become. These are two. and

the answers have not yet come out

of the House (although they may

have been discussed in the secret

session) : why are only 16.000 draf-

tees being sent, and bow will the

1(1,000 be chosen? The implications

of the two questions are extremely

frrave, for it is apparent that insuf-

ficient rest periods have, np to no\v.

been given to our overseas troops,

and that any process of selection

of draftees for service overseas is

open to the criticism of discrimin;!-

tion.

No one can criticize the govern-

ment for its prc-sent lR^i^.lucl_-<

wnthout being aware that \t hn>

been facing extreme difficulties:

protest marches on the 'West Coast

{which turuccl into near mutiny'l

and even in th.; capital have puintc-a

to that. One cannot, however, al-

OTTAWA CALLING

(Continued on page 6)

Local ISS Treats

Students to Eats

Prominent Newsman
Educator to Speak
On Acceptance

and

The four co-eds and four male

students who were winners in the

recent ISS supper raffle, were

treated to supper on Friday night

at Collins House and Ban Righ

Hall, respectively. Over $127

were raised through the lottery,

which is more than three times

the amount obtained last year.

The eight winners were as fol

lows: Marjorie Boehmer, Arts

'48; Kay MacLcan, Arts '46

Ruth Woodruff. Arts '47; Bar

bara UUett. Arts '48; H. Porter.

Arts '47; Chick Rnnge, Sc. '46;

E. S. Couley. Sc. '47; and Peter

iierrisch. Sc. '46. After being

surfeited with the ambrosia and

nectar of the local chophouses,

the winners made the following

gastronomical comments, under

protest, to a Journal reporter:

Barbara Ullett (Collins House)

ventured, "Very good—food :>s

good as Ban Righ," Peter Hcr-

risch {Ban Righ) said, "It wasn't

b;id—Union meals are better."

Kay MacLean (Sc. '44 Co-op)

said, "\ice friendly atmosphere-

food very good."

H. Porter (Ban Righ) declared,

-Wasn't bad." On being pressed

for the menu, he said. "Scalped

potatoes, tomatoes, fish, and a

sort of pudding with a suggestion

of pineapple in it." Chick Rtmge

stated, "Very fine—on par with

Union.

In Grant Hall

The new^ Rector of Queen's Uni-

versity, Dr. B. K. Sandwell, LL.D.,

will deliver his rectorial address on

Friday at 11 a.m. in Grant Hall.

Classes will be called for die ad-

dress and all students are expected

to attend.

Dr. Sandwell was appointed rec-

tor to succeed the Rt. Hon. the

Earl of Athlone. The rectorship is

an honorary position, ihe highest

the university can bestow. The

term of office is three years. When

it expires the executive of tlie AMS
rcai)ix)ints tlie former rector or ap-

points a new man. As soon as pos-

sible after his appointment the rec-

tor delivers an address in accept-

ance of the office.

Dr. Sandwell ^vas educated at

Upper Canada College and receiv-

ed his B.A. from the University of

Toronto. He has been on the edi-

torial 'staff of several Canadian

newspapers, the Toronto News, the

Montreal Herald (1905-1'-)U). and

the ilontrcal- Eiuaiiciiil .-X-im e s

(lyil-IQlS). He is now manag-

ing editor of Saturday Night. He

was head of tlie English Depart-

ment at Queen's from l'>23 to 1925.

DR. B. K. SANDWELL
(Continued on page 6)

KINGSTON GASTRIC HOS-
I'lT.-VL—(By Night Nurse)—

i^'our Queen's University .stu-

ilents, winners of the recent ISS

-upper raffle, were adniitted here

liist night, suffering from a cute

case of ptomaine poisoning. Their

'on<iition has been described as

"critical."

Stomacli pumps have returned

evidence of a remarkable nature.

Among the excavated refuse

Were: one set of fingernails

(complete) . one dog biscuit

(incomplete), one mascara brush,

Jissoried orange peels, and one

>^cience pin (partially digested).

The indignant outbursts which

followed tbii discovery cuUui-

natcd in an immediate investiga-

tion by special detectives of the

.-VMS constahukiry into eating

conditions at l-^.m I'iii^h Hall,

where the" four m.ilc \ ii-iims last

ate before their violent intestinal

uprisings. Bill Trumpet, AMS
president and head of the detec-

tive force, has refused to com-

ment on the findings, but usually

reliable sources indicate that the

bill-of-fare at supper read "V'ege-

table Salad Extraordinary," Upon

inquiry the dish was found to be

a popular one and the dietitian

LHC
(Continued from page 4)

Math Professors

To Hold Congress

Montreal—(CUP) —The first

Canadian Mathematical Congress,

attended by professors of mathe-

matics fnim nil jcctions of Can-

ada, will held at McGiil Uni-

versity ill the third week in June,

nnder the sponsorship of McGiH

and the University of Montreal.

.-\. conuniltee of representatives

from various Canadian univer-

sities, including Queen's, th«

University of Toronto. Lava!

University, Loyola College, and

MATH PROFESSORS

(Continued on page 5)

First Meeting Held

By Spanish Club

The first meeting of the Spanish

Club was held in the Players'

Lounge last Thursday. Professor

Brovedani spoke on Argentina,

which he has visited several times,

and where his family now lives.

Under the direction of Dr.

Minor, a group of students read

the ,mc-act play "El Bigote Rnbio"

by Mi,^niel Ramos Carrion. Parts

were taken by Mary Hotden. Ida

Wrcschuer. ^iicllael Lafralta. Dav-

id StoIkT, Eari Gladden, and Env

est Poser. Dr. Minor led the group

in llie singing uf some Spanish and

Spanish .American folk songs. Re-

freshments were served under the

supervision of Gwen Toms.

Tiie Club plans further meetings

next term, at which time it hopes

to hear from Miss Madlener. who

was to have spoken on Tliursdaj',

as well as from other Spanish

American students at Queen's. Tt

is planned also to prepare an acted

\-ersiou of a Spanish play for some

further rtieeting.

UNTD-UAS Will

Hold Dance Friday

The Queen's Naval Air Ball,

ivhich is only for University .\ir

Squadrnii and University Nav.J

Training Detachment nicii, 'vill

be- hck.rahcKir.l 14MCS ;.t n-,,, |in

on Friday, beginning at S:JU p.ni.

! he Rl.\E Trenton Band. No. 6

KLl, 'wiW be featured and the

Jaiicc itsti! is strictly formal.

Inxitaiions have been sent out

and any who have not already

received theirs should call im

them at the orderly room

ship's office.

UBC Radio Society

To Have CBC Spot

\";inc

vcrsily

Society

nvi_.r—tCUP)—The Uni-

f British Columbia Radio

las been granted a posi-

tion on the proviLK-ial CBC net-

work. A series of Universiiy-

pruduced programmes entitled

"UBC and Canada" has been

irrangcd.

Reports concerning other Cana-

dian universities will he pre-

sented ill order to lend a Domin-

ion-wide spirit to the programme.

News of the university'- con-

. tribntious to the war effort, a

I i-cvic vv i-if tlu' )ir. il.ti'ius facing tlu-

1 ; uiiiv cr-il \-. .111.1 ii- plans for post-

Ijwar development arc- to be fea-

Itured on the programme.

Camera Club Presents Salon

As Formal Opening to Year

During the ijast week, tlie Cam-

era club, in its first Fall Salon, pre-

sented its pennauent collection of

the outstanding pictures of past

exhibitions. The sliowing was

planned as a formal introduction

of the year's work, and as a displav

of the quality of photography that

is being produced by club members.

The pictures were of a very con-

sistent (|uality with no one picture

or group stealing the show. Prob-

ably the most discussed were sev-

eral ver>' natural child portraits by

Prof. R. A. Hay, and a group of

clever dramatic pictures of Queen's

buildings by A. F. Cooper and

Professor Hay. co-founders of the

Camera Club.

The picture 'Skyline" by T.

Edgc\v"ith -allowed c.Ncellent com-

l.„Jitioii with ilie outline of a city

5k\ linc' repeated in the clouds above

and the reflection in the water be-

low. A human tonch \vai provided

by Prof. A. B. Minur's picture,

•'Solid Comfort.'' in which a labour-

er was caught r.cliiiiug comfort-

ably on a pile of bricks.

The work of the present session

will be 'shown next year in the

Annual Spring Salon.
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The Humanities and Engineering
hi our editorial nf \'o:;'niber 24 entitled "Tlir Eutjineei^s Editca-

fion," wc disriissrd at Ini.iti: what zfe coiisidrr,;! tn he the chief short-

coming of the euuiiu-i-r'i cdiccr at coUegc— il.^ stiiel liniilnlion "itfilhin

the rigid hounds nf his prescribed work," and the residlavl lack of

research into the aU-iinporlanl humatulies. "...
|
The] eii;iiiieer is of the

traneiidoiis disadvantage of being compelled to Icncrzu not only his aiun

projcssioij. hilt also that of the artsmeii in the postgraduate t<.'orld,"

1UC ;ivrote. "Granted this, the cntjiiieer's pli'ilu is a serious one. But it

is not by any means ho^elcs'^. crrir in liie hn^adest sense of the word."

Elaborating this Ihrufe, Tlie I'ar^-ily 1 1' iir.ri-sily of Toronto) last

week printed an edilirnal 'i.-lii,:l! ultenipl'i to c.n use. in part at least, this

dcficirnrv in ih.- rur/inrn-' . srluu'lin^i. .iinl d.-srrih'S ihc steps currently

hchuf litken to rrwedy ii. r.iir: lu.i li 7.'/7/ />. 'nlrrc^l In the nnmy

who jciUiWcd the eontroi'cr^y i^'hi.ii wus ayoused by our editorial, WC

reprint it in juli here.

Why is an engineer? This is the man who, interested in the

practical aspects of our civilization, takes the findings of the pure

scientists and mathematicians and applies them to the business of

ordinary, everyday living. This is the man who has given to

society the automobile, the radio, the four-lane highway, and

Nylon stoclcings. He is, traditionally, at lea^t on this campus, a

he-man type who, slide-rule in hand, daily makes his way to the

northwest corner of Bloor street and Avenue road: a man who has

neither the time rTnr the inclination fijr the more aesthetic things

life has to offer. Verj' often he is pictured as a boor, or at least

a diamond-in-ihe-rough. Artsmen. Meds^ and Theologs glibly

generalize on the subject of Skulemen [students in the School of

Practical Science], on what (hey. as a group, think, say, and act.

Why has this stereotype persisted in spite of the fact that each

one of these people who so glibly generalize knows scares of

students at the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering whom

they cannot, in any way, make fit the picture? Possibly, 20 years

ago, a student engineer was exactly the type of person they

habitually think of as a Skuleman, unlettered, ill-mannered, and

prosaic.

Today, however, this faculty embraces all types of students

who run the gamut of personality and character: they range from

the art- and music-loving engineer right down to the carburetor

and crankcase-loving engineer, from the engineer who writes

poetry for relaxation to the engineer who drinks beer in his leisure

time. Today most of these much-maligned students are aware of

their important role in society, interested in the social sciences and

their relation to our government and society, and have some, albeit

inarticulate, philosophy of living.

One of the chief objections usually aimed at Schoolmen is that

they lack background in literature, the humanities, and the social

sciences. .Unfortunately, this is, more often than not, true. The

student who spends anywhere from 28 to 35 hours a week in

lectures and laboratories and his evenings writing laboratory

reports simply does not have the time to give to these other

subjects, and as a result, his interest in them naturally wanes.

He finds it difficult, when in conversation with a group of students

of the arts, to contribute anything save the most' cpmmonplace

cliches. ,

Fortunately, however, this situation is nearing its end. Many
engineering schools in the United States, by increasing the length

of the semesters, have found it possible to include a more or less

complete survey of the humanities. In 1940. the Committee on

Engineering Education, which is composed of the heads of 21

engineering schools in United States and Canada, .published a

report, "On the Aims and Scope of Engineering Curricula." in

which it advocated the strengthening of engineering education by

the organization of the curriculum in parallel integrated sequences

of scientific-technological and humanistic-social subjects, and the

transfer of some of the more specialized subjects to the post-^

graduate period. The professional engineer, who must in the

course of practising his profession associate with all manner of

people, cannot afford to be merely a technician. He must be a

well-educated and well-informed person. ,

Last spring, the students in the final year of the engineering

course at the Universitj' of Toronto voted for a course in Political

Science and Economics; as a result of this, a non-compulsory

course in Modern Political Trends was given at the end of the day's

lectures by Prof. Lome Morgan, and the students responded by

packing the lecture hall on every occasion Professor Morgan spoke.

This year the Faculty Council has included in the curriculum

of every year in engineering, several non-technological courses

which are being received with the same enthusiasm. If the results

of this experiment are favourable, this aspect of engineering

education will be extended in the future.

Engineering is a profession which has, in the past, not received

its due respect. Many people would not dream of grouping

engineers in the same category with doctors, dentists, lawyers, and

clergymen, in spite of the immense contribution they have made

to humanity and our civilization. This is partly due to the

disrespect in which members of the profession are held by the

general public, arising from preconceived notions, and partly due

to the loose organization 'of the profession in the past. Now.

however, the profession is uot loosely organized; the efforts of

such groups as the Engineering Institute of Canada, and the

Professional Engineers of Ontario, by setting relatively high

standards and requirements that must he met before a man can

call himself a professional engineer, have raised it to the same level

as that of the other professions. It is now up to the individual

members of the profession, by making full use of their extended

opportunities at college, to gain and hold the respect of the public

at large.

It s Human
BY GORD PETERS

Dear Diary : What a day.

Thought I would settle down and

study- and do a little work for a

change but met Pentilla S. on the

way home and she talked me into

taking her for a milk-shake (?).

Well, she gave me the inside dirt

an Matilda B,

All those iexcuses she gave for

not taking me to the Drag was

just a bunch of hooey. And the

line she always gives me when I

phone for a date
—"Well, I'm not

sure. You see I already have a

tentative date. Won't you please

phone back tomorrow.'" Pentilla

told me tliat'fi nothing but a stall

slie uses while she waits for Bart

to call, the big lug. If he doesn't

call -In- !^ne^ with me.

Women. A\'omen! A curse on all

women—except Mother. Boy, thej-

sure are a tricky bunch. I'll bet

there isn't a trick that's too low

for them to pull. Boy, I'm off wo-

men for life — Well, anyway until

I get home.

Home! There's a shortage of

men there and do those women ever

act right, None of this phone three

weeks ahead for a date. Ah, Home

!

Well, when I got back to the

room I was still so mad about Ma-

tilda that I just couldn't work, so !

went to a movie. But just wait

until tomorrow, I'll really start hit-

ting the hooks then.

And I thought she was sincere!

I'll bet that not 1 percent of all

the women on this campus are sin-

cere.

P.S. : We thought of calling this

column, "Does the truth hurt?" or,

"Isn't the truth the funniest joke?"

Fashion Note

The Bridegroom Was Charming in-

Well,AfterAll! MenGetMarriedToo
Why Shouldn't They Get a Break?

Mr. John Jones, son of Mr. and

Mrs. Sam Jones, of Pleasant Val-

ley, became the bridegroom of Miss

Elizabeth Smith at high noon to-

day. The ceremony took place at

the home of the groom's parents,

and a full house was coimted.

Mr. Jones was attended by Mr.

Brown as groomsman. As the

groom approached the altar he was

the cynosure of all eyes. Blushing

prettily, he replied to all the ques-

tions in a low voice which was at

times firm.

He was charmingly clad in a

three-piece suit, consisting of a

coat, vest and pants. The coat, of

dark material, was draped about

his shoulders and tastefully gather-

ed, under the arms. A pretty story

was current among ^ the wedding

guests, that tlie coat was tfie same

worn by his father and grandfather

on their wedding day , . . and it

looked it. Mr. Jones does not deny

the truth of this sentimental touch.

The vest was sleeveless, and met

in the front. It was gracefully

fashioned with pockets, and was

joined together at the back with

a strap and buckle and a local

cleaning tag. Conspicuous on the

front of the vest was the groom's

favorite piece of jewelry, a frat pin,

and from the upper left hand

pocket was suspended a large In-

gersolf watch, the bride's gift to the

groom, which flashed and gave a

needed foijch of brilliance to a cos-

What'cha ma
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tume in perfect taste and harmony

. the watch also chimed three

times during the ceremony.

The groom's pants were of dark

worsted, and \\cre suspended from

the waisl falling in a straight line

almost to the floor. The severe cim-

plicity of the garment was relieved

by the right pantlet, which was

caught up about four inches by a

Boston garter, worn underneath,

revealing just an artistic glimpse

of brown holeprbof socks.

Beneath the vest, the .groom

wore blue galluses (or braces) at-

tached fore and aft to the pants

and passing in a graceful curve

over each shoulder. This pretty

and useful part of- the costume

would have passed unnoticed, ex-

cept the groom muffed the ring

when it was passed to him, and

when he stooped to pick it up,

these were prettily revealed. His

neck was encircled with a collar

and a cravat nestled under his ears

in charming contrast.

Mr. Brown's costume was essen-

tially the same as the groom's, with

the exception of a slight discolora-

tion of his right eye. which he

smiled otf very charmingly by say-

ing, as he went up the aisle "the

stag la^t night you know."

The bride wore the conventional

veil and orange blossoms, and a

slightly demure look.

—(Courtesy of the Happy Gang.)

Those Americans!

THE JITTERBUGS

Anv resemblance to JVilHam

Wordsworth's 'The Daffodilly

is purely coincidental and in-

sulting.

I wandered lonely as a ghost

Who's sick and tired ot scaring

muggs,

When all at once I saw a host

A bunch of daffy jitterbugs.

Beside the band, beneath the lights,

Prancing and 'dancing'; were they

sights!

Continuous as a double bill

That never seems to come to end.

They did the room completely fill

And even every bend.

Ten hep-cats saw I at a glance

Tossing their torsos in ungainly

dance.

i

Ten Years Ago at Queen's

BY DR. A. J. COLEMAN

I hope that the present discus-

sion in The Journal about univer-

sity education will continue. It is

related to. the second purpose of iln^

university as proposed by the ISS

Conference in Geneva—to devekij,

in the student an integral view oi

human culture and a sense of re-

sponsibility to society.

The discussion should not, how-

ever, be Arts versus Science fnr

the evil of specialization affects lln'

Honours Arts man almost, and in

my case in Maths, and Physics ;ii

Toronto even more, than the Jilu-

chanical or Electrical engineer. Spe-

cialisation is encouraged by tU'

student who has certain interesi-

and is too la^y to develop any oth-

ers (which he could with a littli:

effort). It is encouraged by the

staff who are enthused with their

subject and jealous of departmental

rights.

The real evil is not specialization

in itself, for this is inevitable, ra-

ther it is in the natural tendecy in

erect one's own specialty into :i

deity and the closed warped minrl

which results. This danger we can

avoid only if all our thinking i'^

guided by allegiance to the noblest

human values — which is what I

understand by culture — and our

life, motivated by a sense of re-

sponsibility to society as a whole,

comes to me chiefly from Chris-

tianity.

IVhat changes would yon make

in the courses at Queen's? Wliy

noi form study-groups and prepare

reports on this question in the thret.-

Faculties?

The band beside them blared, but

they

Outdid the band so loud;

A fool could not but be gay

In such an idiotic crowd.

I gazed — and gazed — but litUe

guessed

How greatly they had my mind

impressed.

It could only happen in the

United States.

Where else in the midst of the

greatest war in history and on the

eve of a heated national election

could you get front-page play in

the nation's press with a gag?

Truth or Consequences, a top-

notch radio laugh program turned

the trick. One Saturday night,

Ralph (Ain't We Devils?) master

zany of the program, gave con-

testant Rudolph J. Wickel, of

Verona, N.J., overalls, a pick and

a ticket to Holyoke, Mass,

Wickel, customarily a sedate

engineer for a boiler firm, was

told—and so was everybody lis-

tening to the program—that a box

containing $1000 was buried at

Prospect and Walnut Sts., in^

Holyoke. It was his. All he had

to do was to dig it up.

But the Holyoke townsfolk,

who turned out to dig with any-

thing from shovels to bare hands,

beat Wickel to the treasure. It

was found and pocketed before

Wickel even arrived in Holyoke.

That, to b? sure, was the way
some shrewd character connected

with the radio profession must

have planned it. It's pretty obvious

As obvious as the national ad-

vertising which a million dollars

couldn't buy, but which the program

got for free.—Philadelphia Record,

The mystery of the twelve miss-

ing goldfish which disappeared

from the Mandarin Cafe after the

Meds '38 dince has not been solved

as yet. Frank Lem, Chief Prop, of

the Mandarin has been keeping a

wary eye on suspicious characters

about the town but has not yet suc-

ceeded in spotting his goldfish. The

fact that a broken chair was dis-

covered near the niche formerly

occupied by the missing pets led

one astute observer to advance the

theory that the goldfish may have

left voluntarily and broken the

chair on their way out. However,

Frank says that he does not think

it possible as the chair was a good

strong one.

The purloiners of the piscatorial

pets were not content with their

fishy loot alone, but took the bowl

as weH. This bowl was full of

water, according to Frank, and he

fears the goldfish may now be suf-

fering from frost-bite in some in-

hospitable student boardii)g-house.

"If they freeze up they bust and

he no good." concluded Frank, with

a cheery grin and a smile.

The Bookshelf
CONDUCTED BY lELGN R. EWERS

For oft when I'm asleep at night.

And should be dreaming of Janet

Blair,

I «ake up suddenly in a fright

—

The jitterbugs are dancing there!

And then mx heart with disgust

fills

And I swallow a couple of sleeping

pills.

Edge. W. Somerset

Doubleday. Doran,

He's Still Looking
And that's not all. To compen-

sate for Wickel's loss, Ralph Ed-

wards in Chicago, sent him $1,000

last Saturday night, enclosed at

l>age 13 of a book. But thousands

of radio listeners have also sent him

books. So the poor man is still

looking for the thousand bucks, and

so Wickel's still in a pickle.

I DON'T

My parents told me not to smoke

—

I don't.

Or listen to a naughty joke — I

don't.

They made it clear I must not look

At pretty girls or even think

About intoxicating drink— I don't.

To dance or flirt is very wrong

—

I don't.

Wild youths like women, wine and

song — 1 don't.

I kiss no girls not even one

1 do not know how it is done.

You wouldn't think I have much

fun — I don't.

The Razor's

Maugham,

$3.25.

I believe that is was Clifton Fadi-

man who wrote that Hit- jacket';

of books should not be read, and if

read, not believed. The maxim is

particularly true of W. Somerset

Maugham's latest book The Rasor's

Edge, on the jacket of which.it i:;

stated that this new novel ranks

among his three major books. Not

only does Razor's Edge not aji-

proach Oj Human Bondage, it is.

not even the equal of Cakes and

Ale or Moon and Sixpence.

Without a doubt, however, Maii'

gham is one of the greatest story

tellers of our time. What he wrile5

is usually worth reading. And su,

in spite of the fact this novel doe?

not rank with his best works,

(which, after all, are on so high ^

plane that 'one of considerable in-

feriority may .still have appreciable

merit) it is worth reading.

It is upon the construction of thi^

main character that the book fal-

ters, and in a sense, fails. Larrv

Darrell is as unreal a character as

any I have come across in fiction.

The beauty of it all is that this un-

reality does not show up till thi'

end so that throughout the bool-

this particularly jarring fact doesn't

necessarily bother the reader. In-

evitably though, there is the lei

down when the mystery of Larry is

solved and he discloses his future

plans. The reader meets the samf

type of disappointment that he is

apt to meet in reading Kipling's

THE BOOKSHELF
(Continued from page 4)
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YOU LL BE THANKFUL
for

WARM
PROTECTION

IN A SMART
NEW

OVERCOAT

$45
When the temperature

shivers its way down to

zero or below, you'll be

more than thankful that

you invested in one of

our overcoats. Each coot

features the best in styl-

ing, tailoring and fab-

rics. Come in today and

see for yourself why we

recommend them so

highly.

PHONE 3030

123- 125 PRINCESS STREET

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

SALUTE TO WINTER

WITH A BRILLIANT COLLECTION OF

FUR TRIMMED UN-TRIMMED

COATS
DRESSES

featuring

DEJA FROCKS

ANN LOUISE FROCKS

HOUSE COATS
Bunny Suede - Flannel - Corduroy - Silk Crepes

Floral Bengaline

A. R. TI/nOTHVPHOTOGRAPHCR
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appomtments now for Portraits and Qroups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL

And it came to pass in the City

of Queeru tliat the mighty war-

riors of Scienz do forsake usual

haunts, the Wagon 'Wheel, Under

tlie Sign of the Two Nations, and

the verandah of tlie House of Gord.

and do apply themselves to study

of Eiec. Chem, and Eng. And
verily they are slipstick and T-

square even unto the wee hours as

the tribesmen do plot on^ boiler and

jack screw and write up report on

lab, (This definitely must be in by

Oct. 1.) and attempt to recoup that

time lost by riotous living in the

moons of Oct. and Novemb. And
o. even the cave of Studenzion,

under normal affairs thronged with

tribesmen taking lab on bridge III

and pool XIV was vacant, occupied

only by lowly men of Eart seeking

respite after struggles with war-

riors o£ Mndd.

But on every hand, despite at

tendance on books and burning of

mid nitc oil (with odd slub of same

to ke^p awake) the tribesmen were

perturbed about the coming battle

with the Fac and foresaw great

slaughter and depiction of the

ranks of the warriors of scienz.

And in their anxiety, they sought

out Maid Marion deep in the inner

recesses of the cave of Nick. And
the maid roused herself and amid

hissing of steam spoke : "Many
times have I been approached by

those in fear of what they battle

against, but few are the rules that

can be laid down-for the fray. Ver-

ilv are the odds uneven and the

deck slacked against tlie battlers.

The Fac is a cunning foe, long

Irahied in elusive tactics and sly

tricks and lo they do not release

communique on area of battle till

the eleventh, nay the twelfth hour,

is at hand. But forget not the vir-

tues of sHpstick and that there are

large areas even as a blackboard

thereon open to the pens of canny

draftsmen. Study well but verily

is it wise to take break throughout

tlie eve and for this purpose are

the caves of Lubelle and Sil

available." And with diese words

the maid relapsed into silence and

retired into the deepest caves of the

sanctum of Nick.

And it comes to pass on the eve

of Fria that the warriors of Sea and

Air do congregate in parties at the

Ship of Cat, and a mighty eve is

expected by many lor verily are

the plans well laid and will not Ihe

maids b^ garbed in long apparel

even as for For Mai? And it oc-

curs that rules are laid down by

those in command that the juices

of the grain are forbidden and lo

the garb of Tar is ill designed for

purposes of sample but verily do

the pockets of Pigeon hold vast

quantities without notice by eagle

eye of R.P.O.

But even now the sands run out

and from afar the clang and ring of

pinball can be heard from the

cave of Lu Belle where Able Ram

nd Arn the Toar do pit wit against

machine with geology hammers,

and the scribes must off.

The famous "sotlor" trademark Is symbol of all thot itfaest

In tobacco manufacture ond guarantees thot the contents

of the package will maintoin Player's world-wicta reputa-

tion for excellence and dependable quality.

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT
CIGARETTES

Bews Trophy

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS I. D. A. PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST. DRUG AT

ALBERT ST.

Phone 7100 * STORES Phone 7300

The complete Bews Trophy

standing for the fall term shows

Meds '49 with a slig!it.^l4-point

margin over Sc. '46 in one of the

i. luscst races in years.

Friday night's soitball victory

gave Sc. '47 767 paints, while

Sc. '46. who were runncrs-up,

garnered 507. The other two

semi-finalists. Sc. '45 and Sc. '48,

gained 130 and 100 points, respec-

tively.

The new ruling, which pro-

vides scale points to a year for

every man. competing on a uni-

versity team, provided Sc. '46

with an additional 195 points.

For rngby, the points awarded,

with the number of players In

brackets, were: Arts '48 (3), 99;

Arts "47 (1), 73; Arts '46 (1), 100;

Meds '50 (1), 89; Meds '47 (2),

200; Sc. "45 (8), 287; Sc. '46 (6).

180; Sc. '47 (4), 116; and Sc. '48

(4), 92 points. One-half points

were awarded to any player who

participated iif both of the

Queen's soccer games, with the'

followmg distribution : Sc. '47

(6), 87; Sc. '46 (1), 15; Sc. '45

(4). 72 points.

Meds '49 8.693

Sc.

Sc.

Sc.

Sc.

Art

'48

•47

Arts '46 —
Meds '47 _
Arts '48

Meds '50 -

Arts '45

Meds '48 -

8,679

5,156

4,896

1,984

1.600

1.505

1.090

886

776

239

0

The Arts scale points have

been computed as follows : Arts

'48 (120 members), 33 points;

Arts '47 (55), 73; Arts '46 (40),

100; Arts '45 (45). 89 points.

Arts '47. the leading Arts year,

made up its total, of 1,600 from

golf (25'), tennis (225), track

(626). cross-country (421), and

Softball (230). Arts •46's total

was accumulated from golf (275).

tennis (390), track (420), cross-

country (100). and Softball (220).

I think that I shall never see

A "D" as lovely as a "B"

—

A "B" wliose rounded form is

pressed

Upon the records of the blessed.

A "D" comes easily—and yet

It isn't easy to forget.

"D's" are made by fools like me.

But only God can make a "B"

—Noire Dainc Scholastic

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

DRESSING GOWNS
(150 *o choose from)

Agents for Dock's Shoes

ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS

187 Princess St Phone 5056

THE HACCISCN STUDIO
(gra&uatintt fIjntcgrapliy

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

39 Years in Busineas

THE LITTLE MAN who

COULDN'T VOTE!
Who is be?

How is the voters' list compiled?

What is ao eleaion writ?

What and why is an advance poll?

Who counts the votes?

LEARN ABOUT ELECTIONS

You are Bghtiog to preserve your democratic

way of life.

Don't jeopardize it through ignorance of your

democratic rights.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET

Fill in and mail ihe coupon below for your^free copy of the

Lswers lo ib«e =md many other q,.e,nons ^b?"'

Federal Eleaions. Your requcsc ilocs not obligate you in

ooy ivay.

BRACKEN CLUBS OF OUMADA.
63 Sparks Si., Onawa, Ontario.

Please forward a free copy of your pamphlet, "Do You Know?"

to:

NAME —

ADDRESS
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Sqdn.-Ldr. Stanley

(Continued from page 1)

Diet Monotonous '

There is much hardsliip in

England because of the war and

universal rationing but the diet

is perfectly adequate, if slightly

monotonous. Fruit, excepting

apples, is virtually unobtainable

and grapes which sell for 40

cents in Canada are worth $5 in

Picadilly. Peaches are 60 cents

each and pineapples sell for $25.

Sqdn.-Ldr. Stanley described

eating his first horse steak and

learning later what it was. After-

wards he occasionally went back

for more. Luxuries, such as

jewellery, are subject to 100 per-

cent tax.

While in England, Sqdn.-Ldr.

Stanley saw many celebrities and

was fortunate enough, while at

the Churchill Club, to meet the

Queen, whom he described as

"incredibly charming."

He also met many Queen'smcn

—among those he mentioned

were Wing Commander Ross

Winter, Lt. -Cmdr. Graham;

Sqdn.-Ldr. Gregory Vlastos,

Wing Cmdr. Wyatt, and Fit

Lieut. Malone.

Sqdn.-Ldr. Stanley will return

to active duty after a 30-day

leave. He lauded the courtesy of

the English people and stated

that he would like to visit Eng-

land again.

Final Journal

This is the last regular

Journal for the term. Christ-

mas issue will appear early

next week. ' News deadline

for it will be Sunday eve-

ning, wl?ile feature deadline

will be Friday. Feature

material is urgently needed

for the edition, and should

be addressed to The Feature

Editor, The Journal, and left

at Douglas Library Post

Office or The Journal

office. Reporters are to

show up at The Journal for

regular duties Sunday.

Manitobans Want
18-year-old Vote

Winnipeg—(CUP) — A Fran-

chise Extension Bill giving the

vote to 18-year-olds has been

passed by the Fort Garry House

(a student mock parliament) at

the University of Manitoba.

One member proposed an

amendment to the effect that only

where there i's compulsory educa-

tion up to the age of 18 should

this age be allowed to vote. Find-

ing that the majority of the house

and his own government were

opposed, lie withdrew.

An amendment proposed by"

the Minister of War included the

suggestion that those between

the ages of IS and 21 residing in

a province where education to the

age of 18 is compulsory and

where the vote of Canadiaji citi-

zens has not been restricted, be

allowed to vote.

Patronize merchants who use

Journal advertisements.

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop

79 Princess St.

The Bookshelf

(Continued from page 2)

Kim when the expected mysticism

fails to materialize.

A reader interested in mysticism,

the search for reality, the Absolute

of Oneness, should enjoy this book

and particularly the chapter which

Maugham claims can be skipped if

you are only looking for the story.

However, it is precisely the type of

reader that will enjoy that chapter

most who will receive the biggest

disappointment.

On the other hand the characters

of Elliott Templeton, Isabel Brad-

ley and Sophie MacDonald are

thoroughly well constructed and do

justice to the reputation Mr. Mau-

gham ha.s acquired.
—"W"

Chapel. Service

The regular weekly chapel

service under the joint auspices

of the SCM and the IVCF will

be held tomorrow at 1 p.m. in the

Morgan Memorial Chapel, Old

Arts building. Worship will be

led by Ross Babion.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

, 7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 374T

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

LHC

(Continued from page 1)

reported that, though the girls

were somewhat disturbed early in

the term by its novelty, they soon

adjusted themselves to its effects

and now down it with scarcely a

tremor.

Dr. Kolem&n, of the ISS, on

hearing of the condition of the

four n.en, declared: "I am happy
to see that students are finally

making a real and personal, sacri

fice to this worthy cause. Plans

for further raffles are already

under consideration,"

For 75yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCEl

to

Canadians

nail

walks of life

Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
m^mmmmmmof canadaImmih

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Bronch Manager;

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. \. Stoness, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leadbeater

WAS GEARED TO COMMERCE

About 1926 an era of great expansion began

in the aviation industry on this continent.

During the following eight years, networks of

airlines spread over North and South America.

Nickel Steels, because of

their superior strength and

toughness, were used for

crankshafts, connecting

rods, propeller shafts,

gears and other vital

parts of the new air-

plane engines. Other

Nickel alloys were used

to give longer service

life at high temperatures when exposed to

corrosive exhaust fumes.

The Canadian Nickel industry through its

research laboratories and rolling mills, gave

every possible assistance to the aviation in-

dustry. Thus another new market ^ras developed

to help take the place of war markets wiped

out in 1918.

Today Canadian Nickel is again diverted to war

purposes, and again the industry looks to the

future with confidence. Plans are ready to develop

and expand old and new peacetime markets, so

that the Nickel industry may continue, through

its own initialive and enterprise, to make still

greater contributions to Canada's welfare.
^

THE INTE RNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA. LIMITED. 25 King Street West. TORONTO
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SPORTS

THE CAiHfU§ spei^rLieMT
BY CORD MACK

"Christmas comes but once a year,

And when it comes, you've neurasthenia,*"

Quite a bit has happened around the campus, both athletically and

and academically, since we played our last "Buglehom" reveille at camp in

September. We never realized how close we were to the old Yule season

until 3 character in our year began boasdng he had finished his reviewing,

and proved it by asking us the formula tor "hexamethylenetetramine."

The university "fielded" teams in rugby, soccer, and hocitey during

the fall season. After edging the highly-touted Barriefield Bears in the

opening contest of the local gridiron season, Bob Elliott's charges amassed

a total of 80 points to their opponents' 13 as they romped to their third

consecutive undefeated league title. On Armistice Day. following a pre-

game pep-rally on the Friday night, the Tricolour went down to defeat

before the powerful Ottawa Trojans, 12-S. Featured on the day's play was

tlie work of ORFU all-stars George Fraser and Amie McWatters, the

secondary play of Arts frosh Andy Kniewasser, and the last-quarter 84-yard

march of the Queen's team to the Trojan one-yard line.

Through the work of Pete Herisch (Sc. '46) and Syd Shapiro (Sc. '47),

a Queen's soccer team was organized, which lost two close games to the

RAF and Fleet Air Arm teams posted at Collins Bay. .Back just before

the last war, Queen's captured an intercoUegiate soccer championship, but

in recent years the lack of interest in soccer in the elementary schools of

Eastern Ontario has been reflected by a lack of soccer material enrolling

at Queen's. Western, McGill, and Varsity have all had university teams

throughout the past four years, but the foundation laid by Herisch and

Shapiro, plus the support assured by Intramural Sports Director Bill

Lemmon, next year may revive local interest in this Old Country sport

sufficiently to demand the Tricolour re-entry into intercollegiate competition.

The third of the university teams is the '44 edition of Senator Powell's

Gliding Gaels. As yet the team has only played four of its 14-game

schedule, but has given plenty of evidence that it will be a strong contender

for league honours. There are two games remaining before the holidays.

In intramural competition the Science years have a wide margin, but

they lost the first event to Meds '49. For the second consecutive year.

Medical sophomore Gord Ericltson led home a large field of divot- diggers

in the golf tournament, with year-mate Dave Boyce clinching the year

championship by capturing the low-net title. The next event was the big

track and field day, with Bob Loucks of Sc. '47 pacing the individual stars

(Jack Milliken, Meds '47, a close second), and Sc. '45 carrying off the team

championship. Don Craig led Sc. '45 to another team championship when

he broke the cross-country record with a 13.37.4 effort. The Softball series

ended the fall intramural program with Sc. '47 ousting Sc. "46, 7-5, in a

two-game series finished last Friday.

In interfaculty competition, only the touch rugby has been completed,

with Science emerging decisive victors over an Arts team by 15-2 after the

first game had ended a close 7-6. The interfaculty softball finishes tomorrow

night, with last night's victor between Arts and Meds challenging an allr^tar

Science nine.

•"Nervous prostration, marked by tendency to fatigue, lack of energy, loss

of memory, insomnia, constipation, and loss of appetite.

Sibbick Shines for Sophomores

In Sevfn-Inning Stike-out Show

Sports Notes

Oificial boxing and wrestling

workouts nre cuncelied niiti! after

Chrisima^, altlicmgli facilities are

still available for those who want

to g-o up.

Thi^ first rouncl in the intra-

mural bowling tournament must

lie completed by December 15.

Several pieces-' of track and

field equipment are still out-

standing. Please return to gym
betw.eeii 6:45 and 7:15 tomorrow

niglit.

Sc. '45. Sc. '47, Sc. '48, and

Meds '47 have entered teams in

the intramural hockey and bas-

ketball. Entries will be received

by dialing Bill Lemmon at 8258

up until December 15.

Math Professors

(Continued from page 1)
'

the National Researcli Council, is

now making arrangements. It is

hoped that the congress wilt

bring about a closer understand-

ing between French- and English-

Canadian mathematicians.

Some of the most eminent

mathematicians o f England.

France, and the United Stales

will be among the speakers.

_^OST: Green and black Parker

e\'ersh3rp pencil. On campus

Please phone 8617,

AreYeu in the Know?

Do you think iha li hsodad far '

"Heart" rrouhlo

Q A high dalo quota

Q Complenion bluej

Snacka nt llie humbiireer hangout are

fun! But too many "fries" and double

desserts may bring complevion blues.

Go easy on rich foods. With sensible

diet, daily scrubbing, your face can

defy the keenest ogling. You can

challenge costume closeups, too, on

"those" days. Eotex sanitary napkins

outwit telltale lines—for those patented

Kole."c ends are pressed flal—Ihey don't

show. They're scientifically designed to

kc«p Kote-t snug-fitting . . . smoother!

Which If mo*l likely to got th* |obt

The girl on th« loft

On the right

Q In the eofiito

Want to launch your life career, or land an

nfter-soliool job? Be alert, brief, frank,

Show the boss you mean business, and

it—like the girl on the righU Then,

Btiokto your job, eMO'W'>f'u"B<^'*y*

can. with the help of Kotex. Kotex is

more comfortable—hns enduring softness.

BO different from pads that just "feel"

Boft nt first touch. No bunching,- no

roping, as .Qimsy napkins do. You'll

find Kotex holds its shape . . . actually

slays soft to/iife wearingl

She'. In tha fi,C,A.F. CW.D.H It »ho-

SeHIna mogoilno wbicriplloni

n Checking rmtnjmarlj

Cottira a reteoiB ilflrad

If you were in the Air Forca you'd know

that she's getting a ralease signed. But,

being an Air Force gal, she knows she

never has to ask for a release for herself.

She flies through her doily duties with

conlldence on calendar days—when she

chooses Kotex. because that special 4-ply

safely-oeulro gives exlra protection where

it's needed ino-st. iVnd Kotex has no wrong

side to confuse you and cause embarrass-

ing occidental

Girls in the know
choose KOTEX*

Yos, more girls choose KOTEX than

all other brands of pads put together.

*T.M. Rm. Can. P»t. OO.

FREE!
"THAT DAY IS HERE AGAIN"
Imporiaot now booklcl full of facts about

ihe do's and don'is of problem dajrs.

Canadian CcUucolton ProducU Co. Ltd.,

330 University Ave., Dept. Toronto. Ont,

Please send me a free copy of your booklet, "That Day

ia Hero Again" , . . which will reach me in a plain envelope.

Name-

Sc. '47 Wins Two-game
Round 7-5 with 3-1

Triumph on Friday

The inability of Sc. '46 to solve

Sibbick's phantom delivery, either

with a slipsCick or baseball bat, gave

Si:. '47 the indoor Softball cham-

pionship by a 3-1 margin last Fri-

day night. In his first starting role,

the sophomore sens-ition whiffed 15

of the .il me[i to face him in the

seven innings, only walked three,

and left 10 potential nms on the

bases. The game was the second of

a two-game series with total runs

to count. Tiie first game played

last Wednesday night ended in a

4-4 tie.

Sibbick himself knocked in the

first run in the initial inning, driv-

ing home ^yd Shapiro after Bob

Loucks had singled him into scor-

ing position. Brown put Sc. '47

ahead by two runs when Don En-

dleniau punched out a clutch single

in- the third, but Sc. '46 came back

with a single tally in their half on

hits by Doug McLeod, Parrish and

Ralph Harrison. Bill Morgan of

'47 was passed in the sixtli inning,

and team-mates Beneteau and Sha-

piro combined to bring him home

with the final nm of the game to

make it 3-1.

For the new champions, Sibbick

was the outstanding star, but was

given excellent support by his en-

tire team. Beneteau caught a near-

flawless game, and was leading hit-

ter for both teams with 3 for 4.

In the field. Sc. '47 had a slight

edge over their opponents, witli

Loucks, Shapiro, Brown and En-

dleman the persotmel of the classi-

est infield in the league.

For the runners-up. the work of

the battery of Parrisii and McLeod

deserves recognition. Parrish lim-

ited the sophomores to three runs

while he struck out six atid walked

nnlv one man. Behind the plate,

Doug McLeod matched Beneteau's

performance and had the distinction

of being the only man on the team

not to lie retired by the strike-out

route. Glen Harrison was the indi-

vidual fielding star of the night for

both teams, consistently robbing

'46 of potential hits from his short-

stop position.

Sc. '47
: Beneteau c, Shapiro 2b,

Loucks lb. Sibbick p, Brown ss,

Kndleman 3b. Norton cf. Morgan

rf, Bowes If. Byron Bingeman

(capt.).

Sc. "46: McLeod c. Parrish p.

R. Harrison lb, Provan 2b. Ho\Te

3b. G. Harrison ss. Ramsay If,

Perttula cf. Clarke rf. Tom Cester-

hoft" (Capt.).

Sc. '46: 001 000 0—

I

Sc. '47 lOI 001 —3

Tricolor' Deadline

The deadline for all permanent

executive, year executive, and

club executive pictures to be sub-

mitted to the Tricolour has been

set for December 20.

No prints will be accepted for

publication alter this date, unless

definite arrangements are made

immediately with the editor.

If it is felt that pictures cannot

be submitted before this date,

contact Carth Gunter. c/o the

University Post Office, or phone

3029 after 7 p.m.
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Stora

LEVANA
NOTES

bV MARY VA1.I.ENTYNE

178 WELLINGTON STREET

\ Phone 9756

We carry o complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Morrow is Leader

Of Gael Marksmen

DRIVE IN AN
INSUBED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones

:

6684-3232
McGALL'S

SHOE REPAIRS
Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

Great news for the freshettes this

week !—Tliere'll be a (FAC) meet-

ing of the Levana Society tomor-

row night. The Levana executive

has pushed tlie usual monthly meet-

ing forward a week because of the

imminence of exams. So on Wed-
nesda)^ December 6. they'll be tak-

ing freshette attendance in Ban

Riijh common room at 7:30.

The speaker at this (F.^C) meet-

ing is Miss Hilda Hague. Miss

Hague taught for 20 years on the

staff of Yen Ching University m
Peking. After Pearl Harbour wns

attacked in 1941, Miss Hague, on

her way home, was interned for two

years. Her topic will be "China

Today" and she will speak about

the political set-up in China, and

China's relationship with the west-

em world. Miss Hague has pro-

mised to bring with her one of the

Chinese gowns she wore at the Uni-

versity.

The Who's Where is out at last!

.'\nd that means that the campus

blood donations campaigns can get

under way. "If you can't fill his

boots fill his veins." The zombie

issue is current. Don't kid yourself

into thinking that the only zombies

are men, What have you done per-

sonally to give material aid to the

war effort? . . .

We'd like to see a healthy organ-

ized Levana effort. If Meils classes

can march down to the clinic en

masse, why not Levana? We put

it up to the Levana executive.

'Meanwhile, for the individual

donor.-i—a donation now won't dis-

turb your exams or your studying

the least little bit.

Science '46 has demanded an

apologj- for the "base misrepre-

5entation of facts" in last week's

Journal. The score of the Le-

vana-Science hockey gnme was

not 25-0 for Levana, as the Jour-

nal stated, but 23-0. "Science

"46," a member of its team re-

marked, "is now fighting mad

and prepared to go to any lengths

to win the return game sched-

uled for after Christmas." All

iiiembers of the Science team are

reported now out of the hospital.

Announcement from the Dean of

Women : All first year students

must take either the St. John Am-

bulance First Aid' course or Home

Xiirsing next term. A notice to

this effect is posted on the Red

lioom door,

Where are the Open Houses?

livcrvbody's wondering. We'd like

tn see them every week again after

Chrislma>. Open Houses are the

onlv chance we get to see a lot of

penpk- we never see anywhere else.

Figures released by Lome D.

Cook, secretary-treasurer of the

Kingston Hockey League, last

week, disclose an outstanding of-

fensive superiority of the Barrie-

field Bears. Ordnance has scored

ZS goals in their 4 games prior to

last night. Cliff Simpson, centre of

the soldiers' second line, is leading

point-getter with 9 goals and 2 as-

sists, closely followed by Edgar

Laprade, former Port Arthur star,

and Adam Brown, former Red

Wing, with nine and eight points

respectively. Johnny Morrow is the

leading Tricolour sniper, notching

three of his team's 11 counters'in

the first three games. Last night's

scoring is not included.

G
Morrow 3

Kelly 1

Hughes 2

Cote 1

Petrocco 1

Elliot 1

Pataran 2

Hood 0

King' 0

Pts

Dr. B. K. Sandwell

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FERDIE WATERS

{Continued from page H
In 1940 Queen's conferred on him

the degree of Doctor of Laws.

AMS Lecture

Dr. H. J. Cody, President of the

University of Toronto, will deliver

the annual AMS lecnire this year,

AMS President Bill Cornett, Meds

'46, told The Journal yesterday.

Subject of the address, which will

be given Tuesday, January 16, will

be "A Great Canadian Centenar-

ian."

, Dr, Cody will vacate his present

post at some undisclosed date next

year, in order to assume the duties

of Chancellor of the University

Toronto. Former Chancellor was

Sir William Mulbck, "Canada's

Grand Old Man," who died recent-

ly at the age of 101. Dr. CoOy's

speech will deal with Sir William.

With the start of Levana

hockey practices, w e took in the

Leaf-Rangers game in Toronto

over the weekend with the hope

that we might pick up a few

pointers. However, the thing

that made the greatest impres-

sion on us was the discomfort of

travel. In fact, this is a sore

point.

This topic is off the track of

sports except that it's great sport

to try to make a coach with a

temperature of 103 degrees in the

shade compatible with Jaeger's

hygienic underwear.

It is basic to come warmly

dressed to hockey, or an ounce

of material may save a pound of

your flesh. With exams looming

on the horizon, the idea of hockey

may come as a bolt from the blue,

but you still have to put in two

hours of PT for two more weeks

so we hope the suggestion is not

met with an icy stare. Remem-

ber, the only time you gel a

cheapskate is in Levana hours.

Two of the basketball teams

11 see action this Thursday

night in the gym when the

Queen's I and II teams clash at

7 o'clock, followed by the Queen's

seniors battling it out with last

year's league w'inners. th'e KCVI

Grads. at 8 o'clock.

CROC

Lectures and drill have been

discontinued for the term but

voluntary work will be continued.

LOST : Raincoat and windbreak-

er, in gymnasium. Phone 3237. No
rfuestions asked.

Ottawa Calling

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STREET

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good

Phone 6641

to eat.

109 Alfred Street

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St Phone 3146

STUDENTS WELCOME TO,

CRONK' S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Krcsge's

(Continued from page 1)

low General McNau'ghton's remarks

at one point in the House to pass

without comment. If this reporter

heard correctly, the Miniser of De-

fence stated that his plan of increas-

'ng voluntary enlistments had fail-

ed, because he had not received the

support of the press and the people

of Canada. It is sometimes difficult

to understand public feeling: in this

case, however, it was clearly a case

of the people wanting action, and

not being prepared to accept a fiir-

thLT trial and delay of an outmoded

system.

Popular Feeling Intense

Public opinion in Ottawa is run-

niii;:; very high and the 'House gal-

leries have been crowded at every

]iulilic session. There has been

Lli.i:ring, and a great deal of hand-

.lii|ipiiig from t!ie public galleries.

Since all of this is illegal, and sub-

to disciplinary action, the ex-

luiii tu \v\\k\\ feeling is aroused may

STUDENTS!
At the first sign of Eye Troiible

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
optometrist and Optician

GOURDIERS
rues

'8 BROCK ST.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

Kent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the naakera

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
UMITED

171 WeUington St. Dial 43S:

?\one 111 this discussion can save

a single life overseas. What is re-'

quired is constructive action now.

Kif^dit or wrunj:. the issue can be

fought out rtftcrwards, and heads

will fall then if necessary .but now

is the time to get the reinforcements

to the front.

Colonel Ralston has clearly in-

dicated the extent of the need
;

it

is up to the present Minister of

Defence to make certain the need

is filled.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 4850

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084. Kes. 6414, Greenhouse* 3241

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service-^

PHONE 6669
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Drama Guild Will Produce

'Twelfth Night' After Christmas

Tentative Castings Made;
First Reading Held

Sunday Night

Blood Donations

Do Not Debilitate

Major Production

The Drama Guild lias chosen

"Twelfth Ni(,'ht" as its major after-,

Christmas production and has be-

gun casting. A preliminary reading

hy Dr. G. B. Harrison was held at

Ills home last Sunday. Parts tcnta-

tivelj' chosen are Duke Orsino,

Henry Kncpler ;
Malvolio, Saiii Go-

lick ; Viola, Joan Cnnnor ; Olivia,

Leslie McNaughlon : Sir Toby

Belch, Frank Hoffer, and Sir An-

drew Aquclchcek, Harry Buxton.

Dr. William Angus and Dr. G. B.

Harrison will collaborate as direc-

tors. Henry Kneplcr. president of

the Drama Guild, stated that "This

is the first Shakesperian produc-

tion on the campus for some time.

Because of increasing demands for

the classics we Eelt that the public

would like something on a higher

plane than before."

RECTOR SPEAKS HERE FRIDA Y;

ARTS FORMAL COMING JAN. 19

Miss Hilda Hague

Addresses Levana

"China Today" Is Subject

Of Talk Wednesday

"the citizens of Canada ought

to take more interest in China,

because Canada faces west as

well as east," said Miss Hilda

Hague, speaking on "China To

day" at the regular meeting of

the Levana Society last Wednes

day evening. "Therefore, we

should concern ourselves just as

much with what is going on

across the Pacific as with what

is going on in Europe. China is

now one of the 'Big Four', and

consequently will take her place

in the postwar settlement.

"With the continued improve-

ment of air power, and the in-

crease in its use for transporta-

tion which is expected after the

war, China will actually seem

closer and probably more im-

portant to Canada."

China is admittedly an ineffec-

/
HILDA HAGUE

(Continued on page 6)

The recent lag in blood dona-

tions by Queen's students results

from the fact that many students

fear the effects a donation might

have on their ability to write the

Christmas examinations. Many
have recently donated blood and

must wait a certain length of

lime before the nexl donation.

Another group of students doubt

whether their health is good

enough. It is hoped that all

students in these categories will

volunteer to give their blood to

meet the present urgent need, but

they will not be called upon until

the medical authorities liave

ascertained that their condition

permit donation without any

bad effects.

After Christmas, clinics will be

initiated tor Queen's students.

Those who have recently donated

blood will be able to make an-

other donation after a certain

period. All students may have a

complete physical checkup by

Dr. Hay and the staff of KGH.
Clinics and physical checkups

will be held at convenient times

for groups of 100 or more stu-

dents.

The percentages of donations

in each faculty are: Levana, 5.7;

Arts. 4.8 ; Science. 5.4 ; Meds.

12.3.

The following students have

made more than 10 blood dona-

tions: J.
Merriman, 14; L. Resni-

koff, 11; W. O'Hara, 17: F. D.

Newoll, IS; R. Sampson, 17.

Mart Kenny ^mAlDiversified Opinions of Journal

Will be Featured Reflected in Recent Campus Poll

"The Evening Star" to Be
Theme of At-Home

Marl Kenny and his Western

Gentlemen will play al the Arts

Society Annual At-Home, Friday,

January 19. The band has been

increased to 16 members this year.

Tiic dance will be held in the

gym in order to acconunodate the

expected crowd and to keep the

cost at 3 non-prohibitive level;

dress will be informal for men but

strictly formal for girls. The theme

will be "The Evening Star" and the

ARTS AT-HOME
(Continued on page 5)

Forty-eight percent of the stu-

dents questioned stated "good"

when asked their opinion of the

Journal in a recent poll held on the

campus. One hundred Queen's men

and co-eds were consulted (one out

of every 14 members of the Uni-

versity) with the number of repre-

sentatives from each faculty being

chosen in proortion to the size of

the faculties. Thirty percent stated

that they consider the Journal

"fair." while 17 percent and S per-

cent consider it "very good" and

poor" respectviely.

The Steam Shovel was voted the

most popular column in the paper,

with 38 percent endorsing it, while

21 percent declared the Left Hand

Comer to be its favourite. The fact

that it is not only the 'Warriors of

Scienz" who appreciate the Steam

Shovel, was indicated, by the vote

of SO percent of Levana and 28

percent of Arts. The LHC is tops

with both Arts and Meds.

Other regular departments which

received votes and the percentages

that voted for them are: Editorials,

S percent; Feature Page 7 percent;

news 6 percent; Sportsliglit. 4 per-

cent; Levana Notes, 4 percent; Co-

Ed Sportsreet, 3 percent; and Edi-

tor's Mailbox, 2 percent.

As well as the above two ques-

JOURNAL POLL

(Continued on page 5)

Students Hear

Opening Address

By Dr. Sandwell

New Rector Asks for

Restoration of Social

Justice

In Grant Hall

Trustees Engage
Landscape Artist

F. G. Todd, landscape artist of

Montreal has been engaged by the

executive committee of trustees to

make a careful study of the prob-

lems involved in the erection of new

buildings on the campus, the Jour-

nal learned last week from Dr. W.

E. McNeill, vice-principal and trea-

surer.

Mr. Todd, who was here to look

over the campus two weeks ago,

made a preliminary report al a meet-

ing of the executive committee of

trustees last Saturday. No final re-

port will be available until next

spring.

GREEK CRISIS DISCUSSED
BY DR. GLEN SHORTLIFFE

The Journal's request for some

comment from nic on developments

in the liberated countries is one to

which I' should h.ive acceded with

much more pleasure before Ihc in-

volvement of British arms in open

warfare with the largest resistance

group in Greece had perforce some-

what limited the basis of the dis-

cussion. It may seem of little use

now to attempt to say what should

have been done, The crucial prob-

lem facing the enemies of fascism

is the preservation of that unity

among the United Nations which

has brought vi'ctory within sight,

which atone can complete that vic-

tory and guarantee a subsequent

era of peace. Only comment which

can legitimately claim as its pur-

pose some contribution, however

small, to the maintenance of that

unity, now so gravely threatened,

is justifiable in the midst of this

crisis.

At the same time, the raising of

the curtain upon this most heart-

rending of Greek tragedies has

made even more imperative than

before a franii and honest appraisal

of those aspects of our foreign pol-

icy which have produced this catas-

trophe, and upon the correction of

which, depends all hope of avoiding

further crises of this nature. There

are apparently some who are able

to accept the description of the

Greek resistance movement as an

organization of "gangsters," — an

interesting variant of the term

"Communist bandits" once applied

tn the patriot groups of Manchuria.

Cafeteria Might
Rearrange Prices

The Students' Memorial Union

cafeteria may "have to revert to

the former arrangement" of meal

prices, whereby noon meals were

30 cents and 35 cents and evening

meals were 4.1 cents and 50 cents.

This was disclosed in a prepared

press release from the office of

Fred G. Dinsmore, manager of the

Queen's branch of Industrial Food

Services Limited, which controls

the cafeteria.

The announcement also revealed

that the cafeteria would close for the

Christmas holidays after lunch Fri-

day. December 22, and re-open at

CAFETERIA MEALS

(Continued on page 5)

Among these tliis discussion will

probably provoke more ire than un-

derstanding; for the value of any

appraisal of our foreign policy must

depend upon the extent to which

we believe the present crisis to have

been both predictable and avoidable,

upon the clarity with which we per-

ceive that the contrast between civil

order in France and civil war in

Greece results from the enforced

abandonment of a misgiiided policy

in the first case and the application

of it in the second. Mr. Walter

Lippmann points out that had we

insisted upon our original policy

in France "we should be having in

France on a grand scale the kind

of trouble we are having in Bel-

gium, Greece, and Italy. For the

policy we tried to apply m France,

but were prevented from applying,

is the same sort of 'policy which the

British are now applj*ing elsewhere

with such unhappy results."

De Gaulle—Third Choice

It seems to me that this is a fair

assessment of the probabilities. Does

anyone now believe that either Dar

Ian or Giraud—our first and sec-

ond choices for France—could have

GREEK CRISIS

(Continued on page 2)

Queen's To Offer

Farming Lectures

Approximately one hundred
young men and women from farms

in niral districts of eastern Ontario

will attend special lectures at the

University from Tuesday, Decem-

ber 26, to Saturday, December 30,

the Journal learned last_week from

Dr. R. C. Wallace. The purpose

of the four-day conference, spon-

sored by the Canadian Federation

of Agriculture and Farm Co-op-

erative Organizations, is to discuss

problems of rural leadership.

The young people, picked from

rural districts by farm organiza-

tions and others, will hear lectures

a variety of subjects connected

ith iheir special interests. Prin-

cipal Wallace will speak on "Youth

Leadership," Dean R; O. Earl on

"Soil Erosion and Reforestration,"

Prof. K, G. Crawford on "Muni-

cipal Government." and Dr. John

Wyllie on 'Sanitation."

The giris will stay in one of the

women's residences and the men

will occupy the gym.

BY KDITH KKNT

In the present state of our so-

ciety, how professions are often far

more profitable than high profes-

sions, and unscrupulous and mer-

cenary persons are often far more

highly regarded than upright and

respect-worthy persons." stated Dr.

K. Sandwell, newly-appointed

Rector of Queen's, in his rectorial

ipeech in Grant Hall, Friday morn-

ing.

Dr. Sandwell, managing editor

of Saturday Night, was appointed

to the post, a purely nominal one,

by the Alma Mater Society. He

replaces the Governor-General of

Canada, the Eari of Athlone, and

will remain in office for three years.

Dr. Sandwell appealed to Youth,

as personified in university stu-

dents, to remedy as much as it can

this unfortunate situation, saying:

RECTOR SPEAKS

(Continued on page S)

A. R.Bader,Sc'45

Wins Essay Prize

Russ McKnight Is Second

In EIC Contest

CIAU To Convene

In Xmas Holidays

The Board of Reference of the

Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic

Union will convene during the

Christmas holidays. The Journal

learned Monday. The meeting,

the first since March 1940, will

probably be held in Toronto.

Dr. John H- Orr. secretary of

the Medical Faculty, will repre-

sent Queen's in his capacity as

secretary of the CIAU. Dr. Orr

declined comment other than that

the "resumption of intercollegiate

athletics" will be discussed.

(The CIAU, which has been

practically inactive during the

war years, is composed of Mc-

Gill, Toronto, and Queen's.

Other universities which partict-

ClAU MEETING

(Continued on page 5)

Alfred R. Bader. Sc. '45, is the

winner of a student paper contest

sponsored by the Engineering In-

stitute of Canada, it was announced

recently at a joint meeting of the

Engineering Institute of Canada

and the Engineering Society of

Queen's. Second prize winner was

Russ McKiiight, Sc. '45 Mr. Ba-

der and Mr. McKnight will be given

prizes of $15 and $10 in books. Bill

Meredith, also of Sc. '45, and Wil-

liam Dick, Sc. '46, were in third

and fourth places respectively.

The topic of Mr. Bader's essay

was "Alloys, the Backbone of Chem-

ical Engineering," in which he dis-

cussed the role alloys have played

in chemical engineering, and com-

pared the methods of 20 years ago

with those of today, stressing that

it was the close co-operation be-

tween metallurgist and chemical en-

gineer whicii had brought about the

rapid developments in the cheriiical

industry.

Mr. McKnight's topic was "Con-

crete Inspection." He discussed

certain aspects of concrete inspec-

tion and the design of concrete

mixes.

Mr. Meredith's paper was on

"Modern Developments in Aircraft

Control Design," and Mr. Dick took

for his topic "Trans-Canada High-

way Relocation Survey. Banff Na-

tional Park Section."
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Best Wishes — Everyone!

We of The Journal occupy an especially favoured position on

the campus. For, as no other organization or individual, wc arc

able to convey our sentiments to each and every member of the

Alma Mater Society and of the staff. Wc hold ihh au-spiciuus

position—the duties and privileges of which we are keenly aware—

throughout the academic year; but its peculiar advantages manifest

themselves most noticeably on pch occasions as this.

Granted, it is a little early to express Season's Greetings; yet.

since this is the last opportunity we shall have for this purpose,

it is necessary for us to "jump the gun". So, sealed with a

"Do not open before Christmas" sticker, we offer every student

and every faculty member our sincerest wishes for a Merry

Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Christmas 1944 is not as happy au occasion as it might or

should be. The word "Christmas" connotes "Peace on earlh,

goodwill toward men"; yet tiie red and green commonly associated

with this festivity are today being supplied by the bloody and

numbed bodies of millions of our boys who arc risking everything,

that we at home might observe it in the way they long to. Not a

very pleasant thought—and. at first glance, perhaps a little

discordant with the Christmas vein.

But is it? Hardly. For the anniversary of Christ's birth

is not the tima to forget for a little while the awful facts—tacts

as cold as the bayonet's steel and as hard as tiic pillbox's concrete ;

on the contrary, it is the time to ponder over them, and to realize

more trenchantly than ever why our comrades are dying and

suffering. It is the time, too, lo express our thanks to the Almighty

for the countless blessings we all enjoy, and which we are wont

to overlook all too often.

Christmas 1944: a sombre occasion, robbed of much of its

former rejoicing and gaiety—yet still exuding one quality of which

it can never be robbed of its meaning of unending hope and glory

Intercollegiate Sport

The one topic, aside from the war. which has aroused most

interest on Big Four campuses this tall has been the projected

revival of intercollegiate football next year. Newspapers of the

Big Four—Western, Toronto, McGill, and Queen's—have been

campaigning for such a revival; student opinion has been worked

up to a bigli pitch ; and university athletic officials have been

preparing for it.

Intercollegiate rugby was banned in 1940 by Big Four aulhori

ties (not by the Dominion Government, as is commonly supposed)

ostensibly to relieve congested railway traffic and to assuage

public opinion. Students at first accepted this move as a wartime

necessity, and registered no complaints whatever. Lately, however,

with the tide of battle going in our favour, and with repeated

assurances from our leaders that the war would probably be over

before next fall, increased agitation for the resumption of Big Four

athletics—a resumption which has already been effected in other

Canadian collegiate rugby leagues—has been felt.

The McGill Daily, The Gazette (Western), The Varsity

(Toronto), and The Journal have taken a common stand in this

matter. They all feel that such activities should be revived next

fall (war conditions permitting), and that plans should be laid

now. In order to acquaint Queen's students with the opinions

being taken by the other Big Four members, we have obtained

short notes from the editors-in-chief of the respective papers,

which we reprint here,

McGILL DAILY
BY OUS RICHTER

McGill's Athletics Advisory Board, which is technically a

committee of the university's Senate, has already taken the lead

in calling for a Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Unnion meeting

this session, probably at Christmas, The conference would be

held in order to discuss the revival of intercollegiate sports at the

earliest possible moment; at the latest, as soon as the war is over.

This meeting, we hope, will lay plans for tlu- revival, not merely^

discuss it. The Athletics Advisory Board failed to gel together

such a meeting last spring. Nevertheless, our attempts show that

we not only want the return of the old-time spirit, but are willing

to do something about it right now. A lot will depend on how
far into 1945 the war will drag; but football next autumn seems

to stand a good chance.

«Y HI

TERSE TALES
3

One weekend, a young girl

sited some distant relatives tor

the first time at their country

ome. She was given a room in

the west wing, and, Just as she

as retiring for the night, she

was startled by the sound of

orses' hooves on the gravel

roadway. Curious, she walked

the window and saw. to her

astonishment, a magnificent coach

pull up to an abrupt stop directly

clow her. The coachman jumped

from his perch, looked up and

pointed a bony linger at her. and

droned in a sepulchral tone,

There is room for one morel"

Then, as she recoiled in terror,

the coach, the horses and the

ominous coachman disappeared

completely.

The girl slept lillle, hul the

next day she was able to con-

liLT-i.ll that she had merely

had a niglitmare.

The next night, however, the

lorrible experience was repeated.

The same coach drove up the

roadway. The same coachman

at her intoned, "There is room

for one more!" Then, as before,

the entire equipage disappeared.

The girl, now panic-stricken

could scarcely wait for morning.

She trumped up some excuse tq-

her hosts and left immediately

for home.

Upon arrival, she taxied to her

doctor from the station, and- told

him the story in tremulous tones.

The doctor persuaded her that

he had been the victim of a

peculiar hallucination, laughed at

her terror, and dismissed her in

a state of infinite relief. As siie

rang for the elevator, its door

swung open before her.

The elevator was very crowded,

but she was about to squeeze her

way inside—when a familiar

voice rang in her ear. "There is

room for one nmre !" it called.

In terror, she stared at the oper-

ator. He was the coachman who
had pointed at her! She saw his

chalk-white face, the livid scar,

the beaked unsc ! She drew back

and screamed . . . the elevator

door banged shut.

A moment later the building

shook with a terrible crash. The
elevator that had gone on with-

out her broke lose from its cables

and jdunged 18 storeys to the

ground. Everybody in it was

crushed lo a pulp.

GREEK CRISIS
IS DISCUSSED

(Continued from page I)

inspired in the French resistance

groups sufficient trust lo persuade

them to abandon tlieir arms? I'or-

tunalely Uir us and fur the world

lliiil "stuiibnni" and "wilfuV dc

C.aulle rcprcseiilcil a group willing

to hear the brunt of our name

calling ill the interests of the future

of their country and of luirope.

I'iif..rtunalely the (ireeks had no

such group strong enough to im-

pose its wisdom upon us, and so

lo save Its in spile of ourselves

from the tragic consequences of

nin* own blindness.

For over three years voices have

been heard crying in vain for tlic

forinulatihn of a progressive politi-

cal policy toward Europe. When-

ever his cry has arisen there have

issued frftni career diplomats vague

hints of secret compulsions based

on that "military necessity" whidi

is so potent an arm witli which to

lence criticism. This, despite the

fact that competent and unbiased

military men recognized the urgency,

in the interests of military opera^

lions themselves, of developing such

a policy. Major George Fielding

Eliot wrote in the New York Her-

ald-Tribune on August"" r7. WZ,
that our "BadogKo" poHcy has given

the Germans tiin^ to prepare the

defense of North Italy, and. added:

'We are in danger of losing touch

with cur chances of bringing over

to tlie Allied side Ihose very con-

siderable elements among tlie Ital-

ian "population \\'hose sympatliies

. . .-^re. anti-German and anti- Fas

cist. This seems- to have occurred

very largely because we have con-

certed with our Allies no such com

bined slrateg)' "f offensive political

action as we have done in ihe field

of military strategy."

We excuse our failure to fight

a political war on the grounds that

we must stand by 'conslitutcd au

tliority." But what do these words

mean to us in their application lo

political reality? Our choices have

been Darlan, Giraiid. Baduglio—and

Papandreou. By whom were these

gentlemen "cunstituted" the "auth-

ority" in their respective countries ,-

Insofar its I am acquainted with

the facts, M. Papandreou is the lat-

est of a series of successors chosen

by the King of Greece following

the death of that same king's first

choice, the dictator Metaxas. Years

byfure the war the latter abolished

parliament and created those "Se-

curity Guards" who helped the

Germans "police" their country dur-

ing Ihe occupation and now stand

ready to continue their police work.

If the resistance groups of Greece

do not trust this type of "consti-

tuted authority" sufficiently to lay

down their arms while the "Secur-

ity Guards" retain theirs, is this a

develppmeiil which should now sur-

prise and distress the experts nf the

Fnrcign OtTicc" Would the French

resislaiice movement hav<' t;iven up

il^; arms lo an adniiuisl ration head-

ed by Darlan ur Giraud. supported,

pi-rhaps. by such elements of the

former Vichy militia as had now

undergone an eleventh-hour con-

version in the face of Allied super-

iority in tanks?

Caused by Foreign Office

The trouble in Greece, like that

iTi Italy and Belgium, like that so

barely avoided —-through no fault

of ours— in France, is the product

of static thinking in the Foreign

Office. The static thinker relegate'

Ihe evolutionary process to the field

of biology and remains blind lo its'

operations in whose living organisms

arc human societies. Tlic static

thinker is unaware thai revolution-

ary clirmt,;cs have occurred in Fu-

rnpr ilurini; ihis war; he regards

hnniau cmilhci as an accidental and

troubksunu' lipl'lc 'i ^l.i^'naul

pool of lustni-y; his ,u-hiHiivc re-

action is to attempt to put every-

thing back just as it was before

and will never be ag;nn, after which,

he conceded, he may hold a plebis-

cite to see whether the globe really

meant it wiicn it revolved. One is

reminded of the futile effort, fol-

lowing the defeat of Napoleon, lo

restore the France of 1789. an ef-

fort which turned the history of

nineteentli centoiy France into a

series of civil wars wiiich began

before the returning emigres could

wipe the dust of decay from the

goutv Bourbon whom the "experts"

of that day bad set upon the throne

of France.

I am aware of course that this

policy has the blessing of one of

our greatest wartime leaders, and

that it has succeeded in winning a

vole of confidence from a House

of Commons elected almost a decade

ago on a platform of slopping Mus-

solini in Ethiopia. I cannot hon-

estly change my opimon on that

account. Mr. Churchill has lived

to repent of his part in the inter-

vention in Russia at the conclusion

of the last wjar. There is* nothing

It's Human

THE GAZETTE
BY HOWARD RiaNEV

The whole staff of The Gazette is of the opinion that inter-

collegiate sports will return next year. At Western we do not

want to go against the wishes of the Canadian Intercollegiate

Athletic Union, but we would tike a change in their present policy.

The faculty here would approve and endorse the return of inter-

collegiate athletics. The time is at hand for a revival; and to

me it seems everyone wants it but the CIAU officials. Public

opimon is not great enough to warrant a further delay. We can't

help but feel that all that is necessary for a return would be the

calling of a meeting and getting the approval of the members,

if you lot Tlic Journall know of some way of starting .an agitation

fur a meeting, by all means go ahead—you have my full support

lo get Ihis sport programme revived as soon as possible.

THE VARSITY

I^e fe^eif that, despite repeated attempts to procure' a simUar

note from The Varsity, we have been unable to do so.

the record to suggest that he is

Incapable of further error or above

criticism in ' a democracy, as has

been suggested in some quarters.

On the contrary, the citii-.cn of a

de;iiocrary whu liflicvfs .-i policy to

lie unwise is duty-bound to speak

out frankly.

Tcj my mind this crisis calls for

nothing less than' the outright re-

versal of our policy lowards the

liberated countries. Wc should he

British here, and should allow no

oriental svruples about "saving

faci'" lo prejudice llic future [icace

of Furoin-. 'Wc shtjuld slate cate-

gorically that we do not stand com-

mitted to the forcible reinslate-

rncnf of administrations long poli-

tically diail; wv •should place Our-

sel\'i?s ill the lead of progressive

anti.-fascisl foives ui Europe, not

be forced willy-nilly to follow them,

as in France, with a consequent

weakening of our diplomatic posi-

tion on the Continent. Above all,

we should make an immediate truce

with the people of Greece, call a

conference of .ill parties to the con-

troversy, and invite someone of the

calibre of the Venizelist republican

Sophoulis to form a government

representative of all resistance

groups. Wc should remove the

"Security Guards" and other ves-

tigial aspects of the Metaxas dic-

tatorship and allow Ibis resistance

goyernment, as we have been forced

to allow de Gaulle, to underUke

BV GORO PETERS

The last issue of The Journal

for '4,4 and our last Christmas at

Queen's approaches. There are

so many people and things that

crowd our imagination ! . . . Our

freshman year, and everything

looked new and strange—Queen's

held the promise of tomorrow.

All the faces were new ones and

we approached them cautiously.

When wc discovered how easy

and warm was Queen's.friendship

wc discovered Queen's.

Up to then the loud shouting

to which our sophs exhorted us

had only meant a hoarse throat;

but now, as the time of our

sojourn on. the campus draws to

an end. we find the "spirit" spon-

taneous, the expression of real
I

affection. . , . Then there _were I

the afli.-r-diriner sing-smigs vvdiich

reaciiril ilu n- lu.-it^hl^ just before

ChrislLuas Willi iieart-fclt rendi-

tions of carols, especially if you

had a liking for music, Clem

Cassidy at the piano, Stew "The

King" Webster, and O'Ainsel

leading the lesser choristers;

everybody liked to sing harmony

and at t4mes wc forgot all about

the melody. . . . The Union meant

Mike Keegan and the "Aunt

Hagar's Blues", or an attempt at

Bach on, ye olde piano. . . . Those

Christmas dinners — by some

strange twist of fate we missed

every single one of them. Oh,

well!

When the COTC was the lead-

ing military outfit on the campus;

it was the only one. . . The char-

acter on the campus was St.

Raiton. We've always wondered

whose strange humour the first

pari of that name was. . . . Scoop

Wilson's fight with 'EH 'Ell

Garrison. If you happen to be a

frosh, ask any senior; it's, a good

tale,' . . .

The revenge shootiii-' at the '42

adie. It sure made The Journal

editor a happy man; kept him in

news for weeks. . , . That Western

harvesting fiasco ; t3ic strange

stories -that were told ; the

stranger beards; those beautiful

Manitoba co-eds—they certainly

were hospitable. Wow! . . .

The minor furore created by

Adizon and Staele—they sure bit

the co-eds on Ihe head, but the

hammer rebounded—rubber (the

head we mean). , . . The Sunday

Blue Laws—but very few of us

would remember them. . . .

Christmas '42 there were 89

students expelled for inadequate

marks ;
'43 the casualties weren't

quite so heavy. We predict that

this year will see a very great

number of failures because of the

relaxation of the regulations and

the very natural reaction among

the students. . . , We hope that

this will be the last wartime

Christmas, and a very merry one

for all.

the policing of the country and the

re-establishnient of order.

If wc will not do these things wc

should abandon all thought of de-

mobilization at the conclusion of

hostilities' with Germany, for unless

we have the courage to deal realis-

lically with this crisis now. we shall

need every armed man we can get

ti) help occupy a sirife-ridden Eu-

rope for an unforsceable period in

the future.
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ind the

-we're dreaming of a tight CnristmaB."

The editor of The Journal is

a worin.

Last night he lelephoned me
and began asking me all sorts of

silly questions about McShrdlu,

the late editor of the Left Hand

Corner; apparently he thought he

was interviewing nie for an,article

in his Christmas issue. Well, The

Journal never gets anything

right : ^o as soon as I found out

what the editor was up to, I told

him I'd write the damned article

myself. At this time of year!

So I'll tell you the story of

McShrdlu.

It al! began with a linotype

machine. A linotype machine,

voH know, is quite literally a

machine for making a line o'

ype; it has a keyboard somewhat

like a typewriter's, but instead

' making letters on a piece of

aper, it casts metal slugs with

-tiers on them that can be inke

nd used on a printing press.

Now, the keyboard of a lino-

type machine is very interesting,

ft has six rows of keys, running

horizontally. The first two letters

in each of these rows are arranged

as follows:

e s

t li

a r

0 d

1 I

n II

Well. il happened one day thai

there was a linotype operator

who didn't have anything to do.

He just sat and looked at his

machine ; and as he did so, lie

thought, "My, what a beautiful

linotype machine I have!"; and

he began to pal it, stroking its

keyboard as follows:

e s

t h

a r

d

i
1

n U

"N-i-i-ce little linotype ma-

chine!"

If he'd thought about it, of

course, the operator would have

realized that all this time the

machine was casting off lines o"

type as follows

:

etaoin shrdlu

etaoin shrdlu

etaoin shrdlu

and so forth.

But. by and by, the operator

noticed these lines o' type coming

out of the linotype machine, and

naturally he didn't know what to

do with thera. -

Now there's an old custom in

printing shops : it seems that

when the linotype operator has

lines Li' type that he doesn't know

what to do with, he tosses them

into the pot to be meUed down

again into metal to feed his

machine. So this operator gath

ered up the lines o' type that said

etaoin shrdlu

etaoin shrdlu

etaoin shrdlu

and so forth

and tossed them into the pot.

This operator wasn't a very

good shot, though, and one of

the lines o' type missed the pot

ft fell down into a corner beside

the pot. -where it was nice and

warm, and sat there unnoticed in

3 little puddle of printer's ink

that had been spilled there by a

careless printer's devil.

So the little line o" type went

to sleep.

One night, after a long, long

time—just like Pinocchio—the

little line o' type woke up and

found itself aiive. There it was

in the dark, dark printer's shop

all ali>iit^ and \cry hungry. So

it wtiUX III the stock-room and had

a good, big meal of paper; then it

went to the pressroom and took

a deep drink of ink ; then it set

out for itself into the world out

sidf

.

•[ w\\\ call myself McShrdUi,"

said llii: little line o' lypc, know-

ing t!i;il ii ilu' ~nu ul a slug

and thai "iNU ^^ludlu" vv.is Celtic

for "m-iii of Shrdlu."

iMcShrdhi wandered all through

the world, living in print-shops

and ncw.spaper offices, and going

on when he felt bored. Uy and

hy he happened to come to a little

town called Kingston, where

there was a college at which the

students published a paper called

the Queen's Journal, lie liked

the Queen's Journal, and there

he sawi so very many funn

things and so many funny people

that he laughed and laugheil ;
and

he staved. He earned his living

by writing for the Queen's Jour

nal about the funny things and

the funny people.

McShrdlu liked to listen to the

bells in Grant Hall Tower; he

thought that was great sport, be

cause there really weren't any

bells there at all. And he enjoyed

talking to the Registrar (who said

he was a "nice kid" and ran her

fingers through his hair), and to

the Librarian (who insisted on

swinging hy his feet from the

LEFT HAND CORNER
(ContinuAi on page 4)

Autumn 1944

Queen's Kaleidoscope

Ed. Note: We present here a calendar of the main events that

occurred at Queen's durvuj the fall term of 1944, as seen through The
Journal's all-pervasive eyes. We hope that Queen's students wilt find

it a useful memento.

SEPT. 29: First 1944-45 Journal appears; Dr, R. C. Wallace
"asks continued effort" in annual freshman address Wednesday

;

plans for new Concert Series revealed, including performance by
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra under Mitropolous.

*

OCT. 3: .\'ew-type frosh recc)iUon, whereby all years will be
admitted, coming tomorrow night; U.'\TC renamed University
Air Squadron, rumours say "COTC may be renamed 'University

Training Corps'"; "Dr. R. C. Wallace' Decries 'Ludicrous' Rules
of Freshmen Initiation, Requests Wiser Methods"; Meds frosh

regulations go into effect today; plans for new Drama Guild l^dio
Workshop disclosed; Journal editorially attacks Kingston Whig-
Standard for continually berating Queen's students and "holding
them up to public ridicule."

OCT. 6: AMS begins investigation into Students' Memorial
Union cafeteria meals, after continued complaints that "pieals

are too small and prices charged are excessive" ; COTC orderly

room spikes rumours of name change; Arts and Science frosh

regulations revealed; Journal publishes first editorial urging

immediate preparations for return of intercollegiate sport next

fall, war conditions permitting; 92 men enter men's intramural

tennis tournament.

OCT. 11: "1,435 Students Register This Year," enrolment

dropping to that number from 1,606 in 1943. and 1.819 in 1939;

co-ed candle-light ritual planned.

OCT. U: "Gen. A. G. L, MacNaughton Will Speak at Con-
vocation," when lionourary LLD degrees will be conferred on
Dr. Robert Chambers of New York University, and Dean C. J.

Mackenzie, acting head of National Research Council of Canada;
Meds to present annual At-Home, featuring the Modernaires, in

gym October 27: Aesculapian Society hears Dr. Austin Smith on

"Drug Therapy, Past and Future"; Science frosh initiated in

traditional ceremony; freshctte regulations revealed; Irv Collins.

Arts '45, chosen Arts senior AMS representative.

OCT, 17: "Union Lunch Costs Cut 3 Cents. Quantities Remain
Unchanged", as Union Council convenes to consider increased

student agitation for improved mea! quantities and prices—Journal

launches editorial campaign to ensure student demands are fully

met, will conduct person-to-person survey on question of meal

situation
; Journal presents first feature page in Queen's hislnry

;

Tricolour defeats Ordnance Bears il-lO by last-minute touchdown

in spectacular first game of new series; "Principal Wallace

Addresses 103rd Antiivcrsary Gathering" in Grant Hall; "Journal

Student Opinion Poll Shows Frosh Enjoy New- Life".

OCT. 20: Journal student opinion poll reveals 86 percent of

of 200 men queried arc "Not Satisfied by Quantity Served for

Price Charged" at cafeteria—^Journal presses for immediate redress

in front-page editorial—AMS President Bill Cornett urges students

to adopt more sympathetic outlook on this question ; "Plans

Revealed for Postwar Build yig", including new Union, men's

residence, addition to Ban Righ women's residence, theatre, and

administration building.

OCT. 24; Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton, loniuT i "nininander-in-

Chief of Canadian .'\rrny Overseas, asks inKi.iu.i .,w\ Im-Liilcncd

education fur postwar world at fall convoi,;uiMn—W.irns .\gaiii?t

Premature Reconversion of War Produciiun" in e.\clu>i\-e Journal

interview—asks coiitiiuicd support for army oversea^ al Newman
Club meeting; Miss Edna Jacques, Canadian poetess and authoress,

addresses firsi Lcvaiia Society meeting; Hart House Quartet opens

1944-4.> Lniversity Concert Series; Queen's ex-sorvicemen oppose

formation of any special veterans' club; "Queen's Siiiulhers Vimy

20-3 to Assume Uiuiispuled Lead" in Kingston City League;

79 enter interfaeuUy track aiul field meet.

OCT, 27: Medical Mirror issVK': "New Course Instituted in

Medicine", whereby training will coii.-i^l uf five intramural years

and' one clinical year: Sc. '45 captures iiilerfaculty track and field

meet with 51 points, compared with 28 points won hy runner-up,

Sc. '46—0011 Moreton, Don Craig, and Bill Roberta star for

OCT. 31 : "Gaels End 3rd L"iilH-au h Year" of rugby, swamping

Radar 49-0; 14 frcshellcs chai-,;;>d "vmUi mmIoli., offences against. .

.

.-eniors" in animal soph l uin i , I 'r, i
. i: I l.irn-.n, English deparl-

menl head, to exchange vi^l ^miIi Di. li J I'rall of University

of Toronto in February; Journal publishes second editorial advo-

cating return of Big Four rugby next fall.

NCt\'. 3: "t/.aels Will Play Ottawa Tfojans" week from

ti'inorrow in first match against outside Football squad in over

llireu vears; "Co-eds to Compete in Beauty Contest" sponsored

by "Tricolor" and Simpson's of Toronto: Drama Guild Radio

Workshop plans lo inang-uratc series over Station CKWS this

month; Dr. B. K. Sandwrell, eminent Canadian journalist, succeeds

His E.xcellency the Governor-General as Rector of Queen's;

Dr. H. J. Cody to deliver annual AMS lecture in January.

NOV. 7: Stop press bulletin reveals "Students Memorial

Union cafeteria, hitherto run on a non-profit basis by campus

officials, has heen taken over by . . . [Industrial Food Services,

Limited] a conmiercial organization"—this announcement follows

by Z'/i weeks The Journal's editorial campaign for improvement

of cafeteria meals; Journal organizes pep-rally and parade for

Gaels-Trojans rugby game; campus prepares for perennial Sadie

Hawkins visit; Dr. J. H. Orr discusses "Medical Ethics" at

.'\esculapian Society meeting.

N0\". 10; Campus prepares for first game with outside football

squad since 1941; new cafeteria manager promises to improve

Union nieals and "to inaugurate several new ideas"; Journal

(Continued on page 4)

The Christmas season is drawing near. After the well-filled

days of the autumn term, and after the strain and excitement of

examinations, the relaxation that comes with the Christmas vaca-

tion is as a breath from heaven. But it is even more. Those

among you who are fortunat^ enough to spend your vacation in

your own homes—and m.iy there be few who cannot—will carry

with you joy and satisfaction into your home circle, at a time

when these are the most precious gifts that you can besto'w\ For

at the Christmas time family ties are very strong. There arc

many gaps in the family circle in these days of war. You will

lighten the burden of anxiety carried in many a home. May you

be harbingers of peace,.

To all of you, whether in your homes or among friends but

far from home in the Christmas season, I wish for you happiness

and inner joy. At that sacred time we give of our best. May
that best be all the finer because of what we have gained from our

association with Queen's University.

Principal.

Scottish New Year-Hogmany
or PROF. J. A. ROY

Contrary to popular belief,

Charles Dickens did not invent

Christmas, and Robert Bums is

not responsible for Hogmany.

The festival of Christmas has

been held throughout Christen-

dom on December 25 since about

the year 400. Hogmany is much

older than that. Nobody knows

the meaning of the word but

everybody in Scotland knows

what the word means. It means,

for one thing, the last day of the

year. Whether il has anything

to do with the Druids who went

into the woods on January t and

hanquetted and sacrificed is

douhtful, All we know is that

customs connected with the word

go back to German-Celtic civili-

zation and that Hogmany far

antedates any festivals that the

English could possibly have held,

as the Scots were already an

ancient people before the Angles

and Saxons had even begun to be

welded into the semblance of a

nation.

Hogmany is traditionally asso-

ciated with junketing, horse-play,

practical joking, and the giving of

sifts; it is jiart of the Scottish

tradition, part of the Scottish

character one might say, and the

Scots, who are far greater tradi-

tionalists than the English, have

not the slightest intention of

giving it up.

In 1644 the Puritans abolished

the Christmas festival i>y Act of

Parliament. Charles II, the

"iMerry Monarch", restored it.

Ever since Charles' time, that

Christmas festival, which took the

place of the Roman Salurnalia.

has become more and more secu-

larized until it is little better than

a racket today. Hogmany is in

its origin pagan. It may be a

creed outworn ; but the Scot has

suckled it, and it suits him. It is

unpretentious; it is not associated

with creed or sect. But Hogmany

is a warm, heart-moving word to

a Scot ; it suggests friendship and

is filled with memories. It sug-

gests family and home and re-

minds Scots the world over that

they are all members one (rf

another.

This year the ancient feast of

Hogmany will be celebrated once

again by Scots the world over.

And again it will be a sad occa-

sion, for we are still in the Valley

of the Shadow, and there are few

Scots families who are not mourn-

ing the loss of someone near and

dear to thera. But wherever

Scots foregather this Hogmany,

from choice or from dire neces-

sity, from Hong Kong to Singa-

pore, from San Francisco to New
York, from Canberra to Cape

Town, from Toronto to London,

the ancient feast of Hogmany

will be observed ; and its hymn to

Auld Lang Syne will be crooned

or sung or silently breathed, and

absent hut ever-present friends

will be bravely remembered.

LOST: Parker vacuumatic pen.

along Barrie, Stuart, or Arch

streets. Reward. Call 21606

after 6 p.m.
,

Frosh: Doesn't your stocking

seem kind of wrinkled?

Co-ed ; You brute ! I'm not

wearing any.

The burning of midnight oil, the battle o£ the Fac, and then-

HAPPY HOLIDAY, EVERYONE

(Note the nsual blank expreBsiooB.)
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Short Soap Opera:
Dawn's Other Life

'TRICOLOR' BEAUTY CONTEST

"Was it," Dawn whispered

into the mirror, staring at the

raven hair, the blue eyes, the

charming pug nose, the even

white teeth, and the finely etched

eyebrows that made up her face,

"was it another woman?"
"Why ask?" said her reflection,

staring back at the raven eyes,

the blue hair, the white, even pug

nose, the finely etched teeth and

the charming eyebrows that made
up her face. "Why ask? You
know !"

Yes, she knew! She knew she

had seen it. Seen what ? Oh,

don't ask. It was too painful, too

much to stand.' Yes, it was true

she had seen Waldemar Ogle

i|uist. Wallie, her own husband,

kissing, yes, basely kissing, nay,

lasciviously kissing, yes, fever

ishly kissing none other than her

own best friend, Trudy Fangle

Why had she gone to Theima's

party ? Why was Gordon so

drunk? Who could tell that

Horace would talk? How could

she know that Agatha would?

No, it was too much to believe

Yet she had gone, and Gordon
was. and Horace had, and Agatha
did— Oh, Lord! What could

she do? What you you do?

exactly. She did it. She burped.

Dawn turned away from the mir-

ror with a gesture of disgust.

What good were her blonde

tresses and green eyes now? She

had lost her husband's love, she

had lost everything, she—Dawn
McGillicuddy ffuf Oglequist (nee

Jones) — was betrayed. Her
thoughts turned to Trudy.

"Oh, you viper," she thought,

•you base, low viper. That you
vould do this to me who loved

.. ou and protected you from

everything, I thought you
Jiought I thought you thought

1 thought I should," slie thought.

"Who protected you from

i-inccy the night . . . ? And
. lien Llewellyn went to Reno
oT his divorce, didn't I say . . . ?

You viper!" she thought.

Dawn turned away from Trudy

with a gesture of disgust. Red
hair or no red hair, she was be-

trayed ! And what would she

say to Waldemar when lie came

home? Should she accuse him
riglit off, or should she wait until

he'd had his Wheaties? Oh, what

to do! Oh Lord! Oh patria! Oh
death! Oh, Frankie!

This was too much ! This was
the final straw! With a gesture

of disgust, Dawn made a gesture

of disgust. She had made up her

mind; she would leave Wallie

leave him flat, and also leave th(

dishes for him. She would t^ke

the economical, large-size Rinso

with her. Quickly she made a

telephone call. Then breaking

open the wall safe, she threw a

few things into her bag and was
soon ready. With a tap to the

chic chapeau perched jauntily on

her bright green hair, she turned,

her face upraised and brave, made
one last gesture of disgust (and

Waldemar had loved her gestures

of disgust ! She could have

cried) and quitted the room.
She slinked slowly down the

stairs, and thought of all the

happy years with Waldemar
(Bart. Born 1899, inherited large

fortune from father. See Sev-

ennup Oglequist, Bart., the mys-
terious arsenic poisoning of). But
she must forget all of it. Smooth-
ing her lovely pink hair, she

threw away her tiny jade bottle

of arsenic, and went downstairs

and out of the door, into the

car of her lover, Jose Shelpkis. . ,

,

—MUFFIN.

1

— -tricolou" phoios.

Pictured here are two of the many applicants in the current "Tricolor" beauty contest, which has aroused

considerable interest around the campus. At left is Mary Janes, 19-year-old sophomore from Toronto, who

is majoring in biology, psychology, and English. Twenty-one-year-old Mary Vallentyne, right, from Branlford,

is Journal Levana editor, and hopes to enter the journalistic field after graduating next spring. Four winnerB

in the competition will travel to Toronto next term, where they wil! model professionally for the Robert

Simpson Company, Limited, advertisements in the new Tricolor.

QUEEN'S KALEIDOSCOPE
(Continued from page 3)

DEFINITION OFACO-ED

editorially argues against segregation of returned men into special

groups, lauds Queen's vets for their action in this matter; Don

Craig, Sc. '45, leads field of 296 in annual cross-country run-

time 13:37:4 (new record)—Sc. '45 wins; Drama Guild to present

"Three's a Family" later this month; ISS plans year's activities:

three Queen'smen will attend annual convention of Canadian

-Association of Medical Students and Internes in Montreal; Dr.

John R. Mott to speak here.

NOV. 14: Sen. T. D. Bouchard of Quebec to address open

Public Affairs Club meeting Monday; Trojans down Gaels 12-5

despite tremendous display of Queen's spirit; Russian pianist

A. Brailowsky to be featured in second of University Concert

Series Thursday ; Mcds '49 leads in Bews Trophy race, followed

by Sc. '46.

NOV. 17: Radio Workshop to present first broadcast Sunday

evening; 'Sadie Hawkins makes grand entrance tonight; ISS

activities to include supper raffle, carnival, concert, and other

items;" Dr, Mott expresses "pleasure at seeing the very evident

signs of progress" throughout the world; Gaels tie Locos 1-1 in

opening hockey match of season; The Globe and Mail (Toronto)

requests pictures of "a representative group of Queen's girls to

present them in print . . against Toronto and Western co-eds.

NOV. 21: Senator Boucliard lauds French loyalty. "Asks

Greater Understanding Between French and English" at Public

Affairs Club meeting; Principal R. C. Wallace summarily cancels

Radio Workshop's Sunday broadcast because "the university does

not permit dramatics on Sunday", and bc-muse the time—11 :30 p.m.

—was "'too late' for the several fresheltes involved who live in

residencc"~Workshop may now have to be abandoned ;
freshmen

hear Dr. Wallace on "Pure Sciences" ; SCM and Hillel Foundation

hold interfaith meeting.

NOV. 24: Registrar Jean I. Royce reveals Arts Christinas

exam regulations arc relaxed; journal prints provocative editorial

on "The Engineer's Education" ; Radio Workshop to present half-

hour broadcast Saturday-^no other broadcasts can be given this

term, because of time restrictions; Major E. Walker addresses

Chemical Tinginecrs' Club on life in wartime England; Drama

Guild comedy, "Three's a Family," is successful.

NOV. 28: Queen's welcomes delegates of Inter-University

Debating League at annua! meeting; Dr. Irvine H. Page to address

Mcds tonight; Camera Club to hold fall exhibition; Frank Lee,

Engineering Society president, editorially answers Journal's edi-

torial on "The Engineer's Education"; Sc. '45 and Sc. '46 lead

Intramural Softball League at close of schedule; Don Helleur,

Sc. '45, captures intramural tennis championship.

DEC. 1 : New cafeteria management institutes afternoon coffee

periods, rearranges meal prices; drive for blood donors launched;

Glee Club to offer Brahms' "Requiem" Monday; Public Affairs

Club, International Relations Club, an<i Queen's Debating Union

collaborate on new university magazine, the "Queen's Commen-

ttitor"; Sc. '46 aud Sc. "47 to compete in Intramural Softball League

finals.

DEC. 5: Dr, B. K. Sandwell. noted Canadian journalist and

former head of English department here, to deliver rectorial address

Friday; plans for annual Union Christmas dinner a week from

Sunday are announced ; four co-eds and four male students, winners

in ISS supper raffle, eat at Collins House and Ban Righ Hall,

respectively; Sc. '47 takes softball finals from Sc. '46, 7-5 and 3-1.

DEC. 13, Christmas Edition: Arts At-Home, to be held Janu-

ary 19, will feature Mart Kenney ; Ur. Sandwell asks "For Res-

toration of Social Justice" in rectorial address; Drama Guild to

produce Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night" as feature spring produc-

tion; The Globe and Mail prints phoios of five Queens' co-eds;

Canadian Intercollegiate AthleticUnion to meet during holidays to

discuss revival of Big Four rugby.
_

This Business of Passing Exams
-The Secret Diary of a Student

(Symbol—FeM)

A meiiihcr of the human family

Occurrence — May be found

wherever man exists.

Physical properties — All colors

and sizes. Always appears in a

disguised condition. Surface well

protected by paini or powder film.

Boils at nothing. Freezes at any

moment. However, melts when

properly treated. Very bittet if not

sed correctly.

Chemical properties — Extremely

active. Possesses great affinity for

gold, platinum, and precious stones.

Violent reaction when left alone

with or by men. Absorbs expen-

sive food readily. Turns green

when placed next to better appear-

ing sample. Ages rapidly. Fresh

variety has great magnetic attrac-

tion. Caution — Highly explosive

and liable to be dangerous when

touched by inexperienced hands.

Left Hand Corner

(Continued from page 3)

cliaiidelier), and to Dean Kugless

(who never said a word on

Sunday), and to Col. C,. Spender

Mifflin (commander of the Cen-

tral Ontario Tank Corps). He
laughed when he heard the prin-

cipal talk about the serrrrrious

times, and when Dr. Mi;S(jueat

wanted to rent cots on the lower

campus to homeless students

He liked to sec Professor Gum-

phrey come late to classes.

Not very long ago, some in-

significant little chap decided

rha t he didn 't like McShrdlu's

articles in The Journal any more,

and this chap wrote the editor

of The Journal a very polite letter

about them. McShrdlu was very

discouraged ; in fact he was so

downhearted that he lied him-

self all up, sank his feet in a block

of concrete, and jumped off the

La Salic causeway, thereby com-

mitting suicide.

So that is the life-story of

McShrdlu.

And, dear readers, as you have

probably realized, it is all a pack

of lies—lies which I have told

(with apologies to you) to teach

the editor of The Journal to mind

his own business and stop asking

for articles the week of the

Christmas exams.

Merry Christmas to all of you—

even the editor of The Journal.

—McSHRDLU.

Sagacious Straiton

TelU Turgid Tale

BY JOHN STRAITON
Erf. Nulr: John Slralloti needs

jio iiilmdiulion to most Queen's

sltulfiils. Erstwhile Joitrml staff

arlisi iiinl nrlisl-al-hi-ijc around the

i-<nii/?iis. hr rcfcired his bachelor oj

arts dei/i'fc hsi spring, and is now

tvorking for a Toronto advertising

firm. The original cut and story

zi'hicli affrar in this issue are tyfi-

cal of Ihc iiiiniilohic Straiton ivit.

Mr. Tnift"le usually spent Dec.

25th in the usual manner. (Dec.

25th. you know, is Christinas Day.)

He usually spent the last week or

so before the day of rejoicing won-

dering what to give wliom. and

whether what he gave whom was

worth as much as wh;il wh^nii was

giving him. And L lu i-ini.i- 'l.iy

usually came around ;itni iMi. iruf-

fic bounded downstairs to sec what

Santa Claus iiad left the kids. His

wife didn't have the heart to tell

him that -she filled the stockings.

Tn fact his wife had had a lot i>{

trouble explaining a lot of thing:

to Mr. Trulifle before the kids

came. And then on Christmas af-

ternoon thpre were usually a lot of

visitors dropping in for a little swig

of something. Mr. Truffle just took

a tiny snifter himself so he could

elp the visitors into the taxi. At

dinner lime Mr. Truffle always

vowed that he wouldn't eat so

much this year. But he always did

and had to take bicarbonate of

soda.

- That's what he usually did.

But this Christinas, this fatal

Christmas, if happened. It had to

happen sometime, and it chose this

Christmas lo happen. Mr. Truffle

sneaked downstairs for a bite to

eat . . . just a sandwich to help hun

sleep. As he was sneaking back

upstairs he heard a scuffling near

the fireplace, and there was his wife.

Mrs. Truffle, filling the stockings.

So she had lo tell him about Santa

Claus.

" You mean there is no Santa

Claus?" said Mr. Truffle incredu-

lously,

"No," said his wife in q'uiet tone.

"Well, what about the one in

Abramsky's parade?".

"That was just a man dressed up,

dear."

"And all those advertisements?"

queried Mr. Truffle in a tremulous

grasping-at-a-slraw voice.

"Jusl a selling stunt, darling."
'

.Mr. Truffle was stu]>eficd. He

sat brooding for a good part of the

nighl. stirring up swirls of flame

ill the firL-place, and looking like the

Thinker. Finally he went to bed.

In the morning, he didn't get up to

see what the kids got. He wasn't

even interested in whether the lit

tlcst Truffle got the Bren gun.

And when the visitors came. Mr.

Truffle out-drank them two to one.

He got sent to two people's houses

in taxis lie was supposed to be

helping them into. He didn't even

get home for dinner, But he had

two dinners at places where the

taxis left him. At last he got home,

and his wife emptied his pockets

of various asiitrays and things from

assorted nightclubs and places. She

never did believe it when he told

her a Chri-stmas tree was where he

got the [censored].

Finally he went 'to bed, Mrs.

Truff'le tucked him in. and as she

climbed into her own bed wonder-

ed, "I wonder what will happen if

he ever finds out about the stork."

Ed. N'otc: ll-'e are reprinting jar

your convenience (f) a day-by-day

accouitl of hoiv lo pass the Christ-

mas examinations. If the reader

follows these instructions explicitly

~zve hope he enjoys his new job

with National Selective Sen'ice next

month.

pec. 13—J\Iake firm resolution

to work immediately after sup-

per. Have supper. Take a few

minutes off after supper to watch

bridge game. Then decide to

play just one or two hands. Then

play all night.

Dec. 14—Sit down at 7 p.m. to

do six hours of steady, uninter-

rupted work. Run across doubt-

ful point in notes. Go, into

friend's room to clear up the mat-

ter. Slay for two hours and dis-

cuss, love, women, etc. Then go

to bed. (Mustn't fall behind in

your sleep.)

Dec, 15—Betty Grable in an

extra-special production at the

Ca]5iloi. Mustn't miss it under

any circumstances. Make up for

time lost by sitting down to work

all afternoon. Find Coronet on

desk. Read three articles and do

one quiz (great educational

value). Have supper. Show. Bed.

Dream of Miss Betty Grable.

Dec. 16—Read ad saying that

stale, rancid coffee keeps you

awake nights. Smuggle some of

Lnbclle's coffee up to room. Take

15 minutes off at 11 p.m. for

coffee with friends. Drink plenty

of it, as you are going to work

all night. Spend two sociable

hours discussing usual subjects.

Return to work. Fall asleep in

chair. Wake at five, Find chair

very uncomfortable. And so to

bed.

Dec. 17—Work all afternoon

on next day's exams. Work all

evening on next day's exams.

Smoke 55 cigarettes in process.

Sleep soundly.

Dec. 18—Der Tag. Rise at five.

Make little book, size of postage

stamp (we recommend the Zilch

Biology pen). Take little book

surreptitiously into exam room.

Find notes are so sparse and writ-

ten so finely that they cannot be

deciphered. Despair. (Moral is

obvious.)

Dec. 19—Latin examination.

Enter exam room. Look over

Latin paper. Write on exam

paper: Veni, Vidi. Victus sum.

Sign name to exam book and

hand in.

Dec. 20— Have shirt-sleeves

starched half-way up to elbow.

Fill with notes. Enter exam

ruom. Find that the 200-pound

freshman who usually sits in

front of you is not writing exam

this morning. Therefore you

have to write directly under the

professor's stern eye. Shirt cuffs

ruined for nothing, Tsk! Tsk!

Dec. 21—Enter exam room.

Write about a dozen words on

the first question. Simulate faint

by rolling off seat into aisle.

Great consternation. Get carried

out. Gel aggregate standing for

that exam. Success!

Dec. 22—Last exam and then

freedom ! Enter exam room in

very high spirits. Write very

fluently. Fill three exam books.

Write anything and everything

that occurs to you, whether it has

something to do with the ques-

tion or not. Be sure to work in

the story about the travelling

salesman.

Jan, 8—Explain to parents that

D's on your report, stand for

D—ed good.: . ; .
.
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And it came to pass In the City (figure it out for yourself)

L[ Queenz that the hour of the And it came to pass that on the

battle was at hand and llic war-

Ifiors of Scienz girded up their

loins and took stance against the

Fac, for verily had it been

decreed from high places that

[even the tribesmen of Four Five

iiid Four Six should enter the

I

[ray. And among llie M ighty

KLifts and Fuzzy Frosh was there

luch searching for exams of

lother years, and diligent inquiry

L>( those who had gone before of

what to expect, for lo, it is

among these that the scythe may
wreak the most havoc (it says'

jlierc).

But throughout tht city the

imminence of doom failed to

[repress the spirit of the season,

und plans were being laid for

many a partce in distant lands,

and verily many were the war-

riors congregated on the lower

reaches of the Trail of the Prin-

cess, laying aside for joyous

home-going a carefully selected

stock of what it takes. And wise

arc they who even now engage

(he services of conveyance of cab

I tor' trip to outer station on final

I day, but even wiser they who
arrange for pick-up at the Wagon
Wheel or under the sign of the

Two Nations, thus making best

[use of the fleeting minutes be

Uvixt the finishing shot and the

moment of departure of the iron

;
horse.

And on the Eve of Woden AB
(after battle), deep-laid plans are

[afoot for celebration of victory

or drowning of sorrow, for verily,

many are the warrior? who fear

not to stagger in upon landlady

but who deem it wise to appear

unknowing in these matters at

I

home, and lo, they expend spirit

in gay times within the Land of

iKin. And in this wise are mat-

ters already progressing, for on

the eve of Saturn, Hal the Kriss.

Able Ram, and Arn the Toar did

I
consume vast quantities (im-

IJorted stuff, too), and of the

I

crew, only Arn did remain erect

flue to able restraint of babe, she

of great repute as pres. of LCGO

Eve of Fria'the warriorz of Sea

and Air did hold For Mai, and a

gay night was had. Lo, garb of

blue was in great demand among
the Kharki Klad Komandos for

the affair, and many strange

liaTids turned to task of tailor;

Kou the Link did hem up bell

l)(jttoni by liaU a foot, and Farl

of Cranz did have sleeves turned

to elbow.

But the sands run out, and it

befits all to turn to scab, for

verily, great affairs are in jirocess

for the moons of Jan .md l'\'Li and

none can afford to these.

Lo. the chisels of the scribes have

hewn on tlic walls of the cave

vast areas concerning the doings

of the men of Scienz. and thereon

iiscribed the passing of the

Drag, in detail as yet unrevealed;

the ycre parteez of the tribesmen ;

the events at the struggle with

the warriorz of Ott ; and many

other matters of large and small

import ; but there still remains

large space for what is yet to

come.

And the scribes seek pafting

words from Maid Marion, and

deep in the inner recesses of the

Cave of Nick interview is granted

and the Maid smiles upon her

warriors, saying : "Ye have la-

boured well, oh warriorz. Travel

to distant lands with clear hearts,

if not with steady feet; and may
ye hear nought but glad tidings

from the Fac and receive many

rations as presents."

Rector Speaks

(Continued from page I)

'Vonlli is the yeast which will make

ihe new bread rise,- the taper which-

will light the great candles, tlic

sap whith will convey life to the

leaves and flowers of this country

of ours and oE the whole world."

Quoting the Chinese professor of

political science, Li Shu-Ching. Dr.

Sand well emphasized: "When
changes come about in which low

professions become far more pro-

fitable than liigh professions, the

people will leave Uieir difficult jobs

or eiisy ones and forsake righteous

spirit in favour of material gains

. Social justice will disappear

and morality will deteriorate . . .

Respectable and upright people will

be ignored, while unscrupulous and

mercenary persons will be highly

regarded by society."

Commercial Persuasion

LOVE (AMOR MALIGNANS)

Just a suggestion, Mr. Claus,

—Straiton.

Journal Poll

Freshette (at PT): I'll stand

on my head, or bust.

fnstructor: Never mind ; just

stand on vour head.

Apology

We are grate ful to our

many contributors. We regret,

however, space limitations

have prevented our printing

much of the material sub-

mitted.

—THE EDITORS.

The following is an ancient

discussion (Queen's Journal,

1902) of an affliction which

the human race has been un-

able to rid itself of through-

out the ages. Present de-

scriptions of this disease have

not surpassed this old med-

ical classic.

(Continued from page 1)

tions, students were asked for sug-

gestions to improve the paper

Many, particularly from the fac

ulty of Applied Science, advocated

more jokes and pictures, while al

most as large a number favoured

broader discussions on serious and

pertinent topics. Two rather orig-

inal proposals were that the Jour-

nal publish each Tuesday a list of

coming events for the week, which

could be cut out and kept as a mem-

orandum, and that some articles in

French and Spanish be included.

A considerable inmiber of stu-

dents complained that there is (oc

much advertising in the Journal

;

others felt that more news of "gen

eral" interest should be published.

.^no^her suggf^slion was that each

year should hnve press agent to

collect human interest stories from

evcry-day campus activities, which

stories would be printed al least

once a monlh.

CIAU Meeting

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

TO ALMOST EVERYONE
*

It seems there are a number of people who believe that there can

be too. much of a good thing,

So that, just as we are about to fling

tJurselves into the joys of the Christmas season.

For no good reason

That I can think of, fchey decide that a few exams to determine

our status quo

Would be just the thing, and instead of lining up to buy Laura

Secords, and a few other Christmas necessities, we must, with

a tattered notebook in tow

Betake ourselves to the library.

To try to discover what Caesar said when he crossed the Rubicon,

or to memorize the Gallic tribecy.

, All I can say is merely

That even Caesar did not love more dearly '

The Allobroges. than I—but in Dccemberi"

Why even the natives in Gaul's three parts kicked off for a week

or so of undisturbed peace to dismember

The festive bird

—

i Or is that the word?
_

I

At any rate whether integral calculus, or what Henry VHI s

fourth wife was, is the burning question-

Exams give me indigestion.

And the thought of what's coming on the eighth of January

Kuins my appetite for turkey and cranuberry.

Besides, Caesar didn't write exams, and he got there anyway.

didn't he? . v i

Which seems to me to be more than sufficient reason for abolish-

ing them from Sydney. Australia, to Vernon^B.C^^^^^^

(Continued from page 1)

pate in various of the CI.'MJ ath

letic activities, such as the Uni

versity of Western Ontario ir

basketball and rugby, do so a;

associate members.

(The three executives of the

CIAU are the president, vice

president, and secretary, who

serve without recompense. The

death of Dr. Simpson, from Mc-

Cill, this fall left a presidential

vacancy which will be tilled at

the coming meeting by Prof. T
R. Loudon of the University of

Toronto.)

The new rector defined members

of high professions as "widely

learned, highly trained, disciplined,

and respect-worthy" persons. "Tliey

are," he said, "identical with the

ideal body of university graduates.'

In contrast, members nf low pro-

fessions are persons who liave had

less oppnrtimity to become educat-

ed and trained, or on whom such

education and training have been

wasted.

An example of the elevation in

recent years of a lower profession

is the growth of the "profession of

commercial persuasion, or persua-

sion to huv things." It is true, said

Dr. Sandwell, lhai it is not an un-

necessary profession, but its neces-

sity does not guarantee its being a

lofty public service." Neverthe-

less, it has attracted the services of

many widely learned, highly trained,

respectable and disciplined men.

On the other iianci, the profes-

sion of education, liic medical pro-

fession, and the niimstry -A religion

have suffered from losing the ser-

vices of such capable men because

of the extremely low remuneration

provided. "And the whole tenden-

cy of the time," said the speaker,

"except in regard to the medical

profession, is lo increase the^^e dis-

creiKincies between the highness of

the profession and the lowness of

the reward."

The s[)eaker called on the youth

of Canada, particularly the stu

dciits whom he was addressing, to

save the world from this tendency

which is securing a greater and

greater foothold in modern society

Dr Sandwell was introduced by

Bill Cornell, Metis '46, president

of Ihe Alma Mater Socieiy, which

the Keclor represents at meetings of

the Ihwrd of Trustees, Mr. Cor-

nell paid tribute to Dr. 'Sandwell's

"distinguished" work in the field of

journalism. He also mentioned that

the speaker was for two years head

of Ihc English Department at

Queen's. Dr. Sandwell was thank-

ed by Done Mills, Arts '45, presi-

dent of Levana,

Definition: Love is a disease of

the ncrvo-muscular structure of

the heart due to a micro-organism

and characterized by p.ilpitati'.ni

a feeling of pain and heaviness in

the praecordial region, and by a

severe derangement of the ner-

vous, system, the sufferer at one

time soaring to the heights of

sublime joy and forgetfulncss,

then again dropping down into

the black abyss of despair and

'line despondency.

Arts At-Home

(Continued from page 1)

decorations will revolve around this

theme. Refreshments will be served.

According to Norm Brown, con-

vener, tickets in the past have been

sold out weeks in advance, so all

who wish to attend the dance should

sign the lists to-d.ay, which are

hanging from every noticeboard in

all the buildings on the campus.

The price is $4.00. Students are

urged to get their dates before

Christmas. He also announced that

due to wartime restrictions, cor-

sages will not be worn.

Those on the committee include

Norm" Brown, convener. Jim Mc

Cafeteria Meals

(Continued from page 1)

breakfast Monday, Januarj' 8.

Since a week ago Monday cafe-

teria prices have been staggered

so that patrons could have their

choice of either a heav>- or a light

meal at lunch and supper. (Pre-

viously, both light meals were ser-

ved al noon and both large ones at

supper.) However, this arrange-

ment has not been too popular, ac-

cording to the release, and authori-

ties may be compelled to revert to

the old method next term.

Quarrie, Glenn Clark, Tom Bock-

ing, Doug Macintosh, and Ken

Buckingham.

Etiology: This malady affects

people of all races and climes. It

is most commonly met witli be-

tween the ages of 18 and 25. Men

are more frequently attacked than

omen. Exposure to dances, "at

homes," and other social trials

a great predisposing factor.

Students are peculiarly prone

to this disease. The exciting

cause has been discovered by

bacteriologists to be a germ,

which has received the name

Bacillus Cupid. This organism,

a most virulent one, gains entry

— how we know not— into the

heart, lodges in the soft tissues

of that organ, multiplies and

gives rise to a tO-Kaemia which

causes the peculiar symptoms

noted.

Morbid Anatomy; On post-

mortem examination, the heart

walls are found to be flabby.

Little, softened areas are scat-

tered through the cardiac tissue.

A curious phenomenon is noted,

viz.. the deposition of little grains

of sugar-like material upon the

inner surface of the ventricles.

This has given rise to the name

"sweet heart."

When healing has occurred,

there is a scar formation. The

dream centre in the brain is

greatly hypertrophied and the

muscles of the neck are found

to have undergone clastic degen-

eration.

Symptoms: There is one form

called Pseudo Amor, more com-

monly known as calf love, but

we shall not discuss it here.

Suffice it to say that it is very

acute, attacks the young and runs

a short course when left alone.

The true disease is chronic in its

nature. Generally it comes on

insidiously, the patient not being

able to fix the date of the onset.

Cases are on record, however,

where the onset was sudden and

violent, with a distinct chill. The

mind cannot be fixed on work of

any kind. The patient is absent-

minded and will often buy two

tickets for the opera instead of

one. The appetite is variable.

There is generally a gnawing

pain in the region of the heart,

often alleviated for a time by a

photograph. The patient often

feels sore. Dreams infest his

slumber. A gone feeling is often

complained of. The respiratory

system is interfered with, there

being long inspirations resulting

in deep sighs.

Delirium is quite common; it

is paroxysmal and of the joyful

type, giving a sure sign of. the

firm hold of the disease. At times

the patient refuses food and ad-

vice, and will not be comforted.

Often there is a mania for writing

poetry. The eye symptoms are

peculiar. The pupil will not re-

spond to light. This disease

causes blindness in many cases.

There is frequently a far-away

look in the eye, accommodation

for near objects being interfered

with. At times there is intense

thirst and the patient may take

to drink. The capillaries of the

face will often relax, giving rise

to extensive flushing. The heart

heats vcr)' rapidly as a rule. It

is not uncommoa for the patient

to spend hours in arranging his

personal appearance. In such

cases the outlook is grave. Moon-

light nights seem to aggravate

the toxic delirium of joy. There

we see that while the primary

lesion is in the heart, the symp-

toms are rather those of a dis-

ordered brain.

Diagnosis: When the patient

is head over ears in the disease

the diagnosis is simple. The

frequent sighing, flushing of the

face, praeternatural mobility of

the heart and the far-away gaze

indicate the trouble. Upon mak-

ing a microscopit examination of

verses and letters written by the

patient, if the germ Cupid is

found it is conclusive evidence

that the trouble is love.

Prognosis: The disease runs,

as a rule, a protracted course. It

is apt to recur in many. Com-

plete recovery, however, is rare.

Cases supposed to have been

cured generally show callous for-

mation with hardening and scar

tissue in the position of the

wound.

Treatment: (1) Prophylactic-

Keeping in company should be

avoided. The mind should be

trained to rule the heart. (2)

Hygienic—A sea voyage to the

Arctic regions is often helpful.

Cold baths are recommended, and

an ice-cap to the head may be of

service.

The physician should try to

allay the emotional symptoms by

the giving of sound advice, but

this docs not seem to be very

successful. Occupation of the

mind with other things and fresh

air are good remedies. Alcohol

must be prohibited. Tobacco

seems to soothe the disordered

nervous system. It acts as a

solace and should be tried. Drugs

are not of mucli use. Iron in the

form of a "knocker" is often bene-

ficial, .\rsenic in the form of

paris green has been tried, but

we would not recommend it.

Calcium and magnesium taken

over long periods is the latest

treatment. The belief is that

there will be a calcareous deposit

in the heart walls with conse-

quent hardening and the condi-

tion of "stony heart" will be

reached, which means almost cer-

tain cure.
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ScienceNew Softball Champions,

Dethrone Artsmen with 6-2 Win
Provan, Futcher and Sibbickl

Provide Engineers with
Winning Margin

The two-year lease on the

interfaculty softball title expired

for a run-poor Arts nine last

Wednesday night when the

Science team captured a 6-2 vic-

tory. The Artsmen had entered

the final struggle by virtue of an

easy 6-2 win over Meds.

The new titleholders unleashed

Early Bowling Blitz

Eliminates 7 of '46

Nine complete games of the first

round of the Intramural Bowling

Tournament were completed up un-

til Saturday night, with the out-

standing feature behig the elimina-

tion of Sc. '46's teams. In the first

games played. Meds '49 No. 2 teaui

tallied the liigh score with their

a scoring barrage in the second
1 3 j^^, ^y George Cragg's

inning when Brown and Bill Urg. Among other high singles

Morgan worked walks and Pro-li,^^,^. i,^^,, ^-^.^ Lafraltas (Arts
van doubled, scoring Brown,

Pataran made his presence felt I

by singling Futcher across the|

payoff platter.

After Larry Yanofsky had|

dumped a looping homer into the

left balcony to keep the Artsmen

in the running, the Engineers I

pushed across what proved to be
I

the winning run in the third
I

'45) 292, Doug VanPatter's (Sc.

'45) 284. Norm Sliaffran's (Arts

'46) 262 and Paul Teters' (Meds

49) 280. High triples were put

together by Norm Shaffran 732,

Bill Roberts' (Sc. '45) 692,

Results of complete games (both

teams handing in scores) for the

first round: Sc. '47 No. 4 (2441)

over Arts "48 No. 3 (2437) ; Meds

SPORTS

THE CAMPUS SPCCFLietiT
BY CORD MACK

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FrRDIE WATERS

frame, when Lamont smgled and-i .^q j^Tq
j (2650) over Sc. '46 No

went to second on Doug Mc- U (24561; Arts '47 (2834) over

Leod's bingle. Don Brown came gc. '46 No. 1 (2504); Arts '45

through in the clutch to score Mc- (2529) over Sc. '46 No. S (2476) ;

Leod with a rousing single. Arts '46 No. 1 (2712) over Sc.

The Academia boys did not '46 No. 4 (2486): Arts '48 No. 2

threaten again until the sixth (2803) over Sc. '45 No. 6 (2414)

;

tanto, when Sibbick allowed Meds '49 No. 2 ( 2891) over Sc

Rusty Sams and Jim McQuarrie '46 No. 7 (2265); Sc. '45 No. 2

pass-free to first. He then settled (2739) over Sc. '47 No. 9 (2516) ;

down as Rawlcy forced McQuar- and Sc. '45 No. 7 (2391) over Sc.

rie at second, but Will Kennedy '46 No. 3 (2238)

rose to the occasion and camel Team captains are advised that

through with a single lo score they must place the five players

Sams. whom they wish to bowl in any cine

Jim Provan added another Utriiig at the top of the hsi. Al

counter in the fourth when he though the sixth or seventh player

doubled and raced home on Cy U>ay bowl the string, their names

Moro's single. Wild Bill Morgan P^^"-^ -i' bottom of Ihe

and Provan accounted for another list and under no conditiwj can

two markers in the sixth with U'le'"- be substituted for a

assistance from Sammy Palaran I
"'Sula'- player's score in any string

and Moro. The intramural department will not

„, . .
I

, 11 he rcsnnnsible for the accuracy of
The Artsmen were kept well ' ,,

,

. , , , , , i~ . , f ,1 any team scores it the opposmg
in hand by jack Futcher for the

first four innings as he taught

four of them the "Sally Rand

Dance" while reliefman Austin

Sibbick fanned five during the

last three frames. Larry Yanof'

sky carried the whole pitching

load for the Artsmen.

Provan wielded the big stick

for the Science team witlua per

feet four-for-four night, wHile

Cy Moro and dangerous Don
Lamont got on three times

Rawley and Kennedy each aC'

counted for two hits for the Arts

men.

any team scores it t ne opposmg

teams arc not able Lo bow! at the

same lime .ind do not provide a

scorer for indivudal matches, as

provided by the rules.

Team scores will not be released

until the opposing teams have play-

ed their matches.

Hilda Hague

Vews and Nues from Other Ewes

Since 1939, the four universities of the old Intercollegiate Union have

been athletically isolated, but not athletically inactive. As a means of

comparison with Tricolour off-tlie-campus participation in sports, we wrote

lo the sportB editors at McGiU, Western, and Varsity and asked them to

send a brief summary of their respective colleges' wartime extramural sport

activities.

McGILL DAILY
BY At. KNIOHT

"For the first three years of the war, HcGill had very little in the way

of off-the-campus activity. We beat Clarkson Tech. an /uperican college,

in hockey during the 1941-42 season. Football and basketball consisted of

intramural contests.

"The 1942-43 session saw a revival of sports. A senior hockey team

was entered in the local National Defence Hockey League, along with Navy,

Army, and RCAF. We lost out in a sudden-dcath final to Navy in the

second overtime period. Two Red cage entries lost out in the playoffs, one

in tlie Senior Montreal Basketball League, and the other in an interservice lop.

"The year 1943-44 saw a McGill team entered in the QRFU, a senior

team in the NDHL, and a senior and intermediate team in the MBL. Along

with that, we held a telegraphic swim meet with Varsity, and our team was

emered in a local meet. The feature of the year, our Athlcric Festival,

saw us as hosts to a basketball team from Middlebury College.

"This year we had a team in. the QRFU (Ed. Note—Finished second to

the new Gray Cup champions. HMCS Donnacona). and have teams again

entered in the MBL and ND'HL. Out competition at this year's festival,

held on December 1, was St. Lawrence College, from Canton. N.Y. A group

of rugger and soccer enthusiasts have been active around the city. A

telegraphic track meet was held recently with Toronto."

WESTERN GAZETTE
SV At. BRULE

"Western looking forward to intercollegiate next year. Students favour-

able; faculties won't comment but believe unopposed. Looking for rugby

next fall. Students want action started now by those having power to do so.

Would like basketball this winter" (by telegram).

In an earlier letter, Al outlined some of he extramural athletics the

Mustangs have been engaging in. Conditions in tlie Forest City differ

slightly from those in the other three, with less opportunity for local com-

petition. This has necessitated Western participation being mostly in

exhibition contests, and at times reqiuring short jaunts around the Niagara

district.

During the seasons of '40 and "41, several American rugby teams played

matches at Western, under American rules, but during the last two years

have been host to Service and ORFU teams (Ed. Note—This year they

defeated the aforementioned HMCS Donnacona. 3-1). Their boxing and

wrestling, badminton, tennis, swimming, and soccer teams have competed

at a few neighbouring towns like Stratford. Woodstock, and St. Thomas.

Indirectly we received information that, on several occasions. Mustang

basketball learns have crossed the internadonal boundary line to play

exhibition matches against northern American colleges around Micliigan,

Western has also had a hockey team for the past lew years that has confined

itself mostly to service team engagements.

THE VARSITY
' Back in his young, irresponsible days, yours truly wrote some sports

copy for The Varsity, and as we're in the same predicament for an editorial

as Generalissimo Gray, we'll have to pinch-hit. using our own slightly

battered memory.

The feature of Toronto's extramural athletic programme is their weekly

Saturday Athletic Nights, when visiting basketball, swimming, track, and

boxing teams put on a show from 8 to 9t30 when a PA system suppUes

the incentive lor more refined lerpsichorean exercise. Among the basketball

teams which have competed in Hart House are the Wayne University Tartars,

Rochslcr U. Assumption U. OAC, and several service quintettes.

In the fall sports, the Blue has fielded annual rugger, soccer, and

harrier teams which have competed against service teams, but rugby has

been taboo since the intercollegiate schedule was suspended. A telegraphic

track meet was won against McGill this fall.

This year, for the first time since the war began. Varsity has organized

a hockey team which is playing exhibition engagements only. Ace Bailey,

former Maple Leaf sUr forward back in the early thirties, has been

reappointed coach.

LEVANA
NOTES

BY HABY VAULENTYNe

(Continued from page 1)

tual fighting force, continued

Miss Hague, because the extent

of civilization varies greatly in

different parts of the country.

The Science team fielded much I cities on the eastern coast are as

better than their rivals but the Lmdern as ours, but the inland

antics of Rawley were much ap-L-i,,>s are medieval, almost ueo-

preciated by his team as he made ijt],jc j,, their customs, they arc

several uncanny catches on re- Uq „ut of tune with modern ideas,

bounds. Cohen also fielded well. The reason for this is the policy

Science: McLeod, c; Futcher, Lf complete isolation which China

p; Pataran. 1st; Provan. 2nd ;U(]opted in the 16th rentury. and

Moro, ss; Lamont, 3rd; Binge- maintained until about 30 years

man, cf; Morgan, cf ; Brown, rf; Lgo. Japan started inodcrniza-

Menard, c; Jackson, c; Sibbick, p. tion before China; licr idea

Two a.m. studying makes the proper Yuletide spirit a little forced this

year but as we wearily push aside our anatomy tomes we do feel indebted

to many around the campus for the help they've given us this fall, and we

would like to specially singe them out for best wishes of the season. Tops

on the list are Bill Lemmon, Bill Roberts, and Jack Harvey of the intra

mural department, and Charlie Hicks and Mrs. Kappler of the athletic

office, while many page Ss were enhanced by the contributions of Jack

Lush, Will Kennedy, and Trev Thompson, Lastly. whUe we're tn the

"good-will to all men" mood, and in gratitude for the Spottlights they've

helped to fill, seasons greetings are extended to all our friends in Sc. '46 and

on the Whig-Standard sports staff.

/ like Clirisliitas atid its prcsotls.

But its l>rcscncc briiujx exams.

But, as they said wlien I was

stuck in the keyhole, maybe

something will pull me through.

It's memory time around the

Co-Ed Sportsreel as we wrack

our brains to remember who gave

us what last year, so we can gov-

ern our expenses accordingly.

We have resurrected last year's

Christmas cards ami have been

frantically eradicating the penned

niinu-s of the senders either with

inky racer, penknife or, as a last

resort, placing a Christmas sea!

over said autograph. Last year's

envelnpcs can be used too, by

turning tliem inside out. applying

a little Lepage's mucilage and

rcscaling. If you are stuck for

seals, cut them from last year's

tissue paper and use up afore-

mentioned glue. Signed — Joe

Cheap.

Christmas holds little signifi-

cance this year after the rndc

awakening last year when, as 1

lined up at Eaton's to see St.

Nick, what did I .suddenly ob-

serve but TWO Santas, one with

iunch-pail in liand going off shift.

Queen's Seniors Victors.

Now let us shift to basketball

and mention that the first Christ-

present we received this

year was the victory of the

Queen's senior team over last

year's trophy winners—the KCVI
Grads—in a fast-moving 15-13

defeat. First half of the game

omi.l Ihe Ouecn's team facing a

core which was definitely not in

their favour.' Second-half pres-

sure soon brought a one-basket

lead for Queen's. Alternative

scoring kept fjnth teams fighting

time ran short. In the last

minutes of play, Eleanor Smith

me through for Queen's with

the needed basket and Queen's,

tonk and held a 15-13 lead.

Lineups of the teams were as

follows:

Grads: M. Doherty (3), B. Hall

(4). E. Tunbridge (6). B. Ald-

ridge, J.
McCruni, T. Smith, and

M. Walker.

Queen's: B. Kelly (2), B. Can-

ton tS), E. Smith (6), P. Wat(.'rs

(2), A. Tracy, M. Davis, S. Gnr-

dou, A. Sprague, and J. Stack-

house.

CRCC
Volunteer work at the hospital

and the blood clinic is to be con-

tinued this week.

With the finish of the first reel

the Sportsreel, we wish cvery-

uiie a very merry Christmas,

"Merry Christmas and a Happy

New Year from the Levaiia ex-

ecutive!" was the only statement
|

we could get from Doric Mills

tor this last column of the year,

(We think Doric has been doing n
|

grand job as Levana president,

just by way of a Christmas bou-

quet.)

Dr. Douglas has two announcp-

mcnls, but outside of that we've

no more official notices for you

this year.

Tlic first one is dedicated to

Uic poor, sadly - kicked - aboul

freshettes. - Uh-hnh—FAC (fresh-

1

ctte attendance compulsory)
'

again. This time you have lo go
1

and sign your names to a list

on the Red Reom door, indicat-

ing whether you'd rather take the

St. John Ambulance Home Nurs-

ing or First Aid course. The
j

books for these courses are being

ordered in advance, so if you

haven't a book, sign to order one

right away. Every first-year stu- 1

dent must sign up, for one course

or the other, or see the Dean ol

Women if she thinks she has any

special reason for not taking tlie

course. {It better be good, fella;

it better be good!)

Nurses' Aides Needed

The second announcement con- 1

cerns Kingston co-eds and any-

body else who is staying in King-

ston over the holiday and wants

a job. Nurses' aides are needed
I

at the Ontario Hospital, and 110

previous nursing experience

necessary. The work is in eigh'-

liour shifts and purely voluntary

for Christmas and New Year's

days. Tan students are needeil
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world conquest is not a new one

—as early as the 16th century she

began to believe that it was her

destiny to rule the world.

"The Chinese are doing a good

job in preventing the Japanese

from consolidating what they

claim to hold," concluded Miss

llague. "They are sure to be-

civil when the war is over, as

thc-y have a genius tor com-

promise, and hale to fight. After

already having had eight years

of war, they will be thoroughly

tired of it, and will be ready to

settle their differenccB/'

Miss Hague, a graduate of

Queen's, has spent 20 years

China on the staff of the Yen

Ciiing University at Peking, and

was interned for two years after

Pearl Harbour.

SKI CLUB

Boh Sauder was elected presi-

dent of the Ski Club at an organi-

zation meeting held last Wednes-

day evening in the Old Arts

building. Kay MacLean was

elected vice-president; Ted Gor-

don, secretary; and Avonne

Sprague, treasurer. The e-sccutive

urges all those who own a pair of

skis lo make a special effort to

bring them back after Christinas.

Sports Notes

BV BILL LEMMON

The Queen's hockey team lost

its first game a week ago Mon-

day. 7-i, to Ordnance. Petrocco,

Morrow, and Hood scored the

Tricolour goals.

Basketball and hockey entries

wilt only be - received until this

Friday by phoning Bill Lemmon

(8258). Only seven basketball

and eight hockey entries have

been received to date.

for the vacation period. This

work should he especially inter-

esting to those who arc taking I

courses ill psychology. There is

rt notice posted in the Red Room

Riving details. Aii,ybody who

would like to apply, consult the

Dean of Women.

Now we're through for ilif

year. Nice feeling. We can
|

vegetate. (Until the exams arc

over only—we hope.)

Which brings us around 1^'

I

where we started . . . and to tell-

ing you to kick in with an up-

1

roariously mcrrie olde Christmas

and a hilariously happy Ncwl

Year. And now, fresliettcs,

in case nobody has warned yon.

get ready for the January whirl

Sleep away your dark circles in
I

the holidays (just try to find tin-

li„ie!—our cynical note) and be

ready to collect some darker oncs|

in the new year. January, they

tell us, is the month nobody

works. (We infer that somebody

did work in September, October,

etc.) As for us. we're off to In

some mistletoe. Merry

mas I

Chri;
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Noted Agriculturalist To Speak

At Coining Conservation Forum

Meeting at Queen's Will

Discuss Practical

Postwar Plans

Early in February

^Spotlight Band
Here Next Week

Ottawa Calling
A CUP FEATURE

BY NEIl. MACDONAI-D

Edward W. Grahani, the author

of "Natural Principles of Land

Use," will be the guest speaker at

a conservation conference to be

held at Queen's by the Ontario De-

partment of Planning and Develop-

ment, February 2 and 3.

Tliis conference is for all the

citizens of Eastern Ontario and will

be attended by fanners, township

and county councillors, engineers,

foresters, teachers, sportsmen, and

persons interested in the tourist

trade. Papers dealing with such

subjects as soil Conservation, land

drainage, general land use, refores-

tation, woodland management,

flood control, reservoirs and dams,

urban water supply, sewage dispos-

al, and game and fish will be pre-

sented. These will be accompanied

by practical demonstrations, exhib-

its of maps, phott^raphs, and con-

servation literature, and still and

motion pictures describing river

valley development and proper land

use in Canada and the United

States.

It is hoped that as a result of

the conference plans for proper land

use and river valley development

will be determined, which will serve

as a guide to the provincial govern-

ments when dealing with matters of

this kind.

It is expected that the Hon. Dana

Porter, Minister of Planning and

Development, will be present at

the conference. Everyone interested

is welcome to attend. •

On Friday, January 19, the Arts

Society will be host to the campus

at its annual At-Home to be held

in the gymnasium. Dancing will

start at 10 o'clock.

The At-Home features Canada's

Spotlight Band, Mart Kenney and

His Western Gentlemen with Art

Hallman and Norma Locke. The

price of admission is four dollars

a couple.

This year the theme of the At-

Home is the Evening Star and

decorations will revolve around

the theme. Refreshments wilf

be served, the catering being done

by the Queen's branch of Indus-

trial Food Services, Limited.

Convener Norm Brown, Arts '46,

has stated that "there will defin-

itely be no corsages worn," Dress

for the men will be strictly infor-

mal although girls will wear long

dresses. Alex Shisko, Arts '46, trea-

surer, has announced that "tickets

are now available at Technical Sup-

plies for those who have signed the

ticket lists. Tickets not called for

will go on general sale on January

15.

The committee is composed of

Norm Brown, convener. Alex Shis

ko. Tom Bocking, Jim McQuarfie,

Doug Mcintosh, Glenn Oark and

Ken Buckingham.

Crucial By-election

The by-election in Grey North,

called foj February 5, is giving the

political prophets of Ottawa some

headaches. Gen. A. G. L. Mc-

Naughton, Minister of National

Defence, is the Liberal candidate,

nominated when tlie Liberal mem-

ber resigned to open a seat for the

General, who has to find a seat in

order to remain a Cabinet Minister.

McNaughton is opposed by a strong

Progressive Conservative candidate,

Garfield Casey, who retired from

the mayoralty of Owen Sound in

order to enter the federal field. The

Co-operative Commonwealth Fed-

eration has also indicated its inten-

tion of running a candidate. (Ed.

Note: Since this was written, the

CCF has announced it will enter

Air Vice-Marshal A. E. Godfrey,

RCAF, retired, as its candidate.)

One of the questions which is

bothering the political prophets is

how the liberals are going to de-

velop any campaign against Mr.

OTTAWA CALLING

(Continued on page 4)

ARTS REQUIREMENTS UP;
TECHNICAL BOARD HERE;

NSS RULES UNCHANGED
Montreal Gazette

Blasts Universities

About Draft Status

Deplores 'Peacetime Basis'

Of Life for Students

In Wartime

Graduates Needed
In Army, Navy

Will Interview Engineers

Today and Tomorrow

Dr. Wallace Tells

Of New Entrance

Prerequisites

Artsmen to Stage

Tor Men_Only'

Lafratta Heads Committee
" For Variety Thursday

No change has been effected in

National Selective Service's cur-

rent policy toward university stu-

dents, Dr. R. C. Wallace assured

The Journal in a special interview

yesterday.

Dr. Wallace, who is a member

of the NSS University Advisory

Board, revealed that last year's re-

gulations, whereby students in non-

essential courses must attain stand-

ing in the upper half of their classes

in final exams to continue their

studies, were still in force. The

rulings, Dr. Wallace declared, could

be modified only by a meeting of

the Advisory Board.—a com[X)S!te

of university and NSS reprcsenta-

DRAFT STATUS

(Continued on page 2)

NFCUS Discusses

Educational Issues

Plan Greater National Unity

Among Universities

"Promotion of greater national

unity among Canadian university

students was one of [he chief prob-

lems discussed at the conference

"I the National Federation of Ca

nadian University Students held in

London at the University of West

ern Ontario, from December 28 to

30," said Jack Harvey, Science '45,

AMS Science representative and

Queen's representative at the con-

ference.

Invitations to other Canadian

Universities to join the Federation,

a national inter-university debating

league, and the exchange of direc-

tories and year-books among uni-

versities were some of the sugges-

tions made.

Further important subjects of

discussion at the conference in-

cluded veterans' rehabilitation at

universities and educational prob-

lems from a national viewpoint,

Richard Bibbey of the University

of British Columbia was chosen

chairman of the NFCUS.

Sixteen Canadian universities are

represented in the NFCUS, which

was founded in 1926. The NFCUS
sponsors the university exchange

scholarships and was responsible

^or special students' railway fares.

Dr. Cody's Speech

Dr. H, J. Cody, president

of the University of To-

ronto, will deliver the an-

nual AMS lecture Tuesday

at 11 am in Grant Hall. The

subject of his address is "A

Great Canadian Centen-

arian." Classes will be called.

Tliursday, January IS, the Arts

Society will present "For Men

Only." As this is one of the few

times that all Artsmen can get to-

gether for a stag variety show, all

members of the Arts Society are

especially m^ed to attend.

"Refreshments served will be

worth more than the price of ad-

mission alone," said committee

chairman, Mike Lafratta. "This is

the initial event in what will be a

big Arts weekend. Tickets are

available from members of the Arts

Society executive for 25 cents.

Union To Serve

Sunday Suppers

Sunday suppers will be served

at the Students' Memorial Union

cafeteria starting some time thrs

month, Fred G, Dinsmore. man-

ager of the Queen's branch of

Industrial Food Services Limited,

revealed in a recent Journal inter-

view. Arrangements are not yet

complete, but it is hoped that this

new service will be in operation

by the middle of the month.

The IFS will cater to the Arts

UNION SUNDAY SUPPERS

(Continued on page 4)

A plan for the selection of uni-

versity graduates to fill the needs

of the armed forces for technical

personnel was revealed recently

by Arthur MacNamara, director

of National Selective Service.

The graduates will be inter-

viewed by boards representing

the technical branches of the

navy and army and officials of

the Wartime Bureau of Techni-

cal Personnel,

Today, final-year engineer and

science students in the COTC
and UNTD are to be interviewed

for postgraduate duties in the

army, navy, and essential in-

dustry. Tomorrow morning, the

board will meet third-year engi-

neer and science students inter-

ested in special summer courses

in the army and navy.

Tomorrow at 2 p.m. in Fleming

Hall Lieut.-Col, Philip Abbey

will address all graduating liberal

arts students. In another Flem-

ing Hall room, finaT-year engi-

neer and science students will

hear a lecture on a special topic

at 2 o'clock.

These New Regulations Will

Not Apply to

Veterans

Begin Next Fall

DAILY' RE-ELECTED PRESIDENT BY CUP

The McGill Daily was re-elected

national president of Canadian Uni-

versity Press for the 1945-46 sea-

sun at the seventh annual CUP
conference, held at McGill I'niver-

sity in Montreal December 28-30.

Delegates from 16 Canadian univer-

sity undergraduate newspapers at-

tended the convention, which was

the largest in the association's his-

tory.

Chief topics of discussion were

the means of faciHtating inter-news-

paper exchange of news and fea-

tures, and the establishment of a

set of yearly awards for the best

CUP member papers. Three re-

gional vice-presidents were also

named, while two new papers—Le

Quartier Latin (U. of Montreal)

and the Faiit-ye Times (Macdonald

College, Ste. Anne de Bellevue,

Que.)—were accorded full mem-

bership rights.

The Daily becomes the first paper

ever to hold the post of national

presidency for two consecutive

years. Preceding president was The

Journal, which held office during

the 1943-1944 session. Regional

vice-presidents elected were: On-

tarib-Quebec, the Varsity (U. of

Toronto) ; Western, the Sheaf (U.

of Saskatchewan) ; and Maritimes,

the Xaverian (St. Francois Xav-

ier U.)."

Plans whereby CUP can better

serve its more than 30,000 student

subscribers were discussed. In ad-

dition to the regular wire and ex-

change services, already in effect,

the organization will inaugurate a

sj'stein of cartoon and feature ex-

change. Included in the latter will

be a Canadian Campus Column, a

composite of Dominion-wide col-

legiate views in certain important

subjects,

Under a new arrangement, four

prizes will be granted member

papers every year on the basis of

make-up and presentation, news

coverage, sports coverage, and fea-

tures. This year's judges, who will

be chosen by the national presi-

dent (the Daily), have not yet been

named,

Alan D. Gray represented The

lournal at the convention. The

15 other pafx-rs present were: the

Varsity, the Georgian (Sir George

Williams College, Montreal), the

Daily. Le Quartier Latin, the Ubys-

sey (U, of British Columbia), the

Gateway (U, of Alberta), the

Manitobau, the Sheaf, the Gazette

( U. of Western Ontario, the Bruns-

wickan, Argosy Weekly (Mount

Allison U.), the Xaverian, La

Rotonde (U. of Ottawa), and the

Faiit-ye Times.

Meds '47 Presents

'Blue Ball^Tonighl

Tonight Meds '47 will present the

first year dance of 1945, the Blue

Ball. Grant Hall will turn blue, as

the decoration theme is planned

about the name. In fact all will be

blue except the mood.

This is the third dance the fifth

year medicals have held. Their first

gained fame as the most successful

year dance ever seen on the campus.

"Sending" Sandy Runciman and

his orchestra wilt provide the music,

and this promises tu be a gay night.

The conveners are Jack Fetterley

and Mac Merrill.

Senior matriculation standards

will be required of any student

entering the Faculty of Arts next

September, it was disclosed by

Dr. R. C. Wallace yesterday.

These regulations, however, do

not apply to ex-servicemen and

women.

This puts the standards re-

quired of Artsmen on the same

level as those of Science or Medi-

cine. The University of Toronto

has always required senior

matriculation for entrance; and

the Universities of Alberta and

Saskatchewan have for a number

of years followed the same prac-

tice.

The purpose of the change is

"obvious." Dr. Wallace said.

Since it was possible for a stu-

dent, with the ample facilities of

most modern high schools, to

complete his senior matriculation,

there was no need of duplicating

this high school work at a univer-

sity. The change would tend to

conserve the teaching staff more

for senior work at the university,

Dr. Wallace stated.

Special cases, such as persons

who cannot obtain the required

subjects at their local high school,

will be given full consideration

by the admission committee. All

other students entering the

Faculty of Arts must have a full

Arts standing: five subjects of a

senior matriculation level, or four

subjects with a grade B standing

or better. At the present time

more than two-thirds of the stu-

dents entering Queen's have

their senior matriculation.

NEW REQUIREMENTS

(Continued on page 6)

•Star' Lauds CUP
T!ie Montreal Daily Star, in a

recent editorial, paid high tribute

to university journalism which, it

said, was "getting into the 'big

business' class." Ex-tracts from the

editorial follow:

"If there ever was a time when

'college jounialism' was a legiti-

mate target for mild entertainment,

that day has passed. From any point

of view and judged from any angle

there are university news publica-

tions in Canada which, edited and

managed by undergraduates, are

highly creditable performances of

which any staff, anywhere, might

well be proud. That these publi-

cations exert an important influ-

ence on universities and university

life goes without saying, and that

DAILY' PRESIDENT CUP

(Continued on page 6)

Toronto Daily Star Jo Photograph

Winners of J ricolor Beauty Contest

Toronto Daily Star staff photo-

graphers will come to Queen's this

month to photograph the girls who

will model in Toronto for the Ro-

bert Simpson Company Limited ad-

vertising to appear in Tricolor '4.-i.

This information comes from Tri-

color editor Garth Gunter who

learned of the Toronto paper's in-

tentions in a recent telephone con-

versation with Miss Marjorie Earl

of the Star's editorial department.

The Toronto daily papers have

recently shown considerable inter-

est in Queen's co-eds through the

current modelling contest being

sponsored by Simpson's with the

co-operation of the Tricolor, D.

M. Halliday, picture editor of the

Globe and Mail, in a letter dated

December 29 requested "pictures

of the ^rls finally cliosen , .
."

The board of judges, consisting

of five male students, plans to con-

sider all entries in the very near

future. Photos of the models chos-

en will then be obtained and dis-

tributed to all interested newspa-

pers. The announcement of the

winners will be published simul-

taneously by these newspapers on

or about January 30.

It is expected that the girls will

travel to Toronto about February

1, and plans tor their reception are

already being made by Simpson

Company officials. Tliey suggest

"that fashion shots be all made on

location such as the Royal York,

the Royal Alexandra, the Granite

Gub ... and candid camera shots

of the girls, giving a pictorial re-

cord of their trip"

the local papers.

be released to
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Whither NSS?

Dr. Wallace's assurance that National Selective Service lias

not as yet altered its policy toward university students, given

to The Journal in a private interview yesterday, has served to

clarify in part a very obscure situation. Rumours that NSS was

soon to effect drastic revisions in this policy have been current

for some time ; and the Principal's announcement should serve

to put the quietus on them for the present at least.

Nevertheless, it is doubtful whether even this statement will

satisfy the majority of students. Public opinion has long loolied

askance upon eligible students who, with the complete sanction

of their government, have continued their educations that they

might better equip themselves for service to their King and

country ; and as the war in Europe becomes more and more difficult

and costly, it is more than likely that this antipathy will reach

even greater heights. Indeed, some of the more obnoxious sections

of the press have taken up the old "red herring" cry of draft-

dodger, subtly demanding the summary induction of students

"of military age and fitness" (see story on page 1).

Whether the government will heed these shouts is prob-

lematical. However, one thing is certain : any fundamental changes

which were adopted probably would not come as a separate move

;

instead, they would be part of a widespread campaign to gear the

Dominion to an even greater war effort. For over five years the

government has permitted university students to pursue their

courses, provided they attained specific standards; and it is

doubtful that it would now reverse its decision, unless forced to

do so by a sudden and terrific lack of manpower. When—and if

—

that day arrives, not only students, but men m virtually every

other sphere of life, will be affected.

Meanwhile, the government maintains its judicious course

toward students; and unless the war outlook becomes much bleaker

than it appears to have been thus far, or the manpower dearth is

much more critical than we have been allowed to learn, it probably

will not invoke any regulations more stringent than those of

last year.

The UAS Disbands

Disclosure that the two-and-a-half-year-old University Air

Squadron—originally named the University Air Training Corps

—

was to be immediately disbanded, came with electrifying sudden-

ness during the recent holiday. Ottawa had announced some

months ago that RCAF aircrew recruits were no longer to be

accepted, and had subsequently demobilized a great section of

trained personnel ; but it was not expected that the UAS would

be discontinued during the academic season.

It is obvious that, since the RCAF had closed its recruiting

doors, UAS graduates could no longer have been of use to their

parent organization. Still, it is difficult to see of what use they

can be in the Canadian Officers' Training Corps, which they will

now be compelled to join. The season is more than half gone,

and the majority of COTC cadets have almost concluded their

training. Therefore, the great influx it is now experiencing of

personnel untrained in its ways will perforce cause it to reorganize

a great part of its schedule.

It would seem, then, that the move is of no practical value,

and will serve only to hamper the hundreds of UAS and COTC
members involved. However, it may have an undivulged meaning;

for possibly the government, fearing an even greater lack of

reserves for the active army than there is at present, might have

instituted the change in an effort to obtain eventually more trained

men, although they may hav« only a few hours to their credit.

Certainly nothing has been lost by the action.

CAMSI CONVENTION

This year the University of

Montreal played host to delegates

from the other eight medical

schools across Canada when the

Canadian Association of Medical

Students and Interns held its na-

tional conference at Montreal. It

is interesting to note that English

and French delegates worked to-

gether throughout the conference

in complete harmony. Both lan-

guages were used during the

meeting and translations were

given to anyone who asked.

At the seventh national confer-

ence at Toronto last year, each

university was given an assign-

ment, the results of which they

were to report at the eighth con-

ference. This was the first busi-

ness on the agenda. Since space

is limited, two reports have been

chosen, which may be considered

representative of some of the

work being done.

The University of Alberta's

assignment was "A survey of

intern' conditions in the various

hospitals throughout Canada

When tins survey is complete it

is to be published in the form of a

booklet giving interns' impres

sions of the hospitals in which

they have worked. The thera-

peutic effect on the poorer hos-

pitals should be considerable.

Toronto and Dalhousie Uni-

versities had a combined objec-

tice; "A survey of medical cur-

ricula with a view to their im-

provement from the students'

point of view." Several sugges-

tions were made, some of which

were: an aptitude test for all

students before entering medi-

cine ;
higher admission require-

ments ; tntrodcution of clinical

material earlier in the course

;

more stress on the teaching of

sex problems, so that a doctor

would be in a better position to

advise his patients.

In the past, considerable diffi-

culty has been experienced in

having the CAMSI Journal pub-

lished. This problem was gone

into and it was decided that the

Journal will come out as before

—

twice a year—and in addition a

small pamphlet, the CAMSI
Bulletin, will be published six

times a year. This latter, it was

felt, will keep the universities in

closer contact during the year.

The resolution from Queen's

that CAMSI join the Canadian

Medical Association as a junior

branch was voted down. Some

of the reasons given were as fol-

lows : CAMSI would lose its in-

dividuality in the larger organi-

zation and its Journal would be

merely a few back pages in the

Canadian Medical Journal; the

views of the CMA are not iden-

tical with those of CAMSI and

differ decidedly on certain issues;

CAMSI could no longer have

"closed" meetings where they

could discuss, freely and can-

didly, any subject they please.

The brief on national health

planning was discussed at length

and the national committee de-

cided that the principles of the

brief should be drafted as a ques-

tionnaire and sent to all schools

so that a uniform method of

obtaining student opinion could

be employed. Certain amend-

ments and a new principle re

garding curricula were included.

Before adjourning, the national

committee approved of certain

changes in the CAMSI constitu-

tion and appointed a new na-

tional advisory committee. A
final motion passed was: Be it

resolved that CAMSI go on

record as opposing any discrimi-

nation against medical students

or interns, be it racial, religious,

or political.

No Exam Figures

Yet Determined

In an interview this vreek with

Jean I. Royce, registrar. The

Journal learned that figures on

the number of failures in the mid-

term examinations will not be

released until a later date. A
general faculty meeting will be

held soon to discuss the failures.

At-Home Ticket

Will the student who won a

ticket to the Arts At-Home while

attending the Arts '46 year dance,

kindly present his voucher to Don
Mathieson, 3% Johnson street,

and receive the ticket.

Draft Status

(Continued from page 1)

lives, — and no such conference I

had been called, (Possibility such

3 meeting would be convened was

indicated last week in an announce-

ment circulated by Arthur Mac.|

Namara, director of NSS.)

ENGINEERS HEAR
DEGASPE BEAUBIEN

Members of the local branch of

the EIC and the Engineering

Society were addressed by

DeGaspe Beaubien. president of

the EIC; Mr. Heartz. chairman

of the Employment Commission

;

and Mr. A. Wright, in Car-

ruthers Hall Wednesday night.

Mr. Beaubien stated that the

object of the engineer's training

is to enable hiin to take his proper

place in the world into which he

will graduate. "It is the engineer

who must show labor that the

only way to raise the standard of

living is by increased produc-

tion," the speaker said. Because

of his integrity, the engineer is

trusted and respected by labor

and is in a position to do this.

This indicates that the engineer

must take greater interest in pub-

affairs and prepare himself

accordingly.

In a lengthy editorial early this
]

week, the Gazette (Montreal) de-

manded immediate revision of the
|

status of students eligible for niili-

tary service, which it implied was!

unfair. The article said, in part:

".
. . Considering the drastic way

in which the normal course of so
|

many lives has been disturbed

Canada, there is perhaps a certain

anomaly in the fact that a very con-

siderable number of young men of I

military age and fitness should be

continuing their way of life upon

what is substantially a peacetime

liasis. Nor is the fairness of this

arrangement increased by the factj

that university students are mainly

drawn from that class of society
|

which enjoys sufficient income tt

meet at least a great part of theii

expenses ...

"The system existing in Canada!

has been defended on the ground

that the life of the country would

suffer in the long view if too large

a number of young Canadians were

deprived for too long a time of the

advantages of a university train-

ing .. .

"But . - . (the) loss of a few I

years or months of university study

may be regarded as a less serious
j

national consideration than the lack

of sufficient manpower to help

bring the war to a swift and definite
|

conclusion."

Official Notices

COTC
Clolhing and Eqinpment

First- and second-year UAS
personnel (who are required to

complete 110 hours' training)

will report to quartermaster

stores for uniform and equipment

on Saturday, 13 January, between

1330 and 1630 hours.

H. C. FRICK, Captain,

Queen's Univ. Cont.,

COTC.

Hillel Sleigh Ride

The Hillel Foundation will hold

a sleigh ride, followed by refresh-

ments and dancing at the com-

munity hall, 148 Queen street,

tomorrow at 7 p.m. All are cor-

dially invited.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Two London cabmen were

glaring at each other. "Aw,

what's the matter with you ?"

demanded one.

"Nothing's the matter with

me."

"You gave me a dirty look,"

persisted ttie first.

"Well," responded the other,

"now you mention it, you cer-

tainly have a nasty look; but I

didn't give it to you."

icobac
The Pick of Tobacco

Oh we swatters of Cicero and

Caesar take heed to this waniing!

Boyibus kissibus sweeta girlorum

Girlibus Hkibus wanta some nior

urn. Mrs, Lesliebus combus sees the

pairorum,

Kicksibus boyibus outa front door-

um.

One translation of this could be

"The deeds that men do live after

them."

—Daily.

Oh hoist a beer

for Richard Pine

—

At the cafeteer

He starved in line.

A PEACETIME DREAM
When I die, please bury me
'Neath a tone of sugar, under a

rubber tree

;

Lay me to rest in a new auto

machine.

And water my grave with gaso-

line. —Contributed.

Variations on a Theme

I saw a real bright student

A-settin', studyin' hard;

He had worked and slaved.

Went mad and raved

—

Now Ke's under guard.

I saw a real bright bright student

A-settin', studying' hard;

He sat and sat,

And finally got callouses . . .

—Varsity.

I came across a good idea if

you want to get in the mood for

Hallowe'en next year. Have empty

weiner skins for supper.

Hollow weinies—get it?

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIOUW'S—

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

— Quality Diygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Mep's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

103 Princess St

Phone 6381

FOR

DRESSING GOWNS
(ISO to choose from)

Agents for Dock's Shoes
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ATKINS S
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS

187 Princess St Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE; 5414 DIAL RES.; S341

CAPITOL A FAMOUS PLAYERS
THEATRE

TODAY - SATURDAY - MONDAY

GARY COOPER - TERESA WRIGHT
in

"CASANOVA BROWN"
STARTING TUESDAY. JANUARY 16

DENNIS MORGAN
ELEANOR PARKER

DANE CLARK

in

THE VERY THOUGHT
OF YOU'

TODAY AND SATURDAY
CARY GRANT - JANET BLAIR • JAMES GLEASON

"ONCE UPON A TIME"
also 3 MESQUITEERS in "OUTLAWS OF CHEROKEE TRAIL

WHO DID YOU SAY IT WAS?
Once there was a man called Mr. I'limmetl and he was very sensitive

about names.

Names, said Mr. Flimmett sadly, at least some of 'em, are darn shames.

Take my own, he said,

Wlien I think of the horrid appellation I have to bear the rest.of my life,

well, I wish I were dead.

I could stand Fitzgibbon or Sylvester-James or even Cholmondeley

Because you can get away with any o£ those if your first name isn't too

bad and your face is more or less comely.

But all you san cay for Flimmett

Is that at least nobody will ever try to paint it or sculp it or limn it.

And as for my wife, he declared,

Wliy every time I think of her name I fall into a profound dejection

that with nobody can be shared

Izzabel

;

It's enough to make anyone mizzabel.

And what's more, said Mr. Flimmett, every time I think of it I make

rude remarks to her and for some peculiar reason she doesn't seem

to like 'em.

And if anyone says to me, Flimmett you shouldn't be rude to your wife,

I get an irresistible urge to strike 'em.

Just because tbey generally have wives with perfectly inoffensive

names like Marion or Joan or Gertrude,

They simply can't understand my attitude towards her name ( Izzabel,

which I'm sure you'll admit is offensive enough to make a stuffed

shirtrude.

What particularly irks me about my .wife's handle.

Apart from the fact that as a baby it would prevent her from getting

much petting—imagine taking a nasty squalling infant named

Izzabel on your knees to dandle

—

Is that people about it invariably make a cr,ack,

And that doesn't show much tack.

For instance when we go calling on somebody just before the door

opens I can hear the lady of the house say "Izzabel ringing?" and

by that I am specially annoyed.

And Che moral of all this is when you're a bachelor and you run across

a female named Izzabel make her the object you particularly avoyed.

—Can't.

lllllillllllllllllllllllllllltlllilltlilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH^

= Makers of Fine Clothes for Over 97 Years =

I OVERCOATS I
YOU'LL WEAR WITH PRIDE

First Choice

Again This Winter

Yes, again this year, more men will choose

Elysians "than any other overcoat, and

there's sound judgment for this preference.

Elysians offer rich-appearing, soft, deep-

pile finish, smooth-draping lines whatever

the style, and long wear. Here is a coat

that's a good investment for wear on any

and every occasion. In the Store for Men

you will find Blackheath cloths, tailored

and fine imported Elysians from well-

known English and Scottish makers.

Popular slip-on or fitted styles. From

$35 to $65.

Choose from One of This

Quality Group

$35 »45 »S5

LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 Brock Street

WHY READ THE JOURNALS

MON. - TUES.
JAN. 15-16

RONALD REAGAN
SUSAN HAYWAHD

"GIRLS
ON PROBATION"

— 2nd Hit—
DEAD END KIDS and

L,ITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN

"MUG TOWN"

WED. - THURS.
JAN. 17-18

ROSALIND RUSSELL
BRIAN AHERN

"HIRED WIFE"
— 2nd Hit—
PAT O'BRIEN

RUTH WARWICK

"THE
IRON MAJOR"

BILTMORE
CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

The Queen's Journal is something

of which to be very proud.

Some of its articles to be really

appreciated ought to be read

aloud.

Others silently,

Though I have never yet come

across one that should be read

bi-Lent-ly.

Perhaps it is because so few people

read a newspaper in Lent that

the reporters don't bother writing

anything to read at that time.

r'articulariy anything in rhyme.

But whatever reason is the right

one.

And I'm sure you'll be able to cite

one,

I am a firnv believer in the interest,

strong and eternal,

Which is aroused in every student

by The Queen's Journal,

Each of its publications

Is composed of articles which ap-

peal to every one, well, practical-

ly every«ne, and true ones, mind

you, no fabrications.

And that is why I should like lo see

the presses that roll out The

Journal

Roll it out in a revolution not semi-

weekly, but diurnal.

—Nashden Og.

Queen'sman Ranks
In Medical Contest

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

are a II

VERY

To Fill Your Eyes .

To Thrill Your Heort

MARIA

MONTEZ

SUSANNA

FOSTER

TURHAN

BEY

JACK

OAKIE

"Bowery to Broadway"

Storting Saturday

The

ODEON

A brunette is a young bear.

A myth is a female moth.

All brutes are imperfect ani-

mals. Man alone is a perfect

beast.

The inhabitants of Paris are

called Parisites

A mosquito is the child of black

and white parents.

.'\ red Indian's wife is called his

squaw, and his children squawk-

ers.

Christians are allowed only one

wife. This is called monotony.

To keep milk from turning sour

you should keep it in the cow.

When Canadians on one side

fight with Canadians on the other

it is called a General Election.

The Gorgons looked like women

—only more horrible.

Norman B. Hirt, of Star City,

Saskatchewan, fifth-year medical

student of Queen's University,

was notified that he has been

awarded third prize or $200 in the

Schering Award competition. It

was offered by the Schering Cor-

poration, a prominent pharma-

ceutical company, for a 10,000-

ward essay on "Hormones and

Cancer." The purpose behind the

contest was to foster research

among medical undergraduates.

Approximately 30,000 medical

students and internes throughout

Canada and the United Stales

were eligible for the contest,

which was under the auspices of

the American Association of In-

ternes and Medical Students, cor-

responding to CAMSI. Judges

were the following eight promi-

nent medical men: R. G. Hoskins

of Harvard, E. P. McCullagh of

the Cleveland Clinic, E. C. Ham-

blen of Duke University, E.

Novak of the University of Mary-

land, H. M. Evans of the Univer-

sity of California, F. C. Koch of

the University of Chicago, E.

Shore o( Cornell University, and

C. Huggins of the University of

Chicago.

The essay written by Mr. Hirt

was based partly on literature

written on the subject and partly

on experimental work done at

Queen's. There were three prizes

awarded, the first of $500, the

second of $300, and the third of

$200. Mr. Hirt received his

bachelor of arts degree at the

University of Saskatchewan in

1942.

SCARCE
But Nearly Always We Hove a Few of the

Above Lines

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES

282 Princess Street

REASONAat.1 PRICED
Phone 6733

We wdcom* Qu«n'8 University Students ^ ^^'^'^^^^
remind them that as formal, the pr«dg. of years stand* txW

GEORGE Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

M.k«s oi Q.^'^ University Gowns °fif
^^"^

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

Dial 8448
213 Princess Street

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

TAILS

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Dial «46

FOR RENT
AND

TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop

79 Princess St

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Ejccelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge'o

Bent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St Dial 435

GOURDIERS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
We Specialize in

Trade and Technical BookE

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

ZAKOS BfiOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

And it crime to pass in the City

of Queenz tliat once again tlie War-

riors of Scicnz were gntliered witli-

in the walls am! great was the

rejoicins* at reunion and nianv were

the groups gailiered about tlie cave,

of Studenzunion and other places

around the city, discussing the many
happenings throughout the time of

holiday. And. verily were there

many events uf note on which to

discourse and many parteez to be

described.

It came to pass on the eve of

W'oflcn in the moon of Decern (hat

innny warriors gathered at the

i.'avi- of Ro)'a] to celebrate victory

M'cr tlie Fac, Dismal l)es tlie Chub-

by One, anfl the Stace and others

(\\c\ launch Ihe gathering hut soon

the numbers were swollen by nth-

ers—Dim Dale, the Binge One. 'Wee

Pritch, Ha! the Kriss. ("Irant the

i-oii of Rich, and Don La Mutt were

there, and ioyoiis were they all. And
after Ihe warriorz had sujiped, (a

liijhl snark to raise a thirst') and

Him Hale harl been tenderly placed

in bed. the attack was renewed

with vigor, and Bert the Lindy,

Brick die Mighty Man and Rhym-

ing R'lh the Hopeless one did aug-

irenl the crowd. And lo, ere the

eve was through the warriors did

serenade the fair ones of the city

with Yule tide song, and play vig-

orously at football fm the fmxen

trails of the land of Kin. and vcril\

Darling's Bartoer Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 4850

Watts The Florist
L82 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, Kes. 6414, Greenhouse* 3241

many are the stars still' borne from

that eve.

And on the Eve of Fria in the

Month of Janus further parties

were held in the Cave of Royal to

celegrate the passing of half course

and many warriors were gathered

about the festive board, 'Arn of

Toar, Wee Priich l^ick the Mass,

Des the lilliUTini; nnc, I.ts of

Hype, Don the ."^link)' One and

others, and ere the fog settled and

the misis of Mokon receded, six of

the >i,iKv.o-l i did awake in the

landi>f Imi-uu, Imrni' thither by Dan

the Key of Lee, and verily there

the parlce did continue even until

the eve of Sun.

And even now Ihe celebrations

do nniliiuiL', nn the F.vc of Tilt llie

Jerk-ni.Mli. vmUi I", d ilir Wliiu- n,u

anil l.ii\- I'f I lii-k l_l;l.-^nu^ i>f I'.art

did .get higher than kite at quiet

drunk in the Cave of Plaza, and

many plans for year Parteez are

tfoot. the warriors of Four Si-\

do plot Sla>- Ride on Ihe Eve of

\\'i>[|en, .-uvl evLii alTaii^ of culture

do rc(.eiM^ al lent urn. for many

nm-iral nffLrin^- will he heard in

the Ca\e i.if liiani and at high noon

on Woden, Cody, mighty warrior

from far off city does hold forth.

But even now the sand.s run out

and pleasant memories of a joyous

yule do lieckon from the bed and

the scribes must off to slumber

land.

PLAN NEW COURSE
FOR SERVICEMEN

Queen's University has offered

to inaugurate in April a course

for discharged servicemen which

will correspond to a complete

year of college work. It will be

divided into four sessions, run-

ning from April to the middle of

September.

Only a small enrolment is ex-

pected and as yet plans have not

been completed. Discharged air-

men are expected to make up the

main body of students, but with

the increasing difficulties of war

in Europe fewer men may be dis-

charged.

The course, which includes

Science and Arts, is made up of

only first-year work. Subjects

and branches of theSe faculties

open to the forces have not been

decided, as the servicemen have

not voiced their preferences.

UAS Members
Going to COTC

Appro.Kimately 1 50 Queen's

students have been affected by

the recent demobilization of the

University Air Squadron, it has

been learned here. About two-

thirds of these will begin training

wiih the Canadian Offiters'

Tr.imini; Cnrps next 'week, whik-

Ottawa Calling

UAS b.

tc then

'fore thi

^^ontreal—(CUP)—This week

McGill will begin a two-term

course for servicemen which will

continue until the end of August.

They have enrolled 163 students.

\n enthusiastic welcome was ex-

tended to the veterans by the

prmcipal. Dr. F. Cyril James, in

pecial ceremony, Monday.

Columbia Prof.

Speaks In Toronto

Toronto— (CUP) — Professor

Bartlet Brebner of Columbia Uni-

versity, speaking at Toronto Uni-

versity recently In the third of a

scries of talks on "Peacemaking

and World Order," stated that

The American genius for organi-

zation and genuine desire for im-

provement will find expression in

the international organization in

which the United States is in-

cluded." This desire he credits

to the territorial immensity of the

United States and to the fear of

possible individual misdirection

of power.

Professor Brebner said that

free trading should not be ex-

pected, in the near future. Also,

he slated that .-\mericans have

become sufficiently afraid

violence to attack any opposition,

whether it be disease, starvation

or ignorance, if it thrcatetis their

security.

In conclusion he suggested that

the United States would be police-

man and welfare worker in an

international organization.

London — (CXjP) — Western

University has also added new
courses for servicemen beginning

in January.

REV. DR. SHAW WINS
PRIZE FOR PAPER

• For smoother,

Si faster work from

a points thai never
^ break, try these

: three college

favorites:

MIRADO
WRITING PENCIL

\/€mHin
f COLORED PENCIL

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCIL

training with the

end of the month

(This step was taken following

the recent RC AF annonnceniL-ui

that recruiting would be stopped

immediately. Since that tinic

thousands of active air force per-

.ionnel have het-n lionourably dis-

idiarged by the RCAi'.)

All first- and secnnd-year stu-

dents included in the change have

registered with the COTC, and

will form a special section to

train with it for the rest of the

term. Final-year men will com-

plete their few remaining hours

of drill with the UAS. Third-year

students will also finish this

year's schedule with the air

f()rce. and those who have not

attended two U.'\S summer camps

will register for the COTC camp

ibis Se]»tember.

Since the University Naval

Training Detachment is not

accepting any new members, all

persoTuiel affected will be

.pn'red to enter the COTC.
re

L

FROM YOUR

SCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

Toronto Figures

Toronlo.~-(CUP)—Nearly 150

students at this university will

be compelled to enter some other

branch of university military

training because of the UAS de-

mobilization order, according to

Wing-Cmdr. T. R. Loudon, of-

ficer commanding Number 3

UAS.
Quoting A. B. Fennell. regis-

trar. The Varsity declared that

1 'there has been no

(Conlinned from page 1)

Case, except to say that Liberals

should vote fur the Liberal candi-

date and tliat t icneral McNaugb-

lon's elcclioii i- nei^essary tti the

efficienl jmisecuiinn i,f die war. In

the last Uvo unniii i]ial uiectinns. Mr.

ha^ liL-eii fhnscn inaynr by ac-

i kinialion, and it is conceded that,

hy leaving the fetleral field, he could

have run again as a last-minute

candidate and defeated anyone else

Snme sources have gone so far

'.s In >av that the Liberals have un

illii iail\ become dubious about car

r\ini^ lirey North. Tliey )>oint out

lluit this constituency had a "Yes"

vote on the ijlcbiseitc of almost ten

m (luc. and ihut il^ enlistment re

(ord is very high, li is alniust im-

jiiiisible lo delenniiie at thi-i date

.i..ch i)f the three parties will bene-

, , y tlie three-way split of the vote.

I£ the Coveniment sees that it

cannot win Grey North, there will

he two choice.-- open to it: it can

sacrilice t.ieneral .\k'\a\i);hioii, per-

iiai» replacing liini hy Cnlonel Ral-

stiiii, or it can forestall Ihe Febru-

ary 5. by-election by requesting the

dissolution of parliament. A few

more months of life might mean a

great deal.

This writer's guess, for what it

is worth, is that no one has yet

decided what course is to be fol-

lowed.. The Prime Minister has a

habit of surprising everyone, in

eluding his intimates, with a sud-

;k-n (kvisinn; but diat sudden de

I i-iiiii i-. Ihe e.xpedienl outgrowth

n{ ;i Liuniher of alternative possi-

bilities, all of which have been de-

veloping up until the iinal moment

of decision.

Rev. John Mackintosh Shaw

M-V. DD, professor of systematic

iheulogy and philosophy of reli

giou. Queen's Theological Col

lege, won the $50 award offered

in the second annual prize contest

f Religion in Life, a Christian

quarterly published in New York

Prizes were awarded for the

four best papers delivered before

ministerial associations and clubs.

Dr. Shaw's paper was sponsored

by the Kingston Ministerial As-

sociation.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdresslng Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Union Sunday Suppers

(Continued from page I)

At-Home, Science Formal, Colour

Night, and several smaller ban

quets. Mr. Dinsmore also stated

that the afternoon coffee period;

may be discontmued. as attend

ance does not make them worth

while. They will not stop before

the end of January, however.

The system of serving a light

and heavy meal both at noon and

in the evening has been aban

doned, as not enough students

take the more expensive meal at

noon, and food is going to waste

For 75yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE

to

Canadians
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walks of life

a
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Heod Office Waterloo, Ont.
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D. R. Roughlon, B.Sc, C.L.U.
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K. C. Kennedy

E. Leadbeater

REPORTERS NEEDED

The Journal still retiuires staff

members. A]] those interested

are asked to report to the office

any press night, Wednesdays or

Sundays^ No experience is

necessarv.

SCHOOLBOY HOWLER
Sir Walter Raleigh, walking

one day through the streets of

Coventry, was surprised to see a

naked lady riding on a horse. He

ran to see both the horse and the

lady, and suddenly recognized the

latter. It was none other than

Queen Elizabeth. Quickly throw-

ing his richly embroidered cloak

around her, he said. "Honi soit

qui mal y pense" which means,

"You need this, Queenie, a lot

more than I do." "Dieu et mon

droit" stammered the Queen,

which was her way of saying

"My God. you're right!"

When a girl looks good in a bath-

ing suit the man usually looks good,

too.

Don't let it be "Too little, too

late"—study now 1

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY^S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232
McGALL'S

SHOE REPAIRS
Karl Eklin, Prop.

192 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Have a Coca-Cola=The family welcomes you

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

reached at present as to what

form of military training these

students will be required to

undergo during ths remainder of

decision I the term."

... or greet/fig new and old friends

Unexpected visitors can be expected in wartime. Sons bring

home their wives. Soldiers on furlough drop In without

notice. And you can play host on a moment's nodce when

you have Coca-Cola on hand in your refrigerator. Have a

"Coke" says Welcome . . . makes new and old friends feel at

home with you and yours.

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Ltd. - Kingston

fdf populjr namca
fiicndfy iiLbrev

Tlui'i yl'1 to
IJcd "Cote .

689
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A Happy and Victorious

NEW YEAR
To the students and faculty at Queen's, the management
and staff of Tweddell's extend sincere best wishes for a

NEW YEAR . . . full of prosperity and good health . . .

a year that will help us lead the world to peace and
freedom ... a triiunphant victory.

TWEDDELL'S ANNUAL JANUARY

O'COAT
As it is Tweddell's policy to

clear stocks in season . . . and

not carry over a single over-

coat from one season to the

next, we have taken our entire

stock of overcoats . . . 175 of the

BEST QUALITY overcoats

money can buy , . . and dras<

tically reduced thera in price

for QUICK CLEARANCE.

175 OVERCOATS

In Four Extra Special

Price Groups

$22*50

$27-50

$29.50"

$32-50

Men of Queen's, here's an opportunity you can't afford to

missi It's the chance of a lifetime to buy a BETTER
QUALITY OVERCOAT for which Tweddell's are so

famous ... at ,the price you'd expect to pay for a cheaper'

coat. Every overcoat is tailored to Tweddell's rigid

specifications of the BEST QUALITY imported overcoatings.

Yes, everything is the same but the prices . . . and THEY'RE
SHARPLY, CUT. ACT QUICKLY and pick up one of

these quality overcoats tomorrow.

SPECIAL SELLING OF

100 SUITS
We have taken 100 suits from our regular well-selected stock

for this special selling event. Every suit represents the best

in quality, style and value, especially at their low prices for

this sale. Come in and see them . . . you'll agree that here

is the suit buy of the year.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
137

SPORTS

THE CAA4t»IJ$ SPCRFLIGHT
BY GORO MACK

STORE OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.

139 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 6595

Basketball Begins

X.aBt yeai'» Eastern Ontario intermediate basketball champions in the

Tricoloured scanties of Queen's University held their first practice Wednesday

night under Coach Bob EUiotfB supervision. Mingled among the 30-odd

aspirants for a berth were five members of last year's team: John Dinsroore,

Bill Morgan, Ken MacDonald (all of Sc. '47), Archie Campbell, and Herbie

Lawlor. The league this year has been reduced to include RCAF, Ordnance,

Vimy, and Queen's. The schedule is still tentative, but present indications

are that Queen's home games will be played Wednesday nights, with the

first Eame in about two weeks.

Despite consistently good teams and high-class competition, however,

the local hoopsters have been playing for the last two jrears to crowds

consisting frequently of the referee, timekeeper, and assorted subs. It is

strange because, \rfiile very few girls play hockey, and still fewer rugby,

most ettIs have played basketball at high school Perhaps the male ego

recoils from taking a girt to a game which she knows more about than

he . . , but they do it at McGill and Varsity.

We would suggest the adoption of something similar to the U of T
Saturday Athletic Nights in which dancing is combined vrith a sport

attraction, ensuring support for the athletes, and a bank account for the

sponsor. In this regard the ISS (or perhaps the Pipe Band) could undertake

the erection of the bleachers on the gym floor (a relatively easy task),

provide mimeographed programmes (at the cost of a few cents), and install

a PA system for dancing from 9 to midnight at a sUg adnusaon price of

2S or 30 cents.

This is not an original idea, nor even new on this campus. Three seasons

ago dancing, to a Wurlitzer was provided, but the organization was weak

and the idea was allowed to lapse.

Off the Campus

Group Captain Dave Harding, who starred for the Gaels on their 1922

championship team, was awarded the Order of the British Empire in the

King's New Year's honour list. ... We are informed Manager Jack Adams

has announced that the Detroit Red Wmgs will be available for an exhibition

game in Kingston in February. ... A clipping from a Halifax daUy: "We

received a copy of the University Journal, rated one of the best college

papers in Canada, which is also falling in line with extravagant claims about

Kingston as the birthplace of ice hockey. Kingston's claim would probably

be recognized if there wasn't a place called Halifax." Some people are

just die-hards. . . . And then there was the classic of journalistic diplomacy

in a certain Toronto morning paper; "Chicago Black Hawks made a

move to further strengthen theh dub by releasing Fido Purpur to Detroit

Red Wings."

Sc'45'sNo.4Team

Bowls 3311 Total

After Ihe last four-pin had been

left standing, and the last head-

pin toppled on Dec. IS, the out-

standing feature emerging from the

first round of the bowling lourna

ment was Sc. '45 No. 4 team's total

of 3311. The team that compiled

this figure was composed of Don

Fahner (717). Bert Lindcnas
(716), Jack Lindsay (716), Dan

Kelly (636) and D. McCallister

(526). Trailing in high team totals

were the Sc. "45 No. 6 quintet witli

3074 and the strong Sc. '46 No. 9

entry with 3056.

The high single was recorded

by Bert Lindsay. Sc. '45. with 302.

followed by Mike Lafratta, Arts

45 (292), Doug Van I'atter. Sc.

"45 (264). Norm Shacran, Arts '46

(272,) and Paul Peters, Meds '49

(280). The high triple was bowled

by medical frosh Bob Merritt

(757), edging Norm Shaffran

732, and the three Sc. '45 No.

totals of Fahner, Lindenas and

Lindsay.

In the Bews Trophy scoring, the

elimination of seven of the nine

Sc. '46 entries combined with the

survival of two of Meds '49's three

teams restored the medical soplio-

more year to first place with a nar

row 9003 to 8909 margin.

Cote Leads Gaels

To 7-0 Triumph

Led by Paul Cote's hat-trick;

effort last Monday night, Queen's

swamped Radar 7-0 in their sec-

ond meeting of the season. After

tallying four times in the opening

session, Radar's Roy in
.
goal

proved tough to beat for the re-

mainder of the game, and suc-

ceeded in preventing an astro-

nomical score being recorded,

Sammy Pataran sank two count-

ers and set up two others, with

Johnny Morrow and Bill McKen-

zie notching one each.

Queen's scoring records, in-

cluding Monday's game

:

G A Pts Pea
5

Intramural Hockey

Starts Thursday

To the Students

Cote

Morrow
Hughes -

Kelly

Pataran _

Petrocco

Elliott _
Hood
McKenzie

King
Standings, including Wednes-

day night's games

:

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS 1. D. A. PRINCESS

AT
AT

DIVISION ST. DRUG ALBERT ST.

PHONK 7too STORES PHONK 7300

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE MACCISCN STLDIO
C6ra&uattnn JptjatflsrapIiB

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—78H

3D Yean In Biuineu

The first game of the 1945

iiockey season faces off Sc. '45

and Meds '48 at 7 pm next Thurs-

day. Sc. '45 are last year's title-

holders but last year's finalists,

Sc. '46, are expected to provide

strong competition to prevent the

graduating engineers from col

lecting their fourth consecutive

intramural championship. In 21

games, the '45 team has dropped

only one decision, a 3-2 loss to

'46 in last year's two-game final.

The groupings this year have

in Section A: Sc. '46. Sc. '47,

Meds '47, Meds '50, Arts '45-6,

and Arts 47. In Section B:

Sc. '45, Sc. '48, Meds '48, Meds '49,

and Arts '48.

The schedule, with all games

in the evening, will be:

January

18—Sc. '45 vs. Meds '48—7-8.

Meds '50 vs. Sc. '47—8-9.

Meds '47 vs. Sc. '46—9-10.

Sc. '48 vs. Meds 49—10-11.

22—Arts '48 vs. Sc. '48—4-5.

25—Sc. '47 vs. Arts -45-6—7-8.

Meds '50 vs. Meds '47—8-9.

Sc. '46 vs. Arts 47—9-10.

Meds '49 vs. Sc. '45—10-11.

29^Arts '45-6 vs. Arts '47-^5.

February

1—Meds '50 vs. Sc. '46—7-8.

Sc. '48 vs. Sc. '45—8-9.

Arts '48 vs. Meds '49—9-10.

Sc. '47 vs. Meds '47—10-11.

5—Arts '45-6 vs. Meds '50-^5.

8—Sc. '47 vs. Arts '47—7-8.

Meds '49 vs. Meds '48—S-9.

Arts '48 vs. Sc. '45-9-10.

Arts '45-6 vs. Sc. '46—10-11.

12—Meds '47 vs. Arts '47—4-5.

15-rSc. '47 vs. Sc. '46—7-8.

Meds '48 vs. Arts 48—8-9.

Arts '45-6 vs, Meds '47-9-10.

Arts '47 vs. Meds '50—10-11.

19—Sc. '4fi vs. Meds '48—4-5.

BY BILL t-EMMON

Hockey referees are needed for

intramural contests. One dollar

per game will be paid by the.

teams participating. Those in-

terested and qualified should con-

tact Bill Lemmon (8258).

Hockey practices should be ar-

ranged with Dutch Dougall at

the Arena.

The basketball schedule for

practices and games (which begin

Jan. 22} will appear in Tuesday's

Journal.

The intramural swimming meet

will be held Monday, February 5

Boxing and virrestUng resume

workouts Wednesday and Thurs-

day from 7 pni to 9 pm. Instruc-

tors Thursday will be Lawrence

Yanofsky (boxing) and Jack

Harvey (wrestling), and Wed-

nesday Byron Bingeman (boxing)

and Carl Franz (wrestling). The

gym will also be open iMonday

from 4:30 to 6 pm.

Entries for the intramural ping-

pong will be accepted until Jan.

20 on the list posted in the gym

locker-room. Entries are limited

to 10 percent of the class, Sc. '48,

18; Sc. '4, 14; Sc. '46, 13; Sc. '45,

1 1 ; all Meds years. 4 ; Arts '48, 12

;

Arts '47, 5 ; Arts '46 and '45, 4.

Queen's basketball practice will

be held tonight at 7 o'clock.

There's a whisper abroad in the

Northland,

The voice of the gossip is hum-

m ing

;

The bootlegger lays in a fresh

stock of booze

—

For the students! the students

are coming!

See them get off the train at the

depot,

Expressions of hope on their

faces

;

Some have a breath reminiscent

of gin.

And keep up their pants without

braces.

W L T F A Pts

Ordnance-. 8 0 0 55 12 16

Queen's - 4 2 1 27 16 9

Headqrts.... 4 2 I 25 27 9

Vimy 4 3 0 22 32 S

Locos — 3 4 1 26 29 7

Vies 3 5 0 26 28 6
RCAF 2 5 1 16 29 5

Radar —

-

0 7 0 5 39 0

Tricolor Salesmen

Students are needed in each of

the four faculties as "Tricolor '45"

salesmen on a straight commis-

sion basis. Applications should

be addressed to Bill Ogilvie, c/oi

The Tricolor, and should be !cfc

at Douglas Library post office.

1st Co-ed: Roman women must

have worn queer clothes!

2nd Co-ed: Howzatt?

1st Co-ed: My history prof

says that they heated their houses

by carrying around hot coals m
their braziers.

"Boy oh boy, where did you get

that swollen jaw?"

"A girl cracked a smile."

"Well?"

"It was my sniile."

From a mucker to mine superm^

tendent

Some expect to arrive without

pause,

While others are slightly more

modest

—

They've been told that there's

no Santa Claus.

There's the one with the hard-

boiled expression,

And six hairs that he calls a

moustache

;

There's the one who's as clean

as a whistle.

And the one who could do with

a wash.

There's the one who fights shy

of all labour,

And expects to get all his pres-

Not because of his mining knowl-

edge, but

Because he's an expert at bridge.

There's the one who's so shy

and so backward.

And the one with the slightly

swelled head,

But who, after a week on the

shovel,

Is beginning

dead.

There's the one who won't

any favours.

And the one

whiner

;

But whatever he is, when

get him

We'll break him. or

miner.

It's a hard life for students to

tackle,

But it's up to them when to say

when

;

The Tricolor needs to procure

copies of last year's edition, and

will pay cost price for them.

Interested persons are requested

to contact Garth Gunter through

the Queen's post office.

NEW SCHOLARSHIP
GIVEN TO QUEEN'S

A new scholarship, the Tames and

Margaret Daly Scholarship, for

graduates of Regiopotis O-llege,

has been given to Queen's by James

C. Daly, president of the JefTersoii

Electrical Company at Chicago.

Illinois, in honour of his mother

and father.

The amount of the scholarship

is approximately six hundred dol-

lars. The holder of the scholarship

may pursue any course at Queen's

that he selected, receiving one hun-

dred and fifty dollars for each of

his four years.

They laughed when I sat down

to play the modernistic piano.

How the devil was I to know it

was only a bookcase?

to wish he were

ask

who's a bit of

make him

Wliat IS geometry.-

A little acord grew and grew and

one day he woke up and said Ge-

om-e-try.

I just bought a new novel.

Is it long?

Oh, no; you can read it in two

lecture periods.

And it's better to start with the

knowledge

If you'll sweat like a dog at the

bottom,

IE you'll work till you're ready

to drop,

IE you'll dig your tot

keep climbing,

You'll eventually get t« the top.

and
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LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALUNTYNB

We cony a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

alio

Queen's Rings

and Pins

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

We've wooed the muse

But it aiv't no use!

All we've got is

—

"Thirty-one days in the month of

January

Find a rime for tliat if you can-

uary."

Somebody suggested we dedicate

this "To a muse"—but we aren't so

hardy (fool or otherwise).

Happy New Year everybody ! With

New Year's resolutions practically

forgotten by now, we can all settle

down to getting the most out of

January. Thirty-one days — nine-

teen left. The eternal problem

arises : how to pack twenty-five

hours into a twenty-four hour day ?

February and March take care of

the leftovers (and April takes care

of the hangovers).

Just to remind )'ou about what's

coming up thoug;h — there's the

Arts At-Home. Co-ed Prom, Science

At-Honie, Ice Carnival, possibly a

Water Follies. "The Mikado" and

"Twelfth Night" plus year dances,

open houses (we keep hoping!),

ski trips, sleigh rides, three one-

act plays for the ISS, and in March
the notorious Journal dance. There

are also rumours that this year the

AMS Colour Night, complete with

dinner and dance, will be revived.

It will be held sometime in March,

and, according to accounts of an-

cient such functions, is a really out-

standing feature. Oh, and inci-

dentally—there's the Levana Coun
cil tea coming up the Saturday af

ter the Arts At-Home too. It';

a sort of a senior-freshette affair .

.

the last official one of the series.
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Speaker Explains
National Income

"National income is computed

by adding the incomes of the sev-

eral groups of income receivers,

or by determining the costs of

the basic factors of production,"

said Mr. M. L. Urquhart, in an

address to the Commerce Club

last Tuesday evening. Mr.

Urquliart, who is now connected

with the Department of Recon-

struction, is a graduate of the

University of Alberta and of

Harvard.

In his address, he stressed the

importance of knowing both

sources and distribution of the

national income, and presented

tables showing the relative

changes of distribution of income

to government, industry, and

individuals during wartime.

"The income of individuals," he

stated, "has increased greatly in

absolute* figures since 1938, but

its percentage of the entire na-

tional income has fallen, while

the government's portion has

risen steadily."

Mr. Urquhart also mentioned

that, until quite recently, a knowl-

edge of durable capital goods has

Tjeen of more interest to econo-

mists than a knowledge of cur-

rent income and expenditures of

a country. However, this flow

of goods and services must be

considered, as such a knowledge

is invaluable in enabling us to see

what is happening to the current

production of the land, in facili-

tating taxation and government

budgeting, and especially, through

knowledge of our present society's

sources of income, in planning a

higher standard of living for

Canadians.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS
Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STREET

Dr. Cody

Joyce Watson, Levana's senior

rep to the AMS, wants us to put in

a plug for our Levana attendance

at the AMS-sponsored speech in

Grant Hall Tuesday at 11;00 a.m.

Dr. Cody, the retiring principal of

Toronto University, will be tlie

speaker, and the AMS hopes the

lecture will be well attended.

Announcement from the Dean of

Women concerning freshette war

work for this term. The first lec-

ture for both the St. John Ambu-
lance First Aid and Home Nursing

courses will he held in Grant Hall

at 1 :30 p.p. on Saturday, January

1 3. This joint lecture, given by

Mr. Merriman of the medical school,

will be on the structure of the hu-

man body, with demonstrations on

a human skeleton. After the lecture

the First Aid group will be in-

structed in the use of the triangular

bandage, and the Home Nursing

^roup will begin work on roller

bandages under the supervision of

Miss Horwood, RN, and other

trained nurses.

Subsequent lectures will be given

Tuesday evenings for five weeks

the First Aid in Grant Hall and

(he Home Nursing in KGH at 7:00

p.m. Any first year students al-

ready holding certificates may qua-

LOST : Several ?5 bills on Wednes-

day from wallet. If anybody has

any information regarding this,

please phone Doug Van Patter at

3748. Large reward for return.

We can leave out the Engineer

who gave his girl a lipstick for her

birthday because he knew he'd get

the most of it back.

—Daily.

(Ed. Note: Organizations

wishing to insert notices in this

column are asked to submit the

material to The Journal news
desk before 8:30 pm Wednes-

days.)

Today: Blue BaU, Meds '47

dance. Grant Hall, 9 pm.

Tomorrow : Open House, Grant

Hall, 8:30 pm ; Hillel sleigh ride,

community hall, 7:30 pm.

Monday; Dr. G. B. Harrison

will deliver a public lecture on

"The Man Shakespeare" in Con-

vocation Hall, pm.

Tuesday: Dr. H. J. Cody of

Toronto U will deliver annual

AMS lecture in Grant Hall at

U am.

Thursday: Arts Variety Show,

Convocation Hall.

New Requirements

(Continued from page 1)

Basic courses like French 1 or

Latin 1 will still be taught for

servicemen, or other persons

wishing to fulfill the requirements

for a degree. Whether a course

in English 1 will continue, how-

ever, is uncertain, because its

equivalent, senior matriculation

English, is the one subject defi-

nitely prescribed for admission.

'Dail/ President CUP

(Continued from page 1)

such influence should extend into

at least the earlier of graduate years

is inevitable. The standard of

writing is usually high and—what
is even more important—the sense

of responsibility evidenced by the

editorial staffs is very seldom for-

gotten.

"The undergraduate body of our

Canadian schools of higher learn-

ing has reason to be proud of its

own press."

lify for the voucher, bijt they must
leave full details of their previous

course at the office of the Dean of

Women. The St. John Ambulance
will only issue certificates to those

who have been to at least five of

the six periods.

Our scoop of the week concerns

the Co-ed Prom, which is what the

Levana At-Home has been renamed
this year. Music for tlie occasion

is being supplied by Hal Mdntyre
and his band ! More later.

McGiU Discusses Standards
Montreal—(CUP)—The ques'

tion of raising entrance require-

ments for civilian students, in the

event of an influx of war veterans

to McGill University, is being

considered, according to a recent

report in the McGill Daily, The
paper added that Dr. F, Cyril

James, principal, had announced

no definite decision.

Open House

The first open house of

the second semester will be

held in Grant Hall tomor-

row night at 8:30. All stu-

dents will be welcome.

Roses Are Red . . ,

"Thank you for the flowers you

sent," she said.

And smiled and blushed and

bowed her pretty head.

"I'm sorry for the words I spoke

last night

;

Your sending flowers proved that

that you were right

;

Forgive me ?" He forgave her

and, with grace,

He swept hep in a powerful

embrace

;

And as they sat and necked be-

neath the bowers,

He wondered who in hell had

sent the flowers.

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

OIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

86 Brock Dial 8624

A. R. XI/nOXHVPHOTOGRARHCR
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groupi

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

TO-NIGHT
MEDS '47 PRESENT

THE BLUE BALL
GRANT HALL 9 p.m. Sandy Runciman and His Orchestra $1.25
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Dr. W. E. McNeill

Speaks on Queen's

To Newman Club

States Queen's Had One
Of First Canadian
College Charters

Lake Opinicon Laboratory

Dr. W. E. McNeill, Vice-Prin-

cipal, related the history of Queen's

at the Newman Club Communion

Breakfast at St. Joseph's Hall Sun-

day morning.

"Universities," he said, "unlike

women, talvc pride in their age, and

observe their centenaries as soon

and as often as possible. Queen's,

as you are all aware, observed hers

in October 1941. She was granted

her royal charter on October 6,

1S41, and opened for classes March

7, 1842. Although some other Uni-

versities in Canada, including Re-

giopolis here in Kingston, had their

charters previous to Queen's, yet

<;he is actually the oldest degree

conferring University in Canada.

"The founding of Queen's was

due to three causes. First, there

was the sectarianism of the time,

when it was axiomatic that educa-

tion should be founded on Chris-

tian principles, and men considered

it dangerous to have their youth

taught by men of denominations

other than their own. Secondly,

there was Bishop Strachan, who
founded King's College in Toronto

as strictly Anglican, and forced

other denominations to make other

NEWMAN CLUB
(Continued on page 6)

Research Station Maintained
For Biological Field Study

BV KEN PHIN

At Chaffey's I^cks on Lake

Opinicon, atjout 40 miles north

of Kingston, Queen's University

now maintains a biological re-

search station unlike any other in

Canada.

Under the direction of Dr. H.

W .Curran, assistant professor of

Biology here, the Queen's Uni-

versity Biological Station was

established last summer as a per-

manent "outpost" of the univer-

sity. It will be a place for field

study in all branches of natural

biology and for practical work in

conservation of natural resources;

it is unique in that courses of in-

struction, connected with the uni-

versity's regular academic pro-

ceedings, are given at it,

(The University of Toronto

maintains a biological research

station in Algonquin Park, spC'

Queen's Receives
Oak from 'Victory'

A piece of oak from Nelson's

flagship, the fictory. has been pre-

sented to the University by John

n. Cannon, of Otis Orchards,

Washington. Mr, Cannon is a, for-

mer student of Oucen's, who gradu-

ated in Arts in 1898.

Tile wood, guaranteed by Com-

mander H. Blackett to be genuine,

was removed from the ship as a

spare part after the Victory col-

lided with the Neptune. It is about

ix cubic inches in size.

Mr. E. C. Kyte. librarian, stated

that the irhunk will be placed on

exhibit in the Reading Room of the

Douglas Library within the ne.xt

'iionth.

cializing in fish studies; however,

no regular student courses are

offered there.)

Since it was founded, the Lake

Opinicon station has already be-

gun to expand. The university

has recently bought a 65-acre site

including a point and two islands,

accessible by road and convenient

for hydro-electric supply. Plans

call for the erection of permanent

buildings, including men's and

women's dormitories, a mess and

recreation hall, laboratory build-

ings, a lecture hall, staff cottages,

a boathouse, and an icehouse.

Here, in holiday surroundings,

students and members of staff

will carry on their studies and

research, enjoying at the same

OPINICON LABORATORY

(Continued on page 4)

Ottawa Calling
A CUP FEATURE

BV NEIL MncDONAUD

Military Committee Replaced

By JSUTC In Queen's Training

Tor Men Only'

Comes Thursday

Arts Society Sponsoring

Second Variety Show

"For Men Only," a variety show,

the first Arts event of this week,

will be held Thursday at S p.m.

in Convocation Hali. In accordance

with the precedent set last ye.v.

the program will be sjxinsored by

the Arts Society, with .\rtsmen en-

tertainers, for an audience of Arts-

men,

The show will consist of son^.

music, and skits, refreshments be-

ing served under the direction of

Stan Eerrv. Several novelty num-

bers will be offered, the nature of

which is being kept secret. The

only comment the committee will

make in this respect is, "Wait and

see." One highlight of the evening,

it is learned will be a drama from

everyday life, by the men of "45.

The committee is hopeful of even

greater succe^s tlii.s >'ear than that

of last yc'jr'v >lni\v. Tickets are on

sale for 25 cents by the members

iif the Arts Society EKccnlive. Com-

mittee is Mike Lafratia (Chair-

man), Ken nuckingitam, Sam Go-

tick. Mark Stern, and Stan Berry.

Chicago Professor Advocates

15 -year-old College Students

Guild Will Debate

'Living Conditions'

In keeping with Queen's De-

bating Union policy of holding

one "light" debate a year, the ex-

ecutive has decided that this

year's resolution will be: Re-

solved: Living conditions in

Kingston could be worse.

The debate is scheduled to take

place in the Senate room. Old

Arts building, Thursday. Janu-

ary 25, at 7:30 pm. The names

of the debaters will be announced

as soon as they have been pro-

cured.

Selective Service

Jan. 15.—Right now, there's a

good deal of activity in National

Selective Service headquarters

here and rumours are floating

around about a revision in the

call-up regulations as they affect

university students. No one in

authority will do more than say

that the regulations are subject

to continual review, that they are

therefore under consideration

now, that the manpower situation

is growing more critical, and that

it is possible a revision may be

necessary.

It is obviousj of course, that if

the NSS- regulations are changed,

they will be revised to make it

more, not less, difficult for stu-

dents to remain at university. Our

armies need reinforcements and it

probable that, before this war

finished successfully, we will

require even a lot of those who

are now "low category'' men. The

United States has moved its "low

categories" in combat areas, and

it is quite possible that -we may

yet follow suit.

There is, however, nothing

more to report than that, with so

much smoke—part of which is a

OTTAWA CALLING

(Continued from page 3)

Hold National

SCM Meeting

The SCM's of Manitoba, To-

ronto, Queen's, and McGill Uni-

versities met in conference at Wy-

clifFe College. Toronto, from Jan-

uary 5 to 7. The theme of the con-

ference was "The Christian Call to

.Action." Speakers, including John

H. Mott, Winbuni Thojnas, and

Miss Stella Cheng of China, from

the Foreign Missions Council of

Nortii America, addressed the stu-

dent groups on the vocational op-

portunities for all professons in

Rurnpc. .Asia and Afrca.

SCM MEETING
(Continued on page 4)

Chicago.^—-Fifteen- and sixteen-

.vcar-old students are mature

enough to undertake the intellec-

tual work of coH'-k't'. declared

Pmf. Ral])h W. Tj ler uf Lhf- Uni-

versity of Chicago, in a recent

address entitled "New Light on

Basic Issues in American Edn-

'-.ilion."

"It is clear that students who

have taken the college courses at

'he age of 15, 16, or 17 have done

just as well as students who have

taken the courses at 18, 19. or 20,"'

Kaid Professor Tyler, reporting

on the investigations made in the,

"In

today,

grade

write.

school

sixth

Iren are .ible to read,

, and compute as effec-

a good elementary

by the «nd of th

lively as were eighth-grade chil-

dren' in the I920's." said Professor

Tyler,

The student will complete his

college education at the age of

18-20, and will then be ready to go

into an occupation, or to continue

at university in some postgraduate

course which will train him for

the profession he has chosen.

Further studies made at the

STUDENT AGE
(Continued on page 4)

College Journalism

Hits Neiv Heights

Chicago.—"A mhii ion hath

limits," the copy desk of the

Maroon (University of Chicago)

might well reiterate this week.

A rejiorter, assigned to cover

Hutchinson Commons, in despera

tion submitted this tasty morsel of

news copy

:

"In Hutchinson Commons there

are 50 tables and 366 dtairs. There

are 74 s^\t shakers on these tables

and 74 su^ar bowls. Twenty por

traits decorate the walls."

Award Scholarship

For Aeronautics

MONTREAL — (CUP) — A
scholarship has been established by

Zonta International, in honor nf

Amelia Earhart, for the encourage-

ment of aeronautical study by wo-

men in the field of aeronautical en-

gineering. The scholarship will be

awarded to a woman tif good health,

fine character, and high ability, to be

used in any college approved by

the committee ; the preparatory

work to be as required by the school

qwhere the applicant intends to

register.

A scholarship of §500 will he

awarded each \'ear to a woman for

graduate study in engineering, with

special interest in aeronautics.

.Applications should he filed with

Zonta Internationa! by March 1 of

each year. Further infonnation may

be obtained from the president of

the Montreal Oub. Miss Anna V.

Brown. Ritz-Carlton.

'Canada s luture

Bright' - Burgess

Montreal—(CUP)—Canada is

faced with a smaller possibility of

a severe economic crash than the

United States, due partly to the

lesser role of industry and also to

a more stable economic build-up,

stated Dr. E. W. Burgess, profes-

sor of sociology at the University

of Chicago. Dr. Burgess opened

a lecture series on Living, which

is sponsored by McGiU and the

Canadian Hygiene Committee.

His topic was "Problems Facing'

the North American Family

After the War."

"Both in Canada and the

United States, the general dispo-

sition appears to depend on the

traditional system of free enter-

prise tu provide new job oppor-

tunities. In Canada, more than

in the ' United States, there are

developments like those of the

CCF, which call for an active

intervention of the government in

the attempt to ensure full em-

ployment."

Other problems facing the fam-

ily after the war will be housing,

divorce, juvenile delinquency,

marital readjustment, and the

status of women, said Dr. Bur

gess.

Problems of Youth

New Board Co-ordinates

COTC and UNTD
With Faculty

Dominion-wide

UBC Dismisses

Sixty at Xmas

A'ancouver - (CUP> - Sixt

undergraduates of the University of

British G-.lumt.ia have been asked

to leave hecau^L- nf failure to meet

Christmas examination st.indards,

it was announced by the registrar

recently.

The names of those subject to

army call have been submitted to

the Wartime Mobilisation Board

No figures on the distribution of

these students as to year and fac

idty have been released for publi-

cation.

OTiIy 4S students were required

to leave last year but an additional

82 were called by selective service

"New regulations establishing

local Joint Services University

Training Committees to govern

military training in Canadian uni-

versities have been approved and'

have already gone into force," said

Principal R. C. Wallace in a Journal

interview recently.

One of the chief functions of

the JSUTC is to co-ordinate the

training of all the services repre-

sented on the campus, particularly

with regard to the academic syl-

labus.

The JSUTC, which already met

once before the Christmas holidays,

is a larger body than the old mili-

tary committee whidi it is replac-

ing. The military committee, orig-

inally only a committee for the

COTC, has for some time had' re-

presentatives of the other services

on the campus sitting on it. At

Queen's the JSUTC will replace

the military committee practically

only in name and function in much

the same manner.

The members of the JSUTC are

as follows :
Principal Wallace,

chairman: Lieut.-Col. G. S. Mel-

vin. and Lt. W. A. Wolfe, com-

MILITARY BOARD
(Continued on page 4)

A significant development of

the wartime situation is the

greater part being played by

youth in meeting its own prob-

lems. This part would increase

still further in the postwar period,

said Dr. Burgess.

"Women will come through the

war and into the postwar period

with sul>stantial gains, the chief

of which is the demonstration of

their capacity to perform jobs

previously assumed to De exclu-

sively in the masculine field."

Two things necessary after the

war. Dr. Burgees pointed out.

wonlil be a "greul increase

marriage counselling" and "the

expansion of education for mar

riagc and family living."

Newsmen To Hear
Local Journalist

Robert P. Owen, managing edi-

tor of the Kin.k'sti.M Whig- Standard,

will address tht Tress Club, Janu-

ary 30. Time and place will be

disclosed at a later date. He will

speak on journalism and his own

personal experiences in that field.

Mr, Owen was educated at Trin-

ity CollcLH' School, He \'.,is on the

staff of the Hamilton Spcclatnr for

fcnir \ear^ and worked tor United

Preas .'Xsiociation for si.< years.

During this period he was attached

to die Press Gallery in Ottawa. His

last position before coming to the

Whig-Standard in 1941 was with

the Montreal Star where he worked

(in the cable desk.

Diversified Programme Shows

Portia Wlute's Trreat Quality'
BY HENHr KNEPUER

Porti.-t White, who sang in the

third University concert in Grant

Hall, January lOth, is a compara-

tive newcomer to the concert-plat-

form who has established a very

good reputaliuii for hcrscl f sur-

,kh', :Miss Wiiite is
prism-,'

endowc-d Willi :i vnice of great qua-

lity and wide range, which lacks

only a slightly greater touch of the

dramatic to make it perfect.

Miss White h?(s ,chosen a diversi-

fied programme ranging from an

aria by Cluck to Negro spirituals.

The first part of the program con^

tained a group of German and a

group of French and SiJanish songs,

which produced a very interesting

contrast. Miss \Vhilt> seem^ m..rc at

home with the sliglitls exnti^- type

nf song, like the -Scgvudilla" by de

Falla or the trxii-cmdy well-ren-

dered and sad "J'ai pleure en reve"

by Hue. than with songs like ".A.U-

fenthalt" hy Schubert. The best

part of this section was the encore

before the intermission, a French-

Canadian "patois" charmingly ren-

dered.

nie second half of the concert

contained works much more suited

PORTIA WHITE
(Continued on pag6 6)
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What'cha Ma
Column

Ominous Rumblings
A recent editorial cartoon in the Toronto Daily Star, depicting

Great Britain, Russia, and tlie USA as three soldiers marching

out-of-step but together against Germany, suggests that the

inherent discords which are currently becoming more manifest

among the Big Three powers are of little significance. The Star

is supposed to be one of the better Canadian newspapers; we were

therefore much amazed to see it take such an unwarrantedly

optimistic view of an alarming condition.

For some time it has been obvious that complete accord among

Britain, the USSR, and the USA has been lacking. Despite many

grandiose conferences and sub-conferences held among delegates

of the Big Three; despite repeated assurances from all quarters

that "we are in absolute harmony" ; and despite the noble efforts

of our war correspondents to convince us there was no such thing

as anti-British, Russian, or American feeling in the front-lines;

the simple fact has always remained that there is no such thing

as British-Russian-American unity.

Grandiloquent^talk notwithstanding, this is a war of interests.

Great Britain took the plunge only because she believed war was

inevitable, and hoped that by aiding Poland at that particular time

she could recover some of the prestige lost at Munich : and the other

two joined in only after they had been violently attacked. To say

that we are fighting to preser\'e our way of life, as the Americans

are so wont to do, is true—but therein lies the difficulty, not the

solution. That our way of life, and tlie American, is "democratic",

is a purely irrelevant matter; the Reds, too. fight for their way

of life—and it is just as totalitarian as is the German.

The situation is paradoxical, then: the United Nations osten-

sibly fight for "democracy", while its most powerful member,

Russia, is governed by a militant autocracy which gives no inti-

mation that it intends to adopt more representative ways. More-

over, even the two so-called democracies, despite a common way

of life, have failed to attain any satisfactory degree of concurrence.

A discordant situation exists ;
why, then, not acknowledge it and

set about rectifying it, rather than pretend it is harmonious and

needs no propitiating, as the Star suggests?

Further proof of the English-Russian-American disparities

—

•which are inherent—is easily obtained. The USA openly denounced

British policy in Greece, making no attempt to soft-pedal its

demands that it be modified. The USA, too, openly accused the

USSR of halting its drive through Poland because it had secured

as much Polish territory as it desired, and did not intend to expend

more men and supplies merely to be altruistic. For their part,

the Russians declined to participate in the important Chicago Air

Conference, offering only the flimsiest of pretexts for their refusal.

Again, Moscow completely snubbed its two allies by recognizing,

and even abetting, the self-willed Lublin Polish government-in-

exile, despite earlier English and American declarations that they

supported the London Polish government-in-exile. The English

press has continually berated the US foreign office for what it

terms lack of definite policy ; and, in reply, the American press

accuses Great Britain of still wearing a cloak of imperialism. And

so on, ad infinitum.

The regrettable situation does exist, then. And it is of

tremendous importance. But still more important is the manner

in which we set about rectfiying it. The Big Three are faced

with a terrifying problem which admits of only one alternative:

either, as the Star would have, they can pursue their different

policies until they ultimately converge with explosive impact, or

they can examine them with detached candour and resolve the

situation satisfactorily.

The latter suggestion provides the only solution. Pleas that

the disparities be overlooked for the sake of continued "harmony"

can result in nothing beneficial : one cannot chmb a rungless

ladder. If a peace with any durable qualities whatever is tp be

had, the Big Three must act now to close their ranks. And the

United Nations press can play a decisive role in effecting such a

concord, by intelligently informing its readers of the actual state of

affairs, and shaping their opinions in a satisfactory manner..

The Toronto Star may have fallen far short in this respect;

but much worse is the obstreperous section of the American press

which venomously accuses one ally after another of perjuriously

forsaking "the cause" (which in this instance is evidently the

"American cause"). Striking example of this was an editorial

in the Daily Mirror (New York City), which blatantly proclaimed

"Soviet Russia fights a WAR OF CONQUEST,
stand is vastly more harmful than is the Star'i

dangerous.

We must appreciate one fact: internal strife is present. But

while, since the policies of no two United Nations are concurrent,

our differences can never be completely resolved, immediate

action—such as the proposed Churchill-Stalin-Roosevelt meeting-

could do much toward ensuring a stable postwar world,

while, soft-pedalling the situation, or magnifying it, ca

service only to our enemies.

Notes on Note-Takers

A college lecture is a process

whereby the notes of the professor

become the notes of the student

ithout passing througTi th minds

of either.—Mortimer J. Adler.

Musical Note

CLmerican GompoAer
BY MARK STERN

All college students are note-tak-

ers. Most of our time at college is

spent in amassing a huge stack of

notes that we hope will be of some

use to us—for examination pur-

poses at least.

The writing of notes is a difficult

process, and it is done in an infinite

number of way. After years of

careful observation I have been able

to distinguish between many types

of note-takers, of which I list some

of the main ones.

Type 1. This person rushes into

the lecture room, sits down, whips

out his pen, applies the point to the

page and writes. He doesn't lift his

head, nor tlie pen, until the last

second of the hour, then rushes out

to his next class. A month later,

on reading the notes, he discovers

that he can't decipher his sloppy

handwriting.

Type 2. Of the' female sex, and

generally found in English classes.

. Is distantly related to the species

Sinatra. Known to gaze at the prof

for whole lecture, and to utter soft

sighs when hearing anything by

Shelley of Keats. Notes: nought.

Note: nuts.

Type 3. The Doodier. Draws pic-

tures to accompany occasional

notes. During one lecture he fur-

nishes enough material for a small

mural painting. Technically this is

known as Dali-ing.

Type 4. She's always working at

her knitting and usually chews gum

(or is it tobacco?). Known to com-

plete many sweaters and socks dur-

ing term, which are sent to army

camps to be used for either tank

or bren gun magazine covers. Oc-

casionally lays down needles, picks

up pen and writes—the number of

.stitches already done. Also found

at concerts.

Type 5. The ideal, perfect student.

Always on time, never absent.

Hears the prof's ever)' word, and

makes immediate summary. Hand-

writing—beautiful; and in the even-

ing recopies notes with extensive

foot-notes and much added mater-

ial. Found only in the minds of

"green" profs.

And lastly, but not leastly, there's

the plain ordinary student, who

doodles and writes, chews and snoo-

zes—in short, the best type of note-

taker.

"It was George Gershwin," said

Sigmund Spaeth, "who took jazz

and made a lady of her." Foe

Gershwin was certainly no

stately, stiff composer. His music

is rather the gay, raucous cry of

New York City—the city he loved

from the wine of its tender heart

to the acid of its vicious mind,

Gershwin loved New York as

he hated practising the piano.

Later, when he was a serious

music student, when practice took

up most of his day, he would walk

through its streets, as if by

breathing the air of the city he

could capture its spirit and pour

it into his music.

He was a conceited man. He
knew he was good and he saw no

reason that the rest of the world

shouldn't know it too. They tell

the story about Gershwin and

Oscar Levant, when the two were

travelling by train across the con-

tinent. Unable to obtain a com-

partment, they were offered an

upper and a lower berth. Gersh-

win immediately threw his valise

on the lower, forcing Levant to

climb. He then turned to his

amused friends who were seeing

him off.

"That." he said blandly, "is the

difference between Genius and

Talent."

After the great triumph of the

"Rhapsody in Blue," when Gersh-

win was being lionized by those

very people who had formerly

looked upon him as the inconse-

quential composer of Broadway

show tunes, he was fond of pre-

tending hatred for the Rhapsody,

saying it was nothing, that the

song "Swanee" was more impor-

tant. When they protested, he

would go to the piano, play a bril-

liant passage from the Rhapsody,

turn and say, "You see? Worth-

less." In the heat of argument,

he would finally smile and shrug,

"Well, you've convinced me. I

can't fight the truth."

It is interesting to note the

Scienceman's
Swan - Song

change in interpretation of the

Rhapsody. There is quite a dif-

ference between the debut version

and the slick Rachmaninoff-like

interpretation of Alec Templeton.

In 1926, Gershwin's clarinet

wailed like Ted Lewis', and the

Rhapsody was really "blue."

The "Concerto in F," "An

American in Paris," the "Second

Rhapsody (in Rivets)," the three

"Preludes" for piano, and the

"Cuban Overture" followed with-

in eight years of the "Rhapsody

in Blue." At one time, the Con-

certo was as popular as the Rhap-

sody but it has since dropped

from favour. His other compo-

sitions were never popular, and

today Gershwin's reputation rests,

most unfairly, as Mr. Levant

points out. on the Rhapsody, his

masterpiece; "Porgy and Bess

and "An American in Paris.

From time to time, the Preludes

are revived, called "sparkling"

a^id "piquant," and are quietly

dropped for another five years.

One of Gershwin's eccentrici-

ties was his fondness for working

in absolute quiet and in the nude.

One evening, as he sat at the

piano alone in his apartment, the

doorbell rang. Unthinkingly, the

composer strode to the door and

flung it majestically open. There

stood a prim lady from the Sal-

vation Army who gaped and

promptly fainted. Without both-

ering to put on any clothes,

Gershwin brought the lady to.

Again, she fainted. Telling the

story later to his friends, Gersh'

win complained mournfully, "She

evidently didn't like my music."

Gershwin needn't have worried

There are some critics who talk

about "the appeal of the moment"

of his music. But there will

always be some to whom his

music symbolizes the warmth,

colour, tenderness, and that bit of

the brat that is so characteristic-

ally New York, and so wonder-

I
fully George Gershwin.

(The jollozvijig is a copy of a reall

exam paper—Math V—wrilleji by\

a Scicncevtan who gradual,

Chrislnias '44.)

GOODBYE, '47

The second question was like tlie|

first,

I couldn't do it either.

Did I pass surveying or Physic
|

three?

The answer is neither.

And so- I'm afraid I must be off

To join the pre-grad crew.

With McDonough, Mclsaac, and|

those who forgot

All that they ever knew.

I'm sorry Doc, it's been a lot of fun

Though I seem to grieve,

It's not the course, but you and tht|

boys,

That I hate to leave.

The clock keeps moving.

My time is gone.

So remember me. Doc,

As the years go on.

—Grant J. Morton.l

HERE AND THERE

Sympathy is what one girlie of-

fers another in exchange for de-

tails.

The Mirror's

but both are

Mean-

be of

Economy is a way to spend

money without getting any fun out

of it.

She

the

kind

of

this

like

at

look

you

that

A Concise Oxford
Here are some striking examples]

of the depths to which the hum3n|

mind can sink. You're right

they're lifted from an old JournaLl

(In which we hope to stem ttie|

flood of perverted definitions.)

Abbey : Abbey New Year

!

Born: Where cows are kept.

Cherish: Life's a bowl of

—

Dome: Don't be so dome.

End : Also.

Fret: Male Sorority.

Gold : Very chilly.

Hot: A simple abode.

Ink : A corporation.

Jam : A jewel.

Knoll: Christmas eve.

Languish: Speech,

Mist : Young lady.

Nose: Understands.

O: Capital of Cincinnati.

Paunch: What Louis's goJ..

Quince: The Dionne kids.

Rain: Imitation silk.

Six : Biological urge.

Trinket: Swallow a liquid.

Up: It springs eternal.

Vermin: Female sex,
'

Wax : Paddle marks.

X: President Hoover.

Youth : What's the youth.

Zipper: Evening meal.

Th two biggest wolves in thel

world are Chase and Sanborn; they|

date every bag.

girl

Mother (entering room u

pectedly), "Well, I never . . .!

Daughter : "Oh. Mother,

must have!"

An insurance paper states tliaj

for every man 85 years old there!

are seven women. But it's too late|

then.

Oh, if a page from the Book of

Time

Fate would of me endow

I'd ask for the chapter we lived, my

dear

And tear it up right now.

A wedding ring isn't much dif-

ferent from a tourniquet. Both stop

your circulation.

A termite's nightmare

:

I dwell in marble halls."

'I dreamt

A hick town is a place where!

there's no place to go that youj

shouldn't. I'm going' back to whuf|

I cum from!

Here's to the happy, bounding bet.

You cannot tell the he from she

;

For they both look alike you seci

But he can tell . . . and so can sli^

Customer: "Your dog likes W|

watch you cut hair, doesn't he?"

Barber: "It ain't that. Sonie-j

times I snip off a piece of ear."
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Leads in Smarter
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187 Princess St. Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET
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Arts Edition

The next regular issue of

The Journal will be the Arts

edition. All regular report-

ers are asked to be present

tomorrow night at the usual

time.

McGill Students
To Go to Mexico

Ottawa Calling

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

SALUTE TO WINTER
WITH A BRILLIANT COLLECTION OF

FUR TRIMMED UN-TRIMMED

COATS

Montreal — (CUP) — Tlie sec-

ond group of Quebec students from

Laval University, McGill Univer-

sity and the University of Mont-

, will leave January 18 to take

cultural courses at the University

of Mexico, Mexico City.

A group of Mexican students will

leave Mexico also sometime in Jan-

uary and will s]>end about six weeks

at the University of Montreal and

McGill University, studying French

and English. The students are com-

ing to Canada at their own expense

to study and learn more about the

cultural life of Canada.

DRESSES
featuring

DEJA FROCKS

ANN LOUISE FROCKS

HOUSE COATS
Bunny Suede Flannel - Corduroy - Silk Crepe

Floral Sengaline

THE MACCISCN STIJCIO

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Years in Business

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

BELDEAN S LADIES* WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
^ REASONAB1.1 PRICED

Phone 6733

McGill Workshop
Sponsors Contest

Montreal — (CUP) — A script-

writing contest to be sponsored by

the McGill Radio Workshop was

recently announced by the execu-

tive. Original radio scripts of 15

or .10 minutes length written by

any student are to be entered.

The subject, type of subject, and

mmiber of entries closes February

14. Directors and producers as well

as president and secretary will act

as judges to present a prize- to the

three best scripts.

(Continued from page 1)

screen—there is probably some
fire and that, before many weeks,

we may see an announcement of

new student regulations.

* * *

The Department of Veterans'

Affairs, and its divorced wife, the

Department of National Health

and Welfare, are coming in for

a good share of criticism ajound

Ottawa. The former, it is said,

in sjiecific cases has not furnished

the veteran with the assistance to

which he is entitled in rehabilita-

tion. There are cases of men dis-

charged last May who are still

trying to retrain and re-establish

themselves—but with their own
money, because the govern

ment's rehabilitation cheques have

not been forthcoming. Several of

these are attending Canadian uni

versities, on their own funds

rather than on the rehabilitation

grant they should be receiving.

National Health and Welfare

has about 20 civil servants work

ing for it; out of the 5,000 or 6,000

who will be needed to implement

the rather complicated system of

family allowances. It is going to

take time to train these people

(to say nothing of the time

takes to find an employee these

days) and to design and set up

the intricate tabulating machines

which the operation requires.

Guessing is going on as to

when the first cheques will ap

pear, and very few authorities on

the Civil Service think it can be

done by July 1945. The job is

too big to be clone in that time

and the time between the passag

of the bill and the first of the

New Year was almost entirely

spent withoLit practical profit.

PROFESSOR ROY
TO SPEAK TUESDAY

Prof, James A. Roy will hold hi;

fuLirlh Lecture on Scottish Litera

ture un Tuesday. January 16, at

S p.m., in liie Rinlogy lecture room

The subject of the lecture is "Of

Robert Fergusson and the Auld

Keikie he lived in." .

STAR REVEALS
CIGARETTE FIGURES

Eased on the actual Canadian

figures for nine months, cigarette

releasetl for consumption in 1944

will reach the astonishing total of

11.-100.000,000. Since the begin

niug of the lirst Great War the

population of Canada has increased

about .^0 per cent. The number of

cigarettes released for consumptioi

li.is increased about S75 per cent

The ligures by five-year [wriods

with annua! figures for the last such

period, have been as follows:

1914 1.166,023.170

l<iI9 1,553,468,890

1924 2.420.052,731

1929 4,607,500,425

1934 4,.142.728,835

1939 6.912,920,315

1940 7.301,414.960

1041 7.736,291.482

PJ42 ^. 9,018.272.219

1943 10,803.1.35.540

1<)44 11,400,000,000.

There was a slight retrogression

in smoking during (be depression

of the thirties, hut during the war

the figures have shown an astonish-

ing increase.

—Toronto Daily Star.

First year at college—AH that

I am. I owe to my mother.

Kemaiuing three years—All

that 1 owe is paid for by my
father.

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

The silky strokes you

get from MIRADO'S
smooth lead will make
you purr like a coo-

tenteo cat. You won't

be irniated by broken
points. MIRADO will

be oS your mind and on
the |ob—always. It'*

more than a pleasure, its

a real etionomy.

Sc Qoch—lest in quanHtI*t

CeriifiaJ wilb a money-back
gmtranlee.

MIRADO
PENCILS

' STRONGER, SMOOTHER
lONGER WEARING
OR rOUR /HONEY

/ MEDIUM Ok MILD
PLAYER'S NAVY CUT CIGARETTft

MORE ON ENGINEERS

January 5.

Sir: Sciencemen are technicians.

They are well-acquainted with

mining, metallurgical processes,

or the use of electricity. On the

basis of such specialized and tech-

nical knowledge and skill they

are called upon to assume a place

as leaders in the general field of

social activity. But. does such

specialized training qualify them

for the task? Is it reasonable to

suppose that a specialist in one

field of human activity is a spe-

cialist in every other field? Would

anyone ask a dentist to perform

an apendectomy?

A scientific mind acquired by

one course helps one to meet the

problems examined by those i

other courses who have been

trained in different ways. But

does it enable them to solve the

problems of that other course

with anything comparable to the

same degree of speed and accur

acy? A man may acquire a very

scientific mind by a study of

philosophy or pure mathematics

If he should turn to a considera-

tion of advanced physics problems

he [night make progress by dis

covering such things as Archi-

niedes' principle or Boyle's law

by himself. We think that any-

one will admit that his progress

in physics would be faster and he

would get farther if he knew a

lew of the basic principles before

starting. Likewise, the engineer

may be able to apply his scientific

miTul quite aptly to the general

problems of society but we are

<iuite sure that he will go farther

if he has mastered a few of the

rules in advance.

Is it fair to ask the engineer

who knows nothing of economics

and less of business administra-

tion to be managing director of a

modern industrial concern? The

director of a business concern can

employ a technician to tell him

what processes to adopt or dis-

card in the production of the com-

modity he deals in. but the aver-

age industrial concern cannot

employ technicians to tell him

when it is safe to declare divi-

Chapel Service

The regular midweekly

SCM-IVCF chapel service

will be held tomorrow at

1 :30 p.m. in the Morgan

Memorial Chapel, Old Arts

building.

dends, when to increase or de*

rease production, when to switch

to the manufacture of some other

goods, when it is advisable to

renew capital equipment, when

and how to attempt to extract

capital from a failing business,

and a host of other decisions too

numeroup to mention here. It is

highly doubtful that one course

in business administration would

give this knowledge to the engi-

neer. These may be learned

partly from practical experience;

but an engineer managing direc-

tor would be exceedingly fortu-

nate if he does no more than lose

a few splendid opportunities in

the process.

The engineer is a techniciati

trained for one kind of work.

The fact that he is a specialist

in one line does not give him

complete insight into every other

line of social activity. The mere

possession of a BSc does not

entitle him to a position of leader-

ship in socicty-at-largc any more

than the medical man has a claim

to such a position just because he

has an MD. The leaders of mod-

ern society require knowledge,

skill, and understanding of many

disconnected ways of life, and

highly-technical, highly-special-

ized training in one such field is

not by itself enough.

K. C. Buckingham. Arts '47.

My Wish

If my fairy godmother appeared

to me,

.\nd asked me, on this lonely

night,

What in all the world 'twould be

Would bring my heart the most

delight,

I'd think of many and many a

thing

I've always wanted, or longed

to do,

But my answer would be what

my heart would sing:

WHERE IN H— IS ALL THE
LIQUOR IN THIS COUN-
TRY? —The Sheaf.

BACK

Wo welcome Que«n'« Umver«ity Student* to Knurtoo, "J
remind them that » fonwily the prwtif* of r««n

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makeri ot Qui«i't Uniwrrity Gowiu ^"^'^9^!^
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen'a Swe«ten »nd Swrttw Co»t«

213 Prince*! Street
Did M4«
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BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good

'Phone 6641

to eat

109 Alfred Street

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Exceleln<t Service

133 Princess St Opp. Kresge's

Rent an

Unjderwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St . Dial 4352

GOUfiDIERS
TLCS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We,Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The niost up-tordate 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection
" Opp. Collegiate

US Alfred St Phone 4850

STUDENTS!
At the first sign of, Eye Trouble

Consult

R ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist atid Optician

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize tlieni.

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

j

SIMMONS
CldthesSKop

79 Princess St.

Dr, Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Oiol 4346

DRIVE IN AN

INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

4684
Phones:

-3232

Opinicon Laboratory

(Continued from page 1)

time all tlic comforU xif town

life.

Naturally, the work of the

station is done in the sumnu-r.

Under the supervision of Dr.

Curran and of other staff mem-

bers, paid student technicians will

do research in both botany and

zoology; also, it is expected that

from time to time investigators

will attend and tliat students from

other universities may come.

Among the principal fields of re-

search will be reforestation, land

ntili/.ation, and the study of game

birds and fishes. According to

Dr. Curran. Lake Opinicon is an

ideal site for such work, being

productive for all kinds of

aquatic and^vi!d life."

Dr. Curran also commented

that training of the sort given

at Opinicon affords the best of

possible qualification for govern-

ment work in the conservation

natural resources. As part of the

postwar rehabilitation program,

it is expected that both the Do-

minion and the provincial govern-

ments will launch a large pro-

gram of conservation work; and

there will probably be a consider-

able shortage of workers with

such a practical background as is

provided through the new
Queen's station.

Prerequisite to work or study

at the station at present is Bi-

ology 16 {second-year Arts) or

similar (]Ualificatioii. Enrolment

is made through Queen's Summer
School; information may be ob-

tained from Dr. Curran or from

the department of extension.

It is hoped that eventually sev

eral credit courses will be given

at Opinicon. The only one of

fered to undergraduates last sum

mer, and being continued this

summer, is Biology 19, economic

vertebrate zoology. During the

six-week summer session, stu-

dents- in this course take lectures

in 'the morning and go oU field

trips in the afternoon; they fisii

and trap : and they prepare and

study the skins of birds and mam-

mals. Emphasis in the course is

placed upon conservation.

One oi the problems being iu-

vesligiitcd by research worki-rs

at the l)iological fstation is the

migrations of bass. The fish are

cauglU, measured, and weighed,

are marked with a small metal

tag clipped to the upper jaw, and

are then released. Finally, with

the co-operation of sportsmen

iishing in the district, the biolo-

gists take records of any tagged

fish which are caught, noting

again the size and the exact loca-

tion at which the fish are caught.

The creal census—a method of

taking a census uf fish by asking

anglers to record the place, num-

ber, size, species, etc., of fiijli

caught—is used in studying the

distribution of the piscine popu-

lation.

The age oi a fish may be told

by microscopic examination of a

I

few of its scales. The number

of scales per fish is constant for

any species—one small-mouth

lilack bass has as many scales as

any other small-mouth black

bass, and so forth. However, as

the fish grows, its scales grow;

and because the rate of growth is

not uniform throughout the year,

rings of growth, somewhat like

those uf a tree-trunk, are laid

down at the rate of one per year

;

therefore, counting tbe rings

^ives the age of the fish in years.

J^tudies of the breeding and

TniMT;iiion habits of fishes, and

.,f their distribution, is necessary

in assaying the value of fish pre-

And it came to pass in the City

of Queenz that when the sun

ruse oy the day of Thor, the

mighty warriors of F. those who

delve ill the intricacies of plumb-

ing, did embark and journey to

the land of Belle, where to view

the wonders of Icarus. Verily,

as their chariot entered the far-off

land they did disembark and

wend their way, with yells of

defiance, to the local dispensary

of the precious brew, and when

the smoke of battled cleared

many were the coupons which lay

dismembered and, lo, seven score

and more of the dark green recep-

tacles were cached in the rear of

the chariot. And after the won-

ders they had come to observe

bad pas>cd in review, revelling,

tlic like seldom seen in days of

ration, was engaged upon ; and

when the malten mixture was

depleted, sterner stuff, carried

even from the land of Kin, was

consumed in lethal doses to har-

monious screams of, "One was

black ... on his Tra La Loo."

And among those who were

poured from the conveyance on

return were Farl of Kranz. Jimmy

Robin, Des the tilittering Oue,

Dick the Mass, and many others

of Four Five and Four Six.

And on the Eve of Fria the

clansmen of Mudd did hold Yeer

Dan/, in the Cave of Grant, and a

mighty throng was present and

all did view the excesses of Hark

the jay, who di<l drink too deeply

of the soQtliing draught and who

did give exhibition of terpsichore

at intermisb and later of fisti-

cuffs on prostrate foe. And on

tbe same eve, warriorz of Four

Six did gather in the Cave of Lass

Hall and did toast tbe visit oE

Student Age

Ted the Haze who did return

from labours with the warriors

of the waves.

And it came to pass on the

Eve of Saturn that the doors of

the Cave of Grant were thrown

wide for tbe Lemons of Lephauta'

and the tribesmen of Queenz, to

engage in Open House ; but, lo,

many of the leering Lemons did

absent themselves and refuse to

partake of common revels, and

for this have their names been

proscribed in the Caves of Scienz.

And ere the festivities com-

menced, many warriorz of Scienz

did enter the inner recesses of the

Cave of Nic, seeking interview

with Maid Marion regarding the

event. And from years of guard-

iaiisliip, the Maid spoke with an

experienced voice: "Lo, my war-

riorz, the eve which you approach

is a battle for which you must go

well fortified, Verily are the

lamps lit with brilliance to equal

the sun, exposing the lack of

charm and uuconiely visages of

.those few of Lephanta who at-

tend, and lo, legion are the lowly

ones of Eart and Mudd who do

snap and bay at the heels of the

warriorz of Scienz, even as jack-

als at the flank of the lion ; and

for these ills there is but one

cure, the juice of grape and

grain." And it came to pass that

many were the warriorz who

didst heed the Maid, and lo, a

riotous eve was had by these.

And even now the sands run

out and the hand of NSS lies

heavy on the City and many are

the warriorz who cast aside be-

loved slipstick and dust off rifle

and oil up boots, and the scribes

must off and slink deeper into the

cave lest the claw of the board

snajJS shut on one more victim.

work

(Continued from page 1)

university show that students

entering the College after the

sophomore year of high school

are on a par mentally with those

entering after high school gradu-

a'tiion, Mr. Tyler said. This has

been demonstrated in tests of in-

telligence, reading, writing, and

computation.

He also cited the results of an

inquiry by the National Society

for the Study of Education which

revealed that so far as the biO'

logical and mental equipment is

concerned, students reach a de

gree of maturity "somewhere be

tween age 14 and 16 that should

make successful college

possible."

"Tests of mechanical abilities

show that a' plateau is reached at

about age 15," Mr. Tyler con

tinned. "Various studies of men

tal growth have been made and

indicate that although mental

growth is not stopped even at age

24, tlie growth curves flatten out

typically between age 15 and 16

so that most young people at thi

age have 90 percent of the mental

abilities characteristic of adults

There is also evidence to suggest

that the degree of mental growth

from the age IS on depends very

largely upon the amount of intcl

lectual stimulation,"

McGILL BOASTS FIRST

WDEX-SERVICEWOMAN

Montreal — (CUP — McGill

r.iivLT^ity boasts of the first ex-

-Lrviccwoman to enter a Canadian

university under the Government

rehabilitation plans. Myrna Rip-

pel, a veteran of the WD of the

KCAF entered McGill University

along with 175 ex-servicemen on

January S.

Myrna, who is 22, joined the Air

Force in 1942 and took training as

a wireless operator. She was post-

ed til ihe Wireless School at York-

,nii, S;isl<,'it>he\\an, and "later in-

structed in Winnipeg.

Now after two and a half years

in the RCAF. she is taking first

year arts in preparation for a de

gree in physiotherapy.

Press Club

The Press Club picture

will be taken at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday in the Senate

room. Old Arts building. All

members are urged to attend.

MPORTANT DOLLARS

Following graduation a studeiu

soon becomes a wage-earner. He

may enter the services of his

country, oue of the professions,

or go into business. In his new

position he may expect to be

financially compensated to enable

him to maintain a good standard

of living, and to have money left

over for investment. These dol-

lars to be saved, are importaiu

dollars because, as they accumu-

late, they tend to create financial

security.

The investment of these dollars

hould have careful considera-

tion. A very practical form of

investment is through life insnr-

nee. This offers not only a con-

sistent form of saving but also

creates immediately an estate in

vent of death which otherwise

would take years to accumulate.

There are different types of life

insurance policies available. A
well-planned insurance program

will give the most satisfactory

results. In many cases it is ad-

visable to plan and start the in-

surance before graduation. Mu-

tual Life of Canada represent-

atives with a thorough knowledge

of life insurance can help you

plan your insurance wisely.

Founded 75 years ago, the

Mutual Life is owned entirely by

the policyholders, who receive

their life insurance at low net

cost.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leadbeater
(ADVERTIEEMEHtl

Patronize merchants

Joitrual advertisements.

who

Official Notices

FACULTY OF ARTS

It has been agreed to call

classes this Saturday morning,

under the arrangement between

the Faculty of Arts and the Arts

Society which permits one holi-

day in each term, the dates to be

selected by the students.

Classes will meet as usual

Monday, January 22.

Glee Club

There will be practices for the

"Mikado" on Tuesday. January 15

fur men only and on Wednesday

January K>, for the whole cast. Both]

rehearsals will be at 7.15 p.m.

Convocation Hall.

SCM Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

Tbe conference was called by

the national SCM in order to take

advantage of tbe skilled leaders at-

tending the Foreign Missions Coun-

cil which met in Toronto at tbe

same time. The main Church de-

nominations also held special meet-

ings for their students who attend-

ed the conference.

Queen's representatives were
Margaret Young, Arts '46, Marion

Cowie, Arts MS, George Mullin,

Meds '48, Donald McRae. Theo-

|logy, and Bert McAvoy, Theology.

serves. If such a preserve is

properiy located, it may serve as

a breeding-ground to populate

large areas with fish.

Development and expansion of

the Queen's University Biological

Station is expected lo continue

for some time. In it, and in t.he

increase of its importance both in

research and in practical teach-

Military Board

(Continued from page !)

nianding officers of the two ser-

vices represented on the campus,

Colonel Tuck of MDS and Lieu-

lenant Smith of HMCS Cataraqui,

nominated by the Navy area Com-

manding ofTicer and the Army Dis-

trict Commanding officer respec-

tively, and Dean Ellis and Dean

TEST YOUR

POLITICAL I.Q.

How are election candidates chosen—what

makes their nomination official?

What starts elections, anyway?

How do party organizations support their

candidates?

Have you, as an elector, any control over these

things?

If you can't answer all these questions

you can't properly exercise your demo-

cratic privileges,

SEND FOR FREE PAMPHLET

"WHAT MAKES POLITICS TICK?"

Pill in and mail the coupon below for V^"': .'^'^P^

answers lo ihese and many other questions about the processes

ihat make democracy work. Your request docs not

you in any ""V-

ibligaie

BRACKEN CLUBS OF CANADA,
63 Sparks St., Ottawa, Ontario,

Please forward a free copy of your pamphlet "What Makes

Politics Tick?" to

NAME.,

Queen's is keenly interested. I Earl.

ADDRESS..
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YOU'LL BE THANKFUL
for

WARM
PROTECTION

IN A SMART
NEW

OVERCOAT

$

45
When the temperature

shivers its way down to

zero or below, you'll be

more than thankful that

you invested in one of

our overcoats. Each coat

features the best in styl-

ing, tailoring and fab-

rics. Come in today and

see for yourself why we

recommend them so

highly.

PHONE 3030

123-125 PRINCESS STREET

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

are all

VERY

SCARCE
But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

SPORTS

THE CAMfU$ SPCI^rLIGHT
ey CORD MACK

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

-Toromo Tdegra

Teddy Reeve

After two-and-a-half yeara averseas with Major Conn Smythe's 30Ui

"SportsmaA's" Battery, Gnr. Teddy Reeve returned home to Toronto this

month. When the 30th Battery was organized near the beginning of the

war, one of its first recruits was ex-Gael rugby mentor Teddy Reeve, How
he passed the army medical with his old lacrosse and rugby injuries will

remain a problem for postwar research. The combination of Senator Powell

and Dr. Orr spent more time keeping Coach Reeve in shape than the rest

of the team combined, according to an old Richardson Stadium legend.

Ted's arm was broken during the

action outside Caen, and although he

kept the injury secret tor several weeks,

an MO finally caught up with him and

tagged him with a return ticket. His

welcome in Toronto included the mayor.

Board of Control, and three colonels, be*

sides many famous local names in ath-

letics. His reaction to this greeting was
ty[ncal: "Jeeves, more publicity and pic-

tures than General McNaughton. Le^ft

forget it I'm just another guy in this

war, and no ruddy hero. I'm lucky to he

back home after doing so little. And IH
not feel comfortable until those fellowfl

overseas are back enjoying the things

they've missed for so long."

The "Old Moaner" was an outstanding athletic product of Toronto's

East End <and Malvern Colelgiate), starred at middle wring for Balmy

Beach, played profesaonal lacrosse for the Montreal Maroons, and gained

journalistic fame with his "Sporting Extras" column before he was invited

to coach Tricolour rugby teams to intercollegiate rugby championships in

the fall of '33. In the six years that he was here, he produced three Yatea

Trophy winners—like every field he has entered, an enviable record.

Face-off Thursday

Three consecutive intramural championships, one loss in 21 games, is

the record which the "45 edition of the Sc. '45 hockey team will be out to

extend come 7 p.m. this Thursday. Judging by last year's performance,

they will again be the team to beat. Sc. '46, last year's finalists, have been

weakened by the loss of Nappy Mcintosh and graduation of Pete King to

the Tricolour City League squad, while Sc. '47, semi-finalists, have lost

seven men from last year's team, including such stars as Mclsaacs and

Jack Tail (at present in France with an infantry unit).

The call in Section A goes logically to Sc. '46, who should encounter

no very troublesome opposition. Section B is considerably more balanced

with Sc. '45. a greatly strengthened Medical sophomore team, and possibly

a strong Engineering freshman entry battling for the two playoff positions.

Swim-Show Announced

Definite plans have now been laid for a mammoth swim-show come

the week-end of February 23 and 24, under the sponsorship of the ISS.

Although the specific acts have not yet been determined, a theme has been

adopted which will rival the South Sea setting which made the 1942 show so

popular. About 20 or 30 girls are already available for the cast, but male

recruits are needed. An organization meeting and practice will be held

tomorrow night at 7:30.

Hanson & Edgai*
Dance RRIHVERS Printing of

Programmes Phone 4114 Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St. Description

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

DRESSING GOWNS
(150 to choose from)

Agents for Dock's Shoes

First Half

January 22

Sc. '45 vs Meds 47—8-9 p.m.

Sc. '46 vs Meds '48—9-10 p.m.

January 23

Sc. '47 vs Meds 4S—7-8 p.m.

Sc. '48 vs Meds '49—8-9 p.m.

January 27

Arts '48 vs Sc. '45—7-8 p.m.

Arts '47 vs Sc. '46—8-9 p.m.

January 30

Meds "47 vs Sc. '47—7-8 p.m.

Meds '48 vs Sc. '4S—8-9 p.m.

January 31

Meds '50 vs Meds '47—S-9 p.m,

Meds '49 vs Meds '48—9-10 p.m,

Practice Hours

Jan. 16—Sc. '45—7-8 p.m.

Sc. '46—8-9 p.m.

Sc. '47—9-10 p.m.

Jan. 17—Sc. '48—8-9 p.m.

Meds '48—9-10 p.m.

Arts '48-^^.30-4.30 pm
Arts '47—1.30-5.30 pm

Jan. 20—Meds '47—7-8 p.m.

Meds '49—8-9 p.m.

Meds *50—9-10 p.m.

Open Hours

3.30-4.30 and 6-7 p.m.

week day except Jan. 17,

ever)'

INTRAMURAL HOCKEY

1- All games will consist of

three straight - time 15 -minute

periods, with the exception of the

last three minutes in the last two

periods, which shall be played

with time-outs.

2. referees will be supplied.

The home team will be respon

sible for a timer and one goa

judge. The visiting team will be

responsible for a penalty timer

and scorer, and a goal judge.

3. Any team not placing six

men on the ice within 10 minutes

after listed starting time will

forfeit the game. Such a game

Projects Planned

To Benefit ISS

Concert and Aquacade to

Be Held

Various entertainment projects to

be launched in the second term for

the lienefit of ISS, were under dis-

cussion at the first meeting of the

campus committee this year.

.As a sequel to last term's raffle

of meal tickets, another raffle is

to be held shortly. This time the

inducements offered will be of

greater material value. Rumours,

as yet unconfirmed hy chief raffle-

iie Roy Patterson, tell of Nylon

stockings, exotic tobaccos, luscious

Parisian perfumes and other luxur-

ious relics of the past, intended to

lure prospective winners and bene-

factors of ISS.

For those too selfless to give

with a view to personal gain a tag

day will be held during the week

of February 19. Donations over a

certain amount, later to be speci-

fied, will entitle the donor to untold

privileges during other vents of

the ISS programme of that week.

This will include a splash of an

aquacade, a concert by a celebrated

Canadian artist, as well as a special

ISS sponsored open house. In fact

the campaign organizers on the

campus, headed by Bob Stewart of

Sc. '45 are preparing great things

for that Februarj' week.

International Student Service,

its functions and its aims concern

all students everywhere. As such

any campus activity sponsored by

ISS should cater to all categories

of the academic species. In the

Queen's program outlined above,

the social, atWetic and gambling-

specimens have been taken into ac-

count. Only the servants of cul-

ture still clamour for their rights.

They too will be considered when

Sports Notes

BY BILL LEMMON

ETitries for the intramural table

tennis will be accepted until Janu-

ary 20 at 6 pm on the list posted

in the gym locker-room. Entries

are limited to 10 percent of the

class: Sc. '48 (18), Sc. '47 (14),

Sc. '46 (13). Sc. -45 (U). all Meds

years (4 each), Arts "48 (12),

Arts '47 (5), and Arts '46 and '45

(4 each).

Second round in the intramural

bowling must be completed by

January 20. The draw has been

posted in the gym locker-room.

Intramural hockey schedule

:

Jan. 18—Sc. '45 vs. Meds '48

(7:30-8:20, A. Tuer referee);

Meds '50 vs. Sc. '47 (8:20-9:10.

A. Tuer referee) ; Meds '47 vs.

Sc. '46 (9:10-10K)0. M. Riback

referee); Sc. '48 vs. Meds '49

(10:00-11:00, M. Riback referee).

Jan. 22—Arts '48 vs. Sc. '48

(4;00-5:00, M. Riback referee).

Note change in times of Jan. 18

games.

to write poetry . . .

one must . . -

be born . . .

a poet . . .

to write prose one . .

.

requires . . .

a certain amount of

intelligence . . .

but to write . . .

this damn stuff . . .

all . . .

one needs is a . . .

typewriter . . .

Med Sophomores

Regain Bews Lead

The survival of two of their

three bowling teams into the second

round of the bowling tournament,

garnered 310 points for the medical

sophomore year and catapuHed

them back into first place in the

Bews Trophy standing with a 94

point margin. Sc. '46 responded

with 180 points in the bowling,

and added another 50 points, witli

the other Science years, for their

sli.'ire in winning the faculty soft-

ball championship. Sc. '45 were

the biggest gainers on this week's

Bews results with 336 in the bowl-

ing, and 50 from the softbal!.

Meds '49 - 9003

Sc. '46 8909

Sc '45 5542

Sc. '47 5090

Sc. '48 2087

Arts '47 _ 1733

Arts '46 1685

Meds '50 1097

Meds '47 1090

Arts '48 _ 10+5

Arts '45 368

Meds '48 0

shall be scored as 1-0.

4. Lineups must be handed in I ISS sponsors a concert by a famed

to the referee by the team man- Canadian artist early in March. De-

ager before the game begins.

WANTED : Men to act as stage

hands for the Glee Oub's produc-

tion of the "Mikado," February 13.

14, 15. Please contact Bill New-

lands, phone 6374.

Soph (on phone) : Is this the

City Nursery?

Matron: Yes, sir.

Soph: Well, I'd like to hire a

nurse for the afternoon.

5. No teahi may play more than

15 men or start with less than six.

6. The first and second teams

in each section will play off iti a

sudden-death single game for the

section titles.

The section winners will then

play off in a two-game total-goal

series for the intramural cham-

pionship.

7. There will be no overtime

periods in the regular schedule.

In case of a tie game each team

will be awarded one point in the

standing.

Regular overtime periods of

five minutes each way and then

sudden-death goal will be played

in the section finals and the

second game of the intramural

championship if the game or

series is tied at the end of regula-

tion time.

8. AW teams must supply their

own equipment, including sticks,

and must have the referee's fee

(50 cents each team) on hand in

cash before the game starts. All

goalies' equipment will be sup-

plied by Mr. Powell at the arena

free of charge.

All league games will he free

of charge, but if any teams wish

to practise or play their contests

at any other time, the teams will

have to pay for the rink rental.

At the end of league play, a

sudden-death interfaculty series

will be played. Meds will be

given a bye and play the Arts-

Science game winner. This bye

rotates from year to year.

Sweet Co-ed: Dammit!

Old Lady: My word!

Sweet Co-ed: Pardon me

didn't reaiiie I was plagiarizing.

tails will be annhounced later. This

year's quota at Queen's calls for

a contribution of one dollar per

student

—E.P.

McGill Gets

Cement Mixer

Montreal—(CUP)—John Davi(fl

Johnson, president and general

manager of the Canada Cement

Company, was appointed a mem-
ber of the Royal Institution for

the Advancement of Learning,*

and a governor of McGill Univer-

sity and of Royal Victoria Col-

lege, it was announced recently

by Dr. F. Cyril James, principaS

and vice-chancellor of McGill.

McGill's new governor is a

native of Malatrash, N.S-, and was

educated in the public and high

scliools of Nova Scotia. He en-

tered the Dominion Iron and

Steel Company in 1900, and later

was on the executive of the Cana-

dian Portland Cement Company,

the Ravenlake Portland Cement:

Company, and the Lehigh Port-

land Cement Company. He after-

wards joined the Canada Cement

Company, and was appointcdl

president in 1931.

Mr. Johnson is an associate

member of the Engineering Insti-

tute of Canada, and is on the ex-

ecutive of the Canadian Manufac-

turers' Association and the Cana-

dian Cliamber of Commerce.

For the past four years Mr.

Johnson has belonged to the Ad-

visory Council of the McGill

School of Commerce, and will

now become head of the board's

building committee.
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178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALLENTYNB

Newman Cub

We carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also—
Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St,

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

Wellj today we're bitter. We
had it on the best of faith from

the convener of the Levana At-

Home (co-ed prom—January 26

—remember the date) that the

Melody Men from Peterborough

would supply the music for the

"prom" , . . and "such a coinci-

dence!—the band leader's name

happens to be —Hal Mclntyre!"

So we got the beginning of a

wicked little teaser advertising

idea. We insisted on her spelling it

out though just to make sure. Uli-

huh, Mclntyre, "M-c-I-n-t-y-r-e"

—uh-huh.

Today we're bitter.

Co-ed Prom

The co-ed prom isn't as far off

as you think it is. It's certainly

a lot closer than we thought it

was anyway, we find .after con-

sulting a calendar. January 26,

A week from Friday. If you

haven't your date already, you'd

better start working on it right

away. The co-ed prom, unlike

at-homes of other years, only

lasts one night . . . which will

create rather a problem for all the

two-night daters, we fear. The
music, by the by, will be sup-

plied by the Melody Men from

Peterborough— Hal McFarlane

( M-c-F-a-r-l-a-n-e) conducting.

Wc"re bitter.

Levana meeting tomorrow

night (Wednesday, 17). F.A.C.

The speaker this time will be Dr.

Wallace, and his subject "The

Orkney Islands." So we guess

we don't need to remind you this

time that there will be a fine im-

posed on all first-year students

not there. The meeting begins

at 7:30 p.m., as usual.

Teas—French and Frosh

(Continued from page 1)

arrangements. Thirdly there was

the need of educated Presbyterian

ministers."
|

Dr. McNeill paid special tribute

to the^part played by Sir John A.

MacDonald in establishing Queen's

in return for which he received the

first honorary degree given by the

University.

"The Bad Forties"

The Speaker referred to the first

years as "the had forties," when

Queen's was under "a total eclipse."

"While Kingston was the largest

citv in the province, and capital of

Canada, Queen's was situated in a

shabby house on an obscure street.

When Charles Dickens visited

Kingston, he was shown everything

else but the University by the mem
hers of Parliament. But Parlia-

ment is gone, and Queen's is here."

Then came "the better fifties,"

with new residences and the fonna-

tipn of the Medical School, follow-

ed in turn by "the terrible sixties,"

which brought the last great crisis,

intellectual and financial, in the

University's history. But this per-

iod brought two of the greatest pro-

fessors of all time, McKerras and

Watson.

In 1877 Principal Grant came

to Queen's, the man who more than

any other was to remake the Uni-

versity. "Grant believed in God

;

and he also believed in the future

of Canada," said the speaker. Un-

der his direction Queen's abandon-

ed its sectarian form ; he persuaded

the city of Kingston to contribute

to a new building, the present Old

Arts building ; he raised funds for

other buildings ; established the

School of Mining and the Queen's

Quarterly ; and above all, built up a

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FERDIE WATERS

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Wanted—30 Women
Queen's is proud to announce

the water follies, a display of the

liquid resources and the sub-

merged talents of the university.

In the chlorinated water of the

Queen's pool lithe bodies will

swim and sway in rippling

rhythm Drowned by waves of

applause flooding the room, arms

and legs will move in perfect co-

ordination as the aquacade un-

folds its splendour to the admir-

ing throng.

AH that is needed is 30 Levan-

ites to be the female half of the

first water show Queen's has

attempted in several years. It

you are self-supporting while

immersed, you will receive a

warm welcome on Wednesday

night at 7:30 when you appear at

the gym for the first practise of

the follies. No superior swim-

ming ability is necessary, and re-

member that wimmin in swimmin'

look smooth from the sidelines.

I £ you can swim at all, your

chances of taking part in this

new venture are water-tight.

Drop over on Wednesday night.

Basketball

The Series A team- entered in

the City League remains un-

defeated this term. Their latest

victory was over KCVl Seniors

Thursday night by a score of

lS-7. The first quarter netted

little scoring on either sidtf with

fast playing and excellent guard

ing by the KCVI team. As the

game progressed, the Queen's de-

|fense made it progressively more

famous staff. His epitaph in Grant difficult for the KCVI team to

Hall read,s: "If you would see his

monument, look around."

Karl Eklin, Prop

292 Princess St.

Kingston

Dial 9787

Ontario

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

Store 60S4,

PHONBS:
Rn. Ml 4, GreeiibouBM 3341

Tlie businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

ideserve your patronage.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STREET

The first French tea of the year

will be held on Friday.

Dr. Gibb wishes to announce

that she will meet the students

of French 3 oral today in room

1 10 of the .^rts building from 1 ;30

to 3:30 p.m.

Another tea in the wind, too

—

the Levana Council tea this Sat-

urday. Why they call it Levana

Council tea we don't know—any-

way, it's the "soph-frosh tea," to

which all the seniors take their

fresheltes. There will be a nov-

elty booth at the tea this year,

which the Levana Society is ar-

ranging. Proceeds will go to the

Milk-for-Britain fund. Queen's

pennants (Science, Arts, Meds)

will be on sale, along with

Queen's cushion covers and pos-

sibly -^hoe-hiccs. (The Queen's

shoe-laces make good pig-tail

ribbons, if you wear moccasins

ur boots and don't happen to need

lai.es.) Have extra money on

hand in case you see something

there you just must have.

First aid lecture in Grant Hall

tonight at 7 o'clock. Home nurs-

ing lecture in the Nurses' Train-

mg Ward at KGH—entrance

through the Nurses' Residence on

George street. The dean of wom-
en reminds those who have not

already paid their fee to bring

$1.50 in change to the lectures, or

S2 if they have ordered the text-

book.

Open House

Congratulations to Bill Hen
derson for his first open house of

iy-15 ! It was packed to the doors,

but that makes for success.

We thought the music much bet-

ter than usual, and the dance very

well-run^and -organized. In fact,

as .pp^en. ,
hpuses go, this one is

Queen's Today

Dr. McNeill went on to compare

the present LIniversity with that of

Grant's day. He gave credit to

Government assistance and to large

donations which have made the pre-

sent development possible; but he

speciallj' thanked the small contri-

butors who have built the present

imposing set of buildings. He brief-

ly reviewed the scholastic records of

Queen's graduates, which speak for

themselves, and he noted that today

"Queen's is the least local of the

large Canadian Universities, since

lest than one-ninth of her students

live in this City.

Dr. McNeill was introduced by

Don Cameron, .Arts '46, and a vote

I of thanks was tendered by Anne
Paynter, Arts '47. The meeting

was under the chairmansliip of

Archie Foley, Meds '48, president

of the club.

score, while their own forwards'

improved passing paid dividends

as their score mounted.

The uniforms of the senior

team. Royal Stewart kilts, are ex-

pected to appear in the next game,

scheduled for January 22.

Lineups of the game:

KCVI: G. Morris (4), S. Mc-

Ilquhan, H. Matthews (1), N.

Porter, F. Cramer (2), J. Archi-

bald, J. McCortney, E. Lyon, S.-

Davidson, B. McKay.

Queen's: B. Kelly (6), E.

Smith, A. Tracy (1), B. Ganton

(4J, F. Waters (7), S. Gordon,

J. Stackhouse, A. Sprague, A.

Wolf.

Portia White

somewhere at the top of the list.

We heard a lot of freshettes an-

ticipating the next one with in-

terest. The novelty flashlight

dance deserves special mention,

too.

The Levana Journal comes out

the Friday of the prom. Di Gill

is looking for contributions for

her feature page, so anybody with

ideas get them down on paper

right away and give it to Di or

Marj Rice or your Levana ed.

CRCC
An officers and NCO's meeting,

will be held Tuesday at 4.30 p.m..

Room 208. New Arts building. Re-

cruits will report at 7.1.S p.m.

Thursday to the girls' dressing room

in the gym. Trained personnel will

report at 7.15, Tliursday, to Grant

Hall.

(Continued from page 1)

to Miss White's atiilities. The melo-

dious timbre of her voice and her

great sense of rhythm came out

wonderfully in the Negro spirit-

uals. The simple little song "The

Twelve Days of Christmas" provid-

ed some of the greatest enjoyment

of the evening; the "Vedic Hymn"

at the conclusion of the programme

demonstrated her dramatic talents

more, and tlie evening closed with

three encores, spirituals, rendered

with an artlessness that was really

brilliant. All in all, Miss Wliite.

wlio was accompanied by Arpad

Sandor, had chosen a rather exact-

ing and unusual programme, which

LOST: One green scarf in New
Arts building. Finder return to J.

Lush, phone ^77. Reward.

Newman Club

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

A. R- XimOVHVPHOTOGWARMEW
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
Make your appointraents now for Portraits and Groups

WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

WARD & HAMILTON

The Newman Club will hold its

monthly dance tonight at 8.30 in

St. Joseph's Hall, Hotel Dieu Hos-

pital, Everybody is welcome.

ELLioxrs
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS

355 PRINCESS ST, DIAL 3747

DIVISION ST.

PHONC 71 OO

I.D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

AUBERT ST.

Phone 7300

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments l^ose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

*rC:CHMICAL. SURPUIES
KINGSTON Queen's Univerrity Grounds ONTARIO
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The Dean's Message

The Faculty oj Arts is passing

ihroiigh a difficult time. Many of

the best of its staff and students

have gone away to war service. The
number of students has fallen by

nearly a third. Its advanced courses

are reduced, in most cases, to tiny

groups. The picture nioithl look

much ivorsc, were il not thai Ihc

pure sciences tauiihl In this Faculty

lire attracting more students than

formerly. The loss in the lunnani-

ties and the social sciences is very

great.

Never before zvas there such gen-

eral desire to get vocational train-

ing of a. technical nature; nei'cr-

before has there been so Utile con-

cern about a liberal education. And
so we shall soon have a plethora of

engineers while the paucity of men
and women trained In human rela-

tionships becomes tragic. For tve

lire facing great problems in this

field for rvhich the best training

for the most possible mill not suf-

fice. What is really needed is a

good liberal education for all.

Therefore it now behooves those

who arc getting such troininij to

make good use of their precious

opportunities. These students tvill

be of great sendee and in great

demand. For a liberal education not

only develops the tndividnal as no

The Dean
Ice Carnival Plans

Near Completion

At a meeting of the A.M.S.

[Monday evening, it was announced

Ith.it arrangements for the Ice Car-

Inival to be held Feb. 3 at the jock

Harty Arena were practically com-

plete. Tickets will be fifty cents

IwiLli no reserved seats. Following

[the event a moccasin dairce will be

I
held.

Muffy Hibbert is the convener,

[and tickets and publicity are in the

Ihands of Herb Lawler and Doug
[Dale respectively.

At the meeting, it was stated that

|]>lans for the A.M.S. Colour Night

Ion March 2, are nearing completion.

DEAN R. O. EARL

other studies can, but also pro-

vides society U'ith wise direction,

lis product, OS Queen's motto puts

il. is staltility through learning and

zmsdom.

This is Arts Week. lt_is a lime

for assessment of values, for re-

assumption of responsibility, for

sober pride, for enjoyment. Let us

have all of these things. And let us

(ikvays remember what we are here

for, "Florcal academia"!

Dr, R. O. Earl,

Dean of Arts.

Photograph Exhibit

Now On Display

"Photography as a Hobby" ts

the title of a new display of photo

graphs and diagrams now hang

ing in the Senate room. Old Arts

building. The purpose of the

exhibit is to show how to prepare

a print for exhibition.

The collection also is designed

to illustrate tlie new tendencie

in portrait photography. Andre

Bieler, resident artist, stated the

display should prove "valuable

alike for beginner and expert.'

Harrison Lectures

On Shakespeare

"The Man Shakespeare," a lec-

ture delivered Monday evening by

Dr. G. B. Harrison, head of the

English Department, marked the

beginning of a series of five popu-

lar lectures lo be given by Queen's

professors. The occasion was also

the first speaking appearance of Dr.

Harrison, who has an international

reputation as a scholar and author-

ity on the Elizabethan era.

"We know more about Shake-

speare than any other Elizabethan

dramatist," Dr. Harrison said.

From the close analysis of this in-

fonnation it is possible to deduce

a very accurate picture of what

Shakespeare the man was really

like. In all probability he was whol-

ly unspectacular, as so mai^ great

people often are. Tt is wrong to

consider Shakespeare as a demi-

god whose gigantic ca])acities placed

him on a completely different plane

from the average mortal, when in

fact, he turns out to be as human

as the average man.

Dr. Harrison pointed out that

the reason for Shakespeare's un-

contested supremacy in the field of

English Literature for the last 350

years is that his plays exhiliil uni-

DR G. B. HARRISON
(Continued on page 6)

Correction

The attention of all Arts-

men is called to an error in

last Tuesday's regular issue

of The journal. The term

holiday of the Arts Faculty

will not be held tomorrow,

as announced, but next Sat-

urday, January 27.

Levanites Prepare

For Co-Ed Prom

The annual Levana At-Honie,

renamed this year the Co-Ed Prom,

will be held in Grajit Hall, Friday,

January 26, from 9 :30 to 2 :30 a.m.

Beryl Kelly. '45. is the convener of

this year's formal.

The hall will be decorated on

the Co-Ed theme in Blue and Sil-

ver. Music will be provided by die

Melody Men, a 14-piece orchestra

from Peterborough. At intermis-

sion, refreshments will be served

at Ban Righ Hall.

Dress will be formal for the co-

eds anil pptiunal for men. Adniis-

iiun is $3,50 and girls are advised

to buy tiieir tickeis ahead of time

from Joan Connor, Joan Copeland,

or Fran Goodspeed.

Coca-Cola Starts

New Programme

Last New Year's night, a

sparkling new musical programme

entitled the "Coca-Cola Music

Club" commenced, and will be

heard every Monday evening on

the CBC's Trans-Canada network

—a half-hour of radio entertain-

ment presented by the Coca-Cola

Company of Canada. It replaces

the same sponsor's "Victory

Parade," which has originated

during the past two years at serv-

ice and industrial centres through-

out Canada. Besides the old

group of the "Victory Parade"

—

Mart Kenney and His Western

Gentlemen, now famous as Can-

ada's Spotlight Band, the voices

of Art Hallman, Norma Locke,

and the Spotlight Quartette—it

will introduce two new features:

the week's Spotlight Parade of

Top Tunes, and the Story of a

Song which brings famous melo-

dies to life in short sketthes.

The "Coca-Cola Music Club"

will highlight Mart Kenney's

usual versatility with tunes sweet

and hot. jtrranged by Jack Fow-

ler. Master of ceremonies will

be Jack Fuller, while Don Sims

wilt hold his old position of

Western Gentlemen Play Tonight
--- Don't Fence Us Artsmen In

Evening Star To Shine Tonight

With Kenney's Spotlight Band

Prepare Lavish Decorations
For Informal At-Home

In Gymnasium

Dance Starts at 10:00

Tonight at 10.00 in the GyTium-

Isium, the Aris Society will welcutu..

I

its friends at its annual Af-Hutin .

I'he At-Home features Canada

spotlight Band, Mart Keiiiicy :ind

[His Western Gentlemen, which i-

I'uaking its fifth appearance on tin

campus. For Artsmen this is tin-

U'ccasion cf the year, and no efiint

lias been spared to make it an evt-iic

I

which will long be remembered.

Decorations for the dance con-

|f"rln to the tlKim- "l"vinin!; Star."

Tom BockiTii;'- .irti-lu mi ml ami

[engineering ingenuity li."is proilnced

'imething really new and distinc-

I'ive in decorations to revolve about

''lis enchanting theme.

In keeping wiih the wartime pol-

|"'.v of simplicity, the ladies will not

Wear corsages and the gentlemen

will wear business .'^uits. Refresh-

1'nents will be served at intermission.

The committee hopes that by

'nlding the dance in the gymnasium

|'!iis year, all friends of the Arts

jSnciety will be able to get tickets.

|1"he committee consists of Norm
jl^rown, Tom Eocking, Jim Mc-

iQiiarrie, Glenn Clark. Doug Mcln-

Ij^sh, Ken Buckingham, and Ted

White.

The Convener

N. C. BROWN

Public Lecture -

Professor Crawford

The second public Icclnrc in the

Monday evening scries will lie given

January 22, in Convocation Hall,

by Prof. K. G. Crawford. Director,

the Institute of Local Government.

Prof. Crawford, who came to

Queen's from London. Ont., where

he had been city clerk for several

years, has brought practical experi-

ence in municipal administration to

the new Queen's department.

A Holiday Story

On the tip-top peak of the

Empire State building stood Mr.

Twinkle, gazing placidly down at

the breathless crowds milling in

the street 1,700 feet below.

"I wonder," thought Mr.

Twinkle, "whether 1 can land on

that plump woman in the polka-

dot dress,"

You sec, Mr. Twinkle was

committing suicide. Committing

suicide wasn't his usual habit

—

lliis was an exceptional case. It

wasn't at all an ordinary thing

for Mr. T. to dp. In fact, some-

one remarked:, "Imagine Mr.

Twinkle committing suicide
!"

Mr. Twinkle jumped. On his

way down, he became rather in-

terested in t!ie panorama of

American life passing before his

eyes through the windows of the

Empire State building . . . little

family quarrels, touching scenes

of domesticity, big business men

chasing their secretaries around

highly-polished mahogany dcsks.

At the 60th floor from the

street, Mr. T. remembered that

he had forgotten to turn off the

gas. His mind was distracted,

however, by a sign in a travel

bureau window, "Is YOUR trip

necessary?"

At the 5Jrd floor he wondered

whether taking on elevator down

would have been a less messy

business- A lady on the 50th

floor asked him if he'd mind mail-

A HOLIDAY STORY
(Continued on page 5)

Life of W. Mulock
Praised by Cody

A challenge; What can you do

to promote the well-being of your

I university, your community, your

I
native land, the w^hole world?

was flung to the students of

Queen's by Dr. H. J. Cody, in an

address in Grant Hall Tuesday

morning. As an example of a

man who did his utmost for this

])urpose. Dr. Cody, president of

the University of Toronto, told

the h'fe story of "C.inada's grand

old man." Sir William Mulock.

"From his life," said Dr. Cody,

"we learn ^ometluL!g of the value

of a strong, healthy physique, of

tile discipline ol difficulty, of a

good education, of the urgency

of the call to public service, of the

espnnsal of caiisi^s, and of a

kindly, sympathetic heart." We
learn, too, that there is no neces-

sary antago'nism between youth

and age; indeed, the audacity and

boldness of youth must work to-

gether with the wisdom and

maturity of age.

Dr, Cody, the guest of the Alma

Mater Sucitty, divided Sir Wil-

liam\ life into five phases: the

bov enduriiig hardships in his

youth, the young man at college,

the young law student and law-

yer, the public servant, and the

painstaking. upright, humane

judge.

William Mulock was born at

Bondhead, Ontario, in 1843. After

LIFE OF W, MULOCK
(Continued on page 4)

President's Message

Once again has come the week-

end loward.f which all Artsmen

hafe been looking for sonic time.

JVe trust that it may he enjoyed

not only by those of us on the cam-

pus, but also by our iiuiny iricud-^

who have been able to return for

this all-imporlanl occa.^oii.

It is with many cherished mem-

ories that gradualiuii s I " d c n i

review their actjiuinitaucr willi

Queen's and the Arls Svciely. H.-w-

ever. we arc well ozenrv oj the jncl

that a great deal of i^'hal wc ha'.'C

been pri:ih'ijcti to crpcrience niii

he ,iltni'ulrd to the real and jar-

si<ihl''d .'cllrities of those who have

preceded us. To these same Arts-

men, nianv of whom arc no^v on the

fighting fronts, we dedicate our

prayers. May their high ideals be

realized by speedy victory!

As Artsmen, we have a great

deal of tvliieh we can be justly

proud. It zuoidd be vain indeed,

however, for any one of us to sit

back leisurely, confident oj the fad

that we have been exposed to the

liberal education offered to us as

Arts students. This diversify of

training at our disposal .'Should pre-

pare us for posilions of lendership.

It is therefore e-Vpedlcut that we

make the best of our opportunities

so thai lee may readily and lotllingly

assume responsibilities, pnrticularty

in the tasks of reconstruction. In

all this, with God's help, we shall

not fait' We shall bear our bur-

dens in a manner befitting ihe trtist

placed in us.

The Presidentm

GLENN CI-ARK

But il is important that we main-

tain a sensible balance throughout.

This weekiSnd offers much in Ihc

way of entertainment aiul gaiety:

imiv z^'c avail ourselves oj this op-

portiinily to meet smially. and la

create iietv and lasting friendships.

To Norm Brown and his ener-

ijetic committee, we express our

sincere appreciation for what pro-

mises to be one of the finest Al-

Homes ever. Also, we are grateful

to Mike Lafratia and his comnittee

for their brilliant success in the

slaqing of last night's "For \'(cn

Only."

Glenn Clark.

Pretiidenl. The Arls Society.
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Freshman Initiation

The most imoortant question on the campus is that of

amending freshman regulatjons. Here are our views on the

subject:

1. REGULATIONS

(1) Let us act positively. We should not set out to abolish

freshman regulations; we should replace them with introductory

dances and rallies, tours and lectures.

(2) (a) We must abolish foolish regulations—petty incon-

veniences which are too insipid to add anything worthwhile to

college life, (b) We should not include any regulations which

cannot be enforced. The few regulations, based on recognized

tradition and healthy spirit, which are retained, roust be enforced

absolutely. Tams. faculty ribbons, and name-plates are essential.

2. FACULTY COURTS

(1) All serious charges should be tried in serious courts.

(2) The foolish and filthy ought to be relegated to mock

courts.

3. VETERANS
We must have a workable policy in force before the great

mass of servicemen arrives. It is our belief that if the principles

presented above are applied to the servicemen in the proper spirit,

we shall continue to receive their co-operation.

(7vith due apologies to Esquire)

A THEOLOG BELIEVES:

That Mary is the name of the

sweetest girl in the world, and

she's waiting for him back home.

That all professors are inspired

with divine wisdom.

That health is to be preferred

to wealth.

That a crib is something con-

nected with a baby.

That there is more real educa-

tion in a bull session than in the

classroom.

That when with a lady one

lust be a gentleman at all times.

That a weekend is from Friday

ight to Monday morning.

Photo-Finish

First prize of $15 in the AMS essay contest on the "History

o£ Queen's" has been awarded to W. S. Kennedy of Arts '48.

Mr. Kennedy's was the only entry in a competition open to all

first-year students. Evidently any introductory lectures delivered

to the freshmen and freshettes made little impression, and the

present system of initiation did not bring out much of that old-

time spirit. If this contest is to be held next year the faculties

shall have to devote much more effort to giving first-year students

a genuine interest in Queen's and her history.

Rectorial Elections

Campus elections for AMS president were stopped to eliminate

interfaculty campaign brawling. Everyone agrees that this was a

wise step, but in taking it we have had to sacrifice some of the old

college spirit. It is unfortunate that, in allowing the AMS execu-

tive to appoint our rector, we have lost an opportunity of regaining

a part of this feeling. The AMS could not have chosen a better

man than Dr. B. K. Sandwell, but the office of rector would be

much stronger if candidates were chosen by a general election.

This would be in the tradition of the office, as Dr. Sandwell

observed. Far from reviving interfaculty animosities, a general

election on a matter of university-wide interest would draw the

faculties together.

That one should not say good-

night^o a blonde until midnight

That a pint is a unit of measure

That a blush indicates purity

That women and liquor should

never be mixed.

That foreign affairs are inter-

esting.

That he will some day write

best-seller.

That John Knox was right.

That he favours co-eds.

AN ARTSMAN BELIEVES:

That Mary is the name of the

girl back home who is waiting

for him.

That all professors are very

wise men.

That a healthy mind is to be

preferred to a healthy body.

That a crib is unethical.

That there is more real educa-

tion in a bull session than in the

classroom-

That when with a lady one

must be gentle at all times.

That a ' weekend is too short

for recreation and too long for

study.

That one should not say good-

night to a blonde until I a.m.

That a pint is a Pint.

A SCIENCEMAN BELIEVES:

That Mary is the name a

girl back home.

That professors make human

mistakes.

That a healthy body is to be

preferred to a healthy mind.

That a crib is a very handy

publication.

That there is more real educa-

tion io a bull session than in the

classroom.

That when with a lady one

must be a man sometimes.

That

money.

a weekend runs into

That

cence.

blush indicates inno-

That women and liquor should

seldom be mixed.

That Boccaccio's affairs are in-

teresting.

That he will some day write

a best-seller.

That Karl Marx was right.

That he favours debutantes.

That one should not say good

night to a blonde until 3 a.m.

That a

panion.

Pint is a boon com

That a blush indicates ignop

That women and liquor are like

ham and eggs.

That their own
interesting.

affairs are

A MEDSMAN BELIEVES:

That Mary is a girl's name.

That professors make inhuman

mistakes.

That a heathy pocketbook is to

be preferred.

That a world without cribs

ould be a world without degrees.

That there is more real educa-

tion in a bull session than in the

classroom.

That when with a lady one

must be a very gentle gentleman

at times.

That a weekend is damned

expensive, but worth it.

That one should not say good-

ight to a blonde.

That a Pint is hardly enough.

That a blush indicates true

ophistication.

That women and liquor are

his ham and eggs.

That affairs are interesting.

That he will some day write

a best-seller.

That Barnum was right.

That he favours town girls.

That he will some day write

a best-seller.

That Freud was right.

That he favours co-eds, debu-

tantes, town girls, waitresses,

shop girls, divorcees, models,

nurses, widows, hello-girls, and

just plain girls.

How to Become "A Good Clod of Earf'

by the Sage of the Sod

Abide fellow clods for I have

much to say to you and my time

is short. There are yet many miles

to travel and as one whose young

life has alread)' been blighted by

things gone by 1 feel it my hide-

bound dooty, to turn and ere it is

too late warn ye of young and in-

nocent growth of the gravest dan-

gers ahead.
^

The paths are rough and danger-

ous. The way is dark and you will

many times be called upon to light

the way for those of lesser light-

ment. But besides the darkness and

the roughosity. your path (I find)

will have many pitfalls. Beware!

clod of Eart, for in every pit is a

woman (I shan't stop here)—a wo-

man of matchless cunning and ter-

rifying ambition armed with the

latest techniques of underground

warfare. Many "diggers of Eart"

will fall with you but they are not

of llie same blood and are better

equipped. They will probaby stay

in the pit. But you. mightiest of

Eart must emerge from the fright-

ful chasm free and unmolested.

My chief concern is your conduct

while in the pit. The time is trying

esty prevents me from narrating

the agony which I went through) is

based entirely on the admission of

our utter weakness in the realm of

femininity. Our burning passions

are uncontrollable and hence long

months of experience have taught

me that our only salvation lies in

the realization of this fact. This

here is the procedure which you

must follow doggedly throughout

vour career. Only by rigid compli-

ance with this formula can you ever

hope to evade the cunning wenches

who lurk within their respective

dugouts.

Tlie first test will come early

and many young growths have

been stunted. A weapon must be

found to combat this frightful mon-
Lg^j^pg September—say the first

ster (females are shin deep). Many

a time have I put my brans to the

rock and although at loss for a

foolproof device. I have at last de-

vised a formula of considerable

complexity which may help you to

ride unscathed from pit to pit.

But before I release this fascin-

ating formula, let me unloose a few

profound conclusions which I have

derived from experience. First, in

combat with women, you like your

fellow diggers of Eart and Muts of

of Mud arc doomed to defeat. Fur-

thermore, these pitfalls of which I

speak are unavoidable. Day in and

night out I have seen faithful young

clods throw up their arms and fall

screaming inio the abyss so cleverly

(irepared for them. You have

uo choice then, but to face the facts

of life and make the best of your

plight.

Here then is the plan which I

have evolved through many months

of experiment and secret procedure.

This revolutionary idea which I

have so cleverly evolved (my mod-

year dance. You go, you have a

wonderful time, you fall in love

—

madly in love—now what do yon

do? Alas you are sunk. There is

no hope and you are destined to

remain a clod of eart forever. But

suppose you had previously asked

someone else for another date be-

fore the dance. Then you will be

going to the next dance with some-

one else. You fall madly in love

with her, too. Probably the one

you were so madly in love with the

week l>efore has already slipped

into L2 (Love—second class). If

so. excellent—but if you are of ex-

ceeding weakness this first date may

still have yon by the shoelace and

will cling tenaciously until she is

sure that you can never be lured

into her care again. Just to make

sure that you are completely free

you make a date with still a third

person, before the spell of the sec-

ond has been passed over you. And

so you continue in female progres-

sion, falling in love continually and

at the same time neiitrahzing the

love which went before.

In simplified fonn this means

that you are reduced to the "Future-

less Double Date System." It means

that you get two dates the first week

and one for each succeeding week,

month or period that you may

choose. You must never go to

dances, shows, walks in the parks,

rides in cars or do other vulnerable

manoeuvres without having before-

hand a date prepared for the fol

lowing week.

Of course there are times when

my system will he given extremely

vigorous work-outs. Take Sadie

Hawkins for instance, you take a

girl out the week before, never sus

pecting that she might ask you to

the Drag. Sure enough she does

Horrors—you are forced to go to

a dance with the same person twice

in succession. I have not yet de-

vised a formula for this situation

but there are several precautions

which should be applied. Remem-

ber when you go out with her a

second time you are madly in love.

You are out of your mind. Nothing

matters. Here is your only hope.

Keep a clipping of the "Futureless

double date system" on your per-

son at all times. Take it with you

that night. Read it over and over

. . . Read it to her and then say as

emptily as possible that you love

her. And then as you shake hands

and wish her good nite tell her

about me—the sage of all sods.

Tell her about the^ pits, the cun-

ning creatures who inhabit theirt

fftirget the birds and the bees),

and picture yourself the mightiest

of Eart (which you are) emerging

vicloricnis from the most crucial

battle of your Hfe.

Compus Cut-ups

Betty: Hello, h'lo!

Voice at other end of the phone

:

Hello, honey, how's tricks?

Betty: Er—oh—er—but who's

peaking?

Voice : What ! You don't know ?

Betty : No, 1 don't ; who do you

think you're speaking to?

Voice: None other than sweet

little Betty Blue.

Betty: Well, that's all right;

but I don't know who you are.

Voice : Aw, sure you do ! Guess.

Betty: I hate guessing. Please?

Voice: All right, kid. It's John

Brown.

Betty: John Brown? Where

—

Voice : Remember, last Mon
day evening?

Betty : Oh, you're the lad on

the rugby team.

Voice: No, I'm the miniature

golf champion.

Betty : Oh, yes, I know now.

How have you been?

Voice: Just pining away and

trying to get up nerve to phone

you up.

Betty: ^Really? It's awf'ly

sweet of you to say so anyway.

Voice: Oh, I mean it. And you

should just hear my heart beating

now

!

Betty: I think I'm blushing.

Please, do stop.

Voice: Listen, Betty, when can

I take you out?

Betty: Oh, gee, I'm all dated

up for ever so far ahead.

Voice: How about next Satur-

day after the game?

Betty: I sort of half promised

another lad to go driving then.

Voice : All right ; but a party of

us were going to the La Salle,

and I thought maybe

—

Betty: The La Salle! That

other date wasn't very definite.

I'll try to break it off.

Voice : Oh, I wouldn't do that.

I'll call you again.

Betty: But, really. I'd love to

go with you.

Voice: All right, that's just

great with me. How about com-

ing for a ride tonight?

Betty: Oh, have you a c.-ir?

I'd love to, but I've got a lot o*

work to do.

Voice: I'll be over in half an

hour. S'long.

Betty; But—
(He closed off. and she dashed

upstairs to dress.)

There was a young giri from

Australia

Who went to a dance as a dahba.

But the petals revealed

What they should have coH'

cealed

—

And the dance, as a dance, wa'

a falia.

So ends my message ;
ye. hardy

fools do not cast it off lightly but

w^eigh every word—turn them over

in your mind and meditate upon

them for each is dripping with the

tears of bitter experience.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICS

7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 37*'
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ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS

187 Princess St. Phont 5056

- 231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: S4H DIAL RES.: 5341
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*^ AAA V/ AJ of Leodership in Entertainment

LAST TIME TODAY

DENNIS MORGAN ELEANOR PARKER

DANE CLARK
in

'

'THE VERY THOUGHT OF YOU'

STARTING SATURDAY

The Stars of "Mrs. Miniver" Head over Heels

in Love Again.

GREER GARSON
WALTER PIDGEON

^Mrs. Parkington^
with Edward Arnold - Agnes Moorehead

'It will be placed high among the

best pictures of the j^ar. . .

ROLY YOUNG
in llie Globe and Mail

NOEL COWARD'S

Cavalcade of a New Generation

THIS

HAPPY
BREED

IN TECHNICOLOR

Starting Saturday

The

ODEON
TODAY AND SATURDAY

EDWARD G, ROBINSON AND VICTOR MCL.AGL.EN IN

"TAMP ICO
also "BLONDIE PLAYS CUPID" with the BUMSTEADS

MON. - TUBS. - WED.
JAN. 22 - 23 - 24

BING CROSBY
MARTHA RAVE
BOB BURNS

"Waikiki Weddina"

.
/'Behind the

Rising Sun"

THURS. FRI. - SAT.

JAN. 25 - 26 - 27

ELEANOR POWELL
DENNIS O'KEEFE
W. C. FIELDS

Cab Calloway and Band

Woody Herman and Band

"Sensations of 1945'
ALSO

"Lumbet- Jack"
HOPALONG CASSIDY

BILTMORE
CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

Dcwnstafie
\t Cueens

Oh! Frankie

by

a Pan with an Outlook

(with a[>ohiji£s lo Maclean's)

or

QUEENSTALUNG
(Thanks. Neil)

The outstanding event at Queen's

during tlie past week was the dis-

tovery by our famous biologist,

Doc Intosh, of a third sex. This

completely revolutionary bit of re-

search was announced in special

iuterview granted this reporter. Said

Due Intosli, modestly stroking bis

crimson locks.

"In collaboration with my world

famous colleague, Sank Finatra,

we now feel justified in revealing

to the world that there definitely

arc : male sexes, female sexes, and

bobbie sexes."

* * *

This week Queen's inaugurated

an Ottawa custom. At high noon

on Tuesday in Grant Hall, the can-

non boomed dully.

Most stirring news from the lit

erary world was the statement that

J. Q. Solton Back would in the

near future publish a six volume

edition of his memoirs entitled. Life

in the Slacks, or. The Courtship of

Vent and Jean. This work is ex-

pected to be a companion set to the

reminiscences of Jno. T. Parkhill,

Life in the Music Room, or My
Dasc in fhe University Lounge.

(God bless you Martha!)

When asked by our up and com-

ing young office boy. Alan David

Gray, what were bis most precious

memories of his days at Queen's,

Mr. Back spoke at some length, as

has always been his custom.

"Memoirs," said Mr. Back, "are

seldom interesting to any but one's

contemporaries, but I shall never

forget the utter chaos that existed

on the library stairs before the

great Webster - Ricliardson team

produced their systems. A. and B.

Nor shall I forget how terrifying

eight o'clock biology classes used

to be before the "lock-out" system

was installed. Now. I understand,

the co-eds return to Ban Righ for

their breakfasts.

"Perhaps the most campus shak-

ing event of my under-graduatc

days," continued Mr. Back, "was

the concert series. Sponsored by

that dean of music critics, Whoop

Skil.<ion, really fine music was

brought to the campus."

"How did the Journal of those

dnys compare with our present ef

forts," Alan David Gray asked Mr.

Back.

'The originator of the Left Hand

Corner. Hugh (Buck) Buchanan

now of the R.C.N.V.R.. has never

been surpassed in our opinion. Of

course, Phin, who like several

uther things, is still with us. had a

hand in it in those days, too. (He

also had hair.) It was due to the

philanthropy of this same Kenneth

Graliani Pliin that the hells were

lnsl;illed in Grant Hall Tower. Do

Mm remember that Journal dance

whU a programme, Space, The

Weakly News Magazine."

"Ah, tbey were great days." said

Mr. Back, as tears dimmed h'

spectacles. "Few of the old crowd

are left. And those who are have

sadly aged. Never in these day

docs one hear of Mr. Tyke swing-

ing from a chandelier, or repeating

that mystic incantation leaning from

a window, .first published in the

LHC:
" 'Chomp, chomp," he used to

chomp, 'chomp, cbomp." How

ever, to us oldtimers, he is, still.

Cliompion."

There is a rumour around the

U is unfortunately clear that

the outstanding product of the

United States of America for the

calendar year of 1944 is the

unique and unprecedented Frank

Sinatra. His effect on the youth

of America is as well known and

has been as thoroughly described

as any other new disease. The

phenomenon of Sinatra is basic-

ally a sexual phenomenon.

Sinatra is the symbol of a

largely oversexed nation—a na-

tion that thrives on leg-art. check-

to-cheek, close - clutch dancing,

girlie-shows, tabloid sex sensa-

tion, Deanna Durbin's first kiss,

and the private life of every pub-

lic figure in its niidsl. Sex seems

to be no longer a single function

of life, but virtually the sole pur-

pose of existence; nor is it frank,

proud. Rabelaisian sex. but hush-

hush sex that smirks at four letter

words and makes its assignations

out of the corner of its mouth.

And the movies, the niusica

shows, the magazine cirtoons,

the conversations of metropolitan

youth, all devote the greater part

of their attention to the gross

exaggeration of this aspect of

society.

Few other nations have a

street-corner problem of such ex-

cessive dimensions; no other na-

tion, equally civilized, has a dance

tyle so aboriginal, so orgiastic,

so unrefined ; no other nation

has Frank Sinatra—and no other

nation would react to him in so

promiscuous a manner. Sinatra's

devoted legions are for the most

part so unstable, so utterly un-

dignified, so glaringly incapable

of assuming international respon-

sibilities or even thinking respon-

ible thoughts, that it speaks very

poorly for -his exploitation of

them and for the health and

future of the American nation as

a whole.

Adolescence, intellectual and

emotional adolescence, is the

a!)iding fault of some of our very

good neighbours to the south.

We in Canada admire, respect,

and even love the United States

of America and its many distin-

guished citizens ; but an invasion

of our undefended frontier for the

uirpose of con\erting us to Siu-

.tra-fans is hardly the reciprocity

ve deserve. Furthermore : we

ike to visit across the border,

Hid we have suffered with

ittle complaint tlie foreign-ex-

change restriction,- which have

hamstrung our wonted \acalions

and here conies Shiatra to take

.ay some $10,000 in return for

one 40-mimite exposure of 1

erotic tonsils.

= The Quality Shop Pounded 1847 SS

I LIVINGSTON'S |= CUSTOM TAILORS OVER 98 YEARS =

I FINE ENGLISH WORSTEDS 1
1 $45 - $55 - $65 1
= Featured in Livingston's - =
= Tailared-to-Measure Shop =
S We would Uke to present for your approve the S— newest British worsteds—smooth-finished, clear.

^ cut materials in a host of rich winter shades and ^=
SS distinctive patterns. Why not stop in tomor- ^3
S row—choose a suit-length from our extensive~

array oE siutings and have our Tailored-to- —
S Measure Shop tailor it exclusively for you in the S= style you choose. ^

I LIVINGSTON'S I
M IMPORTERS OF FINEST QUALITY BRITISH V/OOLLENS =
S 75- 79 Brock St. Dial 8354 =

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S—

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON

— Quality Drygoods —
Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

103 Princess St

Phone 6381

HAT SALE

$1.95
Reg u lor h) $6.00

Agents for Dock's Shoes

campus—in fact, the campus is full

of roomers. On the basis of this,

the Debating Unimi is ?ji.iiig to de-

bale the propn^iiiuii .

[;, - il^cd that

Ebe roominsi sitvi.iii"M m I'.iti^stou

could be worse, but not mucli."

* * *

On Monday it was also estah-

shed in a public debate, beyond all

question of doubt that Shakespeare

«as a man. Tlie opposition, we

noted, was not " definitely opi^ised

to the proposition, but succeeded in

confusing the issue to a certain

extent.
* *

The report from usually reliable

sourves that an engineer on the

campu? has learned to read and is

in danger nf lifcnminj; cnhured, is

viewed with ,[hinii in' Aii-uini ivlni

have previuusl\ li^ul ,i iii.iii,.|inly m

this field. The only hasi-^ for sucli

rumour is the additional rumour

fbat Mr. Buckingbani. ICC... has

been appointed associate Dean '>f

Science, to be in charge of the

Levajiites in tliat faculty.
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BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Serrico

133 Princess St. 0pp. Kre9ge'«

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makerB

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 WeUington St Dial 4352

GOURDIEfiS
rues

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

3B2 Princess St - Phone 4524

ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-lo-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beouty Parlor in Connection

Opp, Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 4850

STUDENTS!
At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

President's Report

In accordance with the recommendation of last year's annual

meeting, the practice of having all Artsmen wear name tags

was adopted. Freshmen wore the tags until Christmas, while

members of other years wore them for a period of two or three

weeks. The results of this venture have been gratifying, and

especially so in the case of the freshmen, as it has enabled

them to come to know, not only each other, but also many from

other years.

In the early fall a freshman organization meeting was called,

at which time an election nt officers was held. This executive was

of a temporary nature and existed for the first term only. During

this term a body known as the Freshman Directorate was directly

responsible for the guidance and initiation of this executive
;
this

body also held the power of veto of anything proposed by the

executive which might be deemed as of a non-beneficial nature.

Last week a new election was held and the new executive now

enjoys the same independence as other year executives. The

rectorate was composed of: Irv Collins (chairman), Jim

McQuarrie, Ken Buckingham, and Doug Gray.

A Freshman Orientation Committee was also elected. Its

duty was to appoint a senior for each freshman, and the senior

n torn tried to help introduce his "fresh" to Queen's and to assist

him in any way possible. The committee is: Bolton Slack

(chairman), Harvey Bradley, Jack Thexton, and Glenn Clark.

This same committee is in charge of student-staff smokers, the

first one to be held within two weeks.

A committee consisting of the curator, president, and treasurer

was appointed to investigate the extent of damages suffered by

the club room last year due to the added strain of its being used

continuously by the army students. This committee also took

charge of having all repairs made, and of selecting new furniture

to replace that beyond repair. Our club room is something of

V'hich we can certainly be proud.

In the fall elections, the following were voted to office:

Irv Collins (senior AMS representative), Jim McQuarrie (junior

AMS representative), Don Fraser (assistant treasurer of the Arts

Society). A list of the various appointments made by the execu-

tive during the fall term is as follows : curator of club room, Harvey

Bradley ; Arts editor of Journal, Don Mathieson ;
senior member

of Union house committee, Harvey Bradley; junior member,

Everett Harrison; chief justice of AMS Court, Ross Babion

;

AMS athletic stick, Herb Lawler (these last two appointments

rotate among faculties); Arts representative to AB of C, Tom

Bocking.

On recommendation of the committee, it was decided to

follow our wartime custom of an informal Arts At-Home. The

committee consists of: Norm Brown (convener). Tom Bocking,

Jim McQuarrie, Doug Mcintosh. Al Shisko, Ken Buckingham,

Ted White, and Glenn Clark.

This year's variety show. "For Men Only." is under the direc-

tion of Mike Lafratta, the rest of the committee being Sam Golick,

Ken Buckingham, Stan Berry, and Mark Stern.

The annual Arts banquet, at which the various awards are

given, will be held in the early part of March, The committee

for this has yet to be appointed.

The major consideration for this term will be an extensive

review of freshman regulations, which, if radically changed, will

necessitate a change in the Arts Soph Court.

The executive of the Arts Society is: Glenn Clark, Jim

McQuarrie, AI Shisko, Geoff Bruce. Doug Gray, Don Fraser,

Irv Collins, Mike Lafratta. Norm Brown, Herb Lawler, Bob

Bowman.
GLENN CLARK,
President, the Arts Society.

and Ota ^ace

Bouquets to Tom Bocking and

'

his associates for the tremendous I

effort they have put into making
|

the distinctive decorations for to-

night's At-Home.

It was one of our professors who

commented as follows the other

day:

"My association with this uni-

versity has been one of the most

pleasant but. if there is one thing I
Dance

more than any other for which I Programmes

respect it. that is the way in which
[

Constitutions

it knows how to get (he full value

of a dollar."

W« welcome Queen's University Students to Kingiton, «ni! beg to

remind them that as formerly the preBtige of jtm ttMidi btUnd

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makori of Queen't Univeraity Gowns Queen's Offldd Bluer*

WARREN U COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Qoeen's Sweaters and Sweater Costs

Dial M48213 Princess Street

Hanson & Edgar
PRIMTCRS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every

117 Brock St. Description

Hal Mclntyre and his famous

orchestra are playing currently at I

the Hotel Commodore in New
|

York City.

* * *

The Arts Weekend got off to a'

bang-up start with "For Men

Only" last night. Tliis variety show I

featured original humor by Sam

Gkilick—original inasmuch as no-

body else has had the courage to
|

use it.

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES

Phone 6733
RKASOHAILl FRieill

282 Princess Street

Dramo Guild

There are still a few vacancies
|

for male actors in "Twelfth

Night." Any men interested

should get in touch with any

member of the Drama Guild

executive at once, or with Dr.
|

G. B. Harrison, or Dr. Wm.
|

Angus.

PERSONAL

Marj : Do nothing till yo'.i
|

hear from me.—Bud.

The room was quiet, lights werej

low, -

How we first met I shall never

know

;

The cheek that brushed mine was
j

soft as satin

—

Now who the hell had let the
|

cat in.

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

Life of W. Mulock

Dr. Ernest B
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Diol 4346

DfilVE IN AH
INSUfiED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

(Continued from page 1)

the early death of his father, a

large part of the household chores

devolved upon the young lad,

who, however, managed to secure

an education at Newmarket

Grammar School as well as per-

forming his duties at home. He
attributed his strength of char-

acter to this early discipline of

strenuous work.

Ill 185'.) lie entered University

College. University of Toronto,

as one of its first students. As an

undergraduate he was a military

enthusiast, and during the Trent

affair suggested the formation of

a luiiversity rifle company, which

later became K company. Queen's

Own Rifles. Together with other

itiuknts. he resisted the proposal

n[ a Royal Commission to dis-

iributc the endowments of the

Univcri.ity of Toronto among al!

the higher educational institutes

of Ontario.

Sir William entered the profes-

sion of law on his mother's sug-

fjestiun. and was called to the bar

in 1868. He joined in the efforts

to reform the Senate of the uni-

versity by securing representa-

tion (or the graduates.

In 1882 he entered parliament

as member for North York, and

in 1896 became a member of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier's first cabinet

taking the portfolio of post-

master-general. "The two great

achievements in his administra-

tion were the adoption of penny

postage within the Empire, and

between Canada and the United

Slates; and the ultimate con

sLruction of the Pacific cable to

New Zealand and Australia. Si

William always believed in fur-

thering the unity of the Empire

said Dr, Cody.

At the time when a great many

people were in favour of uniting

Canada w ith the United States.

Sir William, though a member of

the o])|>osition, made a "really

liistoric utterance." assuring the

Queen of Canada's loyalty and

contentment with its political

connection with the mother

country.

When the Department of La-

bour was created, Sir William

became its first minister, choosing

as his deputy the man who is

now prime minister of Canada,

Mr. Mackenzie King

Dr. Cody, a personal friend of

the late statesman, -said: "He

gave leadership to almost every

good cause that came along; he

many friends. ... All Canadians

ave come to regard him as one

who willingly and whole-heart

edly spent himself for the wel-

fare of Canada."

Dr. Cody was introduced by

Irvin Collins, vice-president of

the AMS. who emphasized the

Varsity president's interest in

religious, political, economic, and

patriotic matters, and in every

phase of university life. A vote

of thanks was tendered by Frank

Lee, president of the. Engineering

Society.

IT'S COSTING

YOU PLENTY!
You're paying more and more out in taxes

every year.

Do you know where your money is going?

Has the extraordinary increase in government

income gone directly to the war eflfort?

How is it being handled?

What about pre-war tax increases?

What about post-war taxes?

Will the cost of government revert to anywhere

near the pre-war level?

What can YOU do about it?

LEARN THE FACTS — SEND FOR FREE PAMPHIET

Fill in and mail ihe coupon below for your free pamphlet OD the

tax situaiioo. The informfttion it comaios is of vital mierest

to all Canadians. Your request does not obligate you m
any way.

BRACKEN CLUBS OF CANADA,
63 Sparks St., Ottawa, Ont.

Please send me a free copy o£ your pamphlet "The Tax

Situation."

NAME.,

—kent.

ADDRESS..

"THEmum wm m'
starring

MART KENNEY
and his WESTERN GENTLEMEN

Canada's Spotlight Band

•4r Songs by ART HALLMAN
NORMA LOCKE and the QUARTET

^ the week's SPOTLIGHT PARADE
^ OF TOP TUNES

^ THE STORY OF A SONG
^ FamofiM melodU, brought to Ufc in short dramatw

,ket<:h^>— colorful, fatt-movmg, enlerUiuitng

I

TRANS-CANADA
NETWORK Maeatm oftJte Hmic Club

was held in high regard by his

Every Monday

CKWS ^960 8:00 8:30 P.M.
THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
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—TWEDDELL'S=
ANNUAL JANUARY

O'COAT SALE
The response to our annual OVERCOAT SALE has been
great! Many have taken advantage— and all have remarked

that never before have they seen such overcoat value I There's

still plenty of cold weather coming this winter and here is an
excellent opportunity for you to own a really good-looking

overcoat for the balance of this winter . . . and for many
winters to come— at a BIG SAVING!

Four Extra Special Price Groups of

$22*50

$27.50

$29'50

$32-50

Yes, men, here is a bonafide sale of the best overcoats in the

city at DRASTICALLY REDUCEO PRICES ... and

not just a so-called sale of made-down-to-a-price overcoats.

Every overcoat is skilfully tailored to our regular high

standards of the best imported overcoatings. . . . Our policy

to clear stocks in season and not carry over a single overcoat

to the next season, makes it imperative that these overcoats

be cleared regardless of cost. Out they go I

SPECIAL SALE OF SUITS

Be sure to see these unusual suit values today ! They're

the same expertly tailored imported woollen suits for

which Tweddell's are so famous, but at specially reduced

prices for this special selling event. Be early! It's the

chance of a lifetime to get a better quality Tweddell suit

at a worth-while saving.

CLEARANCE OF PARKAS
Here's an outstanding value!. Wind-

resisting gaberdine parkas with elastic

waistbands — detachable fur-trimmed

hoods. Act quickly and get one of these

parkas at the very low price of

$13.50

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
137

STORE OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.

139 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 6595
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Artsmen this year, although small in number, have nude an excellent

showing in the sports in which they have participated. The senior football

team had on its roster such stellar performers as Andy Kneiwasser, Dave
Hooper, Jim Southey, and as manager one of the most enthusiaBtic organizers

on the campus. Ted White of Arts '48.

Don Cameron, Arts '46, in his initial appearance with the Gaels at the

Jock Harty Arena on Monday night last, turned in an excellent performance
in the nets, even though the team went down 2-0 to the Locoe.

Last year in the intramural boxing and wrestling tournament the Arts

Faculty was well represented and it is hoped that more titles will be carried

off this year. The boxing and wrestling room is open on Wednesday and
Thursday nights from 7 to 9 o'clock with competent instructors on hand,

so let us have a good turnout on these nights.

Last fall the Arts football team lost out in tiie finals, in a haid-fought

game, to the men of Science. When the practices be^ for the interfaculty

hockey team, come out and try for a berth on the team and help to bring a

major championship to the faculty.

Arts win be represented in the swimming meet by George Zockerman,

David Lesser, and Roger Flyiin, all of Arts "47 and champions of last

year's meet.

"The sport's the thing" is a well-worn slogan, but if all Artsmen take

heed and partake in any form of athletics when asked bjr their athletic sticks

—

then, and then only, will the Arts years be at the top in the standing for the

Bews Trophy.

EOABA Schedule

The following are the Eastern

Ontario Amateur Basketball As-

sociation schedules in two series:

Intermediate A

Jan. 17—RCAF at Ordnance

18—Queen's at Vimy
24—Vimy at RCAF
24 Ordnance at Queen's

29—RCAF at Queen's

Feb. 1—Vimy at Ordnance

7_Ordnance at RCAF
7—Vimy at Queen's

12—Queen's at Ordnance

15—RCAF at Vimy
21_Queen's at RGAF
22—Ordnance at Vimy

Belleville "Y" intermediates to

play off with the Kingston group

winners.

Junior Schedule

Jan.

Feb.

Locos Hand Gaels

Their Third Defeat

The Gaels suffered their third

defeat of the season last Monday
night, bowing to the Locos 2-0.

Queen's front line of Kelly.

Hughes, and Morrow was held

in check during the first two

periods. Only the masterful goal-

tending of Udall in the opposing

nets prevented the score from

being a complete reversal. Elliott

and King broke up many rushes

by their close checking, while

Cote and McKenzie were also to

the fore on many occasions.

Standings, including Monday
night's game:

Ordnance

Headquarters

Queen's . —

-

Ljdcos

Vimy
Victorias ^„
RCAF
Radar

Mar. 2

19_Napanee at KCVI
2A—Regiopolis at Queen's

29—KCVI at Queen's

31—KCVI at Regiopolis

5—Regiopolis at KCVI
7—Napanee at Queen's

15—Queen's at Regiopolis

16—Regiopolis at Napanee I to same

27—Napanee at Regiopolis game

KCVI at Napanee

Basketball Regulotions

1. The first-named team in any

game will be responsible for secur-

ing a referee suitable to both teams

before the start of the game. It

is suggested that a member of tlie

senior team be secured for alt league

games. Officials for the playoff

contests will be secured by the

Intramural Director.

2. The second-named team in

each game will be responsible for

securing a timer and a scorer for

all contests including the finals.

3. Any team not placing at least

five men on the court by ten min-

utes after the listed starting time

will forfeit the game, the score to

be 9-0 against tliem.

4. All Ontario Basketball Asso-

ciation rules will be in force.

5. All games will be played in

four, straight-time, ten-minute quar-

ters (except that the last three min-

utes of the game will be played with

timeouts) with one minute's rest

at the quarters and five minutes at

the half. There will be no team

timeouts allowed during the game.

6. Score sheets, whistles, clocks,

etc., will be supplied by the Intra-

! mural Dept.. and must be returned

mediately after eacli

w L T Pts

8 0 0 16

5 2 1 11

4 3 I 9

4 4 1 9

4 3 0 8

3 5 0 6

2 6 1 5

0 7 0 0

—lau'lcr.

Sports Notes

Ski Club Trip

All second-round games in the

intramural bowling tournament

must be completed by January 20.

Entries for the intramural

ping-pong tournament will be

accepted until January 20 on the

lists posted in the gym locker-

room. Entries are limited to 10

percent of the class: Sc. '48, 18;

Sc. '47, 14; Sc. '46, 13; Sc. '45, U;
all Meds years, 4; Arts '48. 12;

Arts '47, 5: Arts '46 and '45, 4.

The intramural ski meet is ten-

tatively scheduled for the last

weekend in January (cross coun-

try) and the first weekend in

February (slalom and downhill).

An entry list will be posted Janu-

ary 20 for the cross country and

entries will be received until

January 26 at 6 p.m. Entries will

be limited as follows: Sc. '48, 20;

Sc. '47. 16; Sc. '46, 15; Sc. '45, 13;

all Meds years. 5; Arts '48, 13;

Arts '47, 7 ; Arts '46. 5 ; Arts '45. 5.

Anyone interested in writing

Journal sports is invited to come

to the Union Journal office Sun-

day night.

—lemvwn.

Co-ed's Prayer

THE MACCISON STLDIC
Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051-

30 Years In Budneu,

-7814

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

OVERSHOES-
SKi BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGEir

are aII

VERY

SCARCE
But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

Respirates there a man

Around about

This university

Of sufficient

Restraint and coolness

To limit his demands,

Not just requests,

But demands.

And say, "Good time,

Goodbye,"

Just holding hands

—

Who has the gentility

To wait

Until at least a

Second date

To reach a warm,

Romantic state,

And give a girl

Some preparation

Before expecting

Osculation

At least an hour in

Length and duration?

If such there be.

Go mark him well;

I'll date the guy

And make him tell

Me what the hell

He had for dinner

That makes him so sick.

—Kentucky Kernel

7. The first two teams in each

section will play a single for the

section title. The winners will then

play off in a two game total-point;

series for the championship. In all

cases of ties for playoff positions,

as in hockey, the team finshing with

the best for and j^ainst average

will be awarded tlie playoff position

S. In tie games, unless there is

a section title at stake, there will

be no overtime played, and both

teams will be awarded one point in

the team standings.

9. No team may play more than

12 men in any one game, nor start

with less than five.

10. At the conclusion of league

play there will be a sudden death

inter-faculty series. Science will

play Meds and the winner will then

play Arts for tlie Interfaculty cham

pionship.

Theophitus Wifflebaum had

recently become the father of

twins. The minister stopped him

on the street to congratulate him

"Well. Wifflebaum." he said

henr that the Lord has smilted on

you."

"Smiled on

AVifflebaum.

loud."—The

repeated

If conditions are favourable, a

Ski Club trip to Kingston Mills

will be held this Sunday, sleighs

leaving the Union at 10, and leav-

ng (he hills at 4 p.m. Skis, a

lunch, and warm clothes are

essentials. All who do not know

how to ski are urged to come and

learn—and have fun at the same

time. For those who think they

do ski, there are hills of assorted

sizes and shapes. Tickets or fur-

ther information may be obtained

from Ted Gordon at the Union

and Kay MacLean or Avona

Sprague at Ban Righ at noon or

night on Friday. Tickets must be

bought on Friday in order to rent

the sleighs. If the trip is post-

poned, tickets will be good for

the next trip. Everyone is wel-

come.

^azz

A Holiday Story

(Continued from page 1)

ing this letter when he reached

the street. Mr. Twinkle nodded

agreeably, nonchalantly lighting

cigarette.

For the next couple of floors

life flashed before him. as it does

flash before everyone in stories

of those who fall from a high

building. It had been a dull life

so he skipped the last couple of

reels, and began calculating the

size of the building. He arrived

at the conclusion that it would

be roughly twice the size of a

building half as tall as it.

Mr. Twinkle lost sight of the

plump woman in the polka-dot

dress. "Oh, darn it, and I so

like jumping on plump women."

At last Mr. T. hit the pave-

ment. He was quite broken up

about the whole thing.

— s-lraUaii ami mtithirson.

About 1890 there sprang up in

New Orleans' red light district,

Storyville, a ragged form of piano

usic which was played in broth-

els and cafes. It was called rag-

time. When musicians with wind

instruments marched in Negro

parades down Gravier street.

Rampart street. Canal street, and

Basin street, they developed a

feeling for two-beat martial

rhythms. When they played for

dances, their music was called

dixieland or jazz.

King Oliver, Bunk Johnson.

Jelly-Roll Morton, Freddie Kep-

pard. Lulu White's Mahogany

Hall, Louis Armstrong, Buddy

Bolden,

Swiftly jazz moved up the river

—to Kansas City, to Chicago-

then to New York. In Kaycee,

the first big bands were formed

tu play arranged jazz, or swing.

Andy Kirk and Bill Basie were

from Kansas City. Jiramie

Lunceford taught school in Mem-

phis, then became the high prince

of swing. In Chicago were Bud

Freeman, Muggy Spanier, Tesch,

Bix, Brad Cowans, Benny Good-

man .

To New York then, and Duke

Ellington, Cab Calloway, the Cot-

ton Club, jazz concerts at the

Met, and in every little bar ia

Greenwich Village.

We are grateful to New
Orleans.

—tkg dean.

"I suppose you knew about his

past before you agreed to many

him."

"Yes, I gave it to him."

"He laughed

Gateway.

out

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

K'serve your patronage.
The "Coca-Cola Music Club" in session. Ttua progr^

evi. M^day evening over CKWS, Kingston, from 8:00 to 8.
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Kingston's Oldest

Estoblsihed Shoe Store

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VAL.LENTYNE

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We cofry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Dr. G. B. Harrison

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer Univereity and Williaro

McGALL'S
SHOE BEPAIBS

Karl Eklin. Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston. Ontario

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 60S4. Ree. 6414, GroenhouM* 3841

Co-ed Prom

The formal's

Abnormal,

You simply can't miss it;

The band

will be grand,

And refreshments exquisite

(Advertisement only.)

Nope, we're not referring to the

Arts At-Home tonight—though

we're certainly counting on that

to be good. too. We're just

sneaking a little Levana adver-

tising into the Arts issue of The

Journal. It's likely in the inter-

ests of the Artsmen at that!

There'll be a Co-ed Prom story

on the front page, so you can dig

up the details there. Suffice it

for us to say that we think this

year's Levana formal should be

the best we've seen—Grant Hall

has dancing advantages Ban

Righ lacks: and it's a handier

system to have the dance last just

one night instead of two. We've

high hopes for this year's Co-ed

Prom. There's a Ban Righ open

house Saturday after the Prom,

too . . . dancing, table tennis, or

tables for bridge, as you please.

And the refreshments served

at Ban Righ at intermission will

be a pleasant interlude plus a

breather of fresh air (watch it

blow up a blizzard!).

So we'll see you at the prom

!

Get your tickets pretty soon from

Joan Connor, Fran Goodspeed or

Joan Copeland.

The Levana blood donor drive

opens Monday. AVe'U have more

news about that for you in Tues

day's issue. The drive is being

conducted by the CRCC.

Receiving line at the soph-frosh

tea tomorrow will be made up o

Dr. Douglas, Dorie Mills, and

Joyce Woodside. Don't forget

about the pennants on sale at the

Levana Society booth in aid of the

Milk-for-Britain fund.

(Continued from page 1)

versaHty. Although his plots are not

original and not the most technic-

ally perfect, they are, all in all. the

wisest ever produced in the English

anguage, Shakespeare paints a pic-

ture all men tan understand. Thus

we see our daily experiences paro-

died in Shakespeare, and have re-

course to Shakespeare's perfectly

turned phrases to express ourselves.

As our experience widens, so the

infinite capacity of Shakespeare

gives us a proportionate under-

standing of life. "This is the prime

virtue of all great literature," said

Dr. Harrison.

Wbat'cha Ma
Column

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug store

100 PRINCESS STRSBT

Inez Davis is acting convener

of the Military Hospital visitin

in absence of Joan Melton—an

she urges all the hospital visitors

to keep on visiting; the soldiers

stem to like it. Joan had a letter

from the hospital thanking Le-

vana for the gift of more than 30

books at Christmas.

Marg Young wants us to put

in a plug for her Red Cross

Workroom, too. The^ war isn't

won yet. and the weather we've

l)(;en having ought to remind you

that the people of Britain could

likely use more quilts and

afghans,

French Tea

The first French tea of the year

will be held today in Macdonnell

House, starting at 4:30. Every

Ltvanite interested in speaking

French and drinking tea is in-

vited to attend.

An Observer of Life

There is much to indicate that

Shakespeare travelled about a great

deal and observed life at first hand.

In fact the vividness with whidi he

describes many things, particularly

soldiers and the sea, can only be

accounted for by the fact that he

Hved a full life. "Shakespeare is

not a man with a notebook whose

object is to set down and catalogue

experiences and pretty phrases, like

Milton or Dryden," continued Dr.

Harrison,

Shakespeare's attitude toward

life," Dr. Harrison idded, "may be

compared to the golden rule that

there is no golden rule. He had no

rigid set of rules, conduct, or mor-

ality; nor did he ever codify his

thoughts of right or wrong." Shake-

speare, however, showed certain

marked instincts about many things.

He insists that absolute moral re-

gularity is necessary for perfect

happiness. Ribaldry, especially in

matters of unchastity or infidelity,

which formed the bulk of contem-

porary humour, is viewed with dis

dain Shak-espeare who regarded

such practices as thoroughly rot-

fen. In this respect he was unique

among the Elizabethan playwrights.

It is difficult to determine Shake-

speare's opinions regarding drink.

When we compare the tenets of

Falstaff. the toper, with those of

King John, the teetottaler. we find

pretty evenly balanced cases. "There

is enough evidence, however," Dr.

Harrison said, "to suggest that his

sympathies were not with the ab-

stainer; and that he regarded the

water-drinker as cold as his element

—a dangerous man."

In matters of religion, although

occasionally he seemed Protestant,

Shakespeare's leanings were gener-

ally Catholic. "His general religion,

however, is an agnostic . . . optim-

ism. He saw the universe as an

accorded system, with God at the

apex and men ranged in various

orders below him."

Shakespeare is not interested in

insoluble problems, nor does he

brood upon the horrors of physical

death," said Dr. Harrison, "he is

interested in humans on a human

stage." He perceived that the

straight and narrow path cannot

exist where human flesh is con

cerned."

"The purpose of Shakespeare's

playwright ing," Dr. Harrison con-

cluded, "is to hold up human nature

to a mirror and give us back our

own images."

Included in one of the recent

batches of captured German sol-

diers was a haughty German

officer. He was a member of

the Junker class who had not

been out of Germany since the

start of the war. He had only

been in the fighting zone a few

months when he and his men

were captured by some British

and French troops.

The Nazi officer was brought

before the Allied officers for

questioning, and during the in-

quiry he remarked that he knew

that the British officer would ar-

range it so that he would get all

the attention that was due to his

rank and station.

"For," said he, "the British are

gentlemen, but the French are

not,"

The Allied officers, amused at

this statement, asked him what

he meant. The German quickly

explained:

"After the last war, in 1920,

some of the Military Control

Commission, under a French and

a British officer, came to the

barracks of which I had charge.

They said that they had reason

to believe that I had a store of

rifles concealed behind a brick

wall, contrary to the terms of the

Peace Treaty. 1 denied this. 'I

give you niy word of honour as a

German officer," I said, 'that I

have no rifles concealed in the

barracks.'

"Well, the British officer was

a gentleman : he accepted my
word of honour and went away.

But the French officer was not

a gentleman. He would not

accept my word of honour

pulled down the brick wall,

he took away my rifles."

He
And

On Biologists

Mackenzie-Noughton

To Address IVCF

Dr. J. D. Mackenzic-Naughton,

of St. James' Anglican Church,

will speak to the Inter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship this evening

at 7:30. The meeting will be

held in the Theology common

room in the Old Arts building.

All students and friends are in-

vited to attend.

A dean of women at a large co-

educational college recently be

gan an important announcement

to the student body as follow

"The president of the college

and I have decided to stop neck

ing on the campus." Met by a

gale of laughter, the good woman

continued, somewhat flustered

"Further, all the kissing that has

been going on under my nose

must be stopped."

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Biologists are men who try

To probe the habits of the fly.

To find why clams are satisfied

In muddy waters to abide.

To seek the reason why the mole

Takes little thought of birth

control.

And how the conger eel contrives

To keep the peace with 19 wives.

They hunt these creatures to their

lairs

To learn their intimate affairs;

To read the thoughts they have

at heart

They often take them all apart.

In vain can animals disguise

Their feelings from' such prying

eyes

;

They talk and think about them

more

Than we do of the girls next door.

Small vices he would fain conceal

They force the spider to reveal

They make the morals of the

trout

Material to write about.

With curiosity profound.

They chase the angle - worm

around.

To catch him in some foolish act

And tell the world about the fact.

The lower animals, so-called.

With men's affairs are not en-

thralled ;

They move through woods and

streams and ferns,

And strictly mind their own con-

cerns.

No scrap of knowledge do they

crave,

On how biologists behave;

And though they sometimes

growl and bite.

They know that prying's not

polite.

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK
,

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Your Glasses have

Gone Modern" too!

But in this case it is not only a matter

of style but also a matter of improved,

clearer, more comfortable vision.

You'll thank science for its progressive achievements,

once you enjoy the imdistorted clear

VISION-IN-EVERY-PART-OF-THE-LENS

which "CORECTAL" provides

K. A. MacASKILL, R. 0.

328 Princess Street Phone 94S1

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIOCOOO*S
LEATHER GOODS

241 Princess St. Dial 8624

A. R. XI/nOXHVPHOTOGRAPHCR
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointmenta now for Portraits and Groups

WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

Phone 71 OO

I.D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

ALBERT ST.

Phone 7300

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Vour own Book Store can furnish you with ^» VO^^^J"^"'
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments Ij^Qse

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHMICAU SUPPI-IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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SCIENCE TO FEATURE BOB STRONG
1
40 War Veterans

lOn Strength Here

I
In Three Faculties

Heloise Goodwin Is First

Ex-servicewoman
Student

Journal Interviews Students

Churchill Is 'Man Of Year

According to Queens Poll
BV JIM SOUTH EY

BY MARV SMELLIE

Queen's has 40 former service-

Imen registered as rehabilitation

students. Although the Air Force

[has a sjight majority, the three

[services are about evenly repre-

Isented. The group includes one

woman. Miss Heloise Goodwin

from the RCAF (WD). This in-

formation was released in a recent

interview with the registrar, Miss

Jean I. Royce.

Only two of the new students

[registered at Queen's in 1943.

I They are J. D. Moorman and

1e. O. L. Barwick. Mr. Moorman,

now in Commerce, registered in

[Science in September 1943 and

jwas president of his year. Mr.

Jarwick is in his second year in

(Science.

E. G. Woolsey graduated from

[Royal Military College before en-

listing in the army, and this -year

he went directly into fourth-year

[engineering.

When asked their reasons for

flioosing Queen's, replies varied.

|K. C. W. Dean was a member of

40 VETERANS
(Continued on page 4)

Winston Churchill was voted

"Man of the Year" by a represent-

ative proportion of the Queen's

student body in a recent Journal

poll. In a very close contest, Chur-

chill received 19 percent of the vote,

with Stalin and Roosevelt tying for

second place with 17 percent.

The chief reason advanced in

support of Churchill was that he,

more than any other man, gets the

"tough" jobs done. Stalin was rat-

ed high, on the grounds that Rus-

sia's continuous gains are the great

est single factor in the Allied war

effort, and will eventually be instru-

mental in causing Germany's de-

feat. Students also recognized

Roosevelt's work in getting the

United States' war effort really

rolling, and at the same time win-

ning his fourth term election.

Ffteen percent of those polled

Living Conditions

IWill Be Debated

The debate on the question "Liv-

ling Conditions in Kingston could

|he worse." will be held Wednesday,

January 31, at 7,30 p.m. in the

I Senate Room, Old Arts building,

jinstead of Thursday, January 25, as

|previously announced.

The team will he as fol^aws:

:Affirmative : Gordon Mackenzie and

hUn Ellis; Negative: Mary Val-

it-ntyne and Jo Sutherland.

The winning team will be de-

Lided by a vote of the audience.

Ottawa Calling
A cup FEATURE

B¥ NEll. MMCDONALD

were undecided. Eisenhower and

Montgomery stood fourth and fifth

with 10 percent and 9 percent re-

spectively. Eisenhower was men-

tioned for his co-ordination of the

British, American and French

troops during the invasion of

France and in the campaign since

then. Montgomery received his

vote chiefly because of his brilliant

tactics in the field since D-Day.

Frank Sinatra and Bob Hope

tied for sixth place with three per-

cent each, due to their morale-

building efforts during the past

year. Von Runstedt. Zhukov, Ni-

mitz, and Dewey were also men-

tioned. One person declared that

the "soldier fighting for freedom"

was the man of the year.

Varga and Bugs Bunny received

a vote each.

Famous Radio Band To Play

For Engineers' Formal Feb. 16

Food At Ban Righ

Proves Innocent

Chicken Dish Not Guilty

Of Poisoning

Rumors that food served at Ban

Righ Hal! on Wednesday was re-

six)nsible for the sudden illness of

37 Levanites were spiked yesterday

by a statement from Dr. A. V.

Douglas, Dean of Women, that the

girts had been the victim of a germ

prevalent throughout the city.

Of the many speculations as to

the cause of the "indisposition," the

favourite was the chicken casserole

served at dinner Wednesday noon.

However, the small number of girls

affected in proportion to the total

number of boarders (about 280)

and tlie fact that the illness was

slight in all cases combines with the

dean's statement to rule out this

eNplanation.

About ten girls reported to Miss

BAN RIGH FOOD
(Continued on page 6)

February 13,14,15, Set as Dates

For Presentation of ^The Mikado'

'The "Mikado," one of Gilbert

l^nd Sullivan's more famous oper-

Uas is being prepared by the

' '1u(^ Club for presentation on

|J'ebruary 13. 14, and 15.

Some comment has been made

the fact that the setting of the

'Mikado" is Japan., However, it

Imiist be remembered that like all

pie Gilbert and Sullivan operettas,

h'hich are satires of contempor-

ary English life, the "Mikado"

I'ifpicts English court life and

'^H'itoms in a Japanese setting

'th quaint oriental actions.

The principals have been care-

''illy' selected to fit the parts.

Owing to the large number of

girls participating, several femin-

ine leads are being studied by

two girls. It has been decided to

have a different cast of feminine

principals on at least one of the

three nights.

The "Mikado" will be played

by Ewart Prince; Nanki-Poo, his

son, Doug Gray ; Ko-Ko, the Lord

High Everything Else. Murray

Gil!; Pish-Tush, a Noble Lord,

Don Atkinson ; Yum-Yum. Petti-

Sing, and Pecp-Bo. sisters and

wards of Ko-Ko, Margaret Cream

MIKADO'
(Continued on page 4)

Talk To Be Given

On Stage Direction

Dr. Angus to Lecture Drama
Guild This Evening

Some elementary principles of

stage directing wU be explained to

the Drama Guild by Dr. William

Angus, faculty adviser and director,

at the Guild's first meeting of 1945,

in Convoeatio|i Hall tonight at 8 :00

o'clock.

Dr. Angus" talk, in which empha-

sis will be laid on the placing of

characters on stage, and the effects

gained by stage placement, will be

illustrated with the help of mem-

bers of the audience.

Two or three short scenes from

Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night" will

also he presented at the meeting.

Under the combined direction of

Dr. Angus and Dr. G. B. Harrison,

bead of the English department.

"Twelfth Night" is now being re-

hearsed for presentation February

20, 21 and 22 as the Drama Guild's

major production of this term.

THE CIVIL SERVICE
OF CANADA

It is extremely doubtful if the

average Canadian citizen has an

understanding of the importance to

him of the Canadian Civil Serv'ice.

In the wartime economy of today,

the Civil Servant controls the hfe

of the average Canadian to an ex-

tent which he can only vaguely

realize.

The control is somewiiat less than

perfect.

* *

The Civil Service of Canada

functions under an Act of Parlia-

ment passed in 1919, which placed

its control under the Civil Service

Commssion, removing appoint-

ments to the pubhc service from

the sphere of persona! and political

patronage. Destroying patronage,

basing appointment and promotion

on merit only, the Act of 1919 was

a real step forward.

,

However, the approach to (yvil

servicu problems was negative at

tit.it time, in that the act was de

signed to prevent sometliing, rath-

er than to promote something else,

Thus, its regulations are restrictive

OTTAWA CALLING

(Continued on page 4)

Wallace Speaks

On Native Land

Co-eds Exposed!

''Late by Design!!"

In a post mortem of the Arts

At-Home, it was revealed that only

34.S percent of coeds were ready

to go when called for. A further

breakdown revealed that of these

only 12.S percent had made a spe-

cial effort to be ready. Of the 65.2

percent who were not ready. 18.9

percent had valid excuses, tlie most

frequent one given being "bath-

room full," with "unmanageable

hair" running a close second. Of

the -I6.S percent without valid ex-

cuses, 12 percent admitted that

they did not really try to be on

time, and 34.3 percent unabashedly

admitted that they were "late by

design."

McGill Undecided
On Jap Students

MONTREAL — (CUP) — No
decision has been reached by Mc

Gill's Senate on the question of the

ban of Canadian-Japanese student

"from McGill, although it was dis-

cussed at the pre-Christmas meet-

ing. This news was contained in a

letter received by the president of

the Students' Society and will be

read at the coming meeting of the

Student Executive Council.

The Student Society's protest of

the ban \\fas heard by the Senate

on November 15 and was consider

ed at the following meeting on De

cember 15, but no decision was

reached.

Intricate Electronic System

Will Provide Unique
Lighting Effects

BY fEQGV HAHDING

"I look back to the islands

with a great deal of satisfaction.

They show nature at its wildest and

finest," said Principal R. C. Wal-

lace, of Iiis native islands, the Ork-

neys, at the Levana Society meet-

ing Wednesday evening.

The Orkneys, situated six miles

north of Scotland, and 250 miles

from Norway, consist of 75 islands,

25 of which are uninhabited. The

main cities are Stranness and Kirk

wall, population 25,000. In the

winter the average temperature is

only 39 degrees and in summer 57

degrees, the Gulf Stream keeping

the temperature moderate. These

islands are farther north than most

people realize ; in the winter the sun

goes down at 3 ;30 p.m.

Agriculture is the main industrj-

of the Orkneys, stated Dr. Wallace,

stock-raising and poultry-raising

especially, but because no one lives

far from the sea, many of the farm-

ers are fishermen as well.

Few trees grow on the islands

because of the strong winds which

frecjuently reach a rate of 80 mites

an hour. On the sliores of the is-

lands, especially on the west coast,

there are steep cliffs, which in one

place are 1000 feet high. The main

body of water surrounding the is-

lands is Scapa Flow, famous for

40 years as a retreat of the British

fleet.

Dr. W'allace went on to relate

the history of the Orkneys. The

first inhabitants were the Picts, who

lived there about 2000 B.C. in un-

derground dwellings. Christianity

first came to (he Orkneys in 580

A.D., and some of the old rounded

towers which the missionaries used

for defence are still standing.

WALLACE SPEAKS

(Continued from page 31

Strictly Formal

Bob Strong, his saxophone, atid

his orchestra, will be featured at

the Science Formal to be held in

the gymnasium Friday, February

16.

Having been starred on the Ava-

lon Cigarette programmes with Red

Skelton, the Coca-Cola Spotlight

Bands show, and the Fitch Band-

wagon, Bob Strong has become a

popular figure over the national

radio networks. One of the first

radio-developed maestros to "step

out and make a name for himself"

in other musical territories, he and

his band have played before capac-

ity audiences at the Edgewater

Beach Hotel, the Hotel Sherman,

tlie Trianon and Aragon Ballrooms.

Bob Hope, Sc. '45, the convener,

states that the gymnasium will be

"decorated in keeping with Science

SCIENCE FEATURING
(Continued on page 4)

Transport Strike

Makes UBC Walk

VANCOUVER — (CUP) —
Students of UBC were forced to

walk, cycle, or thumb their way

to lectures recently, as a result of

the first transportation strike in 25

years. On January 9, at 4 a.m.,

2,700 street car and motor bus op-

erators in Vancouver, Victoria, and

New Westminster left their jobs.

Since few students live closer

than two miles from the univer-

sity, attendance was considerably

depleted. Many labs and lectures

were postponed, but the only

classes which were officially can-

celled were those in English. De-

pendence on buses for transporta-

tion pared down attendance to an

estimated 25 to 40 percent.

1 00 Servicemen
Register at UBC
Vancouver — (CUP) — UBC

has received 100 returned men

either discharged or on extended

leave, in ihe new short courses be-

ing oftVred in preparation for Ap-

plied Science and Agriculture. Tbese

courses are offered in a special

winter session, and the men may

complete their year's work in an

extra spring session or in the regu-

lar summer session.

This is the first university in

Canada to offer tbese special

courses, though University of To-

ronto plans to start similar courses

next month. The returned men

take their classes for the most part

separately from the regular stu-

dents.

ThursdayAfternoon Clinics Planned

By AMS Blood Donor Committee

The AMS Blood Donor commit-

tee, after conferences with Mr. F.

R. Brooks, director of the local

Red Cross clinic, has decided to in-

stitute weekly Queen's Blood Do-

nor Oinics to be held on Thurs-

day afternoons from i :30 until 4

o'clock. Jim McQuarrie. Arts '46.

representing Arts and Lou Gramoli

representing Science have been ap-

pointed to inform the various year

presidents when it is desired that

their years donate.

Dr. W. D. Hay, associate pro-

fessor of Pathology, has consented,

with the'aid of the interne staff, to

check all donors on Wednesday af-

ternoons from 2 o'clock until 6 at

the Richardson Laboratory. This

will eliminate the necessity of a

check at the Clinic and so facilitate

the rtipid progress of the donors.

Thursday, donors from Science

45. Meds '48 and '47 will go to the

Ginic. Ill regards to diet, there

should be no fat, such as butter,

bacon, whole milk for breakfast and

a low f.T,t dinner—that is. butter on

bread is allowed but nut an excess

of fat, meat. etc. The committee

realizes that some students will have

some inconvenience in attending

Tl\ursday afternoon clinics with

conflicts in timetables but all per-

BLOOD CLINICS

(Continued from page 4)
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True or False

Student Democracy Rebuffed

In an editorial last term we commended the students of McGill

University, who were indignantly demanding that "the university

Senate rescind its peremtory order" barring Canadian-born

Japanese students from that institution.. Late in 1943 the Senate,

offering only the flimsiest of pretexts, had proclaimed a categorical

ban on all Japanese, regardless of citizenship; and McGill students

were finally raising a concerted voice in protest.

At that time the chief issue over the exclusion was, we

declared: "Their [Japanese] rights are. theoretically at least,

just as inalienable as those of Canadians of English, Russian,

French, etc., descent ; and the mere fact that the pigment of their

skin is different from that of 'English' Canadians is certainly

insufficient grounds for depriving them of their rights." However,

we stated further, this fight over the application of democracy

was not the sole issue:

An interesting sidelight to this problem is the conflict

which inevitably arises between student self-government and

Senate absolute government. The McGiU Senate has decreed

no Canadians of Japanese extraction shall be permitted the

use of the university, the student body has urged this order

be lifted. An interesting test of the influence of student

government on university affairs should develop.

We had hoped to witness, in the following months, a mortal

student-Senate battle, with the students, waving aloft the banner

of Dominion-wide student self-government, ultimately emerging

victorious. We have been sorely disappointed.

-.4Ast month the Senate met to debate the student motion.

Result; nothing. According to the McGill Daily, that body

"discussed and postponed the issue, instead of deciding it." The

vascillating Senate completely disregarded the students' plea; and

Canadian-born Japanese are still barred from the university.

Commenting editorially on the abeyant situation, the Daily

dejectedly declares: ".
. . McGill's reputation is under a black

cloud and no amount of praise (or her so-called war effort, or for

her help to returned servicemen, can blow away that cloud. While

the ban remains, McGill is open to severe criticism, and doubts

as to her democratic purpose are legitimate."

The McGill Senate's attitude in overlooking the desire of its

students constitutes a grave menace to student democracy. The

students have expressly declared themselves opposed to that body's

undemocratic action : student meetings have been held, the Daily

has mildly questioned the Senate's stand, and widespread interest

has been provoked throughout the campus. But the Senate pursues

its bigoted course with exasperating indifference, heedless of the

heated protests hurled at it from all quarters.

Fortunately, this despotic situa'tion is not catholic; and stu-

dents at Queen's University have the privilege of living in an

atmosphere antithetical to that of McGill. Noted for the liberal

attitude which prevails on its campus. Queen's is governed by an

equally liberal University Council, which has seldom disregarded

the views of its "constituents"; and, with only minor exceptions—

notably the recent Senate-imposed ban on Sunday broadcasts

—

student-government friction has been virtually non-existent.

Nevertheless, the deplorable situation at McGill has cast a

stigma on Canadian universities as a whole ; and it is high time

some definite action was instituted to bring the matter to a satis-

factory termination. The Dnily. which should be in an authori-

tative position, eyes the situation with pronounced, perhaps undue,

optimism, predicting a successful ending will be written within

the near future. Meanwhile, however, student self-government

has received a curt snub—with what consequences, it is impossible

to determine.

Queens IQ Tops Princeton's

-

Try This Test, Fr Instance

The craze for intelligence tests has at last reached the college

professors! A few years back a group of Princeton professors

tested themselves. They were given a questionnaire containing

forty-one statements. All they had to do was to mark TRUE or

FALSE next to each statement- In order to penalize guessing, a

marking system was employed under which each correct answer

counts one plus and each wrong answer counts two minus.

The professors failed miserably. The highest score was 23

correct answers and three wrong guesses. One professor scored

minus il.

On the assumption that Queen's students couldn't do worse,

and perhaps much better than the Princeton professors, we print

the test in its entirety. The answers are on page 4: so let's see how

well the lowly student does in it.

Insert TRUE or FALSE after each statement.

THE
CROWD

There is another point to be noted concerning the Senate's

dogmatic action—one which comes with startling irony in a

country struggling against the forces'Of oppression. For over

five years our gallant Canucks have been fighting to "make the

world safe for 'democracy'." But when V-Day has passed, and

Johnny comes marching home again, he is going to find exactly

the same kind of prepossessed and prejudiced "democracy" which

existed when he left—but about which he has forgotten in his

many fond and idealistic reveries of his native land.

And Johnny may not like it.

1. Solon was the author of the

saying, Know thyself.

2. Adam Smith was indebted to

the Physiocrats for some of the

ideas presented in the "Wealth of

Nations."

3. Observations confined to a

closed room can detect the earth's

axial rotation.

4. J. A. D. Ingres is noted as a
master of line drawing.

5. Recent developments in the

manufacture of steel wire have
emphasized the economy of cant-

ilever as compared witli suspen-

sion bridges.

6. The President of the United
States may not be veto specfic

items in appropriation bills.

7. The roots of a general pol}'-

nomial of degree higher than four

are not complex numbers.
8. No substantial evidence for

the early stages of animal devel-

opment, suggested by the hypo-

thesis of evolution, has ever been
found within the pre-Cambrian
strata.

9. When the enemy is over-

extended, neither flank is in the

air, and time is important, an en-

velopment is the best form of

attack.

10. A quarto is larger than an
octavo.

11. From 1880 to 1925 silver

was more stable than gold in

terms of commodities.

12. If the rear wheels of an
automobile are jacked up and the

engine is in low gear, then the

action of the differential is such

that if you turn by hand the left

wheel at 10 r.p.m. forward the

right one will turn backward at

10 r.p.m.

13. Naevius originated the Tab-

ulae praetextatae.

14. Union with oxygen tarn-

ishes silverware in the household.

15. Natives of Italy south of

Rome have played a conspicuous
part in the medieval and modern
political development of that

country.

16. Sainte-Beuve believed that

the French liberal ideas of the

eighteenth century were largely

the result of the "libertine" ideas

of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries.

17. Kant said that space is em-
pirical and not a priori.'

18. A diplomatic officer of the

United States, on being received

for the first time by a foreign

sovereign, presents his "letters

of marque and reprisal."

19. The first known use of an
alphabet was by the Phoenicians.

20. Marlowe was not the first

to use blank verse in English

tragedy.
21. No specific quality of nerve

What'cha Ma
Column

impulse has been found which
distinguishes vision from audi-

tion,

22. In addition to his better

known work, we have a number
of sonnets by Chaucer.

23. Chromosomes are found in

no cells of the body other than

sex cells.

24. The rate of disintegration

of radioactive elements has not

been observed in the laboratory

to increase markedly at high tem-
perature.

25. The Arabians are the most
typical modem Semites.

26. Cervantes, when he had be-

come old and disillusioned, wrote
a third part to "Don Quixote,"

in which some of his bitterest

episodes occur.

27. F. H. Bradley taught that

the ideal of self-realization is

simply a refined form of egoism,

28. .\ member of the military

service convicted by a general

court-martial has no right to ap-

peal to a United States civil court.

29. Sedimentary beds are thin-

nest along belts where there has

been the maximum concentration

of mountain-folding disturbances.

30. There is an agreement
among astronomers that Percival

Lowell's mathematical prediction

of the existence of the planet

Pluto was as valid as the predic-

tion by Adams and Leverrier of

Neptune.
31. Greek temples prove the ef

ficiency of stone as the material

for trabeated architecture.

32. It is impossible to produce
yntheticaily in the laboratory

any of the hormones of the body.

33. The four dimensional an
alogue of a cube has twelve

corners.

34. Winter wheat district is de-

termined by the Tschernosem
soil belt.

35. Frank Lloyd Wright be-

lieves that traditional classic

architecture should not form the

basis of modern American archi-

tecture.

36. On June 21 the noon alti-

tude of the sun would be about 26
degrees 30 minutes at Latitude

40 degrees south.

37. Wagner invented the leit-

motiv.
38. The "glorious revolution of

1688 " established democratic

government for England.

39. It was generally accepted

that Duccio was strongly under

the influence of Byzantine style.

40. The centre for vision is in

the frontal lobe of the brain.

41. One gram of methyl alcohol

added to one kilogram of water

is more effective in lowering the

freezing point than one gram of

ethyl alcohol.

BY PAT WATSON

Ed. Nole-^This poem was ztrrit-

tcn as a sequel to one entitled "The

Riveter," in which a riveter fell

from atop the steel skeletmi of a

skyscraper j'ji cotistnictton. An ex-

cited crmvd, watchvig him sway

hifih in the air, had gasped u'hen he

fell: soon it moved on.

One Hour Later

The Drug Store Delivery Boy
"Gee, boss!

You should 'a been with me an

hour ago.

At that new building up on Sev-

enth street.

That riveter—you know the one

with curly hair,
'

He fell, he slipped and missed'his

seat; and I was there.

Gee, boss! you should a' been—

"

Prominent business man
"Miss Jones

Please take a tetter to Sir John.

Oh! by the way. I saw a fellow

fall.

He took a tumble from that sky-

scraper,

And broke his back upon the

wall.

Humph! Something should be

done

!

Miss Jones, where is my box of

new cigars?"

Local Gossip on the Phone

My dear!

The riveter at the building fell

to-day.

I never thought — Why no ! — I

guess

His safety belt had broken.

My! Was it an awful mess!

My dear!

I found the loveliest hat down-

town today!"

The girl

'Dear God!

I watched him proudly as he

climbed his spiderweb

Of steel, and perched there slam

ming with his gun.

His skill, I felt, was equalled by

no other;

And then that scream—I choked

and tried to run.

Dear Lord ! He was my Brother \"

The following story was loldl

to me by an American studtntl

who had spent one year in an]

American college before coniini-l

to Queen's:

"1 was taking a course in mo(l.|

ern American writing. Just bt

fore going to class one moniingl

I suddenly remembered that wJ
had been ordered to prepare anj

article for that day.

"With no time to write som[-|

thing of my own, I grabbed

copy of the Reader's Digest anjl

copied, word for word, an articltl

by Alexander Woolcott. I handed!

the paper in. And the following!

lecture it came back with

marking of 100 percent!

"I was completely surprised!

I hadn't even been suspected. Sol

when the next essay came along

I tried the same trick. This titnel

I copied an article by H. L,|

Mencken and handed it in undecl

my own name. That, too, camel

back with a marking of lOOl

percent.

"I was now supremely conf

dent. This was a cinch and ill

was obvious that the professoJ

knew nothing about anything, ll

grew still bolder. In fact, I grewl

too bold. When the third anti|

final essay-test came along,

copied a wonderful modern ;ir-|

tide by Walter WincheU. Wi

cheil's copy came back with

marking of 60 percent, which|

meant that I had just passed.

"Well, I was younger in thos

days and I decided to brazen thisl

thing out. So I walked up to tliej

prof as soon as the class was over,l

"
'I can't understand tfiis mark-l

ing,' I said. 'You gave me a per-

fect mark on my first two essayi

—and, on my third, you just passj

me. Why is that?'

"The professor looked veni

tired,

" 'You're very lucky,' he sighedJ

'I don't mind giving Mr. Wool-I

cott 100 peroent, and certainly l|

dOTi't mind giving Mencken K

percent. But I'll be damned if

even wanted to pass WinchelU

JOURNAL JOTTINGS

Churchill has warned the Germans that the only terms of

surrender will be unconditional surrender. And the way the

Allies have been pounding them, the longer they hold on the less

they'll have to hold on to.

HERE AND THERE

They sat side by side in the

moonlight.

She murmured as she smoothed

his brow

:

"Darling, I know that my life's

has been fast.

But I'm on my last lap now."

There was a young gal in Quebec,

Who in winter did ardently neck;

To keep one's self warm.

It's quite proper form.

To neck like the heck in Quebec.

Barber's College Yell:

"Cut his lip

Slice his jaw

Leave his face

Raw-Raw-Raw."

Prof.: "Will you men stop ex-

changing notes in the back of

the room?"

Stude: "Them ain't notes—them's

cards. We're playing: bridge."

He: "You sure have a pretty

waist."

She: "Yes, there's no getting

around that."

Daybreak, daybreak

And I am soft awake

I hear the little birdies peep

Damn it why can't I go back
'"I

sleep?

Little Boy: "Mother do they hav'j

bridges in heaven?"

His Mother; "No dear, it taks'|

engineers to build" bridges."
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Wallace Speaks

(Continued from page 1)

The Orkneys Today

In 1468 the Orkneys were given

to the king of Scotland as part of

the dowry of his Danish bride, and

from tlieii on they were ruled by

the earls of Scotland, the Stewarts,

tliongh some of the Norse customs

were continued. After 1750, the

history of tiie Orkneys is the same

as that of Scotland. Today the peo-

ple are of mixed Norse and Scot-

tish strain. Travel between the iS'

lands was inconvenient because of

the swift tide, and in the far north,

where the ])cople have been almost

isolated, the inhabitants are almost

straight Norse in character.

Education seems to be the main

ambition of everyone In the Ork-

neys, rather than wealth or political

or business abilty, continued Dr.

Wallace, and there is an absence of

critcism of party against party, and

group against group. The people

are not bitter against fate or against

other classes.

larity on

ARTS. CRAFTS COURSE
OFFERED AT McGILL

eynon Ray. Little, Brown

Co. $3.75.

This is one of the many books

which have and are being written

in an effort to render some aspect

of medicine comprehensible to

the layman. It is several notches

above most of its fellows in that

it succeeds remarkably well in its

task.

Mrs. Ray has attempted to give

a survey of the history of psy-

chiatry from its earliest stages to

the present, and to evaluate its

present status as an increasingly

important field of medical science.

There are graphic descriptions of

the early clinics of Mesmer and

Charcot and the others, which,

while rather splashy, arc never-

theless well within the bounds of

intellectual accuracy.

Even more interesting for the

medical student and the doctor

the stories of the discovery

BENEFICIARIES

MONTREAl^(CUP)—A new

course in Arts and Crafts is being

opened to all McGill students and

staff, it was announced last week.

This will include classes in leather-

work, weaving, drawing, sketching

and perhaps, linocutting, and it is

the first time classes of this kind

have been offered to Mceill stu-

dents. The course is being given

as a result of interest shown hy

several students in hobbies of this

kind.

'Queen's Ice CarnivaF
JOCK HARTY ARENA
SATURDAY, FEB. 3rd

8:30 p.m.

AN ALL-QUEEN'S SHOW
Solos - Doubles - Courts

All Seats 50c

Tickets at:

Rikeley & Vince, Princess and Bagot

AB of C Office, Gymnasium

Dancing on the Ice until 12 :00

are

and early use of the modern shock

treatments which have come to'

occupy such a large place in the

treatment of the mentally ill. In-

sulin, metrazol, and electroshock

are alt thoroughly discussed and

some attempt is made to evaluate

their present status and value, on

the basis of experimental findings

to date.

Particularly for the reading

public which this book is designed

to reach, perhaps the most valu

able portions are the closing chap-

ters which deal with the present

and future problems of mental

health as it applies to the indi-

vidual. Mrs. Ray's greatest gift

seems to be her ability to write

fairly involved matters

—

A gift

which is somewhat lacking in

much technical and pseudo-tech-

niclial literature.

"Doctors oE the Mind" is more

than a history. It attempts to

trace the development of thinking

and experimentation in psychia-

try. This, the author does by

presenting the two clear-cut and

usually antagonistic schools of

thought. It has been the conten-

tion of the former that mental ill-

ness is esseiitially a physical dis-

ease whose etiology and mech-

anism we have not yet clarified.

For the psychological group, psy-

ciatry must concern itself pri-

marily with the mind, and only

secondarily with the body. Mrs

Ray presents the contention that

the shock treatments, which are

now in the forefront, are products

of the first of these groups, and

that, accordingly, the physiolo-

gists of the mind are now in the

ascendant.

Though this does not claim to

be a textbook or even a scientific

treatise, it will be of interest and

value to nearly everyone, doctor

or layman. Its greatest fault

from the strictly professional

point of view is a natural ten-

dency to over-dramatize and over-

simplify many of the discoveries

of ])scho!ogy and psychiatry.

Many sychiatrists will consider it

over-enthusiastic on some issues

and not quite strictly accurate on

others- Nonetheless, within its

own limits (which the author

readily admits) it is an excellent

piece of work.

With the exception of the

Province of Quebec, all the prov-

inces in Canada adopted in 1925

what is commonly known as the

Uniform Life Insurance Act.

This legislation deals with the

insurance contract and the rights

and status of beneficiaries. Pos-

sibly the most important branch

of life insurance law is that deal-

ing with beneficiaries, a benefi-

ciary being the one named in a

life insurance policy to receive

the benefit in event of death of

the life insured.

Typographical errors are usual-

ly only annoying, but every so

often one crops up with some-

thing in the nature of character to

it. Witness this account of the

"Black Hole of Calcutta":

"Suraja Dowlah put 146

Englishmen in a small room.

There was only one widow in the

room, and in the morning all but

23 of the men were dead."

Hoiboit was a little squoit
.

He never wore a poiple shoit

He never used to go and floit

He never cared about a skoit

Hoiboit was'an introvoit.
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Official Notices

Faculty of Arts

It has been agreed to call

classes Saturday morning,.under

the arrangement between the

Faculty of Arts and the Arts

Society, which permits one holi-

day in each term, the dates to be

selected by the students.

Classes will meet Monday as

usual.

imder-

Chapel Service

The regular mid-weekly chai>cl

service under the joint auspices of

the SCM and IVCF will be held

in the Morgan Memorial Chapel.

Old Arts building, tomorrow, at

I p.m. Worship will he led by

Don McRea.

The Alexander MacLachlan

Peace Price, $S0

The Alexander MacLachlan

Peace Prize has been established

by the MacLachlan family in mem-

ory of Alexander MacLachlan, for-

mer President of International Col-

lege. Smyrna, who throughout liis

life worked for a better

standing among nations.

Value is 330. Ordinarily awarded

annually for the best essay of 3,000

words 011 some phase of the subject

"Promotion of World Peace." l>Jr-

ing llie session 1944-45 there will

be two separate essay competitions.

The first essay was due November

1 ; the subject of the second essay,

due March 1. is "The Atlantic

Charter as a Basis for World

Peace." The competition is open to

all undergraduates of Queen's Uni-

versity, both intramural and extra-

mural.

The essays must be clearly writ-

ten or typewritten and must be sent

in to the Registrar's Office by the

above dates accomjxinied by a

statement signed by the candidate

that the essay is the result of his

own reading, thinking and discus-

sion, and that he has not been as-

sisted by other students in writing.

ALBERTAOUSTS FIVE

Edmonton— (CUP) — Accord-

ing to a press release from the

registrar's office at the Univer-

sity of Alberta, five students, two

from the Faculty of Arts and

Science, and three from Applied

Science, were asked to leave the

university after the Christmas

ex;«niuations.

Step Up And Meet Her

She doesn't like

Smutty jokes

She doesn't neck

She never smokes.

She doesn't wear

Silk lingerie

;

No slender ex-

Lax beauty she.

Yet people in

Her calves delight,

And often she

Stays out all night,

And artists paint

Her in the nude

In forest glade

At dawn bedewed.

You ask her name?

I'll tell you now
She ain't a dame

;

She's a jersey cow.

It is advisable that a person

buying life insurance or owning
life insurance, should have knowl-

edge of the rights of beneficiaries.

I say it is advisable because the

appointment of certain benefi-

ciaries creates a trust in their

favour which makes the policy-

holder's control of his policy sub-

ject to the consent of the bene-

ficiary. The control of a policy

covers the right to change the

beneficiary, change the plan of

nsurance, the amount, the right

to borrow on the policy, or sur-

render it for a cash settlement.

Under the Uniform Insurance

.'\ct. beneficiaries have been

divided into three classes: They

are beneficiaries for value, pre-

ferred beneficiaries, and ordina:

beneficiaries, I will list these

below, outlining their signifi-

cance. (1) Beneficiaries for

Value are beneficiaries who have

given valuable consideration other

than marfiage. This is usually a

financial consideration. To be a

beneficiary for value, one must be

so described in the policy, or by a

subsequent declaration. A vested

iTiterest is created in favour of a

beneficiary for value. (2) Pre-

ferred Beneficiaries: They consist

of husband, wife, children, adopt-

ed children, grandchildren, chil-

dren of adopted children, father,

mother, and adopted parents of

the person whose life is insured

The insured can change from one

preferred beneficiary to another,

but not out of the preferred class

without the consent of a pre-

ferred beneficiary. Insurance pay-

able to a preferred beneficiary

cannot he claimed by creditors of

the insured. A trust is created ii

favour of a preferred beneficiary.

(3) Ordinary Beneficiaries are all

beneficiaries udio are not in the

preferred class, or who are not

beneficiaries for value. The policy

holder retains full control of the

policy himself in the case of ordi-

nary beneficiaries.

There is a way in which a per

sou can have his insurance go to

a preferred beneficiary and sti

retain complete control of hi

policy, This can be arranged by

making the policy payable to

one's executors or administrators

and then naming the preferred

beneficiary in a will; assuming

that at the lime he makes the

will, he has complete control over

his policy. The appointment be

comes effective as from the date

of will. The insurance company

however, must not be advised

during his lifetime that this ap-

pointment hy will has been made.

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Branch Manager at Khigston

The Mutual Life of Canada

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

THE AiACCISCN STLDI€
Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—78M
30 Years in Business

snna

ATKINS
Hosiery and Lingerie

Leads in Smarter

SWEATERS

187 Princesj St.
Phon« 5056

DIAL STORE; 5414

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL RES.

Patronize merchants who use

Journal advertisements.

Patronize merchants who

Journal advertisements.

If you can't be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol with

the blood clinic NOW.

Our advertisers want YOUK
business—patronize them.

[

103 Princess St

Phone 6381

THE STUDENT STYLE SHOP

Agents for Dock's Shoes
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BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat"

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Ottawa Calling

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

iOS Princess St. Phone 3H6

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excclelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge'a

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 .Wellington St. Dial 4352

GOURDIERS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4S24

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Baurie and Princess Sts.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

US Alfred St. Phone 48S0

^[7
STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
i^Optometrist and Optician

Our advertisers want YOUR
buHness—^patronize them.

TAas
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop

79 Princess St

(Continued from page 1)

rather than developing, and the

state of mind developed from it

negative rather than positive.

The Civil Service Commission is

now the largest employer-employee

agency in Canada, with some hun-

dred and twenty-five thousand em-

ployees coming under its jurisdic-

tion.

Personnel

The salaries of the three Com-

missioners remain, however, at

$6,000 per annum. The anomalous

situation has therefore arisen where

the ijovernment is willing to pay

$0,000 for a job which would com-

mand up to ten times that amount

n industry for comparable respon-

ibility.

In order to keep close control

of hiring and promotion, the Civil

Service Commission has centralized

all personnel matters within itseH,

making the Department's person-

nel offices I'nerc channels for re-

cording attendance and passing out

ixiy cheques. If the Commission had

been willing to accept the responsi-

bility implied in taking on the whol^

management of personnel in a de-

partment, to provide sufficient staff

to look after all personnel matters

properly, and if it had made sincere

attempts to develop good personnel

relations, there could be no criti-

cism.

The sitnation has been allowed to

deteriorate, however, and the Com-

mission has allowed itself to fos-

silize within the framework set up

by the Act of 1919.

It, as a whole and in spite of the

fine individuals who go to make it

up, has a lethargic attitude, and is

prepared to sit back and let the

government war departments run

themselves. At the same time, the

"temporary" war dejxirtments have

nn legal right to run their own

ptrsumiel problems. The situation

has offered many opportunities for

clash of personalities, and has prov-

ed a definite detriment to the effi-

ciency of the governmental war

fTort.
'

The result of the conjunction of

the negative approach and the de-

sire for complete control without

the means of achievmg that con-

trol efficiently has been to develop

a Civil Service where too often the

only requisite for promotion has

been length of service in the same

department, where youth and abil

ty are discouraged by preferences

granted because of age, previous

overseas service, or other such ir-

relevant factors, and where, once

an employee is safely ensconced in

a position, he may continue there

until the end of time, if he pre-

serve sufficient discretion.

Blood Clinic

And it came to pass in the city

Quccnz that on the Eve of Tin the

mighty Warriors of '45 did hold

Slav drive and lo were the times

had by all. though verily are the

Tribesmen wise and do husband

the resources for the moon of Jan

knowing well that the For Mai iti

the Ides of Feb do make many de-

matids on the ration. Jake the Son

of Wil. Run Oiick'Run, and Dan

the Key of Lee. clod of Eart,

were all hard put to save their wan-

ing resources from the parched

throats of those of Lephanta who

accontpanied them, but all manag-

ed to slip into mellow happiness.

But verily did the partce reach

higher heights of brawl than many

that have gone before, and this is

not surprising for lo, o" this eve

with low amounts of the precious

dew imbibed, the warriors were

able to see and many usually hori-

zontal were on their feet.

And on the Eve of Fria did the

clansmen of Eart hold For Mangle

and large number of the tribesmen

of Queen's were in attendance to

hear the sweet harmonies of Mart

the Music Maker, but lo, those of

Eart laboring in the scullery and

performing other menial tasks for

the occasion did become higher than

kite, and many was the lecherous

song which drifted from the depth

of the Cave of Gym and louder was

the crash of crockery oM the as-

Siuilled one of their number, Mick

(Continued from page 1)

iods missed for this purpose receive

attendance recognition.

The call for mure blood plasma

from our troops overseas is most

the Barge, with dlishes laden with I

urgent." said Bruce Cronk. Mcds

victuals
chairman of the Blood Donov

And on tW Eve of Saturn Bert P^rive on the campus, "and the stu

the Burrel and Jake the Bottom did ^'ent body of Queen's must not fal

hold quiet spree but lo were their l<-'r in this effort to save the lives

constitutions unable to matdi the of our brothers and comrades =-

Pace of their thirst, and they did
|

their hour of desperate need."

falter and fall by the wayside even

'ere the hours of sup.

And other great events are in

store for the tribesmen of Queenz.

and many vast preparations are in

progress. Lo on the coming eve of

Fria those of Lephanta do hold

Danz in the Cave Of Grant and

vfirily are they wise in this move,

for affairs in the heights of the

cave are more auspicious for the

art of cooch than any to be found

in tlie Cave of Flickering Lights
;

I students,

Volunteer Donations

Figures released by Dr. E. M-
Boyd, faculty chairman of the

Blood Donor Drive on the campus,

reveal that 15 (lercent of registered

Indents made donations during

December. Donations were divided

among the faculties as follows

:

Arts (Men). 7 percent; Levana. 2

percent; Medicine, 2 percent; and

Science, 4 percent of registered

Princeton Test Answers

1. False
2. True
3. True
4. 'I'ruc

5. False
6. True
7. False
8. True
9. False
10. True
11. True
12. True
13. True
14. False

15. False
16. True
17. False
18. False
19. False.

20. True
21. True
22. False
23. False
24. True
25. True
26. False
27. False
28. True

29. False
30. False
31. False
32. False
33. False
34. False
35. True
36. True
37. False
38. False

39. True
40. False
41. True

*Mikado'

and the evil eye of the Cuddly Dra-

gon will be missing from the place,

a great boon to many. And it be-

fits all to celebrate the change of

locale by many toasts to the absent

one, and lo, if this is done fre-

quently enough the danz may be a

success despite the efforts of the

Lemons.

But even now the sands run out

and the scribes nmst off to the

Caves of Hyde and Nic where

manv warriors are laboring on the

mighty For Mai of Scienz, produc-

ing things fantastic and effects

hitherto unseen in the city of

Queenz, and the hour is now to

begin laying aside both shekels and

coupons for the event.

Students whose blood donation

represented their fifth or more are

as follows: Arts. S. Kom. 16; M.

Walfish. 5; R. Bonsteel, 11 ; H.

Knepler, 6 ; Levana : Mary Connor,

Meds: M. Malen. 6; J. A. Mil-

liken, 6; Science: M. C. Coulter.

11
; J. E. Hood. 5; and Staff ': Mar-

ion Ross, 7; Agnes Percival. S.

(Continued from page 1)

and Jean Graham, Joy Coyles and

Mary Holden, Grace Miller and

Daphne Spratt; and Katisha, an

elderly lady in love with Ko-Ko,

Marion Cowie.

—Bill Newlands.

Freshman Address

Dr. R. C. Wallace, will deliver

another in his series of addresses to

freshmen and frcsliettes Thursday

at 10 a.m. in Grant Hall. First-

year students will be excused

from classes froniilO to 11 o'clock,

and are "expected to attend."

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

40 Veterans

SparksDr. Ernest B
DENTIST

l59 Wellington St. Dial 4346

Science Featuring

And, despite the somewhat fever

ish activities of the Commission,

stories continue to circulate, appar-

ently well-founded, describing how
so and so got his job, through the

assstancc of his Member of Par-

hamcnt.

All of which does not react to

the good of Canada as a whole.

DRIVE IN AN

INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

Commerce Club

Mr. J. E. Brent of Inter-

national Machines, will ad-

dress a meeting of the Com-

merce Club at 8 o'clock to-

night in the Biology lecture

room. His topic will be

"Machine Methods in Ac-

counting." Arrangements for

seeing a demonstration of

the use of modern account-

ing equipment will he made

at the conclusion of the

meeting.

(Continued from page 1)

the Canadian Second Division

Overseas, He is now in Science

'48. He admitted that he didn't

have much choice in the matter of

which university he would attend.

Mr. Dean's father graduated in

Medicine at Queen's, his oldest

brother graduated in Science, and

his younger brother is in Sci-

ence '46.

F. W. Hyder of Meds '50 was

stationed at Collins Bay and

found Queen's the most conveni-

ent. Also, he saw it from the air

and says "it looked good" to him.

Another former member of the

Air Force, D. Mott, Science '48,

had always intended to go to uni-

versity, and he believes that

Queen's offers the best engineer-

ing course.

The following list of ex-service-

men was obtained from the regis-

trar's office

:

Arts: E. A. Bcnevides, R. D
Clark, J. R. Cooper, G. T. de

Hneck, D. C. Dillabough, L. H
Durkin, Heloisc Goodwin, T. W
Johnson, A. S. Johnston, James

Kelly, K. R. Kirkpatrick, H. J

Lush, J. D. Moorman, P. J. Mc
Cann, A. H. McCuaig, A. W
Paynter, E. Schotield, N. W
Wallington, D. S. Willoughby

T. D. White, A. T. Ridden, and

R. E. Sauder.

Science: E, O. L. Earwick,

T. W. Dalziel, K. C, W. Dean,

D. W. Freeman. J. K. Gladstone,

D. Mott, L. O. Murray, J. R.

I

Melville, J. D. Scott. E. Shisko,

W. D. Vcttcr. S. H. Whitaker.

H. D. Woods, and E. G. Woolsey.

Medicine; W. W. Andre, G. E.

Cragg, F. W. Hyder. H. D.

Thomas.

(Continued from page 1)

Format traditions. All the skill of]

the Science Faculty has been uti-

lized to centre the ingenious deco-

rations about an intricate electronic
]

lighting system." he told The Jour-

nal. "The design and arrangement
|

of the decorations in the gymnas-

inin building are such that more|

than ample space has been provided

for dancing."

The dance is strictly formal, and!

ticket sales are to be limited. Stu-

dents of Arts and Medicine arel

urged to sign the lists early "to

avoid possible disappointment."

Ticket sales for Science will 'start
|

tomorrow.

Dance Time Again

SCIENCE FORMAL

FEBRUARY 16th

Reserve Your

Full Dress Rental

Early

*

GEO. FREED'S
MEN'S SHOP

214 PRINCESS STREET

The businessmen advertising in|

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

First Ex-servicewoman

Queen> has the first ex-

scrvicewoman registered at a

Canadian university, according to

information released from the

registrar's office. She is Miss

Heloise Goodwin of Kingston, a

former member of the RCAF
(WD).

(A report in the McGill Daily

recently stated erroneously that

Miss Myrna Ripple, registered at

that university, was the first ex

servicewoman registered at

Canadian tiniversity.)

MiSs Goodwin registered

November IJ, 1944. attended her

first classes on furlough, and was

discharged December 5, in time

to write her Christmas exami

nations, which she passed.

Before joining the Air Force

she was registered in Arts '45 and

attended Queen's for two years

She enlisted in April 1943 and

was posted to Ottawa, Halifax

and Dartmouth. On the east
|
Dance

coast Miss Goodwin met many programmes
former Queen's students. She

worked in the operations room of

a fighter squadron and says she

regrets that she was too young

to go overseas. However, she

still intends to go, if it is at all

possible.

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

SALUTE TO WINTER

WITH A BRILLIANT COLLECTION OF

FUR TRIMMED UN-TRIMMED

COATS
DRESSES

featuring

DEJA FROCKS

ANN LOUISE FROCKS

HOUSE COATS
Bunny Suede - Flannel - Corduroy - Silk Crepes

Floral Bengoline

Hanson
PRINTERS

Constitutions

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

printing of

Every

Description

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES

Phone 6733
REABONABLf PRICED

282 Princess Street
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Queen's Cagers Lose Opener;

Vimy Wins 27-25 In Overtime

Last-Minute Army Rally

Ties Count; Morgan
Top Gael Marksman

Queen's senior basketball team,

opened the current cage season

at Vimy Barracks, Thursday
night, but were outlucked and

went down to defeat ^by a 27-25

count. The Tricolor were slow

starting- and before they could

^et used to the small floor, the

Army boys were eight points on

top. The half-time score was
20-12, mainly because of the ina-

bility of the students to stop

Ace Campbell, the Vimy right

guard who hooped seven field

goals.

The Gaels came to life in the

last half and looked for a while

as if they might pull away. With
seconds to play the Vimy captain,

Joe Leonard, came up with one

of the nicest pieces of basketball

strategy you're likely to see all

season, Vimy were three points

down and Leonard, who had been

fouled, was getting set to take

two free throws. His first shot

was good, but he waived the

second and o,n a throw in from

the centre side he set up Fergu-

son for the tying basket. That

just about broke the hearts of

the collegians and in the ragged

overtime session, Vimy made the

onl)' score.

The star for Bob Elliott's boys

was Bill Morgan who chalked up

14 points and held the team to-

gether throughout. John Rowley
played a bang-up game at centre

and threw in seven points in the

losing cause. Bob Best, the

Science frosh made his first ap-

pearance in Queen's colours and

showed plenty of promise from

his spot at right forward.

Despite the loss, the boys

should go a long way this year

and are looking forward to to

morrow's encounter with the

Barriefield Bears in the local

gymnasium. The Queen's juniors

meet Regiopolis in the other half

of what should prove to be a very

interesting twin bill,

Vimy; I^onard (1), Campbell

(14). Paul. McGill, Shaw (4).

McCoU (2), Ferguson (4), Alioff

(2). Total 27.

Queen's: Morgan (14), Dins-

dale, McDonald, Campbell (2),

Lawler, Best (2), Creaghan.

Fuller. Brown, Rowley (7),

Higgs. Total 25.

Referee: Bill Mockford, To-

ronto.

SPORTS

THE CAMPUS SPCI^rLIGMT
BY aORD MACK

Science Undefeated in Hockey

Scoring Three Wins and a Tie

Progression a la undergraduate

Hesitation

Trepidation

Interrogation

Information

Investigation

Confirmation

Jubilation

Graduation.

Jubilation,

YOU'LL BE THANKFUL
for

WARM
PROTECTION

IN A SMART
NEW

OVERCOAT

$45
When the temperature

shivers its way down to

zero or below, you'll be

more than thankful that

you invested in one of

our overcoats. Each coot

features the best in styl-

ing, tailoring and fab-

rics. Come in today and

see for yourself why we

recommend them so

highly.

The Gjrm—In Theory and Fact!

Sneaked into last week's Sports Notes was the announcement that the

gym would be open on week-days between 3:30 and 4:30, and 6 and 7 pm.

Come yc apart and let us^ reason together the implications of this notice.

Take lor example the 176 (or slightly less) members of the Engineering

freshman class. Some of them have classes every day until 4:30, some are

through on one day at 3:30 and a few on two days at 3:30. Of that 176,

12 are destined for the year intramural team, but undoubtedly there arc many
others who are interested in playing basketball—not necessarily proficiently

or ambitiously enough to try for the year team—but enthusiastically enough

to enjoy a blood 'n' thunder make-up game in the gym some evening or in

the hour before supper. The 3:30 to 4:30 hours are sinularly incompatible

for both lower years in Meds, while the 6 to 7 time allotment is impractical

for all who eat at the Union or a boarding house.

We have no desire to start an argument with the girls—as a group they

compare favourably with a lot of people we know—but after using the gym
from 9 to 12 every morning and 1:30 to 3;30 every afternoon, is Thursday

night necessary? It probably shows ingratitude to the CRCC to point out

that last Thursday night it obligingly relinquished the gym to the Arts

Formal Committee, and held its precision drill in Grant Hall, If Grant Hall

can provide a satisfactory substitute for CRCC training to accommodate a

dance, it does not provide a satisfactory substitute for a basketball floor.

IE present conditions were to continue many years, we'd probably boast as

well-muscled a group of Mammy Yocums this side of Dogpatch, while the

fellows would be confining themselves to Household Ec courses.

Similarly the COTC has a certain athletic responsibility to the university.

Since the beginning of the war, the complaint from army baac training

centres has been the physical condition of new recruits. This year, for the

first time, the COTC has found it essential to appropriate the gymnasium

for the hour before supper. There are extenuating circumstances, such as

the lengthened noon-hour which has shortened COTC training periods by

half an hour, but the military training provided does not completely com-

pensate for the physical conditioning trith which it interferes.

Both the COTC and CI^CC are making good use of their gym time and

they are not going to reUnqiush it unless they are given good evidence that

better use will be made of it. If the various years concerned lodge complaints

with their year athletic sticks, which are relayed to the faculty athletic

sticks, and eventually are aired at an AB of C meeting, action may be effected.

It is still January, and if enough fellows are interested in acquiring a few

more hours' free gymnasium time, some serious effort might be expected

to b^ng about a change.

Foiled Again

Nope, 'tain't about that Meds '49 hockey game at alL Tonight there's

going to be a meeting of the Queen's Fencing Club in the gymnasium (smaU

room at the left) at 7:30. The club was organized last faU, but this will be

the first meeting of the new year. In intercoUegiate meets, competition is

held in foils, epees. and sabres, but due to lack of equipment due to the war,

instruction will only be given in the foil. As a conditioner for other sports,

fencing is unsiuT>assed for co-ordination and "wind". The club will be

"mixed", with PT credits tor the girls, and beginners especially welcomed

as a potential nucleus tor peacetime Intercollegiate teams.

Tomorrow Night ^

After losing a close overtime verdict to Vimy Thursday night, the

Tricolour cage sextet open thrir home season tomorrow night against the

Ordnance Bears from Barriefield. With a spUt in the spoiU on the rugby

and hockey (up until now), the basketball crown will probably decide the

athletic superiority, between the two rivals. The curtain-raiser (about 1

o'clock, no tiunes definite at press time) has the Queen's Juniors battUng

baskets against Regiopolis. A litUe support for the teams might even

encourage the purchase of uniforms for the teams.

Towering Blimps

f )? lay Thursday

Hanna, Chepsuik. Farrell.

Ellis, Bondl, and Smart
Individual Stars

PHONE 3030

123- 125 PRINCESS STREET

Med Sophmores

Add to Bews Lead

Meds '49 gained 154 points dur-

ing tlie past week's Bews Trophy

race, adding 270 from bowling and

50 from hockey as compared to 86

;uk1 80 respectively for Sc. '46.

Another feature of the week's re-

^nlts was tlic first participation in

athletics this year of Meds "48. The

points earTied during the week were

:

Bo^vling—Arts '45 (-30); Arts '46

(140). Arts '47 (30). Arts '48

(48), Sc. '45 (1Q4). Sc. '46 (86).

Sc. '47 (39). Sc. '48 (33), Meds

50 (40), Meds '49 (270); Hoc-

];ev—Sc. "45 (S()), Sc. '46 (80).

Sc. '47 (65), Sc. '48 (73). Meds

50 (95). Meds '49 (SO), Meds '48

(501, Meds '47 (-30).

Standings up nntil Jan, 21st:

Meds '49 9323

Sc. '46 9075

5822

Sc. '47 ...5194

Sc. '48 2193

Arts '40 1825

Arts '47 1763

Meds 'SO 1232

Arts '48 1093

Meds '47 1060

Arts '45 338

Meds '4S SO

They stood on the porch at mid-

night

Their Hps were tightly pressed

Her old man gave the signal

And the bulldog did the rest.

Bowling Teams

End Second Round

Ten teams survived the second

round of tlie intramural bowling

tourney, with Arts '46 No. 1 team

recording the high total of 3185

and both Meds "49 and Sc. '46

squads gaining Bews Trophy points

for their years. Hard-luck game of

the round was the defeat of Arts

"48 No. 2 team who bowled 3139

but were stacked up against the

high total of Arts '46. High triple

for the second round was bowled

by Paul Peters, Meds "49 No. 2.

w'ith 732. Other high scores were

the singles, of Gord Erickson, Meds

•49 No. 2 (299), Peters (297): and

Bob Stewart, Sc. '45 (296).

The third round must be com-

pleted by. Feb.* Ut. Results for the

second round were: Sc. '46 No. 9

(2913) over Meds '50 (2710) :
Sc.

45 No. 4 (2897) over Arts 48 No.

1 (2459); Sc. '46 No. 6 (2732)

over Sc. '47 No. 4 (2350) ;
Meds

'49 No. 1 (2453) over Sc. '47

(2596) : Sc. '45 No. 6 (2985) over

Arts '47 No. 2 (2419); Sc. '48

No. 1 (2326) over Sc. '47 No. 8

(2263) ; Sc. '45 No. 3 by default

over Arts '45 No. 1 ; Arts '46 No. I

(3185) over Arts '48 No. 2 (3139) ;

Meds '49 No. 2 (3035) over Sc.

'45 No. 5 (2478) ; Arts '48 No. 4

I

(2492) over Sc. '45 No. 7 (22S1)

land Sc. '45 No. 2 (default).

Comes Thursday next, the

ajor basketball game of the sea-

son will be held in the Gym, from

nine to ten, when the famous

Jcrnal Jerks will again defeat the

infamous Ban Righ Blimps in yet

another field of sport. For those

who are not in the know, the per-

severing, but ragged. Blimps are

the curdled and cuddled cream of

the freshette crop of 1944-45

slightly diluted.

In order that the Blimps will

not be too crushingly defeated

the Jerks, who are gentlemen,

some of the time, have agreed to

play girls' rules (complete with

girlish shrieks of glee, and

yet no dribbling), and Helen

Martin, an ardent supporter of

the Blimps will attempt to aid

her little charges in the whistle-

blowing capacity.

On questioning by a Journal

reporter Blimpies Truchenbroad

and Battler An Brown shrieked

"We'll disarticulate dose bums."

One Blimp, Streahula Cole

shouted down various comments

and imprecations to the reporter

from where she, on ttp-toe, was

holding both hands over the hoop.

A short summary of rules fol

lows below. It is rumoured that

Cagie Phin and Tattle-Tale Gray

of the Jerks have taken on the

task of providing shoulders for

weeping, handkerchiefs and con

solation for the Blimps.

JERK-BLIMP RULES

1. No more than ten Jerks on

the floor at one time.

2. Blimps who score more than

three baskets will be tossed in

the pool.

3. No more than three Jerks

will be allowed in the keyhole

—

during foul shots.

4. Any Jerk seen seizing

'Blimps with other than friendly

intent will be harshly reprimand-

ed.

These rules have been drawn

up by an impartial and disinter-

ested committee, and we subject

its amendment without notice in

event of protests by the Jerks.

Sports Notes

BY BU-L LEMMON

The Intramural Table Tennis

draw will be placed in the Gym

locker-room ' to-morrow.

The Ski meet has been post-

poned indefinitely,

Tlie Interfaculty Swimming

meet has been postponed until

Feb. 12. Preliminaries for scale-

points and meet-qualifying points

will begin on Feb. 5. Times will

be published later.

Intramiu-al Basketball

January 23

Sc. '47 vs Meds '4S—7-S p.m.

Sc. '48 vs. Meds '49—8-9 p.m.

January 27

Arts '48 vs Sc. '45—7-8 p.m.

Arts '47 vs Sc. '46—S-9 p.m.

Glee Club

Glee Club practices for the

"Mikado" will be held at

8:15 in Convocation Hall to-

morrow and Thursday.

Sc. *45. defending intramural

hockey champions, began the new

season Thursday night by toppling

the Meds '48 sextet 5-0. Jack Han-

na opened the scoring for tlie En-

gineers at the four minute mark,

with Bob Cole adding a second

tally before the end of the period.

Hanna also opened the scoring in

the middle session, and then set

Grant iRichardson up for the final

two counters. The third period was

scoreless.

Merv Pritchard was fhe stone-

wall on the Sc. '45 blue-line while

Richardson and Hanna with two

goals each starred up front. John

Merriman's clever work in the Me-

dical nets held the score down.

Larry Gossack and Mart Chepsuik

provided the scoring threat

Sc. '45: Campbell, Pritchard.

Sims, Richardson, Adams, Hanna,

Nelson, Maguire, Moro, Alexan-

der, Brison, Craig. 'Cole. Foreton.

Robson.

Meds '48 : Merriman, Ghent,

Chepsuik, Mahood, Gossack, Kro-

nuk. Woodman, Holmes, Annis,

Hesler.

In the second game, the Medical

frosh tied last year's semi-finalists.

Sc. '47, 3-3, with a two-goal scor-

ing spurt in tlie final period. At

the end of the first period the score

was 1-1 with Jack Ellis of Science

and Bob Walshe of Meds notcUmg

the counters. The middle frame

found tlie men of Science taking

die play from the frosh aud click-

ing for two goals. Mike Hriskevich

and Ellis beating Doug- Bonell

cleanly. That this latter chap looks

like good inter<ollegiate material

was proven in the tliird period when

he rose to the occasion more than

once, while his team-mates Walshe

and Don Bowes come through at

the opportune times.

Don Deiahaye provided the shin-

ing light in the Meds rear wall

while Walshe and Bonell came

through with extra colorful per-

formances. Jack Ellis, Basil Bene-

teau and Don Endleraan topped tlie

Sciencemen.

Meds '50: Bonell. Deiahaye, Gul-

liford, Walshe. Bowes, Pohti, Mon-

temurro. Nelles, Hawley. Merritt.

Sc. '47: Harkness. Endleinan.

Buwfs Keetian. Crowe, Ellis. Hris-

ko\ich, Loucks, Greason, Beneteau.

Brown. Bradley.

Science freshmen kept their col-

lege will slate on the credit side by

nosing out Meds '49, 2-1, in llie

evening's final game. .*i.fter a score-

less first period. Hamilton of Meds

put bis team into the lead halfway

through the second, only to have

Science's Jack Futcher slap the ty-

ing counter in from a scramble in

front of the net a minute later.

Flay see-sawed back and forth till

the closing minutes of tlie third,

when Har\-ey Clifford of Science,

sneaked down the left boards to

angle a shot past the liapless Meds

EToalie. The Plav of Doug Smart

was largL4y responsible for his

team's victory, consistently tuniing

aside Medical breakaways,

Sc, '48: Smart. Nisbet, Shiskn,

Greatrex, Futcher. Halliday, Walsh,

Gifford, Isaac, Van Sickle. John-

ston, Parkinson, R. Smith, D.

Smitii. Scrntun. Foderick. Leavitt.

Meds '49: Mack. Sniylie. Oak-

k-y, Hamilton. Cockburn, Shaw.

Peters, Farrell, Spence. Blaine,

Vincent.

The evening's tliird game went

to Science *46 when fifth year

Meds defaulted.
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Store

i .178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

LEVANA
NOTES

Y MARY VALLENTYNE

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 60&4. Res. 6414, GrecnbouBC* 3241

Blood and gore

They still need viore.

If you aren't a doiwr

You're making a honer.

In the spotlight this week is the

Levana blood donor drive being

staged by the Queen's division of

the Canadian Red Cross Corps.

Joyce Watson, responsible for the

drive, says, "Tell 'em—if they have

even one spare drop of blood we
can use it."

Backing Watson and hot on the

trail this week are what she calls

her "Levana bloodhounds." Let-

ters are being sent to every member
of Levana with forms enclosed. Af-

ter the forms are filled in (right

away), they will be collected by

the hounds and used to make a

complete record of Levana dona-

lions for the future. Any previous

donations at any time or place

should be noted on the forms. If

you gave blood last term make a

note of it, and note also when you

can give again. In tlus case the

hare is expected to co-operate with

the hounds.

"We want everyone in Levana

to gve their blood," Watson wound

up. "If they happen to be blue

bloods we'll use their donation to'

till the ink wells."

Watson

We tried to squeeze out of her

just what was her official rank in

the CRCC, for the record—but no

go. She hedged for a couple of min-

utes, said it wasn't important, and

admitted she didn't trust "newspa-

per people." So we asked around

among the CRCC ranks without

much success. It's either a heavily

guarded secre, or else Watson

meant it when she said, "Well, I

don't know what I am." Anyway

she's not OC ond she might be ad-

jutant—that was the best we could

do. For that much—our thanks to

the ranks. She's Levana 's senior

rep on the AMS too.

About the blood-donating — if

you've never done it before and

you're the timid type (we assume

you are or you would have), we'll

warn you that it's a lot simpler

than you think. Having the TB
test is worse. So:

Don't he a buddydud

Ghe a liille bload, bud.

Maths and Phy$ics Club

"Infinity" was the subject of an

address given by Dr. John Coleman

at a meeting of the Maths and

Pliysics Club, Wednesday,

"Philosophers," he pointed out,

"had always tried to reason con-

cerning an infinite time and an in-

finte universe. The whole set of

positive integers are in number so

great tliere are said to be an infin-

ity of them. But a number with a

hundred zeros in it is finite, how-

ever."

AU those in honour matliematics

and physics are invited to discuss

ways of broadening die course at a

meeting tomorrow at 7:15 P.m., in

the Old Arts building.

•ETfve elisor*

A

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

ISeserve your patronage.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STREST

Announcements

Dr. Douglas asks all co-eds who

haven't already paid their $1.50

for the Home Nursing and First

Aid courses to leave their money

with the secretary in the office of

the Dean of Women at once.

And the Levana Society execu-

tive announce that they made over

$53 in their booth at the tea Sat-

urday. This means 550 quarts of

milk for Britain. There are a few

Ijennants and shields still left—if

you missed out at the tea. and want

one, see either Bonnie McOoskey
i>r Laura Miller.

Tickets for the Co-ed Prom ob-

tainable from Joan Connor, Fran

Goodspeed and Joan Copeland.

Don't forget about it. This is the

big Levana weekend. The refresh-

ment committee is hiiUing at inter-

esting things. The Artsmen may
have Mart Kenney, but . , .

There's the Ban Righ open house

tn keep in mind too. It's Saturday

night, and there will be bridge

tables in the dining room, dancing

in the common room and table ten-

nis in the games room downstairs.

No tickets, even tliough it is an

"open house by invitation." No
refrcshmenls either but you can buy

drinks there. If you're going in a

party we suggest that you might

January 19.

Sir :—We feel that the centre of

gravity of the problem of "engi-

neering education" should be shift-

ed to the problem of university

education embracing all types of

students. With this in view, Mr.

Buckingham in his letter to The

Journal of January 16, has done

much to confuse the issue. We do

not believe that his letter repre-

sents the attitude of Artsmen as a

whole.

The letter seems like the expres-

sion of yet another "technician,''

viz. of the commerce species. Is

not Mr. Buckingham fighting wind-

mills in his anxiety for industrial

concerns to select successful busi-

ness executives ? Is not his Rosi-

nante carrying him around in a

circle of "efficient business" values.

We should like politely to add to

Mr, Buckingham's statistics that

"the mere possession of a BA does

not entitle him to a position of

leadership in society-at-large" eith-

er. It is the aim of education to

build and broaden, as ^vell as to

train. Many excellent thoughts and

suggestions on this matter have been

offered in The Journal in connec-

tion with the dispute about the

"culture of engineers." They were

written—here is some encourage-

ment for Mr, Buckingham—almost

exclusively by teachers or students

of science.

We should like to join the

chorus in the cry for action. Let

a study group be organized to

discuss imiversity education
;
pre

ceded, perhaps, by an informal

gathering of students and profes-

sors from all faculties in order to

get better acquainted with the

views of one another. The ex-

periences and findings of recent

graduates would be of value in

such discussions. Perhaps, by

means of this kind of confused

"Brownian movement" of opin-

ions can be eased into peaceful

"business cycles."

Carl Ambcrg, Arts '46.

Archie Kerr, Arts '47

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FEROrE WATERS

Skiing is fine, but it seems a pity

That most of the time we are

sitting pretty.

We feel rather dubious about

mentioning skiing because it can

be the downfall of many a good

man. In fact, for us it is the sport

of kings—after the royal bumps,

the plush velvet cushion hits the

spot—not the high spots either.

We feel the whole tiling is en-

tirely too down-to-earth.

Reports indicate that the popu-

larity of skiing is rising—every-

thing seems well in tow. Prewar

skiing weekends attracted large

crowds to the lofty heights of the

Laurentians ; but not enough

people were taking skis, so the

trips were stopped.

Last year we suffered from a

scarcity of the white stuff spilling

from the heavens; but this year,

with continual ideal conditions,

there are not nearly as many
enthusiastic skiers frequenting

the "princ's hilt" as there were

last year—maybe you haven't

noticed that it is a hill.

Help Wanted

More girls are needed to take

part in the water follies—it won't

require very much of your time

but it is an opportunity you must

take now. The- hair driers have

been fixed, so there is no more

coiffure trouble. Wednesday
night, come to the gym as close

to 7 o'clock as possible,

Touche

Set poise ! Set co-ordination ! Set

foiled ! Set grace—or Marj', or

Susie, and come on out fencing

at the gym on Tuesday nights at

7:30, Classes will be given for

beginners and instruction will be

given in foils, PT credits can be

obtained for both fencing and

water follies practices. Don't for-

get—de fence is de thing, AND

—

Saturday night, February 3, is to

be reserved for the skating car

nival.

Ban Righ Food

February 3 will be a gala night

Not a formal—not a lynching-

Not an exam—but . . .

The "All-Queen's" Ice Review,

(Continued from page 1)

Lorna Horwood, resident nurse at

Ban Righ. early Thursday, and

were sent to the Kingston General

Hospital for a second examination.

None were detained for a further

check-up. Miss Horwood asked

that any additional cases he report-

ed to her. and all in all it was found

that 37 girls were affected.

Dr. Douglas stated that the situa-

tion was reported on Thursday to

Dr. Suddaby, temporary MOH of

the district, who immediately sent

an assistant, Dr. Walsey, to investi-

gate conditions in the Ban Righ

kitchen. "He was very compli-

mentary," soid the dean.

The germ that is reputed to have

caused the disturbance may be very

easily carried, said Dr. Douglas,

and one of the girls may have

brought it in from outside the hall.

If you can't be at the front

—

at least your blood can. Enrol at

the Blood Clinic today.

Levana Journal

make up your own box lunches, as

Per T!ie Drag. Saturday night, in

our opinion, presents possibilities.

It's all yours. We'd likctto see it

an informal, plaid-shirt affair.

Levana Journal comes out Fri-

day, Deadline for copy is Wednes-

day night. If you have anything

you'd like to see in it, give same

to Di Gill, Marj Rice. Ferd Waters

or your Levana ed some time before

then,

The next issue of The Journal

ill be the Levana edition.

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

WARD & HAMILTON

Hillel Society

Dr. Walter J. Fischel,

FRS, will address the Hillel

Foundation on "Tlie Hebrew
University and Its Contribu-

tion to the War Effort" at

7:30 tonight in the La Salle

hotel.

PRINCESS
AT

division st.

Phone 7100

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

AUBERT ST.

Phone 7300

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

*rEicHNiCAU sijppl.ie:s
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

w
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Will Blend

al

Engineers Clinch Contract

With Coast-to-coast

Orchestra

Bob Strong and his orchestra,

jio are to play at the Science

Formal on February 16, were the

guest stars on the Coca-Cola Spot-

light Band show presented over a

cuast-to-coast radio network Tues-

iJay.

The Science Formal committee

ishes to assure all students thai

ir successful completion of a con-

tact with Bob Strong has assured

hat this year's Science Forma! will

provided with the best of danc-

rliytlim -— "the music witli tlie

Strong appeal,"

In place of building individual

isplays as in former year, the en-

gineers have designed a scheme that

produce a harmonious over-all

(Tect; featuring a unique hghting

stem that will blend softly with

le variations in the music. Ar-

rangements have been completed to

SCIENCE FORMAL
(Continued from page 3)

THE DEAN'S MESSAGE
*

This is the ^xth Levana issue of the Queen's

Journal to be produced while as a tiation we arc

engaged In the grim and Iragtc business of zuar. I

am vcr\ proud of the record of many members of

Levana who have given fine service on the campus,

nininity, and in uniform- al hotne or over-

q these years of great challenge and great

varld needs what you are fitting yourselves

to „rj,—leadership, wisdom, courage and joyous-

neis based upon sound learning, a sense of respons-

ibiiily. and a rich philosophy of life. May you get

II these in no small measure at Queen's this year.

A. ViBERT Douglas-

Levanites To Star

In Big Ice Show;

Date Set Is Feb. 3

Rehearse Solos and Revues
For All-Queen's

Carnival

Cuddles" Caged
*'or Open House

open house will be held at

in Righ tomorrow night from

30 to 12. All Levanites are in-

ited to come and bring a MAN
Rumours are to the effect that

Cuddles" will be chained for the

occasion.

There will be dancing in the

Lommon room, and bridge in the

dining room. Cards will be pro-

ided but any who desire to shoot

rap will have to throw in their

own dice. Cokes and straws will

on sale.

The committee consists of Di

iilake, Fran McKenzie, and

ilecn Steeves.

ched

Monday will start off the pro-

gramme of activities to be held

this term for the benefit of Inter-

national Student Service. In-

stead of exchange meal tickets,

the lures offered this time will

include a Queen's bracelet and

ticket to the Science Formal. The

raffle tickets will be 25 cents.

Buying 50 cents worth will in-

crease chances of winning and.

unlike tickets for the Science For-

mal, the number of available

raffle tickets is unlimited.

Thursday. ISS will sponsor a

stage night, made possible by the

co-operation of the Drama Guild

and the assistance of Dr. Angus.

Two one-act plays, "Pot Luck"

and "To the Lovely Margaret."

student-directed by Lucette Han-

son and Hi Bialik, respectively,

will be featured. In the first play

Mary Black, Morgan Kenny, Jim

Nelson, Les Laird, and Mark

Stern will appear. Marion Fer-

guson, Merle Shaver. Jo Suther-

land, and Arno Cahn are cast in

the second play.

Between the plays a novehy

feature is planned. Full details

have not yet been released, but

rumour has it that a quiz pro-

gramme is being prepared to give

ISS RAFFLE

(Continued on page 6)

Lay Future Plans

For BanRigh Hall

BY SHIRLEY BROWN

who are at Queen'

Co-eds Transform Grant Hall

Into Silver-Blue Prom Palace

The Queen's Ice Carnival is sche-

duled for presentation ttie evening

of Saturday, Febniary 5, at the Jock

Harty Arena. The skating show

will feature all-Queen's talent in

both solos and reviews.

The convener, Muffy Hibbert, is

being assisted by Jerry Barclay,

who is training the ballet, and Nan-

cy Lewis, trainer of tlie conga

group. Other group items are a

square dance by Levanites and

Science '46.

The soloists are Nancy Lewis

and Ann Parkhill. Ursula Cole

and Ami Parkhill will perform in

a pair and Fran McKenzie and

George Elliott will do an adagio

pair.

Members of Levana are making

ICE CARNIVAL

(Contimied from page 3)

,to take

down Macdonnell House and to

erect a building running to the

corner of Stuart street and the

BAN HIGH FUTURE

(Continued from page 3)

Left liand Sccrner

KINGSTON (Special to The

>urnal) — Two hundred and

^fventy-eight of the 2S0 boarders

St Ban Righ Hall are reported to

in a serious condition today as

result of food poisoning caused

'y chicken a la quick trot served

lunch yesterday. The two

'uarders not affected were Dean

^ibratin' Rugless and Miss Horna

'orfood.

After a thorough examination

these two, Doctors B. Yond-

'ope and N. Disposed, told a

ournal reporter: "Of Dean Rug-

"^ss, the only explanation we can

'ifer is that her rare intelligence

s only exceeded by her hardy

iterior. In the case of Miss

'orfood we have discovered that,

''"e to a sidetrack in her oesopha-

^is, the chicken entered the lungs

instead of the abdominal cavity,

the stomach, and she has been

exhaling fowl breath ever since."

Due to the sudden illness of

such a large number of students,

there is not sufficient accommo-

dation at the Kingston General

Hospital. The overflow is being

looked after at Medical House.

Collins House, and Berry House.

Doctors Benderson, Sterrill,

Wickerware. and Dronk are re-

ported to have spent all day with

the co-eds and arc progressing

favourably.

Dean Rugless stated that the

situation was reported to Dr.

Duddaby. temporary MOH of the

district, who immediately re-

signed and sent an assistant. Dr.

LEFT HAND SCORNER

(Continued on page 3)

Honest Medsophs

To Hold A Dance

It is by now widely known that

on Friday, February 2—i.e., one

(1) week from tonight—Meds '49

is going to hold a dance.

Being sensible men, the Meds

sophomores have decided tliat they

shall have notliing to do with all

this nonsense of fancy names, bal-

lyhoo and flatulent misrepresenta-

tion with which some other orga-

nizations (Let them remain un-

named!) advertise their dances.

Here are the facts ; the dance will

be in Grant Hall ; there will be de-

corations; any student may come,

wearing what he pleases and brmg-

ing whom he pleases, provided tliat

he bring along the admission fee of

?1.25.

A five-man jam-session will be

held at intermission: four Queen's

musicians and the drummer from

Nick Nicholson's orchestra have

agreed to form their own Oiamber

Music Society of University Ave-

nue; they will improvise their own

music in their own manner. Danc-

ing to this chamber music will be

permitted, if there be present any

chamber dancers who can stand the

p.ice. The four Queen's musicians

are: Boyd Valleau, Arts '46, piano;

Doug Edwards, Sc. "47. clarinet;

MEDSOPHS DANCE

(Continued from page 3)

CP Chief Accepts
Honours In CUP

assistant general

Press, has

f honorarj'

University

spatch re-

To-

conierence

nal, which felt he should be given

some recognition for his aid in plac-

ing CUP members in journalistic

jobs during summer vacations.

BERYL KELLY
Formal Convener

Give Absolute Assurance oE

Season's Finest

Formal

Snow~ Nix!

Levajiites Depict

Man Of Dreams

BY PEGGY KAROma

Calling all men who are good

dancers, and have a sense of

humour, and a nice personality!

You are the men Levana dreams

about! In a recent Journal poll;

a percentage of girls from each

year was asked the ((uestion,

"What do you like in your dates?"

and the above proved to be the

main requirements of the average

Levanite. Each girl merely gave

her answer to the question asked,

and as different girls think dif-

ferent things important in a date,

there was a variety of answers.

The more common ones were:

well-mannered, good conversa-

tionalist, athletic, thoughtful, ver-

satile, and sober.

It seems that good looks are

BY EDITH KENT

Lemons o£ Lephanta will have

ample opportunity tonight to view,

themselves and their activities ob-

jeclively. The theme of this year's

Levana Formal, renamed the Co-

Ed Prom, is the fair co-ed herself.

The convener. Beryl Kelly. Arts

'45. assures us that this will be the

best formal yet. They always say

tliat, but then it always is the best

fonnal. in spite of any assertions

the Sciencemen may make to the

contrary.

Students, members of the armed

forces, and just plain people will

dance, in blue-and-silver-decorated

Grant Hall to tlie music o£ the

Melody Men, a 14-piece band from

Peterborough.

We are praying to the gods of the

formal, distant relatives of the Spirit

of Queen's, to please not send a

snowstorm at about 6:30 tonight.

The refreshments served in the

diningroom at Ban Righ are well

worth the trip from Grant Hall,

but we're afraid a bhzzard might

deter a few of the less hardy souls.

LEVANA FORMAL
(Continued on page 3)

THE PRESIDENl

hearty

aduatcs

Prom" of

a memorable one.

Those of us who depart from

Oiieen's this year appreciate the pri-

:Hegr of attcndimj college during

7^;irlime. IfV iitcc much to the gradu-

ates oj form-'r \.-iirs ivho have left us

such noble traditions. It is our belief

that the values '>ve have gained

throuqh our associations and our

studies here at Queen's have givai us

the best preparation to take our places

li'herever we are most needed.

The Levana Formal committee

and all those responsible for this issue of *^'^/^"r«"' ^w'S/.E
thanks for the time, energy, and perseverance they have put mto tiies.

undertakings.
Dorothy Mills,

President of The Levana Society.

DOROTHY MILLS
President of Levana

CRCC Stands By

On Home Front

BY JOYCE WATSON

Last vear in. tlie write-up of the

CRCC we talked about women

drivers and the difficulties of steer-

ing 65 women students through

their drill paces exery Tlnirsday

night. This year tlie "accent is on

the positive." Our chief concern

is volunteer work.

So volunteer work it is. Twelve

of our 42 members spent some 48

hours before Christmas licking

stamps and sealing envelopes for

the Tuberculosis Christinas Seal

committee, six more report to the

General Hospital for two hours a

week to help the nurses on floor

dutv. Three or four more report

every week for three hours to help

llie Blood Oinic with their victims.

Volunteers have ushered at the the-

atre for Rlf>od Clinic publicity

campaigns

On Tlnir

personnel

is almost t

a precisio

vision of

voluntee

learnuigj

of com
At

help!

Bloo'
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Now We Tell You

Levana Journal— 1945 Edition

It is customary for tlit! editor of a special edition to thank the

regular Journal staff for doing the spadework on his, paper. The

Levana staff this year is rather proud of itself—no acknowledg-

ments to be made ; no outside help needed. Levana has produced

a newspaper under its own steam. So instead we give you the

printer and the two linotypers, who know more about Queen's

Journals than any of us.

QUEEN'S

Queen's has a long tradition in every field. Wherever you

meet her graduates they are typically and vigorously Queen's men.

They remember, as we of the graduating class this year will

remember, the things which go to make her Queen's. We are

proud of them—her ivy-covered grey limestone walls changing

their mood with the season and the skies ... her democratic

institutions ... the red columns in Grant Hall ... the Gaelic words

of the Queen's yell . . . and (we of Levana) the candlelighting

ceremony in the fall and the long line of lights and black gowns.

At a lime and in an editorial like this we might write of

a great many matters in connection with Levana, college life, and

the graduating year. We might speak of the war. or of postwar

plans for Queen's, venturing a few prophecies and wishing a few

wishes. Whatever we leave unsaid we do not leave unthought.

Our space, however, is limited. With the new feature page

instituted in The Journal this year, long editorials seem increasingly

unnecessary. In fact, editorials seem increasingly unnecessary.

Wc doubt whether Levana reads editorials anyway, and this is

a Levana issue,

CO-ED PROM
We'll wind up with congratulations to the Levana At-Home

committee. We applaud their change of the location of the dance

this year from Ban Righ to Grant Hall. This created certain

difficulties for the decorations committee—but Nancy Lewis and

her assistants have more than coped with them. And it made

possible the engaging of a better band, since the orchestra expenses

are cut from two nights to one. The serving of refreshments in

Ban Righ at intermission {although the idea was dictated by

necessity) should prove a clever touch, too. Orchids to Beryl

Kelly and her hard-working committee.

Personal Former Formah

Mabel—^If you're missing a lip-

stick—found it in back of car Sun-

day mom. Call 5430.

Johnny—Lucky Strike may mean

fine tobacco but what in H— do

you mean?? Katie,

Matheson—Where did you get

those big brown eyes ( !) and that

tiny, tiny mind?? Marj.

Bud—No silly I'm NOT mar-

ried ! ! Jane,

Jim. S.—Insult me—flattery will

get you nowhere. "Dottie."

Blimey — Why cleanliness??

"Dee."

Dick—Variety is the spice of life

hmmm?? Eileen.

Doug—"I'm wishing

Normy.

1933

Cavorted in softly-shaded, rose

coloured atmosphere—Warming-
ton's orchestra—dining room
life-like cutouts of Mickey Mouse
—reception and board rooms were

sitting-out places.

1935

Ship's deck setting — water

star-studded sky. intriguing light-

house—Keith Knowlton and Jack

av MARY SMELUE

A personal poll of eight mem-
bers of Levana revealed some in-

teresting results. Two girls from

each year were asked! "What do

you like in a man?" Tliey were

warned that they would be quoted,

which may have made them a little

wary. Anyway here are the Le-

vanites and their replies.

Doric Mills of Levana '45 says:

"A man with a future who has had

a past (not too much!) but whose

past is not in the present." No won-

der Dorie's friends accuse her of

being non-committal about men.

Joyce Watson, also of '45. is even

more vague about the whole prob-

lem. All she would say was "I'm

the frigid type. I don't know any-

thing about it. This is definitely

out of my line."

However the two representatives

of Levana '46, Lu Hansen and Jo

Sutherland, were more definite

about the kind of man they like.

Lu says she'd be satisfied with "A
streamlined version of Major Park-

ington, a rogue, but not too much

of a rogue — tall and very mascu-

line — nice hands and clean finger-

nails — very, very attentive —
brains and imagination — generous.

But I prefer the Nordic type,

somebody who pushes you around

a bit."

Jo doesn't ask so much: "I like

the athletic tj'pe and I like a good

dancer — somebody with a corny

sense of humour and without much

dignity — and good technique is

a must, too." Better be careful

about that last bit, Jo

!

Polly Shepherd of Levana '47

says: "In the first place I like them

to come over my head anyway.

Also of Levana '47. Eva Plun-

kett states :"I like a man to be

masculine, a good mixer, and I'm

not referring to liquids. This

asking a good deal I know but he

must be superior to me in most

things. Most of all I like a man

The freshettes interviewed were

Dora Driscoll and Pat Flanagan

Dora says : "I like a man to have

sense of humour. I like him to take

me out to dinner five or six times

a week, especially Sundays, He is

interested in everything, including

Physics." Dora has what she wants

and is out of the running now.

Pat is easy to satisfy. She re

quires only two arms, two legs

facial features, broad shoulders,

good pair of muscles, not neces

sarily lA.

Bill—Roses are red, violets are

blue but how iu H— did you

find out???? Sparky.

Margo — Tresspassers will be

prosecuted. Three Guesses.

Jack — What you don't know
won't hurt you I guess. Sally.

Telgmann's specially - designed

lighting system,

1937

Metropolitan atmosphere of

"New York after dark" dazzling

towers— lights which create'

atmosphere of 20th-century fairy

land.

1939

"Vanity

icobac
I I

More m<

THE FLAMINGO LEGEND
BY KAYE RODOMAR

More men smoke Picobae

than any other Pipe Tobacco

in Canada

Ball—common, room

decorated as powder puff with

drapes and soft indirect lights.

1940

Striking decorations — co-ed

prom — supper table decorated

with miniature white-robed grad

uate, capped and gowned, with

diploma clasped in her hand,

1941

Mirror Balls—dozens of mir-

rors—soft lights—suppers and

punch fit for the gods!

1942

Silver, white, and midnight

blue—Dr, Douglas receives both

nights—no corsages.

1943

Sea Fantasy—informal for men

—Sandy Runciman's orchestra

—

less elaborate refreshments.

Many a gallant ship has gone down to the sea from New
England ports ; so many that landsfolk have tired of hearing the

mpossible tales of those who sail the sea. With the coming of

war fought by soldiers, airplanes, and a navy with uniforms, the

heroism of the merchant ships was forgotten. Funny, about a

sailor, old and wrinkled by many winds of many seas, and a kid

on his first voyage; you sense a feeling between them like a secret

or an oath, a something you can't put your finger on. Perhaps

they are boimd by common knowledge of legends drawn from

the sea.

Wonder how many men have felt warmth in Arctic storm

;

resurgence of new faith in a South Seas gale ; when in the hold a

ilor will drink a rum too many and tell the Flamingo Legend.

It can happen in an icy strait on the Murmansk run when you're

waiting for a strafing from Jerry; or off the Portuguese coast in

the yellow light of fresh morning. Told always at sea because it

a sea story, and landsmen have no honest business with it.

In the beginning, the Legend was held within the merchant

fleet; international it was, for how could it escape such fame? It

was connected with the marine, it WAS the marine. When you

hear it, it becomes another part of you like a glowing heart or a

ready fist. When the sea rides up on deck and blasts a wintry

shriek up the companionway—remember the Flamingo Legend—

the story of Johnny Flamingo.

Sailors who have sailed the tropical seas know-that a flamingo

bird is a bird of distinct and colorful family. Johnny wasn't. In

fact, no one knows why he was called "Flamingo." The "Johnny"

was all right—anybody's name can be Johnny : but the Flamingo

—

strange. And yet. as you watched the kid working on the ropes, or

dashing along the deck to his station, he was like a bird—long-

legged and fleet and strong. Where did he come from? Nobody

knew- He never talked about the land. A kid of twenty could

remember times before he put to sea. but Flamingo never could

—

and didn't want to. "Like as if I was born aboard," he used to

say, and with a sudden laugh he'd gaze off into that waiting sea,

exultant with his love of her.

To look at him you might imagine his mother to have been a

dancing girl on Broadway—his eyes were a brilliant blue—his

body keyed to an exacting rhythm. His father could have been

poet—for Johnny had imagination so much a part of him that

he bothered little with anyone else, just sat up on deck stretching

his legs—while now and then you'd hear his boyish laugh riding

the waves and away.

Johnny Flamingo was a gunner. In peacetimes he'd loved

the life of a deckhand; but with the war he'd trained for gunnery;

and though he had no brothers out there fighting, like us men, and

close friends going down in the cargo ships, his gun talked the

coolest murder of any six-incher in the two wide ponds. His ship,

the "Callie King," was a medium tanker plying the hottest runs

those bleak early days. Attacked time after time, the Heinkels

would quit their target—driven off by Johnny's gun. It wasn't

so much the lead the gun gave out—it was Johnny. He'd ride

that gun for hours; laughing and singing, his crazy blue eyes

would watch the sky. He knew Jerry intimately—it wasn't long

before Jerry knew him. The "Callie King" still plied the oceans,

loaded down with oil or gasoline ; and while the other ships, same

speed, same run, same cargo, lost the fight and went down—the

"Callie King" kept on sailing, with Johnny Flamingo riding her

gun on the foredeck. Nobody remembers her crew much—lads

from Portland, Gloucester way—nor much about her captain,

Kenny Lafferty.

You might say all it amounted to was the luck the sea gives

to a ship; but the "Callie King" fought the sea; she fought the

mines. She fought the raiding aircraft and the tin-fish. She

fought them all with something more than luck. She fought them

with Flamingo hugging close his gun, poised, sure against attack.

The luck grew poor for merchant ships. Like easy targets

they went down, sending back only oil-soaked bodies rolling up

on shore to tell the story. And when their casualties were even

with the army, the landsmen talked about their spirit. Only after

men had died. That's why the story of Johnny Flamingo still

lingers with the sea.

In January '42 the luck of the merchant seamen failed. Went

out like a gutted candle, smote by the wind. Aliid yet. in spite

of that sure darkness, ships went out—and down.

Like all the others, so the "Gallic King." She loaded heavy

(Continued on page 3)

You jCsked For /J

BY DIANA QILL

Ramblin' 'round the campus

picked up some mighty amusij

comments. The subject's

worn down but always intcrfsii,,

'Your idea of femme fatalc,
<

ideal date."

We have an abundance of Ar

opinions, especially the frosh|

Fay Brooks prefers tlje tiuid

type with long blonde hair

that's what we've been waitin

to hear—and Ted White warn

aggressive date who doesi

specialize. He specifies positive!'

no drinking, but allows a cigar

ette now and then.

While meandering past thi

lower campus we met a few nioti

Artsmen—^Jeff Bruce and Sa

Golick. Jeff wants the humor

ous, "proportionally built," bu

definitely no red-head type, whiii

Sam prefers someone who

appreciate the simple things ol

life—you know, the "in froi

of the fire" kind of girl, who

attractive enough but with i

ferior intelligence to his.

The Sciencemen were harde

to find—they're always workiti]

(at what?)—but we managed t.

rout out a few.

One frosh, John Ellis, specific

energy—which isn't hard to he

lieve in his case—good looks, ai

a wit. Two of the worthy sopl

Gav Brown and Mac Clark, spen!

all of 10 minutes thinking up th

following (nb: apologies to thi

author)

:

Dreams there a Queen's ma

With soul so dead

Who never to a co-ed said,

—Oh, brother!

or

One that goes into a clinch like

lion and out like a lamb,

PS: This isn't answering tli^

question.

Bob Hope. Sc. '45, was cnrj

nered into confessing "Tere.^

Wright" was his ideal—he ex-i

pects lier in the next mail.

With regards to Meds—and «i

had to break down and phoTie|

them—Bill Henderson, Meds

asks for the perfect coinpanion-

someone he can be proud of all

all times, and a girl not glamor]

ous but just beautiful in her o^vn

sweet way. Gordie Ericksoij

Meds '49, says, "I've yet to nmi

niy ideal woman and her qualii'j

cations are hard to define. Howj

ever, she has to be able to danc(|

and play golf." Intelligence

girl is insisted upon by And/

Mitliken, Meds '47, provided M
conceals it at the right times. Hj

doesn't care for any particulaj

physical characteristics, but M
must have expressive eyt

whereby he can read all her emc

tions and characteristics.

These are just scattered opif

ions but they're fairly avera^i

Think this gives you food fa

thought. Levana!

Stop press—A phone call fr^'^™!

;
Bob Hope : He's changed h>-|

mind. His ideal girl is the sing-'

with Bob Strong's orchesttJ^I

(He's the convener of the Scienfl

Formal.)

McNeil—Ginger ale please.

Willie—Pale?

McNeil—No just a glass.

—American- WecUyj

Co-ea on pnone;

In five minutcB? Ill be right down,

I juBt have to put my hat on.

See tiie happy moron,

He doesn't give a damn

I wish I were a moron—

My God, perhaps I am!!
—Anonymo
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Science Formal Ice Carnival

(Continued from page 1)

serve a meal in seiiii-biiffet style,

ensuring quick and convenient ser-

vice.

After six months of detailed

planning, the engineers believe lhat

this year's Science Formal will be

conducted with an efficiency and

smoothness that will make it the

outstanding social event of the sea-

son.

The dance is strictly formal and

ticket sales will be limited. Stu-

dents of Arts and' Medicine may
make their reservations in the lists

provided for their convenience.

Tickets are now on side for science-

men. They may be obtained from

Dave Patterson, Emcr Bowes. Don
StonehoMse, Bob Hope. Cliff Leon

please.

(Continued from page I)

the costumes and the Science elec-

trical department is lookiu}; after

lighting effecls al tlie rink. Tiie

music will he supplied the PA sys-

tem at the arena with Aifie Pierce

at the controls. It is hoped thai

the show will end with a moccasin

dance on the rink.

Accnrdiiig to a member of the

coininlilL'o, r\eryone connected with

this pmii.'. 1 li^s worked hard to

make it a success and they expect

to play to a full house. Tickets are

available at the AP of C olTice at

the Gym or frnni Herb Lawler,

Arts; Ted White, Arts; Cunl Mack,

Meds; or Will Robertson, Science

Poll In '35 Showed
Attitude To War

Medsophs Dance

Don Lamont, Jim

and Ear! Lindsay.

!ae, john Clarl;.

Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES

See Our

Famous Line
Hosiery

Underwear of "Coro"

Skirts

Blouses

Sweoters
NOVELTY

House Coats JEWELLERY
Slips - Panties

' About two-thirds of the ballots

taken in a journal poll in 1935

exjiresMi! the unduri^raduate be-

hef that Canada coidd stay out of

another great war. The results

of this poll, which appeared

the Levana Juurna! of January

29, 1935, are interesting a decade

later. Students voted 7 to 1

against bearing arms to invade

mother country, although 80 per-

i:ciit of the votes cast were in

fav our of fighting for Canada in

a war of self-defence. The votes

were 85 percent against the sug-

gotiiin that an army and air force

-ccuml |u nunc was a sound

Liieihnd iif insuring any country

against becoming involved in an-

other war.

(Continued from page 1)

Don Freeman. Sc. "48, tenor sax;

and Stan VViggiu. Meds '50. trum-

pet.

Music for dancing will be pro-

vided by Nick Nicholson and his

orchestra. Freeman, Wiggin and

Valleau wilt be starred witli the

band.

Those are the facts.

One comment w.'is issued by John

H, Chouck, presideiU of the year

wiio said "This ought to be a pretty

good dance. Personally, I wouldn't

be seen dead at the damned thing."

iiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

I LIVINGSTON'S I
CUSTOM TAILORS

FOR OVER 98 YEARS

Flamingo Legend

187 Princess St. Phone 5056

Deanna
Durbin

BREATHTAKING - - - -

Technicolor for the First Time!in

"CAN'T HELP
SINGING "

MUSIC BY JEROME KERN

Starting Saturday

The

ODEON
TODAY AND SATURDAY

ELEANOR POWELL - DENNIS OJ<EEFE W. C. FIELDS

SENSATIONS OF 1945"

HOPALONC CASSIDY in "LUMBERJACK'

MON. - TUES. - WED.
Jan. Z9 - 30 -31

IN TECHNICOLOR

"Home in Indiana"
WALTER BRENNAN

3ND HIT

"Captive Wild

Woman"
JOHN CARRAOINE
EVELYN ANKERS

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

Feb. 1-2-3
IN TECHNICOLOR

"Best Foot Forward'
LUCILLE BALL

HARRY JAMES OHCH.
GLORIA OEHAVEN

2NO HIT

"Phantom
Plainsman"

1ST KINGSTON SHOWING
3 MESQUITEERS

BILTMORE
CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM I P.M.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and bee to

K^iTd them th.t as formerly the prestige o£ yc^ stands t>ehmd

GEORGE Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Oueen's University Gowns Queen's Officfcd BUxei.
Makers

"^^"^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^j^^S AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

Dial S448

Left Hand Scorner

(Contimieil from page 1)

Palsey, to invi;st!g;ate condition

in tlie Ban Righ kitchen. After

a complete lour ol the kitchen, lie

statefl. "I see you are cooking

with gas." (This is the compli-

ment referred to by the dean.)

Innnediately following this, Dr.

Palsey was admitted to Rock-

wood.

After several hours of medita-

tion on the possible seat of the

germ, Dean Rugless emerged

from her study, jumped up and

down, clapped her hands, and

cried (scalding tears running

down her cheeks), "Damn the

torpedoes, fnll steam ahead!"

Said

iger o

Dred D. Ginniore, man-

the Queen's branch of

tiie Canadian Intestinal Foods.

Limited, and head of the Union

Cafeteria, in an extra special

interview with The Journal.

"'Hnec olim nieminisse invabit."

Ban Righ Future

1 L outiiiutd from page 1)

Umi^iIi ot i\i<j B;m Righ property

on Siuarl street. This building

will probably contain another

common room which will have

communication with the present

cijnimon room by an archway

ri\ cr the drive which leads to the

i|mnlranglc. There will also be

some small room for committee

and club meetings; a small, com-

l>act sick bay: and quarters for

resident nurses.

lu the new Union there will be

a dining room, cafeteria, coat

room facilities, and a lounge for

all women students. The present

:nni in Ban Righ and its

e(|uipnient will he kept

ial events. A tuck shop

installed either in Ban

the new part of Ban Righ

213 Princess Street

lUnmg r

kiuhen

!oi- spec

will bc

Righ or

U,r tlui>

tween i

the Uni

i hii desire a snack be-

Is iir find the walk to

too far.

Levana Formal

will

(Continued from page 1)

The- refreshments, by the way,

he served in two sittings.

Someone had the hrght idea of

[.roviding two programmes to a

couple, so now the men, too, can

have souvenirs to stick up on their

mirrors.

riaiulils for the decorations are

due !o Nancy Lewis and her staff.

Tlif refreshments are under the

,li,-LH-lion of Elbe Webb and Dorecn

Denves,

(Continued from page 2)

with high-octane gas for Britain

.she groped her way withnnt a

convoy towards her goal ; and.

like the other times. Flamingo

watched on deck. Stood without

tiring
;

straining, waiting. He'd

felt so often as he stood the watch

that he was a part of the gallant

ship. The "Callie King" had

engines throbbing like his heart.

Her spirit, his: bis eyes, hers;

until it got to such a point that

he could never leave the watch.

The January winds might slash

bim cold; the ice might settle on

his gun; but there he'd be, just

like a statue, but one of warmth

kindled by his merry laugh.

The moon was high and peer-

ing as they came in. off the coast

of Ireland. The wind, the waves,

the atmosphere were crying

Grief hung throughout the cabins

and the hold, while on deck

Flamingo stood his watch.

They came, their guns and

motors throttling; they slrafed

death, and broken glass flew wild

One less, as Johnny found his

target : but on -and on they came

and aimed their guns. The

"Lallie King" moved on, zig-

zagged, cut back, like a wide-

eved. frightened doe, caught at

bav. Two aircraft left—the sea

leaped, wild with joy. Destruc-

tion was a thing she loved to see.

The "Callie King" cut back,

surged forward, all now slrainhig.

her engines singing songs like

Johnny's laugh.

They hit the "Callie King." set

her afire, and in the midst of

terror and coUl, men lowered

down to the sea in flimsy life-

boats. The captain, Kenny Laf-

ferty, called up to Johnny

held the watch, but no

answer filtered through the

smoke. The captain scrambled

back on deck to get Flamingo.

Flames closed bim in ; and as tbe

lifeboals cut the stormy tide, the

"Callie King," haloed in fire,

shifted her course. Her motors

hlill: her flag all tattered, torn;

while u|. on deck, a beacon

flaming gold, was Johnny's gun;

and [ohniiy. frozen to his watch,

slumped by. The men called out,

un frightened now at last,

-Hi, Johnny—Hoy, Flamingo-

Keep' the watch !" And while the

sea surged still, and cold winds

swept the sky, his crazy laugh

came swiftly through the waves:

it caught the lifeboats, then

moved on again, aeross the ragmg

sea it knew so well.

And in the noise of

locked battle on the sea

where, off Guadalcanal, the Ork-

neys, Scapa Flow, youn

weary at their battle

above the pom poms' dm.

roar, his crazy laugh

the waves.

I 1945 I
I SPRING I
I SUITINGS

I

I H5 ^55 *65
I

S Importers of Finest Quality g
^ British Woollens g

I LIVINGSTON'S I
75 - 79 Brock Street

Ciril and Military Tailors Since 1847

in-

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S—

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

no PRINCESS STREET

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

as he

quick

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

are all

VERY

SCARCE
But Nearly Always We Hove a Few of the

Above Lines

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

If you can't be at the front—

at least your blood can. Enrol at

the Blood Clinic today.

death-

anv

sailors,

stations.

hear,

the aircraft

come dancing 'cros

to hearten them again. They

stand their watch, now warmed

bv Tohniiy Flamingo's legend.

Potronize Our Advertisers

THE HACCISCN STLDIC

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051-7814

30 Years in Bu^ess

DIAL STORE

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

5.14
^^'-^

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

TWEED TROUSERS

Agents for Dock's Shoes
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LOST: Plain Queen's ring on

or near campus Wednesday, name

Gert Marion. Return to Journal

office.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a fuU line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

i05 Princess St. Phone 3146

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge's

Kent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 4351

And it came to pass in the City

of Queenz tliat the day has ar-

rived for the greatest of For

Mais, yea. that of Lephanta. And
on this da}' will the revelry he

greater even than in past years,

for due to absence of the Cuddly

Dragon nnich practice will be

made of the arts learned from

C.toch the Ever Bright in the

recesses of the Cave of Grant.

Verily is there much preparation

and sound of rejoicing in the Hal!

of Flickering Lights, but violent

is the weeping and giiashing of

ICL-ih among the Forgotten Ones

in the Stndentziinion, and even

i> it rumoured that numbers in

desperation have swelled the

membership of LCBO.
And, lo. much spirit is show-n

in the ranks of the lowly fresh-

ettes, for those of the House of

Mac do cause rumpus driving out

warden, and bringing about sep-

aration of the conspiritors.

Among the Lemons of Four Six

are numbered those who tri-

GOURDIERS
PLCS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

umphed in the battle of skate and

stick over the Hamnierheadcd

Warriors, namely Hal the Stace,

Wee Pritch, Arn of Toar, and

many others. Yea, many are the

seniors who show the green eye

at sight of Mona the McGoon,

who wearelh skin of coon, said

to be gift of Joe,

And it came to pass that many

fell victim to the wintry blasts,

and even the mighty scribe. Ogle

of Ott. did catch cold lurking

ni.srhtly un ihc steps of the House

of *"ior<l. To whom these scribes,

recalling past words of wisdom

say:

"Due to the lack of fuel,

It's still cold in the vestibule."

And now, as the sands run low

the scribes have done with their

counselling, and do return the

chisel to the hands of the Original

Cbiseler, until, many moons

having passed, the Tdes of Jan

again call forth the Sages of

Lephanta.

Man of Dreams

TO A TEACHER

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-lo-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 AUred St. Phone 4650

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
7 OPERATORS

355 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

You have taught my child the

value of Pi,

.^nd the Latin tiles of herbs.

How to tell acid from alkali.

And the French irregular verbs.

He knows about cheese and be

knows about chalk,

And pencils and paper and ink

;

Yon have taught him to write,

you have taught him to talk

—

Now when will you teach him

to think?

He knows about atoms and mole-

cules,

And what the Burdachian tract

is

;

He knows a whole book of gram-

matical rules,

(Though he isn't quite sure on

the practice)

You have crowded his mind with

such matters, I find,

.\s catalogues, pharmacopoeias.

Lists, formulae, masses of orders

and classes

—

Have "you left any room for

ideas??

HILLEL FOUNDATION
TO HOLD DEBATE

Saturday the Hillel Fnnndation

will hold an inlercollege debate

between McGiil and Queen's. It

will take place at the Community

Hall. 14S Queen street, at 8:30

nm. All are cordiallv invited.

PIN SNATCHERS

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop

79 Princess St

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

Perhaps if you'd throw out a vol-

ume or so.

And give him a chance to

spread out.

He might open his eyes with a

startled surprise

To a bint of what life was

about.

Perhaps there's yet time for the

spell that transacts

The ineffable magic of youth;

Ob, lift for one moment this bur-

den of facts

And give him one morsel of

truth

!

—The Gazette

DBIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones

:

6684-3232

Notice found on Union buUetm

hoard

;

Wanted
Would anyone knowing of a

double room for rent kindly leave

their name and phone number be-

low. And pencilled below by a bill-

board wit—Call 2-0140 and ask for

Cuddles.

In spring a young woman's fancy

tvn-ns to—pins! Ihere are nine

types "of "pin types—beware

!

Oh Look At Me Now — She

flaunts her emblem of popularity

throughout Ban I^igh hnl strangely

enough it seldom appears in public.

Green Eyes — She takes it as

the lesser of two evils; losing the

man or being tied down.

Wedding March — She is quite

rare but deadly. The pm once

caught in her velvet-sheathed claws

eventually becomes a ring.

Hot Lips — She capitulates in

the dead of nieiit under proper

treatment, and spends her daylight

hours in regret.

(Note to would-be-donors: a

2 :30 leave is a "must.")

Jingle Jangle Jingle ~ She is not

particular as to donor or facuU\

but is merely a collector of hard-

ware. She is the all-Canadian girl,

loyal to services and universities

alike.

Everybody's Dnin' It— Pins are

all the rage — therefore she has

one.

I'll Walk Aluue — She proudly

wears a service pin and is defin-

itely not interested in Queen's hard-

ware.

Night and Day — She is the

sentimenrali.it who wear.s it to bed.

(Not to be confused with the gal

who uses it as a substitute for py-

jama buttons.)

Don't Fence Me In — She re-

fuses lo Uike a pin under any cir-

cumstances. (This is a purely hy-

pothetical case.)

(Contiiuied from page 1)

Levaiiilc wants in her date. Only
20 percent of those who men-
ti<iiie<l looks at all said that they

preferred handsome men ; some
said "definitely not handsome,"

for various reasons, and 66 per-

cent like their dates "not neces-

sarily handsome," so, as one of

these so delicately put it, "There's

a chance for you Queen's men
yet 1" Some girls liked their

dates "intelligent" or "intellec-

tual." Most didn't mention per-

sonal appearance, but those who
did, appreciated neatness, and a

well-groomed look, as well as the

ability to dress for the occasion,

which, as was further exp-laiued

by one, meaiis "not turning up in

a plaid shirt when he should be

dressed up."

The answer of one apparentl)

desperate Levanite was as fol-

lows: A man—period! But here

' are some of the more definite

ideas : someone who hasn't

wandering eye ; someone who
doesn't flatter to the point of

overdoing it ; men who haven't

the idea that all Levanites are

gold-diggers ; those who notice

what you have on ; someone with

an IQ above 75 percent; posses-

sive(!); masterful ( ! !) ; intelli-

gent rather than brilliant; non-

inoody ; loyal : attentive ; ambi-

tious; one who remembers little

things; someone who can sing;

those who smoke a pipe.

Some girls seem to specialize

one said Artsraen ; several said

Sciencemen ; and one, "Calling

all Medsmen — I got a blue

candle !" Another, whom we
somehow have reason to believe

hails from the wide open spaces,

lijie^. dates who were born in the

west, reared in the west, who
always loved the west, and always

will, but above all . . . they must

be westerners.

LOST: Pearl necklace in the

library. Phone Heloise Goodwin,

7092.

Intuition is the strange instinct

that tells a woman that she is

right, whether she is or not.

"Aba!" she cried in accents wild,

"If I do that I'll have a child."

Aha she did

!

Aha she had

!

And now she's looking for its dad!

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them. »

Dance Time Again

SCIENCE FORMAL

FEBRUARY 16th

Reserve Your

Full Dress Rental

Early

*

GEO. FREED'S
MEN'S SHOP

214 PRINCESS STREET *

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS Printing ol

Phone 4114 Every

117 Brock St. Description

Dance
Programmes
Constitutions

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
REASONABLl PRICED

Phone 6733

TICKETS
for

'Queen's Ice Carnival'

SATURDAY, FEB. 3rd

8:30 p.m.

JOCK HARTY ARENA

may be obtained from

—

Muffy Hibbert—Lcvana

Herb Lawler—Arts

Ted White

Gord Mack—Meds
Bill Roberts—Science

All Seats 50c

-AH

1*0

SfrllSQtlH

Have a "Coke" = On with the dance

There's a notable family called Stein

There's Gertrude, there's Ep, and

there's Ein

Gert's writings are punk

Hp's statues are junk

And nobody understands Ein

Ep—Jacob Epstein—sculptor

Ein—Albert Einstein—mathema-

tician.

—yjHonymous.

CRCC

(Continued from page I)

complete reports there arc rumours

that Joyce Stackhouse is our top

blood donor with four or five giris

following, each with five donations

to their credit. Our collective mind

says — Can'twe Redouble Coed

Corpuscles (CRCC).

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

„or keeping theyounger set happy at home

Hot records and cold "Coke". . . and the gang is happy. Your

icebox at home is just the place for frosty bottles of "Coke".

Your family and all their friends will welcome it. At home

and away from home. Coca-Cola stands for the pause thai re-

Jreshes-hiS become a symbol of gracious hospitality.

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Ltd. - Kingston

"Coke"= Coca-Cola
Ii'i fuiural fat [wpulai

to Acquire frirnJIv

Th»('» 11

bbttvi

ou bi

Coa-CoU ailed ''Coke",
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GAELS HOSTS TO OTC TOMORROW
SKI SLANTS ISS Raffle

From all reports, last week's

trip was not only a great success,

but plenty of fun as well. Due
to popular demand, there will be

another trip this Sunday to King-

ston Mills, the sleighs leaving the

Union at 10 am. Tickets may
be bought at the Union tuck shop

any time on Friday, or at meal

time in Ban Righ. As before,

tickets must be bought on Friday.

At a general meeting of the Ski

Club Wednesday night, Bill

Nixon was elected acting presi-

dent in the absence of Bob
Sauder. The trip to Ottawa was
discussed, with the tentative date

set at March 2, 3, and 4, Ted
Gordon reports that arrange-

ments have been made for the use

of the Skiskule Lodge and Camp

(Continued from page 1)

the professors a chance to prove

their intellectual superiority in

p^iblic* Tickets at 35 cents will

be on sale in the post oftice. Tech

Supplies, and at Ban Righ,

The ISS-sponsored aquacade

and. novelty dance is due later in

February, when hangovers from

the Science Formal will have

worn off.

Fortune privileges. Memberships

were then put on sale.

So everybody out on Sunday,

and don't forget a lunch. The

culinary experts on last week's

trip still insist there's nothing

like hot mushroom soup (sure

they got the fire going—even-

tually,)

HERE'S SOMETHING TO BRAG ABOUT!

the

O'COAT VALUES
IN TWEDDELL'S .

ANNUAL JANUARY

SALE
Values such as you have never heard or seen before.

That's just what we are giving you in our Annual

January Sale of OVERCOATS. They're our regular

better quality overcoats but at much lower prices. ACT

QUICKLY ! — there's only one more week to take

advantage of these extraordinary overcoat values, as

our sale ends Saturday, February 3.

IN A EXTRA SPECIAL PRICE GROUPS OF

$22*50 - $27*50 . $29-50

and $32*50

SALE OF QUALITY SUITS
SUITS TAKEN FROM OUR

REGULAR WELL-SELECTED STOCK

at

Greatly Reduced Prices

You wilt seldom haye the opportunity to get suit values like

these. They're the same expertly tailored imported woollen

suits for which Tweddell's are so famous, but at SPECIALLY

REDUCED PRICES for this sale. Don't miss this once-a-

year opportunity to make a real saving.

PARKA CLEARANCE
25 ONLY AT THE VERY LOW
PRICE OF -

Gabardine parkas with fur-trimmed

detachable hoods, warm linings

throughout and elastic waistband.

OUT THEY MUST GOt

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
STORE OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.,

137 - 139 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 6S9S

Back Row: K. Justus, H. Stock. P. Waters, M. Hibbert

Middle Row: ]. Stackhouse. R. Kinsella. K. MacLean. H. Martin, J. Barclay

Front Row: A. Tracy, M. Davis, F. Goodspeed. B. KeUy. I. Carss, N. L«wi3

SPORTS

C€-ED$ §t)€l2T$CEEL
Sr FCRD WATERS

Brockville All -Star Aggregation

Will Co-Feature Basketball Tilt

The Sportsreel takes this opportunity presented by the Levana issue to

present a review of Levana athletic activities of the past season. Miss

M. Ross, director of women's sporta, deserves special mention for her

enthusiastic promotion of the girls' athletics.

Basketball (by Beryl Kelly)

Despite the loss of some valuable members of last year's team, the

Queen's senior team definitely looks as though it may take the City League

championship and fill up that elusive cup won for the past two years by the

KCVI Grads. This victory will be due ire part to the excellent guarding

of Shirley Gordon, Marg Davis. Avonne Sprague. and a familiar newcomer to

the senior team, Joyce Stackhouse; the snappy passing plays of Betty Canton,

Ferdy Waters, assisted by yours truly; and to the sure shots of Eleanor

Smith and Ann Tracy. This year, besides the senior team, Hiss Ross has

successfuUy organized three other teams. These teams have carried off

victories with the loss of only one game. Interyear games will be played

off early in February. The freshettea have some very good stuff, and

although '46 won the interyear championship last year they'll have to watch

those ancient "forty-Fivers" this year. Good news, seniorsl Miss Ross

states that a game with the WD*s of Ottawa is in the offing, either here or

there, we hope.

Hockey (by Helen Martin)

Some girls have been coming to hockey practices Mnce November, but

the tuniout has not been large. Year games will be starting in two weeks.

Anyone intending to play for her year should come to the Arena Monday,

Tuesday, or Thursday, from 1 to 2. Levana '45, last year's champs, are

expected to put a strong team on the ice but wiU have plenty of competition

f^om '47 and '46. So far the freshettes have not orgaiuzed a team, but there

should be plenty of skating talent among them. Let's see more skaters

come out to support their yearsi

Skiing (by Kay McLean)
Skiing prospects are bright this year. Continuing cold weather should

bring powder snow, putting even the "Princ's Hill" in condition. The Ski

Club intends to sponsor trips to Kingston Mills as often as snow conditions

permit. Much potential ski country around Kingston also remains to be

explored. After last year's success plans are being made for an OtUwa

trip again this year. A challenge race against the Ottawa skiers was

cancelled last year, but if the challeoRe Is repeated we want to be ready to

put up a good show. So instead of bemoaning Kingston's Uck of hills,

come out and make the best of it

Skating (by Nancy Lewis)

Figure skating has been gradually growing in popularity, and many

of the girls who make use of the Levana hours at the Jock Harty Arena

are discovering that it isn't as hard as it looks—even on tube skates. Those

two hours of compubory exercise per week have their good point*. If you've

seen slightly bedraggled girls limping to classes lately, ifs only the result

of the hard work the Levanites have been doing to help make this year's

ice carnival bigger and better. This year's crop of freshettes have brought

with them talent and enthusiasm. The carnival has become an annual event

in the series of extra-curricular activities at Queen's. Besides providing

enjoyment for both the participants and the spectators, it is pUying an

important part in contributing towards Queen's war effort We hope it will

be a success.

Swimming (by Helen Stock)

The pool has seen a lot of action this year, with the promise of better

to come—one of the bright spots being the water follies. It wiU be a

beautiful display—precision swimming, rhsrthm. and stunts. This will be

the end of February, and practices are in fuU swing on Wednesday nights,

directed by Mhora Howson. Jack Harvey, and Bill Roberts. Then there U

the telegraphic meet comii^; up; several other universities are entermg.

Before Christmas the interyear meet was held, and the competition was

keen among the years. Levana '48 was headed by Eleanor Davidson. Muffy

Hibbert again took first place in the plunge, and '4S was second. And then

of course there is '47, which took most of the events, thanks to Mhora

Howson. Any who go over to swim appreciate the time she spends in the

pool. Enough said: it is a sweU sport; why don't you come some after-

noon, too?

Tennis (by Muffy Hibbert)

The lonely stubs of posts peeking out of the snowdrifts behind Douglas

Library are a true record of Levana's /tennis temperature" in January-

tis definitely low. Instead, we're "hot" in terms of formal, ice carnival

(February 3—do come!), water follies, etc. But last fall the posts were

far from being lonely, and they were full length, too. A new name became

tops in tennis—that of Marion Whitmore. Gordon House freshette. Marion

and three mighty '45-ers reached the singles senU-rmals. Our newcomer

won and is champ for this year in singles, and with Joy Coyles in doubles.

So let this be a reminder that spring is just around a few comers, and the

Btubby posts will soon be standard size again. And wiU they be lonely? . . .

Nopetl

Morale Victory
Earned By Blimps

Despite rumours and evidence

to the contrary, last night the

Ban Righ Blimps played a basket-

ball game of which they are justly

proud. In their '45 debut, the

Blimps so impressed Coach Bob

Elliott that tomorrow they will

alternate at the quarters with the

Queen's seniors in the Queen's-

OTC game (gym, 8 pm—plug).

The Blnnp sextet featured Cozy

Cole, who flasJied back and forth

to score two baskets in the last

59 minutes.

One of the cleanest of Queen's

games was seen. Helen Martin,

ex-star of the Winnipeg WCTU
second team, was forced to call

only one penalty on the Blimps,

when Racy Tracy accidentally

put her foot in the open mouth

of Muscles Mack. Miss Martin

turned in a stellar performance,

spiking three Jerks with her

spurs after she shed her chaps.

During the closing minutes of

play the Jerks were forced to

throw in Fighting Ferdie as the

toll on male reinforcements was

appalling.

The final score far from re-

flected the play. The Jerks edged

out the Blimps near the end, 105

to 2. But we. the Blimp reporters,

think it was just loo. too unfair

and are going to pr9test the game

to Doctor Rugless since the

whole floor was cluttered up with

prostrate Jerks spewing up blood

and things.

Tomorrow night at 8 o'clock

the Tricolour cage quintet will be

hosts to a powerful basketball

squad from the Brockville OTC.
Confident reports from the army-

centre claim one of the strongest

teams in Eastern Canada, with

many famous stars from the west

coast forming the nucleus, includ-

ing Ace Campbell from the Van-

couver Thunderbirds.

The game will give the student

body an opportunity to see the

Gaels stacked up against first-

class opposition and also provide

a free pre-Open House attraction.

The Queen's line-up will in-

clude Bill Morgan. Don Brown,

Herb Lawler. John Dinsdale,

Archie Campbell, Joey Bland,

Jack Lush. John Rowley, Bot>

Higgs, and Ken MacDonald.

Sports Notes

Ping-pong schedule has been

posted in the gym. The first

round must be completed by Feb-

ruary 6.

Third-round bowling must be

completed by February 2.

Saturday's intramural basket-

ball games have been cancelled.

Monday's intramural hockey:

Arts '45-6 vs. Arts '47. 4-5 pm.

Intramural Results

Hockey:

Sc. "48 4, over Arts '48 2.

Basketball

:

Sc. '47 by default over Meds '50.

Sc. '48 27. Meds '49 22.

Sc. '46 15, Meds '48 9.

Sc. "45 by default oVer Meds '47.

Track (by Ruth Kinsella)

This year Levana outdid hereelf. We were wttremely fortunate to have

such a large number of enthusiastic freshettes. Once again Betty Gantcm.

'45 walked-^r rather ran-off with the honours. A freshette, Ethel Moncnrf.

gave Betty strong competition. Ethel shows great promise, and we wonldn t

be a bit surprised if she took the meet next year. Joan Lankin and Audrey

Brown were also among the freshettes who did outstandmgly weU. No

records were broken, but we have no complaint to make about the runmng.

jumping, or throwing. Thankfl to the weatherman there were many spec-

tators as weU as contestants. All in all, the meet was a huge success.

Softball (by Kay Justus)
.

Softball! That wonderful sport where everybody stays nvetted lo thca-

own square foot and yells at somdjody else to pet the ball, while tiie battor

hops leisurely around die bases for another home run. That exercise for the

development of shoulder musaes where everybody ewingB. Ttat side

attraction for the COTC, who are always yelling such helpful hmts to tho«

involved in the serious playing of the game. Levana '47 are vtciors agam

after a slight struggle with Levana '45, who insisted on pUying
=f«^

no doubt for some ulterior reason. The victors are: R. Luc«. E. Plunket^

A. Spxague, M. Davis. N. Lewis. F. Waters. B. Davis, S. Robmson, and

K. Justus.

Badminton (by Joyce Stackhouse)

As badnunton has just begun

And still to come is all our fun.

My brief report must be in part

A prophecy right from the start

The lists with names have now been filled.

And many are there who seem quite skilled.

We've badminton birds for all

—

At least to last until next fall.

We're looking for men (please note) to play

In tournaments scheduled for a later day.

Such worthy opponents well come against

As faculty members, both women and gents,

Of KCVI and our own dear Queen's.

So please come forth, you badminton fiends.

Archery (by Jerry Barclay)

Queen's came out on top again this year in the telegraphic archery meet;

with a score of l.SSO. Three other univeratieK entered: Umversty of

Western Ontario. McGill, and University of Alberta. A new high was s«t

in individual scoring by Jerry Barclay of Queen's with a total of 32S pomt^

Audrey Brown, Janet McGinnes, Sheila Finlayson, Muffy Hibbert, Joyce

Currey Marion McLeod, and Helen Cobb made up the rest of the wmmng

team. Weather conditions were ideal this fall, and the late deadline of

November 11 gave us plenty of time to get in good form. Now that we

have the use of the whole gym again, we can hold the mteryear meet msidc

this term. The target has been set up in the gallery of the gym, and

everything is ready for aU to come out, whether you are just learning or

whether you want to develop into a Robin Hood or a William TelL

"Q'9" were awarded to the members of the team, and wiU be given lo the

highest scorer in each year. Let's see you therel

Point standing to date;

4,X6S

2,495

2,095

1,S40
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Kingston's Oldest

Eitablsihed Shot Stora

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We corry o complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens— also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
, •

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Initiation Week

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St,

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

McGALL'S
SHOE BEPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. IMal 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, R«.M14, Ofeenhowe* 3241

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

iieserve your patrom^e.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

By SHELAGH nSHER

Initiation week^ accompanied

by freshette regulations 'and hu-

miliations, awaited eagerly by

gleeful sophs, and curiously by

innocent freshettes. has been the

custom here at Queen's for many
years, though the regulations

have never been as strenuous as

the boys'.

In 1930, a peanut-straw hat

with a paddy green ribbon around

it adorned the tresses of the fresh-

ettes, and a white apron with

their names on it, also in green,

encircled their slender waists.

They were obliged to limp around

with one foot in an enormous

reen sock crammed into their

shoe—probably a malicious hope

on the part of the sophs that

paralysis would develop, and the

freshettes thus be prevented from

attending the dances.

In 1931, stiff derby hats were

the order of the day, accompanied

by green bow ties and stiff wing

collars. The girls struggled along,

cramming their books in fruit-

baskets tastefully decorated with

wet paint.
'

In 1932, the dinner before the

Soph Court was quite an affair.

Freshettes of various shapes and

sizes trooped into the dining room

draped in a bath towel which was

precariously held up by safety

pins and three different-coloured

stockings. Their efforts at the

dinner table were further ham-

pered by bobby-socks on their

hands, and the rule of complete

silence at the table.

In the 1934 Journal a rather

startling head was noticed

"Nudism Advocated for Fresh-

ettes." The freshies had been

told that they weren't expected

to wear anything on Sundays

Zounds ! The regulations cer

tainly have been deteriorating in

the last few years.

1938 rules were fairly lenient.

Tams and identification cards

were worn and hair was parted

in the middle with no rolls from

the ears up. Of course no make

up, and proper respect to the

sophs goes without saying.

The year 1942 was a gala one.

The sophs really outdid them-

selves and the result was a lot

of fun for everyone.* We'd like

to see more like these. Black

hair-nets covered all the hair, and

red tams were worn tied under

the chin with blue and yellow

ribbons. No make-up was al-

lowed, and ankle socks tripped

along in pumps. Could be the

"sophomores slump" was caused

by the freshies in that year hav-

ing to walk with one foot in the

gutter. Lastly, they had to drop

their books, bow, and repeat; "O
most worthy senior, I lovt thee,"

on request of the kow-tow by any

senior.

And so we come to 1944. Need

we say more ? Most of your

memories of initiation week are

vivid enough without any help

from us.

^increased Profits

With IBM'^Brent

Tuesday evening Mr. J. J. Brent

of lut'eniationai Business Machines

Co., Ltd., addressed a meeting of

the Commerce Club on the subject

"Machine Methods of Accounting"

iu the Senate Room.

In describing the educational

programme of his company, lie

stated. "The firm maintains a full

scale school at Endicott, N.Y. The

sdiool has "a permanent staff of

professors. Factory employees are

given courses in all sorts of sub-

jects given in commercial and tech-

nical liigh sdiools.

He then outlined the history of

the company's development of busi-

ness machines. Their first use was

by the US Government in the com-

pilation of statistics. The earliest

machines were specifically develop-

ed for use by the US Government.

Railroads adapted these methods for

use in compiling freight statistics.

As many businesses became too

large for the ready operation of

manual methods of record keeping

and as management began to re-

quire more detailed information for

the intelligent conduct of business,

machine methods were adopted.

IF

When in need of

DRUGS
Shop of

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STRBBT

"If you can make the vilest stinks

invented

And work in them from morn 'till

late at night;

And with your lot be perfectly

contented •

When you are asked to fool with

dynamite

;

If you can use all day those fum-

ing acids

And never spill them on your

hands so white

;

If you can keep that look so cool

and placid

When you say that lab work is

your delight

;

If you can drop the fruit of your

exertion.

Before you've weighed it, on the

concrete floor.

And, feeling not a symptom of

aversion

Can start again as blithely as be-

fore

If you can train your nerve and

perseverence

To serve your term long after

hope is gone,

And so work on when there

nothing in you

Except the will which says to you

"Hold on."

If you can just forget all thoughts

of pleasure

And never think of party or of

show,

If you can give your few short

hours of leisure

To gain an atom of what others

know

;

If you can live the effervescing

minutes -

From amateur to ripe old ninety

one

Yours is the lab, and everything

that's in it

;

And what's more you're welcome

to it, son!"

Excerpts

Old records in Ban Righ Halt

have come to light recently, re-

vealing amusing incidents and cus-

toms of residence life at Queen's.

Thirty years ago boarders were

called by the ratlier unattractive

name of "Mealers" and had to work

for their food, for French and Ger-

man was spoken at dinner on alter-

nate nights.

The rats became so numerous

that the girls took stringent means

to abolish them. They ran to earth

all but one, apparently the oldest

inhabitant, who wouldn't leave un-

der any circumstances .

The Fire Committee were warn-

ed to be on the alert for smoke—

tobacco or other. Apparently they

were expected to assume the duties

of a morality squad.

The freshies were squashed in

the 1910's just as they are now.

Some of tlieir regulations were

:

(1) that a freshette be appointed

to watch each rat hole; (2) no

freshie could wear a hat more than

a yard wide; (3) no freshette could

have a crush on Professor M ;

(4) no freshette was allowed to

take first class honours in all her

work in the Spring.

Bath nights were carefully regu-

lated. A bath list was prepared al-

lowing the girls two baths a week.

Some of the complaints lodged

then were against the hardness and

scarcity of the toast, the boiled mut-

ton, the quality of pepper in he

food, the flies in the milk and the

dirtiness of the rooms.

—Old Journal.

*Ed. note : Are you kidding? That

was our year.

Coed Cagers Win

In a fast and furious game play-

ed Monday night in the KCVI gym

Queen's senior basketball team rf-

tained its undefeated lead in the

citj' championship by defeating the

KCVI Grads 25-16. At the end

of the first quarter both teams were

fighting for the honours but the

close of the first half found the

Gaels with a firm hold on the lead.

The Grad team put on the pressure

in an effort to overtake the 8-point

lead held by Queen's. Betty Hall

scored 8 points for the Grads in

the second half, and her total of 12

points led the evening's scoring. B.

Ganton challenged this with 11

points for the Queen's team. Line-

ups :

Grads: B. Hall fl2), E, Tun-

bridge, M. Brown (2), T. Smith,

J. McCrum, M. Walker, B. Ald-

ridge, M. Doherty (2).

Queen's : E. Ganton (11), F.

Waters (7). B. Kelly (4), E. Smith

f3), A. Tracy, M. Davis, S. Gor

don, J. Stackhouse, A. Sprague.

Correction

Contrary to the report on the

Mikado in Tuesday's Journal,

Ko-Ko, the Lord High Execu-

tioner, is being played by Gordon

Robertson, and Pooh-Bah, the

Lord High Everything Else, by

Murray Gill.

FOUND: Friday, gold ring near

Fleming Hall. Phone Ralph Pur-

ser, 5324.

GIRLS!
Look your best

These are from exam, papers

the first a French exam, the second

a student essay:

Voici I'Anglais avec son sang

froid habituel — Here comes the

Englishman with his usual bloody

cold.

Last year many lives were caused

by accidents.—Western Gazette.

at the

LEVANA FORMAL

with an

ELIGIBLE DATE

Phone 2-1346

Several to Choose from

CROWN DAIRY

• -

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

241 Princess St. Dial 8624

A. R. VlinOXHVPHOTOCRARHER
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
Make your appointments now for Portraitt and Groupi

ISO WELLINGTON ST. Eveninga by Appointment DIAL 7037

WARD & HAMILTON
Scene at Levana Formal

Big Brother (just finishing

dance) : "That dance makes me
long for another."

Freshette: "Me, too. Only he

goes to Varsity."

CIC

Mr. P. J. Serea will address the

Queen!s branch of the CIC on

"The Nitrate Plant in Calgary,"

Monday at 4;30 p.m. in Gordon

Hall.

PRINCESS
AT

DIVISION ST.

Phone 7100

I.e. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

ALBERT ST.

PHONB 7300

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can furnish you wdth all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPRI^IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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Social Sciences

Subject Of Talk

By Princ. Wallace

[Lectures Planned with Aim
Of Unifjdng Picture

Of Sciences

Press Club

Robert Owen, man a g i ng

editor of the Kingston 'Whig-

Standnrd. will address a meet-

ing u( the entire press dub at

7:15 pm tomorrow in The

Journal office. Refreshments

will be served.

"1 believe that democracy must

spring from the people, and not

|be fed down from above," said

nviticipal R. C. Wallace, talking on

"The Social Sciences" in the third

[of a series of lectures to the (resh-

iiiiu year, in Grant Hall Thursday

liiiiirning.

"These (the Social Sciences) are

iportant because we must deal

ith them every day," said Dr.

I

Wallace. They include the subjects

if history, sociology, govcrnnienl

land industrial relations. Tlistory

Igives a "background of the past,

Ian interpretation of the present,

Ibut very little indication of the fu-

Iture." History, which was written

jmainly to bolster patriotism, and

Istill is to some extent, has become

Iscientific, Nowadays historians are

llrying to get textbooks which are

|imprejudiced, and will do for buth

llhf USA and Canada. Hisrory is

Idefined as "the movements of hu-

PRINCIPAL'S TALK
(Continued on page 6)

To Hold Clinics

WeeklyforQueen's

Starting Thursday

Preliminary Tests Arranged
For Convenience of

Student Donors

NoverStage Night'

To Be Presented

Drama Guild Giving Plays

For Benefit of ISS

Arrange Preview

lOf Strong's Music

tSciencemen Will Present

Strong's Music on CKWS

Selected recordings of the music

lof Bob Strong, hi^ saxophone and

(lii^ orchestra currently headlined at

Lee 'n' Eddie's Supper Club in

|.\ew York, will be presented on

iIk- "Make-Relieve Ballroom" over

irKWS on Tlnirsday night between

11:30 and 12:00. This programme

|!ms been arranged to allow students

laii opportunity to bear "the music

Y'.hh the strong appeal" which is to

lie featured at the Kngineers' "At-

iHome" to be held on February 16

II the Gymnasium,

Bob I-h>iio, ^i. -15, convener

li tbc Forni^il. ^ tli^il ihe ri-tuni

'f the Formal to its traditional set-

I'iiig, the Gynuiasinm, has allowed

If Engineers scoj^e for their ahili-

and that they have evolved a

heme of decorations which will

I'll- unicpie in the meniorie> of every-

|"iif attending. Contrary to campus

iiinour, he told the Journal, that

|iIh' decorations have been especially

signed to provide more than am-

|l>le room for dancing couples, and

"lat arrangements have been com-

[I'leted to serve a meal in suiTii-buf-

'ft-t style. Plans are also uiidi;r way

''I present a miniature "Water Fol-

'its" in the Gymnasium pool at

I'n'eniiission.

Ticket sales will be limited and

r-lill Ogilvie. FinaTice Convener, ad-

i'^'ises students of Arts and Medi-

'iiie to reserve tickets immediately

"II the lists prrividfil. Sciencemcn

'iiay obtain h^k^.l^ finin Dave Pat-

Ifrson, Kmcr lluwvs, Don Stone-

I'lnuse, Bob Hope. Don Lamont

.Tohn* Oarke, Bob Maguire. Cliff

l->:on, Harvey Sheffield, Paul Cote,

'-arl Lindsay and the other mem-

''ers of the Formal Committee.

The Queen's Drama Guild will

prcseut "Stage Night," featuring

a programme said to be unprece-

dented in the history of the guild,

on Thursday evening at 8:15.

U)) till now students alone have

taken it upon thijm.sflves tn enter-

tain the thentre-gning ]nili!ic : this

time the active jifirticipation of

members of the faculty has been

successfully solicited. Their con-

tribution to the evening^'s enter-

tainment will consist oi a panel

111 I'T'ifessors headed by Dr. H. L,

Trui;\-, who will actjs informants'

on a quiz programme modelled on

the p.'lttern of "Information,

Please." Bolton Slack. Arts '44,

will be the chief inquisitor and'

master of ceremonies. Questions

will touch on all levels of intellect

from the intricacies of nursery

rhymes to the home-truths of

Freudian psychology.

Time permitting, questions

from the floor will be encouraged.

This event will be sandwiched

between two one-act plays, "Pot

Luck." under the direction of

Lucelte Hanson, and "To the

Lovely Margaret." directed by

Hi Bralik.

Tickets at 35 cents will be on

sale Tuesday at the Queen's Post

Office and at tils' Technical Sup-

plies Store.

I/hiring intermision the wmners

i-i tht- current ISS raffle, offering

a S\-ience Formal ticket and a

Queen's bracelet, will he drawn.

These tickets, for 25 cents, will

be on sale until Thursday.

Queen's Blood Donor clinics will

be held every Thursday afternoon

from 1 :30 until 4 o'clock. All do-

nors are urged to have tlieir check-

u]) at the Richardson Laboratory

on Wednesday afternoon from 2

to 6 o'clock to facilitate rapid pro-

gress at the clinic, but those who

find this impossible will be checked

at the clinic. Attendance will be

granted for classes missed while

the student is at blood clinics.

Should any donors be unable to at-

tend Thursday afternoon clinics

the}' may donate at the public clin-

ics on Monday and Friday morn-

ings.

According to a statement by

Bruce Cronk. Meds '47, chainnan

BLOOD CLINIC

(Continued on page 4)

Ottawa Calling
A CUP FEATURE

r NEII. MACDONALD

Guild Rehearses
Twelfth Night'

•—A pi*viM7^of fwljth flight was

given the members of the Queen's

Drama Guild last week when mem-

bers of the cast enacted a few

scenes of the play. Half of the

cast was in Elizabethan costume,

evidence that the costuming staff

of Twelfth Night has already been

at work.

The Queen's presentation of

Tn'rlflh Nighl. which is one of

Shakespeare's best-known and of-

tenest-produced plays, is under the

direction of Professor G. B. Harri-

son, head of the English depart-

ment at Queen's. Professor Harri-

son, who is an eminent Shakes-

pearean authority, has already di-

rected Tzvclflh K'uihl—a modern

lersion in modern costume. In a

speech to the Drama Guild last

term. Professor Harrison extolled

TWELFTH NIGHT
(Continued on page 4)

AMS War Fund To Sponsor

Second All- Queen's Ice Revue

BROADCASTING

Jan. 29— The present political

situation in Canada, and the specu-

lation as to what will happen at the

prorogation of tlie House of Com-

mons at the nd of th month, has

ratlier obscured an mterestmg situ-

ation whicli was developing when

the Board of Governors of the

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

met today.

The only part of the agenda of

the meeting which has been made

public is the problem of what to

do with religious broadcasts on

Sundays when commercial pro

graTumes want to move in at the

same hour. Church services in tlie

evening have an unfortunate habit

of coinciding with the best hours

for conunercial radio features, and

the whole matter has been brought

to a head by the conflict between

Kate Smith and St. Stephen's

Church, Toronto, both of which

want to use the same time over a

commercial station in that city. The

church has been in possession of

[he time fur many years, and pos-

session is nine points of tlie law

;

the threat to remove the Sunday

evening sen'ice of St. Stci>hen's

Church has met with vociferous

protests from the National Reli-

gious Advisory Council of the CBC.

Complex Subject

Now the CBC, which does not

carry either the religious or the

Smith programme, might make time

for Kate Smith; but her American

network outlet in Toronto should

be the logical carrier of her show

—and anyway, the CBC in Toron-

to at that hour is pretty well tied

up with commercial stuff.

Religion is a delicate subject to

handle, as the CBC already knows,

and a still more delicate one to

hrusli nff. 'I'lie NRAC is now re-

alizing lliat mure and more of its

'sustainhig" Sunday services are

beiu'-i eased out for commercial

OTTAWA CALLING

(Continued on page 6\

Hold Display

Of Salon t rints

"Photography, the Universal

hohb)-." was the title of an exliibi-

tion of pictures which was on dis-

play in the Senate room of the Old

,A.rts building last week. The col-

lection, sent by the Art Gallery of

Toronto, consisted of panels illus-

trating various methods of photo-

graphy and common faults of ama-

teurs.

One panel in the collection, head-

ed "Brains vs Equipment." illus-

trated the fact that, contrary to

popular opinion, salon prints need

not be taken with expensive cam-

eras, but may be obtained with the

ordinary box camera, provided its

limitations are realized and satis-

factory subjects are chosen.

The several steps in making salon

prints were shown in a number of

other panels, as was the use of ton-

SALON PRINTS

(Continued on page 3)

CO-ED OBJECTS TO RULES - IS EXPELLED

f.S/'ri-i'i/ /(' The- Journal)

BATON ROUGE, Louisiana,

Jan, 29—The Louisiana State Uni-

versity campus has returned to the

normal and easy-going way of col-

lege life once again, after one of

the bitterest student-faculty fights

in the University's history.

The trouble started last month,

with the summary expulsion from

the I'niversity 6{ pert Gloria Jean-

ne Heller on the grounds she had

advocated "free love" and "insurrec-

tion" among fellow-students. Miss

Heller, sophomore from Havana.

Cuba, had written and distribule<l

a pamphlet deploring the faculty s

attitude toward campus social ac-

livities. which, she asserted, was

old-fashioned and dangerous.

According to the Reveille, LSU
undergraduate newspaper, the co-

ed was supimoned to the president's

office some time after the leaflet

had been issued, where she denied

"she had advocated free love, pet-

ting on the campus, or tliat she

was advocating revolution among

tbc atudents." The president re-

plied by stating "there will be no

New'Commentator'
Appears Thursday

The "Queen's Coilimentator," a

new student magazine, will make its

second appearance on the campus

this Thursday morning.

Following its declared policy,

this issue will present material on

a wide variety of subjects. There

will be a symposium on "The Eco-

nomic Basis tlR' Peace." articles

on "Rus>i:i .uul 111, l'c;ice," and B.

L. Sandw!.'!!'- ncturial uLidress, as

well as a scientific paper on peni-

cillin. The conferences of the Na-

COMMENTATOR'
(Conlimied on page 4)

Features Lephanta Lemons
And Mystery Act by

Men o£ Sc. '46

Wilmot To Give
Address on China

Specialty Numbers

Saturday will see the second

Queen's Ice Carnival, an AU-

Queen's Ice Revue to be held in

the Jock Harty Arena at 8:30 p.m.

Foiio\\-ing the precedent set by '44'3

caniival. Levanites, supported by

skating enthusiasts from tlie other

faculties, have organized what has

been called "a spectacular ice show."

Muffy Hibbert. convener, and her

aides have collected racks of newly-

dyed materials for the girls' cos-

tumes, and Ban Righ is echoing

to the sounds of rattles' to be used

in the conga group, a fascinating

ice performance by "chic chicks."

As the last week of rehearsals

begins, preparations for tlie car-

nival are nearly completed. The

programme includes various courts

by the "Lemons of Lephanta." and

also a comedy group of Science '46

men. These groups are intersper-

sed with several specialty numbers

;

Fran McKenzie, Arts '46, and

George ElUottt. Sc. '46. acg-taiS-^

ICE REVIEW
(Continued on page 4)

kissing of students here." the paper

reported, and then "told her she

could resign ... or be dropped from

the rolls of the University," Pleas

that she he permitted to slay until

her mother arrived from Havana

were rejected, the Reveille said.

The Reveille quoted the president

as telling a special meeting of the

board of Supervisors that "I told

her we couldn't have promiscuous

kis.sing on the campus, and we

weren't going to have it if I could

help it. It is a privilege to attend

the University, but when you do,

just as when you enter into any

society, you !>" /n''" agree to

abide by the rules of that society .
.

-

In my way of thinking, we couldn't

permit a person who advocated free

love."

Meanwhile, the entire student

body had taken sides with Miss

CO-ED EXPELLED

(Contuiued on page 4)

"China and the Far East," an

analysis of Qiina's present political

position and of her place in the

postwar world, will be the subject

of an address to be delivered by iVIr.

Earl Wibnot. Chinese missionary,

Wednesday evening at 9:00 p.m.

in the Ban Righ Common Room.

The meeting is being jointly spon-

sored by the Student Giristian

Movement, the International Rela-

tions Club, and the Public Affairs

Club.

An American citizen, Mr. Wil-

mot has spent over ten years in

China as a missionary and as pro-

fessor of Philosophy at West Chal-

mers Union University in Chengtu.

His. long work in China has given

him an intimate understanding of

her people and a discerning insight

into the problems which she faces.

On leave from Oiina for the first

time in many >' -ir .
-M dinot

has been in X'" li ^i''

eight months. ;„ .m1.|ii.il-i..ts at

present being ^ 'WvUn i\.lk-;ie in

the United Staa-. M^. Wlhnot is

in Kingston to continue his work

which he began last November with

members of the Queen's faculty and

Dr. Shermon of iSIinissing Camp.

Algonquin Park.

Varsity ISS Holds

Drive for Funds

TORONTO—(CUP)—The lif-

ternational Student Service at the

University of Toronto collected

$250.50 in their "Mile of Pennies,"

held on the f^rst day of their three-

day campaign for funds. The "Mde

of Pennies" w^as scheduled to be

held outdoors on the campus, hut

a snowstorm forced the change-

collection inside.

TORONTO ISS

(Continued on page 3)

Medsman Refuses

to Be Seen Dead

"I said I wouldn't, and by golly

I won't!" thundered Chouck.

"Il'd be a wonderful publicity

stunt," said McFinnegan dreamily.

Giouck purpled. "For the hun-

dredth and last time, I will not be

seen dead at that fool dance!" he

roared. "Publicity—Bali
!"

Qiouck and McFinnegan dived

for each other.

"Tickets," said O'Ross hastily,

seizing McFinnegan's shirt-tail and

hauling him back. "Got tickets to

sell — everybody in the year."

"Now, boys." consoled Convener

Gordickson. looping a finger deftly

into Chouck's collar, "this is no

time for fisticuffs. You kTiow this

liancL* isn't going to be worth fight-

infi over,"

McFinnegan pouted, "I want a

IHiblicity stunt"

"Pubiidty," said Gordickson

firmly, "i- dishonest. Besides, it

;iiijlu hriiiL,' customers; and then

!uuc :i whole lot of disgusting

people clutterini; ufi uur dance floor

and getting in uur way. As it li,

we're doing all wc can to discour-

age them: we're bending every ef-

fort to make this die worst dance

in the history of Queen's. If the

people come (which heaven for-

bid I), the least we can do, as gentle-

men, is charge them the full ^rate

of S1-2S and then ignore them."

Whereat all the members of tlie

dance committee folded their anns,

looked do^vn at their toes, and

chanted nmumfully in unison:

"Meds '49

"Dam' dance

"Friday.

"Hell!"

MEDS '49 DANCE

(Continued on page 6)
|
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Forward or Backward?

PRESCMTINC

Its Human

It was with sheer amazement that we read an editorial in

one of last week's editions of the University of Toronto Varsity

which vehemently denounced the recent suggestion of Admiral

Percy Nelles, former head of the Canadian Naval Mission overseas,

tiiat Canadian youths be compelled to devote a certain amount of

time to national training during the postwar years—in other words,

that this country remain on the qui vive even after the peace has

been signed. Writing at some length, the P'arsiiy attempted to

expose the shortcomings of such a plan, to demonstrate that it

would prove "the most unrealistic solution" for the problem of

world peace, and to warn that if it were adopted "the stage , , .

(would be] set for a technocratic and ultimately fascistic system

of administration." The editorial was not ver>' cogent; indeed,

most of the arguments propounded were astonishingly superficial.

Yet it was dangerous: it u/as another manifestation of that weak-

ness of character and determination which emasculated the League

of Nations, and which even now threatens to pull the props out

from under any future world super-state.

In the decade following the Great War, while France was

pleading for a strong international military network to preclude

future aggression, the Commonwealth and the USA, under the

implacable grip of reaction and pacifism, and seemingly far removed

from the possibility of future attack, buried their heads ostrichwise

beneath the ground, adamantly refusing to concur with such a

proposal. They argued—as does the Varsity—that armaments

(which here include trained manpower) must be reduced to a

minimum ; and when the fascist states finally chose the path to

war, they were embarrassingly helpless to take any action what-

soever—except to proclaim "moral embargoes" on the aggressors.

Meanwhile,- the imprudent determination of the Anglo-

American world to minimize armaments redounded with un-

expected and venomous fury. For Europe, robbed of the sense

of security which was absolutely indispensable in the postwar

years, quickly turned to a neat but unwieldy stopgap in its search

for self-protection : military alliances and pacts. Between 1925 and

1935 Russia signed various types of military pacts with 14 nations;

France reached similar agreements with six states during a slightly

longer period ; newly-formed Czechoslovakia and newly-enlarged

Yugoslavia and Rumania banded together into the Little Entente;

Rumania, Yugoslavia, Greece, and Turkey formed the Balkan Entente;

and so forth. In other words the peaceful states of Europe, lacking

any degree of security, found it necessary to conclude alliances

of a military tj'pe among themselves; and by 1939 the continent

had been split by power intrigues into many armed camps, the

situation thus being far more explosive than in 1914.

The lesson to be derived from this, of course, is that nations,

on a continent which for centuries has been overshadowed by the

ever-present menace of war, fee! acutely the need for security

;

and if they cannot obtain it by universal agreement they will

obtain it through local, necessarily hostile, formations. These are

bound to quarrel with themselves; and the more such groups there

are, the more frequent will be the altercations. The inevitable

result is war.

Had the great nations accepted the vital need for a powerful

League and powerful states, the situation would have been greatly

different today. For while it is problematical whether war could

have been averted altogether, it seems quite probable it could

have been localized and rooted out in Manchuria in 1931, in

Ethiopia in 1936, and in the Rhineland in 1936. As it was, the

Commonwealth and the USA—weak, unresolved, egocentric—were

powerless to do anything concrete; France was not able to act

alone ; and the war, when it finally came, converged into a con-

certed, world-engulfing struggle.

Therefore, while assuming a stand undoubtedly motivated by

the highest intentions, the Varslly has merely helped retard, not

advance, sound Canadian thinking. It declared, for instance: "War
is inevitable as long as we are devoting all energies towards

increasing and improving an army in peacetime" ; yet what nation,

other than a vanquished one, will allow itself to be stripped of its

military machine unless it is guaranteed the unconditional support

of an arms-bearing League? Having learned the bitter lessons of

1919-39, no country will ever again submit to the humiliating

—

and fatal—risk of being overwhelmed by a state which has refused

to abide by the universal code ; the only method by which every

state can be forced to abide by such a code is through an armed

League. One way or another—either through a constantly-readied

League force, or through its own arras and alliances—every nation

is going to demand security. And compulsory peacetime training,

by providing an ever-ready reserve of trained manpower for its

own or a League's use, could do a lot toward lurthering each

state's sense of security.

By itself or by a League, each nation will seek security. In

this era security means preparedness through ships, tanks, planes,

guns—and men. And such security is not to be disparaged:

collective insecurity did not work; now security—collective or

otherwise—will receive a chance. This will not be the final war

in man's existence; but at least we have the comfort of knowing

the next one will not be caused by the same mistakes which made

this one inevitable.

BY GORD PETER3

Tlie end of January finds us and

a few liundred other students mak-

ing weak noises about settling down

to do a hit of work. Just looked up

the December 20th entry into our

diary: "Well the exams are over,

but what a mess! If only I get

enough of them to come back. I

won't leave it all to the end. If

only I passed enough of them to

come back!"

Sounds familiar, don't it?

* * *

The days seem to be crowded

with a hundred and one activities.

The Ice Carnival is preparing its

second edition, \^'e caught a glimpse

of it the other da>- and it promises

to be very interesting. You know,

there are always an enterprising

few who get together and organize

these things- The onlj- remunera-

tion they get for their work is the

satisfaction of seeing you enjoy

their little projects. This could be

a very dull place if it wasn't for

the work of these people and very

few appreciate their efforts.

They are working hard on the

Water Follies, too. The show this

group will put on will really be

worth seeing. Tiiere are a lot of

original ideas going into the show.

The Drama Guild is planning

something very ambitious for their

winter production. The rehearsals

for Shakespeare's Twelfth Night

are well under way. "We would

like to report an amazing discovery:

Shakespeare wrote some comedies

that are better than almost anything

on Broadway today and Twelfth

Night is really one of his best.

New Course

Education in Osculation

Heard an amazing conversation

in the Union the other day. It was

between two Science frosh.

"I tell you there is nothing to

this- Einstein Theory of Relativity.

It's the bunk. Why I don't even

understand it."

Did we .say It's Human? We
wonder

!

* * «

There is a big sign up in the

gym that says something about. No
Street Shoes Allowed. But certain

groups like the COTC hold full

parades in the gym. Or, don't hob-

nail boots damage the floor? And
how did the COTC manage to get

on last year without using the gym

:

Don't believe what they say about

no talking up in the library. Just

the other day the "dulcet" tones of

certain profs woke us from our

sweet dreams as we were about to

kiss the heroine, Hedy Lamarr.

Those voices may put one to sleep

in the lecture hall but they certain-

ly do startle one in the library. Or,

don't those. No Talking regulations

hold for the library and teaching

staff?

Several years ago a prominent

Journal columnist advocated the

inclusion of a course in necking

on the curriculum at Queen's. A
great deal of water has passed

under the bridge since then and

we are no closer to its achieve-

ment than if it had never been

suggested, although it is generally

understood that the majority of

the students still favour the

scheme.

Most everyone will agree that

the course would prove of vital

interest to the undergraduate

body and would tend to place

necking on a higher and more

scientific plane than it now en-

joys. A staff of one research pro-

fessor in charge of the depart-

ment, two associate professors,

and an assistant would provide

ample lecturing. A scholarship

for honour students would also

help the cause considerably and

would ser\'e to stimulate interest,

if such were lacking,* We have

drawn up a tentative outline of

courses which is merely sug-

gested for the consideration of

the student body—subject to

change without notice.

Necking 1

This course is intended to give

the student an insight into the

fundamental principles of the

science. Various theories of his-

torical interest will be discussed,

and elementary practical applica-

tions made. The final exam will

be divided into two sections,

practical and theory. Students

must satisfy the examiner in each

section of the paper.

Texts: Lives of Cleopatra, Du
Barry and Catherine by C,

Milquetoast. Shocking Stories

Magazine.

Neckifig lb

This course is to be taken in

preference to course 1 by students

intending to take an honour de-

gree.

Added texts: Ye Olde Arte of

Neckinge, by Jeff Shawsir ; How
and When—a handy manual.

Necking 2

The purpose of this course is to

enlarge on the work of 1 and lb

and to study the science in some

detail. Certain branches will be

stressed. There will be a lab of

two hours a week in connection

with this class. A deposit of $50

will be required to cover any posf

sible damage to research instru-

ments.

Texts: Practical Necking and

Its Consequences, by E, Shrdlu

;

Cradle Snatching, by E. Shrdlu.

Necking 10a

History of necking. This will

cover the period from Adam's dis-

covery up to and including Queen

Elizabeth. Available only to hon-

our stiideuts.

Text: Once to Every Man, by

E. Shrdlu.

Necking 15b

The Middle Ages. In this

course the pet theories of medie-

val times will be examined critic-

ally and reasons given for their

ultimate overthrow. Open only

to students who have taken 10a.

Text: Medieval Neckers, by

E. Shrdlu.

Necking 28a

(Not offered in 1945-46)

A Study of Chesterfield Ethics.

This course includes a three-hour

lab. every Wednesday evening.

Text: Parlour Problems, by E.

Shrdlu.

Necking 44b

The Modern Jazz Age, present-

day theories studied in detail.

Students will be given ample

opportunity to present essays on

the subject.

Text: How and When to Park

Your Car, by E. Shrdlu.

Petting 63

The Birth of a New School of

Thought. Considerable outside

research is expected in order to

cover the ground thoroughly.

Open only to students in their

junior or senior year.

- Text: The Gentle Art of

Kecking, by E. Shrdlu.

Necking 99

A reading course. The student

is required to do a certain amount

of independent investigation. This

course will ordinarily be taken

only in the final year. All stu-

dents for postgraduate work will

be required to undertake the solu-

tion of some original problem

under the supervision of the re-

search professor.

The above plan, although

sketchy, is sufficient to show the

possibilities of the course. Prac-

tical examinations would be held

in most of the courses and stu-

dents would be excused from try-

ing them only when they could

present a doctor's certi ficate

stating that they are physically

unfit.

More information on this course

may be had by writing to Prof.

E. Shrdlu, BA (Bachelor of

Amor).

What'cha Ma
Column

BY HI

TERSE TALES

STRAITON'S STILL CREATIN'

Please Note

The original idea of the Feature

Page was to print only material

written by Queen's students. Un-

fortunately, the idea has not gone

across the campus, but this is to

let the reader know that we want

and would zvclcomc all contribu-

tions. Let's make this page a real

student page.

WET MEASURE
Two pints — one quart.

Two quarts = one fight.

One fight = two cops.

Two cops — one judge.

One judge = thirty days.

He had finally become rich. Af

ter years of hard and steady worit

he had made his fortune. Now hi

wife and children were secure, lit

had a lovely home, and all his li

naiicial worries were over. Bin

they were not forgotten.

"If and when I become rich," he

used to say, "I'm going to see that

all the little people who were won.

derful and kind to me are going t

share in my wealth." His little peo-

ple were among others the corner

grocer who let him have food for

weeks on credit, the old la^idlord

of the flat on Elm Street who used

to wait patiently and silently for

the rent, and the doctor vii-ho had

to wait two years for payment aftei

delivering his second son—and even

then was reluctant to take the

money. And there was also the

second-hand clothes man.

The second-hand clothes man

used to peddle and buy all sorts of

clothes. Every Tuesday he would

pass through Elm Street, and buy

any old clothes, at very high price

from the man. Sometimes when lit

had an almost-new suit or coat, the

peddler would put them aside ajid

then sell them to the man.

The rich man thought long of

how to repay this kindly old-clothes

man. On Tuesday, last winter, he

drove down to Elm Street, ani

waited for the peddler. Sure

enough, before long, there he wa

walking slowly down the street

laden with suits and overcoats. The

rich man wondered how he ev

kept up under that load, and he

also noticed how old and tired the

peddler had become. I probably

have changed much too, he though

"I'd like to buy everything you

have there," he said, "how much

are they?" The old man uttered

cry of astonishment, "But—all of

it?" he stammered, "they're not

new, but, well,— ah— twenty-fiv

dollars." "Put them in the car

please, and keep the change." H
pressed a hundred-dollar bill info

the peddler's hand and drove off

The next month the rich man

returned and waited again for the

peddler. After an hour's wait, h

finally went up to one of the flat

knocked at the door and asked tl

housewife what had become of tl

peddler.

" 'Tis a sad tale, to be sure," si

replied. "But it seems that la

month someone bought all his sec

ond-hand clothes—which is a goci

thing in itself — but that was tl

only way the poor man could kee

warm, and so he caught pneumonia

and died."

Bl

RED A1

T/l/e carr;

phone 66

^

Question; Are these fellows talking about chess?

—.Straiten.

LOCAL LIMERICKS

1

There was a young gat from Ba

Righ,

Who was out with a certa

young high.

When he asked for a kiss,

Said this comely young miss

"Oh, you're a stranger to Queen':

I sigh."

POME
Rub a dub dub,

Three men in a tub;

Over it went

—

Glub

Glub

Glub.
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TYPING
9844 - Evenings

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
V/e carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

Toronto ISS

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

phone 6641 109 Alfred Street I I33 Princess St. 0pp. Kresge'B

(Continued Irom page 1)

The next day a "Skit Nile" was

held with student performers, and

after this a "Come Single, Go Home
Double" daiKC took place in the

gym.

An auction sale was held in the

afternoon of the third day. Some

of the items sold were Frank Sina-

tra's bow tie. two original Super-

man drawings, a Petty drawing

signed by iM-ancliut Tone, and a

date with Uk- 1'J44 "Miss Typical

Co-ed."

The same day a Pops concert

was held with Sir Ernest MacMil-

lan conducting, and Leo Barl^in,

Maude Craig, and Gordon Craig

as guest stars. Two of the selec-

tions were "Rhapsody in Blue" and

Mozart's "Concerto for Flute and

Harp,"

Sc '46 Cuts Lead
In Pursuit of Bews

Sc. '46 gained 116 points in

their Bews Trophy quest this

week, as the Medical sophomore.'^

only competed in basketball and

their hockey game with Sc. '45

waa postponed until this week. A
correction to la.st week's totals

was that Meds '48 were credited

with playing a hockey game

which was actually defaulted,

changing the- scoring from SO to

-30. The standings to January 28:

Meds '49 9,373

Salon Prints

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Tricolor Sales Start Now

END FEBRUARY 28th

Salesmen

—

ARTS: Ken Buckingham, '47

Bob MacMillan, '47

SCIENCE: Jack Hanna, '45

MEDS: Dick Beck

Gord Mack, '49

LEVANA: Ruth Kinsella, '46

Price $4.50 Deposit Now $2.50

EXCLUSIVE PICTURES-
CANDLELIGHT SERVICE

FRESHETTE RAID ON UNION

ARTS VARIETY NIGHT

SADIE HAWKINS DRAG

Take Home a Souvenir of Queen's *45

Sc. '46

Sc. '45 .....

Sc. '47

Sc. '48

Arts '46

Arts '47 ^-

Meds '50

Meds '48

Meds '47 „

Arts '45

Meds '48

9,235

5,918

5.273

2,339

1.850

1,813

1,371

. 1,143

. 1,030

. 363

20

OR

MILD

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT CIGARETTES

Hanson & Edgar
(Continued from page 1)

to further create mood or at-

mosphere.

Common faults of the amateur

photographer was the subject of

one group of pictures, which illus-

trated double exposure, tilted cam-

eras, subjects partly cut off or out

of focus, over-exposure, and under-

exposure.

Combination prints and portraits

were also shown.

Sports Notes

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

FORMAL WEAR

Agents for Dock's Shoes

« No TURQUOISE
Pencil is safe since

folks began discover-

ing that your favour-

ite drawing pencil is

also the world's
finest writing pencil.-

SUGGSSTIOU TO

STUDENTS:

Try a padlock.

SUGGEST/ON TO
OTHERS:

Why not buy your

own? TURQUOISE
is only 10c and you

can find it 'most

anywhere,

Dance

Programmes
Constitutions

PRINTEIRS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing ol

Every

Description

The postponed intramural bas-

ketball games of January 27 be-

tween Arts '48 and Sc. '45. 7-S

pm. and Arts '47 vs. Sc. '46, 8-9

pm, will be played on Saturday,

February 3, at the same hours.

This week's games are

:

January 30

Meds '47 vs. Sc. '47—7-8 pin.

Meds '48 vs. Sc. '43—S-9 pm.

January 31

Meds '50 vs. Meds '47—8-9 pm.

>Ieds '49 vs. Meds '4S—9-10.

Intramiu-al Hockey Schedule

:

February 1

Meds '50 vs. Sc. '46—7 ;30 pm.

(Rcf.. Ribeck.)

Sc. '48 vs. Sc. '45—Sr20 pm.,

(Ref.. Ribeck.)

Arts '48 vs. Meds '49—9:10 pm.

(Ref., Tuer.)

Sc. '47 vs. Meds '47—10 pm.

(Ref., Tuer.)

February 5

Arts '45-6 vs. Meds '50—4 pm

(Ref., Tuer.)

The first roiiua of the intra^

mural table teimis tournament

must be completed by Febru-

ary 6.

The third round of the intra-

mural bowling tournament must

be completed by February 2.

The Boxing and Wrestling

Club will have its picture taken

in the gym at 8 pm tomorrow.

Workouts will be held tomorrow

and Thursday from 7 to 9 pm.

n'^TiTii

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
REASONABLf PRICED

Phone 6733

Hosiery

Underwear .

Skirts

Blouses

Sweaters

House Coots

Slips - Panties

Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES

See Our

Famous Line

of "Coro"

NOVELTY
JEWELLERY

187 Princess St.
Phone 5056

GOURDIERS
fLCS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

P f N C I L S

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter

from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 WeUington St Dial ''SS:

^7
STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

QVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

are a II

VERY

SCARCE
But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

THE MAKCISCN STLDI€
(grabuatiott 3?i?nt09ra|iijU

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051-7814

30 Years in Busmess

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with a" y^"^/^"'":

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments, l^ose

Leaf sipplfes, Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

XECHMICAL. SUPPI-IES
Queen's University Grotmds ONTARIO

KINGSTON

We've Told You Before, But It Probably Won't Hurl To Remind You

IVIEDS'49 4' DANCE
Friday Night In Grant Hall. You May Come If You Wish.

There Will Be a Jam Session At Intermission.
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Co-ed Expelled Blood Ginic

(Continued from page I)

Heller, whose pamphlet had re-

ceived continent-wide attention.

Using her dismissal as a spring-

board, students gathered together

to draft a petition opposing the Uni-

versity's action and deploring the

weak sludenl-facnlty system o£ re-

lations. The appeal was forwarded

to the proper authorities, but wa:

repudiatetl almost (fi foio. The stu

dents then debated the advisability

of a general strike, but finally de-

tided against such action. The mat-

ter was virtnaliy at an end.

The pamphlet, as recorded in the

newspaper, said in part:

"Students of LSU, remember

this is not our hOme! We are here

to continue studying, but not to

continue life ... To be contented

and follow the regular pattern of

emotion, found in most human be-

ings, is not involved in people seek-

ing a higher scholastic aim. We
are meant and taught to be ro-

bots . . .

"Yes, do it the right way! , . .

Make every girl feel she is doing

something wrong when she kisses

a boy on the campus. Make couples

leave campus because standing and

sitting, is considered a weapon to

immoral acts. But. have our ad-

visors tliought where they are send-

ing the majority of college students

who are only human in their

thoughts and desires. Perhaps, I

can tell you. Some make their life

mean a drinking place; . . . others,

like being driven from their own
homes because of severe restriction

on what is the purpose of life, for-

get the moral learnings they once

had . . .

"You say that we are only ro-

bots, but you, LSU, will ha\'e to

pay the price of yotir don'ts!"

(Continued from page 1)

of the blood donor campaign on

the campus, "It is important to re-

frain from eating anything contain-

ing fats before giving a blood do-

nations. Eat plenty of fruit, raw

or cooked. "hot or cold cereal with

syrup or sugar, and skimmed milk

only, bread, toast, jam, honey, n>ar-

malade, jjoached or boiled eggs and

tea or coffe with sugar and skim-

med milk. Remembtr NO fried

eggs, bacon, cream or butter."

Thursday afternoon volunteers

from Science '46 and Arts '47 will

go to the clinic and a large turn-

out is expected.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Tomorrow: Press Club meeting

to hear Whig-Standard manag-

ing editor. Journal office at 7:15

pm; Debate on Kingston living

conditions at 7:30 pm in Senate

room; Levana seniors vs KCVI

basketball in KCVI gym at 8 pni

;

Gaels vs RCAF hockey, Jock

Harty Arena at 8 pm.

Thursday : Stage Night in Con-

vocation Hall at 8:15 o'clock.

Friday: Meds '49 dance, Grant

Hall at 9 pm.

Saturday: Ice Carnival, Jock

Harty Arena at 8:30 pm.

Ice Review

(Continued from page 1)

an adagio pair, and Nancy Lewis,

Arts '47, one of the stars of last

year's revue, and Ann Parkhill,

Arts '48, are soloists.

In charge of lighting effects are

Frank and Fred Spencer. A 1000-

watt spotlight has been purchased

recently for use at the carnival.

A moccasin dance will be held

following the show. The proceeds

are to be donated to the AMS war

fund.

Tickets are now on sale at the

AB of C office and from MuflFy

Hibbert. Herb Lawler, Ted White,

Doug Dale, Gord Mack, and Bill

Roberts.

Twelfth Night

(Continued from page 1)

the- use of modern costume in

Shakespeare's plays; and he creat-

ed sucli an interest in Shakespeare

that the Drama Guild has under-

taken the production of Tivelflh

Nujiil for its heavy play this term.

(Of interest to would-be actors is

the fact that Professor Harrison

at one time directed Greer Gar-

son.) The Queen's production,

however, will be in costume and

un-modemized.

Jerry Barclay, in charge of cos-

tcmes for Ttvclfth Night, has al-

ready ransacked the costume room

in tlie Old Arts Building iu her

searcli for "doublets and lace" —
Elizabethan costumes to take care

'Commentator*

(Continued 'from page 1)

tional Federation of Canadian Uni-

versity Students, and the Canadian

Association of Medical Students

and Internes, arc fully reported by

delegates, "while the literary sec-

tions contain a number of interest-

ing creative student efforts."

of everything from a duke to a

clown. Her staff is busy sewing,

mending and revising costumes for

the play which will take place Feb-

ruary 20, 21 and 22.

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STRKRT

PHONES:
Stora6084, Rm.«I4, GrMuhoniW IS41

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

0pp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 4850

ZAKOS BROTHBBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Bcirrie and Princess Sts.

DfilVE IN AN
INSUfiED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones

:

6684-3232

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellinston St. Diol 4346

took tke llniVfeTSre ApAit

Euclid, brilliant Greek mathematiciatt;

explored new realms oj science, and an-

alyzed the universe into points, lines, angles,

ciirt'es, surfaces and solids. His Elements oj

Geometry, has been in tise, practically un-

changed, through 2000 years. New worlds of

knowledge were opened through Euclid's

research.

RESEARCH still goes forward. Twenty-

four years ago industrial research with

Nickel was greatly intensified. The

Nickel laboratories in Canada, the United

States and Great Britain have since

discovered hundreds of new ways in

which Nickel and its alloys can be used

to make better products. This research

has been a valuable aid in the great

expansion of Canada's Nickel industry.

When the war is won, these laboratories

will again direct their efforts toward new
peacetime uses for Canadian Nickel.

They will be aided by the great store of

knowledge gained during the war.

Canadian engineers and metallurgists,

who are constantly seeking better materi-

als with which to make better products,

are invited to make use of this store of

information obtained through the years

of Nickel research.

Thus will science and industry, working

together, broaden the use of Nickel, and

so help keep the Canadian Nickel mines

and plants operating and men employed.

FOJl

QCH RESEARCH

Canadian Nickel

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA. LIMITED. 25 KING STREET WEST. TORONTP
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OFFICERS!
ENGLISH

Khaki Barathea

UNIFORMS
Regular Price $53.75

for

$ 00

Made by

Canada's Finest Military Tailors

GET THAT NEW UNIFORM NOW
to replace or supplement your present uniform

Sizes 34 to 44

PHONE 3030

125 PRINCESS STREET

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

241 Princess St. Dial 8624

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

SPORTS

THE CAAii:)D$ SDCKTLIGHT
BY GORD MACK

Brockville Defeats Queen's

In Saturday's Basketball Show

At Jock Harty Arena This Week ...

Tomorrow Night

at 8 o'clock, Queen's faces off against RCAF in the first half of a double-

header. With only a third of its schedule remaining, the local Kingston

Hockey 1-eague is tied up tighter than a knotted shoelace, as is indicated

by the standings (not including last night's games between Vimy and Vies,

and Locos and Ordnance)

:

Swimming Teams
Released for Meets

Ordnance
Queen's

Headquarters

Vimy —
Locos —
Victorias

RCAF
Radar

L T F A Pts

1 0 63 20 19

3 1 30 20 11

3 1 28 24 U
3 1 29 45 11

4 37 30

6 0 37 31 8

6 2 26 32 6

9 0 6 56 0

The loss of Mac Wallace at Christmas and Johnny Hood with a fractured

ankle has weakened the Gaels in their battle for one of the four playoff

bertha. Last Wednesday, the Barriefield Bruins clinched one of the four

positions by toppling Headquarters 4-0. The remaining three positSons are

being sought by five teams. Victorias, although only three points from

paydirt at time of writing, have two of their remaining three games against

Ordnance and Headquarters. Locos, although strengthened by the addition

of Gus Marker, have played one more game than the other three "eleven-

pointers." and the Gaels have a game in hand against the winless Radar

entry. There has been little to choose between Vimy, Queen's, and Head-

quarters during the season, and their final orders in the league sUndings

will be by narrow margins. Our guess has Ordnance, Headquarters, Queen'

and Vimy in that order, with all bets cancelled if Locos upset the Bears

Monday night.

Thursday Night

will see a resumption of the Intramural League, with Sc. '46 facing their

first stiff lest of the season ag^st the medical freshmen, and Sc. '48 and '45

battling each other to retain their undefeated records. The poor showings

of Meds '47 and Meds '48, who have defaulted all their games to date, have

made it difficult to evaluate the strength of the various teams. The Engi

neering Juniors appear stronger than last year, but may suffer from lack

of competition when they strike the playoffs against the Section B survivor.

The standings to date—not including yesterday's game between Arts "45-6

and Arts '47:

Height and Experience Big
Factors in Visitors' Win

Elliott Plays

SECTION A
W L T F A Pts

Sc. •46

Sc. '47

Meds '50 .

Arts '47 -
Arts '45-6

Meds '47

Friday Night

Sc. '48 - -.

Sc. '45

Meds '49 .-

Arts *48

Meds '48

SECTION B

W L T F
.2 0 0 6

.10 0 1.0101

A Pts

3 4

so nothmgTias been plannedSeems there's a year dance at Grant Hi

for the Arena.

Saturday Night

is the Ice Carnival sponsored by the Alma Mater Society. This is the

second year that the university has attempted tlus production, only this

year is the first time it has featured an aU-student cast. Besides aU the

beautiful co-eds promised, and the original acts devised, we understand that

men of Sc. '45 (purely hypothetical) have spent considerable time in

preparing a comedy act of undisclosed theme. The show is to sUrt at 8:30

(not 8 pm as printed on the tickets), will last for two hours, and be followed

by a moccasin dance on the ice. The persons actually taking part in the

show have worked hard and the cause (the AMS war fund) is a worthy

one; but neither sympathy nor charity is desired. The show wiU be well

worth the money, and will be a variation from the usual week-end

entertainment.

BY DAVID LESSER

Coach Matt Maun, one of the

greatest swimming coaches in the

world, who coaches the Michigan

University team, stated in 1935

that, "The Queen's pool is one of

the best 1 have seen in the way

of well-planned construction." At

that time a group of Canadian

teams was competing against the

Americans before a packed crowd

of 800 spectators. This great

audience truly speaks tor the

popularity of the sport in those

days.

The benefits that can be ob-

tained from induigmg in a swim-

ming period are many. It is

astonishing to learn of the many

Queen's students who have never

seen the pool, let alone swam in it.

It should be remembered that

swimming is an all-year-rotuid

activity. The pool is to be heated

to a higher temperature for the

comfort of those who want the

added illusion of swimming in an

open-air tank like in Florida.

The main purpose of this ar-

ticle is to point out that we need

added support for our swimming

club in the way of active partici-

pating members- The club is

under the capable direction of Bill

Roberts. Jack Harvey, and Mhora

Howson. who are advised and

aided by a campus committee.

The club is plaiming a swim-

ming show which will take place

on February 23, 24, and 26, in aid

of rSS.~ Two 'more swmi events

are to be held : an intercollegiate

meet on March I. and an intra-

mural meet to be held on Feb-

ruary 12.

Ski Meet Rules

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

SALUTE TO WINTER

WITH A BRILLIANT COLLECTION OF

FUR TRIMMED UN-TRIMMED

COATS
DRESSES

eaturing

DEJA FROCKS

ANN LOUISE FROCKS

HOUSE COATS
Bunny Suede - Flannel - Corduroy -

Floral Bengaline

Silk Crepes

Two ScienceTeams

Win on Thursday

Despite newspaper reports of

a shortage, two Science teams

piled. enough rubber behind the

Artsmen's cages at the Arena on

Thursday night to start a major

salvage campaign.

Sc. "47 whitewashed and mas-

sacred the Arts '45-46 combina-

tion by a 14-0 count, while Sc. '46

hung an 8-1 decision on Arts '47.

Meds '47 was forced to default

for the second time, due to a

hockey-power shortage, with

Meds '50 picking up the Scotch

points.

The Science soph team found

soft pickings in winning its first

game of the schedule when the

Arts final-yearmen were only able

to find six men who could breath

and stand up on skates at the

same time.

While held to only three goals

by Endlenian, Ellis, and Crowe

in the first period, the Engineers

brushed off the noble efforts of

the "Sickly Six" in the se<;oiid as

Keenan and Hriskevitch each

bagged two and Ellis one.

Stan Ellis came through with

the hat-trick in the last canto

while Crowe, Hriskevitch, and

Greason each added a singleton.

So. '47: Goal, Harkness; de

fence. Endelmaii, Beneteau ; cen-

tre, Keenan; wings, Ellis, Grea-

son; subs, Hriskevitch, Crowe.

Morgan, Boswes, MacDonald,

Koski.

Arts '45-6: Goal, Benevides

;

defence. Berry, Sams; centre,

Gertler; wings, McQuarrie, Mc-

Cuary.

In the second contest of the

evening the Arts sophs kept in

the swim for the first period when

McLeod put Sc. '46 one up, only

to have Roger Flyun nullify the

count. But from then on the

parade of the goals began as

Arnie Tuer and "Heman" Her-

man each collected two while

Harrison, Major, and Modesto

each accounted for Falif's other

miseries.

Sc. '46: Goal, Carter; defence.

Davies, McLeod :
centre, Noonan ;

wings, Harrison, Tuer; subs. Mo-

desto. Lemiski, Major, White,

Harrison, Herman.

Arts '47: Goal, Palef; defence,

Zuckerman, Rowley ; centre,

Abelson; wings, Flynn, Orlando;

subs. Yanofsky, Riback, Cooper

Harrison, Porter.

1. If there is a large number m
the slalom or downhill races the

race d?rector may eliminate all

but the first 10 for the second

run. excluding team members.

2. The team titles will be de-

cided on total times for four-man

teams as entered as teams before

the race. Five men may be listed

as being one team, with the four

lowest times to count.

3. In the slalom and downhill

races, the man finishing with the

lowest total time for the two

runs, after any penalties have

been added, will be declared the

champion of that event.

4. The combined champion will

be declared by totalling the points

allotted each of the men finishing

the downhill race and the slalom

race. The winner of each will

receive 100 points if he be in

Sc. '48, or in proportion of in any

other year, and the others in

direct ratio to the time of the

winner with their own times.

5. The team championship will

be awarded the year scoring the

highest number of points on an

S-5-3-2-1 basis in each of the team

and individual events.

6. As is the case in all intra-

mural events, any year team sub-

stituting a skier under an as-

sumed name will forfeit any

claims to team championships

and will forfeit 300 points in the

Bews Trophy standing.

BY JACK LUSH

An outclassed but fighting

Queen's intermediate basketball

quintet went down to a 35-19 de-

feat at the hands of Brockville

Flyers, Saturday night in the

gym. Highlighted by superb ball-

handling and dribbling, the con-

test proved to be an excellent

exhibition of early-season hoop

play.

Led by left-handed Art Barton,

the Flyers' fast-breaking attack

left little doubt in the minds o£

the large crowd what would be

the result. This smooth play-

maker led the scoring parade

with 14 points and proved the

man mainly responsible for the

Gael defeat.

Bill Morgan and playing-coach

Bob Elliott kept alive the Queen's

hopes, with their darting defen-

sive jabs that broke up many

opposing rushes. Morgan and

Archy Campbell shared our scor-

ing honours with six and five

respectively.

Jumping into a small but early

lead, the Gaels seemed away to a

perfect evening. But things soon

caught up to them, mainly the

height of Brockville. Gobbling

lip many of the rebounds under

both baskets, despite Campbell's

Herculean efforts, the victors

soon changed the tide of battle.

The scoreboard read 20-11 at

the halfway mark and by the

finish the Flyers had added 15

more points to our eight. But

even in defeat, the Gaels looked

good. With more shooting and

team practice, Queen's again will

be something to reckon with in

the spring playdowns.

Line-ups and scoring:

Brockville: Barton I4, Reffon

2, Riddel!, Peden 8, McConnell 1,

Pcterkin, Yeates, Nichols 8, Lane

2. MacKenzie. Total 35.

Queen's; Morgan 6, Campbell

5, Brown 2, Lawler. Rowley I.

Elliott, Dinsdale I. Macdonald,

Higgs 4. Total 19.

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST- DIAL 37«

Three Pool Events

For Near Future

The annual men's intramural

swimming meet will be held on

Monday, February 12. 1945. This

year the same system will be used

as was introduced last year.

There are two qualifying times,

one for the meet, one for points

for the Bews Trophy. The dif-

ferent events, with the record

time as well as the two qualifying

times, are as follows:

50 yards free: 26.4, 30.0. 40.0.

50 yards back: 32.0. 40.0. 52.0.

50 yards breast : 33.4. 40.0. 52.0.

150 medley relay; 1 :41.5. 2 :10.0.

2:40.0.

200 yards free relay: 1:55.0.

2:22.0. 2:50.0.

100 yards free : 62.0, 75.0, 105.0.

Frosh relay—two teams from

each faculty-

Eliminations will be held from

4:30 to 6 pm for any event on the

following days: Thursday and

Friday, February 1 and 2, and

Monday. Tuesday, and Wednes-

day, February 5, 6, and 7.

Further information will be

[posted on the gymnasium bulletin

I board.
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Stora

m
HOSIIRV

UI6GA6E

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STRSBT

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALl-ENTYNE

Chant for January

(prelude to April's Lament)

Murky Monday
Tired Tuesday

Wasted Wednesday
Thorny Thursday

Frisky Friday

Social Saturday

Sleepy Sunday

MURKY Monday . . .

Levana is sagging visibly at

classes after the weekend. Any-

way, that it was a great weekend

is generally conceded. We heard

one senior (who's feeling her

seniority?) remark in the tones

of the jaded, "Well, that was the

best Levana At-Home of all the

seven I've seen." So Beryl Kelly

and her committee may well pat

each other on the back.

For special mention we've

singled out the band (congrats

to Marg Anderson, who collected

a few gray hairs before she nailed

it), the decorations (N;incy Lewis

responsible for the effective star-

studded hall), and the Saturday

night Ban Righ open house (Di

Blake, convener). We'd suggest

another bridge table or two for

the next such open house (we

hope there will be others)—the

dining room proved pretty popu-

lar. And we applaud the coke

stand in Ban Righ. Refreshments

Friday night at the Co-ed Prom
were great (take note, Artsmen !)

—but one had to fight one's way
to them. Next year perhaps the

Ban Righ bottleneck difficulty

could be circumvented, so that

refreshments would steal less

time from the dance.

Dr. Douglas requests that all

students who have nut yet paid

their St. John Ambulance fee

bring their money to the Arts

ofiice or to their Tuesday evening

class without fail.

Levana Blood Drive

Have you handed in the form you
got in the mail this week, asking

for information about blood

donations you have made ? If

not, fill it out right away and

hand it to your CRCC "blood-

hound" or the university post

office, not later than 5 o'clock

tonight. They need your form

to complete the records—so don't

sandbag.

Principal's Talk

(Continued from page 1)

man people," however,- in history

we are apt to put too much weight

on individuals, not realizing that

they could not have done much

without the people. •

Loyzdties

Dr. Wallace went on to discuss

sociolog}', which he defined as the

movement of the masses, and how

other people are affected by it. The

groups which influence one's life

are the Church, the school, the

University, societies, clubs, political

groups, and most important of all,

the family, which all demand one's

loyalties. "You have become part

of a group to which you are loyal

—

Queen's," continued Dr. Wallace.

Similarly, each one is loyal to his

facult}', and to clubs in that faculty,

and later to his own graduate group

of the University.

Dr. Wallace discussed the indus-

trial relationships, which have

changed greatly in the last 150

years. The present organization of

industry is in a sense, collective

individualism, stated Dr. Wallace.

Tlie worker today is less independ-

ent than he was ; a conflict has de-

veloped between the industrial and

trade unions, which "will no doubt

continue for years to come." This

is industry from the standpoint of

individual enterprise as opposed to

the sociahstic type of industry

whereby the state would take over

without profit.

"The first straight democratic

government was begun at Athens,

and then as the cities and countries

grew larger arid there was a pen-

dulum swing from the power of

the government to the power, as

far as possible, of the people. The

learning of the student body to

handle their affairs is tremendously

important education for them lat-

er; through it you learn the pro-

gress of democracy," Dr. Wallace

continued.

He then spoke on psychology' and

the different kinds of philosophy

—

realist, idealist, and scientific. The

deepest truths in life lie in the

hands of the philosophers.

Dr. Wallace explained that in

these talks he was trying to give

a unified picture of science, its

method, and what it did. Dr. Wal

lace's nest speech will be announced

at a later date.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FERDie WATERS

Deep are the grooves that have

been cut in the ice of the Jock

Harty Arena. And it's not just

the ice that has been hardening

there for the past weeks—frozen-

faced instructors have been heat-

edly training the skating talent,

of which there is an abundance on

the campus. Clean-cut are the

figures which have been formed

and reformed into perfect shape

for the annual Queen's skating

extravaganza, to be presented

Saturday night, February 3.

Weeks of planning and weeks of

work both on technique and cos-

tunes make it worth your while

to attend the ice show. It's for a

good cause, and 'cause it's good

you should make this an abso-

lute must.

Basketball

The basketball season is near-

ing the playoffs, with some of the

best games still to be played.

One of these will take place Wed-
nesday night in the KCV'I gym
when Queen's seniors meet KCVf
seniors. This team is the only

threat to Queen's chance of win-

ning the City League champion-

ship. The game will be played

at S o'clock.

The badminton ladder is to be

tarted as soon as possible—so

watch for your position on the

list and in the meantime practise

any day from 2:oO to 3:30.

Interyear hockey games will

begin in about a week. This

serves as a reminder to the ath-

letic''sticks to muster recruits for

their year teams. AH girls on

the two teams competing in the

finals who have attended at least

three practices will receive hockey

crests.

Meds '49 Dance

Ottawa Calling

(Continued from page 1)

programnjes, which pay so much
better.

And that is not all : the CBC
came in for a barrage from the

Winnipeg Free Press (which gen-

erally supports the Government and

lis agencies ) ,
attacking it on its

monopolistic attitude, its ineffici-

ency because it does not have to

face competition, and its attitude

toward the public—that what it de-

cides the public should like, the pub-

lic must like. The positive sugges-

tions were just as far-reaching. The

CBC, the Free Press said, should

be a regulatory body, interested

chiefly in seeing that the air waves

are used to the benefit of all Cana-

dians just as the Transport Com-

mission regulates Canadian trans-

portation.

(Continued from page 1)

Suddenly tlie air was rent by a

most frightfid caterwauling.

"Good heavens, what's that ?"

screamed Chouck, leaping into the

air.

"That," said Berkie Burman tri-

umphantly, "is the Chamber Music

Society of University avenue. They

arc practising to play at our inter-

mission."

"Let's get out of here," said O'-

Ross.

The meeting of the dance com-

mittee adjourned.

McGALL

S

SHOE REPAIRS
Karl Eklir, Prop.

292 Princess St, Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Patronize Our Advertisers

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

A. R- XI/nOTHV
PttOTOCRAPtfER

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIM- 7037

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

Phone 7100

I.D. A.
DRUG
STORES

ALBERT ST.

Phone 7300

Saturday, Feb. 3 8.30 p.m.
THE A.M.S. PRESENTS

Jock Harty Arena

"QUEEN'S ICE CARNIVAL"
1^ AN ALL QUEEN'S SHOW

Moccasin Dance On The Ice Till 12.00

All Ticke SOcts. At A.B. of C. Office, Queen's Gymnasium

HERB LAWLER
GORD MACK

MUFFY HIBBERT

DOUG DALE

TED WHITE
BILL ROBERTS
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BEAUTY CONTEST WINNERS CHOSEN
Porter Will Speak

To Conference

or Conservation

Meeting's Agenda Includes

City Planning, Forest

And Land Use

The Honourable Dana Porter,

Minister of Planning and Develop-

iient for Onlario, will give the

pening address at a Conference for

Conservation being held here today

ind tomorrow.

The Conference embraces all of

liastern Ontario and it will be at-

tended by township and county

:mnicillors, foresters, teachers and

eading citizens of this part o£ the

ountry. The object of this gather-

ng is to promote conservation by

exchange of the ideas of leaders

various fields.

Speakers will include the Hon.

Dana Porter, Professor R. F. Leg-

;ett of the University of Toronto,

Prof. W. J. Harkness of the On-

ario Fisheries Research Lab., Dr.

hn Wyllie of the Department' of

Preventive Medicine at Queen's,

nd other prominent men from

Ontario Universities, government

partments. agricultural schools,

e Canadian Geographic Society,

and the Ontario Conservation and

Reforestation Association.

The papers presented will deal

ith such subjects as soil conser\'a-

lion, land drainage, general land

a-, reforestation, woodland man-

Bt;ement, flood control, reservoirs

and dams, urban water supply,

wage disposal, and game and fish.

CONSERVATION MEET
{Continued on page 4)

LUCETTE HANSEN ELAINE L.OA MHORA HOWSON ANN PARKHILL
-THICOLqB-

FOUR CO-EDS WILL MODEL IN TORONTO
IN 'TRICOLOR -SIMPSON PROMOTION PLAN

Lucette HaiKen. Elaine Loa,

Mhora Howson, and Ann Parkhill

have been named senior, junior,

sophomore, and frcshetie queens,

respectively, in tlie current "Tri-

color '45" beauty contest. This was

made known yesterday in an of-

ficial release received by The Jour-

nal from Tricoii)r editor A. Garth

Gunter, head of the five-nian stu-

detit board of judges.

According to the announcement,

the four "Queens of Queen's" will

travel expense-paid to Toronto

Sunday afternoon, where they

will pose for f^obert Simpson Com-

pany, Ltd., advertisements which

will appear in this year's Tricolor.

During the first day of their 48-

hour visit the girls will be prepared

by Simpson's b^uty and clothing

experts. The photographs will be

taken the following da}', and will

he made on location at some of

Toronto's leading show-places. The

trip will end Tuesday afternoon,

when the giris entrain lor Kingston

to return to their studies.

The judging comniiuee was com-

posed entirely of men students.

Selections were made during the

past month from pictures submitted

during the first term, and were

"awarded on the bases of appear-

ance and personality," the release'

stated. Final choices were made

after persona! interviews with the

eight chief contestants.

Miss Hansen. 20-year-old native

of Timmins. Ont., expects to gra-

duate this spring with a bachelor

(jl arts degree in languages, and

plans to enter social service work.

Active in the Drama Guild, she is

directing a play "Pot Luck" which

was presented last night. Miss Loa,

21-year-old junior cjueen from Ot-

tawa, is specializing in politics.

Interested in campus athletics

Miss Howson. 20, of Toronto, es

tablished a new Queen's record in

the 50-yard free-style event* in last

year's Intercollegiate Telegraphic

swim meet. At present she is assist

ant to the co-ed Physical instruct

ress. Miss Parkhill, who was born

in Winnipeg 18 years ago. is the

youngest of the winners. She

specializing in the fine arts and

hopes to enter the advertising field

upon graduation. She will be fca^

tured in Queen's Tee Follies to

morrow night.

Queen's Debaters

To Battle Western

Will Hold Annual Contest

Here Tuesday

Man Dinner, Dance
or Colour Night

BY DIKNA OIU.

This year it is hupeo that Colour

Night, to be held March 2, will

ijain take its place as the ccre-

luy of the year, an honour which

fnrfeitcd due to the war after

li'' I'Ml banquet and dance.

Colour Night represents the ac-

knowledgment of activities otlier

lian academic on the campus when

11 athletic trophies are awarded.

I'lie last four years it has been a

iple afl^air and few students have

attended or taken any interest in

ceremonies. '

Again this year an attempt is

iug made to revive the old cus-

"1 of a formal diimcr and dance.

At the banquet last year Art Hol-

way, the retiring AMS president,

Kiivc a short history of the Iradi-

fJis behind Colour Night. Orig-

"laily it was a simple affair siwu-

Sijfed by the Atlilelic Board of

^"iitr&l, held in the gym and pre-

'^vikd by a dinner. At length the

t'ractice of having a speaker was

="'opted. Later the AMS took over

'f'nirol, feeling the ceremony too

^if'uificant a ritual to be under the

of C. , The selling was then

'^banged lo Grant Hall and finally

Ban Righ.

Queen's University is scheduled

to send two intercollegiate debating

learn- inin .iction in tlie Inter-Uni-

vi;rMry Debating League annual

competition next Tuesday. Febru-

ary (•. Tlie resolution to be de-

bated is: Resolved: The Salvation

of Canadian Democracy demands

the implementation of the CCF
programme.

Queen's University affirmative

team, consisting of Uoss Babion

and Bolton Slack, postgraduate

students in liistor\, will meet the

negative team from ihc l/niversily

of Western Ontario on Pebruary

6 at S pni in Convocation Hall. To

date, no word, has been received

from Western University regarding

DEBATE
(Continued on page 5)

AMS MEETS MONDAY

P. K, Sandwell's, rectorial ad-

dress will be printed and distributed

among students, it was decided at

a short mtetintr of the AMS execu-

tive Monday night.

Also discussed was the sending of

books to the library of the ho.ipital

ship Letitia for the use of the

wounded men being transported

from war /.ones. It is planned to

pay for Ihe bonks out of the War

Aid Fund, Jojce Watson was

chosen to head a committee charged

with investigating the suggestion.

Queen's Cadet Corps Development

Discharged UAS Personnel Raise

Numbers Enrolled in COTC Ranks

The p

Queen'? Liniv

the COTC n

and men, Maj

jutant, (old a

11 strength of the

ersity Contingent of

umbers 680 officers

r F, H. Brown, ad-

journal reporter re-

centlv. Tliis total includes 124

former members of the University

Air Squadron who 'recently joined

i1k- unit when the UAS was dis-

banded.

Lookh'ig through the files in the

orderly room of the QUC which

was established in The Jour*

nal learned tli;it the enlistment peak

was reaehed in ihe l'Ml-42 season.

850 students

est registration

wnen apprnx

were enrolled Li

was in \916. when the tniir included

only 25 cadets, \\liile enrollment

between the wars averaged approxi-

mately 100.

The Canadian Officers' Training

Corps originated in a meeting of

rejirc sen talivcs from all of the lead-

ing Canadian Universities summon-

ed to Ottawa by Col, Sam Hughes,

Minister of Militia and National

Defence, in the fall of 19U. Cap-

tain P. G. C. Campbell was Queen's

representative at the conference.

Col, Hughes had visited England

where he was struck by the possi-

COTC
• (Continued on page 6)

4 Students Hurt

In Varsity Blaze

TORONTO — tCUP) — Four

stttdents were slightly injured,

and damage estimated at ?2,5tX)

was caused, when fire broke out

in the University of Toronto

chcmistrv liuihiing Monday noon.

AppTuximalelv' 300 persons were

in the building at the outbreali,

but withdrew in orderly fashion.

Three of the injured persons

suffered minor burns to the face

and hands, while a fourth re-

ceived a bruised ankle after fall-

ing downstairs during the gen-

VARSITY BLAZE

(Continued on p;^e 6)

Union To Serve

Sunday Suppers

Sunday supi^rs will be served

in the Students' Memorial Union

cafeteria starting the day after to-

morrow, but breakfast will no long-

er be available on those days. The

Journal learned yesterday from

Fred. G, Dinsmore, manager of the

Queen's branch of Industrial Food

Services, Limited. Supper prices

will be 45 cents and 50 cents,

"We are making this change

order to accommodate the many

students who have been requesting

that we offer evening meats on Sun

SUNDAY SUPPERS

(Continued on page 4v)

Symphony To Play

Thursday Evening

Fourth Concert to Feature

Major Orchestra

The Minneapolis Symphony Or

cliestra, under its permanent con

ductor, Dimitri Mitroponlus. w

play in Grant Hall next Thursda

in the last of this season's Univer

sity Concerts.

For the first time in the history

of Kingston one of the major or

chestras of this continent is going

to play here. The coming of th

Minneapolis Symphony is periiaps

the most obvious outward sign o

the new great interest in music

which the citizens of Kingston and

the students of Queen's have show

during the last three years, 'fh

interest has enabled the concer

committee to move into Grant Hall

and, in lum, bring greater artist

to Kingston.

THURSDAY SYMPHONY
(CoTilinued on page 4)

SPANISH CLUB MEETS

Annual Carnival

^ill Be Presented

Tomorrow Night

New Talent Combined with

Last Year's Stars in

Skating Revue

The second Queen's Ice Ca,r-

ni\-al will be presented in the Jock

Harty Arena tomorrow night at

8:30. The all-Queen's talent, tlie

ay costumes and the coloured

ghting promise to make this Car-

nival surpass its predecessor. There

will be dancing on the ice after the

show, tasting until midnight. Music

will be provided by records played

over a loudspeaker system in the

.^rena.

Sam Golick. acting ^ master of

ceremonies, will introduce the vari-

ous courts which include two num-

bers by Levanites, the conga and

ballet groups, and a comedy group

ly the men of Science '46. Ann

Parkhill. Arts '48. who does a pair

with Ursula Cole, is soloist in the

ballet group. Nancy Lewis, Arts

'47, a star in last year's revue,

George Elliot. Sc. '46. and Fran

McKenzie, Arts '46, will also he

featured.

A great deal of v/ork has been

performed by the Carnival commit-

tee and all those taking [art. The

show has been welded together un-

der the direction of Muffy Hibbert,

convener.

Tickets which have been on sale

:,ll week may still be obtained from

l-krb Lawler, Muffy Hibbert, Ted

\\"hite. Doug Dale. Gord Mack and

Bill Robert, and Art Ross.

Lionel RcsnikofF gave a talk on

Guatemala Tuesday evening at a

meeting of the Spanish Club held

at the home of Dr. A. B. Minor.

Thirty Spanish students and staff

attend.ed and took part in the dis-

cussion. Toward the end of the

evening Spanish songs were sung

after which a buffet supper was

served.

Another meeting of the club is

being planned by the committee

for the end of February.

Medsmen Unleash

Inspired 'Drivel'

There lias been a certain amount

of mild curiosity about the campus

as wli\- Mi-'d'- 4'-i has not un-

lea>liei! the- cu^tumary insipid drivel

lu adverti^e tonight's dance. To

quash a persistent nunour that they

are incapable of so perjuring them-

selves, the Meds sophomores have

composed a few Hnes of the usual.

Here they are.

Tonight at o'clock in Grant

Hall. Meds ^49 will pre'^cnt the

dancing highlight "f i'"' LHi'-'"'^

social season. Music lur ilic delec-

tation of dancers will he supplied

by Nick Nicholson and his well-

known orcliestta, starring Bo\'d Val-

!eau of Arts '46 on the piano. Don

Freeman of Sc. '48 on the tenor

5.-t.s. and Stan Wiggin of Meds '50

on the trumpet.

.\t intermission. * these tliree

Oueen's music-makers, together

with Doug Edw-ards of Sc. '47 on

the clarinet, and Maestro Nichol-

son's drununer, will stage a jive

session in their own hiimitable

Dixieland stvle~the liottesi music

this side of 9.Sh . . zjj9 .
.eshrdlu

There is still time to get a date;

and tickets may be obtained for

$L25 from any member of Meds

'49. or at the door.
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Final Victory

Despite the amazing and electrifying rapidity of the Russians'

westward advance, and the incredibility of their ever-increasing

proximity to Berlin, one would do well to heed the repeated

warnings of Allied' statesmen that the war in Europe is far from

over, and that, when the final campaign has been concluded, it

may prove to have been the costliest of the entire war. The Red

armies' onslaught, begun several weeks ago and sustained without

the slightest abatement of pressure, continues on its inexorable

path toward tlie German capital, whose final downfall appears to be

only a matter of days. Yet the capture of that city will not neces-

sarily sound the* trumpet for peace negotiations to begin: the

Germans have promised to fight "in front of Berlin, in Berlin,

around Berlin, and behind Berlin" ; and there is little reason to

suppose the Boche's resistance will crumble merely because his

beloved capital has fallen.

It is understandable for John Canuck, whose -favourite news-

paper screams that the Russian advance has gained another

so-many miles, and whose radio is punctuated with the blasts of

innumerable commenlators who give the "inside news" on how
the German will to resist is deteriorating, to adopt an unvvar-

rantedly optimistic outlook
;
yet he is undoubtedly letthig himself

in for a terrible let-down. Authoritative observers in Ottawa,

London, and Washington Iiavc cautioned that the Russians will

have to terminate their present drive for a "breathing spell", while

they regroup their armies and consolidate their supply lines ; and

while even the present extent of their push has far surpassed

orthodox military tactics, it seems highly improbable they will

continue past Berlin without stopping temporarily. They may
even stop in front of Berlin.

Many columnists and commentators are pointing out that in

1918, when, in the fate of a~ similar Allied assault, defeat was

inevitable, the Germans sued for peace to salvage what they could

of their homeland. But they neglect to point out that before this

was possible the Germans had to oust their government and replace

it with a democratic one ; and even the new regime, pleading for

the support of the masses, continued to fight despite repeated

warnings from the high command that further resistance was

futile. If reports from neutral Sweden are accurate, it seems

likely the German people, convinced victory at the hands of tlie

Nazi party is no longer a possibility, are now prepared to revolt,

establish a government suitable to the United Nations, and ask

for peace. Again, it is possible they seek to create a new regime

for the purpose of continuing the struggle: the will to live pre-

dominates, and it will be hard for them to face a second humiliating

defeat within less than 40 years. Certainly, as long as the Nazis

are in power the war will be carried out "to the last German" ; and

even a new government might continue to fight. Moreover,

successful revolution was accomplished easily in 1918, when com-

pared to what it would take to overthrow the Nazi party. Firmly

ensconced, and buttressed by a vicious and omnipotent Gestapo, it

could probably retain the strings of government until they were

forcefully removed from them by the United Nations. The

Germans may be beaten now ; but they won't admit it until their

country has been overrun by Allied soldiers.

But even granting the conclusion of the European war within

the year, it must not be overlooked that there is another war to

'be won—the Pacific war. Allied governments have repledged

themselves to carrj' on the struggle against Japan with renewed

vigour once the Western- campaign is over; and victory against

that power, will take months and possibly years. The USA has

concentrated terrific might in that theatre of operaltions; yet the

Japs continue to fight desperately, giving no indication they are

even thinking of surrendering.

The eventual outcome of the war is obvious. Peace, when it

comes, will bring victory for the United Nations and a new chance

at democracy for the world. Yet one ineontrovertible fact remains:

the war is not yet over; much Allied blood remains to be spilled,

and it will be a long time before we can lay down our arms and

take up our peacetime tasks once again.

Tomorrow :
^

Ice Carnival

pm. Jock Harty Arena-

Sunday: HiUel Foundation

meeting, 8 pm, Communitj' Hall,

148 Queen street.

Monday: Rabbi Feinberg will

speak on "Judaism and Democ-
racy," 5 pm, Convocation Hall.

Thursday : Minneapolis Sym-
phony in the last of the Univer-

sity Concert Series, S :30 pm,

Grant Hall.

After the War—What?
February 1.

Sir: Everyone has been talking

about after the war, but—what do

we expect when peace is declared?

Besides the right to live and do

as we please, what are we fight-

ing for? I am not a Communist,

but rather a firm believer in cap-

italism, but I ask myself what is

wrong with this system of capital

and labour?

In many advertisements and

popular science articles we read

of the world that is to be when
victory is ours. Can we buihl a

better world with war than we
could with peaee? I do not think

we can ; at least, not to the ex-

tent that the publishing houses

would have us believe. Please do

not misunderstand me. I admit

that many inventions will come'

out of this war which will benefit

the people, but will the people

be able to take advantage oi

them? We cannot live better after

the war if we do not make more

money than we did before the

war.

Perhaps I can make . myself

clearer if 1 recall some of the

facts of the prewar depression.

Some of us were never fully

aware of it, but to many it brings

back cold memories. About 40

percent of the Canadian people

were engaged in agriculture be-

fore the war. Agriculture was one

of the hardest-hit industries dur-

ing the depression, ^etwcen the

Thats what I mean when I

ask, "What about after the war?"

in Canada we have some of the

greatest natural resources in the

world. We can produce more

food than we can either sell or

consume.

Will it be necesary to repeat

the conditions that existed in

1932? I can hear many say that

those conditions will not occur

again because of price control,

etc. But can we be sure? The
man at the Nylon plant felt it

when he heard that he was fired

and then cut his throat last

moutli. We all want peace, but

we are not quite sure wliat peace

will mean. Many seem to think

that it will be the same old story.

For three or four years after the

war, business will be good; then,

when the civilian goods have been

caught up and we have shot all

our war savings, the stock mar-

kets in Toronto, London, and

New York will start to fall, and

then . . .

It's a $64 question, but the

world would give §64.000,000,000

tu anyone with the right answer.

For example, a car manufacturer

cannot pay his employees more

money because there is not a

great enough demand for his

product. Many people cannot buy

cars because their wages are too

small, and hence the vicious

circle. It makes one wonder if

Communism is not better, after

all. I am not attempting any

solution in this article but we
should all think of the problem

intelligently, for it will affect

most of us after graduation.

Must we repeat 1^29?

LARRY H. SLY, Sc. '48.

JOURNAL JOTTINGS

The CBC Board of Governors has rejected a request to ban

"thrillers" from the Canadian air lanes. With the new3 being

what it is these days, it possibly was afraid it would have had to

ban news broadcasts, too.

* * *

Alan Youngs Canadian radio comedian now broadcasting

from the US, has a new definition of hara-kiri. It is, he says,

Japanese for "May 1 cut in?" He's working on a new book, entitled

"How to Argue with a Woman, or, What to Do till tlie Doctor

Comes" .

The need is urgent—attend the blood clinic now.

years 1929 and 1941 the farmer

had a hard time keeping liis busi-

ness out of the red ink. Every

year he would look at his books,

tighten his' belt, and determine to

reduce his already-meagre ex-

penses. His property depreciated

and he tried to eke^ out a living,

fn those days a $7,000 business

often brought in a yearly profit a

low as $600. Six hundred dollars

a year is about $11 a week. Can

a man be happy on that.''

The labour class working in

factories in those days fared

little better. A stenographer

could be hired for as little as $10

a week. A working man obtained

about $18 to $20 with which he

supported a family. Often a man
was forced to support sons and

daughters of self-supporting age

because, not having had any ex(-

perience. they found work inipos

sible to find. Many sons left

home and joined the army of

wandering men. In the US about

three million men were roaming

across the country. In Canada

the percentage must have been

about ihe same.

Not all of these men were just

bums. I remember picking up

university undergaduates and

even graduates looking for work,

.^gain I found returned army of-

ficers and bankrupt business men.

Levana in the Gym

February 1.

Sir: I should like to correct a

few false impressions regarding

Levana athletics given in the

"Campus Sportlight" recently.

We realize the boys are having

trouble finding time for alt their

games, but—please—don't blame

us! The real facts about Le-

vana's use of the gym (and they

may be found on the timetable

in the LAB of C office)' are these

:

The morning hours we get are

9-11 four mornings a week, which

are used for compulsory freshette

PT classes. The remaining

morning hours are not ours I You
may not be able to use them,

but neither can we.

Our afternoon hours— 1 :30 to

3:30 five Anyi a week—are made
full use of and we could use

AnnounceElections

Of Beit Fellowships

TORONTO—(CUP)—The of-

fice of the Registrar of the Uni-

versity of Toronto has announced

the election oP Fellows to the Beit

Fellowship to take place on July 7.

The fellowships, the value of

.£300. were founded and endowed

by Otto Beit, of London. England,

in 1913, "to promote the advance-

ment of science by means of re-

search."

The fellowships are tenable at

the Imperial College of Science and

Technology in London for two

years, provided the trustees receive

a favourable report at the end of

the first year.

A cs'idi'Iate of any nationality is

eligible if he ii of European des-

cent by both parents. He must have

taken a degree at any universtt\'

in the British Empire at the time

o£ election, or possess a diploma

or associateship of any college ap-

proved by the trustees.

He may not hcifd an)' other scho-

larship of fellowship concurrently

with this, but cannot be disqualified

for religious or political opinions.

He must be under 25 years of age

at the time of election.

Fellows will have their work

defined by the trustees, who will

specify the research work to be

followed. They will be attached

lo a department at the Imperial

College and be under the direction

of a professor. They will be re-

quired to give full time to their

work.

Applications for this fellowship

must be received on or before Ap-

ril 6. Application forms and in-

formation may be obtained from the

Registrar. Simcoe Hall, or by let-

ter only, from the Registrar, Im-

perial College, South Kensington,

London, CW7, Engfand.

SHORT STORY
Once upon a time there wcj

two little skunks, one named \l

the other named OUT. IN ani

OUT used to play merrily

gether all day in the woods, fjn

day they were playing games an|

all of a sudden OUT realized ihJ

he couldn't find IN. He juJ

didn't know where he could bj

So he started to hunt for hli,

He looked in every bush, in evtr

shrub, behind every tree ; in fa^

he loked everywhere, and still \\

couldn't find him. Finally he

find him. How? INstinct.

TAILS FOR SALE

Size 36-37

HAND TAILORED

Phone 5953

He: May I kiss you?

She : I don't no.

For Men Only

"STAG LINES"

The Anthology of

Virile Verse

375 pages 280 poems

i

Soon or late, to every man with

red blood in his veins, comes

a yearning to stand up on his

hind legs and spout poetry.

None o' that sissy stuff, mind,

but REAL poetry for men with

hair on their chests and hope

in their hearts.

$1.50

At The

Pickwick Book Sliop

382 PRINCESS ST.

(OPP. ODEON THEATRE)

Open until 9 p.m.

—

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST^

Phone 7100

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

AUBERT ST.

Phone 7300

more! Many Levmiites have

labs, too.

And we have one evening. The

time used by the CRCC is neces-

sary. Last year the corps tried

to drill in Grant Hall but found

it inadequate. The evening prior

to the Arts Formal only half the

corps moved to Grant Hall. Le-

vana iias four basketball teams

playing in the City League and

the evening period must be used

for their home games,

I don't know what the solution

to this problem is, but I'm afraid

it isn't in our hands.

FRAN GOODSPEED,
President, LAB of C.

Detective : You say your hus-

band killed himself. What was

the motive?

Spouse: I don't know, he just

jumped in front of the train.

Detective : Ah, loco-inotive.

Senior Medsman : I'd

through anything with you.

Cute co-ed: All right —
start with your bank book.

g»"»

let';

Students Will Be Welcome to Attend the

United Church Leadership

And Teachers' Training School

(Sponsored by the United Church Sunday Schools of Kingston)

in

QUEEN STREET UNITED CHURCH HALL

February 7th, 8th, 9th, 12th and 13th

7:45 to lOiOO p.m.

Courses will be offered for teachers and anyone

interested in Sundoy School work by speciolists

from the staff of the United Church

The registration fee for the entire series is only fifty centa per person

PUBLIC MEETING
sponsored by

YOUNG LIBERAL FEDERATION
6F KINGSTON

SPEAKER:

Hon. James G, Gardiner
Federal Minister of Agriculture

LIBERAL HALL

Monday, Feb. 5 8:30 pm
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Hosiery and Lingerie,

SHOPPES

See Our

Famous Line
Hosiery

Underwear < of "Coro"
Skirts

Blouses

Sweaters
NOVELTY

House Coots JEWELLERY
Slips - Panties

Release Sales

Of Formal Tickets
!^hipman Speaks
Ofl 'Radio Wave&'

187 Princess St. Phone 5056

A FAMOUS PLAYERS

THEATRE

Showing Today

CARMEN MIRANDA

Michael O'Shea - Vivian Blaine

in

SOMETHING FOR THE BOYS"

Starting Tuesday

GENE TIERNEY
DANA ANDREWS

CLIFTON WEBB

LAURA
A Strange Experience in Love and Murderl

Students of Arts and Medicine

who have reserved tickets for the

Seiciicc Furmal may obtain them

at the Teclinical Supplies after

Monday of next week.
,

Seientemen and others are

ged to deposit their applica-

tions in the box at the rear en-

trance of the Douglas library.

Those who did not win the ISS

raffle should obtain their tickets

early in order to avoid delay in

nding the invitations to their

partners.

The Engineers are working

seven nights a week to perfect

^he scheme of decorations, and

arrangements haVe been com

pleted by Bill Roberts for the

"Intermission Aquacade."
i

The Science Formal committee

is sure that everyone who heard

Boi) Strong, his saxophone, and

his music on CKWS last night

will be satisfied that his arrange-

ments, coupled with the pleasin

decorations aiid efficient atten

tion to details, will make this

year's Science Formal the out

standing social event of the

season.

Sciencemen who have not yet

received tickets may do so from

Dave Patterson. Emer Bowes

Don Stonehouse, Bob Hope, Doi

Lamont, Bill Ogilvie, Cliff Leon

Bob Maguire. and the other mem
hers of the Science Formal com

mittee.

Hanson & Edgar
PRIMTEIRS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every

117 Brock St. Description

Dance
Programmes
Constitutions

Saturday

Monday

TuesdayPEGGY RYAN

MARION HUTTON
ANN BLYTH

JUNE PREISSER

ANDY DEVINE

LEON ERROL

Babes On Swing Street

ADDED

"SHADOWS IN THE NIGHT"
Warner Baxter - Nina Fdch

The

ODEON

Ofticial Notices

Examination Timetable

Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the

first draft of the April examina-

tion timetable. Errors or ommis

sions should be reported at once

to the registrar.

TODAY AND SATURDAY
LUCILLE BALL - HARRY JAMES AND ORCHESTRA

"BEST FOOT FORWARD" in Technicolor

ALSO FIRST KINGSTON SHOWING
"THE PHANTOM PLAINSMEN

MONDAY - TUESDAY
Feb. S-6

ROBERT TAYLOR
Philip Dorn - Norma Shearer

"ESCAPE"
aND HIT

Harrielt Hilliard

Ozzie Nelson and Orchestra

"Honeymoon Lodge"

WEDNESDAY - THURS.
Feb. 7-8

VAN JOHNSON
Faye Emerson

"MURDER IN THE
BIG HOUSE"

2ND HIT

Lionel Atwill - Patric Knowlea

"Strange Case of

Dr. X"

BILTMORE
CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

.Alexander MacLachlan Peace

Prize. $30

The Alexander MacLachlan

Peace Prize has been established

by the MacLachlan family

memory of Alexander MacLach

Ian, furnier [fresident of Intel

national College, Smyrna, who

tliroughont his life worked for

better nndersLanding among na

lions.

Value §30. Ordinarily awarded

annually for the best essay of

3.000 words on some phase of the

subject '•promotion of World

Peace." During the session

1944-45 there will be two separate

essay competitions. The firs I

essay was due on November 1

The subject of the second essa>

which is due March 1, is "The

AtlaJitic Charter as a Basis fo:

World Peace." The competitioi

is open to all undergraduates of

QuccTi's University, both intra

mural and extramural.

The essay must be clearly

written or typewritten and niiis

be sent in to the registrar's offic

by the above date accompanied

by a statement signed by th

candidate that the essay is the

result of his own reading, think

ing and discussion, and that

has not been assisted by othe

students in writing.

Pipe Baud Sclialarshif>

The attention of first-year si

dents is called to the Pipe Bai

Scholarship which will

awarded to the best piper among

first-year men. Applications

admission to the contest must

senl in to the registrar by Feb

rnary 10. The contest will

held as soon as possible after

applications have been completed,

If we want to communicate

th other planets, we will have

do it on radio waves less than

metres in length." said Dr. A.

Chipman of the Physics De-

partment, speaking on "The Short

and Long of Radio Waves" in the

third of the scries of public lec-

tures in Convocation Hall Mon-

day evening.

Dr. Chipman explained that

these waves are the only ones

which do not reflect from some

layer of the atmosphere and

therefore might escape, but even

these might be absorbed in some

ionized layer of which we are not

aware, and would not reach other

planets.

Using slides_^, he illustrated the

nature of radio waves and the

apparatus used to produce and

receive them and told of the years

experimentation before a wave

length of 50 metres was discov-

ered to be the most satisfactory

for communication purposes.

He also explained the use of

co-axial cables which can trans-

mit short-length waves and are

therefore useful for television

purposes. These cables arc used

by the telephone companies, for

with them as many as 240 mes-

sages can be sent over one wire

at the same time.

Dr. Chipman spoke of Sir Rob-

ert Armstrong Watson Watt, the

inventor of the Britit.h equivalent

of radar. One of the slides ex-

plained radar as follows: "Travel-

ing with the speed of light,

186,000 miles per second, ultra-

high frequency rays strike against

n invisible' object and reflect

ack. Automatically, the range

ind distance of the object are

:stablished."

The speaker pointed out that

with radar, a plane flying over

mouiilain peaks in a storm conld

ascertain its distance from the

ground. Another use of radar

would be to prevent collisions on

the sea and in the air.

Dr. Chipman had short-wave

apparatus on the stage witl

which he performed some experi-

ments. After the lecture a short

question period was held.

Ilivingstons I
Established 1847 =

IMPORTERS OF FINE BRITISH WOOLLENS g
1 WE LIKE TO THINK— |

of this corner as. a link wiili our many cusloincrs,

a spot where we can bring yoii news from tlie ^
Store for Men—liighlights on style, materials, and —
colours. —

Right now the news is overcoats—and recent ^
arrivals from leading makers, plus a group from ^
our own workrcxjm, have given us a bctter-than- =
usual selcclioii for February. • S

If you have been putting off the chofsing of =
that much-needed overcoat, may we suggest that ^
you drop in at the Store for Men today. Our ^
overcoats arc priced from

—

$29.50 up g

LIVINGSTON'S |
75 - 79 Brock Street =

If Off Your Route — It Poys to Walk =

Ferido Addresses CIC

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

are all

VERY

SCARCE
But Neorly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 princess Street

THE HACKISCN STLCIC

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051-7814

30 Years in Business

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

men[s in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

£eaf sippHes. Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

\t a meeting of the CIC Mon
day, January 29. Peter Ferida of

the National Research Council

gave a talk on the manufacture

of hydrogen from natural gas in

\lbcrta. He stressed the chenii

;al engineering aspects, giving

details of the process. It was

jjointed out that this ever-

growing industry was developed

hy Canadian research chemist,

and will have an even greater

place in the postwar period.

Prof (addressing Sciencemen):

One of yon is making a fool of

himself. When he stops I will

begin.

We welcome Qaeen's University Students to Kingaton. and beg tt

remind them that as formerly the p^stige of yeara stands t«hind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Make« of Oueen'. University Gowna Queen's Offi^ Bl«e«

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweatera and Sweater Coats

o*- * DiaJ 8448
213 Princess Street

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES
HEASONABI-t PRICBO

282 Princess Street
Phone 6733

EDS '49
is having a

DANCE TONIGHT
SO WHAT?
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LIGHT LUNCHES
and

SANDWICHES
Comer Univeraty and WilUam

Kent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St Dial 4352

GOURDIERS
rues

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 60S4, Res. M14. GreenhooM* 3241

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of eveiything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St Opp. Kresge's

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade aHd Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

And it came to pass in the city

of Queenz that the mighty War-

riorz of '45 did hold slay drive,

and lo. they fared forth into the

winter wind, even i)ast the fur-

thest gates of the land of Ports,

ere turning and retiring toward

the land of Kin, and verily was it

a bitter night ; and many subter-

fuges were resorted to to allay

the frost, but legion were the

frozen extremities, although the

revellers didst carefully protect

those portions of the visage to he

used to good effect later in the

eve with many innocent ex-

changes. And as the eve wore

on, their numbers were aug-

mented by many foresighted

es, who, fearing the frigid air,

had spent a quiet interlude iu the

rear rows of the Caves of Flicker

throughout the land; and joyous

Year Partee was held, highlighted

by presentation of honours

ocial field to the warrior of '45

nd maid, (But, J,L., you never

were much of a beer drinker.)

And it came to pass that the

cave of the scribes was invaded

by motley crew of Lemons, voic

ing wild yells and low digs, wield

iug aloft bustle and snood as ban

iier; and lo. they seized upon the

chisels of tiie scribes and

scribed many false truths across

the walls of the cave in the lower

recesses of the Cave of Nic. But

verily, even fiow, the evil effects

of their doodling has been

brought to naught, and the names

of the Lower Alphrodites, leaders

of the invasion, are recorded for

the warriorz to proscribe ; and

among these are little Black Mary

and Southern Joe, betrayed by

McGoon.

And on the eve of Fria those of

the Cave of Flickering Lights did

hold annual partee, and, as has

always been the custom, they

thought it expedient to increase

personal glamour by concealing

from i)ublic view the lower limbs,

[1 many of the tribe most un-

omely. But verily, the eve was

saved by large quota o£ Warriorz

of Scienii escorting the cream of

the cute little lasses of Lephanta

(they had nice faces, too) and gay

times were had by many, i

Year Partee.

And it came to pass that the

warriorz of Scienz do labour

nightly on many things pleasing

the eye and ear, and it befits

all tribesmen to purchase, ere the

sun sets, the jSrecious passport of

For Mai, for when the jackals

squabble the Hon stands aloof,

and on the eve of gun the lean

pickings will be thrown for those

of Mudd and Eart to struggle

o'er. And even ere the For Mai

the Mighty Softs do proclai

paradise, and all bridge builders

should be present, for lo, sneer

not at reasonable facsimile when

genuine article Is beyond read

due to actions past and present

And even now the sands run

out and word comes that Rhym
ing Bob and John the Cape do

strive to resign membership

LCBO (it's not the capital invest

ment. it's tlie upkeep) and the

scribes must off to bid for spurned

franchise.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city •

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

lis Alfred St Phone 4850

U of T Planning
Postwar Courses

Thursday Symphony

Debaters Sanction

Living Conditions

The motion that "Living Con-

ditions in Kingston Could Be

Worse" was carried by a majority

of two votes at the meeting of the

Queen's Debating Society Wed-

nesday night.

J. S. Ellis, leading the affirma-

tive, gave an account of the physi-

cal, spiritual, and mental condi-

tions to be found in the Kingston

community. Attention was drawn

to the wide range of facilities pro

ided for all levels of intellect,'

ranging from Queen's University

to Rockwood. Mary Vallentyne,

leading the opposition, enumer-

ated the minor annoyances withi

which the average Kingston resi-

dent js daily confronted. There

followed a concise three-point

programme on the topic of bene-

ficial influefices as afforded by

the local churches. Queen's Uni-

versity, and other cultural enter-

tainments, which was presented

by Gordon Mackenzie.

Jo Sutherland, winding up the

case for the opposition, declared

that a conkbination of climatic

d gastronomic evils proved that

living conditions had reached

their lowest depth.

Mr. Eilis's rebuttal was fol-

lowed by a brief general discus-

sion.

ELLIOTTS
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST. DIAb 37«

TYPING
9844 - Evenings

Conservation Meet

Dance Time Again

SCIENCE FORMAL

FEBRUARY 16th

Reserve Your

Full Dress Rental

Early

GEO. FREED'S
MEN'S SHOP

214 PRINCESS STREET

(Continued from page 1)

These will be accompanied by prac-

tical demonstrations, exhibits of

tical photographs, and conserva-

tion literature, aiid still and motion

pictures describisg river valley de

velopment and proper land use in

Canada and the United States.

This is the first conference of

its kind to be held in Eastern On-

tario, and Queen's is fortunate in

providing a location for such valu-

able work.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

Dean C. R. Young of tlie Faculty

of Applied Science has announced

at Toronto University that a live-

year course in Engineering is pos-

sible as a postwar project only. Not

until after tlie rehabilitation period

would it he fair to introduce the

improved course if service men are

til be considered.

Insofar as being more satisfactory

from the point of view of a ground-

ing in mathematics and basic sci-

ences, the five year plan would pro-

vide time to teach engineers ail-

ministration with a view to bnsiness

life. Moreover, since t'apid ad-

vances are now being made in ap-

plied science and it takes more time

to train a competent engineer, the

need was stressed.

SERVICEMEN ENROLLED
IN COURSES AT UBC

TAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Diot 4346

VANCOUVER — (CUP
One hundred returned servicemen

cither discharged or on extended

leave, have started new short

courses offered by the UBC.
The courses offered, of which

they may take any three, are: In

preparation for Applied Science

Mathematics 1 and 2, English I and

2, Chemistry 1 and 2, and Econo

mics 1. In preparation for Agri

culture. Agriculture 1 and Anima

Husbandry IJi are being ofTered.

The classes for these men will

he kept separate, as far as possible

from regular classes.

The men who take the courses

now in the winter session may com

pletc the year's work__ either in

special spring session in May an

June, or in the regular summer ses'

sion during July and August.

(Continued from page 1)

The Minneapolis Symphony Or
cbesira has risen 'very quickly in

popularity and esteem during the

last ten or twelve years, and today

this Mid-western orchestra h

reached the reputation and stan-

dards of its older sister-organiza-

tions in the Eastern United States.

This is largely due to the talents

and vigour of its two most recent

permanent conductors, Eugene Or-

mandy; todaj' the conductor of the

Philadelphia Symphony, and its

present leader. Mr. Mitropoulo!

The programme chosen for this

concert should satisfy the wishes

of most of the audience. It is made

up of the "Ouverture" and "Alle-

gro" by Couperin. arranged by Mil-

hand, the
I

"Adagietto" from the

Fifth Symphony by Gustav Mahler,

the brilliant orchestral beginning

of the third act of "Die ^leister-

singer von Nurnberg" by Wagner,

and the Third Symphony, the

Eroica" by Beethoven. The Min-

neapolis Symphony, one of the most

widely travelled orchestras on this

continent, is being eagerly awaited

one of the most outstanding

musical events that can be had,

—H. K.

Clara Co-ed: Til try on that

negligee in the window. •

"ClerkT Sorry, lady, but you'll

have to use the dressing room.

Sunday Suppers

dav

(Continued from page 1)

" Mr. Dinsmore explained to

a Journal reporter. "Since rela-

tively few persons eat breakfast at

Ihe cafeteria on Sunday, we feel

the ipove will be welcomed by a

vast majority of our patrons."

Daily coffee periods, held Mon-

day to Friday afternoons from 2 :30-

3:45 o'clock, will be continued "as

long as students continue to make

use of them," Mr. Dinsmore stated.

103 Princess St

Phone 6381

FOR

FORMAL WEAR

Agents for Dock's Shoes

TRICOLOR SALES
END FEBRUARY 28th

Salesmen-

ARTS: Ken Buckingham, '47

Bob MacMiUan, '47

SCIENCE: Jack Hanna, '45

MEDS:

LEVANA;

Price $4.50

Dick Beck

Gord Mack, '49

Ruth Kinsella, '46

Deposit Now $2.00

EXCLUSIVE PICTURES-
CANDLELIGHT SERVICE

FRESHETTE RAID ON UNION

ARTS VARIETY NIGHT

SADIE HAWKINS DRAG

Take Home a Souvenir of Queen's '45

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S-

yOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

PENCILS

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITBD

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET
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THE LAST CALL
To Take Advantage of the Super Values in

TWEDDELL'S ANNUAL

JANUARY
CLEARANCE SALE
Sale Ends Saturday, February 3

HURRY! HURRY! — Get your share of these

values before the close of the most value-g-iving

sale in Kiiigstoii. on Saturday night at 9 o'clock.

Tweddell's sales are always gIeNUINE . . .

and not just so-called sales . . . and that's why
people come from far and near for our excep-

tional values. Join the parade!

OVERCOATS
4 Extra Special Price Groups of —

$22-50

$27-50

$29-50

$32-50

SPORTS

THECAMPUS SPCCFLIGHT
BY JACK LUSH

<Ed. Note: Today's SportliEht is by The Journal's new assistant sports

editor—a former sports ed of the University of Saskatchewan Sheaf and their

yearbook, The Greystone. Jack is an active athlete and was a member of

the Hitekies basketball team. For the last couple of years Jack has been

alternating his time between six months in the RCA and 13 in the RCAF.

He is now attending Commerce lectures to fill in the spare time from l«s

Journal duties.)

Here's a

BIG SAVING
for you, and just at the time of year when
you need a good, warm overcoat. They're
our regular high quality overcoats with
extra warmth and extra wear — plus dis-

tinctive style and fabrics. Don't miss your
once-a-year opportunity!

BE ON HAND BEFORE THE END
OF THE SALE!

SPECIAL SELLING OF SUITS
Better Quality Suits Taken from Our

Regular Well-Selected Stock — and

REDUCED IN PRICE
ACT QUICKLY! It's the chance of a lifetime to get a better

quality Tweddell Suit at worthwhile saving, riiuy're the

same suitsi expertly tailored from imported woollens, for,

which Tweddell's are so famous, but at SPECIALLY
REDUCED PRICES. Be sure to see these unusual values

tomorrow.

FINAL CLEARANCE OF
Out They Must Go at the

Very Low Price of - - - -

PARKAS

Gabardine Parkas with fur-trimmed

detachable hoods, warmly lined

thniughout, and elastic at waistbands.

An extra special value at this low price.

ni 95

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDEITS
STORE OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.

137- 139 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 6595

LaPrade Scuttles Gaels 8-1

In Wednesday's Puck Clash

SKI SLANTS
BY AVONNE SPRAGUe

"Queen's College Colours we are wearmg once agam

We all know the remaininR words of that immortal line. They say

something that none of us can adequately describe in words, but all feel.

But, is it in thought only? From the number turning out to watch our

basketball games, I think it is! So tar this year, not more than a handful

have turned out to witness a contest. And those who have, couldn't even

muster up one good yell. Our junior team is leai^g its division, while the

intermediates are in second position. But whether leading the league or

not. a team likes to hear some encouragement. Maybe our three feminine

cheer leaders would add some colour to a rather drab picture! So, ladies

and gentlemen, if our players have enough interest to play the game, at least

encourage them by coming and cheering.

I now turn to the closing words of my opening statement, that

read, "we are wearing once again." "But are we?" ask the Gael basketball

team, as yet, the AB of C has been unable to purchase uniforms for the

hoopsters. But rumours have it there is still hope, no matter how black

the situation. The only bright thing on the horizon is the giris' basketball.

They not only lead the league, but have "out of this world" uniforms,

consisting of Royal Stewart kilts and white blouses. Maybe it would inspire

a few more people if they relaxed long enough to take in a game.

* » «

The usual clamour emitting from the Union has changed to a mild

murmur this week. Reason: the bridge tournament. This annual affair has

reached a new high in entries this year, along with table-tennis, snooker,

and chess.

Ted the White and Lloyd the Durk are favoured to cop the Culbertson

trophy, with Hal Steacy in the billiard spotlight. The table-tennis and chess

affairs are strictly open season.

Bowling and Badminton come'in for their share of words, with the

bowlers slowly but surely coming to a decision. Things are now down to

the quarter-finals, and it is a toss-up between Arts '46 and Sc. '4S{?) for

the title. So they say! Re the badminton: this popular indoor sport is

rather poorly represented, not only in participants, but with gym arrange-

ments. The girls are aUowed one hour a week, while the boys are blanked.

I presume, if enough were interested, a somewhat better schedule could

be had with ye gym.

Well, enough guff. But the Ice Carnival is something, even if this

isn't

!

Leaders' Last-Period Win
Drops Queen's to Third-

Place Deadlock

There wasn't a ski trip last

week. Why? Because not enough

people bought tickets on Friday.

We liavc explained before that

the sleigh is rented Saturday

morning and, in order to do this,

tickets have to be sold Friday.

Don't worry ; if the weatlier is

not suitable on Sunday, the trip

will be postponed, and the tickets

will be good for next week. De-

tails of this Sunday's Kingston

Mills trip are as usual—we leave

the Union at 10 am; bring lunch,]

skiis and warm clothes ; buy

'

ickets Friday at the Union Tuck

Shop or Ban Righ. Remember,

the intramural ski meet is to be

held the following week on these

liills—how- about a little practice

this Sunday?

^ear Ace Scores Four

Arts '47 Puckmen
Beat Seniors 7-3

Despite the two subs the

"Sickly Six" managed to add to

their personnel, .A.rts '47 romped

to a 7'7> victory over Arts '45-'46

in a regular intramural hockey

contest at the Arena on Monday

n iglit.

Creaghan opened the scoring

for the Combines in the fir^i

period, as he beat Palcf from well

out. But Orlando and linemale

Abelson put the sophs out in

front witli two quick goals to-

ward the end of the period.

The scoring honours were

divided in the first half of the

middle chapter. as Oriando

counted first for the sophs, and

"Rusty" Sams, the Odessa Flash,

came right back to keep the "S.S.'

in the running. Again Orlando

came to the rescue a few minutes

later, to beat Benevides cleanly.

Abelson added more fuel to the

fire with another '47 goal to end

tlie period.

Abelson clicked again to open

the final frame scoring. But then

Berry woke up Palef with the

hvL-KV-v^ of his whistling goal.

Flynn of '47 ended the scoring in

a nice combination play from his

teammates.

Arts '45-'46: Benevides. Gert-

ler. Clark, Sams, Creaghan, Berry,

nriL-kine-, McQuarrie.

An.-. '47: Palcf, Rowley, Harri-

son, Flynn. Abelson, Oriando

Yanofsky, Porter. Ribcck.

Referee : Amie Tucr.

One minute after thJ start of

last Wednesday's hockey game,

Edgar X-aprade slapped Croine's

rebound past Don Cameron to put

Ordnance in the lead, which they

continued to build up until the final

score read 8-1. Laprade was the

individual star of the night with

four tallies and four assists to vault

him into first place in the Kingston

Hockey loop by a narrow margin

over bis team-mate, Simpson.

Kingston Hockey (League

Standings

Sports Notes

First-round matclies in the

intramural table-tennis tourna-

ment must be completed by Feb-

ruary 6. I'he second round must

be completed by February 13.

Third-round matches in the

intramural bowling tournament

[nnst he completed by February

2. The fourth round must be

coin|ileied by February 9.

The last week in February has

been tentatively scheduled For the

intramural downhill and slalom

skiing events will be received in

the gymnasium locker-room until

February 9. Entries will be lim-

ited as follows: Sc. '48, 20; Sc.

•47. 16: Sc. '46. 15; Sc. '45. 13;

all Mcds years, 5; Arts '48. 13;

.'\rts '47, 7 ; Arts "46. 5 ;
Arts '45. 5.

Intramural hockey: February

5—Arts "45-6 vs Meds '50-^- pni.

(Ref. Tuer.)

Science Frosh Win
In One-sided Game

A two-man powerhouse of

Derek Mott and Doug Smart

combined to give Sc. "48 an easy

47-6 victory over Meds '48 in the

Intramural Basketball League oi!

Tuesday night. Sc. '47 picked

up two points on a Meds '47

default.

The Medsmeu were held score-

less in the first half as Mott went

to work and carved out five bas-

kets while his team was scoring

20 points. In the second half,

Smart took over and added an-

other six baskets, a half dozen

more than the dazzled Meds team

could manage to score up.

Mott was high scorer for the

night with 16 points, while Smart

was only two behind, Bialik,

Sraythe and Balkwill were also

outstanding for the Science frosh.

Shapiro was the only Medsniau

to have any luck under the bas-

ket, accounting for four points.

Hayunga, Kronick, and Coodin

also tried hard in a losing cause.

Sc. '48: Bialik 6, Smart 14,

Molt 16. Kelly, Srnytlte 2, Bur-

nett 2. Balkwell 3, Friar 2, Mac-

l~.regur. .\uckland 2. Total 47.

Jleds '48: Kroniak, Coodin I,

Annis, Hayunga 1. Shapiro 4,

Pender. Total 6.

Barriefield -

Vimy ....
Headquarters

Queen's . . .

Locos . . . .

Victorias . .

RCAF . . . .

T F A Pts

0 79 24 23

1 40 48 13

1 34 26 13

1 31 28 n
1 40 38 11

0 40 40 S

2 26 32 6

0 8 62 0

Intramural Basketball '
Schedule

Art:

Sc.

Sc.

FOUND: Brown scarf belong-

ing to member of old UAS, in

COTC quartermaster stores. Can

be recovered at COTC orderly

room.

See our advertisers when

require quality merchandise.

Second Section

February 3

•48 vs Sc. '45—6;30-7:30.

February 5

'48 vs Arts '47—8-9.

•46 vs Meds 49—9-10.

February 6

Sc. '47 vs Arts '48—7-8.

Sc. '45 vs Meds '50—8-9.

Arts '47 vs i\Ieds '48—9-l0.

February 9

Meds '50 vs Arts "48—7-8.

February 10

Sc. -47 vs Sc. '45—7-8.

Sc. '48 vs Sc. '46-8-9.

Meds '49 vs Arts '47—9-10.

February 13

Sc. '47 vs Meds '50—7-8.

Arts '47 vs Sc. '46—8-9.

Arts '48 vs Meds '47—9-10.

February 19

Section A playoff—S-9.

Section B playoff—9-10.

(Sudden death).

McGILL WORKSHOP
TO PLAY SATURDAY

MONTREAL— (CUP) — The

McGill Radio Workship an-

nounced recently that it will

broadcast Norman Corvvin's com-

edy. "Mary and the Fairy." over

radio station CBM, on Saturday,

February 3. The workshop also

announced the starting of a new

play which will give less-experi-

enced radio actors an opportunity

to learn more about radio work.

Radar 0

The final score did not indicate

the play as the Queen's forwards

consistently fought the puck down

the Barriefield end only to be turn-

ed aside. Cameron and Doug Bo-

nell who finished out the third

period, both suffered from inex-

perience and it was a tough spot

for them to be in against the Ord-

nance marksmen. The Bruins scor-

ing punch was packed in their first

fine as Szabo and Adam Brown

picked up two counters apiece.

For the Tricolour, Elliott was

dangerous going botli wa>'s, and

saved the collegians a goose-egg

with his solo siirtie luid-way through

the final stan.^;i. The loss dropped

the Gaels into a fourth place tie

with Locos with five wins and a

tie.

The game was originally sche-

duled against RCAF but a quanm-

time prevented the Flyers from ap-

pearing.

First Period

1—Ordnance—Laprade

(Croinel

Second Period

2—Ordnance—^Szabn

(Laprade. Croine) .

.

3—Ordnance—Brown

(
Laprade. Szabo) - .

-

\—Ordnaniic—Uiprade

(Croine. Szabo) ....

Thrid Period

5_f:VdnaTKC—l-aprade

• fAu.lrcykew. S^iabo)

6—Ordnance—Brown
(Laprade)

7—Queen's— Elliott 12.00

8—Ordnance—S^alm

(Brown. Laprade)

9_0rdnance—Laprade

Levana Residents

Application forms are available

at the office of the Dean of Women

for girls wishing to apply for ac-

commodation in residence for 1945-

46.

Lady visitor: What's the idea

of having that horrid looking in-

signia painted on the side of the

machine?

Operator: Hush, lady, that's

the foreman looking through

from the other side.

7.30

s.ai

14.00

3.30

7.30

..13.00

Debate

(Continued from page I)

the arrival -I their debaiim^ team.

Queen'- I'niviTMiy ncu-.it ivc team

coirsistinj; of Vernon R&idy, pi.Jl-

gradviate student in history, an^.l

BonniL- McCluskey. honour student

in Political Science, will inivH t-

Ottawa to debate against an Mrt'irni:i-

tive team representing St. Patnck >

College.

The winners of the eastern

section of the ICDL — CuivLT-uv-

of Ottawa. Loyola. McGitl

Bishop's—will debate February-

The winners of each section will

meet in a final debate on Febru-

ary 22.

Patronize Our Advertisers
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Kingston's Oldesf

Estoblsihed Shoe Star*

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry o complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MART VALUNTYNE

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

February's left, and the Science

.Formal, •

Before life settles back to normal.

1 feel in classes much inertia

—

The profs bore me and vice vertia.

—Jaded Jane.

Laying our cards on the table,

we've nothing for you this time

—

so, if you're looking for news,

buzz along off somewhere else,

Dorie Mills says there's too much

happening to stage a Levana

meeting yet awhile, so you've a

reprieve, freshettes.

The "too much happening" in-

cludes the Ice Carnival, while

we're at it. Hope we'll see you

there. Last year's carnival was

a roaring success, and we've just

as high hopes for this one. Cos-

tumes last year, as we remember

it. were outstandingly effective.

Were plugging the, Levana

blood donor drive still, too. Now's

your time to prove your blood is

red. Levana—drop a pint in at

the clinic any old Thursday.

You're anaemic? Okay, then all

we ask is that you prove it by

getting Dr. Hay to check on that

any Wednesday afternoon from

2 to 6 o'clock. He won't pass you

unless you're A-1. We'd like to

see all Levana volunteer, even if

they aren't accepted.

By the way, are you wearing a

pin? Nope, not a Science, Meds

ur (is there.an Arts?) pin. We're

reli;rri[ig to THE pin—a blood

donor third, sixth or umpteenth

donation pin. They're right in

line with the style, so start work-

ing on it.

There will be a French tea this

afternoon at 4:30 at Macdonnell

House,

PS: Is ANYBODY going to

the Meds '49 dance tonight?

W. Henson Speaks
To Biology Club

Walter R. Henson, Arts '47,

spoke on "Forest Fires in On-

tario" at the regular meeting of

the Biology Club last week at

the home of Dr. R. O, Earl.

The speaker outlined the or-

ganization of the fire-fighting

service and showed how air serv-

ice has become essential in the

control of fires. The speaker, de-

scribed the various types of fires

and the methods of control, using

examples of actual cases encoun-

tered in his duties with this or-

ganization.

The latter part of the paper

dealt with natural reforestation

and the ecology of burnt areas.

The speaker discussed the types

of burns and the various plant

cycles by which the area becomes

re-established.

COTC

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STREET

Varsity Blaze

(Continued from page 1)

eral exodus. All four were re-

leased after treatment at Toronto

General Hospital.

The fire broke out at 12:30 pm
in the second-storey laboratory,

and spread rapidly to adjoining

rooms. Students battled the

hlaze until firemen arrived, and

then withdrew to safety. Flames

were confined to a relatively small

section of the floor, and were

brought under control within 60

minutes, A survey revealed most

of the damage was caused by

water.

Several students were trapped

for a little while in a third-storej

room immediately above the

blazing laboratory, but were

rescued shortly by firefighters

who carried them down by ladder.

Origin of the fire has not been

officially determined ; but it is

believed to have been caused by

the accidental ignition of inflam-

mable material used in a special

I

experiment involving cordite,

chemical explosive.

(Continued from page 1)

bilities of the Royal Officers' Train-

ing Corps, Al the meeting regula-

tions were drawn up for the forma-

tion and administration of a corps

in Canada.

No definite action, however, was

taken at Queen's Cniversity until

with the coming of war, applica-

tion' was made tor permission lo

form a contingent of the COTC,
Official authorization was granted

in February. 1915, The contingent

numbered 259 and Lieut.-Col. A,

B, Cunningham was appointed com-

manding officer.

During the term, 25 members of

the contingent joined with cadets

from the McGill and other univer-

sity contingents to form a Cana-

dian University battalion in the

38lh Battalion of the Canadian

Expeditionary Force.

Decreased wartime enrolment at

Queen's made it impossible to com

plete a contingent in 1917 and it

was not until 1921 -that one wa
formed again.

From 1921 onward, training was

given in specialized branches of

the service. Tlie average enlistment

was 100 all ranks. For a long per-

iod up to 1944 Dr, R. O. Earl was

commanding officer of the contin-

gent.

The advent of this war raised

enlistment to 560. Two years ago,

and due to initiation of compulsory

university military training, having

ceased to be an organization solely

composed of officer-cadets, the

COTC became no longer an avenue

for obtaining commissions in the

army.

Rabbi Feinberg

To Speak Monday

Rabbi Abraham Feinberg from

Temple Emanuel, Denver City, will

speak on "Judaism and Democ-

racy" under the auspices of the

Jewisii Chautauqua Society in Con-

vocation Hall, Monday, at 5 o'clock.

Rabbi Feinberg was educated at

the University of Cincinnati where

he received his AB degree in 1920.

In 1924 he graduated and was or-

dained Rabbi by the Hebrew Union

College where he also received the

degree in Master of Hebrew Litera-

ture.

After ordination Rabbi Feinberg

sen'ed as rabbi in Niagara Falls,

N,Y,, Wheeling, West Virginia, and

New York City, From 1935-36 he

made radio broadcasts for the Na-

tional Broadcasting Company un-

der the name of Anthony Frome.

He was then called to his present

post as rabbi ot Temple ETnanuel

of Denver in 1939. He is a mem-

ber of the Central Conference of

American Rabbis, Phi Belta Kap-

pa, the Ad\'isory Committee nn

Inter-Group Relations, and the

National Council of Women.

R. D. Owen Speaks
To Press Club

HILLEL FOUNDATION
TO MEET SUNDAY

There will be a meeting of the

Queen's branch of the Hillel

Foundation Sunday at 8 pm in

the Community Hall, 148 Queen

street.

Rabbi Judah Cahn, Hillel direc-

tor of New York City College,

will speak on "The Jewish Stu-

dent in the World of Tomorrow."

All are cordially invited.

"You meet some of the most

extraordinary people in the news-

paper game," said Robert D.

Owen, managing editor of the

Kingston Whig-Standard, speak-

ing to the Press Club in The

Journal office annex, Wednesday

evening.

"There is more fun in news-

paper work than you can fmd

anywhere else, although news-

papers are getting to be more

serious organizations now," Mr.

Owen stated. As for glamour in

the business, it is pretty muc
over-rated, but there is more free

dom, less supervision, and more

chance to meet people.

Discussing news writing, the

speaker pointed out that a good

news story must cover five point

—^who, what, when, where, and

why. It must be written clearlj

concisely, and colourfully, with-

out making the colour remove it-

self from fact. The busines.-

needs terseness, expression, and,

above all, simplicity. "A reporter

today who can give a quick, com-

plete summary of something that

has happened is a gem."

"The day when newspaper

. women were looked on with sus-

picion is over. In fact the best

reporter I've seen on the Whig-

Standard since I've been working

here, is a woman." continued the

speaker.

Mr. Owen, who was connected

with the Hamilton Spectator.

United Press, and the Montreal

Star before coming to Kingston,

gave several incidents from his

own experiences in the news-

paper business.

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

A. R. XI/nOXHVPnOTOCRAPHCR
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

If you can't be at the front

—

at least your blood can. Enrol at

the Blood Clinic today.

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

241 Princess St. Dial 8624

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — .DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

Saturday^fFeb. 3 8:30 pm Jock Harty Arena

"QUEEN'S ICE CARNIVAL"
Tickets:

Herb Lawler

Gord Mack

Muffy Hibbert

Moccasin Dance On The Ice Till 12

All Tickets SOcents at A B of C Office, Queen's Gymnasium

Tickets:

Ted White

Bill Roberts

Doug Dale
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Earl Wilmot Speaks Here

On Politics in Wartime China

INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATES

'Conditions in 'Communist'
Section Far Above

Other Parts"

Hits Corruption

'1 f the Japanese had treated

the Chinese decently, China could

licit have held out, for China is

seething with animosity within

liLT own borders, by her own
people," stated Earl Wilmot. Chi-

nese missionary, Wednesday, at

a meeting sponsored by the Stu-

dent Christian Movement, the

hiternational Relations Club, and

llie Public Affairs Club.

China may be divided into

three sections, each with internal

conditions varying markedly: the

Japanese-occupied territory, the

area under the National People's

party, and that under the Com-
munist party. The latter two are

sharply contrasted.

"Under the National regime,

conditions are absolutely appall-

" said Mr. Wilmot. "They
might be called feiidalistic, for

none but the landlords and mili-

tary leaders benefit from its rule."

High interest, high taxes, and

ligh rents, cause .small land-

owners to sell their land To large

owners. Corruption in the army
is widespread also.

"Under conditions such as

these," continued the speaker,

'when conscription was enforced,

not one Chinese was willing to

join the army. In theory, the

army obtained men by a quota

Jystem, similar to the system in

'lie USA, but in practice many
lijcal draft officials resorted to

liribery or force."

On the other hand, conditions

ill tlie Conmuniist areas are fairly

good. Interest rates and rents

are much lower than under the

Kuomintang, The Communist
l>arty advocates government by
liie people, and widespread ef-

'iirts at education are being made.

'Mikado' Comes
ISext Tuesday

Next Tuesday will see the

opening night of "The Mikado,"

which embraces one of W. S. Gil-

bert's most brilliant plots, Nanki-

Poo, the Mikado's son disguised

as a wandering minstrel, falls in

love with Yum-Yum, one of the

wards of Ko-Ko. the Lord High

Executioner, who before being

given his post was next in line to

be executed. It was intended

that there could be no more ex-

ecutions till he had cut his own
head off. \

Ko-Ko, fearing iest the Mikado

would remove htm if he did not

have an execution 'SOon, finds that

Nanki-Poo is willing to sacrifice

himself if Ko-Ko allows him to

marry Yum-Yum.
There is great rejoicing as

Ko-Ko hands Yum-Yum to

Nanki-Poo. Their revels, how-

ever, are interrupted by Katisha.

the homely favourite of the

Mikado, who is to wed Nanki-

Poo. She, however, leaves, after

trying in vain to inform the

MIKADO'
(Contimied on page 6)

Legget Addresses

KingstonEngineers

Prof. R. F. Legget, of the staff

the University of Toronto.

'!)oke to the Kingston branch of

''>c EIC Thursday, outlining the

'iigineer's part in the jtostwar

\vorld. Instead of dealing will

"le scientific end of the postwar

lure, he dealt with questions

tliat would, he said, "bear think-

'"k"" over."

l ie advised engineers to get to-

Kt^lher with arciiitects and get

'Way from the old idea of four

\*nlls and a roof. Prof. Legget

"Jinted rrt.it that people today

-lill built their houses as they

Jid in ancient Rome. Fixtures.

Ilhough of improved types, were

'ill being installed the way they

'•»d been in the aricii;nt days.

People ill luigc ciiy apartment

'ocks were far mori^ comfortable

LEGGET ADDRESSES

(Continued on page 0)

Student BodyVotes

For Armed League

Powerful Force Favoured
To Guard Peace

er -itM soUTHEY

The great majority of Queen's

students liciieve the best method

of enforcing peace once the war has

heeii won would be hy "the estab-

lishment of an armed Luague of

Nations," according to a recent

Journal survey.

One hundt-ed student's were ask-

ed the following question, with the

result as shown

:

Do you think that the estab-

lishment of an armed League of

Nations would be the best method

of maintaining peace in the post-

war world?

^'cs 6/ ]ieroent

No 26 percent

Undecided ..- 7 percent

100 percent

Most of the students who an-

swered in the affirnialivt iJOLiilcd

III tlie failure of ;i League with "no

tui-lli" ,ift..T the last war as suffi-

cifiit in-oiif for the need of an intiT-

naiional police force. They main-

tained that there are bound to be

iroublc-cliooters who need taming,

and statetl that the presence of an

armed disciplinary body is the only

way of doing this. Mjuiy express-

ed the hope that the arms could be

done away with after a reasonable

period of rendjustmeni, and also

declared that, even at first, only the

smallest possible policing force

should be established.

Those who opposed this propo-

STUDENTS VOTE
(Continued on page 3)

Dr. Graham Opens Forum

With Talk on Soil Conservation

Four Qu...n . -mv^l.'V will participate in the two intercollegiate

debates which arc tc be hdd here and at Ottawa later today. In the

upper photo are Bolton Slack, right, and Ross Babion, Queen's

affirmative team, wtic will meet representatives from McMaster

University in Convocation Hail at 8 pm. Vem Ready, right, and

Miss Bonnie McCloskey, shown in the lower photo, wiU uphold

the negative against debaters of the University o£ Ottawa in that city.

Resolution under discussion is: Resolved: The salvation of Canadian

democracy demands the [gradual] implementation of the CCF

programme.

Guild To Run
Popular Classic

The presentation of "Twelfth

Night" this month will mark the

first time Shakespeare has been

played to a Queen's audience in

eig:ht years.

"Twelfth Night" is a term used

with a connotation of a wild party

or a night of revelry — the

"twelfth night" is the last night

of the Christmas festival. There

is a story that Shakespeare wrote

his play, "Twelfth Night," in

hurrj', and that it was produced

almost as soon as it was ready

At the last minute Shakespeare

was asked the name of the play,

and his reply, "Call it 'Twelfth

Night' or what you will," stuck

, as the title for the play. Today

it ia still called "Twelfth Night"

or -What You Will."

Next to "Hamlet," "Twelfth

Nig'ht" is Shakespeare's most

pojtularly read play. A descrip-

tion of it says: "The word used

to represent it is 'symphony'

—

it i» beautifully correlated. The

mood of the whole play is musical

GUILD TO RUN
(Continued on page 5)

Oh, To Be a Model!

Four Co-eds Dumbfounded
By Whirlwind Toronto Tour

BY A. GARTH GUNTEB

(By Telephone to The Journal)

TORONTO, Feb. 5. — There

arc times when even Queen's

girls are speechless—and for the

four "Tricnlor 45" lieauty con-

test \vini]er>, this 'is one of those

times.

The co-eds ~ Ann Parkhill,

Mhora Howson, Elaine Loa. and

Liicette Hansen— arrived here

vesterday evening to model for

advertisements of Robert Simp-

son Company, Ltd., which will

appear in this year's Tricolor;

.ind since then they have been

virtually swept oil their feet be-

dashing visits tu this uty'- kMd-

ing show-places. Trips ihn.ugh

the ToroulM Globe and Mail,

backstage at George Bernard

ShawV current smash hit "Can-

dida," and being interviewed on

the radio, are only a few of the

items highlighting the girls' pro-

gramme.

The models— for that's what

thev will become within llic next

24 hours^—were met at the stiition

last night by Toronto Evening

Telegram and Simpson's pholog-

ra|)hers. and were tliLU escorted

to the famed I-toyal York Hotel,

where they arc staying. After a

sumptuous dinner at La Chau-

mierc restaurant, they were

^;hown through iIk- Globe and

Mail building, press photograph-

Lr>' cameras clicking alt the

while.

.\t 9:o0 o'clock this morning

CO-EDS DUMBFOUNDED
(Continued on page 3)

Montreal College

Destroyed by Fire

Ml )\'
1 Kr,\l —(CUP)—A fire

la^i NV'.vk h.i;Lll>- dc>tro\ed the

Mariaii^ip''''^' LMllegc lor Girls in

Montreal. Two nuns, trapped on

the top floor, died before aid

could reach them. No one else

was killed or injured. The fire

was thought to have started in

the bedroom, ot one of the girls,

probably from a lighted cigarette.

COLLEGE DESTROYED
(Continued on page 4)

McNeill Proposes

New Exemptions

Dr. \V. A, McNeill, vicc-princi-

pa land treasurer, recommended

increased income lax exemptions

at the age of 65 in a brief pre-

sented on behalf of the National

Conference of Canadian Univer-

sities recently at Ottawa, The

brief proposed a total exemption

at 65 years or older on incomes of

$2,000 for single persons and

McNeill proposes

(Continued on page 4,)

Civic Leaders of Eastern

Ontario Gather for

Conference

Meet at Queen's

Bob Strong Plays

On CKWS Tonight

Programme Will Feature

Formal Orchestra

Tonight at 11 the "Parade of

the Night SpoW show, will feature

the music of Bob Strong, his saxo-

phone and his orchestra, over

CKWS. The programme will con-

sist of Bob's latest radio releases to

radio networks in the USA and

Canada, and will include "Always"

and "There "I Song

Auain". The pn...riii).r„ in. been

arranged to pre-iiu i- li-kners a

sample of iliL- v^l.uli to be

featured at the Science rmnial, and

is under the dire^-lion of Fred

Tohnston of Art's '45. the s|)eoial

events man of CK'WS. It will be

conducted by Milton Bell of Art's

'47.

Cliff Leon, in charge of decora-

tions for the Science Formal, stated

lhat construction and erection of

the decoration units Is neariLii; coni-

plLtii'M .1- required iiy detailed

schednir. .ifurmined last October.

The g\ni is to be completely drap-

fil ami I'.icli «al! i> to Ikivc an indi-

\ulual .lL->oi-:iti\e unit whicli will

harniiini>'.'-' ^^ilh the 'ithcr three.

The baliunv lo hi- fm-nislied with

Barchcsterfields and a dimly lit

"Coke-Par" for the convenience of

tired dancers.

Decorations have been completed

for the two small gyms, the balcon>,

the main hallway, and the entrance.

"Tiie Engineers will be working

literally niglit and day" Jim Rae,

St. '45, in chariic of baLidstand con-

struction, told the JoiiriKil tonight,

"to ensure that the Science Formal

will bean outstanding success."

Dr. E. H. Graham of the US
Soil Conservation Service was

guest speaker at the banquet

given Friday Evening by the

Ontario Department of Planning

and Development for all dele-

gates at the Conservation Confer-

ence, held here Friday and Satur-

day.

Speaking on "The Role of

Living Things in the Care and

Use of Land," Dr. Graham de-

clared that individual land oper-

ators acting as part of a local

group could best accompUsh soil

conservation. The speaker out-

lined several of the main points in

the US attempts to solve the

problem. He described "the dem-

onstration method" which was

working out a conservation pro-

gramme on typical farms selected

throughout the country where

erosion was serious. Farmers in

these regions saw how well soil

conservation worked. He pointed

out that co-operation from sev-

eral sciences was needed and had

been obtained.

Under the "land capability

classification" plan, aerial photo-

graphs were made of individual

farms to find out the classes of

land on each farm so that adjust-

ments cotdd be made. Soil con-

servation districts were organ-

ized. Each district was directed

by five farmers, three elected by

members o£ the district and two

appointed by the state soil con-

servation committee.

"Conservation of soil," Dr.

Graham concluded, "opens for the

farmer the opportunity of secur-

ing a permanently successful

living upon the land and points

the wav in which agricnllure can

rightfully taive its place among

DR. GRAHAM
(Contmued on page 4}

Soph Dance To Be

'OutofThisWorld^

Science '47 makes its debut as

a campus host in Grand Hall

Friday night, presenting this

term'- only Science year dance—
• '47th Heaven." Featuring "out

uf this world" rhythms of the

N'o. 6 KD Trenton RCAF band,

"the evciiin- prMiiiisos to keep

your head in the clmids and your

feet on the floor." Jim Hart. con.

vener. told The Journal.

Something entirely new in the

way of year dance decorations is

on the griddle, but there is a

rumour that it has been stpielcbed

by the lommittee as being an out-

right copy of the 1^44 Science

Formal.

When asked about intermission

entertainment. the convener

SOPH DANCE
(Continued on page 5)
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Two
Poems

Piano Recital

BY STEPHEN LEACOCK

100 Million Canadians

Queen's Periodicals

Two local publications have come into the spotlight di^ring

the past week—and with good reason. For they are indicative

of the initiative, aggressiveness, and insight which prevail on the

campus, and which, indeed, are the moving force behind much

of the spirit and will that are Queen's. The magazines are, of

course, the Tricolor and the Queen's Coiimcnlator.

Early last fall Tricolor '45 editor-in-chief A. Garth Gunter

travelled to Toronto with a scheme which was original to the

Canadian campus scene. If it worked. Tricolor and the university

it represented would come in for much favourable publicity. His

idea: to persuade some large Toronto firm to sponsor a Queen's

beauty contest in which the winners would model in Toronto for

that firm's Trkolor advertisements. Mr. Gunter did succeed with-

out much difficulty in securing the support of the Robert Simpson

. Company, Ltd. ; the res^ is now history. The four "Queens of

. Queen's" are at this moment in Toronto, posing for the profes-

sional photographs, and, incidentally, being taken to the city's

leading show-places. But more important. Queen's and Tricolor

have received good publicity in the regular and university .presses

throughout the Dominion. The plan was novel and has brought

important regults. The university would have good reason to

thank the Tricolor.

The Comnientatw's contribution to Queen's has been much

less ostenfetious ; indeed, to some it might even seem a matter of

no import whatever. But such is not the case; for it has given a

lot to Quen's students, both in what it contained and for what

it stands. The Commentator, official publication of International

Relations Club, Debating Union, and Public Affairs Club, is the

successful reincarnation of PA, an organ instituted last year by

the last-mentioned club. Lacking funds, publicity, and encourage-

ment, PA was doomed from the outset to an ephemeral life; but

the idea, conceived mainly by Commentator editor-in-chief Leonard

Gertler, was not to be so easily submerged, and the new periodical

was batched late last term through the concerted efforts of all

three groups. The second edition made it.s debut Thursday with some

apprehension as to its ultimate fate; but the enthusiastic manner

in which it was received has mitigated much of this fear. The

Commentator, publishing articles by a fairly reprpesentative group

of students, including one or two amazingly brilliant reports,

appears to have become well-ensconced at Queen's; and with

continued fervour on the part of its editorial board, should soon

be accepted as an integral section of the campus.

Tricolor and Commentator offer tangible and welcome proof for

a belief to which Queen's publications have stubbornly adhered for

the last several years: a global war and the resulting manpower

and paper shortages notwithstanding, the calibre of the organs

at this university has advanced, not retrogressed. They augur well

for the future when, the war over, Queen's will make great strides

forward in the university publishing world. The Tricolor hopes

to expand in size and quality; the Commentator hopes to be issued

much more frequently ; and The Journal hopes to develop into a

triweekly or even a daily organ.

All that, however, lies with the future. Meanwhile, Queen's

publishers have held their own.

{Ed. Note: With the Minnea-

polis Symphony concert only tw^o

davs away, and mindful of the

many anti-knitting outbursts which

followed other concerts, we reprint

the following poem, \^'^itten by

Miss Clara Bernliardt. it appeared

in a recent Saturday Night.)

In a concert hall

deliver me
from the inveterate knitter!

Without a qualm

I could clieerfully hit her.

The stirring rhythms

of Bach and Bax

are accompanied by

the steely click clacks

of racing needles

—

till fingers fumble

to match a Sbostakovitch

t

When the artist enchants

with his "Island Spell,"

(CHck click, click click

click click, click clack)

Where I'd like to see her

I dare not tell,

(Rut it pleasantly rhymes

with Maurice Ravel.)

And Debussy's gardens

weep in the rain

as the gal to my left

drops a stitch again.

In a concert hall,

deliver me
from the sock brigade's

cacophony.

Advice to Shopworn

JOURNAL JOTTINGS

College "Easy" for Six-Ycar-Olds, reports the University of

British Columbia Ubyssey. Must be that West Coast climate

we hear so much about.
V * *

"In the Quebec Legislature," says Saturday Niglit, "21 out of

the 4S Union Nationals members have been given Cabinet jobs."

A new twist to the "employment for all" platform?

* * *

What with all the so-called jokes being circulated about

Hitler's chewing the carpet, we expect to hear any day now there

is a carpet shortage in Germany.

Are you a victim of the habit

Chez "When-you-spot-a--stool-U

grabbit"

And non-sinokers curse the daze

While coffee flows and gossip flays

Where casually scanning some edi

tor's views

You perk up your ears to catch the

real news?

(Where so-fist-icated Barker and

Qirystal Ball

Featured their personal free-fo

all?)

If such you he not

For you there's no hope,

You'll never be smart set

—In faet you're a dope!

And how can you gain campu

notoriety

If you're not a member of cafe

society ?

(Tho' 'tis true some old die-hards

are wrought with confusion

'Bout the recent en masse, bet

genius intrusion

—

Don't let "What's this world coming

to" get your goat

It's sour grapes witli the old girls

—

they've missed the boat.)

So don't be a.shamed of your-aim-

while-at-college,

It's only the medboys who come

here for knowledge.

Your best bet for short cut to

sophistication

Is where libido shrieks in jazzed

palpitation.

Learn ihis from the sages at that

3:30 treat

Where the elite of the campus all

meet to eat.

(Condensed from The Rotarian)

When Stephen Leacock ,died in

\pril, this article was found

aimong his unpublished papers —
robably the last one he wrote. It

reflects the fast-buttressed faith he

had in the Dominion.

Canada can support 100 million

people.

This simple and obvious fact has

been obscured by various causes.

History has obscured it by pre-

senting Canada as a frozen inacces-

sible country without natural

wealth. Such were Voltaire's

acres of snow" and the ristorian

Alison's picture of a land of which

seven-eighths was doomed to fro

zen sterility.

Time has moved on. The

ealtb of the early days of

nloration and discovery, the wealth

the Indies and the Spice Islands

eenis paltry now. What was it

anyway- ? Spices and sandalwood,

cinnamon and pepper—things rele-

gated now to the back shelf of the

kitchen cupboard. Only one real

tern—gold—remains in common,

and of that Canada produces in one

year more than the treasure ships

Spain ill the 16th century

brought home in 20 (5 million

ounces fine, as against 250.000).

For the world has shifted on its

xis. The North has come into

its own. Tropica] spices have given

place to the great staple products of

forest and field, the metallic wealth

beneath the northern rocks, and the

ild cataracts of power that the

northern snows alternately loosen

lid refill. With this has changed

so civilized man's habits and his

habitat. Where once the blizzard

of the plains brought death, the

warm comfort of snug homes and

the luxury of great hotels look out

unmoved upon the storm. Life,

stimulated with new energy,

moves north.

Canada can support 100 million

people.

For, after all. what are people

supiJorted by except the assets un-

der their feet, in the soil ready for

seed, the forest ready for the axe,

the hidden caverns of minerals,

and the waters murmuring in their

midst? Nations in the large sense

ive on the physical assets of their

country. It is possible for a nation

to live, as Great Britain does in

large part, on the use of material

brought in and manufactured and

sent out. and on the coming and go-

ing of ships and on the services of

finance. But mainly nations live

on their soil, and the assets in

Canada and its available country

are as good as various areas which

support 100 million people.

If France can carry 40 million

inhabitants, so can the valley of the

St. Lawrence, whit^li includes

among much else the beautiful and

ferule peninsula of Western On-

tario. Or look at the country still

empty! Upper British Columbia

(latitude 50° to 00°) has, in Cen

sus Districts No. 9 and 10, an area

of 170.000 square miles and a (pre

war) population of 25,(XX). It has

a climate similar to that of Sweden

with a much lower a\'erage latitude

and resources at least comparable

possibly better. Sweden is of the

same size (173.(XX) square miles)

and supports a population of

million.

But if Canada can support 100

million people, why is it not doing

so?

This is becaiise Canada has not

y et cast off the burden of a bad

name, not yet dissipated the mist

and fog of history.

More than that. We Canadians

have been misled, like all the world,

by the myth oi foreign markets

being necessary to existence, as

conditioning the rate of a nation's

growth.

I am not denying the merit and

advantages of furtign trade within

its sphere. Willful exclusion of out-

side trade means national suicide

or at least malnutrition. We must

obtain by foreign trade the things

that we can neither produce

Canada nor conveniently do with-'

out. But, for all other things, Can-

ada can get them by foreign trade

if convenient and, better still, by

home production if possible. The

Dominion's industrial life will adapt

itself accordingly. All we need is

enough of us. busy enough.

Canada can support 100 milUon

people.

But Canada is checked in its at-

tempts at expansion by the fact

that very obviously certain areas

of the country—around tile metro-

politan centres—seem overcrowded

now. But this only reflects the

fact that under modern conditions

of machine industry and transport

all new settlements huddle and con

centrate in the centre. A country

seems full because, young as it is,

it has a crowded metropolitan sea-

CANADIANS
(Continued on page 4)

What'cha Ma
Column

The Home of jffecfitvicotor

(Ed, Note: The following is an editorial reprinted from a

1930 Journal. Today the excellent work begiui by Professor

Kalmus has been carried on to even greater success by his

wife, Natalie Kalmus.)

It is one of the unfortunate developments o£ this twentieth

century that everything is taken for granted and that little or no thought

is given to what goes on behind the scenes. Lately, here in Kingston

the theatres public has been treated with several photoplays done in

natural color. Tlic pictures were admired, but were received as ai

every-day happening. Few thought of ttw brains behind this new pro

cess, Technicolor, which though many may not know was the result

^1 ^.yp.-rinicnls carried on in the laboratories of Queen's Univcrsily

in 1912 by Profcs.-ior Herbert T. Kalmus. now liead'of Technicolor

Corporation.

Even at that time so much faith was placed m Professor Kalmus

discoveries that a company was formed immediately to commercialize

the process. It was not long before such famous producers as Para

mount and Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer turned to these pioneers of Tech

nicolor and adopted their methods. However, on account of the stan

dards of the screen then prevaiHng—horse operas were box-office hit

—the process was temporarily shelved. But to-day the demands of

more exacting public have to be met, and the new talkies filmed in color

seem to be successfully carrying out that objective.

BV HI >

Movie Review

at the Capital Theatre widi Gti

Tiemey, Clifton Webb and D;ui3

Andrews.

Once in a while a murder movit

comes out of Hollywood thai

not of the conventional, run-of-ilii:-

mill type. Such a movie was "i

Wake Up Screaming" of sninc

years back ; and Twentieth Ci

tiiry-Fox has done it again wiili

"Laura"—one of the smartest mur-

der mysteries to he produced in 3

long while. Its fresh approach u,

a stock formula, the neat touchti

and constant new twists and espt-

cially the intelligence that guides ii

throughout, makes it a "must"

any movie-goers list.

The film's deceptively leisure-

ly pace at the start, and its lighi

careless air, only heighten the sus-

pense without our being conscinn;

of the build-up. What we are aware

of as we follow the story is the skill

in the telling. The situations an

always credible and the develn))-

ments. as they come, are logical.

The dialogue is clever, honest

adult.
;

The story concerns a gorgeous

female advertising executive who

has been brutally murdered in licf

New York apartment, and the

tempts of a police lieutenant

solve the case. He begins b)^

terviewing the girl's friends wliQ

all eventually become suspec

There is a surprising twist mid-way

through the movie which niertW

shifts emphasis without changing

suspicions. This cleverly gives tlw

story a fresh impetus at a point

where such mystery stories

most Hkely to sag. The climax '-i

the film, which may not surpri-

some, in swiftly and skillfully un-

folded.

The chief character in the film

a middle-aged radio and newspaper

columnist, a super-combination 01

Walter Wincbell, Lucius BetU

and the late Alexander Woolco't,

His interest in crime stories mali'

him a pal of the detective and Ik'Ii'

to mix up the climax. Clifton Webl>.

veteran stage actor in his In

screen role, makes the critic-colm

nist into a strange, glib and deb"

air person. Webb is a sort of ein^'

ciated. beardless Montey Wooli-

who will be in movies for a Ip"!^-

time to come. Dana Andrews p'

trays the detective intelligently ;inii

witli restraint, and it's a treat to ^--^

clever cop for a change. A""

heautcous Gene Tierney, as Launi.

alone worth the price of dnii>-

sion.

f you want to see an excel!'"'

movie, and also be kept tensely

sorbed in a guessing game for an

hour and a half, without feeling 1'^

down at the end. see "Laura" at 0"

Capitol. She's worth seeing.

'Universities at War'

A showing of the film "Univcr

sities at War," in which Queen'^

University plays a consideralil^

part, will be given in ConvocatK'i'

Hall, at 8 pm Wednesday. accor<i'

ing to announcement from 'I'

Principal's office.

The following films will also 1''

shown: "War Birds," "The Gre^|

Lakes." and "Corvette Port A^'

thur."

The sliowing is open to all st"'

dents.
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Students Will Be Welcome to Attend the

United Church Leadership

And Teachers* Training School

(Sponsored by the United Church Suntiay Schools of Kingston)

in

QUEEN STREET UNITED CHURCH HALL

February 7th, 8th, 9th, 12th and 13th

7:45 to 10:00 p.m.

Courses will be offered for teachers and anyone

interested in Sunday School work by specialists

from the staff of the United Church

The registration fee for the entire series is only fifty cents per peraon

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

Phone 7100

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

ALBERT ST.

Phone 7300

Hosiery

Underwear

Skirts

Blouses

Sweaters

House Coots

Slips - Ponties

Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES

See Our

Famous Line

of "Coro"

NOVELTY
JEWELLERY

Official Notices

Examination Timetable

FaciUty of Arts

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the

first draft of the April examina-

tion timetable. Errors or omis-

sions should be reported at once

to the registrar.

Students Vote

Pipe Band Scholarship

The attention of first-year stn

dents is called to the Pipe Band

Scholarship which will be

awarded to the best piper among

first-year men. Applications for

admission to the contest must be

sent in to the registrar by Feb-

ruary 10. The contest will be

held as soon as possible after

applications have been completed.

National Research Council

Bursaries, Studentships and

Fellowships — 1945-46

187 Princess St. Phone 5056

Hanson & Cdgar
RR IM*rBRS Printing of

Every

Description

Dance
Programmes
Constitutions

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

The National Research Coun

cil invites applications for post

graduate scholarships as detailed

below.

The granting of an award by

the National Research Council

does not exempt a grantee from

the provisions of the University

Science Students Regulations,

1942. or the National Selective

Service Mobilization Regulations.

Attention is particularly called to

Section 12, Subsection 6, of the

latter, which provides that no

student shall pursue postgraduate

studies in any subject, unless in

the opinion of the university

authorities and the officer com-

manding the military district in

which the university is situated,

the pursuance of such studies is

in the national interest or wiU aid

the prosecution of the war.

Under existing conditions of

ar, the tenure of bursaries shall

coincide with the close of the

academic session and the tenure

of other awards within one

month of notification of the

granting of an award or the sub-

sequent completion of an existing

award. A grantee may not ter-

minate war employment for the

purpose of holding an award.

Bursaries of the value of $450

will be open to award to appli-

cants who have graduated with

high distinction in scientific

study.

Studentships of the value of

$750 will be open to award to

applicants who have had experi-

ence in research work in science

for at feast one year followin

graduation.

Fellowships of the value of

$900 will be open to award to

applicants who have given dis-

tinct evidence of capacity to con^

duct independent research in

science.

Qualifications required arc de-

tailed in the regulations govern-

ing awards. Applications should

be strictly confined to candidates

with outstanding records, both in

(Continued from page 1)

sition argued for the most part

along two lines. They stated that

it is an irrefutable maxim that

peace cannot he maintained

through fear. The presence of an

armed force inevitably produces

distrust and a feeling of insecurity

which can only lead to international

friction. They also felt that it

would be impossible to have co-

operation witiiin such an organiza-

tion. Either it would be completely

dominated by two or three great

powers, or it would fail to have any

energetic force whhin it to goad it

into action, in which case it would

be just as impotent as an unarmed

League. It was held, too, that the

scheme is not feasible, because no

nation in tiie hnal analysis is willing

to give up her sovereignty to an

international organization, which

might act contrary to her own par-

ticular interests.

As Ross Babion, president of the

Debating Club, pointed out. the

question really resolves itself after

a moment's thought into whether

one considers the EHimbartou Oaks

proposal preferable to the plan

the former League of Nations.

Co-eds Dumbfounded

(Continued from Page 1)

the "Queens of Queen's" were

fitted for their special clothes in

the St. Regis room at Simpson's,

and this afternoon are to have

their hair styled at Elizabeth

Arden salon. The advertising

pictures will be taken tomorrow

afternoon. Miss, Howson *

pose in the Toronto Museum

dressed in a short coat, Miss Han
sen will model a new-style suit

in the Art Gallery, Miss Loa will

be photographed in a bathing suit

at Simpson's studios, and Miss

Parkhill will display a date dress

at the Royal York Hotel lounge.

Following dinner at Angelo's

Italian restaurant this evening,

the co-eds will see G. B. Shaw's

Candida, playing at the Royal

Alexandra theatre, and will then

be introduced to Miss Elissa

Laudi and other star performers.

At 10 am tomorrow they will

be interviewed over radio station

CFRB. Dinner at the main dining

room of the Royal York Hotel

and a visit to the Ice Follies will

wind up their whirlwind sight-

seeing-modelling tour of Toronto.

They will leave for Kingston at

11:25 pm.

Only comment which could be

obtained from the giris was : "It's

wonderful
!"

Patronize Our Advertisers

Soph Dance

(Continued from page 1)

merely pointed to Several of the

boys sneaking into the Science

Club Rooms with extra laundry

under their arms. Those who saw

the original musical comedy at

the Science Soph-Frosh in No-

memher will recognize it as the

crude basis for Friday's master-

piece. Specially-written music and

lyrics will form the background

for the star performance of '47's

best instrumental talent.

An added feature will be the

double - programme technique —
one for the guy. one for the gal

As he straightened his halo, the

convener made his final state-

ent regarding the dance: "You

can't take it with you, so spend it

now on a ticket to ' '47th

Heaven'."

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

SALUTE TO WINTER

WITH A BRILLIANT COLLECTION OF

FUR TRIMMED UN-TRIMMED

COATS
DRESSES

featuring

DE|A FROCKS

ANN LOUISE FROCKS

HOUSE COATS
Bunny Suede - Flannel - Corduroy -

Florol Bengaline

Silk Crepes

their undergraduate and post-

graduate courses.

Travelling allowance—Grantees

wlio have travelled ^00 miles or

more may, at the discretion of the

Council, be granted an allowance

toward travelling expenses. Such

travel grants shall be based on

the distance between the points

where the award is tenable and

the point where a grantee was

located during the preceding year.

March 1 is the final date on

which applications may be mailed.

Application forms and copies of

the regulations governing bur-

saries, studentships and fellow-

ships may be obtained from the

registrar of your university. Mail

applications direct to: The Secre-

tary-Treasurer, National Research

Council, Ottawa.

S. P. Eagle son,

Secrctarv-Treasurer.

OVERSHOES-
SKI BQOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGEiz

are all

VERY

SCARCE
But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Abovb Lines

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

92 Princess St.

THE MACCISCN STUDIO

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups
Make Your

^^p^^V EVERYTHING
Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051-7814

30 Years in Buaness

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

^ Rnf^k Store can furnish you with all your requu-e-

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

XECHNICAU SUPPI-IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

?9

sc'47 PRESENTS "47th HEAVEN
FEATURING No. 6 RD TRENTON RCAF BAND

GRANT HALL, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1945

1.25 A COUPLE DANCING 9-1
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Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer UniverMty and William

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter

from the mahers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 43S

Plays and Quiz

Offered by ISS

BY EBNE8T POSER

'Stage Night," presented by

GOURDIERS
rues

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store eO&4, Kes. 6414, GreenbouiM 3241

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full lino of everything

good to eat"

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

The businessmen advertising

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

the Drama Guild for the benefit

of ISS, provided a good evening's

entertainment at Convocatiou

Hall last week.

The evening opened with a

one-act play, "To tiie Lovely

Margaret," directed hy Hi Bialik,

Arts '46. The players' interpre-

tation at all times did justice to

the somewhat sentimental nature

of the plot, though on one or two

occasions the acoustics were un-

kind to some of the actors. There

followed a novelty feature. "Quiz-

zing the Profs," in which four

professors participated in a quiz

adapted from "Information Please."

"Pot Luck," a humorous one-act

play under the direction of Lu

Hansen, Arts '46, came as the

final performance. Here con-

vincing portrayal and good stage

presence of the actors mainly

accounted for the success of an

otherwise too-loosely-woven plot.

During the interval. Roy Pat-

terson, Sc. '46, organizer of the

ISS raffle sale, invited members

from the audience to draw the

winning number. Mary McKil-

lop, Arts '47, is the recipient of

a Queen's bracelet, and Robert

McEwen, Sc. '47, won a ticket

for the Science Fornjal. Science

'47 bought the greatest number

of raffle tickets.

Blood Clinic

Arts '47 and '48 will do-

nate at the Blood Clinic

Tlnirsday afternoon from

1 ;30 to 4.

Dr. Graham

RIEGER TO SPEAK

TO COMMERCE CLUB

D. H. Rieger will speak tonight

to the Commerce Club on "Post-

war Problems of Distribution."

The meeting will take place in

the Ban Righ Common Room at

8 pm.

The admission for non-mem-

bers of the club is 10 cents. Re-

freshments will be served.

College Destroyed

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
ExcelelDt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Krc8ge*B

19-

York

(Continued on page 4)

Two girls, Peggy Coen, a

year-old girl from New

City, and Gretta Graffin, 21, from

Winnipeg, were cited for their

acts of heroism which probably

saved the lives of several of their

classmates and teachers,

Marianapolis College is one of

the many Roman Catholic col

leges in the city which give

nirses similar to those given

the Faculty uf Arts and Science

at McGill.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical BookE

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

3B2 Princess St. - Phone 4524

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-dale 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

lis Alfred St. Phone 4850

Mathematics and Physics

The regular meeting of the

Mathematics and Physics Club

will be held tomorrow night at

7:15 in the Biology Lecture room,

Old Arts building. The speaker

will be Dr. Miller, who will discuss

"A Fundamental Problem in Cal-

culus." All interested arc urged

to attend. Refreshments will be

served at the conclusion of the

meeting.

ZAKOS BROTHBBS
Ltd,

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

(Continued from page 1)

the primary affairs of the nation."

Prof. R. F. Legget, department

of civil engineering, University of

Toronto; Prof. W. J. K. Hark-

ne.s5, director of the Ontario Fish-

eries Research Laboratories, Uni-

versity of Toronto ; and W. H.

Porter, secretary of the Ontario

Conservation and Reforestation

Association and editor of the

Farmer's Advocate, London, were

the speakers on Friday afternoon

Professor Legget spoke on

Conservation in Southern On
tario." He took Garden Island

as an example and explained how

the pioneers had often depleted

natural resources.

Professor Harkness, speaking

I the "Utilization of the Fish

and .Game Resources of Eastern

Ontario," showed how this was

icd in with the best utilization of

tlie land because if there is a good

rop of fish in a certain locality

there are likely to be good agri-

cultural conditions in the locality

too,

Mr. Porter spoke on "The Need

for Urban and Rural Co-opera

tion in Conservation." He said

:

"The rural and urban population

co-operated in denudation of the

countryside. It is only fair that

both should co-operate to im-

prove conditions."

McNeill Proposes

QUEEN'S GLEE CLUB
presents

Gilbert and Sullivan's

THE MIKADO
February 13, 14, 15 — 8:30 p.m.

KCVI AUDITORIUM

Tickets at;

C. W. LINDSAY
Princess Street

TECH SUPPLIES

11 to 12 2 to 5

ALL SEATS RESERVED
50 and 75 cents

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
REASONABLl PRICED

Phone 6733

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
:

Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

Dr. Ernest B.

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Diol 4346

For75yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE

to

Canadians

in all

walks of life

Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
*BH^^MOf CANADA H^^HM

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont,

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. |. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leodbeater

(Continued from page 1)

$2,400 for married persons.

Dr. McNeill said his approach

to the problem of taxing annu-

ties was a social one. For a large

part of the population the pur

chase of annuities or participation

a pension fund was the on\y

avenue open to provide income

after retirement. Further, at the'

age of 65. earning power usually

drops sharply and there are

frequently increased expenses

through the necessity for medi-

cal and other services. Those

now retiring and those likely to

retire within the next few years

also faced the added difficulty of

having been unable, because of

heavy war taxation, to build up

any cash reserves. Increasing the

income tax exemptions at the age

of 65 would help meet these con-

ditions.

FOUND: Pair of glasses in

brown leather case, on campus.

May be retrieved upon payment

for this ad at The lonrnal )ftice.

HEAR

Canadians

Dance Time Again

SCIENCE FORMAL

FEBRUARY 16th

Reserve Your

Full Dress Rental

Early

*

GEO. FREED'S
MEN'S SHOP

214 PRINCESS STREET

{Continued from page 2)

port of, say, half a million people

and plenty of them out of work

Who could land at the port and

city of Montreal today, fight hand

to hand for a taxi, charge against

blocked doorways, stand in line

hoping for a room to sleep in, thirst

in vain for a drink, jam into train

suffocate in cars, block in the

streets, and jostle off the sidewalks

and still believe that there is room

far a single extra soul in the Do

minion of Canada? And now they

are saying that Yellowknife, on the

Great Slave Lake, the newest gold

city, is crowded full. They are

sleeping two in a bed. But all that

means nothing. In most of the

Northwest ihey are sleeping two to

the square mile.

The whole scene is sheer illusion.

Canada is as empty as ever, almost

;

still abundant room, abundant op-

portunity—life and all that makes

it sweet, wailing here for uncount-

ed millions of people—serene sky

and empty plain, and rivers mur-

muring ill the forest—the temple of

Nature, where we crowd and

wrangle around the entrances.

Catiatla can support lOO million

people. Bring ihcm along!

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

FORMAL WEAR

Agents for Dock's Shoes

BOB STRONG

Tuesday, February 6

at 11:30

CKWS
Playing at Science Formal

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST, DIAL 3747

STUDENTS!
At the rir3t sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O
Optometrist and Optician

TYPING
9844 - Evenings

TRICOLOR SALES
END FEBRUARY 28th

Salesmen

—

ARTS: Ken Buckingham, '47

Bob MacMillan, '47

SCIENCE: Jack Hanna, '45

MEDS: Dick Beck

Gord Mack, "49

LEVANA: Ruth Kinsella, '46

Price $4.50 Deposit Now $2.00

EXCLUSIVE PICTURES-
CANDLELIGHT SERVICE

FRESHETTE RAID ON UNION

ARTS VARIETY NIG^T

SADIE HAWKINS DRAG

Take Home a Souvenir of Queen's '45
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Sc'46 Teams Win -

Meds'49TeamsLose

Four Science teams and a single

Arts entry were the only survivors

as tlie bqwling tournament entered

the quarter-finals. From a Bews

Trophy viewpoint, the week's con-

tests were featured by the elimina-

tion of both Meds '49 teams, while

the two Science '46 quintetc pro-

ceeded to the next round where a

quirk of the original draw has them

])itted against each other. Sam
Alexander's Sc. '45 No. 2 team,

last year's winners, were high team

on the- round with a 3087 total, fol-

lowed by the consistent Arts "4(i

No, 1 team, which recorded 3083.

The fourth round schedule which

must be completed by Feb. 10th is:

Sc. '46 No. 9 ys Sc. '46 No. 6.

Sc. '45 No. 6 vs Art^; "46 No. 1.

Sc. '45 No. 2, bye. The team with

the highest total in this round will

he given a bye (o the finals. The

other winner will play Sc. '45 No. 2

in the semi-final round.

Blair Cockburn, Meds '49, No. 2,

bowled ihe individual high triple of

the tournament witTi a 827 (317,

232, 27S) total. Jim McQuarrie

Arts 'AQ, took over top spot in tlie

high singles department with a 346,

and second place in the high triples

with 759.

Third round results: Sc. '46 No.

<3. 2911 over Sc. '45, No. 4. 2814;

Sc. '46 No. 6, 2910 over Meds '49

No. 1. 2488: Sc. '45 No. 6, 2979

over Sc. '48 No. 1. 2726; Arts '46

No. 1, 3083 over Sc. '45 No. 3,

Sc. 2896; Sc. '45 No. 2, 3087 over

Meds '49 No. 2. 3052.

Bews Lead Is 342
As Medsophs Gain

Outscoring Sc. '46 290 to 166

during the past week, the Medical

sophs lengthened their lead

slightly in the Bews Trophy

Derby. The forty-niners' total

was a combination of 145 points

each from their hockey victory,

a basketball default, and 80 points

from their two bowling teams.

The Science juniors were not

schedule^ for basketball, but by

winning their bowling tilts and

hockey fixture they picked up

and 80 points respectively. Meds

47 continued to default hockey

and basketball games, losing 90

points for their week's effort of

three defaults. Standings to

February 3:

9.743

9,401

SPORTS

THE CAMDU$ SrCCfLIGHT
By JACK LUSH

Seniors Upset by Sc'48, 1-0;

Sc'46 and Meds'49 Also Win

Meds '49

Sc. '46

Sc. '45

Sc. '47

Sc. '48

Arts '46

Arts '47

Meds '50

Arts '48

Meds '47

Arts '45 _

Meds '48 —

6,088

5.431

2,495

2,015

1,936

1,471

1,238

940

388

40

Declaration After Exams

There are to n'le, two kinds of guys.

The only two that I despise.

The first I'd really like to slam

—

The one who copies my exam.

The other is the dirty skunk.

Who covers his and lets me flunk.

—Notre Dame Scholastic.

OFFICERS!
ENGLISH

Khaki Barathea

UNIFORMS

Intramural and Telequatic Meets

All this week between the hours of 4:30 and 6 pm the swimming pool

has been reserved for the water-chuming efforts of the campus natators

qualifying for the intramural swim meet scheduled for nejtt Monday. As

unlimited entries are the order, as in the fall track meet, targe turnouts are

expected. Last year, the Bews Trophy was virtually decided by the swim
meet, when Meds '48 qualified 16 men under the 40-second limit, and Sc. '45,

as Bews Trophy challengers, qualified only eight (.who, incidentally, were

enough to win five of the seven events contested).

The record, meet qualifying, and point quaUfying times bear repeating,

and are: 50 yards free—26.4, 30.0, 40.0; SO yards back—32.6, 40.0, 52.0; 50 yards

breast—33.4, 40.0, 52.00; ISO-yard medley relay- 1 :41. 5, 2:10.0, 2:40.0; 200-yard

free relay— 1 :S5.0, 2:22.0, 2:50.0; 100 yards free—63.0, 75.0, 105.0; frosh relay-

two teams from each faculty. Last year's successful meet featured two

broken records, with George Zuckerman, Arts '47, chopping nine-tenths of a

second off the old 50-yard breast mark, and teaming with Dave Lesser and

Rog Flynn to lower the ISft-yard medely record five-tenths ot a second

to 1:41.5.

This year's intramural meet will provide the basis of selecting the

Queen's swimming team which will compete in the telequatic meet on

March 1 against McOill, Varsity, and possibly Western. The events for this

meet will be a 30O.yard medley relay, 50-yard free style, 100 back stroke,

100 free, 100 breast stroke, and 200 free style relay. Scoring will be on a

S-3-1 system for the individual events, 6-3-1 for the medley, and 8-4-1 in the

fre estyle relay.

With George Zuckerman, Dave Lesser, Fred Downer, and Bill Roberts

forming the nucleus of the team, a bit of practice may wlup the Queen'smen

into contenders for the championship McGill won last year against the

U of T Blues.

Track!

This weekend's regular ski trip to Kingston Mills will carry the added

importance of being the date of the intramural ski meet. The events to be

contested will be the downhill and slalom

Last weekend about two dozen skiers boarded the sleigh early Sunday

morning for their weekly excursion, but up tilt now there has been very

little activity from Sc. '46 or Meds '49, both of whom are expected to enter

their maximum number of men, twenty and five, respectively.

Because of a scarcity of Weisbadens, Banffs, Laurentians, or even

Hamilton Moimtains, in the district, the downhill event may be lengthened

by the addition of a couple of flags placed at slight angles on the course.

It's no longer enough to just somersault down the hill for the glory of

'49—now you've got to do your somersaulting with a compass.

Favourite for the intramural meet will be tlie Science frosh team.

During the Christmas holidays, Harvey Clifford, Ted Gordon. Derek Mott

(all of Ottawa), and Manny Aifler made upa four-man team which competed

in an international intercollegiate ski meet at Lake Placid and placed third

in the team totals, with several thirds and a second to their credit in

individual competition.

EOBA Tomorrow

Tomorrow night in the gym. the EOBA resumes activities with Napanee

playing the Trit"o1our JuniorraTT" pm. and Vimy euests of the Intermediates

in the nightcap. In their last encounter, the Signals quintet (courtesy

Latin 2b) edged the Gaels in overtime, which portends a dose struggle

for tomorrow eve.

And Congratulations

to the comniittee responsible for Saturday night's successful Ice Carnival.

Other than the mass contribution of the talents of Sc. '46 in the opening

"square-dance" and George Elliott and Hank Burbidge's comedy act, most

of the credit goes to the girls. Besides the time the girls devoted to

practicing, they did all the work on the costumes and arrangement ot the

programme, with a big " bouquet due Muffy Hibbert, and nosegays to

Fran MacKenzie, Nancy Lewis, Jerry Barclay, and *J. Lawler.

Sports Notes

Regular Price $53.75

for

$ 00

Made by

Canada's Finest Military Tailors

GET THAT NEW UNIFORM NOW
to replace or supplement your present uniform

Sizes 34 to 44

Science Frosh and Juniors

Are Undefeated Leaders
In Two Sections

The fourth round in the intra-

mural bowling tournament must

be completed by February 10.

The first round of the intra-

mural table-tennis tournament

must be completed by Februarj' 6,

the second round by February 13.

The intramural boxing and

wrestling meet will be held the

last week in February.

Entries for t!ic intramural

downhill and slalom skiing events

will be accepted in the gym
locker-room until February 9.

Entries will be limited as fol-

lows: Sc. '4S. 20; Sc. '47, 16;

Sc. "46, 15; Sc. '45, 13; all Meds

years, 5 ; Arts '48, U ; .^rts '47, 7

;

Arts '46, 5; Arts '45, 5.

Intramural hockey, February 8

Sc. "47 vs Arts "47, 7-8 (Tuer),

Meds '49 vs Meds "48. 8-9

(Tuer).

Arts '48 V5 Sc. '45, 9-10 (M.

Jackson). ^

Arts '45-6 vs Sc. '46, 10-11

(M. Jackson).

Intramural basketball, February 6

Sc. '47 vs Arts '47, 7-8.

Sc. '45 vs Meds 'SO. 8-9.

Arts '47 vs Meds '48, 9-10,

EOBA basketball games to-

morrow night: Junior, Napanee

vs Queen's (7 pm) ; Intermediate.

Viray vs Queen's.

Smart, Bonell Star

Guild to Run

PHONE 3030

123- 125 PRINCESS STREET

And it came to pass in the city

of Queenz that verily the war-

riors were labouring nightly on

many things, leaving no time for

idle parteez and lo, even had they

the time, all reserves of precious

fluid arc being jealously put by

for For Mai in the Ides of Feb.

But such sacrifice is not in vain,

for great structures are being

erected in the caves of Nic and

Hyde for presentation in Gym.

and in addition, ponder for a mo-

ment the great eve in future when

al! the hoarded stocks will be

expended.

And on the coming eve of Fria

the mighty Softs do announce

Forty-Seventh Heaven, and such

royal road to Paradise has been

seldom seen in the Land of Kin.

For the occasion they have secur-

ed services of the Winged Opes

from the land of Trent, mighty

nuisic-makers, and many special

effects are to be presented. Lo,

the warriors have arranged date

bureau for those in the yeer un-

used to the wiles of women and

all those of Lephanta in any wise

approached wil! show wisdom in

attending.

And as the hour approaches for

the mighty For Mai, last touches

are applied to the devious mach-

ines erected for the affair, and al!

is in readiness for the eve. Lo,

all the accomodation at the Cave

of Lass Mali has long since been

put aside for those of the warriors

who do import lovelight from tar-

off lands, and daily large groups

of the tribesman congregate on

the lower reaches of the trail of

the Princess purchasing many

skinful of mountain-dew. But

verily it is wise to take pains

while carrying delicate burdens

such as these, for did not Bob

McQueer, travelling on twp-

wheeled vehicle, come to grief

navigating corner; and did not

the gutters run amber with the

fluid?

Even now the sands run out

and the scribes must off, for word

conies that in the frigid air the

liquid lost by Rob has become

congealed beneath the snow, and

it is a shame to see it lost.

(Continued from page 1)

melancholy, but it has a very fast-

moving story. Pathos and humour

are so mi-xi^d that the humour is

heightened by Che i)athos of the

foregoing scene. It is a highly

fantastical play, but every audi-

ence gives its willing suspension

of disbelief. The plot is perfect:

there is no other play that give

such a good part to every actor.

There is no one outstanding role,

and the plot is so formed thai no

(ine actor can steal lines without

mining the play."

"Shakespeare's heroines." some

one has said, "are always the

type that pursue their man and

get hira." As Juliet did the

hunting in "Romeo and Juliet"

anil Rosalind in "As You Like It,"

,11 "IvvL-lfth Night" Olivia ar-

ranges fur her marriage to what

she believes is Cesario. and Viola

eventually ensnares the duke,

(In the Queen's Dram;: < ^mkl

production of "Twelith Xiglu.'

February 21, 22, and 23. the role

of the designing Olivia will be

played by Leslie McNaughton

and that of Viola by Joan

FOUND : Drafting triangle. 45-

degree set-square. Phone 4345.

Connor. —MV

No Smoking

There is to he no smoking in

the new ping-pong room in the

Students' Union. Also, no soft

drinks are to be taken to that

room.

Newman Club Dance

The Newman Club will hold its

next dance tomorrow night be-

ginning at 8:30. in St, Joseph's

Hall, Hotel Dieu Hospital.

Everybody is welcome.

Patronize merchants who

Journal advertisements.

Any doubt in the minds of the

Sc. Forty-five men that Tenny-

son was wrong when he wrote "the

old order changeth yielding place

to new" was forever dispelled on

Tliursday night at the Arena as

Sc. '4S not only handed them their

second defeat in history but applied

the whitewash brush to add to their

utter humiliation.

True the Frosh were only able

to whip in one counter, but they

showed by their effort that they will

take some healing before the intra-

mural hockey championship has

been declared.

In other games Meds '50 bowed

to Sc. '46 by a 3-0 count, Meds '49

kept in the running with a second

period uprising to subdue the Arts

Frosh by 3-2.

In the feature game of the eve

"Sonny Long Legs" Smart stuck

out like the proverbial sore thimib

in the Frosh cage and although tlie

Seniors kept blasting away at him

from long and short range through-

out most of the game he thrust

aside all comers with such deft

manipulations as to raise even

shaggy eyebrow of a "Senator."

Pritchard, Beckett and Adams

were the pick of die losers who

were suffering of assorted ills be-

fore entering the fray. Sc. '45:

Campbell, Pritchard, Simms, Ridi-

ardson. Hannali, Adams, Cole,

Moro, Alexander. Brison, Robson,

BeckelL Sc. 48 1 Smart, Slusko,

Spittle. Isaacs, Leach, Halliday,

Clifford, Greatrex. D. Smilb, R.

Sniidi, \V;dsh, Parkinsooi Johnson,

Nesbit, VanSickle.

Although Doug Bonnell put on a

display to equal Smart in the Meds

'50 cage the Sc. '^6 sliarpshooters

had more luck with their hunting.

Arnie Tuer collected the second

counter when he coasted in alone

giving Bonnell liltle ch:mce to save.

Besides die l.acnn--.honung of

Harrison and Tuiri. Hav'^^s. Noo-

nan and Major were the pick of tJie

winners. Montemurro stood out

at the wing position for die loosers.

Meds '50—Bonnell. Delahaye,

Guiltford, Walsh, Moiueinurro.

Buwe-.. Nelk-s, Merritt, Puliti,

Haine=, Hawley. Sc. '46—Carter,

Davits, McLeod. Noonan. Tuer,

G. Harrison, R. Harrison, Major.

Modesto, Lcmiski. Evans, Herman,

Pertiilla.

In the final game Durkin put the

.\rts '48 team in the lead in the

first minute of play before the

Meds Sophs could organize their

fMrces and added another goal near

the end of the period as a deflected

shot by Fnicter skidded past the

startled Mack in the Meds nets.

While Vincent was serving a.

penalty held over from the first

period, Cockburn counted for Meds

in the opening seconds of play m
the second period. Hamilton re-

peated proceedings a minute later.

Peters ended the scoring in the

game at the end of the period,

as he banged in the rebound from

Hamilton's shot.

The spirited bouncing of rivals

Fuller and Vincent, enlivened pro-

ceedings throughout the game,

while Durkin and Bedani were also

good for Arts and Hamilton stick-

handled well for the winners.

Arts '48 — Kennedy, Fuller.

Brooks, Durkin. Bedani, Fructer,

Stanway, Carr, Howe. Woods.

Lemmon. Meds '49—Mack, Vin-

cent, Oakley, Hamilton, Cockburn.

Farrell. Sraylie, Shaw, Peters.
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Kingston's OMist

Eitablsihed Shoe Stor*
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/ UMGME
/ lANDBAK
# AOCSI

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LEVANA
NOTES

By MARY VALUENTYNB

We carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

McGALL'S
SHOE BEPAIBS

This week we've no news, so

we'll reprint a letter sent to the

Red Cross Unit. Queen's Uni-

versity, from a sailor in Halifax:

"I want to thank you all for the

ditty
,
bag which I received on

Christmas Day and was very glad

to get it, as it pleased me very

much to know that a group of

people had taken there own time

and made these ditty bags up.

I know it must have troubled you

all. to get all these articles to

gether and put them into indi-

vidual bags. I'm sure you'll

never know how much these

articles are welcomed as they all

come in handy some time or

other. It sure was nice to open

this little bag Christmas morning

and take out each article and eye,

it all over" and to feel happy in-

side just like a child does under

the Christmas tree. Well I'm not

a very good letter writer but I

tried my best to thank you in my
own way so its thanks a million

for the welcomed Ditty Bag."

We think it rather significant

of something or other lhat this

note of appreciation, which has

to date been the only one re-

ceived, com^s from a Canadian

sailor whose name bespeaks Ger-

man origin. We're proud of our

Canadians.

Incidentally , our sailor winds

up with a PS: "If anyone cares

to correspond I would be only to

glad too." (Nope, it isn't the

proofreading.) So if a couple of

you would like to look into the

matter, apply to Dr. Douglas for

Iiis name and address.

Applications

No news from any of our usual

sources. Only a reminder that

application forms are available at

the office of the Dean of Women

D1MITRI MITROPOULOS

who will conduct the Minneapolis

Symphony Orchestra in Grant Hall

Thursday evening at 8 o'clock. The

symphony will conclude this year's

University Concert Series.

Legget Addresses

Prop.Kar! Eklm

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STRBBT

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FERDIE WATERS

for anybody wishing to apply for

accommodation in residence for

194-5-46. A limited number of

rooms are reserved each year for

iophs and seniors. All applica-

tions must be in by February 10

to receive consideration.

Yea, Levana!

Levana has been well repre-

sented this wek—on the front

page of last week's Journal and

on the ice at the carnival Satur-

day night. Ctmgratulatioiis to the

winners of the beauty contest

—

they make us proud of Levana.

And congratulations, too, to the

co-eds who made the Ice Carni-

val possible.

Highlights of the carnival, we
thought, were the Paris Revue

by the ladies of Science '46, and

the dance team number of Fran

McKenzie and George Elliot.

(Both showed considerable polish

—of var^'ing sorts.) For sheer

grace and symmetry we'd place

Ann Parkhill top high star of the

show. But the gal behind the

scenes who directed the whole

thing and put it over was hard-

working Muffy Hibbert.

(Continued from page 1)

than many living in some of the

poorly-constructed houses of to-

day.

Speaking of postwar planning,

he mentioned the Department of

Planning and Development in

Ontario, and the Dominion De-

partment of Reconstruction, Such

things as the federal department's

reluctance to release reports such

as that on a survey of industries

employing over 200 employees in

regard to postwar plans made last

year could have been caused by

politics, he said. "What Canada

needs is that every Canadian take

an active interest in politics, no

matter what party he belongs to

or votes for."

Referring to Canada's war

effort, he stated that the coun-

try's contribution to the war last

year was twice the national in-

come for 1939, and that Canada's

productivity had risen to three

times its prewar level. "Eighty

jjercent of Canada's exports are

war materials and that will prove

to be a grave postwar problem

he said.

Dealing with employment, he

stated that the problem of un-

employment would be difficult,

since 1,000.000 people are engaged

in war work and half that number

are in the services. On this basis,

1,500,000 jobs would be required.

.A. survey indicated that industry

would be prepared to pay only

half the sum designated for full

peacetime employment. Full em-

ployment for all will be a matter

for joint action by labour, in-

dustry, individuals, and the gov-

ernment.

Prof. Legget .advocated modi-

fied controls to continue through

the period of transition and also

during periods of unenipSoynient,

becanse, he said, "that is when

they will be needed most."

Following the talk by Prof.

Legget. a short discussion was

held on the problems mentioned.

To bridge tlie gap in tlie flow of

sports news and to give a fair deal

to the card sharks of Levana, we

make mention of the all-absorbing

activity of bridge—all hands on

deck ! Being high-handed is one of

the joys of the game. However,

it's not really a rough sport pro-

vided that only tlie cards are cut.

Have you the touch that lets you

hold the hands you love? Culbert-

son and Mcic'enney may have their

methods but our reminder is that

one peek is worth two finesses. As

a passing remark, and a bid of

adieu to tliis subject, the Sherman

Shuffle is not a cultivated way of

making the cards.

Thursday night at 8:00 pm in

the gym will see the senior team's

last game before the playoffs in the

City League championships. Last

Wednesday, the team met its first

defeat at tlie hands of KCVI sen-

iors in 25-22 battle on the KCVI

floor. Numerous fouls were called

on both teams, which raised the

score for both sides. The KCVI

team took the lead early in the

game and although it was threaten-

ed repeatedly by the Gaels, a long

shot of the victors in the last min-

utes of play raised their one-point

lead to the 3 point winning margin.

Scoring honours go to Helen

Mathews of KCVI with 11 points

and to B. Ganton of Queen's who

hooped 9 points. Lineups: Qtieen's

—B. Kelly, B. Ganton, F. Waters,

E. Smith. S. Gordon, J.
Stack

house, and -A. Sprague.

KCVI—G. Morris, H. Mathews,

S. Mcllquham. F. Cramer, J. Ar-

chibald, J. McCartney, E. Lyon

S- Davidson, and B. McKay.

C R C C

Meeting of tht officers and

NCO's on Tuesday at 4:30

Room 20S of the Arts building

Drill Thursday night at 7:15 in

the gym. Tlie necessity of having

full attendance is emphasized.

'Mikado'

First co-ed: I don't like to go

out with Ken ; he knows too many
dirty songs.

Second co-ed; Why, does he

sing them?

First co-ed: No, but he whistles

them.

(Continued from page 1)

crowd that the wandering min-

strel is the son of the Mikado, to

inform the Mikado of Nanki-

Poo's whereabouts.

Ko-Ko hears that the Mikado

is on his way and, thinking that

it is to find. out why there has

been no execution, he pictures

himself "in a dull dark dock" but

invents a story of Nanki-Poo's

death. But Nanki-Poo and Yum-

Yum appear in person before the

M ikado. Ko-Ko explains that

when the Mikado orders some-

thing it is already done, there-

fore he was right in what he had

said. The Mikado, who is over-

joyed at seeing his son alive, as

well as hearing that ICo-Ko has

married Katisha, thus removing

her from his hands, forgives Ko-

Ko, and the opera ends on a

festive note.
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1Rabbi Cahn Says

Religion Essential

For Democracy

Discusses Jewish Religion

And Its Relations

To Christianity

Dean A. Douglas

Goes to Toronto

For Ladies' Meet

BY DOROTHY Wlt.SON

"There is no greater basis for

democracy than rehgion," said

Rabbi Judah Cahn, Hillel Director

of New York City and National

Executive Hillel Assistant, who

spoke on "Judaism and Demo-

cracy", Monday evening in Convo-

cation Hall. Rabbi Cahn substi-

tuted for the originally scheduled

speaker, Rabbi Feinberg, of Den-

ver. Colorado, who was unable to

attend.

"Religion in its universal sense

is not a question of Protestantism,

Catliolicism, or Judaism." lie cun-

tinued, "but rather an attempt lo

teach men how to make mora!

choices as they travel the road of

life. Since democracy believes

the right of man tn make his own

choice, the two can and will work

hand in hand in remaking the

world,"

Rabbi Cahn explained that there

is no firmer a foundation on which

to build a world tiian factual know

ledge, but that factual knowledge

without principle, ethic, or religion

is not enough. To be faithful lo

the trust given to men in power, a

RABBI CAHN
(Continued on page 3)

Alberta University

Wins Debate Shield

Represents Federation of

University Women at

National Conference

EDMONTON—(CUP) — Al-

berta University has secured the

McGoun Trophy for debating by

two decisive wins over the Univer-

sities of Saskatchewan and British

Columbia. U. of T. defeated U.

uf S. on the topic. Resolved : A
lolerani attitude should be adopted

Inward Germany, U. of A. took

ihe affirmative side. At UBC,

Alberta's travelling si)eaker-; 'secur-

ed a 3-1 decision over the LMiC

'earn. At Saskatchewan the Al-

berta team ' defeated a Manitoba

team.

Said the first Alberta speaker in

the debate at Edmonton, "Charit-

able justice is the essence of tolera-

ALBERTA WINS
(Continued on page 4)

Dr. A. V. Douglas, Dean of

Women, was in Toronto last week

to attend a conference of the Cana-

dian Women's National Organiza-

tion, as one of the two representa-

tives of the Canadian Federation of

University Women, Some 51

women's national organisations

were represented.

Leading a discussion on educa-

tion, Dr. Douglas said, "Education

is fundamental to decent citizen-

ship, intelligent democracy, and

practical iiiternationalism. Teach-

ers realize their responsibilities for

training the mind, but therL- rs need

for more recognition of the respon

sibility of training children in ai

appreciation of spiritual values

—

the teaching of the Bible undog-

matically as literature and as a rich

treasure bouse of spiritual values.

Such teaching would tend to give

stability to character."

Dr. Douglas stressed the respon

sibility of citizens to demand equal

pay for the women teacher, to co

ordinate home and school influ'

ences, to insist on integrity running

through the whole scliool system,

and the importance of the women's

vote in electing enlightened trustees

and members of school hoards.

Several other subjects were dis-

cussed throughout the conference

"Tlie Importance of the Home'

was 'considered with reference to

housing problems, nursing schools,

the need for high standards of

morality, and (he sanctity of mar

riagc, "Partnership in Famil<

Life" dealt with the recognition ti

husband and wife as a team.

"Employment and Social Secur

ity" involved the recognition of the

economic need for many women

single or married to work and the

right lo etjual pay for eijual work

DEAN DOUGLAS
(Continued on page 6)

Two Queen's Debating Teams

Defeated Here and at Ottawa

Age Of Freshmen
At ^"estern Lower

LONDON—CUP ~ A survey

taken by the COTC office at West-

ern reveals that on the average

students are now entering univer-

sity at an earlier age than formerly.

While in I*>-H the majority of

l"iys were 19 years old, in 1942

IS-ycar-oId look the lead. A large

numher of I7-ycar-olds registered

in although thf majority were

IR-year-olds in both W-13 and 1<344.

These facts are attributed to (he

fact that education hiLS been speed-

ed up by the war. Many students

desire to acquire a maximum of

•knowledge before becoming of

^raft age.

Broadcasting as well as modelling was included on the 48-hour agenda of

the four "Tricolor" models, as can be seen Erom the atjove photo. The

co-eds were interviewed over Toronto radio station CFRB Tuesday

morning by Miss Marjorie (Midge) Ellis, who quizzed them about their

personal interests, future plans, and so forth. Seated axe (left to right)

Miss Parkhill and Miss Ellis, while standing are Miss Hansen, Miss Loa,

and Miss Howson.

4 'Tricolor' Models Back
After 48-hour Toronto Trip

The four much-talked-of "Queens of Queen's," winners in the

"Tricolor"-Simpson modelling: contest, arrived back here Tuesday

evening after a lightning two-day trip to Toronto, where they were

received and entertained like Hollywood stars. Cameras clicking

and reporters writing during almost the entire tour, the girls—

Lucette f-lansen, Elaine Loa, Mhora Howson, and Ann Parkhill—

met every new event—and there were many of them—with notice-

able enthusiasm.

One of the highlights of the

trip was a backstage visit Mon-

day evening with Miss Elissa

Landi, leading lady in George

Bernard Shaw's current success.

"Candida." Tuesday morning,

following breakfast in bed at the

Royal York Hotel, the co-eds

were interviewed by Miss Mar-

jurie Ellis on radio station CFRB.
and later made a tour of the Uni-

versity of Toronto and the Var-

sity offices.

Actual muddling was done

Tuesday afternoon, one picture

being taken in each of the Royal

Ontario Museum, Art Gallery,

Royal York Hotel, and Rose-

MODELS BACK
(Continued on page 0)

McMaster Upholds Negative

To Defeat Representatives

0£ Home Team

CCF Rejected

St. Patrick's College Wins
Argument in Favour

Of Positive Side

CCF Upheld

Guild Production

JSears Completion

"The work of costuming 'Twelfth

Niglil'." according to Jerry Bar-

clay. --Xrts '-17, who is in charge of

the costume crew, "is progressing

well. \Vc have just odds and ends

left tn do now."

"The Drama Guild," Miss Bar-

clay explained, "has been \er\

luck) in getting their costumes for

'Twelfth i\'it:ht'. Some years ago

the Faculty Players produced the

same plav, and the costumes they

had are still in excellent shape.

These costumes, moreover, were

GUILD PRODUCTION

(Continued on page 2)

Opera Reflects 18th Century Events

It is fitting that the 6Utb anni-

versary of the production of Gil-

bert and Sullivan's operetta "The

Mikado" should be celebrated at

Queen's ; it was on March 14,

1SK5, that this fascinating work

first saw. tile light at the Savoy

Theatre in London, specially

built for these operas by the pro-

ducer. Eiichard D'Oyly Carte.

These operas have a perennial

a|iiieal. not only because Sir

Arthur Sullivan created lilting

tunes bubbling over with fun and

wholesome sentiment, but also

because W, S. Gilbert was a pene-

trating political philosopher, mir-

roring the trends of his own day

in politics, social manners, and

customs. After humorously satir-

izing feminine education in "Prin-

cess Ida," he capitalized on the

contemporary interest in the

Orient, and donned cap and bells

to burlesque the old feudal Japan

whicii at ibe mumeiit of his writ-

ing was rapidly being transformed

into a modern, industrialized na-

tionalist state. Unhappily for the

Dr. Trotter Attends
London Conference

Dr. R. G. Trotter, Department

of History, is a delegate to the Bri-

tish Commonwealth Relations Con-

ference being held in England

from February 17 to March 4.

Dr. Trotter is a delegate from tlie

Canadian Institute of IiUernational

.'\ffairs. Tlie conference is one of

delegations from the national insti-

tutes one of which is situated in

each of the Dominions and in India.

This is ihc third such conference

to be held. The first was held in

Toronto, in iy33. and the second

in Sydney. Australia, in 193S. This

is the first Dr. Trotter has attended.

world's peace, the model ulti-

mately chosen by Japan was Bis-

marck's autocratic Germany, not

Gilbert's urbane, liberty- and

laughter-loving England, or Lm-

ec.liV> lilnral, .iemoeratic America.

The iwo eeniurics ot complete

isolation from the rest of the

world had ended in 1853 when

USA Commodore Perry's squad-

ron forced open the ports of

Jajjan. The westernization move-

ment precipitated the dramatic

overhauling of Japanese institu-

tions from 1S68 onward, reforms

following at breath-taking speed.

A salient feature was the "res-

toration" of the monarchy, whose

effective power for centuries had

been dwarfed by the Shoguns,

virtual military dictators, who

were backed by complaisant

feudatories. Gilbert calls the

OPERA REFLECTS

(Continued on page 2)

A McMaster University debat-

ing team arguing the nt^ative, de-

feated a Queen's team by a 3 to 0

decision of the judges. The sub-

ject of the debate, which was held

in Convocation Hall, was. Resolv-

ed : The salvation of Canadian de-

mocracy demands the implementa-

tion of the CCF programme.

Ross Babion and Bolton Slack,

postgraduates, were the Queen*!

debaters. The McMaster con

tenders were Miss Christine Little

and Edward Cracklin.

The argument for the affirmative

was opened by Mr. Babion. "Cana-

dian production has increased

greatlv during the last 15 years,

reaching SS,800,000 in 1942. This

has only been accomplished by for-

getting the profit motive. Under a

capitalist system, production is not

possible beyond a certain jKiint due

to the necessity for profit as an

incertive." he said.

Mr. Bahion said that under the

CCF, individual freedom, except

that In buy securities, would be

maintained and expanded.

He concluded by saying, "There

is in capitalism a real threat to indi-

vidual enterprise and democratic

government."

Mis^ Little opened the argucnent

for the negative, by astting, "Does

the CCF advocate "moderate* so-

cialism? She argued that the me-

thods necessary to implement the

CCF programme would be uncon-

stitutional in that the Eriti.sh North

.America Act would he violated in

doing so, and undeinocr-itic in that

free enterprise would be stifled.

Bolton Slack, tlie second speaker

for the affirmative, said that the

verv aim of socialism is to give

greater freedom of initiative

through a Parliament which has

ultimate i»wer. 'In a socialist

st.-ite the linal control at the tliree

levels of government, national, pro-

vinciiil. an<l municipal, and in the

cn-operative movement, would He

with the people," lie said.

Edward Cracklin, the second

CCF REJECTED

(Contmued on page 4)

Science '47 Host
At*HeavenIy'Dance

Prcj'aralions are proceeding for

the event that has been the main

topic of conversation on the cam-

pus for the past week or more.

The committee in charge ot this

dance, " "4/th Heaven." on being

asked ah^ui dre?s. said that suits

and dresses will be worn (but not

too worn) because it is a respect-

able affair.

Through the co-operation of

members of the Engineering de

partment. the [Tieeiianical appar-

atus to be used in the decorations

has been assembled, and evcry-

SCIENCE DANCE
(Continued on page 4)

By a close decision of two-tonDne,

St. Patrick's College debating team

defeated the negative team from

Queen's University on Tuesday^

evening in a debate held in the con-

vention hall of the Chateau

Laurier,

With the topic. Resolved: The

salvation o£ Canadian democracy

dem^ids the implementation of the

CCF programme, the affirmative

side was upheld by Brian Freeland.

and Walter Bambrick of St. Pat-

rick's, while the negative side was

presented by Miss Bonnie Mc-

Closkcy, Arts '46, and Vernon

Ready, postgraduate student of

Queen's. The judges were Mr.

lustice Kerwin, John Conway and

Dr. McGregor Easson.

The St. Patrick's team based

their argument on the statement

that a CCF government would pro-

vide an economy of abundance and

that without economic democracy

in very concrete forms. Canadian

democracy could mean nothing.

Queen's maintained that when

the political implications of the

CCF UPHELD
(Continued on page 2)

Committee Reveals

Decoration Plans

This year, in keeping with form-

er traditions of Science Formals

which have been held in the gym,

the Science Faculty has made an

all-out effort to present decorations

that have never been seen before

on this campus.

Since the conception of plan-

ning earl> in October, the Engi-

neers have spent more than 2500

man-hours of drafting and con-

struction.

A dooman will usher the arriv-

ing guests into tlie entrance liall of

the g>-m. which will be softly lit by

fluor lamps along each wall. A
rich red carpet will lead from the

door to the stairway leading up to

the dance floor.

In the dance floor the walls o£

the gvm win be covered with red

ilrripe- lii. li \vil! contrast with

the red-vellu\v-hlue colour scheme

.if ihe decorations. A low false

ceiling of blue will cover the rafters.

'Hie south wall of the dance floor

will lie iiccupied by an elaborate

band stand (if modernistic design,

complete with translucent light

bays that will softly light tbe floor.

An electronic control system will

vary the lighting of the shell, both

in tone and iiiteiTsily, to harmonize

with the m.-'dulatiori n£ the orches-

tra. The effect is "Music in Tech-

nicolor."

At the east end of the gym will

be a half-moon display, represent-

ing each of the branches of engi-

neering. To balance this effect at

SCIENCE AT-HOME

(Continued on page 4)
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Opera Reflects

Canadian Radio
McGiU Daily

Much critkism has been levelled at the stale of radio broad-

casting in Canada. The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, the

critics maintain, has a stranglehold on Canada's radio ciitpnt. and

through payment of low wages and extensive government red tape,

destroys any initiative among young Canadian radio aspirants, thus

driving many of them south of the border to the United States,

where wages are high and the field of creative radio work is

considerably wider.

The defence presented by the CBC, when presented with these

seemingly indisputable facts, is that the Corporation is public

property, and thus controlled by the Canadian House of Commons,

which refuses to grant them an adequate budget to supplement

their income from the sale of airtime for commercial or "non-

sustaining" programmes and radio licenses.

If this is so, it would seem to us to be high time for the

"owners" of the CBC, that is the public, to make plans for an

improvement of such conditions. Radio today is still in its

infancy, but its possibilities are tremendous. With the use of

"frequency modulation," a new invention, which makes local

listening conditions almost perfect, as it dispenses almost entirely

with atmospherics, and with the coming of television, radio will

become one of the leading cultural media of the future; it will

combine concert-hall, stage, screen, library, and school-room,

bringing all these aurally as well as visually into every home.

Canadian universities are beginning to recognize the

importance of radio's future. At many universities throughout the

country, radio workshops and dramatic groups have been formed.

Thus many young people are being interested in radio work, and

are being trained to fill the' radio-jobs of tomorrow.

But through existing conditions in Canada, and the great

attraction of the United States, where this type of work is over-

paid in comparison with most other professions, including those of

government, we are now confronted with the possibility of wasting

an excellent opportunity to contribute materially to the develop-

ment of an important cultural medium.

An American actor is paid $750 per week for reading the few

lines of a master of ceremonies on a half-hour musical show, while

a Canadian writer is paid $75 for writing a stimulating and inter-

esting radio play, lasting the same time; the Canadian actor who

acts in the production is paid $25. As long as this difference is so

great, we feel that no improvement can be made in Canada,

But what is happening in radio is happening in other fields

also; after the war. unless we are very careful, this situation will

be far worse, and we shall witness the exodus from Canada of

another generation of writers, composers, musicians, and actors.

We would suggest a clear-cut policy for Canadian radio by the

empowering of programme administrators to see to it that Canada

will be given an opportunity to hear Canadian talent broadcasting,

not from New York, but from Canada. We fear they lack money

and initiative to solve the problem at present.

Guild Production

(Continued from page 1)

Emperor of Japan "the Mikado."

No Japanese would give bim this

title (literally meaning "Gate of

Heaven") ;
instead, they use

"Tenski" (Son of Heaven) or

"Tenno" (Heavenly Ruler).

The adulation of the emperor

is extreme. When the Son of

Heaven is passing by, no one

must look down on him, eg from

a second-storey window, or even

from the step of a verandah. Not

only is the emperor inherently

divine, but the whole race con-

siders itself divine. Pooh-Bah in

the opera vaunts himself "a par-

ticularly haughty and exclusive

person, of pre-Adamite ancestral

descent . . . back to a protoplasmal

primordial formless globule . . -

I was born sneering." The Japs

themselves trace their origins to

a primordial formless void, out of

which gods mysteriously began

to appear, including Izanagi and

Izanami, the Jap Adam and Eve.

From Izanagi's left eye (the left

being the side of honour) he

brought forth Amaterasu, the

sun-goddess, from whom all em-

perors—sons of heaven—are di-

rectly descended. To him his

subjects, in the words of the

opera, make an "abject grovel in

a characteristic Japanese atti-

tude." They stop to bow even

before the gate of his palace.

Allusions are also made to the

feudal clans who, like the Sat

sumas, had risen in revolt against

the New Order shortly before

Gilbert wrote. The latter is. how-

ever, conscious of the exquisite

art which was produced during

the ancien regime (never equalled

since Japan has imitated the

West) ' making references to

works of art "on vase and jar, on

screen and fan." Satsuma pottery,

and Japanese paintings and prints

were fascinating Whistler and

other Western connoisseurs.

Gilbert makes witty play with

the topic of executions and sui

cide in Japan—the "happy des

patch," as he calls it; "hara-kiri"

or "seppuku" as it is termed in

Japan. This established ritual of

self-destruction, derived from the

military caste's code of honour,

was used by noblemen when con

demned tor offences mvolvinj

execution, or in case of blighted

love, and so forth. Any political

or military humiliation would

entail seppuku. So also would

any slight to the emperor, even

if undesigned ; for instance, the

peasant who unwittingly gave to

his baby son the tenshi's private

"sacred" name (Hirohito), or

anyone using the royal sign of the

16-petalled chrysanthemum, or

the imperial maroon colour on a

carriage or car.

Gilbert, if born in Japan, would

never have been allowed to lam-

poon the Nippon government as

he did his own English Victorian

one. Indeed, the Japanese em
bassy in London did actually

lodge a protest against the

D'Oyly Carte "Mikado" as .lese

majeste, but it fell through, and

the Savoy production ran there

for over two years, and also in

the US and elsewhere. Sixty

years and still going strong, this

brilliant light opera now comes to

Queen's, as the "rising sun" of

modern totalitarian Japan begins

to set. —A.E.P.

(Continued from page 1)

made of fine materials at a time

when there was variety of material

to choose from. All that is needed

in most cases are a few repairs and

changes."

As an instance of the changes

required in the costumes, Miss

Barclay cited the case of Malvolio

(plaj'ed by Sam Golick) .
" We

keep having to take handfuls out

of Malvolio's costume," she said,

"because Sam is a different shape

from the Faculty Plaj'ers' Malvo-

lio. In fact most of the Drama
Guild's cast seem to differ widely

in sizes from their predecessors

among the Faculty Players. This

calls for a lot of ingenuity in the

costume repair crew."

"Another of our problems is try-

ing to make Harry Buxton look

taller than he already is. (Harry as

the boy who posed for a portrait

in a short Greek costume in last

year's play 'You Can't Take It

With You'.) We've been collect-

ing feathers for this purpose."

The wives of the two professors

(Dr. G. B. Harrison and Dr. Wil-

liam Angus) who are collaborating

in the direction of "Twelfth

Night" are working with the

Drama Guild crew on the costumes.

Mrs. Angus has been creating a

dress for Olivia (played by Leslie

McNaughton). using part of an

old costume and adding to it with

new material. Mrs. Harrison has

been working on hats. Twice a

week the costume crew meets at the

home of Mrs. Harrison for what

Miss Barclay calls "sewing bees".

We are starting on the shoes

now," she continued. "Working on

the principle of 'something old.

something new. something borrow-

ed, something blue'—we are using

moccasins for the base of some of

the siioes."

"Whatever we do." she wound

up. "Dr. Harrison is our authority

—if we get stuck we run to him."

Tickets for "Twelfth Night."

whicli will be played February 21,

22, and 23, will go on sale shortly.

CCF Upheld

(Continued from page 1)

CCF programme were considered,

and because of basic economic fal-

lacies in its policy, the government

proposed by the CCF was incom-

patible with Canadian democracy.

It was tlien shown that our present

system did nol require salvation

through any change of system, hut

that it was sufficiently flexible to

admit reforms that would bring

Canada closer to read economic

democracy.

Open House

The first open house of this term

will he held tomorrow night at 8:30

in Grant Hall. There will be an

intermission programme. All stu-

dents will be welcome.

Dance Time Again

SCIENCE FORMAL

FEBRUARY 16th

Reserve Your

Full Dress Rental
'

Early

*

GEO. FREED'S
MEN'S SHOP

214 PRINCESS STREET

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FORMAL WEAR

Agents for Dock's Shoes

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

You're my kind . , . Have a Coca-Cola

... or allies enjoy a friendly pause

Fricodlincss enters the picture at the words Have a Coke.

It's a happy custom, everywhere, for people to meet together

over frosty bottles of ice-cold Coca-Cola. In many lands

around the globe, Coca-Cola stands for ibepause that refreshes

—has become an everyday high-sign of friendliness among

people of good will.

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Ltd. - Kingston

liuUfciuna lo
ic<iui[« ftieadly abbrcvbciooi.

, Thit't wbr you heacCooi-CoU
oiled Coke,
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TODAY AND SATURDAY

Bonita Granville in "YOUTH RUNS WILD'
Joan Davis, Bob Crosby — "KANSAS CITY KITTY"

MON. - TUES.
Feb. 12-13
CARV GRANT

GINGER ROGERS

"Once Upon a

Honeymoon"
— SECOND HIT —
LINDA DARNELL

'CITY WITHOUT MEN'

WED. - THURS.
Feb. 14 - 15

TALLULAH BANKHEAD
WILLIAM BENDIX

"LIFEBOAT"
— SECOND HIT —
ANNE SHIRLEY
DENNIS DAY

'MUSIC IN MANHATTAN

BILTMORE
CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

A FAMOUS PLAYERS

THEATRE

STARTS SATURDAY

Hollywood's Glorious Gift to the Screen

62 STARS

"HOLLYWOOD

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

CANTEEN"
THURSDAY

BOB HOPE
IN

"The Princess and the Pirate

Starts

SATURDAY'

Their Most Exciting

- - - Hilarious - - - Love Affair!

IRENE DUNNE

CHARLES BOYER

"TOGETHER
AGAIN"

The

ODEON

T847 The Quolity Shop 1945 =

I LIVINGSTON'S I
CLEARANCE

MEN'S

OVERCOATS
LESS

20
For Limited Time Only S

Meltons, Tweeds, Elysians and Irish Fleeces g
Sizes 34 to 46 — All Styles g

I LIVINGSTON'S I
I 75-79 BROCK ST.

DIAL 8334 g
= Civil and Militai7 Outfitters =
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiii^

Monday evening the "Tricolor" mod-

els saw G. B. Shaw's "Candida."

later went backstage to meet the

stars. Above are Miss Howson

(standing) and Miss Hansen chat-

ting informally with Miss Elissa

Landi, leading lady. In photo at

right is Miss Parkhill, pictured being

prepared to face the photographer's

Rabbi Cahn

(Continued from page 1)

mat! who possesses factual know^

ledge niust also have the abiHty to

'list that knowledge—to make the

correct moral choice. "Your

school," he said, "gives you the

facts and the power, and your faith

teaches you how to use it."

The speaker went on to say that'

Tudaisni is the mother religion of

Christianity and that the part

of the Jewish heritage given to the

western world, was Jewish hi ori-

gin. "The ctliical truths of the

Bible are revealed in the stones of

the moral giants, whom we adore,

siLidy and deify, but do not emu-

late," he stated. '^We have seen

how men can live, have lived, yet

we have not copied them."

The speaker described the pre-

sent war as a war brought on by

wrong choices, because men 'were

selfish, greedy, avarice, thought-

less. Since the world of tomorrow

is hi the hands of ihe youth of to-

day. Rabbi Cahn gave a warning

ti) the students of universities all

over the world, lest they forget

what brought on this war, forget

that greed, thoughtlessness, and

avarice can only lead to more war,

more plunder, more heartache.

SKI SLANTS
BY AVONNE SPRAGUE

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street *

SALUTE TO WINTER

WITH A BRILLIANT COLLECTION OF

FUR TRIMMED UN-TRIMMED

COATS

TfiE MACCISCN STUDIO
(grabuatinu fl|otn9ratil|ff

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Years in Business

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Now is the time to rip up that

express tag and dust off those

skis. This Sunday will be a big

day for the hickories. Judg:ing-

from the number of entries. Sc.

'46 intends to overtake Meds '49

ill this last run for the Bews

Trophy, but this shoudn't dis-

courage the other years from giv-

ing them a little opposition.

Everyone in the meet (also just

plain skiers or anyone hardy

enough to be a spectator) must

provide their own' Unich and

transportation. For the latter,

simply get a ticket-by Friday—

to go out by sfeigh with the Ski

Club. Tickets may be uhtained

from Ted Walker, Sc. '46; Fred

Gardner. Sc. '47: Bill Burgoon.

Sc. '48; Joe Rosen, Arts '48;

Mary Connor, Kay MacLean, or

.'\vonne Spragiie until 7 o'clock

Friilay evenfng. Those turning

vip uii Sunday without a ticket

will be charged e.'ctra. The sleighs

will leave the Union at 10 as

usual. So everyone out, to sup-

port their year—girls, too! Inci-

dentally, if there is enongh of

both time and competition there

may be a girls' slalom and down

hill.

DRESSES
featuring

DE|A FROCKS

ANN LOUISE FROCKS

HOUSE COATS
Bunny Suede Flannel - Corduroy

Floral Bengaline

Silk Crepes

are all

VERY

SCARCE

OVERSHOES-
c;KI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

ABERNETHY^S* SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

PHONE 71 OO

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

own BOO. Store '^^'i™ rCanSr^o'^^^

Out Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Q««"'> O'-""'''
ONTAKIU

William Shakespeare

TWELFTH NIGHT
Convocation Hall February 21, 22, 23
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Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer Uoiverat; and WiUiam

CHEMISTRY EXPLOSION
INJURES VARSITY CO-ED

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from die makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellinston St. Dial 435

GOURDIERS
PLCS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store eOM, Rm.6414, GreenbouH* 3U1

TORONTO — (CUP) — Mar-

garet Nishikawara, Physiology

and Biochemistry, is now in To-

ronto General Hospital as a result

of injuries received wheii a bottle

of benzoyl-peroxide exploded in

a chemistry lab. The explosion,

which was great enough to smash

two window panes, caused cuts in

the victim's face, hands, and neck.

Her condition was reported to be

fair.

The laboratory director stated

that the accident was not a result

of carelessness, but "merely an

unfortunate incident." It occurred

when Miss Nishikawara placed a

hot spatula in a bottle of lead

peroxide. Fortunately no fire

broke out.

Science Dance

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat"

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

The businessmen advertising in

this paper are progr,essive and

deserve your patronage.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Exc«Ielnt Service

133 Princess St Opp. Kiesge'a

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical BookE
Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

(Continued from page 1)

thing is prepared for tonight at

9 o'clock.

Mac Clark, who is in charge of

the intermission entertainment

has reported that the talent (?)

of the year has been gathered to

gether and thoroughly rehearsed

A few changes have been made

he said, but they are all for the

better.

(The dance committee said that

tl^ey were having so'me difficulty

in keeping their advertising post

ers in the proper places. You'll

have to admit, girls, that a poste

on your room wall has a very Urn

ited advertising field, although

they appreciate your interest.)

However, a good time is in

store for all who have dated

Queen's angel, procured a halo

from some Engineer who isn

going (there aren't many), and

prepared in general for four hours

of "frolic to good music.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in
the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection
Opp. Collegiate

- tlS Alfred St Phone 4850

Science At-Home

(Continued from page 1)

the opposite end of the floor will

he a modernistic design of steps

ndicating -the various years in the

Science Faculty.

For those wlio love the extraor-

dinary, on the south wall of the

gym will be a water display, com-

plete with sprays and a miniature

water fall, splashing into a pool in

the centre of coloured lights will

play on the fluorescent water.

In thc^llery will be a softly-lit

coke bar with streamlined murals.

Ample space will be available at

this bar for thirsty guests. Also

in the gallery will be a lounge, illu

minated by dimly-lit light bays in

corporated in the flanking wings of

the bar. In the girls' gym will

also be a lounge, furnished with

chesterfields and easy chairs, dimly

lit in keeping with the thought of

relaxation.

\t intennission supper will be

served in the boys" gym and after

wards an aquatic display is to be

presented in the pool.

Over each entrance to the floor

will be crystal balls, which will

flash miniature colored stars in an

^ver-widening pattern _
over the

dance floor, while couples softly

swing and sway to the smooth

rhythms of Bob Strong and his

orchestra.

TORONTO U REPORTS
47 NAMES TO NSS

CCF Rejected

(Continued from page 1)

speaker for the negative, pointed

out tliat the affirmative had made

no attempt to meet the questions

posed by the resolution. "Capital

ism and democracy," he said, "have

grown up together and contingent

on each other. It is wrong to amend

the constitution in tliese days of un-

rest hi Canada."

Mr. Babion, summarizing the

argument for the affirmative, said

that the negative were weak and did

TORONTO— (CUP),—Forty-
seven students who failed to ob-

tain a sufficiently high standard

in the January examinations have

been reported to the National

Selective Service. The results of

exams have not yet been com-

pleted by some faculties.

Last year 130 students were

reported. The judging of failures

will not be as strict this year,

especially regarding men in their

first year.

Alberta Wins

(Continued from page 1)

tion," The first speaker for

Saskatchewan pointed out that we

can not put up with a defeated

state, that the German nation was,

is, and always will be Fascist, and

intolerance is the only means to

eradicate this danger and threet"

The next speaker for the affirm-

ative emphasized toleration as a

means of permitting Germany to

regain her hope for the future and

to recover her self-respect as a

peace-loving nation, "Tliis," he

stated, "could be achieved by sub-

stantial unity of justice and charity,

not revenge or hate."

not touch the issue. He added,

"There is only one motive in a

capitalist economy—that of mater-

ialism."

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 374J

TYPING
9844 - Evenings

-QUEEN'S GLEE CLUB
presents

Gilbert and Sullivan's

THE MIKADO
February 13, 14, 15 — 8:30 p.m.

KCVI AUDITORIUM

Tickets at:

C. W. LINDSAY
Princess Street

TECH SUPPLIES
11 to 12 2 to 5

ALL SEATS RESERVED
50 and 75 cents

Order Your Tricolor Now

From Your Salesman
SCIENCE: Jack Hanna, '45

Bill Crowe

ARTS : Ken Buckingham, '47

Bob MacMillan, '47

MEDS: Dick Beck

Gord Mack. '49

LEVANA: Ruth Kinsella, '46*

Sales End February 28th
Price $4.50 Deposit Now $2.00

EXCLUSIVE PICTURES-
RAID ON UNION
THE "DRAG"

ARTS VARIEITV NIGHT

TO REMEMBFR QUEEN'S IN '45

ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

DBIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232
TAILS

FOR RENT.
AND

TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princesa St

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellinoton St. Diol 4346

Are You in the Know?

"Know how" ie what mnkes th» diSeimce

between a Bmoolb rug-culter and a dud I So

indy, be hep to this "ehinc" step. It's a Tip

— ond hero'fl another: atay in the fun re-

gsidless of what time of the monlL it is!

It's simple. Kotex soniinry napkins aie

more comfortable—that special safety centre

% keeps you piolected—poise-perfect

This Halr-do't for yau— If

Your foeo It long

Q Haorl-Shopad

Round

Newest locks have a flat-lopped look. They're

shorter, sleek, oflcn ccnire-parlcd. Vary

thia hair style to suit your fac«-type. If your

face is long, take the short hair-do shown

here— flat crowned, and fluffed a bit at the

aides. The "liar look's a grooming com-

mandment when ''certain" outlinea threaten

a aleek costume. That's when you ihnnic

Kotex for those flat pressed ends. Because

ihey'ro not stubby, no one will guess your

secrel,

Hdw would yow Introdvcs thBRif

"Copt. Smith, thli li Ueul. Brown"

"Mlu Brown, may 1 preient

Copt. Smllh"

"Uoul. Brown, Copl. Smith"

When introducing army oflicerB, mention iho

one with the higher rank firal—even if the

other is a woman. "Caplain Smith, this is

Lieutenant Brown" is coitccl. Know your

army etiquette these days—ond on "difl'icull

days" for real "social security" just depend

on the comfort Kolcx gives, for Kolcx slays

Bofl while wearing. You'll learn that comfort,

confidence and Kotex go together 1

Girls in the know
choose KOTEX*

Yei, more gjrls choose KOTEX than

all olher brandi of pads put logelher.

TJ.1. Res. Caa. PW. 00.

"THAT DAY IS HERE AGAIN"
Important new hoolclel full of facta about

FREE! the do's and don'ts of problem days.

Canadian Cellucotlon Producla Co. Ltd.,

330 Univoraily Ave, Dept. Toronto, Out.

Please send me n free copy of your booklet, "That Day

is Here Again" . . . which will reach me in a plain envelope.

Name

Address

Ciiy— -
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Gael Intermediate Cagers Chalk

Up Two Wins in as Many Days
Edge RCAF on Tuesday
And Squeeze out Vimy

Wednesday Night

Juniors Win Easily

BY GORD MACK

Bill Morgan sank his first

basket of the evening just after

the opening whistle of Wednes-
day night's cage contest to give

Queen's an early lead which they

had to fight all night to protect.

At half time the score read 17-10

ill the Gaels favour, but it took

playing-coach Bob Elliott's last

second shot from under the Vimy
basket to give the collegians their

30-29 victory.

The inability of the Black and

Gold' army squad to sink free

throws more than made up their

margin of defeat. Fifteen fouls

were called against the Tricolour,

but Vimy only collected seven of

the eighteen points they were of-

fered.

Bill Morgan's nine points in the

first half before his banishment

i,vas high for Queen's, while Cou-

siueau , was high for the night

with 13.

Queen's: Morgan 9; Rowley 3;

Dinsdale 2 ; Campbell, Brown,

Lawler 4; MacDonald 2; Elliott

6; Higgs 2; Fuller 2. Total 30.

-._Vimy : Allioff 2 ; McColl 1 ; Mc-
Gee 2 ; Leonard 8 ; Shaw 3

;

Vaughan, Cousiiieuii 13. Total 29.

SPORTS

tWiECAMPUS SPCCFLIGHT
BY JACK LUSH

In the evening's night cap, the

Juniors overwhelmed the Napa-
nee visitors 59-14, with Bob Men-
ard racking up 20 points for the

winners. Others prominent in

the scoring were Blair Cockburn
with 10 and Don Creaghan with

si.x. It was the Juniors second

one-sided triumph in as many
starts.

Tuesday Night

Queen's intermediate basketeers

won their first game of the sea-

sou Tuesday night, when they

eked out a 38-36 triumph over the

Air Force. It was touch and go

from the opening whistle, but

team work proved the deciding

factor in the Gael triumph.

Taking a four point edge in the

opening half, the Queen's quintet

continued to play their steady

game and had enough to hold

their opponents that one basket

behind.

There were no individual stars

for the Gaels, as the whole squad

turned in excellent performances,

Line-ups and scoring:

Queen's Morgan 5; Dinsdale 2;

Brown S ;
Rowley 10 ; Lawler,

Campbell 2 ; MacDonald 2 ; Elliott

5 ; Fuller 4. Total 36.

R.C.A.F. : Black 19 ; Scherrer 2

;

Dych 8; Gorski 6; McGladry,

Symrps, Bush, Alderdice 1. To-

tal 36.

Flyers Rally To Tie Queen's

In Monday's Fast Puck Classic

Greetings! In the last week, I have come across certain things that,

to my rtund, are rather on the queer ride. First of these is the gym schedule.

In the fall this little form started out with the ri<Uculous and then settled to

the sublime. Ridiculous by the fact that men's intramural sports were

practically shoved out of the picture by COTC and other programmes. Well,

after receiving a rather mundane laugh and a big blast, the schedule-maker

increased the men's gym hours. And as an after-thought, added, "but you

may have it from 6-7 every nightl" Again the blast, for we must all eat,

so the book says. Now. may this inquisitive soul venture forth with the

words, "What about the COTC?" They're not only nuning a good gym

floor with their boots, but occupy it from 4:30-6, Monday to Friday, and

from 1:30-4:30 on Saturdays. But, when the Air Force occupied the gym

a year ago, the COTC got along mthout it. Why not now?

Maybe I am behind the times, but I always had the idea that a gym

was for the purpose of building up nunds and bodies. And those late after-

noon hours would be a good time to do it. If not with an organked gym-

nastic class, with an open recreation programme. I'm sure that this would

prove more beneficial to the students and get more of them interested in

sporting activities. Why can't something be done about it?

My second distasteful find is that of money for the Athletic Board of

Control. From the student's tuition fee, a certain portion (S3) is set aside

for athletic activities. But where is it set aside? The rugby and hockey

teams didn't see much of it in the form of new equipment, and as for the

basketball squad and intramural sports, theirs b nil. The rumour has it

that this money and that large sum taken in from other activities (arena,

rugby, etc.) is being set aside for intercollegiate resumption. Why wait?

At which point the query. "Where can we buy equipment?" That I

don't know, but other universities and colleges do not seem to be running

into such obstacles I

And my third and final find was that concerning rugby uniforms. We
all saw the "lovely" sweatshirts and sweaters our boys wore this fall. Where

are the uniforms of the 1940 season? I have heard that that year's squad

did not get them, and our teams since then haven't seen them. Well, where

did they go?

Maybe someone will answer these questions for me; but if they don't,

I think the matters should be looked into. Don't you?

Intramural Basketball

Section A

Arts '48—
Sc. '45

Sc. '47

Meds '50 —
Meds '47 „

APts

Section B

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 PriRcess Street

SMART STYLES
REASONABLl PRICED

Phone 6733

Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES

See Our

Hosiery

Underwear

Famous Line

of "Coro"

Skirts

Blouses

Sweaters

House Coats

NOVELTY
JEWELLERY

Slips - Panties

187 Princess St. Phone 5056

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years atanda behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official BlaJter*

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street ^^'^

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S—

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

— Quality Drygoods —
Smart Ladies' Weor and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

Intramural Hoopsters Spring
Into Bews i rophy Spotlight

Sc. '48 3 0 0 lis 31 6

Sc. '46 ... . 2 0 0 26 19 4

Meds '49 ~ 1 2 0 41 38 2

Meds -48 — 1 3 0 44 83 2

Arts '47 0 2 0 15 73 0

Future Games:

Feb. 9—Meds '50 vs Arts '48.

8-9 pm (referee, C. Moro).

Feb. 10—Sc. '48 vs Sc. '46.

6:45-7:45; Sc. '47 vs Sc. '45, 7:45-

8:45; Meds '49 vs Arts '47, 8:45-

9:45 (referee, H. Lawler).

Feb. 12—Sc. '47- vs Meds '50,

7:45-8:45 (referee, K. MacDon
aid); Arts '47 vs Sc. '46, 8:45-

9:45 (referee, C. Morgan); Arts

'4S vs Meds '47, 9:45-10:45 (ref

eree, C. Morgan).

Athletic sticks please note: It

I

was agreed at the last meeting of

the intramural committee that

basketball referees be paid 50

cents by each team in all future

intramural games, these officials

to be chosen by the intramural

director.

The intramural basketball league

took over tlie spotlight in the Bews
'1 rophy race, as a surprisingly

strung Arts '48 team edged out a

19-11^ victory over last year's

champs. Sc. .'45 on Monday nighL

and brushed aside Sc. '47 by a 27-

10 count the following eve.

Sc. "48 also came ui for a bow,

as they virtually clinched a section

playoff berth, by llieir one-sided

44-3 win over Arts '47. In other

games, Sc. 46' tuned up for the

•kroosbal" game against Sc. '48

with a close win over their arch

rivals. Meds "49 by an 11-10 count.

Sc. 'AS ktiH in tlie running with a

SZ-2 victcjry over Meds '50 and

Meds '48 triumphed over Arts 47,

29-12.

Led by stocky Jack Fuller, who

caged 12 of the Arts '48 team's

points, tlie Artsmen had to come

through witli a last second basket

to score their first victory. The

Science seniors were leading by

tin ce i»ints at half time, but Fuller

came tlirongh with four baskets hi

the last half, including the winner,

to put the game on the Arts win

column.

Sc. '45
: More 4 ; Roberts 1 ; La-

nnti! the second half when Rog

bell 4; Lindeiias 6. Total 18.

Arts '48: Woods. Southey 2

l-'nller 12; Uainsteeg 2; Kiiiewas

ser 2 ;
Kennedy 1 ;

"i'yndall. Total

19.

A battling Meds '49 team made

[he Sc. juniors step for their Bews

Trophy points in the second game

on Monday night as tliey bad the

winners tied at the half way mark

and with a little better luck with

their foul shots might have pulled

the game out of the fire.

Provan and Cockburn each shar-

ed scoring honours with six. points

each, while Coleman, IvfcLellan,

F:rickson and Beattie rated silver

stars for their performances.

Meds '49: Cockburn 6; Erick-

son 2 ; Reattie, Schmceriol 2 ;
Mack,

Roy. Boyes. Total 10.

Sc. '46: Provan 6; Coleman 2;

McLellan 2; Goddard. King,

Clarke, Sutherland 1 ;
Riller,

Muira. Total 11.

The high flying combination of

Mott and Smart again made life

decidedly uneasy for the opposition,

in this case .-Xrts '47, as they chalk-

ed up 24 points between them to

lead the Soph scoring parade. -

The Artsmen were held scoreless

until the second half when Roy

F'lynii prevented a shutout with a

basket and a foul shot. Sc. '48

accounted for 25 points in the first

half and slackened olY to a mere

19 for, the remainder of the game.

Sc. '48: Smart 11; Mott 13;

Rland 6; Smythe 2; Burnett 3;

Balkwell, Bial'ik 5; Berkyto 2;

Auckland 2. Total 44.

Arts '47: Flynn 3; Newlands,

Jait, Yanofsky, Buckingham, But-

cher. Henson. Total 3.

Sc. '45 men enjoyea die second

of two giunes in as many nights as

the Meds Frosh bore the brunt of

their wrath as they only counted

three points in the first half and

were held scoreless in the last

frame.

It was declared Sam Pataran

night by the Sciencenien as "Sam-

bo" flicked in eight baskets in bis

[jersonal appearance. Moro, La-

mont and Manteil were also round-

ing into shape of bigger things to

coine.

Sc. '45 : Moro 6 ; Lament, Hale,

Manteil 2; Pataran 16; Roberts 2;

Lindenas 2; Campbell 2; Mureton

4. Total 34.

Meds '50: Wiggins 1 ;
Gladdy 2;

Montemurro, Morgan, Curtiss,

Jackson. Gibbons. Total 3.

In chalking up their first victory

nf the season, the Meds juniors

showed a vast improvement over

their other two starts. AUIiougli

the Arts "47 team ^^a^ only seven

points behind at the half-way mark,

the Medsmen led by Vechter, Arm-

strong and Kronick soon put the

game on ice with well executed

shots.

Meds '48: Hayun,s^i 5; Kronick

6; Bechter 12; Armitrong6; Beck,

Annis. Total 29.

Arts '47: Cooper 2; Allan, Swit-

zer. Yanofsky 9; Smith, Butcher.

Kerr, Porter. Total U,

Thanks to the first half rush of

Kennedy with ten points and the

Bews Revision

Favours Sc. '46

Airmen Count Twice in

Last Minute of Play
To Earn 3-3 Draw

BY DON CREAOHAfI

For 45 minutes Monday nigh^

Queen's and the RCAF Flyers

battled to a three-all draw, in one

of the fastest games witnessed

this year in the Arena. The re-

sult was a heartbreaker for the

Gaels, who were leading by a pair

of counters until the Flyers

banged home two markers in the

closing minutes.

Elliott opened the scoring- for

Queen's in the first minute of

play, when he bulged the tvnne

from just inside the blue line, on
a pass from Cote. Both teams

kept up a fast pace for the rest of

the period, but the students were

sharper and notched two raorev

from the sticks of Kelly and King;

in the closing minutes.

The Flyers scored their first

early in the second period from a
mix-up in front of Cameron ia

the Queen's net. Play petered

out the frame with no furtheff

scoring.

This continued and it looked

like a win for the Gaels. How-
ever, in the last two minutes,

Ellis, a new player for the Air-

men, notched two beautiful goals

to even the score and save the

Flyers from defeat.

Standings

At a meeting last Monday night

of the faculty athletic sticks and

intramural athletic director. Bill

Lemraou, several revisions to the

present Bews Trophy scoring sys-

tem were discussed.

Science representative Bill Rob

erts pointed the discrepancy

which existed in the scoring when

two Science or two Meds teams

were playing. The original pur

pose of the scale points was to

counter-balance the laws of prob-

ability so that a year which only

had one-third of the enrolment of

another year would gain three

times as many points for a victory

over the larger year. The system

as it was operating at the begin-

ning of this year awarded full

scale points to Medical teams

even when they were competing

against another Medical team

from a year of equal numbers.

The meeting passed Jack Milli-

ken's motion that beginning at

6 pm last Monday evening, a

standard number of points would

be awarded teams competing

against other years of equal num-

bers.

Another problem discussed was

the default record of Meds '47

and Meds '48 In hockey and bas-

ketball. Voting was postponed

on a resolution that io future

years a team wnuld be automatic-

ally eliminated for two defaults.

Ordnance-

Vimy
Headqtrs.-

Queen's —
Locos —
Vies

Radar

49

28

31

40

37

44

74

George Elliott shone for

Queen's team, scoring once

11

A Pts

24 23
IS

15

12

11

9
8
O

the

and

second half relief work of Fuller in

the scoring parade Arts MS came

through with an unexpectedly easy

win over Sc. '47 by a 27-10 score.

The Science Sophs never did re-

cover from the first half uprising

of the Artsmen in caging It) points

to tlicir four with the result that

Sc. '47 faced wiih eiiminrttion on

Saturdiiy nighl unless they up..-t

Sc. '45, no mean trick in itself.

Arts '48: Fuller 12; Kennedy

11; Damsteeg 4; Kniew-asser.

Woods 2; Harper, Southey, Rich-

ards. Total 29.

Sc. 47 :Oosterhofr 2 ; Gee 2 ;
Mc-

Naughton, Mathews 2 ;
Endleman

2; Keenan, Bradley 2. Total 12

assiting in another, as well as

playing a sound defensive game.

Pete King and Dan Kelly also

turned in sterling: performances^

For the Flyers, Ellis was lb«

shining light.

Line-ups

RCAF: Viens, Canvrin, Wake-

ford, DeRoche. Ellis, Purdon.

Edick, Tetreault, Bemard, Mc-
Coy. Swan. Hanson.

Queen's: Cameron, Elliott,

Pataran, Cote, McKenzie, Pet-

rocco, Hughes, Morrow, Kelly,

King.
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Kingston's Oldtst

Estoblsihed Shoe Ston

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LEVANA
NOTES
T MART VAUl-KNTVHE

We carty a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also—
Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St.

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

"Let only he wlio wears 'store-

botten' socks complain of the click

of needles."—Old Proverb.

With all this furor about Levan-

ites knitting during concerts and

drowning out pianists with the

thundering of steel—we'd better

rise to the defence of our cohorts.

In the first place, men, don't con-

demn a knitter until you've looked

at her needles. If they're plastic

(and any that aren't are merely

relics of prewar days) we'll bet

they aren't making a sound. In the

second place—and this one's for

you, Levana—they really are right

about the click-click being a nuis-

ance. Steel and aero needles are

wonderful if you have them, but

the concert hall isn't the place to

do your bragging that you still have

some.

So—Levana, try plastic needles;

and, men, use a little discrimination

in condemning knitters.

Applications

Tomorrow is the last day appli-

cations for rooms in residence next

year will be received. Application

forms are still available in the

office of the Dean of Womn.
Dr. Douglas announces that Dr

C. T. Curreily has presented to

Queen's University for Ban Righ

a sketch sheet by Hokusai, a Jap-

anese artist who lived from 17(50

to IS49. Hokusai is described as

having been "frequently called the

world's greatest draughtsman."

The picture is made up of two

large powerfully-sketched draw-

ings of Japanese types—the first in

a mask and garb for ceremonial

ritual, and the second a peasant

vendor.

Tliere will be another French

tea this week in Macdonnell House

this afternoon at 4:30-

The Ban Righ House Council

will present its annual Valentine

Dance, "Cupid's Fling" a week

from tomorrow. There will be

dancing from S to 12. refreshments,

and an admission charge of 75

cents.

Today: Science

pm. Grant Hall.

47 Dance. 9

French Tea,

Macdonnell House, 4:30.

Tomorrowr: Open House, 8:30

pm. Grant Hall. Hillel medical

symposium, 8 pm, Community

Hall, 148 Queen street.

Monday : Public Lecture Series,

Prof. J. C. Cameron, head of the

Industrial Relations Section of

the Commerce Department, will

speak on "Modern Trends in Col-

lective Bargaining." 8 pm. Con-

vocation Hall. Hockey. Vimy vs

Queen's 9 pm, Jock Harty Arena.

Geological Movies on the North-

West Territories, Dr. A. W. Jol-

liffe, 4:30 pm. room 201, Miller

Hall.

Tuesday: Lecture on Mineral

Deposits of the Northwest Terri-

tories, Dr. A. W. Jolliffe, 11 am.

room 201, Miller Hall.

Intramural Hockey

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS
Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

too PRINCESS STRBBT

Dean Douglas

Section A
W L T F APts

Sc. '46 _ 3 0 0 12 1 6

Sc. '47 „ 2 0 1 18 3 5

Meds "50 _„ 2 1 1 13 6 5

Arts '47 _ „ 1 1 0 8 11 2

Arts '45-6 _ 0 2 0 3 30 0

Meds '47 -„ 0 3 0 .0 3 0

Section B
Sc. '48 -300 7 3 6

Sc. -45 ..210 10 2 4

Meds '49 _„ 1 2 0 5 13 2

Meds '48 _ _ 0 1 D 0 1 0

Arts '48 „ 0 2 0 4 7 0

Sports Notes

The fourth round in the intra-

mural bowling tournament must

be completed by February 10.

The second round of the intra-

mural table-tennis tournament

must be completed by Febru-

ary 13.

The intramural boxing and

wrestling meet will be held the

last week in February.

Entries for the intramural

downlull and slalom skiing events

will be accepted in the gym
locker-room until today. Entries

will be limited as follows: Sc. '48,

20; Sc. '47, 16; Sc. '46, IS; Sc. '45,

13; all Meds years, 5; Arts '48. 13;

Arts '47. 7 ; Arts '46, 5 ; Arts '45, 5.

The swim meet has been post-

poned from Monday to Tuesday

night. List of qualified swim-

mers and the order of events will

be posted in Tuesday's issue.

Intramural Hockey Results

Feb. 5—Sc. '45 9, Meds '49 1

;

Meds '50 9, Arts '45-6 0.

Girls' Sports

There will be a swimmmg prac-

tice at 2 pm Saturday for all girls

in the Water Follies,

The badminton schedule has

been posted and all first-round

games must be played off before

next Friday.

Models Back

(Continued from page 1)

"Women in Business and Profes-

sional Ljfe." treated the needs in

fields of nursing, home economics,

and social work.

Dr. Edna Guest spoke on

"Health", urging the support of

the women of Canada in all pro-

grammes fighting TB, VD. and

cancer.

Speaking on "Women in Public

Life," Senators Cairine Wilson and

Eva Fallis urged more women to

enter public life and urged upan

government the policy of placing

well -qualified women in e.'iecutive

positions and on advisory boards

and committees.

"The Responsibilities of Citizen-

ship" and "Individual Responsibil-

ity in Community" were discussed

For?5yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE

to

Canadians

in all

walks of life

FOUND: Pair of

glasses, in brown case.

The Journal office.

woman s

Apply at

Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I^^H^MlOr CANADA ll^^^^

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leadbeater

(Continued from page 1)

borough and Rice photography

studios.

Other items on the programme

were : a trip through Globe and

Mail offices; meals at Angelo's.

La Chaumiere, and Royal York

Hotel ; and treatment at Elizabeth

Arden beauty salon.

The girls were impressed with

different aspects of the trip. Miss

Hansen, amazed at the array of

food, exclaimed : "Oh, the 'eats'

were wonderful !" Miss Howson,

whose home is in Toronto, pre

ferred to room with the other

girls because, as she put it

"Why pass up a chance to stay

at the Royal York?" Miss Park

hill was particularly enthused' at

meeting several friends from

Winnipeg, her home town, while

Miss Loa was preoccupied in an

amicable running feud with one

of the photographers who wouldn't

speak to her because she had in-

advertently closed her eyes dur-

ing one of his shots.

Hillel Symposium

The Hiliel Foundation will hold

a Medical Symposium tomorrow

at 8 pm in the Community Hall,

148 Queen St, Dr. B. Krapp will

speak on "The Races of Mankind,"

and Dr. G. B. Reed will speak on

"Socialized Medicine." Dancing

and refreshments. All are welcome

pGtronize Our Advertisers

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK
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FIRST ^MIKADO' SHOWING TONIGHT
\Trophies Removed from Cases in Gym;

Supervision Ordered for Open Houses

Glee Club Presents Comedy

As Fourth Major Production

JThree Cups Taken ^^'^^^^^'^ Children Will See

lOver Weekend; Special Showing by Guild

ICulprits Unknown

[Entrance Not Forced and
No Other Prizes Are

Tampered with

Police Join Search

Municipal police have been

Icalled in to join the search for

jlhree athletic trophies, valued at

I $235, which were unlawfully re-

1 moved from one of the trophy

I cabinets in the main gymnasium

I corridor Saturday evening or

1 Sunday morning. This was

[divulged yesterday in an official

I
statement to The Journal from

I
Charles Hicks.-Athletic Board of

1 Control secretary.

The missing cups are: Interfac-

lulty Hoclyey Cup, Golf Presidenl's

ICup, and Canadian Intercolle-

Igiate Athletic Union Intermediate

[Hockey Cup. The theft was re-

Iported to Mr. Hicks early Sunday

niorning by Jack Harvey. Sc. '45.

who noticed the awards were

I missing from the top shelf in the

chest on the east side of the corri-

Idor. Subsequent efforts have

failed to locate the trophies.

Officials are reluctant to con-

clude the affair is an actual rob-

jljery, believing the cups, which

jare fully insured, may have been

hiidden by a student or students

las a "prank". They point out the

]
missing items "are certainly not

tlie most valuable in the cabinet,

I from either a financial or an his-

1
lorical point-of-vie\v." The chest

CUPS REMOVED
(Continued on page 4)'

Tickets for "Twelfth Night,"

which is to be presented in Con-

vocation Hall on February 21, 22,

and 23, are now on sale. All

seats are reserved, and the tickets

are being sold this week in Tech-

nical Supplies, and downtown at

Rikely and Vtnce, tobacconists,

on the corner of Princess and

Bagot streets. Tickets are SO

cents.

On Friday afternoon. February

23, there will be a matinee per-

formance of the play for Kingston

children of high school age. By

arrangement with the Kingston

School Board, there will be no

admission charge for this per-

formance. For the matinee only

"Twelfth Night" will be staged in

the "KCVI auditoruim.

The plot of "Twelfth Night" is

woven about a mix-up in the

identity of a pair of twins, brother

and sister—Sebastian and Viola.

Follies To Feature

Talent of Campus

Diving Champions To Be

Special Attraction

Defender of Malta

I

To Visit Queen's

General Sir William Dobbier

I
I MG. KCB, DSO, famed for his

'leroic defence of the island of

Malta, will address Queen's stu-

I'lents in Grant HaU on March 1.

The lecture at Queen's is one

"f a series to be given to students

nf the universities of Western

Ontario, McMaster, Toronto,

Queen's, and McGill. General

I

' 'obbie, accompanied by Lady

I^obbie, is making a month's tour

Canada under the auspices of

I
ihe IVCF.

I

It was* he who issued the onler

! 'o cease firing on November 11,

I

'518, and who wrote the annis-

'ice terms and presented them to

I

'Ke German representatives. Lady

Bobbie is the aunt of the late

I

commander of the chindits in

fiurma, General Orde C Wingate.

For the first time since the

successful Queen's W;!ter Follies

of 1942. the gymnasium pool Fri-

day and Saturday. February 23

and 24. has been reserved for the

presentation of the Queen's

Swimming Club's "Aquacade of

1945." The show is sponsored by

ihe ISS, who have included the

aquacade in their weekend pro-

gramme.

The two-and-a-half-hour show

^huuid more appropriately be

called an "amphibicade," as land

;ind water acts are evenly distrib-

uted in the programme. The cast

will consist mainly of campus

talent who have been practising

nee November. As an added

attraction, attempts are being

made to present two of Canada's

outstanding divers—a lady diver

of Canadian championship calibre,

and a men's provincial diving

champion.

This Friday night a preview

will be presented at the Science

Formal during the intermission.

Two of the acts will be variations

of the actual aquacade presenta

tions. while the other two acts

will be exclusive to the .Science

Formal performed by members of

the aquacade cast.

Tickets will go on sate next

Monday, and will be available at

the Tech Supplies, AB of C office,

downtown, and from the ISS

committee.

As the play opens, Orsino, Duke

of Illyria, is proclaiming his love

for the Countess Olivia, whom he

has wooed long and vainly. Viola,

shipwrecked on the Illyrian coast,

supposing her beloved twin

brother is drowned, disguises her-

self as a page, takes the name of

"Cesario" and enters Orsino's

service. Here she wins a good

deal of favour with the duke,

Orsino. as his page—and, beneath

her i)nv's disguise, falls in love

with him. Much against her will,

she is sent by Orsino to plead his

suit witli Olivia. To complicate

matters still further, Olivia, be-

lieving Viola to be a man, falls

in love with her and scorns the

duke's suit.

Sebastian, Viola's twin, also

saved from the shipwreck, enters

Ilyria, and the likeness of the

twins causes much confusion.

Olivia encounters him, and be-

lieving him to be "Cesario," be-

trothes herself to him. When

next Olivia meets "Cesario" with

the duke and claims her as her

husband, Viola denies it, but the

duke, furious, thinks his page has

betrayed him. Finally Sebastian

appears, and all is explained. The

duke, reali^ing the depth of

Viola's devotion, marries her, and

all ends happily.

Shakespeare always lets his

audience in on everything that is

happening; but he keeps his

actors in the dark. This elimi-

nates the use of the "surprise

ending" and leaves a wide field

of scope for dramatic irony.

Wallace Requests

Stricter Control

Following Brawl

Flying Liquor Bottles Break

Window in Grant Hall

Saturday Night

No One Injured

Principal R. C. Wallace has

directed the Alma Mater Society

executive to exert stricter super-

vision'at future openjiouses, The

Joiumal leairned from authorita-

tive sources yesterday. This

action was taken following a

brawl at last Saturday's open

house, when several windows

were broken in Grant Hall and

Fleming Hall.

The Principal made the request

before leaving town yesterday

noon. Official comment on the

affair could not be obtained; but

it was reported university officers

are taking a serious view of the

entire incident.

Although reports reaching The

Journal are sketchy, it is known

for certain one Grant Hall wm-

dow and Liiree Fleming Hall win-

dows were smashed in the affray.

Amount of damage could not be

learned. No one was reported to

have been injured.

Trouble started late in the

evening when a group of uniden-

tified students, alleged to have

been under the influence of liquor,

went to the dance and became

disorderly. The several AMS
constables on hand were unable

OPEN HOUSE BBAWL
(Continued on page 4)

High Enrolment

Of Vets Seen

VANCOUVER — (CUP) —
Al least 660,000 veterans intend on

their return to enter .American col-

leges." said Brig.-Gen. F. T. Hines,

.Vdministrator of Veterans Affairs

in the USA at the meeting of the

Association of American Colleges,

according to the University of Bri-

tish Columbia "Ubyssey."

This possible enrolment is exact-

.ly 50 percent more than the highest

ever liandled'by American colleges,

General Hines said the chances

were that demobilization will extend

over a period of about two years,

and that the rush of veterans to

colleges could be expected within

out- and one-half years after victory

over Japan.

He said that the Veterans' Af-

fairs Administration would in no

way limit the freedom of indivi-

duals io,take any course they de-

sired. 1

General Hines suggested that the

VET ENROLMENTS
(Continued on page 6)

Students Support

Liberal Regime

Conservatives, CCF Place

Second and Third

Symphony Closes Concerts

With 'Brilliant' Performance
BY HENRY KNEPLGB

The concert of the MinneapoUs

Symphony Orchestra under Dimit-

ri Mitropoulos, the most eagerly

awaited musical event of this sea-

son, has passed. Expectations had

been so high that one could not help

a slight feeling of apprehension that

things might not go as well as they

were expected to do. These appre-

hensions were dispelled by a musi-

cal achievement of first rate quahiy

and the shortcomings of Grant Hall

seemed to have vanished completely.

Mr, Nfitropoulos is a strange

conductor, strange becausa he con-

ducts in a way that would bring the

censure of more conservative con-

cert-goers on every other man's

head but his, but with him one feels

that his work is really interpreta-

tive. He has, too. in the Minnea-

polis Symphony accomplished mu-

sicians at his disposal, discipUned

and well prepared for the accentu-

ated shading which Mr. Mitropou-

los gives to all the works which he

performs.

In the "Adagietto" from Mah-

ler's "Fifth Symphony" the string

sections came as near to playing

"nmsic'of the spheres" as I have

ever heard. The brass sections,

though comparatively- small, did

erceptionallv brilliant work in the

excerpts from "Die M^^stersinger

von Nurnberg." Beethoven's

"Third Symphony." which formed

the second half of the program also

showed the surprisingly striking ef-

fects which Mr. Mitropoulos

achieves by accentuation of rhythm

and moods.

Three encores were given by the

orchestra, some of which may have

SYMPHONY CLOSES

(Continued on page 4)

CONDUCTEO BY JIM SOUTHEY

If Queen's students were given

the chance to elect Canada's House

of Commons in the near future, the

present Liberal government would

be returned by a slight plurality,

according to a recent Journal In-

stitute of Student Opinion survey.

One hundred students were asked

die following question, with ihe re-

sults as shown

:

If a general federal election

were to be held in the immediate

future, and you were going to

vote, which party would you

support:

Liberal

Progressive-Conserva-

tive

Co-operative Common

wealth Federation .

Others

L'ndecided

Prominent Artist Designs

New Stage Setting

For Operetta

Dr. Harrison Conducts

In presenting "The Mikado" at

Kingston Collegiate Auditorium

on Februar>^ 13, 14, and 15. the

Queen's Glee Club will give their

fourth annual production from

the famous- series of Gilbert and

Sullivan operas. In addition,

three of these general favourites,

"Trial by Jury," "HMS Pinafore,"

and "Patience, " have been staged

during the university's summer

sessions by the Queen's Summer

School Glee Club.

Among the members of this

year's cast is Ewart Prince of

. Kingston as the Mikado of Japan.

This singer scored a success as

Don Alhambra in last year's pro-

duction of "The Gondoliers."

Appearing as Nanki-Poo, the

wandering minstrel, will be

Douglas Gray of Stirling, who has

performed in previous years as

Frederick in "The Pirates of Pen-

zance" and as Luiz in "The Gon-

doliers." The part of Ko-Ko, the

Lord High Executioner, will be

taken by Gordon Robertson of

Kingston, who has been heard in

previous Glee Club performances

as the judge in "Trial by jury,"

and also as baritone soloist in

Brahms' "Requiem."

Other principals in the cast of

the forthcoming production will

be Marion Cowie, contralto of

Saiilt Ste. Marie, in the part of

Katisha. Each of the "three little

maids from school" will have two

interpreters, who will appear on

alternate nights. They are Joan

Graham of Swift Current. Sask.,

GLEE CLUB

(Coutinued on page 3)

2sro

13%

100%

Tlie students, who indicated thai

tiiey would support the Liberal

party, diil so for the most part on

the grounds that this is no lime in

the history of Canada to change

our government. They said that

the Liberals are the only parly

which can preserve national unity,

and that the solution to current

problems wliich they offer is better

than that of any other party. They

; LIBERALS FAVOURED

(Continued on page 6)

MedicalGraduation

Coming Thursday

A Medical Convocation will be

held in Grant Hall Thursday at

3 pni. Approxini.itely'-!4 students

will receive their diplomas. This

is the first Medical Convocation

to be held in Grant Hall since the

course was accelerated. Previ-

ously, the medical students gi-adu-

ated in the combined faculty con-

vocation held al the end of Che

spring term, and since 1942 the

separate medical convocations

have been held in Convocation

Hall.

The convocation will have a

distinctly military aspect, as all

but five of the final-year students

are in unifonn.

,
Principal R. C. Wallace, and

Chancellor the Hon. C. A. Dun-

ning will both be unable to attend

the convocation. The Rev. J-

MEDICAL GRADUATION

(Contmued on page 4)
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The Journal's Poll

Results of the latest Joiimal Institute of Student Opinion

poll, as reported elsewhere in this issue, are highly significant in

at least twq respects. First, they coincide almost exactly with

those of the latest nation-wide Gallup poll on the same question

;

and second, they lend emphasis to the prevalent belief that the

next House of Commons wil! be composed of three parties of

almost equal strength, which may compel a coalition between two

of the powers.

One hundred students, or almost seven percent of the entire

student body, were asked this question; // a general federal election

were to be held in Ike immediate future, and yoit were gobig to vote,

•which parly would yon support'^ The outcome is especially interest-

ing when compared with the findings of the Gallup poll of January

13, as shown in the following table

:

JISO Gallup

33 percent 36 percent

28 28

, 23 22

3 14

13 ' —

Liberal

Prog.-Cons.

CCF
Others

Undecided

Totals 100 100

If the above charts are correct, and there is no reason to suspect

they are not, Queen's campus is almost a perfect replica of the

political complexion of the Dominion.

The federal Liberal party has never lost its lead since its 1940

victory; and although it has suffered a tremendous decline within

the last two or three years, it has made slight gains in the past

several months. On the other hand, the Progressive-Conservative

and CCF parties have dropped off a little. Nevertheless, this

recent rise of the Liberals and drop of the other two parties should

not be construed as presaging any tangible upsweep in Liberal

strength, since public opinion as mirrored in the Gallup poll

fluctuates from month to month, and corresponding variations in

parties' strength are to be expected. The situation is, to say the

least, very fluid; and we shall have to await the next general

election itself to see definitely which party has the most popular

support,

However, one fact does seem to emerge from this protean

political jumble; the next session of Parliament will probably see,

for the first time in history, a House of Commons comprising

three powerful parties, each of which will be desirous of wielding

he reins of government, and none of which will be able to do so

in virtue of the trilateral split. Outcome of this mix-up, which
unfortunately appears inevitable, is, of course, impossible to

predict. However, according to most competent observers, the

only feasible solution will be a two-party coalition—obviously

involving the Liberals and the Conservatives—which will, on the

basis of the above figures, give the ministry thus formed sufficient

support to enact legislation, and will automatically split Commons
into a "capitalistic" Government and a "socialistic" Opposition.

Should such a coalition, either formal or tacit, not be forthcoming,

these savants argue, the result would undoubtedly be complete

stalemate, no party being able to procure guaranteed support' of

a sufficient number of members to enable it to form a durable

government. Therefore, they conclude, a coalition is inevitable.

All this, however, is pure speculation. About the only thing

we can do now is hope that our present system of government,

which has thus far weathered successfully many violent storms,

is not on the verge of collapse because of such a contingency—

a

three-way Commons—which could very well issue in complete

chaos for the country.

PRESCNTINO

An Interview with Dimitri Mitropouios
BY H. O. BIALIK

Drama Guild Leads the Way
The announcement that the Drama Guild will offer a special

matinee showing of its forthcoming Twelfth Night production for

the benefit of some 1,000 Kingston high school children is certainly

indicative of a progressive and benevolent spirit on the part of all

concerned.

The plan, originated by the Guild executive and being spon-

sored by the local school board of education, will afford the youth

of Kingston the rare opportunity of seeing a regular stage per-

formance, and will permit it to meet at first-hand the immortal

Shakespearian drama. One of the chief shortcomings of a city

the size of Kingston (the population of which is 30,126, according

to 1941 census figures) is that it is virtually isolated from the

world of personal culture, and that consequently its reside^its are

seldom able to witness and enjoy the so-called higher things of

life.. Its children, prevented from attending such important events

as plays, operas, art and photography exhibits, and so forth, there-

fore are not fully able, upon reaching maturity, to appreciate

them in any of their aspects. That the showing of Twelfth Night

will completely offset this deficiency in Kingston's diet is hardly

to be expected ; but it will mitigate it to a certain extent.

Moreover, the plan is important not only for what it will do,

but also for what it suggests. The Guild has taken a step in the

right direction by offering such valuable entertainment free to the

younger element of Kingston; for it has done so not in the hope

of self-glorification, but rather in the hope of remedying the

deplorable situation noted above. The Drama Guild has established

a commendable precedent at Queen's—one which, we trust, will

be emulated by other campus groups.
,

All I knew about interviewing

people was what I had seen in the

mo\'ies—the reporter (usuallj' with

hat tilted back) has a pencil and

pad in his hand and lires questions

rapidly at the person interviewed,

I also knew that it was customary

to make an appointment before-

hand. But when I went to inter-

view Dimitri Mitropouios for The

Journal, I didn't wear a hat, I had

neither pencil nor paper, and I

hadn't even any appointment. With

such a start, the interview should

have "naturally been a flop, and I

thought it would be.

I arrived at Grant Hal! some

time before the Young People's

Concert on Thursday afternoon. I

searciied for Mrs. Harrison, the

Secretary of the Concerts Commit-

tee, and asked her if I would be

able to speak to Mitropouios.

"Well," she said, "the train was

late, and the baggage is delayed,

and the orchestra has hard!}- had

anything to" eat, and he's probably

busj' ,. . . but-I'll speak to him any-

way," And with that she was gone.

Before I had even time to think

of some good questions, Mrs. Har-

rison was back and with her was a

slender, ascetic looking and almost

completely bald man in formal

morning wear. It was Mitropouios.

She introduced me to him, and left

And there we were,

I couldn't think of a thing to say

I cursed myself for not being pre-

pared, but I made a verbal stab

—

Mr. Mitropouios, ah—what do

you think of music in the movies

to-day ?"

'It is not real music," he said,

and shook his head, "and it is not

art. -The canned music of the movies

is like canned food—both are not

genuine. Even when a fine com-

poser like Copland writes for the

motion pictures, it is not his best.

Oh, I enjoy going to the movies

sometimes for relaxation, but I do

not go to listen to the music, al-

though my whole life belongs to

music." Mitropouios has a deep

pleasant voice and speaks English

perfectly with a slight accent.

He said that the movies were so

popular and yet so artistically bad,

that the legitimate theatre couldn't

compete. And so the theatre must

cater to the audience's taste, which

is low indeed. Good plays, like

those of Saroyan—whom he ad-

mires greatly — last only a few

weeks. "Oklahoma" runs for years

and it is "so stupid and silly —
except the Agnes de Mille billet,

of course."

Many's the time I've walked the

Grant Hall corridor (especially be-

fore e.xanis) but this was the first

time I walked it with a great sym-

phonic conductor. Mitroiioulns has

long legs and I could hardly keep

up with him.

So when I saw Martha Janiieson

sketching him, I thought of a way

to "pin him down," 1 introduced

Martha to him. and then Dr. F. L.

Harrison joined us and suggested

we move to a warmer place. We
went into the Arts Buildings and

into Room 210,

As soon as Mitropouios was

seated comfortably, I asked him

what lie thought of boogie woogie.

"Boogie woogie is all right in

its place, and it adds a certain

colour to the art of music. But it

is primitive. It is not intellectual

music. Boogie woogie oflfers an

escape to certain people, like drugs.

The intellectilal minority does not

look for such an escape. Good

music has proportions, has con-

trasts, climaxes and anti-climaxes.

T do not believe that boogie woogie

offers all this. It is primitive music,

and people ha\'e a tendenc)' to re-

turn to the primitive."

I asked him if he would play

jazz or boogie on the concert stage.

He smiled — "If the music is

good. I play it. And there are good

jazz composers. But a modern

composer must have a complete

knowledge and acquaintance with

the ancients, he must know his

Palestrina." He also added tliat

modern music, like modern art, is

usually beyond the public's appre

ciation.

"Mr. Mitropouios . . . ," I stam

mered, "1 would like to ask you a

very silly question . .
."

usually much more interesting than

ordinary questions."

"Well ... if you were lost oil a

desert island, what three scores

would you take with you?"

Dr. Harrison and Martha laugh-

ed.

Mitropouios thought for a mo-

ment and then said;

"A score is nut Uke a book . . .

but ... I would not take just three.

I would take the ancient masters,

some Bach — no, all of Bach, the

Quartets of Beethoven, Haydn,

Mozart, Schubert, but no Roman-

tics — except Schubert. No Ro-

mantics at all."

"No Tschaikowsky ?" asked Mar-

tha.

"Definitely not," he answered.

"His music is sensual. I want music

for the soul and the intellect- I

wimt nervous and vital music. I

want Beethoven and Wagner." He
added that the public always wants

Romantic music. And so he plays

it and records it.

1 asked liim wliat he thought of

recordings.

"I hate them. You curse yoUr

life when you make records," lie

said. "A record is the machinist

not the orchestra. The whole con-

tinuity and mood of a work is spoil-

ed when it is recorded. Maybe the

new wire metliod of recording will

eliminate all_tliat nuisance. I don't

know."

Then you don't study by re

cords?" asked Dr. Harrison.

"Certainly not," Mitropouios

answered quickly. "I do not have

a phonograph or records in my
house. I make records, but I do

not hsten to them."

I had time for one more ques-

tion. What did he think of music

in America as compared with music

in Russia?

"All the arts here are associated

with money," he said, "with 'gold.'

There is no progress in the capi-

talistic system — the most criminal

sj'Stem in the world. I am a so-

cialist; and I look forward to the

day when we exchange 'goods' and

not 'gold.' In Russia, all the people

are educated for the arts. and
—

"

He would have continued, but

just then Mrs. Harrison and Mr,

Gaines, his manager, came in and

told him that the concert was about

to start.

We all shook hands. Martha

and I thanked him, and he went

irs
Human
BY aORD PETERS

The third of the University ConJ

cert series is now over. It was fro

every point of view the most su,.

cessful yet held and it ended

a great triumph with the Mium..]

apolis Symphony's concert.

We had the good fortune to ruJ

into one of the vioUnists and wJ
had quite an interesting concer-f

sation. Tlie violinist was a midtile.|

aged man and he told me that

had been brought to America fronil

Vienna by the famous Walter Da

rosch in 1910. He had played foJ

the New York Philharmonic [or]

five years and had then come to tlic|

Minneapolis.

He told us that he thought tliJ

Canadian's attitude to music waJ

far healthier than the American's,!

For one thing the rage for "boogie

woogie" didn't seem to be as uni

versal here as it is in the States andl

the programmes that CanadiansI

preferred seemed on the whole tul

be towards the "more solid."

When asked what he thought oil

Kingston and Queen's, he said:!

"Not bad, only they charge 50l

cents for a pint of beer at the hut

and that's too much, too much."

Just then a lady drifted by and]

he pointed to her and in a wistfiil|

voice said, "You see her, she's

married to one of the men in lhe|

orchestra — the first cellist, !iick\

man. Just think of it, he gets a|

double salary." Then with a loud

sigh and sadly shaking his head hej

wandered off.

* • * *

This week will see one of tbe|

campus' most ambitious and

jjortant social events, the Scieiict|

Formal. From all reports the cus-

tom of "importing" will reacli a

new high. The women on the cam-

pus have long muttered about diis.l

They want to know why the men I

have to bring girls in for the hl^

dances instead of inviting a beau-

tiful Queen's co-ed. We wouldn'il

like to stick our neck out — tiuM

really, girls, tliis is the time of year

when a lot of you sweet young]

things learn that crime doesn't pay.

We might add, _we aren't impori-]

ing. As a matter of fact we aren'i

going, so here is one date for hire. I

Just address your letters to us, c.ire

of The Journal.

"Go ahead," he said. "They are
]

on to his life's work.

THIS

This is not very interesting

But if

You have read this far already

You will

Probably

Read as far as this;

And still

Not really accomplishing

Anything at all

You might

Even read on

As far as this,

Which brings you to

The line you are reading now.

And after all that you are still

Probably curious enough to keep

Right on making

Yourself

A bit gullible

By reading

As far down
The page

As
This.

B Sc. rEVElR
BY J. R. O'GRAOY

I must go out to the labs agan, where the light comes in from the sky,

And all I ask is a tall flask and a neck to hold it by.

And the tap's drip and the flame's glow and the vent fan's shaking,

And the gray look on the Prof's face at the damned flask's breaking.

i must go out to the labs again, for the call of the mighty watt

Is an old call and a strong call that thrills me as it ought;

And all I ask is a beam-power tube with electrons flying,

And the faint smoke from the plate load, and the anode frying.

I must go out to the iabs" again, to the scientific life,

To the volt's way and the salt's way, where the air is cut with a knife

;

And all I ask is that after May when I've answered every query,

I'll have time out for a night's sleep lest my eyes stay bleary.

POMES

A college paper is a great invention :

|

The college gets all the fame

;

The printer gets all the money;

And the staff gets all the blame.

DEATH OR LIf E

I see green fields far away.

I hear the laughter of a child at

play.

Through a mist they seem to come.

Far above the noisy hum

Of men's voices, the traffic's din.

In this sorrowing world of grief

and sin.

As I rise and leave my lowly bed.

I hear them say, "The poor man is

dead."
—R.B.C.

I wish I was a widdle egg

Away up in a tree.

I wish I was a widdle egg

As jvotten as could be.

I wish some mean old professor

Would holler loud at me,

I'd smash my wotten widdle self

And spwatter him wif lue.

—Ubysscy-

Doris has a little swing

It isn't hard to find.

And everywhere that Doris goes,

The swing is just behind.

—Manitobari'

English Prof. ;—iWhafs the dif-

ference between a vision and asight-

Stude :—Wlien a giri goes out 'f

the evening she's a vision ;
wlicn sli''

I

gets up in the morning she's a sigh'-

1
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DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232
ELLIOTTS

Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS

356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 37«

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 WeUington St. Dial 4352

Science To Hold

Party on Saturday

Al a meeting last week, it was

decided that a Science year party

will be held Saturday evening al

S:,in in Grant Hall.

Arrangements have been conl-

plelcd to secure the services of

|iii]iiil;ir Nick NichoKnii, wUn prc-

^v\v.\ Midi iiR-niniMbk' inii-ic .il tht-

\i;;ir daiici' two weeks aj;o. Siicuial

nnits of the Formal decorations

will be moved to Grant Hall, so

that those not fortunate enough to

have attended the Science At-Home

will be able to view in part, the

ie?nhs iiT the Sciencemen's work.

Tickets will be for sale on the

campus this week at one dollar a

couple, procurable from tlie social

conveners of any Science year. A
buffet supper will be served an in-

termission. All the years are as

sisting to make a most successful

party.

Don't wait for an invitation to

Ban Rigb on Saturday night, he-

cause, through the co-operation of

Lcvana. the annual Valentine's

Dance has been cancelled.

Sc'46, Sc'45, and Meds'49
Win Basketball Contests

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

Wc Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

SCIENCE FORMAL

IL was knock-out night in the

intramural basketball league on

Saturday night at the Gym as Sc.

'45 eliminated Sc. '47 from the "A"

section playoffs by a 24-12 score

and Sc. '46 dropped Sc. '48 to sec-

ond position in "B" section with

close 2247 victory. Meds '49

mided a few more Bews Trophy

points with a 23-9 win over Arts

47.

After a half-time eight-point tie

the Sc. '46 team showed too much

"Sale" under the basket as the

three-man gang of Coleman. Pro-

van and Clark counted 14 points

while the Bialik-Eland-Mott com-

bination of the Frosli could only

scrape together 9 points in reply.

The Frosh combine of Smart

and Mott were assigned special

shadows during most of the game

and only one of them was able to

untangle himself from his check

during each half for any important

gains.

Coleman, King, Provan. Clark

and Fuller carried most of. the mail

for the Juniors who were without

the services of their stellar guard,

"Crashdive"' McLellan. Mott,

for

Tile tickets reserved for the Sci-

ence Formal may now be obtained

at (he Queen's post office.

Bland and Smart were tops

the losers.

Sc. '46: Coleman (4), King (4),

Provan (6). Clark (6), Fuller (2),

Sutherland, Dyniond.

Ss. '48: Smart (4), Bland (8).

Berkyto, Burnett, Kelly, Smythe,

Auckland, Willis, Mott (3), Bia-

lik (2).

The Sc. Sophs put up quite a

battle witli the men of Sc. '45 in

this their last "do or die" stand,

but the more experienced Seniors

were not to be denied another crack

at the Arts '48 team as they were

ahead by 7 points at the half-way

mark and increased their lead to

twelve before time ran out.

Neither team" placed any out-

standing player on the courts but

were contented to play as units

and share the wealth of points

which were in the offing

Sc. '47: Oosterhoff (2), Mc
Naugliton, Loucks (1), Keenan

Baker, Bradley. Mathews (3), Sha

piro (2), Fee, Endleman (4)

Sc. '45
: Lamont, Campbell, Man

tella (4), Pataran (8), Moro (2)

Lindenas (2), Hale (2). Roberts

C4). Lindsay (2).

QUEEN'S DRAMA GUILD

TWELFTH NIGHT
BY

CONVOCATION HALL

FEBRUARY 21, 22, 23

All seats reserved (tickets 50c> at Technical Supplies

and Rikley and Vince, tobacconists, corner of Princess and

Bagot streets. Tickets now on sale.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all y°"r

menls in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. LooseW SupplK Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

VECHNICAU SUPPl-IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Hosiery

Underweor

Skirts

Blouses

Sweaters

House Coats

Slips - Panties

Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES

See Our

Famous Line

of "Coro"

NOVELTY
JEWELLERY

Bews Trophy

February 11

Meds '49

Sc. '46 _

'45

47
'46

Arts '47

48
'50

Arts '48

Ucds '47

Arts '45

Meds '48

Sc.

Sc

Art;

Sc.

Med;

10,621

10,197

6,802

6.047

2,830

2,735

2,724

1,630

1,572

940

413

36+

Glee Club

187 Princess St.
Phone, 5056

(Continued from page I)

and Margaret Cream of Quebec

City, as Yum-Yum ;
Daphne

Spratt and Grace Miller, both of

Kingston, as Peep-Bo; and Mary

Holden of Kingston and Joy

Coyles of Ottawa as Pitti-Sing

Murray Gill, Toronto, will be

Pooh-B.-ib ("Lord High Every

thing Else"); Don Atkinson,

Blenheim, will appear as Pish

Tush ; and Colin Charron, Tim

mins, as a Noble Lord.

In all its productions the G\g<

Club has followed a consistent

policy of developing the musical

and dramatic capacities of the

Indents by entrusting to them

nut only the chorus parts, but

also the solo parts of the prin

cipals. This calls for close study

of all the problems of singing

dancing, mime, acting, and die

liim which the adequate perform

ance of an operatic solo part de

mands.

An elaborate new stage-setting

for this production has been de-

signed and executed by Martha

Jamieson, an artist of distinction

whose work has been exhibited

in Montreal, Toronto, and else-

where. Miss Jamiesons setting

for last year's production of "The

Gondoliers" aroused much fa-

vourable comment.

The forthcoming production

will be conducted by Dr. Frank

Harrison and directed by Nora

Harrison. Costumes are being

supplied by Mallabar of Toronto.

—F.L.H.

Sports Notes

The second round in the intra-

mural table-tennis must he com-

jileted by February 13, with the

exception of the game between

McQuarrie, Arts '46, and the

winner of Motard. Sc. '47, and

Goddard, Sc. '46, which must be

completed by February 15. The

third round in the tournament

must be completed by Febru-

ary 19.

The intramural boxing and

wrestling assault will be held th

last week in February. Entries

ust be posted on the gym notice

board by February 20. Entries

are limited as follows: All Meds

years. 7; Sc. '45, 19; Sc. '46. 22

Sc. '47, 22; Sc. '48. 29; Arts '48

Sc. '46 14, Arts '45-6 I.

45, 7.

Hockey

Feb. 15—Sc. '47 vs Sc. '46—7-8

(Jackson).

Meds '48 vs Arts '48—

8-9 (Jackson).

Arts '47 vs Meds 'SO—

9-10 (Tuer).

Arts '45 vs Meds "47-

10- 11 (Tuer).

Feb. 19—Sc. '48 vs Meds '48—

(Tuer).

Intramural Hockey Results

Sc. '47 4, Arts '47 2.

Meds '48 default to Meds '49

Sc. '45 8, Arts '4S 0.

Sc. '46 14, Arts '45 1.

Tricolor pictures of individual

athletic champions will be taken

tomorrow afternoon at 4:30. Gord

Ericson, Don Helleur, Bob

Loucks, and Don Craig are asked

to meet in the main hall of the

gymnasium.

FOUND: Blue fountain pen.

Watcrmans. Apply at Journal

office.

LOST: Shcll-rinimed glasses,

in brown leather case, Thursday

or Friday. Phone 5749.

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

0pp. CoUcpate

US AUred St Phone 4850

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUN.CHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer UolverBity and William

PLAYER'S C I G A R E T.T E Si

Jackson-Metivier
Ladies' Wearing Apparel SKop

ATTENTION! LADIES OF QUEEN'S

BE WISE . . . SELECT YOURS NOW!

First Showing . . . Man-Tailored Ladies'

SPRING SUITS
Navy, Block and Brown . . . English Stripes and Plain Worsted

Dress-Maker New Spring Models

Smart new elegance and importont detailings — yours in

lackson Metivier's Suits. Mannish or softly feminine clothes

in new High Park shades.

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
division st.

Phone 7100

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

ALBERT ST.

Phone 7300

mm
103 Princess St.

Phone €381

DRESS SHIRTS

IN STOCK

Agents for Dock's Shoes

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

are all

VERY

SCARCE

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

Hanson Edgar
PRINTERS Printing of

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Dance
Programmes
Constitutions

Every

Description
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Bruce Scholarship

Winners Disclosed

David McLellan, Arts '48. Eve

lyn Porter. Meds '50, and Bnice

McRuer, Science '4S, are the three

students awarded the Robert Bruce

scliolarships this year.

Apphcaiits for these scliolarships

mtist have Scottish ancestry and a

satisfactory academic standing.

The scliolarships are ordinarily

matriculation scholarships, but were

not awarded last summer as there

were no candidates for them,

Open House Brawl

{Cniitinued from page 1)

lo cope with the situation at first

and the inebriated students began
throwing Coca - Cola bottles

around and molesting the

dancers. After they had finally

been ejected from the building

they indulged in a snowball Eight

between the New Arts building

and Grant Hall, during which
time a liquor bottle was tossed

through a Grant Hall window.

From there the gang drifted

over toward Fleming Hall, where
at least three more windows were
broken in a similar manner. The
mob dispersed shortly after. The
Journal learned.

Officials believe there may be
some connection between the

brawl and the disappearance from
the gymnasium of the three

tprophies, which were removed
sometime after 10:30 pni Satur

day.

Cups Removed

(Continued from page 1)

was not damaged, the culprits

having pried open the door.

The Interfaculty Hockey Cup,

the base of which was not taken,

was donated to the university

some years ago. The golf cup

was presented by Dr. L. J. Austin,

while the ClAU hockey award

was won permanently by Queen's

several years ago.

The incident is the first of its

kind since the gymnasium was

built in 1930. Authorities are

hopeful the matter will he closet}

satisfactorily withli) a few days.

Symphony Closes

(Contiimed from page 1)

seemed strange to the listener, but

which were carried off very well

and showed up the particularly good

cellist of the orchestra. Tlie best

compliment we can pay to the Min-

neapolis Symphony orchestra after

this concert is that tliey lived up

to all our expectations fully.

Science Journal

Next edition of The Journal will

lie the Science issue. Copy deadline

W'ill be 9 pni Wednesday.

See our advertisers when you

require quality merchandise.

READ

Money Talks
in

Old DaUiousie

. FIRST REPORT
on

ACADEMIC FREEDOM'S
HALIFAX TROUBLES

in

NEWS
this week and next

Judith Robinson's

NEWS WEEKLY
is for sale at your dealer'3

Fop a subscription send $2.00 to

News Office, 63 WeUesley St„

Toronto, Ont.

'

Medical Graduation

(Continued from page 1)

Forbes Wedderburn of St. An-
drew's Presbyterian Church will

be the .speaker, and Dr. H. A.

Kent will act as chaplain. During

the ceremony. Dr. F. L. Harrison

will play the organ.

The final-year examinations

were written during the first

three days of February and the

results have not yet been released.

A convocation tea will be held

in the Biology Museum at the

conclusion of the ceremony.

LOST: Red Eversharp pen.

Initial C.T. Leave in Journal of-

fice.

Chapel Service

The weekly Chapel Service,

sponsored by the IVCF and the

SCM. will be held in the Morgan
Memorial Chapel at 1 p.m. Wed-
nesday. Worship will be conducted

by Hugli Rcid, Sc. '45.

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store SOM, Re«. 6414, GreenliouMC 3241

GOUfiDIEfiS
rum

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

FOR SALE
2 Dress Suits

1 size 36

1 size 40

Just in Time for

Science Dance

Simmons Clothes Shop
79 Princess Street

Ken Buckingham

will be in

The Journal Office

to take orders from

Artsmen

for 1944-45

TRICOLOR
WEDNESDAY 8-10 p.m.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St Opp, KrcGge's

STUDENTS!
At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHE Y,R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

Iliaifefauiiditl
Kmg Hiero asked Archimedes to find out if the

full amount ofgold given to his goldsmith had been

used in making his crown, or if some silver had
been substituted. Water overflowing as Archimedes

stepped into the bath suggested the solution. So

he dropped the crown into a full vessel of water

and measured the overflow of tvater. A bar of

gold of the exact weight of the crotvn displaced less

water than the crouni. A bar of silver of the same

weight displaced more water than the crown.

Then he knew the crown was part gold and part

silver. Afterfurther research, he gave to the world

the law'of specific gravity known as the Principle

of Archimedes.

The discoveries made by Nickel research scien-

tists may not be as far-reaching as that of Archi-

medes, but they have been very important to the

Canadian Nickel industry and to Canada. These

discoveries are in a large measure responsible

for the fact that Nickel is today an important

material in nearly every industry.

In the post-vi'ar years, Nickel research labora-

tories will push on their -wotk of discovering

new uses for Nickel. As these new uses are

adopted by industry, the demand for Canadian

Nickel will grow.

The information gathered by International

Nickel through years of metal research is avail-

able at all times to Canadian engineers and

designers.

Research helps to keep Canada's Nickel mines

and plants busy and to create employment for

Canadians.

FORWARD
^^,UGH RESEARCH

Canadian Nickel NICKEL
ALLOYS

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO
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SC '46, AFFLER WIN SKI TITLES
SPORTS

TtiC CAHt)lJ§ §P€CFLIGHT
BY GORD MACK

Gordon, Jenness Other Stars,

Sc '48 Sweeps Individual Events

THE MAI^I^ISGN STUDIO

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Years in Business

OFFICERS!
ENGLISH

Khaki Barathea

UNIFORMS

Coast to Coast

Not the least of the joys of working on The Journal Is the CUP exchange

of university newspapers to which you have access. At times, these can be

very intereBtdng, as when UBC or Western had their beauty contests, or

when McGill turns out a Commerce issue. At other times, though, these

papers can be very discouraging to The Journal sports staff. Take, for

instance, this selection of headlines salvaged from under typewriters and

milk bottles in The Journal office:

• The Brunsvrickao: Varsity Puckmen Go to Mount Allison.

The Gateway, U of Alberta: Men's and Women's Basketball Teams to

Travel to Saskatoon—Roundrobin Series Against Saskatchewan and Manitoba.

The Areosy, Mount Allison U: Mounties Lose to UNB.

The Shea, U of Saskatchewan: Orphans Leave for Regina College.

The Silhouette. McMaster U: Ruffle Ridley (St. Catharines), 3-1.

The Manitoban: Intercollegiate Plans Pinal.

Gazette, U of Western Ontario: Mustangs Win One, Drop Two in

Weekend Trio to Detroit.

The Ubyssey, U of British ColunJiia: Thunderbirds Have Successful

American Tour During Christmas Holidays.

The athletic activity of these universities bears a remarkably close resem-

blance to peacetime intercollegiate sport in spite of public opinion, trans-

portation difficulties, and other arguments advanced by the CIAU for the

continued limiutions imposed upon McGill, Varsity, and Queen's. The

adoption of intercollegiate sport is, however, not necessarily in itself an

improvement to the present organizations on the three CIAU campi.

Extensive intramural programmes instUUng mass student interest and

activity is the keynote of the wartime athletic programmes adopted by

the CIAU.
^ ^ .

Before the vrar, the local AB of C used to register an average of about

200 students for inlercolleEiate sport, of which half were freshmen high

school stars who had to sign up for rugby upon registration to comply with

the intercoUegiate rulinR that players had to be registered at the central

CIAU office at least two weeks before the first game of the schedule. Inter-

faculty sport attracted small support, and intramural interest was almost ml.

Contrast this picture of approximately 20 percent of the male population

of the campus actively participating in sports, with the present organization

which includes basketbaU and hockey teams from every year, and compels

rulings limiting the entries in individual events.

The present system lacks the colour and glamour of intercollegiate sport,

but, from a practical standpoint, it has much to commend its retention, at

least in part, after the war.

Bews Bulletin

With the completion of the ski meet Sunday, the intramural programme

is now reduced to the bowling finals, ping-pong, hockey, basketball, and the

boxing and wrestling assault for which entries begin today.

Unofficial and-approximate^ews.Trophy standmgs give the Medsoidis

Medsophs Capture Downhill
To Gain in Bews
Trophy Race

Clifford Absent

Last Stinday's intramural ski

meet held at Kingston Mills

lead of approximately 700 points. To counteract this advantage, Sc. '45

brGught home three Science Erosh

as top men in the downhill and

slalum events, but . with Che

Science juniors as meet cham-

pions because of their two runner-

up positions in the team scoring.

Manny Affler. of Montreal

raced down the downhill course

in 15 seconds, "followed closely hy

year-mate Ted Gordon. Mel Shaw

Mcds '49. and Stu Jenness (tied

for third ). and Jim Whyte. Sc. '46,

fifth.

In the slalom. Affler repeated

iiis downliill victory in 18.8 sec-

onds, with Ted Gordon again run-

ning a close second, followed by

Stu Jenness. Cord Louden, Meds
'49, and Gord Bird, Sc. '46.

The Medsophs won the down-

hill event, led by Mel Shaw, and

followed by the Science juniors

and Engineering frosh. The only

team championship the Erosh

were able .to salvage was the

slalom, in which they edged out

the Sc. '46 No. 1 team. The Meds

'49 and Sc. '46 No. 2 team were

disqualified for double penalties

(missing two flags).

The meet championship was

determined by adding the team

time for the two events, which

gave the '46 team the honours

over the freshman entry.

Wet snow slowed the times

down slightly, but considering the

conditions, the times turned in

were good. In the slalom event,

some of the competitors had dif-

ficulty following the course,, as

suitable flags for markers had

been unavailable.

An approximate and unofficial

Bews Trophy scoring for the

meet would give Sc. '46 1,025 and

Meds '49 about 1.450.

GAUVIN BOWLS 380

SC. '46 BYE TO FINALS

have earned 200 points for surviving to the bowling finals, and are strong

favourites for the boxing and wrestling crown, which «^
f
^"

.f^^
another juicy «0. Tack on to thi^ a sure 200 for facmg Sc. 45 (thats our

guess) in the hockey finals, and you have ^^^^S^^^^^^J^
d^ag-out battle that isn't going

finals the last week of Fehruary.

ding-dong,

be decided till the last TKO in the boxing

Intramural Swimming Meet

Will Be Held This Evening

In the bowling quarter-finals.

Sc. '46 No. 9 defeated Sc. '46

No. 6 by 3,003 to 2.740. In the

other contest. Arts '46 No. l*s

2,888 was enough to eliminate

Sc. '45 No. 6, who bowled 2,666.

Sc. '45 No. 2 received a bye.

In the semi-finals, Sc. '46 No. 9

drew a bye into the finals, with

Sc. '45 and Arts '46 No. 1 playing

off against each other before Feb-

ruary 20.

Mart Gauvin, Sc. '46 No. 9, took

over the individual high single

leadership with a 380 first game,

and the individual high triple

lead with 858 (380. 197, and 281).

BELDEAN S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
RCASONABLl PRICKO

Phone 6733

Regular Price $53.75

for

$ 00

Made by

Canada's Finest Militaryr Tailors

GET THAT NEW UNIFORM NOW

to replace or supplement your present uniform

Sizes 34 to 44

123

PHONE 3030

125 PRINCESS STREET

Expect Records to

To Stars of Last

Year's Meet

FaU

Begins 7:45 pm

The annual meet will be held

tonight at 7;45 o'clock. AU

swimmers are reminded to bring

their bathing suits, as the meet is

open to the public. There will be

no admission charge, so we ex-

pect everyone to come out and

support his team. Also, a female

cheering section would undoubt-

edly assure the breaking of sev-

eral pool records.

In case you think we are just

fooling, here's a little inside in-

formation 1 George Zuckerman,

who broke the 50-yard breast

stroke record last year, is swim-

ming a new record time this "year.

Also, last year's record-breaking

medley relay team expects to sur-

pass its own record. Fred Downer

in the preUminaries swam the

100 free style very close to record

time. Bill Roberts, who tied the

pool record for the 50-yard free

style last year, hopes to break the

record this year.

The following is a list of the

swimmers who will be competing

in the meet:

50 free: MacLeod, Arts '48;

Grant. Sc. '47; Carnahan. Meds

49; Roberts, Sc. '45; Tesser, Arts

'47; Downer, Meds '48.

50 hacli : Lyall, Sc. '48; Roberts.

Sc. '45; Dowiier, Meds '48; Tes-

ser, Arts '47.

50 breast: Zuckerman, Arts

'47; Creed, Sc. "45: Downer, Meds

'48; Roberts, Sc

Arts '47.

100 free : Downer, Meds

Tesser, Arts '47; Roberts, Sc

Cummings, Arts

Diving

'45 ; Tesser,

'48.

Bannard. Sc. '45;

Marion, Meds '4S; Hart. Sc. 47;

Boissoneaut; Roberts, Sc. '45.

Frosh relay: Arts "48.

Medley relay; Sc. '45; Arts '47;

Sc. '48.

200-yard free style: Arts '47;

Sc. '45; Arts '48; Meds '49; Sc.

'46 No. 1.

The order of events is as fol-

lows: 50 free, 50 breast, frosh

relay, 50 back, diving, medley

relay, 100 free, 200-yard relay.

FOUND: Flesh-rimmed glasses,

in brown leather case.
,

Apply at

Journal office.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

flowers
... for th.

'THE SCIENCE FORMAL"
for the event of the yeor!

Of course' you'li be tokmg your best

gjrl fnend— and it's most important

thot the "FLOWERS for HER"

ore right and m keeping with the

occosion.

Order the "FLOWERS for HER"

from Weller's— who are artists in

the science of corsage creations

thot ore "the talk of the town."

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phtme 3146

ORDER EARLY
Due to the general scar-

city of suitoble flowers—
we advise you order early

and ovoid any possible

disappointment of being

unoble to get the flowers

of youf choice.

. . dial 6604

' A 341 PRINCESS ST.
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Kingston's Oldest

Establsihed Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LEVANA
NOTES

The Valentine Dance scheduled

for this Saturday in Ban Righ

has been cancelled.

A letter has been received from

the Toe H Committee of the

Faculty Women's Club, thanking

the Queen's Red Cross Unit for

a contribution of padded quilts

and a knitted afghan for overseas,

made in the Red Crosg workroom.

Further contributions in the

way of bars of soap will be appre-

ciated. The box is being packed

to be sent overseas shortly, so

anyone who would like to donate

soap is advised to leave their

cake or cakes in the Dean's office

at Ban Righ or in the Red Room
sometime this week.

We corry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St,

Liberals Favoured

Arts Society

There will be a general meeting

of the Arts Society on Wednes-

day, February 14, at 3:30 pm, in

Room 201 in the New Arts build-

ing. The purpose of the meeting

s the election of next year's Arts

Society executive and of the AMS
junior and senior representatives.

All Artsmen are welcome.

Newman Club Dance

The Newman Club will Jiold a

dance tonight at S :30 o'clock in St.

Joseph's Hall, Hotel Dieu Hospital.

Everybody is welcome4

Scottish Lecture

Prof. J. A. Roy will deliver the

fifth pubhc lectnre on Scottish lit-

erature in the bio!og>- lecture room

tonight at 8 o'clock. The subject

will be "Edina! Scotia's Darling

Seat ! and What It Did for Robert

Burns."

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl EWin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STREBT

(Continued from page 1)

also asserted that Mackenzie King

is the only Canadian statesman pro-'

perly prepared to represent us at

the future peace conference. They

justified his conscription policy by

declaring that any other form of

action, or inaction, would have

brought on revolution. The Liber

als are the only party fit to' carry

on-a war, they believe.

Those who pledged support of

the Progressive-Conservatives took

the opposite view of Mackenzie

King's record as prime minister

They declared that he, more than

any other man, has caused a lack

of unity within Canada by his "con-

*stant catering to the 65 Quebec,

votes ever since the last war," par-

ticularly over the conscription is-

sue. He sowed the seeds of last

fall's parliamentary crisis back in

the early 1920's. Tliey stated they

have watched the Liberals stay in

power long enough, because of the

"sly practical politics, and irreso-

lute fence-sitting" of their leader,

and that now is as good a time as

any to sweep them out of office and

put in a party with a leader who is

not afraid to make decisions and

act upon them. These students

want a change but do not wish to

put a party as radical as the CCF
into power. Several indicated that

the)- felt Bracken would give the

farmer a fair deal, but the ever-

present reason given was to get

Prime Minister King out of office.

The backers of the CCF main-

tained that this part)- is the- only

one with a constructive policy.

They would like to see these new

proposals tried out, and, even if

the CCF were not able to gain a

plurality, would like to see it given

the opportunity to provide a little

"enlightened" opposition. They ar-

gued that the Liberal government

is not moving fast enough towards

the nationalization of industry, a

step which is necessary if we are

going to avert a disastrous depres-

sion within Ihe next ten years or so.

Some sudents were undecided as

to how they woulc> vote because

they felt that they do not know

enough about the Canadian politi-

cal picture. Others stated that they

Vet Enrolments

(Continued from page 1)

accelerated courses developed dur

ing the war be retained for the

returned students and warned thai

the colleges must develop an adult

type of education for veterans. He
also urged the colleges to place in-

creased emphasis on citizenship

courses.

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FERDIE WATERS

Activity on a different note has

been going on fervently of late, to

put on the "Mikado," which will be

a large scale production.

would not be able to decide until

candidates were announced, and the

parties had made their final plat-

forms public.

For75yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE

to

Canadians

in all

wallcs of life

Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
1^HMB^MOF CANADA h^M^H

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manoger:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ]. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leadbeoter

This

year s operetta is scheduled to be

a recliord success — "no operetta

was ever betta."JFor a restful even-

ing we recommend the arresting

performance to take place Tues-

day. Wednesday and Thursday

nights in the KCVl auditorium.

For a fiat fifty cents you can enjoy

the Glee Qub's sharp major pro-

duction. Aria you going? This- is

one time when the score is known

before the event is held.

Basketball

The Queen's seniors will contest

for the city league championship in

a best out of three playoff against

the KCVI seniors. In the last game

of the series played Friday night

the Queen's team defeated the Alu-

minettes 26 to 16. The Gaels held

the lead throughout the game and

even the top scoring honours of

D. Grav for the Aluminettes could-

n't overtake their lead. Lineups:

Aluminettes: A. Adair (2), A.

Smith (4), B. Coulter, D. Gray

(lOL E. Harrison, M. Armstrong.

M. Machan. B. Fardell, F. Wise,

M. Goodridge. Queen's: B. Kelly

(4). B. Ganton (7), F. Water.

(4). E. Smith (8). A. Tracy (3),

A. Sprague, S. Gordon, J. Stack-

house, M. Davis.

CRCC
Officers and NCO's meeting

Tuesday at 4:30 in Room 208 of

the Arts building. Drill on Thurs-

day at 7:15 p.m. in Grant Hall.

SCIENCE FORMAL

The Science Faculty has taken

over the gjinnasium for the erec-

tion of the decorations for the

Science Formal. Cliff Leon, in

charge of decorations, when inter-

viewed, said "The decorations are

surpassing even the expectations of

the Formal committee. They are

still more impressive in the gym

than they were on blue prints. If

you don't believe it, drop around

to the gym any time this week."

At intermission, a special water

display will he presented in the

poo], featuring special acts not to

be seen at the Acquade. Some tick-

ets are still available for those who

have made last minute arrange-

ments.

To round out the Science week-

end, a Science year party has "been

organized for Saturday night. Nick

Nicholson and his genial gentlemen

will provide soft music for dancing.

T. Kraft, social convener of Sc.

'45, said today, "All the Science

Years are co-operating in making

the arrangements so that it will be

a real Science year party,"

Patronize merchants who use

Journal advertisements.

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

A. R. XI/nOXHVPHOTOCRAPHER
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
Make your appointments now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

241 Princess St. Dial 8624

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

ORDER YOUR Snrolor '45 NOW!
SALES END FEBRUARY 28

SALESMEN: SCIENCE: Jack Hanna, '45

Bill Crowe, '47

ARTS: Ken Buckingham, '47

Bob McMillan. '47

LEVANA: Ruth Kinsella, '46

MEDS; Dick Beck, '48

Gord Mack, '49

DEPOSIT $2.00 PRICE $4.50
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FORMAL HAS MUSIC IN TECHNICOLOR
Stage Prepared

By Science Men
For Twelfth Night^

New Aquacade

Gives First Show

Next Friday Night

The stage of "Twelfth Night."

which will have its opening night

Wednesday of next week, will be

second monmnent (surpassed

only by the decorations for the

Science At-Home) to the indus-

try of the Science Faculty. The

stage 'crew for Twelfth Night is

ciJinposed mainly of men of

Science '45 and '46, under the

direction of Frank Creed and his

assistant, Phil Nash,

'Most of the work on the stage

is pretty well done now," said Mr.

Creed in an interview. "Before

the actual building of the stage,

e had to do a lot of designing

id orienting of ideas. Last Sat-

urday we worked from 1 :30 pm

10 1 :30 am with just an hour out

for supper. Then Sunday morn-

ing we were back on the job

igain at 10 o'clock and we stayed

,'ith it until 7:30 pm. Dr. Angus

didn't even take an hour out to

TWELFTH NIGHT

(Continued on page 3)

Shakespearian Play Begins Year-dance After Swimming
Three-Night Run Next Show Is Theme for

Wednesday Night Evening's Fun

Hie return ot intercollegiate

sports has been adopted as the

theme for the Queen's Aquacade

of 1945, being held next Friday

and Saturday nights.

An evening starting with a

diving exhibition by a Canadian

champion diver, 16 campus mer-

maids whose ornamental swim-

ming will be silhouetted by under

water lighting, feats of strength

and balance performed on the

rafters—40 feet above the pool,

clown acts which draw gasps and

guffaws in t!ie ?ame breath,

fashion modelling of co-ed beach

wear and Joe CoHege's campus

wear, mixed tandem precision

swimming, exhibitions of archery

and water-polo, followed by

dances both nights, are only

glimpses at the colourful pro-

gramme which has been planned.

The intercollegiate sport theme

dominates many ot the acts, com

ing especially to the fore in ai

unbiased, genuine, authentic,

legitimate, and orthodox swim

ming relay between teams repre

senting the Varsity Blues, Mc
Gill Redmen. Western Seahorses,

and Queens Gurgling (Jaels. This

race will decide the wartime ath

ietic superiority of this group.

NEW AQUACADE
(Continued on page 6)

The Dean's Message

for tins opporlutiity which The Jouttial is giving tne to reviciv

briefly the happemngs of the session so fV as they affect our Facutty.

i am very grateful. The itnpossibHily of calling a meeting oj all its

student members due in part to the largeness of the group and in part

to the ever insistent denuinds

Open House Brawl

Denied By Official

Herbert (Bill) Henderson, Meds

"48. supervisor of open houses, has

ssued official denial of the story in

Hesday's Journal concerning the

lleged brawl at 'Saturday's open

ouse, labelling it "fictitious from

eginning to end." Mr, Henderson

laimed" there was "absolutely no

ruth" in the article, declaring the

ilTair was "one of the most orderly

^f the season."

The Journal account stated

-tveral windows were broken in

irant Hall and Fleming Hall Sat-

urday evening when a group of

Jiiidentified students, alleged to

liuve been under the influence of

OPEN HOUSE BRAWL
( Continued on ixige 3)

Police Searching

For Missing Cups

Detectives of the Kingston police

force were continuing their search

late yesterday afternoon for the

three missing athletic cups, re-

portedly removed from one of the

gymnasium trophy cabinets Satur-

day evening or Sunday morning.

The cups are valued at $235.

OtTiciaU in charge refused to di-

MISSING CUPS

(Continued on page 6)

Left Hand Corner

(TECHNICOLUMN)

THE COEFFICIEWT OF LIPSTICK DISTRIBUTION

Engineering is not all slide-rule

'alculations and figures, as is

'lown by this article which has

ten reprinted by several engi-

^i;ring magazines across the

ountry.

When two surfaces, one of

^hich is coated with a layer of

'Slick, meet, a certain distribu-

'^n of the lipstick takes place,

he second surface, which was

''ginally clean, retains a portion

* the material. This paper is a

'udy of the variables affecting

•''s distribution and the determi-

the distribution of lipstick is that

nation of the coefficient of dis-

tribution.

Nomenclature

P—pressure. N—number of ap-

plications. T—temperature of cx-

pL-rimcnt, A"—area of the trans-

mitter, A"—area of the receiver,

i— intensity of light, K—New-
ton's constant, p—pueker factor,

II—passion,

Notes on the Variables

The most important variable in

LEFT HAND CORNER
(Continued on page 6)

DEAN D. S. ELLIS

of training for the forces

makes this very welcome.

The approach of the Science

dance reminds us that ihe

college year is three-fourths

gone and that soon aiwlliir

class zcill have been 'jradit-

atcd and gone forth to take

its phu c in the forces and in

uuiuxlry as it is needed. So

mitmally one thinks over the

various happenings of the

year to see what has been ac-

com plished.

Last fall for the first Itmc

the freshman year was brought

in a week early in order to gel

it straightened aivay before

the rest of the nieii came back.

The plan zL'as most successful

from ei'ery point of inevj and

Engineers' At-Home Tonight

Moves Back To Spacious Gym
BOB HOPE

zvill be carried on again this autumn.

The ceremony for the acceptance of Ihc
,

the Engineering society tvas again most succe^

DEAN'S MESSAGE

I'sliiucu as members of

{fut mid I think appre-

( Continued on 41

The President's Message
*

One of the great traditions of the Science Faculty is the Annual

Science Formal. Today, the Engineering Society is proud to present

once again the social highlight of the season, the Science At-Home.

To those of Its in final year, the arrival of this event alivays

comes as a shock with the realization that our nniversily life is rapid-

ly drawing to a close. On looking

back, it seems thai four years have

passed all too quickly.^four years

of pleasant memories, mellowed by

the lie of many lasting friendships,

drazvn together as n'c urn- by the

bond of common experience, and

united by that elusive, intangible,

but nevertheless real. Queen's
spirit.

This event also culminates four

years of study under cotuiitions

strained not only by the e.ri<jencies

of a country at war. but also by

severe critici.<!m of university stu-

dents as ti group. IVe are leaving

the University to assume our re-

sponsibilities as professional men

and citizens and to contribute our

acguircd knozoledge as technically

trained personnel to Ihc benefit of

Canaihi as a whole, ll'helher zoe

enter the armed forces or go into

induslrv. we will endeavour to

serve our country mth that spirit

of sacrifice, devotion to duty, and

integriiy of purpose made possible

only hy the efficient training we

hiiTi' I-,} in {•tried. Fy an increased

conlril'iitiou !<• the common cause as

a result of this training, we will

ansrver effcctii-ely those who have

been so critical of university stu-

dents in the past.

To those of the undergracfmate

years. I wish to offer a notn of

advice for the tasks xvhich He ahead.

Be true to Queen's. That is to say.

ba true to those high idtals and

principles for which Queen's is a

symbol. Be true to the Science

Faculty and Engineering Society

of which you are a part. Be tme

to your year. Above all, be true to

President of the Engineering Society

yourself. Keep your standards high

and remember that in the years to

come, you are Queen's.

To former graduates who have

returned to Queen's for the Science

weekend, .u:,! lo representatives

from .
"'-"W. «-»•'•'«'

a hctiii -.

To our eouvencr. Fob Hope,

members of the Formal Connnillee.

especially Cliff Leon. Jim Rae.

Bob Majfuire. and Tom Kraft. Sci-

eitce Editor Hp^nan ll'aller and

to all those «'Ao have contributed

so magnificently and UHstintingly

of their time and energy to make

this loeekend such a h\ige success,

! wish to extend the hearty thanks

of the Engineering Society.

Frank B. Lee,

President, Engineering Society.

Convener of the Science Formal

Decorations Will Feature

Unique System of

Light Control

Students Present

Successful Operetta

A prominent American music

critic once said : "Gilbert and

Sullivan's operettas are like bag

pipes—either yoii like them o

you don't. lu.I^-Mii: by the re-

sponse whi,i. urerud the Tues-

day night pL-rloriiKince of "The

Mikado." the audience was mainly

of the liking-school.

Starting with the Overture and

through part of the First Act an

undercunenl of amused tolerance

and courtesy towards amateurs

could be sensed. However, the

entrance of Ko-Ko. the Lord

High Executioner, relieved the

strain and provided the necessary

vitality which was sustained

through to the end of the opera.

The technical aspects of the

production were very heartenmg.

The stage grouping and move-

ment were effective at all times;

the entrances, impressive: the

exits, neat. On the whole, the

principals possessed' an ample

self-confidence whigh enabled

them to present theiir respective

MIKADO
^Contmued on page 4)

Tonight the Science At-Home

is back in the gymnasium after

having been held in Grant Hall

for the past four years. The in-

creased floor space has enabled

the Science Faculty to alter com-

pletely the themes used in latter

years and to organize during the

last eight months a Formal which

will hold high the name and pres-

tige of Queen's.

The decorative highlight is the

novel lighting system, so con-

trolled by electronic devices that

the colour :tnd intensity of illumi-

nation vary with pitch and inten-

sity of the music. The result is

an ever-changing colour scheme

for the bandsheil. The water dis-

play is illuminated by a mechan-

ically-controlled system of light-

ing which will give a modulating

colour pattern so designed tu

avoid producing the same effect

twice in an evening.

Music will be provided by Bob

Strong and his orchestra. The

engineers believe that no better

band has played at any dance at

Queen's for many years.

Science to Give

Post -Formal Prom

Plans fur a combined Science

year party in Grant Hail on Satur-

day night are now completed. The

services of Nick Nicholson and his

band have :been secured. Contrary

to a previous notice, there will be

dancing from 8 to 12 o'clock.

For tb^tt who are not attending

the fonH^ the committee promises

(hat the dance will reach the high

standards of all Science year par-

lies. Those who have been to the

formal will probably be in no con-

dition to appreciate it, but are urged

(0 come anyway and sleep it off m
POST-FORMAL PROM
(Continued on page 6)

President of Engineering Society

P resentsA nnualR eport to Science

One of the biggest problems

faced hy the executive was the

,i|>.iiln of Science students as a

\vK.i]t^ toward student self-gov-

ernment. Many tooK no interest

whatsoever in the activities o£ the

Engineering Society. Yet here

was an opportunity to prach^c

those principles of citizenship

which are the definite responsi-

bility of every membt^r of a demo-

cr:itii .
..u1^mult_^ .

1 ii. nmi; there have

been complai[it> that there are too

few engineers holding position

of great responsibility in

Canadian government

the

The fault

lies partly with the engineers

themselves. Student government

is related to ibc university in

mike^l the same «va\- that munici-

^i. provincial, and Lk.niimon gov-

ernments are to the nation. Yet

an engineer is ver>' imlikely to

take an active purl in govern-

ment if. mukr ideal conditions in

a university, lie fails to evince the

slighte.'^l interest in the workings

of student democratic govern-

ment. This opportunity to par-

ticipate directly should be re-

garded as a privilege to be valued

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

(Continued on page 4.)
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Science Formal
Congratulations are in order for Bob Hope, his committeemen,

and all those in the Science Faculty who have assisted in this

year's Science Formal,

Resenting
Xhe Feature Page

Is It

Human

Military Training

The inauguration of Compulsory military training at univer-

sities canle about as a result of the collapse o£ France and the

awakening of the western hemisphere to the fact that an ocean

did not necessarily represent an insurmountable barrier to our

enemies. The purpose of these training units was twofold.

Primarily they represented a natural source of officer material

for our rapidly-expanding army and, secondly, to act as a fightmg

force in the event of an invasion, which at that time was highly

probable. The value of the training received was recognized by

the respective military authorities, and students were given credit

for it.

Since then, however, conditions have changed. The danger

of invasion no longer exists, but the reservoir of officer material

must be kept at a high enough level to meet any emergency.

However, since the need is not immediate, the heads of the branches

of the services, believing that their facilities for training officers

are superior to those at the universities, no longer allow credit for

basic training. This attitude is logical and is supported by

experience. Furthermore, the reason for allowing a Science

student to continue his studies is not to take this basic training,

but to glean as much from the various sciences as time permits,

and to develop in him the qualities of leadership which will best

serve the national interest. The UO hours of basic military

training received at universities do nothing towards accomplishmg

these aims and utilize more of the Science stud_ent's_time than

do lectures in any single subject. The syllabi of university military

training do not even provide adequate physical training for students,

and it is difficult, if not impossible, for a large number of the

students to preserve their essential physical and mental keenness.

This, then, calls for a change in existing conditions. The

same amount of time spent in physical training and similar activ-

ities would greatly assist in graduating men who would be qualified

to serve Canada in such a manner that we could look to the future

with Confidence.

ODE TO A GREAT WOMAN

Thanks
The Engineering Society wishes to thank the regular members

of The Journal staff for the advice and assistance which made

this issue possible. The Science Editor and his printers' devils

have enjoyed their brief but hectic adventure into this field and

now appreciate the problems faced by the regular staff.

HEAR AND THEIR

A boy who wants to make the

news
Aspires to fill his father's shoes.

His sister hopes for something

better

—

She hopes to fill her mother's

sweater.

* *

"I see you dated a Science stu-

dent last night."

"No, I .tore my dress on a nail.'

* * *

He married Helen
;

Hell ensued.
" He left Helen;

Helen sued.

* *

The latest fadts on kissing are

now ready for publication. Some
girls let a fool kiss them ; others

let a kiss fool them.

* * *

Freshettes hot.

Freshet tes cold,

Freshettes in a lot.

Nineteen years old.

Some like them hot,

Some like them cold.

I like them in a lot,

Nineteen years old.

She called her boy friend pil

grim, 'cause every time he took

her out. he made a little progress

* * *

Girl: I've broken my glasses.

Will I have to be examined all

over again.

Optician: No; just your eyes.

* * *

She : Wait here while I go

powder my nose.

She Uhree dances later): Been

waiting long?

He: No—I've been looking all

over for you to g^ivc you your

cunipact.
« * *

She was only a laundryman's

daughter, but She took me un-

aware.
* * *

Beneath this sod an iceman sleeps.

They brought him here today.

He lived the' life of Reilly.

While Reilly was away.
* *

So your brother is a painter, eh?

Yep.

Paints houses. I presume.

Nope—paints men and women

Oh, I see. A portrait painter,

Nope. Paints women on one

door and men on the other

After leaving the laud of the

Humnehims, we sailed for some

time and finallj' came to the land

of Kaveentz (in the vernacular of

the natives). •

Entering a vault-like structure

with many battlements, we found

a strange character surrounded by

enormous ledgers and numerous

cash registers. This character gen-

erously offered to show me the

sights of this fantastic land (for

a slight fee). I was led to a room

where sat one of the fates spinning

the destinies of the natives and

cutting their threads of life ere their

time, all the while muttering: "He

wants to take Pol. 2 at 10 a.m.,

but I'll make him take Ecc. 12 at

7 a.m." At this point the guide

extracted an additional fee.

Leaving this building I was

amazed to see the smooth stone

path-like surfaces meandering about

the grounds, and still more amazed

to find that they are for walking

upon, since all the natives seem to

prefer the grassy parts.

Pointing out a long queue of the

natives stretching as far as the

eye could see, my guide informed

me proudly that they were lined

up for a meal at the dining estab-

lishment. Expecting a feast of rare

culinary achievement, after a four-

hour wait, we entered and found

the natives hurriedly bolting their

food and rushing for the door. It

was here that I first noticed a fine

class distinction among the natives.

One group, the sturdier, and clad

in practical garments, freely used

the toothpicks provided; while the

remainder eschewed these facilities.

Commenting on this, I was informed

that the latter had their teeth re-

moved. At this point 1 noticed a

rotund, bushy-haired individual who

had just sentenced a native to ,the

gallows. In the ensuing commo-

tion I could not discern if the crime

was taking an extra soda biscuit

or presenting a large unit of cur-

rency. Leaving this building we

were almost trampled b)' a strag-

gling crew being herded along by

sadistic trusties. Wishing to es-

cape the small fee which my guide

was on the point of extracting. 1

drew my own conclusions and sur-

mised that these must be the crimi-

nals of the land because of their

.similar drab garb, and I heard thcdi

mutter, "only six more hours and

two more years." My guide now

led me down a wide thoroughfare

where we passed a building from

which emanated the sound of gush-

ing water. Hearing hoarse screams

and lewd laughter, we ruslied in to

find an impressive-looking indivi-

dual struggling in the bottom of a

tank of water with a 6 inch centri-

fugal pump secured about his neck.

Bru.shing aside the delighted on-

lookers, my guide rescued this per-

sonage from his plight. At this

point my attention was drawn to

two groups doing strange things lo

a dog. One group ,in plain view

of the venerable native, was vigor-

ously patting the dog's head, while

llie other, concealed behind some

plumbing, was sadistically twisting

the brute's tail with great zest,

After withdrawing, my guide

took me before the almightj; jjoten-

tate of the land, revered as the

"Maharajah 'of all the Stued

Gents," "Defender of the Sabbath/'

"Guardian of the Frosh," (back for

another load) "Caliph of the Cul-

ture," 'Custodian of the Public

Who always gives me counsel wise

When I date those "Scienz" guys

Telling me where the pitfall lies?

Dear Cuddles.

Who lets me in when I gently knock

Coming in- at Three on a One
O'clock

Consoling me with "I'll never talk."?

Dear Cuddles.

Who softly turns out all the lights

When I'm aching to kiss him good

night

Turning her back on the breathless

sight ?

Dear Cuddles.

Who gives me lessons in "Facts of

Life"

"How to Keep Your Man When
You Become a Wife"

"We'll Broadcast Sunday, or

There's Gonna Be Strife?

Dear Cuddles.

Who's the Shining Symbol,
Example High

Beauteous Beacon in the Sky

Model of all those in Ban Righ?

Dear Cuddles.

Who's tiie source of my craziest

dreams

Making me wake up with wildest

screams

—

And this is one of them, it seems?

Dear Cuddles.

Letter To
The Editor

Feb. 16, |i)4

Ottawa, On

Editor.

Queen's Journal.

And it came to pass in the City

of Queenz that the day of For Mai

has dawned and all is in readiness

for the eve. Lo the Cave of Gym
has never before seen such effort

put to such good effect, and the

names of the warriors who have

labored diligently preparing the af-

fair are inscribed forever on the

limestone walls of the cave of the

scribes for veneration by future

generations.

Verily, legion are the tribesmen

of Scienz who will attend the danz,

and even of lowly Eartz and Mudds

there will be several score, but in

this the hour of For Mai those of

Lephanta have been cast aside, and

from the lands of Tor and Ott and

Mont and others, the true maids of

the warriors are arriving even now

in tens and fifties to frolic while

those of the Cave of Flickering

Lights do engage in bridge and

knit.

And now on the eve of Saturn

the warriors of Scienz do procl;

Fac Partee as rest cure after good

time at For Mai and verily, lias

it not been said that the best medi-

cant for hang over is hair of dog?

And even after the long hoarded

stocks from government dairy are

expended, there still remains the

stores of malten brew and goof for

further revelries; and many do

plan to walk to For Mai, crawl to

Fac Partee. and be borne home by

such as remain erect. And through-

out the city large numbers of small

parteez are planned where, in small

groups, the warriors do celebrate

the weekend of Scienz in fitting

style with food and drink. But on

the morn of Sun the land of Kin

will be shunned by the tribesmen

while all do spend the day abed and

regain vigor after strenuous exer-

tions.

But even now the sands run out

and the scribes must off to follow

the doings of the warriors that

true account may be inscribed upon

I
the hallowed walls of the cave.

Peace," and "Supreme Ruler of the

Universe." The potentate then,

with honeyed words, urged nie to

contribute the remainder of my
coin of the realm for the erection

of Huniuehim Hall, a hypothetical

esidence for the Stued Gents. See-

ing no alternative. I complied and

so escaped. A suspicion arose in

me tiiat I had chanced upon a

"Clippe Shoppe." I enquired of

ni> guide the closest way to the sea-

shore, and for tius information he

good-naturedly accepted a few

articles of my clothing as payment

of his usual fee. While hurrying

in this direction, w^e delayed while

my guide paused at a safe distance

to throw stones at some urchins

playing at some game on the grass.

As we pushed away, we were ac-

costed by a motley crew of musi-

cians playing native chants on a

pied octopus carried beneath 'their

arms. Despite my protests that 1

was not a citizen, I was assessed

for a lax for which I relinquished

my few remaining garments and

received a barrel m exchange. See-

ing a boat approaching from my
ship. I hastened to the shore. As

1 prepared to embark, the must-

,cians returned, stripped me of tUe

; barrel, and hastened to the eating

place to take over the toothpick

concession.

A CHINESE LAMENT

One night

In June

Stars bright

Big moon
In park

On bencli

With giri

In clench

Me say

Me love

She coo

Like dove

Me smart

Me fast

Never let

Chance past

She say

O.K.

Wedding bells

Ring ring

Honeymoon
Everything

Settle down
Married life

Happy man
Happy wife.

Anoth.er night

In June

Stars bright

Big moon
Ain't happy

No more

Carry baby

Dear Sir:

Although it was belatedly rd

ceived, we read with great intercJ

the symposium of ethyl palpitm,]

since a research along similar

has been conducted by the autliur

for the past three years. In

communication we request juui]

editorial permission to discuss

ral errors, mostly of omissim

which occurred in your very ex]

cellent article.

First and foremost, we are iiitetj

ested in the figures on the maximun

and minimum percentage yields ol>

tained by your investigators. In

medium of ethyl alcohol our owi

yields vary between 80-95%, dej

pending on the strength of the alt

hoi. We found that the reaction

proceeded best in this solvent bu

due to its high cost and war-tiraij

unavailability, we directed our re^

search towards other less-expeu;

mediums and/or catalysts.

At this point, may we state ihai|

when the alcohol is added carefulK

and very slowly, we make ethyl

salivate (known to college student

as "drool"). When a liberal amounl]

of a mixture of 9% alcohol,

and water was added, we readili

made ethyl osculate in these labora-

tories.

However valuable these conn

pounds may be, they did not divenj

us from our ultimate goal, whiebl

was to make ethyl' palpitate withoulj

an alcoholic medium.

Our yields, though admittcdlyl

poor, command the attention of

investigators in this field—or an)|

other field.

We were surprised to l^rn tli3l|

darkness seemed to give the maxi-]

mum yields. Of course, not knoiv-

ing your investigators' figures,

are not able to make comparison,

but we have found that mooniiulii]

increases the percentage grcati)

This is due, no doubt, to the charat'

teristic wave lengths in thai li;,'!"

but our investigations are not

completed in this respect.

In one of our experiments wii''-

out alcohol, we tried to apply pi'-'''

sure but an explosion occurred.

found, however, that good yW^M

could be obtained when the reacimnj

was promoted with gentle heal

first, and pressure applied in rlie

later stages. Similar results werfj

obtained when pure ethyl was u^'^^

although the percentage yield drin>-

ped considerably.

Due to the secret nature of M
work, this is all the inforinaiin"!

we can divulge for the presuni'

However, we will be glad to t*"

ceive reports on the progress

this interesting research.

The authors are greatly indel'i''*'

to the citizens of Ottawa for m^i'^'

ing available a wide variety

samjjles of ethyl, differing markedly

in purity and density.

Yours in science,

J. C. O'LucE,

Edward Li-anguni-'"'

Walk floor

Life one

Big spat

Nagging wife

Bawling brat

Me find

At last

Me too

Damn fast.
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A FAMOUS PLAYERS

THEATRE

LAST TIME TODAY

HOLLYWOOD
CANTEEN"

STARTING SATURDAY

With Lovelies - - - with Technicobr - - -

with Laughs with Beauty

BOB HOPE

"The Princess and the Pirate"

with

VIRGINIA MAYO - WALTER BRENNAN

STARTING SATURDAY

i "

*

Fear of a Man - - -

Fear of the Swomp

Fear of Murder!

MERLE

OBERON
FRANCHOT

TONE
THOMAS

MITCHELL

I Dark Waters
9>

The

ODEON
TODAY AND SATURDAY

_

Red Skelton and Eleonor Powell in

"I DOOD IT"
William Bendix - Max Boer "McCUERINS from BROOKLYN

MON. - TUES. - WED.
Feb. 19 - 20 - 21

FIRST KINQ8TON
SHOWING

rTHE RAINBOW"
>- SECOND MIT —
RbBEl^T CUMMINGS
DIANA BARRYMOHE

>'*

"BETWEEN, US GIRLS"

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

Feb. 22 - 23 24

BOB HOPE
PAULETTE GODDARD

PAUL LUKAS

'GHOST BREAKERS'
SECOND HIT —

RICARDO COHTEZ

"RUBBER RACKETEERS"

Twelfth Night

BILTMORE
CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

fKONC 7100

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

ALBERT ST.

Phone 7300

(Continued from page 1)

eat Saturday—he just -had two

sandwiches he lirought with him."

Referring to the vast amount

of work to he done backstage be-

fore the production of a play, Mr.

Creed said, "We've never left this

place before midnight yet! And
Dr. Angus says he hasn't gone to

bed the same day he got up for

years:"

Asked if anything exciting had

happened, Mr. Creed said no, not

to date. "We darn near dropped

one of the actors through the trap

door one night, though. And we

hauled Dr. Angus up to the root

Saturday to put in new ropes,

There won't be any pictures to

fall on the actors' skulls during

performance this year, either.

Wc may drop a few sandbags oi

lengths of iron pipe—no, by gosh,

we won't after all—it's all been

'scientifically figgered'."

Mr. Nasfi contributed informa-

tion about the curtains. "We've

been building the stage ourselves

and saving our stage crew for pro-

duction night," he said. "They'll

have a mad time hauling curtains

up and down. There are six sets

of curtains altogether—and four

are full-width. The curtains are

down being dyed now." And he

added a note to Levana, "We
need people to sew."

There are no properties needed

for Twelfth Night except for cos-

tume parts—swords and a ring.

Already In a rehearsal one of the

swords has drawn real blood.

And there is liardly any furniture

on the stage, just a few benches

and a chair. Shakespeare didn't

believe in pampering his players

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

= FOUNDED 1847 =

I LIVINGSTON'S I
LAST WEEK s

FEBRUARY CLEARANCE SALE 1

OVERCOATS I

= LESS 20 ^ DISCOUNT 1

Honorary President

of the Eniineermg Society

Now that Victory is at last ap

preaching we may look forward

with a quickening enthusiasm to

the future and the many clialleng- 1=
ing problems of reconstruction, in

the solution of which the Engineer,

trained to build well and on a firm

foundation, will contribute his fair

share. Individually we cannot all

achieve greatness, but we may all

keep great ideals before us, and

collectively, contribute no small part

to the making of a peaceful and

better world.

Open House Brawl

Lost Week Sale — There is still time to get

an Overcoat. Once a year do we offer our

Overcoats ot Reduced Prices.

OVERCOATS
REDUCED IN PRICE

I LIVINGSTON'S I
= 75-79 BROCK ST.

DIAL 8334 =
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liquor, went to the dance and be

came disorderly." The group was

then reported to have engaged in

a general free-for-all between the

two buildings, during which time

liquor bottles were said to have

hecn hurled through four closed

windows.

The Journal obtained this m-

formation from two higli univer-

sity authorities, who had Ueen in

contact with Principal R. C. Wal-

lace about the matter. The incident

is now said to have been "greatly

exaggerated by all concerned."

Officials, are at a loss to explain

how the story became distorted, as

they are now agreed it was. They

have been unable to trace it to its

source, and believe the matter will

not be cleared up until Dr. Wallace

returns to Kingston early next

week. (Dr. Wallace left town

Monday noon.)

Details of the affair are still

sketchy. Mr. Henderson, together

with the AMS constables Harry

Da^ett, Sc. '48, and D. Kilpatrick,

Sc. "47, who. were on duty at the

dance, have reported to AMS offi-

cials that the affair was conducted

with "the usual decorum," staking

that the only irregularities which

occurred were a soft-drink bottle

accidentally dropped to the floor

from the gallery, and similar inci-

dents.

To Hold Services

Led by Students

Special student-conducted ser-

vices will be held in seven local

churches Sunday evening. The ser-

vices will be directed by Queen's

students and faculty members un-

der sponsorship of the SCM, and

are being held in conjunction with

the Worlds Student Christian

Federation.

Churches holding these services

are: .Sydenham United, Cook's

United. Chalmers United, Queen

Street United. St. James' Anglican^

Zion United, and Calvary United.

Science Formal Tickets

Those who ordered Science For-

mal tickets may obtain them at the

Queen's Post Office until closing

time today.

Any who may have missed this

opportunity will find their tickets

at the door of the Gymnasium when

they arrive.'

In a statement to Tlie Journal,

Mr. Henderson asserted : "We are

not sure when the windows were

smashed; wc are only certain it

did not happen while the open

house was in progress. It may have

occurred any time between Satur-

day afternoon and Mondaj- morn-

ing. We have lieard nothing what-

ever about the affrays which are

reported to have been carried out

near Grant Half, where the dance

was held-"

It is believed AiMS officials will

contact Dr. Wallace upon his re-

turn to the city to lodge formal

protest against his reported request

"the AMS executive . . .
exert

stricter supervision at future open

houses." The request is said to

have been based on "misleading

information."

QVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS"
BAGGAGE-

VERY

But Nearly Always We Hove a Few of the

Above Lines

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

Hanson & Edgar
PRIMXBR Printing of

Dance
Programmes
Constitutions

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Every

Description

ORDER YOUR ©rirolor 45 NOW!
SALES END FEBRUARY 28

SALESMEN SCIENCE: Jack Hanna, '45

Bill Crowe, '47

ARTS : Ken Buckingham, '47

Bob McMillan. '47

LEVANA: Ruth Kinsella, '46

MEDS: Dick Beck. '48

Gord Mack, '49

DEPOSIT $2.00
PRICE $4.SO
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Official Notices

Levana

Dean's Message

Tlierc will be aii exam held Tues-

day night at 7 o'clock in St. John

Ambulance First Aid and Home
Nursing courses. Freshettes bring

bandages and pins.

A meeting of the Levana Society

is called for Monday night at 7.30

o'clock. Attendance for freshettes

is compulsory. Mrs. Macdonnell

will speak on "Dimnbarton Oaks."

Coke-Bar

The coke-bar at the Science For

mal will be operated by the Science

Formal Committee in collaboration

with the Queen's Band which has

the concession for selling soft

drinks at campus dances.

Heard over the Hour of Charm,

February 4: "Francine now sings

'When the Boys Come Home'
from Bloomer Girl."

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, R«.e41^, GrecnhouBefl 3241

GOUfiDIERS
rues

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

President's Report

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

Kent an

Underwood Typewriter

from tilt makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St Opp. Kresge's

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232
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dated by everyone who ioo^ part

in it. The organisaiion for the

ccrcmovy and the jollo^ving trips

to the laboralories were extremely

good. I was surprised when the

whole perjormanee nwaid up

exaelly on the time planned.

The relations of the Engineering

Society with the national and pro-

pineial engineering societies have

been most cordial; so that our stu-

dents can count upon a ivarm wel-

come from any of these societies

when ihey graduate.

During the past year wc were

visited by H: J. Aykroyd. B.Sc

'13. President oj the Ontario Asso

cialion of Professional Engineers,

and a fcu' weeks ago by dcG

Beanbicn, president of the Engi

ncering Institute of Canada. It was

evident from the remarks of both

these gcnilctnen that their societies

arc most keenly interested in the

engineering students, for %n them

ihcy see the future engineers oj

Ike country and so are most an.rious

thai the closest liaison be main

taincd hetzuccn their societies and

the engineering students. Tin-

not with any idea on their part of

selfishly strengthening their groups

but rather they feel strongly that

in the Uajtds of the engineer,

qrcai extent, is the future prosper

ilv and happiness of the country.

Thev both stressed the importance,

indeed the imperative need, of the

engineer of the juturc taking his

proper part in the organisation and

admimstration of society.

Studies . classes, and military

training have filled everyone's days

most completely since the beginning

of the autumn term. It is a very

steady pull and even the most niat-

tcr-of-jacl person fecls the drag at

last and zvekomcs the chance for

some relief. For those in the upper

years, the final year particularly

the Dance will make a most enjoy-

able interlude. Even those whose

humble duty il is to help wiY/i the

transport of the decorations will

have a keen interest in the event.

Probably on account oj the absence

of much of outside interest those

charged with the decorations have

devoted themselves more assiduous-

ly than ever to them. I have been

unofficially a member of many

decoration committees and knon'

whereof I speak, and I think you

have done a good job, and tho.'te

who were in charge have obtained

experience in organizing and carry-

ing through this function xohich

will be most valuable to them.

1 am sure that your dance will

he a great success, and, that we

shall say again, as in the fast, "the

best ever."

In conclusion may I express my

thanks and appreciation to the men

in the executives of the Engineer

ing Society and the different ^'car

societies for their generous assist-

ance in solving the various prob-

lems which I encountered and for

'ci'liich I asked their help. Such

assistance makes many administra-

tive difficulties vanish of them-

selves. This happy co-operation is

one of our finest traditions.

I

— Dean D. S. Ellis.

ELLIOTTS
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat"

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go.

The most up-lo-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp, Collegiate

lis Alfred St. Phone 4850
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highly. An engineer should mas-

ter not only the technical intric-

acies of his profession but also

tlic knowledge of how to become

fit and worthy citizen. This

latter aim has been neglected in

he past, but active participation

in student activities such as the

Engineering Society will help to

correct this deficiency.

On assuming office in March

1944, the president outlined the

policy of ihc society for the com

ing year—namely, a programme

to stimulate student interest

matters of professional concern

outside of classroom studies. In

accordance with this policy, ar-

rangements were made for promi-

nent speakers to deal with topics

of general interest to the under-

graduate student. This pro-

gramme was supplemented with

technical films dealing with vari-

ous phases of engineering.

Up to the present time five gen-

eral meetings and ten executive

meetings have been held. At one

of our first meetings M. J. Ayk-

royd, president of the Association

of Professional Engineers, spoke

to the society about the associa-

tion and its work. Dr. S. D, Lash,

chairman of the Kingston branch

of the EIC, gave a short address

on the EIC and announced the

Student Papers Competition.

Plans are now being made for

R. E. Heartz to speak to us at a

later date on a subject of increas-

ing importance, "Collective Bar-

gaining for Engineers."

A film dealing with the "Drill

ing and Pumping of Oil" was well

appreciated. This film outlined

modern practices and methods,

both in prospecting and in the

actual drilling operations. An-

other film from the Goodyear

Company dealt with the produc-

tion of a very important material,

synthetic rubber. Shorter films

from the Ford Motor Company

were also shown. A film dealing

with the mighty engineering

project at Boulder Dam will be

shown shortly.

Joint meetings were held with

the Kingston branch of the EIC
whenever speakers spoke on

topics that were of interest to

both the graduate and the under-

graduate engineer. At a joint

meeting to judge tjie winners of

the Student Papers Competition,

A. R. Bader, '45, won first prize^

for his paper on "Alloys, the

Backbone of Chemical Bngineer-

ing." R. McKnight, '45, won the

second prize with his paper on

"Concrete Inspection." There has

been a deplorable lack of interest

amongst students for competi

tions of this nature, and I would

like to point out that tt is to their

advantage to take a greater part

such activities.

At the beginning of the autum)

term the executive supervised th

elections of the first and second

years. Prior to the elections, the

president gave a comprehensiv

address outlining student govern

ment at Queen's. The new meth-

od of elections, according to the

iiniendcd constitution, was found

to work satisfactorily. Freshmen

regulations were put into effect

shortly afterwards.

On Wednesday, October 11, the

Freshman Reception Ceremony

was held in Convocation Hall

when 'the entire freshman year

W3S formally accepted as mem
hers of the Engineering Society

This solcnni and dignified cere

mony, followed by a tour of the

science laboratories and ending

by a social evening in Miller Hall

marked an auspicious beginning

of university life for the fresh-

man year. We recommend that

this procedure be continued in

sncceding years as a tfadition of

the Science Faculty at Queen's.

Due mainly to the fullest co-

operation of tlie presidents oE the

Arts and Aeaculapian Society,

there have been no fights or dis-

turbances reminiscent of former

years. Another example of this

close co-ordination is the way

faculty presidents, together with

the AMS president, investigated

the meals at the Union, resulting

in better and more satisfactory

servings for students.

A new system was initiated of

recording the part played by

science students in extracurricular

activities. These were listed under

two headings, athletic and non-

athletic. It was felt that such a

record would prove valuable, not

only to the student himself but

also to" prospective employers.

The Science Court in recent

years has degenerated into a mere

shadow of its former awe-inspir-

ing solemnity. This term a com-

plete revision of court procedure

is contemplated, and a new sys

tern of enforcing law and order

in the Science Faculty is now in

the experimental stage.

The technical Supplies under

the Service Control Committee is

ably administered by Mr. Brad-

burn, This smooth-running or-

ganization, operating with benefit

to members of all faculties, is an-

other example of the contribu-

tions of the Science Faculty to

Queen's. The latest edition of

the Proceedings of the Engineer-

ing Society was printed this year

and is now being distributed.

To further the interests of the

society, the executive appoints a

number of members to certain

positions. The following a is list

of those members of the Engi-

neering Society who hold respon-

ible positions on the campus

:

erman Walter, Science editor

and secretary of- The Journal

ress Club
; Jack Hanna, chieE-of-

police of the AMS court; Bill

Roberts, Science representative to

AB of C; Bill Meredith,

Science editor of "Tricolor"; Cliff

Leon, AMS band agent; Jack

Harvey, senior AMS represent-

ive; and Jim Provan, junior

AMS representative.

Valerian Zabek, caretaker of

lubrooms; Des, Bauman, senior

prosecuting attorney. Science

court; Bob Hope, senior judge:

she Clarke, junior judge ; Alden

Gourley and Jim Peterson, Union

House Committee; Paul Cote,

Mikado

' (Continued from page I)

roles in a facile and convincing

manner.

Especially notable was Gordon

Robertson as Ko-Ko. He capti-

vated the audience with his nat-

ural comic flair; and his fine voice,

and clear enunciation was espe-

cially evident in the "List" and

"Tit-Wiliow" solos. . Next in the

line of honours was Marion

Cowic, who gave a realistic and

consistent caricature of a middjc-

aged dowager with amorous in-

tentions. Th^ lyric quality of

Doug Gray's voice was well dis-

played in the romantic part of the

wandering minstrel. Murray Gill

as the Lord High Everything

Else carried his seven - fold

schizoid role with constant mock

dignity. The Three Little Maids

from School were charmingly

enacted; and Jean Graham as the

female love-interest was sweet.

On the whole the presentation

was put over by the acting rather

than the singing, which was weak

Several numbers, especially the

two Love Duets, the Trios
—

".

Am So Proud," "Here's a How
de-Do," and the delightful "The

Flowers That Bloom in the

Spring," caught the particular in-

terest of the audience. Ewart

Prince's recitative and solo, "A

More Humane Mikado," was

done well and it achieved the

difficult effect of naivete.

The problem of handling .the

unwieldy number of the chorus

on a stage of that size was ade-

quately " handled. However, de-

spite the brilliant costumes and

make-up, the chorus did not suffi-

ciently convey an atmosphere of

festivity and rejoicing. At times

it did not even seem alert. Also

in evidence was a lack of disci-

pline on the pirt of several mem-

bers, who seemed to be in greater

rapport with specific persons in

the audience rather than with de-

velopments on the stage. Others

seemed to consider the whole pro-

duction a foil for their individual

talents. Their functions as mem-

bers of the chorus were distract-

ing rather than supporting.

The local colour was effectively

achieved by the lavish costumes

and the artistic make-up. The
setst did much to enhance the

Oriental atmosphere ; the first in

its stark simplicity accentuated

Vhe excitement and colour of the

spectacle ; the second, with its

overhanging boughs and vari-

coloured flowers, created a cred-

ible impression of a Japanese gar-

den. The lack of co-ordination of

the orchestra forced one to th^

conclusion that two pianos would

have been a more encouraging

accompaniment.

Il is important not to overlook

the fact that a good deal of atten-

tion was given to details which

contribute towar-tis the. achieving

of a polished and proportioned

production. This was evident in

the keen and careful direction by

Nora Harrison, and in the realis-

tic sets and costuming.

Bouquets arc iduc to Dr. F. L,

Harrison for showing the possi-

bilities of intelligent interpreta-

tion of an enjoyable performance

on the part of the Queen's Glee

Club. —G.S.L.

Jim Ratledge, Neil Whyte, and

Bill Wegenast, Service Control

Committee; Mac Clark, reading

room committee ; and delegates

—

Varsity Science At-Home, Don

Lainont; Varsity banquet. Randy

Hughes; McGill banquet, Tudor

Davies.

F. B. LEE.

from the f
Drafting Class'

# It's gettiog so the

Drafting student or Art

student daren't turn his

back on his TURQUOISE
Drawing Pencil.

Students, processors,
instructors, teachers,

artiscs and businessmen

hove all discovered that

TURQUOISE is more
than just the world's fipest

drawing pencil. It's also

the finest writing pencil

ever made.

S{JGG£STlOti TO

ORAfnNG one/

ARFSTUDENrS:

Tell 'em to buy their own
TURQUOISE. They're

only 10c.

Have a Coca-Cola = Let's all have fun

... or meeting friends at the Youth Center

All across the land you find youth meeting together to have

fun at Youth Centers. And the center of attraction is the

wholesome refreshment of ice-cold Coca-Cola. For the

three words Have a Coke are pa.sswords to compaQioDship.

Everywhere Coca-Cola stands as a symbol of hospitality

and friendliness to folks of all ages.

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Lirnited - Kingston

If>ninut»lforpomi!ire .

icqu^rc IricDdly ibbreva-

lioni. Thai's why you h(*i

Coca.ColB aWcd Coke,
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SCIENCE '45 TAKES SWIM TITLE
BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
ftUSONABLI PRICKD

Phone 6733

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

rnents in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

^TEICHMICAU SIJPPL.IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

<I2 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7811

30 Years in Business

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them tlut as fonnerty the prestiee of Tcan stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN*S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Bhatn
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S-

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

SPORTS

THE CAMt»lJ$ iDCCFLIGHT
BY BILL ROBERTS

Roberts Leads Team Home
For Fourth Intramural Win

Last Tuesday night's fourth consecutive intramural swim meet triumph

was indicative of the athletic superiority which Sc. '45 has displayed on the

campus since they first doffed their yellow-tasseUed tarns on entering

Camithers Hall in September, 1941. To prove that 1 am not fooling. I am

going to devote most of the Sportlight to a review of Science '45 in the

sports world of Queen's.

Track and Field i

Science '45 have won the track and field championship for the past

three years. Both Don Moreton and Don Craig were outstanding, Moreton

tied with Jake Milliken for the individual championslup in 1942^13.

Cross-Country

Again Moreton and Craig predominated. In 1943-44, Moreton broke

the three-mile cross-country record, and this year Don Craig has again

set a new record for the course.

Tennis
The tennis tournament was only completed three times while the men

of '45 were here, but the boys managed to win two of the titles. In 194Z-43

Lucien Coriveau took the honours, and this year they went to Don Helleur.

Table-Tennis
Yes, even here we have our champion. Frank Lee won the table-temus

tournament in 1942-43, and was runner-up twice in addition.

Hockey
Here is an exhilirating sport, and a costly one also—at least for Science

'45. It seems we have a strange custom of breaking hockey sticks over the

opponents' heads (we pay for the sticks). It has been very effective, for

Science '45 has won the championship for the first three years, and is still

in the hockey playdowns now. If I were asked who is going to win the

title this year, I would say (fill it in for yourself)-

Basketball

Last year, '45 took the basketball championship, and hope to repeat the

performance this year. I have been following the intramural basketball

very closely and I predict — to win. However, we will only

win if Pataran will continue to brin^ his inspiration to the playoff games.

Swimming
Yes, again; only this time it is four years straight. Science '45 has had

little difficulty in capturing the swimming championship since bush.cuts

were in style for them.

The above is just a brief review of some of the major intramural sports

on the campus. More important Chan these are the Queen's sporte. Here

Science '45 has made an excellent showing.

As frosh, we can boast ot having three men on the Queen's rugby

team and one man on the basketball team. As sophs, '45 had five men on

the Queen's rugby team, three on the basketball team, and three on the

hockey team. As juniors, we had seven men on the rugby team, four on

the hockey team, and two on the basketball team. This year, if you foUowed

the Queen's sports very closely, you will have noticed the foUowing Imeups:

HOCKEY BASKETBALL
Pataran Campbell

Cote "'"'^<...
.

-

Hughes
Moro
KcUy .«.,*iv;^

Sports Notes

New Records Set, Others
Threatened by

Natators

RUGBY
Moro
Nelson

Moreton

Sinclair

Cole

Campbell ^.^.-.-y- :
-

Pritchard

The above record of the athletic achievements of Science '45 shows that

the year is supported by a topnotch group of athletes.

What about the Bews Trophy? Though they came very close, Science

45 never managed to win it. Last year they won nine of the eleven cham-

pionships, and had participants in every intramural sport as weU ^ con-

tributing many members to the Queen's teams in rugby, hockey and basket-

balL Yet. due to the poor and unfair system of scoring, we lost the trophy

to Meds '48, who won but one championship, but scored most of tlie.r pomts

by mass entries in the intramural sports.

This year the system of scoring was changed, but it looks

is up aeaLt the same difficulties with Meds -49. There are stUl some flaws

which I would like to have eliminated, but it would seem that a year w.th

a smaU number of members enjoys a decided advantage m the race for the

Bews Trophy.

If the sport of cooching were included in the intramural program at

Queen's. I am quite sure that the Science years

places in the race for the Bews Trophy,

scoring system.

Intramural basketball: Feb. 19,

semi-finals. Arts '4S vs Sc. '45,

7 -.45 pm; Sc. '46 vs. Sc. '48. 9 pm
(Lush), playoffs, winners Sec-

tion A vs Section B, two-game

total-point series—February 21

(Lawler). February 24 (White).

Interfaculty basketball ; Sudden

death, March 5, Sc. vs. Meds

;

March 5, winner vs Arts. Prac-

tices : February 20, Arts 7-8,

Science 8-9, Meds 9-10.

All intramural boxing and

wrestling entries must be posted

in tlie gym locker-room Februarj-

20. Rules are posted on the gj"

board.

Third-round intramural table-

tennis must be finished by Febru-

ary 19; fourth round by Febru

ary 26.

Semi-final round in the intra

mural bowling tournament must

be completed by February 20,

The managers of the senior

hockey and senior and junior

basketball teams are asked to

submit the names of their players

who have played two or more

games (exhibition or league) to

the intramural director by Feb-

ruary 22 in order that these play-

ers may receive one unit of Bews

Trophy scale points each for each

port in which they have partici-,

pated.

Last Monday, Queen's defeated

Ordnance 31-13 in the interme-

diate EOBA, and play again

Monday night against RCAF at

Norman Rogers Airdrome.

Arts Medley Scores

if Science 46

ould take the first four

gardless of any defects in the

TO PRESENT SERIES

OF GEOLOGY LECTURES

Within the next month a series

of Ic-ctnres in Geology will be given

by visiting lecturers. The first

speaker in the series will be Dr.

Hans Lundberg. His lecture will

take place on February 19. at 2 :30

pm, and Februar)" 20, at 10 am.

The subject of the latter will be

•Geophysical Methods in the Search

for Ore Bodies."

On February 23 at 4:30 pm a

talk will be delivered by Dr. J. W.

Ambrose of the Geological Survey

of Canada, on "Geological Inves-

liualinns nf the Area West of No-

ranil.i." The following day at 11

am. the same lecturer will discuss

"Probiems in PreCambrian Geo-

logy of Western Quebec and East-

ern Ontario."

To conclude the series, Dr. Wal-

SKI CLUB TRIP

There will he a ski ti ip to King

ston Mills as usual this Sunday.

The sleighs are leaving the Union

at 10 o'clock.

Tickets may be procured at the

LTiiiou tuck shop, Ban Righ. or

from Ted 'Walker. Sc. '-Mi, any time

until tonight.

If you can't be at the front-

al least your blood can. Enrol at

the Blood Clinic today.

lace Cody of the United States

Geological Survey will talk first on

"Quick Silver Deposits of South

Western Alaska" on March 6 at

4:30 pm. The second speech will

take place March 7 at 10 am on the

subject of "Structure and Strati

graphy of Most Central Vermont."

Alt the lectures will be held in

Room 201, Miller Hall.

ISS Tag Day

The ISS program for this week

includes, as well as the Aquacade,

a Tag Day to be held on Wednes-

day, Feb. 21.

Official Notices

Jcfcleration of Courses in Arls

The attention of students is called

to the special arranL;ement for ac-

celeration of courses provided by

the Faculty of Arts.

(a) Students who lack onl>

three courses for di-t,'rec nia\ take

Ihe^e courses durin.L; the MininiuT

by extranmral or by extramural and

Sumincr School work provided that

the com-sc-s are offered.

(b) Other students may take a?

many as two courses during the

summer,

This ruling is not f'lr the pur-

pose of lessening the normal weight

of work during Session 1945-4i>

but to make it possible for studctu>

to graduate at an earlier date. For

instance, students who had already

completed ten courses may graduate

in the fall of 1946 rather than the

spring of 1947 by taking

C 1 ) two courses during the sum-

mer of 1945

;

(2) five courses during the win-

ter of 1945-4 ;

(3) diree courses during the sum-

mer of 1946,

(c) Students who fail in one or

two courses on the April examina-

tions must include supplementals

in tliese courses as part of the pro-

gram permitted under (a) or (b).

Almost single-handed, with three

firsts, a second and a third, a new-

pool record and a total of 18 meet

points. Bill Roberts led the Sc. '45

swimming team to their fourth con-

secutive victory in intramural com-

petition.

In the first event of the evening,

the 50 yard free style, Roberts

churned the green water of the

gymnasium pool at the rate of al-

most two yards a second as he

sliced six-tenths of a second off the

record. This race was closely con-

tested with Dave Lesser, Arts '47.

edging out Fred Downer. Meds

'48. for second place, and Qiff Car-

nahan. Meds '49. finishing a strong

fourth. Time, 25 :8.

The 50 yard breast stroke gave

George Zuckerman, Arts '47, a re-

peat victory from last year, but

a second-and-a-half above the pool

record which he made a year ago.

Bill Roberts, Downer and Frank

Creed, Sc, '45. finished in that or-

der. Time, 34:9.

A near pool record was set by

the Arts frosh relay team of Mc-

Leod, Rodden. Kniewaeser and

Cummings. Swimming against time

onlv, they missed fame by a mere

three-tenths of -a. second as ih&y

thrashed home in 2<W.3.

With a brief rest, Roberts re-

turned to tlie pool, to lead Lesser,

Downer, and Lyall, Sc. '48, home

in the SO yard backstroke, with a

33,6 effort.

The diving competition was de-

cided by a narrow margin for every

position, with defending champion

Bob Bannard. Sc. '45. tallying 66

points, Jim Hart. Sc. '47, 63. and

Bill Roberts 61. Tlie actual compe-

tition was followed by several

comedy routines by Bannard and

Hart — a preview of the Aquacade

coming Feb. 23rd and 24lh.

For the second consecutive year

the -A-rts '47 team won die 150 yard

mcdtev by netting up a new pool

record. With Dave Lesser taking

care of the backstroke. George

Zuckerman tht- breast, and Rog

YWm, rn^.rin^ Iimui^ wuli the cmwl.

the -^i^ k-ti-lli- W'-'a- cuxered in

rccoPi thue ol I ALU - a full

wo-tenths below 'last

thi

second and 1

M.ar'^ recnrd,

R.il-ert-: lii

frei

shed his evenmgs

vities in the 100 yard

s he heal out Frcl Downer

hi die 111:11 lidf lenclh to capture

hi^ third blue rihhon. Time. 65:7.

The evening ended with the 200

v,^^cl free stvte relay, captured by

Hu" ,\r(s frnsh, ^^idl Sc. '45. Arts

-17 and Meds '4'' finishing in that

order. Time, 2:05.5.

In the team scoring. Sc. '45 ac-

cumulated 32 points to gain an.

eleven point lead over the challeng-

ing Arts '47 entry-. Arts '48 totalled

ten points from their relay team

while Fred Downer amassed 9

points for Meds '48. Other team

scoring was Sc. '47. 3; Meds '49,

2; and Sc. '4S. 1. Although they

qualified a relay team for the meet.

Sc. '46 failed to compete.

Don't forget you have a date

with Meds '48.

Patronize merchants who use

foumal advertisements.
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of pressure, Harris reports that

in 193 tests, using variations of

pressure, the amount of material

transferred was a direct function

of the pressure. This report tends

to bear out the experiments of

Nichtlieber. who used several

transmitters under the same lab-

oratorj' conditions, i.e., on the

same night. Nichtlieber conducted

his tests in the Theta Phi Alpha

laboratory in 1943. When the

pressure is zero, the distribution

is al.so zero ; as pressure increases,

the flow of lipstick increases rap-

idly up to a certain maximum.
Under extremely high pressures,

the equilibrium conditions are

reached almost immediately.

Equilibrium occurs when the

amount of lipstick on one surface

is equal to that on the other.

It has been found that if pres

sure is plotted against distribu

lion, the curve assumes the shape

of a "puckered pair" of lips,

(This is standard nomenclature

for the phenomenon. To say

'pair of puckered lips" infers

that one lip can be puckered in

dependentiy— an impossibility.)

The exact shape of the curve is

determined by "p", the pucker

factor.

B, the variable measuring the

surface conditions, is an exponen

tial function of the pucker factor

and pressure. Under norma! oper-

ating conditions, the surface of

the contacting areas is fairly

smooth. However, if the surfaces

are contracted and drawn up into

folds and wrinkles, i.e., puckered,

then surface conditions are far

from being ideal for complete dis-

tribution. As pressure increases,

the surface becomes more ideal,

i.e. smooth.

Other factors are also impor-

tant in the distribution ratio. The
intensity of tight, "i", has an in-

verse effect. As light becomes

brighter and brighter, less and

less lipstick is distributed. The
amount dispensed in total dark-

ness approaches infinity.

An unusual effect of Newton's

gravitational constant is noted in

the following relationship. If

there are only two surfaces within

range, the distribution is normal.

If, however, a third surface is

near, the distribution falls off to

almost nothing. Yet, with the

addition of a fourth surface of

opposite gender to the third, the

rate of flow is twice as great as

before.

Slowerker attempted a series of

experiments to determine the

effects of passion, but failed at

first because of transmitter

trouble. In another attempt the

defence failed, and accurate re-

sults were obtained. The cause

of II, passion, is as yet unknown,

but it has been shown that any

amount of it renders useless the

consideration of any other vari-

able. II causes the number of

applications per unit time to in-

crease greatly. The study of this

variable is the most difficult of

all, but Slowerker's work seems

quite adequate.

Other variables of less impor-

tance include temperature, area of

the transmitter, and area of the

receiving surface. It seems that

more lipstick is distributed in the

month of June, a period of high

mean temperature, than in any

other month of the year. The
areas of the contacting surfaces

have a direct effect.

Working Equations

D = NtTlIB . . . . (1)

pP

New Aquacade

B = (A' -I- A") e

D—distribution coefficient, N

—

number of applications, T—mean
temperature of the body^ t—time

in hours, i—candlepower, p

—

pucker factor.

, To secure the necessary data

for use in the equations, tests

must be conducted under stan-

dard conditions. One variable

alone is allowed to vary in each

set of determinations. The only

apparatus necessary are the lip-

stick, ti,vo willing surfaces, and a

standard 200-mesh linen hand-

kerchief, which must be un-

starched. A test of pressure, for

example, will probably require 20

determinations, all with different

pressures. The results should be

placed in order around the edge

of the handkerchief with notes as

to the surface conditions. If any

signs of passion are present, dis-

regard the results of the tests, but

continue to run them until all

igns of passion are dissipated.

As many as 150 to 175 determina-

tions may be run in the course of

an evening under normal operat-

ing conditions. If conditions be-

come ideal, do not hesitate to

take advantage, as they may be

hard to duplicate.

(Continued from page 1)

The Aquacade will climax next

week's drive by the ISS striving

to reach their objective of $1 per

student. Admission to the show
will be 50 cents. Tickets will go

on sale Monday raornmg and will

be obtainable at the Tech Sup-

plies, AB of C office, members
of the Swimming Club, the ISS

committee, and several locations

downtown. Students are warned

that there are a limited number
of tickets for each performance,

and that at the previous Water
Folly Show of 1942, all nights

were complete sell-outs.

Friday night the Aquacade will

be presented at 7 :30 to allow

everyone to attend both the

Aquacade and Meds '4S dance.

Saturday night the show will

start at 8 pm and will be fol-

lowed by the ISS dance being

held in Grant Hall, to which

couples presenting Aquacade

ticket stubs will be admitted at

reduced prices.
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Post-Formal Prom

(Continued from page 1-)

the balcony—besides we want to

get a look at the home town gal

friend.

Intermission will feature re-

freshments in charge of Science

'47, and a short entertainment in-

volving the presentation of the

famous Science '45 Trophy, There

will be a short history of its past

for the benefit of initiates and also

a novel idea for its future.

Tickets may be obtained from

the Science Social Conveners and

everyone is requested to get them

as soon as possible in order to fa-

cilitate the ordering of food. Ad-

mission will be a dollar per couple.

Jim Hart, Jack Patterson and Tom
Kraft will be happy to exchange

pasteboard for greenback.

Missing Cups

(Continued from page 1)

vulge any information to The

Journal on progress of the investi-

gation. However, they have ad-

vanced the theory some student or

students may have taken the tro-

phies "as a prank," meaning to re-

turn them, but are now unwilling

to do so in fear of reprisals. The

officers assured The Journal if the

items were left in some conspicuous

spot, and were thus recovered,

proceedings would be dropped.

Girls' Swim Meet

Tomorrow night at 7:30

o'clock, a girls' telegraphic

swimming meet will be held

against universities across

Canada, from Dalhousie in

the east, to University of

British Columbia in the west.

CROWN DAIRY

•
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TWELFTH NIGHT' OPENS TOMORROW
Champion Divers To Perform

In Aquacade Friday, Saturday

[Co-operate with Meds '48,

Holding Early Show
On Friday

Tickets on Sale

Miss Evelyn Buchanan, Domin-

Ijon Women's diving champion for

(lie last three years, will be main

attraction at the Queen's aquacade

Friday and Saturday evening, it

has been announced. Other outside

Canadian stars .to be featured are

Miss Phyllis Clarke. Ernest Wright,

jand Jack White and Jerry Byers.

Leading students participating in

llhis second annual water show will

be Miss Doreen Jeffs. Miss Mhora

iHowson, Miss Sybil Orr. Fred

[Downer, Jack Harvey, and Bill

iRoberts. The Friday performance

will begin at 7 :30 pm and Saturday

ni 8 pni. Tickets will be 50 cents

each, and only a limited amount

will be available for each night.

I Seats are not reserved.

Miss Buchanan, nationally known

[diving figure, has toured the coun

llry in defence of her title, and is

at present a member of the re-

nowned Toronto Dolphinette Swim-

Iming Club, According to her train-

ler. Alec Duff, "she has been a cham-

pion since she was five j^ears old,"

Although only 12, Miss Clarke is

bheady an accomplished diver, and

[placed second in last week's Quebec

'ipcn junior swimming champion-

ships, while competing- with girls

[up to 17 years of age.

Mr. Wright, at one time bolder

|of the junior Ontario diving cham-

pionship, is now in the senior class,

iMr. Wright and Mr. Byers, of the

[Toronto Central YMCA swimming

dub, are "the only male precision

J
s\i'iniining team in Canada," ac-

[rnrding to their instructor, Charles

|Tinsley.

Purpose of holding the Friday

[show at 7:30 o'clock is to enable

Uttending students to go to the

]Mads^ '48 year dance, which will

AQUACADE
(Continued on page 5)

AMS Funds Aid
Hospital Ships

Proceeds from the AMS Ice

Carnival held on February 5

aTuounted lo over $350, it was an-

novinced recently by J. C. Hicks,

permanent secretary-treasurer of

the AMS.

Mr. Hicks also 3nnounc«d that

the AMS is to give ?1000 for the

provision and maintenance of a

library on board each of the two

hospital ships "Letitia" and "I-ady

Nelson."

The total amount of cash netted

from the carnival was $568.33. an

increase of some $200 over last

year's proceeds. There was a cor

responding increase in the number

of tickets sold.

The original proposal by Mr.

Hicks for the provision of a lib-

rary was in connection with only

one hospital ship, the "Letitia," but

AMS GIFTS

(Continued from page 4)

Featuring some of Canada's leading

divers and swimmers, the aquacade

will nevertheless have its lighter

side, if the above picture is any

indication. Bill Roberts. Bob Ban-

nard. and Jack Harvey (1, to r.) are

shown rehearsing—and it looks as

if-Mr. Bannard is about to make a

splash.

Hoping to top aU recent performances with its current production of

"Twelfth Night," the Drama Guild has been holding dress rehearsals of

the pUy for some time. In the above scene Don Mathieson (Feste) seems

to be arguing with (1. to r.) Silvio Narizzano (Antonio), Henry Knepler

(Duke Orsino), and Joan Connor (Viola),. Show opens its three-night

stand tomorrow.

\Postwar Military Training

[Approved In Toronto Debate

TORONTO — (CUP) — Vic-

[toria College defeated Western

U-hiiversity in an inter-university

heljate held recently.. Victoria iip-

|'>eld the affirmative side of the

Resolution: Military service should

lie continued after the war.

Stefan Stykolt, leader of the af-

[firmative, outlined a plan for mih-

Rry training which would give use-

jfut trades training and a better

['understanding of the privileges of

h'lizenship. He emphasized the

pact that nations opposing war must

liave the strength to maintain!

jl'eace.

The leader of the negative. Fra-

Earle, said that this plan would

not apply to a democratic state,

because it would repudiate the de-

mocratic ideal reached by culture,

not by military badles and guns.

The second speaker for the af-

firmative.
,

Betty Johnson, stated

that wc need enough strength to

back our desire for peace, though

being well armed does not inevit-

ably prevent war,

Sylvia Kolon. final speaker for

the negative, showed that niilitarj'

training had never been a preven-

tative of war, using as an illustra-

tion the fact that though Germany

had had a standing peacetime army

she had been easily led to aggres-

sion by tlie Nazi party.

Medical Students

Receive Degrees

Rev. J. Forbes Wedderburn
Speaks to Convocation

"Doctors occupy a unique place

in society. They are placed in a

class entirely apart from all others

;

an air of mystery surrounds them,"

said the Rev. J.
Forbes Wedder-

burn of St. Andrew's Presbyterian

Church, who was speaker at the

jViedicai Convocation last Thurs-

day, at which 40 students received

ihcir degrees.

Mr. Wedderhurn told the gradu-

ates that they would find themselves

raised "almost to a God-like sta-

ture," but they would hot allow

ihemselves to be changed by their

position, or make "money-making"

their purpose. He went on to speak

of the debt of society to the physi-

cians, "You cannot help but be

happy in a profession built on such

great names as appear ui medical

liistory," said Mr. Wedderburn.

His advice to the graduates was to

widen their scope, to keep up with

current affairs, and to find time for

prayer, for, he stated, more things

are wrought by prayer than this

world dreams of.

Dr. W. E. McNeill, treasurer

and vice-principal of Queen's, in-

troduced the, speaker, and said that

it was fitting for a Presbyterian

Chuix:h minister to address the

Queen's students as Queen's is fun-

damentally a Presbyterian Univer-

sity.

Hoods were placed on the 40

graduating students by Dean G. S.

Melvin, and degrees were confer-

red by Dr. McNeill.' Dr. H. A.

MEDICAL STUDENTS

(Continued on page 3)

Joan Connor To Star as Viola

In Guild's Major Production

Professor Speaks

On 'Closed Shops'

Last Lecture of Series

Given Monday

ARTS '47 MEETING

There wmII be a meeting of Arts

'47 tonight at 7 o'clock in the

Biology lecture room, Old Arts

building. The purpose of the

meeting is to discuss final plans

for the coming year dance, and to

clear up standing business.

Professor J. C, Cameron, of the

Department of Industrial Relations,

expressed himself as opposed to

closed shops in industrial plants,

on the grounds that they are unde-

mocratic. "Freedom from associa-

tion is the only way to combat dic-

tatorial tendencies of all organiza-

tions," he said.

Prof. Cameron was the final lec-

turer ill the series of five public

lectures which liave been held in

Grant Hall, His topic was "Trends

in Collective Bargaining."

The speaker pointed out that

those in favour of closed shops say

that they are democratic in that

they represent the majority. How-

eviT. "dictatorships as well as demo-

cratic goverrunents are charac-

terized by the rule of the majority."

Democracy tolerates and even fos-

ters minority opinion and allows for

peaceful, orderly change in govern-

ment. Closed shops, he said, did

not provide for minority opinion,

as all employees must belong to

the union and abide by its rules.

Prof. Cameron advanced several

reasons given in support of closed

shops, "ft is said," he stated, "that

100 percent organization is neces-

sary for effective bargaining ac-

tion, that union strength is dissi-

pated by the hiring of non-union

men, and that all benefit so all should

pay."

The speaker outlined the growth

of labour unions, and showed how

prosperity and depression in the

business cycle are in direct propor

tion to the size of the union mem-

berships.

CHAPEL SERVICE

The regular mid-weekly Chapel

service under the ioint auspices of

the IVCF and the SCM will be

held' in the Morgan Memorial Cha-

pel, Old Arts building, Wedsesday,

February 21, at 1 pm. Worsltip will

be led by Bert McAvoy.

Angus Receives

Signal Honour

Dr. William Angus, assistant pro-

fessor of English, has been awarded

a fellowship from the Rockefeller

Foundation to study the producing

of radio programmes, it was made

known in a personal inter\iew with

The Journal yesterday. Dr. Angus

will leave on March 1, to study

radio writing, sound effects, and

radio production (of which he pre-

fers radio plays- at New York Uni-

versity and Columbia University

for three months, and will have

access to the studios of the National-

Broadcasting Company and the

Columbia Broadcasting System.

The purpose of the course is

preparation for administering :

radio institute for the summer ses

sion. It is expected that beginning

with the 1945 sununer session,

non-credit course will be started in

instruction and practical training in

speecii. writing and production of

radio, to be limited to about SO spe-

cially qualified students. There

would be a small staff, including

a number of CEC personnel, and

Costumes and Stage Set

Prepared by Queen's

Student Artists

In Convocation Hall

Dr. William Angus, assistant pro-

fessor of English and director of the

forthcoming "Twelfth Night" pro-

duction, will study radio at the

Rockefeller Foundation in New York

City, under tenns of a fellowship

recently received.

"Twel fth Night," the first

Shakespearian play to be staged

at Queen's in the past eight years,

will open in Convocation Hall

tomorrow night at 8 o'clock. It

will be given as the Drama

Guild's major production for this

term. Performances will be given

on Wednesday, Thursday, and

Friday.

Under the direction of Dr.

William Angus and Dr. G. B.

Harrison, the cast of Twelfth

Night has been rehearsing almost

daily since early in January. The

final dress rehearsal was held last

night.

"We have done a lot of work

on the play," Dr. Angus com-

mented recently, "and I think the

performance will be very satisfac-

tory."

Dr. Angus, who joined the de-

partment of English here in 1936,

has been associated with the

Drama Guild as its faculty adviser

for several years, and has directed

all its major productions during

that lime . He is also director of

the widely-known Queen's sum-

mer school of dramatics.

Dr. Harrison came to Queen's

last year as head of the English

department. A specialist in

Elizabethan drama and an expert

on Shakespeare, he has studied

and taught at Cambridge Univer-

sity of Londou. This is thtr first

Drama Guild production with

whicli he has been associated;

acting as collaborator and con-

sultant in the directing of Twelfth

Night, he has trained the actors

in interpretation of their lines.

Heading the cast, which in-

cludes more than 20 members of

the Drama Guild, are Joan Con-

TWELFTH NIGHT

(Continued on page 3)

Queen's Students Indict

Nazis ButNot German Nation
CONDUCTED BV JIM SOUTHEV

A majority of Queen's students

think that the Nazi party, rather

than the German nation, should

be punished when the United

Nations have successfully termi-

nated the military aspects of the

war, according lo a recent Journal

Institute of Student Opinion

poll.

One hundred students were

asked the following question,

with the results as shown :

Do you think the German

nation as a whole should be pun-

ished for the crimes perpetrated

by that state since the Nazi party

came into power twelve years

ago?

Yes percent

f^o 51 percent

Undecided 6 percent

Those who answered in the

negative maintained that the Ger-

man nation caimot be iietd re-

sponsible for the crimes of the

relatively few men at the top.

The common people have no con-

trol i-i^er the men who arc run-

ning ihe German war effort, and

probably are not in accord with

POLL

(Contmued on page 4)
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The Missing Trophies

University authorities are at present trying to solve one of

the most elusfve riddled to descend on this campus in some time:

Where are the three missing cups? The answer apparently is not

to be had—not yet, at any rate.

The trophies, said to be worth §235. were at first reported

to have been "unlawfully removed" from the chest on the east

side of the main g>'nuiasiuni corridor the night of February 10-11

;

but to all intents and purposes they may now be classified as stolen.

University and police officials had hoped the incident might have

been the work of a student prankster who would return the items

at an auspicious moment ; but this theory seems to have been

almost completely invalidated by the length of time which has

elapsed. True, it is possible they were taken by a student (or

students) who had originally intended to replace them, but who
has since become too frightened of the consequences to do so;

but the appeal in Friday's Jouniol, promising absolute clemency

for anyone returning them immediately, has thus far gone un-

answered. So this possibility seems to have been ruled out.

Only other likehhood, it seems, is the crime was perpetrated

by some person (or persons) completely independent of the uni-

versity. This theory appears to be the most plausible—but even

it is not airtight. The three cups which were stolen were not by

any means the most valuable ; and anyone stealing for money
would surely have taken more worthwhile ones. Again, it would

be ratlier difficult for anyone to sell the articles, since they are

wadily identified; and it would be sheer madness to hold on to

them.

In other words, the crime, though small, is highly complex.

Sherlock Holmes would undoubtedly have been able to solve it

in a matter of minutes ; but since we are deprived of his astounding

services, we shall have to wait for matters to be unravelled in a

more laborious manner.

A Typical Day

In Science '48

(Ed. Note: The following

article was accompanied by a

warning note, which read ; "I

wrote it, you print it, and we'll

both go to jail !" To show the

author we are just as brazen as

he is—here goes.)

To say that all college students

are rather eccentric is a downright

lie. They're all nuts. In order that

the reader may get a better concep-

tion of the campus life, let us ima-

gine ourselves in a classroom. Say

that we are in Mathematics 2. A
soft mumble can be heard from the

back where four people, deep in

thought, seem to be segregated from

the rest. We listen:

"Three clubs."

"Four spades."

"I pass."

The rude professor breaks in on

these momentous decisions to ask

one of our intellectuals a rather

difficult question. Somehow or

other, to the professor's complete

surprise, a perfect answer is given.

Then our brain's lips purse to

mumble

:

"Put yer king on that, you !"

We pass on to Mathematics 3

class. In the interim, there is a

general uproar. Suddenly Profes-

sor J appears. Someone
liowls

:

'Pipe down, fellas, here comes

Danny Kaye."

Professor T-

We Dood It!

— gazes around

no doubt, by

Every once in a while every newspaper makes a mistake.

Nothing is perfect; and newspapers, being "just as human" as all

man-made things, are apt to go astray. Of course, some err less

frequently than others; and The Journal is particularly proud of

its record in this respect. We sincerely believe we Iiave reported

the news witli a minimum of bias and a maximum of accuracy.

Nevertheless, we, too, are "human"; and last Tuesday we com-

mitted a rather grave, though unavoidable, blunder.

The story on the open house brawl a week ago Saturday is

now said to have been "greatly exaggerated by all concerned."

Open house officials have denied at great length the article as it

appeared in The Journal; and subsequent investigation has revealed

the affair was magnified somewhat. Nevertheless, we are not

offering an apology: the information, which reached us a few

minutes before press time, was given to us by high and "unhti~

peachablc" University officials zvho had been in contact with Principal

R. C. Wallace about the matter. A newspaper can be no more

accurate than its sources of information ; and in this instance our

sources were evidently under misapprehension of the actual details.

Somewhere along the line the facts became distorted ; but the

situation cannot be clarified until it has been discussed with Dr.

Wallace, key man, who left town a week ago yesterday and was

not expected to resume his duties till today.

The whole affair is regrettable. We trust it will be cleared

up at the earliest possible moment.

(dumbfounded

H C 's sport-coat or per

haps G Van S- 's -pants)

Finally he proceeds:

B , erplain why the celestial

equator rarely, if ever, can be de-

duced by the position of the vernal

equinox, applying all corrections

for parallax and refraction?"

A deathly silence envelopes the

room, through which breaks

—

"H-u-u-n-n-h
!"

The professor, startled, jumps,

But Joey is faster. He reaches his

false plate first.

The next period is Physics I. so

everyone naturally goes to the stu-

dents' Union to study the conserva-

tion of energy as applied to snooker

balls. As the Physics 1 class leaves

the Union to go to Qiemistry class,

TYPICAL DAY
(Continued on page 4)

A GaVs Eyeview
A couple of weeks ago fate turned a somersault and I was allowed

to see tlie inside of the Union from the INSIDE, So far this sounds

okay but — I AM A GAL — and as one gal to another, it isn't all

that it's cracked up to be.

Last October some of us got as far as the first floor — but the

purpose of this is to tell you what's on the second and third floors.

As most of you already know, the cafeteria and canteen constitute

the two major features (we doubt it, too) of the first floor. The cafe-

teria is oh!! just average in size and jammed with tables and bashed-

around chairs. The pereimial serve -yourself style is still preserved. The

atmosphere and food in this room is reputed to be of the best (gag

—

I guess).

Across the hall from the cafeteria is the canteen. Here weeds,

candy, stationery, and so forth may be procured. The canteen is small

and unimpressive ; but I guess it serves its purpose.

The second floor is the most interesting and revealing. A large

lounge with an adjoining pool-room covers most of the floor. As 1

entered the lounge, most of the kids looked up, weren't disturbed, and

looked away. Three seconds later mild hysteria broke loose.- 1 gathered

from the gaping stares, pulling of hair and wide-eyed ania2emeiit that

the appearance of a woman was rather out of the ordinary. Then

there issued mad screaming and yelling and general rioting. Such

phrases as: "Jeeze, if it ain't a dame" — "Let the little lady through"

— "We were just looking for a fourth" — "This chesterfield isn't

occupied—^yet!" "Well for the love of the well-known crow, if it

isn't . . .!" — "You heard what the lady said" — "I know you can't

dance, but are you any good at sitting out?" etc., drifted by.

Ignoring all this (natch) T looked around. There are a large

number of tables scattered about the room, suitable for poker, bridge,

gin rummy or whatever takes the fancy, and also red leather chairs

and sofas. Over by the fireplace a space has been cleared, and the dents

in the floor from the impact of tlie bones prove it was not in vaui.

[The atmosphere in this rpom is reputed to be of the best,]

Next to the lounge is the pool-room — consisting of two large

and two small tables. Need 1 say more — except that in this room the

atmosphere is reputed to be of the best?

On the third floor is the Students' Memorial Study Hall, Strict

silence must be observed here. This room is very seldom crowded,

needless to say. The hall features a complete collection of the latest

magazine subscriptions open to the use of everybody.

There are a few interesting rules pertaining, such as not being

able to take coke bottles upstairs, etc., but in reality the sacred Union,

isn't much — it's just the mystery of not knowing what's going on

that intrigues us.

Professor Looks at

His Class

Dr. Angus' Appointment

The Journal wishes to congratulate Dr. William Angus,

assistant professor of English, on his appointment to study radio

at the Rockefeller Foundation. This is a signal honour for both

Dr. Angus and the university, and we are sure both will profit by it.

Well, there they sit, the dumb
dim-witted saps

—

Collegiate jerks in corduroy and

leather.

Their idiotic minds fixed on

whether

I'll catch them reading Esquire

on their laps,

—The women trying hard to look

the parts

Of chic I'm-oh-so-bored sophisti-

cates

—

Some cross their legs at hand-

some addlepates,

And hope another "college ro'

mance" starts.

Concerned with dances, clothes,

and hockey teams

—

What do they care for what I

have to say?

They're patronizing—there's not

one who dreams

I might be just as bored as they

Pretend to be. This is a lousy

way
To make a living. Lord, I earn

my pay.

Awakening

I look her to a night club,

1 took her to a show,

I took her almost everywhere

A boy and girl could go;

I took her to swell dances,

I took her out to tea

—

Then suddenly I realized,

That she'd been taking me.

Two Timer

Rhubarb is a kind of celery gone

bloodshot.

Fickle

I'm done with all dames,

They cheat and they lie.

They prey on us males

Till the day that we die.

They tease us, torment us

And drive us to sin

—

Say ! Did you see

That Blonde

That just came in?

Remembrances

'Bout Home
Another slant in this business

why we fight is contained in

issue of "Le Tomahawk", miiiii,-o

graphed news bulletin published

Normandy by Roy Craft, Ed. HcJ
is an excerpt from a Craft editorial!

"The following is from an adver,

tisement in the Saturday Evcuinj

Post.

" 'Dearest Mom : So old Bess luj

pups.againt That reminds me of <

much. She had her last htter iivj

years ago just about this time

year—when everything was so frcst]

and new. That's what I want to

back to, Mom—what all of us

fighting to get back to—the worli]

at home where a fellow can give thJ

sort of welcome he ought to give iJ

a litter of setter pups in the springl

To watch them grow up with all

the other new, young things, in

world that's bright and free . .

Your loving son, Bill.'

"We think that it is high time Ihi]

copy writers learn that this war

being fought by grown men. ^^'e arJ

soldiers, and good ones, and we a

fighting because our country is

war and for reasons which growij

men understand.

"We get pretty fed up with thJ

sticky ads that begin 'Dear Moral

and end 'And that. Mom, is whai

am fighting for—the corner dnigJ

store with its double-extra-special|

thick chocolate matteds.'

"But since the public seems

think that soldiers are simple assesl

drooling slush in the face of machj

ine-gun fire, we offer the following

uncopyrighted 'Dear Mom" letter

direct from the front . , ,

"Dear Mom: Well, here we

in Normandy, I saw a cute !ittH

pi,?gy"Wiggy today. Mom,
gracious, was he cute. That's

I'm fighting for. Mom, little piiij^'j

wiggies and Httle duck-y-wiickie

and little Iambie-wambies, and oli]

just oodles of young, free things t^j

brighten a brave, new world. Vn

loving son, Joe,"

"Dear Mom: We are camped itj

an orchard not far from CarentJi]

that you've read about, Mom, aiil

there are dairy cows grazing in nui

orchard and the peasant come

out in their wooden shoes and mil'j

REMEMBRANCES
(Continued on page 4)

It's sweet of you to tell me.

That I am all in all.

That I'm the apple

Of your eye,

The a la mode

Upon your pie,

That I'm the works

That I'm the guy,

For whom you'd pass

The others by.

That I'm your who.

Your whence, your why.

For whom you'd cry.

For whom you'd swear.

For whom you'd die.

It's sweet of you to tell me

That I am all in all

—

But whose are those large over

shoes

I passed, out in the hall?

Reporter Tells Tow to Typ^

Neazgly Wigout Errors

I looked at the newspaper v

terday. It was "National Lc;

to Type—Aren't You Tired of I'

ing an Old Fashioned LetK^

Writer. Huh? Week." That g'"

tne—so I learned to type. Ni«l

there are many types. And thct*

are many tyi>ers. And there a"

types of typers. I am one of th<;s'

I always start my les.sons fn:'!

and lively as a daisy. (As the

pression goes.) I am full of c""]

fidence and oozing with enert')1

T am determined to do well. A"!

T know, with all my confidence

can't help but do weel. (Oopps!)

And So I Start

I start tapping. 1 don't do badll

at all yo start w i th. My axperj

ence is imited, but my corsage

undauntzd. I ake perhaps (

( Whoput that question np'1

there?) an error once in a

But th eyare n'tserious, and vi

sides, my typink is lechible. ^1

REPORTER TYPES

(Continued on page 4)
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Medsmen Leading
In Blood Donations

Approximately 110 blood dona-

tions liave been niafle by Queen's

stutlcnts during tlic month of Janu-

ary according to Dr. E. M. Boyd,

campus faculty chairmani of the

blood donors committee.

Medcine leads tlie faculties with

24 per cent of registered students

having donated; Science is next

with 7 per cent, Arts 5 per cent, and

Levana with only 1 ]»er cent.

Film Board Shoots
'Daily' In Action

MONTREAL—(CUP) — The

first shot of the McGill Daily in

action was taken recently under

the direction of a representative of

the National Film Board of Can-

ada.

A documentary film of universi-

ties in wartime has been planned

.for South American consumption,

and the Daily, as head of CUP,

has been chosen as an example of

a typical university paper.

The Daily office was transform-

ed into a movie studio, and H. A.

Richter, editor-in-chief, and May
Ebbitt, managing editor, were

photographed at work.

To Hold Contest
In Public Speaking

The Andrina McCuUough com-

petitions in public speaking and

reading, open to any student in the

university, will he held on Tuesday.

February 27. and. if a final series

is necessary on 'Wednesday, Fe bru-

ary 28, 1945.

.Ml who desire to compete should

notify the Registrar in writing not

later than Tuesday, February 20,

stating whether they are competing

in public speaking, reading, or both.

For public speaking each compe-

titor will deliver k speech of not

more than seven minutes on a topic

chosen and prepared by himself,

and a speech of three minutes on

a topic selected by the judges for

which about ten minutes will be

allowed for preparation. Awards of

$50, ?35 and $25 will be given.

For reading, each competitor will

read one passage of prose (350-

500 words) or of verse (not ex-

ceeding 25 lines) chosen by him

self, and one passage of verse or

prose not previously prepared. For

this, awards of $35, $25, and $15

11 be given.

Copies of this announcement may

be obtained at the University Post

Office. Douglas Library.

Lost: Silver rhineslone brace

let at Science Formal. Return to

Journal Office.

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

KinEfston, Ontario

Twelfth Night

And it came to pass in the City

of Queenz that with aching heads

and bleary eyes the scribes sought

sanctuary in the cool dark recesses

beneath the cave of Nic for verily

such reveUing as had transpired

throughout the land of Kin had

ne'er been seen before, and when

the warriors moaued "Wliat a week-

end," never have they said a truer

word. Lo. the mighty Formal has

come and gone and even now the

mports have returned to faroff

lands, and the halls of the cave of

Lass Hall are no longer filled with

the echoes of several scores of par-

teez and trusty slipstick and T-

square have been dusted off and are

being plied.

Even on the eve of Thor did the

frolics commence when the many

structures in the cave of Gym near-

ed completion and the warriors did

their voices to test the electric

devices with song; and not till the

shades of nite drew close on the

eve of Sun did the tribesmen turn

DIAL STORE: 5414

Atom's Mamn
231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL RES.:

down the empty glass. On the eve

of Fria all gathered in the cave of

Gym for For Mai and matters were

arranged so that despite the large

numbers, never was the opportunity

for dance crowded, tho in the dar-

kened tave of cooch, conditions

were oft "Standing room only."

And lo those stocks that had been

so carefully gathered there were

equally carefully expended and at

no time were the effects of the pre-

cious fluid exaggerated and the only

things carried forth from the cave

were the depleted containers.

And on the eve of Saturn was

Fac Partee for which many were

tardy (due to late sleeping after

exertions far into the nite) and

those that came early did sleep

most of the eve curled up in dark

spots in the gallery to waken only

when the warriors of Four Five

did present Don of Hades with

famed Krap Kap, trophy for de-

serving tribesmen of the year.

But even now the sands run out

and the scribes are tired as hell.

Don't miss

Your date with Meds '48

Grant Hall Fri. Feb. 23

presenting
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nor as Viola (alias "Cesario")

Leslie McNaughton as the

Countess Olivia. Henry Knepler

as Duke Orsino, Sam Golick as

Malvolio, Frank Hoffer as Sir

Toby Belch, Harry Buxton as Sir

.\ndrcw Aguecheek. and Don

iMathicson as the clown Feste.

The plot of Twelfth Night is

intricate. Viola, in her guise of

Cesario, is sent by the Duke

[whom she secretly loves) to

carry messages of his affection to

Countess Olivia. Olivia, deceived

by the disguise, falls in love with

Viola. Tliis, of course, creates a

sort of eternal triangle, the angles

of which must be unbent. In the

court of the Countess are roister-

ing old Sir Toby and foolish Sir

.Andrew. ' who perpetrate much

mischief upon the foppish steward

i\lalvio'-"sick." his mistress tells

him. "with self-love." Lively

comedy, interwoven with a trace

of wistfulness. marks the tone of

the piay from beginning to end

Costumes have been prepared

by tho girls of the Drama Guild,

headed by Jerry Barclay. Miss

B;trclay and her crew have had

the support' and supervision of

Mrs. William Angus and Mrs.

Ci. B. Harrison.

Twelfth Night is being pro-

duced by Ken Phin. Frank Creed

is in charge of the stage crew.

There will be a special matinee

l,i.rliirnium:c for the Kingston

KCVl auditorium Fri-

Professor R.A. Low
Honoured By EIC

R. A. Low, assistant professor

of civil engineering, was recently

honoured by the Engineering In-

stitute of Canada through his elec-

tion as councillor for the Kingston

Branch. Prof. Low has been asso-

ciated with the engineering profes-

sion for many years.

Following the First Great War.

he was active in the Topographical

Surveys Branch, Departinent of the

Interior, later transferring to the

Chief Geographer's Branch. In

1925 he resigned in order to further

his education, graduating from

Queen's three years later with Uie

degree of B.Sc,

ing. He joined

in- 1930.

Prof. Low has spent most of his

summers since early youth on sur-

veys and construction projects,

which were the Quebec Chibou-

gamou Railway, Shawinigan Trans-

mission Line, and many geodeti'c,

railway and highway survey and

construction projects. He has also

done much work recently in town

planning, particularly with the

Kingston Town Planning Commis-

sion,

Shortly after tlie outbreak of the

present war, he joined the Gauge

division, Department of Munitions

and Supplies in Ottawa, and ser-

ved during its period of organiza-

tion, returning to Queen's in the

fall of 1942,

Medical Students

in civil engineer

the teaching staff

(Continued from page 1)

eni. principal of the Theological.

College, gave the Scripture read-

ing, the prayers, and the benedic-

tion. Organ music was provided by

Dr. F. LI, Harrison.

The following students received

the degrees of Doctor of Medicine

and Master of Surgery: U. B. H.

Baruch. J. A. Berkeley. P. Boret-

sky. BA, K. C. Boyce, L. R. Clow,

J. W. D. Cornett. S. G. Coulter,

]. F. Evans, V. Franklin, and M.

Eraser.

W. G. Green. H. \V. Greenidge,

G. E, Hagerman, M. C. Hay, A. V.

J. Hudec, BA. D. A. Hunt. H, H
C. Tohnson. BA, G. W. Kinsman.

BA'. N. J. Kiizyk, and R. B. Lynn.

VV. H. McLenalian, C. F. Mc-

CuUoch, BA, M. A. Menzies, J. A.

Moore, D. H. Munroe. W. O. Mur-

phy. J. A. Noakes, A. W. Perry,

G. C. F. Robinson, ami R. T. Ro-

gers.

M. Saeharoff. S. P. Schiff. BA.

D. MacL, Scott, I. Mad. Shaw.

R. E. Simpson. MA, D. C. Smith.

R. D. Smylie. W. J. Walker, D. H.

Williston, and B, M. Woods.

^chou

day afternoon.

There are still some seats left

for the Queen's performance.

Tickets, as long as any remain,

wilt be on sale at Tech Supplies

and Rikely and Vince (tobacco-

nists, corner Princess and Bagot

streets), at 50 cents each.

and featuring

SANDY RUNCIMAN
and His Orchestra

Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES
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CORRECTION: The telephone

number of Don l^mont. 'Science

'45. is 7248. Everyone likely to

call Mr. LamonC at his incorcectly-

reported number in "Who's

Where" is asked to note this cor-

rection.

Research Marches On
TORONTO - (CUP) - A

Bloor Street Record Shop was the

laboratory for one Meds student's

researches into the Sinatra cra^c.

Appearing at the counter and de-

manding all the Sinatra in stock,

the lad shnt himself up for two

hours in a listening booth with The

Voice-

When, at the end of that time,

he emerged for air. the proprietor

asked him how many he'd take.

"Oh, none." said the Med, "1

was just listening."

"And how did you like it?"

"Ahh." sighed the Med. "this

Sinatra felah has wonderful brcatli-

"
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PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

WARD & HAMILTON

DIVISION ST.

PHONC 7IOO

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

ALBERT ST.

Phone 730O

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

STUDENTS' STYLE CENTRE

Agents for Dock's Shoes

ORDER YOUR ©nrolor 45 NOW!
SALES END A WEEK TOMORROW

SALESMEN SCIENCE: Jack Hanna, '45

BiU Crowe, '47

ARTS: Ken Buckingham, *47

Bob McMillan. "47

LEVANA: Ruth Kinsella, '46

MEDS: Dick Beck, '48

Gord Mack, '49

PRICE $4.50
DEPOSIT $2
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Public Affairs Club Official Noticci

John Wigclor, Research Direc-

tor in Canada for the United

Electrical Workers, will speak to-

night to the Public Affairs Club

on "Education in Trade Unions."

Mr. Wigdor. a man of wide
experience in this field, is a
graduate in engineering from

McGill University. Before takmg
his present position he was chair-

man of the Pacific Coast Labour
Bureau and Assistant Education
Director of the Workers' Educa-
tional Association.

The meeting will be held at

8:15 pm at Apt. 3, 131 King St. E.

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

There will he an exam held Tues-

day night at 7 o'clock in St. John

Ambulance First Aid and Home
Nursing courses. Freshettes bring

bandages and pins.

^fominations Made
*or Arts Elections

Examination Time-Table

Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the final

draft of the April examination

time-table in lecture and reading

courses. Errors or omissions should

be reported at once to the Registrar.

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store G084, Res. 6414. Greenhouses 3241

GOUfiDIERS
PUCS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

Club Lunch
LIGHT LUNCHES

and
SANDWICHES

Comer University and William

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts and Applied Sci-

ence must be received at the Regis-

trar's Office on or before March 15.

Candidates for the Bachelor of

Arts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for the Master of Arts

degree will pay a fee of $20. Any
one applying after March 15 will

have to pay a late fee of $3.

Cowan Foundation No. 1

A prize of $20 in cash will be

awarded to the student who sub

niits the best essay under examina

tion conditions on one of a Hst of

topics within the field of Political

and Economic Science.

Each candidate may select one

from a list of topics submitted to

him at the time of the competition.

The list will be a comprehensive

one, including topics of both theo^

retical and practical interest, such

that a well-read student should find

several topics suited to his know
ledge and interests.

The contest will be held on Sat

nrday, March 3, at 2 o'clock, ii

Room 300, New Arts Building.

The annual election of officers

the Arts Society will be held

tomorrow. Voting will take place

the main floor of the New Arts

building from 9 am until noon, and

ail Artsmen are asked to exercise

their franchise.

At a nomination meeting of the

Society last iWednesday, Prof. J. A.

Corry was chosen Honorary Presi-

dent for the coming year. Wilf

Gardiner, Herb Lawler, and Ken

Buckingham were nominated for

the position of president. Jim Mc-

Quarrie and Garth Gunter will

contest the Senior seat on the AMS
executive, Doug Dale and Geoff

Bruce the Junior. Alec Allen,

Ewart Prince, and Doug Dale were

nominated for vice-president; Eve-

rett Harrison. Norm Labarge, Lar-

ry Pollock, and Hank Wightman

for treasurer; Dave Carr. Jim

Southey, Bill Black, and Austin

Paynter for secretary ; Don Came-

ron, Stan Abelson. and Don Crea-

ghan for athletic stick.

Kent an

Underwood Typewriter

from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

PICKWICK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

39Z Princess St. - Phone 4S24

Edwin Waierliottse Scholarship

The Edwin Waterhouse Scholar

ship of the value of $250, shall be

awarded to a student in the Courses

in Commerce and Administration

who has completed the work of th'

third year, is within one year of

graduation, has gained distinction

in his academic work and is deserv

ing of financial assistance. The

award is conditional on the winner

taking the optional accounting

courses of the fourth year. If he

fails to register for these courses

at the beginning of the next session

a new award shall be made to the

ne-xt most deserving candidate who
satisfies all the conditions.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kreage'fl

Remembrances

PoU

BOTANY

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

Tbere should be no monotony

In studj-ing your Botany;

It helps to train

And spur your brain

—

Unless you haven't gotany.

It teaches you, does Botany

To know your plants and spotany,

-\nd learn Just why

Tbey live or die

—

n case you plant or potany.

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

(Continued from page 1)

their policies. Any punishment

which they receive would otuy

servo to arouse a feeling of bitter

resentment amonig the German

masses— a highly undesirable

condition which might prove to

be the start of developments lead-

ing to another war. They stated

that Hitler was put into power by

conditions, not by a people, and

that to punish the nation as a

whole would bring similar condi-

tions into being again. Several

quaiified their answers by stating

that all the "Hitlerized" youti

must be re-educated, and that this

act would be the best method of

assuring a more co-operatvie Ger

many after the war.

Students who answered yes felt

that the Nazis were put mto
power by the popular support of

a nation, which understood fully

what they stood for, and which

therefore, should suffer the con

sequences of its action. The
people must be made to realize

that war does not pay. This fact

was not made clear to them in

1919, with the result that tb

present war is raging; we inus

lot let thcnt get away w ill

in. They argued that if we do

not punish the common German
man in the street," another

Hitler will rise to power over

him.

Many considered the German
must approve the terrible crimes

which the Nazis are committing

or they wouldn't stand for them

The Prussians have always been

warlike, and a soft peace is some

thing which they cannot imde

stand. They need this characte

istic pounded out of them.

(Continued from page 2)

them and. Mom, one of the tows

made fertilizer right where I put

down my blankets. GoUy. Mom. it

sure smelt good and reminded me

of you and Dad and old Muley.

That's what I'm fighting for, Mom,

a world in which there won't be no

soldiers putting down their blank-

ets right where old Muley wants to

make fertilizer. Your loving son.

Junior."

"Dear Mom: We are going

through some hedgerows toward

St. Low today. Mom, and a Ger-

man burp-gun got on me and I

ducked into a ditch and set off a

Tellermine and a Tiger tank ran

right over my ditch and a squad of

Boche infantry started heaving

fragmentation grenades pt me and

1 got to thinking. Mom, of old Bess

and her about to have pups again

and. Mom, we can't have them pups

born into a world that ain't free

and bright, can we. even if it's the

way you said old Bess got out that

night and was bred by that Mongrel

ne-xt door, so Mom. I got right out

f my ditch and fixed that tank

good and proper, and also the burp-

gun and the Boche infantry, antX

we will -get this here war over.

Mom, just as soon as we can for

ou and Dad and old Bess and a

better, brighter world for that Httle

unborn litter.

Signed,

"Your loving son, Henry

You learn from reading Botany

Of woolly plants and cottony,

That grow on earth,

.\nd what they're worth.

And why some plants have notany

You sketch the plants in Botany,

You learn to chart and plotany

Like corn and oats

—

You jot down notes.

If you know how to jotany.

Your time if you'll allotany,

Will teach youbow and whatany

Old plant or tree

Can do or be

—

And what's the use of Botany!

OFFER UBC STUDENTS
TRAINING CHANCE

Typical Day

HIGH COMMISSIONER
RECEIVES DEGREE

TORONTO — (CUP) — Rt.

Hon. Malcolm MacDonald, Bri-

tish High Commissioner, received

the Honorary Degree of Doctor of

Laws at a special University of

Toronto Convocation last Friday.

Chancellor H. J. Cody conferred

the degree on Dr. MacDonald.

Dr. MacDonald, hi an address

to the Senate of the University said.

The military part of the task of

saving civilization is making good

progress but after that will come

the more difficult part of the work.

It is the civil part—the work not

only of repairing materially the eco-

nomic, social and political havoc

wrought by years of war, but of

creating that intellectual and spirit-

ual revolution in men's minds which

wilt make iheni capable of main-

taining a secure and constructive

peace."

LOST — On Wellington Street

between Princess Street and Mac-

donald Park, a pale blue opalescent

ear-ring. Finder please phone 7092.

You kissed and told

But that's all right

;

The guy you told

Called up last night.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts,

AMS Gifts

(Continued from page 1)

in reply to his suggestion a letter

was received from the Department

of National Defence advising the

division of the money to provide

for the "Lady Nelson" as well. Tlie

"Lady Nelson," the smaller of the

two ships, will receive two-fifths

of the ?1000, and the "Letitia"

three-fifths.

"Further small sums," said Mr.

Hicks, "will be sent from time to

time to replenish tlie libraries."

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-lo-datc 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection -

Opp. Collegiate

IIS Alfred St Phone 4850

STUDENTS!
At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

(Continued from page 2)

they leave man)' of their friends.

Some are studying—petty pictures.

Some are studiously searching—

for nickels in the coin slot of the

phone. And some are.

In chemistry class, a question is

asked. It is : "What is the struc-

tural formula of sodium acetyl

ammonium potash ferrous cyan-

ide ?"

To which we reply in a high

falsetto

:

"What's the matter? Are you

crazy or something?"

Reporter Types

"The new League of Nations

must have teeth in it" says a radio

announcer. It is to be hoped that

they do something more than chat-

ter.—Saturday Sight.

VANCOUVER — (CUP) —
All fourth-year Arts students and

all fifth-year Science students at

UBC who are not selected for Tech-

nical Arms or required for indus-

try wiy be given the opportunity

to take special military training

with the nitimate end of appoint-

ment to commissions in the Cana-

dian Infantry Corps.

The men chosen for this special

course will be given accelerated

basic and advanced training at the

end of the university year to pre-

pare tliem for appraisal and selec-

tion at Brockville.

(Continued from page 2)

least i can Reda the tyinh and I

ain't suchagood reaDer.

But soooon by typing realyy getts

baD and IMake a coupla extra

mistark s but I don'T Discourage

easiLy, so Ay continue, still un-

daunted.

I type my exercises and my
paragiraffes pretty fast — and 1

ONLY Mark a few Errors. But

hte rerorrs comm more frequently

and they behin too gret moore

scrius.

And Then . . .

Soo I geon too gET score—and

wohn i gett sire, i don't tupe so

cell any morr — in fate, i tyce!

vurry porrlee, and whem I tupw

porelu, I get spore and marke mre

mustaches tham eber. Theb I

ReaLy gey sore. AnD I st7rt

banjking ontbe keSys and I slOm

the typ '$!*&writer around a&nd

pr& Ity so9n o&e ca't reid any Off

the w'^]ds anyh&S?, so ( think

I'Ma gon*Sa I give up the &—
"2*!?6 an &*1"0!:9 '&—*$fi"()*

c !** . . .

—LSU.

Jackson-Metivier
'

Ladies' Wearing Apparel SKop

ATTENTION! LAdIeS OF QUEEN'S

BE WISE . . . SELECT YOURS NOW!

First Showing . . . Man-Tailored Ladies'

SPRING SUITS
Novy, Black ond Brown . . . English Stripes ond Ploin Worsted

Dress-Maker New Spring Models

Smart new elegance and importont detailings — yours in

lackson Metivier's Suits. Mannish or softly feminine clothes

in new High Park shades.

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

Our advertisers want YOUR
business—patronize them.

Moths and Physics Club

Dr. R, L. Jeffery will address

the regular meeting of the Maths

and Physics Club, to be held Wed-

nesday evening at 7 o'clock in the

Biolog>' lecture room. Old Arts

building. He has chosen as his sub-

ject ,
"Sidelights of Education."

Refreshments will be served at the

conclusion of the meeting.
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DOVER'S
REMINDS YOU TO WORK HARD TO
SHORTEN THE WAR — AND WHEN

YOU REUX WEAR CLOTHES

THAT ARE

STYLED
for

LEISURE
In the Vanguard for Spring Are

These Serviceable Items

SPORT COATS
In choice of monotone, herringbone, plaid

or stripe. In Shetland, tweed or gabardine.

$16.50 $24«50
SLACKS

To be chosen in monotone or pattern to har-

monize with the coat. Proportioned
for all builds.

$6.95 '° $12.50
The casual hat, softly knotted tie, easy fitting shirt, patterned

hose, rugged shoes—braces, garters and underwear, are all

part o£ the picture as assembled from our excellent stock!

You know enough not to buy anything you don't need

—

until the war is won. Add the fact that getting what you do

need from us, is wise and thrifty wartime buying.

123

PHONE 3030

125 PRINCESS STREET

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

are all

VERY

SCARCE
But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES

Phone 6733
IIEASONABI-f PRICED

282 Princess Street

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can furnish you witti all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TCCHMICAL. SUPPI-IES
Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

KINGSTON

SPORTS

THE CAMPUS SPCCTLIGHT
BY JACK I.USH

Intramural Boxing-
Wrestling Rules

While most of us are trying to recover from the Formal, and other

things, let us turn our Ehadowed eyes to something we have heard a lot

about but know little of—the ISS.

The International Student Service arose out of relief efforts after the

last war. and has been growing steadily ever since. The purpose of this

organization is to serve the needs of students and to promote goodwill. At

the moment, all of its energies are directed to relief, clothes, bedding, medical

supplies, tuition fees and books. As a proof of tlus, during the last two

years 180,000 individual requests from Allied piisoners, to the Geneva office

of the ISS, have been answered.

It has also stimulated, in prisoner-of-war camps, "univeraty" organiza-

tion. And both Roman Catholic and Protestant co-operate with it. At

present, five men, belonging to neutral countries, visit these camps, helping

the many who are interested.

The Queen's Ice Follies donated part of its proceeds to this fund, and

the coming Aquacade is giving all. So. lor the ISS, as well as an exceptional

evening's entertainment, take in the Aquacade next Friday, Saturday and

Monday,

Intramural Sports

Intramural basketball and hockey step into the moonglow this week,

by featuring the semi-final rounds of their sectional playdowns.

Tonight Sc. '45 and Arts '48 meet in the first game of a hoop twin

bill. In their previous meeting, the Arts freshmen squeezed out a slim

triumph; but rumours have it that flukes will always happen. We shall

see Mr. Lemmon! The second encounter finds Sc. '48 and '46 vying for

the other playoff spot This contest is a toss-up, but a Science team is

bound to emerge, so who cares?

Thursday niKht, at the Arena, we find Meds '50 and Sc. '46 battling

it out in the evening's first game, with Science seniors and freshmen playing

the second. The juniors and seniors are favoured in these tussles, with the

'45 year heavy favourites for the title. If these teams do reach the finals,,

there is a slight hint of the Bews Cup entering into the outcome. Let the

best team win, eh, gentlemen?

Time and date of intramural highlights:

TONIGHT 7 o'clock—Sc. '45 vs. Arts '48 (Lawier).

BASKETBALL: 8:30 " Sc. '46 vs. Sc. '48 (White).

THURSDAY 8 o'clock—Meds '50 vs. Sc. '46.

HOCKEY: 9:15 " Sc. '45 vs. Sc. '48.

Sports Notes

^Tfie Editor d

THE MACCISCN STLDI©
(graJwatian gtyntngratilig

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051-7814

30 Yean in Burets

Thank You, Sciencemen

February IS.

Sir: On behalf of the Science

Formal committee, I should like

to express appreciation to all the

members of the Science Faculty

for their co-operation in making

this year's Formal a success. I

should like especially to thank

those who worked at the dance

for performing their duties

quickly and efficiently. To those

who built the decorations and

helped the committee, we extend

our thanks.

BOB HOPE,
Science Torinal Committee

Bews Trophy

February 16

12,533

12.061

S,522

6.534

5,123

Sc. '4S 2,788

1,804

2.124

850

772

455

being able to receive such a touch-

ing manifestation o£ the year spirit.

Donald Hellei'r.

1. The 'intramural assault will

be held the last week in February

under the direction of the Queen's

Boxing and Wrestling Club.

2. Competitions will be held in

both boxing and wrestling in the

following weights: 118, 123, 135,

145, 155, 165, 175, and heavy.

3. There" will be no weight

allowances over the class weights

and all contestants must weigh in

not later than 6:30 p.m. of the

evenings of their bouts. If any

man is overweight, it will not

count as a defaulted bout as long

as he weighs in. Further, he will

not be allowed in the higher

weight class unless he has offi-

cially entered such.

4. Each entrant will be medi-

cally examined before each bout

at the time of weighing in and if

found medically Unfit will have

to withdraw from the tournament

but it will not count as a de-

faulted bout. A substitution for

such a man will be allowed only

in the first round of the tourna-

ment and the substitute must not

be already entered in the tourna-

ment.

5. All boxing bouts will consist

of three two-minute rounds, with

one minute's rest between each

round. All wrestling bouts will

be two rounds of six and four

minutes, respectively, with one

minute's rest between roimd

6. Entries are limited (see

Sports Notes) and no man may

enter more than one weight class.

7. .All judges and referees will

be appointed by the Boxing and

Wrestling Club and approved by

the intramural director. AU de-

cisions will be final. Any con-

testant may choose his own

second,

8. Any contestant who, in the

opinion of the assault referee

does not make a bona fide at-

tempt to win his bout may be

disqualified from the assault and

will not score for his year.

9. Any year substituting a con

testant under an assumed nam

wiil forfeit 300 Bews Trophy

points and both contestants will

be disqualified from the assault.

All intramural boxing " and

wrestlii^ entries must be posted

in the gym locker-room today.

Third round of the intramural

table-tennis must be finished to-

day ; fourth round by February 26.

Semi-final round in the intra-

mural bowling tournament must

be completed today.

The managers of the senior

hockey and senior and junior

basketball teams are asked to sub-

mit the names of their players

who have played two or more

games (exhibition or league) to

the intramural director by Febru-

ary 22 in order that these players

may receive one unit of Bews
Trophy scale points each for each

sport in which they have partici-

pated.

A meeting of the Intramural

Athletic Commission will be held

at the home of Bill Lemmon.

Wednesday night at 7 o'clock.

Intramural Hockey Results

Meds '50 19, Arts '47 1.

Sc. '46 17, Sc. '47 3.

Meds '48 default to -Arts '48.

Meds '47 default to Arts '45-'46.

McGill Principal

Outlines Problems

Will Need More Facilities

For Arts Courses

"A Treacherous Conspiracy"

February IS.

Sir: Should it be that you intend

to promulgate the embarrassing

fact that I won the Sc. '45 trophy

I should H!(e to make a short state-

ment of my sentiment in the mat-

ter,

I hardly need to say that I was

dumbfounded at the time. For you

see, and I am sure you will agree

with me. that I felt that I had been

made the object of a treacherous

conspiracy. These words, incident-

ally are comparable with those I

used at the time of the presenta-

tion, and the grounds on which I

made such a statement were amply

borne out by the fact that I per-

sonally knew that these conspirators

tliemselves were (and still are), to

a much greater extent, better quali-

fied than I, to receive this honour,

I felt at the time, too, that it was

not my place to name these gentle-

men—but I felt assured that the

ladies present could of themselves

easily single out the culprits (if

they couldn't—^tlie inquisitorial

"grape-vine" of Ban Righ could).

Nevertheless, with due respect to

those men who looked upon tlie

ceremony as a positive indication of

masculine prowess, I felt that as I

feel now that in all seriousness I

should thank them for the honour

(if you may call it an honour) of

"Orchids to Levana"

Fegruary 15.'

Sir: Orchids to your Levana

editor and her staff.

it is a rare writer who can turn

routine notices and run-ol-thc-

mill material into readable and

entertaining copy, just any old

day of the week. With the breezj

and unforced style of Levana

Notes, your Levana editor does

just that.

And your co-ed, she of the

Sportsreel, also comes in for her

cut of orchids. Not always, but

sometimes, her raciness and flar-

ing plays on words are really

good.

This, from a male subscriber

who regularly finds on page 6

a minute or two of entertaining

reading.

Yours truly,

Wame withheld by request.

Grade Scale:

93-100: Goes to every class, gets

everj' lesson.

87-92: Goes to every class, gets

most lessons.

80-86 : Goes to most classes, gets

some lessons.

70-79: Goes to some classes, what

lessons ?

•-69: What classes? What les-

sons?

—Notre Dame Scholastic.

Notre Dame Gives

Teachers' Degree

NOTRE DAME. Indiana (Spe-

cial to The Journal).

A new degree to be known as

Master of Science in Education has

been announced by the Notre Dame

Graduate School. Tliis is a teach-

er's degree as opposed to the Mas-

ter of Arts and Master of Science

which are research degrees. The

new degree is distinguished from

tlie older master degrees in that

neither dissertation nor foreign

language will be among its require-

ments. However, the course re-

quirements will be greater, 30 sem-

ester hours being required. Can-

didates will have to stand a thor-

ough compreiiensive examination

on the course work.

Any field of study in which gra-

duate programmes are offered may

be chosen as major subject and one

or two related fields may be taken

as minor sequences. The new de-

gree is a terminal degree, toward

which students looking forward to

the doctorate may not work.

This degree is being instituted to

benefit students preparing for pri-

mary and secondary school teach-

ing while the older degrees are in-

tended for those preparing for uni-

versity teaching and research.

MONTREAL — (CUP) — Dr.

Cyril James, principal of McGill

University, recently discussed some

of the problems facing universities

in the postwar period. An increased

teaching staff and greater library

facilities in the humanities and so-

cial science departments will be

necessary after the war in order to

keep these subjects at the high

level they formerly enioyed. The

older humanities departments have

no labs and teaching facilities as the

physical sciences have. In medi-

aeval times the whole structure of

life depended on the humanities and

today they are still more important,

but need to be developed by re-

search and investi,5ation.

Dr. James said that, in the future,

medicine should deal more with the

prevention of disease and sickness

than it does now and that much

research work can he done in tliis

new field.

In the department of mathema-

tics there are also possibilities for

further dt-x clupnient in exploration

with mathematical tools in depart-

ments such as economics and me-

teorology.

In closing, Dr. James said that

Canadian universities must actively

encourage and e.\tend opportum-

ties for study- Expansion of post-

graduate work and of the teaching

staff will be the concern of private-

ly endo«'ed universities such as Mc-

Gill. for education is competing

with other matters in the expendi-

ture of national income and educa-

tion is most likely to be the loser.

Aquacade

(Continued from page 1)

Et-art at 9 :30 o'clock. Consisting of

a variety of numbers, the aqucade

will include diving, clowning, cho-

ruses, and a special gymnastic act

approximately 40 feet above

water.

tlie

One little can of paint said to

another little can of paint, "Dar-

ling, I think I'm pigment."
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The Science Formal usually

marks the end of the january-

P^ebruary social season at Queen's

—with doldrums until the Ides of

March when the furious studying

session begins. However, al-

though the Science frosh have

cleared the gym of all its wood

and tinsel, and a Science Formal

program hangs on the wall with

the rest of the year's dance pro-

grams—there are still a few

things left to happen.

The dates we have marked on

our calendar for this week are:

opening night of Shakespeare's

"Twelfth Night" tonight, and

same for the Water Follies Fri-

day, The Water Follies is the

first show of its kind to be put on

since we've been at Queen's ; and

the sneak preview of it, given in

the intermission at the Science At

Home, speaks more tban well for

what the final performance

should be. (Incidentally, we
tliought that intermission stunt

for the At-Home by far and away
the best we've ever seen any-

where.) There are rumours, too,

that there'll be a style show at the

Water Follies. (Interested, Le-

vana?)

On the Levana schedule we
have the spring elections coming

up pretty soon—and (who's been

wearing their gowns day in and

day out?) Levana Court. We
should have more news about the

elections for you in the next

Journal issue. Levana Court (in

case you freshettes have forgot-

ten) is a wholesale fining of

Levanites who go to classes with-

out their black gowns and have

somehow overlooked paying their

year fees. Unless you're one of

the white sheep, remember to

have a couple of dollars ready for

the occasion.

Dr. J. W. D. (BUI) Comett, AMS
president until shortly after Christ-

mas, wasted no time after Thurs-

day's medical convocation—he was
married a few hours after receiving

his doctorate. Dr. Comett will serve

his intemeship in Hamilton.

CO-ED
SPOBTSREEL

BY FERDIE WATEHS

Dr. J.W.D.Cornetl

Married Thursday

AMS President Wedded to

Miss Jean Sills

Pte. J. W. D. CMrnett. RCAMC,
son of the Rev. and Mrs. A. D.

Cornett of Oshawa, was married

to Isabelle Laura Sills, RegN,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sills of

Tweed, at St. Andrew's Presby-

terian Church, Princess street,

Thursday afternoon*. Dr. Cornett

was president of the AMS until

shortly after Christmas, when his

academic work forced him to

resign. The ceremony, which

followed Medical Convocation, at

which the groom received his

degree, was performed by the

•groom's father.

Miss Jean Sills of Belleville,

sister of the bride, was her only

attendant.

Jack Houck, Meds '49, acted as

best man, and Dr. Ormond

Formalities have come to an

end, but frivolities will still be

plentiful. On the immediate hori-

zon we see the Water Follies and

Shakespeare's Twelfth Night,

both making a three-night stand

this week. Alongside these im-

portant functions the spotlight in

the sports field is centered on the

first playoff game for t!ie City

League championship which takes

place tomorow night in the KCVI
gym at 8 o'clock. Both teams

have suffered one defeat at the

hands of the other and the best

out of three final promises to be

a fight to the finish. Each team

has its own individual style,

which makes a comparison diffi-

cult.

The KCVI team is always

backed by support from the side-

lines, and this encouragement is

undoubtedly one source of their

unflinching determination and

spirit: For an hour of good

basketball and excitement enter

the KCVI gym at S pm tomorrow

night.

Interyear hockey continues to-

day at 1 pm between '47 and '48.

Last year's champions, '46, are

anxious to see if the freshettes

will prove a threat to their title

The final interyear basketball

game between '46 and '48 has not

yet been played.

March7 is the date otthis year s. ,
, r. -..r .

, ,. J , Ti 1 ^1 I
Murphy and Dr. Barry Woods

grad dmner and dance. Besides the
,... , J *L were ushers,

graduatmg class, the new and the

retiring Levana executives are

given invitations. 11 you're not

in any of those groups, never

mind—you can still take in the

Levana Spring Dance on March

10. Usually this Spring Dance is

a tea dance, but this year the

Levana executive decided against

afternoon dances—in favour of

having it at night. We think pri-

vately that that was rather a

shame. The spring tea dance of

former years was one of the besl-

attended and gayest Ban Righ

dances. The afternoon sun and

the spring print dresses made it

rather different from the usual

Ban Righ affair. We liked it.

Following the wedding a recep-

tion was held at the La Salle

hotel.

After a short wedding trip, the

couple will travel to Hamdton.
where the groom will take up

duties as an interne.

3-MiHute English lesson

:

Incorrect—Dear Dad, may I have

$5.00, we are having a dance.

Correct—Dear Dad, my new psy-

chology course requires a $5.00 lab

manual.

"Among the unsung heroes of

this war," reads an editorial in a

national weekly, "must be included

the waiters in our railway dining-

UBC Will Offer
Course in Forestry

VANCOUVER— (CUP) — A
sum of $47,000 has been granted

to the University of British

Columbia by H. R. MacMillan for

the development of a new course

in forestry.

Of this amount, $7,500 is to be

set aside each year for three years

for work in forestry, and $7,500

each year for three years for work

in fisheries. Another $2,500 is

to be used to establish a fund to

help students who are interested

in forestry but who are in finan-

cial difficulties.

Dr. Norman Mackenzie of the

university expressed his gratitude

and stated the importance of these

two industries to the future pros-

perity of Canada. At a recent

banquet for professional foresters.

Dean J. N. Finlayson of Applied

Science stated that UBC gives an

inadequate course in forestry,

and that in a new course to be set

up a survey should be made to

eliminate the flaws and introduce

improvements.

But maybe the Levana executive
I

^^^j^^ ^j^^

has a point . . . maybe night lights
|

^jjp„pgj_s^^^rj3y j^jg^^
would be more flattering "to

Levana, jaded as we are from the with the worry of exams creep-

January-February whirl and wan
|

ing up.

One lecturer on this campus was

so boring in one of his classes that

two empty seats got up and walked

out.
^
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OPENS TOMORROW 8 PM

ueeii's Drama Guild Convocation Hall
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at Technical Supplies. an<i Rikely & Vince, corner Princessj and Bagot streets
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ISS AQUACADE SPLASHES TONIGHT
br.U. N. Macdonnell Speaks

At Levana Meeting Monday
loiscusses Dumbarton Oaks
And Tentative Proposals

For Future Peace

Asks Armed Force

BV MARY BMELUE

'If we fail to find some way to

Iniake a lasting peace, the future of

|[he world will be very dark." warn-

led Dr. U. N. Macdonnell, president

|of the Canadian Federation of Uni-

Iversity Women, in an address on

lOumbarton Oaks given Monday

(night to the Levana Society, "As

la result we should not fall into the

lliabit of saying that organizations

Ifur peace never succeed. The ina^

Ijwrity of people never realize that

Ithe world will go through recurrent

Icrises unless tlie wit of man is equal

111) the situation,"

According to Dr. 'Macdonnell,

llhe Dumbarton Oaks organization

lis very similar to the League of

iNations but it is anxious to avoid

Itliat name. The organization con-

sists of an assembly of representa-

tives from any peace-loving coun-

lldy, and a Council of 11 members,

Irepresentatives from the United

IStates, .Great Britain, Russia,
iFrance, China, and six others elect-

led by the general assembly for two

tears.

One reason why the league was

Inot effective was that the vote of

laiiy one country could block a mo-

llion. To avoid this there is no

[initiative in the general assembly

|of the new organization. Any com-

Iplaints are brought to the Council

DR. MACDONNELL
(Contmned on page 4)

Swimming Club's '45 Showing

Will Star Dominion Champions

Major McKeand ]

Speaks on Artie

Outlines Medical Treatment

For Canadian Eskimos

[id Offer Awards

In Debate Contest

By Senate regulation concerning

I'lie Andrina McCulloch Scholar-

Is'liip in Public Spealdng for the

H-ssion ltm-45, $70 will be award-

|H for debating. The regulation

feads as follows

:

"There will be two debating

Competitions in the year. Compe-

'itors will be selected by the execu-

committee of the Debating

|Uiib. Two awards of $20 and $1S

'ill be made to the most effective

I'Jebaters in each group. Each group

"'ill consist of two persons, two

f'<^
each side of the question, and

fach person will be required to de-

''<T two speeches, a main speech

establishing his argument and

[fi the second round a short rebut-

f^l speech."

The main speech will be limited

h seven minutes and the rebuttal

h three minutes. Students who

f"'end entering these debates are

^sked to signify their intention in

I'^'nting, giving name, faculty, year,

f'lone number, and if they so wish,

""e or two suggestions for reso-

pilions, addressed to Ross Babion.

Eileen's University Post Office. All

^"ries must be in by Tuesday,

elruary 27, 4 pm.

Major D. L. McKeand. Superin-

tendent of the Eastern Arctic, con-

nected with the Department of

Mines and Resources, was the guest

speaker at the first regular meeting

this term of the Aesculapian So-

ciety, held Tuesday afternoon in

the Richardson Amphitheatre. His

topic was "Medical Work in die

Arctic."

Major McKeand, who has spent

much of the past 24 years in the

Eastern Arctic, outlined the various

aspects of E^skimo life and the medi-

cal treatment of the Eskimos at the

hands of the Canadian government.

He described the Eskimo as being

simple, but possessing great incen-

tive to learn, and above all exceed-

ingly honest and straightforward.

Before 190"', the white man had

little to do with the Eskimo, but

about tliat fime, female fancies

turned to white for fur coats, caus-

ing a rush of fur traders to the

MA]OR McKEAND

(Continued on page 4)

Twelfth Night
'

Performance of Shakespeare Play

Marks Guild's linal Production

EIC TO SEE FILMS

A general meeting of the Engi-

neering Society will be held in

Convocation Hall Monday at

4:30 pm. The film, "The-Mighty

Engineering Project at Boulder

Dam." will receive its first show-

ing at Queen's. This tremendous

undertaking embraces almost

every branch of engineering. The

story of Boulder Dam is a story

of the triumph of engineering

skill over almost insurmountable

difficulties. All members of the

society, members of the EIC, and

all other who may be interested

are urged to attend.

A second beauty contest? Well, not exactly—but the next thing to it.

The beauties posed above are part of the chorus featured in the ISS

Aquacade, which opens 7 :30 tonight in the gymnasium. The co-eds are,

front row CI- to r.) ; Sybil Orv. Maureen Armstrons, Marion Ferguson,

Helen Stock, and Joan Shore; back row: Pat Flanagan, Irene Carss.

Margaret Swift. Joan Laird, and Janet Craig. In photo at left are

Doreen Jeffs (left) and Mhora Howson, who are directing the chorus.

whUe at right are pictured Bill Roberta (left) and Jack Harvey rchearaing

for their dSring gs^nnastic act.

A most creditable opening per-

formance of Shakespeare's com-

edy "Twelfth Night" was pre-

sented by the Drama Guild on

Wednesday. Leaving aside for

the moment actual criticism of

the presentation, the Guild de-

serves praise for its initiative in

undertaking something out of the

usual run of campus theatre.

Shakespeare, in -the minds of most

students, has the flavour of a

high-school chore to be taken

along with algebraic formulae

and French irregular verbs. As

shown by this production.

Twelfth Night can be every bit

as absorbing and entertaining ,as

good contemporary comedy.

The execution of movement,

grouping, and gesture gave evi-

dence of careful and able direc-

tion. Diction and enunciation

were modelled on traditional por-

trayal of classical drama, and.

except for certain individuals,

speech was sharp and well-

defined. The general tempo of

the play was good.

The play was arranged for

presentation in three acts, which

made for smoothness and con-

tinuity. The lighting was effec-

tive and costumes were colourful

and extremely attractive. In the

true 16th century tradition of the

•TWELFTH NIGHT"

(Continued on page 6)

H. Lawler Elected

President of Arts

Herb Lawler, Arts '46. was elect-

ed president of the Arts Society.

Dong Dale, Arts '47, vice-president,

and Jim McQuarrie, Arts '46,

AMS senior representative in the

Arts Society elections Wednesday.

Only 182 out of approximately

280 Artsmen exercised their right

to vote.

Elected secretary was Jim Sou-

thed', Arts '48. treasurer, Henry

Wi'ghtman, Arts '47, AMS junior

representative, Geoffrey Bruce.

Arts '47. and athletic stick, Stan

.•\belson. Arts '47.

During 1944-4,5 Mr. I-awler

held the position of AMS athletic

stick, and Mr. McQuarrie those of

vice-president of Arts Society, and

AMS junior representative.

Will Show Movies

At Guild Meeting

A private showing of the National

Film Board's recent 20-minute fea-

ture, "Universities at War," in

which ihere are several Queen's

scenes, will be given at the Drama

Guild's final general meeting for

the year in Convocation Hall Mon-

day at 8 pm.

The meeting will be open to

members of the Drama Guild only.

Persons who hold membership

cards, or who have been a.ssociated

with the cast or production staff of

any of this year's plays, will be

admitted.

Principal business of the meeting

will be the election of ne.\t year's

executive. There will be a gather-

ing in the players' lounge afterward.

Sir William Dobbie

Coining Thursday

Will Give Public Address

With Movies of Malta

As part of a tour through the

Universities of Ontaro and Que-

bec, under the auspices of the

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.

Lieut.-Gen. Sir William Dobbie.

GCMG. KCB, DSO, will deliver a

public address in Grant Hal! Thurs-

day at 8:30 pm.

Twice honoured by the King

within the last four years, General

Dobbie first saw active service in

South Africa, and later in the first

Great War. He has also held re-

sponsible posts abroad — in Egypt,

in Palestine, and Malaya 1935 to 39.

Retiring in 1939, the crisis of

Malta in 1940 brought him out of

retirement in assume the positions

of Commandi^r-in-Chief and Gover-

nor of that strategic island. The

Axi.s had made no secret of its

critical imporlance in their plans;

and feelini,' thai it was a case of

'"de^trov Malta's harbors and win

the war" they proceeded to blast

SIR WILLIAM
(Continued on page 4)

Diving and Swimming Acta

Will Include Displays

By Students

Three-night Stand

At 7:30 o'clock tonight, the re-

sults of weeks of practice will cul-

minate in the presentation of the

Queen's Swimming Chib's Aqua-

cade of 1945. The show is spon-

sored by the ISS. and ticket sales

have been so encouraging that ar-

rangements have been made to hold

the show over until Monday night.

Highlight of the evening's pro-

gramme will be the diving exhibi-

tion by Miss Evelyn Buchanan,

Dominion Women's diving cham-

pion for the past three years. Other

famous guest performers will be

Miss Fhyliis Qarke, runner-up in

the recent Quebec Junior Diving

championships, Ernest Wright, for-

mer Ontario Junior diving cham-

pion, and Jack White and Jerry

Byers, said to be the only male

precision swimming team in Cana-

da, whose act will include special

phosphorescent lighting effects.

Competing for stardom with the

imported talent, will be many stu-

dent acts. Under the direction of

Miss Mhora Howson and Miss

Doreen Jeffs, 16 campus co-eds will

present an ornamental swimming

display silhouetted by a system of

underwater lighting installed under

the direction of Don Moore and

Bill Wilson. Miss Howson. recent

"Tricolor" beauty contest winner,

and Miss Jeffs, a Queen's graduate

' AQUACADE
(Continued on page 4)

ISSPONSORED DANCE

The ISS will sponsor an open

house tomorrow evening, in con-

junction with the ISSpunsored
aquacade. The affair will be held in

Grant Hall, and will begin at 9:30

o'clock.

Admission for persons holding

Friday or Saturday evening aqua-

cade stubs will be 15 cents, while

regular price will be 25 cents. Mu
sic will be supplied over the public

address system.

ISS organizers have annotmced

their campaign is "far short of its

$1,4,'^0 objective," but hope to off-

set tliis through the aquacade

dance, and forthcoming concert.

Medsmen Present

'RedskinRhumba'
Tonight in Grant Hall, the fourth

year Medsmen will celebrate tlie

second "Date with Meds '48," in

the form of the Redskin Rhumba.

Tliis year the decorations are in

an Indian theme carried out in

modernistic and formal nightclub

style. It is anticipated that they

will be even more effective than

those receiving such hejirty accla-

mation at last year's dance.

To provide the best in music

available the Medsmen are bring^sg

in Sandy Runciman and his rhyth-

mic 14-piece band.

Quoting the Social Convener,

"Dutch" VanBlaricum, die inter-

mission entertainment is "new. it's

novel and it's good." Actual de-

tails have not been disclosed but

last year's show is some indication

of what to expect. Those who kept

their "Date with Meds "48" last

year will remember the intermission

and are assured of an equally good

time this year.

Tonight offers an opportunfty to

enjoy (he very best in entertainment

—the -Aquacade in the gj'm at 7 :30

then the soft lights and sweet music

•REDSKIN RHUMBA'

(Gontinued from page 4)
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Trying To Please
Abraham Lincoln once said: "You can fool some of the people

all the time, and you can fool all the people some of the time ; but

you can't fool all the people all the time." With slight moderations,

and with apologies to Mr. Lincoln, we slioukl like to substitute

-the word "please" for "fool" and apply his aphorism to college

-journalism. For trying to please all the students all the time is

like trying to get different religious sects to adopt a uniform

prayer-book: it j'ust can't be done.

A basic principle of human relations, and one which all

students of social sciences early encounter at point-blank range,

is that no two persons ever agree on all subjects. In fact, we are

told it is this very diversity of likes and dislikes that makes such

intricate affairs as politics tick. Without a wide divergency of

opinion the world as we know it would not exist. It is human
nature for all of us to disagree with each other on some or all

affairs, whether thej' be political or economic systems, courses to

be followed in international relations, the most attractive colour

of women's hair—or what provides the best reading material.

So, sociologists agree, it is man's inherent penchant for dis-

agreeing, for arguing, that makes the worid go round. Without
it his life would be colourless, insipid. But it is not quite as

,

simple as that: for, recognizing this, many persons have been
made or broken through their ability, or lack of it, to predict what
a majority of the people want. The most striking example of this

is, of course,, in politics, wJiere ^oups of men endeavour to mould
party platforms which, while not relished by anyone, will serve

to unite a substantial number of supporters behind them in oppo-
sition to rival platforms which are even less desirable. But this

co-ordinate of predicting and manipulating public opinion is not

restricted to politics: it extends to many other fields as well. One
of these is journalism.

CANADIAN CAMPUS
A CUP FEATURE

COLLEGE THE WORLD OVER

BY FRED CLEMAN
(OAILV STAFF WKITUIl'

Skeletons -Scarce in Australia

The war has developed a black market for skeletons in' Mel-

bourne University and Med students who have finished their course

of study have been selling those they have used for prices exceeding

$100. Provision of skeletons to Medical students has not been

classified as essential work and so a shortage has developed.

Price control officials now have placed before them the problem

of deciding what is a reasonable price for one. But before they can

decide this they must determine when a skeleton is new and when

it is secondhand. "What." one plaintively asks, "is a used skeleton?"

To Open Labour School at Cornell

The New York School of Industrial and Labour Relations

—

the first publicly-supported school of its kind in the US—is

expected to open this summer at Cornell University in Ithaca, it

lias been disclosed in a report to the New York State Legislature,

which at the same time requested an appropriation of $200,000 to

cover the first-year expenses of the school.

According to the plan, the school will eventually opferate at

three levels and provide extension courses in industrial plants,

union halls, and community centres. Short, specialized courses

will be held at Cornell for both labour union and supervisory

management.

Manila College Scene of Atrocity

In one of the most frightful atrocities of the Pacific war, the

Japanese shot and bayoneted 70 pesons in cold blood on February

10 of this year within the walls of LaSalle College in South Manila,

reported a priest, one of the eight or ten survivors of this blood

bath, from a cot in Santo Thomas University in Manila.

As Filipinos, Spaniards, and German and Irish religious

brothers and an Australian priest lay writhing in agony on the

floor, Japanese soldiers tore the dresses from dying Filipino girls

and raped them. '

Form UNIB Unit at Columbia

A new student organization, the United Nations Information

Council, has been formed at Columbia University as a branch of the

nation-wide United Nations Information Bureau. Its purpose will

be to stimulate interest in the Allied countries.

In this connection the modern professional newspapers have

a rather easy task—or at least, the larger ones do. The metro-

politan daily, printed in a city of 50,000, 500,000, or 1,000.000, is

not over-concerned with what it prints ; it realizes it cannot satisfy

everyone in the community, and is content if it can hold its own
against rival publications (that this very competition compels the

paper to emulate its competitors constantly, and ipso facto improve
its contents, is obvious; but we are not concerned with that here).

The daily, then, is not forced to attempt to please everyone.

But the college paper is. No campus is large enough to have
more than one regular newspaper—so that one publication, whether
it be a fortnightly or a daily, must do its utmost to please all the

students. Fox Sliidaili—The Voice of the Students—might well

be the universal motto for the college press. In other words, the

college publication must constantly strive to satisfy all its readers.

That this is impossible doesn't matter: the paper, according to

most common argument, is issued for the students to read ; and.

more than any other type of publication, it must prove universallj

acceptable. The university newspaper must be enjoyed by all—

otherwise it is judged a failure. That is the standard by which
it is evaluated. And that, then, is why all college papers inevitably

fall short of receiving complete approval.

Corhplaints reaching this office are. we feel confident, similar

to those lodged with other university papers throughout the

countrj'-, and jirobably throughout the world. One person complains
there is too much humour printed, and wants more serious matter

another complains there is too much serious matter, and wants
more humour; another just complains. But whatever the causes,

the complaints are always there. No matter how scarce good
material may be, one thing which is never lacking is the perennial

complaint.

Not that we are bemoaning this condition. On tlie contrary,

we regard it as a healthy sign—a sign our readers knuw what they

want, and are determined to get it. Indeed, without it we should

be totally unable to gauge their desires, and should be at a loss to

know what to print. Complaints are a good thing

—

as long as it is

generally appreciated that no uian-madc product is perfect, no inan-

niadc product will ever he perfect, and thai therefore it re^ma'nts a

physical impossibility for us to satisfy everyone.

We readily acknowledge our human shortcomings. We arc

just as readily attempting to redress them to the best of our

limited abilities. Meanwhile, we go on in our horribly realistic

ways, trying to receive the blessing of all, but aware that, human

nature bemg what it is, we shall remain unable to do so.

Ottawa Calling
A CUP FEATURE

BV NEIL MacDONAI-D

Comnions Too Old

Take tiie House of Commons.

The average age of members there

is close to 60. No one that age has

the ideals of 25, or the dynamic:

energy to see those ideals put into

effect.

I would like to see all three po-

litical parties so dominated by

young people that they would truly

represent the ideals of young men
and women and honestly seek after

their energetic fulfilment. If we can

get that kind of domination we will

see a complete rejuvenation of the

Canadian poHtical scene.

And that change will only come

when every young Canadian is

ready to take his active part in

Canadian politics.

Patronize merchants who use

Journal advertisements.

An announcement from OttawJ

indicates that the elastic girdle

on the way back. The overhtaml

comment from our stenographer
i

this item was: "I hope tliey nml^J

it snappy !"—Saturday Night,

Franco pleads tor a place at thtl

Peace Conference on the groundsl

of his "serene understanding qI

what is just." He lost a face a longl

time ago but appears to have siiicj

acquired the devil's own cheek.

—Saturday Nighi|

On the frozen front of Belgiiin,]

writes a war correspondent, pii,.

up girls are known as "fox-linij,

heaters." This may explain the

somewhat indiscreet calendar senj

to us recently by our fuel mercliaiul

instead of the coal we had expecitii
f

—Saturday Nii^ln

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S-

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

\
H(

Ui

Sh

BI

S\

H

-!!
187

Dance
ProgrE

Consti

ST.

JOHN LAIDLAW s? SON
LIMITED

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

TIME FOR ACTION

SASKATOON—Perhaps it was

the conference of the Big Three

last week, perhaps it was the rea-

lization that February is half over

and that the election is getting

closer, that brings this problem up.

The war is getting finished and we

may expect action on the fighting

fronts to move rapidly to a climax

;

the government which will start

Canada off on the ways of peace

going to be elected shortly ; the

problem is, "What are the young

men and women of this country go-

ing to do about it?"

Particularly in the thinking of

university students, there must be

an awareness of the problems fac-

ing Canada and an attempt made

at their solution, if the students are

to offer ani-thing constructive to-

ward the development of a peace

which has some probability of per-

manence. The responsibility hai^

been thrust upon joung men and

women in the universities because,

in the comfort of Canada. Tlieir

securitj' has beeen purchased by tlie

blood of the young men who have

fought and died.

The Voice of Youth

I am now in the middle of a

business trip across Western Ca-

nada, where I have the opportunity

of meeting a large number of young

men and women from farms, from

businesses, and from schools and

universities. These young people

seem one and all to have realized

the problem which they face : how

to make the voice of youth count

in the period of reconstruction.

But wliile the^problem is evident,

the answer is not so easily appar

ent. Where can the young men and

women find an outlet for their

ideals, an outlet where they can

put the energy of youth to useful

work ?

One answer alone exists: political

action. It is not enough for young

people to stand aside and criticixe

negatively the deeds of any
.
poli-

tical party. It is not enough to cri-

ticize destructively the Liberals.

Progressive-Conservatives, the Co-

operative Commonwealth Federa-

tion, or the Labour Progressives.

The action by joung people must

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL KES.: 5341

allhougb they have been hampered
]
be toward the positive implementa

by government restrictions and tion of their own high ideals, and

senseless controls, they have been this implementation must be in the

allowed to continue their education i political sphere.

TEST YOUR

POLITICAL LQ.
How are election candidates choseo—what

makes their DomiQation official?

support their

What starts elections, anyway;

How do party organizations

candidates?

Have you, as an elector, any control over these

things?

If you can't answer a// these questions

you can't properly exercise your demo-

cratic privileges.

SEND FOR FREE PAMPHLET

"WHAT MAKES POLITICS TICK?"

Fill in and mail the coupon below for your free copy of ihe

answers lo ibcsc nod many Other questions oboui the processes

thni make democracy work. Your request docs not obligate

you in any way.

BRACKEN CLUBS OF CANADA,
63 Sparks St., Otinwa, Ontario.

Please forward a free copy of your pamphlet

Politics Tick?" to

'What Makes
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Hosieiy

Underwear

Skirts

Blouses

Sweaters

House Coots

Slips .
- Panties

Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES

See Our

Famous Line

of Xoro"

NOVELTY
JEWELLERY

Juniors, Intermediates Split

With KCVI and RCAF Cagers

Creaghan Leads Juniors

RCAF Wins Overtime
Game Wednesday

1S7 Princess St. Phone 5056

Hsinson St Edgar
Dance PRIMXEIRS Printing of

Programmes Phone 4114 Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St, Description

STARTING SATURDAY

I M P A C T is the word for

this collision of staggering

events!

CHARLES

LAUGHTON
ELLA RAINES

The

SUSPECT
The

ODEON

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

CIVIL AND MILITARY OUTFITTERS =

BY WILL KENNEDY

After a hard-fought struggle in

the college gym Wednesday even-

ing, Queen's dropped a close over-

time verdict to RCAF, 28-27.

Bob Elliott played a strong game

at guard to lead the Tricolour with

14 points. He received loose sup-

port, however, as the shooting was

very erratic, partict|larly around the

basket.

The game had its tension as the

score at^ full lime was tied 24 all

Rowley missed a foul shot to send

the game into overtime. The Fliers

washed ahead with two quick bas

kets but the Gaels fought back

Morgan splitting the mesh with

lovely shot from the corner. El-

liott dropped a foul shot and just

issed tying the game as his sec-

ond one rolled with the hoop.

Black played beads up ball for

the RCAF as he gathered 12 points,

followed by Gorski and Bush with

apiece.

Queen's: Morgan, 6; Lawler,

Dinsdale; MacDonald; Brown,

Elliott, 14; Higgs. ] ;
Rowley; Ful-

ler, 2; Campbell, Total. 27.

RCAF: Black, 12; Gorski. 6

A FAMOUS PLAYERS

THEATRE

SHOWING TODAY - SATURDAY - MONDAY

HUMPHREY BOGART
LAUREN BACALL

IN ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S

TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT"

I

STARTING TUESDAY
|

LANA TURNER - JAMES CRAIG

JOHN HODIAK

"MARRIAGE IS A
PRIVATE AFFAIR"

STARTING MONDAY_
JOAN FONTAINE ANN SHERIDAN

ORSON WELLES
MARGARET O'BRIEN

JOHN SUTTON
m

'JANE EYRE'

GEORGE BRENT

JANE WYMAN
CHARLES RUGGLES

in

"HONEYMOON
FOR THREE"

: ^COMING NEXT THURSDAY

WILLIAM BENDIX - DENNIS O'KEEFE

"ABROAD WITH TWO YANKS"
ROY ROGERS in "yellow rose oftexas"

BILTMORE
^^,.,^TMTimTR SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

Scheerer ; Bush, 6 ; Mazo, 2 ;
Sym-

mes; Mogladry; Walles, 2. Total,

28.

Junior Game

In a hard fought game, the Gael

junior basketball team lengthened

its lead in the Kingston league by

downing KCVI, 43-29, Monday

afternoon at the Gym,

The game started slowly, as both

teams missed many scoring chances

and showed a lack of practice. At

quarter time, KCVI led 7-6, but

at the middle point in the game

Queen's led 22-14.

The second half followed the

same pattern'as the first. In twen

ty minutes of scrambles under both

baskets. Queen's outscored their

younger opponents 21-15, making a

final count of 43-29.

Creaghan was high scorer for

Queen's with 16. followed by Bia-

lik with 11 and Menard with 6.

Soutter and Tliompson were tlie

big guns for KCVI.
Summary

Queen's: Best; Cockburn, 4;

Woods, 4; Creaghan. 16; Matlie-

son; Menard, 8; Bialik, U. Total.

43.

KCVI: Soutter. 14; Thompson,

7; Graves. 2; Qark, 2; Timnis,

Davidson; Duff. 2; Wright; Stone

2. Total, 29.

Established 1847

I LIVINGSTON'S I
UNDISPUTED g

LEADERSHIP |
MILITARY - AIR FORCE - NAVAL 1

UNIFORMS g
ACCESSORIES GREATCOATS |

Military Tailors for 98 Yeors =

I LIVINGSTON'S |
m 75 -79 BROCK ST DIAL 8354 ^
lllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Science and Arts Frosh

Win Basketball Semifinals
BV DON CREAGHAN

Arts '48 and Science '48 basket-

ball entries advanced into the

intramural league finals Tuesday

night, by defeating Science '45

and '46 by respective scoi-es o(

28-14 and 17-15.

In the first game of the eve-

ning, the Arts frosh, led by Knie-

wasser. Lush, and Kennedy,

played heads-up ball to easily

defeat the Science seniors. The

Ircshnien led througliout the

c;ame by scores of 6-2 at the quar

ter, 10-5 at the half, 16-7 at the

third quarter, and increased their

lead in the fourth as the '45 team

left their basket unguarded in an

effort to tie the score

Kennedy with nine points and

Lush with eight were the high

scorers for '48, while Pataran led

the Science seniors with five.

Any doubt in the minds of the

Science juniors as to the value of

free throws was forever elimi

nated. as they lost the closest

game seen in the gym this year,

to their faculty freshmen. They

lost by two points, but missed

enough - free shots to at least

double their score.

Play was close all the way

with neither team being able to

maintain a lead greater than two

points at any time. It was 6-5

for the juniors at half, but the

frosh came back to even it up at

the next quarter. From there on

it was a real battle, and it was

only Bland's long shot from cen

tre lliat finally chilled the hopes

of the warriors of '46,

Smythe notched seven points to

lead the first-year men, while

^^cLeltan of '46 led the scoring

parade with eight.

nedy 9. Woods 3. Lush 8, Southey.

Harper, Kraus 5, Damsteeg. To-

tal 28.

Sc. '45: Moro 2, Lamont, Hale,

Lindenas 4. Campbell, Lindsay 3.

Pataran 5. Mantel). Moreton

Total 14.

Sc. '4S: Bland 3, Connors 1

Mott 2, Smythe 7, Boyd 4, Auck-

land, Willis. Total 17.

Sc. '46: Clark 2, Coleman,

Fuller 1, Provan 4. Goddard, Mc

Lellan S, Sutlicrland. Total 15.

Summaries

'48: Kniewasser 3, Ken

Engineering Films

Shown To CEC
Two films, "Distillation" by

Shell Oil Company of Canada and

Electronics at Work" by Cana-

dian WestinghoHse Company,

were shown to members of the

Chemical Engineers' Club in

Ontario Hall Tuesday.

The film "Distillation" por-

trayed the fundamentals of ex-

tracting the valuable fractions

from petroleum for distillation.

"Electronics at Work" described

pictorially some of the numerous

applications of electronic tubes to

industrial processes. This type

of fihn is nuich in demand be-

cause of the timeliness of the

topic, and special arrangements

with the Westinghouse Company

had to be made to permit the

showing.

EXCHANGED — Fawn coat

bought at George Van Home's.

Mistaken person may get his own

coat from Mac Merrill, Medical

House. 6504.

Patronize Our Advertisers

THE MACCISCN STLDIC
(Srabuatton ^l|xil09*^a}iI|U

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051-78W

3D Ycsn in Buuneu

We wdcome Qu«n's Umvemty Students to Kingston, and b*g to

„Ld th.m tLt as formerly th. prestige of y.^ stands behmd

GEORGE Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University GowM Quem'fl Official Blaien

WARREN lTcOo'k SUITS ^KD TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street
pial 8448

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

PHONE 7I0O

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

ALBERT ST.

PHONE 7300

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

STUDENTS' STYLE CENTRE

Agents for Dock's Shoes
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ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone S641 109 Alfred Street

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

0pp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 4650

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

Major McKeand

(Continued from page 1)

Arctic and briugnng our civilization

to llie Eskimo. Shortly after this

the Canadian government stepped

in to ensure that the Eskimo got

a square deal, and that they only

came into contact with those aspects

of our civilization which would

benefit his own.

Major McKcand went on to say

that modern medicine has been our

main contribution to the Eskimo
society. Doctors have not only done

much to alleviate the suffering of

(he Eskimo, but have also helped

lo keep him upright and honest.

The speaker stated tliat several of

ihe outstanding physicians of the

-\rctic are Queen's graduates.

In closing, Major McKeand ad-

vised that any doctor who wished

lo serve liis country, and acquire

a versatility in his profession, spend

several years in the Arctic.

REV. MILLER TO VISIT
QUEEN'S NEXT WEEK

Aquacade

Dr. Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, Kc«. 6414, Greenhousee 3241

GOURDIERS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

(Continued from page 1)

and at present a lieutenant in the

CW.^C, combine their abilities in

a live-minute exhibition of precision

swimming.

One of the most sensational acts

will be the feats of strength and
balance executed by Bill Roberts

and Jack Harvey from the rafters

of the gymnasium—forty feet above

the pool.

Last night over 300 Kingston

children, from ei^ht of the local

elementary schools, were guests of

Ihe Swimming Club at the dress

rehearsal of the Aquacade.

Tonight's show will begin at 7.30

pm, but tomorrow's and Monday's
performances will begin at S o'-

clock. There will be an ISS dance

held at Grant Hall after the aqua-

cade with special reduced prices to

ihose presenting their aquacade

licket stubs.

Rev. Alexander Miller will visit

Queen's campus under the auspices

of the Canadian Student Christian

Movement, March 3 to 7. Mr. Mil-

ler will bring with him the latest

word about students in Great Bri-

tain, where he has been working

since the beginning of the war. He
is on his way to his home in New
Zealand.

"Lex" Miller was born in Scot-

land, but went as a boy to New
Zealand, and graduated in Theology

in 1934. He served for three years

as General Secretary of the New
Zealand SCM. He attended the

World Christian Youth Conference

at Amsterdam as a delegate from

New Zealand. In 1940 he was the

minister of a Presbyterian Church

in the east of London, This area

was very heavily blitzed and his

church was destroyed.

He is said to be one of the most

effective younger leaders in the

World's Student Christian Federa-

tion.

Joke?

Gently he pushed her quivering

shoulders back against the chair,

She raised beseeching eyes in

Sir William

(Continued from page 1)

tlie little island out of the sea. Day

after day the bombers came over

from Nazi land bases half an hour

away in Greece. At first, '
fottr

planes were all that Malta had with

which to defend herself. One of

the four was shot down and the

other three carried on until the

Hurricanes and Spitfires began to

arrive from British factories. Dur-

ing the next two years there were

2300 attacks from the air—99 tons

of bombs per square mile. In all

their attempts the Axis failed.

Upon his arrival. Sir William

did his work quickly and efficiently,

exiling a shiploafi of fifth columnists,

and establishing a central co-ordi-

nation of defenses. During the hot-

test raids, wardens found Sir Wil-

liam beside them, pitching in to help

move wounded out of bomb-

wrecked houses.

At the meeting in Grant Hall,

authentic movies of the Defense of

Malta will be shown.

which faint hope and fear were

struggling. From her parted lips

the breath came in short, wrench

ing gasps- Reassuringly, he smil-

ed at her.

Bzzzzz, went the dentist's drill

fi^ui?en*s Brama (guild

"FOR MEMBERS ONLY
'

Last General Meeting, Witli Special

Showing of the Film

"UNIVERSITIES AT WAR"

Executive for 1945-46 Will Be Elected

Refreshments

Convocation Hall - - - Monday - - - 8pm

Dr. Macdonnell

(Continued from page 1)

which discusses the question and

sends its decision to the assembly

which tan pass it with a two-thirds

vote. But the main work of the

assembly will be the control of an

economic and social council re-

sponsible for such things as an

international labour organization

and a health service.

Armed Force Necessary

The use of economic sanctions

has proved unsuccessful but this

time the use of armed force is pro-

posed. The council is empowered

to call on any nation for a contin-

gent. It will set up a military staff

and there is to be an air force al-

ways ready, under the direct control

of the council.

At tlie time of the couference

Russia held out for the right of a

country accused of practices that

might lead to war, to vote in its

own favour. No decision was

reached them but an agreement, to

be annoifnced so^n, was reached at

the recent Valta Conference.

Two problems yet to be discuss-

ed are how to make use of the ad-

vice of the middle nations, such as

Canada, and not have all power in

the hands of the great nations; and

whether the council can call out

United States forces without con-

sulting the United States Congress.

These will probably be discussed

at the next meeting at San Fran-

cisco which intends to actually set

up this organization. "That is go-

ing to be one of the milestones in

the world's history," concluded Dr.

Macdonnell.

Hedskin Rhumba*

(Continued from page 1

)

of an "informal formal" in Grant

Hall. Those who prefer the drama

and have tickets for "Twelftti

Night," will be expected at the dance

as soon as it is over and will be

admitted at that time for 90 cents

on presentation of stubs.

If you can't be at the front—

at least your blood can. Enrol at

the Blood Clinic today.

CENTRE TAXI
DIAL 3000
Comer University and William

Fori5yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE
to

Canadians

in all

walks of life

Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I^ImII^^HOF CANADA B^H^^

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.LU.

Representatives:

W. ]. Stoness, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leadbeater

Kent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Speciol Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge'a

Are You in the

In writing ywr lotdlar, do you—

Q Rave about your dolei

Q Tell him your Iroublei

O "Tolk" to him at you olwoyi did

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

What I* (fi* dolngl

Playing wTth dolli

Q Studying Foihton Design

Q teaming puppetry

'Tftlk" to him gaily . . - about ihe

lalks, walks, dances you shnied. You'll

be glad you didn't break those dates,

-when your caleadu said "slBy borne".

You didn't

—

for you'd learned Kotex

ia more comfortable because ii stays

soft while leearing.

Got a knack with the needle? Good style

Bcnso? Fasliion design offers a rosy

futniel Fashion, you know, inspired the

flat, pressed ends of Kotex. Ends that

don't ahow because they're not stubby.

Should you try thU II you or*—

P On the prowl

n A five by five

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

Each answer is righl, and here's why.

Any active sport unshells ihe timid soul

'

. . , pares down excess poundage. And

for date bait, it's wizard! So, play up-
even on "trying days". With Kotex

flunilary napkins you con say goodbye to

worries. For Koicx has the special

safely centre lliat gives you worry-proof

proieelion.

Girls in the know choose KOTEX*
Yes, more girls choose KOTEX than all other

^ brands of pads put together

•T.M, H«t. CUL Tat OB.

p|^|B|i| "THAT DAY tS HERE AGAIN"
ilr P* I Important new booklet full of facta about

I ''o'b "^^ don'ts of problem days,

Canadian Ccllucollon Producls Co. Ltd.,

330 University Ave., Dr.pt. Toronlo.Onl.

Please send mo a free copy of your booklet, "Thai Day

is Here Again" . . • which will reach me in a plain envelope.

Namt_

Address.

City
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FEBRUARY
A MONTH OF STARTLING
VALUES AT TWEDDELL'S

Tweddell's stocks must be cleared in season!

Their policy not to carry over merchandise from
one season to the next must be adhered to.

GREAT PRICE REDUCTIONS hove been taken

on ail lines of seasonable merchandise, giving you
BIGGER MONEY SAVING values. Shop tomorrow

and get in on these savings.

Overcoats

Suits

Tics

Suspenders

Underwear
ETC.

, . AT

Greatly Reduced Prices

ACT QUICKLY!

DONT MISS THESE VALUES!

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
STORE OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.

137- 139 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 6S9S

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

are all

VERY

SCARCE

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES

SPORTS

TME CAMruS SDCI^rLIGMT
BY GORD MACK

Queen's Pucksters Eliminated

By 3- 2 Count Wednesday Night

He Says Murder, He Says

Among all the advance publicity for the big Aquacade which starts

tonight, the exhibition water-polo game which makes up one of the acts

has been lost in obscurity. For those who have never seen a water-polo

game, tonight's introduction will come as a shock. Rules are few and pertain

only to such irrelevant items as scoring and the length of the periods of

mayhem. No substitution is allowed during a quarter, and the general

procedure is to have an artificial respiration squad or a barrel at the pool's

edge to service the "horse-de-combatants" during the play. Refined methods

of checking a player such as tackling in rugby, body-checking in hockey,

or wood-chopping in lacrosse are outlawed in favour of climbing upon the

ball-carrier's back and doing push-ups on lus head.

Varsity and McGill have competed for the Herschom Trophy, emblematic

of intercollegiate water-polo supremacy, since back before the last war, but

interest at Queen's was only humanitarian until the two years before the

war, when they entered a team into the three-cornered schedule, with little

success.

An extensive intramural programme of water-polo is in force at the

U of T and, considering the unexcelled pool facilities we have here, could

easily be adopted as a late fall sports event in the Bews Trophy calendar,

and would prove valuable in developing players for the return of inter-

collegiate competition.

AU-Frosh Final

The result of last Tuesday's basketball senu-finals was to give Queen's

their first all-freshman final since the days before Mo Polowin can remember

(was that '26 qi '36?). Sammy Pataran's last-quarter five-point scoring

thrust was not enough to prevent the elimination of the perennial champions

from Sc. '45, as the Arts frosh literally ran them down to their ankles with

their close checking and fast breaks. In the other game, interest was (tvided

between the outcome of the game and whether Joey Bland would survive

the 40 minutes without fracturing his skull on the hoop going up after

rebounds. His play ,
overshadowed that of the rest of the floor, as he snagged

rebounds, checked, set up plays, and in the closing nunutes looped a couple

through the netting from mid-court in sparking the Science frosh to their

narrow win. Both teams were below full strength, with the juniors lacking

Pete King, and '46 missing Doug Smart, The juniors had a lot of hard luck

around the basket and actually deserved a better fate than they got for their

evening's efforts.

Tomorrow night at 6:30 will be the first game of the two-game toul-point

finals, with our call going to the Arts frosh because of their shghtly superior

defences. Kniewasser, Lush, Kennedy, and company are going to pick up

too many points under the Engineers' basket unless Bland gets more help

from his team-mates.
i

Black Wednesday

Wednesday night the Queen's teams lacked the beniedrine in their

Ovaltine as both basketball and hockey entries went down to defeat. The

most serious loss was the 3-2 verdict dropped to Headquarters in the local

shinny loop, as the Gaels picked the last week of the schedule to drop below

the first division. While the other teams in the league have been strength-

ened since Christmas, the collegians have suffered from the loss of Mac

Wallace, and Johnny Hood, whose injury only pernutted him to return to

the wars for the last £ame.

In the basketball, the efforts of playing-coach Bob EUiott were not

sufficient to clinch the EOBA intermediate title for this year, with last

night's game betwen Vimy and Ordnance determining whether the players

start back at scratch from a four-way tie for top spot, or send congratulatory

telegrams collect to Barriefield. With Ordnance weakened from the loss

of Boots Bucheski. their star guard. Vimy should have taken last night's

encounter and placed a new problem in the laps of the EOBA schedule-

makers.

Sports Notes
Triumph of Headquarters

Rings Down Curtain

On Thrilling Contest

The draw for the intramural

boxing and wrestling will be

posted in the gymnasium locker-

room today.

The first game of the intra-

mural basketball two-game total-

point finals between Arts '48 and

Sc. "48 will be played tomorrow

night at 6:30 o'clock.

The first game of the intra-

mural hockey two-game total-

point finals will be played Mon-

day night at 10 o'clock, and the

second on Wednesday night at

the same time.

The interfaculty basketball

draw has Science vs Meds at 7

pm March 3, with the winner

playing AvXs at 7 o'clock March 6.

The interfaculty hockey will

begin March 5 at 10 pm with Arts

playing Science and the winner

playing Meds at 10 pm March 7.

BY JACK LUSH

SCM Fireside

282 Princess Street
Phone 6733

Ping-Pong Tourney
Advances to Finals

The intramur[il ping-pong tour-

nament rapidly advanced to a

conclusion as last year's runner-

up. Frank Lee. Sc. "45. reached

this year's finals by defeating

Meds '49's Gord Erickson. In the

other half of the draw. John

Rowley, Arts '47, meets Jack

Cooper. Arts '47, in the semi-

finals, to earn the nglit to meet

Lee for the championship won

last year by Jack Crystal.

Ski Trip

Today; Water Follies, 7:30 pm.

gyia. Meds '48 Dance, 9 pm.

Grant Hal!. Twelfth Night. 8

ptn, Convocation Hall,

Tomorrow: Water Follies, 8

pm, gym,

Sunday: SCM-Hillel Fireside.

8:30 pm, Ban Righ Hall. Ski

Club Trip, Union, 10 am.

Monday : Drama Guild meeting.

Convocation Hall, 8 p m. Engi-

neering Society meeting, 4:30 pm.

Convocation Hall. Water FolUes,

8 pm, gym.

Thursday : Gen. Sir William

Dobbie. Lecture, Grant Hall,

8:30 pm.

The weekly ski trip to King-

ston Mills will be held as usual

this Sunday. Sleighs leave the

Union at 10 am. Tickets may be

procured at the L'nion Tuck Shop

and Ban Righ, or from Ted

Walker, Sc. '40. Sales close

Friday.

An SCM-Hillel Inter-Faitii Fire-

side will be held under the auspices

of the Student Qiristian Move-

ment, Sunday, at S.30 pm in Ban

Righ Hall. Dr, H. A. Kent, Prin-

cipal of Queen's Theological Col-

lege will speak on the subject

"Religion and Education."

A devotional period will be led

bv Bert McAvoy. Musical selec-

lions for the evening have been

arranged by Florence Nighlingale.

Margaret Young has made plans

for refreshments.

There will be a general discus-

sion on the topic of the address.

PRESCRIPTION FOR
A GOOD TIME

Boy
Girl

Water Follies

Redsk-in Rhiimba

Mix bo\- and girl separately,

blend in Water Follies. After two

hours, subject to soft lights and

rhythmic beat of tlie fi e d s k i n

Rhumba.

Sig. To be taken in one continuous

dose starting at 7:30 pni.

(Signedl Meds '48

Grant Hall.

With the proverbial words, "we
wuz' robbed," Queen's senior

hockey team bowed out of the

playoff picture Wednesday night,

when they came out on the short

end of a 3-2 decision at the hands

of Army Headquarters. It was

a contest to decide whether

Queen's would earn the right to

enter the playoffs, with the result

that one of the season's most

thrilling contests went by the

boards.

The game heralded the return

of Johnny Hood to the Queen's

line-up, and found him turning in

a superb offensive as well as de-

fensive performance. George

EUiott came in for his share of

the spotlight, by turning back

many opposing rushes.

A rather indifferent first period

on the part of the Gaels found

Headquarters just the opposite, to

conmiand the play all the way.

Ohlke opened the scorilig at the

five-minute mark and McN'aught

followed him up a little later to

give the Army a two-goal lead.

Loose playing around the net

gave these two players their two

chances, which they did not muff.

But the middle stanza was an

entirely different picture. Queen's

came to life with Kelly's goal,

which found him sneaking in to

:
take Morrow's pass and slide it

under the ' Army goal-lender.

Witli this they coutmued to press,

but could not hit pay-dirt.

Gaels contmued the pressure

in the third, trying to get the

equalizer, but found most of their

shots going wild. But with only

five minutes to go, Sam Pataran

picked up a loose disc at the blue

line to rifle it into the lower left

corner to tie the count. This

respite was short-lived, as Ohlke

came right back to sizzle one

past Smart. Then came the fire-

works. Gaels did everything but

make the puck dance, and had the

sihn crowd on its feet until the

bell. However, there they "wuz

robbed" and will hang up their

skates for another year.

Queen's: Smart, Kelly, Elliott.

Pataran, Hughes. Morrow. Cote,

Petn.icco, Hood. Durkiii.

It's great to be here . . . Have a Coca-Cola

or helping a soUier feel at home

When he's back od furlough, .hree words. Have a C=*<, bnog a

«,ldier s earUer life buck to <aind-his days after .chool or a^cer

work, with d,e gang with his girl. Ice-cold Coc-Cob holds a

friecdly place in Canadian life. It should have a pla« io your famdy

icebox. Wherever Cao.dians go. Coca-Cola ..aods for tb. ^^s>

tba, r^fr^-^^ become a symbol of our fcieadly way of Ufe.

Vou niiuaUr hnr Coci-CoU
, oUcJ by \a fntoJIr ibhto-iilioo
' "CoVc Both [ficiQ the QUilir7

piodutt of Ths Coo-Cok
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LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALLENTYNE

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS
Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug store

lOO PRINCESS STREET

"If one should be a prey, how
much the hotter

To fall before the lion than

the wol] . .

Shakespeare's all right for our

mone^' ! Thai's the straight dope

from "Twelfth Night"—we went

backstage afterward and inter-

viewed Leslie McNaughton just to

make sure we'd caught it right,

Les said yes, Sliakespeare wrote it

tliai way.

From a strictly feminine view-

point—Shakespeare's all right for

our money.

And while we're on this subject,

we can't resist handing a bouquet

to Joan Connor—who got out from

the hospital in time to go on stage

in "Twelfth Night" and turn in

one of the best performances of

the play.

Levana Elections

Tuesday we promised you news

about the Levana elections, and

here it is. Wednesday in the halls

of the New Arts building you saw

the Artsmen voting for their new

executive. That means it's pretty

nearly spring; and exams, spring

fever, and the Levana elections are

all coming up. We'll ignore exams,

leave you to deal with spring fever

as you see fit—and tell you about

the nominations for your next year's

Levana Executive.

Tomorrow is the day, 12 o'clock

the hour, and room 201 of the New
Arts building the spot. This meet-

ing to make nominations is. open

to co-eds of every year. A nominat-

ing committee has already prepared

a slate of prospective officers for

the elections. The purpose of the

meeting is to give all members of

Levana a chance to add to the no-

minations, and to meet those co-eds

already nominated. If you've a

single idea in your head about how I

Levana should be run, come on out

and see that your man is nominated. I

We were surprised last year at

how few co-eds turned up.

Missed Exams

Dr. Douglas announces that if

anyone who missed the St. John

Ambulance First Aid or Home
Nursing exam Tuesday would like

to write the exam and have it sent

to Toronto, she is to consult Miss

Norwood some time this week.

And Dr. Gibb announces ano-

ther French tea to be held this af-

ternoon in Macdonnell House at

4:30 o'clock. These French teas

are held every Friday whether or

not there is a notice here to that

effect. After attending one of Dr.

Gibb's teas we can heartily endorse

them. If you're interested in

learning the language, French teas

are a sugar-coated way.

Twdfth Nighf

(Continued from page 1)

stage, the background was simple,

consisting of no more than cur-

tains and benches necessary to

the action.

In the starring role of Viola,

Joan Connor gave a fresh and

spirited performance. Her voice

at times was a bit shrill and

lacked control, but throughout,

her delivery was spontaneous and

Joan Connor Geft) and Leslie Mc-
Naughton, who play leading roles of

Viola and Countess Olivia in current

showing of "Twelfth Night."

appealing. Sam Golick's Mal-

volio was mature and well-

planned and showed considerable

dramatic talent. In some scenes

there was a tendency to oyeract--

this was particularly true of his

final speech—but his pantomining

in the Letter Scene \Vdi. excellent

and genuinely amusing.

Leslie McNaughton, in her por-

trayal of Olivia, was the very

essence of grace. Her diction was
pure and her carriage and move-
ment regal. Her Scenes with Mal-

volio were especially well done.

Henry Knepler, as Orsino, gave a

steady but vocally weak perfor-

mance, His part was but vaguely

interpreted, yet he showed under-

standing.

Frank Hoffer, in his lusty and

vigorous characterization of Sir

See our advertisers when you

require quality merchandise.

BIOLOGY CLUB HEARS
TALKS BY STUDENTS

Alec Lucas, Arts '45, and Robert

Bowman, Arts '48, were the speak-

ers at the regular meeting of the

Biology Club last week at the liome

of the former.

Mr. Lucas gave an illustrated

talk on the "Birds of Opinicon."

based on his observations made at

Lake Opinicon during the past

summer.

The second speaker dealt with

photography in relation to orni-

thology. "If all hunters were to

shoot their birds and animals with

a camera rather than with a gun.

we sljould have more of our rare

species left," said Mr. Bowman. He
showed a coloured film on bird life

which he took last summer.

The Nipponese are now eating

a new food made out of decayed

wood. This may be the explana-

tion for the report of public demon-

strations against the Japanese Diet.

Dr. G. B. Harrison (left) and Dr.

William Angus, both of the English

department, who are co-directing

Drama Guild's performance, which

ends tonight.

Toby Belch, was outstanding.

Even before he uttered a word,

the audience chuckled in anticipa-

tion. Sir Toby's confreres. Sir

Andrew and Fabian, played by

Harry Buxton and Douglas Dale,

were amusing. Had Mr. Buxton

turned his face more to the audi-

ence and spoken less rapidly, his

lines would have been more effec-

tive and more appreciated. Shir-

ley Brown was crisp, efficient and

enjoyable—which the role of

Maria required. Don Mathieson

had an air of detached seriousness

unsuited to his role of jester. His

lines, however, were smoothly

delivered. Sebastian was ade-

quately handled by Austin Payn-

ter; Silvio Narizzano, as Antonio,

demonstrated remarkable control,

and his fine portrayal was further

enhanced by clear diction. The
remaining members of the cast

were up to the good standard of

the others.

Twelfth Night was directed by

Dr. William Angus and Dr. G. B.

Harrison and produced by Ken-

neth Phin. Under their care, the

Drama Guild has given jis its

most provocative, most interest-

ing evening of the year. We look

forward with interest to their

future presentations of Shake-

speare. As evidenced by the

audience's reception to this play,

other productions will be met

with an eager and welcome re-

sponse. —M.F.S.

McNaughton Coming

Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton
minister of national defence, was

expected to arrive in Kingston

some time today to attend the

final performance of "Twelfth

Night," The Journal learned yes-

terday. General McNaughton's

daughter, Leslie, Arts '47, is play-

ing the role of Olivia in the show.

It is not known how long he

will remain here. He will be

accompanied by his wife.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK
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WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
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FOR A PLEASING GIFT
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A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
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TONIGHT
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THE REDSKIN RHUMBA
FEATURING

SANDY RUNCIMAN AND HIS ORCHESTRA
GRANT HALL FRL FEB. 23
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Actors Awarded

prizes for Work
In Guild's Plays

Joan Connor, Sam Golick,

And Doug Dale Win
First Places

Six members ol the Queen's

Urama Guild have been named as

winners of the Andrlna McCul-

loch acting awards, it was an-

nounced at the Guild's final meet-

ing last night. From the cast of

"Three's a Family," last term's

lull-length play, Doug Dale, Arts

'47, was chosen as best actor, for

his portrayal of Sam. Polly Shep-

pard. Arts '47, who played Irma,

was given second prize. In

"Twelfth Night," two actors tied

[or each award : Joan Connor,

Arts '47 (Viola), and Sam Golick

Arts '45 (Malvolio), were first

Leslie - McNaughton, Arts '47

(Olivia), and Frank Hoffer, Arts

'47 (Sir Toby), were second.

Money for these awards is

drawn from the university's An-

drina McCulloch Scholarships

fund, a fund which has heretofore

been used to provide prizes only

in public speaking and reading.

According to the present plan,

?20 is given to the best actor in

each of the year's two major

Drama Guild productions, and

S15 to the second-best. This is

the first year in which the acting

prizes have been given.

Winners are chosen mainly by

audience vote ; ballots are dis-

tributed at showings of major

plays, and members of the audi

ences are asked to mark these for

their favourite players. Dr,

Angus, faculty adviser and direc-

Inr, together with memebrs of the

Drama Guild executive, reviews

the re-sults of the balloting and

announces the final choice.

It is not yet known whether

tied, awards will be sh*ed or

cUiplicated.

Varsity'Queen's To Exchange
English Teachers Next Week

Dr. E. J. Pratt of the Engiish de-
partment, Victoria College, who will

exchange with Dr. G. B. Harrison,
head of the English department of

Queen's, for the week of March 5.

Dr. Pratt is one of Canada's most
distinguished poets.

Science Years

Vote Tomorrow

Classes ordinarily given by Dr.

G, B. Harrison, head of the Eng-

lisii department of Queen's, will

be taken during the week of

March 5 by Dr. E. J. Pratt of the

English department of Victoria

College. Dr. Harrison will lec-

ture to Dr, Pratt's students at

the University of Toronto,

The purpose of the exchange,

said Dr. Harrison in an interview

with The Journal, is to enable the

professors to acquaint themselves

with conditions in another uni-

versity, and the students to ob-

serve the different methods of

teaching.

Dr. Pratt is a native of New-

foundland, and a noted Canadian

poet. He has written 12 volumes

of verse, including narrative and

satirical poems, extravaganza,

and shorter poems. Last year

virtually all his poems already

published were collected into one

large volume, which received high

praise in several important

views.

Dr. Harrison, who in collabora-

tion with Dr. William Angus re

cenCly directed the Drama Guild''

presentation of "Twelfth Night."

is an eminent authority on Shake-

speare. Before coming to Queen's

be was connected with the British

Broadcasting Company and the

English cinema. He has also

written many books.

Dr. Pratt will lecture to classes

in English 2. 'lO. and 15. The

classes to which Dr. Harrison

will speak cover the same type of

work as these three courses.

Public Speaking Contest

The final contest in the Andrina

McCulloch Public Speaking and

Reading competition will be held

tomorrow nigbt at 8 o'clock in

i-'onvocation Hall. All who are

interested arc invited to attend.

Sc. '46 and '47 year elections

will be held tomorrow at II am in

room ,501 in Fleming Halt and in

the drafting room over the

Hydraulics Lab, respectively.

Candidates for the executive

board and the vigilance commit

tee will be elects by ballot using

from V-I and without regard to

the position they will hold. Each

voter shall elect the required

number of men from those nomi-

nated. The required number of

men receiving the greatest num-

ber of votes shall be candidates

for the executive board and the

vigilance committee.

Sc. '46 shall elect the following

officers :.\MS representative, and

senior executive candidates which

are president, first vice-president,

and secretary; president of fourth

year; Science Formal convener:

director of athletics; and a year

executive consisting of vice-presi-

dent, treasurer, secretary, social

convener, and athletic stick.

The senior vigilance committee

candidates to be elected are scninr

prosecuting attorney. sheriff,

cbief-of-police, and one constable.

Sc. '47 will elect junior AMS
representative and junior execu-

tive consisting of second vice-

[iresident, treasurer, assitsant sec-

SCIENCE VOTE

i Continued on page o)

Engineers To Hear

R.E.Heartz Friday

Collective Bargaining To Be
Subject of Talk

Queen'sSwimming ClubHolds

Second Successful Aquacade

The final sweep of the spot-light

across the members of the cast m
last night's grand finale, brought

U, a successful close the Queen's

Swimming Club's presentation of

the 194.S Aquacade. Sponsored by

the International Student Service,

tile show attracted over 1500 peo-

ple to its three performances.

Highlighting the parade of star

acts were the daring gymnastic dis-

play, and the later sid^-splitting

firunken burlesque on the rafters,

forty feet above ihe pool, by Jack

Harvey and Bill Roberts. The si>ec-

tacular diving exhibition by Miss

Kvelyn Buchanan, Senior Dominion

Champion, and Miss Phyllis Clarke.

both of the Dolphineites. and Er-

nest Wright of the Central YiMCA

Toronto, was a novel and memor-

able combination of poise and pre-

cision.

Boh Bannard's "Eleven Won

ders" opened the show with hilari-

ous capers, climaxed by a.^conga

from the high" board. The sho«'

continued at this fast-moving pace,

holding the audience fascinated

throughout the entire evening.

The pool was darkened for the

second act and a startling effect

was achieved hy Jack White and

Brvers, from Toronto, who
AQUACADE

(Continued on page 4]

Jerry

R. E. Heartz, chairman of the

collective bargaining committee

of the Engineering Institute of

Canada, will address the Engi-

neering Society at a general meet-

ing in Convocation Hall at 4:30

o'clock Friday afternoon.

The subject of Mr. Heartz's

address will be collective bar

gaining and how it affects the

engineer. ' Canada at present ii

said to be becoming trade-union

conscious, and is awakening to

the possibilities that any trade

union offers. The majority of the

student body in the Science

faculty is unaware of the prob-

lems that it may have to cope

with in this respect upon gradu-

ation. Few realize that the engi-

neer is the contact man. trusted

hy both employee and employer,

who must offer solutions which

will be favourable to both parties.

Recently it has become necessary

for engineers to form their own

union, and Mr. Heartz, in his

address, will endeavour to clarify

and explain the steps taken hy

the EIC to accomplish this.

Mr. Hearts! graduated in civil

engineering from McGiU Univer-

sity in 1917 and served with the

Royal Plying Corps until the end

of the last war. For the past 25

years he has been with the Shaw-

inigan Water and Power Com-

pany, and is now acting in the

capacity of assistant chief engi-

neer.

Missing Trophies

Recovered Friday

Two of Three Cups Found
By KCVI Student

Two of the three missing ath

letic trophies were recovered in

good condition in an .Mbert street

snow bank Friday afternoon, ac

cording to Charles Hicks, Atb

letic Board of Control secretary

treasurer. The cups were found

by John McDougall, Jr., son o

Professor J. L. McDougall of th.

Commerce faculty.

The two cups were the Inter

faculty Hockey Cup and the Golf

President's Cup. Still missing

is the Canadian Intercollegiate

Athletic Union Intermediate

Hockey Cup, said to be worth

$40. (The awards were removed

from the east cabinet in the main

gj'nuiasium corridor during the

night of February 10-11, and were

valued at §235.)

John. 13-j'ear-old freshman at

Kingston Collegiate and Voca-

tional Institute, told The Jonrnal

he noticed the end of one cup

protruding from a snow bank

near his home. 253 .Mbert street

while returning from school Fri

day afternoon. He took it to his

house and then phoned the police

who located a second one in the

same snow pile after i:on side rah le

prodding. Efforts to find tli

third trophy were futile.

Authorities are hopeful the

missing award will be located in

a similar manner in the near

future. They are at a- loss to

explain bow the trophies were

depusited in the bank.

Aquacade Raises

ISS Drive Funds

To Half-way Mark

Plan Concert Next Week
With Frances James

As Guest Artist

LieuL-Gen. Sir WiUiatn Dobbie,

GCMG KCB, DSO, "Defender o£

Malta," who will address a general

gathering in Grant Hall Thursday at

8:30 pm. Meeting is being spoosorefl

by Queen's Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship.

Highland Fling

Comes Friday

The "Highland Fling's" in full

swing! Hoot mon! 'Scot plenty

on the ball! wi' Sandy and bis

laddies even bagpipes can have

"sax" appeal. Forget your heart

^urns and oil your thighs for

reel Scotch tam. Tak yersel a

wee bonnie lass and kilt a few

hours in Grant Hall. As far as

clothes go (and some don't go

very far) our motto is simply,

"Bring your own Scotch" or

"Plaids will not gang aft agley."

Make this last year dance your

"Auld Lang Syne."

English translation: Arts '47

will present positively the last

year dance (but not the last dance

of the year), "The Highland

Fling," in Grant Hall, Fridaj

night at 9 o'clock.

Final details concerning th

decorations have not yet been

disclosed, but they will assuredly

have a Highland flair. The sophs

have also announced that they

will present something different

hi the way of intermission enter

lainment.

In keeping with the theme

plaid shirts, skirts, and kilts are

in order, and the dance promises

to end the year with a hang.

The organizing committee of the

ISS expressed hearty thanks to all

participants in the Aquacade in a

recent interview with The Journal.

'It was a splashing success, and

.-eceived the enthusiastic support of

the campus. The close-to-capacity

attendance on two nights, and super-

capacity attendance on Saturday

nigbt have given the ISS campaign

a tremendous boost toward its ob-

jective of $1442."

Campaign funds have to date

reached the sum of ?800, leaving

a balance of $642 to be collected t£

Queen's is not to lag behind the $1

per student quota set for all Cana-

dian Universities by the National

Committee for ISS in Toronto.

The campus campaign committee,

headed by Bob Stewart, Sc. '45, and

three faculty advisers, "determined

to display the solidarity aclueved

by our famed Queen's spirit in com-

petition with other universities,"

presents yet another event, this time

a concert to he held in Grant Hall

Tuesday, Marcli 6.

Frances James, the distinguished

soprano, and her accompanist, John

Newniark, will be the guest artists.

They are performing here at the

express recommendation of Sir Er-

nest McMillan who says regarding

Frances James:

"When asked recently to choose

a singer to represent Canada in a

concert given by the Chamber Music

Guild in Washington, both I and

the other members of my committee

had no hesitation in recommending

this true artist ; the warmth of her

reception in the United States capi-

tal fully justifies our choice. As

an accompanist Mr. Neu-mark is

skilful and tasteful — in fact it

would he hard to find anywhere one

more gifted in this difficult art."

Students are advised to make ar-

rangentents early. Tickets are now

on sale at the University Post Of-

fice and at Speam's Book Shop. 330

Princess Street. Student tickets sell

at SO cents. General admission 75

cents.

StudentDreamers Offer Plans

For Spending Huge Sums
BY DIANA OlLl. AND JIM SOUTHEY

McGill Requisites Up

The entrance requirements to

the Faculty of Medicine ai Mo-

trin Universily have been revised.

In a letter to the president of the

Pre-medical Society at McGill,

Dr. J. F. Macintosh, secretary to

the' faculty, said: "Students ap-

plying for admission to the

l-acuUy ot Medicine will be asked

to write the graduate examination

McGILL ENTRANCE
(Continued from page 4)

Newman Club Retreat

The Newman Club will hold its

annual retreat in St. James'

Chapel commencing Thursday at

r ]Mn and closing Sunday. March

4. at 7 pm. The retreat will be

given by Rev. E. J.
McCorkell,

CSB. MA, who is superior of the

Basilian Fathers in Toronto.

Formerly, Father McCorkell

was superior of St. Michael's Col-

NEWMAN RETREAT

(Contmued on page 4)

A great variety of answers were

offered to. the question "if you

had a million dollars and were in

a philanthropic mood, what would

he the first thing you'd give to

Queen's?" which was posed to

nine students chosen at random

from the crowd of strollers walk-

ing around the campus on Sunday

afternoon. Most students have

some one thing which they con-

sider the university needs most,

and this casual survey was con-

ducted to bring a few of these to

light.

Don Delahaye. Meds '50, said

that he would not be anxious to

add anything to the academic

equipment of Queen's, but would

leave that task to those more

scientifically inclined. He would

like tu see a new arena built, with

a seating acpacity of S.OOO. This

is needed, he said, because the

present one has "poor ice, terrible

seats, and no decent place to eat."

There sli-uKI L'rcater pref-

erence L^M,!, (.Uicur- ^iiulcnls.

PIenr\ Knepler. Arts '45, would

contribiue a theatre, where per-

formauce-s could be put on prop-

erly. He stated that ConvoL'ation

Hall IS inadequate and KCVI

Auditorium impossible. The uni-

JOURNAL SURVEY

(Continued on page 3)
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'Slim'

Why Write Exams?

Why do we write exams? Presumably to show how much

we know about the course on which we are being examined. But

is a three-hour exam on a whole year's work, which often covers

several texts, a fair test of a student's knowledge in that course?

Is the grade on such an exam a fair index of an entire year's work?

It is not our intention here to belittle this system, the British

system, which is in effect at Queen's; and we are quite aware of the

regulation in the calendar of the Faculty of Arts which states that

"the December and April marks are determined not merely by

results of examinations, but also by the work of the whole term

or session, including consideration of class tests, examinations,

attendance and progress." Nevertheless, when a student receives

a failing mark in the final exam on a course, he is considered to

have failed his year's work in that course. Granted, he has a

second chance and may write a supplementary examination in the

fall
; but often this seems unfair and unnecessary. Also—in many

courses—no class tests are given and no term papers are assigned.

Some students do not do themselves justice on an exam and

simply cannot write exams at all. Often they are victims of "exam

jitters" brought on by a prodding family, too much late studying,

fear of the outcome, or, as happens inevitably in residence, they

are exposed to exam hysteria in others which is bound to affect

them. Possibly, on the other hand, however, undergraduates who
cannot face an examination situation will not be able to face similar

test situations in later life, and therefore do not merit a bachelor

of arts degree. Illness, however, is another factor to be considered,

and even slight illness may mean tlie difference between a pass

and a failure in a final test.

Admittedly, there are students who possess a special ability

for writing exams. They have learned how to present their

knowledge; and this, of course, may be a requisite for a university

degree. Others can slide through the year, doing a minimum of

studying; yet they possess certain powers of the mind which enable

them to cram a course in a few days. They walk out of university

with a diploma—but have they obtained an education? It may
be argued, however, that anyone intelligent enough to pass an

exam, after having prepared the course in a few days, deserves

a degree.

Dr. B. K, Sandwell speaks of "the ideal body of university

graduates, the men and women who have got out of their university

course not merely a sheepskin and a hood, but all those things

which the university intends them to get out of it." Thus he

segregates this "ideal body of university graduates," implying that

there are men and women graduates of universities who have not

got out of their courses what the university intends, but rather

have slid by through cramming and have acquired only superficial

knowledge. The fault lies in themselves, however; the university

is not at fault. But such a system as it stands does not provide the

incentives necessary for some to get the most out of their courses.

Quarterly tests, term papers, essays, and other class work, the

marks on which would be averaged in with the final exam mark,

would help a student to asshnilate knowledge which he would' retain.

We are aware that by the time we reach university, we should be

mature enough to realize that the knowledge is there, that we

cannot sit and be educated, but that we must educate ouselves.

It is too bad, however, most of us still wait to be educated.

It is not the purpose of this editorial to criticize, but rather to

Stimulate thought on a question with so many sides to it that we

can scarcely begin to discuss it here. —M.A.R.

Remember Veronica Lake's first

picture? Remember how she stood

behind a microphone in "I Wanted
Wings," with that hank of hair

over her eye, and moaned a song?

Remember that evening dress—cut

to the ankles?

Remember how Alan Ladd slash-

ed his way onto the screen as

Raven, th* cold-blooded gun-toter

of "This Gun for Hire''? Tliose

are recollections that take more

than a few years to forget. >

Add to these one of tlie most

dynamic of all screen debuts—that

of Lauren Bacall. Dynamic is hard-

ly the word. Bacall is terrific, stu-

pendous, all the phoney Hollywood

superlatives there are, except tliat

in this case they really apply.

From the first moment she leans

up against the door and throatily

asks: "Has anybody got a match?"

Lauren Bacall turns "To Have and

Have Not" into a genuinely excit-

ing picture. That one Hne should

cause every male above tlie age of

fifteen to walk around with his

pockets bulging with matches. (Sor-

ry, boys, she's not asking you, she's

asking Bogart.)

Bacall wa-s a model before she

came to Hollywood, and her face

and figure graced many a copy of

Vogue" and "Harper's Bazaar."

As a matter of fact, rumour has it

that when Howard Hawks, director

of "To Have and Have Not," was
'SLIM'

(Continued on page 4)

Chemisfry Dictionary
(Abridged)

The Queen's Crest

Antimony—fee collected b>' wives

smart enough to live away from

their hubsands.

Alloy—a friend.

Barium—what you do to dead

people.

Boron—brought into being ; or

a person of low mentality with a

cold.

Burette—funny looking cap worn

by the frosh.

Carbon—storage place for street-

cars.

Catalyst—a western ranch owner.

Centimeter — a hundred legged

worm-like animal.

Chlorine—a dancer in a night

club.

Combustion—when two elements

get together and throw things out.

Copper—the good guy in the

murder movies.

Equilibrium—state of always be-

ing right-side up.

Fehling solution—anotlier name
for whiskey consumed the night

before exams.

Flask—measuring vessel carried

on the hip, graduated in fingers.

Fiumel—pathway cut through a

mountain.

Gallium—a type of sailing vessel.

Gauss—the animal tliat laid the

golden erg.

Indicator—place where chickens

are hatched.

Nitrate—special price on tele-

grams and telephone calls after

dark.

Oxide—used for making leather.

Plaster of Paris—building mater-

ial used in France.

Precipitate—take part in

thing.

Symbol—round disk-shaped mu-
sical instrument made of brass.

Vacuum—a large empty place

where the Pope lives.

Zinc—a vessel in which one
washes his hands.

So man)' people have been buy-

ing Queen's rings and pins and

crests lately that it occurred to the

editor of this page that actually the

average student knows very little

about the Queen's crest. Some-

thing must be done about it, he

said, the public must be educated

by stealth, or otherwise. Not hav-

ing any immediate friends who were

devotees of the ancient and gentle

art of heraldry, we started rum-

maging through dusty files and

turning yellowed pages for the ad-

vancement of knowledge. After the

dust had settled back into its ac-

customed place and our spectacles

were clean enough to permit mini-

mal vision, we set our-

selves to the task of re-

cording the fruits of our

researches for coiitein-

porary society — and

( who knows) possibly

for posterity.

The story begins in 179S, when

the University of Edinburgh was

first granted arms. Tlie "blazon"

of technical description of the arms

was as follows : "Argent on a sal-

tire azure between a thistle proper

in chief and a castle on a rock sable

in base a book expanded or," All

of which is very, ver>- interesting,

but for the sake of being properly

understood we will take the trouble

to translate it into the dialect of

lower Alfred Street. First of all

a saltire is a heraldic term for a

cross on a coat of arms. So we
have a blue St. Andrew's cross on

a silver field, which represents the

flag of Scotland counter-charged,

or reversed. In the topmost com-

partment of the field there is a

thistle presumably in its natural

colour; in the lowest compartment

is a castle on a rock, in black, which

Mi

is the coat of arms for the city of

Edinburgh ; at the intersection of

the cross, an open book in gold.

Thus m addition to the reversed

St. Andrew's cross we have three

significant emblems: the thistle, the

national emblem ; the rock and castle

showing affiliation with the city of

Edinburgh; and an open book, the

badge of learning.

In the Koyal Charter granted to

Queen's University in 1841 , the

University of Edinburgh is spe-

cifically mentioned as a model for

the new institution, especially in

matters of divinity; and to that ex-

tent we can look upon her as being

our foster mother. And so it was

pefectly natural that our

arms were adapted from

those of the University

of Edinburgh. How-
ever, during the process

of adaption certain "al-

were made to show

the juniority of Queen's. First of

all the field was changed from sil-

ver to gold ; and then the shield

was enclosed by a red "bordure"

trinmied with crowns. This latter

gesture especially, is a masterly

piece of satire in the language of

heraldry — revealing our immatur-

ity to' the world. The thistle still

remains in one of the more import-

ant compartments, but the rock and

castle disappear to be replaced by

the rose and shamrock which re-

veal our kinship with Great Britain

and Ireland. The pine tree was

added to give a distinctive Cana-

dian touch to the shield. The blue

saltire and the gold book were re-

tained and so the evolution is com-

plete, a new and distinctive coat of

arms and also the official college

colours.

—John E. IJill.

tcrat10ns

Ye Olde Teame of Abbot and Costello, and Their Endc-Man

If People Toid the Truth

Our Landladies

Hair
EXPER'

Use PRiN

\For7i

Hail to thee, thou gallant crew

Who rent our rooms and cook c

stew

!

Without thee, where would stul

dents be?

We raise a hymn of praise to tliepl

We raise a hymn of praise to tliecj

Who else would take so S^^ata.—
c'hance 1 1n| ^

And not demand pay in advancef

Who else their furniture subniij

To rowdy students' use of it?

Who else in faith would give

key

To late home-comers from

spree ?

Who else turn out parlour lightj

To help the cause of fond good^

nights?

Nor let us yet forget the mealil

That thrice a day thy bounty!

deals

—

The prunes, the hash, the grape-|

nuts too

The cabbage salad, and the stewll

The chicken, pork, and hamburgj

steak,

The puddings, pies, and ohocolalel

cake.

Forgive us for the odd complainti

And ajipetites without restraint.

In after years when we return

To see the scenes for which we|

yearn,

We'll pull a bill from our fat roll|

And buy you each a ton of coal I

'Hard Facts"
(Book Review)

"Well, I walked into the prof'sj "Wait a minute, wait a min-

office, mad as a hatter. I sure iite! You've al Iheard my side of

was fed up. Boy, I wish yon

could have heard our conversa-

tion I Wow. did he tell me where

to get off!"

"Come on, let's hear your argu-

ment. I'll promise to try as hard

as I can not to be impartial."

"I dropped 4,200 points in two

rubbers of bridge last night

—

what? — Lousy cards, my eye!

I played terribly—always 4:"

the story dozens of times,

here's her side."

Now

"Now don't think for a moment

that I'm not trying to justify my-

self—"

"Here's a god joke that Bill

Jones told me. It's really a

mighty funy story. Of course, it

was much stupider the way he

told it. You know what a 6ore

Bill is."

In "Hard Facts" Howard Sp'riTi,?!

once again portrays the dirt, filt!i,|

and unbelievable squalor of the in-

dustrial areas of solid, sober Eng-

land. Once again Spring portraysl

a multiphcity of characters so in-f

teresting and complete in their in-

dividual selves that to find the cen-

tral character becomes difficult.]

"Hard Facts" very greatness is i

major weakness. It is practical

wholly devoted to disclosing tlie|

nature of the central characters ;
anil

in being done this way, extremely
|

weW, the story is never quite (U'

veloped.

Judgments of "Hard Facts" arel

hatdly justified at the present. It I

is but the first ,
volume of a pro-

posed trilogy; in a very real seu^l

it is incomplete. It barely goes be-

yond the introductory stage. I

Manchester of the eighteen eit'h-

ties is the setting. The three nun.!

Tiieu Chry.'ital, Daniel Dunkerlev,

and Alec Dihvorth, are the cental

figures. Chrystal is the priggisli.

appealing, tempted and torment!.''!

clergyman who seems to hold tli«
[

stage until the end, where strong I

indications are given that he will

pass out of the picture. Indeed it is

to be hoped that this will happt'i''

Chrystal robs the story of the inov'i-'-

ment and tragedy of Howani

Spring's other books. Either of the
|

Manchesterian slum prodigies, Da"'

lel or Alec, would be more logic:^' I

choices for the leading role. Dim-

kerley proves to be a clever and suc-

cessful get-rich-quick gentleman;

Diliworth, by far the most romaniii^
|

character, is a scornful and fru-
j

strated poet.

Together they build the little

trashy weekly, "Hard Facts," into

a big trashy publication. Thus >s

laid the base for the fortune of the

'HARD FACTS'

(Continued on page 4)
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HALIFAX— (CUP) —During
the hut Uvo months Dalhousie

University lins received notifica-

tion of beqiiL'sts and gifts amount-

ing to aptiroxiniately $300,000.

\ cliecjue for $10,000 was re-

ceived from the estate of Dr". J.

Riss Millar, to endow a scholar-

ship in the faculty of Arts and

Science. .'\ sum o{ ?9,500 has

come in small endowments. An
cstiinated $250,000 to $300,000

from the estate of the late Hon
Dr. J. C. Tory will benefit Dal
honsie Medical School.

GifLs and "l^equests in the year

previous to May 1944 amounted
to over $1,000,000. Moreover, in

addition to three-quarters of

million dollars which have come
in in special gifts in the last 12

years, approximately $2,000,000

has been added to the endowment
funds of the university.

Examimtiojt Time-Table

Facility of Arts

The attention of students in the

Faculty of Arts is called to the final

draft of the April examination

ime-table hi lecture and reading

courses. Errors or omissions should

be reported at once to the Registrar.

Official Notices Journal Survey

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts and Applied Sci

ence must be received at the Regis-

trar's Office on or before March 15.

Candidates for the Bachelor of

Arts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for the Master of Arts

degree will pay a fee of $20. Any-

one applying after March 15 will

have to pay a late fee of $3.

Science Co-op

Applications for membership in

the Science '44 Co-operative are

available at Collins and Berry

Houses (men's residences) and at

the University Post Office or

from members.

Applications for membership

in the women's co-op (Boucher

House) may be obtained from

Doreen Denyes, Anne Bonham,

and Judy Ettinger.

Forms should be sent in by

March 14.

Gowan Foundation No. 1

A prize of $20 in cash will be

awarded to the student who sub

mils the best essay under examina

tion conditions on one of a list of

topics within the field of Political

and Economic Scierree.

Each candidate may select one

from a list of topics submitted to

him at the time of the competition.

The list will be a comprehensive

one, including topics of both theo-

retical and practical interest, such

that a well-read student should find

several topics suited to his know-

ledge and interests.

The contest will be held on Sat-

urday, March 3, at 2 o'clock, in

Room 300,- New Arts Building.

CENTRE TAXI
DIAL 3000
Comer University and William

Dr.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

Edzvin iVaterhoiisc Scholarship

The Edwin Waterhouse Scholar-

ship of the value of $250, shall be

awarded to a student in the Courses

in Commerce and Administration

who has coinpleted the work of the

third year, is within one year of

graduation, has gained distinction

in his academic work and is deserv-

ing of financial assistance. The

award is conditional on the winner

taking the optional accounting

courses of the fourth year. If he

fails to register for these courses

at the beginning of the next session

,1 new award shall be made to the

next most deserving candidate who

satisfies all the conditions.

U of T Will Offer

Business Course
TORONTO — (CUP) - The

department of university e.-itension

of the University of Toronto will

found a Certificate Course in Busi-

ness for ex-service men and women.

The applicants' academic standing,

maturity, and experience will be

considered in the admission require-

ments.

The ten-months' course will be

divided into two sections, and ex-

aminations will be held at the end

of each section. Subjects which

will be covered include accounting,

economics, business administration,

and corporation finance.

During tlie calendar year the

course may be started three times

in order to accommodate appli-

cants. Certificates will be awarded

to successful students upon comple-

tion of the course.

(Continued from page 1)

versity needs a hall with a seating

capacity of 1,500, so that the

really great artists and companies

can be brought in ; this would

give a great cultural uplift to

Queen's and Kingston. Mr.

Kncpler considers that there is at

present nn establishment in Can-

ada which is not so commercial

that performances caTi he staged

without importing talent from

other countries. The building of

a satisfactory theatre here, backed

by the university, would be the

first step in making Queen's the

cultural centre of Canada.

Colin BIyth. Arts '44. instructor

in mathmatics, feels that the uni-

versity grounds are "awful com-

pared with those of American in-

stitutions, and some Canadian

ones, such as Western." Ilere

people track all over the lawns,

and^the hedges are in a frightful

condition. He would employ a

landscape artist and beautify the

grounds. The buildings between

the hospital and the observatory

would be torn down, and. the

campus extended to the lakeshore.

The thoughts of Lcvana turn

to food, and the two freslietles con-

sulted, Barb Birmingham and

Mary Walker, want a new cafe-

teria, capable of serving 1,000

people, for both men and women

students. Food would 'be served

at wholesale prices, as at the Uni-

versity of Manitoba, and portions

would be large enough to satisfy

even the most gluttonous Science

man.

Jack Thexton. Arts '45, would

donate a new Commerce building,

which would not. as at present,

resemble a "home for friendless

women and children." but would

be a real School o( Commerce.

All branches of tlie department

would be brought under one roof

to permit a more unified attack

upon the subject.

Ron Thompson, Sc. '47. thinks

the Science faculty needs a new

machine shop. "Everything is

decrepit," and he would donate

new lathes. He'd also like to see

new lighting in the drafting room

of the Hydraulics Laboratory.

Bowling allies, more pool

tables, and a ballroom would all

be attractions in the new Union

of Murray Greatrex, Sc. '48. He

wants joint common rooms for

men and women, and other fea-

tures which would make the

Union the real ceutre of campus

social life.

Archie Foley, Meds '48. would

improve the lot of the constant-

labouring medical student. He

would build clubrooms for them,

similar to those enjbyed by men

in Science and Arts, so that

Medsmen could relax together.

"We work hard," he stated, "we

need to relieve the nervous

strain."

MEDIUM orMIID
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92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051-7814

30 Years in Business

WARD & HAMILTON
PRINCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

PHone 7100

I, D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS
AT

ALBERT ST.

PHONE 7300

COMING MARCH 6
GRANT HALL

ISS CONCERT
FEATURING

FRANCES JAMES
(SOPRANO)

^<TWO GREAT ARTISTS

TICKETS ON SALE AT UNIVERSITY POST OFFICE AND SPEARN'S BOOK SHOP, 330 PRINCESS ST

JOHN NEWMARK
(PIANIST)

STUDENTS 50c. GENERAL ADMISSION 75c.
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ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barne and Princess Sts.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"Vfe carry a full line of everything

good to eat"

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in ConnecHon
Opp, Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 4850

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop,

292 Princess St. Dial 9787
Kingston, Ontario

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHQP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St Opp. Kreege's

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6064, Res. 6414, Greenhouse* 3241

GOURDIERS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

Science Vote

(Continued from page 1)

retary, president of Sc. '47, finance

convener of the Science Formal

;

third-year representative of the

Science Formal, and a year execu-

tive to consist of vice-president,

secretary, treasurer, social con-

vener, athletic stick. Junior vigi-

lance committee officers to be

elected are junior prosecuting at-

torne)"-, clerk, and one constable.

Members of the respective

years are urged to consider these

elections beforehand, choose care-

fully and vote intelligently so as-

to avoid delay tomorow morning.

Classes will be called at 11 am.

McGill Entrance

(Continued from page 1)

sponsored by the Carnegie Insti-

tution."

Dr. Macintosh said that the

examination is widely used by
graduate schools of many institu-

tions in the selection of candi

dates.

The Prc-medical Society called

an emergency meeting in order

that the scope and purpose of th

examination might be described

to its members by a member of

the university faculty.

Blood Clinic

The final Queen's Blood Clin

will be held Thursday from 1 :30

to 3 pm. Science '46. '47, and '48

will donate.

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

. Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

THURSDAY NIGHT
8;15

INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL FINAL

QUEEN'S LADIES'
BASKETBALL FINAL

TELEQUATIC MEET
10:15

DANCE
Under Auspices of LAB of C

Aquacade

(Continued from page 1)

wore phosphorescent gloves and

bathing caps while swimming in

unison. An exhibition was given of

the terrific speed which a swimmer

can attain through the use of "swim

fins."

After the preview of 1945 swim

fashions by the Tricolor Queens of

Queen's, came the fashow of men's

campus wear, which included a por-

trait of the local Steamshoveller

complete with slide-rule, plaid shirt,

hip boots, denim overalls and milk-

bottle.

The results of sjx weeks of ardu-

ous practice by eighteen co-eds un-

der the direction of Mhora Howson

and Doreen Jeffs were revealed in

^heir professional -like exhibition of

ornamental swimming. This effect

was greatly heightened by the un-

derwater lighting designed and in-

stalled by Don Moore. Sc. '45.

Miss Jerry Bartrley. Arts '47,

intercollegiate archery champion,

showed to a hushed audience, her

prowess in this ancient sport.

. A precision swimming duet by

Mhora Howson and Doreen Jeffs,

shortly after intermission, was the

best act of its kind on the evening's

programme. Following this those

two well-known campus lovelies,

Wilhelmina Roberts and Fredrica

Downer, competed with the stars.

Although unsuccessful, their act

"had its points."

A swimmer's waltz, featuring

most of the cast, was a soothing

sequence for the audience follow

ing the nerve-wracking "Three

O'clock in the Morning" act by

Roberts and Harvey.

The climax of the show was the

statues in bronze representing vari-

ous phases of Intercollegiate Sports

under the direction of Jack Milli-

ken.

Music, supplied by Bill Wilson

through a public address system

added to the effect of many of the

acts and provided entertainment at

intermission. Garth Gunter, as mas-

ter of ceremonies, contributed con-

siderably to the 'unity of the prO'

gramme.

—W.A.R

DRIVE IN AN
INSUfiED TAXI

AMIEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

ORDERS FOR

TRICOLOR '45

NOW AT

The Queen's Post Office

'Slim'

(Continued from page 2)

looking for a new screen personal-

ity, his wife showed him a copy of

'Vogue" with a suggestion that he

take a look at tlie girl with the

interesting face — "the one with

those eyes." Hawks looked, and

promptly did a double-take. With-

out inquiring as to her dramtic abil-

ities, he signed her to a contract

and started her studying. He also

changed her name from Betty to

Lauren.

About a year later he cast her

in the role of Marie Browning

("Slim") in "To Have and Have

Not" opposite Bogart, a role any

Hollywood star would snatch at

with both hands. She had a pub-

licity campaign that* put to shame

practically anything since the birth

of the movies. And when the movie

hit the theatre. Hawks realized that

Bacall was that one hit in a million

—she was even better than her pub-

icity had boasted. From feature

player, she moved up to lights on

the marquee. She was a star in

two months.

Tall, thin, beautifully shaped,

posses.wr of two eyes that spell out

'Come hither" in neon lights, Lau-

ren Bacall has a more than abun-

dant share of what Hollywood, with

magnificent charity, calls "bed-ap-

peal." A husky voice and long,

golden-brown hair complete the pic-

ture of a girl with honest warmth

and appeal in her character.

'I'm hard to get." Slim says to

Bogart, "Just ask me."

Hey, Lauren . . . !

—Woolcaught.

*Hard Facts'

(Continued from page 2)

Lord Dunkerley-to-be — and per-

haps of all three.

Beside tliese there is a host of

other good portrayals. There are

Alec's refonned sister, Elsie, and

the lovable Rev. Burnside, who
both add warmth to the book.

"Hard Facts" ends at the first

storey of what promises to be a

kyscraper of success, but it does

so with a melodramatic quality that

may have been due, as has been sug-

gested, to an overflowing vitality

and vigor, or as one is inclined to

suspect, to create a suitable finale

where none should have occurred.

The true worth of the book, how
ever, remains dependant on the

forthcoming volumes, but it

mains promising enough to be worth

reading.

"Hard Fads," by Howard Spring.

283 pp. Nc7v York: The Viking

Press. $2.50.

—"W."

Patronize Our Advertisers

^7
STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY. R.O.
optometrist and Optician

DOVER'S
REMINDS YOU TO WORK HARD TO
SHORTEN THE WAR — AND WHEN

YOU RELAX WEAR CLOTHES

THAT ARE

STYLED
for

LEISURE
In the Vanguard for Spring Are

These Serviceable Items

SPORT COATS
In choice of monotone, herringbone, plaid

or stripe. In Shetland, tweed or gabardine.

$16.50 $24.50
SLACKS

To be chosen in monotone or pattern to har-

monize with the coat. Proportioned

for all builds.

$6.95 0 $12.50
The casual hat, softly knotted tie, easy fitting shirt, patterned

hose, rugged shoes—braces, garters and underwear, are all

part of the picture as assembled from our excellent stock I

You know enough not to buy anything you don't need

—

until the war is won. Add the fact that getting,what you do

need from us, is wise and thrifty wartime buying.

PHONE 3030

123-125 PRINCESS STREET

Jackson-Metivier
Ladies' Wearing Apparel Shop

ATTENTION! LADIES OF QUEEN'S

BE WISE . . . SELECT YOURS NOW!

First Showing . . . Man-Tailored Ladies'

SPRING "SUITS
Navy, Black and Brown . . . English Stripes and Plain Worsted

Dress-Maker New Spring Models

Smart new elegance and importont detoilings — yours In

Jockson Metivier's Suits. Mannish or softly feminine clothes

in new High Park- shades.

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

©nrolnr ^al^s!
From: MEDS: Dick Beck, '48

Gord Mack, '49

SCIENCE: Jack Hanna. '45

Bill Crowe, '47

LEVANA: Ruth KinseUa, '46

ALSO ON SALE AT QUEEN'S POST OFFICE

ARTS: Ken Buckingham, '47

Bob McMillan, '47
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FEBRUARY
A MONTH OF STARTLING
VALUES AT TWEDDELL'S

Tweddell's stocks must be cleared in seoson!

Their policy not to carry over merchondise from

one season to the next must be adhered to.

GREAT PRICE REDUCTIONS have been token

on all lines of seasonable merchandise, giving you

BIGGER MONEY SAVING values. Shop tomorrow

and get in on these savings.

Overcoats

Suits

Tics

Suspenders

Underwear

SPORTS

TtiC CAHfUS SrCCfLIGHT
BV JACK LUSH

Science Freshmen and Juniors

Triumph in Intramural Hockey

ETC,
AT

Greatly Reduced Prices

ACT QUICKLY!

DON'T MISS THESE VALUES!

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
STORE OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.

137- 139 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 6595

Swinmung in the tank,

Putting money in the bank,

Queen's, Queen's, Queen's,

Unquote: This statement could easily be the swan song of the Aquacade,

Completing the most successful and entertaining water display in the history

of Queen's, the ISS-aponsored show received nothing but congratulations.

To my mind, it was money well spent, as weU as going to a very worthy

cause.

Although outstanding aquatic performers were imported to insure a

success and add colour, our own students did not need to take a back seat.

Especially BUI Roberts and Jack Harvey. This pair stole the show with

their breath-taking deeds, 40 feet above the pool. Doreen Jeffs and Mhora

Howson gave a precision display that was nothing but good.

But, we have had it, and to aU those who participated, and especiaUy the

producers, go the roses. I will now thank yo' all on behalf of the student

body, who I'm sure feci the same way as myself.

Tuesday and Wednesday nights find the boxers and v^restlets staging

their annual intramural championships. Although lacking in contestants, the

few who have entered are not lacking in enthusiasm. For this the boys

deserve a lot of credit; but for a university numbering approximately 1,000

muscle men, the muscle seems to be lacking.

The wrrestlers form the nucleus of events, with aU but two of the weight

classes lacking competitors. Re the boxers, they are just the opposite, vrith

US- and 165-pound (tristle men taking the only spotlight.

However, those who are entered are in top condition and have enough

of the old "know-how" to give good accounts of hemselves. So Tuesday

and Wednesday nights are reserved; and to any stray male or female who

might wander over to the gym, many good holds and counter-attack points

might be picked up.

The day after Woden's, comes Thor; and to that momentous eve,

big doin's. (This kind of talk sounds as if it escaped from the Shovel). But

anyway it is. Big doin's, I mean. It could be classified as basketball night.

But that would be an understatement, tor there is more than that—two

basketball games and a teleouatic swim meet.

The entertainment gets under way at 8:15 with the Arts-Science frosh

intramural basketball final, foUowed by the female Queen's-KCVI cham-

pionship tussle. And those who lose interest in the hoop game may wander

into the pool, where our representatives wUl be competing with the clock-

watchers in this year's telcquatic meet against McGUl, Varsity, and probably

Western.

Intramural table-tenius came to a concluflion Sunday nigh^ vith Frank

Lee of Science '45 defeating John Rowley o£ Arts '47 in straight sets. Lee's

triumph is his third in four years. He sUpped into runner-up spot last year.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

men s in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments, l^ose

Leaf Supplfes, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions,

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPPI-IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES

IIEABONAHl.1 PRICED

282 Princess Street
Phone 6733

Arts Frosh Squeeze

Win in Hoop Final

Led by the 13-point scoring

thrust of Jack Lush, the Arts

frosh took a one-point lead in the

two-game total-po'int final of the

intramural basketball last Satur-

day. The Artsmen held an ll-(5

lead at half-time, but the Science

frosh rallied hi the last half to

make the final score 21-20.

The Artsmen used a zone de-

fence which baffled the Engi-

neers' attack nutil Joey Bhmd

provided the solution with deadly

sei-shots from th'e centre of tlie

floor. His last field goal was the

final basket of the game, seconds

before the whistle lilew. Connor

topped the Science team in scor-

ing, with seven points, made up

mostly from pivot shots in the

key-hole.

For Arts. Lush was dangerous

whenever he passed the centre

line, either shooting himself or

decoying checks to pass to his

team-mates. Knievvasser jilayed

another effective game under the

basket, and helped to hold the

score down.

Arts '4S: Kniewasser, Lush 13,

Kennedy -i, Kraus 2. Woods 1.

Harper. Fine 2, Damsteeg,

Soli til ey.

Sc. "48: Bland 6. Smart 4, Con-

nor 7, Mott 1, Kelly 1. Boyd, Bur-

nett 1, Ankland. Berkyto.

Basketball

March 1 — Intra-

-Sc. "48 vs Arts '48.

ler, referee; White,

STUDENTS' STYLE CENTRE

AgenH for Dack's Shoes

Thursday

mural final

9 pni. La

umpire.)

Saturday, March 3—Interfac-

ulty semi-final—Science vs Meds,

7 pm. {Lawler. referee; White,

umpire.)

Tuesday, March 6— Winner

(Sciencc-Meds) vs Arts, 7 pm.

Hockey

W'ednesday, February 28 —
Intramural final—Sc. '46 vs Sc.

'43. 10 pm.

Monday. March 5—Interfaculty
semi-linal'— Science vs Arts. 10 pm.

Wednesday. March 7—Inter-

faculty final—Winner (Science-

Arts) vs Meds. 10 pni-

Bowling

Thursday. March 1—Semi-final

and final round—Sc. '45 tAle-s-

ander) vs Arts '46 (Bradley).

2 :30 pm.

Meds *49 Increases

Bews Trophy Lead

Since the last official posting,

Meds '49 have built up a sizeable

lead in the Bews Tropliy standing.

Their unexpected leap came in the

Ski and Table Tennis events, where

they doubled the points picked up

by their nearest rivals, Science '46,

At a meeting of the Faculty Ath-

letic sticks, last Wednesday night,

the protest of the recent Ski meet

by Meds '49 was thrown out.

Today's Bews Trophy totals in-

Ring Schedule

Intramural Wrestling Finals

Wednesday, Feb. 28

7:00 p.m.

135]b—Kristjansen.'Meds '49 vs

Winner (Miura-Smylie).

145 ]b.—Winner (Leitch-Jeremias)

vs Winner (Merrill-Har-

rison) .

15 p.m.

1551b—Winner (Ramsay-Louden)

vs Winner (Dumoulin-

VanBlaricura).

]6S lb.—Winner (Gauvin, Sc. '46-

Harvey, Sc. '45) vs Cot-

tee, Sc. '46.

?:30 p.m.

1751b_Howe, Sc. '46 vs Winner

Burelle-Rowley).

Heavy—Winner ( Pertula- Vcchter)

vs Winner ( P a r r i s h-

Dowd).

Intramural Boxing Finals

Wednesday, Feb. 28

8:00 p.m.

145 Ib.—Rfisterer, Sc. '46' vs Win-

ner ( Pritchard-Hamilton)

8:15 p.m.

165 lb.—Chwedchuk, Sc. '46 vs

Bird, Sc. '46.

8:30 p.m.

Winner (Hayunga-Franz)

vs Winner (Sutherlatid-

Annis).

Intramiural Wrestling

Preliminaries

Tuesday, Feb. 27

7:00 p.m.

1351b.—Mura, Sc. '46 vs Smylie,

Meds '49.

145 lb.—Leitch, Sc. '46 vs Jeremias,

Meds '49.

Morrill, Meds '49 vs Har-

rison, Sc. '46,

7:15 p.m.

1551b.—Ramsay, Sc. '46 vs Lou-

den, Meds '49.

Dumoulin, Sc. '46 vs Van

Blaricum, Meds '48.

175 lb—Burelb. Sc. '46 vs Row-

ley, Arts '47.

7:30 p.m.

Heavy—Perttula, Sc. '46 vs Vech-

ter, Meds '48.

Parrish, Sc. '40 vs Dowd,

Meds, '48.

165 lb.—Harvey. Sc. '45 vs Gaiiviu)

Sc. •!().

Science '48 Surprise Win
Places Them Against

Juniors in Final

elude half-scale points awarded to

players on the senior hockey team.

The detailed point gains by the

two Bews rivals are as follows:

Table Tennis, Sc. '46. 30; Meds '49,

485. Skinieet, Sc. '46. 1052; Meds

49. 1731. Basketball, 115. Intra-

miVal hockey. Sc. '46, 147. Senior

hockey. Sc. '46, 120.

Standings to February 25:

Bews Trophy

Meds M9 14,749

Sc. '46 15.565

Sc. '45 9.112

Sc. '47 6,532

Arts '47 5.737

Sc. '48 3,909

Arts '46 3,065

Arts '48 2,281

Meds '50 2,230

Meds '47 9^
Meds '48 892

Arts '45 398

Entnes

1 18 lb.—Uncontested.

125 lb.—Collins. Meds '4"'.

All contestants arc reminded that

thev must weiyht in and be declared

medically ht at • ' :30 pni even if llieir

bouts are uiiccinte'^tc-d as announced

in tlie intramural rules.

Intramural Boxing Bouts

Tuesday, Feb. 27

7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m. (Bout 1)

145 lb.— IVitchard. Sc. '46 vs Ha-

milton. Meds '49.

7:15 p.m. (Bout 2)

175 lb.—Hayunga, Meds "48 vs

Frani!. Sc. '46.

7:30 p.m. (Bout 3)

175 lb.—Sutherland, Sc. '46 vs An-

nis, Meds '48.

Entries

118 lb.—Kean, Sc. '46.

125 lb.—Church, Sc. '46.

135 lb.—Gosh, Sc. '46.

1551b,—Bingeman. Sc. '46.

Heavy—Soden, Sc. '46.

All contestants are reminded that

they must weigh in and be declared

medically fit by 6:30 p.m. even if

their bouts are uncontested, as an-

nounced in the intramural rules.

Officials

Boxing — Referee, D. MacKen-

zie; judges, J. Day. A. Moore;

timer. B. Bingeman.

Wrestling—Referee, J.
Harvey;

judges. Dr. Matheson, R. Burks.

Sc. '46 preserved their unde-

feated season's record last Thurs-

day as they went through the

motions in downing the Medical

freshmen 6-1 in the first game of

the evening's doubleheader. In

the second contest, "the old order

changeth, giving place to the

new" was verified as the Sc. '4S

fighting frosh handed their seni-

ors their second loss of the season

and terminated their three-year

stranglehold on the intramural

championship.

The first period of the '46 game

had the short-handed medicals

holding the Engineers even after

Bob Noonan slipped the first

puck by Doug Bonnell. Bob

Walsh evened the count at 1-1,

minutes later, and a solo rush by-

Sandy Montemurro almost put

the doctors ahead, but his shot

carommed oft the post. From
this point on, tlie Science juniors

had complete command of the

game. Bill Major put them ahead

with bis first tally of the game,

followed by Walt Limiski,

Major's second counter, and Les

Herman. The games scoring

ended with a solo effort by Am
Tuer, who weaved by the fading

Medical defence to beat Bonnell

cleanly from close in.

The second game was one oS

the best of the intramural season-

From Petrocco's startmg whistle,

the seniors were out to avenge

their previous 1-0 defeat to the

frosh, but the period ended score-

less. In the second period, Clay-

ton Leach broke the deadlock as

he sifted in from the left boards

and lodged the rubber in the top

left corner of the net. As the

third period began, the seniors

resumed their first-period drive,

but while tbey were short-handed,

Murray Greatre.t led a break-

away the length of the ice and

slapped a rebound past Glen

Campbell to put the frosh two

ahead. .-V last desperate Sc. '45

assault on the frosh defences held

the puck inside their blue-line for

several minutes until Cy Moro

deflected a pass-uut past Doug

Smart to end the game's scoring

at 2-1.

The game was featured by fast

rushing and robust body-check-

ing which at times degenerated to

near-homicidal boarding. Twice

play had to be called while in-

jured players were aided from the

' ice. For Sc. '45, Jack Hauna,

Grant Riebardson, and Bob

Sinini> \sorked hard in a losing-

cause, wliile George Van Sickle,

Rug Sbisko, Murray Greatrex,

Clayton Leach, Doug Smart and

Bill Isaac were the best of the

frosh. whose success, however,

was mainly due to their well-

balanced line-up.

Chapel Service

The weekly chapel ser\'ice under

the joint auspices of the SCM and

IVCF will be held tomorrow afta--

noon at 1 o'clock in the Morgan

Memorial chapel. Old Arts budd-

ing. The service will be conducted

by Bruce Jameson, Sc. '47.

$7,000,000,000 was spent in the

United States last year on alcoholic

liquors, or $54 per capita—an all-

time high. This consumption is

said to have had a staggering effect

on a large public—Saturday Nigbl*
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Kingston's Oldnt

Establsihed Shoe Store

m
I Hosiimr

/ mm
I UNMAtf
1 AMIMOm

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry a complete range ia

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

etso—
Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princesfe St.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug store

lOO PRINCESS STREET

Featuring the grad dinner and
dance this time. We thought we'd

better remind you that they're

March 7—a week from tomorrow
—in case you want to import for

the dance. {Get that, men of

Scienz !) You'd better wire him,

if you've left it this late.

Glenyce Ferguson, convener of

both dance and dinner, asks that

everyone reply promptly upon
receipt of her invitation, so that

the number for dinner can be

estimated ahead of time. The in-

vitations should be out by Thurs-

day of this week. In other words,

if you don't reply Thursday or

Friday and tell the committee

definitely that you'll grace the

banquet with your presence,

somebody's liable to get gypped
on the grub, and it could be you.

We asked Fergie about the after-

dinner speeches, and she insisted

that there weren't any—^just

toasts. So then we tried for some
information about the colour

scheme—and she said they hadn't

decided yet. Right now the com-
mittee is looking for spring flow-

ers to match the after-dinner

mints. Nope, we're not distort-

ing the facts—honest injun!

Spring Dance

The Water Follies—and we
haven't heard anybody disagree

yet—was a roaring success. The
imported divers were good, but

we're pretty proud of our local

lalent, too. The parallel bars act

Jack Harvey and Bill Roberts put
on, and Jack jVIilliken's Bronze
Statues, we found, from a femi-

nine viewpoint, the highlights of

the evening. And the whole
show, we thought, was the all-

round best we've ever seen on the

campus. The Water Follies is a

nice finalp to the January-Febru-
ary round of social events.

But don't let that fool you into

thinking it's all over now but the

final grind. Levana's still kick-

ing—with the dinner and dance
for hopeful grads. and the Sprin,

Dance (March 10) for everybody.

And this Saturday afternoon

the Alumnae Association is hold-

ing a tea for the graduating class.

Invitations have already been

sent out to all co-eds on the offi-

cial list from the registrar's office.

However, anybody who intends

to finish in the summer and is not

on the list is invited to the tea,

too. The tea will be held in Ban
Righ common room, and Lieut.

Eleanor Shortt will speak.

Sunday, March 4. Miss Mont-
gomery, a representative from the

Montreal School of Social Work,
will address all students inter-

ested in social work at 6:15 pm in

Ban Righ. After the informal

address, Miss Montgomery will

,
diacuss openings and needs in

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, X945

STUDENTS TO HEAR
SOCIAL WORKER

Students interested in social

work as a vocation will have the

opportunity of hearing an address

by Miss Montgomery, a repre-

sentative from the Montreal

School of Social Work, at an in-

formal gathering of both men
and women students on Sunday,

March 4, at 6:15 pni in Ban Righ

Hall. Miss Montgomery will dis-

cuss openings, possibilities, and

heeds in the entire field in Can-

ada. Afterward she will discuss

problems individually with those

who so desire.

Newman Retreat

(Continued from page 1)

lege at the University of Toronto,

and of St. Thomas More College

at the University of Saskatche-

v,'Zn.

Following Mass Sunday morn-

ing there will be a communion
breakfast in St. Joseph's Hall,

Hotel Dieu Hospital, at which

the executive for 1945-46 will be

elected.

that line of work with individuals

who are interested. This address

is open to the entire college, not

just to Levana.

Elections

Thursday is Levana election

day. Voting: 9-12 in the Red
Room. 12-1:30 in Ban Righ, and

1 :30-3 ;30 in the Red Room again.

Don't forget to mark your ballot

—it'll only take a minute, and you

owe it to Levana. And remem-
ber to vote on your ballot for one

person in each position, because

if you leave any spot blank your

ballot is spoiled. (Use the eeny-

meeny-miny-mo method if yon

can't think of anything else.)

Results of the nomination

meeting are as follows: President

—Muffy Hibbert, Bonnie Mc-
Closkey; vice-president— Nancy
Lewis, Anne Bonham

;
secretarj'

—Shelagh Fisher, Beth Macdon-

ald ; treasurer—Barbara Green,

Sbyil Orr; senior representative

(Levana)—^Joyce Woodside, Jean

(Graham ; junior representative

I Levana)—Edith Kent, Daphne
Spratt, Leslie McNaughton

;
soph

representative—Jean Scott, Ur-

sula Cole, Diana Gill; president

of Levana Council—Eva Plunkett

Ruth ICinsella
; president of LAB

of C—Ferdie Waters, Kay Justus:

senior curator—Eleanor Smith

Marion MacRae; programme con-

veenr—Doreen Denyes, Marion

Cowie. Avonne Sprague
;
junior

AMS representative—Jerry Barc-

lay, Mary Douglas; senior AMS
representative— Jacqueline Cote

(acclamation).

CO-ED
SPORTSREEL

BY FERDIE WATERS

LOST: Linked silver bracelet,

with raised flowers, night of

Science At-Home, Return to

Journal office.

Policemen are the guardians of

the law. In every city there are a

great many of thera—in fact, they

frequent all corners of the world.

Actually there are more coppers in

circulation than anything else. Pick-

ing up a copper is even considered

good luck. We notice that stock

exchange figures indicate that Cop-

per has taken a big drop but most

policemen won't even touch a drop

—even when patrolling in a fluid

drive. They are noted for their

sobriet>'. even though they are often

seen mixing with notoriety and

they are always advising, "Get this

straight."

One objection we have to police-

men is that they are alwaj'S in the

road, especially when putting on an

arresting performance for your

benefit. The last contact we had

with the arm of the law opened with

his remark. "Can't you read ; this

is a one-way street," and our reply.

"We know, officer, and we are only

going one way." netted us a ticket

to a private showing at the local

courthouse. That was just fine.

Basketball Playoffs

This week is marked by several

outstanding events in the under-

world of athletics. Thursday night

the first "basketball night" of the

year will be held in the gym from

8:15 to 10:1.S. In the first game

Arts '48 meets Science '48 in the

final inter-year game and from 9:15

to 10:15 the Queen's seniors play

KCVI seniors in the second game

of the best out of three playoffs for

the city league championships

The first playoff game saw

Queen's hand a 25-17 defeat to the

KCVI team in a rough, hard battle.

The first half of the game found

Queen's trying to hold down a

three-point lead and only the super-

iar guarding by the Queen's defence

kept the KCVI team from scoring,

as they made repeated shots in an

attempt to tie the score. G. Morris

opened the second half with a bas-

ket, adding two points for KCVI
but Kelly and Canton followed with

two apiece to make it a sure win

for the Queen's team.

Badminton, Hockey

The third round of the badmin-

ton tournament has been completed,

and the badminton ladder is up in

the g)'m.

Hockey this week will enter the

finals with '48 playing '45, The tie

betweeen '45 and '46 was broken

in a 4-0 game in which F. Mac-

kenzie of '46 and I. Davies of '48

starred. '47 took a 4-2 defeat at

the hands of the freshettes, L, Ou-
derkirk of "48 and R. Lucas of '47

taking the spotlight.

CRCC
OfTiccrs and NCO's meeting at

7 pm Thursday in the gym. Drill

in the gj'm at 7.15 pm on Tliursday,

Punctuality aiid attendance is ei-

senlial.

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

A. R. XI/nOXHV
PHOTOCRAPHCR

GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

Make your appointmenta now for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

241 Princess St. Dial 8624
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ARTS '47 PRESENTS
GRANT HALL

THE HIGHLAND FLING
The Last Year Dance Of The Season

SANDY RUNCIMAN'S 14 PIECE ORCHESTRA
"LET THE HIGHLAND FLING BE YOUR LAST FLING"
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Rev. Alex. Miller To Address

Last SCM Fireside of Year

Voting Wednesday
I

In Science Years

Brings News of Students
And Their Activities

In Great Britain

Refreshments

The last SCM Fireside uf this

academic j'ear, to be held Sunday,

at 8:30 pni at the horrte of Dr. R.

C. Wallace on the University

Grouiids, will provide an oppor-

limiiy for Queen's students and

otiiers to hear Rev. Alexander Mil-

ler of New Zealand.

"Lex" Miller will bring with him

the latest word about students in

Great Erjtain, ' where lie has been

working since the bcginning-of the

war. He will visit most of the Ca-

nadian universities and attend Con-

feremres in Canada and United

States before returning to his home

I

in New Zealand.

Born in Scotland, "Lex" Miller

I

went as a boy to New Zealand and

graduated in Theology in 1934. He
served for three years as general

,
secretary of the New Zealand

iSCM. In 1939 he attended the

I

World Christian Youth Conference

at Amsterdam. The following year

he was minister of a Presbyterian

[Church in the east of London.

Music and refreshments will als(

I

be included ' on the Fireside pro

gramme.

[Inter-faith Fireside

Hears Dr. Shaw

"Religion is essentially life in

[fellowship with tlie divine. The
root of religion is the need of s

companion," declared Dr. J. M
I

Shaw, professor of Systematic

iTheology and Philosophy of Re
hgion, in an address to the Inter-

[Faith Fireside held at Ban Righ

Sunday evening. The meeting

[was under the auspices of the

Student Christian Movement,

ppecial guests of the evening

Were members of the HiHel Foun-

j'lation.

Beginning with the observation

'Itat mankind is incurably reli

lyioiis, Dr. Shaw went on to point

l^nt what was not essentially reli

Igious. In this category he placed

ll'ie possession of certain beliefs,

I'loctrines, or creeds, the obser-

mce of certain outward cere

|"ioiiics or acts of worship, and

mural conduct.

"However, religion and morality

ari; very closely connected, but

["'ligion is super or supra human,"

^'lid the speaker. "True religion

1'^ to be found in the first sentence

Jewish and Christian litera-

lliire—'In the beginning God , .

Dr. Shaw emphasized that with

["le acceptance of the definition

"liai religion is life in fellowship

r^'iUi the divine, it followed that

I'tligion was neither a mere extra

hccomplishment in life, noi

I'^arrier or restriction in life, nor

r temporary expedient or resort

h life.

A devotional service was led by

ptrt McAvoy, Th. '46. Dwight

DR. SHAW
(Continued on page 3)

REV. ALEXANDER MILLER

To Give Speech

On Social Work

M iss Montgomery, a repre

sentative from the Montreal

School of Social Work, will give

an address to students interested

in social work as a vocation at an

informal gathering of both mea
and women students on Sunday

March 4. at 6:15 pm in Ban K.igh

Hall. Miss Montgomery will dis

cuss openings, possibilities, and

needs in the entire field in Can-

ada. Afterward she will discuss

problems individnally with those

who so desire.

Even studenls who intend to take

up social service as a career and

have decided to train at a school

other than the Montreal School o

Social Work would be well advised

to attend this meeting.

Plan Last Meeting

Of Commerce Club

CNR Official To Address

Members and Friends

S. W. Fairweather. a vicC'

liresidcnt of the Canadian Na
tioTi.nl Railways, will be the

speaker at the last meeting thi

vear of the Commerce Club, to

be held in the Senate room. Old

Arts building, at 8 o'clock Tue

day evening. The meeting will

adjourn to the Players' Loungi

for a luncheon and general social

gathering following Mr. Fair

weather's address.

The speaker is from the Mari

times. After graduation from

McGill University, be entered the

Brovedaiii on "Moorish Antiqui

nient in the Department of Rail

ways. As a member of ihis de

partment, he gaineti valuable ex

perience in numerous arbitration

cases.

In 1923. he entered the research

department of the Canadian Na
tional Railways and became chief

of this department in 1929. In

COMMERCE CLUB
(Continued on page 4)

Sc. '46 and Sc. '47 To Call

Classes at 11 am

'Tricolor '45' Now
Ready for Press

Win Appear on Campus
During April Exams

Science '46 and '47 held their an-

nual year elections on Wednesday

with the following elected from Sc.

'46:
J, Provan. Senior AMS repre-

sentative; J, Hood, W. Hayhurst,

and J. Ratledge senior engineering

society executive candidates ; D.

Stonehouse, president of Sc. '46;

W. Ogilvie, Science Formal con-

vener ; B. Bingeman, director of

athletics.

S. Brown, vice-president ; R.

Purser, treasurer: R. Wagener,

secretary; J. Patterson, social con-

vener; P. King, athletic stick; H.

Steacy, B. McLellan, R. Harrison,

and A. Clark as senior vigilance

committee.

Those elected from Sc. '47 are

listed below with the offices they

are to hold.

E. Bowes, junior AMS repre-

sentaiivc; Keith Lachance. W. Wa-

Kcni.'>l, I\ lilass, junior Engineer-

ing Sucii-i \ executive candidates ; A.

Fee, president of Sc. '47; B. Crowe,

vice-president; M. Gill, secretary;

T. Kennev. treasurer ; J. Hart, so-

cial convener; R. Loiicks. athletic

stick; B. Bcneteau. J. Sherman, J.

Dinsdale, junior vigyanee commit-

tee.
"

''

The offices which make up the

Engineering Society Executive are

Senior AMS representative, senior

executive candid:iles. president of

SCIENCE TO VOTE
(Contmued on page 4)

M.Cowie, A. Bader

Win Oratory Trial

Marion Cowie, Arts '48, and

Alfred Bader, Sc. '45, were de-

clared the winners of the finals

in the public reading and public

speaking contests, which -were

held on the evenmg of Wednes-

day, February 28, Second and

third prizes were awarded to

Silvio Nariz:!ano, Arts '48, and

Barbara Monlure, Arts '4S. in the

public reading, and t(5 Doris Gun-

ning, Arts '45, and Frank Lee.

Sc. '45, in the public speaking

contest.

The finals were held alter the

jireliminary hearings on Tuesday

afternoon and evening, when

seven people were chosen for the

reading and six for the speaking.

Prizes for debating were not

awarded this year, as there were

no teams entered in this section.

Arts Society Plans

Its Annual Banquet

The Arts Society will hold its

annual banquet on Tuesday,

March 13, in Sydenham Street

Church, at 6:15 pm.

This is to be the last function

of the Arts Society for this year.

The various awards won by Arts

students throughout the year will

be presented to the winners.

Tickets wfll be on sale next

Monday, and may be purchased

for 50 cents each from any mem-

ber of the executive.

The last of the photographs for

publication in "Tricolor '45,"

Queen's yearbook, have been sub-

mitted. During the past few weeks

the editorial staff has been prepar-

ing the book for printing and now

announces that 90 percent of the

book has been submitted for

engraving and printing.

The printer and University of-

ficials who have been in close touch

with the publication during the past

few years state that the Tricolor

staff has set a precedent this year

in the early completion of its work.

Judging from previous years, the

1945 edition should make its ap-

pearance on the campus during the

first few days of the April exam

inations, providing excellent diver

sionary reading material for study-

worn students.

The style of the book is a de

parture from last year's innova

tion and conforms more to previous

standards. Graduates in each fac-

ulty will be displayed in a sepa-

rate section, along with news ma-

terial relating to that particular

faculty.

Tri'color editor G.Trth Gunier aii-

noimces that tlie systematic cover

age of campus activities by ace pho

tographers of the Queen's Canieni

Club has provided the most com

plete record of undergraduate life

of the war years. He is confident

that "this matcri.il. being compiled

bv news editnr Ken Phin and bis

staff, will be enthusiastically re

ceived by subscribers in April," and

predicts that "the demand for Tri

colors will increase rapidly after

the first copy is seen on the cam

pus."
''

This year the Tricolor will be

dedicated to i)r.. B K.Sandwell.

LLD. DCL, FRSC, newly-appoint

ed rector of Queen's. A storj' of

the tradition of the rectory is be

ing carried in conjunction witli the

dedication.

Ken Phin Elected President

Of Next Yearns Drama Guild

KENNETH PHtN

Salon Pictures

To Be Judged

The ninth annual spring salon

held by the Queen's Camera Club

is now on display in the Senate

Room of the Old Arts building.

This display represents the type

and quality of work produced by

members of the club.

Pictorial landscapes, architec-

tural studies, and portraits are

shown. Major-General Schmid-

lin, Mr. O. T. Macklem, and Miss

Dawson will judge the pictures

tonight. Two classes of pic-

tures, portraits and pictorials,

will be considered separately.

Ken Mackenzie, Sc. '48, in his

picture of Grant Hall, presents

an unusual and attractive view

of this well-known landmark. He

has also entered a varied group

of portraits and scenes.

A striking picture of a simple

daffodil by Hob Bowman, Art:

'48. has attracted much attention

as also has his group of well

balanced landscapes and the

SALON PICTURES

(Continued on page 4^

Add Arts Subjects

To Varsity Course

TORONTO — (CUP) — The

Mathematics and Physics Society

at the University of Toronto an-

nounced recently that changes

will be made in this course. By

means of a questionnaire it was

discovered that the majority of

students favour the addition of

jtiore liberal arts subjects.

Dr. S. Beatty. Dean of Arts,

explained that in the first-year

course elementary chemistry will

liecome a major subject. Tin-

course, renamed Mathematics,

Physics, and Chemistry, will in-

clude an additional laboratory

period. Those students majoring

in chemistry, instead of begin-

ning in honour Science, will take

their first year in the new course.

The number of lectures in Eng-

lish and calculus will be reduced

to compensate for the added

chemistry course.

McGill University

Plans New Pool

To Be Addition to Wing

Of Memorial Gymnasium

MnNTRi'-AL— (GUI') ~Mc-

t'niversity is planning to add

a >wimming pool to the east

wing of the Sir Arthur Gurric

Memorial Gyunia^ium-Armory a-^

part of a war memonal wing in

honour of McGiil's men and

women in the fii-blinR forces:

Tlie same wiiii;- .^ili il-*' contain

an bonour roll oi .M.IhII -indents

and alumni who have served in

World War II.

A student campaign committee

is in charge of a one-week cani-

p;,ir;n nn tlic campus from M,-irch

7 i„,[il March IS. Contributions

ir.nn ,L;iMduates of the university

and the income from the gradu-

ates' endowment fund will be

used to increase the fund for the

memorial,

Plans for the swimming pool

date back to the beginning of the

first Worid War. when J. K. L.

Ross Lontributed $150,000 toward

McGILL POOL

(Continued on page 6)

Meeting Features Movies o£

Biological Station at

Opinicon

Final Meeting

Ken Phin, Meds '49, was

elected president of the Queen'3

Drama Guild for 1945-46 at the

Guild's final meeting early this

week. Joan Connor, Levana '47,

winner of one of the Andrina Mc-

Culloch awards in acting, was

named vice-president ; Frank

Holfer, Arts '47, another prize-

winner from the cast of "Twelfth

Night", is treasurer; Doug Dale,

Arts '47, secretary; and Jerry

Barclay, Levana '47, social con-

vener.

Featured at the meeting, which

was held in Convocation hall,

were several short movie sub-

jects, including the National Film

Board's recent production "Uni-

versities at War." Dr. H. W.
Curran of the department of

biology also showed a coloured

silent film of Che Queen's Univer-

sity biological research station at

Lake Opinicon.

It is reported that the new

Drama Guild executive is soon to

choose a play for production next

fall. Another Shakespearian play

is said to be under consideration

—possibly one of the tragedies—

thougti the exact choice has not

been made. Details will be an-

nounced in a later Journal.

McGill Enrolment
Largest in History

This year McGill University has

an enrolment of 3,933 students, the

largest in its history. Veterans

number 320 of this total. This en-

rolment marks an increase of 611

over last year. There are 2,456 men

and 1.477 women students. Tlie

number of women students increas-

ed bv 1(j5 over last session and the

immbcr of men students by 446.

Of the total number of 3,933,

,1.424 were shown to be Canadians.

Of these. 2.341 come from Mont-

real. .W from other parts of Que-

bec
'

Province, and 6S4 from the

other ptiivinces. distributed as fol-

]nw- Cnt.n ln. ;
T'.ritifb Colum-

l„a. li'l ; N.-" Iinm-wivk. "3; Nova

Scuiia. Allicrta. h-i: Manitoba,

38: Saskatchewan, 25; Prince Ed-

ward Tsland. 24; and Yukon. 2.

From other countries, the largest

group was the West Indies, British

Guiana. Bahamas. British Hondu-

ras, and Bermuda, numbering 206

;

from the United States, 170; the

Continent of Hurope, 39; New-

foundland, .i4 -, Great ^Britain, IS;

and Latin .America. 17.

Scots' Lecture

John A. Si.-v.rMim .>f ihc Globe

and Mail will U- (Ik- -i.<,,kcr for the

last public lecture m, So.tiisb liter-

ature, to be held Tuesday ni.?lit at

S o'clock in the Biology Lecture

Room. Old Arts buikling. Mr.

Steven^/.n will speak on "The Fdin-

bur-h of Sir Walter ,
Scott."
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Mr. Churchill's Speech

Prime Minister Winston Churchill's address to the House

of Commons Tuesday, wherein he defended with typical rhetoric

the Yalta conference in all its aspects, is truly one of the most

moving in a series of brilliant talks by a peerless statesman. At

the age of 70 Mr. Churchill, who has successfully spearheaded the

Empire through its most trying period, has once again shown

himself to be among the greatest orators of all time. Like a good

wine, he seems to improve with age.

It would be senseless to attempt to report here, at any great

length, what Mr. Churchill said. All newspapers devoted several

columns to his speech, dealing with it almost verba-tim—itself a

tribute in these days of newsprint rationing. Nevertheless, it

would probably be well to analyze several points of the address,

the most revealing on current and future English foreign policy.

One of the highlights of the speech was the solemn pledge

that the Allies will take steps "to render offensive action by

Germany utterly impossible for generations to come." Completely

cognizant of the loopholes which debilitated the Versailles treaty,

and of the subsequent weakening among the victors which enabled

Germany to rise again. Mr. Churchill promised that "German

industry capable of military productions shall be eliminated or

controlled, and Germany shall make compensation in kind to the

utmost of her ability for damage done to the Allied nations."

Mr. Churchill has fought the German people in two wars ;
and he

seems determined to insure, in concert with the other United

Nations, that that people does not cause a third upheaval. If the

plans for the control of Germany, which are ready to be effected

at a moment's notice, are carried out within the spirit as well as

within the letter of the agreement, it seems likely any future war

will be caused by another race and not by Germany—for a change.

The Prime Minister's asserfton "The Crimea conference finds

the Allies moVe closely united than ever before, both in the military

and political spheres." is possibly one of the most significant

points of the entire address. There has been, and will continue

to be—especially in some sections of the US press—much distrust

of Russian motives. Our Soviet allies have been accused of being

motivated by many scurrilous desires (,a recent New York Daily

Mirror editorial charged: "Soviet Russia fights a WAR OF
CONQUEST") ; and the circiumspect Mr. Churchill's super-

abounding praise and faith in Big Three solidarity should do much

to allay this suspicion. "The impression I brought back from

Crimea and from all my other contacts," he told a packed House,

"is that Marshal Stalin and Soviet leaders wish to live in honour-

able friendship and equality with the Western democracies. I

feel also that their word is bond. 1 know of no government which

stands on its obligations more solidly than the Russian Soviet

Government." Coming from Mr. Churchill, that is high com-

mendation, indee(}.

Acadia Universit)- is beautifully

situated in Wolfville, Nova Scotta,

in the heart of one of the most

famous fruit belts in the world. The

University buildings are on an emi-

nence overlooking the land of Evan-

geline, the dykes of Grand Pre, and

Minas Basin.

The buildings of the University

are well equipped for the purposes

for which they are used.

Seats 2,000

University Hall is a beautiful

building of white stone, containing,

mainly, the offices of administra-

tion, a museum of Art, faculty of-

fices, faculty hall, and a convoca-

tion hall, capable of seating nearly

two thousand.

Carnegie Science Building pro-

vides accommodation for Physics

and Chemistry. A second Science

Building of brick is used for Bi-

ology and Geology, and is one of

the most attractive buildings on the

campus. Rhodes Hall is fully equip-

ped for the work of the engineering

department.

Emmerson Memorial Library has

accommodation for one hundred

thousand volumes, and, , provides

reading rooms, study alcoves and

rooms for special collections and

for library work.

On the other hand, there is at least one cause for trepidation

at the implications of the "speech. According to a Toronto news-

paper, "Mr. Churchill said Poland will be given Upper Silesia,

Danzig, the greater part of East Prussia, and a 'long Baltic Spa

front' " ; and while the extent of Russian annexation of Polish

territory was apparently nut dealt with specifically, it is to be

presumed it will get all land almost up lo the Curzon Line, and

a few additional cities. However, despite his lavish assurances

the proposed settlement would be the only feasible one, and his

attempt to defend it on l1ie grounds that, but (or the "prodigious

efforts and sacrifices of Russia, the Poles . . . were doomed by

Hitler to be destroyed or reduced to a servile state," the provision

appears to be unsatisfactory. No settlement which provides for

the wholesale transference to Poland of German territory, and to

Russia of Polish lerritorj', could be very enduring. Even were

the peoples now inhabiting these places forced to move to what

is left of their homelands, the agreement could at best be a

temporary one. East Prussia, part of which is to be given to

Poland, and possibly another part lo the USSR, is the home of

the most rabid and intransigent Germans ; and by trying to

exterminate that state as such. Allied leaders would undoubtedly

be laying the groundwork for future German uprisings {it should

be recalled that one of the chief alleged causes for the present

German war was the anomalous position of the so-called Sudeten

Germans, whom the Allies had insisted on giving to newly-created

Czechoslovakia after the last war.) Again, the Poles and the

Russians have always regarded each other with hostile eyes; and

Poland would long resent any donation of her territory to Russia

by the United Nations. The boundaries of 1939 Europe may

Fine Music Hall

The Music Hall provides twenty

practice rooms, five teaching stu-

dios, two class
;
rooms, and a spec-

ial room for recorded music. Tlie

Seminary Building provides ac-

commodation for the laboratories in

Household Economics. The Practice

House is set apart for students in

Houseliold Economics, who under

supervision obtain experience in

coping wixh managerial, economic^

and social problems of modern

homes.

The War Memorial Gymnasium

is a commodious stone building con-

taining a large swimming pool, a

standard gymnasium floor, locker,

shower and exercise room. The

Greenhouse contributes greatly to

the efficiency of the instruction in

Botany.

Has Own Bakery

Willett Hall, a- substantial brick

structure, is the main dormitorv

for the men. Whitman Hall is the

dormitory for women, and life here

is of high community type.

The dining hall, which provides

meals for six hundred at ^one sit-

ting, operates its own meat shop,

bakery, and cold storage plant. The

University Rink has standard size

hockey and has accommodationss

for two thousand spectators.

Has Many Clubs

The l^niversity seeks to encour-

age extra-curricular activities of

educational value. There are many

student organisations, some of

which are: the Acadia Dramatic

Society, Le Cercle Francais. Sci-

ence Club. Biology Seminar, Eco-

nomic Seminar. Education Club,

Pre-Medical Club, the Engineers,

Home Economics Club, Choral

Club, Orchestral Society, Music

Club. Celtic Society, Philosophy

Club, and Theological Club.

Acadia University seeks to pro-

tect and improve the health nf all

Radcliffe College

Offers Fellowships

Radcliffe College is offering

three graduate fellowships for $500

each for the year 1945-46. The

fellowships are being offered in the

Management Training Programme,

a training course in personnel ad-

ministration. This ten months'

training programme is similar to

that offered in previous years. It

provides a basic training for young

women intending to work in per-

sonnel departments, as well as for

those who seek positions in other

brancjies of administration. Past

graduates of this course are occu-

pying administrative positions in

business and industry, government

offices, educational establishments

and social service institutions. The

programme includes about seven

months of class instruction given

by members of the Faculty of the

Graduate School of Business Ad-

ministration, Harvard University,

and others. Carefully selected full

time apprentice work in business,

government and other organizations

occupies about three months.

The training programme will

start on July 30, 1945, and end on

about June 7, 1946, Enrolment is

open to a limited number of college

graduates. Tuition : $450. For

catalogue and further information

apply lo T. North "Wliiteliead, Di

restor Management Training Pro

gramme, Radcliffe College, Cam
bridge 38, Massachusetts.

I Ain't No Duck

The dean

He stuck his finger

out

and pointed it at me
and sed

in fashion quite devout

you're flunking bad

i see;

and then he shook

his index digit

underneath my nose

and sed that he was hurt

and shocked

at what
,

my grades disclose;

and then

he sed with wrinkled frown

my lad,

my lad,

look here

you must bear down
and so i gathered up

my pluck

and sed

i can't,

i ain't no duck.

An optimist is a man who looks

after your eyes, a pessimist looks

after vour feet.

A Jnonoiogue is a conversation

between two people, such as hus-

band and wife.

its students, and its staff includes

a pliysician and nurse all of whose

time is given to the University,

Acadia University is one of the

loveliest colleges in Canada, and its

location, background, standards, and

ideals make it one that is ever prai.s-

ed by its alumni and remembered

as the "beautiful college on the

liill."

have been unsatisfactory ; but the proposed revisions are probably

even worse, [Since Mr. Churchill delivered his speech an abortive

attempt has been made by some of his own party to squash the

proposed Russian and Polish settlement. Whether it will ulti-

mately pass as it now stands remains to be seen.]

There are. of course, bound to be shortcomings such as the one

noted above, But these notwithstanding, the Yalta-conference,

as expounded by Prime Minister Churchill, is a marked and note-

worthy advance over the Versailles agreement. Provided it is

spontaneously accepted, it seems to augur well for the world's

future.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kineston. and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige' of yew stands, behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Qtuen's Ofnda] Blaxen

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 PrincesB Street Dial 8448

FRII

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S—

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

STUDENTS' STYLE CENTRE

Agents for Dock's Shoes

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TEICHMICAU SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
RKASONABLI PRICED

Phone 6733

I

Da
Pr<

Co;
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MON. - TUES.

MARCH
5-6

PAT O'BRIEN - EDWARD ARNOLD
in "SLIGHTLY HONOURABLE"

JOHN WAYNE
CLAIRE TREVOR 'Stagecoach'

WED. - THURS. A Double Horror Show
MARCH "CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE"

7 - 8 "LONDON'S BLACKOUT MURDERS"

FRI. - SAT. MICKEY ROONEY JUDY GARLAND
TOMMY DORSEY'S ORCHESTRA

MARCH "GIRL CRAZY"
9 - 10 also Edmund Lowe in "Klondike Fury"

BILTMORE
OUR LOW PRICE POLICY

Mat. 20c - Eve. 25c

CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

FAMOUS PLAY„ERS

THEATRE

STARTING SATURDAY

ANN SHERIDAN

JACK CARSON

JANE WYMAN
IRENE MANNING
CHARLES RUGGLES

EVE ARDEN

DOUGHGIRLS
The Roaring Stage Sensation soars to the

Screen.

STARTING SATURDAY

IT'S A SHOCKER!

The Boldest Love Story

Ever Told

!

'Guest in the House"
STARRING

ANNE BAXTER

Ralph Bellamy Marie McDonald

The

ODEON

The University

World
BV DR. A. J. COLEMAN

Blood Donations

Don't Debilitate

To my mind, tlie most encour-

aging Eispect of this war—con-

sisting, as it does, largely of

ru til less, purposeless destruction

which enflames uncontrollable

passions and prejudices—appear

in the occasional stories we hear

of human bravery and persistence

in the effort to prevent the high

est values of reason and culture

from disappearing in the holo-

caust.

Such a story recently came to

us through ISS channels in

Geneva about the students of

Holland. Even before the war,

small groups of students had

begun to question the adequate-

ness of their training and tlie

purpose of the university. Two
facts have now forced nearly all

of them to face these q^uestions

The first was the attempt of

the Nazis to gain control of the

universities as soon as they en

tcred Holland. This made stu-

dents see that the university was

more important than they had

imagined. The second was that,

ecept at Leyden, hardly any pro-

fessors provided leadership in

university resistance to the Nazis,

which was initiated and sustained

by the Dutch sludctits.

Seven thousand of them were

deported to work camps in Ger

many. About an equal number

went into hiding, but, even so,

continued their thinking, and in

one town produced an illegal

journal devoted wholly to a dis-

cussion of how they would re-

build the spiritual basis of the

university.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiH^

Monlrca!— (CUP) — "Studenls

intending to donate blood should

have no fear of bad effects," Dr.

HoUiTirake of the Canadian Reu

Cross Society's Blood Donor Ser-

vice, slated recently in Haniiltnn.

He was answering the question of

tlie Students' Council of McMaster

University "Does the donatinj^ of

blood have any adverse effects on

the donor:"

In 24 hours normal blood vol-

ump is regained and in ten days or

two weeks the haemoglobin of iron

content is restored, sometimes aided

by the administration of ferrous

sulphate. Dr. HoUinrake staled. No
instance of adverse effect on the

general health has been found in

the wide experience of professional

donors, or from the 6.^,000 McMas-

tcr donations.

Many donors have remarked that

they noticed a feeling of well-being

with repeated donations. Tliose

who have given over ten donations

are especially insistent on returning

to the clinic, which proves that

there must be no had 'after-effects.

Dr, Hollenrake assured that close

investigation at large university cen-

tres revealed that no damage of any

kind is done to the blood-forming

organs or any vital organ in the

hodv.

CIVIL AND MILITARY OUTFITTERS

= Established 1847 =

I
LIVINGSTON'S

|
1 UNDISPUTED I

LEADERSHIP I
MILITARY - AIR FORCE - NAVAL

UNIFORMS

ACCESSORIES GREATCOATS

Military Tailors for 98 Years

LIVINGSTON'S I
75 79 BROCK ST DIAL 8354 =

Brovedani Speaks
To Spanish Club

This year's final meeting of

the Spanish Club, held Tuesday

evening in the Art Lecture room,

featured a ialk by Prof. J. H,

Brovcndt on "Moorish Antiqui-

ties in Spain," illustrated hy lan-

tern slides. Miss Ida Wvcsner.

Arts '45, also spoke t)riefly on

Holland, her native land, a for-

mer Spanish possession, The

club then adjourned to the Fac-

ulty Players' Lounge, where the

members and their Spanish-

American guests enjoyed refresh-

ments, and Spanish songs under

the direction of Gwen Tom
Mary Holden.

and

Dr. Shaw

Hanson & Edgar
RRIHTERS Printing of

Dance
Programmes
Constitutions

Phcne 4114

117 Brock St.

Every

Description

(Continued from page 1)

Diltz. Arts '48. sang three solos,

aceoinpatited by Miss Florence

Nightingale. These two later

combined to sing a duet with

Miss Grace Millar, Meds '50.

accompanying. Chairman for the

fireside was Ross Babion, Arts '44

Refreshments were served at

the close of the evening.

THANKS, AQUACADERS
February 28.

Sir: I wish to take this oppor-

tunity to publicly express the

appreciation of myself and the

ISS committee to those respon-

sible for the magnificent produc-

rion of the""Arpiac3de of 1945."

T.I Dorern Ji.-iN, Mli. ra How-

n. Bill r^.liorK. J:i'l^ Harvey,

id all the members of the cast

—

ingratulatiuiis for a job well

done. Special thanks are due

Fred Downer for his nnlirmg

work of direction and organiza-

tion—to hiin. goes the credit for

making an unsurpassed show out

i.f a series of escellent acts.

'riiauks aUu In Jo Sutherland

and Garth ULinler, the an-

nouncers; to Don Moore, whose

ligliting effects were indispen-

sible to the success of the per-

foniKince: and to all those whose

unstinted effort, both in Ui^ water

and on kind, made the show uiic

of the most successful in all re-

s[jccts that has been seen in this

ciu ill ruccnt years. It has been

a -rc:^ 1'lt-oii(l1 |>Ieas«re to be

associau^'l with the cast and crew

of this Aquacade, and I am giad

lo he able to congratulate them

for not only putting on an un-

cicelled production, but for help-

ing in no small way the prisoners

of war and iiRinbcrs of w,ir-

shatLcrc-d universities wlm are

depeiKient on Internationa! Siu-

,
dent Service.

I

Yours very truly,

!
R. \V. STEWART.

I

Chairman, ISS Committee.

Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES

See Our

Famous Line
Hosiery

Underwear
of "Coro"

Skirts

Blouses

Sweaters

House Coats

NOVELTY
JEWELLERY

Slips - Ponties

187 Princess St.
Phone 5056

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

are all

VERY

SCARCE
But Nearly Always We Hove a Few of the

Above Lines

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414
DIAL RES.: 5341

THE HACCI§€N STLDIC
(graduation fl|flt09ra|tl?^

Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING

92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051-7814

30 Years in Business

WARD & HAMILTON
pRtNCESS

AT
DIVISION ST.

Phone 7100

I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

ALBERT ST.

Pkonc 7300

ISS PRESENTS
FRANCES JAMES

(SOPBANO)

and JOHN NEWMARK
(PIANIST)

... I [HAVeTnVhEs'iTATIGN IN FECOMMENDING this true artist
. .

•

MACMILLAN.
"AS AN ACCOMPANIST MR NEWMARK IS SKILFUL AND TACTFUL . .

." -SIR ERNEST MAC

COMING TO GRANT HALL MARCH 6

TICKETS ON SALE AT UNIVERSITY POST OFFICE AND SPEAKN. BOOK SI,OP, 330 PRINCESS ST, STUDENTS 50c, GENERAL ADMISSION ,5c,
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ZAKOS BROTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line o( eveTything

good to eat."

•Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-cliair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in ConnecHim
Opp. Collegiate

lis Alfred St. Phone 4850

McGALL'S
SHOE R£PAIBS

Karl Ekiio, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston. Ontario

TAILS =
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 PrinccM St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK' S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St Opp. Kresge's

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084, Res. 6414, Creenfaouses 3241

GOURDIERS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

Sydney University
Makes Free Offer

MONTREAl^(CUP)—Cana-
dian students who travel to Aus-

tralia after the war will have free

tuition at the University of

Sydney.

The plan has been set forth as

a means of promoting a peacetime

interchange of students between

Australia, Canada, and the United

Slates. It was suggested by

Senator Richard Keane, A us

tralia's customs minister, who re

cently made a tour of the two

North American- countries.

It was annbuiiced by the Uni-

versity of Sydney that courses

would be held free of charge to

Canadian students for a term, a

year, or longer. The develop-

ment of a School of Pacific

Studies has been plaimed. Further-

more, a Canadian historian may
be sought to be the next holder

of the chair of American history

which will be inaugurated in

March.

Commerce Club

(Continued from page 1)

1943 he was appointed a vice-

president of the CNR.
Mr, Fairweather is well known

in transportation circles and, of

him. Prof. J. L. McDougall of

the Commerce department says,

"He knows how to speak; has

ideas ; and can put them across."

The Commerce Club executive

hopes that there will be a record

turnout of its numerous members

and friends to hear this speaker

and to wind up the year's activ-

ities with a luncheon in the

Players' Lounge. Members Will

he admitted free. There will be

a 25-cent charge to non-members,

Salon Pictures

MISS FRANCES JAMES

well-known Canadian soprano, who
will give a recital for ISS benefit in

Grant Hall Tuesday at 8:30 pm.

She will be accompanied by John

Newmark, pianist. Student admis-

sion is 50 cents, and tickets are on

sale at Library Post Office.

PLAN TO REORGANIZE
OAC AT GUELPH

TORONTO — (CUP) — On-

tario Agricultural College at Guelph

may become a university again ac-

cording to a statement made at the

opening of the Ontario legislature.

In order "to provide a co-ordi-

nated plan of administration" On-

tario Agricultural College, Macdon-

ald Institute and Ontario Veteri-

nary College may be consolidated.

Under a president of the whole

group would be a dean of agricul-

ture, dean of veterinary science and

a dean of household science.

UBC TO GET GRANT
FOR NEW BUILDINGS

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rote to Student

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 WeUington St Dial 4352

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

DRIVE IN AN
INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

(Continued from page 1)

cleverly-arranged shot of flowers

])atterned against white clouds.

A set of pictures by Nancy
Sachs, Levana '45, attempts to

portray the moods of various at-

lYactive scenes rather than their

details.

Prof. C. H. Curtis presents a

very attractive and expressive

portrait of a little girl.

Among the pictures displayed

by Mort Sidlivan, Sc. '45, is an

interesting pair of views of

HMCS Belleville.

Among . those shown by Bud
Geddes, Sc. '45, is a dramatic

scene portraying a storm ap-

])ri;iaching over a windswept lake

Anne Johnston, Levana '47, has

entered an amusing human-

interest shot of a father and son,

A group of pictorials and por-

iTiiits by Doug Beckett, Sc. "46,

includes a dramatic picture por-

tr.iying the power of a waterfall

VANCOUVER—(CUP)—Ac-
cording to a recent announce-

ment by the Vancouver News-
Herald, the University of British

Columbia will receive sufficient

funds to erect several new build-

ings. The plan is under govern-

ment control.

One of the first buildings which

will be constructed is one for

medicine and' science. It is prob-

able, therefore, that a faculty of

medicine will be established at

this university.

Official Notices

Welch Scholarship

Applications are invited for the

Welch Scholarship of the value of

ijilOO. Tliis 'Scholarship is awarded

in the Faculty of Arts and is open

far competition only to the sons

and daugliters of non-commission-

ed nfficers and of mechanics and

labourers. The students must be

liona fide residents of the city of

King.ston. Preference will be given

to the sons and daughters of sol-

diers who served in the Great War.

Applications must be submitted

to the Registrar not later than

March 15 and must give evidence

of eligibility in accordance with the

terms of the will. The Scholarship

will be awarded on the basis of the

April examinations. It will be ten-

able only by .a student registered

intramurally in the session follow-

ing the award. '

Science To Vote

Sir Wilfrid Laiiricr

MnDoritil Scholarshil^

Value $80. Founded by the On-

tario Women's Liberal Association

to perpetuate the memory of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier. Awarded for pro-

ficiency in French conversation.

Candidates must be Canadian-born,

English-speaking students, sons or

daughters of a British subject by

birth or naturaHzation, not of

French parentage. Tenable only by

a student who will be in attendance

during the following session.

The examination will be held in

March. Applications will be re-

ceived by the Registrar up to

March IS'.

Little Woman: "Darling, I've

just read that a man up North

exchanged his wife for a horse.

Vim wouldn't exchange me for a

horse, would you?"

Man: "Never; bufl would hate

to be tempted with a good car."

—Brunswickan.

The college football coach took

one of his best men aside and

said

:

"George, you are going all to

pieces. You're pale and thin and

flabby. What's happened to you?

You haven't taken to drinking,

have you?"

"Drinking? Me?" said George,

"I should say not."

"You must be smoking, then."

"I never touch a cigarette."

The coach looked at him hard.

"George," he said, "it can't be

that youVe studying?"

"Well, you see
—

" George

turned very red, "—well, yes, I

am studying a little. You se
—

"

Bnt the coach cut him short.

"Any more of that, George," he

said, "and you're off the team."

Admission lo Honours Courses

The attention of students is called

to the regulation regarding admis-

sion to courses for Honours. At

the end of the second year (from

Pass Matriculation) each candidate

for an Honours Course should ap-

ply through the Registrar to the

Departments concerned for permis-

sion to proceed in his Major and

Minor subjects. The Departments

shall not accept him unless in his

work during the first two years

he has shown promise of ability for

Honours by obtaining at least 62

per cent in each special subject and

by reaching a satisfactory standard

in his other work.

Applications must reach the Re-

gistrar some time during the month

of March.

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts and Applied Sci

ence must be received at the Regis-

trar's Office on or before March 15.

Candidates for the Bachelor of

Arts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for the Master of Arts

degree will pay a fee of $20. Any-

one applying after March 15 will

have to pay a late fee of $.1

(Continued from page 1)

Sc. "46, Science Formal convener,

director of athletics, junior AMS re-

presentative, junior Engineering

Society Executive candidates, Pre-

sident of Sc. '47.

Classes are called for the entire

Engineering Society at 11:00 am
next Wednesday to give everyone

an opportunity to vote. From the

executive candidates the following

officers will be elected ; President,

1st vice-president, secretary, 2nd

vice-president, treasurer, assistant

secretary. From the senior and jun-

ior vigilance committee candidates:

senior prosecuting attorney, sheriff,

chief of police, constable, junior

prosecuting attorney, clerk, and

constable.

Candidates for office on the

executive board and vigilance com-

mittee shall he required to speak

before the assembly in Grant Hall

and all engineers are urged to hear

their executive present their election

platform.

F. Lee will_ speak to the execu-

tive and vigilance candidates on

Monday in the Science club rooms

at 5 p.m. ,

Science Co-op

Applications for membership in

the Science '44 Co-operative are

available at Collins and Berry

Houses (men's residences) and at

the University Post Office,

from members.

Applications for membership

in the women's co-op (Boucher

House) may be obtained from

Doreen Denyes, Anne Bonham,

and Judy Ettinger.

Forms should be sent in by

March 14.

one, including topics of both theo-

retical and practical interest, such

that a well-read student should find

several topics suited to lus know-

ledge and interests.

The contest will be held on Sat-

urday, March 3. at 2 o'clo,ck, in

Room 300, New Arts Building.

ELLIOTTS
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

For?5yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE
to

Canadians

in all

walks of life

Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
*^^^^^BOF CANADA ^^H^Ml
• Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Mon^ger:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc/C.LU.

Representatives;

W. ). Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leadbeater

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Diol 4346

The worst pun of the week

:

Frosh: "May I borrow a cigar-

ette, please?

Soph: "I'll see you inhale fir.=it."

Gowan Foundation No. 1

A prize of $20 in cash will be

awarded to the student who sub-

mits the best essay under examina-

tion conditions on one of a list of

topics within the field of Political

and Economic Science.

Each candidate may select one

from a list of topics submitted to

him at the time of the competition.

The list will be a comprehensive

ARTS!
REVEALING PHOTOS OF

FOR MEN ONLY'
in

TRICOLOfi '45

ORDER TODAY
from

BOB MACMILLAN — 9247

KEN BUCKINGHAM — 5475

Deposit $2.00 Price $4.50

Order Your ©rtrnlor '45 Now
From Your Salesman

:

MEDS: Dick Beck, '48

Gord Mack, '49

SCIENCE: Jack Hanna, '45

Bill Crowe. '47

LEVANA: Ruth Kinsella. '46

ARTS: Ken Buckingham, '47

Bob McMillan, '47

ORDERS ALSO TAKEN AT QUEEN'S POST OFFICE
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SCIENCE '46, '48 WIN TITLES
Basketball

The second game in the best-

out-of-tliree playoffs for the City

League championship, which was
originally scheduled for Thurs-

day night, will be played tomor-

row riight at 8:15 in the Queen's

gym, between the Queen's seniors

and the KCVI seniors. In the

first game the Queen's team de-

feated KCVI by 25-1/.

Old Lady Passenger: "Where
can I find the Captain?"

First Mate: "He's foijward,

Ma'am."

Old Lady: "Well, I guess I'm

old enough to take care of my-

self."

JUNIOR CAGERS WIN

Hickery, dickery dock,

The mouse found a flask in the

clock.

Two drinks of the stuff

Made the mouse feel so tough

That he chased all the cats in the

block.

Queen's Juniors romped tn a 44-

20 victory over KCVI Tuesday

afternoon in the Collegiate gymna-

sium to maintain their undefeated

season's record.

Using only six players, the Tri-

color squad completely out-classed

the high school entry and scored at

will. Bob Menard and George Bia-

lik to])ped the scoring parade with

14 points apiece. Thompson was

the only KCVI player able to find

the hoop as he netted 12 points.

Bob Best at centre, set up the

plays and had some hard luck

around the basket. Cockburn, Crea-

ghan and Kniewasser, in his first

appearance, turned in efficient per-

formances at guard.

Queen's (44): Best, 6; Bialik

14; Menard. 14; Cockburn. 3

Creaghan, 4; Kniewasser, 3,

SPORTS

THECAHrUS $P>CI5fLIGHT
BY GORD MACK

When you breathe you inspire

:

when you do not breathe you ex-

pire.

HERE'S GOOD

NEWS!...
Tweddell's Februory Sale event— A month

of Values' — has been extended until

Saturday, March 3rd
All good things must come to an end and according to

"Hoyle" our February Sale should have ended on

Wednesday — BUT for the convenience of our customers

we are. giving them THREE DAYS' GRACE — and

closing our sale on SATURDAY NIGHT, March 3rd. -Take

advantage of the supfir values at great savings by shopping

before closing time on Saturday..

* Overcoats

* Men's Suits

* Neckwear
* Suspenders

* Underwear

* Parkas, etc.

Act quickly! . . . Opportunity knocks but once

... and your opportunity to save is knocking

right now!

See Our Special Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
STORE OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.

137 - 139 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 6595

Smart Stars for Frosh Team
As Sc'46 Again Runner-ups

As a charter member of Heda '49 you may quote me as saying "it

shouldn't happen to a dop"; but in our oEficial capacity of ribbon-changer in

The Joumal office, "Congrats, Sc. '46." After trailing the medsophs all

year, the Science juniors picked the hard way of taking the Bews Derby

lead by capturing the AssauIt-at-Arms Wednesday night with H blue ribbons

out of 15 events. In the break-down oE figures, the usual unofficial and

approximate, the Engweers totalled 2,560 points over and above entry

points, aeainst the 1,600 compiled by the medical gladiators.

From a quality standpoint, the return of intercollegiate competition

would probably supply anatomy lab demands for a couple of years to come.

Pugilists Byron Bingeman and John Soden, both of whom were in uncontested

weights, and Hal Leitch in the rassling, emerged as the only men of prewar

calibre, with Bob Sutherland a good prospect on the basis of what he's

picked up in the last three weeks.

After completing their EOBA schedule, the four local teams ended up

tied at the top of the league. Wednesday night Ordnance and RCAF met in

the first of the sudden-death contests, leaving the ElUottmen to take on the

Vimy Signals quintet Monday night at 8 o'clock on the local gym floor.

Both previous games have been settled by one-point margins, and Monday

night's rubber should rival last night's intramural final for that old

college try.
• • «

Sharing the intramural spotlight in today's 48-point streamer is the

fighting frosh hockey team which captured the crovra Wednesday night

follovrnig the Headquarters-Vimy clash, and repeated the first-year feat

of Sc. '45, who continued the habit until thb year. As mentioned elsewhere

on the page, Doug Smart once again proved he was the top netminder in

these here parts as he held the Science juniors to three goals in the two-game

series. Although relatively weak offensively compared to both '46 and '45,

the frosh's strong defence of Van Sickle, Shisko, and Spittle gave Smart

plenty of protection, and marksmen Ukc I-each, Greatrex and Halliday

missed few chances. It was a tough break for the juniors in their role of

"often a bridesmaid but never a bride," as again their inspired second-game

drive fell short of the championship.

Tomorrow night at 8 ©clock, the first of the interfaculty b-baU series

is scheduled, with last year's champion Engineers meeting the Doctor

All-Stars, and Arts receiving a bye into the finals. Then Monday night the

Medicos are given time off to go a couple of rounds with their studies,

while Arts and Science face off at 10 o'clock for the right to chaUenge last

years interfaculty champs for the hockey crown. Both games will be

sudden-death, with the basketball final tabbed for March 6, and the hockey

final ringing down the curtain on local athletics next Wednesday night.

Science Juniors Sweep Boxing,

Divide Eight Wrestling Titles

Two determined Science hockey

teams. '48 and '46, battled to a two-

all draw Wednesday night, in the

second and deciding contest of their

two-game total-point series. This

tie combined with their 3-1 triumph

of Jlonday night, gave the Science

freshmen the intramural hockey

championship by a count of five

goals to threee.

It was a fighting Sc. '46 team

titat took the ice against the cham

pions and if it had not been for

the superb goal-tending of Smart in

the freshmen's net, the score might

easily have gone the other way.

Smart did everything but hand-

springs to keep the rubber out, with

the result that his was a major

role in the '48 victory.

Taking command from the open-

ing whistle the Juniors kept up

a constant pressure in the first

stanza, only to have all but one

of their efforts blocked by the

tireless Smart. This opening goal

came from the stick of Arn Tuer

who notched his second counter of

the series to bring his team within

range. But this was short lived as

Ed Halliday of '48 picked up a

loose disc at his opponents' Wue

line to rifle a shot into the lower

left comer.

The middle stanza featured a lot

of ragged hockey, but still '46 com-

manded the jilay. Both goalies were

called on several occasions to block

goal-labelled drives, and it was only

at the half-way stage that Noonan's

shot sneaked by the spreadeagled

Smart. This goal srave the Juniors

new life and they continued to

press, until the frame's finish. At

the whistle, Tuer and Noonan

sneaked into the clear only to be

robbed by Smart.

Now a goat down, the Juniors

apphed a little more gusto to their

efforts, and started a parade to the

penalty box. This continued all

through the third and while a man

short. Halliday picked up a loose

puck to notch his second goal of

the game, and bring the Erosh into

a 2-aJl tie. This counter took the

fight out of the Juniors and from

there to the whistle, play was more

or less routine.

The Science frosh owe their tri-

umph to the stellar goal-tending

of Smart, while up in front, Halli-

day. Leach and Shisko were the big

guns, with their smooth offensive

play.

For the '46 outfit, Tuer and

(Iron-man) McLeod provided the

backbone of their attack, with the

remaining players giving their all.

BV DON MACKENIIE

Sc. '46 gained an 'SDO point ad-

vantage over Meds '49 in the intra-

mural assault-at-arms to score a

last-minute upset in the Bews Tro-

phy race. The Science juniors

made a clean sweep of the boxing

and won three of the sis wrestliug

classes contested. Meds '48 was the

only other year entering more than

one contestant, and the Arts facul-

ty's lone representative was Row-

lev of Arts '47. who reached the

finals in the 175 lb. wrestling.

On the whole, the wrestling prov-

ed more interesting and nf hidier

calibre than the boxing, in which

five classes went to Sc. '46 ft-ith-

out a fight. From the spectators'

point of view, this was unfortun-

ate, since two of our best boxers.

Bingeman and Soden, went unchal-

kiv:;cd and had no chance to show

iheir prowess.

In the boxing, by far the best

exhibition was put on by Suther-

land and Franz, both of Sc. '46,

in the 175 lb. final. Fran^, though

a heavy hitter, had little opportun-

ity in land hts blows, and Suther-

l.-md's speed and hard fast rights

gained him a well-earned decision,

The best wrestling show of the

two evenings was the 135 lb. pre-

liminary between Miura of Sc. '46

and Smylie of Meds '49. After one

fall for each man at the end of the

rtu'utar two periods. Miura finally

pinned his opponent at the two-

minute mark in the overlime.

Despite the fact that both Dowd

and Vechter. the "finalists in the

heavyweight wrestling, were in

Meds 'AS. the bout seemed to be

intensely interesting to the Science

men,

Cottee of Sc. '46 deserves a lot

of credit ^or holding Jake Harvey

into the second period of their 165

lb. final match. Hal Leitch, with

his wider wrestling experience, had

no difficulty in quickly dispatching

his opponents on both nights to

take the 145 crown.

BOXING RESULTS

Preliminaries

145 lb.—Pritchard. Sc. '46. from

H.Hmilton. Meds '49. by default.

175 i|3_Franz, Sr. '-16. from

Hayiinga, Me(l> '-IS. TK(">; Suther-

land. Sc. "46. from Aunis, Meds '48.

TKO.
Finals

145 lb.—rritchard. Sc. '46. from

Tink. Sc. '46. decision.

165 lb.—Chwedchuk. Sc. '46.

from Bird. Sc. '46, TKO.

175 lb.—Sutherland. Sc. '46. from

Franz, Sc. '46, decision.

Uncontested

US lb.—Kean, Sc. '46.

125 lb.—Church, Sc. '46.

MS lb.—Gosh, Sc. '46.

155 lb.—Bingeman. Sc. '46,

Hcnvv—Socicn. Sc. '46.

WRESTLING RESULTS

Preliminaries

135 lb.—Miura. Sc. '46. from

Smvtie. Meds '49. 2 falls out of i.

145 lb.—Leitch, Sc. *46, from

Teremias, Meds '49, 2 straight falls;

Harrison, Sc. '46, from Morrill,

Meds. '40, 2 straight falls.

155 U).—Ramsay. Sc. '46. from

Louden, Meds '49. 2 straight falls;

Dumoulin, Sc. '46, trom Van Blari-

cum. Meds '48, default.

165 lb.—Har\'ey. Sc. '45, from

Gauvin. Sc. '46. 2 straight falls.

175 lb.—Rowley. Arts "47. from

Burello, Sc. '46, 2 falls out of 3.

Sports Notes

A meeting of the Swimming

Club will be held at the usual

place, at the usual time, on the

usual day.

The interfaculty basketball

draw has Science vs Meds at 7

pm March 3, with the winner

playing- Arts at 7 o'clock March 6.

The mterfaculty hockey ivill

liegin March 5 at 10 pm, with

Arts playing Science, and the

winner playing Meds at 10 pm

March 7.

There's a story about an elli-

ciency expert who only says his

prayers once a year. New \ears

Day. The rest of the time he

just jumps into bed and says

"Ditto."

Monday Night

No doubt the warriors of '46

wish that the timer had been right

the first time when he rang the

bell at the end of the third period

four minutes early. Undaunted

by this new threat to theii 2-1

lead, the frosh went out and in

the remainder of the game

notched one more tally to take

the game 3-1 and a lead of two

goals into the final frame.

The juniors opened the scoring

in the early minutes of the first

period as Shorty Harrison beat

D.iug Smart in the '48 nets from

a scramble. For the rest of the

game Smart was unbeatable, and

several spectacular saves by him

were a big factor in the frosh

victory.

Bill Isaacs evened the game up

earlv in the second period, break-

ing from centre around the

juniors' defence, and beating

Carter cleanly on a smart solo

effort Several minutes later

Rog Shisko potted the winning

score for '48 when one of his

tea^n-mates was serving time in

the penalty box. The pace quick-

ened after this as both teams

began to click, but the effective

net-tending of both goalies pre-

vented any further scoring until

the last minute of play, when

Harvey Clifford scored to give the

irosli a two-goal lead wliich they

carried into the final game.

Old Lady (It' iitilc boy caught

stealing apples) : "Isn't your con-

science whispering to you?"

Little Boy: "Naw, I just got

gas on my stomach."

Heavy—Vechter, Meds '48. from

Pertulia. Sc. '46, 2 stniiglit falls;

Dowd, Meds '4S. from P.irrish. Sc.

'46. 2 straight falls.

Finals

J35 lb.—Kristjansen. Med? '49.

from Miura, Scr'46. one fall.

145 lb.—Leitch. Sc. '46, from

Harrison. Sc. '46, 2 straight falls.

155 ih.—Ramsay. Sc, '46, from

Dumoulin, Sc. '46, 2 straight falls,

165 lb.—Harvey, Sc. '45. from

Cottee. Sc. '46. 2 straight falls.

175 ib.—Howe. Sc. '46.

Rowley, Arts '47, decision.

Heavy—Dowd, Meds '48,

Vechter. Meds "48, one fall.

Uncontested

125 lb.—Collins, Meds '49.

from

from

Science '45

Science '45 will hold its iron

ring ceremony in the Hydraulics

Lab on Tuesday afternoon at

4:45. The completion of the

ceremony of the presentation of

the iron ring will take place at

the Portsmouth United Church

at 6:15 pm. The executive is

trying to arrange for a special

bus. .

He Must Have Been!

"Where did you get all that

money r"

"Borrowed it from Wilson."

"But I thought be was pretty

tight."

"So he was." —Manitoban.

If you can't be at the front-

al least your blood can. Enrol at

the Blood Clinic today.

i
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Kingston'i Ofdtit

Estoblsihed Shoe Stor«

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

1

We carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also —

—

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St

CENTRE TAXI
DIAL 3000
Corner University and William

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STRSBT

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALLENTYNE

Daisy Mae Dirge

(or Levana I^ament)

This ain't leap ye'r

And there ain't a heap yer

Can do about it

IVilhout it.

Over at tlie boxing and wrest-

ling finals Tuesday night somebody

advocated co-educational wrestling,

with dimmer lighting. Great idea,

mister, but a ring of some sort's

customary.

And while we're on the subject

of sports not yet open to Levana

—

we'd suggest a Ban Righ bridge

tournament. The winners might

even challenge the Union's best.

Well . . . urn . . .

Around to news, we remind )'ou

again of the tea for graduates

which the Alumnae Association is

giving tomorrow afternoon in Ban
Righ common room. Their com-

mittee wants to make sure that anj'

co-ed who intends to finish her de-

gree off in tiie summer, and was

therefore missed on the invitation

list, realizes that she, too, is cor-

dially invited to the tea.

And Sunday the representative

from the Montreal School of Social

Work is speaking in Ban Righ al

6:15 pm.

Were you on the lucky list of

those whose application for a room
in residence next year was accep-

ted ? Tf you were, you'd better make
sure you stay lucky by handing in

your down payment and applica-

tion form by March 15, which is

the last day for them.

Grad Dinner

President Resigns

From Dalhousie U

HALIFAX—(CUP)—"Due to

a fundamental divergence in

viewpoint with the governing

board of Dalhousie University,"

Dr. Carleton Stanley has resigned

his position as president of Dal-

housie University. He has held

this senior faculty post for the

last 12 years.

After graduating from the Uni-

versity of Toronto in 191o, Dr.

Stanley received his Master's

degree in Arts at New College,

Oxford. In 1933 he received an

Honorary Doctorate of Law in

Toronto, and in 1935 the same

deg:ree at the University of Maine.

Also, an Honorary Doctorate in

Literature was awarded him by

the University of Colorado in the

same year.

Before becoming president of

Dalhousie, Dr. Stanley served as

professor of Greek and later as

assistant to the principal at Mc-

Gill University. Besides being

prominent in journalisih, he

achieved recognition as an ardent

exponent of the Liberal Arts and

strong supporter of Humanities.

Wedne5day's the Grad dinner and

dance. Hope you have j'our date

by now. For a while the Iron Ring
Ceremony loooked as though it were
going to gum up the works—but
now it's been shifted to another

night. We forgot to mention before

that the dinner and dance were

formal but it's a pretty well-known

fact anyway. And while we're talk-

ing about getting dates, don't for-

get to nail your man for the Spring

Dance on March 10. It will be

about the tail end of social activity.

There's no Co-ed Sportsreel in

this issue so Ferdie asked us to put

in a plug for the final city league

basketball championship game. The
Levana team is playing at 8:15 to-

morrow night. The cup will be

presented to the winner, so come
on out and cheer to make sure Le-

vana gets it.

The camera club has a new ex-

hibition of pictures in the Senate

room. So if you're in the Old Arts

building some time drop in and
liave a look. Nancy Sachs repre-

sents Levana there rather well, we'd

say. The whole exhihition is worth

seeing.

TORONTO— (CUP) —From
comments gathered by the Halifax

correspondent to the Toronto

Daily Star, the supporters of the

retiring president were reported

to have declared that "economic

royalists" were trying to dictate

to the president about staff and

curriculum matters. Two gover-

nors objected when President

Stanley refused to promote two

lecturers and dismiss a professor.

The opposition maintained that

Dr. Stanley overstressed the

classical side of education.

Further reports indicated that

Viscount Bennett threatened to

withdraw all financial support

and to take back the three-

quarters of a million dollars he

donated a few years ago if the

situation were not straightened

out.

McGill Pool

Ottawa Calling
A CUP FEATURE

Bv NEIL MACDONAl-D

The businessmen advertising

this paper are progressive and

deserve your patronage.

(Continued from page 1)

the building of a gymnasium.
Other contributions followed, and

the gymnasium was built in 1939.

The results of the whole "Mc-
Gill University War Memorial

Campaign" will be announced as

far as possible at the May 30

convocation.

Patronize Our Advertisers

COTC Dance

Plans are being made to

hold a COTC dance on

March 16. The personnel

of A and B Companies who

intend to come are asked to

sign the lists in various

buildings before Monday.

NOTE FROM THE WEST
EDMONTON: Make no mis-

take about it, there are differences

between the East and the West in

Canada. I don't thuik that the dif-

ferences are insurmountable, that

thev arc anything which mure un-

derstanding and interchange of con-

structive ideas cannot cure, but they

are definitel *a serious problem in

the development of a strong coun-

try.

We down East are prone to ig-

nore the West because of the dis-

tance which lies between us. We
have a large population and the

West has a small one; the West is

made up chiefly of primary produc-

ers and the East derives its wealth

from manufacturing.

7'he chief point of dispute be-

tween W'estern Canada and Eastern

Canada is that the Westerners claim

that tiie Ea5t has systematically

lived off the West. Rightly or

wrongl)'. they claim that our finan-

ciers have managed to make money

out of the West which was used

to the advantage of the East.

West Needs Capital

One of the chief cries of a city

such as Edmonton is its call for

capital to develop its own natural

resources. It is claimed that im-

mense wealth—oil, minerals, coal,

hydro-electric power—is available,

if the capital is forthcoming to de-

velop industries.

To some extent, the point of the

West is well-taken. She has the

resources, and she has been ex-

ploited 'to some degree at least by

the east. For example, to ship re-

frigerated dair\' produce east costs

$3.25 a hundred pounds, while to

ship exactly the same product back

over the same route, in a westerly

direction, costs only 95 cents. This

gives the eastern producer better

than a three to one chance against

the westerner, as far as transpor-

tation is concerned.

There may be some good reason

why there should be such a dis-

crepancy between shipping costs in

two directions, but the westerners

don't think so, and they are an-

noyed, to put it mildly.

Socialists's Strength

Perhaps it is in such feelings of

annoyance and resentment that we
can find the root of tlie strength of

such parties as the Social Credit in

Alberta and the Co-operative Com-
monwealth Federation in Saskat-

chewan.

There is, however, unless we can

resolve our differences, the very

real danger of Canada speaking

federally in provincial blocs. Thi

would mean that each province

would be striving for its own good,

not [or the good of the whole coun-

try. There must be a way to clear

up our problems, with fairness to

all parlies, if the good of the whole

nf Canada is to be served — and

we must find that way.

CROWN DAIRY

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

IWiU U
Ca

A. R. XI/nOTHVPHOTOGRAPHER
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
Make your appointments row for Portraits and Groups

180 WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OH

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

OIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

241 Princess St. Dial 8624

TONIGHT
THE LAST YEAH DANCE

ARTS '47 PRESENTS

THE HIGHLAND FLING
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br. Wallace Appointed Head

Of New Research Committee

IWill Unify All Research
Carried Out by

Province

Recently Formed

It was announced Thursday

that Dr. R. C. Wallace, Principal

}[ Queen's University, is to be

|the chairman of the newly-created

(Ontario Research Advisory Com-
littee. Premier Drew described

)r. Wallace as one of the great-

est research experts on the con-

linent, and said the committee

kvill receive no pay for its work,

jut a secretariat will be estab-

,lied and financed by the gov-

nment. Dr. Wallace will con-

Kinue as chairman, and experts

m the committee will be drawn

Jrom the field in which research

problems He.

The Ontario Research Founda-

tion has completed arrangc-

lents for expanding its facilities

soon as materials become

ivailabie, said the Premier. He
;mphasized the need for research

discover new methods of uti-

izing Canada's raw materials.

In a recent Journal interview,

"Wallace said that the com-

iiittee had not met yet, and unti

did he could not say much

lut the Premier is much con

cerned with scientific research in

fndustry, in developing wider use

materials, and in expansion of

Irade in Ontario. The plan is

^hat more can be done by co

jrdinating the government re

starch departments and research

Sn the universities.

The work of the committee will

e to advise the government as

to the utilization of funds which

ft may have available for re-

search. The committee has no

power; it is merely advisory. Its

Jurpose is to avoid overlapping,

ft could be called a clearing

louse of research.

Mona Community'

Explained to SCM
ByRevWMUler
Cites Project as Means of

Co-ordinating Christianity

With Modern Life

I.IEUT..COL. G. S. MELVIN

Retiring OC

Graduation Dance

Comes Tomorrow

Levana Will Hold Spring

Dance Saturday

Levana Elects

'Muffy' Hibbert

As New President

Executive for 1945-46

Chosen in Elections

Thursday Last

Is

Freshman Address

Pincipal Wallace will address

?reshmen and freshettes in Grant

llall tomorrow at 10 am. All

|freshmen and freshettes are ex-

ctcd to attend.

Ban Righ Common Room will

be the scene of two dances this

week. Tomorrow night is the

graduation dinner and dance; and

on Saturday there will be the

annual Levana Spring Dance.

Usually this spring dance is held

in the afternoon, but this ye^r

the Levana executive decided to

hold it in the evening instead.

Invitations to the graduation

dinner and dance are extended to

this year's and next year's Le-

vana executives, as well as to the

graduation class. The dance will

be semi-formal, and will last from

9 to 12:30 pm. the dinner will

begin at 7:15 pm.

The incoming and outgoing ex-

ecutives arc again to be honoured

at the Spring Dance on Saturday,

which is held primarily for that

purpose. Dancing on Saturday

will last from 8 to 12 pm, with

arrangements made for bridge

and ping-pong as alternative

diversions. Both the common

room and the dining room are to

be open for dancing at the spring

liance. Chesterfields will be

arr:uiKed around the dining room,

and Helen Martin, convener, says

that there may be a coke bar.

How can the teachings of the

church be made meaningful to

our 20th century, highly indus-

trilized society?" asked the Rev

Alexander Miller at the last SCM
Fireside held Sunday evening at

the Principal's residence.

"Lex" frankly admitted that he

did not know, but felt that the

answer must he found, and that

it lay in the direction which he

outlined, using the Church of

Scotland's lona Community as an

illustration,

"When people don't listen to

what you have to say it is either

that they can't hear you, or that

they won't listen because they

don't think it is important. The

church has been yelling perfect

truths loudly, but many are not

listening because they do not

think that tlicse trutlis are rele-

vant in their day-to-day work.

The lona Community is an ex-

periment with the object of mak-

ing the Christian faith meaning-

ful to those who compose the

group.

In 1938 Dr. George McLeod

persuaded the Church of Scotland

to make lona a centre of minis-

terial training, at which ministers

REV. MILLER

(Continued on page 3)

Maj. Walker New Commander

Of Officers Training Corps

'ranees James To Sing Here

^n Concert for ISS Drive

Frances James, soprano, ac-

>^"mpanied by John Nevvmark,

Pianist, will appear in an ISS-

Mionsored concert performance

[tonight at 8:30 in Grant Hall.

Probably the most celebrated

-anadian vocalist. Miss James,

l^vho was born in St. John, NB,

iiid educated in Montreal, has

lied from Vancouver to

lalifax about 20 times in less

10 years, singing vvith the

Principal orchestras, choral so-

'eties, and musical clubs across

^he entire Dominion. Coming

from a musical family of which

"he is the first to turn profes-

sional, Frances James, who m

private life is Mrs. Murray Adas

kin, is married to a well-known

violinist.

Jcilin Newmark, a European

artist who came to Canada some

years ago, has been described by

Sir Ernest MacMillan as "a musi-

cian of wide knowledge and a

pianist of excellent technical and

musical accomplishment."

This event conies not only as

the last concert of the year, but

also as the culminating item on

the ISS campaign programme.

With less than $600 still neces-

sary to reach the $1,442 objective,

FRANCES JAMES
(Continued on page 3)

Muffy Hibbert, Levana '45.

was elected president of the Le-

vana Society for the year of

1945-46, in the annual Levana

elections held Thursday. Muffy

comes from Toledo, Ohio, and is

in her fourth year, taking honour

maths and physics. She has held

many executive positions since

she came to Queen's. During her

first year, she was girls' athletic

stick ; in her second and third

years, secretary of the Ban Righ

House Council : and for two years

has been junior AMS represent-

ative. Muffy is active in the field

of sports. For two years she

held the position of secretary of

the LAB of C. and for one year

she was the LAB of C tennis rep-

resentative.

The new vice-president is

Nancy Lewis, Levana '47, who

attended Lisgar Collegiate in

Ottawa. This year she is soph

representative for the Levana

Society, and skating represent-

ative for the LAB of C.

The other members of the

newly-elected executive are as

follows : secretary, Beth Mac-

donald. Arts "48; treasurer, Bar-

bara Green. Arts '47; senior rep-

HIBBERT CHOSEN
(Continued on page 4)

Last of Trophies

Located in Snow

The third missing athletic cup

stolen from the east trophy cabi-

net in the main gymnasium cor-

ridor the night of February 10-11.

was located late last week, ac-

cording to Charles Hicks, secre-

tary-treasurer of the Athletic

Board of Control, The award,

originally named incorrectly, has

since been found to be the Sen

ator Powell Hockey Trophy.

The cup was found in "slightly

damaged condition" in a snow

pile on the lavvn at 310 Brock

street, when a resident there was

shovelling off the premises. The

other two trophies, the Inter-

faculty Hockey Cup and the

President's Golf Cup, were

located in an Albert street snow

bank a week ago last Saturday.

The Senator Powell Hockey

Trophy was presented to the uni

versity about seven or eight year:^

ago, Mr. Hicks told The Journal

and is awarded to the most valu-

able senior hockey player by the

vote of the tearn.

Jerks Will Stage

^Deadline Drag'

John Straiton, Arts '44, former

renowned Journal staff artist,

will arrive in Kingston from

Toronto Friday noon to handle

decorations for the Deadline

Drag, it was learned late yester-

day.

Arts Bonquet

Prof. J. A. Roy will be guest

speaker at the annual Arts ban-

quet, to be held in Sydenham

United Church at 6:30 pm a week

from today. Those wishing to

procure tickets, selling at 50

cents, may do so from any mem-

ber of the Arts Society executive.

The annual Journal dance, often

termed "the most original dance of

the year," will be held in Grant

Hal! Friday at 9 pm. Dress will fol-

low The Journal's "draggish" tra-

dition, and music will be supplied

by Nick Nicholson's orchestra.

Two novelties, both original to

the campus, will feature this 'Ttcad-

line Drag." Star attraction will be

the system of selecting the guest?

of the evening: two couples enter-

ing at two predetennined times will

be admitted free, introduced to the

audience, awarded a special prize,

and provided with free drinks-

alt with the compliments of The

Journal.

'DEADLINE DRAG*

(Continued on page 4)

MAJOR E. A. WAI.KER

Provisional OC

Lieut.-Col. Melvin Retires

Due to 111 Health and
Pressure o£ Work

War n Veteran

General Dobbie

Tells of Divine Aid

Praises Courage of Maltese

In Address Here

BV EDITH KENT
Stressing the determination and

courage of Ihe Maltese people

and the untiring efforts of the

armed forces on that island. Gen-

eral Sir William Dobbie, former

commander of Malta, told a meet-

ing last week that "if Malta had

not held out during its siege, the

whole history of the war would

have been different, and we

would not now be expecting the

imminent defeat of Germany."

General Dobbie was speaking

at a public lecture in Grant Hall,

under Che auspices of the IVCF.

This address was one of a series

which he is giving in various

cities across Canada. Preceding

the speech was a sound film deal-

ing with the Battle of Malta.

When the war began, Malta's

garrison was weak, her hope of

reinforcements faint, her guns

and aircraft few in number and

obsolescent. Against these feeble

defences it was expected that the

might of a full-scale invasion

either by sea or by air would be

pitted. Invasion by sea did not

materiali:!e. though there were

GENERAL DOBBIE

(Continued on page 6)

BY RONALD STEVCNBON

Major Ewart A. Walker. Eng-

lish instructor in the Engineeting

faculty, has been named provisional

officer commanding the Queen's

University Contingent. Canadian

Officers' Training Corps, accord-

ing to a recent release from the

COTC orderly room. Major Wal-

ker will replace Lieut.-Col. G. S,

Melvin. dean of Medicine, who has

been forced to retire because of

"ill health and the pressure of fac-

ulty work."

It is expected that Major Wal-

ker's appointment, which has not

as yet been officially confirmed by

military headquarters at Ottawa,

will be retroactive to February 13.

Lieutenant-Colonel Melvin as-

sumed command September I. 1943.

replacing Dr. R. O. Earl, Dean of

Arts.

Biography

Major Ewart Alistair Walker,

provisional officer'commwdirig tbe

Queen's University Contiingent.

Canadian Officers' Training Corps,

has well-combed black hair, glasses,

and a trim mouftache.

Efficiency seems to be one of the

keynotes of Major Walker's char-

acter. Everything from the cleared

desk to the brisk note-book which

he produced for reference betoken-

ed this qualitj-. Besides being ef-

ficient. Major Walker is also very

courteous and pleasant.

Major Walker is the possessor

of a dog which is reputed to ac-

company him to his office and also

to the classroom.

The new COTC commander is

a native of Toronto, having beeen

bom in that city in 1906. He at-

tended Appleby College, Oakville,

Ontario, and from 1925 to 1928

served as a lieutenant in the Cana-

dian militia. In 1928 he graduated

from the University of Toronto

with a bachelor of arts degree, and

in 1931 received an MA from Cam-

bridge University. England.

MAJOR WALKER
(Continued on page 6)

Biography of Great Composer

Begins Run at Local Theatre

Maths-Physics Club

Dr, C, F. Cummer will address

the regular meeting of the Maths

and Physics Club, to be held

Wednesday at 7 pm in the biology

lecture room, Old Arts building.

His subject will be "Newton's

Method in Curve Tracing." Re-

freshments will be served.

tiful

Reputedly one of the mosi i>eau-

and inspiring musical pic-

tures ever produced will start its

run at the Odeon Theatre on March

7 through 9, It is tided "The Great

Mr. Handel" and truthfully por-

trays the life and times^ of the fam-

ous composer from about 1738 un-

til the production of his greatest

oratorio, "The Messiah."

The distinguished Engtisli stage

and screen star. Wilfrid Lawson.

carries the difficult role of the com-

poser and gives a fine portrait of

the man. At the outset we see Han-

del rehearsing his opera, "Xerxes."

for production at Covent Garden.

Many things go wrong, but Handel
\

is patient and works with the or-

chestra to achieve a finished per-

formance. Handel's debtors are

worrsinL; him for [.;i>nicnt of their

bills, but he Lan yivc Uicm no more

than promises tu pay as ,oon as his

opera is pro<Iuced. But it fails,

largely because the foppish Prince

of Wales decides he will "knock"

it. Yet ihrnugli all his misfortunes

Handel nut soured. His human-

ity and consideration for others

remains. Einally he gives up his

attempts to write a successful opera

and composes his great oratorio

"The Messiah." which is a trenien-

GREAT COMPOSER

(Continued on page 3)
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Some
Poems

LIFE

A PLAY

Act the First

baby crawling baby bawling

bab>' gurgling giggling gagging

parents gooing parents cooing

parents boasting braying bragging

The Medical Education

An editorial in a Journal of last term provoked much thought

and comment on the part of the Science and Arts faculties by

questioning the value of the present "Engineer's Education," and

subjecting it to sonic criticism as being not broad enough in regard

to social sciences and pure arts. The medical education was not

considered at that time ; and possibly a review of the conditions

as they exist in that faculty will assist in making the problem

clearer.

The statement has been made by a Queen'sman that "A Meds

student either gives up his outside interests or gives up medicine."

This is essentially true; and the few exceptions there are, are as

notable for being exceptions as they are remarkable for their

achievement. After first year the Medical student has a minimum

of 35 hours in classes each week as well as six liours of required

military training. He has little or no time for outside interests

or activities—yet the medical profession requires possibly a higher

knowledge of social relations and economic problems than any

other.

Let us consider now the problems of medical education. The

doctor must, above all other things, have a sound knowledge and

good background in his particular field. A mass of details and a

mountain of theory must be accumulated during his college course.

The plans offered to improve the present Canadian system of a

long and intensified medical education are essentially of two kinds.

The first is to cut down on "background" courses in the-present

training, such as botany in first year, and fill in these spaces with

fine arts courses of a general nature. The second is to require a

certain premedical training involving the fundamental courses in

science, followed by a shorter course in the medical details. The

first plan has been partially adopted here by offering a good English

course in first year. The second is the system used in the United

States.

On the surface, the plan of eliminating the less essential

medical courses and replacing them with humanities seems feasible

;

but actually one cannot change so simply the present curriculum.

It is even more important for the doctor to know his own profes-

sion to the exclusion of other studies than for an engineer. An

engineer who can deal with the public but cannot build a bridge

is analagous to the doctor who is liked by his patients but does

not merit their trust and confidence.

The second scheme, that of making premedical education a

requirement for entrance into medicine, is actually an offshoot

of the first plan. Certain subjects are required and the rest of the

course is not standardized. We do not feel that this system is

better, or as good in principle, as the programme in force at

Queen's. Here a five-year medical course is required, followed by

a year of interning, before a degree may be obtained. Those who

feel the need for a broader knowledge must obtain it themselves

in Arts before entering Medicine. Those who enter Medicine

without previous college education are assured of a completely

adequate training in their field, and this holds good for Science

at Queen's as well. —A.E.R.

'Ain't he cute ?

And so smart

He's such a dear

!

He's but a vear
!"

little man is king of the castle

little man has many a vassal

little man is big man

Act the Last

old man nodding 'mongst his books

in his mind he backward looks

across the years of life

sees living for what it's worth

pain and sadness there's no dearth

nought but struggle and strife

knows in life

there are two things certain

being born

and the final

Short Story

Tao Sou

Curtain

—B.G.

NIGHT TRAIN

The station was crowded with

wounded. Here two columns

passed ; one was acquainted with

death, screaming and stinking as it

sought to escape from a terror-

ridden nightmare of pain ; the

fresh troops of the other filed sto-

lidly through a narrow aisle between

their elder comrades, and looked

neither to one side nor the other.

Machine guns, and a treasured bat-

tery of howitzers, witii heavy boxes

of ammunition, were borne deli-

cately above the foul and rotting

bodies which were lying under hun-

dreds of Red Cross comforters.

The battalion was soon embarked.

While the engineer was waiting for

his orders, a slight figure bounded

from the remains of a freight truck

wiiich had recently been bombed.

A young officer walked nervously

towards the end of the concrete

platform. AVlien he could go no

farther he began to walk in a jerky

parallelogram. This he continued

with an unsteadily rising and fall-

ing tempo while for him time ceas-

ed to exist.

The private universe of the youth

who was so busily pacing his in-

visible cage was centred about a

young girl. He sought frantically

to recapture her face, which fiick-

ei;ed changefully before his inner

eye- He tried to recall the con-

tralto of her voice: he tried des-

perately to know her again, and

Sleeping soldiers, sprawling, snor-

ing.

Dirty coaches, whistles roaring

Sooty windows, sticky sashes

Faulty lighting winks and flashes.

Tired trainmen hoarsely bawling

Names of stops or place of calling.

Sandwich sellers shuffle by

AVaking sleepers with their cry.

Giggling baggage, painted cheap

;

Tired ol'd ladies try to sleep.

Stench of breath and beer and heat

Empty bottles by a seat.

Engine's noise and motion weary,

Motor's*madd'ning movement send-

ing

Coaches clatter, dull and drcarj'-;

Never changing, never ending.

—M. Shubik.
—^Varsity

clouds. He saw again the tranquil-

ity nf the Monastery of the Jade

Buddha. He lived profoundly
through each transient moment of

ecstasy. By the strength of his de-

sire he battered his way back to

timeless peace.

He had not seen her for three

months. He did not know where

in the frantic land she might have

wandered. He did know, with a

conviction based on instinct, that

she would have to pay in full for

their momentary rapture. He knew

that in the scheme of things she

could not die, and that he would

he dead in a few hours.

Now he was still too much alive.

He plunged about his parallelo-

gram, imprisoned by invisible walls

which would open only to tleli^'er—

him safely to death. He fought

against space, so that there were

moments of communion which com-

forted him with the thought that

he had somehow managed to give

her. wherever she might be, some

of his own surging and soon-to-be-

dissipated strength.

The locomotive whistled a brief

warning. The young officer auto-

matically hurried to his men, and

the darkened train began to move

away from the dim station and its

wounded. The fresh battalion liad

not yet met its time to die.

His momentary union with his

What cha Ma
Column

here his hungry flesh came to his] distant love had been shattered, and

help. There were brief moments
[

the officer was one of a thousand

when he was with her again, and young men going forth to die. Each

he recalled the delicate texture of
i

was lost in his own loneliness: each

her youth.

His fierce longing recreated a

windy hill top, where tall grasses

swaved in a drunken rhythm against

ablue sky bright with summer

trod a road where there are no com-

rades.

^

-

^

1 "'I

Tao Sou. in Chinese, means flscape.

A STUDENT'S
SOLILOQUOY

Major Walker

Congratulations arc due Major E. A. Walker, who has been

named provisional officer commanding of the Queen's University

Contingent, COTC. At 39 years of age Major Walker, now a

lecturer in the English department here, is a soldier of distin-

guished merit, having held responsible positions in this country

and overseas. We should like to wish him a successful career

with the COTC.

Dr. Pratt

The Journal extends best wishes to Dr. E. J. Pratt, of the

English department at the University of Toronto, who arrived

here yesterday to take Dr. G. B. Harrison's classes for this week,

in a Queen's-Toronto exchange. We hope both he and the

students profit from the visit.

To flunk or not to flunk, that is the

question.

Whether it is nobler on your part

To sulTer the shame of error be-

cause you flunked,

Or to take books against a sea of

ignorance,

And by their use to pass.

To play, to flunk, and by that flunk

to say

You end the struggles and the

thousand sleepless nights.

That you have suffered;

To work, to write, to write, per-

chance to flunk.

Aye there's the rub; for in that

outside world

What things may come.

When you have shuffled off this

comely campus.

And though your meagre labors

have not won.

Don't mind, your country needs

you, son.

—Paul R. Radloff,

The Sheaf.

What we want to know is—
is he outside because tlie music is so good . . .

or so bad?

HERE AND THERE

The sad-looking man at the cor-

ner table had been waiting a long

time for his order. Finally his

waiter approached, and, with a

flourish, said:

"Your fish will be ready in just

a minute, sir."

The sad man looked interested.

"Tell me," he said. "Wliat bait are

you using?"

* * *

A cypher is a bottle that squirts.

There was a young man of the

Tyne,

Put his head on the South-

Eastern Line.

But he' died of ennui

For the 5:53

Didn't come til! a quarter past

nine.

Saturated is a term used

gentlemen who are full up.

Interview with

a Pianist •

The poster announcing tonigln

ISS Concert claimed John Nc^j

mark as Canada's "most sensiij

young ynanist." Other notices tenn|

ed him "brilliant . . . skillful

gifted." My musical friends athle

to these adjectives tlie words "marl

vellous, excellent." This was enoiif

to arouse any person's interest,

when I went to Montreal the ntlJ

weekend T made it a special puirj

to see him.

Mr. Newmark said that he w

looking forward to tonight's en

cert. He sincerely enjoys worki'

with Frances James and says thai

she sings even better than the pod

ters claim. It was Miss James \\\\

gave him his first important etij

gagement as accompanist in CaDi

ada, and he is ever grateful to heJ

He W'Cnt on at great length aiimjj

Miss James, but I wanted to \m\

about him.

"Well, there's not much to ttll,1

he said, "I started to play the piarv

when I was eight and have t»er|

playing since then. I studied

Bremen and in Leipzig, where 1|

with other musicians, formed a

ciety for New Music. We used iJ

give one-hour concerts and we playj

ed only modern music, A show o

hands in the audience indicate!

whether the new composition wil

to be pla\'ed again at a later dalcl

Eventually these concepts wen

broadcast over the air."

He went on to tell of how he lef|

Europe and succeeded in coniin

to Canada, and of his three yean]

internment as a refugee. Since lii

release he has been very busy witll

radio and concert work. He lirij

just finished a CBC Sunday Scr

playing the Mozart Trios wit

Alexander Brott and Roland Ltdn

—incidentally the first time this h;

been done in Canada. And he

soon about to start another serit

this time a series of piano diict^

with M.irie-Therese Paquin.

"You know." he said, "it's realli

remarkable how man>' people

Canada have pianos—that are

seldom used. What we are trvird

to do is to start a 'back-to-the-pianj

movement. Many fine composili""!

were originally written for fni'l

iiands — the Hungarian and Slal

vonic Dances, for instance.

want to show how easy and e"l

jovahle they are to play. Any""j

with a few years' training can

tlnwn and play these pieces, Tliilj

there's one snag, they are hard I'j

obtain. Tn Europe if we needed sr""'!

mii'iic we were always sure of

ting the scores—but not here, h!

really too bad."

I asked Mr. Newmark whellif|

he ever aspired to play solo-

.stead of accompanying other sol"

ists.

"No, I don't want to play snl*^|

Somehow people have the idea tli'

it is degrading to be an accomp^"]

ist. I don't believe so. There

not many fine pianists today. '"'1

there are even fewer good acD>i"]

panists." He went on to tell of

coming concert with Portia Whi'^l

He was to have only one rehear^''

before the performance, being ^^1

tremely fortunate in having i'**!

ability to sight-read almost fla"]

lessly.

"Once, in Germany.-" he sanJ

for JOHN NEV™ARK
(Continued on page 4)
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See Levana In Tricolor '45

Jackson-Metivier
Ladies' "Wearing Apparel SKop

ATTENTION! LADIES OF QUEEN'S

BE WISE . . . SELECT YOURS NOW!

First Showing . . . Man-Tailored Ladies'

SPRING SUITS
Novy, Black and Brown . . -. English Stripes and Plain Worsted

Dress-Maker New Spring Models

Smart new elegance ond important detailings ~ yours in

Jackson Metivier's Suits. Mannish or softly feminine clothes

in new High Park shades.

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

Great Composer Frances James

(Continued from page 1)

dous success. Handel, a devoutly

igious man. finds full scope for

genius in this work,

A distinguished contribution to

!ie film is mijde by Elizabeth Allan

whose radiant beatity»shines bright-

as Handel's devoted friend. Mrs.

bber, who helps him through all

his trials. Her diction and her love

singing voice, which has been

recorded with splendid fidelity, are

something to remembi*r. Ray Petrie

supplies touches of quiet humour

the role of Pliineas. Handel's

Scots manservant, who served him

without bothering about wages; and

others in the supporting cast all do

leir jobs with competency.

There have been several film.'

made around the life of Schubert

but in each Hollywood has attempt-

ed to "glamourize" the subject by

the introduction of much that was

not true. In "The Great Mr. Han-

del" every effort was made to de-

lict the life and times of Handel

with absolute fnith, and much re-

search took place to that end, The

picture is in technicolor of delicate

shadings, and the music includes

such famous numbers, as the "Lar-

go" and "He Was Despised" (from

The Messiah), sung by Miss Allan,

and the "Hallelujah Chorus." The

London Philharmonic Orchestra

was used throughout for the instru-

mental numbers.

It is all too rare that a picture

painting an honest portrait of a

man is made. Add to Handel's mu-

sic the drama of his life, and tlie

result is a picture that is bound to

give pleasure to the average movie-

goer as well as to the lover of great

music. —H.G.B.

(Continued from page 1)

a full house tonight can put the

campaign over the top. The re-

sponse of the Kingston public has

been e.xcellent so far; with all-out

student support in addition, the

ISS should be able to live up to

its expectations. Tickets will be

sold at the door. Students, ^0
cents

;
general admission, 75

cents. —E.P.

Rev. Miller

(Continued from page I)

and tradesmen worked together

rebuilding the abbey buildings on

lona. They rebuilt the church

by working and worshipping to-

gether three months every year,

with tlie implication that the

same thing must be done on

the mainland. Economic equality

is another feature of this com-

munity.

The musical program included

a piano solo by Gordon McKen-

zie. Arts '4(5, a piano duet and a

ivocal duet by Florence Nightin-

gale. Levana '46, and Dwight

Dilts, v\rts '48. and a vocal solo

by Dwight Dilts.

A worship service was led by

Don McRae. Th. '47. Ross

Babion, PG, acted as chairman.

Frances James was born irt St.

John, NB, spent her early life in

Halifax, and went to high school

in Montreal. While at Montreal

she attended the McGill Con-

servatory of Music. This infor-

mation was obtained in an inter-

view with Joan Pollard, Levana

'4S, niece of Miss James. She

recalls that Miss James could

sing: before she could talk. At

the age of 16 she was the soprano

soloist at St. James' Church in

Montreal.

Miss James has had many
famous teachers. Last summer
in Boston she began studying

with Roland Hayes, who said

that she is one the few singers

who could keep up the tradition

of the German Lieder. Miss

James sings English and French

folk-songs beautifully, and is par-

ticularly good at ,
oratorio work.

She is noted for her work ii

Handel's Messiah' with the To

ronto Syni|>hony Orchestra under

Sir Ernest MacMillan. When
the Chamber Music Guild of

America was arranging an ex

change of Canadian and Ameri

can artists, the first to be chosen

was Miss James, who gave two

concerts in Washington last

December.

The interview with Miss Pol

lard also revealed that in the

summer of 1939, during the Royal

visit. Miss James was singing at

the Banff Springs Hotel. The

Queen heard her singing some

Scottish songs, and asked for

some of her favourites.

Miss James' well-deserved fame

is the result of hard work. She

has studied all her lite, and is

still stnciying. She bad to learn

German and French and is often

coniplimeTited for her accent. She

has perftL-t breath control, and

her interpretation is so good that

even without knowing the Ian

guage the hearer never fails }o

understand ihe meaning.

FOUND: Maroon Waterman's

in Journal office. Applypen,

there.

ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

DRIVE IN AN

INSURED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

f MEDIUM orMILO

PLAYER'S NAVY CUT CIGARETTES

OVERSHOES
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE" SCARCE

But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: S414
DIAL RES.i 5341

GRANT HALL
FRIDAY, 9 PM

($nnns ioitrnal
presents the

Nick Nicholson's Orchestra

Dress: Any Old Rags

DEADLINE DRAG
"The most origmal dance of the year"-McShrdlu,

A STOP PRESS SOCIAL EVENT
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Science Stars Win
InterfacuityOpener

Staging a last five niiiiiite up-

heaval, Science downed Meds 24-

16 to advance into the final of the

inter-faculty basketball playdowns

Saturday night.

From the opening whistle, the

game was a nip and luck affair,

with the lead constantly changing

hands. Science started the scoring

but the doctors didn't waste much
time in getting it back and by the

half's finish, score 6-a!l.

This type of play continued unti

the closing 300 seconds, when Sci-

ence, led by Joey Bland, went into

the lead and built it into an 8 point

margin at the whistle.

The University's outstanding ball

handler, Joe Bland, provided the

scoring punch for the Sciencemen
with 8 points followed by Sam Pa
taran with 6. For the losers Gord
Erickson and Max Vechter played

nice ball.

Line-ups

:

Science: Moro 3; Lament 2
Pataran 6; Mantel 2; McLellan 1

iKhg 2; Bland 8; Connor, Cole

man. Total 24.

Meds: Wiggins 3; Vechter 2
Shincario 2 ; Erickson 4 ; Cronk
HayungB, Kronick, Milliken. Beat
ay 3 ; Gibbons 2. Total 16.

Chapel Service

The regular midweekly chapel

service sponsored by the SCM
and the IVCF will "be held in

Morg-an Memorial Chapel, Old

rts building, tomorrow at 1 pm.

Worship will be led by Rev.

Alexander Miller.

LOST: Waterman's fountain pen.

red and black spiralled, on campus

Wednesday. Return to John Miura

3472.

r.Vincent A. Martin

DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

'Deadline Drag:*

( Continued from prfge 1

)

Second novelty will be the sliding

price scale of admittance. Ever
girl's foot will be measured, and
her escort will be required to pay
anywhere from $1 to $1.25, depend

ing on the length. Girls with small

est and largest feet will be admit-

ted at the minimum price, while

average-sized will be charged the

top price. Scale will be graduated

for "in befweens."

A special Press Gub social will

precede the dance. The gathering

will be held in the Players' Lounge
of the Old Arts buildings at S pm.

and members will proceed to the

dance shortly before 9 o'clock

"Elaborate" refreshments will be

ser\'ed to end the Club's season, and
all members are urged to attend

McGALL'S
SHOE BEPAIBS

Karl Ekli)

292 Princess St.

Kingston.

,, Prop.

Dial 9787

Ontario

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St 0pp. Kreege's

John Newmark

(Continued from page 2)

"I was asked to substitute for a

pianist of a quartet who was

stricken with appendicitis. I rushed

down to the concert-hall and then

found out that it was a blind quar-

tet, I never saw such frightened

musicians in all my life; they had

never performed with anyone else.

Although I had never plaj'ed the

compositions before. I told tliem I

had. Tlie concert? Yes, it was a

success."

I then asked my stock question

about boogie-woogie and was sur-

prised by his answer
—

"I love it. I

wish I could play it—but I haven't

the genuine instinct and it would

ruin niy hands for classical work

A boogie player must keep his

hands stiff and steady. And do you

know what? I have found evidence

in Bach of the boogie-woogie pat-

tern. There is a great similarity

between the basso ostinato of the

boogie beat and the recurring bass

in any Bach Chaconne, especially

in the D minor Suite for unaccom-

panied violin. But I doubt whether

other musicians would agree that

Bach and boogie mix,"

Soon Mr. Newmark was back

again talking about Frances James

and the ISS» Concert. He praised

the International Student Service

and its wonderful efforts to help all

interned students. For he was such

a student, and he knows first-hand

of tlie good work the organization

is doing. His appearance in the™—

Hibbert Chosen

(Continued from page 1)

resentative, Joyce Woodside, Arts

'46; junior representative, Edith

Kent, Arts '47; sophomore repre-

sentative, Jean Scott, Arts 'AS;

president of Levana Council, Eva

Plunkett, Arte '47; president

LAB of C, Fepdie Waters, Arts

'47; senior curator, Marion Mac-

Rae. Arts '47; programme con-

vener, Dofeen Denyes. Arts '46;

junior AMS representative, Jerry

Barclay, Arts '47; and senior

AMS representative, Jacqueline

Cote, Arts '46.

Benefit Concert is his small way of

helping the ISS to help others in

the position he was once in.

Kent an

Underwood Typewriter

from tile nuken
Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 43S1

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. Dial^
ELLIOTT'S

Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE:

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 60B4. Rea.64H, Greenhouui 3241

GOURDIEfiS
rues

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princees St - Phone 4524

FOR THE RIGHT TO INVESTiaATC

Roger Bacon, great scientist oj the Middle

Ages, carried on scientific research in

metals, in agriciill/ne, medicine, chemistry.

He studied the laws oj optics; suggested the

use oj eyeglasses; carried on experiments in

magnetism, andproduced gunpowder. Im-

prisonedjorjofirteen years as a magician oj

evil, his health finally broke down, and he

died in 1292 soon ajter his release.

LIKE Roger Bacoo of old, scientists of
today seek to solve many problems

through scientific research. In the Nickel

industry they have explored many fields

in their searcji for new uses for Canadian
Nickel. Today practically all industries

have improved their products or their

manufacturing methods by using Nickel.

When the war is over the Nickel re-

search laboratories will again turn their

efforts to developing the known uses

for Nickel and discovering new ones.

Canadian engineers, designers and met^

allurgists have free access to the scien-

tific and technical data gathered together

by International Nickel. A request for

information is all that is necessary.

Still wider knowledge of the ways in

which Nickel may be usefully employed

will farther increase the demand for

Canadian Nickel, and Canada will benefit

accordingly.

FOR

''"'"Touch research
^^^^

Canadian Nickel
NICKEL
AllOYS

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED. 25 KING STREET WEST. TORONTO
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Sc' 46 Wins Bews - Arts 48 Basketball

HELP THE

RED CROSS
m

+
ITS WORK

IS NEVER DONE
The work of the Red Cross is real, vital,

urgent — more urgent than ever before!

Millions newly freed are in desperate need

of food, clothes and comfort. This work

must be maintained. The work can only

be maintained with your help. Kingston

quota is $60,000. You are now a Kingston

citizen . . . your help is needed, your port

is plain. Don't let our own boys down.

Gain in Boxing and Wrestling

Wins Trophy in Final Week
Hockey and Bowling Finals

Also Big Contributors
To Upset

Lead Is 423

Arts Wins Bowling
With 3,316 Total

Picking; up 3,174 points in the

boxing and wrestling meet last

week, the Science juniors edged

into the Bews Trophy lead by a

423-point lead, As the intramural

programme ends Thursday night

with the interfaculty basketball,

tile medsopiis are unable to make
up their deficit, and at 2246 hours

last Saturday night, Meds '49 con-

ceded defeat. Other big point

gains by Sc. '46 were in hockey,

360. and in the bowling, 338. In

reply, the medicos earned 2,170

in the assault-at-arms and 95

points for a player on the junior

basketball team.

Standings to March 4 were

:

Arts Frosh Swamp Engineers

Win Round by 66-36 Margin

Sports Notes

Sc. '46

Meds -49

Sc. '45

Arts '47

Sc. "47 -
Arts '46 - —
Sc. '48

Arts '48

Meds '50

Meds '48

Meds '47 ..

Arts '45 .. . .

17,437

17.014

10.112

6.687

6,64S

4,905 .

4.847

2,914

2,230

1,898

940

398

Led by Jim McQuarrie's 761

three game total, the Arts

'46 No. I team bowled the tour-

nament's liigh triple of 3316

lo oust Sc. '45 and Sc. '46 in the

conibined semi-final and final round.

Only two of the Artsmen's 12 games

were below two hundred, with Harv

Hrudlcy cracking the charmed 300

circle on his 310 effort. Sc. '^6 Nu.

0 finished second in the three-way

play-off with Don McLeod com-

bining games oE 194. 318 and 249

to give him a 761 total in leading

his team. Sain Alexander, for Sc-

'45 No. 2. vainly tried to keep his

f|uiiilet in the running, but last

Year's champions dropped to 2S94.

The personnel of the winning

team was Jim McQuarrie 761. Don

Crcaghan 716. Harvey Bradley 6S5,

Norm Shaffran 650 and Norm

Rrown 634. In their five contests,

the new champions rolled games

of 2712, 3185. 3083, 2S88. and

3316. a remarkable average of 3037.

Figures revealed upon the com-

plctiim of the tournament revealed

that Mart G;mvin. Sc. "46. took the

honors in huih the lii.gli siiiijle and

high triple competition with 380

runner-up in the hitrh singles

New Champions Build Up>
19-0 Lead Before

Sc. '48 Score

The final interfaculty basket-

ball game between Science and

Arts has beem postponed to

Thursday, March 8, at 8:15 pm.

White and Lawler will referee.

The Science-Arts winner will

play Meds in the interfaculty

hockey finals at 10 pm tomorrow

night.

The final meeting of the Intra-

mural Athletic Committee will be

held at 34 Wellington street on

Monday, March 19. Any sug-

gested revision in the Bews

Trophy point system or sports

programme should be handed in

to the faculty athletic sticks be-

fore that date. The 194546 fac-

ulty athletic sticks are invited to

attend this meeting.

A meeting of the Aquacade cast

and all others interested in form-

ing a swimming club for next

year will be held tomorrow night

at 7 o'cinck in the make-up room

of the gymnasium for a short or-

ganization meeting.

EOBA basketball in the gym
at 8 o'clock tomorrow night.

Queen's, if they won last night,

vs Ordnance for the champion-

ship. .

Play Thursday

In

first

SPORTS

GORD MACK

Hanson & Edgar
PRIM*rElRS Printing of

Every

Description

Dance
Programmes
Constitutions

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

XeCHMICAL. SUPPI^IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

BELDEAN'S LADIES* WEAR
SMART STYLES

Phone 6733
RMSONABLl PRICED

282 Princess Street

For Sale or Swap: Set of Unused Bews Trophy Crest Designs

But then probably the Enein«ring juniors wUI take a fiendish dehght

buminK the midnight Ma.da this week dreaming up something like a slide-rule

rampant over a cadaver couchant on an a.ure field. Saturday mght s Scence

victory in the interfaculty basketball clinched the Bews bauble for 46 and

gave the men from Nicol Hall a 4-? edgeover the Medsmen for the six years

in which the trophy has been competed for.

This year's race has been the closest, and one of the fairest fought,

since James Bews donated his silverware. Never before has the champion-

ship been left undecided up untU the final week. As one medsoph wag

commented, -Well, wc went down fighting."

Following Saturday's cage contest. The Journal was fortunate m

obtaining an exclusive interview with Paul Peters, athletic stick for Meds 49.

who said. What Bews Trophy? Wc were just out for the exercise . . .

dammit!"

Levana Captures

City Hoop Title

they

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

STUDENTS' STYLE CENTRE

Agents for Dock's Shoes

Earlmen Have Big Day
Last Thursday was a red letter day for the Arts faciUty as

captured their first intramural championships of the year m bowhng and

basketbaU. Consistent 3,000 bowling brought its rewa.d for the Arts jumors

as they edged out Sc. '45 and Sc. "46 to capture the title In ^he evenmg

the Arts made basketbaU history when they captured the final 5^/"^^

two-game total-point series by 45-16. Rumour has it that the frosh have

Sued a challenge to the Queen's intermediates; and if they "uld ^^tmn

last Thui^days standards they would be a tough team for the Elliottmen

to take. Their most urgent problem, though, is the all-star Science aggrega-

tion they battle with Thursday night at 8:1S o'clock. Anxious for revenge

rem their previous setbacks. Messrs. Bland. Mantell._ King, and comply

are going to be tough men to beat. After their blit.kneg experience of last

ThuLay, we expect to see a low-scoring game Thursday, with the

Slide-rule Stars slowing the game down and waiting for the breaks.

That Telequatic Meet

One important event on last week's sports calendar wh.ch was over-

looked by many, was the intercollegiate telequaric meet Thursday evemng.

Picking up a third in three events, the Gurgling Gaels ended up the meet

with tLe points as compared to Varsity's 29. Unfortunately the story which

lay behind the relatively poor showing of Queen's swimmers wiU g"

the record boks or appear on the other campL The Aquacade P ™^
week had the two-fold effect of a mental and physic^ strain on the members

of the cast, and also unavoidably used up Uie pool accommodation for the

very week that the swimmers should have been pracBsmg.

In the recent intramural meet. Bill Roberts swam the SO-yard free .tyU

in 25.8 seconds . . .
.hree-fifths of a second faster than ^^e teleqi^tic r^eet

winning time of 26.1. Similarly in the breast-stroke event. George Zucker

Tn" a?ter competing in the opening medley event because

f ^^^^^^
a replacement, was too tired when he came to his own event, the lOO-yard

breast stroke, to use his famous butterfly stroke for

The addition of Andy Kniewasser and his Johnson Sea-Horse flutter-

kick might have also helped in one of the relay events if the "'g Ar« fr^h

hadn't been fuUy occupied in the gym fighting off Saencemen from under

a basketball basket.

EOBA Tomorrow Night
, .

Depending on whether they successfuUy turned back Vmty Ust night,

the Tricolour cage entry will play a
^^^^^'^'^'^^J^'^K^^l^'

Barriefield Bears at 8 o'clock tomorrow night for the EOBA champtons^p

FoUowing the Saturday night win of the Queen's co-eds to P« ^l^^JJ^
first city championship, it's up to the Elliottmen to contmue the traditu^n. I house,

Queen's feminine hoopsters

captured the Ladies' City Leag:ue

cliani[iiiaiship for the first time

Saturday i)ig;ht, as they defeated

KC\"I.
'

24-13. The triumph

marked Queen's first capture of

the George Fn;ed trophy since it

was donated three years ago. The

former holders were the KCVI
Grads. \v!io were eliminated dur-

ing league play.

Ill winning the championship,

the tevanites took the playoff

round in two straight game

beating their younger opponents

by 10-point margins in each coa

test.

High-stepping Betty Ganton

again proved the spearhead of

the Queen's attack as she

notched nine points, tullowed by

Ferdit- Waters with six. Other

nni-i. 'tiding- performcrs on the

-LTi'.-' I'liiN were Shirley Gordon

and Beryl Kelly.

Inmpiiig into a four-poiht lead

with baskets by Ferd. the Gael

sextet got off to a flying start.

But this was short-lived as their

opponents came fighting back,

and by the half-time whistle

everything was even, with each

team having six to its credit.

Bnt after the breather, the

Levana performers came to life

with some spectacular plays and

field goals by Betty Ganton and

Bery! Kelly, to hold a comfort-

able lead. At this point the de-

fence proved its worth, with

Shirley and Joyce breaking up the

spirited KCVI attack imtil the

final whistle. So to Miss Ross

go our congratulations and thanks

in turning out the first champion-

ship''team for some time.

'Queen's: B. Kelly (5). B. Gan-

ton (8), F. Waters (6), E. Smith

(5), A. Tracey, S. Gordon. M.

Davis, A. Sprague, and J. Stack-

BV CORD MACK

a complete reversal of the-

game of the series whichi

saw them come from behind in

the last minute of play to take a.

slim one-point lead, the Arts '4&

basketball machine steam-rolteredt

<iver the Science frosh last Thurs-

day night by a one-sided 45-1&

score, to make the totals on the

round 66-36. Sparked fay Chaiky

Fine's two successive - baskets "

right after the opening whistle,,

the Artsmen built up a 19^ lea4

before Joey Bland broke th^.

goose-egg at the 10-minute mark
on a foul shot. Lloyd Woods-

was the super-charger behind the

fast get-away of the Arts squad

with four field goals in the open-

ing half, his last, from the comer,

making the score 25-4 at the mid-

way mark.

Will Kennedy started the Arts

frosh where they had left off with,

the resumption of play, getting a

perfect score on two foul shots-

Bland led the Engineers repeat-

edly against the frosh zone de-

fence, but the smooth-working-

Artsmen bottled up their plays

consistently and sent Kennedy,

Woods and Lush down the floor

on fast breakaways. In the, clos-

ing minutes Bland sank three

beautiful shots from impossible

angles in a losing cause. The

final Arts basket was the nicest

of the evening, with Charley Fine

taking the ball down the side of

the court and rifling a pas? to

Herb Kraits fff he cut in under

the netting.

For the -frosh there were ao

individual stars. Their play wai

as a nnit and the best exhibitiooi

by an intramural team in years.

Top men in their scoring parade,

which included even.' man on the

team, were Lloyd Woods with.

10. and Jack Lush and Will Ken-

nedy tied with eight each. The

Science team was nished off its

feet and never got properly or-

ganized. Bland played an out-

standing game, but in the first

half had a lot of liad luok on rim

shots. Their chief weaknesses

lay ill their inability to work the

ball past the Arts defences and

also snagging rebounds under

their own basket.

The g-anie will also go down,

in the records as being the best

handled of the season, with offi-

cials Herb Lawler and Ted

White keeping both teams to

their basketball and not missing

an infraction.

Arts '48

Lush S

Kniewasser _ 4

Southey 2

Fine 4

Woods 10

Kraus +

Harper _„ 1

Kennedy — 8

Damsteeg — 4

Science '48

Mott

Eland lO

Smart 2
Kelly

Boyd 2
Berkyto

Burnett 2
Aukland

Connors

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Portor in Connection

Opp. Collepate ;

lis Alfred St Pboao 48»

i

A.
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KingstM't OM«t

EstQbkihed Shoi Stort

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phona 9756

W« carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

158 PrinceBB Street

LEVANA
NOTES

BV MARV VALLENTYNE

BERT SMITH
ARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princes* St

CENTRE TAXI
DIAL 3000
Comer University end William

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drugstore

100 PRINCESS STRSBT

There's just one snag

To the Deadline Drag;

I've squeezed and I've squoze

—

Should I cut off my toes?

—Problem.

Maybe Cinderella's ugly sisters

did it to try to get their feet into

the prince's glass slipper, but the

question is: will the Lemons of

Lephanta try the Chinese binding

technique to reduce the size of

their feet (and the cost of their

escort's admision price) for the

most important dance of the

Easter term, the Deadline Drag?
Tune in Friday to fjnd out the

answer to this all-engrossing

(that's to say de-grossing) ques-

tion. (PS: Where's the prince?

—there must be a motive.)

Nominations and elections for

the Levana executive being over

and congratulations to the gals

who won ; they look like a good
crew!—now we have the nomina-
tions and elections.for next year's

House Council coming up. Gwen
Toms, president of this year's

house council, announces that the

nominations will be held tomor-

row at first and second lunch in

Ban Righ. A slip of paper will

be given to each girl, on which
he is to nominate four candi-

dates: two seniors—one for presi-

dent and one for vice-president,

and two sophs—one for secretary

and one for treasurer.

The two girls with the most
nominations for each office will

be candidates ii5 the elections

which follow and which will be

held Thursday during lunch. A
list of the candidates eligible for

nomination (those co-eds who
will be back in residence next

year) is being posted on the Ban
Righ bulletin board today at

noon. Don't forget to look at it

before you go in to write down
names on your nomination ballot.

You might be psychic, but then

again you might not.

Spring Dance

Sadie Hawkins conditions pre-

vail for the Frances James re-

cital tonight, according to all re-

ports. It's a good way to repay

a social obligation you can't

repay, as you would at home,
with an invitation to dinner.

Helen Martin, convener of the

Spring Dance to be held Satur-

day, tells us that bridge and ping-

pong will be added to that eve-

ning's entertainment. (Ping-

pong for the vitality-plus fiends,

and bridge for the relics of Fri

day's Deadline Drag.) The com-
mittee is featuring chesterfields

placed at convenient spots around
the dining room, too (enterpris-

ing committee!) It's the last

Levana dance of the year, and
from the sound of things it makes
fair to be one of the best. Re-

freshments' as usual, and Helen
hopes they'll have a coke bar in

addition. Dancing from 8 until

12 o'clock, and tickets 75c. The
dance, by the bye. is held in

General Dobbie

(Continued .from page 1)

frequent heavy bombings—about

2.000 intensive raids in two years.

Only once did the Italian navy
visit Valetta, Malta's chief port,

and, thanks to the unceasing vigi-

lance of the soldiers guarding the

harbour, all the ships sent to tor-

pedo the British vessels were

sunk. Moreover, the Italian oper-

ational order was captured, in

which, strangely enough, there

was no mention made of the size

or position of the Maltese forces.

Divine Aid Evidenced

The majority oE the inhabitants

of the island, said General Dobbie,

realized that their only help in

such straitened circumstances as

prevailed at that time would
come from God. They felt that

if it had not been for His aid the

island could not have been held.

"I am proud to acknowledge our

debt—the Empire's debt—to God
Almighty for what He did for

us," said the speaker.

General Dobbie cited a few of

the instances evinced of divine

assistance. The miraculous es-

cape of the aircraft carrier Illus-

trious, which was the target of

Italian bombs while undergoing

repairs in Valetta harbour, could

only be attributed to divine inter-

vention. The fact that the bomb
which hit an old and historic

church on the island did not ex-

plode, was also somewhat of a

miracle. There were constant

experiences of this kind, he said.

The speaker was introduced by
Dr. R, C. Wallace, principal of

Queen's, who described him as a

great soldier and a great Chris-

tian. A motion of thanks was
made by Ross Babion, president

of the Queen's branch of the

SCM.

Major Walker

honour of the incoming and out-

going Levana executives.

The Levana Court will be

held Thursday afternoon in the

Ban Righ Common Room, from

2 to 6 pm. Summonses will be

issued today to those girls who
have neglected to pay their year

fees or to wear their gowns in

the Arts building.

And you haven't likely forgot-

ten the grad dinner and dance to-

morrow night, have you? Some-
one has suggested that it's too

bad they don't have convocation

as well as the grad dinner, before

the exam results come out. Then
there wouldn't be any empty
spaces.

(Continued from page 1)

From that date to 1941, Major

Walker held a position as master

at Appleby College. During the

war, before coming to Queen's, he

was officer commanding the Cana-

dian Ordnance and the Electrical

and Mechanical Engineers' Train-,

in^ Centre at Barriefield. and later

held a similar position in England.

"The problem of the COTC is one

of morale," said Major Walker in

Journal interview. "It's mem-
bers consider the COTC training

monotonous and useless because the

war seems almost over, and futile

because service in it is not recog-

nized as a credit on enlistment in

the active army."

Concerning this last point — that

training is futile—Major Walker

said, "Tlie extra training given by

the COTC may make the difference

iin saving lives. Also, while the lives

of some men have been interrupted

for five years by overseas service,

a privilege has been extended to

university students in being allowed

to continue their studies during

wartime, and any member of the

COTC who takes his training seri-

ously will have acquired a dignity

of self-discipline and a soldierly

smartness."

"The suggestion has been made

that the entire COTC training be

done during the summer vacation."

Major Walker said. "If such were

the case undergraduates might find

their summer jobs interrupted, and

further, I think that the COTC pro-

duces a war-consciousness on the

campus which, I think, would oth-

erwise be in an untroubled sleep

as far as the war is concerned.

That is not to say, however, that

the attitude of the individual stu-

dent is not perfectly sound."

Major Walker said that the stan-

dard of discipline and smartness

demanded would be high but that

he hoped to make ser\'ice in the

COTS more interesting. "Sugges-

tions concerning the COTC would

be very welcome and a suggestion

box exists in the orderly room for

that purpose," he also said.

In conclusion Major Walker de-

clared : "The inconveniences of

serving in the COTC are slight

enough service for the freedom of

being able to complain about such

things as the COTC. Pride in the

Queen's University Contingent of

the COTC is the thing that will

make it a worthwhile endeavour

and a corps that need give second

place to no other contingent in the

country."

TtiE M/ll^RISCN STLDIC
Make Your Appointment Now for Portraits and Groups

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
92 Princess St. Evenings by Appointment Phones 4051—7814

30 Yean in Business

PRINCESS

DIVISION ST.

Phone 71 oo

WARD & HAMILTON
I. D. A.
DRUG
STORES

PRINCESS

al.bert st.

Phone 7300

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

our Glasses have

"Gone Modern" too!

But in this case, it is not only a matter

of style but also a matter of improved,

clearer, more comfortable vision.

YouH thank science for its progressive achievement,

once you enjoy the undistorted clear

VISION-IN-EVERY-PART-OF-THE-LENS

which "CORECTAL" provides

K. A. MacASKILL, R. 0.

Phone 9M1

A. R. XI/nOXHVPHOTOGRAPHER
GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
Mtlw your appointmentB now for Portrait* and Groups

ISO WELLINGTON ST. Evenings by Appointment DIAL 7037
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FOR A PLEASING GIFT
OR

A SERVICEABLE TRAVELING BAG
COME TO

BIDCOOD'S
LEATHER GOODS

241 Princess St. Dial 8624

TONIGHT
FRANCES JAMES

(SOPBANO)

Tickets at University Post Office,

Spearn's Book Shop, 330 Princess St,

and at the door

Proceeds to International Student Service.

and JOHN NEWMARK
(PIANIST)

Students 50c

GRANT HALL, 8:30 PM ^,„^,i„„

Your Attendance Will Help the Campaign Over the Top.
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McGill Conference

Held To Discuss

Postwar Canada

C. D. Howe Gives Review
Of Government's Plans
For Reconstruction

Queen's Represented

Practical full employment, Cana

dian participation in the future in-

lemational security organisation

and a general housing programme

were among the many recommenda-

lions put forward at the concluding

session of the two-day McGill I'ni

versity Conference on "Canada and

Ihe Post War World," held in

Montreal over last weekend. The

gathering was sponsored by McGill

University's Students' Society, un-

der the chairmanship of Victor C,

Goldbloom. The Conference, at-

tended by several hundred students

including delegates from Queen's,

Middlebury College, Middlebury.

Vt., and the University of New

Brunswick, Fredricton, has been

proclaimed "successful beyond all

expectations."

Len Gertler, Arts '4^5, represented

ihts university.

Reports of the nine component

ciimmittees were read at the closing

^e^jsion in Moyse Hall, Sunday af-

ternoon, and recommendations that

ilie full proceedings be published

McGILL CONFERENCE
(Continued on page 3)

War Work Preferred

List of Summer Employment
For Science Students Posted

DR. E. J. PRATT

Dr. Pratt Lectures

In English Classes

Begin Extension

Of Film Library

Tlie National Film Board has de-

uiiled to enlarge the film library-

housed in the Department of Ex-

tension, at tlie Douglas Library and

lo make Queen's the distribution

ci^ntre of these films for the area

from Peterborough to Cornwall,

There are now 10+ films and a

projector in the library. Tlie films

are lent to schools, clubs and other

iirganizations for lecture use,

There is a wide variety in the

'npics of the films and when loaned

the reactions of tlie audience

lo them is recorded. Tn order to

procure the projector, orders must

I'c filed in advance as it is always

constant use.

"The hosjjitality of Queen's is

wonderful; it is a joy to come back

said Dr. E. J. Pratt of Victoria

College, University of Toronto, who

is exchanging places with Dr. G.

B. Harrison of the English depart-

ment at Queen's, for one week.

When asked how the methods of

teaching at Queen's compared with

those of 'Victoria College. Dr. Pratt

said that the classes on the whole

were smaller, but that the system

of lecturing was very much the

same.

Dr. Pratt taught at Queen's dur

mg the summer session for four

vears, lecturing on Sliakespcare,

Romantic poetry, early l%i century

poetry, and modern poetry and

drain;), and has made many friends

here. He has a "warm and cordial"

feeling toward the people of

Queen's.

The visiting professor took both

his undergraduate and graduate

work at Victoria College, and later

Iccturbd at Dalhou.sie University

DR. PRATT
(Continued on page 4)

Issued by the Wartime Bureau

of Technical Personnel, the first list

t»f summer employment available to

students in pure and applied science

is now on display in the Douglas

Library, outside the office of the

Queen's Employment Service. Sup-

plementary lists will be issued later.

Last year National Selective Ser-

vice sent an officer to the Univer-

sity to distribute the required per-

mits to seek employment, and it is

likely the same procedure will be

followed this year. In the mean-

time- students are advised to apply

for such jobs as cal)ture their in-

terest.

H. J. Hamilton, manager of the

Queen's Emplo3TOent Service and

honorary regional representative of

the Wartime Bureau of Technical

Personnel, told The Journal that

while many students will be able

to obtain work of a professional

nature, it, must be understood that

it would be impossible to provide

such work for all, especially for

those of the first or second year.

Students are asked not to take too

narrow a view of this matter, and,

if necessary, to take summer em-

ployment in a war industry. By so

doing they aid in the war effort

and, at the same time, broaden tlieir

own experience. A student who ha*^

in mind applying for what he thinks

essential work, which is not includ-

ed in the list provided, should give

details of the proposed work to the

officer when applying for the per

mit.

Students are asked to canvass

openings first in areas nearest to

them, and subsequently in other

areas. Employers will negotiate di-

rectly with students and will make

their own selection.

The Wartime Bureau of Tech-

nical Personnel cannot undertake

to find employment for, or to allo-

cate students, but is prepared to

guide and supplement the efforts

students, universities, and employ-

ers may make to utilize the long

vacation to the best advantage.

It was pointed out to The Journal

that the present list is not intended

for the use of students who expect

to graduate this spring. Such stu-

dents will not be given permits by

National Selective Service but will

he subject to regulations outlined

by the WETP at the time of the

visit of the Service Selection Board

ill lamiary.

Hayhurst Elected

New President of

Engineers' Society

Hood. Ratledge Also Named
To Senior Positions in

Elections Yesterday

Voting Is Light

DR. R. C. WALLACE

McGilVs Principal

Goes to England

MONTREAL— (CUP) —Re-

'-nt annolincement revealed that

-'r, F. Cyril James, principal and

vice-chancellor of McGill Univer

'iiy. has arrived in the United

Kingdom. Here be will spend a

*f-w weeks discussing educational

problems which will arise in the

postwar period. Conferences will

held with British authorities

•*nd educational services of the

f'anadian armed forces overseas.

While in England, Dr. James

^\ilt be the guest of Sir Harry

'*rittain at luncheon. Sir Harry

Jraduated from McGill, having

received an LL.D. in 1920, and

now the hon(>rary president of

'he McGill Graduates' Society

•^'reat Britain.

Speaker Describes

Scott's Edinburgh

"The Edinburgh ot Sir Waiter

Scott" was the subject of the ad-

drf.'is given by John Stevenson, edi-

torial writer for the Toronto Globe

and Mail. Monday night. This \va.*

the fait of* six public lectures on

Scoltish literature held at Queen's

University during the session.

Corn in Scotland. ^Ir. Stevenson

declared that he admires greatly the

contribution of his native land to

the intellectual life of the world.

The speaker told many anecdotes

of the Scotsmen in bygone days.

Mr. Stevenson introduced his

subject with a short description of

the beauty and importance of Edin

burgh. It probably enjoyed its fin-

est era in the years when Sir Wal-

ter Scott was one of its citiz^is,

e.Nplained the speaker.

Historical events which affected

life in the Seottisii capital were

briefly outlined. A colorful picture

of Edinburgh when the Tories rul-

ed and Whig elements were striving

for self-expression was vividly

painted. It was at ibis time in the

last quarter of the eighteenth and

the first quarter of the nineteentli

century that the Edinburgh Review

was established.

Concert Features

Varied Selections

Miss James Accompanied
By John Newmark

SV MARK STEBN

The joint recital of Frances

Tames and John Newmark, held

Tuesday night in Grant Hall, proved

to be in some ways one of the best

of the season. The two artists de-

served a crowded ball and over-

whelming applause. They received

neither.

The evening'^ programme was

rlivi<ted iiUo five parts; four groups

of songs sung by Miss James, Mr.

Newmark accompanying, and one

ixirt with Mr. Newmark alone at

the piano. Miss James' choice of

songs was excellent, including

works by Haydn, Beethoven. Schu-

mann, Schubert and Warlock. Clos-

ing the concert were four charming

French-Canadian folk songs.

Miss James was at her best in

the Haydn and Schumann works.

FRANCES JAMES

(Continued on page 21

COTC Will Hold

Semi-formal Dance

To Feature Trenton Band;

Campus Veterans Invited

Plans have been completed and

Trenton RCAF band will play at

[he CnTC tlance to be held in Grant

Hall 'next week. Tbis will he the

last formal of the year.

All campus veterans have been

invited and may wear either uni

forms or civilian clothes. Except

for the veterans only COTC per-

sonnel may attend. Tickets have

been distributed and A and B com

panies may obtain theirs at tlie Or

derly Room before Wednesday of

next week. Veterans may obtain

their tickets from Archie Foley

the Students Union.

Dress will be formal for girls

but the committee asks that no cor-

sages he worn.

Decoration and refreshment plans

fnr the formal are ready, and ac-

cording to Lieut. Foley, convener,

the Military Ball promises to be an

outstanding success.

Medsmen Leading

In Blood Donations

A total of -IU donations have been

given by Queeii's students since

last autumn at the Red Cross Volun-

teer Blood Donor Clinic. By facul-

ties the donations have been as fol-

lows: .\rts. 40 percent of registered

students; Levana, 10 percent; Me-

dicine. 43 percent; and Science. 20

percent. During Febniary 116 do-

nations were given.

On the honour roll of those wlio

have given five or more donations

BLOOD DONATIONS

(Continued on page 4)

Final Frosh Talk

Given by Principal

"Knowledge, power or money

are so little in comparison to Ihe

greatness of the immutable laws

around us . . . We are thrown back

from tjme to time on the eternal

background of will and power, and

justice and mercy of God," said

Dr. R. C. Wallace in his fourth and

final address to the freshmen and

fresbettes in C!lrant Hall on Wed-

nesday morning.

Dr. Wallace spoke on the aspects

of one's wider life, things not con-

nected with the world around, or

with social iiciivities. such as litera-

ture, the fine arts, a sense of beau-

ty, ethics, religion, and philosophy.

First he dealt with beauty, which

can be found in many places. In

literature, beauty depends on the

language, which in turn depends on

the meaning of the words, and on

a sense of inner suggestion. The

Principal went on to point out that

most public spe.ikers whom '..ne cn-

jovs, have a mastery of the classics,

and Iang\iage students usually have

PRINCIPAL'S LECTURE

(Continued on page 4)

William L. Hayhurst, '46, was

elected president of the Engineer-

ing Society for the 1945-46 term

at the annual elections held yes-

terday. John E. Hood. '46, was

chosen vice-president, and James

P. Ratledge, '46, secretary. Only

225 out of a possible 570 votes

were cast.

Others appointed to office were:

William Wegenast, '47, second vice-

president ; Keith Lachance. '47,

treasurer; and Robert Glass, '47,

assistant secretary.

For the senior vigilance commit-

tee Harold Steacy, '46, was named

senior prosecuting attorney; Ash-

ley Dark. "46. sheriff; Ralph Har-

rison, "46. chief-of-police; and Ro-

bert McLellan. '46, constable. Jun-

ior vigilance committee will be

composed of the following: Jolrn

Dinsmore, '47. junior prosecuting

attorney; John Sherman, '47, clerk;

and Basil Beneteau, "47. constable.

Mr. Hayhurst was treasurer of

. tbe Society during the past year,

Mr. Hood was second vice-presi-

dent in the 1944-^5 season, and Mr.

ENGINEERS' ELECTIONS

(Continued on page 5)

Students to Hear
Dean L. H. Hough

Tlie Baccalaureate Service will

be held in Grant Hall on Sunday

afternoon. March IS. at 3 o'-

clock, when Dean Lynn Harold

Hougb of Drew Theological Semi-

nary, formerly president of North-

western University, will be the

speaker. Dr. Hough is a preacher

of outstanding reputation, and has

bad much experience with younger

audiences. The graduating students

will go in procession into the hall.

An invitation is extended to all stu-

dents to attend.

Tonight's Highlight

Is ^Deadline Drag'

The Deadline Drag, at ^ o'clock

in Grant Hall, will be preceded by

a Press Club gathering in the Play-

ers' Lounge of the Old .-Vrts build-

ing. The special social will start at

S pm. and all Oub members, whe-

ther or not they are going to the

dance, are urged to attend.

Tohn Straiton, former Journal

staff artist, is expected t... arrive in

town shortly after man today tf

take charge of the decorali-ms for

tonight's "Deadline Drag." It has

been pointed out that while the

decorations will not he lavisli they

will follow the usual Straiton^ pat-

tern — "a recommendation in it-

self."

Dress for the dance will be cas-

ual, and nnisic will he provided by

Nick Nicholson and his orchestra.

Admission will vary from $1 to

$1,25, giris with smallest and larg-

est feet beiTig charged the lowest

price, and those with average-sized

feet the highest. Two couples

Soldiers Study

On Active Duty

The Department of Extension of

Queen's University is now enabling

148 service jnen and women in

Canada and Newfoundland to con-

tinue their courses during the war.

This department, headed by Miss

K. Healy, is also working in con-

junction with the Canadian Legion

tn provide courses for men over-

seas and prisoners of war, Iwcnty-

fnur of the latter are at present

enrolled.

Students in the armed ser\'ices

pay onlv ?2 for a course which

costs a civilian student ?30. Pri-

sonevs-of-war pay no fee at all.

The University is not strict on the

time limits for exercises to be cor-

rected, as many of the service per-

sonnel have long periods of time

when study is impossible,

fiuilines of courses and required

ti\\thuoks are forwanled to students

.nnd arrangements to get the books

to the students overseas or in prison

camps are made by the Canadian

Legion.

TJierc nre in addition to the

service j>i.T- unifl -Hulents from all

walks of life rv?,n.-,iered in extra-

mural courses. During the fall and

summer courses hist year 994 such

students were enrolled.

A great variety of courses are

chosen by the extramural students.

Some nf them are taking courses

.to work [.iwards a 'Icgrec while

tering at two predetcrmined times

will be chosen guests of the even-

ing, and will be given an entirely

free evening

compliments.

ire merely studying subjects

:h ihey are p.-irlicularly in-

I, Some are former students

with The Journal's I
but niauy are not. Politics and

Sp^.nish are favorite courses.

others

in w!i
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It's Back Again

Official Notices

March has rolled around again. It does every year at this

time. On the ordinary calendar, of course, it is barely distingTiish-

able from other months; but on the university student's calendar

it is the Month of Months. For whether the student is a science-

man, a medsnian, or an artsman, he then begins to "hit the hooks."

Encouraging resolutions to study from the very beginning not-

withstanding, he has neglected his work until, by the time March
is upon him, lie is in a sorry plight. Now he no longer promises

to start studying "next week" ; there are only several weeks left,

and in that time he must cover his entire year's work.

The student is no different from the members of any other

'class of people in this respect. His motto—"Never do today what
can be put off till tomorrow"—is pretty'well universal. Like other

classes, too. he is continually making commendable pledges to get

down to work in the future—but that future is always the vague,

"impenetrable, iiitSiigible one. He goes to an early evening show
with the promise of having a good night's sleep and of waking
up the next day refreshed, ready to_ plough in to his texts. But
alas, the next day invariably fails to arrive.

That is, it fails to arrive up to a certain point—that point

ieing March. At that time it suddenly dawns on the careless

student that exams are only a short while away. He has one,

two, three, or even more term essays to write, while the contents

of his five or ten courses remain a deep, dark secret, known only

lo his professors. So he resignedly draws a deep breath, opens

his collar, mutters a dejected "Oh, hell, it's now or never," sits

down at his desk, and applies himself.

The process of self-application is not an abrupt one, however:

it takes some time for the student to acclimatize himself to his

work. After all, he can't be expected to start concentrating all

the time right off the bat, after a months-long lapse. 7\ccordingly,

he begins to devote himself hit by bit. slowly getting down to work.

By the end of March he has completed the tortuous process, and is

into the swing of things.

Evidence of this evolution is not lacking. The campus,
hitherto a gay, happj^-go-lucky place, turns into a sombre, morbid

testing-ground. Whereas groups of grinning students had strolled

down its paths at a jaunty pace, now only one or two isolated

students are to be seen, trudging wearily along. When they meet,

they don't exchange the customary "I-Ji ya" and "Where were

you last night?" Instead, it's a sarcastic, almost vengeful "Hullo."

or even a mere "Ugh." Outside the library reading room, in which

but a few weeks ago were rows of empty, dust-covered desks, now
hangs a mythical "Standing room only" sign, as students rush

to get there early and secure a seal before the frantic crowd arrives.

Club activities have been terminated, while Friday evening dantes

are also a thing of the past. A marked upswing in class attendance

-is noted, as undergraduates make a last attempt to procure some

notes, and, incidentally, to make a favourable impression on the

profs.

Phones at the girls' residences ring less often now—Johnny,

Bill, and company are devoting more time to studies and less to

their fly-by-night courtships. The swimming pool and basketball

courts are virtually devoid of humans, because those who had

once used them find they must! for the time-being, exercise their

minds rather than their bodies. Army and navy uniforms, which

had previously lent a military, sombring atmosphere to the campus,

disappear, as their wearers hasten to complete their hours to be

able to devote more time to matters which suddenly loom impor-

tant. The comer coffee houses are more crowded than ever at

clo.sing time, the burners of the proverbial midnight oil imbibing

the Student's Drink in prodigious quantities in a desperate effort

to revive their weary minds.

And so it goes. March 1945—the same as March 1944 or

Marth 1943 and, we dare predict, the same as M'arch 1946. Buildings

may be torn down or added, new students may come while others

leave; but one thing which never goes, much to the sufferers'

chagrin, is the perennial, inexorable examination. It appears to

be "As solid as the Rock of Gibraltar."

IVckh Scholarship

Applications are invited for the

Welch Scholarship of the value of

?100. This Scholarship is awarded

in the Faculty of Arts and is open

for competition only to the sons

and daughters of non-commission-

ed officers and of mechanics and

labourers. The students must be

bona fide residents of the city of

Kingston. Preference will be given

to the sons and daughters of sol-

diers who served in the Great War.

Applications must be submitted

to the Registrar not later tlian

March 1.S and must give evidence

of eligibility in accordance with the

terms of the will. The Scholarship

will be awarded on the basis of the

April examinations. It will be ten-

able only by a student registered

intramurally in t^e session follow-

ing the award-

Sir ]VUfrid Loiiricr

Memorial Sclioltirship

Value ?80. Founded by the On-

tario Women's Liberal Association

to perpetuate the memory of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier. .\\varded for pro-

ficiency in French conversation.

Candidates must be Canadian-born,

English-speaking students, sons or

daughters of a British subject by

birth or naturalisation, not of

French parentage. Tenable only by

a student who will be in attendance

during the following session.

The examination will be held in

March. Applications will be

ceived by jthe Registrar up to

March 15.

Winners Chosen
In Camera Salon

Admission to Honours Courses

The attention of students is called

to the regulation regarding admis

sion to courses for Honours. At

the end of the second year (from

Pass Matriculation") each candidate

for an Honours Course should ap-

ply through the Registrar to the

Departments concerned for permis-

sion to proceed in his Major and

Minor subjects. The Departments

shall not accept him imless in his

work during the first two years

he has shown promise of ability for

Honours by obtaining at least 62

per cent in each special subject and

by reaching a satisfactory standard

in his other work.

Applications must reach the Re-

gistrar some time during the month

of March.

First prize in the pictorial class

of the spring salon of the Camera
Club has been awarded to Doug
Beckett, Sc. '46, with Professor

Curtis taking first place in the

portrait class. The winning'pic-

toriil, titled "Kababeka Falls,"

dramatized in a simple, yet pow-

erful fashion the force of a great

waterfall. A charming and ex-

pressive portrait of a little girl,

appropriately accentuated by soft

lighting, took first place among
the portraits.

in the pictorial section the sec-

ond award was granted to Ken
McKenzie, Sc. '48. for his marine

scene, titled "Still Sails." A clever

arrangement of sails and their

reflections was carried out in this

picture.

Tied for third place were two
pictures, one an "original view of

Grant Hall by Ken MacKeilzie,

the other a mood picture of sky

and snow-covered road by Doug
B'eckett.

Second place in the portrait

class went to Nancy Sachs, Arts

'47, for her excellent portrait

tilled "Kenn^*." "Willow Joy."

a portrait by Doug Beckett, took

third place in this event.

Each picture was judged out of

100 points divided as follows: 40

points awarded for subject mat

ter; 40 points for treatment of

the subject, which included light-

ing an dviewpoint; and 20 points

for technical excellence, such as

print quality and tone.

The judges were Major-General

Schmidlin. O. T. Macklem, and

Miss G. Dawson.

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts and AppHed Sci-

ence must be received at the Regis-

trar's Office on or before March 15,

Candidates for the Bachelor of

.A.rts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for the Master of Arts

degree will pay a fee of $20. Any-

one applying after March 15 will

have to pay a late fee of $3.

Frances James

Last Lectures of Session 1944-45

Faculties of Arts and Applied

Science

Classes in the Faculty of Arts

and second, third and fourth years

HI the Faculty of Applied Science

will close on Saturday. April 7. at

12 o'clock noon. Classes in the first

year of the Faculty of Apphed

Science will close on Thursday,

March 29, at 5 pm.

" A Typed Essay Looks Neater
"

CALL 8193
W. J. WISKIN

(Continued from page 1)

In these, her exuberance was given

full rein and the son^ came across

brilliantly. Much has been said

afiout the clarity of her diction^

—

and rightly so. Every word of every

song on the programme was clear,

not only in the English selections,

but in the French and German as

well. The French-Canadian Folk

songs scarcely needed the explana-

tions Miss James so thoughtfully

provided.

Undoubtedly the high spot of the

evening was Miss James" interpre-

tation of Debussy's "Clair de

Lune." Here she completely rea-

lized the drcam-like quality of De-

bussy's music and her voice ^-as

full and unbelievably lovely

throughout.

A comparison was quite probably

made by the audience between Miss

James and Portia White, who sang

at Grant Hall earlier in the year.

It is interesting to note the differ-

ence in the voices of these two lead-

ing Canadian singers. Miss White

is certainly the better singer, she

has the better voice. But she has

not. and never will have, what Miss

Tames seems to possess instinctive-

ly: a waniitli. an intimacy with the

audience, the use of hands and face

to express emotion, and a genuine

feeling for the words of a song.

Miss James' ii^gratiating person-

ality doc5. however, tend to obscure

the fact that her voice is not that of

a polished artist. It is often shrill,

sometimes fuzzy, sometimes forced.

There is a nasal whine that comes

out in sustained notes and an oc-

casional roar in her very low re-

gister. Despite these drawbacks,

which will disappear themselves in

time. Miss fames sings with more

emotion and appeal than many of

the most famous singers of our day.

One of the most interesting parts

of the programme was Miss James'

rendition of three poems, each set

to music by two different compos-

ers, giving two varied, individualis-

tic interpretations of one poem. It

was an unusual touch in an unusual

programme.

Mr. Nevvmark. in his solo group,

played the Fantasia on "The Last

Rose of Sunimer" by Mendelssohn,

and a "Sonatina" by Kabalewsky,

The best that can be said forteither

composition is that Mr. Newmark
brought out everything possible in

them. It was rather Mr. Newmark 's

splendid accompaniment to Miss

James that formed his chief con-

;
tribution to the evening.

University College

Has New Principal

TORONTO — (CUP) — Dr

William R. Taylor has been ap.i

pointed to succeed Dr. Sidney [;

Smith as principal of University!

College, President Cody of the Uni.

versity of Toronto announced re-

cently. Dr. Taylor has been asso,

ciated with the University's Dcpan-|

ment of Semitic languages sirictl

IQIO.

The new principal was born

Port . Dover and attended school
|

there, later going to Simcoe Hi|;||i

School. He studied at the Univer-

sity of Toronto and at the Uuivcr-

sity of Berlin. After serving for a|

time as minister of Victoria Prts-I

hylcrian Church in West Torontu,

he was appointed- professor of OliJ

Testament languages at Westiniti-'

ster Hall, Vancouver, until goinj;

!o University College as tutor, in

Oriental languages. In (914 he be-

came professor in the same' suhject|

at University College.'

From 1929 to 1930 he was an-

nual professor at the American

School of Oriental research in Jem-

salem. In 1943 he addressed the

Lake Couchiching conference of the!

Canadian Institute of International!

Officers at which he urged the Bri-

tish Empire to protect smaller na-

tions like Egypt, Iraq and Estonia
|

in the postwar period.

In 1931 Dr. Taylor held a chan-

cellor's lectureship at Queen's. Sinci:

1937 he has been a member of t!if|

Revision Committee of the Ameri

can Revised Version of the Bible.

NEWMAN CLUB ELECTS|

NEXT YEAR'S OFFICERS

LOST; Log duplex slide rule by

\V. R. r<oberts. Phone 8258.

FROSH SOPH JUNIOR SENIOR

To show the folks at home
what Queen's is like

A record of your most

powerful year

Pictured participating m
many campus activities

For lasting memories of

the Alma Mater

Don Cameron, Arts '46. wa^i

elected president of the Newman]

Club at a Communion break f.i^i

held in St. Joseph's Hall Sundav,

March 4. Other members of tliej

newly-elected executive are: vice-

president, Anne Paynter
;
secretary-

treasurer. Cyril Morris; social con-

vener, Austin Paynter; Levana rep..|

Anne Wolfe; Meds rep., Billf

Spence; Science rep., Jim Provaii;

Arts rep., Don Creaghan. Mr. Cn-

lumhus Hanley who is '
president nf|

the Queen's. Alumnae, was elected
|

honorary president and Miss Ann.-

Corrigan. honorary vice-president.

This meeting brought to a cli>.'^i-'|

the activities of the Newman Chil'

for the year. "Tlie success of our I

meetings and dances throughout tlu'

year has been due in large part

to the publicity which The Journal

has given us, for which we are mo^E

grateful." stated Archie Foley, Mcili,

'48, retiring president of the Club.

HERE'S WHY YOU BUY TRICOLOR !!!|

ORDER TODAY FROM:
POST OFFICE - FACULTY REPS. - TECH SUPPLIESI
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The Queen Bee is a hardy soul,

She thumbs her nose at birth

control

;

Which is the reason, without

doubt.

That many sons of bees are 'round

about.

FOR SALE: Fencing foil, in

good condition. Phone 8884 be-

[ween 7 and 8 pni.

There was a young miss of West
Ham

Who hastily jumped on a Iram.

When she had embarked,

Tlie conductor remarked.

"Yotir fare, Miss." She answered.

"I am."

Want to go to th eSpring Dance?
Then ask her to the Deadline
Dratr.

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.

Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES

See Our

Hosiery

Underwear

Fomous Line

of "Coro"

Skirts

Blouses

Sweaters

House Coots

Slips - Ponttes

NOVELTY
JEWELLERY

187 Princess St. Phone 5056

STARTING SATURDAY

The Clown Princess

of Screen and Radio

JOAN DAVIS

"SHE GETS HEB MAN"
with

William Gargan Leon Errol

ADDED

"TEXAS MASQUERADE"
WILLIAM BOYD

The

ODEON
MONDAY. TUESDAY - MARCH 12, 13

Humphrey Bogort ond Raymond Massey in

"ACTION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC"
toon Davis and Albert Decker in

"YOKEL BOY"
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY - MARCH 14, IS

John Woyne - Martha Scott - Albert Dekker

"IN OLD OKLAHOMA"
Rosalind Russell and Brian Ahcrne in

"WHAT A WOMAN"
FRIDAY, SATURDAY - MARCH 16. 17

Donald O'Connor - Peggy Ryon - Ann BIyth

"A CHIP OF THE OLD BLOCK"
Van lohnson - Cene Kelly - Fronchot Tone

"PILOT No. 5"

BILTMORE
CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

Aud it came to jjass in the city of

Qiiecnz that verily the hand that

wielded the chisel upon the lime-

stone walls of the cave of the

scribes faltered and failed, for In.

the results of many partcez had

had telling effect, and legion were

the affairs attended by the scribes

in the interests of the hewn word

upon the \vall ; but even as the chisel

fa!N, a hand, sturdy and firm

(slightly nicotine stained) reaches

forth and grasps it; and even now,

the inexorable talc -continues, flow-

ing from the hand of the new 3cril)e,

who, of late, has obtained degree of

culture, B.S. (Bachelor of Steam

Shove! )

.

And on the eve of Tiu, the war-

riors of Four-five didst foregather

in the Cave of Hyd for ceremony

of ferrous circlet, where many were

higher than kite. Thence tliey tra-

velled to the land of Port, some in

conveyance of cab and bus. others

in the manner of quadruped, for

bacchanalian revels. And verily

was fine punch at hand ; the Fac

was drunk, Four-five was drunk

(Oh brother!), aud Queenz was

tight. Then, affairs were adjourn-

ed to within the walls of the city,

where the sound of crashing crocks,

coarse laughter, and cries of

"Oooooh Mervyn" indicated that

the battle was joined. And as the

sun rj)se over the land, the Bells

of Camp, George the Hearty One.

Gord the Skeeter, Pitter Patter

Doug. Bill the Bob (who did make

|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)H

= 1847 Custom Toilars 1945 M

amorous advances toward lone maid

travelling back into the land), Alex

Sam aud many many others, didst

greet the morn with heavy heads

and empty memories.

And in the days gone by, the

warriors of Four-six didst celebrate

victory over men of Mudd in race

tor trophy of Bew by appearing in

the city, attired in tri-coloured Krap

Kaps (obnoxious, aren't they?).

And now the Lemons from the

Cave of the' Flickering Lights do

assail the lowly men of Fart and

Mudd to obtain Spring Danz date,

for verily are the warriors in black-

books since weekend of For Mai.

But the time of annual battle

with the Fac draws near, and the

scribes sought interview with Maid

Marion, who, with hissing of steam

and clanking of shoveluffs, said, "As

the time of battle draws nigh, it

befits all oE the men of Scienz, from

the greatest senior to the lowliest

fuzzy one, to gird on sword and

wield slipstick aud T-square with

mighty effort, for there are but for-

ty days and forty nights to the be-

ginning of the fight." With that,

the Maid retired to the darker re-

cesses of the cave, and verily are

her wise words inscribed on the

walls.

But even now the sands run out,

and the scribes informed of Year

Partee planned by the mighty Softs

at the Can-U Club, must off to

work, that time can be found for

such revels later on.

I LIVINGSTON S 1
1 ALWAYS AHEAD! =
g IN STYLE, QUALITY, VALUE! J

I 1945 I

I
SPRING SUITINGS

|= Just arrived from England — a select group of =
— Worsteds in a pleasing range of exclusive —
= patterns. We advise your early selection while ^S range is at its best. From — S

I $35. $45. $55. $65. I^ IMPORTERS OF FINEST QUALITY BRITISH WOOLLENS =

I LIVINGSTON'S I
^ 75-79 Brock. Street Diol 8354 =
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Press Clubbers

Al! members of The Jour-

nal Press Club are invited

to attend the special social

preceding tonight's dance.

The affair will be held in

Players' Lounge, Old Arts

building, S-9 pm. Admis-

sion free.

Smootchin'

When he looks in your direction

,\nd admires your sweet perfection,

And to which you've no objection

—

That's smootchin'.

When she curis up there beside you.

Puts vonr arm where she'll confide

you.

Anil vour two heads coincide, you

Know that's smootchin'.

If (here's lipstick in misplacement,

Smeared about your neck and facc-

ment.

Just forget about disgracement—

Tiiat's smootchin'.

—Failt-Ye Times.

LOST: One black key case.

Please phone 2-1417.

Patronize merchants who use

fournal advertisements.

McGill Conference

(Continued from page I)

and distributed to other colleges,

that a continuation organization be

set up to establish the Conference

as an annual event, and that other

universities be urged to undertake

such conferences were recorded.

Chief speakers of the opening

session on Saturday morning were

the Honourable C. D. Howe, Fed-

eral Minister of Reconstruction,'

who gave an informal review of the

Government's immediate post-war

plans, and Edward J. Phelan, Acting

Director of the International I-abour

Office, ^who spoke-on the interna-

tional aspects of postwar planning

and organization. The closing ad-

dress was given by Dr. D. L. Thom-

son, Dean of the Faculty of Gradu-

ate Studies and Research.

Shameful

The moon was yellow,

The lane was bright,

As s!ic turned to me
In the summer night

;

And every gesture

And every glance

Gave a hint

That she craved romance.

I stammered, stuttered,

And time went by

—

The moon was yellow,

And so was L '

—Failt-Ye Times.

Wo welcome Queen's University Students to KingBtwi, »nd Iwf to

remind them that as formerly the prestige o£ years standi befaiod

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Maker* of Quomi'b Univerwty Gowns Queen'i Officii Blutfl

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Qneen'a Sweaters and SwMter Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S—

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

are all

VERY

SCARCE
But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

GRANT HALL
TONIGHT, 9 PM

presents the

DEADLINE DRAG

Nick Nicholson's Orchestra

Dress: Any Old Rags

- A STOP PRESS SOCIAL EVENT
Original Drawings by STRAHON
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ZAKOS BROTHERS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everTthing

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

DRIVE IN AN
INSUBED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232

Principal's Lecture

Rent an

Underwood Typewriter

from the makers

Speciol Rote to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St Dial 4352

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Diol 4346

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

(Continued, from page 1)

a better knowledge of English. He

then gave several examples of lives

which give satisfaction to the read-

er, "not only from the memory but

from the sense of beauty in words."

He quoted Shakespeare, Tennyson,

Browning. Shelley, and Keats.

Secondly, there is beauty in fine

architecture, of which there arc

several good local examples in the

courthouse and in the University

buildings.

Painting is an attempt through

the artist's eyes to express beautj'

in colour and form, while beauty

is shown in music, in harmony and

design.

Then Dr. Wallace turned to phi-

losophy, "the deepest and most im-

portant study in thinking, of which

tliere arc two schools, realist and

idealist, which affect the whole

question of morals and ethics.

Religion is the moral necessity of

ing in a certain way. As one

becomes older, "one is led more by

nner convictions than by outward

necessities," said Dr. Wallace. In

religion there are two classes of

people. One is ascetic, puritanical

and stoical, and leads a restricted

The other is free and easy

nd full of the joy of living.

When one is young, things seem

ther right or wrong — there is

0 in-between. As one grows old

er, things are in neither black nor

bite; tlicy are greys, and the prob

lems of life consist in choosing

what is right and what is wrong

There are three ways to approach

religion. Principal Wallace went

on. The first is the intellectual. All

hurches have dogmas wiiich try

o explain their beliefs about God,

and there is a group of people who

feel and worship alike. The second

approach to religion is moral; there

no greater factor in religion than

sense of moral conscience of right

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Eklin, Prop,

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK' S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kresge

Watts The Floris
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 6084. Rm.G4M, GreenhouM* 3241

Dr. Pratt

(Continued from page 1)

anil the University of British Co-

lumbia, as well as at Queen's.

Again Dr. Pmtt mentioned how

much he enjoyed it here during the

summer sessions, and said that one

"very delightful feature of King-

ston" was the Calaraqui Golf Club,

where he entered in a Queen's com-

petition.and on two occasions was

the winner of a silver cup.

Though this exchange of profes-

sors is a new experiment at Queen's,

Dr. Pratt states that the English

department of the Universit)' of

Toronto lias done this every year

—

witli Cornell University, or the Uni-

versity of Michigan, or Western

Reserve University of Cleveland.

Dr. Pratt's wife accompanied him

to Kingston.

Glee Club

AH members who desire a picture

of the opera please sign the list

posted in the Douglas Library. This

is necessitated by the loss of the

list jjosted at K|CVT.

Blood Donations

(Continued from page 1)

and whose fifth or more donation

was given in February are: Arts:

Sidney Koni (17), Alex Sliisko

(9). Leonard HarpEr (6). J. D.

Moorman (S), J. T. Morgan (13).

Ely Ravinsky (6), Ross Babion

(6) , and Alan Gray (7); Levana:

Inez Davis (6) and Margaret

Browii (5) ; Medicine: Gordon

Mack (7); and John Merriman

(12); and Science: Alfred Badcr

(7) , John Hood (6), Jack Keough

(5). Kurt Rothschild (5). Martin

Gauvin (5), and G. D. Adams (5).

LOST: Will person who took

wrong grey hat from Goodwin

House last weekend please contact

Owen Qarke, 9160.

English Degree

At Laval University, Quebec

City, the degree of "Maitraise en

Anglais" will be awarded to stu-

dents completing the university's

course in English. Students who
take either summer courses or

regular term courses are qualified

for the degree.

Commenting on the new de-

gree. Miss Jean Royce, registrar

of Queen's University, said that

while master's degrees are offered

at many Canadian imiversities,

"Maitraise en Anglais" is signifi-

cant because it is being granted

at a French-speaking university.

You've always wanted to know
just how big your girl's feet are

—

now you can find out at the Dead-

line Drag.

PAC

Dr. Anna Wright of the depart-

meiit of history will address a meet-

ing of the Public Affairs Club Sat-

urday at 8:15 pm at 131 King

street east, apartment 3. Topic will

be "Frontiers and Canada's Fu-

ture."

Meeting will be open to all stu-

dents. Refreshments will be served.

Hillel Banquet

A final banquet will be held on

Sunday, March 22, at 6.30 pm, in

the Community Hall, 148 Queen

Street. Admission will be 35 cents

and all proceeds will go to the ISS,

Election of an executive for next

year and ratification of the consti-

tution will take place. Dancing will

follow.

Don't be hasty. . . Have a Coke

If this poem is printed

It's a cinch

The editor needed

Just one more inch.

and wrong. The third approach is ant.

lhat of the mystic, who uses no

phraseologT,'. is caught by the sense

of the beauty of nature and sees God

tlirough Nature, and in music, poe-

try and painting. "Without words,

the mystic feels himself in com-

munion with the eternal laws of

God."

Finally, Dr. Wallace gave the

students some advice about the

coming exams, which he said were

one of the crises in life which they

must learn to meet. An original

point of view on a subject is "re-

freshing""to the examiner, he said,

and legible writing is "very import-

... or there's more to a Joke than a laugh

After all, a good-natured laugh at our expense is usually

a compliment. It shows others are interested in us. The

friendly proposal Have a Cnke is a good-natured compliment,

too. It says You belong—let's chat a hit. Ice-cold Coca-Cola

has a knack for breaking the ice and getting things going

on a friendly basis.

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Limited, Kingston

"Cofce"=Coca-Cola
You naninllrhm Coci.CoJk ailed br
iij friendly abbreviation "Coke." Both

Are You in the Know?

Do you think (ho I* h«ad*d for —
"Heart" Iroublo

A high date quota

[3 Complexion blues

Snacks at tho hamburger hangout are

runl But too many "fries" and double

desserts may faring complexion blues.

Go easy on rich foods. With sensible

diet, daily Bcrubbing, your face can

defy the keenest ogling. You con

challenge costume closcups, too, on

"those" days. Eotcx sonilary napkins

outwit tclllalo lines—for those patented

Kotex ends aro pressed Jlal—they don't

fihow. They're scientifically desiened to

keep Kotcx soug-fitting . . . smoother!

GOURDIERS
rues

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
We Specialize in

Trade and Techiucal Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

Which U moil llksly to got the lobT

The girl on tho left

Onlho rlghl

In Iho eont/o

Wont to launch your life career, or land an

after-school job? Be elort, brief, frank.

Show the boss you mean business, nnii

look it—like the girl on the right. Then,

slick to your job, entry working day. You

can, with the help of Kotcx. Kol«x is

more comfortable—has enduring softness,

so different &om pads that just "feel"

soft at first touch. No bunching, no

roping, as Qimay napkins do. You'll

find Kotfix holds its shape . . . actually

$(ays sojt while wearingl

She's In tho ll.e.A.F. (W.DOI I* iho-

Selling mogazlne wbicrlptloni

Chocking Initrumsntt

Getting a releoio signed

If you were in the Air Force you'd know

that she's gelling a release signed. But,

being on Air Foroj gol, she knows she

never has to ask for a release for herself.

She flies through her daily duties with

confidence on calendar days—when she

chooses Kotox, because that special 4-ply

safety-centre gives extra protection where

it 'a needed most. And KoLex has no wrong

side to confu.ie you and cause embarrass-

ing accidents!

Girls in the know
choose KOTEX*

Yes, more girls choose KOTEX than

all other brands of pads put together.

*T.M. Reg. Cmi.

FREE!
"THAT DAY IS HERE AGAIN"
Iraporlonl new booklcl full of fncls about

Iho do'B and doii'ts of problem duya.

Cnnadian Celliicotlon Products Co. Ltd.,

330 University Ave., Dept. Toronto, Ont.

Please send me a free copy of your boeklel, "Thai Day

is Here Again" . . . which reach me in a plain envelope.

Name-
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Greet SPRING
. . with the Right Clothes

SUITS and TOPCOATS
of Distinction

All that goes into the makiiifa: of fine clothes has ^one into

our outstanding Spring suits and topcoats . . . superb

fabrics . . . careful workmanship . . . flawless tailoring.

Slip into a well-fitted suit, top it with a smart topcoat and

take your place at the head of the Spring parade. Your choice

of colour, style and fabric is included iii our large stock.

Moderate Prices

FURNISHINGS

This Spring, as in the past, you'll find the

finest hats by Stetson — and other smart

furnishings available, unexcelled in quality

and style ... at moderate prices.

TWEDDELL'S
STORE OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.

137 - 139 PRINCESS ST. i
PHONE 6595

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

SPORTS

THE CA.yHPU$ SPCCFLM^HT
SV CORD MACK

Vimy Eliminates Tricolour

In Sudden*death Semi-final

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
REASONABLl PRICED

Wartime "Q's"

In the next iBBue of The Journal will probably be the list of wartime

"Q's" to be awarded this year. The committee composing the list of

recommendations is beset with difficulties. The AMS Constitution is

completely inadequate to cover the situation, and precedent is undesirable.

The policy at Queen's in recent years has been for the AB of C to chase the

graduating student down the steps of Convocatjon Hall after the closing

exercbea and (five him his hard-eamed "Q" just before he gets the straps

buckled on his trunk. Depending upon the degree of pride the particular

athlete tabes in his crest, it will be sewn across the back of his $50 business

Birit, or else chucked in a dresser drawer, later to be appropriated by his

wife for a pot-holder.

The AMS Constitution is equally hopeless functionally spealdng. At

the spring meeting of the AMS, the usual unpacked house railroaded through
,

a motion which lirmted wartime "Q's" to members of championship teams

that played against civilian or service teams (and played in half the league

games) or anyone who won an individual event against outside competition

in a swimming or track and field meet. If this legislature were to be followed

this year, then only members of the rugby team would be awarded their

letters, and outstanding athletes in other fields—for example Don Craig,

who last fall broke the university cross-country record; Bill Roberts, who

set a new 50-yard tree style swimming mark; and George Elliott, star

defenceman of the Tricolour hockey entry—would all be omitted from the

honours list.

The Wartime "Q" is the highest athletic award which the university

possesses. In contrast to the Bews Trophy and faculty letters, which can

be won by a combination of mediocre athletic abiUty and enthusiasm, the

"Q" is reserved for outstanding performance.

We would like to go on' record as suggesting the following changes in

policy of this year's committee and changes in the AMS Constitution for

next year's committee.

(1) Freshmen of outstanding ability should be able to win their letter,

but it should be withheld until second year, when the student has shown he

also possesses sufficient academic ability to wear his university's colours.

(2) "Q's" should be awarded in the year in which they are won, with

the above exception. A university letter is only of value while Ihe holder

is still an undergraduate. This year the deplorable condition existed on the

Queen's campus of only two undergraduates, Don Moreton and Jack Milliken,

being "Q"-holders.

(3) "Q's" should also be awarded as often as they are won, whether in

successive years or in different sports. At UBC. we understand, the

university letter, an interlocking BC. is augmented by a small numeral to

indicate the number of times that it has been earned. A somewhat Mmilar

plan was in force here at Queen's in peacetime. In his graduating year, a

"Q"-holder would turn in his letter to the AB of C and receive in exchange

a "Q" with red and blue stars added for each additional "Q" he had earned

during his term at university.

(4) When only a select few of a team are to be honoured with "Q's".

as for example any team which fails to win a championship, we suggest

that the coach and captain of the team submit a list o£ deserving pUyers

for the approval of the AB of C. Wartime university teams are admittedly

weaker than peacetime squads. Many men who would normally be making

intercollegiate all-star teams are now in the services. To distinguish between

the man who is intercollegiate material and the one who falls short involves

a variable criterion which is always open to argument. The best qualified

judges should be the men whom the university employs to coach the team,

and' the team chooses as its leader.

Swan Song

Monday night saw the elimination of last year's EOBA intermediate

champions as the Gaels went dovtn before the Vimy quintet 37-23. The game

was the second of the sudden-death semi-finals necessitated to break the

four-way tie from the regular league schedule. Vimy and Ordnance emerged

as the survivors of the post-schedule play-offs, with the Barriefield basketeers

edging Vimy 42-37 Wednesday night to «ke the championship.

Engineers* Elections

(Continued from page 1)

Ratledge was on the service control

committee.

Edge in Play Is Lost
Erratic Shootjng
Around Basket

by

Campbell Stars

Phone 6733

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Bodk Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Retiring Leader's Comment

Inimetliately followint; the elec-

tions, held in Grant Hall. Frank B.

Lee, "45. retiring president, issued

the following statement to The Jour-

nal.

"The lack of interest and enthu-

siasm shown by Sciencemen tnward

the aetiviticj- of their own Society

is deplorable. One of the main pur-

poses behind the Society is to bring

speaker> to Queen's who are pro-

minent in their particular field to

address student engineers. The ex

perience and knowledge they bring'

Is solely to help the undergraduate

understand some of the problems

he will face upon graduation. Sure-

ly Sciencemen should tuni out in

large numbers to listen to these

men ; but the usual attendance has

been very disappointing.

"The eNtra time spent in active

jjarticipalinn in Engineering Society

affairs will he more than repaid by

the experience gained. A sense of

citizenship is sorely lacking in the

world today, and there is no better

opportunity to gain a little of this

sense of responsibility than right

here at universiti,-. T appeal to mem-
bers of Science Facult}' to exercise

their privilege and take a greater

interest in Society affairs.

"Only 22S out of 570 voted

the main elections. F.very member

of the Society is entitled to vote.

Since this is a democratic institu-

tion, there is no compulsion: but

the lack of interest shown, even

during the main elections, shows a

serious lack of resixm-sibility."

STUDENTS' STYLE CENTRE

Agents for Dock's Shoes

For?5yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE
to

Canadians

in ail

walks of life

Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL
CANADA

Established IS69

Head Office Woterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D, R. Roughton, B.Sc, CLU.

Representatives;

W. |. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leadbeater

BERMUDA STUDENTS
STUDY AT TORONTO

TORONTO — (CUP) — The

new official counsellor to the 63

\''arsity students from Bermuda,

Central and South America, and

the West Indies, is Prof. J. E. M
Hancock. assi.-itant professor in

tlie School of Law and don in the

residence at Gate House, Victoria

College.

Due to wartime conditions,

West Indian students are unable

to travel to England to study

law. This is the principal reason

for the recent influx into Cana

dian universities. Nineteen out

of 37 student? registered in the

Faculty of -A-rts are in Law.

Counting two registered directly

in the School of Law, the total

number of potential West Indian

lawyers is 2L
These students plan to take

their Bar examinations at the

Inns of Court in London after the

war. Courses at the Toronto

School of Law are considered a

satisfactory preliminary to this

work.

The next most"~popular course

is engineering, in which ten West

Indian and South American stu-

dents are registered. Four are in

Medicine, five in the School of

Nursing, two in OCE. and one

each in Occupational Therapy,

PHE, and Dentistry.

Why Is a Locomotive Called She

She wears" a jacket with a yoke,

pins and shields. She has an apron

and a lap too. Not only does she

have shoes, but she sjjorts pumps

and even hose, while she drags

trains behind her. She attracts at-

tention will] puffs and mufflers and

sometimes foams and refuses to

work. At such times she needs to

he switched. She need^ guidin.i; and

she requires a man to feed her; but

most characteristic of all is the fact

that she is much steadier when she

is hooked up.

—Failt-Ye Times.

BY DON CREAOKAN

Queen's intermediate basketball

team was ousted from the city

pl;iy-i(ft\ Mnndny night at the Gym,

wh^u ihc> lust to Vimy 37-23. The

game, played before the smallest

crowd of the year, was even in the

play, but Bon Elliott's boys were

very erratic in their shooting. In

contrast, the Vimy team, led by

Huter, former Mount Allison Uni-

versity star, made a number of

beautiful shots and proved very

effective under the baskets.

Rowley opened the scoring a few

seconds after the opening whistle,

to put Queen's ahead, but soon af-

ter this Vimy sprang into the lead

and held it till the end of the game.

Shortly before the half time whistle,

Brown of the Gaels made two long

shots and a foul to bring bis team

close to a He. But not close enough,

as the Signals outfit countered his

effort with a field goal and two foul

shots to lead 22-15 at half time.

The second half was featured by

closer guarding and poorer shoot-

ing on the part of both teams.

Queen's had the edge in play but

missed many chances to even the

score as time after time their shots

went wild. The Vimy team had

fewer tries at scoring, but made

them count to outscore the students

15-8 and win by a final count of

37-23.

Hunter with 15 points and Cou-

sineau with 13 were the high scorers

for Vimy and the oucstaiiding play-

ers of the night.

,A.rchie "Elastic Legs" Campbell

was the pick of the Queen's team

as he consistently outjumped taller

men to take rebounds and set up

plays for his teacn-mates. He tied

with Brown and Rowley for scor-

ing honors with 5 points.

Summary and lineups

:

Queen's: Campbell 5, Morgan 4,

Dinsdalc. Rowley 5. Lawler 4,

Brown 5, Higgs, Elliott. McDon-

ald: total 23.

Vimy: Hunter 15. Sliaw, Cou-

sineau 13. McGee 1. Staris, Mc-

Coll S, Leonard. Harding; total 37.

Studying hard? Relax—^take

time out for The Dance this

evening.

Patronize Our Advertisers
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Kingston's OMatt

Establsihed Sho* Stora

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We corry o complete range in

Wateiman's and

Parker Pens

also—
Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Patronize Our Advertisers
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STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

The most up-to-date 3-cliair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

IIS AUred SL Phono 4850

CENTRE TAXI
DIAL 3000
Comer University and William

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS
Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STREET

It's not no iise,

J ain't footloose—
1 can't get 'em bigger,

} cati'i ijet 'cm smaller;

I can't get us in for

The cut-rate dollar. ,

By the bye—has anybody an

old potato sack we could borrow
for the dance tonight? We simply

haven't a thing to wear?* After

three years of Dogpatch Drags

and Jonrnal dances and farm-

honse formals, we believe the g-uy

wlio said "Nothing is new."

It happens once a year. What
happens? . . . Why. the night of

the grad dinner—after the toast

to the King—smoking is officially

permitted in the Ban Righ dining

room. We saw a lot of people,

who aren't addicted to the weed
as a rule, borrow cigarettes just

to celebrate the occasion. For

you who haven't "grad-dinnered"

yet. it's something to look for-

ward to.

Next Wednesday is the last

Levana meeting of the year. It's

a sort of special production

—

combined monthly and annual

meeting, with a report of all

Levana activities. We hope you'll

be a public-spiirted citizen when

you graduate and a Levana-

spirited co-ed right now. Dorie

Mills believes that a democratic

institution functions democratic-

ally only when its supporters are

enlightened, informed, and inter-

ested. All you have to do is pro-

vide the interest by showing up

Wednesday, and Dorie promises

that you'll be handed the rest.

There'll be a speaker, too—

a

pediatrician, Dr. J. B. Scriver.

(Pediatrics, we understand, has to

do with kids, not feet.) And
both refreshments and FAC as

usual. Its a bang-up meeting

—

so think about going. We'll re-

mind you again Tuesday.

Spring Dance

Dr. Gibb is holding her cus-

tomary French tea this afternoon

at 4 :30 in MacdonneU House.

Everyone interested in French is

cordially invited to attend. The

French teas will continue nntil

the beginning of April.

And you're not forgetting the

Spring Dance tomorrow, in the

rush of getting an outfit together

for tonight, are you? Might as

well make a big weekend of it

—

"condemned man ate a hearty

meal." and all that . . , waltz this

week, work next week. Next

week never gets here anyway.

( Spring fever's making us light-

headed.) Remember the last

Ban Righ open house—the "by

invitation" one . . . dancing, ping-

pong, bridge. AVell, the Spring

Dance sounds to us as though it

would be less stiff and formal

than usual—more like a glorified

(Ban Righ, of course) open

house. The convener, Helen

Martin, definitely promises a coke

bar now. too. She seemed a little

worried about where she was

1

going to find bridge tables at last

reckoning, but we imagine she'll

pull through. So—see you at the

dance. You haven't a date yet?

Pick one up tonight.

Geography Course
Opened at McGill

MONTREAL— (CUP) —Mc-
Gill University opened a new de-

partment of Geography last week,

witli Prof. George H, Kimble as

the first professor and chairman

of the department.

Professor Kimble was formerly

a professor of geography at

Reading University, near Lon-

don, He was recently released

from the Royal Navy, where, as

a meteorologist, he helped to

work out weather maps for vari"-

ons Allied invasions.

Ottawa Calling
A CUP FEATURK

Bv NEIL MacDONALD

CO-ED
SPORTSBEEL

BY FERDIE WATERS

Giggle! Giggle!

To wed or not to wed,

That is the question.

Whether 'tis better to remain

single

And disappoint a lot of women
For a time,

Or to marry

And disappoint one woman
For life.

THE NEXT ELECTION

OTTAWA—There -is definitely

a feeling of tension around the

Capital, a feeling which is prob-

ably more apparent after a short

absence from the city.

The date of the next election is

tippemiost in everyone's mind.

When are we going to get it over

with and get back to normal is the

form the question most often takes.

Actiially. the present government

is nervous about calling an election

while the war is on, and yet it is

going to be difficult to find a good

reason to postpone the election nn-

til after ho.stilities in Europe cease.

If the war is over, the government

ma\' hope that the public feeling

on the question of conscription will

not run so high and that it maj^

have a chance of re-election on the

basis of developing a strong peace

and post-war security.

Soldier Vote Important

Such thinking, however, neglects

the consideration of the soldier vote,

which will be a much greater factor

in the immediate period after the

war than it is at present. It is dif-

ficult for members of the armed

forces to speak with a united voice

under battle conditions, but let them

he out of the battle area, perhaps

in the process of being discharged

and they will begin to think more

intensely of the postwar govern

ment. And if they have been ex-

posed to some of the abuses which

are apparently common in the dis-

charge rehabilitation set-up. their

vote will not go for the govern-

ment.

No one can predict at the mo-

ment, on valid grounds, the results

of the next election, because no one

knows yet when it will take place

or what will be the issues. Two or

three weeks before the election will

be time enough to make predictions.

People Anti-Liberal

Travelling across two-thirds of

Canada, however, does give one a

definite impression of the temper

of the people, and it would not seem

that that temper is very sympathe-

tic to the present government. For

every person who appeared willing

to support the government whole-

heartedly at this point, ten seemed

diametrically opposed to it and

twenty were inclined to give their

support elsewhere, although their

minds were not made up as yet.

'VVIien the campaign really starts,

we may expect one of the hottest

fights in the history of Canada. No
party has yet revealed its secret

weapons, and surprises will come

from all sides.

But, in an all-out fight, the odds

go to the attacker, and the govern

ment will be forced hito a defensive

attitude toward its war record. The

advantage definitely will be against

tile party seeking re-election.

It is appropriate that' we appor-

tion this part' of the page to this

year's Journal dance, the Deadline

Drag. Like all Queen's dances

there'll be hot numbers and not so

hot numbers. This will be the last

drag, so let loose before you have

to tighten up.

It seems that examinations are

the current fad — we are subjected

to eye examinations every day —
once around and lightly over. To-

night there'll be one exam which

vou can't cram for — an examina-

tion of feet, when every heel will

be given the onceover. Once over

yoii may enter the hall of frame, and

there are anklings of good times

ahead.

'48 Victors

The finals of interyear games in

hockey and basketball have been

completed. The freshette teams

have been victors in both these

sports over '45 and '46 respectively.

This seems to prove that once the

freshette teams got organized, it

was eas)' for them to defeat other

>ear teams.

The final championship basket-

ball game of the Queen's seniors

was important enough to warrant

an outside reporter and the write-

up of the game appeared in the last

issue. Congratulations and appreci-

ation are due Miss Ross for the

time and effort she put into the

training of a championship team.

In the B series, the Queen's T

team has been victorious through-

out the year and also stand at the

top of their league.

CRCC
Those who volunteered for work

in the Red Cross- campaign will

report at 1 pni on their respective

daj's at the Royal Bank.

LOST: Shell-rimmed

Phone Jean Robson. 6512,

glaeses.

HISTORY OF A JOKE

CROWN DAIRY

•

JERSEY MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

For those who wonder, we pre-

sent the following life history of

a joke

:

Birth—A freshman thinks it up

and laughs aloud, waking tip two

juniors in the back row.

Age Five Minutes—Freshrtian

tells it to a senior, who answers,

"It's funny, but I've heard it

before.''

Age One Day—Senior turns it

in to college paper as his own.

Age Two Days—Editor thinks

it's terrible (filthy).

Age Ten Days—Editor is des-

perate for copy, so the joke is

printed.

Age One Month — Thirteen

other college papers print it

(acknowledging The Journal as

its source).

Age Three Years—Non-college

papers print the joke in "Lighter

Vein."

Age Five Years—Seventy-six

radio comedians discover it simul-

taneously, tell it, accompanied by

howls of mirth from the boys in

the orchestra ($5 a howl).

Age Twenty Years—Professors

start telling it in class. Freshman

hears it and tells it to a senior,

who turns it in »o college paper

and so on—ad nauseum.

Etaoin McShrdlu says: "Yip

pee! This'll coitenl be the best

dance of the year. Them Jour-

nal gang sure are, tops."

A. R. XI/nOXHV
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AMS Statement
TUESDAY.—Definite steps were taken at the regular AMS

meeting last night to prevent further disturbances on the campus.

The Journal learned shortly after the session. The executive

issued stern warning anyone participating in future outbreaks, as

well as those known to have taken part in past ones, would be

liable to immediate expulsion from the university at the discretion

of proper authorities, should further incidents arise.

Engineering Society president Frank Lee and Arts Society

president Glenn Clark promised to investigate past distiorbances

and to settle them "to the satisfaction of all at an early date."

The AMS decided to compensate Medical House for the estimated

$100 damage caused to it early Sunday, stipulating it might

compel the culprits to make good the loss when and if this is

considered advisable.

The AMS proclamation follows:

The AMS views with apprehension the events of the past

few days, and the adverse effect they have had on public opinion

concerning the University. After some investigation the AMS
executive knows definitely the individuals in the groups involved

in the disturbances of the past few days. Due to unfavourable

publicity which would result, and also to the proximity of exami-

nations, no action will be taken at this time by this body. In the

case o£ further disturbances of this kind, both those known to have

taken part in the recent outbreak, as well as others participating

in any more similar affairs, will be prosecuted to the fullest extent

by the AMS, and if found guilty this body will recommend that

they be removed from the University.

c by the Alma Mater Society of Queen's University
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BREAKS CONTINUE
Students Hurt
erday; Leaders
for Quick End
vo persons were admitted to Kingston General Hospital

njuries yesterday, as Science-.\rts outbreak'; continued

mtire campus. Latest disturbance occurred in the New

esterday morning, when an estimated over 500 Engineers

100 Artsmen.

Ere J. Trevor (Doc.) Morgan, Arts '47. who suffered

Army Will No Longer Enlist

Medical Students in Fifth Year

and bruises, and Andrew Kniewasser, Arts '-iS. who

Is to the right eyt.- which required several stilclies. Their

i not re?^i 'li;ii serious by hospital attendants

tacas involved hun

Queen's has always concerned it-

self with pioneering in new fields

of education. Tiiis is a fiekl in

wliicii we can do real educational

work. We arc hoping that a num-

ber of teachers will take the course

hccause of the widening use of ra-

rlio being made in the classrooms."

Queen's is the first Canadian uni-

\ i-rsit_v lo take on this kind of work.

The R.idiu Institute will offer a

imii-crcib't elementary course of in-

struction with "Workshop" prac-

RADIO INSTITUTE

(Continued on page 4)

Pharmacists Plan
New Organization

TORONTO — (CUP) — A
i niivciilinn of the Canadian Phamia-
I l UiiL-al Assuciation held in Toron-

ii-' last wet'k approved tbe formation

"f a national org;ini^ation which

would allocate money to eacli of the

wven colleges of pharmacy in Can-

ada.

This organization will be called

ihe Canadian Federation for the

Advancement of Phannacy. Be-

'inests and grants will be solicited

I" provide scholarships for under-

:-;rarluates in pharmacy, to purchase

"idditional equipment, and to en

iible graduates to make drug re

search.

students, the experiment is being

tried to see if the majority will

Cake advantage of (he opportunity

to use the library on Sundays.

Miss E. Wolfe will be in charge

of the reserve desk.

Commerce Club

Goes to Toronto

The annual Commerce Club

field trip for 1945 took several

members of that group on tours

of three Toronto industries.

Lever Brothers, Goodyear Tire

and Rubber Company, and the

Canadian Acme Screw and Gear

Company were hosts for the occa-

sion,

It is reported that the samples

received from Lev.er Brothers

will be of inestimable assistance

to the boys in their social life.

At the Goodyear plant, the use

of synthetic rubber in the niaini-

facture of tires was observed. On

Saturday the Acme Screw and

Gear entertained the group at

luncheon after a tour of their

plant and the connected company,

York Arsenal. -

The social life of the groiip.

which centred, about the King

Edward Hotel, was also a

"glowing" success.

UofT Students Honour
Retiring President, Dr. Cody
TORONTO— (CUP)—Dr. 11.

.f. Cody, retiring president of

Toronto University, was hon-

oured at a dinner given by the

'students' Administrative Council

last week iii the Great Hall.

•'Students representing the stu-

<ient administrative officers of

every college and faculty were

present.

Dr. and Mrs. Cody as guests

f*f honour sat at the head table.

T'he president wore, for the first

'ime, the cross of the CMG con-

ferred upon him recently.

Mr. T. A. Reed gave an illus-

trated, anecdotal survey i^f ihc

development of the uiiivcrsily Kc-

fore and during the president'?

connection with iL. A toast was

proposed to Dr. Cody, who had

"lived a full life in which nothing

had been denied which could

contribute to the welfare of

others."

"It is not through what Dr,

Cody has done but through what

he is that we can draw strength

CODY HONOURED
(Continued on page 4)

tmen and artsmen.

Jes clashed heatedly

ill. The engineers

ling at 9:55 o'clock.

J

minutes the entire

jcene of wild om-

Imericnlly superior

ged over a score of

artsmen outside, clipping their hair

in front of the building and iu Flem-

ini; Hal!, and daubing yelluw paint

oTi their faces and chests.

The fighting continued for one

hour, willi engineers surging and

resurging through the Arts build-

ing. The invaders fintilly left the

premises and continiied their siege

from outside. They withdrew in

groups toward 11 o'clock.

Irvin Collins, Arts '45. AMS
president, had met with Dr, R. C.

Wallace, the three faculty presi-

dents, and senior Engineering re-

presentative5 Sunday afferaoon, and

reached a definite agreement of re

ciprocal payment for damages al-

ready incurred. The matter was

then felt lo have been settled; but

the trouble flared up with more

violence than ever yesterday morn-

ing.

The affair was scheduled to have

been discussed at the regular AMS
meeting last night. It was not known

whether any special officials would

be called in to give a report. Spe

cial announcements were read to

all cia-iises yesterday morning advis

ing students of the settlement

reached Sunday and recpicsting them

lr> take no further action; but this

proved ineffectual.

Tlie trouble deveToped Friday

morning, after some unknown per-

^on or pL=rsons had painted red

"Piumber.=" on several Science

buildings during the night. The

engineers, claiming it had been done

hy .\rtsmen, raided the clubrooni

in the New Arts building and car-

ried the piano to their own ctub-

rooni in retaliation.

Leaders of the two societies met

later and reached a definite settle-

ment, wherein the artsmen promised

CAMPUS OUTBREAK

f Continued on page 5)

Pipers Planning

Scottish Show

Service Planned

For Sunday Next

Dr. L. H, Hough To Speak at

Baccalaureate Service

Dr. Lynn Harold Hough, dean

of Tho'l.'UN- at Drew Theological

Scniiuaiv-, M;Hlison, N.J.. will he

Hie -]ii;ik(T ai the Baccalaureate

s,.l-^i,t u> he held in Grant Hall

nil SuiRl;iy. March IS. at 3 o'clock.

The service will be conducted

hv Dr. H, A. Kait, principal of

ihc Theological Colle;,'L-, Dr. R, C
W allace. jiniK-l|«l m[ Oueeii's and

trv iii Culliiis. prc-iidfiif of the AMS.

will l)e readers. Dr. F. L. Harrison

will conduct the musical portion of

the service.

Dr. Hough has been at Drew

St-iuiiinry ^m>:e l^.'^O. Before that

In.' *va-. iiilulMor of the Ameri-

i-;iii I're-livleri.iu Church lU Mont-

real, and before that had a church

in Detroit.

He is very well known in Eng-

land, having made several trips back

and forth between the United States

and Rriinin. . He is one of the

Americans who have tried to cement

cordial ri-laliniis between the two

coinitrit-. in tlii^ way.

Dr. HoLi!,'h will be guest preacher

at the anniversary services at Clial-

mers United Church next Sunday.

Three Societies

Will Convene Here

Ask for Girl Students To

Assist at Conference

From J^iay IS lo 27 a series of

coiiK=rencfs are to be held at

Queen's Uuivcrsit)". These in-

clude the Roy.^l S^ciely of Can-

ada, Canadian I-Iim-fk-.I Society.

Canadian Political Science So-

ciety, and Canadian Institute of

International .Affairs.

Ban Righ Hall and

nexcs will be filled. -\t

This year's piping competition

will be held Thursday at 7 pm in

Convocation Tail. A unique even-

ing's entertainment, featuring danc-

ing girls and music by the Queen's

Pil>e Band, has been added to the

programme. Everybody is invited

to attend this competition.

For several years. Queen's has

offered a scholarship of $25 for the

best piper among first-year students.

This year there will be in addition

two prizes for pipers in second year.

These prizes have been donated by

John F. Elder, prominent Kingston

businessman, owner of the Elder

Beverage Compan>, and Highland

entertainer.

Rhondda Davies. Arts '47. and

Joan Slorance. 4rts '-IS, will dance

the highland fling, seann truibhas

and sword dance in the course of

the programme. Queen's Pipe Band

will play a number of tunes, in

chiditii; Ihe reveille played at the

CC"^'TC c-imp at Connaught Ranges

near Ottawa.

.MI students, members of staff,

and Kingston citizens are invited.

Admission is free.

Inaugurate New System o£

Loans for Assistance

While in College

Now in Effect

It has been confirmed by the

medical office at Queen's that the

present fourth year in Medicine

(Meds '4S) will not be enlisted

into the army when they enter

fifth year. Until this time, stu-

dents on the accelerated medical

course have entered the Medical

Corps and received privates' pay

and allowances. This money was

of great assistance to the stu-

dents, since the accelerated medi-

cal course left no time for sum-

mer jobs.

Dr. J, H, Orr, secretary oi the

Medical Faculty, has reveiled an

order from National Defence

Headquarters stating that "no

more medical students will be

enlisted into the Medical Corps

after January 1945." This elinn-

ENLISTMENTS END
(Continued on page 3)

Alberta Record*
Student Activities

EDMONTON — (CUP) —The

Students' Council of the Universiry

of Alberta plans to introduce a new

svstem of recording the activities

of all the members of the Student.*'

Union. A form will be filled in by

each student on registration, simi-

lar lo those kept in the Registrar's

office. Once the system is func-

tioning prot'erly, records may be

kciJt each year without the neces-

sity of formal application by the

student.

A further plan would he the ad-

ALBERTA RECORDS

(Continued on pagfe 3)

COTC Formal

Comes Friday

Plans are completed for the Mili-

lar.v Ball to be held next Friday

in Grant Hall.

Tickets are being distributed

throu;;h the Company reprcsenta-

and these must be obtained by

tonii>rrow. Anyone who has taken

a ticket, and who is not going to

usL- it, is asked to return it tn some

member of the committee. This is

to enable the committee tu c-^timnte

the number of couple-; w\'>o will W-

in attendance, so that 'In- rc.]nirv.J

amount of fond will Ic piciMiiyl

The refrc^hmeiii'H \viH l^c served

in the balcaiy lu Mvu .iiiiii-s which

will provide more .bui'.iri'j

Decorations will he i-n imlti.i'-

cheme and the RCAF Trcmnn h;Liid

promises a very entertaining pro-

gramme.

The personnel i->f A and B Com-

COTC FORMAL
[Continued on page 4)

i:;:,T; Graduating Levanites Guests
girls will be needed to as.st with -

QijineT GiVCTl bv ExCCUtiVC
housework and waitress duty. It ./"It l^llill^' v^t.*/^***'^

wilt he ncces.^ary for these girls

to live out in lodgings, to free

every residence bed for the con-

ference.

Any students willing to assist

the university in this way should

give their names to the dean of

women. Members of the gradu-

ating year and Kingston students

are especially asked to consider

taking on this work.

Many of the meetings are open

to all interested, and, as their

duties permit, the student helpers

would be able to attend some of

these meetings.

In Ban Righ dining room,

dimly lighted by candles, the

o-raduating Levanites oi 1945

were the guests of the Levana

executive at the graduating din-

ner last Wednesday. Present

also were members of the in-

coming and outgoing executives

and members of the staff.

About 70 long-frocked gradu-

ates enjoyed the delicious dinner,

for which credit goes to the com-

mittee in charge—Clcnyce Fer-

guson, Agnes Tough, Mary Janes,

and Marg Young.

Doric Mills, retiring president

of Levana, acted as toastmistress,

and proposed the tuast to the

King, to which the girls re-

sponded hy singing tlie National

Anthem.

Bonnie McCloskcy, proposing

the toast to the graduates, re-

viewed the four years of the life

of an undergraduate. The toast

was responded to hy Joyce Wat-

son, Mho stressed the importance

of the Queen's spirit, which every

GRAD DINNER

(Continued on page 3)
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It's not no use,

I tun't footloose—
/ can't get 'em bigger,

I can't <ict 'cm smaUcr;

1 can't get tis in for

The cut-rate dollar.
,

By the bye—has anybody an

old potato sack we could borrow

for the dance tonight? We simply

haven't a thing to wear!* After

three years of Dngpatch Drags

and Journal dances and farm-

house fonnals, we believe the guy

who said "Nothing is new."

It happens once a year. What
happens? . . . Why. the night of

the grad dinner—after the toast

to the King—smoking is officially

permitted in the Ban Righ dining

room. We saw a lot of people,

who aren't addicted to the weed

as a rule, borrow cigarettes just

to celebrate the occasion. For

you who haven't "grad-dinnered

yet, it's something to look for-

ward to.

Next Wednesday is the last

Levana meeting of the year. It's

a sort of special production

combined monthly and annual

meeting, with a report of all

Levana activities. We hope you'll

be a pubiic-spiirted citizen when

you graduate and a Levana-

spirited co-ed right now. Doric

Mills believes that a democratic

institution functions democratic-

ally only when its supporters are

enlightened, informed, and inter-

ested. All you have to do is pro-

vide the interest by showing up

Wednesday, and Doric promises

that you'll be handed the rest.

There'll be a speaker, too—

a

pediatrician. Dr. J. B. Scriver.

(Pediatrics, we understand, has to

do with kids, not feet.) And

both refreshments and FAC as

usual. Its a bang-up meeting

—

so think about going. We'll re-

mind yon again Tuesday,

Spring Dance

Dr. Gibb is holding her cus-

toniai7 French tea this afternoon

at 4:30 in Macdonnell House.

Everyone interested in French is

cordially invited to attend. The

French teas will continue until

the beginning of April.

And you're not forgetting the

Spring Dance tomorrow, in the

rush of getting an outfit together

for tonight, are you? Might as

well make a big weekend of it

—

"condemned man ate a hearty

meal." and all that . . . waltz this

week, work next week. Next

week never gets here anyway.

(Spring fever's making us light-

headed.) Remember the last

Ban Righ open house—the "by

invitation" one , . . dancing, ping-

pong, bridge. Well, the Spring

Dance sounds to us as though it

would be less stiff and formal

than usual—more like a glorified

(Ban Righ. of course) open

house. The convener. Helen

Martin, definitely promises a coke

bar now. too. She seemed a little

worried about where she was

going to find bridge tables at last

reckoning, but we imagine she'll

pull through. So—see you at the

dance. You haven't a date yet?

Pick one up tonight.

Geography Course
Opened at McGill

MONTREAL— (CUP) —Mc-
Gill University opened a new de-

partment of Geography last week,

with Prof. George H. Kimble as

the first professor and chairman

of the department.

Professor Kimble was formerly

a professor of geography at

Reading University, near Lon-

don. He was recently released

from the Royal Navy, where, as

a meteorologist, he helped to

work out weather maps for vari"'-

ous Allied invasions.

Ottawa Calling
A CUP FEATURE

BY NEIL MacDONALD

CO- EI
SPORTS^

BY FERDIE WA1

Giggle! Giggle!

To wed or not to wed,

That is the question.

Whether 'tis better to rem:

single

And disappoint a lot of women
For a time.

Or to marry

And disappoint one woman
For life.

THE NEXT ELECTION

OTTAWA—There 'is definitely

a feeling of tension aromid the

Capital, a feeling which is prob

ably more apparent after a short

absence from the city.

The date of the next election is

uppennost in everyone's mind

\\'hen are we going to get it over

with and get back to normal is the

form tiie question most often takes

Actually, the present government

is nervous about calling an election

while the war is on, and yet it is

going to be difficult to find a good

reason to postpone the election un-

til after hostilities in Europe cease

If the war is over, the government

may hope that the public feeling

on the question of conscription will

not run so high and that it may

have a chance of re-election on the

basis of developing a strong peace

and post-war security.

Soldier Vote Important

Such thinking, however, neglects

the consideration of the soldier vote,

which will be a much greater factor

in the immediate period after the

war than it is at present. It is dif-

ficult for members of the armed

forces to speak with a united voice

under battle conditions, but let them

he out of the battle area, perhaps

in the process of being discharged

and they will begin to think more

intensely of the postwar govern-

ment. And if they have been ex-

posed to some of the abuses which

are apparently common in the dis-

charge rehabilitation set-up, their

vote will not go for the govern-

ment.

No one can predict at the mo-

ment, on valid grounds, the results

of the next election, because no one

knows yet when it will take place

or what will be the issues. Two or

three weeks before the election will

be time enough to make predictions.

People Anti-Liberal

Travelling across two-thirds of

Canada, however, does give one a

definite impression of the temper

of the people, and it would not seem

that that temper is very sympathe-

tic to the present government. For

every person who appeared willing

to support the government whole-

heartedly at this point, ten seemed

diametrically opposed to it and

twenty were inclined to give their

support elsewhere, although their

minds were not made up as yet.

When the campaign really starts,

we may expect one of the hottest

fights in the history of Canada. No
parly has yet revealed its secret

weapons, and surprises will come

from all sides.

But. in an all-out fight, the odds

go to the attacker, and Uie govern

ment will be forced into a defensive

attitude toward its war record. The

advantage definitely will be against

the party seeking re-election.

It is appropriate th

tion this part of the

year's Journal dance.

Drag. Like all Qu
there'll be hot numbe

hot numbers. This w
drag, so let loose bef

to tighten up.

It seems that exai

the current fad — we

to eye examinations

once around and ligh

night there'll be one

you can't cram for —
tion of feet, when c

be given the onceove

you may enter the hall

there ai-e anklings o

ahead.

'48 Victors

The finals of inter

hockey and basketbi

completed. The fr

have been ^'ictors i

sports over '45 and '-

This seems to prove

freshette teams got

was easy for them ti

year teams.

The final champic

ball game of the Q
was important enouf

an outside reporter

up of the game appea;

issue. Congratulation

ation are due Miss

time and effort she

training of a champio)

In the B series,
\

team has been victoi

out the year and also stand at the

top of their league.

CRCC
Those who volunteered for work

in the Red Cross, campaign will

report at 1 pm on their respective

days at the Royal Bank.

LOST : Shell-rimmed glasses.

Phone Jean Robson, 6512.

HISTORY OF A JOKE

clearer, more comfortable vision,

For those who wonder, we pre-

sent the following life history of

a joke
:

'

Birth—A freshman thinks it up

and laughs aloud, waking tip two

juniors in the back row.

Age Five Minutes—Freshrtian

tells it to a senior, who answers.

"It's funny, but I've heard it

before."

Age One Day—Senior turns it

in to college paper as his own.

Age Two Days—Editor thinks

it's terrible (filthy).

Age Ten Days—Editor is des-

perate for copy, so the joke is

printed.

Age One Month — Thirteen

other college papers print it

(acknowledging The Journal as

its source).

Age Three Years—Non-college

papers print the joke in "Lighter

Vein."

Age Five Years—Seventy-six

radio comedians discover it simul-

taneously, tell it, accompanied by

huwls of mirth from the boys in

the orchestra ($5 a howl).

Age Twenty Years—Professors

start telling it in class. Freshman

hears it and tells it to a senior,

who turns it in to college paper

;

and so on—ad nauseum.

You'll thank science for its progressive achievementi,

once you enjoy the undistorted clear

VISION-IN-EVERY-PART-OF-THE-LENS

which "CORECTAL" provides
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Etaoin McShrdlu says : "Yip-

pee ! This'll coiteni be the best

dance of the year. Them Jour-

nal gang sure are, tops."
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'miriial advertisements-
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CBC To Co-operate With
Staff in Technical

Capacity

Dr. Angus Head

A Summer Radio Institute, witli

the co-operalion of the Canadian

oadcasting Corporation will be

held at Queen's this year, from July

to August 16, it was announced

ist week. The course will include

struction in speech, writing and

production for radio broadcasting,

cript writing, and utilization of

broadcasts for classroom purposes.

We feel it to be Vhe responsibility

f a university to take part in this

ork. and to assist those who are

working in producing, directing and

writing of scripts for radio work,"

said Principal R. C. Wallace

Queen's has always concerned it-

df with pioneering in new fields

f education. This is a field in

ivliich we can do real educational

ivork. We are hoping that a num
her of teachers will take the course

ccause of the widening use of ra-

dio being made in the classrooms."

Queen's is the first Canadian nni-

ersity to take on this kind of work.

The Radio Institute wil! offer a

non-credit elementary course of in-

'^tructinn with "Workshop" prac-

RADIO INSTITUTE

{Continued on page 4)

Reading Room
Open Sundays

The reading room and reserved

book room of the Douglas Library

will be open on Sundays from

1:30 until 5:30 pm until further

notice. This information was

recently announced by Mr, E. G.

Kyte, university librarian.

According to Mr. Kyte, this is

the first time such a measure has

been taken. It is, however, only

temporary. "We are anxious to

help students to study lor the

examinations," declared Mr. Kyte.

"We believe it might be easier

for them to study in the library

than in their rooms."

At the suggestion of one or two

students, the experiment is being

tried to see if the majority will

take advantage of {he opportunity

to use the library on Sundays.

Miss E. Wolfe will be in charge

of the reserve desk.

Two Students Hurt
Yesterday; Leaders
Ask for Quick End

At least two persons were admitted to Kingston General Hospital

with "slight" injuries yesterday, as Science-Arts outbreaks continued

to disrupt the entire campus. Latest disturbance occurred in the New

Arts building yesterday morning, when an estimated over 500 Engineers

attacked about 100 Artsmen.

Injured were J. Trevor (Doc) Morgan, Arts '47, who suffered

a foot injury and bruises, and Andrew Kniewasser, Arts '48. who

received injuries to the right eye which required several stitches. Then-

conditions were not regarded as serious by hospital attendants.

Yesterday's fracas involved hun

Pharmacists Plan
^ew Organization

TORONTO — (CUP) — A
Convention of the Canadian Phamia-

ci-utical Association held in Toron-

1 last week approved the formation

if a national organization which

Would allocate money to each of the

^pven colleges of pharmacy in Can-

ada.

This organization will he called

the Canadian Federation for the

\dvanccmcnt of Pharmacy. Bc-

ijuests and grants will be solicited

0 provide scholarships for under-

graduates in pharmacy, to purchase

dditiona! equipment, and to en-

hle graduates to make drug re-'

H-arch.

Commerce Club

Goes to Toronto

The annual Commerce Club

field trip for 1945 took several

members of that group on tours

of three Toronto industries

Lever Brothers, Goodyear Tire

and Rubber Company, and the

Canadian Acme Screw and Gear

Company were hosts for the occa

sion.

It is reported that the sample:

received from Lev.er Brothers

will be of inestimable assistance

to the boys in their social life

At the Goodyear plant, the use

of synthetic rubber in the manu

facture of tires was observed. On
Saturday the Acme Screw and

Gear entertained the group at

luncheon after a tour of their

plant and tht: connected company,

York Arsenal.

The social life nf the group

wliich centred about the King

Edward Motel, was also

"glowing" success.

U of T Students Honour
Retiring President, Dr. Cody
TORONTO— (CUP)— Dr. H.

Cody, retiring president of

Toronto University, was hon-

'nired at a dinner given by the

Students' Administrative Council

last week iii the Great Hall,

fitudents representing the stu-

dent administrative officers of

fvery college and faculty were

resent.

Dr. and Mrs. Cody as guests

of honour sat at the head table.

"The president wore, for the first

lime, the cross of the CMG con-

f>:rred upon him recently.

Mr. T. A. Reed gave an illus-

trated, anecdotal survey of the

development of the university be

fore and during the president',

ironiiection with it. A toast was

proposed to Dr. Cody, who had

"lived a full life iii which nothing

had been denied wliicli could

contribute to the welfare of

others."

"It is not through what Dr.

Cody has done but through what

he is that we can draw strength

CODY HONOURED
(Continued on page 4)

dreds nf ^cienccEuen and artsmen,

as the two faculties clashed heatedly

in Kingston Hall. The engineers

invaded the building at 9 :55 o'clock,

and within a few minutes the entire

place was the scene of wild out-

breaks. The numerically superior

sciencemen dragged over a score of

artsmen outside, clipping their hair

in front of the building and in Flem-

ing Hall, and daubing yellow paint

on their faces and chests.

The fighting continued for one

hour, with engineers surging and

resurging through the Arts build-

ing. The invaders finally left the

premises and continued their siege

from outside. They withdrew in

groups toward 11 o'clock.

Ifvin Collins, Arts '45. AMS
president, had met with Dr. R. C.

Wallace, the three faculty presi-

dents, and senior Engineering re-

presentatives Sunday afternoon, and

reached a definite agreement of re-

ciprocal payment for damages al-

ready incurred. The matter was

tlieu'felt to have been settled; but

Army Will No Longer Enlist

Medical Students in Fifth Year

Pipers Planning

Scottish Show

Service Planned

For Sunday Next

Dr. L, H, Hough To Speak at

Baccalaureate Service

Dr. Lymi Harold Hough, dean

of Theology at Drew Theological

Seminary, Madison. N.T., will be

the speaker at the Baccalaureate

Service to he held in Grant Hall

on Sunday. March IS. at 3 o'clock.

The service will be conducted

by Dr. H. A. Kent, principal of

ihe Theological College. Dr. R. C.

Wallace, principal of Queen's, and

Irvin Collins, president of the AMS.

^^il) U- rc;iaor>. Dr. F. L, Harrison

will cnnduct thid musical portion of

the service.

Dr. Hough has been at Drew

Seminriry since 10.10. Before that

limv he was mini>UT uf iIk- Ameri-

can I'rcsbvterian CImrch in Mont-

real, and before that had a church

in Detroit.

He is very well launvn In Eng-

land, haviji:.; m:,.h- >cv.Td n-i^^ back

and fnrlh bL-iwicii the Cnited Stales

and BHiain. He is one of the

Americans who have tried to cement

cordial rclatinn-^ between the two

countries in tlii^ way.

Dr. Hough wil! be guest preacher

at the anniversary services at Gial-

mers United Church next Sunday.

the trouble flared up with more

violence than ever yesterday morn-

ing,

I'he affair was scheduled to have

been discussed at the regidar AMS
meeting last night. It was not known

whether any special officials would

be called in to give a report. Spe-

cial announcements were read to

all classes yesterday morninq- advis-

ing students of the settlement

reached Sunday and requesting them

to take no further action; but this

proved ineffectual.

Tlie trouble developed" Friday

morning, after some unknown per-

<;on or persons had painted red

"Plumbers" on several Science

buildings diiring the night. The

engineers, claiming it had been done

by Artsmen. raided the clubroom

in the New Arts building and car-

ried the piano to their own club-

room in retaliation.

Leaders of the two societies met

later and reached a definite settle-

ment, whereby the artsmen proiuised

CAMPUS OUTBREAK
(Continued on page 5)

Three Societies

Will Convene Here

Ask for Girl Students To

Assist at Conference

From May IS to 27 a series of

conferences are^to be held at

Queen's University. These in-

clude the Royal Society of Can-

ada, Canadian l-li>iHnc.il Society.

Canadian Political Science So-

ciety, and Canadian Institute oi

International .\ffairs.

Ban Righ Hal! and all its an-

nexes will be filled. At least 15

girls will be needed to assist with

housework and waitress duty. It

will be necessary for tliese girls

to live oul in lodg:ings to free

every residence bed for the con-

ference.

Any students willing to assist

the university in this way should

give their names to the dean of

women. Members of the gradu-

ating year and Kingston students

are especially asked to consider

taking on this work.

Many of the meetings are open

to all interested, and, as their

duties permit, the student helpers

would be able to attend some of

these meetings.

This year's piping competition

will be held Thursday at 7 pm in

Convocation Tall. A unique even-

ing's entertainment, featuring danc-

ing girls and music by the Queen's

Pi[)e Band, has been added to the

programme. Everybody is invited

to attend this competition.

For several years. Queen's has

offered a scholarship of ?25 for the

best piper among first-year students.

This year there will be in addition

two prizes for pipers in second year.

These prizes have been donated by

John F. Elder, prominent Kingston

businessman, owner of the Elder

Beverage Company, and Highland

entertainer.

Rhondda Davies, .^rts '47. and

Joan Slorance. 4rts '4S, will dance

the highland Sing, seann truibhas,

and sword dance in the course of

the progranmie. Queen's Pipe Band

will play a number of tunes, in

eluding the reveille played at the

COTC camp at Connaught Ranges

near Ottawa.

,^11 students, members of staff,

and Kingston citizens are invited.

Admission is free.

Inaugurate New System of

Loans for Assistance

While in College

Now in Effect

It has been confirmed by the

medical office at Queen's that the

present fourth year in Medicine

(Meds '48) will not be enlisted

into the army when they enter

fifth year. Until this time, stu-

dents on the accelerated medical

course have entered the Medical

Corps and received privates' pay

and allowances. This money was

of great assistance to the stu-

dents, since the accelerated medi-

cal course left no lime for sum-

mer Jobs.

Dr. J. H. Orr. secretary^ of the

Medical Faculty, has reveiiled an

order from National Defence

Headquarters stating that "no

more medical students will be

enlisted into the Medical Corps

after January 1945." This elimi-

ENLISTMENTS END
(Continued on page 3)

Alberta Record*
Student Activities

EDMONTON — (CUP) —The
Students' Council of the University

n[ Alberta plans to introduce .i new

svstem of recording the activities

of all the members .if the Student-'

Union. A form will lie filled in iiy

each student on ri.'"--i: n. simi-

lar to those kept in iIk I- ~

office. Once the sy-kni func-

tioning properly, records may he

kept each year without the neces-

sitv of formal application by the

student.

.\ further jilan would be the ad-

ALBERTA RECORDS

(Continued on pagt 31

COTC Formal

Comes Friday

Plans are completed for the Mili-

tary Ball to be held next Friday

in Grant Hall.

Tickets are being distributed

through the Company representa-

tives and these must be obtained by

tomorrow. Anyone who has taken

a ticket, and who is not going to

use it, is asked to return it to some

member of the committee. This is

to enable the committee to estimate

the number of couples who will be

in attenilmce, so that the required

amount uf l.iod will be prepared.

The refreshments will be served

in the balcony in two sittings, which

will provide more danciTig space-

Decorations will be on a milil.ny

theme and the RCAF Trenton band

promises a very entertaining prti-

gramme.

The penionnel of .\ and B Com-

COTC FORMAL
(Continued on page 41

Graduating Levanites Guests

At Dinner Given by Executive

of

Present

the in-

I n Ban Righ dining room

,

dimly lighted by candles, the

graduating Levanites of 1945

were the guests of the Levana

executive at the graduating din-

ner last Wednesday,

also were members

coming and outgoing executives

and members of the staff.

About 70 long-frocked gradu-

ates enjoyed the delicious dinner,

for which credit goes to the com-

mittee in charge—Glenyce Fer-

guson, Agnes Tough. Mary Janes.

and Marg Young.

Doric MilU, retiring president

of Levana, acted as toastmistress,

and proposed the toast to the

King, to which the girls re-

sponded by singing the National

A Tithem.

Bonnie McCloskey, proposing

the toast to the graduates, re-

viewed the four years of the life

of an undergraduate. The toast

was responded to by Joyce Wat-

sou, who stressed the importance

of the Queen's spirit, which every

GRAD DINNER

(.Continued on page 3)
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The Campus Riots

The most serious and shameful incident to occur on this

campus within recent years was yesterday's Science attack on the

Artsmcn. The injuries to the two students ; damages to property

;

the disruption of classes within one month of final examinations;

the unfavourable publicity accruing to tlie university; the general

deterioration of Queen's morale; these and other aspects combine

to make this a deplorable situation, one which must be quelled

immediately by either student or university officials,

Interfaculty brawls were a common occurrence at this univer-

sity until several years ago, when the system of AMS elections

was revised to eliminate general voting and thereby stem con-

comitant brawling. But nothing of such a serious nature ever

happened then. Yesterday's rioting was a deplorable display on

the part of the Engineering Society at large, a display which had

no justification.

Whose fault it is. is difficult, if not impossible, to determine;

Whether the root of the trouble lies in Saturday evening's painting

of the Science clubroom : whether it lies in the three recent attacks

on that building; or whether it lies in a mere desire for blood; is

not to be ascertained. Certainly, however, the incident had been

smoothed over Saturday by the agreement reached between the

Science and Arts Societies; and this latest fracas was not antici-

pated. Quite possibly it wa sSaturday's attack on the clubroom

which brought the matter to a head; but responsibility for this

incident has not even yet been properly imputed. In other words,

the Engineers apparently assaulted the Artsmen with no

justification.

Of course, if the main Engineers' grudge is against the three

paint attacks—which seems quite likely—then the Artsmen are as

much in the wrong as, if not more so than, the Sciencemen.

Responsibility for the first two attacks has been pretty conclusively

attributed to members of the Arts Society; and if these, too, were
motivations for yesterday's fight, then it would be unfair to paint

the Engineers all black and the Artsmen all white. I£ any faculty

had reason to be infuriated it was the Medical : damage done to

Medical House early Sunday morning is said to have been

permanent and rather extensive. The medsmen, however, have

refrained from any retaliatory action, thereby setting a good
example for other elements to follow.

But no matter what is at the bottom of all this, the fact remains

that the latest incident was wholly unfair. What decent pleasure

the Engineers could have derived from beating up a number of

Artsmen that was far inferior numerically, we cannot see. The
odds were five-to-one against the latter, who put up a valiant but

vain struggle ; and it doesn't require heroics for a stronger element
to go to the attack. The invasion itself, reported to have been

well-organized, was highly unjustified; even more so were the

tactics adopted, which sent two men to hospital and reportedly

injured several others. Undoubtedly the bodily harm was not

premeditated ; but actions speak louder than words, and, in this

instance, the outcome is of at least equal importance as the motives.

However, to blame the entire Engineering faculty for yesterday's

brawl would be unjust ; for while it was perpetrated by an alarming

proportion of that faculty, it certainly was not a one-hundred-

percent attack.

What action the Alma Mater Society executive will take to

prevent further occurrences would not be known until last night's

meeting. It will be difficult for that body to draft any tangible

plans; but we suggest that if it were to take severe measures

against the several students who are responsible for the entire

affair, the matter would die out by itself. It would be hard to lay

charges against any individuals; but certainly some plan must be

instituted to safeguard the campus. Moreover, if the AMS should

prove unable to cope with the situation, the university would be

compelled to take the matter into its own hands. The AMS presi-

dent and the three Society presidents had reached a definite

agreement, which, it had been hoped, would eliminate future riots.

These have failed, and it is now up to the AMS to take aggressive

steps.

It is not our intention to condemn the Sciencemen as being

vandals or anything of the sort. They are Queen'smen—just as

much as are the two Artsmen whom they sent to hospital. Science-

men, Medsmen, or Artsmen, we are all Queen'smen, first, foremost,

and always. Interfaculty fighting is nothing new; and as long

as it remains within reasonable limits it can be condoned quite

readily. The alarming proportions yesterday's attack took, how-
ever, are far outside any reasonable limits.

We sincerely hope that the episode will have terminated

satisfactorily by the time this appears on the campus. The AMS
should be able to reach complete accord, as was done at Saturday's

conference; and since it is a group elected wholly by representatives

of the students, its advice should be followed. IE this is not forth

coming, the whole democratic system of self-government at Queen's

win collapse and the campus will inevitably fall into the hands of

university authorities, who have made it quite clear to The Journal

they have no desire to interfere in student affairs—provided the

students can handle the situation.

Don't Look
Now, But

Here are some simple rules for

reading library books. They guar-

antee that you will leave an indel-

ible impression on the book even if

vice versa is not the case.

(a) Take a new book from the

Library. Open it in the middle

and with a quick Hip of the

wrists bend it back until the

covers meet. The book will

groan somewhat in protest but

its back will be broken and

pages may now be pulled out

with no danger of tearing them.

(b) Fill your fountain pen with

red or purple ink.

(c) Start eating an orange.

(d) You are now ready to begin

reading. With the orange in

one hand and the book in the

lap read a few sentences. Now.
with the fountain pen, under-

line a few wards, e.g.. the head-

ing of Chapter I or any sen-

tence, A good plan is to go

through the book underlining

all sentences beginning with a

certain easily recognizable word

such as "the,"

(c") On the way through book

turn down the corners of the

pages. Soon these will get

caught together and you will

be gratified to see that every

time the book is opened a fresh

page will he torn down the

centre.

(f) Last, but probably mo.st im-

portant, don't forget to make
notes in the margin as j'ou go

—snappy little bits of repartee

with the author such as "says

you" or "rubbish." If you are

a member of the faculty it will

be as well to sign your name to

these remarks ; then students

who get hold of the book will

not be misguided.

(g) Now having followed these di-

rections with care wrap the

book up and send it back to the

author. He will proof read it

and turn it over to the publish

ers who will get out a special

edition marked "For Morons
Only."

Facts That Every Young
Freshman Should Know

BV A. SOPH

Freshmen, you are soon to be-

come Soph. (Well, some of you

anyway. ) You know your way
around pretty w^ell now; your more

learned seniors have taken the

trouble to teach you assorted yells

and you have been entertained and

have met the best the University

ha? to offer in the way of girls. But

—we doubt whether anyone has

taken the trouble to tell you about

the beautiful, historic city of King-

ston in which yoii will spend most

of the next three or four years or

for whatever length of time you are

sentenced. Therefo<p we will en-

deavoBr to enlighten you to some

degree and as lack of space pre-

vents a too extensive description we

will only touch on the high points

of interest.

In tlie first place Kingston has

one of the finest garbage collection

systems in Canada, bar none, and

the garbage itself is of the highest

quality. This is due, in no small

measure to the Queen's students,

for prior to the establishment of

the University in this city, the

garbage of Kingston was very

mediocre indeed. With the advent

of students the quality immediate-

ly improved and inspired by this,

the city officials perfected a col-

lection system that is today second

to none. So you see. Freshmen,

that you have a tradition to keep

up; you are the torchbearers as it

were, and you must not let the col-

lege down, so let the slogan be,

bigger and better garbage.

There may be a few misguided

souls among you frosh who will

think that garbage is simply offal

and as such is beneath your notice,

but that is the wrong attitude. All

that the city of Kingston needs to

keep up her garbage reputation is

a little co-o]x?ration from the stu-

dents and we're sure that all of you

freshmen «ho have the least spark

of manhood in j'ou will contribute

your share. After all. what could

be a finer sight than to see a heavily

laden garbage truck rolling along

the streets, with its precious cargo

FACTS FOR FRESHMEN
(Continued on page 3)

Woman

Me And
Gershwin

BY MARK STEftN

Ed. Note—Several weeks

we printed an article on Heorije

Gershwin by Mark Stern. Sinct

then we have received many let-

ters—all signed M.S.—asking fnr

a repeat. Here 'tis.

She's an angeUn truth and a demon
in fiction

.A. woman's the greatest of all con-

tradiction.

She's afraid of a cockroach, she'll

scream at a mouse,

But she'll tackle a husband as big

as a house.

She'!! take him for better, she'll take

him for worse.

She'll split liis head open and. then

be his nurse

;

And when he is well, and can get

out of bed,

She'll pick up a teapot and throw

at his head.

She's faithful, deceitful, keensight

ed. and blind

;

She's crafty, she's simple, she's

cruel, and she's kind.

She'll lift a man up, she'll cast

man down.

She'll make him lier ruler, her hero,

her clown.

You fancy she's this—but you find

that she's that,

For she'll play like a kitten and fight

like a cat

In the morning she will, in the even

ing she won't.

And you're always expecting she

will, but she won't.

ARTSMAN'S DREAM —
EQUAL ODDS

THE PIED TYPER
The man who runs the tinkling Linotype,

Across the keyboard dearly loves to swipe

His fingers, thereby bringing into view

The justly famous "etaoin shrdlu."

So thus we often find this pi-line queer

Amid news stories pucklishly appear;

So said the king, as troops passed in review:

"These are our bravest etaoin shrdlu!"

When romance fills the linotyper's life,

Then to the woman he would make his wife

He whispers, "Dear I, love no one but you;

My darling, will you etaoin shrdlu?"

In politics he sometimes takes a hand

And gives his views on how to run the land

;

"To cut expense and raise the revenue."

He says, "Let congress etaoin shrdlu."

And when the day is done, beside his bed,

The linotyper gently bows his head.

"Now," he recites, as he was taught to do,

"I lay me down to etaoin shrdlu,"

I guess it's no secret to anytinf

tliat George Gershwin's music
j

music of which I am fond. Lei'

not say "fond." let's say "passion

ate." "Passionate."

It occurred to me quite reccnth

as I was browsing through nn

pocket-book edition of the "Encydo.

pedia Britannica," that Mr. Gcrsli.

win and I are musical soulmates

Tliis was by no means a passing

thought. I devoted a full three-

quarters of an hour to it, and aro«

from this session groggy but proud.

I was convinced.

May I pass along my little gem

I may?
George Gershwin was born

1898, Twenty-eight years later

came into the world. On first sigl

this might not seem like much in

common between the two of us

but let us proceed. I have it on re

Piitable authority that at the verj-

moment I uttered my first pathetic

little bowl (at the blonde nurse

Gershwin stopped playing Gersh

win. and remarked, very simpl

"He is here
!"

The rumour that, by "he," Gersh-

win meant the garbage-collector

indignantly refute. Everyone know

Gershwin never threw out anything

—look how long Oscar Levant

hung around.

The first time I ever heard

Gershwin song, was once at the age

of three, when my mother was fee<i

ing me my breakfast. I sat en^

tranced, my Wlieatena oozing dow

my chin, while my mother san

"Swanee" to me in her highly u

.certain soprano. So moved was

bv Gershwin's genius that I f'

called upon to join in in my ou-

small way. "Swanee" had nothir

on me: I was drenched to the skin.

Then, too, there must be some

thing in the fact that no-one can

ME AND GERSHWIN
(Continued on page 4)

Here and There

Scienceman : "I'm not feeling

myself tonight
:"

Co-efJ : "You're telling me 1'

First co-ed : "I shiver every time

I think of a handsome Medsma

kissing me."

Second co-ed ; "And here I

been thinking you had St. Viti

dance all these months."

"Curse it, curse it," hissed the

villain, snatching at the girl's waist

"No it ain't either," she retorted

"It's only a girdle."

"Yeah," said the sophomore

"when I first came to Queen's I was

pretty conceited, but they knocked

all that out of me and now I'm one

of the best fellows in college.

There are several good reasons fnf

drinking

And one has just entered my head.

If a guy doesn't drink when he

living

How the h— can he drink when

he's dead?
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A Senator is half-horse and half-

man.

In the United States people are

put to death by elocutidn.

Facts for Freshmen
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Grad Dinner

(Continued from page 2)

settling duwn into a solid mass with

gently sloping sides and to know
that one has liad an hand in it.

Wlial mnrc could one ask?
^

Whatever you do, don't make

the mistake of thinking that those

"irey contrivances seen frequently

on the street are garbage trucks.

They are what the local citizens

jokiiijily refer to as streetcars and

lie soint'wliLit of a tradition- in the

town. It seems tliat when Fron-

iciiac first slung his hammock in

I his Licck of the woods he traded a

string of glass beads for a dozen or

wnriden wigwams. This was the

(iTd\' liad bit of bartering that Fron-

k-nnc ever did but rather than face

a total loss he furnished them with

wliecis and ran them around town.

As brakes were unknown in those

days he cut the wheels diamond

shaped to make stopping easier.

This accounts for the smooth, big-

car-perfomiance of these grey
streaks today, S'fact.

Well, freshmen, we would like

to tell you about other Kingston

iglits but lack of space prevents

and after all we have to stop some-

where.

Chapei Service

(Continued from page 1)

girl should foster during both

her stay at Queen's and the years

following her graduation.

Gwen Toms proposed the toast

to the university, which was re-

sponded to by Miss Jean Royce.

The toast to the Levana Society

was proposed by Dr. Douglas,

dean of women, who said that we

'should remember the efforts of

the past members of the society

do our best as present members

and lay a good f^ndation for the

activities of the future members.

Muffy Hibbert, newly - elected

president of Levana, responded

U) Ibis toast, assuring the guests

that "we hope to keep Levana

stepping lively and looking

lovely."

Miss Wilhclmina Gordon intro-

duced the members of the out-

going executive, and presented

them with Levana executive pins,

in appreciation ot their services.

One feature of the dinner which

was greatly appreciated was the

privilege of smoking in the dining

room, after the toast to the

King.

After the dinner, a dance was

held in the Common Room fur

the graduates and their guests.

The regular midweek chapel

service under the joint auspites

of the IVCF and the SCM will

be held Wednesday, March 14, at

1 pm in the Morgan Memorial

Chapel, "Worship will be led by

Ray Rycroft.

Enlistments End

Those Knitters Agoin!

(Continued from page 1)

nates Meds '48, which is now in

the first term .of its fourth aca-

demic year.

In order to compensate par-

tially for the loss of income,
,
a

new system oE loans is being in-

augurated by a government

order-in-council, and those stu-

dents who are interested must

niElke application at the treas-

urer's office before March 31.

It is thought that the reason

for the discontinuation of the

olicy of taking the students into

the army is that the war should

ended, according to the pres-

ent prospects, before Med^ '48

would be of service to the country

as physicians.

BERT SMITH

Dial 8097

SARBBR SHOP
347 Princess St,

"A Typed Essay Loohs Neater"

CALL 8193

W. J. WISKIN

Ten Little Freshmen

Tlie cirek-click-click of a nit-wit

knitting

And the tickticktabulation of

needles hitting

Is enough to set anybody's teeth

a-gritting"

If it rattles on incessantly where

he's sitting.

They're knitting sox for soldiers,

so they say,

So they sit and snSck their needles

every day.

"But I'll! really rather curious

see the fellow

Who wears sox with sleeves on

of blatant yellow.

!t raises a suspicion In my intro-

verted mind

That our darling little co-eds^

oh. no, they're surely not that

kind.

then there

TRICOLOR '45
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Ten little freshmen out killing

time.

One got soused and

were nine.

Nine little freshmen out on a date,

One got married and then there

were eight.

Eight little freshmen at the gates

of heaven.

One got the devil and then there

were seven.

Severv-little freshmen out in the

sticks,

Oue saw his home town and then

there were six.

Six little freshmen beating out

jive.

Someone killed the drummer and

then there were five.

iMve little freshmen feeling very

sour,

Oue took a seltzer and tlien there

were four.

Four little fresiimert out

spree.

One drank a short beer and then

there were three

Three little ,
freshmen going ou

to woo.

One met an Amazon and then

there were two.

Two little freshmen eating raism

bun.

One got the currant and then

there was one.

One little freshman

on his lore,

passed the examinations

came a sophomore.

—The Gateway

231 PRINCESS STREET
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stocked ' up

nd be

There was an old lady of Bicestc

Who vowed that no man had e'er

kissed her.

But her chjn and her nose

Grew together so close.

That if any man tried, lie'd have

missed her.

Alberta Records

(Continued from page 1)

dition of a form on which tlie stn

dcnl would list the extracurricular

activities in which they are inter-

ested. The various clubs will then

make up records of these students,

and contact them during the year.

S])eaking of the plan, tiie presi-

dent of the Students' Union said,

It would certainly save a goud

deal of time and facilitate organiza-

tion immensely."

It Ain't Right

The horse and mule live thirty

years.

And nothing know of wines and

beers

;

The goat and sheep at twenty die

And never taste of scotch or rye

The cow drinks water by the ton

And at eighteen is mostly done

;

The dng at fifteen cashes in,

Without the aid of rum and gin;

The cat in milk and water soaks,

\nd then in twelve short years

it croaks

;

Tlie modest, sober, bone-dry hen

Lays eggs for men, then dies at

ten

;

All animals are strictly dry—

They sinless live and sinless die.

But sinful, rum-soaked men

Survive to three score years and

leu. —Failt-Ye Times-

An atiilctic young lady of Clewer

(.)iuf iiicituci a bull to i>ursue her,

liut she vaulted the gate

Just a fraction too late,

Now when she sits down she

savs "00-erl"

A co-ed„ whose name doesn't

matter,

Found herself getting fatter and

fatter.

She dieted so well

She now looks like hell,

And there isn't a place you can

patter.

Patronize merchants who use

fottrml advertisements.

Tlie poll tax was

rots.

a tax on par-

1 MEDIUM OR MUD
PLAYER'S NAVY CUT CIGARETTES

Hosiery

Underweor

Skirts

Blouses

Sweaters

House Coots

Slips - Pontics

Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES

See Our

Fahious Line

of "Core"

NOVELTY
JEWELLERY

187 Princess St.
Phone 5056

are all

VERY

SCARCE

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS"
BAGGAGE- =_=^^=.

But Neorly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street

Jackson-Metivier
Ladies' Wearing Apparel SKop

ATTENTION! LADIES OF QUEEN'S

BE WISE . . . SELECT YOURS NOW!

First Showing . . .
Man-Tailored Ladies'

SPRING SUITS

Navy, Block ond Brown . . .
English Stripes and Plain Worsted

Dress-Maker Mew Spring Models

Smart new elegance and important detoilings - yours in

Jackson Metivler's Suits. Mannish or softly feminine clothes

in new High Pork shodes.

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

Order Your ^nnrolor '45 Now
MEDS; Dick Beck, '48

Gord Mack, '49

SCIENCE: Jack Hanna, '45

Bill Crowe, '47

ARTS: Ken Buckingham, '47

Bob McMiUan. '47

From Your Salesman : levana: Kuth Kmseua 46

ORDERS ALSO TAKEN AT QUEEN'S POST OFFICE
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ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Earrie and Princess Sts.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat"

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

DBIVE IN AN
INSUfiED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232
Sent an

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St Dial 4352

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
156 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 374)

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

. Princess St. Phone 3145

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIRS

Karl Ekiin, Prop,

;9Z Princess St Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK' S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelclnt Service

133 Princess St Opp, Kresge'
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(Continued from page 1)

from our contacts with him,",\the

speaker contiiuied. "If it be true

Chat we are 'part of all that we
lave met,' let us be thankful for

that part of Dr. Cody which is

now with us."

Dr. Cody said that his mind
was drawn back into the past,

"when tJie editor of The Varsity

held parties around the fireplace

arved. deep with the names of

eliow editors,"

"When you, too. come to look

back, you will recall what oppor-

ttiiiities you have had and what
g-reat friends were yours. The
two great things you can get out

of university are friends, and the

love of good reading.

Hopes to Travel

1 hope as chancellor I shall

ia\ e time to read more widely,"

Dr. Cody continued, "—to read

the classics, philosophy, history.

But reading and studies must not

he selfishly devoted to the better-

ment of one's own soul. I hope
to travel, to bring to graduates

throughout the Dominion a mes-

sage from the centre of things

here.

"I hope every one of you will

carry abroad some fire from the

altars of learning kindled here."

Dr. Cody ended on a solemn

note by exhorting the students

not to be ashamed to confess their

faith in God by deeds as well as

ords, "None but divine power
an enable you courageously and

victoriously to face difficulties,"

he emphasized.

Every privilege brings an

urgent obligation. If you stand

too long and insistently on your

rights, you will wear them out.

Those who have been to univer-

ity should share much, help

much, and bless their day of gen-

eration more.

\t a brief closing ceremony the

SAC president recalled that in

1935 the council had instituted an

honour award for outstanding

graduates. "The award," he said,

we wish to confer on Dr. Cody,

honoris causa."

Dr. Cody rose to receive the

gold key, and exclaimed, "This,

ladies and gentlemen, is the

climax
!"

College Jargon

And it came to pass in the city

of Queenz, that the warrioz of

Scienz, on the advent of Elec,

were advised by Maid Marion to

choose steady men and strong,

for is it not said, in the words of

the late Luger Amoli, "These,

gentlemen, are serious times. A
trong hand is needd." And
erily, on the mom of Thor, didst

but a few of the wielders of slip-

tick proceed to Cave of Grant,

there to name their choice for the

hieflain of the tribe and his coun-

sellors. And, as there was but

one warrior for each seat on the

council, so were they placed.

Then on the eve of Fria, after

great preparations, did the vari-

ous scribes assemble necessities

for annual brawl. And to, the

warriorz, their maids, and others

did go clad in practical clothing.

He of the pretty face, Alex Sam,

did exercise ingenuity of engi-

neer, did tie his maid down, that

she might not wander. Verily

was the time well spent, for many
obtained practice in art of

necking. -

And on the following eve, the

Lemons of Lephanta did convey

victims to Cave of Flickering

Lights, and, as aforesaid, few

were the mighty men of Scienz

who succumbed (with due re-

spect to the visiting firemen ).

And Crystal Bob, he who does

alternate with the Great Chance,

did have his turn, and verily was

his nose Icoth-coloured, even as,

the sacred walls of the Cave of

the Scienz Club, when the sun

rose on the morn of Fria.

And, in other parts of the land,

at Cave of Lass Hall, did Des the

Bow, long member of the Little

Chubby Boys' Organization, carry

on in manner of eve of Fria and

get higlier than kite, for is not

the partee on every eve of Saturn

the end of week?

But even now, the scribes must

off, laying down chisel and ham-
mer to pick up slipstick and T-

square, for verily the scribes do

well remember the words of Maid

Marion and are justly trembling

at advent of battle with Fac.

COTC Formal

(Continued from page 1)

panics will wear business suits, and

D. E and F Companies will wear

battle dress with khaki shirts and

black ties or else with the collars

of the tunics buttoned up. Black

shoes will be worn by otlier ranks.

Only those who have tickets stamp-

ed by the Orderly Koom will be

admitted in civilian clothes. It is

suggested that officers conform to

the dress of other ranks, that is,

battle dress.

Tiie committee expects this dance

to be one of the outstanding events

of the )'ear and asks your co-opera-

tion in achieving this.
*

Radio Institute

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Store 60a4, Res. 6414, GreenbouM* S241

GOURDIERS
rues

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

A ilefinite and unavoidable part

of every college education is an

acquired vocabulary. You don't

et it out of books, 'cause it isn't

in them. You don't get it fro

])rofessors. 'cause it isn't in them,

cither. No, it consists of those

quaint little phrases you pick up

at the C.L Here are a few

examples

:

Woo : Days were when thi

meant to win a lady's hand

Hnnnni — it's been a hand-to

mouth existence. (Oh, what
said.)

Smooth: An indispensable word
in rush meetings. Means her

plaids match and she remembers

ynur name when you meet her in

the park.

Unsmooth : Also an indispens-

able part of rushers' vocab.

Mean;> bor plaids don't match

and she calls you Hazel.

Obnoxious: An overworked ad-

jective used to describe every-

thing from underdone French-

fries to the members of another

long. '

Cagey : Feminine interpreta-

tion—can't fence him in. Mascu-

line interpretation—doesn't mean
a thing, she's mad for me.

Can't feel it : Spirit doesn't

move you. Stimuli insufficient to

bring about response.

Nil: Sinatra without his voice;

Laniour in street clothes.

(Continued from page I)

ticc. It will be especially helpful to

men and women already engaged in

radio work, to others who wish to

prepare themselves for active work

in radio, and to teachers who take

part in the planning of school broad

casts in the classroom.

CBC Co-operates

Most of the course will be com
posed of practical work, and the

institute will have the full co-opera

tion of the CBC, which will advise

the staff in planning the courses,

The course will feature a series

of lectures by experts and leaders

in tbe field of radio. The director

of the Institute Workshop will be

Aurele Seguin, director of the Ra-

dio College, Montreal.

The members of the regular staff

of the Queen's Summer School who
will be active in this work are Dr
William Angus, MA, PhD, director

of dramatics, and Charles B. Rit

tcnhouse. MA. supervisor of speed
traiining and dramatics, Montreal

Protestant Board of School Com
missioners.

,

The visiting slafF will include W
M. Bradic, supervisor of language

broadcast. CBC. and Andrew Allen,

supervisor of drama. CBC. Among
the guest lecturers will be R. S.

Lambert, supervisor of educational

broadcasts; Miss Alice Frick, script

editor, drama department, and Neil

Marrison, supervisor of talks and

public affairs.

Registration will be limited.

Me and Gershwin

(Continued from page 2)

play the "Rhapsody in Blue" like

can. ("Thank God" is not the

proper response.) It can hardly be

overlooked that it took Gershwin

one month to write the Rhapsody

and me one month to master it.

People, on hearing this, my version,

are heard to say . , , well, anyivay,

why should I bother myself with

what a bunch of morons think?

(And I'll be glad to play it for you

any time in the L'nion. Over and

over and over.)

There is an amazing similarity in

Gershwin's method of composition

and my owlT. I might go so far as

to say that some of my themes are

remarkably similar to his. I might

go so far as to say that some of my
themes actually are . . . No, I won't

go that far.

From all this, I hope you see

that when you think of Gershwin

you have to think of me—and vice

versa. As a matter .of fact, prob-

ably the only detail in which Gersh-

win and I don't tally is that Gersh-

win is dead.

Don't sav it.

Andy : Who are you taking to the

forma! Friday?

Jim : Waal—I like Dottie's form,

Maritynne's eyes. Mary's hair

Ann's dancing and I like Barb's—

Well I guess I'll take' Barb.

Caesar was a babe

lacked windshield

When
diapers

And chariots

wipers.

Before Napoleon ever knew

That he would meet his Water

loo.

When Cleo was a howling brat

Women were yelling "Buy me
that

An eccentric old person of Slough

Who took all his meals with a cow.

Always said, "It's uncanny,.

She's so like Aunt Fanny."

Rut he never would indicate how.

There was a young lady of Flint

Who had a most horrible squint

She could span the whole sky

With her uppermost eye,

While the other was reading

small |>rint.

Greet SPRING
. . with the Right Clothes

SUITS and TOPCOATS
of Distinction

All that goes into the making of fine clothes has gone into

our outstanding Spring suits and topcoats . . . superb

fabrics . . . careful workmanship ... flawless tailoring.

Slip into a well-fitted suit, top it with a smart topcoat and:

take your place at the head of the Spring parade. Your choice

of colour, style and fabric is included in our large stock.

Moderate Prices

FURNISHINGS
This Spring, as in the past, you'll find the

finest hats by Stetson — and other smart

furnishings available, uncKcelled i[i quality

and style ... at moderate prices.

TWEDDELL'S
STORE OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.

137- 139 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 6595
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A benedict youth known as

Rutters .

Led his bride to the altar, all

butters.

'^s there any just cause

Or impediment?"—pause

—

I'm all right, but dear Stephanie

stutters."

Patronize Our Advertisers

A cynic of much savoir-faire,

Pursued by a horrible bear.

Said, "I'll argue a while

In the feminine style;

No creature could follow me
there."

"Why do the people of Samoa
wear so little clothing?"

"Guess it's too hot for Satnoa,"

HELP THE

RED CROSS

+
ITS WORK

IS NEVER DONE
The work of the Red Cross is real, vital,

urgent — more urgent than ever before!

Millions newly freed are in desperate need

of food, clothes and comfort. This work

must be maintained. The work can only

be maintained with your help. Kingston

quota is $60,000. You are now a Kingston

citizen . . . your help is needed, your part

is plain. Don't let our own boys down.

SPORTS

THE CAMDU$ §i)CCfLIGHT
BV JACK l-USH

Arts Down Plumbers 26-22

In Interfaculty Cage Final

PHONE 3030

123 - 125 PRINCESS STREET

Queen's Bporta world all but wound up its season last week, leaving only

the interfaculty hockey champion to be decided. Our intermediate male

hoopsters were knocked out of the running by Vimy. to lose the crown

which they won the year Iwfore.

But all the other basketball departments, both male and female, did not

let down the old alma mater, as they captured three titles in alL The junior

men's league was a walk-away for our boys, as they scored steam-roller

triumphs all season long, to leave little doubt as to their supremacy.

Re the glamour Rals. they had pretty much their own way in both the

senior and intermediate departments, by taking their playoff rounds in

straight games.

Maybe the Arts freshmen hoopsters could enter into the picture. These

boys came through with so many surprises ag^nst the men of Science

that the plumbers are still shaking their heads. They not only captured the

intramural title but sparked the faculty team to its first championship in

several years.

Interfaculty Hockey

Tuesday night at 10, we find the Arts taking on the Sciencemen in the

opening round of what looks to be a rather interesting series. From the

season's performances, the Science boys look like easy winners, but the

proverbial upset could always happen.

Well, whoever emerges the victor from this tussle will have to take ca

last year's champions, the mods, who boast a rather impressive line-up;

especially in the goal-tending department, with starry Doug Bonnetl taking

over that no small concern. This lad has been granted permission to play

for the doctors, although he has participated for the Gael senior puck-chasers

in two scheduled games.

But this observer will choose the plumbers, even though I nught not be

able to see the final!

Date and time of tfus game is Thusday night at 6:15,

Miscellaneous

Maybe the big brave heroes will be able to let off their steam against

the Artsmen tonight! But>-thi3 semi-final hockey contest will be on even

terms.

Although favoured to down tiie men of Arts, at least the plumbers will

know they had a battle on their hands. So, Artsmen, if not for the faculty,

go out and win for Morgan and Kniewasser. They went down fighting,

and you're on even terms. PS: But lefs keep the battle on the ice!

Soccer

The Soccer Association will hold its annual meeting Wednesday after-

noon at 4:30 in the Biology Lecture Room of the Old Arts building. The

discussion will concern plans for next season, and all those interested are

invited to attend.

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR

282 Princess Street

SMART STYLES
REASONABLl PRtCBO

Phone 6733

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

^TEICHMICAL. SUPPI-IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

103 Princess St.

Phone £381

STUDENTS' STYLE CENTRE

Agents for Dock's Shoes

Arts Sponsors
Society Banquet

The Arts Society will hold its

annual banquet tonitrht at 6:15 in

Sydenham Street Church. This

win be the last tunction of tlve

Arts Society for this year. Prof.

James A. Roy will address the

gathering on "Professors I Have

Known."

Athletic awards will be pre'

sented to high-standing Arts

students, and Arts Society execu

tivc awards will be made.

Following the banquet a sing-

song will be held, led by Gord

Robertson, Arts '46. Catering

will be done by the ladies of

Sydenham Street Church. Tickets

are 50 cents and students are

advised to get them beforehand.

Kennedy Sinks 12 Points

As Artsmen Come from
Behind to Win

Lush Stars

Ottawa Calling
A CUP FEATURE

r NEIk MacDONALD

SINATRA FOR PRESIDENT?

..Kight at cbe moment, there is a

well-founded rumour going around

semi-official circles in Ottawa that

the votinfj age is to be reduced at

the next federal election from 21

to IS years. It is not possible to

secure any official word on the sub-

ject, since it is obvious that it is

to tbe advantage of all concerned to

keep tlie answer set;ret, for a while

yet at least.

Actually, it probably doesn't mat-

ter very much, one way or another.

The tendency is towards a broaden-

ing down of the base of the pj-fa-

mid. and it is just a matter of de-

termining when the level of "cini-

inon-sense" required of a voter is

attained in the development of a

voimg person.

The phrase "Sinatra for Presi-

tlent" pretty well sums up the stan

dard reaction of older people to-

wards allowing young people to

vote at eighteen. Tliey are opposed

to it because they feel tbat young

people cannot decide sensibly the

issues facing tliem at any election.

What political advantage the

present government might expect

to obtain from the lowering of the

voting age is a little difficult to de-

termine. Yoimg people are not eas-

ily bought by any kind of conces

sion, and they might regard the

lowering of the voting age as just

that. Then. too. they are, as a group

strongly interested in some kind of

change, and might be expected to

lean against the government in any

poll.

The whole matter, however, must

rest as what it is. pure conjecture.

The government is pretty well

pledged not to introduce any con-

troversial legislation at this next

session, and it is almost certain that

many of its own supporters would

regard a lowering of the voting age

as just that.. The whole rumour

may have arisen because of the

activities oE the Ontario Legislative

Campus Outbreak

(Continued from page 1)

to remove the "Plumbers" signs

and the sciencemen to return the

piaiin. The incident was then be-

lieved to have been stemmed ; but

it flared up a second time when un-

known persons raided Medical

Hou^o nt 40 King street east be-

tween 4 ;ind 6 am Sunday. The

culprits smeared red and yellow

paint on the outside, forced ent-

rance, and caused damage estimated

at over $100.

Earlier the same morning some-

one painted bUte streaks on the Sci-

ence clubrooms, while t!ie Craine

Building was similarly attacked

early yesterday.

Artsmen to Hold
General Meeting

The annual meeting of the Arts

Society will be held in Room 20!,

New Arts building, Wednesday.

Marcli 21. at 3 :30 pin.

The annual reports of the secre-

tary, the treasurer, the athletic

stick, the clerk of the Arts Con-

cursus, and other committee chair-

men will be given.

Any Artsmen who wish to pro-

pose amendments to the Constitu-

tion of the Arts Society, must sub-

mit their proposals to the secretar>

Geoff Bruce, by tomorrow.

History Prof: "How can you

explain the great increase in popu-

lation which occurred after the

industrial revolution?"

History Shark: "Everybody

went to town."

A girl from Boston, Mass..

Stood in water up to her thigh.

That doesn't rhyme.

She fooled me this time

—

She was such a long-legged lass.

Love Lyric

Roses are red,

Violets are bluer;

If I were you

I'd fall in a sewer.

Two co-eds were out drinking

ale with two lads—it was getting

late.

One Co-ed: "Look at the time;

we must hurry back to residence.

We are out after hours."

One of the Lads: "So are we."

Co-ed: "You simply

hand it to Alfred."

Ditto: "Why?"
Co-ed: "Oh, he's so shy

backward,"

have to

and

Assembly, which is considering a

motion to reduce tlie voting age to

eighteen. , i

But, on the otiier hand, Mr. King

is full of surprises, and no one

knows what is going to happen with

him until it has taken place, It is

quite possible that he lias planned

this course of action deliberately,

without much expectation of its

success. He would like very much

to be able to say that he was unable

to introduce "progressive" legisla-

tion in this House of Commons in

order to increase the possibility of

his securing a mandate for tlie next.

Even on the most important

occasion, it isn't necessary to in-

dulge in high-falutin' language.

For instance, when the King pre-

sented a V.C. to Private "Smoky"

Smith recently, what he said was:

"Here's a Httle present from me

to you,"

8V GORD MACK

Thursday night in the gymna-

sium, the Arts '48 intramural cham-

pionship basket ball team finished

an undefeated season by humbling

the Science faculty all-stars 26-22.

All the Artsmen's points were gar-

nered by the starting line-up of the

freshmen fiVe as only one reinforce-

ment was added to their roster.

Flay in the first half see-sawed

back and forth with Connors and

Moro giving the Engineers an early

four point lead. The Artsmen tied

the score up repeatedly but after

Kennedy had placed them ahead

with his first basket of the evening.

Bland and Mantell simk long ones

before the half-time whistle to give

the Sciencemen a 10-8 margin.

With the resumption of play.

Andy Kniewasser sank four con-

secutive foul shots to give tlie Arts-

men a two-point lead which they

never relinquished. Three field bas-

kets by Kennedy and two by Lush

were interspersed by seven conseai-

tive points by Sammy Pataraii who

dumped in one-handed push-shots

from all angles. The game ended

with Cy Moro sinking a free shot

to make the final score 26-22.

The individual scoring star of the

night was Will Kennedy who sank

four field goals and four fouls, out

of six attempts, to lead the marks-

' men with an even Aozw. points,

lack Lush and Sam Pataran follow-

ed Kennedy with seven points each-

Defensively Kniewasser for the

Arts team and King for the Plumb-

ers were outstanding and succeeded

in checking each other to a three-

point draw.

The game was closely referced

with the margin of the Arts team's

victory being their greater profi-

ciency in netting the free throws.

The Artsmen sank 10 out of 17

while the Sciencemen only gained

four points out of a possible IS.

Arts

3 Flynn ....
Woods ... 3

3 Lush .... 7

4 Kniewasser . 3

3 Kennedy . -12:

Damsteeg . .

If you can't be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol with

the blood clinic NOW.

Potronize Our Advertisers

Science

Moro . . .

McLellan .

King . . .

Bland . .

Conners . .

Costerhoff -

Lamont . .

Pataran . -

Mantell . .

Coleman . .

Kraus .

Harper

Bruce .

Fine .

Old Lady : "Are you a little boy

or a little girl?"

Child; "Sure. What the hell else

could 1 be"'"

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAIDLAW'S-

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET
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Kingston's Oldest

Estoblsihed Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We corry o complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

alio

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

fatronize Our Advertisers

^7
STUDENTS!

At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALt.eNTYNE

Darling's Barber Shop
Where All Students Go

Tlie most up-to-date 3-chair shop in

the city
'

Beauty Porlor in Connection

Opp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St Phone 4S50

CENTRE TAXI
DIAL 3000
Comer University and William

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS

Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCESS STRSBT

Spring Flowers

Hi diddle diddle

Ask mc a riddle

It's ijrcy ill the middle

Once red and then blue;

The so7{s of a gun

Arc thirty to one—
But the question is tvho

d\mmt,,who?

A freshette was charged at

Sopli Court in the fall with wear-
ing red for specific purposes. She
was found guilty and condemned
to wear a sign "Red arouses the

emotions." Last week a lot of

Sciencemen got pretty emotioijal,

all right.

And talking about reds, we've

two more for you, while we're at

it. Our first one comes from

Marg Young, convener of the

Red Cross workroom. The work-

room, Marg says, is closing this

week—and she hopes everyone

will "turn up to finish off the

work and bring in what is out."

(That'll be perfectly clear if you
pause a moment over it, which is

what she wants you to do any-

way.) Our second red deals

with red corpuscles. Don't

neglect giving a blood donation

just because Queen's clinics have

stopped—the war hasn't stopped

with them. And it won't disturb

your study schedule a bit to dis-

pense with a pint of red matter.

{Nope, we didn't mean paint by

that.)

Levana Meeting

Lcvana meeting Wednesday
night— the cbmbined monthly

and annual number, rememb'er?

Dr. Jesse Boyd Scriver, the

speaker for the meeting, entered

the first class of women students

to be admitted to the Medical

Faculty of McGill University at

the end of the last war. Later

she married, had a son, and spe-

cialii^ed in children's work. To-

day Dr. Scriver is one of the lead-

ing pediatricians of Montreal. In

addition to the speaker, reports

of all Levana activities for the

year will be read, and the new
Levana executive will be inaugu-

rated. Refreshments, of course,

as usual.

Dr. Douglas has an announce-

ment to make about the confer-

ences which will be held at

Queen's from May 18 to 27. Dur-

ing the conferences Ban Kigh and

the annexes will be filled with the

members, and about IS co-eds are

needed to do waitress and house

work. .Anyone volunteering for

these jobs will be allowed to

attend those conference meetin

open to the public in their free

time. Three or four of the gradu-

ling class have already expressed

interest in the work, Dr. Douglas

said. Applications should be

made to the dean of women.

Our Congrats to the Arts frosh

basketball team, which cleaned

up on an all-star Science team

last Thursday.

CRCC
Volunteer work at the Royal

Bank will continue this week.

Ceremonial inspection Thurs-

day at 7:15 pni in the gym. Street

shoes will be worn.

Precision squad will report

Thursday at 6:45 pm in the gym.

( I '.S. ; Proofreading The Journal

Mfjmlay afternoon. We're bumped

and were bruised, and half our staff

is in the hospital. "It vv.is one big

happy massacre," somebody puts it.

To heck with that — Arts Huzza I

When you consider the quality of

the rival factions, the odds weren't

bad at all.)

Official Notices

lyclch Scholarship

Applications are invited for the

Welch Scholarship of the value of

$100. This Scholarship is awarded

in the Faculty of Arts and is open

for ciimpetition only to the sons

and daughters of non-commission-

ed officers and of mechanics and

labourers. The students must be

bona fide residents of the city of

Kingston. Preference will be given

to the sons and daughters of sol-

diers who served in the Great War-

Applications must be submitted

to the Registrar not later than

March 15 and must give evidence

of eligibility in accordance with the

terms of the will. The Scholarship

will be awarded on the basis of the

April examinations. It will be ten-

able only by a student registered

tntramurally in the session follow-

ing the award.

Admission to Honours Courses

The attention of students is called

to the regulation regarding admis-

sion to courses for Honours. At

the end of the second year (horn

Pass Matriculation") each candidate

for an Honours Course should ap-

ply through the Registrar to the

Departments concerned for permis-

sion to proceed in his Major and

Minor subjects. The Departments

shall not accept him unless in his

work during the first two years

he has shown promise of ability for

Honours by obtaining at least 62

per cent in each special subject and

by reaching a satisfactory standard

in his other work.

Applications must reach the Re-

gistrar some time during the month

of March.

Last Lectures of Session 1944-45

Faculties of Arts and Applied

Science

Oasses in tlie Faculty of Arts

and second, third and fourth years

in the Faculty of Applied Science

will close on Saturday, April 7, at

12 o'clock noon. Classes in the first

year of the Faculty of Applied

Science will close on Thursday,

March 29, at S pm.

Chinese Medical Lore

Sir IVitfrid Laiiricr

Memorial Scholarship

Value $80. Founded by the On-

tario Women's Liberal Association

to perpetuate the memory of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier. Awarded for pro-

ficiency in French conversation.

Candidates must be Canadian-born,

English-speaking students, sons or

daughters of a British subject by

birth or naturalization, not of

French parentage. Tenable only by

a student who will be in attendance

during the following session.

The examination will be held in

March. Applications will be re-

ceived by the Registrar up to

March 15.

There are many legends concern-

ing the founders of Chinese medi-

cine. Tlie first was the Divine

Husbandman, who was supposed to

have reigned tliree thousand years

ago. To him is usually ascribed the

writing, "The Herbal," which is

supposed to be the earliest treatise

on medicine. Reliable history does

not extend further back than the

middle of, the Chou dynasty, 722

B.C., which is the most glorious

period in Chinese history .

Early Conceptions

Tn the early history of Chinese

medicine dissection of the human
body appears to have been attempt-

ed
—"The height of the heavens,

the extent of the earth cannot be

ascertained by man ; hut the eight

feet of the human body may be

measured on the surface, and after

death it may be dissected and ob-

servations made as to the size of the

organs, the condition of the blood,

etc. Like anatomy, the physiolog>'

of human being was mostl>' a pro-

duct of imagination. The functions

of the different organs are described

thus: "The heart is the prince of

the body, the seat of the vital spirit.

The gall-bladder is the central of-

fice, courage dwells in it. Tlie liver

is the general, the abode of strate-

gem. The spleen and stomach are

the granaries: the five tastes ema-

nate from them."

Pathology

Diseases of this type are com-

monly divided into two groups

:

(I) those arising from external in-

fluences such as wind, cold, etc.

Wind, however, is regarded as the

chief predisposing cause. Its harm-

ful effects are manifested in divers

ways. When it enters the system

it produces symptoms peculiar to

each organ. (2) Those from inter-

nal emotions such as joy, grief, etc.

Pulse Feeling

The art of pulse feeling in China

is a most mysterious and misunder-

stood subject. Chinese physicians

assert that the entire superstructure

of medical practice is built upon

the theory of the pulse—the nature,

location, course and treatment of

every disease depends on this alone.

Chinese pulse lore is extremely

complicated and, in practice, con-

stitutes a most detailed procedure

amounting almost to a solemn rile.

The pulse indications are very im-

portant. Each variety or combina-

tion of varieties is believed to reveal

a distinct disease.

Prescriptions

A Chinese prescription is gener-

ally written in the follciwing order:

It begins with the patient's name

and date; then the history, pulse

indications, condition of the tongue,

and plan of treatment are described
;

and lastly, the inscription. The con-

stituent of the in=criptiiin does not

differ much frmn thai of the west.

The medicines are mostly herb,

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts and Applied Sci-

ence must he received at the Rcgis-

trqr's Office on or before March 15.

Candidates for the Bachelor of

Arts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for the Master of Arts

degree will pay a fee of $20, Any-

one applying after March 15 will

have to pay a late fee of $3.
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He (asking a riddle) : "Why is it

you have so many boy friends?"

She: "I give up."

"I wish I had a paper dollar I

could call my own."

When shopping patronize The

Journal advertisers.

He felt sort of silly walking uj)

to the soda fountain with two hags

of peanuts in his hand. The two

girls sitting at the counter smiled

at him in an amused fashion.

"Want some peamits?" he veii-

turned. holding out one of the pack-

ages. The brunetle shook her head.

"Sure," said the blonde, "I'm

nuts about them."

So he and the blonde sat next

to each other and ate peanuts. They

ale and ate; finally they had finish-

ed one bag of them.

'^Vant some more ?" ' he asked

pointing to the full sack lying uu

the counter.

"No, thank you," she replied, "I

couldn't eat another one. I'm full."

So he took the bag full of pea-

nuts and went home and went to

bed.
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Science-Arts Summer Courses

Instituted Here for Veterans

Classes Will Run from
April to September;

Many Registered

Majority Air Force

BY EDITH KENT

Classes corresponding to tliose of

iirst year Science and second year

Arts will be offered at a special

veterans' course to be given during

llie spring and summer months, it

wa'; revealed by Miss Jean Royce,

registrar, in a recent interview with

The Journal.

It is expected that the total num-

lier of enrblments will exceed 00.

Already listed in the Science courses

are 40 veterttns, In Arts 30.

Registration will take place on

April 7, and classes will begin Ap-

ril 9. The session will last till Sep-

tember 22, with a week's vacation

from June 27 to July 3. By the

..nd nf the session, said Miss Royce,

Uk- students will be qualified to

]jroceed to the next year of their

college course.

Courses Offered

The courses offered are: the re-

LTular courses of first year Science;

in Arts—English 2, French 2, Span-

i-liA, Economics 4, Politics 2.

VETS' COURSES
(Continued on page 4)

Final Journal

The final issue of The

Journal for this term will

appear Tuesday. Copy

deadline wil be Sunday eve-

ning as usual.

Coloured Film

American Students

To Visit Queen's

For Three Days

Eighteen Students Come to

Canadian Centres for

Exchange Work

BoardTo Interview

Army Candidates

In Graduating Year

May Become Officers in

Engineers, Signals or

RCEME

.-\ coloured film on "The Eastern

Arctic Patrol" will be shown by

Dr, Dennis Jordan of Toronto,

Monday at 8 pm in Convocation

Hall. A commentary by Dr. Jordan

will accompany the film, which he

look last summer on a trip over the

Alaska Highway.

Tlic film is being sponsored by

the- L'niversiiy and students will he

welcome. Admission free.

COTC Formal

Comes Tonight

Bruce Cronk Meds President;

Executive for ^45-^46 Elected

English Course
To Start in Fall

A new pass course in English, to

iie inaugurated next fall, has been

announced by Miss Jean Rojvc,

registrar. The course, numbered

English 5, will deal with "master-

pieces of English literature."

Professors teaching the course

will vary with the material covered.

Works included for study will be

Shakespeare's "Henry IV." "Kinp

Lear," "Tlie Tempest" ;
Milton's

"Samson Agonistes"; Pepy's

"Diary"; Eunyan's "The Pilgrim's

Progress": Swift's "Gulliver's Tra-

vels"
;
Fielding's "Tom Jones" ; Bos-

well's "Life of Dr. Johnson"

l"'airke's "On Conciliation with

America": Arnold's "Culture and

Anarchy"; some examples of mod

<Tii poetry.

"The Military Ball tonight will

be one of the highlights- of the

season." says Lieut. Archie Foley,

convener. The Formal will be held

in Grant Hall from 9 till 2 o'clock

as previously announced.

WorK- has been going forward all

week on decorations, and the spring

flowers to be used will be sent to

Kingston Jlilitary Hospital tomor-

row morning-

Catering for the dance will be hy

the L'nion, supervised by Mr. Dins-

more, and Ihrec suppers will be

served. The Red Room will be open

ail evening and Trenton RCAF

band wil! play.

Veterans are asked to wear their

service pins or else their uniforms.

Tbe names of A and R Coy. per-

M>ii[iel and Fonrtb Year Medsmen

will he checked off at the door.

None except these four groups may

enter without uniforms and only

those eligible for the dance will he

admitted, since tbe maximum num-

ber of tickets has been distributed

This includes veterans on the cam

pus and all members of the COTC
now on strength and receiving pay

Nr> cnrsaees will be worn.

The Canadian-American Com-

mittee of International Relation-

ships has arranged for 18 gradu-

ates of the Connecticut State Col-

lege for Teachers under Dr. May
Hall James to visit Montreal,

Ottawa, and Kingston as part of

a credit course for postgraduate

work. This information was re-

leased in a Journal interview with

Dr. A. V. Douglas, dean of

women,

Dr, Douglas went on to say

"They will spend two days in

Montreal, part of five days in

Ottawa, and part of three days

in Kingston. Queen's University

is offering hospitality and arrang-

ing a programme of interest

which wil! include lectures on the

history of university education in

Canada, especially of Queen's

;

Canadian art and Canadiana ; as

well as addresses by school edu-

cators of the Ontario public and

high schools and separate schools."

The delegates will he in King-

ston from May 3 to May 5. This

is part of a larger student ex-

change which began last year

when two teachers from Connec-

ticut visited Queen's for three

weeks in January 1944. Subse-

quently two Queen's graduates

spent a month as guests of the

American committee.

A special committee of three of-

ficers from Military District Num-

ber 3 headquarters was scheduled

to arrive at Che COTC orderly room

yesterday to interview 50 graduat-

ing students who have been named

provisionally as officer candidates

in various branches of the Canadian

active army. The interviews were

to have been continued today.

Most of the .lO men are Science

students ; hut a small number are

Artsmen who are classified under

Science National Selective Ser\'ice

regulations. Tlie candidates were

selected from over 100 students who

were approached by Technical Per-

sonnel Allocation Committee last

January, Officials do not know

what is being done about the more

than 50 persons whose names are

not included in the list to be inter-

viewed yesterday and today but

appeared before the first board.

.Any final-year student is elig-

ible to appear before the hoard. The

Journal learned. He should appl

at die orderly room as close as po=

sible Co noon today,

Aiinv branches included in the

list are: Royal Canadian Fngi

neers; Royal Canadian Corps of

Signals: Royal Canadian Electric

a! and Mechanical Engineers; and

the infantry. The three officers in-

clude: LieuC.-Col, C. E. Tuck.

Lieut, -Col. M. Ishesfcr, and Major

F. T. Tanner.

Aesculapian Vote Draws
96% of Registered

Students

Court Elected

Dr. Scriver Talks

To Girls' Meeting

Courses in Housekeeping

Advocated

Tricolor Has More Pictures;

Sports Section Is Enlarged
BY A. GARTH GUNTEH

With final proofs of Tricolor '45

'irciilating on the campus for cor-

rections. Queen's is now discnver-

ins^ what the forthcoming edition

will look like. More pictures and

less reading matter has been the

Policy of this year's staff.

.\ special pictorial coverage has

been ^given the AMS and the Tri-

color Society to emphasize the func-

tion of these organizations on the

campus. Individual news features

for each faculty follow the respect-

ive graduate pages.
_

Four full-page, tJrofessioiul pho-

tos of the Queens of Queen's come

next, preceding campus club pic-

tures. ;The ispoits section -is greatly

enlarged this year, taking in the

novel pep rally, football, hockey,

the atpiacade, track and field and

nli^cl:llalleous pictures of individual

sp(jrts champs.

Many other student activities

were preserved for memory by Tri-

color photographers. The book is

climaxed by a nine-page section of

miscellaneous pictures cooipiled and

.irrangcd by Mary Vallentyne. while

a touch of variety is added by a

liberal sprinkling of full page pic-

tures of Queen's buildings atid cam-

pus scenes.

Bui now. the inevitable question :

TRICOLOR '45

.(Continued on. page 4)

HarrisonReturns

From Uoff Visit

Science To Hear

Mr. George Long

Bell Telephone Historian

Speaks Today

Deploring the lack of training

in home-making on the part of

prospective wives and mothers.

Dr. Jessie B. Scriver. eminent

pediatrician and guest speaker at

the annual meeting of the Levana

Society Wednesday evening, sug-

gested as a remedy that girls and

young women take courses to pre-

pare them for the best possible

housekeeping and child-raising

The meeting was a combina-

tion monthly and annual one.

The minutes of the last monthly

mcetin^^ were read and adopted,

as were reports of the graduate

dinner and the spring dance.

Annual reports were given by the

treasurer, the president of the

Levana Council, and the presi-

dent of the LAB of C. The new

executive was installed.

Dr. Scriver, introduced by

Muff\- Hibbert, new president of

Levana. said that she chose this

particular .subject to speak about

because "it is to women with uni-

versity training that we look for

clearness of understanding and

clearness of planning when deal-

ing with children."

In addition to the classes giveir

n grades 7 and 8 in cooking and

DR. SCRIVER

(Continued on page 4)

Mr. George Long, historian of the

Bell Telephone Coin|i.iny nf Can-

ada, will address the l^ngineering

Society at a meeting to be held in

Convocation Hall at 4:30 this after-

noon.

Mr. Long wi peak on the de-

elopment of special demonstration

equipment to meet the requirements

of our armed forces in tbe field of

Ixittle. He has a great deal of

equipment with which to illustrate

his talk.

His talk will reveal how this

equipment has given the Canadian:

advanta^:'-' "vit ibc cnemv and will

shinv llic vii.Ll i-i'k' '>f cninniunicn-

tioiis on the various fronts. It alsi

deals with some of the problem

encountered in war communications

and how these problems were

solved.

The speaker will discus^ the con

tribution of research t'> the war

effort and the use that will be made

of these laljoratory products

peacetime.

Mr. Long has been with the Bell

Telephone for 20 years and during

die past eight years his work has

kept him m touch with the latest

developments in telephone reesarch.

For the past year and a half he

GEORGE LdNO
(Continued bfi page 3)

Ur. G. B. Harrison, head of the

English department, is back at

Queens again after exchanging

place with Dr. E. J,
Pratt of the

Department of English at Victoria

College. University of Toronto, for

one week.

\sked bv a lournal reporter how

the classes at Vicl'iria c<i|1l".;c cmn-

pare lo those at Queen's. Dr. Har-

rison said that they were larger-

more like the size of the classes in

pas^ courses here. There is one

twLi-hour lecture a week in English

at \ icioria College, compared to

the thrirc one-hour lectures here at

Queen's.

Dr. Harrison said that both he

and Dr Prati believe that tlie ex-

chanL'c ( an iiniovalinu :U Queen's),

was quite ivnrlhwhilc. and he hopes

that the English department here

will continue this practice in the

future.

The exchange look place the

week of Marcli 5-10. The pur-

pose was to "cnalile the profes-

sors lo acquaint themselves with

conditions at another viniversuy,

and the students tn observe the

din'erent methods •>( teaching.'

Bruce Cronk. Meds '47, was

l iected president of the Aescu-

Li['ian Society at the elections

lield on Tuesday. Norman

Hrown, Meds '48, was elected

\- ice-president, Archie Foley,

Meds '48, Junior AMS represent-

ative, and Doug Wickware, for-

mer junior AMS representative,

became senior AMS represent-

ative automatically, according to

the present system employed by

the Aesculapian Society.

Ninet>'-six percent of the stu-

dents in the faculty voted, and

many of the positions were

closely contested. Other mem-

bers elected to the Aesculapian

executive were: secretary. Jack

Fetteriy; athletic stick. Jack

Milliken; assistant secretary, Wil-

liam Beckel ; treasurer. Bill

Spence,

The newly-elected Aesculapian

Court is as follows: chief justice.

Bill Arber ; senior judge. Bill

Ghent.: junior judge. Art Ross;

MEDS ELECTIONS

(Con'inued on page .1)

Bach Passion

To Be Sung Here

Sunday evening at 7 o'clock,

the Michael Diack selections from

the St. Luke Passion, attributed

to J. S. Bach, will be sung at St,

James' Church after shortened

evening prayer. This simple,

tuneful, and reverend setting of

the Passion narrative will replace

the regular sermon. Although

there is no proof of its authorship,

a copy of this passion exists in

Bach's own handwriting and the

work is generally accredited to

i
that master,

I The chnu will be assisted by

F/0 John Sidgwick. RAF. at the

organ and an eiisemble of strings,

including Muriel Arbuckle. Shir-

ley Ge'iger, Arts '47. Doris

BACH PASSION

(Continued on page 4')

Arts Society Holds Banquet

Presents Awards to Athletes
BY ROSS G. BABION

den-

,-hich

Oiieen's Arts Socicl.v bekl its

mini haiiqnel last iii^'hl ''t

bam Street L'nited Church ai

awards were made to the i-NCcu!i\c

„f 1944-45 and to Artsmen tor ath-

letic prowess. Cleun Clark, presi-

dent of the society, was presented

with die president's ring and other

member-^ "f ihc e.'tcculive were

awarded pins.

Following tbe banquet,.. Toast-,

master Clark proposed tbe toast to

the King. I. E. Slack, BA, in pro-

pt^sing a toast to the University,

paid tribute to Queen s men who

had died on active service and Were

serving in' the armed forces. He

u¥ged ArtsmfiA t6 'tblf.«-an active

interest in student self-government

and to remember that although

Arlsnien they were t^rst and fore-

most Qucen'smen.

Trincipal K- C. Wallace resi>ond-

ed 10 the toast to the University,

outlining the proposed physical ex-

pan^on of the tmiversit)- and the

spiritvud r.ud cultural contributions

which he li'-rcd will be made in the

future. ....
Dean Earl

,

\ 'toast to the Arts Society was

proposed by Dean O Farl, who

complimented- the present Arts ex-

ecutive u|xm their efficiency and

ARTS BANQUET
'(Continued on page 3)
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The End
The series of incidents which recently occurred on the campus,

and which culminated in Monday's Arts-Science mix-up, seem to

have come to a definite conclusion. The university has long since

resumed its normal course, and everyone concerned appears

content to leave the matter alone. It is now a thing of the past.

Two conditions combined to effect this rapid termination

:

realization by the students of the seriousness of the affair, especially

in the h'ght of the highly unfavourable publicity which resulted;

and prompt action by the Alma Mater Society executive. While
there was nothing gratifying about any part of the episode, the

manner in which everyone strove to minimize it and consider it

closed is most commendable. Members of both the Engineering
and the Arts Societies appreciated the potential gravity of the

situation, and were satisfied to regard it as a regrettable, exagger-

ated mix-up. Certainly it was intended to be little more than

that. The Sciencemen who rushed the New Arts building were,

we have been assured, merely desirous of a little "horseplay", and
bore no ill-feeling whatever. They insist the only reason for the

use of superior numbers was to prevent bloodshed: a one-to-one

fight is usually far more disastrous than a four- or five-to-one

tussle, as long as no malice is present. The Artsmen, of course,

viewed things from a different light and considered the free-for-all

unfair because of the disparity in numbers.
'

What ill-feeling there may have been, however, disappeared
entirely in the coolirig-off period between the end of the mix-up
and the appearance of the adverse press accounts of the affair.

Students were dismayed to read the stories which circulated which,
while fairly accurate, intimated the outbreak was a first-rate riot

instead of a mere interfaculty feud. The struggle was serious

—

but not nearly so much so as were the magnified reports which
hit newspapers all over the Dominion, Now the Engineer was
no longer an Engineer; the Artsnian was no longer an Artsman

;

both were QueenSmen. indignant at the press* treatment of their

private squabble. Nothing could have better unified the campus
than the misconstrued publicity.

Also effective was the AMS warning that, should further

disturbances occur, those responsible for past ones and those

responsible for any future one would be liable to expulsion. Both
the leniency of the AMS in hesitating to take action against

students who had already been incriminated, and its grim outlook
of the situation, were fully appreciated. Its tolerant but menacing
attitude was largely instrumental in smoothing off the campus.

Whose fault the trouble was—whether that of individual

groups or of one or both faculties—is not. in the light of the AMS'
statement, of great consequence. It is not our intention to attempt
to, settle a closed dispute: any such attempt by anyone could very
easily lead to a recurrence. We shall merely register our regrets

that the incident did occur, commend the students for the efficient

manner in which they subsequently curbed it, and issue an earnest

plea that ci'eryone forget the matter immediately, if he has not
already done so.

The matter is now officially closed. Let's keep it that way.

Official Notices

Military Ball

CoiKlitions of Admission

1. Veterans are requested to show
identification and present ticket

marked with Orderly Room stamp.

2. Fourth and third-year may
wear civilian dress. Names will be

required. Only tickets having Or-

derly Room stamp will be accepted.

3. Fourth-year medical students:

as in paragraph 2.

4. Second and first-year students

will be admitted in uniform only.

Tickets obtained from Fourth and

Third year men will not be ac-

cepted. Tickets do not require to

have Orderly Room stamp on them.

H. C. Frick, Capt.

for (E.A. Walker) Major,

Officer Commanding.

Queen's Univ. Cont., COTC.
15 Mar. 45.

Unit Piclnres

1. All Officers, Warrant Officers,

and Sergeants, are warned that unit

pictures will be taken at 1630 hrs..

Saturday, 17 March, 1945, at South

side of the New Arts Building

(Kingston Hall).

2. Dress will be battle dress with

anklets, belts, and field service cap

(wedge).

H. C. Frick, Captain.

Adjutant,

Queen's Univ. Cont., COTC.

14 Mar. 45.

Welch Scholarship

Applications are invited for the

Welch Scholarship of the value of

$100. Tliis Scholarship is awarded
in the Faculty of Arts and is open
for competition only to the sons

and daughters of non-commission-

ed officers and of mechanics and
labourers. The students must be

bona fide residents of the citv of

Kingston. Preference will be given

to the sons and daughters of sol-

diers who served in the Great War.

Applications must be submitted

to the Registrar not later than

Marcli 15 and must give evidence

of eligibiHty in accordance with the

terms of the will. The Scholarship

will be awarded on the basis of the

April examinations. It will be ten-

able only by a student registered

intramurally in the session follow-

ing the award.

Admission to Honours Courses

The attention of students is called

to the regulation regarding admis-

sion to courses for Honours. At

the end of the second year (from

Pass Matriculation) each candidate

for an Honours Course should ap-

ply through the Registrar to the

Departments concerned for permis-

sion to proceed in his Major and

Minor subjects. The Departments

shall not accept him unless in his

work during tlie first two years

he has shown promise of ability for

Honours by obtaining at least 62

per cent in each special subject and

by reaching a satisfactory standard

in his other work.

Applications must reach the Re-

gistrar some time during the month

of March.

Last Lectures of Session 1944-45

Factilties of Arts and Applied

Science

Classes in the Faculty of Arts

and second, third and fourth years

in the Faculty of Applied Science

will close on Saturday. April 7, at

12 o'clock noon. Classes in the first

year of the Faculty of Applied

Science will close on Thursday,

March 29, at 5 pm.

Sir Wilfrid Lauricr

Memorial Scholarship

Value $80. Founded by the On-

Executing Democracy's Duties

Democracy was once defined by Abraham Lincoln as govern-
ment of the people, by the people, and for the people. Mr. Lincoln
therein set forth an admirable goal for the democratic society to

aim at—one which will be a long time in being realized. Generally
speaking, his three requisites for populat rule have not as yet
been achieved.

Whose fault this is it is difficult, if not impossible, to

determine. We should probably not be too much in error, how-
ever, if we maintained it is equally that of the oligarchy and the

people. For their part, the ruling classes have done little to

stimulate popular interest and participation in government, due
in part at least to the wish to be able to advance their own interests

with the least outside interference and the least exposure to

corrosive publicity. On the other hand, the people deserve, in a

manner of speaking, to be kept ignorant of the esoterics of govern-
ment because of the lack of interest they have exhibited in it. It is

obvious that everyone in the community cannot sit in the legislature

and take an active part in its functions; but he can at least

co-operate with like-minded citizens to exert pressure enough to

show the rulers, who are nominally doing his bidding, exactly

what he wants.

To anyone who has ever given much thought to the matter,

it is readily apparent that the voice of John Canuck, as expressed

through his single vote (which is the most definite means of

expression he possesses), can be of little palpable consequence in

shaping the country's future. For example, in 1940 there were
over six-and-a-half million persons entitled to vote in Canada;
so, no matter in what way the individual cast his ballot, he played
only a microscopic role at best in electing the government. The
average voter is pungently aware of this ; and he finds it quite

soothing to remind himself of it when he fails to go to the polls

on election day. What difference does one vote out of thousands
make? he asks himself rather cynically. His observation is quite

correct: his one vote is of virtually no import. But what is of

import—of vast import^—is that there are hundreds of thousands
like him who dejectedly refuse to vote—that is, who refuse to

honour their obligations as democracitizens — and thereby
emasculate the entire democratic scheme. If each man who felt

this way were the only one who did so, there would be no danger;
but unfortunately he is only one among hosts.

At the nineteenth Dominion general election in March 1940,

there were 6,588,888 names on the voters' lists. Of these, only
4,672,531 persons exercised their franchise, which means that

approximately 30 percent did not bother to vote. And we do not

have to go off the campus to obtain striking evidence of the average

person's lack of appreciation of the duties, as well as rights, which
accrue to democracy. In the recent Engineering Society elections

about 61 percent of the 570 possible electors failed to cast their

ballots. This situation is not by any means peculiar to the one
faculty : the same weakness exists among the other faculties and
the numerous campus clubs.

The average democracitizen is willing to talk himself blue

in the face in vehement defence of his cherished way-of-life. He
expounds its virtues without let-up, convinced it is the sanest type

of society humanity has ever seen. Yet ask him to do something

tangible to strengthen that society, and you will be met with a

blank, if not a hostile, stare. This condition is, of course, deplor-

able ; but it is not irremediable. Some countries, such as Australia,

have attempted to remedy it by compelling their citizens to vote,

under penalty of a fine; but this is undesirable if only in virtue

of its inconsonancc with the democratic concept. There have been

other proposals ; but we suggest the most efficacious way to rectify

it would be through proper education. If more persons knew how
their government worked and for what they were voting, it is

highly probable they would take a keener interest in the body

politic. Admittedly, large-scale enlightenment is not yet within

our grasp. But it grows nearer with each generation; and the

time may not be too distant when it will be, not ^ fond hope, bitl;

a thrilling reality.

Meanwhile, it seems a pity that we at university, supposedly

among the more intelligent and intellectual inhabitants of the

country, cannot step into the habit of exercising our rights and

obligations while our minds are still being developed. If we
cannot lead the way, it is hardly to be expected our less-fortunate

democracitizens will be able to find the path by themselves.

tario Women's Liberal Association

to perpetuate the memory of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier. Awarded for pro-

ficiency in French conversation.

Candidates must be Canadian-born,

English-speaking students, sons or

daughters of a British subject by

birth or naturalizatiouj not of

French parent^e. Tenable only by

a student who will be in attendance

during the following session.

Tlie examination will be held in

March. Applications will be re-

ceived by the Registrar up to

March IS.

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts and Applied Sci-

Productive, What?

An ad in a recent issue of

contemporary newspaper : Fq

sale: I Jersey cow, giving

quarts a day, 2 bales of hay, a loi

of chickens, and 1 cook stove

The busihessraen advertising

this paper are progressive a

deserve your patronage.

ence must be received at the Regis

Irar's Office on or before March 1$

Candidates for the Bachelor
oi

Arts degree will pay a fee of $10

candidates for the Master of An.

degree will pay a fee of $20. An
one applying after March 15 will

have to pay a late fee of $3.

STARTLING COVERAGE

• SCIENCE FORMAL

• PEP RALLY
• FOOTBALL

PERSONAL MISCELLANEOUS SECTION
(see the cooch shots)

TRICOLOR '45

W« welcome Queen'a Univerwty Students to Kingston, and beg to

ren^d them that as formerly the prestige of years stands behind

George Van Horne
men's shop

Malceci of Queen's University Gowns Qoeeo'e Official Btasen

WAILREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

Dial 8448213 Princess Street

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

are all

VERY

SCARCE
But Nearly Alwoys We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princesi Street
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Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES

See Our

Hosiery

Underwear

Famous Line

of "Coro"
Skirts

Blouses

Sweoters

House Coats

NOVELTY
jewellerV

Slips - Panties

187 Princess St, Phone 5056

Four Free French
Speak at U of M

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.; 5341

STARTING SATURDAY

A Picture to Win Your

Admiration and Applause

!

DAVID NIVEN
Returns to the Screen in a Breathless Dromo

Sprinkled with Priceless Humour . . .

"The Way Ahead"
- with

RAYMOND HUNTLEY

STANLEY HOLLOWAY

The

ODEON
TODAY AND
SATURDAY

DONALD O'CONNOR - PECCY RYAN

"CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK"

Von lohnson - Cere Kelly - Fronchot Tone in

"PILOT No. 5"

MON. - TUES. nojjgrt Taylor - Susan Peters - Robert Benchley

Mar. 19 20 "SONG OF RUSSIA'

Jimmy Rogers and Nooh Beery )r. in

"PRAIRIE CHICKENS"

WED. - TIJUR. Rita Hoyworth - Dennis Morgan - Merle Oberon

Mar. 21 - 22 Ralph Bellomy in

AFFECTIONATELY YOURS"

Alexander Knox and Morsha Hunt in

"NONE SHALL ESCAPE"

Matinee - - 20c, plus tax

Evening - - 25c, plus tox

CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

BILTMORE

NOW SHOWING
MOSS HART'S

"WINGED VICTORY"

STARTING SATURDAY

From the Gay Best Seller

"OUR HEARTS WERE
YOUNG AND GAY''

WINNIPEG — (.CUP) — Four

mein1)er.s of the French Under-

gniiiiid spoke lo university students

bere on March 9. They were Mnie.

Nellie Bayol, Father Mivilte, Lieut.

Denis Roussel and Lieut. Edward

Regnie?.. The lecture, sinmsnrcd by

the University, dealt witli different

aspects of the French Resistance

Movenienl.

Tlie four are touring Canada

under tiie auspices of the Canadian

Government, to acquaint Canadian

jieople with (he Underground fight

to liberate France. The invitation

was given to the French Govern-

ment by Major-General "Vanier,

Canadian Ambassador to France.

Mnie. Boyot joined the Resist-

ance Movement as soon as France

fell. Among the Underground

workers she was known as Martine.

For leading a demonstration of

French students she was arrested

at Nantes in November 19-10. Af-

ter being liberated by French po-

lice, she acted as a liaison agent and

later as secretary to the regional

chief of the secret French Army in

the province of Auvcrgne. When

the Gestapo intensified its efforts to

locate Mnie. Boyot, she joined the

Maquis in Auvergne. She returned

to Paris in November 1944 as sec-

retary to the Chief of Staff of the

French forces of the interior, Gen-

eral Joinville.

Father Miville who at the begin-

ning of the war was in a seminary

at Brosse Mrfntceaux, was arrested

and deported to Germany when the

Gestapo discovered paratroopers

were being sheltered in the semi-

nary- He escaped and returned to

France. Father Miville has sev^n

hi-others and four sisters living in

Canada.

Lieutenant Roussel. age 20. stu-

died at Ecole Normale Superieur.

With the Resistance Movement he

edited and distributed clandestine

]>apers to University students, and

recruited for the Maquis. The

young man took an active part in

'street fighting when Paris was li-

berated.

Lieutenant Regniez, 35. fought

wilh tlie Frendi army in Lorraine

and nt Rcthel, Taken prisoner by

Germans at Dijon in August 1940,

he escaped eight days later. With

ihe hL4p of an English woman liv-

ing in Paris, he lielped 20 British

soldiers escaped to the free zone in

France, On Christmas eve 1940 he

was arrested and sentenced to die

in April 1941. In May, while being

transferred from one jail to another

he escaped into the free zone. Tlie

IntL-liij^t-ncc Service sent him to in-

spect defences on Normandy shores.

This he did in November 1942. He

then ^'ivcn the [wsition of Chief

of the Liaison Office of' Colonel

lussieu and worked at receiving

paratroopers and saboteurs and

,4anning and participating in fights

with ihe Germans. During the liber-

ation of Paris in 1944 Regniez

commanded a group of French fight-

ing men stationed at the Military

School.

Arts Banquet

(Continued from page 1)

co-operation, and expressed confi-

dence in the ability of the incoming

executive,

Herbert Lawler, Arts '46. presi-

dent-elect for next year, responded,

stressing that because of the variety

of courses taken by the individual

Artsmen, the executive must be a

co-ordinating and integrating influ-

ence in the Society.

Prof. J. A. Roy, guest speaker,

gave a humorous address on "Pro-

fessors I Have Known." He gave

a series of word pictures of pro-

fessors he knew at the University

of St, .'VndrcwV, the University of

Edinburgh, the University of Ber-

lin, and Queen's in its earlier days.

"These men left a deep imprint

on their students. Are we profes-

sors doing as well today?" he asked.

Prof. J. A. Corry presented the

executive pins to Dean R. O. Earl,

James McQuarrie, Ai Shisko, Geoff

Bruce, Doug Gray, Donald Eraser,

Irvin Collins. Norman Brown, Mike

Lafratta, Herb Lawler, and Bob

Bowman,

Two types of athletic A's were

awarded by Doug Gray. Felt letters

for individual championships went

to Herbert Lawler. Geoff Bruce,

Harvey Bradley. James McQuar-

rie, Norman Brown, Norman Shaf-

fran. Donald Creaghan, Roger

Fiynn, Lloyd Woods. Jack Lush,

Andrew Kniewasjicr, Will Kenne-

dy, Ira Damsteeg, Bert Kraus.

Leonard Harper. Charles Fine, Dick

Rodden and Jim Southey. aiehillc

A's were awarded to John Rowley,

Ted White, Andrew Kniewasser,

Will Kennedy, Sam Golick, and

Glenn Clark.

A sing-song was conducted by

Gordon Robertson.

Illlllllliyillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|

LIVINGSTON'S |
75 - 79 Brock Street

NEW ARRIVALS |
IN SPRING

I

TOPCOATS
I

^^25.00 I

to*37.50 I
_ Others $45 to $55 g

I LIVINGSTON'S |
g 75-79 Brock St.

Dial 8354 p
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllll^^

Meds Elections

(Continued from page 1)

senior prosecuting attorney, Mac

Merrill; junior prosecuting attor

ney. Max Vechter; clerk, Mary

Gallagher: chief of police, Doug

Johnson; slieriff, Harry Hamil-

ton.

Mr. Cronk was president of his

year in third year, and vice-

president ot the society during

tiie past year. Since Christmas

he has been acting president of

the society in the absence of Ian

Shaw, who graduated in January.

Also last fall he was appointed by

the .\escu!apian Society executive

as chairman of the Blood Donors'

Campaign.

WHEN YOU BUY AT LAlDLAW'Si-

YOU'RE SURE OF THE QUALITY

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

— Quality Drygoods —
— Smart Ladies' Wear and Accessories —

— Men's Furnishings —

170 PRINCESS STREET

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

with

GAIL RUSSELL and DIANA LYNN

George Long

(Continued from page 1)

has been employed by the Royal

Canadian Air Force on speech

training.

The Engineering Society Execu-

tive feels that everyone in the _Sci-

ence Faculty will derive a great deal

nf benefit from Mr. Long's address

and extends an invitation to mem-

bers of the FIG and anyone cise

who may be interested.

"TRICOLOR" STAFF

No appointments for next

year's "Tricolor" staff have as yet

been made, The Journal learned

recently. Retiring editor-in-chicf

A. Garth Gunter, Arts '46. sub-

mitted a report on this year's

edition at the AMS executive

meeting Monday evening, hut

was unable to make any recom-

mendations for a new masthead.

Mr. Gunter revealed Tricolor

•45 had already gone to press, and

stated it would probably be ready

for distribution by the end of

next month.

Persons wishing to fill posi

tions on Tricolor '46 should con

tact Charles Hicks, permanent

secretary-treasurer of the AMS.

Details may be had from him.

WANTED TO BUY: Copies

of 1944 Tricolor. Will pay cost

price! Contact Janet Craig,

business manager. Tricolor 45,

C/o Queen's Post Office, or phone

20140 or 20164.

FOUND: Brownish Water-

man's pen. front of New Arts

building Monday. May be had

at journal office.

If you can't be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol with

the blood clinic NOW.

TfilCOLOR '45

There are only 50 copies of Tricolor '45 left

SALES DEHNITELY END

FRIDAY, IVURCH 23

GET YOURS NOW
from

Tech Supplies - Faculty Reps - Post Office

ABSOLUTELY NO COPIES

WILL BE SOLD

AFTER NEXT FRIDAY!
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ZAKOS BBOTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full lino of everything

good to cat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

DRIVE IN AN
INSUfiEDTAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232
Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
from tiie makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Diol 4346

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 3146

McGALL'S
SHOE REPAIHS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

•92 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario
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AMS a Failure?

. March 14.

Sir: We of Queen's have lost

one of the greatest rights ever

afforded any society, student or

otherwise—tlie right to govern
ourselves in our own interests,

through our own elected repre-

sentatives. At Queen's, student

government, once a powerful, re-

spected and popular institution,

has become slowly, steadily, and
unnecessarily an organization of

whicli little is known, and whose
activity has diminished consider-

ably,

This is largely a consequence

of the failure of senior years to

support student government and

to pass on this student govern-

ment to those who have come
after.

The events of the past week
have displayed the inability of

the faculty and Alma Mater

societies to meet the problems

arising in the administration of

student affairs in the university.

The peaceful settlement proposed

by the Alma Mater Society on

Sunday, confirmed and accepted

by the three faculty societies, was
rejected by the students them-

selves. By refusing to accept this

agreement reached by our repre-

sentatives whom we elected to the

faculty and y^lma Mater societies,

we have failed in the great re-

sponsibility of student govern-

ment.

Whether we can redeem this

loss or lose it forever is a chal-

lenge to those who return next

year. Those before us have failed ;

let the task be ours.

G. F. BRUCE.

Toronto Against
Lower Voting Age
TORONTO — (CUP) — In a

poll taken recently at the Univer-

sity of Toronto, a majority of stu-

dents were not in favour of lower-

ing the voting age to 18.

In , reply to the question

Should IS-year-olds be allowed

to vote in federal and provincial

elections?" 58.8 percent voted the

negative.

Giving a reason for not favor-

w lowering the voting age, an

ex-serviceman declared that most

i 8-year-oIds have no political

training except for high school

history.

The opinion of a man who
voted in the affirmative was that

most of the population was not

apable of voting correctly any-

way, and that if 18-year-olds were

given the chance to vote they

would become politically con-

scious and woukl take the oppor-

tunity to discuss and read political

problems.

Vets' Courses

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK'S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Ejtcelelnt Service

133 PrincesB St Opp. Kreago'*

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
Btore 60M, Rm- 6414, GreenhouM SZ41

(Continued from page 1)

Commerce 63, Mathematics 2. Phy-

sics 2, Chemistry 2, Geologj' 1 and

Philosophy 1. It may be possible

to connect the veterans' course with

the Summer School in such a wzy
that the veterans would have access

to a wider selection of classes.

Though enrolled students are

veterans of all three services, the

majority is from the air force. Many
of them have seen service overseas

several in France, and at least

one in Italy.

\ number of the students have

lad a preparatory year in Arts and

are now enrolling in Science. Oth-

ers are now in Toronto, taking re^

fresher courses at the Rehabilita-

tion Centre.

Most of the students are to be

reimbursed for tuition by the De-

partment of Veterans' Affairs.

The staff of the veterans' course

will be composed chiefly of mem-
bers of the regular Queen's teach-

ng staff. Miss Royce said that ar-

rangements in this connection have

not yet beeen completed.

Tliere are three women veterans

enrolled for the course. All of them

will take classes jn Arts.

Several of tlie returned men are

married.

GOURDIERS
rues

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

Dr. Scriver

(Continued on page 4)

sewing, the speaker advocated

education in home-making in sec-

ondary schools and courses at

iversity which will provide a

background knowledge for deal-

ing with problems which might

arise.

Most of the audience, said Dr.

Scriver, would be connected with

children after graduation, either

as mothers or as teachers. The

girls would have a responsibility

towards the youngsters with

whom they came in contact.

Those who do not associate

directly with children will still

carry an obligation to gain

knowledge about children's prob-

lems. They will have a duty to

the community to keep informed

about the making of laws which

will provide a reasonably good

environment in which children

may grow up.

Dr. Scriver was thanked by

Nancy Lewis, newly-elected vice-

president of Levana.

And it came to |)ass in the city

of Queen? that the warriors were

being reviled from all quarters. The

tale of the war on the morn of

Mon was inscribed, with many er-

rors and false implications, on the

walls of the Cave of \Vhig. to the

East; and on the walls in the lower

reaches of Cave of Studenzunion

to the North. Tlicy were reviled

by the lowly men of Eart, from the

South; and by the Lemons of Le-

phanta, from the West, who do try

to blacklist the men of Scienz.

So the scribes sought interview

with Maid' Marion, who said.

(Quote), Oh my warriors, ignore

the wild accusations and rash rav-

ings of the Rag of Whig, for train-

ed scribes did make grave mistakes.

And various scribes, who do labour

on tlie eves of Sun and Woden, not

being tribesmen, forsooth, were

biased in their views! Fret not over

boycott instigated by the Maids

from the Cave of the Flickering

Lights, for are not nine out of ten

women beautiful and the tenth one

is within the walls of the Land of

Queenz! (Unquote)

(And 'tis rumoured that tiie Le-

mons do erect outdoor Convenience

behind their cave to avoid the use

of Engineer-constructed plumbing

facilities.)

And on the eve of Woden, some

of the warriors did foregather at

Cave of Berry, for quiet evening

of conversation and puff at weed.

And even now conies word of fur-

ther similar doings on the eve of

Saturn liy the men of Mine and

Metal lurg.

And In, (plug) r the men of Four-

seven do obtain date with Lemons

and others for Year Partee, for it

is said that Jim the Cardiod does

plan mighty evening ( for the rest

of the people there, too) (unplug).

.A.nd even now the sands run out,

and word comes by instrument of

Bell that the Lemons did expect

invasion of the Give, and did pre-

pare for the event by opening win-

dows looking on exit of fire. But

the warriorz are too busy for such

trivial things, and the scribes are

off to bed, being happy in bachelor's

paradise, the City of Queenz.

CO-OP ENTERTAINS
COMING MEMBERS

Bach Passion

The members of Science' '-14 Co-

operative, the co-operative student

residence on the campus, entertained

the men applicants for membership

at a Smoker on Wednesday even-

ing. The affair was held at Berry

House, one of the co-operative re-

idences, and later at Collins House

here refreshments were served.

All fifty participants seemed to en-

oy the evening considerably. The

hosts expressed satisfaction at the

venture and at the gratifying fel-

lowship among students of all facul-

ties.

The Co-op has two residences for

men students and Boucher House

being opened for women in the

fall.

(Continued from page 1)

Morphy. .^rts '43, Walter Hen-

son. Arts '47. Dr. H. L. Tracy,

Car! Amberg, Arts '46, and Betty

Boorman.

The reflective arias will be

sung by Mary Gilmour and Rob

ert Ashcroft, Arts '36; the part

of the narrator by Bruce Attridge,

Arts '45; and that of the Christus

by Ewart Prince, Arts '47. The

service will be in charge of the

rector. Rev. J. D. Mackenzie

Naughton, DD, and the music

will be conducted by Harolde

Kitney, Arts '45, who has been

organist and choirmaster at the

hurch since coming to Queen's

—E.A.P.

Blonde Waitress: "I have stewed

kidneys, boiled tongue, fried liver

and pig's feet."

Student: "Don't tell me your

troubles, sister. Gimme a roast bif

sanrich."

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

MODERN PLEA

Although this strapless gown
new,

I ask no heavy boon of you . , .

I ask of you no flowers to wear

At my waist or in my hair . . .

And though 'twill touch the pave

ment slab

I ask of you no taxicab . .

One think I ask . . . it's not ap-

palling,

lust tell me if you see it

FALLING.
—Exchange

She

She learned to love;

She learned to hate;

She learned a Ford

Would carry eight.

She learned to smoke ;

She learned to tell

Wood alcohol

By taste or smell.

She learned to coax

;

She learned to tease

;

She learned new ways

Of cooking cheese.

She learned to neck

And break a date

She's ready now
'To graduate.

Cruel Man

Why were there so few girl

athletes in the gay 90's?"

They were all bustle-bound.

UBC Ex-servicemen
Are Reorganizing

VANCOUVER— (CUP) —At
the University of British Colum-

bia the Canadian University Re-

turned Men's Association has

been disbanded. It is to be re-

organized as a branch of the

Canadian Legion. This will be

the first of this particular branch

of the Legion on a univesity

campus in Canada.

The branch was formed with

the approval of President Mac-

Kenzie, and the position of hon-

orary president 'will be offered to

him.

Members of CURMA who in-

vestigated and recommended the

formation of the Legion branch

received the unanimous approval

of CURMA members.

Teacjier: "If a number of cattle

is called a herd, and sheep are in

flocks, what would a number of

camels be called?"

Pet: "A carton."—The Sheaf.

Archie: "I'm a bank examiner.

Salty: "Well. I'm no bank."

—The Sheaf.

Tricolor '45

(Continued from page 1)

"When is the Tricolor coining out?"

-Don't ask the editor. He says, "We
gave it to the printer two weeks
ago." Don't ask the printer. He
says. "The engraver still has the

picturesi" But the engraver is work-

ing on the Victory Loan, so . . . ??

Seriously, the printer states there

is little hope of the yearbook cir-

culating on the campus before Ap-
ril 19th, but every possible effort

is being made to distribute it before

the students leave Queen's for the

sinnmer.

BERT SMITH
BARBER SHOP

Dial 8097 347 Princess St

"A Typed Essay Looks Neater

"

GALL 8193
W. J. WISKIN

For75yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE
to

Canadians

in all

walks of iife

Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
^ iBai^^BI OF CANADA H^^^M

Established 1869

Heod Office Woterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Jloughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. |. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy

E. Leadbeoter

No place like home . . . Have a Coca-Cola

let's have a swing session at our house

A good way to put Welcome on the mat at your house is to have

ice-cold Coca-Cola in the refrigerator. Have a Coke just naturaUy

means Be one ojourgang or You're like one ojlhejamily. Whenever

young folks meet for a song fest, chio fest or swing session,

ice-cold Coca-Cola is their chosen symbol of companionship

and refreshioR fun.

The Coca-Cola Company of Canada, Limited, Kingston
Soi'b liiQii ihe quililT pioducr of

The Cm-CoU Conipiny of Cwudi.
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Advance
Spring

Styles

What the

Well Dressed

Man WUl Wear!

TOPCOATS
A stepping-stone into Spring,

one of our smart new topcoats.

They're tailored of imported

English and Scotch woollens

(or extra wearability to give

'you maximum service , . .

they're the latest in style and

the finest in quality— moder-

ately priced. Drop in tomor-

row and choose your topcoat

from our large stock.

Popularity-Proven

WARDROBE

for Spring

SUITS
A Tweddell suit has a place in your Spring wardrobe. They

feature only the best of imported fabrics—and the tailoring

gives extra attention to the details that make the difference

between a run-of-the-mill suit and a Tweddell quality suit

at moderate prices. Come in and see our grand selection.

FURNISHINGS
To complement that new Spring Suit and Topcoat— you need

good-looking furnishings. We have just what you're looMng

for— including the largest selection of famous STETSON

HATS in the city among the many items of Men's Wear.

ALL MODERATELY PRICED

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
STORE OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.

137-139 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 6595

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES
RKASONAaUl PRICED

282 Princess Street
Phone 6733

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf SupSfes; Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cush.ons.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

^TEICHHICAU SUPPI-IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

STUDENTS' STYLE CENTRE

Agents for Dock's Shoes

SPORTS

TtitCAMDU§ irCKFLIGHT
OORD MACK

The job of writinB a sports column when there's been no sports is

goinn to be good training for writing exama the same way. - The local sports

scene has been on the drab side durinB the past week, with more interest

in the return of the aUy season among the pre-KCVI athletes than in the

Union bridge games. Campus exercise has been mostly confined to hitting

the books, with more of same resolved even if the tennis courts do dry off.

Before the season of '44-'45 is written off in the books, though, there

are two items left on the agenda. The more distant event is the Colour

Night and the presentation of the athletic awards, about which we hope to

have a complete story by next issue. This Monday, however, is the last

meeriog of the Intramural Athletic Coramiasion for the year.

Few people on the campus realize the scope of the intramural athletic

director's responsibilities. This year Bill Lemmon rcvolutioiuzed the scoring

system completely by such innovations as awarding points in proportion to

the number in the year, and restricting entries in individual events, with the

result that this year's race was the fairest in the trophy's history. The

records show that irv 43-'44. Sc. '4S finished over 8,000 points behind Meds '48

in the final tabulations, while winning nine of the eleven events and being

runner-up in one of the remaining two. This year the Engineering juniors

took the trophy as an offering to their Maid Marion after capturing only

two championships (skiing, and the boxing and wrestling assault) and

chasing home the winner five times.

Next year vrill undoubtedly see further changes. New sports are likely

to be added to the programme. Likely candidates for Hews Trophy consid-

eration are soccer, which made an auspicious beginrung this year, water-

polo, and possibly volleyball and badminton it gynmasium times can be

arranged.

Other changes mil likely invlove nunor alterations of the scoring system.

From this year's experience, a cUssification of the sports into groups

depending upon the amount of practice required to participate and energy

consumed during competition would seem desirable. For instance, less

practice and conditioning are needed to play two games out of three in

ping-pong than two sets out of three in tennis, and points should be awarded

accordingly. Similarly, if volleybaU were included in the Bews programme

next fall, less practice and conditioning again would be needed than for a

game of hockey or water-polo.

Another change which might be considered next year with the aim of

increasuiR student interest, would be to enter either two or three teams from

each of the Science years. This year a Medical team, or upper-year Arts

team, never beat a Science team in any one of softbaD, baskelbaU or hockey.

The closest they came was the 3-3 tie between Meds 'SO and Sc. '47 in the

hockey schedule. Whereas a Medical or upper-year Arts team may have a

few outstanding stars, they lack the manpower reserves to plug the weak

spots in their line-ups. Thus in the hockey, Meds '50 featured a strong

first line and net-tender, but their second line and defence were not up to

Science year sUndards; and simflarly Meds '49 were strong up front, but

shaky from the blue-line back. These illustrations are poor because of the

fact that the plan is probably not feasible tor hockey because of rink accomo-

dations; but it could be adopted for any of the gymnasium, or pool, sports.

Its advantages would be increased participation among the Science students,

and also, although it would deprive Science of their championships, it would

make possible close races for playoff positions, etc., which would instill

interest in more tiian one faculty for a change. Not since Meds '44 won

the intramural basketball championship in '43 has a medical year captured

an intramural tiUe. and prior to tiie Arts '48 cage championship, the last

Arts intramural triumph was when Arts '45 (thafs not a misprint) won the

Softball in their freshman year. Interfaculty competition is of course

different, because, as the numbers increase from 40 to 200. the possibUities

of finding eight or ten fellows who can find their way around a hockey

cushion or basketball court without a seeing-eye dog are increased to the

possibUity where they can snatch the odd victory away from the best that

Science can offer.

EYES
Sight is without doubt the most

highly prized of the senses, and

few of us would choose blindness

as an affliction; but much eye-

wash is spoken and written about

these precious organs.

No novel is complete without

description of the various expres-

sions that flash from the hero's

eye, and poetry has been perpe-

trated many times with no more

excuse than the light that lies

(usually) ill a woman's eyes. As
a matter of fact, the human eye

is no more expressive tlian that

of a fish.

Emotions may be betrayed by

motions of the lids, brows, or

other periorbital structures, but

the organ itself remains un-

changed. A permanently sinister

expression may of course result

from an appropriate degree of

squint, and a minor palperbral

ptosis may add a whimsical air,

but these are not expressions, and

may be quite at variance with the

mood of the subject.

The colours of the iris are

pleasantly varied, a fortunate

provision which saves the eye

from a completely dead and flat

appearance. Hitler's beloved

Nordics commonly have blue

eyes; that is, have no pigment at

all in the iris. Brown eyes are

the most deeply pigmented, and

black eyes are a novelist's myth.

Black orbits, of course, appear

frequently and fade gradually, to

the sound of subdued applause

The come-hither sweep is an

example of idea-transference by

pointing or beckoning motions of

the eye. an abuse of a delicately

adjusted mechanism. The seduc-

tive roll has been observed in

nianv animals. Sheep's eyes are

proverbial, of course. Snake-eyes,

on the other band, are immutably

fixed in the bones and their im-

PLAID MUFFS APPEAR
ON EARS OF CO-EDS

A Be-Kind-to-Your-Ears Society

has been fonned on the campus,

with membership restricted to 13

faitliful co-etls. The badge of mem-

bership is a pair of brightly-

coloured plaid ear-muffs.

The society's motto is "Be non-

chalant, wear an ear-muff," with

initiation consisting of the fortitude

to bear up under a barrage of cur

ions, amused or tolerant glances.

The club's first social event Was

a hike through the campus and an

extended tour down Princess street.

(From The Journal of

January 29. 19S5)

(to man fishing) : .^i

placable upward stare blasts the

hopes of the foolhardy.

The extreme of ocular mobility

is found in those characters who
are able to cast their eyes over

the situation. Until the method

of retrieving the tossed organ is

also published, this exercise is

not recommended to the general

public. An inexperienced sports-

man might retain his first cast for

all time.

A hact^ieyed expression de-

scribes the feat of seeing eye-to-

eye as credible. Experiment has

shown that eye-to-eye people can

see nothing, and must obtain

impressions through tactile sen-

sation only. There is also the

fallacious dry eye, which is never

found in the house. Nobody ex-

cept the enthusiastic anatomist

ever saw a dry eye inside or out-

side of a house. It would be a

ghastly sight.

Eyes may at times be of dif-

ferent sizes and colours in the

same individual, but usually they

are twins between which exist a

strong bond of sympathy. When
one is injured the other will often

pine and die in sympathy with it,

and only complete removal of the

injured organ will permit the

survivor to forget and continue

its function.

For discussion of Che science of

optics and the pathology of the

visual structures, readers are re-

ferred to the textbooks. Study

of these should be profitable to

a people so evidently thoughtless

as to wish each other

your eye."

'mud in

"Welt, I guess I might as well

put the motion before the house,"

said the chorus girl as she

danced on to the stage.

—The Sheaf.

Tight

luck?

Man: No.

Tight : Try shuin of this on your

bait.

Man pours bottle over worm on

hook and lowers it into the water.

Soon 3 great splashing i> heard, and

the line is jerked up. The worm

has 3 strangle-hold on a catfish and

is punching him in the eye with his

tail.—Purple Parrot.

Drunk Excels Human Fiy

A human fly was demonstrating

his skill before an admiring throng.

As he reached the third storey a

drunk started to follow him. The

human fly turned around and said

:

"Yon can't come up here." "Can

go anywhere you can." was the

somewhat defiant reply of the toper.

Steadily the fly scaled the sky-

scraper, his friend following. When

he reached the roof he repeated his

command to the inebriate and start-

ed to climb the flag pole. But our

friend was made of sterner shiff

and steadily followed.

When the fly reached the top of

the pole he said conclusively, "Well,

I do leave you here," and opening

up a parachute hopped off. A sec

ond later the damk passed him

travelling fifty per. and as he went

by, sneered, "Sissy."

Prof : Didn't you have a sister m
this course last year?

Stud. : No sir, it was I. I'm tak-

ing it over again.

Prof :
Extraordinary resemblance

though, extraordinary.

"Do you suffer from heat in

the summer?"

Yes. indeed ; more than in any

other season."

—The Sheaf.

Of course, there's the canni-

bal's daughter who likes her boy

friends best when they're stewed.

—The Sheaf.

"Shay, y'know wot time it ish?"

•Yeah."

"Thanksh."
—The Sheaf.

Courtship makes a man spoon,

and matrimony makes him fork

over.
—The Sheaf.

ANOTHER LANGUAGE
IS A LIFETIME ASSET

In any profession, the abiUty to speak another language f'dtipU^

^our opi^rtunitie. You are at home everywhere, you c^ go where

you pl^se, where advancement is rap;d and tncome h-gher.

1 u- Spanish Portuguese Russian

SPEAK 4nch Itation Cemion

Quickly, EasUy, Correctly

In your spare

or any of 23 other Languages

by LINCUAPHONE Eor-Eye METHOD

time at home, you ISO (orcmost university liaguisis

made Linguaphone Courses aston-

ishingly simple, easy and practical.

Linguaphone is used by more

than 14,000 schools and colleges

and by a million hsine-study stu-

dents; endorsed by world-famous

persoiialilies such as George Ber-

nard Shaw. Sinclair Lewis, H. G.

Wells and many other.

hear [he recorded voices of native

teachers speaking lo you slowly

and clearly with perfect pronun-

ciation and accent. Your eyes

follow the text and illustrations.

Before you arc actually aware,

you arc conversing in the language

of your choice.

Write (or Phone) for FREE Descriptive LUerature

(or Call in for a Demonstration)

LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE OF CANADA
AffiUated with Linguaphone, London, EngUnd

906 St. Alexander Street, Montreal ^^P*' '

\
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Kingston's OM«t

Ettoblsihed Shoe Stori

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9755

W« carry a complete range in

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

alio—
Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Patronize Our Advertisers

STUDENTS!
At the first sign of Eye Trouble

Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
optometrist and Optician

Darling's Barber Shop
Where AU Students Go

The most Tjp-to-datc 3-chair shop in

the city

Beauty Parlor in Connection

0pp. Collegiate

115 Alfred St. Phone 4850

LEVANA
NOTES

BY MARY VALLENTYNE

CENTRE TAXI
DIAL SOOO
Comer University and William

"Our studies start with March."

7ve vcntfcd.

By thoughts of April kinda cowed.

Yet sfill luc find they're somewhat

short if

Not abortive.

Just one more issue of The Jour-

nal left after this one. Somebody

asked us the other day why in the

final issue of The Journal each year

all the editors and sub-editors and

anybody else who had a chance to

say anything; in print wound up

their columns with a reference to

the number 30.

When you start off as a sub re-

porter on The Journal they shove

some coarse-looking paper and a

badly scribbled article at you and

tell you to give with a rewrite job.

fTbts is the lowest form of Jour-

nal life and involves re-hashing

5oniebody else's dull story on a

speaker nobody is interested in —
especially you.)

You begin, of course, by deci-

phering the scrawl of the guy who
wrote it. (Generally he's a club

president and he's not going to like

the liberties you take with liis liter-

ary masterpiece.) After you can

read half the words and make fair

guesses at the other half, you start

slashing out all "editorial com-

ment" (a capital sin) which includes

everything but place, time, event.

Then with the help of the news edi-

tor, who insists on taking a hand

at this point, you start in on your

"lead sentence" (very important)

and list all the facts of the story

—

writing "more" at the bottom of

evepi' page until you come , to the

end and then writing "30." So now
we're around to what we started to

talk about — "30."

Why "30"

Maybe you ask, "Why especially

30 at the end?"—like the person

who asked us the other day what

it meant. We asked. But we still

don't know. We never found out

. . . It's a sort of revered custom,

and you get so into the habit of it

that when you're sleepy and it's late

at night you find yourself dashing

it off at the end of your essays once

in a wliile ... So 30 is a journalese

for "The End"—maybe there was

a reason for and a story behind it

once, but we haven't run across

them yet. (And it doesn't mean

that this is the thirtieth and la-st

i-^sue of The Journal either, because

there are forty.)

Welcome to

all Students

and Members

of the Faculty

•

When in need of

DRUGS
Shop at

AUSTIN'S Drug Store

100 PRINCKSS STRBBT

Levana Activities

Levana activities officially came

to an end on Wednesday night with

the final Levana Society meeting

for the year. The members of the

newly elected executive were for-

mally gowned by the old; and Muf-

fy Hibliert presided over the last

half of the meeting as Levana's

new president. We wish the best

of success to the new crowd and

we congratulate the retiring presi-

dent. Doric Mills, and her executive,

on having done a fine job. Tlie 19-44-

45 executive has made some pretty

popular innovations by way of the

Ban Righ open house, the holding

of the formal in Grant Hall, and

the addition of coke bars, ping-pong

and bridge to Ban Righ's entertain-

ment. Tt has added, as well as lived

up, to Levana traditions.

By way of straight news, we
haven't much for you. (That'swhy
we've been beating around the bush

up to this point.) The House Coun-

cil for next year, elected last week

in Ban Righ. nins as folloxvs: presii

dent, Maureen Armstrong; vicc-

pre^idcni, Kay Macdonald; secre-

tary, Shelagh. FislKr; treasurer,

Joan Bronskill ; *_ - "

Aad^-Ba-Xiibtwatuiouiieea ^baJi^tbh.

Answering Sadie

(From The Georgian)

How often haven't you heard a

girl or girls remark: "I dislike

any person who has a 'line' and

especially those who really make
use of it." How they do detest

and abhor finding out this truth.

It hurts the very pride of their

existence.

The girl of today wishes to be

modest in her appearance, dreams

of being "the" girl of her com-

munity, and if ambitious enough

will have more sparkling and fan-

tastic aspirations. Living in an

incredibly advanced technological

age where any need may be filled

if desired, these feminine aspir-

ants take full advantage of this

fact. The result is that physicists

and psychologists are called in to

study and produce the most be-

coming and enhancing colour

combinations which satisfy and

delight the human eye. Chemists,

anatomists, dermatologists, and

hosts of other scientific students

are brought in to satisfy this

youthful desire.

The shrewd industrial and

commercial giants, realizing the

value of this potential field, play

on and exploit these hopeful

aspirants by the most skilled and

scientific advertisements and

other more subtle forms of propa-

ganda. This has gone on at such

a rate that it is these propagan-

dists who more or less dictate to

the modern girl just what her

desires are to be. This is accom-

plished by control of such agen-

cies as the movie, radio, cheap

periodicals, and publications

which play on the emotions.

These themes enormously influ-

ence the average person today as

to dress, codes of manners and

even matters of romance ! For

example, don't commercial inter-

ests appreciate the role of movie

and radio stars as a fashioner of

taste, clothes, "make-up" and

other apparel.

Indeed die modern girl has at her

disposal enormous potential wealth

of resources to satisfy any of her

fantastic illusions. Her entire ap-

pearance may be changed at her

command with scientific accuracy.

So flexible and easily obtained can

this be accomplished that no hesi-

tant time is lost in doing it. As a

matter of fact it has become a stan-

dard fashion of our society.

This ease and effect with which

a girl may change her appearance,

has now created another problem.

True, she may produce a physical

change—but is it possible for her

to adopt a new personality, such as

to be conductive to this new and

temporarj' adoption ? Sadly enough,

not being material in its composi-

tion, she cannot view it with the

critical eye like the rest of her or-

nate splendour. In the utmost effort

to please, a sensitive "personality

complex" arises. Just how does she

look in her objective's eyes? What
is its effect? To see all of these

and more raving thought, her mir

CO-ED
SPORTSBEEL

BY FEROIE WATERS

With the social headlights being

rapidly dimmed and the cracking of

books resounding as new leaves are

being turned over, we auto mention

some moving subject so we'll di,s-

cuss cars — merely cars, we tire of

other things. Before the war. so-

ciety at large seemed seized with

automobiliousness and the going

thing was a car. Shapely, highly

polished chassis were observed

everywhere — usually propelled by

some driving force. Soft shoulders

and sharp curves became more than

a dressmaker's advertisement.

Enough said. We hub the next

weeks won't drive you to distrac-

tion.

Basketball

The Queen's seniors successfully

defended their title on Monday
night when they defeated the

Queen's Bl team 21-17. The scor-

ing was opened by^ Beryl Kelly of

the seniors but by quarter time they

held only a one basket lead. Erratic

shooting by the B team was the

main cause of their failure to over-

take the seniors who piled up a'

margin of 15-4 by half-time. Pres-

sure was then turned on by the B
team as they settled down and made

their shots count, gaining 9 points

in the third quarter to the seniors"

2. Both teams came out fighting

and play was rough as the senior

team held their lead until the final

whistle terminated the scoring at

21-17.

Swimming Meet

Results of the Intercollegiate

swimming meet placed Queen's in

third position in the contest which

received entries from universities all

across Canada. Varsity took first

place, followed by Saskatchewan

and McGill tied for second position.

Basketball Hneups: Queen's Sen-

iors: B. Kelly (4). B. Ganton (8).

F. Waters (7), E. Smith, A. Tra-

Ky (2), M. Davis, J. Stackhouse.

A. Sprague.

Queen's Bl : J. Fedorkow (4),

H. Stock (3). M. Whitmore (10),

S. Robinson. F. Goodspeed, B. Da-

vis, A. Brown.

A man with very thick glasses

tried to enlist.

"You haven't a chance with

those glasses," said the sergeant

in charge. The applicant took

off the glasses, claiming he didn't

need them.

"Whose picture is on this

wall?'' asked the sergeant.

"The king."

"Winston Churchill." replied

the would-be recruit. "I can also

see that one-eyed cat coming in

the door."

"That settles it." snorted the

sarge. "That cat isn't coming in.

He's going out
!"
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30 Years in BueincBS

usual French teas will be held to-

day and next Friday at 4:30 pm in

Macdonell House. The last tea

,

which will be more elaborate than

usual, will be held on the Saturday

after Easter — which- is April 7.

The inter-faculty feuding seems

to have hit Levana now — with

some of the freshettes on a "Boy-

cott Science" strike; and another

gang of them a bit cynical about the

Ixiycotters. who; they claim, -'^just

go out with Artsmen anyway."

PS : We got clipped by the

censor. The persons in question

take these things pretty seriously,

so we had to omit all references

to the you-know-what-by-whom-

and--wbere.

ror is the "susceptible line." the un-

dying appreciation and glamourous

portrayal of her beauty, as expressed

by these whom she tries so desper-

ately to impress. But this effect may

become so universal and commer-

cialii^ed that when the "line" has

been broken or discovered, many
a dire, hope may be violently shat-

tered! No wonder she may say: "I

dislike any person who has a 'line,'

and especially those who, make use

of it."

He: If you don't kiss me good

night, I'll go nul and get drunk;

She: Good night. Sleep tight.

—Western Gazette.
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Importance of Communications

Stressed by George L. Long

Engineering Society Hears
Address by Historian

Of Bell Telephone

Last Friday

ISS Campaign
Short of Mark

National Selective Service Rules

Still in Effect for Arts Faculty

"Tile three items dropped from

air transports to beleaj;uered troops

ai Bastogne were ammunition, me-

dical supplies, and rolls of telephone

wire," declared George L. hong.

liistorian of the Bell Telephone

Company of Canada, speaking on

'{"living Wings to -Words—Today

and Tomorrow," at a meeting of

the Engineering Society. Friday.

Not only are communications

among the most vital front line

needs," Mr. Long said; "they are

also among the greatest in quantity.

For an invading force of 250,000

me[i, 50,000 tons of equipment are

required for the initial landing

alone, and in the first 70 days of

fighting in France, the Americans

lost 83.000 miles of telephone wire.

'The co.st of radio-telephone and

radar equipment carried by 2,000

tiomhers is greater than the cost of

all broadcasting stations in the

I'nited States, aAd one battleship

may need eight separate battle an-

nouncing systems. 20 transmitter

stations, 355 loudspeakers. 1,250

telephone headsets, and 1,700 miles

){ electric wire and cable," the

speaker said.

The year's ISS campaign has

collected $1250. only $200 short of

its <ihji.i:tivc, which based on an

estimate uf §1 jiev student. This

total compares favourably with lEist

year's one of $700 and that of

1942-43 of $500.

Two raffle sales, one held each

term, netted ?252. the Aquacade

$500. Francis James' concert $100,

a tag day $62. a Drama Guild

"Stage Night" $28. and an opeTi

house $46. These sources of income

were supplemented by donations

from campus groups and members

of the staff amounting to approxi-.

niately $145. Fifteen dollars of this

amount was contributed by the Ban

Righ House Council and $13 by

the SCM, Contributions have been

promised bv the AMS. the IVCF,

and Hillel.

The campaign committee wishes

to thank ail those who have directly

or indirectly contributed to the suc-

cess of this campaign. The co-oper-

ation of the faculty represented by

Dean A. V. Douglas. Dr. J. Cole-

man. Dean S. Mclvin. .and Vice-

principal W. E. McNeill, has been

greatly appreciated by t!ie com-

mittee, which has been headed by

Boh Stewart. Science '45.

National Selective Service regu-

lations goveniing men students in

the Faculty of Arts are still in ef-

fect, T!ie Journal learned yesterday

from Registrar Jean I. Royce. "We
have had no word from the authori-

tipi about these pro\'isions," Miss

Royce said, "and they arc there-

fore considered to be still operative."

Under these regulations, every

male student in courses listed as

"non-essential" must stand "in the

upper half of all the students en-

rolled in the same academic year

of his course as determined by the

final examinations."

Courses considered "essential" by

the government are: medicine, den- mm T * , _ ITi^-jno
tistry. engineering or applied sd-^lYlClTlvyrG rV IflS

ence, architecture, agriculture, phar-

macy, forestry, education, com-

merce, and veterinary science; and

specialized courses in mathematics,

physics, chemistry, biology, or ge-

ology, or courses leading to these.

Alt other courses are held to be

"non-essential."

Co-eds are not covered by these

regulations ; but their marks are in-

cluded in the computations deter-

mining the upper- and lower-half

standings.

Presentation of Awards To Be

Feature of AMS Colour Night

New Journal Staff

Selected by AMS
Alan Gray Retains Position

As Editor-in-Chief

Veterans Offered

Grade 13 Courses

May Take Matriculation in

Summer Session

War Commtmications

Much of the sensational new

communications equipment on naval

vessels is used in sealed chambers

ihickly walled against gimfire and

r .1 ii - i,
, liHturbances. Air condi-

tiiiiiiuy makes these rooms endur-

rihle to tlie operators," he said.

Reviewing briefly examples of

the slowness of communications be-

fore electricity became a messenger,

Mr, Long pointed out the chief dif-

ference between this war and all

nihers was the ease and speed of

rommunicatioris.

Demonstrations were given of

Allied and Axis field telephones,

and of the microphones and re-

reivers now standard for all our

forces, to show that our equipment

was second to none.

A small metal bar floating in the

:iir showed the tremendous repuls-

ive force of magnetic materifils de-

COMMUNICATIONS
fCoiitinned on page 4")

Pipe Scholarship

Jack Mclntyre. Sc. '48, won the

Pipe Band Scholarship competition

and Walter Anderson. Sc. '47, and

Tom Hamilton, Sc. '48, won the

first and second Elder Trophies, re-

spectively, at the Queen's Band

piping competition Thursday night

in Convocation Hall.

Miss RJionda Davies, Levana

'47, and Miss Joan Slorance, Le-

vana '48, executed the Sword Dance

and Ihe Higliland Fling, accom

paiiied on the bagpipes by Pipe

M:i]or Colin H. R. BIyth.

Col. D. M. Jemmett acted as

chairman, and the judges of piping

Woman Graduate

Hits the News

A recent issue of "Toronto Sat-

urday' Night" carried an article on

the career of Miss Mary Rowland,

Arts '26, Com. '28, entitled "Name

in the News." The article said that

Miss Rowland is proof that equal

pay for i-qual work ;unong men and

women is not even a hope in Canada.

She "has done a responsible man's

job with the Bank of Canada since

ils inception but she still has no

title and probably never will have

certainly not one commensurate

with her ability. She now has

charge of all the affairs of over a

ihnnsand women employed by the

Bank of Canada. She is a credit

to lier sex in the business world."

Miss Rowkmd is one of Queen's

n-nst di^tll1gnished women gradu-

atus.

Alan D. Gray, Arts '46, was

named Journal editor-in-chief for

the 1945-46 season at a recent

Alma Mater Society executive

meeting. Mr. Gray held that

position during the past session,

Other masthead appointments

were: Dorothy Wilson, Arts '47.

make-up editor; Ken Bucking-

j

ham. Arts '47, business manager;.

H. G. Bialik, Arts '46. feature

editor; and Shiriey Jonhson, Arts

'48, Canadian University Press

editor.

Named provisionally to the

news desk were Edith Kent, Jim

Southey, and Ron Stevenson, all

Arts '43. Mary Smellie and

Peggy Harding', both Arts '48.

were selected assistant ,make-up

editors. Faculty editors have not

as yet been chosen.

Retiring masthead members in-

clude: Marj Rice. Arts '46. news

editor: Art Ross. Meds '48. make-

up editor: Mary Vallentyne. Arts

'46, Levana editor; and Herman

Walter. Science '45, science

editor.

The Journal hopes to create a

new position of staff photog-

rapher next season. This and

several other posts will be filled

eariy in the term.

Veterans will be able to take arts

courses at the Grade 13 level at the

special sessions to open here eariy

next month, Registrar Jean Royce

told Tlie Journal recently. These

will he in addition to Ibe courses

already announced.

The move was decided upon at

[a meeting of the Faculty of Arts

.st weekend. Subjects to be of-

fered are English, mathematics,

physics, and chemistry. Student^

taking these vvill be pennitted to

enrol in first-year engineering, me-

dicine, and arts — next September,

Courses previously decided upon

are -in first-year arts, commerce,

and applied science. Registration

will he .^pril 7, and the session will

run from April 9 till September

22. with a one-week holiday June

27-July 3.

At least 70 veterans have regis-

tered for this special session, in-

cluding 30 in arts and 40 in applied

science. The total is expected to

exceed 90.

vere Col. G. S. Melvin, Dr. James

Miller, and Pipe-Major Eraser.

The Pii>e Bam! Scholarship, won

bv Mr, Mclntyre is a University

scholarship open to pipers who can

pl.ay before coming to Queen's, and

the Elder trophies, donated by J.

F. Elder, Kingston businessman,

are ^^^iven for pipers who learned

10 play at Queen's, at the Queen's

School of Piping, the only student

organization of its kind on this con-

tinent,

Invite Inspection

Of Electrical Lab

Left Hand Corner

SHARBOT LAKE. Feb, 29 —
f By Bicycle)—The peace and quiet

f'f this old scat of learnUig was

rudely shattered this afternoon by

a series of violent shenanigans in-

volving 5,000 members of the Shar-

bot Lake Loc;d. No. 7,001 of the

National Furnace Cleaners Union,

and five (5) members of the Inter-

national Union of Mudslingers and

Daubers, Ink.

The latest shenanigans occurred

in the alley behind O'Toole's livery

.stable. In the fracas serious^ in-

juries were sustained by the tail of

the O'TooIe cat which was ren-

dered twitchless.

Tlie outbreak is reported to have

been the aftermath of a pinball

contest on the machine in lym's

^arret in which the Daubers out-

pointed the Cleaners. After this

victory it is allegc<i that the Daub-

er-s in an unusually sportsmanlike

mood declined to distribute free ad-

vertising on behalf of the Cleaners.

As a result a boldly lettered sign

.ippeared "Got your Furnace Clean-

ed Now; Don'l get caught in a

Draft."

The exact details of the fraais

arc blurred, but it is known to have

occurred in the midst of driving

sandstorm. This is substantiated by

LEFT HAND CORNER

(Continued on page 4)

Graduate of '98

Retires at Seventy

Dr. Walter H. Jaquith, Meds '98,

wbo was consultuig medical direc-

tor of Columbus Mutual Life In-

surance Company, retired on De-

cember' 31, at the age of seventy.

Upon gradtiating from Queen's,

Dr. laquith established a private

practice in Chicago, Illinois. Short-

Iv afterwards he became medical

inspector and examiner for the

Prudential Insurance Company. Dr.

laquith was, at the same time, a

member of the staff of the Post-

graduate Medical School of the

University of Chicago. In 1905 he

jouied the home office medical staff

of the Prudential Company at New-

ark, New Jersey. Resigning his

position as medical director in 1920,

he accepted the post of vice-presi-

dent and medical director of the

GRADUATE RETIRES

(Contirtued on page 4)

Hold Final Meeting

For Sciencemen

The Engineering Society will

bold its annual meeting in Con-

vocation Hall tomorrow after-

noon at 4:30.

The purpose of this meeting i=

to review the accomplishments of

the past year and present the

auditors' financial reports of the

Engineering Society and the

Science Formal committee. In

addition the new executive will

formally take over the reins ol

government from the graduating

vear.

It is hoped that many will

ittend this meeting.

Something: imique in the annals

of Queen's is to be instituted tlu's

commg Saturday, when ail mem-

bers of the Arts Faculty {and

therefore Levana) are invited to

Fleming Hall, with guaranteed

safe conduct, to see for them-

selves what goes on in an electri-

cal engineering lab.

It has been long felt that some

gesture of this nature should he

made to give members of other

faculties an idea of the type of

experiments carried on by the

engineers.

On Saturday the third-year

Electrtcals will be carrying out a

series of experiments on the

many machines in the lab. A

staff of exjierts will be on hand

to conduct onlookers through lab,

The lab. which is in the base-

ment of Fleming Hall, will be

open to visitors any lime between

10 am and 1 pui

Retiring AMS Executive,

Athletes, 'Tricolor' Staff

To Be Recipients

Friday Evening

Awards will be presented to

retiring members of the AMS
executive, to outstanding Queen's

athletes, and to members of the

staff of 'Tricolor '45", at the

AMS Colour Night, to be held

in Ban Righ Common Room,

Friday, March 23, at 7:30 pmj

Cups, crests, and trophies will

be awarded to athletes of both

sexes. A number of the awards

'will be presented by Professor

Robertson, honorary president of

the AMS.
I It is e-xpected that Dr. J. W. D.

Cornett, past president oE the

AMS. will be present to officiate

as master of ceremonies.

Refreshments will I'e served.

Included in the awards are the

Bews Trophy, awarded to Science

46; the RAF Basketball Cop, to

Archie Campbell. Sc. '45; the

Royal Todd Trophy far rugby, to

Andy Kniewasser, Arts '48; and

the Senator Powell Trophy for

liockey. to George Elliott, Sc. "45.

Irene .Carss, Arts .'45, will re-

ceive tlif LAB of C cup. awarded

to the individual champion of the

>ear. Beryl Kelly, Arts '45. as

captain ol" the Queen's team, will

be presented with the City Bas-

ketball League Cup. Marion

Whitmore. Arts '48, will receive

the tennis champion cup, and

Ethel Moncrief, Arts '48, the cup

for the interyear relay team

championship.

Other awards are':

LAB of C Crests

M. Whitmore. J.
Coyles, B.

Ganton. R. Kinsella. E. Moncrief,

A. Brown, M. Howson, M. Htb-

liert, E, M. Davidson, S. Coon,

S. Orr, H. Cobb. S. Fiulayson,

M. Davis. B. Davis, N. Lewis.

F. Waters. R, Lucas, S. Robin-

son, E. Plunkett. IC Justus, A.

Sprague, B. Carty, M. Davis, J-

Watson. }. Currey.

Wartime Q's

Football-D. Moreton, E. Nel-

son, A. Campbell. L. Bigham, K.

MacDonald. J.
Sutherland. R.

Wilson. C, Moro, M. Gauvm.

J T. Morgan.. M. Pritchard, J.

COLOUR NIGHT

(Con'inned on page 3)

AMS Annual Meeting

The annual meeting of the Alma

Mater Societv will he held in Con-

vocation Hali, Tuesday, March 27.

Several comments have been made

on the lack of a strong student gov-

ernment, so everyone is urged to

turn out to this meeting, the last of

the year. The time of the meeting

will be posted on notice boards

about the campus.

As this is the last issue of The

Journal for the year, the editor

has asked me to add a partmg

word, ,

First, to The Journal and its

staff I would give a word of

appreciation. There has been

strong leadership in the editorials

and good news reporting through-

out the year. Some day it may

he possible to incorporate mto

The Tournal much of the kind of

writing that the "Queen's Com-

mentator" has provided. That

would present a fuller picture of

all the interests of the students.

Meanwhile we are grateful for

the additional contribution that

bas been made through this

source.

Second, to the executive of the

Alma Mater ?ociety. Your rep-

resentatives have shown wisdom

and good iudtCU.L-nt in iheir hea%'y-

responsibihnc.. Particularly m a

somewhat di.iicult situation m

recent weeks they have displayed

statesmanship. There is no better

training for the demands of hfe

than in the carr\'ing out of the

rcspoTi ,;ilulities of government,

without ft'ar or favour.

And lastly, to your readers, the

students olQueens. You are part

PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE

(Continued on page 3)
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As Always— *30'

Journalists have a language all their own. To the outsider

it is gibberish; but to the newspaperman it is plain common-
sense, without which journalism would be a more involved science

than it already is. One of the most frequently-used symbols in

this secondary language is the number "30". which, written at

the bottom of every story, indicates that the story is finished. In

more extended use, "30" applies to anything that has reached its

conclusion. It is natural, then, that we should head our last

editorial of the current session with this symbol.

Editorial-wTiting: at any time is difficult enough—but it is

even more so when the traditional "30" stage has been reached.
For at that point the writer is really at a loss for words. We shall

have to contents ourselves, therefore, with making this as "short
and sweet" as possible.

The past publishing season, we believe, has been a successful
one. "We have committed errors, of course; but these have been
less numerous than might have been expected. We have been
pungently cognizant of the fact we cannot please all our readers
all the time

;
but we have done our best to make satisfaction with

The Joitrtial as universal as possible. We have striven to make
this paper one of which Queen's University can be proud; we hope
we have succeeded.

The appearance of the final Journal is always a sure sign
examinations are j'ust around the next corner : so it would not be
inappropriate if we were to wish our readers good hick. The
coming "ordeal" will be grim

;
but, with the exception of graduating

students and those in the "non-essential" courses, there is no
reason why anyone who is intelligent enough to enter college
should not secure sufficient marks to be able to return next fall.

With this bit of philosophizing—which was entirely unpre-
meditated—then, we take leave of the campus for the nonce. To
each of our readers we extend best wishes for whatever field of
endeavour he (or she) might enter in the future.

30

Official Notices

Robert Bruce Bursaries

The university has a small sum
in connection with the Robert

Bruce Bursaries to be given each

year to one or more students of

promising ability or straitened

circumstances in the third or later

year in any faculty. Until 1948

the award is to be given to stu-

dents of Scottish extraction.

Applications will be received until

September 1.

This bursary is awarded ;

nually to a student of promising
ability but straitened circum-

stances. The award is made on
the basis of the April exams.
-Applications will be received by
the registrar until April 1.

PRESCMXINC

Deathless Drama, or An "I" for an "A'
BV VESSEt. COWARD

Scene I

Ethelinda: Unhand me, you hound!

Fido (chopping off her hands): Arf,

Ethelinda: Oh. you're impossible.

(Fido, realizing the validity of this statement, ceases to exist.)

arf.

Scene II

Osric (after Hamlet throws snowbal

a very palpable hit.

at his top-hat) : A hit,

Scene III

Piastro (after amputating his arms accidentally when brushing

up against Pietro's hatchet face) : You have a very disarming

countenance.

Pietro : That was an unkind cut.

Scene IV
Her: Do you really love me?
Hubert: It. it. it. it, it. it. it.

Say it over and over again.

—Manitoban.

Advice to Co-eds

Never slap a man who's chew-

ing tobacco.

Little Johnny with a grin

Drank up all of papa's gin;

Mama laughed to see him plas-

tered.

Said "Get to bed. you little

—

darling."

I love you terribly.

You certainly do.

Nurse : It's a boy, professor.

Prof: Ask him what he wants.

A man sat underneath a tn

He felt a raindrop fall.

He mopped his bald spot

derly

;

It wasn't rain at all.

The girl stood at the corner,

Her eyes were full of tears.

We asked her what was wrong;

she said,

"Well, I was out with an Engi-

neer tonight

And he thought he could drink

forty beers,"

Co-ed (sarcastically, to Arts-

man at same restaurant table)

:

"I hope you wont mind my eating

while you smoke."

Artsman: "Certainly not, so

long as I can hear the juke box."

Khaki University Memorial Fund

This fund is part' of the sum
left from the Khaki University

after the last war. which was
divided among Canadian univer-

sities.

The interest, amounting to

$240, wilt be used to award one
or more scholarships open to

undergraduate students in any
faculty. In awarding these schol-

arships the need as well as the

standings of the applicants will

be considered and preference will

be given to returned men or sons

or daughters of soldiers of the

first Great War. Applications

will be received by the registrar

until April 1.

B'nai B'rith, Kingston, Bursaries

Applications are invited for the

B'nai B'rith Kingston Bursaries

of a value of $50.00, awarded by
the B'nai B'rith Lodge of King-

ston,

Appiicalions for Fellowships

Interested students should
apply for fellowships by April 1.

The following fellowships will be
available : The Arts Research
Fellowships— one travelling fel-

lowship, $500; one resident fel-

lowship, $500; one resident fel-

lowship of smaller value ; the

Reuben Wells Leonard Fellow

sliip—four fellowships valued at

$500 each, open only to graduates
of Queen's University; J. B.

Tyrrell Scholarship in Economic
Geology

; Milton Hersey Fellow-

ship in Chemistry. $400; Inco
Scholarship; CIL Fellowship in

Chemistry and Chemical Engi-

neering. $750; George Macbeth
Milligan Fellowship in Philos-

ophy. $400; William Neish Fel-

lowship in Chemistry, $400; Sir

James Ailius Fellowship in Cana-
dian History, $400; Duncan Mc-
Arthur Memorial Fellowship in

History, $500; Western Ontario

Graduates in History, $320; Co-

minco Fellowship, $750.

MEDICAL DICTIONARY

Advertisement

Young man who gets paid on

Monday and is broke by Wednes-
day, would like to exchange small

loans with a young man who gets

paid on Wednesday and is broke

by Monday,

Toastmaster (introducing the

speaker) : "I am sure that Pro-

fessor Jones of the soil and fer-

tilizer department will give us a

pleasant half hour—he's full of

his subject."

CHEMICAL CAPERS

LOST : wine-coloured Water-
mans' pen with M. F. Crothers

outside. Finder please phone 6314.

Ahrasure—An article of female

underwear.

Artery—An old English sport

played with bow and arrow.

Aseptic—A person who does not

believe in anything.

Antiseptic—^The above person's

relation.

Caecum—From the French : cum
caecum sa.

Colon—City in Germany .

Cornea—What this article is.

Corpuscle—A non-commissioned

officer next in rank to a surgeon.

Cortex—Are You in the Know?
Goitre—A famous German poet

and philosopher.

Lumbar—Roughly dressed tim-

ber.

Lesion—A unit of the old Roman
army, or the French foreign lesion.

Molar — Composer, first name
Gustav.

Os — Oxford pronunciation of

donkey.

Pulmonary—Characteristic of ;

sleeping-car.

Sarcous—Big show with ele

phants, acrobats, etc.

Sacrum—Holy or hallowed.

Spatula—Wliere one has spitted.

Toxic—Loquacious.

Tissue—An exclamation used in

sneezing.

Villi—No I vont.

Bill, in search of something new.

Poured a pint of hydroflu

In his father's Oxford shoe;

Just to see what it would do.

As research work it wasn't bad,

But 'twas rather tough on Dad.

Johnnie in his careless glee

Mixed up I with NH3.
When the stuff was dry and thick

Johnnie hit it with a brick.

Johnnie's now in heaven, they

say

;

At least, he surely went that way.

Little Jane was happy when
She found a lump of KCN.
"Pa likes lots of sweets," said she,

So she put it in his tea.

(Strange how "died'-' and "sui-

cide"

Rhyme so well with "cyanide.")

James put Ag No. 3

In his Ma's perfumery.

Saying, "She'll be pleased, I hope,

With this fine expensive dope."

But when she used it, strange to

say.

She didn't feel a bit that way.

PROFS' JOKES RECALL
DEAD CIVILIZATIONS

One of the devices employed by

the professor to reduce the vulture-

like characteristic of his students is

the "joke." And we cannot help

admire the generous manner in

which university faculties give re-

fuge to the world's hoary, old,

superannuated gags, furnishing

them with an asylum as long as

they both shall live. Typical of

professional titter-patter is the co-

niferous, or evergreen variety of

joke. This species has life breathed

into it annually. Like a fine wine, it

improves with age. because the

civilization in which it was con-

ceived has gradually disintegrated,

and there is no possibility of its be-

ing recognized by any living person,

even assuming that any living per-

son would be broad-minded enough

to recognize it. The only pitfall

which the professor must avoid is

the instance of the joke in a lan-

guage which has become obsolete.

Thus a story that made Sopho-

cles roll in the aisles will fail com-

pletely today, because of the bar-

rier of the Greek language. A live-

wire professor can usually avoid

this mistake, however.

Tlie only other disad\'antage to

these perennial bloomers is the un-

pleasant case of the student who
repeats a course. Professors have

wiiicingly passed many a moron,

simply because they cannot bear to

have a student in the class who will

recognize the body when the shroud

is removed, and who will subse-

quently inform his colleagues that

the pedagogic gramophone needle

gets in the same crack at the same

time every year.

Dentist's Epitaph

View this grave with gravity

He's filling his last cavity.

Farmer's Dotter: How did it

happen you got home so late last

night?

Hired Girl: Oh! It was that

new horse of Bills—it kept stop-

ping. The dumb thing didn't

know the difference between

"whoa" and "oh."

Question : What are the gen-

ders?

Student: Masculine and femi-

nme. The masculine is divided

into temperate and intemperate,

and the feminine into frigid and
torrid.

pos-

A hamlet is an English dish

consisting of ham and eggs

cooked together.

A dragon fly passes through

all the stages of life from infancy

to adultery.

Some soldiers were looking at

the molten lava inside Mount
Vesuvius. An American re-

marked: "Looks hot as hell."

A British soldier mumbled
under his breath : "Gad, these

Americans have been every-

where."

Ed. Note

Down at The Journal office

we have what is known as

"filler." Filler is a term used

to describe anytliing and ev.

erything from an article on

birth control to the jokes and

howlers that everyone has read

before. As this is the last

issue of the term and as we
have lots and lots of filler on

hand — herewith a page of

6ller.

TUESDj

Two (sli

were walk

ght and j

e curtain

First M
xactly mc

Second

retiring."

A Kai

saloon wii

year-old I

straight w
"Hey. P

a drinkii

P.S. : The jokes are old, the

poems are awful, the articles

are rotten and everything is

corny ; so don't say we
didn't warn you.

Terse Verse
A well-known Manitoba man
One dark night last week,

Went to the cellar with a match

In search of a gas leak.

(He found it.)

John Welch by curiosity

(Dispatches state) was goaded

He squinted in his old shotgun

To see if it was loaded.

(It was.)

A man in Kingston stopped

watch

A patent cigar clipper;

He wondered if his finger was

Not quicker than the nipper.

(It wasn't.)

A Quebec man read that human

eyes

Of hypnotism were full;

He went to see if it would wor'

Upon an angry bull.

(It wouldn't.)

"Your little baby son is a

termined rascal."

"Yes ; he'll have his bottle or

bust."

Indisputably

Statistics show that

Yale graduates have

1.3 children,

While Vassar graduates

Have 1.7 children

;

Which proves that women
Have more children

Than men.

"Doesn't that soprano have

large repetoire?"

"Yes, and that dress makes

look worse."

A certain chemistry student

would have received an A in hi

course on explosives, if he hadn

blown up at the last moment.

A sensible girl is not so sensible

as she looks, because a sensible

girl has more sense than to look

sensible.

Dear Sir:

I am sending this letter to tell

you

That taxes have taken away
All the things that I ever

sessed

—

My auto, my horse, and my
sleigh.

Now I'm riding around on a

donkey.

He's tattered, he's weary, he's

slow

;

So if I don't see you right away
I'll be out on my ass in the

snow.

—E. Shrdlu.

"It won't be wrong now,"

hummed the young bride as she

strolled down the aisle.

Radio Manners

If she wants a date—Meter

If she comes to call—Receiver

If she wants an escort—Conductor

If she wants to be an angel—Transformer

If she proves your fears are wrong—Compensator

If you think she is picking your pockets—Accelerate

If she goes up in the air—Condenser

If she wants chocolate—Feeder

If she is a poor cook—Discharger

If she eats too much—Reducer
If she is wrong—Rectifier

If her hands are cold—Heater

If she fumes and sputters—Insulator

If she wants a vacation—Transmitter.

If she talks too much—Interrupter

If her way of thinking is not yours—Corrector.

If her way of thinking is not yours—Corrector
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Two (slightly oiled) Medsmen
were walking home the other

ght and passed a window where

(he curtains had not been drawn.

First Med : "That girl isn't

exactly modest, is she?"

Second Med: "No; but she is

retiring."

Asylum Warden: So you think

you are sane now. IE we give

you your liberty, will you leave

liquor and women alone?

Inmate : I sure will.

First Lunatic: "You'd better

stay here. You're still crazy.

A Kain-tuckiaii entered a

saloon with his wife and three-

year-old boy. He ordered two
straight whiskies.

Hey, Pa," the kid asked, "ain't

ina drinkin'?"

Prop Man: "I hear you and

the leading lady are on the outs."

Electrician: "Yeah, it was one

o[ those quick-change scenes with

the stage all dark. She asked for

her liglits—and I thought she

said lights."

HELP THE

RED CROSS

+
ITS WORK

IS NEVER DONE
The work of the Red Cross is real, vital,

urgent — more urgent than ever before!

Millions newly freed are in desperate need

of food, clothes and comfort. This work

must be maintained. The work can only

be maintained with your help. Kingston

quota is $60,000. You ore now a Kingston

citizen . . . your help is needed, your part

is plain. Don't let our own boys down.

PHONE 3030

123 - 125 PRINCESS STREET

And it came to pass in the City

of Queenz that verily the warriors

of Four-seven did hold Year Par-

lee; and small were tlic amounts of

the amber fluid which the men and

their maids consumed. -But Ell the

Fang and mate-of-room Hal did

imbibe copious quantities o£ the

import of the land of Jamaica, and

did become quiet, this being their

manner when they have arrived at

state of three sheets to breeze.

And. with the day of the Great

Saint, Jim the Cardiod (he had a

good time, after all) did present

Trophy of Booze to the best of the

Irish, Michael O'Hairevitch, who

did accept with brief speech in na-

tive Celtic. And at the same time

the racketeers of Four-seven did

practise in their trade by swindling

gullible warriorz, when cronies of

Moose the HofE did promise es

capadc in water.

And verily, after the brawl was

over, were many private parteez

"held in oihcr parts of the land. And
'tis known that the available quan-

tities of the precious liquid at one

of tliese affairs had more effect

than at another. For were not

strange sights seen when the scribes

did exercise after consuming small

quantity of tbe product of grain?

Also on tbe same eve the men of

Mine and MetaiUirg did have final

banquet, but presence of Fac did

scotch many attempts to bring feel

ing of freedom. And the tales of

game of ball-base were heartily en-

joyed by those with whom the war-

rioz are preparing to battle.

And before these events, on the

morns of Fria and Saturn, he of the

mighty clan of O'HalUhans and

Murphys and who does inhabit the

Hall of Qiem was presented with

token of appreciation and toasted

with demonstration and song, At the

end of these events, the recipient

replied in a few choice phrases,

"lubet vicis de causas," which,

freely translated for benefit of Le-

mons, means, "Shure and begorra,

'tis a foine sentiment, but the singin'

was lousy."

Even now, on final eve of gather-

ing of the scribes, the tradition of

paper is upheld, and lo, tlie scribe

of Lephanta was object of many

osculatory advances; and, she, who

does puddle in mud, reported that

tbe warriorz had the better tech-

niques.

And even now (for the last time)

the sands run out, and the scribe;

must off to join argument, for word

comes that the wearers of kilt and

torturers of cat do follow sugges-

tive words and attempt to obtain

toothpick concession.

Hosiery

Underwear

Skirts

Blouses

Sweaters

House Coots

Slips - Panties

Hosiery and Lingerie

SHOPPES

See Our

Fomous Line

of "Coro"

NOVELTY
JEWELLERY

187 Princess St. Phone 5056

231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

DIAL STORE: 5414 DIAL RES.: 5341

Colour Night

(Continued from page 1)

MiUiken, H. Lawler, B. Cronk,

K. Rose, D. Sinclair.

Wrestling—H. Greenidge, J.

Harvey. H. Leitch,

Swimming—W. Roberts, G.

Zuckerman. R. Bannard.

Basketball—A. Campbell, W,
Morgan, D. Lamont.

Siding—M. Affler.

Tennis—D, Helleur.

Oi.iK—G. Erickson,

Mockey—G. Elliott. J. Hood,

S. Pataran, P. Cote. R. Hughes,

D. Kelly.

Track—D. Moreton, D. Craig,

R. Loucks.

Football Q II's

' M, Kiishner, J. Futcher, P.

King, A. Kniewasser, J. Spittle,

J. Southey, R. Fuller, G. Van-

sickle, R. Cole. D. Dclahaye, D,

Hoopet;, M. Greatrex. M, Chochi-

nov. D. Harbic.

You're my kind . . . Have a Coca-Cola

Principal's Message

(Continued from page 1)

of a system of student govern-

ment which can function ade-

quately if you accept your share,

and fails if you do not. It is not

enough to rely on wise decisions

to meet issues that have arisen.

It is your part, individually, to

prevent them from arising. They

court publicity, inevitably. Here

is a great field for constructive

statesmanship which rests on the

shoulders of every one of you,

I place my reliance, as I have

always done, on your wisdom and

good sense. I have not found it

to fail.

And to those who are going out

from Queens may I add a word.

We follow you with our good

wishes, wherever you may go

and whatever duties you may be

called on to undertake. You will

carry the name of Queen's, it may

be, to distant lands. And. in spirit,

vou will always come back home.

May all that is best in life be

vours,

R. C. WALLACE.

,.,or allies enjoy a friendly pause

FriendUness enters the picture a. the words """^
"f^^^

It's a happy custom, everywhere, for people -o meet togethe

over rfos?^ bottles of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Id many lands

Lund globe, Coca-Cola s^.nds for tbepj..se that r.Jresh.s

!lhas become an everyday high-Mgn of friendliness among

* people of good will.

lt"i nanifil fo( popuUrnimo ro

imuiiT fticniUj tbbrcvuuons.

Tlut'i whT you bar Coci-Coli

oUcd Coke.

"l>o you know the difference

between a popular girl and an

unpopular girl?"

"Yes and lio."

"(_>h. look at this! Lord

Tlirockmorton. 85. is being sued

for b^c.^cb of promise!"

"Huh! At S5. what could lie

promise

Fiction are books which are

fixed to the shelves and cannot

be removed.

Tbe wife of a prune minister i^

.ailed a i>riniate.

Edison was tbe inventor of tbe

pboni^rail and the indecent lamp-

Better make a note, my pet,

Lest it be forgotten:

Gals who play too hard to get

Aren't gotten,
,

Jackson-Metivier
Ladies' Wearing Apparel Shop

ATTENTION! LADIES OF QUEEN'S

BE WISE . . . SELECT YOURS NOW!

First Showing . . . Man-Tailored Ladies'

SPRING SUITS
Novy, Block and Brown . . . English Stripes and Plain Worsted

Dress-Maker New Spring Models

Smart new elegance and important detailings — yours in

jackson Mefivier's Suits. Mannish or softly feminine clothes

in new High Pork shodes.

Jackson-Metivier
114 Princess Street

OVERSHOES-
SKI BOOTS-
RUBBERS-
BAGGAGE-

are all

VERY

SCARCE
But Nearly Always We Have a Few of the

Above Lines

•

ABERNETHY'S SHOE STORE
127 Princess Street
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ZAKOS BROTHEBS
Ltd.

Fruits - Vegetables - Groceries

Barrie and Princess Sts.

BENNETT'S
RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everrthine

good to eat."

'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

DRIVE IN AN
INSUfiED TAXI

AMEY'S TAXI

Phones:

6684-3232
Rent an

Underwood Typewriter
frobi the makers

Special Rate to Students

Underwood Elliott Fisher
LIMITED

171 Wellineton St Dial 4352

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
159 Wellington St. Dial 4346

ELLIOTT'S
Hairdressing Parlor
EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

7 OPERATORS
356 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3747

Dr. Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

i05 Princess St. Phone 3145

McGALLS
SHOE HEPAIBS

Karl Eklin, Prop.

292 Princess St. Dial 9787

Kingston, Ontario

TAILS
FOR RENT

AND
TUXEDOS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

Communications

(Continued from page 1)

veloped to make these improved

telephones possible.

Quartz Crystals

The speaker also demonstrated

properties of the tiny quartz crys-

tals used to keep separate the hun-

dreds of messages being radioed

back and forth during a battle

Some tanks have as many as 8C

crj'stals in their radios, he said, so

that tliey may talk to other tanks,

to aircraft, or to headquarters as re

quired.

One manufacturing company
alone,"- Mr, Long revealed, has de-

ivered 12 million crystals to the

armed forces at a cost one-twen-

tieth that of crystals produced be

fore the war.

Finally, the speaker demonstrated

the use of the photo-electric cell in

communications by having it pick

up music transmitted on a beam of

light. The electric eye makes pos

ibie the transmission of photo

graphs which appear in the news
papers a few hours after they have

been taken on the fighting fronts.

Mobile radio-telephone carried

by individuals or in motor vehicles

may find many special uses after the

war," Mr. Long concluded, pre

dieting great benefits when the

scientific knowledge g^ned in this

war is put to peacetime uses. How
ever, he deprecated the idea that

Utopia could be brought about auto-

matically after the war, and warned

against too much optimism in this

regard.

Graduate Retires

(Continued from page 1)

National Life Insurance Company.

In 1924, he went to the Columbus

Mutual Life.

In 1896, Mr. Jaquith won the

field championship of Queen's Uni

versity.

Left Hand Comer

(Continued on page 4)

the report of strained eye-witnesses

who wrote fantastic reports as fol-

lows:

"Driving up in a sandstonn, the

Mayor, Mitch Hepburn Whitefea-

ither, restored order in a few well-

chosen words. He said : 'The sig-

nificance of tliis fraternizing in

these grave and serious times may
well lead, in the not too distant

future, to an Amalgamated Union

of Cleaners and Daubers.'
"

(The report that the noted In-

dian chief and Mayor lost a few

featliers from his head dress is com-

pletely without confirmation.)

At an open meeting of the WC
TU', presided over by Chief White

feather, the male members of the

community issued a stern warning

that any squaws participating in

such affrays would be "boy"-cotted.

Mayor Wliitefeather, who re-

ceived an honorary LLD from

Queen's University at last year's

Jerks Jump, has addressed an urg-

ent request to the authorities there

for permission to borrow tlie bells

in Grant Hall Tower for the dura-

tion of the crisis that they may be

rung in case of further trouble,

{Tliis report is generally thought

to be in error as there are no bells

in Grant Hall Tower.)

J. Solton Back, successor to

Stew Webster as veteran campus

character, in an interview with this

reporter, could only murmur the

Chouckian phrase : "Haec olim

meminisse juvabit."

' Women Can't Touch Us.

CAUC Casualties

According to a recent announce-

ment, Jim Hoover, CAUC, Sc. '47,

has been killed in action in Bel-

gium. Jim Pritchard, also a mem-
ber of the CAUC, Sc. '47, has been

wounded.

Orchestra Agent

Any person interested in occu-

ping the position of orchestra

agent for the next session should

apply to Charlie Hicks, secretary

of the AMS, at once.

Three men died and went to

the g^tcs of heaven. Saint Peter

said to the first one: "What have

you done to deserve to go to

heaven ?"

"I am a university graduate."

"What university?"

"McGill."

"We have no room for you

here. You'll have to go to hell."

The second man approached

and the question was repeated.

"I am a university graduate."

"What university?"

"Varsity."

"Sorry ; you'll have to go to

hell, too."

The third man approached and

the question was again repeated.

"I am a university graduate."

"What university?"

"Queen's."

"Come on in, son ; you've been

in hell long enough."

A pretzel is a soda cracker with

cramps.

KIBK-KOVE
Tourist Camp

Big Gull Lake, Arden

*

Housekeeping Cottages

Sleeping Cabins

Dining Room
*

Accommodation Available

June 15— July 1

*

Dial 5698

182 BARRIE STREET

Arts Society Meeting

The annual meeting of the Arts

Society will be held in Room 201

New Arts building tomorrow at

3 :30 pm.

The annual reports of the secre-

tary, treasurer, athletic stick, the

clerk of the Arts Concursus, and

other committee chairmen will be

given.

The new executive will take of-

fice at the meeting.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
OF A WOMAN

Symbol—Wo.

Accepted .-jtomic weight—120.

Valence Multivalent—Most com-

monly used valence is 20140,

Occurrence — Found wherever

men exist; seldom in the free state.

Physical Properties

—

1. Very active.

2. Possesses great affinity for sil-

ver, gold, platinum and precious

stones.

3. Dehydrating agent ^i.e.. able

to absorb enormous amount of

liquid).

4. Turns green when placed be-

side better looking specimen.

5. Most powerful known reduc-

ing agent. (Attacks bank book and

reduces it to nil.)

6. Ages rapidly.

Uses

—

1. Highly oniamental.

2. Useful as a tonic in accelera-

tion of low spirits, etc.

3. Equalizes distribution of

wealth.

Caution—

1. Highly explosive when in un-

experienced hands.

2. If valence 20140 is used you'll

probably get "Cuddles."

—ICaveentz

If you can't be up front, at

least your blood can—enrol with

the blood clinic NOW.

"A Typed Essay Looits Neater

"

CALL 8193
W. J. WISKIN

For?5yearsproviding

LOW-COST

LIFE

INSURANCE
to

Canadians

in all

walks of life

Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
^^^^^^OF CANADA Ih^^B

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy

E, Leadbeater

BERT SMITH

Dial 8097

BARBER SHOP

347 Princess St.

STUDENTS WELCOME TO

CRONK' S
BARBER SHOP

MOST MODERN IN KINGSTON
Excelelnt Service

133 Princess St. Opp. Kreflge's

Watts The Florist
182 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONES:
8tor« 6084, Rm. 6414, GrecnhouM* 3241

GOURDIERS

78 BROCK ST. DIAL 8864

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess SL - Phone 4524

Are You in the Know?

Ara those Undy Koppsri doing

A Booglo

A Shofty Ceorgo

A Tip

"Know how" ia what mnfcca tbe difference

between a smooih rug-cutter nnd ndod! So

Indy, be hep to ihis "ehine" Blep. It's a Tip

— and here's another; slay in the fun re-

gardless of what time of the month it isl

h'a Bimple. Kolex sanitary napkins are

comfortable—that epecial eofety centre

keeps you piolccted—poise-perfect

This Halr-dn'f for yau—

M

Your foco It Ions

Heuft-Shapod

Round

Newest locks have a Ital-iopped look. They're

Hhorter, sleek, often ccnlre.parled. Vary

this hair style lo Biiil your face-type. If yout

face is long, lokc the short hoirdo shown

hate— flat crowned, and fluffed a bit at tho

sides. The "flni" look's a grooming com-

mnndmenl when "certain" outlines threaten

a sleek costume. Thai's when you ihonk

Kolen for those flat pressed ends. Bccouao

they're not Btubby, no one vrill guess your

Bccrcl.

Hew would you Inlroduco thamt

"Copt. Sm1tMhl» It U«ul. Brown"

"Mln Brown, may I preienl

Copt. Smith"

"Iftut. Brown, Copt. Smilh"

When introducing army officers, mention tbe

one wiib the higher rank first—even if the

other is a woman. "Captain Smiih, this is

Lieutenant Brown" is correct. Know your

army eliquelte these days—and on "diffipuil

days" for real "social eeiurily" just depend

on the comfort Kolcx gives, for Kolex slays

eofI while wearing. You'll learn thai comfort,

confidence and Kotcx go together !

Girls in the know
choose KOTEX*

Yet, mora girls choose KOTEX than

all other brands of pads put togefhsr.

Jf. T,M. rws. cm. pal, OO.

'THAT DAY IS HERE AGAIN"
Important now hooklol full of facts about

FREE! tho do's and don'ts of problem dayj

Canadinn Ccllucollon Products Co. Ltd.,

330 Utiiversiiy Ave., Dept. Toronto, Ont.

Ploosc send me a free copy of your booklet, "That Day

is Hero Again" . . . which will reach mo in a plain envelope.

Name.-
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Advance
Spring

Styles

What the

Well Dressed

Man Wai Wear!

TOPCOATS
A stepping-stone into Spring,

one of our smart new topcoats.

They're tailored of imported

English and Scotch woollens

for extra wearability to give

you maximum service . . .

they're the latest in style and

the finest in quality— moder-

ately priced. Drop in tomor-

row and choose your topcoat

from our large stock.

Popularity-Proven

WARDROBE

for Spring

SUITS
A Tweddell suit has a place in your Spring wardrobe. They

feature only the best of imported fabrics—and the tailoring

gives extra attention to the details that make the difference

between a run-of-the-mill suit and a Tweddell quality suit

at moderate prices. Come in and see our grand selection.

FURNISHINGS
To complement that new Spring Suit and Topcoat— you need

good-looking furnishings. We have just what you're looking

for— including the largest selection of famous STETSON
HATS in the city among the many items of Men's Wear.

ALL MODERATELY PRICED

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
STORE OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.

137- 139 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 6595

BELDEAN'S LADIES' WEAR
SMART STYLES

282 Princess Street

RKASONABLl mCKO
Phone 6733

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. I^ose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.
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KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

STUDENTS' STYLE CENTRE

Agents for Dock's Shoes

PORTS
TliE CAHrUS SDCI^rUGIHT

BV CORD MACK

Only This and Nothing More
Today's issue. No. 40, doses the file on Volume LXXI of Que«n'a

leading biweekly publication. Friday noon-hour'a hockey tilt between the

Medicals and Engineers finished off the sports progranune (or the year.

This Friday night the Ban Righ Common Room has been reserved for the

AMS Colour Night. The big event begins at 7:30 with the presentation of

the AMS pins. Tricolour awards, and girls' and men's athletic awards by

Dr. J. K, Robertson making up the main part of the programme.

Elsewhere in the paper b the list of the 37 deserving athletes who will

collect their wartime Q's, and the 14 other men who have earned their

Q Il's. A commendable innovation this year is the fact that 17 of the

wartime Q's and all of the Q Il's will return to the campus next fall, al^ough
a slightly incongruous situation exists with the winner of the most-valuable-

player award being limited tb a Q II by the unspoken freshman ruling.

Four trophies will also change hands during the evening. The Bews
Trophy, emblematic of the intramural athletics championship, will become

the property of Sc. '46, who succeeded Meds '48. The RAF Basketball Cup,

which is awarded annually to the player voted by his team-mates as most

valuable to the squad, goes this year tb Archie Campbell for his work under

the basket. The Royal Todd Trophy, which is awarded similarly to the

most valuable player on the rugby line-up. will be collected by Andy
Kniewasser, while in hockey the "Senator" Powell Trophy was earned by

George Elliott, who was selected on two Whig-Standard all-star teams in

the past week.
• • a

Strictly on the sentimental side, we've enjoyed our year on The JoumaL

We've made some swell friends in all the faculties, and although at times

we have inevitably trod on some people's toes, those incidents have been

forgotten. Our policy all year has been to emphasize intramural sport as

being the branch of athletics in which most fellows are interested and

involved. That we have suucceeded is verified by the advertising manager's

assertion that never before has he had to throw out so much sports copy.

Our staff has been down to skeleton proportions several times during the

year until the appointment of Jack Lush as assistant sports ed and acquisition

of Don Creaghan relieved some of the burden. Thanks are in order to

Charley fitcks. BLU Lemmon, and many others who helped us beat a deadline

with some copy during the year.

s • *

Before registration day next fall, we may see the end of the war in

Europe. The fall of Germany will mean more to athletics than just the

possibility of the' return of intercollegiate sport. On this side of the Atlantic,

athletics are considered as a medium of healthy recreation and friendly

competition. We have been criticized, perhaps justly, in placing too much

stress upon the winmng of an event. If we have that fault, it is harmless

and can be rectified by the application of the principles in the oft-repeated

verse with the unknown authorship;

For when the one great Scorer comes.

To mark against your name.

It matters not who won or lost.

But that you played the oame.

On the other side of the Atlantic, however, sports played a far more

sinister role. We can all remember ptewar newsreels of German youth at

physical training camps, where the emphasis was placed on physical develop-

ment as a service to the coimtry. Athletics was a duty, not a sport. As

long ago as the 1936 Olympic games, the Nazis had openly abandoned the

maxim of "may the best man win" in favour of a modification which

stipulated that the best man must be non-Semitic, One of Canada's out-

standmg athletics, Hank Cieman, was not allowed to compete in Berlin

for this reason.

The majority of us now at Queen's have contributed very little in what

appears to be the approaching victory. Many famous Queen's athletes of

former years are now in the services, and too many have sacrificed their

lives. May the principles for which they fought be upheld on the field of

sports in the next, and coming, years, and the same fight which they formerly

displayed while wearing Queen's colours be recaptured by those who follow

them.

Science All-Stars Win Hockey

To Capture Interfaculty Title

Down Artsmen 8-3 in Thursday's Game, Then Whitewash
Medsmen 3-0 on Friday

Science - Arts Science - Meds

The Science faculty hockey team

didn't waste much time in ousting

.'\rcs from the play-offs Thursday

iiisht, when they took their rivals

for an 8-3 count.

After a fast first period wliich

found the Engineers peppering tlie

Arts goalie from all angles, the

count sheet read 2-1 in their favour.

Tlie lie:Lvily laden Science team

came back in the second to iiolcli

five counters and put the game on

ice. The final period found Arts

outscoring their opponents 2 to 1,

but that was a long way off from

the play-off prize and Science again

conquered 8-3.

For the winners, there were so

many players it was hard to pick

any one individual, for all turned

in a tip-top performance. Ahelson

shone for the Artsmen. by bagging

two of his team's goals and setting

up the other.

Line-ups

:

Arts : Clarke, Brooks, Berry.

Rowley, Abelson. Fruchter, Dur

kin, Creaghan. Eadanai.

Championships

Following are the winners of

championships during the past

season, listing winner and runner-

up, respectively

:

Intramural

Track and Field—Sc. '45. Sc.

46.

Golf—Meds '49, Arts '46.

Cross-country—Sc. '45. Sc. '46.

Tennis—Sc. '45. Meds "50,

Softball—Sc. '47, Sc. '46.

Swimming—Sc. '45, Arts '47.

Hockey—Sc. '48, Sc. '46.

Basketball—Arts '48, Sc. '48.

Skiing—Sc. '46.

Table-tennis—Sc. '45, Arts '47.

Bowling—Arts '46, Sc. '46.

Boxing and wrestling—Sc. '46,

Meds '49.

Interfaculty

Softball—Science, Arts.

Touch football—Science, Arts.

Basketball—Arts. Science.

Hockey—Science, Meds.

Dear Doc : When I was a fresh-

man in college I \V5S hit on the

head with a paddle and have been

deaf and dumb ever since. What

shall I do?

Answer: Consult a physician;

he may be able to help your deaf-

ness.

See our advertisers when

require quality merchandise.

Arts '10 Graduate
Publishes Poems

HARD TO PLEASE!

Mary Naismitii Matheson, Arts

'10, of New Westminster. British

Columbia, has brought out a new

edition of poems entitled "The

Moving Finger." The book con-

tains 54 poems, most of which

are sonnets, and the majority of

which are being published for the

first time. They deal with such

subjects as life and death, and

love and nature.

^Mrs. Matheson already has

published several volumes of

verse.

Hand in Hand

Here we sit,

Hand in hand

—

Fingers clasp.

Intertwine.

Here we sit,

Hand in hand

—

Hers in hers,

Mine in mine.

—Brunswickan.

"Shall we go outside for a little

walkr
"You boys have the funniest

way of saying what you mean."

LOST; Blue eversharp pen.

between Earl-Bagot and Ban

Righ. Finder please phone Judy

Ross, 8487,

Well, it seems this Englishman

had been out in India for twenty

years empire-building, and when

he came back to London lie \vas

hungry for human companionship.

So he went down to his old club,

.nnd there was only one member

there; red-face<l. pop-eyed old gee-

zer who looked like Major Bag-

stock, beliind the London Times.

So the empire-builder went up to

him and said,

"Harntmpli ! E.vcvise me, sir,

but would you join me in a drink?"

"No. thanks," said the old gn,v,

"I don't drhik. Tried It once; didn't

like it."

Well, the empire-builder went

away, feeling pretty much rebuffed

;

but he was hungn' for human com-

panionship. =0 he came back to the

old geezer in t!ie club chair, and

said,

"Harrumph ! Excuse me, sir,

but would you join me in a good

cigar ?"

"No, thanks." said the old guy.

"I don't smoke. Tried it once;

didn't like it."

Well, chat left the empire-builder

pretty much up in the air, but after

a bit he decided to try it again, so

he came back and said,

"Harrumph! E.vcuse my persis-

tence, sir, but would you join me

in a game of billiards?"

The old gent put down his paper

and replied.

"No. thanks. I don't play bil-

liards. Tell you. though; my son

will be down in a little while :
he'll

give you a game."

The empire-builder replied.

"I assume that is your only son?"

The last sports event of the

1944-45 season saw the Science

Facultj'- All-Stars blank the de-

fending Medical team. 3-0, to cap-

ture the interfaculty hockey title

last Friday at noon. Poor ice

slowed down the play and made
team-work ragged as neither side

played the game of which it was
capable.

The first period was scoreless,

with the Engineers holding an

edge on the territorial play-

Shortly after the start of the

middle stanza, Clayton Leach

snared a puck in front of the

Medicos' net and slapped it past

the helpless Bonnell from close

in. Modesto was the next Science

marksman as he put the Engi-

neers two up half-way through

the period. The scoring was
ended, as it began, by the Sc. '48

freshman line, with Bill Isaac

notching the goal.

Play in the third period found

the Medicos trying to organize

an efficient attack, but being

stopped repeatedly by the Engi-

neering defences without giving

Campbell too much work be-

tween the pipes,
;

For the winners, Merv Prijtch-

ard stood out on defence and was

a constant threat leading rushes,

while Glen Campbell handled

everything sent his way. Up
front, the frosh line stole the

thunder from the junior and

senior trios as they collected two

of the three tallies. For the Meds
team. Bonnell stopped several

goal-labelled drives, with Mart

Chepsuik being the team's most

dangerous offensive threat.

Science: Campbell ; McLeod,

Pritchard, Noonan, Simms,

Hanna; Richardson, Bryson,

Moro; Modesto, Tuer. Harrison;

Leach, Isaac, Greatrex.

Meds: Bonnell ;
Clough, Ghent,

Delahaye, Woodman; Hamilton,

Cockbum, Farrell; Chepsuik,

Cronk, Prosterman; Rlontemurro,

Gossack, Newell.

D'ja hear about the old lady

who had three dogs. She called

one Whitey because he was the

whitest ; another was called

Blacky because he was the

blackest; and the other one was

called Paderewski because he

was the pianist.

Lead Is Increased

As Bews Finishes

The only changes in the final

Bews Trophy tabulations released

by Intramural Athletic Director

Bill Lemmon were the points

acquired from the interfaculty

basketball and hockey playoffs.

By capturing the cage title, each

year in Arts received 117 points,

while the hockey championship

won by Science was worth SO

points to each of its four years.

The additional points did not

alter any of the standings, but

increased the Sc. '46 lead to 473

points over the runner-up med-

sophs. Final standings are;

Two little boys stood on a street

corner, A little giri passed by.

Said one: "Her neck's dirty!"

Said the other: "Her does?"

Sc. '46 _
Meds '49

Sc. '45 —
Arts '47 -

Sc. '47 —
Arts '46 -

Sc. '48 -
Arts '48 _

Meds '50

Meds '48

Meds '47

Arts '45 -

17,487

17,014

10,162

6,804

6,698

5,022

4,897

3,031

2.230

1.898

940

515

Lady Macbeth: Have I told ya.

about my apparition?

:!l-^.A^v.:(:^:.;.v..^^^:^:.. :'v^,.

II
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For three years now we've been

suffering under the ignominy of

it all. We've writhed and we've

winced, and we've tried to make
ourself small enough to be in-

visible ever;' time somebody

started it. We've looked at the

ceiling and we've wished the

ground would open up under us.

We've slunk out of the crowd in

a hurry ju5t the moment it was

over. And we've wondered why
under the sun nobody has ever

gotten around to making up a

new Levana yell

!

Maybe you don't know the

ones otill in existence as Levana's

poor and only. . . . i\laybe.

They're sure branded on our

memory. Every time we think

of it we mentally hear a gang of

Sciencemen mimicking it in high

falsetto : "Levana, Levana, Le-

vana to the fore—Arts forever,

Queen's forever (here it comes—

'

ouch!) women's rights or war."

It's not only years out of date;

it's out of date twice over, Le-

vana's not undiluted "Arts" any

more—we've Meds and Science

co-eds. too. So it's about time

—

in fact it was time years ago

when the suffragettes went out

—

that Levana had a new yell.

Easier to think a thing, no mat-

ter how vigorously you_ think it,

than to do it. We see now why
it hasn't been attended to before.

Our worst problem was to find

something to rhyme with

"Levana." Okay, you try it. The
only thing that occurred to us

was

—

Levana wins, Levana wins,

Slipping on banana skins.

So we had to start all over again

from a new angle.

Maybe somebody next year can

go on from where we left off.

But here you are, by way of

suggestion for a new yell

:

Ln'oiia, Levana;

Red, Gold. Blue.

Put il 0)1 a banner

Of a Iricohiir hue:

Flaunt it,

i'auni it,

Tamil 'em with the yell.

Ij thry don't like Levaiio

They can . . . urn . . . ah . . .

We think women ought to be

subtle anyw&y.

Levana Blood Donor Drive

Finally we've the data from the

CKCC about the Levana blood

doufir drive they organized—Miss

Ross. Mary Holden, Mary Con
nor, Diana Blake, and Joyce

Watson carried the weight of the

work of the drive. They report

that 72 co-eds of Levana have

given donations. Of these dona-

1 ion s, seven percent were from

Levana '45: 12 percent from '46;

26 percent fri>m '47; and 55 per-

cent from '4S. They seem to get

better every year—next year

?houM bring a bumper crop.

Ruth Mendel of Goodwin
House tops the list of Levana

donors with a record of 1 ! dona-

tions. Nice going. Ruth! And
there are seven other Levaniles

who have 'given over five dona

lions.

Dr. Douglas reminds you of the

need for 15 co-eds to do waitress

and housework for the confer-

ences which are being held at

Queen's from May 18 to 27. In-

formation about the rate of re-

miuicration is available at the

office uf the dean of women.

French Tea

And Dr. Gibb announces the

usual French tea this Friday in

Macdonnell House at 4:30 pm.

Read It Aloud

If you can pronounce correctly

every word in the following para-

graph, your knowledge and cul-

ture are superior, because, ac-

cording to the bulletineer who
relays it

—

No one in a group of Harvard

graduates

—

No one of the facultj- of a well-

known Middle West academy

—

One of eight English teachers

—

read the paragraph correctly.

Here it is:

"They knew the marquis, but

of his exquisite sense of duty,

his irrefutable loyalty, this ribald

institution could have no under-

standing. (The Jacobins, indeed.

Pray, who were the Jacobins?

Montesquieu called them 'a

living slough of Aristotelian des-

pond.' To me they always

loomed like some foul lichen at

the mouth of a cove.)"

"Do you know Art?"

"Art who?"
"Artesian."

"Oh, certainly. I known arte-

sian well,"

Reporter: I've got a perfect

news story.

Editor: How come? Did a

man bite a dog?

Reporter: No; but a hydrant

sprinkled one.

BARBER-OUS

I met a little co-ed.

And she was nice to me—
But you can have her anytime.

Witliout expense or fee

—

For she is more than five-foot six,

And I am five-Eoot-three,

"Are you troubled with impro-

per thoughts?'"

"Why, no, I rather enjoy them."

Father—"You took accounting

at college, didn't yon, son?"

Sonny Boy—"Yes, sir."

Father
—"Then how do you ac-

count for silk undies in your last

laundrv?" .

Cannibal King (rushing inl

"Gosh, am I late for dinner again?"

Cannibal Queen : "Rather. Ev

erybody's eaten."

Uses of the skin

:

1. Makes your appearance more

natural.

2. It doesn't show your ribs or

your insides.

3. It keeps part of the wind from

getting in.

My brain reeled,

Passion-struck

;

But my lips steeled

As I asked her the question .

A minute's silence passed;

It seemd to me
Eternitj'.

But then she spoke at last .

My frame shook, shivered;

Her voice broke, quivered,

As she said

—

"Sorry, sir. but the position

has already been filled

!

The last tea of the year will be

held the afternoon of April 7.

So now we're around to our

final "30". And we're kinda sad

about it. We got a big kick out

of whipping off Levana Notes for

you twice a week—it's a pleasant

job. We looked back through the

files of old Journals and found

that just a few years ago the

Levana editor had no byline

(meaning she was anonymous),

and the Levana Notes column

consisted only of one or two para-

graphs of official notices. So we
figure we're lucky to get away

with all we've gotten away with

this past year.

'Bye now.

(Journal, 1931)

Rumours that the freshmen

had gone on a moonlight excur-

sion on Thursday night brought

out a large gathering of sopho-

mores, juniors, and seniors, to

restore order in the freshman

year. Most of the night was spent

in marching and countermarching,

and in the wee small hours of the

morning a few of the freshmen

were caught returning home,

Needless to say, they were dealt

with in a barbarous fashion.

The news first leaked out in

the afternoon, but not until the

freshmen had left were the clans

called out to restore law and

order. The first-year men cer-

tainly organized their party well,

and the vigilance committee was

not sure about their plans until

the actual departure.

As soon as this was certain,

the sophomores sent out invita-

tions for a big freshman recep-

tion to be held at an uncertain

hour the same evening. There

were no exclusions and in a very

short time the whole waterfront

of Kingston was patrolled by an

eager throng armed with snippers

and scissors. The rumours,

which spread thick and fast,

caused a constant rush from

place to place, and the throng

ebbed and flowed all along the

shore.

It was finally established that the

joyriders must land at the regular

dock and pick up a Customs' Of-

ficer. 'W'hen the boat appeared the

throng, over eager to seize scalps

did not conceal itself, and after

touching the shore the yacht sped

suddenly out to the open lake. Then

she scooted up to the power dock,

but the welcoming committee w)

over eager to receive her and the

crew did not land. A wild dart

back toward the dry-dock sent the

crowd that way and then the shock

troops on short waited hopefully

for the disembarkation of the frosh.

A pilot boat put out with a Cus-

toms' Officer, and on the return

trip brought back the co-eds who

had gone on the excursion. They

were allowed to land, and the next

trip of the boat brought ashore the

rest of the female element. Tlien

lights were doused on the large boat

and she started out into the lake.

The vigilance committee in

trucks, charged to the freshman

year, dashed alony the ?horc a>v\

over into the KMC groimds. What

the Cadets thought is not known,

but from the noise they must have

thought that Queen's students kere

on the war-path. ^
Wild conjecture failed to con-

vince anyone as to what was being

done. Then the mystery boat was

heard up by the power plant and

watchers seeing her come down to

her regidar berth saw that she was

empty. The captain and crew re-

fused to talk and the mysterious

disappearanvc proved too much for

most of the assembly, who went

home io bed about two o'clock in

the morning.

It now appears that the freshmen

waded ashore down east somewhere

and made their way home in vari

ous ways, A guard on the La Sallo

bridge was maintained all night.

The first hair lost belonged to a

party of freshmen who were spread-

ing false tips all night.

Other freshmen were caught ear-

ly in the morning and clipped clean.

The freshmen claim they have the

laugh on the sophs, but the sophs

claim that they won't laugh long.
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